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For years I’ve been asked to explain DraftNasty’s grades.  What does it mean for someone to have
a fourth-round grade?  I’ve heard the comment, “Well you had a first-round grade on him but he 

went in the fifth round.”

At DraftNasty, we have always been most interested in keeping a level of consistency. If Marvin 
Jones (Detroit Lions) is 24th on our board (but goes in the fifth round), did he produce like the 
24th-best player in that draft?  Was Los Angeles Chargers cornerback Casey Hayward the 21st-best 
player in the 2012 NFL Draft?  Our eight identifying characteristics are based on a scale that works 
to eliminate fact from fiction.  Those characteristics are interchangeable across many different 
sports.  

Athleticism
Speed/Quickness (Average of the two scores)

Balance
Explosiveness/Agility (Average of the two scores)

Sport IQ (could involve off the field consideration)
Vision/Hand-Eye coordination (Average of the two scores)

Strength (injury history can bring down this score)
Size

Pay attention to the last characteristic closely.  If a quarterback does not meet the size requirement, 
he will have to overcome the odds to succeed in the NFL.  In 2016, 27 of the 32 starting quarterbacks 
were at least 6’2.  During that season, only six starting quarterbacks were 6’2.  

Athleticism is an interesting characteristic to evaluate.  Are we evaluating the player’s athleticism 
on the football field or are we factoring in track/basketball/baseball/wrestling backgrounds?  It is 
important to evaluate a measure of them all.  According to www.trackingfootball.com, 94-percent of 
the first rounders in the 2017 NFL Draft played multiple sports.  Their research found that nearly 
70-percent of that group ran track & field. 

Now I could go on and on giving you my breakdown on why I feel that these characteristics work 
best for us.  However, we will give virtual examples of each identifying characteristic in the book.  
What I’d like to talk about is the motivation behind this draft guide.  Too many prospects rarely get 
the full ink.  I wanted to give our readers a look inside how a player with a fourth round grade can 
very easily go undrafted.  

So how does that happen?

There are 32 teams with 32 completely different draft boards. What is a fit for one team isn’t neces-
sarily a fit for another.

If the Pittsburgh Steelers are running a 30-front defense, then they are in the market for potential 
30-front outside linebackers (i.e. TJ Watt, 2017 1st round draft pick) or 30-front defensive ends.  
While that increases Watt’s value, what does it do for the 4-3 defensive end who doesn’t project as a 
stand-up rush outside linebacker?  It could eliminate him from the Steelers draft board altogether.  

At DraftNasty, we evaluate the 4-3 defensive end and the 3-4 rush outside linebacker.  The contin-
ued variation of offenses have forced defenses to become multiple in nature.  With that said, a base 
30-front defensive scheme is still going to parcel elements from its foundation.  This is why the 
30-front team may take a look long and hard at Michigan three-technique defensive tackle Maurice 
Hurst (6’1, 291), but he wouldn’t be as high on their board as a four-technique defensive end who 
can play over an offensive tackle (i.e. Florida’s Taven Bryan, 6’5 291).  
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These are the types of decisions teams are faced with on draft day.  Do you take the best scheme fit, 
the highest-ranked player or fill the need?  Eliminating the unnecessary fat off the bone helps you 
narrow your pool of choices with just ten minutes on the clock.  

We try to create a board for all 32 schemes and then we fill them with our team needs section. 

I said all of that to say this.  When you read this book, take a step back and skim through the players 
with fourth-round grades.  For example, the 256th-ranked player on our draft board (pages 411-
426) -Utah’s Lowell Lotulelei- has a fourth-round grade.  But if you put that into context, the last 
pick of the 2017 NFL Draft was former Ole Miss quarterback Chad Kelly.  Mr. Irrelevant was the 
253rd overall pick. 

So does that mean Lotulelei won’t get drafted?  

Not necessarily.  It does mean that the former All-Pac-12 lineman is not in for a stress-free draft 
weekend.  These types of stories reverberate throughout the book.  Over half of the 715 prospects 
profiled in this book will not get drafted and perhaps even more depending on the hundreds of 
other players we did not write up.  

That’s right.

Even with over 700 profiles in this book, there is a near 100-percent possibility that multiple players 
will get drafted that aren’t in this publication.  

The draft just gets deeper and deeper and deeper each year. 

It just goes to show that not only is it competitive to hear your name called, it is also quite the task to 
even get into an NFL training camp as an undrafted free agent.  

I’d like to thank Troy Jefferson for his insight on all of the Team Needs.  This is one of our most 
detailed sections of our annual publication.  This year we included every team’s Free Agency recap 
through April 13, 2018.  The team needs were written in late February.  We give you a preview of 
what was needed, what has been filled and what still needs to be filled.  We did not update the team 
needs despite updating all of the latest free agency signings. 

This was one exciting venture.  Each of our previous 14 volumes included loads of exciting photog-
raphy and imagery.   The 2018 version is all about one thing: information overload.

Do you want to skip through the havoc and find a player?  Go to our player index at the back of the 
book. 

Having problems understanding some of the vernacular used in the book? 

DraftNasty’s glossary of terms probably has your answer.  

I personally appreciate any interest you have in our product and no one is as committed to giving 
you the most accurate information on the market. 

Time to fill up and enjoy.  

Corey Chavous 
Editor-in-chief, DraftNasty Magazine
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Chapter 1:
QUARTERBACKS

Josh Allen QB-Wyoming



1. Lamar Jackson 6’2 ¼ 216 Louisville
Grade: 6.51 (1st Round)

Big Board Rank: 10

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Gifted physically.  Good arm strength.  Flicks his wrist 
to pierce passes in the RZ (Charlotte ’16).  Carries his pads.  Gifted runner. Weaves his frame while 
getting up the field (north-south).  Leans his body to his left to set up stick moves off left leg going 
back to his right (Boston College ’16, Charlotte ’16). Played in a diverse offense that asked him 
to digest a plethora of pro-style schemes.  He improved his understanding of it as he advanced in 
school.   Stands tall in the pocket and throws on his toes.  Will move underneath defenders with his 
eyes in empty gun spread looks to open up windows for his weak No. 2 slot receiver on slants. Keeps 
his eyes downfield vs. free hitters and avoids them with quick feet in the pocket.  Balanced when 
throwing swings, slants, outlets and check downs (vs. blitz looks, FSU ’16).  Effective on bootlegs 
going to either his left (NC State ’17) or right (Kentucky ’17).  On the team’s game-winning drive 
vs. FSU in 2017, he worked through his progressions with poise.  Exhibits touch dropping it in the 
bucket vs. man coverage (2 TD passes dropped, FSU ’17; fade TD, NC State ‘17). Anticipates where 
to lead WRs on shallow crossers.  Can climb in the pocket and lead WRs down the field over the top 
of safeties  (UNC ’17, Syracuse ‘17).  Leads WRs to a spot vs. man coverage.  

Weaknesses:  Rarely bends his knees as a quarterback. Feet will drag on three-step drops, causing 
balls to sail.  When he doesn’t set his feet, he will overthrow wide open WRs down the field (Murray 
State ’17, 1st QTR). Reverse-pivots away from front-side heat and runs into QB sacks (Houston ’16). 
Accuracy can be an issue in the middle of the field vs. man coverage.  Threw behind his WR on a dig 
in the fourth quarter of the NC State game in 2017 (INT-TD).  Falls away from some throws (Mis-
sissippi State ’17).  Questionable ball security.  Nearly fumbled once vs. Charlotte (2016) on the GL 
and then fumbled swinging the ball loosely going out of bounds. Fumbled 23 times over a three-year 
period.  A number of his fumbles come playing small in the pocket (fumble lost, FSU ’17).  Strug-
gled on third downs in each of his last two bowl games (Citrus Bowl ’16, Taxslayer Bowl ’17).  

Other Notes: Attended Boynton Beach HS (Fla.) and was ranked as a four-star prospect by 
247Sports.com • Accounted for 39 TDs (20 PASS, 19 RUSH) as a senior at the prep level  • 2015 
Music City Bowl MVP: Completed 12-of-26 passes for 227 yards and 2 TDs; 22 carries for 226 yards 
and 2 TDs • 2015: Completed 135-of-247 passes (54.7%) for 1,840 yards, 12 TDs and 8 INTs; 163 
carries for 960 yards (5.9 YPC) and 11 TDs • Threw for 295 yards (61.4%), TD and INT vs. Clemson 
on 10/1/16; Also had 31 carries for 162 yards and 2 TDs • Completed 24-of-44 passes for 417 yards, 
5 TDs and one INT vs. Marshall on 9/24/16; Also had 12 rushes for 62 yards and 2 TDs • Completed 
12-of-17 passes for 231 yards, 4 TDs and one INT vs. Boston College on 11/5/16; Also 15 carries for 
185 yards and 3 TDs • 2016 (Heisman Trophy winner, ACC Player of the Year, Maxwell Award win-
ner): Completed 230-of-409 passes (56.2%) for 3,543 yards, 30 TDs and 9 INTs; 260 carries for 1,571 
yards (6 YPC) and 21 TDs • Completed 13-of-21 passes for 156 yards and one TD vs. Also had 23 
carries for 178 yards and one TD • 2017 (ACC Offensive Player of the Year, Heisman Trophy final-
ist): Connected on 254-of-430 passes (59.1%) for 3,660 yards, 27 TDs and 10 INTs; 232 carries for 
1,601 yards (6.9 YPC) and 18 TDs • Career Stats: 38 games, Completed 619-of-1,086 passes (57%) 
for 9,043 yards, 69 TDs and 27 INTs; 655 rushes for 4,132 yards and 50 TDs (Long-75); 6 tackles

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Like many of the straight-legged quarterbacks who’ve entered 
the league over the last two decades (Carson Palmer, Sam Bradford, Marcus Mariota), Jackson’s 
challenge will come around protecting himself ‘in the pocket’ as opposed to ‘outside’ of it.  He takes 
far too many needless sacks holding on to the ball and his ball security is average at best.  As a 
runner, he has the rare ability to control the surrounding elements with his jerky, swift and slippery 
styles.  Too often, however, he decided on channeling an inner rage that had him taking on tacklers 
unnecessarily.  From the pocket, he’s an unrefined product.  There are occasions where he will look 
the part and deliver the ball decisively.  He benefits from having played in a system with pro-style
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concepts.  The former Heisman Trophy winner has worked under center and in the shotgun.  He’ll 
have to work on aligning his frame with his throws in the three-step passing game.  He becomes an 
all-arm thrower and leaves his frame down the middle of the field when throwing passes to his right 
or left.  His draft stock will fluctuate among teams and he could need a bridge veteran quarterback 
to ease his transition into the NFL.  If he can figure it all out, he has Pro Bowl potential.  Jackson is 
your classic boom-or-bust prospect.  

2. Josh Rosen 6’4 226 UCLA
Grade: 6.5 (1st Round)

Big Board Rank: 15

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Smart.  On the field, he’ll give his WRs hand signals 
to alert the route vs. certain coverage (TD pass, 3rd QTR/5:52, Memphis ’17).  Athletic bloodlines.  
Tough.  Plays with the correct posture in the pocket and maintains a shoulder-width base throwing 
the ball.   Demonstrates an over the top release.  Slides in the pocket to find passing lanes. Scans the 
field.  Accurate on shallow crossers. Excels on the hit-and-throw three-step concepts within their 
attack. Stands in the pocket even when he feels imminent contact on the horizon.  Gets the ball out 
of his hands vs. free blitz threats. When he climbs up in the pocket, he keeps two hands on the ball.  
Moves underneath zone defenders with shoulder action to open up windows for curls (BYU ’16).  
Accurate on shallow crossers.  Timing passer. Releases on the first hitch once he gets to the fifth step 
in his drops. Places the ball when on the move rolling to his left.  Gets his shoulders and hips around 
effortlessly on half-rolls or hi-lo (smash-7) concepts.  Excels on boot concepts rolling to his right 
(Memphis ’17).  Stands in and waits for his option routes to come open when he has the matchup 
in the pre-snap.  Very good play action passer.  Sticks the ball into the bellies of RBs and locates his 
targets quickly in the middle of the field after doing so.   Displays outstanding touch on post routes 
down the field (Colorado ’17-flea flicker).  Throws well under pressure.  He will throw right through 
the hook defenders on deep square-ins (dig-Memphis ‘17).  Hits the bend-in seams vs. quarters 
coverage.  Threw 32 TD passes in the Red Zone while in school.  

Weaknesses:  Durability concerns. Suffered a concussion against Washington in 2017 and didn’t play 
vs. Utah.  Was pulled from the Cal game after taking three big shots and didn’t play in the 2017 Cac-
tus Bowl (concussion protocol) after warming up initially.  Right shoulder injury (required surgery) 
sidelined him for much of the 2016 campaign.  Fails to locate open targets in some of their route 
concepts.  Takes some chances throwing passes into crowded zones (overload concepts) or middle 
of the field closed defenses (Memphis ’17).  He’s missed some wide-open TD opportunities (All-go 
trips, Stanford ’16; fade route, Colorado ’17).  Underthrows some fade patterns down the left side-
lines. Loses some balls to his left when he double-hitches timing up the pattern.  Accuracy eludes 
him (high) on some out-breaking concepts (BYU ’16, Colorado ’17).   Struggled with ball security 
throughout his career (20 career fumbles).  

Other Notes: Attended St. John Bosco HS (Calif.) and was ranked as the No. 1 QB in the country by 
Scout.com • Passed for over 8,000 yards and 90 TDs at the prep level • He helped lead St. John Bos-
co’s tennis team to the CIF playoffs and he was a nationally-ranked tennis player in middle school
• Mom, Elizabeth Lippincott, played lacrosse at Princeton and was also a national gold medal figure
skater.  His father, Charles, was also an ice skater • Completed 34-of-47 passes for 399 yards and 
3 TDs vs. Cal on 10/22/15 • Threw for 319 yards, 3 TDs and 2 INTs in the 2015 Holiday Bowl  vs. 
Nebraska • 2015 (13 sts, Pac-12 Offensive Freshman of the Year, Athletic Director’s Academic Honor 
Roll): Passed for 3,668 yards (60%), 23 TDs and 11 INTs; 145 yards rushing and 2 TDs • 2016 (5 sts, 
Honorable mention Academic All-Pac-12): Completed 137-of-231 passes (59.3%) for 1,915 yards, 
10 TDs and 5 INTs • Completed 35-of-59 passes for 491 yards and 4 TDs vs. Texas A&M in a 45-44 
victory • Threw for 421 yards, 3 TDs and 2 INTs vs. USC on 11/18/17 • 2017 (11 sts, 2nd Team All-
Pac-12, Athletic Director’s Academic Honor Roll): Completed 283-of-452 passes (62.6%) for 3,756
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yards, 26 TDs and 10 INTs; Two rushing TDs

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Rosen endured dropped passes in each of the last two seasons.  
Some of them have been a result of putting too much mustard on the ball on shorter throws.  He’s 
also been inaccurate when his steps are off.   He does not, however, take unnecessary sacks on a 
consistent basis because he connects the dots instinctively as the pictures develop after the snap. 
Although he’ll miss at least two-to-three throws a game, the former tennis standout has good feet 
and is generally precise as a passer.  He attacks all parts of the field on crossers, deep square-ins, post 
patterns, fly (nine) routes, back-shoulder fades and deep outs.   He can open up a team’s playbook in 
the passing game.  The concerns stem from the fact that he had two major concussions in 2017 and 
the final one prevented him from playing in the 2017 Cactus Bowl despite warming up prior to the 
game.  In addition, his 2016 shoulder surgery sidelined him for most the year (five starts).   There 
are major concerns regarding his future durability.  He’s a player who will have to prove capable of 
staying on the field to reach his immense potential.  His playing style conjures up images of former 
USC quarterback Carson Palmer (2002 NFL Draft, 1st overall pick). 

3. Sam Darnold 6’3 221 USC
Grade: 6.472 (2nd Round)

Big Board Rank: 19

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Athletic bloodlines.  Excels in the classroom. Team 
captain.  Command.  Team always believes it has a chance when he’s on the field.  Has stood out in 
the fourth quarters of games (Rose Bowl ’17, Texas ’17).  Forgets his mistakes.  Plays very fast.  Does 
everything quickly with textbook reactions.  Instinctive.  Believes what he sees on the field.  Mobile.  
Executes on the zone read with effectiveness.  Excels throwing outside the pocket when on the move.  
Exhibits a compact delivery on quick slants, curls and deep-overs.  Timing and sense of when to run 
is unique.  Shreds defenses in the middle of the field on posts, seams.  Has very good touch on fade 
routes vs. man coverage (Penn State ’17). Even as he’s drifting vs. free hitters, he flashes accuracy on 
shallow crossers (Western Michigan ’17).  Turns and re-aligns his hips to produce added steam on 
throws outside the numbers (comeback, Colorado ’17-3rd and 11, 1st QTR).  Places back-shoulder 
fades to receivers consistently.  Makes dime throws on hi-lo concepts vs. Cover 2 defenses (Cover 2, 
Western Michigan ’17).  

Weaknesses:  Still needs reps. Rule violations occur on simple concepts (Intentional grounding, 
flea-flicker, Washington State ’17: needed to know he had to throw the ball to a WR because he had 
given up possession initially). Misses some seam throws over the MOF (Washington State ’17) and 
will throw into double/triple coverage (7-cut, Alabama ’16).  Tends to move to his right even with a 
clean pocket. Takes chances into small windows vs. middle-hook defenders (INT, WMU ’17).   Ball 
security is a huge question mark.  Fumbles a lot on contact when getting sacked (Cotton Bowl ’17).  
Fumbled a shotgun snap vs. Western Michigan in 2017 attempting to one-hand the catch.  Had 20 
fumbles the last two years (9-2016 and 11-2017) and lost 13 of them.  Lower body isn’t always tied 
to his upper body.  Release can get a little drawn and easy to recognize for safeties.  Brings the ball 
down before snapping it back up to release, allowing safeties to get jumps on his indicators (Ohio 
State ’17).  Missed part of his junior year at the high school level with a broken foot and also dealt 
with a broken finger.

Other Notes:  Attended San Clemente HS (Calif.) and accounted for 52 TDs (39 PASS, 13 RUSH) as 
a senior  • Father, Mike, played guard at Redlands and his mother, Chris, played volleyball at Long 
Beach CC.  His sister, Franki, played volleyball at Rhode Island • Named an All-CIF 2nd Team Divi-
sion IAA selection and averaged 15 PPG and 9 RPG as a basketball player • Also played baseball at 
the prep level • Named the Orange County Register Boys Athlete of the Year • Passed for 235 yards 
and 5 TDs vs. Arizona on 10/15/16 • 2017 Rose Bowl MVP vs. Penn State: 453 yards passing, 5 TDs 
and one INT; 20 yards rushing • 2016 (10 sts, Pac-12 Frosh Offensive Player of the Year, Honorable 
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mention All-Pac-12): Completed 246-of-366 passes (67.2%) for 3,086 yards, 31 TDs and 9 INTs; 
250 yards rushing (4 YPC) and 2 TDs; 3 tackles • Connected on 28-of-49 passes for 397 yards, 3 
TDs and 2 INTs vs. Texas on 9/16/17 • Threw for 325 yards, 2 TDs vs. Stanford in the 2017 Pac-12 
Championship game • 2017 (1st Team All-Pac-12): Completed 303-of-480 passes (63.1%) for 4,143 
yards, 26 TDs and 13 INTs; 82 yards rushing and 5 TDs • Career Stats: 7,229 yards (64.9%), 57 TDs, 
22 INTs; 332 yards rushing (2.4 YPC) and 7 TDs • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 3/8” hands, 31” arms, 4.85 
40-yd, 26 ½” VJ, 8’9” BJ, 6.96 3-cone, 4.4 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  One of the more interesting weaknesses (see above) revolves 
around the rules violation versus Washington State.  It kind of belies the type of ‘true’ command that 
he’ll need to avoid concentration lapses at the next level.  It’s very easy to appreciate Darnold’s foot 
quickness, play speed, ball placement and leadership qualities.  After all, how many redshirt soph-
omores are elected by their peers to be a team captain?  However, evaluators will take pause when 
they consider that the same person turned the ball over 22 times in 2017.  The interceptions are not 
necessarily the biggest concern.  Like many of the other quarterbacks who’ve entered the league (Ja-
meis Winston, Marcus Mariota, Jared Goff), he’ll have to be mindful of hanging onto the ball due to 
his penchant for fumbling.  He processes and plays like former Eastern Illinois signal-caller Jimmy 
Garoppolo (San Francisco 49ers), but he has a much looser release. 

4. Josh Allen 6’5 237 Wyoming
Grade: 6.372 (2nd Round)

Big Board Rank: 34

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Prototype size.  10 1/8” hands.  Good instincts.  Com-
petitive. Tough. Willed his team to victory on the road vs. Utah State in 2017. Operates well in a 
dirty pocket.  Moves well in-or-out of the pocket. He’s made some “wow” throws vs. all-out zero 
blitz concepts (Utah State ’17) or when breaking the pocket (Boise State ’17, 3rd QTR-TD).  Breaks 
multiple tackles with stiff-arms and often shrugs off would-be tacklers (threw LB Dakota Cox to 
ground, rolled right, re-set feet and fired Dime TD, RZ, UNM ’16). Ran a pro-style offense with 
multiple shifts and two-tight end sets.  Operates from under center or in the shotgun.  From under 
center, throws relaxed 5-step curls, stop routes outside to X-or-Z-WRs (UNI ’16).  Pumps the 
ball with one hand to influence eyes of underneath zone defenders on option routes. Has handled 
inclement weather with little problem handling the ball (BYU ’16, Colorado State ’17).  Extends 
the ball away from his frame consistently when executing play action fakes or handing the ball 
off.  Excels on bootleg concepts going right or left. Throws well on the move going to his right (TD, 
Poinsettia Bowl ’16) and often does this off the full flow play action pass.  Possesses touch on wheel 
routes or flat concepts out of the backfield (BYU ’16, Utah State ’17, Senior Bowl ’18-game, TD).  
Never threw a Red Zone interception while in school.  

Weaknesses: Emotional player who will get over the top in judgment (Personal foul after TD, Utah 
State ’17).  He has a tendency to flush right in a clean pocket.  Doesn’t always align hips in direction 
of throws.  Inconsistent accuracy throwing on down the field passes (BYU ’16).  One-step screens 
have forced WRs to adjust behind them.  Doesn’t consistently drop it in the bucket for his WRs 
on fade routes.  Tends to over-stride with his front foot on quick-hitting three-step drops. Pocket 
mechanics elude him late in games (Boise State ’17, back-to-back incompletions, 4th QTR/10:26). 
18 of his 21 career interceptions came when the team was tied or trailing.  Threw the game-winning 
interception on an overthrow in the 2016 Poinsettia Bowl.  Fumbled 13 times the last two seasons 
(losing 5 in 2016).  Reckless playing style has led to durability concerns.  Floored by Utah State’s 
Dallen Leavitt on a 3rd and 7 after eluding the  rush vs. Utah State in 2017.   Suffered a right shoul-
der injury vs. Air Force in 2017 and missed two games.  Broke his right clavicle vs. Eastern Michigan 
in 2015 and missed the remainder of the season.  Broke his right collarbone in his sophomore year 
of high school and missed four weeks. 
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Other Notes: Attended Firebaugh HS (Calif.) and played football, basketball and baseball at the prep 
level • He was the team’s leading scorer in basketball and sported a 90-mph fastball in baseball 
• Went on to play at Reedley College and passed for 26 TDs in 2014 • 2015 (Wyoming): 51 yards
passing; 40 yards rushing • 16-of-32 for 189 yards, TD and 5 INTs vs. Nebraska on 9/10/16
• Passed for 274 yards, 3 TDs and one INT in a win over Boise State on 10/29/16 • 2016: 209-of-373
passes (56%) for 3,203 yards, 28 TDs and 15 INTs; 523 yards rushing (3.7 YPC) and 7 TDs; Caught 
one TD • Threw for 64 yards (37.5%), and one interception vs. Oregon on 9/16/17 • 2017: Com-
pleted 152-of-270 passes (56.3%) for 1,812 yards, 16 TDs and 6 INTs; 92 carries for 204 yards (2.2 
YPC) and 5 TDs • Career Stats: Completed 365-of-649 passes (56.2%) for 5,066 yards, 44 TDs and 
21 INTs; 767 yards rushing (3.2 YPC) and 12 TDs; one receiving TD • 2018 NFL Combine: 10 1/8” 
hands, 33 1/4” arms, 4.76 40-yd, 33 1/2” VJ, 9’11” BJ, 6.9 3-cone, 4.4 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): For a player with the level of Allen’s talent, it’s surprising that the 
Cowboys had just two passing plays of over 50 yards the last two seasons.  With that said, he often 
took what the defense gave him and rarely gave it away in the Red Zone.  From a negative perspec-
tive, he’s never been a quarterback who excelled in school when trailing or from behind.  Never-
theless, he put the team’s program on his back and lifted them to a Mountain West championship 
game berth in 2016.  While he didn’t repeat the success as a junior, he still pioneered the team to a 
bowl win.  Allen built on a solid collegiate resume’ with a solid, if unspectacular, week of work in 
Mobile, Alabama at the 2018 Reese’s Senior Bowl. His skill-set features all of the required intangibles 
necessary of an NFL starting quarterback.  It cannot be discounted that he has worked in a pro-style 
attack in school.  While he could use a year or two of development behind a bridge quarterback, 
he may be able to transition to the NFL game at a faster pace than expected. He’s an emotional, 
fiery player who will need to hone his footwork, timing and trajectory as a passer.  We feel he’s an 
early-round talent capable of competing for a starting job early in his career. 

5. Baker Mayfield 6’0 216 Oklahoma, Texas Tech
Grade: 6.15 (2nd Round)

Big Board Rank: 54

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Tough.  Hard-nosed.  Winner.  Former walk-on who 
believes in one speed.  Scans the field when going through his progressions.  Anticipatory throw-
er.  Waits for his WRs to clear windows.  Finds his one-on-one matchups (Mixon, Oklahoma State 
’16-RZ, dropped TD; Lewis at No. 2 slot vs. LB, empty spread TD).   Waits for the hole to open up 
vs. Cover 2 defenses (skinny posts, etc...).  Has the confidence to throw WRs to a spot (Senior Bowl 
’18 practices).  Possesses enough touch on nine routes and back-shoulder fades.  Contains 60-to-65-
yard range down the field as a deep ball passer.   He gets the ball out of his hand quickly on one-step 
screens to his WRs.  Works the boundary side of the field on speed outs and comebacks.  He has the 
instincts to create something when nothing is there. Works the pocket to find open men and extends 
plays past the chalkboard. Once he breaks the pocket, he directs traffic (guides Andrews to TD, West 
Virginia ’16).  Finds busted coverage down the field by keeping his eyes downfield.  Directs WRs on 
the move and can penetrate comebacks to WRs running full speed to his right or his left (Rose Bowl 
’18-TD).  If the team goes to an empty gun spread look, he’s a threat to take off and run (TD, Tulsa 
’15). He’s shown up in some late game moments on the road (Tennessee ’15).  

Weaknesses:  Below average height for an NFL starter.  Can be a little bit jumpy in the pocket.  If he 
has to wait for longer routes to develop on a general spot, he will move due to discomfort.  This has 
extended to some fumbles (West Virginia ’16).  He had 19 career fumbles at two different stops.  His 
DNA is to move around if his first read is not there (better in ‘17).   Reckless playing style has led to 
some unnecessary shots.  Fails to protect himself on some of these broken plays (hit, Adams, Hous-
ton ’16).   Suffered a right knee injury vs. Kansas in 2013 and missed significant time. Left the TCU 
game in 2015 due to a head injury.  He was also shaken up after a tackle in the 2015 Orange Bowl.  
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He does the double-reverse field escape routes as a QB; often bubbling his courses (sack, Lawson, 
Clemson ’15).  Takes a number of sacks holding the ball even when the pocket is clean (41 in 2015). 
He’ll also take the safety directly to the football on outside the numbers longer throws. Hops into 
some of his three-step drops in the shotgun.  Feet aren’t always aligned with his throws and he 
fails to lead his WRs on some of his timing passes; often forcing them to adjust to throws on the 
wrong shoulder (particularly vs. hands up by DL).  Struggled with his ball placement vs. Georgia 
in the second half of the 2018 Rose Bowl.  Off the field incidents prior to his senior year (http://
newsok.com/article/5541302) and during the season (https://www.sbnation.com/college-foot-
ball/2017/11/20/16679674/baker-mayfield-benched-starting-oklahoma-west-virginia-game-why). 

Other Notes: Attended Lake Travis HS (Tex.) and finished his career with 67 TDs and just 8 INTs
• Passed for 413 yards and 4 TDs vs. SMU on 8/30/13 • 2013 (7 sts, Texas Tech, Big 12 Offensive 
Freshman of the Year): Completed 218-of-340 yards (64.1%) for 2,315 yards, 12 TDs and 9 INTs; 
190 yards rushing and 3 TDs • Threw for 487 yards (84.2%), 4 TDs vs. Tulsa on 9/19/15; Also ran for 
85 yards and 2 TDs • Passed for 282 yards and 5 TDs vs. Kansas State on 10/17/15 • Passed for 311 
yards, TD and 2 INTs vs. Clemson in the 2015 Orange Bowl • 2015 (1st Team All-Big 12, Sporting 
News 1st Team All-American, Player of the Year): Completed 269-of-395 passes (68.1%) for 3,700 
yards, 36 TDs and 7 INTs; Rushed for 405 yards (2.9 YPC) and 7 TDs • 2016 (Heisman Trophy 
Finalist): 269-of-395 passes (68.1%) for 3,700 yards, 36 TDs and 7 INTs; 78 carries for 177 yards 
(2.3 YPC) and 6 TDs • 2017 (1st Team All-Big 12, Heisman Trophy winner): Completed 285-of-404 
passes (70.5%) for 4,627 yards, 43 TDs and 6 INTs; 97 carries for 311 yards (3.2 YPC) and 5 TDs; 
One receiving TD • 2018 Senior Bowl measurements: 6003 216 9 ½” hands, 30 4/8” arms
• 2018 NFL Combine: 9 ¼” hands, 30 ¼” arms, 4.84 40-yd, 29” VJ, 9’3” BJ, 7.0 3-cone, 4.28 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Mayfield’s anticipatory ability as a passer is unique.  This 
becomes most evident when he’s given clear windows to throw the ball versus predictable zone cov-
erage.  Perhaps his biggest improvement over the last three years has been quickening his pace in the 
pocket.  Due to an inability to sometimes find passing lanes, he moves quite a bit but keeps his eyes 
downfield.  Nevertheless, the team has still given up 88 quarterback sacks during his time as a starter 
in school.  The three-time Heisman finalist has been sizzling in the Red Zone during his career 
(71:3 TD-INT ratio).  Conversely, a number of his poor decisions have come on third-and-long (3rd 
and 7+) over a four-year period (7:8 TD-INT ratio).   He’ll have to become more efficient in this 
down and distance (3rd and long) versus the complex defenses the NFL has to offer.  In conclusion, 
Mayfield’s agility, release, instincts and vision are all top-notch.  His negatives include a sometimes 
frenetic nature, size and questionable balance.  Additionally, he will have to convince NFL suitors 
that his off the field issues were simply a blip and not a future indicator.  He has some instinctive and 
physical variables that closely resemble former Washington Redskins 1983 NFL MVP Joe Theis-
mann.

6. Mason Rudolph 6’5 234 Oklahoma State
Grade: 5.91 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 102

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Athletic bloodlines. Excels in the classroom.  Tough.  
Durable.  Plays through minor scrapes and bruises. Excellent size.  Possesses at least decent mobility.  
Lauded by coaches for his ability to remain calm under pressure.  Changes plays at the LOS. Com-
municates with teammates on the sidelines.  Showcases touch on sail routes (Colorado ’16). Mobile 
enough to tuck the ball and run on zone reads (TD-Oklahoma ’16).   Uses his eyes to look left, then 
throw back right (and vice versa) on dig routes in the middle of the field.  Able to create once the 
pocket has broken down and can keep plays alive.  He exhibits touch on post routes, slant-and-gos, 
corner patterns and nine routes.  Works to release the ball in rhythm on the first hitch in his five-
step drops.  Possesses timing leading WRs to a spot down the field (particularly on posts).  Finds his 
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check downs after deeper throws are taken away.  Pierces quick skinny posts to his backside X-WR 
away from the strength of the formation.  Finds and directs his WRs on the move (No. 2 slot-quick 
slants) and keeps them going up the field with the location of his passes.  Uses his shoulders to influ-
ence his pump fakes on double-move concepts. Capable of making placement throws on posts in the 
RZ where only the WR can catch it (Iowa State ’17, 4th QTR/6:22, 3rd and 22).  

Weaknesses:  Needs to find balance when it comes to recognizing the defense’s pre-snap looks. Too 
often he’s been surprised by late add-on pressure.  Struggled with the mix-up of Oklahoma’s looks 
in 2016.  He begins to get antsy in the pocket at the first sign of heat.  Ball security has been an issue 
(dropped ball, FR-TD, Texas ’15; RPO-dropped the ball when no one was around-OU ’16, Kansas 
‘16).  Fumbled a snap under center when working in the rain vs. Oklahoma in 2016.  16 career 
fumbles. Held the ball too long on a QB sack vs. Iowa State in 2017 on a three-man rush.  Fails to 
consistently step into his some of his throws across the middle of the field or outside the numbers.  
He will underthrow some downfield passes.  His passes lose velocity at the end of the throw.  Seems 
to have some miscommunication with his WRs when it comes to location on some out-breaking 
patterns.  Some of his mistakes have come at critical junctures during games.  Forced to sit out the 
2018 Senior Bowl with foot injury.

Other Notes: Attended Northwestern HS (S.C.) and passed for nearly 11,000 yards at the prep level.   
He threw for 64 TD passes as a senior while also rushing for 16 scores • Threw for 488 yards and 8 
TDs in the Class 4A Division II State Championship game • Named the MVP of the Shrine Bowl 
of the Carolinas • He was named an All-Region player in basketball • Dad, Brett, played football 
at UNC and his mother, Jamie, ran track at Liberty • Threw for 273 yards, 2 TDs and one INT vs. 
Oklahoma on 12/6/14 • Passed for 299 yards, 2 TDs and one INT in the 2015 Ticket City Bowl win 
over Washington • 2014: Completed 49-of-86 passes (57%) for 853 yards, 6 TDs and 4 INTs
• Hit on 34-of-55 passes for 437 yards, 3 TDs and one INT vs. Kansas State on 10/3/15 • Passed for 
430 yards and 3 TDs vs. Baylor on 11/21/15 • 2015 (Offensive Team MVP, 2nd Team Academic All-
Big 12): Connected on 264-of-424 passes (62.3%) for 3,770 yards, 21 TDs and 9 INTs; One rushing 
TD • Passed for 314 yards, 3 TDs vs. Oklahoma State in the 2016 Alamo Bowl • 2016 (2nd Team 
All-Big 12): 284-of-448 passes (63.4%) for 4,091 yards, 28 TDs and 4 INTs • Threw for 497 yards, 
5 TDs and one INT vs. Pitt on 9/16/17 • Passed for 448 yards, 5 TDs and 2 INTs vs. Oklahoma on 
11/4/17 • 2017 (2nd Team All-Big 12, Sammy Baugh Award Winner, Johnny Unitas Golden Arm 
Award Winner): 318-of-489 passes (65%) for 4,904 yards, 37 TDs and 9 INTs; 10 rushing TDs
• 2018 Senior Bowl measurements: 6041 229 9 1/8” hands, 32 ½” arms, 79” wingspan • 2018 NFL 
Combine: 9 1/8” hands, 32 3/8” arms, 4.9 40-yd, 26” VJ

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Rudolph ended his last year the same way he ended his first 
season - as a winner.  In addition to his three bowl game victories, the former Cowboy went 32-10 
as a starter in school.  Many of his victories have been of the come from behind category.  While 
he can make most throws on the field, he does not have a howitzer for an arm.  His pocket mobili-
ty-while decent- won’t make him an escape artist by any means. He took too many sacks in school 
holding the ball after his first and second hitch.  In the NFL, he’ll have to improve from the pre-snap 
to the post-snap phase of the game.  Coverage design has confused him on occasion.  Rudolph has a 
frame similar to current Carolina Panthers backup Derek Anderson.  His arm is not as strong as the 
former Pro Bowler’s, but he is less prone to mistakes.

7. Luke Falk 6’4 215 Washington State
Grade: 5.76 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 141

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Former walk-on with great work habits. Tough. Played 
his senior year with a broken left wrist.  Improved his ball security the last two seasons. Excels with 
ball placement.  Good feet in the pocket.  Gets the ball out of his hands on swings, sit-downs over
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the ball, shallow crossers.  Demonstrates touch on post routes in-between split-safety coverage (TD, 
EWU ’16).   Exhibits rare accuracy to his running backs on flares and underneath routes.  He will 
make throws to spots where only his WRs can catch it (TD, Marks, EWU ’16).  Shredded Idaho in 
2016 with deep square-in patterns.  They will spread the field vertically and use shallow crossers to 
set up deep square-ins.  He puts the ball in stride for his receivers going horizontally. He’s efficient 
throwing the ball while rolling to his right when flushed (Holiday Bowl ’16).   This showed up vs. 
USC in 2017 when he got outside of the pocket and made a perfectly placed pass down the field 
when rolling to his right (1st QTR, 3rd down, dropped TD).  Showcases very good touch and antici-
pation on out-breaking seven cuts (corner routes) before the WR has come out of his break.  

Weaknesses:  Still needs to add weight and strength.  As games wear on, his arm velocity fades (East-
ern Washington ’16). Balls will sail on him in rainy weather (UCLA ’16).  In this game, he lacked 
the right amount of pace on open slants.  Loses some routes over the middle of the field (miscom-
munication w/Cracraft, INT, EWU ’16).  He has been late with his placement on some in-breaking 
patterns (INT-Boise State ’17).  Fails to locate underneath zone defenders consistently (Near INT, 
Arizona State ’16; USC ’17).  Ball security is a question mark.  He has had some balls just slip out of 
his hand (fumble lost, UCLA ’16).  Takes far too many sacks due to an inability to escape once the 
pocket has broken down.  Holds the ball, loses his eye-level and sees the pass rush.  Struggled vs. the 
pass rush concepts of Minnesota in the 2016 Holiday Bowl.  The team gave up 113 quarterbacks in 
his three years as a starter (didn’t start two games).  Missed the 2015 contest vs. Washington due to 
an injury vs. Colorado.  Suffered a concussion vs. Boise State (2017) and did not return.  A broken 
left wrist prevented him from playing in the 2017 Holiday Bowl.  

Other Notes:  Attended Logan HS (Utah) and passed for 3,600 yards and 36 TDs as a senior • Was an 
All-Region basketball player during his junior year at the prep level  • 2014 (5 gms): Completed 156-
of-243 passes (64.2%) for 1,859 yards, 13 TDs and 7 INTs • 514 yards passing and 5 TDs vs. Arizona 
on 10/24/15 • 2015 (1st Team All-Pac-12): Completed 447-of-644 passes (69.4%) for 4,561 yards, 
38 TDs and 8 INTs; 3 TDs rushing • Completed 55-of-71 passes for 480 yards, 4 TDs and an INT 
vs. Boise State on 9/10/16 • 2016 (2nd Team All-Pac-12, Honorable mention Academic All-Pac-12): 
Completed 443-of-633 passes (70%) for 4,561 yards, 38 TDs and 11 INTs • 2017 (Honorable men-
tion All-Pac-12, Honorable mention Academic All-Pac-12): Connected on 357-of-534 passes (67%) 
for 3,593 yards, 30 TDs and 13 INTs • Career stats: 27 victories,1,403-of-2,054 passes (68.3%) for 
14,481 yards, 119 TDs and 39 INTs; 4 rushing TDs; 7 tackles • 2018 Senior Bowl measurements: 
6036 211 9 3/8” hands, 32 1/8” arms, 77 ¾” wingspan • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 ¼” hands, 32” arms, 
26 ½” VJ, 8’7” BJ

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): After fumbling nine times in his first season as a starter, Falk 
fumbled just five times the last two years.  The former walk-on is conscientious and very meticulous 
with his details in preparation.  It transfers to precise accuracy on the field.  There are times when 
he can stick a needle through a haystack with his touch over the top of linebackers and in front of 
safeties.  For all of the notes about his average arm strength, he placed the ball outside the numbers 
with more efficiency as a senior.  He is not necessarily a player who will impress in T-shirts and 
shorts but he has the tools to at least be an effective backup.  In addition, it would not be out of the 
question to one day see Falk earn a starting job.  He will have to eliminate his tendency to hold the 
ball while waiting for the perfect completion.  His average escape skills put an emphasis on timing at 
the next level.  The Pac-12’s all-time leading passer could hear his name called earlier than expected 
in this year’s draft.

8-t. Kyle Lauletta 6’3 222 Richmond
Grade: 5.71 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 154

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Athletic bloodlines. Stands tall in the pocket.  Compact, 
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tight release.  Good feet.  Keeps them (his feet) hot in the pocket.  Re-squares his shoulders and re-
aligns his feet when throwing on the move to his left.  He’s a timing rhythm passer who excels on 
speed-outs and bang-8s (skinny posts). Uses his helmet and shoulder action to manipulate safeties 
in the middle of the field (Senior Bowl ’18, 7-on-7, Day 2). Excels on the hit-and-throw concepts.  
Puts the ball into the belly of his running backs and turns his back to the defense.  Locates his 
targets quickly when he gets his head back around out of the play action fakes.  Displays touch on 
Dover (deep-over) concepts out of 22-personnel groupings (off the play action).  Throws his WRs 
to a spot on deep corner routes off of the seven-step drop (TD, Senior Bowl ’18, 3rd QTR/6:06).  
Exhibited touch throwing down the field and in the Red Zone during 2018 Senior Bowl practices. 
Possesses enough mobility to elude rushers going to his right.  Does a fine job of making runs when 
rolling to his right.  

Weaknesses:  Pressure has affected him into near mistakes (nearly threw two INTs, 1st half, Stony 
Brook ’16).  Leaves some passes on the wrong shoulders of WRs and gives DBs a chance to undercut 
the throw. Throws back into traffic across his body when rolling to his right (INT, Towson ’16-tipped 
ball).  Still has to see it open at times (which allows safeties a jump in the three-step game).  Doesn’t 
throw it until WRs have come out of their breaks (improved in 2017). Loses some throws over the 
MOF to wide open WRs (Towson-INT, 3rd QTR).  Fails to throw a consistent tight spiral.  Sea-
son-ending 2016 ACL injury ended his year in the season finale.  

Other Notes: Attended Downington East HS (Pa.) and accounted for 64 TDs in his final two seasons
• Father, Joe, played at the Naval Academy in the mid-eighties • 2013 (All-CAA Academic Team): 
Threw for 108 yards (76%) and 2 TDs • 2015 (2nd Team All-CAA): Passed for 3,598 yards (61.6%), 
19 TDs and 15 INTs; 7 rushing TDs • 2016:  Connected on 220-of-349 passes (63%) for 3,022 yards, 
24 TDs and 8 INTs; Ran for one TD • Passed for 546 yards, 5 TDs and 2 INTs vs. Sam Houston State 
on 9/1/17 • 2017 (CAA Offensive Player of the Year): Completed 281-of-433 passes (65%) for 3,737 
yards, 28 TDs and 12 INTs; 4 rushing TDs • Career Stats: Completed 63.5% of his passes for 10,465 
yards, 73 TDs and 35 INTs; 12 rushing TDs • 2018 Senior Bowl measurements: 6025 217 9 5/8” 
hands, 30 ¾” arms, 76” wingspan • 2018 Senior Bowl MVP: Completed 8-of-12 passes for 198 yards 
and 3 TDs • 2018 NFL Combine: 6’2 5/8 222 9 3/4 “ hands, 30 5/8” arms, 4.81 40-yd, 31” VJ, 9’5” BJ,  
6.95 3-cone, 4.07 20-yd SS  

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Lauletta maintains good posture in the pocket and excels on the 
hit-and-throw concepts within Richmond’s scheme. His work under former Richmond offensive 
coordinator and current Lafayette head coach John Garrett has more than prepared him for the 
professional level.  In the Spiders’ 2016 scheme, the 2017 CAA Offensive Player of the Year worked 
in a system which featured multiple personnel groupings.  He’s operated in empty spread sets, dou-
ble-wide stack formations, quad sets and a plethora of pro-style formations. He operated seamlessly 
during 2018 Senior Bowl practices and it translated to an MVP performance in the game.  We think 
he’s going to have to improve under pressure.  In a less-defined setting (than the Senior Bowl), he’s 
been prone to inaccuracy throwing into the middle of the field.  Overall, he’s a more mobile version 
of former St. Louis Rams Pro Bowl quarterback Marc Bulger at this same stage of his development. 

8-t. Mike White 6’4 224 Western Kentucky, USF
Grade: 5.71 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 155

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Tough. He will play through injury.  Good feet.  Slides 
to find passing lanes in the pocket.  Despite average mobility, he can create vs. pressure concepts 
(TD rolling to his left against his body, FAU ’17; TD rolling to his left against body, Cure Bowl ‘17).  
Smart.  If a CB leaves the game, he’ll attack the replacement.  He’s a timing passer outside the num-
bers.  Places back-shoulder fades in the Red Area.  Makes quick decisions on professional passing
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concepts in this area of the field (Red Zone).  Drops it in the bucket to his slot No. 2 WRs on fade 
patterns. Fits skinny posts at or near the top of the numbers.  At his best when throwing the ball 
in-between the hash marks.  Finds seam possibilities vs. split-safety coverage. Excels on double post 
concepts (C-USA Championship ’16).  Turns his hips into the direction of seven routes (corners) 
to the boundary side of the field.  Possesses enough juice to fit balls in-between the CB and S when 
facing two-man coverage (FAU ’17). Leads his WRs to a spot on patterns that cross the middle of the 
field.  Will scan and hit his check down options. Demonstrates enough touch to lead WRs down the 
field on longer nine routes (75-yd TD, Bronson, NC State ’14; Vanderbilt ’17, 2nd QTR).  

Weaknesses: Did not stand out during his time at South Florida.  Suffered a compression fracture in 
his left forearm vs. Maryland in 2014.    He’s systematic after play fakes and will not correctly gauge 
the intentions of how the WR is being played (INT-TD, 3-step hitch, U-USA ’16).  Leaves some digs 
on the wrong shoulder of WRs.  Misses open men on deep stops from the far hash vs. three-deep 
zones.  Nearly took a defender to the football early in the Middle Tennessee game in 2017 (dropped 
INT).  He will look very small on some QB sacks (Memphis ’16; Fumble, Georgia State ‘17).  Throws 
a flat deep ball at times.   Can he consistently escape pressure to create in the pocket? Makes some 
ill-advised throws when under heat.  Takes too many sacks.  The team ranked second-to-last in the 
nation in sacks allowed (48) in 2017.  These have led to an inordinate amount of fumbles (15) the 
last two seasons.  He lost five of them in 2017.  

Other Notes: Attended the University School (Fla.) and was named a 1st Team All-Broward County 
pick after leading the team to a Class 3A state championship • Former baseball standout at the prep 
level as a pitcher.  He went 9-2 with a 0.43 ERA as a junior • 2013: Connected on 93-of-175 passes 
(53.1%) for 1,083 yards, 3 TDs and 9 INTs • 2014 (USF): 122-of-242 (50.4%) for 1,639 yards, 8 TDs 
and 7 INTs • Completed 10-of-24 passes for 135 yards and one interception vs. Alabama on 9/10/16
• Threw for 331 yards, 3 TDs and one INT vs. Memphis in the 2016 Boca Raton Bowl • 2016
(C-USA Newcomer of the Year, 2nd Team All-C-USA): 280-of-416 (67.3%) for 4,363 yards, 37 TDs 
and 7 INTs • 2017 (2nd Team All-C-USA): Completed 368-of-560 passes (65.7%) for 4,177 yards, 26 
TDs and 8 INTs • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 ½” hands, 32” arms, 5.1 40-yd, 27” VJ, 8’0 BJ, 7.4 3-cone, 
4.4 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): White excels on hit-and-throw and rhythm five-step passes 
in the team’s diverse offense.  He operates primarily out of shotgun formations. The All-C-USA 
signal-caller does become a little too comfortable with his pre-snap reads.  In these instances, he’ll 
fail to locate underneath zone defenders.  As a senior, he competed favorably after losing key 2016 
members from both his receiving corps and offensive line.  The hits he often received demonstrated 
his football toughness.  It also exposed an inability to react favorably when the pocket collapsed 
around him.  His eye-level tends to dip when he feels heat.  It is a big reason that while his sack 
totals were extremely high, his interception totals were kept to a minimum.  He has not always pro-
tected the ball on contact.  Nevertheless, a strong Senior Bowl week further enhanced his stock.  It 
wouldn’t be out of the question for some teams to view him as a developmental prospect in the mold 
of former Alabama quarterback A.J. McCarron.  He has mid-round value in this year’s draft.

10. Brian Schor 6’1 211 James Madison
Grade: 5.644 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 171

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Smart.  Moves his offensive personnel around in the 
pre-snap.  Communicates with OL when dealing with crowd noise (FCS Semifinal, North Dakota 
State ’16). Calm.  Savvy.  Excelled in the run-pass option passing game in school. Even after strug-
gling in games, he will come through in late game situations placing the ball outside the numbers on 
go routes (TD, FCS Quarterfinals ’18, down 28-20 in 4th QTR).  Threw the game-winning TD pass
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in the fourth quarter on the road at North Dakota State in the 2016 FCS Semifinal playoff game. He 
is a factor on zone reads.  QB draw threat. He can throw on the move rolling to his right or left with 
optimum accuracy (TD, FCS Championship ’17).  Excels when plays break down. Quick release. 
He can get rid of the ball with a flick of the wrist after multiple ball fakes (FCS Championship, 
Youngstown State ’16, wheel route). Scans the field.  Accurate passer in the short-to-intermediate 
passing zones.  Shows touch to drop it in the bucket if he recognizes man-free looks. Gets his feet 
and hips in the direction of his throws.  Comfortable throwing in the middle of the field on seam 
passes (four-vertical concepts).  Effective on back-shoulder throws in the field or in the Red Zone. 

Weaknesses:  Lacks starter size.  Made a number of mistakes as a senior that weren’t apparent in past 
years.  Average arm strength.  Can he time the in-breaking patterns to a spot (high incompletion, 
ECU ’17, deep square-in)?  He will lose the ball on some of his rollouts going to his right (INT-
North Dakota State ’16).  Some of his deep far outs sail and lack punch at the end of the throw.  Ball 
security can be compromised in the pocket on sacks (strip sack, fumble, ECU ’17).  Fumbled 11 
times in his career (lost three).  Fumbled four times in 2016 (lost one).  

Other Notes: Attended Delaware Valley HS (Pa.) and originally committed to Miami (OH.) in the 
recruiting process back in 2013 • Won 29 games at the high school level and was also the captain on 
the school’s basketball squad • Went on to play at Lackawanna JC after Miami (OH) rescinded its 
scholarship offer • 2015 (4 sts): Completed 70-of-111 passes (63.1%) for 847 yards, 7 TDs and one 
INT; 78 carries for 276 yards (3.5 YPC) and 4 TDs • Threw for 371 yards, 5 TDs and an INT vs. New 
Hampshire in the 2016 FCS 2nd Round playoff game on 12/3/16 • Completed 13-of-17 passes for 
251 yards, TD and INT in the 2017 FCS National Championship game • 2016 (14 sts, CAA All-Ac-
ademic Team, CAA Offensive Player of the Year): Completed 217-of-297 passes (73.1%) for 3,002 
yards, 29 TDs and 6 INTs; 126 carries for 569 yards (4.5 YPR) and 10 TDs • Completed 21-of-45 
passes for 359 yards, TD and INT vs. Weber State in the 2017 FCS Quarterfinals • 2017 (15 sts, 2nd 
Team All-CAA): Connected on 271-of-417 passes (65%) for 3,222 yards, 26 TDs and 14 INTs; 146 
carries for 322 yards and 7 TDs • 2018 JMU Pro Day: 4.86 40-yd, 31” VJ, 8’6” BJ, 4.38 20-yd SS, 7.27 
3-cone

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Schor’s clutch play made him a fan favorite of the Dukes early 
on in his career.  Aside from leading his team to a national championship as a junior, he exhibited 
the poise necessary to execute in late game situations throughout his career.  His physical skills 
don’t jump off the screen, but his moxie and leadership cannot be quantified.  Size and arm strength 
question marks could disqualify him from getting drafted but he is still a legitimate Day 3 candidate 
because of the intangibles.  

11. Nic Shimonek 6’3 220 Texas Tech, Iowa
Grade: 5.566 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 203

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Team captain.  Leader.  You’ll see him get after his OL 
on false starts. Runs a fast-paced offense with optimal efficiency.  Decisive decision-maker.  Avoids 
sacks in the pocket with underrated footwork.  Smooth release. Feet are synchronized with each 
progression in his read all the way back down to his check downs. Leads WRs across the field on 
in-breaking concepts (deep crosser over LB and in front of safety, East-West Shrine ’18, Day 1).  
Makes some tight-window throws vs. man coverage in the Red Zone (USF ’17).  Puts the ball where 
only his WR can catch it on back-shoulder fades (Dunbar, East-West Shrine ’18, 7-on-7, Day 3).  Ca-
pable of making some longer throws on fades to his No. 2 slot perfectly in stride (3rd QTR, 45-yard 
dime, Coutee, Houston ’17).  Throws his WRs to a spot in the bucket on fade patterns (East-West 
Shrine ’18).  Uses his shoulder fakes to influence defenders on hitch-and-go double moves.  He also 
uses his feet well to move underneath zone defenders. 
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Weaknesses:  The high number of short rhythm passes early in games masks his completion per-
centage.  Some of his balls will die before reaching the final destination (dig, USF ’17).  He will get 
a little greedy on the second/third hitches in his pass drops and try to fit throws that led to tipped 
passes (INT-Birmingham Bowl ’17).  Over-strides on some of his drive routes in the Red Zone (USF 
’17).  Accuracy begins to wane if he’s moved off of his initial spot in the pocket.  On hitch-and-
throw three-step concepts, he will double-hitch and give the CB an extra tick to jump his intentions 
(dropped INT, Johnson, Houston ’17).  He’s dropped some shotgun snaps trying to rush the process 
(Houston ’17).  He also fumbled some snaps pulling away from the center too quickly during 2018 
East-West Shrine practices (9-on-7, Day 2).  

Other Notes: Attended Mildred HS (Tex.) and passed for over 8,000 yards and 97 TDs at the prep 
level • Originally attended Iowa before transferring to Texas Tech • 2015: Completed one pass as a 
backup QB • Connected on 15-of-21 passes for 271 yards and 4 TDs vs. Kansas on 9/29/16 • 2016 
(4 gms): Completed 38-of-58 passes for 464 yards, 6 TDs and one INT • Connected on 74% of his 
passes for 543 yards and 6 TDs vs. Arizona State on 9/16/17 • Threw for 416 yards, 3 TDs and 2 
INTs vs. USF in the 2017 Birmingham Bowl • 2017: Completed 328-of-493 passes (66.5%) for 3,963 
yards, 33 TDs and 10 INTs; One TD rushing • 2018 East-West Shrine measurements: 6026 218 9” 
hands, 31 ¼” arms, 76 ½” wingspan • 2018 East-West Shrine in-game report: Really was the best 
QB on this team during the week and during the game.  Outstanding touch on fade route to Dunbar 
for TD that ultimately won the game.  Prior to that, he exhibited timing in the pocket.   • 2018 NFL 
Combine: 9 ¼” hands, 30 ¾” arms, 4.88 40-yd, 28 ½” VJ, 8’5” BJ, 7.28 3-cone, 4.32 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  It is true that there are a number of gift-wrapped throws within 
the Red Raiders attack, but that certainly doesn’t mean Shimonek cannot attack vertically down the 
field.  During 2018 East-West Shrine practices, he proved quite capable of executing on bootlegs 
outside the pocket to his left or right.  He is an underrated athlete.  In a number of ways, he is per-
haps a better version of current Indianapolis Colts backup quarterback Scott Tolzien.  While the two 
players are nearly identical in size, Shimonek has a stronger arm and can be more than just a place-
holder if a quarterback goes down to injury.  We think he will compete for a backup job initially, but 
he has some upside once he adjusts to the professional landscape. 

12. Riley Ferguson 6’3 212 Memphis, Tennessee
Grade: 5.3 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 278

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Gunslinger with major confidence.  Above average 
downfield passer.  Stretches the field vertically. Outstanding touch placing fade passes three yards 
inside the sidelines into the bucket (Temple ’16).  Will “hum” balls into Cover 2 holes to challenge 
Ss and CBs (SMU ’16).  Throws on the move rolling to either his left or right (TD-USF ’16-Bootleg).  
Has 55-to-60-yard range on downfield throws (post TD, Tulsa ’16). Performs well in two-minute 
situations (Houston ’16).  They run a number of wheel-post combos and switch route combinations 
during these instances.  Occasional pooch punt threat to place the ball for his defense.  36:1 TD-INT 
ratio in the Red Zone over the last two years. 

Weaknesses: Still in the process of gaining bulk.  Forced to leave the Cincinnati game in 2016 due 
to a hit he took in the chest (did not return). Quirky delivery. Inconsistent mechanics have led to 
high passes off of his play action fakes (skinny post, Mayhue, misses high, Temple ’16).  Missed 
wide-open touchdown opportunities vs. USF in 2016. Questionable ball security (fumble, Temple 
’16) shows up on sacks or exchanging the ball on zone reads. Fumbled eight times in 2016 (lost 5). 
Still needs to see some routes open up before unloading.  Throws a number of balls back into traffic 
(INT-USF ’16, rolling to his left).   Head gear begins to drop vs. a cloudy pocket when under pres-
sure.  Has taken some unnecessary risks in late game moments (GW-INT, AAC Championship ’17).
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Forced to redshirt at Tennessee in 2013 after suffering a leg injury.  Struggled mightily to get steam 
on the ball during 2018 East-West Shrine practices.  

Other Notes:  Attended Butler HS (N.C.) and passed for over 8,000 yards in his career • Led his team 
to two state titles at the prep level • Originally went to Tennessee before transferring to Coffeyville 
CC • Threw for nearly 3,000 yards and 35 TDs during a NJCAA Honorable mention All-Ameri-
can campaign in 2015 • Passed for 287 yards (74%) and 4 TDs vs. SMU on 11/5/16 • Completed 
30-of-49 passes for 409 yards and 4 TDs in a 48-44 win over Houston on 11/25/16 • 2016 (12 gms): 
255-of-400 (63.8%) for 3,326 yards, 28 TDs and 9 INTs • Completed 30-of-42 passes for 471 yards, 
4 TDs and one INT in the 2017 AAC Championship Game • 2017 (1st Team All-AAC): 299-of-474 
(63.1%) for 4,257 yards, 38 TDs and 9 INTs; 6 rushing TDs  • 2018 East-West Shrine measurements: 
6026 196 9 ¾” hands, 30 5/8” arms, 75 ¼” wingspan • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 5/8” hands, 31” arms, 
4.95 40-yd, 29” VJ, 9’2” BJ, 6.96 3-cone, 4.4 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Ferguson made a living getting himself into favorable positions 
in school.  It is a big reason why he excelled in the Red Area in his two-year stay at Memphis.  He 
is adept at placing the ball on seams, back-shoulder fades and quick slants.  The Tigers ran a fast-
paced offense which took advantage of his playmaking style.  While not a statue in the pocket by any 
means, he does need to become more aware of bodies around him to avoid turnovers.  Ferguson has 
not demonstrated consistent ball security when getting sacked by opponents.  It was a bit of a sur-
prise to see him struggle to generate pace on some of his passes during the 2018 East-West Shrine 
practices.  While he lacks a howitzer, his arm strength is adequate.  He has an outside shot of getting 
drafted, but he will definitely get a shot in an NFL training camp. 

13. Kurt Benkert 6’3 218 Virginia, ECU
Grade: 5.283 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 282

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Teammates respond to him on the sidelines (Boise State 
’17).  Good athlete. Live arm.  Ball will snap out of his hand.  Quick release.  Scrambles when he has 
to find room (Louisville ’17).  Makes plays rolling to his right or left (Senior Bowl ’18-TD pass to 
Penny).  Able to fit the hole throws vs. Cover Two defenses.  He’s made some eye-popping throws vs. 
defenses in two-minute situations (Miami Fla. ’16-TD, end of 1st H).   Demonstrates some touch on 
fades in the RZ (TD pass, Louisville ’17).  Exhibits timing on longer out patterns.  He can produce 
some juice on deep stops outside the numbers.  Pushes the ball on vertical concepts down the field.  
Range extends to 60-plus yards in the air on deeper passes (64-yard TD pass, Boise State ’17).  

Weaknesses:  Fails to control some of his seam throws in to the middle of the field vs. tight windows.  
Takes underneath zone defenders to the ball with his eye control (near INT, UConn ’16).  Throws 
behind defenders (leaves it on the wrong shoulder) on routes that cross the field. Fails to get his feet 
back aligned in the direction of his throws and becomes an all-arm thrower.  He can be baited by 
disguise into interceptions in the Red Zone (Louisville ’16).  Ball security is an issue.  He had two 
fumbles in the second half of the Miami, Fla. contest in 2016 and the second fumble came late in the 
fourth quarter. Runs into QB sacks holding the ball too long.  This extended into the 2018 Senior 
Bowl practices. The team was sacked 67 times the last two seasons.  Fumbled the ball 10 times in 
2016 (losing three) and had 14 fumbles in his two years as a starter.  Slowed down in the last two 
games in each of the last two seasons. Started off 3-of-17 and was benched vs. UNC in 2016.  Strug-
gled mightily against Navy in the 2017 Military Bowl.  While at ECU, he tore his right ACL during 
the summer of 2015 and missed the entire season.
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Other Notes: Attended Island Coast HS (Fla.) and threw 20 TDs as a senior.  He also punted for 
the school • Originally attended ECU and was slated to start in 2015 before tearing his ACL • 2014 
(ECU): 58 yards passing and one INT; 23 yards rushing and 2 TDs • Passed for 421 yards (63%), 
5 TDs and one INT vs. CMU on 9/24/16 • 2016: Completed 228-of-406 passes (56.2%) for 2,552 
yards, 21 TDs and 11 INTs • Threw for 455 yards, 3 TDs and one INT vs. UConn on 9/16/17 • 2017 
(13 sts): Completed 298-of-509 passes (58.5%) for 3,207 yards, 25 TDs and 9 INTs • Career Stats 
(UVA): Completed 526-of-914 passes (57.5%) for 5,759 yards, 46 TDs and 20 INTs • 2018 Senior 
Bowl measurements: 6025 214 9 5/8” hands, 31 1/8” arms, 74 ¼” wingspan • 2018 NFL Combine:  9 
½” hands, 31” arms, 16 reps-225 lbs, 4.99 40-yd, 31” VJ, 9’4” BJ, 7.15 3-cone, 4.33 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Benkert is capable of making all of the spectacular throws with 
his live arm.  As a result, he takes chances with the ball.  His feet are not always aligned with his 
passes and his ball placement varies from down-to-down.  His range on the field extends a defense 
vertically.  He still needs work on looking off underneath zone defenders in the middle of the field.  
A solid NFL comparison for Benkert could be Los Angeles Chargers backup quarterback Kellen 
Clemens.  

14. Kenny Hill 6’1 215 TCU, Texas A&M
Grade: 5.25 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 286

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Athletic bloodlines. Suffered more drops than any QB 
in FBS football in 2016.  Compact, balanced release.  Very effective when throwing on his first hitch 
in his pass drops.  Places the ball in the right spot on back-shoulder passes in the RZ.  Puts the 
necessary steam on slants and drive routes (TD-Diarse, UGA ’16).  Accurate enough when throwing 
3-step passes vs. 5-man pressures (slant TD, Baylor ’16).  Very good runner.  His QB-CTR vs. Geor-
gia in the 2016 Liberty Bowl showcased his patience as a runner.  In this same game (UGA ’16), he 
showed very good speed on a 45-yard run when contain was lost.  He is also a factor on QB draws 
(Texas ’16).  Capable of avoiding the free blitzers in the pocket due to good feet.  Contains about 
55-to-65-yard range on double posts.   He can back defenses off his WRs when backed up (93-yd TD 
pass, Stanford ’17).  He’s shown touch on fades in the Red Zone (TD, Liberty Bowl ’16).  When he 
finishes through on his left side, he’s as good as anybody (Stanford ’17).  Produces nice velocity and 
accuracy throwing on the run to his right (SMU ’17).  Can find the NO. 3 seam match-ups vs. split 
safety looks with accurate dimes (TD, SMU ’17).  Occasionally will pooch punt on 4th down. 

Weaknesses: Has struggled in breakthrough moments (games) at two stops (Alabama ’14, Georgia 
’16, Iowa State ’17).  Lost his job after fading through eight starts at Texas A&M in 2014.  Struggled 
in the second half of the 2016 campaign.  Benched vs. Texas Tech in 2016.  Loses some throws in 
the MOF (Arkansas ’17, INT-1st QTR).  Will throw back across his body into traffic (Near INT, 
dropped, Arkansas ’17).  At times, he will throw a little flat-footed and demonstrate little weight 
transfer throwing passes across the MOF (leaving them behind WRs).  Questionable ball security 
(14 fumbles). He’s lost some balls on contact. Loses his poise at times under pressure (intentional 
grounding, UGA ’16).  Did not play vs. Texas Tech in 2017 due to an undisclosed injury that may 
have occurred vs. Oklahoma the week prior to the game. 

Other Notes: Attended Carroll HS (Tex.) and was named Texas’ 2012 Gatorade Player of the Year  • 
Father, Ken Sr., won 117 games in 14 seasons as a MLB pitcher • 2013 (Texas A&M): Completed 
72% of his passes for 183 yards and one TD • Passed for 511 yards (73%) for 511 yards and 3 TDs 
vs. South Carolina on 8/28/14 • 2014 (Texas A&M): Completed 214-of-321 passes (67%) for 2,649 
yards, 23 TDs and 8 INTs • 2016: Connected on 61% of his passes for 3,208 yards, 17 TDs and 13 
INTs; 125 carries for 609 yards (4.9 YPC) and 10 TDs • 2017: Completed 269-of-400 passes (67.3%) 
for 3,152 yards, 23 TDs and 8 INTs; 100 carries for 325 yards and 5 TDs • 2018 NFLPA Collegiate
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Bowl measurements: 10” hands, 31 1/4” arms, 75” wingspan • 2018 (NFLPA Collegiate Bowl: Strug-
gled to find rhythm in this game.  Fumbled his first snap and lost the ball 

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Hill’s background suggests that he could surprise even in a 
strong 2018 quarterback class.  Keep in mind, this was a player many felt would go on to become 
a star after a sensational debut in 2013.  Transferring his weight as a passer is going to be critical 
for his continued growth and he also needs to balance the risks he takes throwing into the middle 
of the field.  By no means is he an inaccurate passer, but he tends to lose throws in the middle of 
the field when his feet aren’t aligned with his destinations.  We think his running ability comple-
ments the skill to hit passes down the field.  The former Texas Gatorade Player of the Year has 
nice velocity on many of his posts and quick slants.  His numbers are skewed by the fact that he 
had so many dropped passes in 2016.  In 2017, he completed 67.3-percent of his passes.  At the 
end of the day, this was a player who went 21-13 as a starter in two Power 5 conferences (SEC, 
Big 12).  His drawbacks include ball security, weight distribution and average size. These were all 
on display in the 2018 NFLPA Collegiate Bowl. 

15. J.T. Barrett 6’1 220 Ohio State
Grade: 5.23 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 290

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Three-time team captain.  Arm has gradually gotten 
stronger each year on campus; particularly on stop routes outside the numbers.   High football IQ.  
Plays with a calm in his game. Routinely makes checks in the running game depending on the de-
fensive fronts he identifies in the pre-snap.  Locates his hot receivers vs. the blitz (Empty formation, 
Notre Dame ’16-Fiesta Bowl).   The team uses him to attack defenses with flood route and switch 
combinations (two or more routes to one side of the field) vs. zone coverage (RZ-TD, Penn State 
’16).  Exhibits significant touch on sail routes (corner patterns) and post patterns (Michigan State 
’16, Indiana ’17-Campbell). Tough.  Stands in vs. free hitters and delivers accurate passes (Michigan 
State ’15).  If you give him time in the pocket, he’ll in to deliver clear vision passes directly in the 
front of him.  Strong lower body enables him to make ‘whodini-like’ escapes in the pocket (Penn 
State ’16).  He has put the team on his back as a runner and “willed” them to victory running the 
zone read.  225-pound runner who will challenge LBs in the hole and deliver punishment. 

Weaknesses: Durability concerns. Tore his left ACL (knee) in the middle of his senior year of high 
school. Suffered a broken right ankle against  Michigan in 2014 and missed the final three games of 
the year.  He then had surgery to insert a plate into the ankle.  Had a one-game suspension in 2015 
(http://www.cleveland.com/livingston/index.ssf/2015/10/jt_barrett_had_out-of-characte.html).  
Questionable arm strength (it has improved over time).  Struggles to hit windows in the middle of 
the field (drop INT, Indiana ’16).  Fails to consistently challenge the width of the field.  Passes end 
up on the wrong shoulders of TEs/WRs.  Struggled with ball placement vs. Army in 2017 (hot routes 
vs. blitz, drop INT to X-WR on stop route, seam patterns).  He’s a flat-footed passer in the three-
step passing game or even one-step passing game (Army ’17).  Will he give his receivers a consistent 
chance on nine (go) routes outside the numbers (4 yards out of bounds, Army ’17).  Holds the ball 
too long and it causes him to leave passes short down the field (Indiana ’16-Samuel).  Still short-
hops some passes on curl patterns (Fiesta Bowl  ’16). Struggled mightily against Virginia’s Tech’s 
man-to-man coverage schemes in 2014.   He will throw the football unnecessarily into rolled-up 
Cover 2 coverage on hi-lo routes or fades in-between the corners/safeties (Penn State ’14).  He 
has put the football on the ground as a runner (fumble, Day, Notre Dame ’16).  Put the ball on the 
ground 12 times in his career.  Lost a fumble for a touchdown return in the 2018 East-West Shrine 
game.  Did not stand out during 2018 East-West Shrine practices and failed to pull the trigger early 
in the game.
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Other Notes:  Attended S.H. Riders HS (Tex.) and he was a three-sport athlete in football, basketball 
and track & field • He was ranked as the 7th-best dual-threat QB in his class by Rivals.com • Com-
pleted 18-of-23 passes for 267 yards and 4 TDs vs. Maryland on 10/4/14; Also rushed 16 times for 
71 yards and one TD • Passed for 200 yards, 3 TDs and one INT vs. Minnesota on 11/15/14; Rushed 
17 times for 189 yards and one TD • 2014 (Griese-Brees Big Ten QB of the Year, 1st Team All-Big 
Ten, Freshman All-American): Completed 203-of-314 passes (64.6%) for 2,834 yards, 34 TDs and 
10 INTs; Rushed for 938 yards (5.5 YPC) and 11 TDs • Three 100-yard rushing games in 2015 (7 
rushing TDs in these three contests: Penn State, Rutgers and Michigan) • 2015: Completed 93-of- 
147 passes for 992 yards (63.3%), 11 TDs and 4 INTs; Rushed for 682 yards (5.9 YPC) and 11 TDs • 
2016 (Big Ten’s Griese-Brees QB of the Year): Completed 233-of-379 passes (63.3%) for 2,555 yards, 
24 TDs and 7 INTs; 205 carries for 845 yards (4.1 YPC) and 9 TDs • 2017 (1st Team All-Big Ten, 
Griese-Brees QB of the Year): Completed 239-of-370 passes (64.6%) for 3,042 yards, 35 TDs and 9 
INTs; 166 carries for 809 yards (4.9 YPC) and 12 TDs • Career (38-6 record):  Set Big Ten records in 
passing yards (12,697), total TDs (147) and  passing TDs (104) • 2018 East-West Shrine measure-
ments: 6010 220 10” hands, 32 1/8” arms, 76 ½” wingspan • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 7/8” hands, 32” 
arms, 4.76 40-yd, 30” VJ, 9’0 BJ, 7.38 3-cone, 4.44 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Barrett –the Big Ten’s all-time leader in touchdowns- still has 
a long way to go when it comes to challenging all parts of an NFL-caliber defense.  He’ll go hot-
and-cold for significant stretches and fail to exhibit consistent ball placement during the course of 
games.  This was still evident in the first game of his senior year (Indiana ’17).  He is a tough runner 
who will challenge a defense’s integrity on quarterback draws (see Michigan ’16) or zone reads.  As 
a passer, there is an element of touch present on posts and corner routes.  He fails, however, to drop 
it in the bucket on fade patterns outside the numbers.  We think his football intellience, leadership, 
athleticism and solid frame give him an opportunity to compete for a backup spot in the NFL.  He’s 
a winner in the mold of former Stanford quarterback Kevin Hogan (Cleveland Browns), but his on-
field play exudes a calmer style.  

16. Chad Kanoff 6’4 219 Princeton
Grade: 5.219 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 293

Strengths: Accurate signal-caller.  Improved his ball security the last two seasons.  Tight release.  
Quick, compact throwing motion. Completed all 20 of his passes in the first half of the Harvard 
game in 2017. Has produced in the fourth quarter of games.  He’s capable of throwing to a spot 
on deep outs outside the hash marks.  Threads the needle in the middle of the field in-between 
underneath zone defenders on quick slants (Dartmouth ’17).   He is patient waiting on flood routes 
to open in the middle of the field (Penn ’16).  Places the ball with steam on high-low patterns (spin-
dig) vs. zone coverage.  Throws well on the move to his right.  

Weaknesses: Rotated at times with former Ivy League Offensive Player of the Year John Lovett in 
2016.  Can be a little mechanical in some of his movements evading pressure.  He falls away from 
some of his throws. Loses some passes over the middle of the field when under pressure.  Leaves 
some of his fly routes short on the outside lanes when he pushes the ball (INT-Cornell ’17).  Fum-
bled six times in 2015 (lost four).  Missed his entire sophomore season due to a shoulder injury.

Other Notes:  Attended Harvard Westlake HS (Calif.) and was ranked as the 14th-best dual-threat in 
the nation • Played basketball and volleyball at the prep level • Originally committed to Vanderbilt 
out of high school before deciding to go the Ivy League route • Threw for 338 yards, 3 TDs and 2 
INTs vs. Yale on 11/14/15 • 2015: Completed 203-of-355 passes (57.2%) for 2,295 yards, 8 TDs and 
7 INTs • 2016 (2nd Team All-Ivy): Competed 168-of-272 passes (62%) for 1,741 yards, 6 TDs and 6 
INTs • Passed for 352 yards and 3 TDs vs. San Diego on 9/16/17 • Completed 31-of-35 passes for
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17. Matt Linehan 6’3 230 Idaho
Grade: 5.2 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 298 

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Strengths:  Athletic bloodlines.  High football intel-
ligence.  Makes checks when he sees certain coverage (for passes) or fronts (for runs).  Improved 
and excelled on third downs in 2017 (62%, 4 TD, INT).  Finished his career with a 36:5 TD-INT 
ratio in the Red Zone. In this part of the field, he will wait for his WR to clear the second zone (TD, 
Missouri ’17). Has continued to make positive weight gains.  Tough.  He will stand in the pocket 
to deliver vs. free hitters and place RZ fades to a spot (4th QTR, South Alabama ’17).  Can climb 
the pocket while keeping his eyes downfield. Possesses enough mobility.  Efficient feet allow him to 
work the pocket. He throws well rolling to his right (tipped INT-South Alabama ’16). Has a feel for 
crossing routes. Accurate throwing controlled passes to tight ends. Showcases good timing on curl 
patterns. Excellent touch on nine routes and deep passes.  Throws WRs open into the bucket (three 
yards inside the numbers from the sidelines) 45-to-50 yards down the field (Missouri ’17). Gets into 
a rhythm attacking CBs outside the numbers (Colorado State ’16).  Leads WRs to a spot and puts 
enough air on deeper passes. 

Weaknesses:  Foot surgery in the 2016 offseason (screws in his foot).  Uneven on third downs in 
2016 (39.2%).   Puts a lot of his entire body into throws to create steam. He needs to see the pictures 
a step sooner (sometimes needs to see the WR turn his head).  Some of his balls outside the num-
bers on nine routes have died before arrival (Watson, CSU ’16-Idaho Potato Bowl).  He struggled 
getting the ball to spiral against Missouri in the first quarter (2017).  Some of his intermediate passes 
(comebacks) outside the numbers lack urgency at the end of the pass.  Short-hopped some passes 
vs. Washington State in 2016.  Has overthrown some makeable seam passes (Hightower, South Ala-
bama ’16).  Also has missed throws across the MOF or even on wide open comebacks.  Makes some 
poor decisions throwing back across his body when rolling right (INT-South Alabama ’16).  Ques-
tionable ball security has shown up at inopportune times (Colorado State ’16, 4th QTR).   Missed 
the final three games of the 2017 season due to an injury to his throwing hand.

Other Notes: Attended Orchard Lake St. Mary’s HS (Mich.) and was a multi-sport athlete  • Father, 
Scott, is a former head coach of the St. Louis Rams and the current offensive coordinator of the Dal-
las Cowboys.  Scott played QB for Idaho and threw for over 7,000 yards during tenure • 2014: Com-
pleted 220-of-377 passes (58.4%) for 2,534 yards, 11 TDs and 18 INTs; One rushing TD • Passed for 
194 yards (63%) and one TD vs. USC on 9/12/15 • Threw for 212 yards (55%) and one interception 
vs. Auburn on 11/21/15 • 2015: Completed 248-of-391 passes (63.4%) for 2,992 yards, 16 TDs and 
11 INTs; 234 yards rushing (2.6 YPR) and 5 TDs • 2016 MVP of the Famous Idaho Potato Bowl: 

421 yards and 2 TDs vs. Harvard on 10/20/17 • 2017 (1st Team All-Ivy, Bushnell Cup Award win-
ner): Completed 284-of-388 passes (73.2%) for 3,474 yards, 29 TDs and 9 INTs; One TD rushing
• Career Stats: 32 games, Completed 655-of-1,015 passes (65%) for 7,510 yards (Princeton career re-
cord), 43 TDs (2nd all-time in school history) and 22 INTs • 2018 Princeton Pro Day: 10 ¼” hands, 
33 ¾” arms, 78 3/8” wingspan, 4.91 40-yd, 32 ½” VJ, 9’3” BJ

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  An injury to John Lovett opened the door for Kanoff to shine 
completely in 2017 after splitting time in 2016 (gave up the Red Zone repetitions).   He did not dis-
appoint once he got the keys to the car. Aside from some slight placement issues on vertical passes,   
he can place the ball down the field.  Kanoff is accurate in-between the numbers and delivers off of 
play fakes quickly.  There are times when he pushes the ball and drifts in the pocket when under 
duress.  We think he’s a fine developmental prospect who could hear his name called on Day 3 of 
this year’s draft process. 
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18. Kyle Allen 6’2 210 (E) Houston, Texas A&M
Grade: 5.023 (5th Round)

Big Board Rank: 364

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Gunslinger mentality.  He will stand in the pocket 
under pressure and deliver (Texas Tech ’17).  Enough arm strength. Fits the ball on skinny posts 
in-between the curl-flat player and CB when facing three-deep zones.  Showcases feathery touch 
in the Red Area on rub/pick concepts.  Hit-and-throw passes on three-or-five-step drops highlight 
his best assets.  Slices slants on the numbers of either slot WRs or outside wideouts. Effective on 
back-shoulder throws. Even as a freshman, he would make checks to get his team into the right play 
when teams showed pressure packages (throws TD to RB Williams vs. all-out blitz, Independence 
Bowl ’14).  

Weaknesses:  Holds the ball too long trying to wait for routes to get them open (West Virginia ’14).  
Falls away from pressure.  Takes unnecessary chances with the ball.  Throws into the middle of the 
field vs. post safeties (Drop INT, West Virginia ’14). Makes some poor throws throwing against his 
body into traffic (INT with team about to take lead, Texas Tech ’17).  Fails to consistently look off 
underneath zone defenders (INT by LB, Texas Tech ’17).  Misses some middle of the field throws vs. 
split-safety looks. Ball security was an issue in the Red Zone as a junior (fumble, GL-Arizona ’17; 
INT-RZ, Arizona ’17). Couldn’t handle low snap vs. Texas Tech in 2017 (lost fumble).  In-and-out of 
the lineup at Texas A&M and eventually lost his job.  Threw three interceptions that were returned 
for TDs against Alabama in 2015.  Began 2017 as Houston’s starter before losing his job to Kyle 
Postma and was demoted to a third-string role. 

Other Notes: Attended Desert Mountain HS (Ariz.) and passed for 86 TDs and 32 INTs at the prep 
level • He was ranked as the nation’s No. 1 QB by several recruiting services • Set a U.S. Army 
All-American Bowl game record with 183 yards passing at the time (2014) • 2014 Liberty Bowl 
MVP: Completed 22-of-35 passes for 294 yards and 4 TDs vs. West Virginia  • 2014 (5 sts, SEC 
Academic Honor Roll): Completed 118-of-192 passes (61.5%) for 1,322 yards, 16 TDs and 7 INTs; 
29 carries for 44 yards and one TD • Connected on 20-of-40 passes for 263 yards, TD and 3 INTs vs. 
Alabama on 10/17/15 • 2015: Passed for 2,210 yards (56.5%), 17 TDs and 7 INTs • Hit on 31-of-33 
passes (94%) for 309 yards and 2 TDs vs. Rice on 9/16/17 • 2017: 80-of-105 passes (76.2%) for 751 
yards, 4 TDs and 4 INTs • Career Stats: 4,283 yards (61%), 37 TDs and 18 INTs; Three rushing TDs 

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Allen’s talent is undeniable and there is even a bowl win on his 
resume’.  The former five-star recruit was once an Elite 11 finalist and many pundits had him slotted

Passed for 381 yards (68%), 4 TDs and also ran for one score • 2016 (2nd Team All-SBC): Complet-
ed 257-of-415 passes (62%) for 3,184 yards, 19 TDs and 10 INTs; 88 carries for 167 yards and 4 TDs 
• Passed for 360 yards and 3 TDs vs. ULM on 10/28/17 • Threw for 282 yards (68%) and 2 TDs vs.
Troy on 11/2/17 • 2017: Completed 173-of-281 passes (62%) for 2,056 yards, 16 TDs and 4 INTs; 
Two rushing TDs • Career Stats: Connected on 867-of-1,465 passes (61.2%) for 10,752 yards, 62 
TDs and 43 INTs • 2018 Idaho Pro Day: 4.92 40-yd, 28” VJ, 9’0 BJ, 4.46 20-yd SS, 7.26 3-cone  

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Linehan is a four-year starter with deep ball accuracy and touch.  
He moves well enough in the pocket and is underrated athlete.  There were times in school where 
he did take unnecessary chances but he eliminated many of those risks as a senior.  His toughness to 
stand in and take punishment under duress is proven.  Some of his balls lose pace the further they 
are asked to go outside the numbers but he gradually gained weight and became stronger during his 
time in school.  The fact that he led the team to a bowl victory as a junior ranks as a positive as does 
his football intelligence.  The former Vandal is a developmental prospect with more than enough of 
a skill-set to compete for a backup job at the next level.  He has Day 3 value in the 2018 NFL Draft 
but has largely gone under the radar in a deep class. 
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19. Tanner Lee 6’4 218 Nebraska, Tulane
Grade: 5.0 (5th Round)

Big Board Rank: 373

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Athletic bloodlines. Above average size.  10 1/8” hands. 
Good physical tools.  Can make all of the throws. Puts requisite steam on passes without his Gun-
slinger who’s not afraid to pull the trigger.  He can get rid of the ball quickly to hit his hot receivers 
(Penn State ’17).  Versus all-out blitzes he will stand in the pocket vs. imminent contact to find open 
men (60-yd TD, Tulsa ’14).  Capable of making the deep-out throws from the far collegiate hash to 
the sidelines (Northern Illinois ’17).  Made a number of NFL-caliber throws into tight spaces vs. 
Oregon in 2017.  Times his nine routes to throw receivers to a spot and in stride. Drops were an 
issue for him in 2017. 

Weaknesses: Limited mobility.  Takes too many chances with the football.  Fails to locate underneath 
zone defenders and pushes the ball into crowded zones on a regular basis.  He will throw into the 
middle of the field with safeties aligned in the deep middle one-third (GW-INT, OT, Tulsa ’14).  
Fooled by UNI’s Shawun Lurry on a screen vs. Northern Illinois in 2017 (87-yd INT-TD).  Inac-
curate reading out of his first read and then going back to the MOF.  Loses throws vs. split safety 
defenses. Leaves a number of his fade routes to the inside shoulder of WRs as opposed to dropping 
them in the bucket. Fumbled seven times at Tulane in 2015. 

Other Notes: • Attended Jesuit HS (La.) and threw for 39 TDs in his career • Father, Philip, played 
football and baseball at Troy and his grandfather, Jimmy Lee, played football at Alabama • Passed for 
262 yards, 3 TDs and an INT vs. Tulsa on 8/28/14 • Threw for 301 yards and one INT vs. East Caro-
lina on 11/22/14 • 2014: Completed 185-of-336 passes (55.1%) for 1,962 yards, 12 TDs and 14 INTs 
• Passed for 252 yards, 2 TDs and one INT vs. Army on 11/14/15 • 2015: 143-of-276 passes (52%)
for 1,639 yards, 11 TDs and 7 INTs • Completed 23-of-38 passes for 303 yards, 2 TDs vs. Ohio State 
on 10/14/17 • Threw for 399 yards and 3 TDs vs. Penn State on 11/18/17 • 2017: 246-of-428 passes 
(57.5%) for 3,143 yards, 23 TDs and 16 INTs; Rushed for 2 TDs • 2018 Senior Bowl measurements: 
6041 218 10 1/8” hands, 32 1/8” arms, 76 3/8” wingspan

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Games such as the Penn State game showcase the vast potential 
of Lee.  He is always going to put on a show for talent evaluators when it comes to watching him 
him throw the ball on air.  Going back to his Tulane days, Lee can become predictable for defenders 
when reading the intentions of his passes.  There is not enough consistency looking off defenders 
and he shows little regard for challenging deep-post safeties in the middle of the field.  It’s a big rea-
son why he’s put up high interception totals throughout his stay in school.  At this stage, he’s a more 
physically advanced version of former Northwestern quarterback Trevor Siemian (Denver Broncos) 
when he came out of school.  The former Cornhusker’s Senior Bowl week pretty much typified the 
up-and-down nature of his play during his stint at both Tulane and Nebraska. 

for an early-round NFL draft selection just four years ago.  After multiple benchings and a transfer 
to Houston, Allen eventually was demoted to a third-string role in what was supposed to be a break-
out junior campaign.  What got lost in the benching at Houston was the fact that he was among the 
nation’s leaders in completion percentage (76.2%) before losing his job.  

20. Logan Woodside 6’1 213 Toledo
Grade: 4.911 (5th Round)

Big Board Rank: 402

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Throws a tight spiral.  Rhythm passer.  He’s efficient on 
the hit-and-throw concepts when passing down the field.  He can drop it in the bucket on fly
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patterns outside the numbers. Plays fast.  Makes quick decisions and can take off to pick up positive 
yards as a scrambler.  Tough.  He’ll stand in the pocket with imminent pressure on the way and 
quickly identify his hot receiver while taking the hit (Miami, Fla. ’17).  Slides to buy time on his sec-
ond and third hitches to time up deep square-in patterns vs. He’s efficient throwing on the run to his 
right. Exhibits a quick release on run-pass-options (RPOs).   Stood out during the week of practice 
at the 2018 NFLPA Collegiate Bowl.  Capable of finding run lanes when contain has been sacrificed 
and he’ll get hidden yardage on the move.

Weaknesses: Below average size.  Fits the make-up of an NFL backup.  Limitations showed up some 
in 2017 Dollar General Bowl.  Has problems at times finding passing lanes.   Made a poor throw 
outside the numbers on a double move, where he just lost the ball (INT-3rd QTR, Dollar General 
’17). Loses some throws in the red zone when under pressure (Nevada ’17). He fails to consistently 
locate middle of the field underneath zone defenders on dig patterns if the pictures change after 
the snap (INT, Appalachian State ’17).  Will throw behind open WRs running seams or seven-cuts 
(Baugh, NFLPA Collegiate Bowl ’18).  Over-strides to get more pace on deep comebacks outside the 
numbers and balls sail on him (Nevada ’17).

Other Notes:  Originally attended Anderson County HS but left for Franklin County HS (Ky.) shortly 
thereafter • Threw for 41 TDs, ran for 7 TDs and posted 5 INTs as a DB during his senior campaign 
at the prep level • Was named the MVP of the Midwest Ultimate 100 Camp • 2013 (4 gms): Com-
pleted 21-of-41 passes for 240 yards and one TD (Long-81) • 2014 (12 gms): 2,263 yards passing 
(63%), 19 TDs and 8 INTs; 3 rushing TDs • 2016 (13 sts, 1st Team All-MAC): Passed for 4,163 yards 
(69%), 45 TDs and 9 INTs • 2017 (14 sts, 1st Team All-MAC): Threw for 3,882 yards (64%), 28 TDs 
and 8 INTs; One rushing TD • 2018 NFLPA Collegiate Bowl measurements: 6010 206 9 3/8” hands, 
30 ½” arms, 73 7/8” wingspan • 2018 NFLPA Collegiate Bowl in-game report: Began to get into a 
rhythm on a comeback (ball died on him) and then threw a crossing route vs. three-deep zone.  Feet 
are urgent getting to the top of his drops.  Completed a seven (corner) route to Goolsby early in the 
4th QTR.  Then he had another tipped pass in the 4th QTR and caught the ball after he there it off 
the helmet of Guerad.  Nearly threw another INT in the RZ trying to fit a slant in the fourth quarter.  
• Career Stats: 43 games, 10,514 yards (65%), 93 TDs and 25 INTs; 4 rushing TDs; 5 tackles • Grad-
uated with a degree in marketing • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 ¾” hands, 31” arms, 4.79 40-yd, 31 ½” VJ, 
8’7” BJ, 6.94 3-cone, 4.15 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Woodside’s stock has been climbing since a solid NFLPA Col-
legiate Bowl week.  Unfortunately for the former Rocket, he may have had his worst day of the week 
on game day.  His limitations include inconsistent velocity outside the numbers and an occasional 
inability to find clear passing lanes.  He generally plays fast and spins the ball in-between the num-
bers.  Woodside uses a number of different arm angles and wins football games.  He was a big factor 
in the team’s run-pass-options, but equally effective throwing deep square-in patterns.  He has the 
football toughness, athleticism and moxie to stick in the NFL.

21. Chase Litton 6’5 230 QB Marshall
Grade: 4.64 (6th Round)

Big Board Rank: 475

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Excellent size.  Tough.  He’s responsible for commu-
nicating with his offensive linemen to make adjustments on where to slide protection (FAU ’17).  
Will stand in vs. the blitz and deliver the ball in the three-step passing game.  He’s accurate on quick 
slants; particularly on third downs.  Played well vs. NC State in 2017.  Runs a fast-tempo offense.  He 
gets rid of the ball in 1.5-to-2.5 seconds.  Textbook release.  There is not a throw in the playbook he 
can’t make.  Back-shoulder fades, touch fades, deep outs, square-ins and so forth and on.  He pos-
sesses touch in the Red Zone (Akron ’16).  He will find secondary options after scanning through 
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the defense (shallow crosser, McManus vs. Akron ’16).  Capable of executing dash (sprint-out) 
passes to his left or right.  Makes some deft 20-to-30-yard dimes rolling to his left with extreme arm 
talent (corner route-NC State ’17; crossing route TD, FAU ’17).  He doesn’t have to re-square his 
shoulders to be accurate on these throws rolling left.  Dropped an absolute bucket shot to Tyre Brady 
rolling to his left in the end zone that was jaw-dropping (TD, 4th & 9, FIU ’17). Takes the necessary 
hitch steps to time up crossers going over the MOF (FAU ’17). 

Weaknesses:  Struggled in the fourth quarter during his career (10 INTs).  Makes poor, wild deci-
sions during the courses of games.  Pushes the ball on occasion.  Sails some throws over the MOF 
(Akron ’16) and on deep stops outside the numbers (NC State ’17).  When he has to pump to one 
side and come back to the middle of the field vs. split-safety looks, he will airmail throws (INT-
Young, FAU ’17).  Balls tend to sail on him with out-breaking concepts (INT-Young, FAU ’17).  
Challenges two-deep principles with man-to-man underneath (INT, FAU ’17).  Didn’t handle the 
rainy weather vs. FAU (on road) well in 2017 nor did he handle it (rain) particularly well vs. FIU 
(at home).  Missed way to many throws than he should have vs. FIU.  Stared down a stop route on 
the outside (giving away clues) and it was returned for a TD by the corner. Suspended for the 2016 
season finale for an undisclosed violation of team rules.  

Other Notes: Attended Wharton HS (Fla.) and was ranked as a three-star prospect by Rivals.com • 
Also played basketball and was a 1,000-point scorer at the prep level • 2015 (11 gms): Completed 
231-of-384 passes (60.2%) for 2,608 yards, 23 TDs and 8 INTs • 2016 (10 sts): Completed 231-of-371 
passes (62.3%) for 2,612 yards, 24 TDs and 9 INTs; One rushing TD • Passed for 350 yards, 2 TDs 
and one INT vs. NC State on 9/9/17 • Threw for 262 yards, 2 TDs and 2 INTs in the 2017 New Mexi-
co Bowl vs. Colorado State on 12/16/17  • 2017: Completed 266-of-443 passes (60%) for 3,115 yards, 
24 TDs and 15 INTs; One rushing TD • Career Stats: 8,335 yards passing (60.8%) for 72 TDs and 31 
INTs; 2 TDs rushing • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 3/8” hands, 32 ¼” arms, 4.9 40-yd, 29 ½” VJ, 8’10” BJ, 
7.49 3-cone, 4.53 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  One of the first things that jumps out about Litton is his ability 
to throw on the move.  Offensive coordinator Bill Legg frequently moved the pocket with dash pass-
es (sprint-outs) to Litton’s right or left side.  They found a number of ways to create simple concepts 
(flat/slant) and minimize thinking for the quarterback to keep up the pace of the offense.  With that 
said, Legg provided Litton a litany of opportunities to throw the ball all over the field with multiple 
vertical and horizontal route combinations.  The former All-County high school basketball star 
slings it with strength and touch, but loses just as many passes with poor footwork.  There are times 
when he pushes the ball and seems to want to guide it into the wide receiver’s hands.  Many have 
resulted in overthrows and turnovers.  Defensive backs get jumps on his intentions in the 
pocket because he will stare down his receivers.   A junior-entry with early round talent, he  
may have come out a year too soon.

22. Austin Allen 6’1 212 Arkansas
Grade: 4.53 (6th Round)

Big Board Rank: 502

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Classroom warrior. Elicits soft touch on passes to his 
No. 3 seam receivers vs. split-safety coverage concepts (Morgan, Florida ’16).  Possesses enough 
anticipation to throw deep comebacks outside the numbers.  Can fit it into the bucket (three yards 
inside the sidelines, Alabama ’16, 4th QTR) on fade concepts. Makes some tough throws inside a 
cloudy pocket (z-cut, Sprinkle, Alabama ’16).  He has courage in face of pressure down the pipe 
(post-TD, Hatcher, Alabama ’16). Fits balls into some tight windows on third down vs. man or zone 
coverage. Capable of working safeties with pump fakes and will lead WRs on post routes (Missouri 
’17).  Threw 19 RZ TD passes in 2016.  He’ll keep competing in that area of the field vs. tight zone or 
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man coverage (TD, 3rd QTR, Hatcher).  Flashes extreme accuracy on back-shoulder fakes in the RZ 
(Hollister, Texas A&M ’16).  Has enough foot speed to reach the corner on bootlegs (Missouri ’17) 
and also executes on boot throwbacks.  

Weaknesses:  Average-to-below average size. Tipped passes show up (Missouri ’17).  Missed four 
games in 2017 due to a right shoulder injury.  He’s held the ball too long at times in school (hit 
fumbles, INTs, sacks).  He’s fumbled on contact (1st QB sack, Newsom, Missouri ’16).  Also fumbled 
scrambling to his right trying to pump fake (Auburn ’16, fumble lost).  He needed a quicker clock 
in his head vs. Auburn in 2016. Had a near fumble on QB sack vs. TCU in 2017.  Feet will get tied 
together vs. inside gut pressure (INT under heat, Missouri ’16-4th QTR).  He also made a poor 
decision in this game (Missouri ’16) on an interception rolling to his right and took a delay of game 
penalty on a 3rd and 1 (3rd QTR).  Loses his bearings at times (Alabama ’16).  Hips get locked and 
his fundamentals die even with a clean pocket. Front foot will drag behind the throw that needs 
steam (INT-Alabama ’16, 4th QTR/10:36).  Leaves some out passes back to the inside shoulder of 
WRs and DBs get clean breaks on them (INT-TD, Dawson, Florida ’16).  Location to the inside 
shoulder of WRs has also been an issue on sail routes to his No. 2 WR (Missouri ’16). Questionable 
range at times shows up when throwing deep passes (Missouri ’16, post, 2nd QTR/3:11-INT; stutter-
and-go, TCU ’17).  

Other Notes: Attended Fayetteville HS (Ark.) and was named the 2012 Gatorade Player of the Year 
(46 TDs, 11 INTs) • Led the team to back-to-back state championships • Older brother, Brandon, 
was a QB at Arkansas and currently plays for the Jacksonville Jaguars • 2014 (SEC Academic Honor 
Roll): 153 yards passing and one rushing TD • 2015 (SEC Academic Honor Roll): 35 yards passing 
and one TD • Four 300-yard passing games in 2016 • 2016 (13 sts): 3,430 yards (61.1%) passing, 
25 TDs and 15 INTs; 2 TDs rushing • 2017 (8 sts): 1,427 yards (56.1%), 10 TDs and 5 INTs • 2018 
NFLPA Collegiate Bowl in-game report:  Made an outstanding play working the ball outside of the 
pocket and then throwing back across his body for a completion to 27 Philyaw.  Stood in the pocket 
to throw a dime to Baugh in the fourth quarter.  • Career Stats: 5,045 yards passing (59.1%), 36 TDs 
and 10 INTs; 3 rushing TDs • Earned his undergraduate degree in supply chain management in 
December 2016 and is currently pursuing his Master’s degree in recreation and sport management

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Allen may have been the toughest quarterback in the SEC the 
last couple of seasons.  Many of his poor decisions have come under duress.  Games such as the 
Alabama contest in 2016 point to his ability to stare down the gun barrel and make tough throws.  
Much like his older brother, Brandon, the younger Allen has a chance to compete for a third-string 
job initially in the NFL.  

23. Danny Etling 6’2 222 LSU, Purdue
Grade: 4.362 (6th Round)

Big Board Rank: 537

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Strengths:  Excels in the classroom.  Tough. 17-8 as a 
starter at LSU.  Creates with poise on the move.  At his best on the shorter 20-to-30-yard fades (Ole 
Miss ’17).  Possesses touch on deep 7-cuts (corner)or sail routes (Texas A&M ’17).  Has displayed 
touch on out-and-up patterns. Did a better job of being decisive on hit-and-throw patterns (slants) 
as a senior.  He’s shown toughness on TD runs when rolling to his right (Ole Miss’ 17, 3rd QTR).  
Demonstrated a feel for anticipatory in-breaking dig routes vs. Texas A&M in 2017.  

Weaknesses:  Lost his job at Purdue and eventually transferred as a result.  After suffering from back
problems, he underwent surgery in April 2017 to correct the issue.  Battled injuries the last two sea-
sons.  Suffered from rib, back and hand injuries in 2017.  Didn’t really have the arm to keep up with 
WR DJ Chark on several deep down the field passes.  He’s a little elongated with footwork in the 
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24. Luis Perez 6’2 224 Texas A&M-Commerce
Grade: 4.319 (6th Round)

Big Board Rank: 546

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Adequate size. Contains enough arm strength. Changes 
arm angles on a throw-to-throw basis.  Throws a tight spiral.  He’ll make the far hash out passes out-
side the numbers. He has decent footwork in the shotgun (pistol) on three-step hit-and-throw out 
routes. Executes adequate timing on the 10-to-12-yard stop routes outside the numbers. He gets the 
ball out of his hands pretty quickly on quick passes (rocket screens).  He throws the ball to a spot on 
post routes and leads the WR away from the FS (TD-West Florida ’17).  Despite ordinary movement 
skills vs. blitz pressure, he knows where his outlets and check downs are at on the field (3rd and 12, 
1st QTR; 3rd QTR-West Florida ’17).  

Weaknesses: Uneven pocket presence. Low release point.  He’ll push the ball on occasion. Below av-
erage foot speed. He will take some poor sacks when the team is in field goal range (2nd QTR/0:16, 
QB sack, Division II Nat’l Title game).  Many of his downfield throws will hang in the air and allow 
DBs to fall-off and adjust to their trajectory (INT-North Alabama ’17).  In the Red Area, he doesn’t 
always put enough touch on throws to get over top of DBs when rolling right (INT-North Alabama 
’17).  He has also failed to account for DBs in the throwing lane when moving to his right (INT, 
3rd QTR/3:13, Nat’l Title Game ’17).  Placement can be an issue.  Leaves some throws to the inside 
shoulder of WRs on corner routes (INT-North Alabama ’17).  

Other Notes: Attended Otay Ranch HS (Calif.) and went on to attend Southwestern CC • Former 
WR in high school and then went on to bowl 12 perfect 300 games as a bowler • Has been married 
to his wife, Brenda, for over three years and both graduated from Texas A&M-Commerce • 2014 
(Southwestern CC): 200-of-295 passes (67.8%) for 1,846 yards, 18 TDs and 3 INTs; Three fumbles, 
lost one • 2016 (12 gms, 1st Team All-LSC): Completed 244-of-389 passes (63%) for 3,326 yards, 32 
TDs and 5 INTs • 34-of-50 passes for 482 yards and 3 TDs vs. Tarleton State on 11/11/17 • Complet-
ed 23-of-30 passes for 323 yards, 2 TDs and one INT in the 2017 Division II National Championship 
Game • 2017 (Harlon Hill D2 Player of the Year, AFCA 2nd Team All-American): Competed 421-
of-596 passes for 4,999 yards, 46 TDs and 11 INTs; One rushing TD; 2 tackles • Texas A&M-Com-
merce (25-3 as a starter in school): School’s all-time leader in completions, passing yards and TD 
passes • 2018 NFLPA Collegiate Bowl measurements: 6021 224 9 7/8” hands, 31 3/8” arms, 75 1/8” 

pocket. Ball security can be iffy at times (fumble lost, 4th QTR, Auburn ’16-just dropped the ball). 

Other Notes: Attended South Vigo HS (Ind.) and was ranked as a four-star prospect by Rivals.com
• Passed for 485 yards and 4 TDs vs. Indiana on 11/30/13 • 2013 (Purdue, 7 sts): 1,690 yards (56%),
10 TDs and 7 INTs; One TD rushing • 2014 (Purdue, 5 sts): 69-of-162 passes (55%) for 800 yards, 
6 TDs and 5 INTs • Purdue final stats: 55.5%, 2,490 yards, 16 TDs and 12 INTs • 2016 (LSU-SEC 
Academic Honor Roll): Completed 160-of-269 passes (60%) for 2,123 yards, 11 TDs and 5 INTs; 
One rushing TD • 347 yards passing and 3 TDs vs. Texas A&M on 11/25/17 • 2017 (13 sts, LSU-SEC 
Scholar Athlete of the Year, CoSIDA Academic All-District): 2,463 yards passing (60%), 16 TDs and 
2 INTs; 128 yards rushing and 2 TDs • Graduated with a degree in Mass Communications • 2018 
NFL Combine: 9 3/8” hands, 31” arms, 4.76 40-yd, 30 ½” VJ, 9’6” BJ, 7.09 3-cone, 4.37 20-yd SS  

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Etling’s touchdown-to-interception ratio was the second-best in 
SEC history.  Part of it comes down to his willingness to take a sack and endure punishment.  It is a 
big reason why he endured a plethora of injury issues as a senior.  His improvement since his time at 
Purdue has come around taking what the defense gives down-to-down.  He showed a willingness to 
pull the ball down and run when needed in key third down situations.  Etling will get into a training 
camp and compete for a third-string quarterback job.  
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wingspan • 2018 NFLPA Collegiate Bowl in-game report: Live arm.  He put a nice ball in-between 
the CB and S on a flat-seven combination late in the 2-minute period of the 2018 NFLPA Collegiate 
Bowl.  Had some balls tipped early in the 2018 NFLPA Collegiate Bowl trying to find passing lanes.  

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  It is still mind-boggling to consider that Perez never played 
high school football.  This comes more into focus when you take the time to consider that he was 
an unreal bowler at the prep level. The pressure of being staring down the face of the bowling alley 
helps to create self-confidence.  Technically, the Harlon Hill Award winner has some work to do.  He 
doesn’t always drive into his front leg when throwing outside the numbers.  There are also instances 
where his ball placement is shoddy when throwing on the move.  What will happen when the game 
speeds up at the next level and the pocket breaks down?  His biggest weakness is perhaps an ability 
to improvise when the pictures change.  In these cases, Perez has not displayed an ability to create ef-
fectively.  Regardless, he led his team to a national championship and won 25 games in his two years 
as a starter.  It wouldn’t be smart to discount his ability to persevere.  

25. Brogan Roback 6’3 213 Eastern Michigan
Grade: 4.22 (6th Round)

Big Board Rank: 560

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Team captain.  Legitimate arm talent.  Does not take a 
lot of sacks.  Makes a number of throws without having his feet set in the pocket.  Gets the ball out 
of his hand when executing the three-step passing game from the shotgun.  Adequate foot speed. 
The team has used zone reads out of the shotgun in the past.  Throws well on the move going to his 
right.  Creates when the pocket has broken down.  Able to escape in the pocket and pull ‘whodini’ 
acts to get away from sacks (Old Dominion ’16).  He can put some steam on hole throws in-between 
two-deep coverage (CB and S).  Attacks two-deep underneath zone with square-in patterns while 
taking contact in the pocket.  Places the ball to a spot on corner routes to lead the WR away from 
coverage (Rutgers ’17) and places it in the pocket for the WR on fade stops.  

Weaknesses: Throws from an upright, straight-legged posture.  Falls away from some throws (INT-
CMU ’17, quick slant to No. 3). Short-hops some hitch routes and three-step throws getting sloppy 
with his feet.  Makes mistakes in bunches when out of rhythm.  Will throw back across his body into 
the middle of the field when rolling to his off-shoulder (left).  He’s been in-and-out of the starting 
lineup during school.  Missed the first three games of the 2016 season due to an undisclosed viola-
tion of team rules.  Durability concerns. Took a medical redshirt in 2014 after playing in just three 
games. Broke his fibula (right leg) on senior night in 2017 and his current status is unknown.  Will 
he be able to work out for scouts this spring?

Other Notes:  Attended Toledo St. John’s Jesuit HS (Ohio) and was ranked as the nation’s 29th-best 
recruit by Scout.com (5,887 yards, 60 TDs) • Rivals.com ranked him as a four-star recruit • Father, 
William, played football and basketball for Western Michigan and Adrian College • 2013: 49-of-116 
passes (42.2%) for 640 yards, 4 TDs and 5 INTs • 2014 (3 gms, 1 st): 51.2% for 125 yards • Threw 
for 330 yards, 3 TDs vs. Wyoming on 9/12/15 • 2015 (12 gms, 10 sts): 211-of-346 (61%) for 2,304 
yards, 16 TDs and 11 INTs; One rushing TD • Completed 37-of-71 passes for 468 yards, 3 TDs 
vs. Ball State on 11/8/16 • Threw for 300 yards, 2 TDs and one INT vs. Old Dominion in the 2016 
Popeyes Bahamas Bowl •  2016: 219-of-372 (59%) for 2,694 yards, 18 TDs and 7 INTs; 63 carries for 
223 yards and 2 TDs • 2017: Connected on 245-of-409 passes (60%) for 2,890 yards, 19 TDs and 15 
INTs; One rushing TD • Career Stats: Completed 732-of-1,284 passes (58%) for 8,653 yards, 57 TDs 
and 38 INTs

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):   Things couldn’t have ended any worse for Roback than they did 
to close his senior year as he broke his right fibula on senior night. His ball placement varies but he 
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does have the ability to make most of the throws.  Too often, however, he plays with an upright 
nature. This has resulted in multiple picks and inconsistent accuracy.  While he does have arm 
talent, he doesn’t have enough to play as loose as he does from time-to-time.  This is why he’s been 
in-and-out of the doghouse.  He’s a hit-or-miss prospect with upside as a practice squad candidate. 

26. Tyler Rogers 6’2 218 (E) New Mexico State
Grade: 4.175 (7th Round)

Big Board Rank: 574
What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  He’s been clutch in two-minute situations and at the 
end of the games.  Led the team to its first bowl victory in 57 years.  Toughness. Stands in the pocket 
and has a feel for pressure.  Exhibits a smooth over the top release.  Has touch on fades.  Places 
comebacks on the outside shoulder of WRs (3rd and 12, Arizona State ’17).  Pushes quick outs and 
deep outs consistently in their attack. He’s an effective hi-lo passer.  He’s capable of throwing to a 
spot rolling to his right or when under heat vs. free blitzers.  Possesses timing on stop routes outside 
the numbers.  Fits some hard seams to the No. 2 WR in the Red Zone (South Alabama ’17).  Mobile 
QB.  Ran for 14 TDs in school (quite a few in the Red Zone).  Efficient on QB draws. With the South 
Alabama game and bowl berth on the line, he moved in pocket to buy time and then threw outside 
of it for the game-winning TD. 

Weaknesses:  Some of his passes get batted on shallow crossers.  Throws into crowded zones staring 
down targets and takes DBs to the ball (wheel-INT, ASU ’17).  Outside throws will sail on him a 
bit on him.  Struggles with coverage design vs. Utah State in the Arizona Bowl on third downs.  
Fumbled the ball twice as a runner vs. Arizona State in 2017. Durability concerns.  Did not play in 
Arizona Western’s last two games of 2013 due to injury. Missed the majority of the 2015 season due 
to injury. Missed the Appalachian State game in 2016 due to injury. Missed the Idaho game in 2017 
due to a shoulder injury.  

Other Notes: Attended Liberty HS (Ariz.) and accounted for 102 TDs (76 PASS, 26 RUSH) in his ca-
reer • Went to attend Arizona Western CC and totaled 24 TDs in his one season there (14 PASS, 10 
RUSH) • Five 300-yard passing games in 2014 • 2014 (11 sts): Completed 268-of-436 passes (61.5%) 
for 2,779 yards, 19 TDs and 23 INTs; 200 yards rushing (2.9 YPC) and 2 TDs; One catch for 11 yards
• Threw for 445 yards, 3 TDs and INT vs. Georgia State on 9/12/15 • 2015: 72-of-135 passes (53.3%)
for 974 yards, 7 TDs and 3 INTs; One rushing TD • Passed for 445 yards (53.7%), TD and 5 INTs 
vs. Troy on 9/24/16 • 2016 (Honorable mention All-Sun Belt): 224-of-404 passes (55.4%) for 2,603 
yards, 16 TDs and 12 INTs; 333 yards rushing (2.7 YPC) and 4 TDs • Three 400-yard passing games 
in 2017 • 2017: Completed 348-of-566 passes (61.5%) for 4,016 yards, 27 TDs and 18 INTs; 7 rush-
ing TDs • Career: 911-of-1,540 passes (59.2%) for 10,364 yards, 69 TDs and 56 INTs; Rushed for 619 
yards and 14 TDs; 2 receptions for 20 yards and one TD  

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Rogers has a slight chance to get into an NFL training camp 
after leading the Aggies to a bowl game victory for the first time in 57 years.  He did it against a 
complex Utah State defense that bottled him up for much of the night.  His late-game magic is 
exemplary.  The team was able to reach a bowl game on the strength of his last-minute 
touchdown pass versus South Alabama with a bowl berth on the line.  His arm could be tired 
after attempting over 1,500 passes in school.  The former Aggie made far too many mistakes in 
school, but he is an underrated athlete with decent mobility. 
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27. Jeremiah Briscoe 6’3 220 Sam Houston State
Grade: 4.17 (7th Round)

Big Board Rank: 577

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Contains good size and range for a QB.  On post routes, 
he can place the ball accurately 55-to-60 yards down the field (Mississippi State ’14).  Places the ball 
well down the field vs. man coverage (FCS Quarterfinals ’17, 1st QTR).  Transfers his weight off the 
zone read fake when throwing nine routes (fly patterns) outside the numbers to lead his receivers to 
a spot (South Dakota ’17).  When he’s balanced in the pocket, he is accurate on the three-step hitch-
and-throw passes.  Threads the needle on deep square-ins vs. man coverage. 

Weaknesses:  Has struggled in big games.  Feet do not consistently align with the destination of his 
throws. He will drop the ball before bringing it back up to release on quick one-step passes.   Works 
to challenge the underneath curl-hook defender on seams vs. two-deep, but does not place the ball 
in front of the WR (INT-Kennesaw State ’17).  He will get locked in on the corner route and lose 
the CB sinking back underneath on high-low concepts (INT-Central Arkansas ’17). The ball just 
slipped through his hands on occasion during 2018 East-West Shrine practices (Day 1, drops the 
ball attempting to throw, one-on-one period, no pass rush).  

Other Notes: Attended Stratford HS (Tex.) and was ranked as the 18th-best QB by ESPNU • Also 
was a pitcher at the prep level in baseball • Went on to play at UAB in 2014 and threw 3 TDs passes.  
Also played baseball at UAB • Transferred to Sam Houston State when the UAB program folded in 
2014 • Completed 55% of his passes for 1,883 yards, 14 TDs and 5 INTs • Passed for 438 yards and 7 
TDs vs. Stephen F. Austin on 10/1/16 • Threw for 504 yards and 6 TDs vs. McNeese State on 11/5/16 
• 2016 (AP 1st Team All-American, Walter Payton Award Winner): Completed 315-of-503 passes
for 4,602 yards, 57 TDs and 10 INTs • Completed 28-of-43 passes for 505 yards, 4 TDs and one 
INT vs. South Dakota in the 2017 2nd Round FCS playoffs • Threw for 289 yards, TD and 3 INTs 
vs. North Dakota State in the 2017 • 2017 (1st Team All-Southland): Completed 335-of-59 passes 
(58%) for 5,003 yards, 45 TDs and 16 INTs • Career Stats: Completed 785-of-1,328 passes (59.1%) 
for 11,488 yards, 116 TDs and 31 INTs • 2018 East-West Shrine measurements: 6030 220 9 1/8” 
hands, 31” arms, 75” wingspan • 2018 East-West Shrine in-game report: Wildly inaccurate for large 
portions of the game and it sort of mirrored his week.  Missed badly on a ball that should have been 
intercepted and just couldn’t get the WRs to time up with his fastball.

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Briscoe has a bit of a gunslinger’s mentality as a passer.  He can 
chuck the ball to a number of spots on the field if he identifies his one-on-one matchups off of their 
inside zone read fakes.  Some of his passes end up on the wrong shoulder of wide receivers either 
down the field or on timing passes.  He misses throws trying to arm the ball without using his lower 
body. His style of play is reminiscent of former SE Louisiana quarterback Brian Bennett.  Briscoe 
could get looks from the CFL because he has enough arm strength to play outdoors in inclement 
weather.  

28. Alex McGough 6’2 218 (E) QB FIU
Grade: 4.12 (7th Round)

Big Board Rank: 602

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Strong enough arm.  Makes the deep far-hash comeback 
throws (North Texas ’14).   Accurate on digs (square-ins).  Exhibits touch on deep-overs (dovers) to 
his tight ends.  Has touch on fades throwing to a spot.  Can fit them over the top of man coverage 
(Middle Tennessee ’17). Smooth on bootlegs that go to the field (hides ball on his hip and extends
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his non-ball hand into the belly of RBs). Excels in the Red Zone (Career 39:1 TD-INT ratio).  FIU 
finished No. 1 in the nation in Red Zone offense.  Mobile.  Buys time in the pocket with his feet.  16 
rushing TDs in his career. 

Weaknesses:  Takes too many sacks holding the ball too long (127 sacks in career).  15 of his career 
interceptions have come on third downs.  Struggled against high-level competition in school.  
Questionable ball placement.  He will miss open slant routes to the wrong hip of the wideout.  Ball 
security has been a major issue (9 fumbles in 2014).  Fumbled twice vs. North Texas in 2014. Injured 
early in 2016 and lost his job.   Forced to leave the 2017 Gaspirilla Bowl vs. Temple due to a left 
shoulder injury.

Other Notes: Attended Gaither HS (Fla.) and passed for 30 TDs over his last two years in school • 
Brother, Shane, plays on the OL for FIU • 2014 (11 sts): 1,680 yards (50%), 14 TDs and 10 INTs; 4 
rushing TDs • 2015 (12 sts): 2,722 yards passing (64%), 21 TDs and 9 INTs; 3 rushing TDs • 2016 
(9 gms): Completed 167-of-286 passes (58%) for 1,891 yards, 13 TDs and 11 INTs; 4 rushing TDs • 
2017 (13 gms, Honorable mention All-C-USA):  Connected on 232-of-355 passes (65%) for 2,798 
yards, 17 TDs and 8 INTs; 71 carries for 231 yards (3 YPC) and 5 TDs • Career Stats: Completed 
806-of-1,335 passes (60%) for 9.091 yards, 65 TDs and 37 INTs; 308 carries for 535 yards (1.7 YPC) 
and 16 TDs

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): When a team scores on 40 of its 41 Red Zone attempts in a 
season, the quarterback has to get part of the credit.  McGough’s decision-making in this part of the 
field has been outstanding from Day 1.  The other caveat is that the opportunities were limited due 
to an inability to get rid of the ball.  McGough’s pocket presence is disappointing because he has 
good enough feet to avoid pressure.  It is a big reason he rushed for 16 touchdowns in school.  He is 
a practice squad candidate who still needs time to develop in decision-making.  

29. Nick Stevens 6’2 ¾ 203 QB-Senior
Grade: 4.054 (7th Round)

Big Board Rank: 619 

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Smart. Frequently seen lining up his offensive person-
nel in the pre-snap.  He has operated from under center and in the shotgun. Excelled on third downs 
in each of the last two seasons.   Effective on the hit-and-throw concepts from the shotgun.  Off 
of the play action, he will thread the skinny posts and quick slants.  He can lead WRs to a spot on 
deeper post routes.   Puts enough steam on curls and drive-dig routes (3rd & 7, Idaho ’16).  When 
teams makes mistakes in coverage, he will find them (TD, San Diego State ’16-corner route). Tough.  
Under pressure, he can make the far-hash comeback throws (1st QTR, Colorado ’17).  Exhibits 
positive pocket awareness.  Makes some impressive throws re-squaring his shoulders on boot action 
to his right (Idaho ’16, Oregon State ’17).  

Weaknesses: Needs to put on more positive weight.  Average arm strength. Struggled in the 2016 
season opener and was eventually benched.  Ball placement can be up-and-down.  He has to see it 
open when anticipating deep out patterns and doesn’t always throw it prior to the receiver getting 
out of his break.  Misses some wide-open passes down the field when he’s under pressure in the 
pocket (Oregon State ’17).  Left a potential TD short to Gallup in the second quarter of the Colorado 
game in 2017.  He’s also been off-target on four-seam opportunities to receivers (Famous Idaho Po-
tato Bowl ’16).  Takes underneath zone defenders to his throws in the middle of the field (INT-Idaho 
’16).  Failed to locate the safety in the curl-flat zone in the Colorado contest and it nearly resulted in 
an interception (Moeller, Colorado ’17). He was generally inconsistent with placement on the cold 
day vs. Idaho in 2016.  Delay of game penalties have shown up in close games (3rd QTR/1:50, Idaho 
’16).  
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Other Notes: Attended Vista Murrieta HS (Calif.) and was named a three-star prospect by Rivals.
com after accounting for 35 TDs as a senior  • He is already married (the former Haley Scheer) • 
2014: 15-of-25 passes (60%) for 136 yards and one TD • 2015 (2nd Team All-MWC, Academic All-
MWC): Passed for 2,679 yards (61%), 21 TDs and 12 INTs; 3 rushing TDs • Completed 71% of his 
passes with 16 total TDs and one INT in weeks 7-13 of the 2016 campaign • Threw for 445 yards, 5 
TDs and 2 INTs vs. Idaho in the 2016 Famous Idaho Potato Bowl
• 2016 (Honorable mention All-Pac-12): Completed 129-of-201 passes (64.2%) for 1,936 yards,
19 TDs and 5 INTs; 53 yards rushing and 2 TDs • Eight 300-yard passing games in 2017 • Com-
pleted 21-of-38 passes for 247 yards, 2 TDs and 2 INTs vs. Alabama on 9/16/17 • 2017 (1st Team 
All-MWC): Completed 284-of-459 passes (61.9%) for 3,799 yards, 29 TDs and 10 INTs; 123 yards 
rushing and 4 TDs • 2018 East-West Shrine measurements: 9 5/8” hands, 31 ¾” arms, 75” wingspan

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Stevens actually was benched in 2016 but came back later in 
the season to jumpstart a career which finished on a high note.  He ran a pro-style offense in 2016 
that featured two-back, I-formation and lots of re-sets with shifting in the pre-snap.  He is a tough, 
rhythm timing passer with a long release.  The All-Mountain West quarterback can generate heat 
if he can follow-through on his throws.  When he cannot, he will leave some passes short down the 
field.  Due to the fact that he has experience in a pro-style offense under head coach Mike Bobo, 
there is a chance that he will get a chance in an NFL training camp to compete for a third quarter-
back spot. 

30. Richard Lagow 6’5 240 (E) Indiana
Grade: 3.94 (7th Round)

Big Board Rank: 637

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Team captain.  Gunslinger.  Excels on back-shoulder 
fades, wheel routes. He will run QB sweeps (Ohio State ’16).  Throws a tight spiral.  Makes the dif-
ficult throws vs. Cover 2 in the hole (Ohio State ’16).   Stood out for long periods placing the ball in 
difficult spots vs. Ohio State in 2017.  Demonstrates touch on wheel routes.  Gets the ball out of his 
hands on quick outs.  He’s been efficient throwing seam routes after looking off the deep middle of 
the field safety (Ohio State ’17).  

Weaknesses:  Lost his job for various stretches in 2017.  Frequently has issues locking in to one side 
of the field.  Poor pocket presence.  Drifts right at the first sign of heat.  Takes safeties to the ball.  
Pushes the ball with an unorthodox release.  Brings the ball down to his mid-back with elbow at 
90-degrees before finishing motion.  Attempts to guide the ball to receivers.  Takes some delay of 
game penalties (1st QTR, Ohio State ’16).  How will he handle adversity?  Sometimes his coaches 
have had to calm him down.  Turns the ball over far too much and is prone to taking too many risks 
on the field.  Makes mistakes in bunches. 

Other Notes: • Attended Plano HS (Tex.) and accounted for 20 TDs • Went on to Cisco CC (Tex.) 
after redshirting at Oklahoma State  • Passed for 496 yards, 3 TDs and 5 INTs vs. Wake Forest on 
9/24/16 • Three 300-yard passing games in 2016 • 2016 (Honorable mention All-Big Ten, coaches): 
Completed 253-of-438 passes (57.8%) for 3,362 yards, 19 TDs and 17 INTs; 2 TDs rushing; One re-
ceiving TD • Completed 62% of his passes for 410 yards, 3 TDs and 2 INTs vs. Ohio State on 8/31/17 
• 2017 (8 sts): 172-of-295 passes (58.3%) for 1,936 yards, 15 TDs and 8 INTs

Summary: Lagow has physical tools but is somewhat of an enigma.  His leadership style is demon-
strative and his emotions can get in the way of his decision-making.  He is prone to mistakes in 
bunches and many come from trying to squeeze balls into covered up targets.  Finding a balance will 
be key if and when he gets into an NFL training camp. 
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1. Demetri Flowers 6’2 253 Oklahoma
Grade: 5.63 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 174

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): NFL bloodlines.  Versatile.  Even started a game at RB 
vs. Iowa State in 2016 and posted his first career carry.  They’ll put him in the Wildcat in short-yard-
age to run counters.  He has satisfactory power as a short-yardage runner.  Hybrid FB/H-back/TE-
type.  Efficient blocker in space.  Excels on arch blocks that ask him to kick-out the force defender 
on QB zone reads. Latches and rolls through the hips to get edge force defenders on the ground 
on misdirection plays (Oklahoma State ’17). In pass protection, he mirrors edge rushers with a 
shoulder-width base as he slides-and-shuffles (Senior Bowl ’18, 1-on-1, Day 2).  Back in 2014, he 
displayed an ability to win vs. LBs as a slot No. 2 and would catch the ball away from his body (dig, 
Clemson ’14-Russell Athletic Bowl).  Works for his QB when he’s on the move and dislodges from 
coverage (TD, CFP National Semifinal ’18).  Flashed an ability to run option routes during 2018 
Senior Bowl practices on occasion (vs. Warner, Day 1). In 2016 or 2017, they put him at the down 
TE or offset FB spot to run seams trap play action passes right up the alleys of the defense (Tulane 
’17).  Tracks the football down the field.  He’s nifty enough to break down the angles of defenders in 
the middle of the field.  Has served as a left wing on KORs and displays a sense of timing with his 
FB to double the R3 or R4 on right returns (Auburn ’17, Sugar Bowl).  Serves as a wing on the punt 
return unit (2016).  

Weaknesses: Does some double-catching on seam passes downfield (Kansas State ’16).  Can struggle 
to scoop low throws off the turf even in clear line vision with the QB (drop as No. 3 slot, Clemson 
’14-Russell Athletic Bowl).  Put the ball on the ground a couple of times receiving handoffs during 
2018 Senior Bowl practices (fumble, Day 2, team).  As a route runner, he can be disrupted vs. phys-
ical play from an offset position when the LB attacks him (McCray, Senior Bowl ’18, RB/LB, Day 
1; vs. Deluca, Day 3). Still needs some work with his hat-and-hand placement as a lead or search 
blocker in confined areas.  Inconsistent establishing some of his releases as a RW on the punt team 
when getting down the field. 

Other Notes: Attended Churchill HS (Tex.) and was ranked as a three-star recruit by Rivals.com
• Father, Erik, was a first-round draft pick by the Buffalo Bills in the 2000 NFL Draft • 2014 (5
sts): 9 catches for 92 yards (10.2 YPR); 5 tackles • 2015 (Honorable mention All-Big 12, 2nd Team 
Academic All-Big 12): 8 receptions for 130 yards (16.3 YPR) and 4 TDs; 2 tackles • 2016 (2nd Team 
All-Big 12): 22 carries for 115 yards (5.2 YPC); 11 receptions for 200 yards (18.8 YPR) and 4 TDs; 
3 tackles • 7 receptions for 98 yards and one TD vs. Ohio State on 9/9/17 • 7 receptions for 95 yards 
vs. Iowa State on 10/7/17 • 3 catches for 53 yards and one TD vs. Georgia in the 2018 CFB National 
Semifinal • 2017 (1st Team All-Big 12, Academic All-Big 12): 28 receptions for 464 yards (17.9 YPR) 
and 5 TDs; 14 carries for 22 yards and 4 TDs; 2 tackles • Career Stats: 53 games, 32 starts, 54 recep-
tions for 834 yards (16.4 YPR) and 13 TDs; 36 carries for 151 yards (4.2 YPC) and 4 TDs; 12 tackles
• 2018 Senior Bowl measurements: 6017 253 9 ¼” hands, 31” arms, 75 3/8” wingspan • Graduated
with a degree in sports management • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 ¼” hands, 31” arms, 17 reps-225 lbs, 
4.83 40-yd, 30 ½” VJ, 9’1” BJ, 7.45 3-cone, 4.53 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Flowers was a multi-purpose player for the Sooners and it went 
beyond just the offensive side of the ball.  We saw him at the right wing on kickoff return and the 
right wing on the punt team. He’s been asked to make a number of tough blocks on the move in 
space and we think he’s athletic enough to accomplish these tasks.  There is more work to be done to 
become a true thumper as a lead or search blocker in confined areas.  Most of his damage in school 
as a receiver came when he was left all alone but he did occasionally show the ability to defeat safe-
ties down the field (see Oklahoma State 2017).  Overall, he’ll bring added value for all four downs 
and ranks as a Mike Tolbert-type (Carolina Panthers) entering the league.  
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2. Nick Bawden 6’2 244 San Diego State
Grade: 5.552 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 210

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Former QB who actually played the position for the 
Aztecs.  Added 20 pounds after making the position switch to fullback.  Used on a number of lead 
isolation blocks the last two seasons.  Nasty.  Makes some highlight film blocks vs. the eighth man in 
the box (Northern Illinois ’17, knocks him down and then hits him again after he gets up).   Excels 
on finding the right color on two-back lead draws (Colorado State ’16) or designed QB draws (3rd 
down, Northern Illinois ’17).  Throws his hats around with optimum force and tenacity.   High 
football IQ.  Often asked to kick-out the weak side on search blocks.  Times cut blocks.  Attacks the 
linebacker’s inside shoulder like a tackler and forces them to make a quick decision. He contains 
range as a blocker on toss sweeps (Las Vegas Bowl ’16-Pumphrey’s record-setting run).  Finds the 
edge element quickly on power schemes going back weak.  In these instances, he’ll wheel his body 
to hook the edge element (Northern Illinois ’17).  Displays satisfactory hand-eye coordination.  
Caught a pass off of his own knee in the 2016 Las Vegas Bowl.  Occasionally used on screen passes. 
Possesses above average ability in space after the catch (Colorado State ’16).  He’s been a RT on the 
kickoff return unit.  

Weaknesses:  Concentration lapses have shown up on occasion.  Posted a holding call on a fly sweep 
vs. Stanford in 2017 (also had a false start in this game).  He has been stymied in the hole on lead 
isolations vs. lighter LBs (Houston ’16).  Overruns his entry and allows the LB to get under his pad 
level on some two-back lead isolations (Johnson, tackle, Northern Illinois ’17).  He will get reck-
less and drop his helmet to connect vs. LBs.  Doesn’t react back suddenly to roll moves from pass 
rushers.  On short divide motion, he will fail to reach his targets and leave his WRs out to dry on 
screens.  Did not stand out creating separation when running routes vs. LBs during 2018 Senior 
Bowl practices.  Just three career tackles.  

Other Notes:  Attended Los Gatos HS (Calif.) and was named a three-star quarterback by Scout.com
• 2014 (4 gms, 2 sts): Completed 13-of-38 passes (34.2%) for 147 yards, TD and 2 INTs; 11 carries 
for 43 yards (3.9 YPC); 2 tackles • 2016: 15 receptions for 137 yards (9.1 YPR); One carry for 4 yards
• 2017: 15 catches for 103 yards (6.9 YPR) and one TD • Career Stats: 30 receptions for 240 yards (8 
YPR) and one TD; 12 carries for 47 yards (3.9 YPR) • 2018 Senior Bowl measurements: 6017 244 9” 
hands, 30 3/8” arms, 72 ¾” wingspan • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 ¼” hands, 30 ½” arms 
 
Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Bawden –a former quarterback at San Diego State- made a 
seamless transition to the fullback position.  How many quarterbacks have that kind of mentality?  
When you watch him play, it is almost like watching a quarterback read through coverage.  He is an 
outstanding search blocker who often lines up the opposition from a distance and then attacks their 
positioning like he’s going to tackle them.  It forces the defender to receive his full charge.  Whether 
or not the former signal-caller can produce as a receiver in the passing game is a question mark.  He 
compares favorably to former Auburn fullback Jay Prosch (Texans) when he came out of school.  

3. Nick Sharga 6’1 241 Temple, West Virginia Wesleyan
Grade: 5.16 (5th Round)

Big Board Rank: 314

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Smart.  Tough.  “Nasty” football player.  Loves the con-
tact element of the game.  Excels in the classroom. Played both ways for the team in 2015.  Started 
at FB and LB. Started a game at MLB vs. Memphis in 2015.  Impressive search blocker.  In I-forma-
tions, he creates a “pop” when leading on 26-lead isolations (UCF ’15).   Wheels and turns his hips
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to the play side design of the run on two-back stretch.  Can consistently seal the edge.  He’s posted 
knockdowns vs. CBs on the edge (Nichols, USF ’16).  Wins on lead isolation blocks to lead for his 
RBs (Armstead TD-USF ’16).  On power concepts, he kicks out the first color on edge (TD, SMU 
’16).  Plays the PP (personal protector) on the punt team.  Does a pretty good job of coming to 
balance and will wrap around the ankles and thighs of punt returners (Cincinnati ’16).  Runs down 
at the L4 on the kickoff unit (Notre Dame ’15).  

Weaknesses: Size may be a question mark.  Flexibility concerns. Foot speed is a bit of a question 
mark.  Has had limited production at receiver in school.  Presents limited displacement potential 
within an offense. Will he be a RB or LB at the next level?  

Other Notes: Attended Northampton HS (Pa.) and was a LB/TE for the team • Wrestled at the prep 
level and won a District XI championship • 2013: Played at West Virginia Wesleyan 
• 2014: All-AAC Academic Team and President’s Honor Roll • 2015 (5 sts, President’s Honor Roll,
): Started four games at FB and one game at LB; 15 tackles, TFL • 2016 (CoSIDA All-Academic 
District Team, All-AAC Academic Team): 18 carries for 97 yards (5.4 YPC); 14 rushing first downs; 
One reception; Two tackles • 2017 (CoSIDA All-Academic District Team, Campbell Trophy Semi-
finalist): 21 rushes for 53 yards (2.5 YPC) and one TD; One reception; 13 tackles • Carried a 3.89 
GPA in school • 2018 Temple Pro Day: 22 reps-225 lbs, 4.88 40-yd, 30” VJ, 9’4” BJ, 4.63 20-yd SS, 
7.59 3-cone

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Sharga is one of the smartest lead blockers in the 2018 NFL 
Draft.  While there are some flexibility concerns versus quicker defensive personnel, he roots out 
a number of linebackers and defensive ends as a search blocker.  He’s been a key cog in Temple’s 
running game the last three seasons.  It is a big reason why he was awarded a single-digit number 
(Temple’s tradition awards these numbers to the team’s toughest players) way back in 2015 as just a 
redshirt sophomore.  He is unproven as a pass catcher and it may hurt his value. However, his ex-
plosion as a special teams kickoff and punt cover guy will alleviate some of those concerns.  He may 
not get drafted, but he’ll challenge for a job in an NFL training camp because of his professional, 
hard-working lunch pail mentality.    

4. Cam Serigne 6’2 240 Wake Forest
Grade: 5.073 (5th Round)

Big Board Rank: 349

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Strengths: Aligns as H-back, split in doubles (stacked 
or regular), or in trips formations (tight bunch or regular).  Nifty as a route runner and understands 
how to work in space. He is involved largely in the Demon Deacons RPO (run-pass-option) game, 
which requires him to read and replace on the run, based on the safety or linebacker’s reactions 
to the run.  Also has been used on Y-TE throwbacks.  Drops his hips to sit down on stick routes 
(Temple ’16).  He will give the defender his head-and-shoulders opCam posite of where his true 
intentions lie.  Excellent hand-eye coordination. Can extend to make the grabs that are outside of his 
body frame.  Adequate blocker on the perimeter.  Solid range as a blocker.  Did a good job of rolling 
his hips blocking on backside turn-out blocks during Day 1 of 2018 East-West Shrine practices.  He’s 
much better as a lead blocker from an offset position (where he will thump people) (Syracuse ’15).  
Dips his weight well to get in-and-out of cuts.  

Weaknesses: Looked out of place on occasion with his hand in the dirt (East-West Shrine ’18, Day 
1).  He did not stand out in terms of power and was jacked back consistently vs. power DEs.  Lack 
of strength keeps him from steadily maintaining his blocks. Not real sudden on return-pivot routes 
(Indiana ’15).  He was banged up in 2016.  
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Other Notes:  Attended Briar Woods HS (Va.) and caught 11 TDs as a senior • Also played baseball 
at the prep level • 2014 (All-ACC Academic Team): 54 catches for 531 yards (9.8 YPR) and 5 TDs
• 10 catches for 83 yards and one TD vs. FSU on 10/3/15 • 5 catches for 135 yards and one TD vs.
Duke on 11/28/15 • 2015: 46 catches for 562 yards (12.2 YPR) and 4 TDs • 3 catches for 68 yards 
and one TD vs. Temple in the 2016 Military Bowl • 2016 (Academic All-ACC): 30 catches for 426 
yards (14.2 YPR) and 3 TDs • 7 catches for 119 yards and 3 TDs vs. Syracuse on 11/11/17 • 2017 
(Academic All-ACC): 44 receptions for 556 yards (12.6 YPR) and 9 TDs • 2018 East-West Shrine 
measurements: 9” hands, 32 3/8” arms, 77” wingspan

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Serigne is the prime example of a detached or non-traditional 
tight end because of the various formations he lines up in Coach Warren Ruggiero’s offensive sets. 
While he will show up as an in-line tight end on pro sets, you will mainly find him as an H-back, 
split receiver in doubles (stacked or regular) or in trips formations (tight bunch or regular). Serigne 
may not be among the top tight ends in this draft class, but could be a late-round addition to a team 
with a high passing percentage in the NFL.  He could find a role similar to former nine-year veteran 
Jacob Tamme (Colts, Broncos, Buccaneers).

5. Marcus Martin 6’1 250 Slippery Rock
Grade: 4.79 (5th Round)

Big Board Rank: 431

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Lines up at both end sports.   Plays low to the ground.  
In a 6i-DE alignment, he uses leverage to buckle back TEs.  Even when OTs get a punch on him, 
he will sink underneath it to turn the corner.  Out of his left-handed stance as a RDE, he wins with 
head-and-shoulder fakes (QB sack, California (Pa.) ’16).  Disciplined holding contain on zone 
reads by the QB before closing back down the line of scrimmage. Looked at least satisfactory on his 
inside-out angles as a curl-hook player in 2018 East-West Shrine practices.  He displays maximum 
effort on breakout runs (California (Pa.)’16, IUP ’17).  

Weaknesses:  May not have the size for the DE or Rush OLB spots. As a DE, he can be engulfed on 
turn-out blocks and lose vision trying to hold the edge.  Tends to get ridden over the top of the 
pocket using his up-and-under rip moves.  He was completely over-matched trying to rush outside 
vs. length during 2018 East-West Shrine practices.  Doesn’t sink his hips to break down suddenly in 
space or when given clean air to tackle opponents. 

Other Notes:  Attended West Mifflin HS (Pa.) and was a letterman in football and track & field
• Played in the Big 33 All-Star Game • 2014 (12 sts, Cliff Harris Award finalist): 68 tackles, 16 QB
sacks, 22.5 TFLs, FF, 3 PBUs • 2015 (14 sts, 2nd Team CoSIDA Academic All-American, 1st Team 
All-PSAC): 88 tackles, 15.5 QB sacks, 25 TFLs, 3 FF, 4 FR, 2 PBUs • 13 tackles, 2.5 QB sacks, 3.5 
TFLs vs. California (Pa.) on 10/1/16 • 2016 (11 sts, : 64 tackles, 9 QB sacks, 18.5 TFLs, PBU and 
one blocked kick • 2017 (NCAA Division II National Defensive Player of the Year): 82 tackles, 15.5 
QB sacks, 26.5 TFLs, 2 FF, 3 FRs • Career Stats: 302 tackles, 56 QB sacks (NCAA all-time record), 
92.5 TFLs, 6 FFs, 7 FRs, 6 PBUs and one blocked kick • 2018 East-West Shrine measurements: 9 
¼” hands, 31 ½” arms, 74 7/8” wingspan  • 2018 East-West Shrine in-game report: Played some FB 
during the week and made a nice kick-out block on a search block early in the game for D’Earnest 
Johnson. • 2018 Pro Day (at Penn): 32 reps-225 lbs, 4.70 40-yd, 33” VJ, 9’8” BJ, 4.22 20-yd SS, 7.19 
3-cone

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):   Martin’s low nature can make it tough for offensive lineman to 
get a hold of him.  When they do, however, he can be guided and hidden from his destination as a 
pass rusher.  He has more than a satisfactory chance of becoming a starting NFL fullback if he can 
prove capable of catching the ball.  His leverage at the point of attack complements definitive upper 
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6. Daniel Marx 6’1 251 Stanford
Grade: 4.698 (5th Round)

Big Board Rank: 454

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):He’s a grown man on lead isolation blocks. Produces a 
lot of “pop” at the POA. Uses cut blocks as a change-up to throw off LBs (Morgan, Notre Dame ’17).  
He’s in accord with RB Bryce Love on many of their inside tosses due to his ability to find color in 
confined areas.

Weaknesses:  Fails to consistently stick-and-latch after the initial contact has been made.  He’s only 
made four career tackles. Will he be a legitimate special teams cover guy? 6 career receptions and 
hasn’t proven himself capable of being a pass-catching option up until this point.  

Other Notes: Attended Mission Viejo HS (Calif.) and played FB/TE/LB • Lettered in lacrosse as a 
midfielder at the prep level • 2014: 3 carries for 6 yards • 2015: 3 receptions for 25 yards; One tackle
• 2016: One carry; One tackle • 2017: 3 receptions for 34 yards; 2 tackles • 2018 NFLPA Collegiate
Bowl measurements: 6010 251 9 5/8” hands, 31” arms, 75” wingspan • 2018 NFLPA Collegiate Bowl 
in-game report: Displayed much better ability to run the ball right up the middle (GL-TD) and even 
late in the fourth quarter because he’s a hard-charger.  Then doing a good job turning out defenders 
from an offset position. 

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):   The fact that Marx has not been a big factor in the passing 
game should not take away from his opportunity to make an NFL squad.  However, the fact that he 
hasn’t contributed significantly as a punt returner just might do that.  The former lacrosse midfielder 
produces major force at the point of attack. His cut blocks serve as good change-ups for his fastballs.  
While he can find color in confined areas when on the move, he does not consistently stick-and-
latch after contact has been made with defenders.  For him to make an NFL roster, he will have to 
show he can develop into a core special teams player.  

body strength.  He may not get drafted, but the NCAA’s all-time leader in sacks will get an opportu-
nity in an NFL training camp.  

7. J.D. Moore 6’3 240 (E) LSU
Grade: 4.32 (6th Round)

Big Board Rank: 545

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Smart.  Excels in the classroom.  Has started at FB 
and TE.  Capable of timing wham blocks vs. DL and can deliver a blow (Henderson, Texas A&M 
’17).  Patient on cross-blocks to kick out the edge element of the defense on split zone concepts.  
Displayed body control leaping over a defender to score a TD on a pass in the flats vs. Texas A&M 
in 2017.  He also made a nice cut following his OG on a shovel pass vs. Ole Miss in 2017 (GL, Red 
Zone TD).  From the U-off TE spot, he’ll run the bend outs off the play action pass.  He’s also shown 
that he will finish assignments once he loses his initial blocking assignment.  

Weaknesses:  He fumbled on the first play of the Texas A&M game in 2017 on a catch in the flats. 
Can be buckled leading up to blockers in isolation (Jacksonville State ’16).  Will he stay frontal in 
lead isolation situations?  Fails to sustain blocks through the echo of the whistle (Ole Miss ’17, 1st 
QTR).  OLBs with length throw him around (Olaka, Texas A&M ’17).  Injured his knee in 2015, 
then re-injured it and was lost for the season. 
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Other Notes:  Attended Ruston HS (La.) and caught six TDs as a junior at the prep level  • 2014 (SEC 
Academic Honor Roll) • 2015 (SEC Academic Honor Roll): Started five games • 2016 (12 gms, 2 sts, 
CoSIDA Academic All-District): 10 receptions for 58 yards; 7 carries for 17 yards (2.4 YPC); One 
tackle • 2017 (9 sts, 1st Team Academic All-American): 8 receptions for 69 yards and 2 TDs; One 
carry; One tackle

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):    Moore exhibited versatility within a multiple offense as a 
senior.  There are still questions regarding his ability to create disruption as a lead blocker.  In 
addition, he hasn’t displayed a large amount of versatility as a special teams cover guy.  His vision as 
a cross-blocker helps his case for NFL employment if he can line up on the punt and kickoff cover 
units.   

8. Austin Ramesh 6’1 249 Wisconsin
Grade: 4.31 (6th Round)

Big Board Rank: 548

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Started 18 games at fullback during his career. Exhibits 
awareness and vision as a search blocker (Miami, Fla. ’17). High football IQ.  Gets to his spots on the 
goal line to force defenders to trade one-for-one.  Attacks the outside hip of the third-level defend-
er to make them stop their feet.  He can unload in confined areas to snap back LBs on split-belly 
schemes (knockdown, Bailey, Cotton Bowl ’17).  Exhibited very good hands in the 2017 Orange 
Bowl.  They displace him on occasion as a No. 1 WR to run hitches. He’s been used in F-tap short 
motion to run the ball on outside zones (Cotton Bowl ’17).  Posted a 6.75 time in the 3-cone drill on 
Wisconsin’s Pro Day.  

Weaknesses:  On two-back search blocks, his helmet dips and he will lose his balance (Western 
Michigan ’17).  When he stays high in his latch to sustain, his feet will stop on occasion.  Had just 
one career tackle.  

Other Notes:  Attended Northland Pines HS (Wis.) and was ranked as a three-star recruit by Rivals.
com • Accounted for nearly 2,000 yards and 15 TDs as a senior at the prep level; Also had 93 tackles 
• 2014 (7 gms): Started two games; 3 receptions for 18 yards and one TD • 2015: Started two games
and had one reception • 2016: Started 9 games at FB; 17 rushes for 58 yards (3.4 YPC) and 3 TDs; 
Three receptions • 2017: 17 rushes for 89 yards (5.2 YPC) and 2 TDs; 6 receptions for 76 yards
• Career Stats: 32 carries for 140 yards and 5 TDs; 10 receptions for 103 yards and one TD • 2018
NFLPA Collegiate Bowl measurements: 9 ¾” hands, 31 ¾” arms, 76” wingspan • 2018 NFLPA 
Collegiate Bowl in-game report:  Just like late in the season, he showed soft hands in the flats on a 
flat-slant combo late in the third quarter.  Broke a tackle after the catch.  • 2018 Wisconsin Pro Day: 
24 reps-225 lbs, 4.78 40-yd, 32” VJ, 9’11” BJ, 4.06 20-yd SS, 6.75 3-cone

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Ramesh has an understanding of how the fullback needs to 
attack the defender.  As opposed to stopping his feet, he forces the defender to make a decision. It 
often forces them to stop their momentum in pursuit.  He’s a rangy search blocker with a good 
feel for his paths.  His high school running back instincts show up when finding the hole, thus 
making it easier for runners to follow his intentions. He should get into an NFL camp and could 
make an impact if he can find a role on special teams.

9. Elijah Wellman 6’1 235 (E) West Virginia
Grade: 4.132 (7th Round)

Big Board Rank: 597

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Team leader.  Sends a message on lead isolation 

blocks
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for his RBs by running his feet on contact vs. LBs (Virginia Tech ’17).  He remains under control 
when leading to block ILBs (Shotgun lead isolation).   His lead blocks often opened up runs for RB 
Justin Crawford (block vs. Williams, TD, ECU ’17). Possesses suddenness as a blocker when clipping 
the weak side element on split zones (Oklahoma State ’16) or on play action passes off of that action 
(Utah ’17).  When executing cross-blocks, he locates the thighs/ankles of the edge defender (first 
color).  As a search blocker, he’s heavy on the edge (knockdown, Virginia Tech ’17).  This extends to 
his pass pro, where he will cut block to pick up rushers (Virginia Tech ’17).  In the pass game, he’s 
shown up as a No. 2 slot receiver to the trip side of formations. He’s been a factor in short-yardage/
GL as a receiver (3 career Red Zone TD catches).  One of those TD receptions came from a near set 
off full flow play action (Liberty Bowl ’14).  

Weaknesses: Overruns some of his landmarks and registers some fly-by blocking attempts. This has 
been evident when trying to pick up late add-on rushers if he has to locate them late in the down 
(Heart of Dallas Bowl ’17 vs. Anae).   When blocking to sustain vs. pass pro, he doesn’t consistently 
create a lockout and OLBs can counter him back to the inside hip once up the field (allowed QB 
hit, Utah ’17).   Agility and balance can be uneven.  What type of receiving-skill can he bring to the 
table other than at or around the goal line? Only two career tackles.  Will he able to contribute as a 
kickoff/punt cover guy?  

Other Notes: Attended Spring Valley HS (W.Va.) and rushed for nearly 1,700 yards and 18 TDs as a 
running back.  Wellman also earned Defensive Player of the Year honors in the conference • He was 
a three-time Class 3A All-State selection as a baseball player • 2014: 4 catches for 11 yards (2.8 YPR) 
and one TD; 2 carries for 4 yards • 2015 (5 sts): 14 carries for 73 yards (5.2 YPC) and one TD; 5 
catches for 16 yards and 2 TDs • 2016 (4 sts): 14 carries for 44 yards (3.1 YPC); 2 catches for 8 yards; 
Two tackles • 2017:  5 carries for 16 yards; 5 catches for 36 yards (7.2 YPR)

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):   It says a lot when a passing offense like the Mountaineers 
employs a true fullback.  Perhaps the bigger statement is when that fullback is named a team captain 
due to the respect of teammates.  Wellman summed it best following the team’s loss to Utah in the 
2017 Heart of Dallas Bowl last December.

“A dream come true,” Wellman offered politely. “I couldn’t ask for anything better than to go out as a 
captain.  Maybe not the record I wanted or the last game I wanted, but it’s not all about the last game 
or the record.  It’s about the experience and I think I had a great experience.  Like I said it was a dream 
come true for me.” 

10. Khalid Hill 6’2 263 Michigan
Grade: 4.11 (7th Round)

Big Board Rank: 608

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Used as lead blocker (offset) from a number of positions 
within their offense.  Throws his body as a lead blocker on outside runs.  Used on wind-back runs as 
the lead FB and will create a stalemate (Edwards, Wisconsin ’17). Leads back on power concepts and 
will surprise the LB hammering the ball (Pancake, Connelly, Wisconsin ’17). He’s surprised with his 
ability to work away from coverage to make snatch catches on possession route concepts (TD, FSU 
’16).  Scored eight one-yard TD runs in 2016.  He converted a 3rd and 1 rushing attempt vs. Wiscon-
sin in 2017 by using his big frame to fall forward.  

Weaknesses:  Started just 11 games in school.  Can he truly stretch the seams of the defense in a role 
that he wasn’t even used on in college?  Fails to consistently dominate as a blocker despite normally
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being in consistent position.  Not a blocker who brings poison at the point of contact despite size.  
Tore his ACL in October 2014 and was lost for the season. Suffered a hamstring injury and was 
unable to workout on Michigan’s Pro Day.

Other Notes: Attended East English Village Prep Academy (Mich.) and caught 6 TDs as a senior 
while getting 6 QB sacks on defense • 2014: 4 catches for 37 yards • 2015: 4 catches for 71 yards 
• 2016: 25 rushes for 39 yards and 10 TDs; 16 receptions for 118 yards (7.4 YPR) and 3 TDs • 2017:
17 rushes for 34 yards and 3 TDs; 5 catches for 62 yards (12.4 YPR) • Career: 29 catches for 288 
yards and 3 TDs; 42 rushes for 73 yards and 13 TDs • 2018 Michigan Pro Day: 9 3/8” hands, 75 ¾” 
wingspan, 21 reps-225 lbs

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Hill is a positive goal line runner and perhaps that will be a role 
he is used in at the next level.  The real question is whether he can expand his game into a legitimate 
stretch the seams type of tight end.  If not, there are limitations to his NFL value other than as a No. 
3 tight end and special teams contributor.

11. Shane Wimann 6’3 251 Northern Illinois
Grade: 3.762 (7th Round)

Big Board Rank: 664

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Excels in the classroom. Versatile.  Jack of all trades. 
He’s been seen as a FB, No. 2 slot, No. 1 WR and Y-TE.  Thick.  He works to slide and cut-off front 
side blocking assignments.  He’s made some athletic bend-in seam catches as a No. 2 receiver in the 
slot (Wyoming ’16-4th QTR).  He was the key blocker on three TDs vs. Wyoming in 2016.  He’s a 
knee bender on space blocks. Also used on throwback schemes to get free.  Excels on arch blocks 
from either a U-off (TE) or slot position.  Times them with patience (Galladay-TD, Wyoming ’16).  
The team ran behind as a Y-tight end vs. Nebraska in 2017.  Plays the personal protector on the punt 
team.  

Weaknesses:  Missed the 2017 Quick Lane Bowl due to turf toe. Lacks game-changing speed to 
stretch the seams of the defense.  Does not have a defining athletic characteristic. He may be a player 
without a true position if he can’t venture into a full-time fullback role.  Rigidness and stiffness 
is evident when having to adjust in space after the catch.   Fails to accelerate out of his breaks on 
intermediate routes and there are questions as to whether he will be separate from NFL safeties or 
linebackers.

Other Notes: Attended Wisconsin Dells HS (Wis.) and caught 12 TDs as a WR during his senior year 
• Former all-state basketball player at the prep level • 2014 (2 sts, Academic All-MAC): 3 tackles •
2015 (5 sts): 11 receptions for 98 yards and 4 TDs; One carry for 5 yards; One tackle • 3 catches for 
65 yards vs. Kent State on 11/25/16 • 2016: 24 catches for 254 yards (10.6 YPR) and 6 TDs; 3 tackles 
• 4 catches for 70 yards and one TD vs. Eastern Michigan on 10/26/17 • 2017 (1st Team All-MAC):
30 receptions for 283 yards (9.4 YPR) and 7 TDs • Northern Illinois Pro Day: 4.95 40-yd, 19 reps-
225 lbs, 30 ½” VJ, 9’3” BJ, 4.59 20-yd SS, 7.2 3-cone

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  The one thing that helps Wimann in an NFL projection to the 
fullback/H-back position is that he can catch the ball.  The problem is that he is not going to defeat 
many NFL defensive backs or linebackers in coverage.  This will likely inhibit him from getting 
drafted and his best chance will be to make it on special teams as a kickoff and punt cover guy.  He is 
one of the better blockers in space in this year’s draft class. 
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1. Saquon Barkley 6’0 233 Penn State
Grade: 6.747 (1st Round)

Big Board Rank: 2

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):   Athletic bloodlines.  Squats 525 lbs. for five reps. 
Lower body strength allows him to break tackles inside.  He’s an instant leaper near the GL in 
short-yardage (Michigan State ’16, Pitt ’16).   Lateral cuts with swivel hips cover three yards going 
right (Pitt ’17; vs. Jewell, Iowa ‘17).  Sticks foot in the dirt and gets straight up the field.  His spin 
moves elude defenders (Pitt ’16).  Guides his OL to get where he wants to go when following his 
pullers.  Outruns the angles of inside-out tacklers. Spins off tacklers in the box.  Even through he’s 
been inconsistent in pass pro, he does locate and identify with sense of awareness (particularly vs. 
corner cats or nickel rushers).  After doing so, he steps up with the correct pad level.  Wins isolation 
seam matchups vs. LBs (1/1, TD, Pitt ’17).  He’s a mismatch on wheel routes out of the backfield (ex-
posed Watt, TD reception, 2016 Big Ten Championship game).  Also displayed finishing speed on a 
wheel route TD reception vs. Pitt in 2016. Solid ball security (only four fumbles in three years).

Weaknesses:  Missed two games in 2015 due to an ankle injury.  Also suffered a right ankle injury 
vs. Michigan State in 2016.   Doesn’t always finish runs with conviction. He will get near the side-
lines and absorb the blow as opposed to delivering it (Pitt ‘17).   Does a lot of hopping as a runner.  
Converted less than half of his 3rd down and short (3rd and 1-3) runs for first down (47-percent). 
Made a poor decision fielding a kickoff on the first play of the Rutgers game (2017) that resulted in a 
recovery for the Knights.   Inconsistent PP (pass protection) showed up vs. Pittsburgh in 2017 (dips 
his head and blocks to half a man).  He also ad issues in pass pro vs. Wisconsin’s T.J. Watt in the 
2016 Big Ten Championship game (allowed QB sack, FF).  He lost a fumble vs. Pitt in 2016.  

Other Notes: Great uncle, Iran Barkley, is a former WBC middleweight champion and his father, 
Alibay, was a boxer at the collegiate level • Attended Whitehall HS (Pa.) and totaled 31 TDs and 3 
INTs as a senior • He was ranked as a four-star prospect by Rivals.com • Also lettered in basketball 
and track & field (100-meters) • Rushed 26 times for 194 yards vs. Ohio State on 10/17/15 • 2015 
(2nd Team All-Big Ten, Freshman All-American): 182 carries for 1,076 yards (5.9 YPC) and 7 TDs; 
20 catches for 161 yards (8 YPR) and one TD • 25 carries for 194 yards and 2 TDs vs. USC in the 
2017 Rose Bowl; 5 receptions for 55 yards and one TD • 2016 (14 sts, 1st Team All-Big Ten, AP 3rd 
Team All-American, Graham-George Big Ten OPOY): 272 carries for 1,496 yards (5.5 YPC) and 
18 TDs; 28 catches for 402 yards (14.4 YPR) and 4 TDs • 28 rushes for 211 yards and one TD and 
12 catches for 94 yards vs. Iowa on 9/23/17; Also had 53 yards on 3 KORs in this game • 2017 (1st 
Team All-American, 1st Team All-Big Ten):  217 carries for 1,271 yards (5.9 YPC) and 18 TDs; 54 
receptions for 632 yards (11.7 YPR) and 3 TDs; 28.4 yds/KR and 2 TDs; Completed 2 passes for 36 
yards and one TD • Career Stats: 671 carries for 3,843 yards (5.7 YPC) and 43 TDs; 102 catches for 
1,195 yards (11.7 YPR) and 8 TDs; 27.8 yds/KR and 2 TDs; One TD pass • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 
1/2” hands,  31 3/8” arms, 29 reps-225 lbs, 4.4 40-yd, 41” VJ, 4.24 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Barkley’s portfolio continued to expand itself in 2017.  He 
became one of the nation’s best four-down players.  While he may not be used in a kick return role 
full-time, there is always the possibility for his presence in certain situations.  As a running back, he 
has all of the skills to become a four-tool starter.  He can run in-between the tackles, identify in scan 
protection, block and get open as a receiver. He even brings matchup distinction as an occasional 
flexed No. 2 slot option.   Two things do need to improve.  His tendency to occasionally dip his head 
in pass protection could get exposed at the next level.  Additionally, finishing his runs with more 
violence could be the key to becoming a more effective short yardage runner.  The ultra-talented 
All-American carries a relatively high floor for NFL suitors. 
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2. Rashaad Penny 5’11 220 San Diego State
Grade: 6.506 (1st Round)

Big Board Rank: 12

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  NFL bloodlines.  Contains an on-field finishing gear. 
Played in a pro-style system that featured two-back lead draws, lead isolations, stutter, counter 
schemes and power concepts.  He will hit it downhill on lead isolations and run away from defenses 
(Arizona State ’17).  Defeats the crack-and-replace tackler with subtle change of pace and then fights 
for yardage (Northern Illinois ’17).  Produces a large amount of yardage after contact.  He has the 
speed to reach the corner consistently when bouncing outside runs.  For all of his touches, he only 
fumbled six times in school.  Makes the lateral jump cuts that cover three yards going to his left to 
defeat the safety filling the hole (Houston ’16). Skips in-and-out of ankle tackles.   Exhibits vision in 
scan protection (Arizona State ’17, picks up a blitz on a long TD pass).  Did a fine job of running op-
tion routes during 2018 Senior Bowl practices.  Tracks the football down the field (wheel route, TD, 
Northern Illinois ’17). Makes some spectacular one-hand grabs on shallow crossers (Air Force ’17). 
He can handle squib kicks and shift his running angles after doing so (Colorado State ’16).  Excels 
on double L4 (left returns) getting downhill (TD-Arizona State ’17).  

Weaknesses:  He can be right-hand dominant as a runner. Feet will get tied together on a string on 
occasion. On inside powers, his pad level can get a little bit high running through the hole.  Incon-
sistent as a short yardage runner (4th and 2, Stanford ’17). This has caused him to take flush shots 
in the numbers (Adams, Houston ’16; Williams, fumble lost, Senior Bowl ’18, team, Day 1).  Needs 
to improve in pass protection.  Leaves his QB out to dry not blocking to full man when picking up 
inside blitzers (fails to hit Pugh, QB hit allowed, Northern Illinois ’17).  Exposes his chest in pass 
protection and turns his shoulder to half a man (Stanford ’17; Air Force ‘17). When he has stood in 
to pick up the blitzer, he can be run through because he doesn’t sink his hips. He can be late to react 
to overload blitz concepts (holding call, Las Vegas Bowl ’16).  Lost a fumble on a toss sweep vs. Air 
Force in 2017 (fumble lost).  Bobbled and muffed some punts during 2018 Senior Bowl practices.  

Other Notes: Attended Norwalk HS (Calif.) and rushed for 2,504 yards with 41 TDs as a senior • 
2014: 2 carries for 22 yards; 25 yds/KR (500 yards) • 2015 (MWC Special Teams Player of the Year): 
61 carries for 368 yards (6 YPC) and 4 TDs; 8 catches for 120 yards (15 YPR) and one TD; 33.5 yds/
KR and 3 TDs • 2016 (MWC Special Teams Player of the Year, 1st Team All-MWC): 136 carries for 
1,018 yards (7.5 YPC) and 11 TDs; 15 catches for 224 yards (15 YPR) and 3 TDs; 31.2 yds/KR and 2 
TDs • 2017 (MWC Offensive Player of the Year, MWC Special Teams Player of the Year): 289 carries 
for 2,248 yards (7.8 YPC) and 23 TDs; 19 catches for 135 yards (7.1 YPR) and 2 TDs; 30.6 yds/KR 
and 2 TDs; Two punt returns for 70 yards and one TD (35 yds/PR) • Career Stats: 488 carries for 
3,656 yards (7.5 YPC) and 38 TDs; 42 receptions for 479 yards (11.4 YPR) and 6 TDs; 30.2 yds/KR 
and 7 TDs; 35 yds/PR (two returns) and one TD • 2018 Senior Bowl measurements: 5110 224 9 1/8” 
hands, 31 ½” arms, 75 3/8” wingspan • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 ¼” hands, 31 ¼” arms, 13 reps-225 
lbs, 4.46 40-yd, 32 ½” VJ, 10’0 BJ

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Penny is an interesting case study because he is a three-time 
MWC Special Teams Player of the Year.  He is clearly the best kickoff returner to come out for the 
draft in years.  The Mountain West Conference Offensive Player of the Year is also a solid receiv-
er out of the backfield. He benefits from  experience in a pro-style rushing attack under former 
NFL offensive assistant coach Jeff Horton.  Penny grew up watching videos of Reggie Bush and he 
brings that jerky type of style to the field.  The difference is the additional 20 pounds he carries on 
his frame.  Despite requisite vision in scan protection, will he consistently stand in versus inside 
pass rushers?  He was the best player on the field in the 2018 Senior Bowl game after being average 
during the week.  His style of play is a mix between former NFL Pro Bowl running backs Ahman 
Green (Packers) and Fred Taylor (Jaguars).
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3. Derrius Guice 5’10 ½ 224  LSU
Grade: 6.407 (2nd Round) 

Big Board Rank: 24

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Runs angry. Passionate player. Strong.  Squats 650 lbs. 
374-lb power clean. He’s run over players along the sideline with an attitude (Citrus Bowl ’16-Cre-
que).  Excellent feet in small cracks.  Keeps fighting near the GL (TD-Texas A&M ’17).  Churns legs 
after first contact. He is effective on their inside gap-schemed runs and stretch concepts in their 
unbalanced looks. Lateral quickness. Contains the give-and-go with the dead leg as he’s running to 
get back north-south.  Stops his feet quickly to cut back due to good vision.  Rolls forward on con-
tact from the side. Stiff-arms are deadly with upper body strength (Louisville ’17).  He’s shown good 
vision on inside split zones (Auburn ’16) and insert blocks by the U-off TE to bounce runs (Ole Miss 
’17).  Picks his feet up around trash on inside tosses and counters.  He makes one-step plant cuts to 
elude safeties in the open field (Texas A&M ’17) and the lateral cuts off right leg going to his left (Ole 
Miss ’17).  The team has used him on fly sweeps to get the ball in his hands (1st play, Ole Miss ’16).  
The team will also get him the ball on cross-boot action off the fly sweep looks (when aligned as an 
offset back).  He’s been a factor on check downs and flat routes.  Finds the most dangerous in scan 
protection (pass pro).  Ball security. One fumble every 118 carries while in school (only four career 
fumbles).  Has been a factor returning kicks earlier in his career.  11 career tackles.  

Weaknesses:  He’s going to have to improve in pass protection.  Gave up a QB sack vs. Alaka (Texas 
A&M ’17).  Dips his head and will lean over to connect.  Does some hopping, jumping prior to 
contact in the hole (Auburn ’16).  Will running style translate?  Tightly-wound.  Suffered a knee 
injury in 2017.  Injured ankle sidelined him for part of 2017 spring practices.  Had a knee injury vs. 
Mississippi State that limited him vs. Syracuse before missing the Troy contest (2017). Not a lot of 
wiggle in the hole. Takes some flush shots. Even though he had just three career fumbles, he’s had 
some at inopportune times.  He was stripped during a four-minute drill vs. Texas A&M (2017) and 
then fumbled again on a vicious hit (4th QTR/9:46).  He was run down by Ole Miss in 2017 on an 
angle and didn’t exhibit a second gear.  

Other Notes:  Attended Catholic HS (La.) and was named a five-star recruit by Rivals.com • He 
caught two catches for 153 yards and 2 TDs in the 2015 U.S. Army All-American Game • Ran a 
10.92 100-meters and personal-best 21.93 200-meters at the District 5-Class 5A Meet on 4/18/13
• 16 rushes for 161 yards and one TD vs. South Carolina on 10/10/15 • 2015 (Freshman All-SEC):
51 carries for 436 yards (8.6 YPC) and 3 TDs; 4 catches for 24 yards; 23.6 yds/KR • 21 rushes for 252 
yards and 2 TDs vs. Arkansas on 11/12/16 • 37 carries for 285 yards and 4 TDs vs. Texas A&M on 
11/24/16 • 2016 Citrus Bowl MVP: 26 carries for 138 yards and one TD; 3 KR for 81 yards; 3 catches 
for 11 yards and one TD • 2016 (6 sts, 1st Team All-SEC, coaches): 183 carries for 1,387 yards (7.6 
YPC) and 15 TDs; 9 catches for 106 yards and one TD; 20.3 yds/KR • 37 carries for 285 yards and 4 
TDs vs. Texas A&M on 11/25/17 • 22 carries for 276 yards and one TD vs. Ole Miss on 10/21/17
• 2017 (2nd Team All-SEC): 237 rushes for 1,251 yards (5.3 YPC) and 11 TDs; 18 catches for 124
yards (6.9 YPR) and 2 TDs; One tackle • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 ¾” hands, 30 ¾” arms, 15 reps-225 
lbs, 4.49 40-yd, 31 ½” VJ

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):   Guice protrudes a combination of violence and foot quickness 
that often nets him yards after contact.  Despite battling a knee injury most of the year, he decided to 
play in his final collegiate game (2018 Citrus Bowl).  This speaks to his competitiveness and desire.  
His running style is a mix between Alex Collins (Baltimore Ravens) and Devonta Freeman (Atlanta 
Falcons).  Both deliver punishment with low centers of gravity.  Can the former All-SEC runner 
develop into the pass catcher that Freeman has become at the next level?  Freeman had durability 
issues in 2017.  This will be the question mark surrounding Guice entering the league. 
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4. Nick Chubb 5’11 227 Georgia
Grade: 6.402 (2nd Round)

Big Board Rank: 26

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):   Team captain.  Athletic bloodlines. Strong.  Plays with 
outstanding leg-drive. Wears on opponents late in games. Positive goal line/short yardage runner.  
The team will align him as the Wildcat QB in this part of the field (Red Zone). Works to get his 
shoulders back vertical to pick up hidden yardage.   Steps through arm tackles.  Breaks multiple 
tackles (South Carolina ’16).  He excels on gap-schemed runs (north-south, TCU ’16).  Excellent 
contact-balance.  Patient in allowing his FB to set up his edge blocks on counter runs.  On outside 
runs, he squeezes off of the TE’s block and gets vertical.   Sticks his foot in the ground to get north-
south.  Tacklers bounce off of his thighs and lower half.  Attempts to chip the DE on the way out 
(Harris, Missouri ’16).  Can pick up pass rushers off the full flow play action pass game (1st QTR, 
Missouri ’16, 3rd and 2, cut block).  Runs with patience.  Squirts in-and-out of holes on power 
concepts (TD, USC ’16).  He can be very subtle breaking down the angles of safeties. Efficient and 
patient, but measures steps to cut and re-direct.  Squeezes off of the TE’s block and gets vertical as 
games go on. He will pick-up blitz threats away from the direction on the OL’s full slide (Fitzpatrick, 
Alabama 18).  

Weaknesses:  Durability concerns.  Injured his knee (ACL) in October of 2015 vs. Tennessee. Left 
the Ole Miss game in 2016 with an ankle injury.  Carries some stiffness in the lower body.  He has to 
gather himself at times before making the one-step cuts to get back vertical.  Looks like he now runs 
in the 4.6-range after coming out of high school as a 4.4-speed type of RB.  Will leave simple swing 
passes on the ground (South Carolina ’16, 3rd QTR/1:03).  After positive results as a receiver in 
2014, he’s been pedestrian.  May not project as a third down back.  Lost two fumbles vs. Kentucky in 
2016 (three during year).  Even though he normally identifies assignment, he’s been run through on 
cross blitz pick-ups vs. tenacious LBs (Howard, TCU ’16).  

Other Notes: Attended Cedartown HS (Ga.) and was widely regarded as a four-star recruit (6,983 
yards rushing, 102 TDs) • Father, Henry, played football at Valdosta State, while a brother, Zach, 
played football at Air Force.  His cousin, Bradley, is a starting DE for North Carolina State • Par-
ticipated in track & field and stood out in three events at the GHSA Class 4A Sectional A event on 
4/26/14: 100-meters (10.69), 200-meters (21.83), shot put (55’8) • He was the 2014 Class 4A state 
champion in the shot put • 2014 Nike Opening Sparq results: 4.47 40-yd, 41” VJ • 38 carries for 143 
yards in his first career start vs. Missouri on 10/11/14 • 2014 (1st Team All-SEC): 219 carries for 
1,547 yards (7.1 YPC) and 14 TDs; 18 catches for 213 yards (11.8 YPR) and 2 TDs • Five straight 
100-yard games to open the 2015 campaign • 2015: Rushed for 747 yards (8.1 YPC) and 7 TDs; 4 re-
ceptions for 32 yards and one TD • 32 carries for 222 yards and 2 TDs vs. UNC in 2016 • 2016: 224 
carries for 1,130 yards (5 YPC) and 8 TDs; 5 catches for 86 yards (17.2 YPR) and one TD • 14 carries 
for 145 yards and 2 TDs vs. Oklahoma in the 2018 CFP National Semifinal Game • 2017 (1st Team 
All-SEC): 223 rushes for 1,345 yards (6 YPC) and 15 TDs; 4 catches for 30 yards (7.5 YPR)
• Career Stats: 758 carries for 4,769 yards (6.3 YPC) and 44 TDs; 31 receptions for 361 yards (11.6
YPR) and 4 TDs • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 5/8” hands, 32” arms, 29 reps-225 lbs, 4.52 40-yd, 38 ½” 
VJ, 10’8” BJ, 7.09 3-cone, 4.25 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Chubb answered many of the questions that NFL scouts had 
regarding his durability by constantly answering the bell as a senior.  He seemed very comfortable 
splitting time with counterpart Sony Michel. We project him as a decisive change-up runner at the 
next level.  He’s built in the mold of former Tampa Bay Buccaneers two-time Pro Bowler Doug Mar-
tin.  Both runners have underrated burst, are built low to the ground and contain sufficient contact 
balance.  
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5. Royce Freeman 5’11 234 Oregon
Grade: 6.396 (2nd Round)

Big Board Rank: 27

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Excellent size.  He’s been effective in pass protection. 
Although he’s 230 pounds, he has enough juice to get to the edge.  Above average vision. Ball 
security.  He had just nine fumbles on over 1,000 career touches.  The team runs him on a number 
of shotgun counters or one-back powers from an offset position (particularly to the right of the 
QB). In some of these schemes (one-back offset powers), he can change/alter the angles of safeties 
in the middle of the field (1st QTR, Stanford ’17).   On lateral running concepts, he does a good job 
of getting his shoulders square.  Powers through small running lanes with light feet.  Demonstrates 
patience on gap-schemed runs as he bounces to the outside (Nebraska ’17).  Exhibits enough wiggle 
to defeat the free hitter (eighth man in the box).  Lateral jump cuts cover two-to-three yards. Ver-
satile enough to displace as a No. 2 slot WR.  Runs quick out routes from the spot and does a good 
job of snapping his head around quickly to locate the ball. Excellent receiver out of the backfield.  
Plus hand-eye coordination.  Frequently used on quick swings, hide screens and check downs.  He’s 
shown the vision to pick up outside pass rushers in scan protection. 

Weaknesses:  Carries some mileage on the tires.  Notched nearly 1,000 carries in his career (947).  It 
takes him a couple of steps to re-start his engine when cupped (California ’15).  Once he gets on the 
edge this (an inability to stick his foot in the ground suddenly) shows up against safeties in sky sup-
port (Zimmerman, Oregon State ’14).  Takes some shots when color shows up quickly on the edge.  
He does not always switch the ball to his outside arm when running towards the sidelines going to 
his right.  When he has gotten into trouble in his pass pro, it has been vs. late add-on blitz threats 
(QB sack allowed, Sarao, USC ’15).  Hobbled for the first three games of the 2016 season and was 
a step slow.  Makes some poor decisions bouncing runs (Cal ’16).  Slight durability concerns.  Left 
the Nebraska game in 2016 due to a lower leg injury and did not play vs. Colorado.  Shoulder injury 
forced him to leave the California game in 2017 and he slowed down as a result the next week.  

Other Notes: Attended Imperial HS (Calif.) and rushed for nearly 3,000 yards (2,824) and accounted 
for 43 TDs as a senior • Played in the 2014 U.S. Army All-American Bowl • 29 rushes for 169 yards 
and 4 TDs vs. Washington on 10/18/14 • 19 carries for 98 yards and 3 receptions for 52 yards vs. 
Stanford on 11/1/14 • 2014 (Pac-12 Offensive Freshman of the Year, 2nd Team All-Pac-12, coaches): 
252 rushes for 1,365 yards (5.4 YPC) and 18 TDs; 16 catches for 158 yards (9.8 YPR) and one TD; 
Completed one pass for a 26-yard TD; One tackle • Rushed for 150 yards or more on five different 
occasions in 2015 • 27 carries for 167 yards and 2 TDs vs. Oregon State on 11/27/15; Also had 3 
receptions for 51 yards • 2015 (FWAA 2nd Team All-American, 1st Team All-Pac-12, coaches) : 283 
carries for 1,836 yards (6.5 YPC) and 17 TDs; 26 catches for 348 yards (13.4 YPR) and 2 TDs
• 2016 (Honorable mention All-Pac-12): 168 carries for 945 yards (5.6 YPC) and 9 TDs; 23 recep-
tions for 144 yards (6.3 YPR) and one TD • 2017 (12 sts, 2nd Team All-Pac-12): 244 carries for 1,475 
yards (6 YPC) and 16 TDs; 14 receptions for 164 yards (11.7 YPR) • Career Stats: 947 carries for 
5,621 yards (5.9 YPC) and 60 TDs; 79 receptions for 814 yards (10.3 YPR) and 4 TDs • 2018 NFL 
Combine: 9 ½” hands, 32” arms, 17 reps-225 lbs, 4.54 40-yd, 34” VJ, 9’10” BJ, 6.9 3-cone, 4.16 20-yd 
SS, 11.64 60-yd LS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Freeman’s quiet level of success on the West Coast has largely 
made many forget that he ran for over 100 yards in 31 games during his collegiate career.  Consis-
tency has been his calling card.  Despite having over 1,000 career touches, he rarely put the ball on 
the ground.  Dating back to his freshman season, he’s been an above average receiver and satisfac-
tory pass catcher.  On top of that, he can translate speed-to-power as a runner and make the quick 
lateral cuts with patience on gap-schemed runs.  There may be some knocks on a couple of nicks 
and bruises, but he has remained relatively injury-free.  His running style is a combination of former 
Oregon running backs Jonathan Stewart (Panthers, Giants) and LeGarrette Blount (Patriots, Eagles).  
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6. Sony Michel 5’11 214 Georgia
Grade: 6.363 (2nd Round)

Big Board Rank: 33

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Team captain. Tough.  Has played with a broken bone 
in his right hand (Kentucky ’15).  He’s been efficient in blitz pick-up (Missouri ’16).  They’ve moved 
him around and even given him fly sweeps out of inverted bone when under center.  As a runner, he 
can jump in-and-out of traffic (Missouri ’16).  He’s downhill and stays low to the ground on direct 
runs. Keeps his feet moving through contact as in-between the tackles runner.  Gets to his top speed 
quickly when bouncing runs to the perimeter (simple inside zone, 3rd and 20, Alabama ’18).  Vio-
lent jump-cutter.  On two-back lead isolations (following his FB), he will find cutback lanes on some 
of their stutter principles.  They put him as the Wildcat QB and he shows good vision and patience 
in that role.  Demonstrates excellent body control and balance working along the sidelines of the 
field to keep his body in-bounds (tightrope act, Oklahoma ’18, CFP semifinal).  Broke 5 tackles after 
the catch on TD reception in the 2016 Liberty Bowl.  Runs his feet as a lead blocker on the edge for 
teammates (3rd QTR, pancake block, USC ’16).  

Weaknesses:  Ball security.  Fumbled just twice in 2017, but fumbled 12 times in career (including 
five in 2015).  Lost three fumbles in 2016.  There have been instances where he’s been right-hand 
dominant even when running to his left. Even though efficient in identification (pass pro), he’s 
been thrown around vs. longer pass rushers (Cunningham, Vanderbilt ’16).  He’s just an “OK” route 
runner on third downs.  Ran the wrong route vs. Alabama on a third down blitz in the national title 
game. Broke a bone in his right hand vs. Florida in 2015. Broke his left forearm in a non-football 
related accident and had surgery in July 2016.

Other Notes: Attended American Heritage HS (Fla.) and was named the USA Today Florida Football 
Player of the Year • He was ranked as a five-star prospect by Rivals.com and played in the U.S. Army 
All-American Game • Ran personal-bests of 10.64 in the 100-meters and 21.9 in the 200-meters 
in track & field  • 2014 (One start): 64 carries for 410 yards (6.4 YPC) and 5 TDs; 7 receptions for 
106 yards (15.1 YPR) and one TD; 18.5 yds/KR; 3 tackles • 20 rushes for 85 yards and one TD in 
the 2016 Outback Bowl • 2015 (6 sts, Team Offensive MVP, Director of Athletics Honor Roll): 219 
rushes for 1,161 yards rushing (5.3 YPC) and 8 TDs; 26 catches for 270 yards (10.4 YPR) and 3 TDs; 
17 yds/KR • 15 carries for 87 yards and one TD in the 2016 Liberty Bowl; Also had 2 catches for 39 
yards and one TD • 2016 (2 sts): 152 carries for 840 yards (5.5 YPC) and 4 TDs; 22 catches for 149 
yards (6.8 YPR) and one TD • 11 rushes for 181 yards and 3 TDs vs. Oklahoma in the 2018 CFP Na-
tional Semifinal Game (Rose Bowl); Also had 4 receptions for 41 yards and one TD • 2017 (14 gms, 
2 sts, Co-Offensive MVP): 156 carries for 1,227 yards (7.9 YPC) and 16 TDs; 6 catches for 96 yards 
(10.7 YPR) and one TD; One tackle  • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 1/8” hands, 31 ¼” arms, 22 reps-225 
lbs, 4.54 40-yd, 4.21 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Georgia’s two-headed monster at running back actually 
stole its script from the 2004 Auburn Tigers (13-0).  Michel played the part of Carnell “Cadil-
lac” Williams (1st round, 5th overall, 2005 NFL Draft, Tampa Bay Buccaneers) while his partner 
in crime, Nick Chubb, played the part of Ronnie Brown (1st Round, 2nd overall, 2005 NFL Draft, 
Miami Dolphins).  The one thing that stands out about Michel is his tremendous contact balance in 
traffic, the open field or along the sidelines.  He has shown upside as a receiver out of the backfield, 
but he becomes a little too rehearsed on some of his patterns.  He contains major potential in the 
screen game.  While adequate in blitz pick-up, he has to create more of a stalemate versus some of 
the longer defenders he’ll see on Sundays.  Michel has second-round value in this year’s draft.   
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7. John Kelly 5’10 216 Tennessee
Grade: 6.069 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 72

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Plays with a chip on his shoulder.  His determination 
and lower body strength break multiple tackles.  Gets stronger in a game if he gains a rhythm (Geor-
gia Tech ’17).  He came through in the clutch in this game (Georgia Tech ’17, GW-score in OT).  
Came on strong near the end of 2016 (612 yards rushing in final seven games).   Runs with determi-
nation to pick up his knees when running through traffic.  Drops his shoulders to run through LBs 
with a sound platform.  Excellent cutback runner.  Slips, slides and challenges the angles of defenses 
with contact balance.  Turns his hips sideways to defeat the inside-out angles of safeties and LBs in 
pursuit.  Wins in the middle of the field when one-on-one with the free safety.  Defeats the crack-
and-replace corner on power schemes and uses stiff-arms to get room (hits the sidelines for TD, 
Music City Bowl ’16).  He’s been a factor in the screen game.  As a receiver, he’ll run the H-angle 
routes and abuse LBs one-on-one (Georgia ’17).  He’s done a fine job of staying patient in his pass 
pro to help out the center on T-T stunts (Nebraska ’16).  In this same game (Nebraska ’16),  his lead 
block opened a touchdown run for Joshua Dobbs’ QB sweep near the goal line.

Weaknesses:   Short strider who does not possess an ultra-long gear. Once he opens up his stride, he 
can be run down in the open field (Florida ’17).  LBs track him down on outside runs (Banderas, 
Music City Bowl ’16). After ending the 2016 season strong in a supporting role, he faded down the 
stretch of his junior campaign as the team’s primary back.  Did not run with decisiveness in his final 
career game (Vanderbilt ’17). He’s had some ball security issues (44-yard reception, fumble lost, 
Georgia ’17).  Also dropped a touchdown vs. Florida on an H-angle route.   Zero career tackles.  Off 
the field issues caused a suspension vs. Kentucky in 2017 (https://www.seccountry.com/tennessee/
tennessee-football-vols-butch-jones-john-kelly).  

Other Notes: Attended Oak Park HS (Mich.) and was ranked as a three-star prospect by Rivals.com 
after scoring TDs five different ways as a senior • 2015 (10 gms): 40 carries for 165 yards (4.1 YPC) 
and one TD • 18 carries for 101 yards and one TD vs. Missouri on 11/19/16 • 2016 (12 gms, One 
start): 98 carries for 630 yards (6.4 YPC) and 5 TDs; 6 catches for 51 yards  • 19 rushes for 128 yards 
and 4 TDs vs. Georgia Tech on 9/4/17; 5 catches for 35 yards • 19 carries for 141 yards and one TD 
vs. Florida on 9/16/17; 6 receptions for 96 yards  • 2017: 189 carries for 778 yards (4.1 YPC) and 9 
TDs; 37 receptions for 299 yards (8.1 YPR) • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 3/8” hands, 31 3/8” arms, 15 
reps-225 lbs, 35” VJ, 10’0 BJ, 7.13 3-cone, 4.51 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  A testament to Kelly’s ability is that he actually shared time with 
the 2017 NFL Offensive Rookie of the Year Alvin Kamara.  There are some similarities between the 
two players. The fact that Kelly is a skateboarder in his free time should not be underestimated.  It’s a 
testament to his balance, core strength and overall low center of gravity.  We are a bit concerned that 
he slowed down in his first go-around as the team’s full-time starter.  That will be eased when you 
consider that his best role will be as a change-of-pace type of back in the NFL.  His pass-catching 
skills are above average and he’s shown enough ankle flexion to win as an option route runner.  The 
former Oak Park High School standout will have to answer questions for teams about a November 
one-game suspension.  

8. Ronald Jones II 6’0 205 USC
Grade: 5.977 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 88

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Productive three-year contributor.  He put in the time 
to gain weight prior to his junior season. Rushed for eight touchdowns in the fourth quarter
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as a junior.  Reaches his top speed in a hurry on the field.  Carries his pads well.  Correctly identi-
fies in scan protection (pass pro).  Exhibits good ball security.  Holds the ball high and tight to his 
frame.  Runs with a forward lean in short-yardage (Stanford ’17).  Possesses good vision running 
in-between the tackles.  His jump cuts cover two-to-three yards going laterally.  He does a fine job of 
setting up his offensive center and guard’s double team combo-rub block on the LB (Foster, Alabama 
’16).  Influences the LB in the opposite direction of his intentions with good patience and vision 
(Sam, Arizona State ’17).  Slippery.  Turns sideways in the holes and slides in-and-out of traffic.   
He picks up his legs to step through ankle tackles.  Challenges the contain element of defenses on 
outside zone/stretch runs (Western Michigan ’17).  Translates speed-to-power as a runner when 
taking on tacklers and will deliver the blow.  He possesses adequate contact balance.  Catches the 
ball fluently on swings out of the backfield.  He has shown the ability to track the ball.  He is asked to 
make blocks off of play action fakes.  Also asked to capture the edge defender on sprint-out passes.  

Weaknesses: Although he’s put on positive weight, he still carries a WR-like build.  Overruns some of 
his cross-blocks to help out his TE in scan protection (QB sack allowed, Cotton Bowl ‘17, 1st QTR).  
He has struggled picking up rush OLBs (Ma’tafa, knocked to ground, Washington State ‘17 1st 
QTR/4:51).  When stepping up to hit LBs in the B-Gap, he will get pushed back after making initial 
contact.  He does not have elite make you miss ability in one-on-one tackling situations (Fitzpatrick, 
Alabama ’16).   Fails to consistently switch the ball to his outside arm when running to his left. De-
spite some level of power as a runner, he runs a bit tall and takes some shots.  Missed the California 
contest in 2017 due to a thigh injury.  Tweaked his hamstring during the 2018 NFL Combine and 
didn’t finish the workout.  

Other Notes: Attended McKinney North HS (Tex.) and was named a USA Today All-Texas team 
choice after rushing for over 2,000 yards as a senior • Ran a personal-best 10.37 100-meters and also 
ran under 22 seconds in the 200-meters (22.98) • As a member of USC’s track & field team, he ran 
on the team’s 4x100-meter relay team • 2015 (Honorable mention All-Pac-12): 153 rushes for 953 
yards (6.5 YPC) and 8 TDs; 7 catches for 39 yards and one TD • 20 rushes for 171 yards and 4 TDs 
vs. Oregon on 11/5/16 • 2016 (2nd Team All-Pac-12): 177 carries for 1,082 yards (6.1 YPC) and 12 
TDs; 11 catches for 76 yards (6.9 YPC) and one TD • 18 carries for 216 yards and 2 TDs vs. Arizona 
State on 10/28/17 • 30 rushes for 140 yards and 2 TDs vs. Stanford in the 2017 Pac-12 Champi-
onship game • 2017 (1st Team All-Pac-12): 261 carries for 1,550 yards (5.9 YPC) and 19 TDs; 14 
receptions for 187 yards (13.4 YPR) and one TD; Two tackles • Career Stats: 40 games, 591 carries 
for 3,619 yards (6.1 YPC) and 39 TDs; 32 catches for 302 yards (9.4 YPR) and 3 TDs
• 2018 NFL Combine: 8 ¾” hands, 31” arms, 4.65 40-yd (INJ.), 36 ½” VJ

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Jones II is a smooth runner who makes effortless cuts to get 
room laterally inside or outside.  He carries his pads on Saturday afternoons and has demonstrated 
finishing speed on longer runs.  Although he is efficient on outside stretch runs, he has also been 
effective working off of double team rub blocks behind his interior offensive linemen.  He needs to 
improve in pass protection when it comes to striking in an upward manner, but he has shown vision 
in scan protection.  If he can do that, then we feel he has potential as a third down back despite just 
32 career receptions.  Jones II has some similarities to former Indiana running back Tevin Coleman 
(Atlanta Falcons) when he came out of school, but lacks his same amount of strength overall.  

9. Kerryon Johnson 5’11 1/2 213 Auburn
Grade: 5.91 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 101

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Excels in the classroom.  Athletic runner.  Only three 
career fumbles. Frequently featured on toss sweeps, inside counters, powers and inside split zones.  
Team has also used him in the Wildcat formation and he’s even thrown passes out of it.  Smooth
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gliding style.  Light on his feet in the open field.  Picks his feet up vs. ankle tackles.  Gives quick 
shimmy-shakes and then gains the hole quickly off the split-belly action.  Above average vision to 
find cutback lanes (Wildcat-Missouri ’17).  Will translate speed-to-power as a runner.  Contains a 
deft stiff-arm going to his right.  Gets up on defenders and will deliver at the point of attack with 
pile-driving mentality.  Exhibits patience in the screen game to let his blockers set up their angles 
down the field. He can track the ball down the field on wheel route concepts.  Soft hands show up on 
swing passes out of the backfield. Solid picking up pass rushers in pass protection due to vision (Key, 
4th QTR, LSU ’16).  Has also been an effective KOR specialist.  

Weaknesses: Size.  He’s gotten bigger to avoid the various durability scrapes he’s had in his career. 
Missed the 2016 spring practices due to shoulder surgery.  Did not play vs. Arkansas in 2016 after 
injuring his ankle vs. Mississippi State.  Missed two games in 2017 due to a hamstring injury he 
suffered in the team’s 2017 opener vs. Georgia Southern.  Injured his ribs and his shoulder in the 
last game of the year vs. Alabama (2017) and he was ineffective in the 2017 SEC Championship 
Game.  Fails to always reach the edge vs. speed defenses on outside runs (UGA ’17).  As a runner, he 
does some unnecessary jumping on occasion.  Inconsistent getting the ball to his outside arm when 
running to his right.  More of a hand blocker in PP as opposed to a strike thru the hips blocker 
(Alabama ’17).  He has not always hit it downhill as a kickoff returner (LSU ’16).  

Other Notes: Named Alabama’s Mr. Football after rushing for 1,659 yards and 25 TDs as a senior at 
Madison Academy HS (Ala.) • Played in the Under Armour All-American Game (109 TDs in his 
prep level career) and was named the MVP of the Mississippi-Alabama All-Star Game • John-
son also was an All-State player in basketball at the prep level • Brother, Kerron, plays basketball 
overseas in Europe • 2015 (SEC Academic 1st year Honor Roll): 52 rushes for 208 yards (4 YPC) 
and 3 TDs; 14 receptions for 159 yards (11.4 YPR); 27.6 yds/KR • 2016 (SEC Academic Honor 
Roll, CoSIDA Academic All-District): 182 carries for 895 yards (4.9 YPC) and 11 TDS; 17 catches 
for 125 yards (7.4 YPR); 22.2 yds/KR; One tackle • 28 carries for 204 yards and 3 TDs vs. Ole Miss 
on 10/7/17; Also had 2 catches for 23 yards • 32 rushes for 167 yards vs. Georgia on 11/11/17; 2 
receptions for 66 yards and one TD • 2017 (SEC Offensive Player of the Year, 1st Team All-SEC, 2nd 
Team All-American): 285 rushes for 1,391 yards (4.9 YPC) and 18 TDs; 24 catches for 194 yards (8.1 
YPR) and 2 TDs; One TD pass • Career Stats: 37 games, 19 starts, 2,494 yards rushing (4.8 YPC) and 
32 TDs; 55 catches for 478 yards (8.7 YPR) and 2 TDs; Two touchdown passes; 25.1 yds/KR • 2018 
NFL Combine: 9 ¾” hands, 32 ½” arms, 11 reps-225 lbs, 40” VJ, 10’6” BJ, 7.07 3-cone, 4.29 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Johnson has done a serviceable job of putting on needed weight 
the last two seasons, but he still couldn’t escape the injury-bug in 2017.  The former All-State hoop-
ster will have to continue to make positive weight gains to withstand the NFL-grind.  His effortless 
style can surprise linebackers and defensive backs because he does have an ability to translate speed-
to-power as a runner.  More importantly, he’s been effective finding and blocking the correct man in 
pass protection.  The next step (for him to take advantage of receiving ability) is to create more of a 
stalemate in pass protection. 

10. Ryan Nall 6’2 232 Oregon State
Grade: 5.883 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 107

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Excels in the classroom.  Good athlete.  Former TE/H-
back.  Exhibits solid hands on the edge to catch swings and outlet passes. They motion him to the 
two WR side to throw him screens.   He can go low to scoop passes off the turf (Oregon ’16).  From 
the offset shotgun position, he has shown the ability to track wheel routes (Colorado State ’17).  He 
can make catches through contact and keep his balance. For a taller RB, he can sink his weight to get 
in-between line gaps as a runner.  As a Wildcat QB, he’s run through the unblocked defender in the
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hole (Okereke, Stanford ’17, 3rd and 1, 2nd QTR).  Rushed for 17 touchdowns in the Red Zone 
during his career.  Many of those (TDs) have come off the inside split zone action.  Strives to get 
vertical on gap-schemed runs by sticking his foot in the ground.  He displays above average finish-
ing speed after stepping through ankle tackles.  Good feet. Uses lateral jump cuts in the open field 
to make defenders miss (Oregon ’16; Reid, Stanford ‘17).  Locates his cut blocks on the thighs of 
defenders rushing in the B-gap (Colorado State ’17).   He is much better in scan protection when he 
stays upright to connect vs. pass rushers.  Chips the DE on his way out into routes and will throw 
the flipper to knock them off-balance.  Finds a way to create room when nothing is there with subtle 
movement in-and-out of tackles.  

Weaknesses: Slowed down dramatically the second half of his junior year.   Goes side-to-side when 
he has a chance to get downhill looking for the perfect hole.  Does some tiptoeing at times before 
hitting the hole. He has a long way to go in his pass pro.  His cut block technique in pass pro will 
sometimes cause him to dip his head and miss his targets completely.  This even extends to his 
ability to lead block, where he will also go to the ground too often. Has put the ball on the ground in 
some key situations (fumble lost, 4th QTR, Stanford ’17).  Injured his left foot vs. California in 2016 
and did not play vs. Washington.  He suffered an ankle injury vs. Washington in 2017 and did not 
play vs. USC.  

Other Notes: Attended Central Catholic HS (Ore.) and was named the Class 6A Offensive Player of 
the Year • He played running back and linebacker at the prep level • 2015 (Honorable mention Aca-
demic All-Pac-12): 73 carries for 455 yards (6.2 YPC) and 3 TDs; 7 catches for 109 yards (15.6 YPR)
• 14 carries for 221 yards and 3 TDs vs. Cal on 10/8/16 • 31 carries for 155 yards and 4 TDs vs.
Oregon on 11/26/16 • 2016 (10 sts, Honorable mention All-Pac-12, Honorable mention Academic 
All-Pac-12): 147 carries for 951 yards (6.5 YPC) and 13 TDs; 22 catches for 214 yards (9.7 YPR) and 
2 TDs • 15 carries for 115 yards and one TD vs. Colorado State on 8/26/17; Also had 3 catches for 
30 yards • 2017 (9 sts, CoSIDA Academic All-District, 2nd Team Academic All-Pac-12): 165 carries 
for 810 yards (4.9 YPC) and 8 TDs; 27 catches for 240 yards (8.9 YPR) and 2 TDs • Career Stats: 32 
games, 385 carries for 2,216 yards (5.8 YPC) and 24 TDs; 56 receptions for 563 yards (10.1 YPR) and 
4 TDs; Two tackles • 2018 NFL Combine: 10” hands, 31 ½” arms, 15 reps-225 lbs, 4.58 40-yd, 33” 
VJ, 10’2” BJ, 6.95 3-cone, 4.16 20-yd SS, 11.57 60-yd LS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  For a taller back who relies on strength and power as opposed 
to pad level, the litany of lower body shots will add up.  Nall missed games in each of the last two 
seasons.  After rushing for 172 yards and three touchdowns in his return from the 2017 ankle injury, 
he slowed down dramatically the rest of the year.  The positives include good hands out of the back-
field, very good feet and above average vision.  While he is efficient on gap-schemed runs, he’s been 
just as effective on inside or split zone run concepts.  He is capable as a pass blocker but probably 
goes to the ground too often in this phase of his game.  He’s a player who has starting potential if 
he can eliminate the indecisiveness at times reading blocks.  Quite capable of translating speed-to-
power as a runner, he doesn’t always trust what he sees and will look for the ideal cut as opposed to 
trusting his first read.  His style mirrors that of Minnesota Vikings running back Latavius Murray. 

11. Chase Edmonds 5’9 205 Fordham
Grade: 5.814 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 120

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Aligns primarily from an offset RB spot in open shot-
gun formations.  They will also align him at the Wildcat QB in spread formations (Holy Cross ’17).  
He is also seen at the No. 2 slot position in spread formations (runs option routes).  Lateral steps 
elude up the field penetration. He is adept at skating to his left with square-stance jump cuts on in-
side zones (Army ’15; Holy Cross ’17).   Used on one-back draws out of shotgun formations.  Glides. 
Sets up inside-out defenders with weaving style to bounce runs back outside to the corner.  
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12. Mark Walton 5’10 202 Miami (Fla.)
Grade: 5.732 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 148

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Runs with low pad level.  He’ll take the three or four 
yards when nothing is there and live to play the next down.  Excellent vision as a runner.  Feels the 
free hitter filling in sky force and sets him up with vicious jump cuts.  Slalom skier cuts show up in 
the holes.  Extremely shifty in confined areas.  Escapes the mousetraps with vision cutting back to 
daylight on inside zones.  Very smooth.  Plays fast enough.  Finishes through contact when he sees

Gives a hip and takes it away from safeties in the middle of the field. Positive vision. Finds the 
cutback lanes on the double team off of the three-technique on inside zones.  Re-accelerates in tight 
quarters. He can time his cut blocks when facing blitzers in the A-or-B-gap (Army ’15, 1st QTR).  
Identifies the proper blitz element when in scan protection.  In this same game (Army ’15), he won 
up the seams from the offset position on a long pass reception.  Can defeat LBs on option routes 
with a smooth step into his cut (Holy Cross ’17).  Really accelerates into his out routes from the 
backfield if given room to operate (Day 1, East-West Shrine practices ’18).  He gets his head around 
quickly to locate the ball and catches away from his frame. 

Weaknesses: Speed begins to die at the 50-to-60-yard mark in the open field (run down, Army ’15).  
In pass protection, he’s more of a guider with his feet and hands as opposed to creating a stalemate 
with pop at the point of attack.  Did not run with the same conviction and was more indecisive in 
the 2017 film viewed (Holy Cross ’17).  Carries high mileage.  Did it lead to his injury issues as a 
senior?  Injured his left leg during he Central Connecticut State game.  Missed four and a half games 
as a senior.  Ankle injury suffered East-West Shrine practices knocked him out of the game action. 

Other Notes: Attended Central Dauphin East HS (Pa.) and rushed for nearly 2,000 yards as a senior
• Also played basketball at the prep level • He has a two-year old daughter, Avery • 2014 (14 gms):
294 rushes for 1,838 yards (6.3 YPR) and 23 TDs (Long-91); 19 catches for 121 yards and one TD; 
21.4 yds/KR; One fumble (1 lost) • 19 carries for 126 yards and 3 TDs vs. Army on 9/4/15; Also had 
6 catches for 140 yards  • 2015 (12 sts, AP 2nd Team All-American, Patriot League Offensive Player 
of the Year): 251 carries for 1,648 yards (6.6 YPC) and 20 TDs; 31 catches for 383 yards (12.4 YPR) 
and 5 TDs; One fumble • 17 rushes for 359 yards and 4 TDs vs. Lafayette on 10/8/16 • 2016 (1st 
Team All-American, 1st Team All-Patriot, Patriot League Commissioner’s Honor Roll): 257 carries 
for 1,799 yards (7 YPC) and 19 TDs; 25 catches for 272 yards (10.9 YPR) and one TD; Three fumbles 
(2 lost) • 28 carries for 185 yards and 2 TDs vs. Bucknell on 11/18/17 • 2017 (2nd Team All-Patriot 
League): 136 rushes for 577 yards (4.2 YPC) and 5 TDs; 11 catches for 129 yards (11.7 YPR); Two 
fumbles (one lost) • Career Stats: 26 100-yard games, 5,862 yards rushing (All-time leader in Patriot 
League history), 74 career TDs (Patriot All-Time league leader) • 2018 East-West Shrine measure-
ments: 5085 203 9” hands, 31 ½” arms, 70 5/8” wingspan • 2018 NFL Combine: 9” hands, 31 3/8” 
arms, 19 reps-225 lbs, 4.55 40-yd, 34” VJ, 10’2” BJ, 6.79 3-cone, 4.07 20-yd SS, 11.63 60-yd LS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): The Patriot League’s all-time leading rusher missed game 
action for the first time as a senior.  After carrying the team on his back for the better portion of 
a four-year period, it should not have come as a surprise.  His play speed is an attraction that will 
interest offensive coordinators in search of a running back with third down attributes.  He can be a 
legitimate factor on draws and option routes on this all-important down. His ability to sink and stop 
his charge is almost as impressive as his vision to find holes.  Despite being a shorter back, he has 
enough thickness to take the pounding if used in a complementary role.  He is much stronger than 
he may appear at first glance. The former Ram has Day 2 value in the 2018 NFL Draft, but will likely 
be available for a team on Day 3 of the process.
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the paint (Virginia ’16).  He will bounce off of the free hitter in the box and keep his balance on in-
side power-schemes (Howard, Appalachian State ’16).  Gets downhill in a hurry.  Exhibits incredible 
balance after the catch (ran through two tackles to get first down, UVA ’16).  Effective and patient 
setting up his blockers in the screen game.  He displays the ability to fluently cross the face of LBs on 
H-angle routes.   Tracks the ball well down the field. 

Weaknesses:   Size and durability question marks.  He can be late to identify add-on blitzers in scan 
protection (West Virginia ’16).  He can be thrown around picking up LBs as a blitz pick-up pass 
protector.  He’s had issues picking up twists in this phase of his game as well (Duke ’16). Will he hold 
up at the next level? Missed most of the 2017 campaign due to a season-ending right ankle injury 
that required surgery.  Prior to that, he was dealing with a sprained left ankle that he suffered against 
Toledo. Did not stand out as a kickoff returner in 2015.

Other Notes: Attended Booker T. Washington HS (Fla.) and was ranked as a four-star recruit by 
Rivals.com • 2015: 130 carries for 461 yards (3.6 YPC) and 9 TDs; 22 catches for 293 yards (13.3 
YPR) and one TD; 17.7 yds/KR  • 2016 (3rd Team All-ACC, coaches): 209 carries for 1,117 yards 
(5.3 YPC) and 14 TDs; 27 receptions for 240 yards (8.9 YPR) and one TD; 6 tackles • 11 carries for 
204 yards and one TD vs. Toledo on 9/23/17 • 2017: 56 carries for 428 yards (7.6 YPC) and 3 TDs; 7 
catches for 91 yards (13 YPR) • Career Stats: 30 games, 394 carries for 1,995 yards (5.1 YPC) and 26 
TDs; 56 catches for 624 yards (11.1 YPR) and 2 TDs; 17.6 yds/KR • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 ¼” hands, 
30” arms, 18 reps-225 lbs, 4.6 40-yd, 31 ½” VJ, 9’10” BJ

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): It would probably be unfair to expect Walton to be back at full 
strength in the 2018 postseason.  The fact that he even made it back to workout at the 2018 NFL 
Combine is a testament to his work ethic after having ankle surgery back in October.  He may be a 
more instinctive runner than former Miami (Fla.) running back Duke Johnson (Cleveland Browns).  
The positives include an ability to catch the ball just as well as Johnson did coming out of the ‘U’.  
Since entering the NFL, Johnson has snagged 188 passes in a three-year period.  Weighing in at just 
over 200 pounds, assuming a similar role might be the ticket for the ultra-tough Walton.  

13. Mike Boone 5’9 206 Cincinnati
Grade: 5.72 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 152

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Dominated with field speed earlier in career (18 runs 
of 20-plus yards in 2014-15).  Ran away from defenses as a younger player (USF ’15).  Can skip/slide 
while keeping his shoulders square.  The team used him to run counters from the Wildcat position 
in each year. Gives tacklers a hip and takes it away.  Jump cuts frequently show up.  Team has used 
him in the Wildcat near the GL.  If engaged, he’ll really explode through the hips in pass pro (Tulsa 
’15).  Keeps a solid base in this phase (PP) of his game (Houston ’16).  Will scan and locate in  his 
pass pro (SMU ’17).  He’s a former high school WR who catches the ball effortlessly on swings (USF 
’16).  Accelerates north-south on flare passes.  Capable of making WR-type adjustments down the 
field due to hand-eye coordination (Houston ’16-double reverse pass).  Runs a number of option 
routes as a No. 3 slot WR.  They move him from the No. 2 weak slot in empty formations back into 
the backfield.  From the No. 2 slot, he runs a lot of fly sweeps.  Also used significantly in the screen 
game (SMU ’17).  

Weaknesses:  Injuries have slowed his career.  Ankle injury robbed him of time in 2015.  Turf toe 
injury robbed him of his burst in 2016 (zero runs of 20 yards or more).  Had another ankle injury in 
2017 vs. Michigan which caused him to miss two games. Posted a false start vs. Purdue in 2016 and 
then dropped the swing pass.  Lost playing time to younger personnel as a senior and was relegated 
to slot receiver duties for much of the year. 
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Other Notes: Attended Baker County HS (Fla.) and caught 57 passes for 1,068 yards and 18 TDs as a 
senior • He was ranked as a two-star recruit as a receiver • 212 yards rushing vs. USF in 2014 • 2014: 
101 carries for 650 yards (6.4 YPC) and 9 TDs; 6 receptions for 62 yards (10.3 YPR) • 2015: 104 
carries for 749 yards (7.2 YPC) and 9 TDs; 15 catches for 108 yards (7.2 YPR); 16.4 yds/KR • 2016: 
105 carries for 388 yards (3.7 YPC) and 2 TDs; 20 catches for 249 yards (12.5 YPR); 24.1 yds/KR • 
2017: 110 carries for 463 yards (4.2 YPC) and 4 TDs; 24 receptions for 177 yards (7.4 YPR) and one 
TD; One completion and one KOR • Career Stats: 39 games, 3,656 all-purpose yards, 420 rushes for 
2,250 yards (5.4 YPC) and 24 TDs; 65 catches for 596 yards (9.2 YPR) and one TD; 20.4 yds/KR; 3 
tackles • Graduated with a degree in Criminal Justice (December 2017) • 2018 Cincinnati Pro Day: 
25 reps-225 lbs, 4.45 40-yd, 42” VJ, 11’7” BJ, 4.38 20-yd SS, 6.95 3-cone

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Boone was most likely on his way to a stellar career before lower 
body ailments deterred his path.  He’s a fine football player with excellent hand-eye coordination, 
football toughness and quick feet.  As the team transitioned to a new offense in 2017 he took on 
more of a complementary role.  A capable kickoff return option, the former high school wideout is 
also tough as a blocker.  We think he could be a steal for a team most likely after the draft as a run-
ning back in the mold of former California Bears standout Justin Forsett (Seahawks, Ravens).

14. Kalen Ballage 6’1 ½ 228 Arizona State
Grade: 5.63 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 175

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Team captain.  Muscular well-built RB.  Versatile.  
Aligns at QB in Wildcat, returns kicks, RB, slot WR and also as a ‘Devil LB on defense.  In two-back 
near Pistol looks, he’s been a factor on stretch runs to the weak side of formations (Colorado ’16).  
They use him to block the edge on sprint-out passes.  Did a fine job in pass protection vs. Stanford 
in 2017.  Scans with awareness in this phase of his game (Pass Pro). The team will align him at the 
No. 2 weak slot position in empty formations to run return-pivot routes.  Contains soft hands on 
outlet passes or check downs. On check down passes, he can stick his foot in the dirt and gain three 
yards with lateral cuts sideways. He’s also been seen on rocket screens (New Mexico State ’17).  In 
this game, he ran behind his pads early near the GL (TD, Wildcat, ran over defender).  From the 
team’s Sparky wildcat package with him at QB, they run power concepts near the GL.  He’s fast 
enough to bounce runs to reach the corner near the GL (Arizona ’16) or in the open field (Stanford 
’17).  He has also displayed finishing speed on counter principles following his lead blocker (Wash-
ington State ’16).  Contains balance tight roping the sidelines (Arizona ’16). He has played on the 
FG block team.  

Weaknesses:  Inconsistent run instincts and will miss some open lanes (Senior Bowl ’18, team, Day 
1). He wants to bust the big run and will bounce runs unnecessarily.  On toss sweeps, he will keep 
going laterally and not stick his foot in the dirt to get vertical (Senior Bowl ’18, team, Day 2).  He 
fails to consistently lower his pads for the two-to-three-yard gain (San Diego State ’17).  Does some 
leaping as opposed to taking on tacklers in one-on-one situations.  Runs with a relatively narrow 
base.  While he’s generally solid in pass pro, his sustain is inconsistent.  When he attacks the pass 
rusher, he dips his helmet to connect.  He doesn’t adjust cleanly to off-target passes as a receiver 
(drop, Senior Bowl ’18: LB/RB, Day 1; drop, Senior Bowl ’18, 7-on-7, Day 2).   Does not exhibit the 
necessary vision to set up blocks as a kickoff returner.  Suffered from mononucleosis in 2016 and 
lost 20 pounds.  One career tackle.

Other Notes:  Attended Falcon HS (Colo.) and was named a four-star recruit by Rivals.com after 
accounting for nearly 4,000 all-purpose yards • 2014: 42 carries for 126 yards (3 YPC) and 3 TDs; 
6 catches for 64 yards (10.7 YPR) and one TD; 31.2 yds/KR (six returns) • 2015: 125 carries for 622 
yards (5.2 YPC) and 4 TDs; 12 receptions for 60 yards (5 YPR); 8.7 yds/KR (three returns) • 2016: 
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126 carries for 536 yards (4.3 YPC) and 14 TDs; 44 catches for 469 yards (10.7 YPR) and one TD; 
Competed 3-of-4 passes for 30 yards and one TD; 22.7 yds/KR • 2017: 157 carries for 669 yards (4.3 
YPC) and 6 TDs; 20 receptions for 91 yards; 21.9 yds/KR; One tackle • 2018 Senior Bowl measure-
ments: 6021 222 9 ¾” hands, 33 ¼” arms, 77” wingspan • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 ½” hands, 32 ¾” 
arms, 15 reps-225 lbs, 4.46 40-yd, 33 ½” VJ, 10’2” BJ, 6.91 3-cone, 4.35 20-yd SS • 2018 Senior Bowl 
measurements: 6021 222 9 ¾” hands, 33 ¼” arms, 77” wingspan • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 ½” hands, 
32 ¾” arms, 15 reps-225 lbs, 4.46 40-yd, 33 ½” VJ, 10’2” BJ, 6.91 3-cone, 4.35 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Ballage’s run instincts are subpar for the most part.  In addition, 
his affinity for contact is up-and-down.  During 2018 Senior Bowl practices he displayed an ability 
to catch the football and seemed more motivated running in a controlled environment.  He was not, 
however, the team’s most determined runner during his time in school (Demario Richard).  For him 
to become an every down contributor at the running back spot, he’ll need to run with more con-
viction and find run lanes with consistency.  Despite all of that, he could develop into a viable third 
down back because he is adequate in pass protection.  He excelled getting open versus linebackers 
during 2018 Senior Bowl practices.  Will he develop on special teams?  He was just an average kick-
off returner and contributed just one career tackle.  He has Day 3 value in the 2018 NFL Draft but he 
could go higher if a team bets on his potential. 

15. Jordan Wilkins 6’1 216 Ole Miss
Grade: 5.625 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 178 

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Athletic bloodlines. Plus vision.  Patient runner.  Ball 
security. He had just two career fumbles.  Re-maps his courses on designed power schemes and 
then gets downhill. Sticks his foot in the ground to find holes.  Fights when cupped initially to avoid 
lost yardage (Alabama ’17).  Slight stutter-steps set up pullers around the edge and then he hits it 
smoothly to outpace free hitters (LSU ’17).  He has enough field speed to take it the distance (Mis-
sissippi State ’17).  Subtle jump cuts allow him to defeat the free hitter in the backfield (Alabama 
’17).  Finds his cutback lanes to break down middle of the field safeties.  He is stronger than he may 
appear at first glance (ran over Key, LSU ’17/3rd QTR/10:42). Breaks tackles with a 45-degree lean as 
a runner.  

Weaknesses:  Accountability.  Forced to sit out the 2016 season due to academic ineligibility.  Injured 
his right ankle vs. LSU in 2017 and left the game.  Takes some flush shots in the hole because he will 
get tall finding run lanes. Tends to do some dancing in the open field in space as opposed to getting 
north-south on quick flares.  He can be left-hand dominant when running to his right side.  Suffered 
a season-ending knee injury as a senior in high school.  

Other Notes: Attended St. Benedictine HS (Tenn.) and was ranked as a four-star prospect coming 
out of high school • Father, Billy, played at UT-Martin • Also played basketball at the prep level 
• Originally committed to Auburn coming out of high school  • 2014: 52 carries for 361 yards (6.9
YPC) and one TD • 2015 (2 sts): 379 yards rushing (5.3 YPC) and 4 TDs; 5 catches for 75 yards
• 12 rushes for 101 yards vs. Alabama on 9/30/17 • 14 rushes for 110 yards and 2 TDs vs. Mississippi
State on 11/23/17 • 2017: 155 carries for 1,011 yards (6.5 YPC) and 9 TDs; 26 catches for 241 yards 
(9.3 YPR) and TD • Career Stats: 279 carries for 1,751 yards (6.3 YPC) and 14 TDs; 32 catches for 
322 yards (10.1 YPR) and one TD • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 3/8” hands, 30 1/8” arms, 16 reps-225 lbs, 
4.71 40-yd, 36” VJ, 9’9” BJ, 4.27 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  It is somewhat of a concern (and will be to NFL teams) that 
Wilkins did not contribute as a junior due to academic issues. Aside from that, games like the Mis-
sissippi State contest in 2017 display his level of balance and field speed. Although he didn’t test
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well prior to the draft, Wilkins has a decent combination of on-field play speed and agility.  His pad 
level ranks as a negative but he does run stronger than he seems at first glance due to sufficient lower 
body strength.

16. Demario Richard 5’8 220 RB-Senior
Grade: 5.606 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 188

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):Plays with passion. Bowling ball-type. Low center of 
gravity. Drops his pads at the point of attack.  Bounces off of tackles. Presses holes to the front side 
to set up cutbacks with square-shouldered jump cuts.   Possesses soft hands to catch with his hands 
away from his frame on H-angles from the offset RB position.  He’s tough to handle for LBs (1/1) on 
option routes.  69 career receptions.  He’s able to make the first man miss on check downs.  When 
used in the “Wild Devil”, he’ll read the action of his OL to find creases and allow gaps to change.  
Spins off would-be tacklers in space to get hidden yardage.  

Weaknesses: Average long gear in the open field.  He’ll lose his balance in the open field once he’s 
reach top speed (overstrikes in these instances). There is some stiffness present in the lower body. 
Doesn’t always switch the ball to his outside arm when running to the near sidelines.  Durability 
concerns.  He dealt with osteitis pubis (a joint ailment that affects your hip) in 2016 and it affected 
his play. Suffered a right leg injury in the first half of the New Mexico State game in 2017.  One 
career tackle.  

Other Notes: Attended Palmdale HS (Calif.) and was a four-star recruit by Scout.com after rushing 
for over 4,200 yards and 63 TDs at the prep level • 2014: 84 carries for 478 yards (5.7 YPC) and 4 
TDs; 13 receptions for 156 yards (12 YPR) and 4 TDs • 14 carries for 131 yards and 2 TDs vs. USC 
on 9/26/15 • 2015: 210 carries for 1,104 yards (5.3 YPC) and 7 TDs; 31 catches for 303 yards (9.8 
YPR) and 3 TDs • 2016: 155 rushes for 593 yards (3.8 YPC) and 3 TDs; 17 catches for 136 yards (8 
YPR) • 25 carries for 189 yards and one TD vs. Colorado on 11/4/17 • 22 carries for 165 yards and 2 
TDs vs. Arizona on 11/25/17 • 2017: 198 carries for 1,027 yards (5.2 YPC) and 12 TDs; 8 catches for 
67 yards • Career Stats: 647 carries for 3,202 yards (4.9 YPC) and 26 TDs; 69 catches for 662 yards 
(9.6 YPR) and 7 TDs; One career tackle • 2018 NFLPA Collegiate Bowl measurements: 5083 220 9 
¼” hands, 30” arms, 70 ¼” wingspan • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 ¼” hands, 29” arms, 12 reps-225 lbs, 
4.7 40-yd, 29 ½” VJ, 9’7” BJ

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Richard is the classic example of a runner who has passion, vi-
sion and a low center of gravity.  He doesn’t impress in T-shirts and shorts and brings subpar athletic 
measurements to the table.  It does not mean he cannot make an NFL team.  While these statements 
could end up being true, NFL evaluators will have a tough time convincing their superiors that he 
is a player who should be drafted since he has had such little impact on special teams.  In the course 
of a four-year period (which included over 3,000 yards rushing), he posted just one career tackle.  
Running in the 4.7-range, it begs the question as to how much impact will he have on the team’s 
cover units.  He certainly has the toughness and mentality to contribute (in the special teams role), 
but there will be a transition process.  

17. Darrell Williams 6’0 225 LSU
Grade: 5.604 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 189

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Lost 15 pounds and got down to 230 pounds in 2017.  
Gained a step as a result.  Burly RB with wide shoulders.  Delivers blows at the end of his runs.  He 
can make the first man miss on check downs.  The team will use him in the Wildcat QB to run plays
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or on fly sweeps from a U-off TE position.  On middle hide screens, he gets to his top speed quickly 
and can make the first tackler miss (Jacksonville State ’16; Texas A&M ’17).  In short-yardage/GL 
situations, he also keeps his legs churning running behind the puller (Ole Miss ’17).  Gets skinny in 
a subtle manner on gap-schemed runs (where the gaps change, OGs pull).  Always thinking vertical 
as a runner.  Little wasted motion.   Very good receiver out of the backfield on swings and flares. 
Displays an ability to set up LBs on H-angle and option routes.  He can pick up in pass pro on the 
edge with pop (Texas A&M ’17, Senior Bowl ’18-LB/RB drills).  

Weaknesses:  He’s been a little bit heavy in the past.  Stiff-hipped to a large degree and can’t create a 
run if nothing is there.  Hasn’t always picked his feet up around trash and can be clipped around the 
ankles (Texas A&M ’17).  Doesn’t necessarily have long speed and can be run down in the open field 
(Texas A&M ’17).  Longer LBs will use snatch-and-pull maneuvers to get over the top of him in blitz 
pick-up (Senior Bowl ’18, Day 1, Leonard).  He didn’t squeeze his pocket quickly enough and left a 
ball on the ground on Day 3 of the 2018 Senior Bowl practices. 

Other Notes: Attended John Ehret HS (La.) and was ranked as a four-star recruit by Scout.com • 
Started at QB and RB at the prep level • 2014: 6 catches for 63 yards (10.5 YPR) • 2015: 60 carries for 
296 yards (4.9 YPR) and 4 TDs; 4 catches for 31 yards • 2016: 52 carries for 233 yards (4.5 YPC) and 
3 TDs; 5 catches for 37 yards (7.4 YPR) • 2017 (4 sts, LSU MVP): 145 carries for 820 yards (5.7 YPC) 
and 9 TDs; 23 receptions for 331 yards (14.4 YPR) • Career Stats: 321 carries for 1,651 yards (5.1 
YPC) and 19 TDs; 38 catches for 462 yards (12.2 YPR) • 2018 Senior Bowl measurements: 5110 229 
9 1/8” hands, 30 7/8” arms, 73” wingspan • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 3/8” hands, 31” arms, 22 reps-225 
lbs, 32” VJ, 9’1” BJ, 4.21 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Williams built on a solid Senior Bowl week with a positive NFL 
Combine performance.  He has good feet, decent acceleration and an ability to run routes.  There 
are more flashy backs available in this year’s running back class, but he does not have many glaring 
weaknesses.  If there is a knock, it is that he doesn’t have a defining athletic characteristic.  In a 
number of ways, he is similar to former LSU running back Alfred Blue.  Like Blue, he weighs in the 
225-pound range.  Blue has since gone on to become a consistent backup for the Houston Texans 
since they drafted him in the sixth round of the 2014 NFL Draft.  He has averaged nearly five tackles 
per year since entering the league.  Williams will need to prove capable of playing on special teams 
to earn a roster spot. 

18. Josh Adams 6’2 220 Notre Dame
Grade: 5.596 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 192

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Team captain.  Known for his work ethic within the 
program.  Strong build.  Ball security.  Only fumbled the ball twice in school.  Finishing speed.  If he 
gets a crease, he can build to speed quickly in the 20-to-40-yard zones and maintain his top speed.  
Contains a deft stiff-arm in the open field or near the line of scrimmage. From the offset RB spot 
(3rd down), they’ve used him on wheel routes.  Off of play action fakes, he’ll lead block for his QB 
in the hole (Stanford ’17).  He’s also been a lead blocker on QB sweeps.  As a runner, he presses the 
block of the OC to set up blocks on inside zones (Texas ’16).  Bounces runs with long strides.  Picks 
his feet up around piles.  He’s shown up with aggression and desire in punt coverage (tackle, Texas 
’16).  They run a version of a two-back counter with him off of a shotgun fly sweep to offense’s left.  
Falls forward for yardage despite being a taller guy. As a pass protector, he knows who to block after 
receiving play action fakes. 

Weaknesses:  Wears a knee brace on his right knee.  Tore his ACL as a junior in high school. Slowed 
down the second half of 2017 dramatically. Left the Wake Forest game in 2017 and did not return.  
Runs with an extremely high pad level.  Fails to show significant urgency as a route runner.  Lacks
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creativity.  Stiffness in the hips. He has to gather himself to make a move to get north-south if 
cupped in the backfield.  Does not always make the simple catch if he has to make an adjustment 
(drop, USC ’17).  Although correct in identifying potential targets in pass pro, he doesn’t have a 
quality strike through the belt buckle (more of a hands guide-and-mirror blocker).  

Other Notes: Attended Central Bucks South HS (Pa.) and rushed for over 2,000 yards as a sopho-
more at the prep level • Ranked as a three-star recruit by Rivals.com and a four-star recruit by Scout.
com • He ran a personal-best 22.78 200-meters at the prep level in track & field • 2015: 116 carries 
for 838 yards (7.2 YPC) and 6 TDs; 7 catches for 42 yards and one TD; One tackle • 17 carries for 
180 yards vs. USC on 11/26/16 • 2016: 158 rushes for 933 yards (5.9 YPC) and 5 TDs; 21 catches for 
193 yards (9.2 YPR) and one TD; One tackle • 18 carries for 229 yards vs. Boston College on 9/16/17
• 2017: 206 rushes for 1,430 yards (6.9 YPC) and 9 TDs; 13 catches for 101 yards (7.8 YPR) • 2018
NFL Combine:  9 ¼” hands, 33 ¾” arms, 18 reps-225 lbs.

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Adams is a high-cut running back with a wide receiver’s build.  
He packs toughness in-between the tackles and has shown the long burst to take it the distance 
after he builds to speed.  While he is not an elite receiver threat, there are examples of satisfactory 
hands.  The big question is what weight will he decide to settle on for the NFL.  He weighed in at 
213 pounds at the 2018 NFL Combine and his high running style could leave him vulnerable to hits.  
He lacks the desirable short-area quickness preferred in a starting running back.  A more preferable 
weight for him may be in the 225-pound range.  In a deep 2018 running back class, Adams ranks 
somewhere in the middle of the pack.  

19. Martez Carter 5’6 1/2 204 Grambling State
Grade: 5.58 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 198

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Low center of gravity.  Catches KOs coming forward.  
Reverses field with poise (Tulane ’17).  Picks his feet up in trash.  Breaks a number of tackles.  
Excellent balance.  Strong in the lower half.  Feet are on hot coals in the fire pit popping cut-to-cut 
(Tulane ’17, leaves Marbley in the hole with skier movement).  Demonstrates soft hands on swing 
passes and flares.  Takes inside or outside zones and skis back-and-forth (bend of hips, TD, Southern 
’16).  Skip and slide steps set up his right-handed stiff-arms (Diving TD, Alcorn State ’16).  Satisfac-
tory finishing speed.   Gets to his top speed quickly on stretch runs going left. Tulane had problems 
dealing with his pace in the fourth quarter of their 2017 contest (TD on counter). He will cut bigger 
DEs off the edge in pass protection (Aruna, Tulane ’17).  Slides back inside to pick up twisting OLBs 
(Jackson, Tulane ’17) on sprint-out passes.  Even after blocking, he will become a pass receiver and 
break down the angles of cross-field pursuit.

Weaknesses: Tiny.  Size is a question mark for full-time position. Tendency to swing the ball loosely.  
Ball security is a question mark.  Lost a fumble when he was about to score vs. Alcorn State (2016 
SWAC Championship) and then lost another fumble after he made a defender miss on a checkdown.  
Muffed punts have shown up (Southern ’16). Did not excel as a KOR in 2017. Slowed down as the 
season progressed during his senior campaign. 

Other Notes: Attended Richmond HS (La.) and played for a state championship squad • Also av-
eraged 17 PPG and 4 SPG on the basketball team • 2014: 24.1 yds/KR and one TD; 7 yds/PR (two 
returns) • 2015: 111 carries for 876 yards (7.9 YPR) and 9 TDs; 12 catches for 134 yards (11.2 YPR) 
and 4 TDs; 25.7 yds/KR and 2 TDs; 18.5 yds/PR (two returns) • 279 all-purpose yards and 3 TDs vs. 
Southern in 2016 (88-yd KR-TD) • 2016: 116 carries for 891 yards (7.7 YPR) and 10 TDs; 28 recep-
tions for 376 yards (13.4 YPR) and 3 TDs; 23.3 yds/KR and one TD; 9.6 yds/PR • 25 carries for 115 
yards and 3 catches for 67 yards vs. Alcorn State on 10/21/17 • 2017: 167 carries for 854 yards 
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20. Ito Smith 5’9 201 Southern Mississippi
Grade: 5.534 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 218

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):   Excels in the classroom. Versatile.  Started a game 
at the Wildcat QB position in 2016 (Louisiana Tech).  Used as a Z-WR to come in motion for fly 
sweeps or fakes. Used on screens to take advantage of his ability in space.  Sets up his moves from 
depth.  Possesses instant burst.  Runs with a low pad level.  Finishes runs. Turns to a side and can 
skate through traffic. Balance is very good along the sidelines.  He’s been an excellent route runner 
(H-angle, option routes, screens-New Orleans Bowl ‘16).  As a runner, he contains electric feet on 
split zones and counter principles within their attack.  He’s been a draw threat out of the shotgun 
on delay running concepts. Skips to find run lanes and then jump cuts with positive vision.  He will 
spin away from the first tackler and then step in-and-out of ankle tackles (Louisiana-Lafayette ’16).  
Stood out in pass protection vs. Louisiana Tech in 2016. 

Weaknesses:  Size is a big question mark.  He has a tendency to do a little too much dancing even 
after he has gotten into the hole with daylight.  Does he have a true long gear once he gets into the 
open field (FSU ’17, Independence Bowl)?  Although he locates in pass pro, he’ll turn to a side when 
picking up bigger rushers.  Longer linebackers will throw him around when picking up (Leonard, 
Senior Bowl ’18, RB/LB, Day 2).  He was out-muscled in some of his downfield routes during 2018 
Senior Bowl practices (RB/LB, Day 2).  He’s never really demonstrated game-breaking ability as a 
kickoff returner.  

Other Notes: Attended McGill-Toolen Catholic HS (Ala.) and was named a three-star prospect by 
Scout.com • 2014 (6 sts, All-C-USA Academic Honor Roll): 136 catches for 536 yards (3.9 YPC) 
and 2 TDs; 8 receptions for 76 yards (9.5 YPR); 22.3 yds/KR • 22 carries for 169 yards and 3 TDs vs. 
Louisiana Tech on 11/28/15; Also had 4 catches for 40 yards  • 2015 (7 sts, 2nd Team All-C-USA): 
171 rushes for 1,128 yards (6.6 YPC) and 10 TDs; 49 receptions for 515 yards (10.5 YPR) and 3 TDs; 
21.2 yds/KR; 3 tackles • 36 carries for 173 yards and one TD vs. Kentucky on 9/3/16; Also had 5 
catches for 40 yards • 26 carries for 138 yards and 2 TDs in the 2016 New Orleans Bowl • 2016 (13 
sts): 265 carries for 1,459 yards (5.5 YPC) and 17 TDs; 43 catches for 459 yards (10.7 YPR) and 2 
TDs; 21.2 yds/KR; 2 tackles • 2017 (1st Team All-C-USA):  248 carries for 1,413 yards (5.7 YPC) and 
13 TDs; 40 receptions for 396 yards (9.9 YPR) and 2 TDs; 18.8 yds/KR • 2018 Senior Bowl measure-
ments: 5091 201 9 3/8” hands, 28 7/8” arms, 73 1/8” wingspan

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): We mentioned how Smith has the balance of a skater.  He’s ca-
pable of turning his hips around tacklers much like a downhill alpine skier.  In a number of ways, he 
could very well become this year’s Southern Miss version of former star runner Jalen Richard (Raid-
ers).  It’s very important to remember that even in Richard’s breakout final campaign in Hattiesburg, 
he was the team’s second-leading rusher (leader in carries) behind Smith.  Richard is slightly thicker 

(5.1 YPC) and 10 TDs; 33 receptions for 449 yards (12.2 YPR) and 2 TDs; 13.9 yds/KR; 6.7 yds/
PR (three returns) • Career Stats: 396 carries for 2,628 yards (6.6 YPC) and 29 TDs; 74 catches for 
961 yards (13 YPR) and 9 TDs; 9.7 yds/PR; 22.5 yds/KR and 4 TDs • 2018 Pro Day: Ran in the 4.45 
range in the 40-yard dash, 36 ½” VJ, 9’10” BJ 

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Carter has all of the tools to advance his career after weighing in 
at over 200 pounds at both the NFLPA Collegiate Bowl and also on his Pro Day.  Despite standing 
just a shade under 5-foot-7, he has enough bulk in the lower body to rank as a change of pace op-
tion.  He has proven that he is a very tough tackle on the flanks of the defense with his combination 
of strength and contact balance.  This is a player to keep an eye on.  He will be tough to get rid of an 
in an NFL training camp.  He has Day 3 value in the 2018 NFL Draft.  
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than Smith but may not quite have the same electricity to make the first tackler miss.  

21. Dontrell Hilliard 6’0 205 (E) Tulane
Grade: 5.51 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 225

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):   Team captain.  Improved his speed in 2017. Can reach 
the corner with speed.  Demonstrated a long gear vs. Cincinnati in 2017 on a run that was called 
back.  Fluid.  Smooth.  Runs with good pad level.  Hides behind pulling OGs with good vision.  
Slides with swivel hips.  Exhibited excellent swivel and burst on split zone read vs. Oklahoma in 
2017.  Picks feet up in trash.  Has contact balance as a runner.  Jump cuts in-between the tacklers.  
Presses outside to get as a north-south runner.  Excellent hand-eye coordination.  The team has even 
used him on rocket screens as a No. 1 WR (Grambling State ’17).  Has made spectacular WR-like 
adjustments down the field vs. Cover 2 (SMU ’16).  He will pick up off the edge in pass pro.  Com-
peted vs. Cincinnati’s Marquise Copeland in pass protection (2017).  Also had a key block in the 
Oklahoma game that opened his QB for a TD run.  

Weaknesses:  Still needs to add weight and strength.  Carries somewhat of a WR-like build.  Injuries 
slowed him down the stretch in 2016 and he missed the UConn game. He’s been run over in pass 
protection off of play action fakes (SMU ’16).  In this same game (SMU ’16), he failed to show the 
long gear he’s displayed in other games.  Lost two fumbles in 2016.  

Other Notes:  Attended Scotlandville HS (La.) and scored 16 TDs in his senior year • 25 carries for 
85 yards and one TD; 5 catches for 107 yards and one TD vs. Houston on 11/8/14 • 2014 (2 sts): 97 
carries for 452 yards (4.7 YPC) and 3 TDs; 30 receptions for 244 yards (8.1 YPR) and one TD; 15.3 
yd/KR • 2015 (2 sts): 115 carries for 646 yards (5.6 YPC) and 6 TDs; 23 receptions for 267 yards 
(11.6 YPR) and one TD • 2016 (11 sts): 135 carries for 759 yards (5.6 YPC) and 9 TDs; 9 receptions 
for 114 yards (12.7 YPR) • 19 carries for 104 yards and one TD vs. Oklahoma on 9/16/17 • 28 carries 
for 189 yards and 2 TDs vs. ECU on 11/11/17 • 2017 (2nd Team All-AAC): 210 carries for 1,091 
yards (5.2 YPC) and 12 TDs; 8 receptions for 114 yards (14.4 YPR) and 2 TDs • Career Stats: 3,991 
all-purpose yards-557 carries for 2,948 rushing yards (5.3 YPC) and 30 TDs; 70 catches for 740 
yards (10.6 YPR) and 4 TDs

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): The textbook NFL comparison for Hilliard would be former Tu-
lane and NFL running back Mewelde Moore (Steelers, Vikings).  Like Moore, Hilliard has a smooth, 
effortless glide with plus body control.  Despite minimal opportunities the last two seasons in the 
team’s new option-based attack, he has proven capable of catching the ball out of the backfield.  It 
takes teams a couple of quarters to adjust to his contact balance.  Teams will likely ding him on his 
WR-like body structure.  The All-AAC running back has put on weight as he has gone along in 
school.  He may not get drafted but could surprise if given an opportunity in an NFL training camp.   

22. Jarvion Franklin Western Michigan
Grade: 5.37 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 258

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):   Plays strong.  Gets downhill on inside gut runs and 
doesn’t waste time getting north-south.  From the offset position, he is effective on one-back count-
ers out of shotgun formations.  He is patient getting to the hole on stretch runs going to his right. 
Allows his backside OC and OG to set up blocks on power and counter-trey schemes. He’s been 
seen stiff-arming LBs to the ground on outside runs (Akron ’16).  Lowers his pads on opponents. 
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For a 230-plus pound RB, he picks his feet up in trash and skips through traffic.  Catches the football 
out of the backfield comfortably on swings and flares.  Ran with incredible conditioning and leg 
drive vs. Buffalo in the sixth overtime period in 2017.  

Weaknesses:  Carries high mileage. Runs a bit tall and upright.  Stiff in the lower body.  Segmented 
in some of his movements.  Really has to chop his feet to gather himself (Buffalo ’17).  One career 
tackle.  In pass pro, he’ll demonstrated good vision but poor technique vs. Illinois in 2016.  Dips his 
helmet in pass pro (Michigan State ’17).  He will put the ball on the ground in rainy conditions (Lost 
fumble, TD-RET, Kent State ’16).  Also put the ball on the ground vs. Buffalo in 2017.  

Other Notes: Attended Andrews HS (Ill.) and was ranked as a three-star recruit by Rivals.com • 2014 
(USA Today Freshman All-American, MAC Freshman of the Year, MAC Offensive POY): 306 car-
ries for 1,551 yards rushing (5.1 YPC) and 24 TDs; 14 catches for 163 yards and one TD • 2015: 135 
carries for 735 yards rushing (4.8 YPC) and 5 TDs; 17 receptions for 184 yards (10.9 YPR) • 2016 
(2nd Team All-MAC): 248 carries for 1,353 yards (5.5 YPC) and 12 TDs; 25 catches for 288 yards 
(11.5 YPR) and 2 TDs • 2017 (6 sts, 1st Team All-MAC): 235 carries for 1,228 yards (5.2 YPC) and 
11 TDs (Long-72); 5 receptions for 35 yards  • Career Stats: 942 carries for 4,867 yards (5.2 YPC) 
and 52 TDs; 61 catches for 670 yards (11 YPR) and 4 TDs • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 ¼” hands, 31 ¼” 
arms, 18 reps-225 lbs, 4.63 40-yd, 30” VJ, 9’1” BJ, 6.93 3-cone, 4.31 20-yd SS, 11.81 60-yd LS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Franklin describes the process as, “Expressing the play.”  It 
means escorting your teammate to the end zone in practice.  In other words, the team wants to see 
its players with an explosive charge 10 yards past the last man with the ball.  This type of condi-
tioning has resulted in the school’s all-time leading rusher becoming a complete player.  He may be 
attempting to transition to the fullback position after weighing in at nearly 240 pounds and running 
well in Indianapolis (NFL Combine).  Don’t count out his running style becoming effective at the 
next level in the mold of Dallas Cowboys running back Alfred Morris.

23. Jordan Chunn 5’11 234 Troy 
Grade: 5.36 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 263

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):   Bulky back with thick arms and a big neck.  Quick de-
cision-maker as a runner.  He has the long stride to take simple screens the distance (South Alabama 
’16, stepped out of bounds).  Picks his feet up on outside stretch runs.  Feet don’t stop along the 
goal line.  Carries defenders in the red area (Ohio ’16-Red Zone TD).  Drops his pads following his 
OC/OG and will cutback around the grain. Slides his feet inside to get back vertical.  Demonstrates 
enough burst on shotgun draws.  Adjusts relatively well to hot passes on the perimeter as a receiving 
threat. Breaks tackles after catching balls in the flats (Akron ’17).  Displayed a strong stiff-arm and 
ran with authority during 2018 East-West Shrine practices. He will stand in and pick up blitzers off 
the edge (Akron ’17).  He has also been an effective lead blocker on speed sweeps and shovel passes.  
Latches the man and runs his feet to finish.  

Weaknesses:  Durability concerns. Shattered his right collarbone in 2015 (medical redshirt) in the 
second game of the year and had nine screws inserted as a result.  Also had a hamstring injury in the 
spring of 2016. Dealt with a foot issue most of 2016.  Are the lower extremity issues a result of his 
weight?  While not a fumbler, he’s lost the football jumping over piles (lost fumble, 4th QTR, South 
Alabama ’16).  

Other Notes:  Attended Madison County HS (Ala.) and nearly compiled 3,000 all-purpose yards and 
43 TDs as a senior• 2013 (Honorable mention All-Sun Belt): 128 catches for 514 yards (4 YPC) and
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14 TDs; 21 catches for 104 yards  • 2014: 111 carries for 505 yards (4.5 YPC) and 6 TDs; 4 catches 
and one tackle • 2015: 7 carries for 39 yards and one TD • 2016 (1st Team All-SBC): 279 rushes for 
1,288 yards (4.6 YPC) and 16 TDs; 30 receptions for 228 yards (7.6 YPR); Two tackles • 30 rushes 
for 191 yards and one TD vs. LSU on 9/30/17 • 2017 (10 sts): 154 carries for 774 yards (5 YPC) and 
10 TDs; 28 catches for 204 yards (7.3 YPR) • 2017 New Orleans Bowl in-game report: Sidelined due 
to lingering knee injury • 2018 East-West Shrine measurements: 8 ½” hands, 30 5/8” arms, 74 1/8” 
wingspan • 2018 Troy Pro Day: 5113 234 19 reps-225 lbs, 4.62 40-yd, 32” VJ, 9’0 BJ, 4.41 20-yd SS, 
7.13 3-cone

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Chunn’s knee injury in 2017 hurt his upward trek because he 
seemed to finally turn the corner from the earlier injury concerns.  The biggest detriment to his 
draft stock comes down to whether his punishing running style will translate to the NFL.  He takes 
a lot of shots and gives a number of them out week-to-week.  He has soft hands, quick feet and a pile 
driver’s style.  He has upside as a pass protection option due to his burly frame.  The lasting image in 
his collegiate career was a dominant performance against LSU in 2017. 

24. Justin Jackson 6’0 193 Northwestern
Grade: 5.357 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 265

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):   Durable.  Put together four straight 1,000-yard seasons. 
Performs in big games.  Glides.  Smooth stride gains the edge on offset gun zone stretch plays (Ohio 
State ’16).  Patient to set up his blocks on toss sweeps (East-West Shrine ’18, game). On designed 
sweeps, he slides and picks his way to find creases (TD, Minnesota ’16). Carries a left-handed 
stiff-arm (going to his right) that creates hidden yardage on outside runs. Slithery.  Doesn’t need a 
big crease. Sets up DBs with hesitation skip-steps in tight quarters.  Lateral slide steps cover three 
yards. Breaks down safeties one-on-one in the open field (Hooker, Ohio State ’16). He will give the 
tackler a hard cut inside and then re-accelerate to create room and distance.  He jerked Ohio State’s 
defenders around in 2016 on simple check down passes and then he did the exact same thing in the 
overtime period versus Iowa in 2017 (3rd and 9, OT).  Left a Pittsburgh corner grasping at air on a 
hard dead leg cut in 2016 (New Era Pinstripe).  

Weaknesses:  Carries high mileage on the tires.  Over 1,100 career carries.  Tends to drop his head on 
cut blocks (but will still finish the block in the A-gap, Minnesota ’16).  Out-paces his pulling guards 
on gap-schemed runs if he identifies first color (defender) before his OL have reached the edge.  
Lack of defining long gear on the second level showed up on a breakout run vs. Pittsburgh in the 
2016 New Era Pinstripe Bowl.  

Other Notes:  Attended Glenbard North HS (Ill.) and was ranked as a three-star prospect • 2014: 
245 carries for 1,187 yards (4.8 YPC) and 10 TDs; 22 catches for 201 yards (9.1 YPR) and one TD 
• 2015 (2nd Team All-Big Ten): 312 carries for 1,418 yards (4.5 YPC) and 5 TDs; 21 receptions for
162 yards (7.7 YPR); 3 tackles • 2016 New Era Pinstripe Bowl MVP • 2016 (2nd Team All-Big Ten): 
298 carries for 1,524 yards (5.1 YPC) and 15 TDs; 35 receptions for 219 yards (6.3 YPR); 4 tackles • 
2017 Music City Bowl in-game report (De’Angelo Bryant, DraftNasty): “Jackson earned game MVP 
honors after being the workhorse with a season-high 32 carriers for 157 yards and two TDs. Jackson 
can best be described as elusive as he mixes a dose of quickness, jump cuts, and short-area explosion 
to elude defenders. He naturally squares his shoulder pads to get vertical and squeezes through tight 
areas to reach the second and third levels. There are times when he makes one too many cuts which 
causes him to accumulate negative yards. Despite his thinly-built frame, he shows toughness on 
initial contact. He only caught one pass for 10 yards.” • 2017 (2nd Team All-Big Ten): 287 carries for 
1,311 yards (4.6 YPC) and 11 TDs; 44 receptions for 276 yards (6.3 YPR); One tackle • Career Stats: 
1,142 carries for 5,440 yards (4.8 YPC) and 41 TDs; 122 receptions for 858 yards (7 YPC) and one 
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TD; One TD pass; 8 tackles• 2018 East-West Shrine measurements: 5113 199 9 1/8” hands, 31 3/8” 
arms, 75 ½” wingspan • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 ¼” hands, 30 5/8” arms, 13 reps-225 lbs, 4.52 40-yd, 
38 ½” VJ, 10’2” BJ, 6.81 3-cone, 4.07 20-yd SS, 11.06 60-yd LS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): NFL teams looking for a dependable back with elite quickness 
have to have Jackson in mind.  He’s got excellent vision and his ability to cut back within the scheme 
of the designed run is effective and efficient.  We’re not sure if he’ll be able to handle significant 
pass protection responsibilities, but –if so- his pass receiving skills could shine.  He’s very similar to 
the running backs that currently man the roster in New England (James White, Dion Lewis).  NFL 
scouts have expressed mixed opinions on Jackson’s high running posture. 

25. Akrum Wadley 5’10 194 Iowa
Grade: 5.2 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 297

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):   Jitterbug with elite quickness.  He can reach the outside 
on toss sweeps (Miami, Ohio ’16).  Jumps through trash and gets skinny in-between holes when 
doing so (North Texas ’17).  Effective when the team runs two-back stretch principles.  He gets on 
top of the defense to reach his top speed in three-to-five yards.  He has enough speed to get it to the 
edge on designed tosses.  Translates speed-to-power as a runner and will shed arm tackles.  Shows 
enough shake to freeze LBs on H-angle routes out of the backfield (North Dakota State ’16; Bentley, 
Senior Bowl ’18-LB vs. RB).  On option routes vs. LBs, he can be low to snag passes once he’s won 
out of the break (Senior Bowl, Day 1).  Exposes the peel defender on all-out blitzes and can run 
away from defenses on wheel routes from an offset position (TD, North Texas ’17).  

Weaknesses:  Smallish.  Goes down running into OL.  Although he had just seven fumbles in school, 
he will put the ball on the ground running in-between the tackles on lead isolations (Lost fumble, 
Senior Bowl ’18, team, Day 1).  Nearly fumbled going in for a TD vs. Illinois in 2016.  He turns his 
head up the field before securing the ball on occasion (drop, NDSU ’16).   Leaves the ground too 
much when running his option routes vs. LBs and will need to speed up the process.  Although he 
will pick up in pass protection, he will just turn his frame to half a man and leave the inside open 
(Miami, Ohio ’16).  

Other Notes:  Attended Weequahic HS (N.J.) and was named a 2nd Team All-State selection after 
rushing for over 1,500 yards and 25 TDs as a senior • 2014 (5 gms): 33 rushes for 186 yards (5.6 
YPC) and one TD; One reception • 2015 (8 gms, 3 sts): 83 rushes for 496 yards (6 YPC) and 7 TDs; 
6 catches for 94 yards (15.7 YPR) and one TD • 2016 (13 gms, 3rd Team All-Big Ten): 168 carries for 
1,081 yards (6.4 YPC) and 10 TDs; 36 catches for 315 yards (8.8 YPR) and 3 TDs • 2017 Pinstripe 
Bowl MVP: 283 all-purpose yards and one TD • 2017 (3rd Team All-Big Ten): 252 carries for 1,109 
yards (4.4 YPC) and 10 TDs; 28 catches for 353 yards (12.6 YPR) and 3 TDs • 2018 NFL Combine: 
8 ¼” hands, 29 ½” arms, 12 reps-225 lbs, 4.54 40-yd, 32” VJ • 2018 Iowa Pro Day: 33 ½” VJ, 4.30 
20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  It is a bit concerning that Wadley was down to 189 pounds on 
his Pro Day.  Which weight will he be at for the NFL?  The other caveat from that discussion in-
volves the early fumbles that led to a brief position switch (defense).  He added some kickoff return 
duty to his resume’ late in his career and this ranks as a major positive.  For a player not projected 
to be an every down back, he needs a backup plan for the professional level.  We think he can be a 
mismatch for linebackers and even some safeties on third downs, but he has to find a role on special 
teams.  With his toughness and level of quickness, some NFL teams may want to look at Wadley as a 
potential nickel back. 
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26. Jeffrey Wilson 5’10 210 North Texas
Grade: 5.198 (5th Round)

Big Board Rank: 299

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):   Slippery. Elusive.  He’s shown he has a gear once he 
sticks his foot in the ground to get north-south (TD-Army ’16).  Challenges the perimeter of the 
defense on stretch concepts.  Powerful jump cuts on inside zones (FAU ’17).  On swing passes, he 
will give a hip and take it away from LBs in the flats (Iowa ’17).  Sinks into his check downs over the 
ball and will deliver blows after making the catch.  Patient on allowing his double teams to rub to the 
LBs, and then he will elude safeties on the third level from 10-to-15 yards away with stick cuts.  The 
team uses him on cross-boots to the flats from an offset position and he gets up the field naturally 
after the catch. 

Weaknesses:  Ball security. He will miss some cuts inside.  For a player who missed as many games 
as he did, he put the ball on the turf 16 times in school (lost five fumbles in 2017).  He also lost four 
fumbles in 2016.  Durability concerns.  Did not play in the first two games of the 2015 campaign.  
Missed two games in 2016 due to a knee injury.  Missed the final three games in 2017 due to an 
ankle injury. Could not perform at the 2018 NFL Combine due to injury. 

Other Notes:  Attended Elkhart HS (Tex.) and rushed for over 5,000 yards and 59 TDs over his last 
two years of play • 2014: 49 carries for 224 yards (4.6 YPC) and one TD; 5 catches for 41 yards and 
one TD • 2015: 155 carries for 830 yards (5.4 YPR) and one TD; 12 catches for 71 yards (5.9 YPR); 
One tackle • 2016: 169 rushes for 936 yards (5.5 YPC) and 14 TDs; 29 catches for 247 yards (8.5 
YPR) and one TD; 3 tackles • 12 rushes for 95 yards and one TD vs. Iowa on 9/16/17;  • 2017: 188 
rushes for 1,215 yards (6.5 YPC) and 16 TDs; 24 catches for 168 yards (7 YPR) • 2018 NFL Com-
bine: 9 ¼” hands, 31 ½” arms, 15 reps-225 lbs

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  For Wilson, it really all comes down to whether or not he can 
make it through an NFL season.  There has been good play versus upper-tier competition and teams 
probably would like to slot him somewhere as a change-of-pace option. He is a multi-year talent ca-
pable of having much more production than he had but injuries always played a factor.  He still ran 
for over 3,000 yards in school.  If he can check out medically (he wasn’t able to workout at the 2018 
NFL Combine), then Wilson could surprise in an NFL training camp.

27. David Williams 6’0 224 Arkansas
Grade: 5.19 (5th Round)

Big Board Rank: 301

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Good size. Pre-snap blitz recognition is evident. This 
shows up significantly with his energy and square-shouldered base in PP from the inside out (scan 
protection, ECU ’16).  He has decent vision setting up inside blockers with one-step cuts. Shows 
nice jump skip to backside gaps. He’s excelled in the RZ and been a finisher near the GL (Texas 
A&M ’17).  Plays fast.  Carries his 230+ pounds downhill with lean (TCU ’17). LB’s mentality when 
it comes to delivering blows on power concepts (YAC as a runner). Demonstrates patience and foot-
work on toss cracks to his right.  This patience extends to setting up his blockers on screen passes.  
Balance after contact and his pads will fall forward when tackled. Quick-footed nature complements 
square-shoulders following his pullers in tight quarters.  His vision to find inside-out defenders has 
served him well along the sidelines when cutting back on would-be tacklers (TD, screen, Missouri 
’17, 4th QTR/10:45).  He’s an aggressive chipper (helping his OTs in PP) on the way out into routes.

Weaknesses:  One-year wonder? Never put it all together at South Carolina.  Ball can get loose upon 
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contact.  There is an element of too much dancing on occasion.  Challenged by his coaches USC for 
his practice commitment (https://247sports.com/college/south-carolina/Article/South-Carolina-
Gamecocks-coach-Will-Muschamp-has-pointed-comment-46566632).  One career tackle.

Other Notes:  Attended Imhotep Charter HS (Pa.) and was named a four-star prospect after rushing 
for nearly 2,000 yards and 23 TDs as a senior • 2014 (South Carolina, 9 gms, SEC Academic Honor 
Roll): 45 carries for 256 yards (5.7 YPC) and 2 TDs; 7 catches for 99 yards (14.1 YPR) • 2015 (4 sts): 
86 carries for 299 yards (3.5 YPC); 11 catches for 93 yards (8.5 YPR); One tackle • 2016 (SEC Fall 
Academic Honor Roll): 56 rushes for 239 yards (4.3 YPC) and 3 TDs; 9 receptions for 72 yards (8 
YPR) • 11 carries for 68 yards and 2 TDs vs. Texas A&M on 9/23/17; 2 catches for 28 yards and one 
TD • 14 rushes for 86 yards vs. Auburn on 10/21/17 • 13 carries for 81 yards vs. LSU on 11/11/17
• 11 rushes for 75 yards and 2 TDs vs. Missouri on 11/24/17; 2 catches for 38 yards and one TD
• 2017: 117 carries for 656 yards (5.6 YPC) and 8 TDs; 10 catches for 171 yards (17.1 YPR) and 2
TDs • 2018 NFLPA Collegiate Bowl:  Showed contact balance most of the afternoon.  He didn’t 
really have the speed to get to the corner.  • Graduated from South Carolina with a degree in retail 
management

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Williams contains a running style somewhat similar to Chicago 
Bears RB Jordan Howard.  Howard-a former fifth-round pick- demonstrates quick feet on a burly 
frame and a better than anticipated gear in the open field.  The former four-star recruit really hit 
his stride in 2017 running in a pro-style scheme that fit his skill-set much more effectively than 
during his previous stint at South Carolina.  We are very impressed with his vision and base in pass 
protection.  While he doesn’t have the speed to threaten NFL-caliber defenses, he plays fast and gets 
downhill in a hurry on gap-schemed run concepts.  Without strong postseason workouts, it may be 
a stretch to see the former Razorback get drafted, but he could very well challenge for a role in an 
NFL training camp if he can prove capable of contributing on special teams. 

28. Roc Thomas 5’10 198 Jacksonville State, Auburn
Grade: 5.172 (5th Round)

Big Board Rank: 307

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):   While at Auburn, he was used in a number of ways.  
They even aligned him at the No. 2 slot to run jet sweeps.  Herky-jerky nature makes tacklers miss 
(Memphis ’15).   Exhibits a deft spin move to leave tacklers standing in the spot and will keep his 
footing after doing so.  He is patient to allow his OGs and offset fullbacks to set up blocks on inside 
counters and powers.  Despite narrow running base, he does drive his feet after contact.  Light on his 
feet.  Skips to find small lanes with positive vision in-between the tackles.  Factored in the Game-
cocks screen game.  Catches the ball cleanly out of the backfield.  He will extend to catch it away 
from his frame. He has shown finishing speed in the open field (Chattanooga ’17).  

Weaknesses:  WR-like size.  Runs with a narrow base at times.  Doesn’t step through a large majority 
of ankle tackles.   Takes some shots because he lacks a natural lean as a runner.   Takes him too long 
to re-start his engine when he’s cupped from the outside-in by sky support safeties.  Durability con-
cerns.  He injured his leg vs. Louisville in 2015.  Also injured his foot vs. Mississippi State.  In 2017, 
he injured his left elbow and was forced to leave the Eastern Illinois contest.  

Other Notes:  Attended Oxford HS (Ala.) and was named the Gatorade Alabama Player of the Year
• He averaged nearly 10 yards per game and was selected to the Under Armour All-American Game
• Also participated in basketball and track & field • 9 carries for 51 yards and one TD vs. San Jose
State on 9/6/14 • 2014 (2 sts): 43 carries for 214 yards (5 YPC) and 2 TDs; 6 receptions for 27 yards; 
14.3 yds/KR • 2015 (12 gms): 43 carries for 261 yards (6.1 YPC) and one TD; 11 receptions for 200 
yards (18.2 YPR) and one TD • 2016 (9 gms): 127 carries for 782 yards (6.2 YPC) and 7 TDs; 16
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catches for 173 yards (10.8 YPR) and one TD • 2017: 178 carries for 1,065 yards (6 YPC) and 13 
TDs; 21 receptions for 244 yards (11.6 YPR) • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 1/8” hands, 31 5/8” arms, 16 
reps-225 lbs, 4.56 40-yd, 35 ½” VJ, 10’5” BJ

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): For Thomas to get an opportunity, it will be likely be in the mold 
of former Illinois running back Josh Ferguson (Indianapolis Colts). Ferguson turned heads early on 
as an undrafted free agent in 2016 but was eventually released after going on injured reserve early in 
2017. He was then signed to the practice squad and then promoted back to the active roster in Octo-
ber of 2017.  Part of his issue has been availability.  This was the case for Thomas at the collegiate lev-
el.  It was a big reason the former five-star recruit left Auburn before joining the Gamecocks roster.  
He will need to stay healthy to make an impact in an NFL training camp. 

29. Bo Scarbrough 6’1 228 Alabama
Grade: 5.17 (5th Round)

Big Board Rank: 308

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):   Size.  Power.  He’s a big-time factor in short-yardage 
situations (4th and 1, FSU ’17).  Plays fast.  Reaches the corner when the team employs him on toss 
cracks to the bunch side of formations (Washington ’16).  Capable of making the last man miss on 
outside zones (National Title ’17-TD).  Hits on downhill on inside split zones (Colorado State ’17).  
Contains a deft right-handed stiff-arm when running to his left.  Satisfactory hand-eye coordination 
on designed swings out of the backfield (UGA ’18) or screens to the two-WR side of formations 
(CSU ’17).  

Weaknesses:  Injury-prone.  Tore his ACL in high school.  Then tore his ACL in 2015 while at Ala-
bama.  Knee was banged up in 2016 for much of year.  Even during his impressive 2016-17 play-
off-run, he banged up his right knee and exited the 2017 National Title game.  Did not run with the 
same conviction as a senior.  Cracked the 50-yard mark just once in his final seven collegiate games. 
Runs a bit tall in-between the tackles.  More of a quick-footed runner to get north-south on inside 
zones.  He doesn’t stick his foot in the ground instantly to get back vertical when he sees the hole.  
Plays a little heavy-footed and can’t create a run for himself if he’s cupped in the backfield.

Other Notes:  Former five-star prospect who initially went to Northridge HS (Ala.) before transfer-
ring to the IMG Academy (Fla.) prior to his senior year • Played under former FSU Heisman Trophy 
winner Chris Weinke at the IMG Academy • Ranked as the No. 1 player in the state of Florida in 
the 2014 recruiting class • 2015: 18 catches for 104 yards (5.8 YPC) and one TD • 19 carries for 180 
yards and 2 TDs in the 2016 Chick-fil-a Bowl vs. Washington • Offensive MVP, CFP Seminfinal:16 
rushes for 93 yards and 2 TDs vs. Clemson in the 2017 National Title Game • 2016: 125 carries for 
812 yards (6.5 YPC) and 11 TDs; 4 catches for 22 yards (5.5 YPR); One tackle • 2017: 124 rushes for 
596 yards (4.8 YPC) and 8 TDs; 17 catches for 109 yards (6.4 YPR) • 2018 NFL Combine: 10” hands, 
33 ½” arms, 14 reps-225 lbs, 4.52 40-yd, 40” VJ, 10’9” BJ, 4.34 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Scarbrough has the look of a workhorse back in the NFL, but 
his injury concerns overshadow the positive moments.  He’s a load to bring down in-between the 
tackles but often exposes himself to flush shots from opponents.  He has not been a factor on third 
downs and he’ll have to prove capable of handling pass protection to earn repetitions in this role.  At 
this point, he’s a Derrick Henry type of runner (Tennessee Titans) with enough burst and strength to 
factor in as a change of pace power back.
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30. Gus Edwards 6’1 230 Rutgers, Miami (Fla.)
Grade: 5.16 (5th Round)

Big Board Rank: 315

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):   Textbook size for a lead running back. From an offset 
back, he’s at least competent on swings and flares.  Lowers shoulder along the sidelines vs. tacklers.  
On one-back stretch runs (12 personnel), he’s very efficient getting to the sidelines. Outran the 
angles of Purdue’s CB to make a house call (1st QTR/12:25, TD-2017).  Steps through ankle tackles 
with a base.  His lower body strength allows him to break the first tacklers in the box.  Slides laterally 
on contact.  Sudden jerks defeat LBs one-on-one in the hole (Cabinda, Penn State ’17).  Lined up as 
a LG on the punt team and shows good effort in pursuit (Penn State ’17, 3rd QTR, Tackle).  

Weaknesses:  Passive sinking to strike in pass protection.  He wants to guide with hands instead of 
striking through the waist.  Unproven as a receiver out of the backfield.  Slowed down considerably 
the last quarter of his senior year.  Did not play in 2015 (at Miami, Fla.) due to a foot injury (medical 
redshirt).

Other Notes:  Attended Tottenville HS (N.Y.) and was named the nation’s No. 1 fullback by Rivals.
com • Has a son, Gus Edwards, Jr. • 2013: 66 rushes for 338 yards (5.1 YPC) and 5 TDs; One tackle
• 20 rushes for 115 yards and 2 TDs vs. Virginia Tech on 10/23/14 • 2014: 61 carries for 349 yards
(5.7 YPC) and 6 TDs; Two receptions for 44 yards; 2 tackles • 2015: 5 tackles • 2016 (11 gms, one 
start): 59 rushes for 290 yards (4.9 YPC) and one TD; One reception • 21 rushes for 109 yards vs. 
Maryland on 11/4/17 • 2017 (12 sts, Honorable mention All-Big Ten):  164 carries for 713 yards (4.4 
YPC) and 6 TDs; 13 receptions for 103 yards (7.9 YPR) and one TD; 4 tackles • Earned his degree 
from Miami (Fla.) in liberal arts • Career Stats: 350 carries for 1,690 yards (4.8 YPC) and 18 TDs; 16 
receptions for 156 yards (9.8 YPR) and one TD

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  One of the things that impresses right away is that Edwards 
finished his career with 12 career tackles.  This indicates he could very well contribute on any of four 
special teams units.  On top of that, NFL teams will be impressed that the majority of his yardage 
came after first contact.  This characteristic is essential for NFL success.  We think he’s a viable pros-
pect with high-end backup potential as a Robert Turbin-type (Seahawks, Colts) at the next level.

31. Lavon Coleman Washington
Grade: 5.12 (5th Round)

Big Board Rank: 330

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):   Built well.  Workhorse RB with plenty of power. 
Well-balanced frame with the requisite lower body strength. Accelerates through contact around the 
thighs and ankles (Washington State ’16).  Decisive runner and accelerates once he commits to the 
hole. Plus vision. Patient allowing his pulling guards to reach color on gap-schemed run concepts.  
Off the down block of his OT, he’ll find the cutback lane (inside zones) and accelerate once he’s 
reached the perimeter of the defense (Arizona ’16).  Delivers the blow vs. tacklers on the edge (Reid, 
Stanford ’17).   Low-based in posture.  He’s been an occasional option on flare passes and dump-offs.  

Weaknesses: Average long speed.  Hip stiffness is evident. Does not switch the ball to his outside 
hand when running to his left (right-hand dominant runner).  Not a legitimate option route-runner 
from the RB spot. Has never carried the full-time load in school. Missed time as a senior in high 
school due to injury.  Missed two games in 2014 due to injury. Injured his left knee vs. Washington 
State in 2017.
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32. Kyle Hicks 5’10 200 TCU
Grade: 5.01 (5th Round)

Big Board Rank: 368

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):   Moves around a lot within their attack. Does all of the 
little things well.  Switches the ball to the correct hand when running to the near sidelines.  They 
They motion him from the slot No. 2 receiver to the offset gun position and give him swing passes 
out of the backfield.  From this same spot (No. 2 slot), he runs a number of shallow crossers and is 
smooth when doing so (Kansas State ’16).  Turns his hips/head gear when running option routes 
vs. LBs (KSU ’16). Lines up at the No.3 slot to run one-step screens in some of their quad forma-
tions (left/right) just to get the ball in his hands.  When the team has used him on hide screens, he’s 
displayed positive acceleration after the catch (3rd & 6, Arkansas ’17, 1st QTR).  He’s a solid lead 
blocker when his QB runs the ball (QB-CTR-TD, Liberty Bowl ’16).  a runner, he keeps his feet 
moving once contacted on inside zones.  Excellent contact balance.  Picks his feet up vs. upfield 
penetration into the backfield and can bounce out of traffic.  Uses nice skip-steps following his OG 
pulling around the edge (SMU ’17).  Turns his hips sideways to squirt through holes.  

Weaknesses: Average long speed.  Can’t get going in a quick instant.   Banged up early in 2016. Lost 
playing time in 2017 to a more dynamic runner.  Off the field incidents during the 2017 offseason 
may have precipitated the diminished role (http://www.star-telegram.com/news/local/community/
fort-worth/article128332579.html).  Will leave catchable passes on the ground (swing, Baylor ’16).   
Although he hasn’t been a big fumbler, he has put the ball on the ground vs. swarming defenses 
(fumble lost, Georgia ’16, Liberty Bowl). 

Other Notes: Attended Martin HS (Tex.) and was ranked as the 3rd-best RB in the state by Scout.
com • 2014: 46 carries for 160 yards (3.5 YPC); 12 receptions for 118 yards (9.8 YPR); 4 tackles
• 2015: 56 carries for 262 yards (4.7 YPC) and 3 TDs; 13 receptions for 104 yards (8 YPR) and one
TD; one tackle • 11 carries for 49 yards and 2 TDs vs. Arkansas on 9/10/16;  Also had 8 receptions 
for 92 yards  • 26 carries for 192 yrds and 5 TDs vs. Baylor on 11/5/16; Two receptions • 2016 (12 sts, 
Honorable mention All-Big12): 203 carries for 1,042 yards (5.1 YPC) and 12 TDs; 47 receptions for 
417 yards and 2 TDs • 2017 (12 gms): 130 carries for 647 yards (4.6 YPC) and 4 TDs; 30 receptions 
for 271 yards (9.7 YPR) • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 ½” hands, 32 ½” arms, 13 reps-225 lbs, 4.63 20-yd 
SS, 36 ½” VJ

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Hicks is a versatile weapon who keeps his feet moving as an 
inside runner.  The fact that he’s a capable No. 2 displacement slot option is another positive working 
in his favor.  The off the field issues that surfaced in the winter of 2017 did not work in his favor, nor 
did the injury issues that he faced early on in his senior year.  A strong postseason could force NFL 
scouts to scurry back to his impressive junior year film. 

Other Notes: Attended Lompoc HS (Calif.) and rushed for over 2,000 yards and 26 TDs as a junior
• 2014 (11 gms): 138 carries for 565 yards (4.1 YPC) and one TD; 9 catches for 35 yards; 2 tackles
• 2015: 33 rushes for 176 yards (5.3 YPR); 4 receptions; 5 tackles • 11 rushes for 181 yards and one
TD vs. Arizona on 9/24/16; Two receptions • 7 carries for 108 yards and one TD vs. Cal on 11/5/16; 
2 tackles • 2016: 114 carries for 852 yards (7.5 YPR) and 7 TDs; 5 catches for 31 yards; 7 tackles
• 14 carries for 94 yards and 3 TDs vs. UCLA on 10/28/17 • 2017: 89 rushes for 407 yards (4.6 YPC)
and 4 TDs; 13 receptions for 155 yards (11.9 YPR) and 3 TDs; 3 tackles

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Coleman is a downhill, one-cut running back with just an aver-
age long gear. He has proven capable of being a solid change-of-pace option due to his burgeoning 
power through the down.  There is an element of fluidity that is missing in his running style.  He will 
not be a creator but rather a player who will get what is blocked for up front.  He has value on Day 3 
of the draft.  
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33. Ralph Webb 5’9 202 Vanderbilt
Grade: 4.906 (5th Round)

Big Board Rank: 403

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):   Strong.  360-lb power clean.  Quick-footed.  Plus 
durability.  Makes the little dart cuts right and left without losing acceleration.  On inside zones, he 
will work off the scoop block from his offensive guards to penetrate defenses and outrun the angles 
of safeties (Independence Bowl ’16-TD).  He’s a passionate runner on gap-schemed runs (power 
schemes).  His right-handed stiff-arms get him added clearance when running to his left.  This 
shows up most often when running gap-schemed runs.  Patient to allow his offset FB/TE to kick-out 
the edge defender and then cuts off of the block. Produces hidden yardage vs. tacklers in the open 
field.  Gets to the third level and on top of safeties quickly in the down. Can be an effective runner 
on outside zones when it comes to his decision-making.  He’s shown the ability to hit the home run 
against top-level defenses (Florida ’15).  In pass protection, he can pick up blitzers off the edge (zero 
blitz concept, Middle Tennessee ’17).  Solid receiver out of the backfield.  Used on delayed screens 
and picks his spots to get north-south after the catch following blockers. 

Weaknesses: Paces himself too much trying to turn the corner on defenses as opposed to pressing 
the action.  Is he as fast as he was in 2015?   Got off to a slow start in 2017 and never really got on 
track.  Narrow base as a runner causes him to trip when running through trash (NC State ’16; East-
West Shrine ’18).  WR-type build in the lower body.  Hurt his left ankle in the fourth quarter of the 
Kentucky game in 2016.  Questionable contact balance.  He’s lost his balance going to his right near 
the sidelines (fell down, Kentucky ’16).  After receiving the play action fake, he will whiff in blitz 
pick-up vs. LBs or when matched up one-on-one.  Drops his helmet to cut block and LBs clear him 
(allowed QB sack, Moore, NC State ’16).  When he does step up to take on initial blitz threat, he’s 
been run over (2nd blitzer hit the first blitzer in the back, Kentucky ’16).  Tends to pick up blitzers 
with hands as opposed to striking through the hips with hat and hands.  

Other Notes:  Attended Gainesville HS (Fla.) and was named a Class 6A All-State selection • Won 
back-to-back Class 3A state titles in the long jump (23’8) • 2014 (SEC Academic Honor Roll): 212 
carries for 907 yards (4.3 YPR) and 4 TDs; 10 catches for 30 yards • 22 rushes for 118 yards and one 
TD vs. Florida on 11/7/15 • 21 rushes for 149 yards vs. Tennessee on 11/28/15 • 2015 (SEC Academ-
ic Honor Roll): 277 carries for 1,152 yards (4.1 YPR) and 5 TDs; 24 receptions for 188 yards (7.8 
YPR) and 2 TDs • 2016 (SEC Academic Honor Roll, 2nd Team All-SEC): 250 rushes for 1,283 yards 
(5.1 YPC) and 13 TDs; 21 receptions for 166 yards  • 25 carries for 163 yards and 2 TDs vs. Tennes-
see on 11/25/17 • 2017: 192 carries for 831 yards (4.3 YPC) and 10 TDs; 13 receptions for 188 yards 
(14.5 YPR) and one TD • 435-lb bench press, 565-lb squat • Career Stats: 931 carries for 4,173 yards 
and 35 total TDs (32 RUSH, 3 REC)

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Webb’s play strength and fast-twitched approach often got on 
top of defenses in the SEC.  The Gainesville High School product can get to his top speed in a hurry 
running in-between the tackles and has occasionally displayed a finishing gear on the field (see Flor-
ida 2015).  He lacks NFL-starter size at just over 200 pounds and runs with a bit of a narrow base.  
While satisfactory in pass protection, he has to create more of a stalemate as opposed to guiding 
defenders.  An efficient receiver in the pass game, Webb has some tools to become a backup for an 
NFL team as a change-of-pace back.

34. Justin Crawford 5’11 199 West Virginia
Grade: 4.89 (5th Round)

Big Board Rank: 408

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):   Effective on outside gap-schemed runs. Possesses 
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35. Jordan Huff 5’10 218 (E) Northern Illinois
Grade: 4.712 (5th Round)

Big Board Rank: 447

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):   Plays with a shoulder-width base.  Rarely runs narrow.  
The team uses him on power run schemes on a frequent basis.  He is going to hit it downhill off of 
one-cut violently (Nebraska ’17).  In this game, he exhibited an ability to turn his hips when one-
on-one with defenders Delivered punishment to San Diego State’s entire defense in 2017 breaking 
tackles. Runs through tackles on power schemes.  Strength shows up as an off-returner on KORs 
(Wyoming ’16).  In scan protection, he will deliver with conviction (3rd and 8, 2nd QTR, Wyoming 
’16).  He’ll lead runners around the edge on fly sweeps (Ohio State ’15-Turner, TD; Brown-TD, East-
ern Illinois ‘17).  He also lines up at the No. 2 slot to run fly sweeps in empty formations (Eastern 
Illinois ’17).  Catches the ball well.  Plays the L1 on the KO team.  Has returned kickoffs and served

adequate acceleration hitting inside zones even when most of the gaps are filled.  Doesn’t need much 
of a crease to find room.  Spins, contorts body and is generally slippery. Goes to the stiff-arm when 
going out of bounds.  Gives his hip to the right while jerking to his left as a runner.  Steps out of 
ankle tackles.  Presses the OT’s down block and skates (left) to get north-south.  Positive contact 
balance. While there have not been a number of receptions to evaluate, he has looked smooth 
catching swings and finding the perimeter of the defense (Miami, Fla., Russell Athletic Bowl ’16).  
Even though he’s been beaten in pass pro (see below), he will compete in this phase of his game  
(Edmunds, Virginia Tech ’17).  

Weaknesses: Undersized back.  May just rank as an NFL change-up option. He doesn’t provide sig-
nificant resistance vs. tenacious LBs as a pass protector when left one-on-one (Motuapuaka, Virginia 
Tech ’17).  Pitter-pats on inside runs and doesn’t make definitive decisions.  Never established him-
self as a return threat in school.  Still unproven as a receiver out of the backfield.  22 career recep-
tions (4.85 yards per reception).  Ball security has shown up in short-yardage/GL situations (Fumble 
lost, Oklahoma ’16).  Lost a fumble versus Texas in 2016.  Put the ball on the ground vs. Virginia 
Tech in 2017.  Lost three fumbles in 2017.  Durability concerns.  Left the Oklahoma game in 2016 
with an injury (but did return).  Did not play in the 2017 Heart of Dallas Bowl.  Struggled with his 
balance during 2018 NFL Combine drills. 

Other Notes:  Attended Hardaway HS (Ga.) and played four different positions while there (QB/
RB/S/P) • Was a Class 5A state champion in the long jump (22’19) and also averaged 12 PPG as 
a member of the basketball squad • 2015 National JUCO Player of the Year while at Northwest 
Mississippi CC • He helped lead the team to its first national championship and scored 30 TDs in 
a two-year period for the school • 24 carries for 331 yards vs. Oklahoma on 11/19/16 • 2016 (4 sts, 
Big 12 Newcomer of the Year): 163 carries for 1,184 yards (7.3 YPC) and 4 TDs; 14 receptions for 68 
yards (4.9 YPR) and one TD • Seven 100-yard rushing games in 2017 • 2017 (2nd Team All-Big 12): 
190 carries for 1,061 yards (5.6 YPC) and 7 TDs; 8 receptions for 38 yards (4.8 YPR); One tackle
• 2018 NFL Combine: 9 1/8” hands, 32” arms, 11 reps-225 lbs, 4.64 40-yd, 33 ½” VJ, 10’2” BJ

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Most NFL teams would probably prefer for Crawford to be 
more of a finished product, but his work overall could excite.  Why? He’s been successful as a gap-
schemed runner, often finding minimal room to squirt through traffic.  The 331-yard performance 
against Oklahoma in 2016 woke up Mountaineer nation and served notice to the conference. He’s 
elusive when dropping his hips to get in-and-out of cuts.  His hip flexibility is above average and that 
could alleviate some of the NFL’s concerns about his size. Nevertheless, he’s been up-and-down in 
pass protection, is unproven as a receiving threat and didn’t look as smooth as expected during the 
2018 NFL Combine.  He has a chance to go on Day 3 of the draft process, but there are no guaran-
tees.
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36. Kamryn Pettway 6’0 235 (E) Auburn
Grade: 4.71 (5th Round)

Big Board Rank: 448 

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):   Has played FB and RB in school. Muscular, one-cut 
runner who excels on gap-schemed runs.  Hard-charging hammer who will send exclamation points 
to defenders. On inside powers, translates speed-to-power at the point of attack (Arkansas ’16).  Sur-
prises with jump cuts to get back north-south. He’s a twisting non-stop back who spins on contact.  
Satisfactory hands on swing routes. Did a good job of keeping his head on a swivel vs. Clemson in 
2017 when in pass protection.  He operates with a solid base and can strike though the hips in this 
phase of his game. Has played on special teams (2015) and contributed on the KO and KOR team 
(Memphis).  
Weaknesses: Can he create a run?  He’s been met by safeties in the hole (Thomas, Sugar Bowl ’17).  
Tenacity has been challenged by DEs when chipping in pass protection (QB sack allowed-Key, LSU 
’16).  Gets into trouble when leading with his head in pass protection.  Six career receptions.  Playing 
style makes him an injury-risk at the next level.  Suffered from plantar fasciitis early in 2017 and 
then had an ankle injury vs. Mercer. Fractured his scapula against Arkansas in 2017 and missed 
significant time.  Suspended for the season opener in 2017 due to an undisclosed violation of team 
rules. 

Other Notes:  Attended Prattville HS (Ala.) and ran for over 1,400 yards and 17 TDs as a senior • 
Also participated in basketball and track & field at the prep level • Played in the Alabama-Mississip-
pi All-Star Game • Has a wife, Natonya, and daughter, Kaisley • 2014: SEC Academic Honor Roll
• 2015: One reception and one KOR • 27 rushes for 192 yards and 2 TDs vs. Arkansas on 10/22/16
• 30 carries for 236 yards and one TD vs. Ole Miss on10/29/16 • 2016 (6 sts, 1st Team All-SEC,
coaches): 209 carries for 1,224 yards (5.9 YPC) and 7 TDs; 2 catches for 14 yards • 11 rushes for 90 
yards and 3 TDs vs. Arkansas on 10/21/17 • 2017: 76 carries for 305 yards (4.1 YPC) and 6 TDs; 3 
receptions for 32 yards 

as the off kickoff returner for a big portion of his career.   

Weaknesses: Durability question marks.  Will his aggressive running style hold vs. the bigger bodies 
in the NFL?  Missed the 2017 Quick Lane Bowl due to an ankle injury that he had previously suf-
fered vs. Western Michigan.  He eventually had ankle surgery and was unable to workout for scouts. 
Can be tripped up around the ankles on occasion and lose his balance in trash. Although he’s shown 
solid hands, he has not been a big factor running a plethora of routes out of the backfield.

Other Notes:  Attended St. Paul’s Episcopal HS (Ala.) and finished his career with nearly 5,000 rush-
ing yards (4,873) • 2013: Two tackles • 2014 (1 st): 9 carries for 71 yards and 3 TDs; Two receptions; 
25 yds/KR (8 returns); 4 tackles • 2015 (2 sts): 653 yards rushing (7.6 YPC) and 8 TDs; Two recep-
tions; 7 tackles • 2016: 111 carries for 703 yards (6.3 YPC) and 5 TDs; 10 receptions for 70 yards; 
• 16 carries for 105 yards and one TD vs. Nebraska in 2017 • 25 carries for 148 yards vs. San Diego
State on 9/30/17 • 2017 (9 gms): 127 carries for 740 yards (5.8 YPC) and 4 TDs; 7 receptions for 43 
yards and 2 TDs; 3 tackles 

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  It’s not a surprise that Huff has problems with his ankles.  Why?  
During his time at Northern Illinois, many teams realized that tackling the burly running back 
in a high manner would be a bad proposition.  He wins with his low center of gravity and shoul-
der-width base to barrel over defenders.  His performance against San Diego State in 2017 proved 
that he is one of the tougher tackles in college football.  There are some questions about his true 
ability to make defenders miss in space, but why does he need to?  Although he lost a number of 
carries to former teammate Joel Bouagnon, he may have been the more explosive runner. If Huff can 
get healthy in the next few months, he has an outside chance of getting into an NFL training camp.
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Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  NFL Comparison-Christian Okoye (Kansas City Chiefs, 1987-
92)

37. Nick Wilson 5’10 199 Arizona
Grade: 4.61(6th Round)

Big Board Rank: 483

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):   Team captain.  Plays with a downhill one-cut mentality 
on inside zones.  Takes subtle lateral skip-steps.  Hits holes after slightly pressing tightly off the OT’s 
down block.  Breaks tackles with stiff-arms.  Presses the block of his OG’s block to set up cutback 
lanes in the A-to-B-gaps (TD, BYU ’16).  

Weaknesses: Just 19 career receptions.  Durability concerns.  He has missed games in each of his four 
seasons on campus.  As a freshman, he went through a shoulder injury and had two concussions.  
He went through knee and foot injuries in 2016.  Battled an ankle injury in 2017.  

Other Notes:  Attended Central HS (Calif.) and set a school-record for rushing yards as a junior
• Also ran track & field at the prep level and ran a personal-best 10.92 100-meters at the prep level
• 2014 (8 sts, Honorable mention All-Pac-12): 236 carries for 1,375 yards (5.8 YPC) and 16 TDs; 12
catches for 90 yards (7.5 YPR) and one TD; 3 tackles • 2015 (9 gms): 133 carries for 725 yards (5.5 
YPC) and 8 TDs; 4 receptions for 52 yards • 2016: 55 carries for 320 yards (5.8 YPC) and 3 TDs; 2 
receptions for 11 yards • 2017: 128 carries for 614 yards (4.8 YPC) and 6 TDs; One catch; One tackle
• Career Stats: 38 games, 553 carries for 3,038 yards (5.5 YPC) and 33 TDs; 19 catches for 159 yards
and one TD; 4 tackles

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Many were expecting Wilson to become a star in the Pac-12 
after his spectacular 2014 campaign.  His litany of injuries in school could fill up a spreadsheet.  
With that said, he displayed more than enough burst and quickness at a respectable size and weight 
during school. Up to this point, he hasn’t proven to be a legitimate receiving option out of the 
backfield.  He’s not a pile-mover as a runner but rather a make-you-miss type in space or in confined 
areas.  He’ll need to sign a contract after the draft, but he could end up being a keeper if he gets in 
the right situation.  A viable argument can be made that he’s a Isaiah Crowell-type runner (Cleve-
land Browns), albeit perhaps a poor man’s version.  Can he stay healthy to make it through an NFL 
training camp?

38. Phillip Lindsay 5’7 185 Colorado
Grade: 4.58 (6th Round)

Big Board Rank: 489

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):   Plays fast.  Strong for his size and will run behind his 
pads (Arizona State ’16).  He’s been a tough runner in goal line and short-yardage situations.  Had 
41 carries vs. Arizona in 2017.  He’s been a tremendous third down receiving option (45 receptions 
in career).  They will motion him for screens to get the ball in his hands.  His determination and 
guile showed up on a screen vs. Oklahoma State in 2016 (made tacklers miss with contact balance).  
He will stand in despite size to pick up blitz threats in the B-gaps of the OL (Oklahoma State ’16-Al-
amo Bowl).  

Weaknesses: Size is a major issue (Washington ’16).  Slowed down in each of his last two seasons 
during the fourth quarter of the year (final three games). Have the carries and mileage added up?  
Tore his left ACL during his senior year of high school and missed significant time.  He was unable 
to lockout the knee for a time before finally getting the proper rehabilitation.  
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Other Notes:  2014: 79 carries for 391 yards (4.9 YPC); 14 catches for 118 yards; 23.6 yds/KR; 3 
tackles • 2015: 140 carries for 640 yards (4.6 YPC) and 5 TDs; 26 catches for 211 yards (8.1 YPR) 
and one TD; 22 yds/KR; 7 tackles • 26 carries for 219 yards and 3 TDs vs. Arizona State in 2016  • 24 
carries for 73 yards and one TD vs. UCLA on 11/3/16; Also had 11 catches for 76 yards 
• 2016: 244 carries for 1,252 yards (5.1 YPC) and 16 TDs; 53 catches for 493 yards (9.3 YPR) and one 
TD; One KOR for 74 yards; One tackle • 41 carries for 281 yards and 3 TDs vs. Arizona on 10/7/17
• 2017: 301 carries for 1,474 yards and 14 TDs; 23 catches for 257 yards (11.2 YPR) and one TD • 
2018 East-West Shrine measurements: 8 1/8” hands, 31” arms, 73 ½” wingspan • 2018 East-West 
Shrine in-game report (12 rushes for 51 yards): He hit a couple of runs up in the hole where he 
looked bigger than his size. • 2018 Colorado Pro Day: 8 ½ hands, 75” wingspan, 14 reps-225 lbs, 
4.39 40-yd, 35 ½” VJ, 10’4” BJ, 7.12 3-cone, 4.31 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Lindsay carries somewhat of a wide receiver’s frame in that he 
has a bit linear in structure.  He plays a lot bigger than that and will drop a shoulder when necessary.  
We were most impressed with his mentality and attitude covering kicks all the way back to 2014 
when we initially viewed him in person (Colorado State ’14).  He could provide a change-up option 
for a team at the running back spot but he will initially have to become a core special teams contrib-
utor.  Despite being the team’s lead back the last two seasons, the All-Pac-12 running back recorded 
an impressive total of 13 tackles in school (including seven in 2015).  He’s been equally competent as 
a kickoff returner in school.  

39. Darius Tice 5’10 211 USF
Grade: 4.552 (6th Round)

Big Board Rank: 495

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):   Built well.  Limited mileage on the tires. Solid cut 
blocker in his pass pro going all the way back to freshman year (Cincinnati ’14). Stands in, brings 
his blocks with an upward lift (pancaked Harris, Tulane ’17).  This continued into 2015 (ECU ).  He’s 
made key lead blocks for his QB in space (SMU ’15).  Short-area 10-yard burst (FSU ’15, SMU ’15).  
Displayed a very good gear downhill on inside zones as a senior (TD, Tulane ’17).  Tacklers ricochet 
off of him.  Has contributed on special teams.  Six career tackles. 

Weaknesses: Stiffness is evident.  Limited hip swivel.  Questionable vision as a runner on inside 
zones.  Mechanical route runner.  May not be able to defeat NFL-caliber LBs one-on-one in this 
phase of his game.  Missed the majority of 2016 after injuring his ankle on a seam vs. FSU.   

Other Notes:  Attended Northwestern HS (Fla.) and was named an All-State selection after rushing 
for over 1,500 yards and 25 TDs as a senior • Named a 1st Team All-Dade County selection • 2013: 
35 carries for 141 yards (4.0 YPC); One reception • 2014 (12 gms, 1 st): 40 rushes for 104 yards (2.6 
YPC); 8 catches for 68 yards • 2015 (13 gms): 88 carries for 460 yards (5.2 YPC) and 4 TDs; 5 catch-
es for 10 yards; 4 tackles • 2016 (One start): 30 rushes for 169 yards (5.6 YPC) and one TD; 2 catches 
for 54 yards and one TD • 2017: 178 carries for 943 yards (5.3 YPC) and 11 TDs; 2 receptions; 2 
tackles

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Tice came into the 2017 season just trying to rebound after an 
injury robbed him of his junior campaign.  The former Northwestern High School star began to 
show some of the passion that he had displayed in previous seasons.  He has never been used in a 
number one role and shared backfield duties with former USF star Marlon Mack.  After Mack de-
parted in 2017, he may have outplayed more heralded teammate D’Ernest Johnson.  He has enough 
gas running in-between the tackles but is limited in his ability to stretch a defense laterally.  This 
style can work in the NFL.  He will get a shot in an NFL training camp.  
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40. Diocemy Saint-Juste 5’7 196 Hawai’i
Grade: 4.41(6th Round)

Big Board Rank: 527

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):   He’s had success in the classroom.  One-cut runner. 
Reduces pads upon contact to finish runs.  Plays fast. Bowling ball-type north-south runner.  Much 
better going to his left than right. Able to allow the double team to set itself and then makes sharp 
cuts to get on top of the defense (UCLA ’16).  Contains plus vision to find cutback lanes to cross the 
field (Cal ’17).   Improved as a receiver in 2017. 

Weaknesses: Predominately right-armed ball carrier. Doesn’t get ball to sideline arm when running 
to the left (this caused him to fumble the ball in the 2nd QTR of the 2018 NFLPA Collegiate Bowl).  
He also put the ball on the ground vs. Cal in 2016 (fumble lost).  Change of pace size as opposed to 
being able to man a starting role.  Can he play and contribute on special teams?  Suffered a ham-
string injury in 2015 and was forced to medical redshirt.  Short strider in the open field.  Speed 
begins to die out at the 30-yard mark.    

Other Notes:  Attended Santaluces HS (Fla.) and rushed for 16 TDs as a senior • Also ran track & 
field at the prep level (100-meters) • 2013 (Academic All-MWC): 50 catches for 214 yards (4.3 YPC); 
25.1 yds/KR • 2014 (13 gms): 73 rushes for 372 yards (5.1 YPC) and 3 TDs; 18 yds/KR • 19 carries 
for 205 yards vs. Nevada on 10/1/16 • Rushed for 170 yards vs. Middle Tennessee State in the 2016 
Hawaii Bowl • 2016 (11 sts: 165 carries for 610 yards (6.1 YPC) and 3 TDs; 8 receptions for 56 yards 
and one TD; 2 tackles • Three 200-yard games in 2017 • 39 carries for 202 yards and 2 TDs vs. San 
Jose State on 10/14/17 • 9 receptions for 39 yards vs. BYU on 11/25/17 • 2017 (2nd Team All-
MWC): 282 carries for 1,510 yards (5.4 YPC) and 7 TDs; 28 catches for 157 yards and one TD
• 2018 NFLPA Collegiate Bowl measurements: 5073 196 9 1/4” hand,s 28 3/4” arms, 69 1/2” wing-
span

41. Keith Ford 5’11 215 Texas A&M, Oklahoma
Grade: 4.182 (7th Round)

Big Board Rank: 570

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):   Good size. Muscular upper frame.  When the takes 
direct snaps from the gun, he will make statements running near the GL (Mississippi State ’17). He’s 
been an excellent short-yardage and goal line runner (10 red zone touchdowns in 2017).  Ran with 
conviction vs. Kansas State in the 2016 Texas Bowl.  He’s faster than you’d anticipate at first glance.  
Spins on contact.  Lowers his shoulder after sticking his foot in the ground.  Runs his feet after he 
meets tacklers. His explosive wrap tackle on Lashard Durr’s interception (Mississippi State ’17) leads 
one to believe that he has major special teams cover potential in the NFL.  

Weaknesses: Slowed down the second half of 2017.  Stiff-hipped.  Takes a number of flush shots in 
the hole as a runner in-between the tackles.  He’s not a proven receiver despite showing solid hand-
eye coordination on occasion (LSU ’17 3rd QTR-looked natural on flares). He’s had ball security 
issues on occasion (fumble lost, Toliver strip, LSU ’17). 

Other Notes:  Attended Cypress Ranch HS (Tex.) and was named a four-star recruit by Rivals.com
• 2013 (Oklahoma): 23 rushes for 134 yards (5.8 YPC) and one TD; Two tackles • 2014 (Oklahoma):
71 rushes for 392 yards (5.5 YPC) and 5 TDs; 11 receptions for 140 yards (12.7 YPR) and one TD
• 2016: 126 carries for 669 yards (5.3 YPC) and 6 TDs; 5 receptions for 81 yards • Two 100-yard
rushing games in 2017 • 2017: 139 carries for 548 yards (3.9 YPC) and 12 TDs • 2018 Texas A&M 
Pro Day:  19 reps-225 lbs, 4.54 39” BJ, 10’6” BJ
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Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  A viable NFL comparison for Ford would be former Arkansas 
running back Knile Davis (Chiefs, Packers, Jets).  Whether or not he can be a legitimate kickoff re-
turner at the next level is a question mark.  His downhill running style includes a mix of power and 
determination, particularly around the goal line.   

42. Dayln Dawkins 5’7 180 Colorado State
Grade: 4.18 (7th Round)

Big Board Rank: 573

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):   Tough.  Plays fast.  Carries his pads well.  Breaks 
tackles because his legs keep working on contact (Famous Idaho Bowl ’16).  Hits runs downhill 
with an element of feistiness.  Battled with passion running and spinning off tackles (Colorado ’17, 
1st QTR).  Gets a lot of yards after contact and picks his legs up through tackle attempts.  Finds the 
cutback inside downhill lanes on two-back lead isolations and search schemes (San Diego State ’16). 
Demonstrates burst on gap-schemed outside runs. He will translate speed-to-power (ran over safety, 
Idaho ’16).  Gives a hip and shifts back into overdrive in the hole.  Tough blocker.  Attempts to pick 
up in pass protection despite being undersized.  We’ve even been used as a lead blocker for other 
offensive personnel in Wildcat formations.  Sinks his hips and will catch blitz threats off-guard (pan-
cakes the blitzer, San Diego State ’16).  He has been a factor on scat protection schemes releasing 
into the flats (TD reception, Oregon State ’17).  Improved his ball security the last two seasons.  

Weaknesses: Does he have enough size to play at the next level?  Fails to press the inside blocks 
long enough before cutting back weak.  Takes some direct shots from safeties coming downhill to 
fill in the alleys of the defense.  He will throw a shoulder to half a man and whiff in pass protection 
(Hungalu, Oregon State ’17).  Whiffs when trying to cut block on the edge.  Fumbled 10 times in his 
career (fumbled five times in 2015).  He fumbled a pitch and recovered it on the cold day in the 2016 
Famous Idaho Potato Bowl.  

Other Notes:  Attended Trinity HS (Ky.) and was ranked as a four-star recruit by Scout.com • He was 
ranked as the 9th-best player in the state of Kentucky by Rivals.com • Father, Ralph, played football 
at Louisville and his uncle, Brian, was recently inducted into the NFL Hall of Fame  • Originally 
signed with Purdue out of high school  • 2013 (Purdue): 32 rushes for 115 yards (3.6 YPC); 9 catches 
for 84 yards (9.3 YPR); One tackle • 20 carries for 118 yards and one TD vs. Colorado on 9/19/15
• 2015 (9 sts): 170 rushes for 867 yards (5.1 YPC) and 2 TDs; 24 receptions for 178 yards (7.4 YPR)
and one TD • Ended the 2016 campaign with four consecutive 100-yard games • 2016 (11 sts): 161 
carries for 919 yards (5.7 YPC) and 4 TDs; 20 receptions for 162 yards (8.1 YPR) and one TD; 24.1 
yds/KR; One tackle • 2017 (13 sts, 2nd Team All-MWC): 226 carries for 1,399 yards (6.2 YPC) and 8 
TDs; 26 catches for 310 yards (11.9 YPR) and one TD • 2018 NFLPA Collegiate Bowl measurements: 
9” hands, 29” arms, 69 ¼” wingspan • 2018 NFLPA Collegiate Bowl in-game report: He ran with 
determination the entire game.  Plays bigger than his size.  • 2018 CSU Pro Day: 9 reps-225 lbs, 4.58 
40-yd, 31” VJ, 9’9” BJ, 4.45 20-yd SS, 7.12 3-cone

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Dawkins runs with a determination rarely seen from a 
180-pound running back.  We were impressed with his want-to and desire as a blocker (either in 
the run or pass game).  His contact balance is impressive and he can translate speed-to-power as a 
runner on occasion (Colorado 2017).    It wouldn’t be out of the question to see him earn a job as a 
kickoff return specialist if he can prove capable of running down on the punt or kickoff team.  The 
5-foot-7, 183-pound running back could surprise in an NFL training camp.
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43. Detrez Newsome 5’9 1/2 202 Western Carolina
Grade: 4.17 (7th Round)

Big Board Rank: 578

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):   Multi-purpose weapon. Disciplined runner who will 
stick to the designed scheme of the play. Workhorse. Accustomed to carrying the football more than 
20 times a game and touching the ball nearly 30 times a game. Used timely patience as an asset in 
WCU’s RPO (run-pass-option) scheme. Uses the slow vision to find the hole and fast through the 
hole approach as runner. Shows good vision and understands when he has a two-way go with a 
lead blocker on the perimeter. Displays a controlled spin move and has confidence spinning either 
direction. Once he accelerates, he can be difficult to bring down one-on-one. Productive receiver 
out of the backfield. Used on screens, swings, and as a check down.  Showed up in the big games vs. 
Power 5 opponents. Did a good job of seeing a message to the safety on the outside run lowering his 
shoulder.  Runs tough in-between the tackles (NFLPA Collegiate Bowl ’18).  

Weaknesses: Backup change-of-pace size as a RB for the next level.  Needs to run behind his pads 
more. Fails to lower them quickly enough in SY situations. Using his speed at times to stretch the 
defense could open up more running lanes both in and outside of the box. Missed three games in 
2017 with an injury. Will respond late to blitzes due to carry out fake too long. 

Other Notes:  Attended Hoke County HS (N.C.) and rushed for over 2,000 yards and 37 TDs as a se-
nior • Also ran track & field at the prep level • 2014 (12 gms): 96 carries for 488 yards (5.1 YPC) and 
9 TDs; 20 catches for 134 yards (6.7 YPR); 26.5 yds/KR and one TD (Long-100) • 2015: 190 carries 
for 1,109 yards (5.8 YPC) and 9 TDs; 37 catches for 281 yards (7.6 YPR) and 3 TDs; 21.6 yds/KR
• 2016: 156 carries for 1,031 yards (6.6 YPC) and 10 TDs; 31 receptions for 342 yards (11 YPR) and 
4 TDs; 24.3 yds/KR and one TD • 2017: 178 carries for 1,100 yards (6.2 YPC) and 9 TDs; 21 catches 
for 205 yards (9.8 YPR); 21 yds/KR • Rushed for over 100 yards versus Tennessee & Texas A&M ‘15, 
S. Carolina ‘16 and N. Carolina ‘17. • Averaged 24.0 yds. per KR and two touchdowns throughout 
his career. • 2018 NFLPA Collegiate Bowl measurements: 9 ½” hands, 32” arms, 75” wingspan
• 2018 NFLPA Collegiate Bowl ’18: Ran with passion on the edge after catching screens.  He was 
able to make two defenders miss with nice shifty move in space vs. two defenders.  • Career Stats: 43 
games, 6,969 all-purpose yards, 3,728 rushing yards (6 YPC), 962 yards receiving (8.8 YPR), 2,279 
kick return yards, 46 total TDs (37 RUSH, 7 REC, 2 KR)

44. Robert Martin 5’9 210 Rutgers
Grade: 4.115 (7th Round)

Big Board Rank: 604

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):   Physical downhill runner.  Despite narrow base, he’s 
strong to shrug off tacklers in the hole. Good feet to make tacklers miss.  Has a strong stiff-arm 
when running to his left.  Positive results on powers (two-back run schemes).   Plays bigger than 
size.  Gives the dead leg in the hole to elude one-on-one tacklers (Timph, Army ’15). Sticks his foot 
in the ground to make LBs miss.  Reaches 20 yards quickly and gets on top of the FS (beats him to 
the spot, no move, Illinois ’16-1st QTR).

Weaknesses: Never became the lead back in school.  Struggled with injuries (hamstring, foot) in 
2016 and never found his way out of the hole. Runs with a narrow base.  Carries stiffness in the 
lower body.Not a speed merchant.  Challenged by physical LBs in pass pro (Ezechukwu, 4th QTR, 
Purdue ’17).  He’s not proven capable of being a factor in the passing game (20 career receptions).  
Had a season-ending knee injury during his senior year of high school.  
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45. Doroland Dorceus 5’10 215 Memphis
Grade: 4.1 (7th Round)

Big Board Rank: 609

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):   Has excelled in the classroom.  Thick in the upper 
body.  Breaks a number of arm tackles as a runner (Cincinnati ’16). He has enough long speed to 
take it the house in the open field (Temple ’16-TD).  Vision illuminates on power concepts to the 
DT side (two TEs, 12 PC).  Feet never stop moving.  Presses runs hard to the front side and will 
then cutback to the middle of the field with jump cuts.  Sets up his moves vs. safeties from distance. 
Effective on counter or stutter-OF schemes because he gets to his spots before receiving the handoff.  
Used in the screen game away from the strength of the formation and doesn’t rush into the process 
before leaking out (USF ’16).  Much more consistent setting up blockers on these designed screens 
in the open field (Houston ’15).  

Weaknesses: Plays in a rotation and has never had to take on a featured role in school.  Patience 
eludes him setting up some of his lead blockers and OL.  Ball security issues. 12 career fumbles.  
Fumbled four times in 2016 (which led to the loss of playing time). Some of his fumbles have 
occurred even when he’s attempting to re-secure the ball (Lost fumble, Navy ’15, 4th QTR). Doesn’t 
always switch the ball to his outside arm when heading towards the sidelines.  He will swing the ball 
away from his frame when making cuts inside the tackle-to-tackle areas (Fumble lost, Tulane ’16).  
He’s left some catchable passes on the ground (dropped screen, Temple ’16).   Missed the remainder 
of the 2014 season due to an undisclosed right leg injury (ACL). Injuries clouded his senior year at 
Memphis. 

Other Notes:  Attended Spring HS (Tex.) and ran for 32 TDs over his last two seasons
• 2013: 30 rushes for 173 yards (5.8 YPC) • 13 carries for 86 yards (6.6 YPC) and one TD vs. UCLA 
on 9/6/14 • 2014 (4 gms): 46 carries for 237 yards (5.1 YPC) and 4 TDs • 32 carries for 138 yards 
and 2 TDs vs. Tulsa on 10/23/15 • 26 carries for 116 yards and one TD vs. Houston on 11/14/15; 
Also had a 61-yard TD reception in this game • 2015 (7 sts): 155 carries for 659 yards (4.2 YPC) 
and 8 TDs; 11 receptions for 273 yards (19.7 YPR) and 3 TDs • 8 carries for 96 yards and one TD vs. 
Temple on 10/6/16 • 2016: 127 carries for 783 yards (6.2 YPC) and 9 TDs; 9 catches for 69 yards (7.7 
YPR) and one TD • 2017: 39 carries for 201 yards (5.2 YPC) and 3 TDs; 4 catches for 36 yards

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Ball security will be the number one thing that Dorceus has to 
improve moving forward. The balance, lower body strength and vision are all acceptable. Patience 
eludes him on occasion when it comes to allowing his blocks to set up on the team’s inside run 
schemes. He’s not a nifty route runner but he does have a unique feel in the screen game.  After a 
senior year that sent him into a secondary role, he needs a strong postseason workout to catch the 
eyes of scouts.

Other Notes: Attended Harrisburg HS (Pa.) and rushed for 1,800 yards with 100-plus tackles as a 
junior in high school  • He was ranked as the 2nd-best RB in Pennsylvania by Scout.com
• 19 rushes for 100 yards and 2 TDs vs. UNC in the 2014 Quick Lane Bowl • 2014 (2 sts): 87 carries 
for 434 yards (5 YPC) and 7 TDs; Two receptions; 4 tackles • 2015 (12 gms, 1 st): 141 carries for 763 
yards (5.4 YPC) and 6 TDs; 5 receptions for 17 yards • 2016 (6 sts): 121 carries for 625 yards and 2 
TDs; 5 receptions for 37 yards; 2 tackles • 2017: 99 carries for 434 yards (4.4 YPC) and 3 TDs; 8 re-
ceptions for 56 yards • Career Stats: 46 games, 9 sts, 448 carries for 2,256 yards (5 YPC) and 18 TDs; 
20 receptions for 135 yards (6.8 YPR); 6 tackles
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Rank Player School Grade Round ‘Nasty’ Take: 
627 D'Angelo 

Brewer
Tulsa 4.025 7th Round 2016: 264 rushes for 1,435 yards (5.4 YPC) 

and 7 TDs; 5 receptions for 19 yards and one 
TD • 2017 (1st Team All-AAC): 288 carries 
for 1,517 yards (5.3 YPC) and 9 TDs; 9 
catches for 88 yards

Summary: The big question is whether or not 
Brewer was healthy on his Pro Day.  Clearly, 
he is a much more competitive player in 
pads, but no one could have expected a 4.8 
40-yard dash. At just 190 pounds, it all but 
assures that he will not get drafted.  To put 
this into context, the first-team All-AAC 
running back not only led the conference 
in rushing in 2017, he also finished third in 
the conference as a junior.  Will a team rely 
solely on the film?

637 Gerard Wicks Washington State 3.931 7th Round Strengths: 22 reps on the bench press at 
Washington State’s Pro Day. From an offset 
RB position in shotgun formations, he runs 
the wheel route off of ghost motion looks 
(TD reception, Eastern Washington ’16).  
Exhibits good pad level on goal line runs.  

Weaknesses: Lacks a defining characteristic. 

684 Ray Lawry Old Dominion 3.59 7th Round Strengths: Well-conditioned.  Averaged near-
ly 6.4 yards per carry in the fourth quarter of 
games (10 TDs) during his career.

Weaknesses: Tore his hamstring in 2017 and 
was lost for four games early in the season.  
One career tackle. 

Career Stats: 660 carries for 4,080 yards (6.2 
YPC) and 45 TDs; 60 receptions for 496 
yards (8.3 YPR) and 3 TDs

689 Jarred Craft Louisiana Tech 3.56 7th Round Strengths: Plays with pad level.  Drops the 
shoulder following pulling guards inside the 
tackles (Navy ’16).  

Weaknesses: Late contact will shock him 
and challenge his base in pass pro (knocked 
to ground, Southern Miss ’16).  Lower leg 
injury sidelined him for the final three games 
of the 2015 campaign (including the bowl 
game). 

Career Stats: 451 carries for 2,130 yards (4.7 
YPC) and 17 TDs; 66 receptions for 489 
yards (7.4 YPR) and 7 TDs

693 Alex Gardner FIU 3.543 7th Round Strengths: Darting style makes him a threat 
on offset gun draws.  Strong in the lower half. 

Weaknesses: Has done a poor job in blitz 
pick-up trying to cut around the ankles (QB 
sack allowed, Griffin, UCF ’16). Limited 
speed in the open field on breakout runs 
(run down, Marshall ’17).

Other Notes:  School’s all-time leading 
rusher: 45 games, 685 carries for 3,063 yards 
(4.5 YPC) and 22 TDs; 115 catches for 751 
yards (6.5 YPR) and one TD; 21.1 yds/KR

712 Ish Witter Missouri 3.13 Free Agent 2017: 188 carries for 1,049 yards (5.6 YPC) 
and 6 TDs; 11 receptions for 87 yards (7.9 
YPR) and one TD; Two tackles

BEST of the REST
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1. Hayden Hurst 6’4 1/2 250 South Carolina
Grade: 6.32 (2nd Round)

Big Board Rank: 39

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):   Team captain.  Stood out as a classroom warrior while 
in school.  He’s a former walk-on who developed into a capable flex/displacement option (No. 1 
WR, No. 2 slot WR, No. 3 slot WR, Y-TE, U-off TE, etc..).  He’s even returned punts in 2016. Lined 
up as a WR in 2015 and the team gradually got him involved as an outside threat late in the season 
(Citadel ’15-hitches, screens).  At the Y-TE spot (hand in the dirt), he gets off the ball with burst.  
Accelerates into his cuts at the top of his routes and has above average speed to threaten safeties.  
Ranks as a top-notch run after the catch threat (particularly on routes that cross the field). Squares 
off his in-routes with fluidity. Displays tremendous hand-eye coordination.  Makes acrobatic mid-air 
adjustments on drive-dig (square-in routes) from a down Y-TE position. From a U-off TE (aligned 
in two-point), he’ll run post routes and shows “enough” speed to run away from the secondary 
(Arkansas ’17).   Gets his feet into position to seal the edge with positioning (Missouri ’16) and 
executes arch blocks (Missouri ’17).  Has served as the left wing on the field goal unit (Citadel ’15).  
He served as the personal protector (PP) on the punt team (Vanderbilt ’16). 

Weaknesses:  Age.  Will be 25 years old at the start of his rookie year. Has not been a big red zone 
option in his career.  Doesn’t always react to jams from underneath zone defenders with fluidity.  
Average sustain an in-line blocker or stalk blocker detached from the formation.  Hand placement 
needs work.  Fails to consistently latch on down blocks (Arkansas ’17).  When he has been back to 
receive punts, poor fielding decisions have shown up (3rd QTR, UGA ’16).  He underwent Tommy 
John surgery before entering high school. 

Other Notes: Attended The Bolles School (Fla.) and graduated from the school in 2012 • Pitched in 
the 2011 Under Armour All-American game and was offered a baseball scholarship by FSU • Spent 
two years in the Pittsburgh Pirates organization after getting selected in the 17th round of the 2012 
MLB Draft (One year as a pitcher, the other year as a first baseman) • 2015 (SEC 1st Year Honor 
Roll): 8 catches for 106 yards (13.3 YPR); One tackle • 6 receptions for 86 yards and one TD vs. USF 
in the 2016 Birmingham Bowl • 2016 (SEC Fall Academic Honor Roll): 48 receptions for 616 yards 
(12.8 YPR) and one TD; Completed 2-of-2 passes for 21 yards; 4 tackles • 7 receptions for 93 yards 
vs. Georgia on 11/4/17 • 2017 (1st Team All-SEC, coaches, SEC Academic Honor Roll, Strength and 
Conditioning Award): 44 receptions for 559 yards (12.7 YPR) and 2 TDs; 9 carries for 30 yards (3.3 
YPC) and one TD; 2 tackles • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 ¾” hands, 32 1/8” arms, 4.67 40-yd, 31 ½” VJ, 
10’0 BJ, 7.19 3-cone, 4.37 20-yd SS, 12.15 60-yd LS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Although Hurst ranks as an older prospect, USC provided the 
blueprint on how to use him as a flex-displacement option in the NFL.  He won’t be a road-grading 
in-line blocker at the down tight end spot, but he demonstrates enough effort to handle backside as-
signments effectively.  As a tight end off the line of scrimmage, he’s efficient on arch and space block-
ing assignments.  He’s most effective working the seams and middle of the field.  Once he gets the 
ball in his hands, he’s a difficult tackle if he can build momentum.  Fairly fluid, the former baseball 
standout contains significant hand-eye coordination.  He has a chance to be one of the draft’s Top 50 
picks if he can put together an impressive postseason of workouts.  He compares favorably to former 
Arkansas tight end Hunter Henry (Los Angeles Chargers) but is a better run after the catch option.  

2. Dallas Goedert 6’4 1/2 260 South Dakota State
Grade: 6.14 (2nd Round)

Big Board Rank: 56

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):    Former walk-on who developed into a mismatch
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player in the MVC.   Strong.  Power cleans 380-lbs.  Lines up at the No. 2 slot WR, down TE and 
U-off TE spots.  They also flex him at the No. 1 WR spot on the perimeter in the Red Zone.  When 
they do, he will defeat jams with hand play (TD, Villanova ’16).  They will use him in short-divide 
motion to give him the football on fly sweeps.  Contains good speed with the ball in his hands. He 
has good speed working out of a three-point stance.  Excellent hand-eye coordination.  He will go 
up through contact to snag passes with one-hand even in bad weather conditions (2nd Round, FCS 
Playoffs ’16).  Works through the outside leverage of defenders to cross the face on out patterns. Ad-
justs to the football on quick posts and can avoid tacklers after the catch.  Runs routes with WR-like 
precision.  The team uses him on bootlegs and quick flat routes to get the ball in his hands.  He’s also 
been featured on shuffle passes and middle screens. Prefers to use stiff arms or footwork to defeat 
tacklers in the open field.  Gets on top of defenses in the seams of the defense (Southern Illinois ’16).  
He has an efficient straight-stem that will climb defenders on seams.  Changes and speeds up his 
gear to accelerate out of post-corners in the Red Area.  Uses his frame to nudge defenders vs. tight 
coverage to create room over his shoulder (Illinois State ’17).  When engaged, he will finish blocks 
for teammates on screens or swing passes (Southern Illinois ’16).   

Weaknesses:  Lacks vinegar as a blocker.   Does not always seem sure of his assignments. Stands up 
on his toes and doesn’t drive-block with his knees bent as a hand in the dirt TE (North Dakota State 
’16; Illinois State ‘17).   Rarely drops his hips to connect on cross-blocks when in a U-off TE spot.  
Overruns some of his space blocks on WR screens (Western Illinois ’17).  Loses his balance attempt-
ing to complete down blocks out of his three-point stance. LBs will junction him off the ball when 
working out of a three-point stance. Gets a little bit stuck running square-in patterns.  He will leave 
catchable passes on the ground trying to run before he has secured the catch (drop TD, Southern 
Illinois ’16; 3rd and 14, 3rd QTR, Illinois State ’17).  Fails to roll speed outs without having to gather 
his steps (TCU ’16).  He missed most of the 2018 Senior Bowl while dealing with a hamstring injury.  

Other Notes: Comes from the smallest class of football in South Dakota (9-man football) • Attended 
Britton-Hecla HS (S.D.) and was a three-sport letterman in football and basketball • 2014 (3 sts): 8 
catches for 100 yards (12.5 YPR) • 2015 (10 sts, 1st Team All-MVFC): 26 catches for 484 yards (18.6 
YPR) and 3 TDs • 2016 (13 sts, Unanimous All-American): 92 catches for 1,293 yards (14.1 YPR) 
and 11 TDs • 2017 (14 sts, 1st Team All-MVFC, Unanimous All-American): 72 receptions for 1,111 
yards (15.4 YPR) and 7 TDs • Career Stats: 198 catches for 2,988 yards and 21 TDs • 2018 Senior 
Bowl measurements: 10 1/8” hands, 33 7/8” arms, 79 5/8” wingspan

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): When watching Goedert play it becomes clear that he envisions 
himself as a wide receiver.  In the instances where he is asked to complete blocking assignments in 
the run game, the weight room strength never shows up.  He is very capable of tracking the ball over 
either shoulder and he has the ability to accelerate into-and-out of cuts.  His route running also has 
a bit of an uneven feel at times, when it comes to true definition and detail.  As he matures into the 
NFL game, he will realize that a sense of urgency is needed when away from the action.  His game is 
similar to former North Carolina tight end Eric Ebron (Lions, Colts).

3. Mike Gesicki 6’5 247 Penn State
Grade: 6.013 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 83

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):    High riser.  Former high school basketball standout 
capable of completing 360-degree or windmill dunks.  Confident player.  Believes in his recipe.  
Large hands.  He’s proven capable of climbing the ladder on high out patterns (Pittsburgh ’16).  He 
can twist his body to adjust down the field at the high point on receptions (Temple ’16, one-hand 
catch; Big Ten Champ ‘16).  The team will use him on the middle TE screens from a U-off TE spot.  
Long strider who gobbles up yards after the catch. When aligned to the nub side of the formation
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away from the slot, he can draw pass interference penalties vs. man coverage (Pitt ’16).  Has a feel 
for running the out-and-up pattern (beat the LB, Pitt ’16) and also ran a version of a seven-and-up 
switch route concept vs. Michigan State’s two-deep look in 2016 (went up over two defenders for 
high-point TD).  When flexed as a No. 3 slot in trips, he adjusts to passes placed on his wrong shoul-
der on quick hot routes (Ohio State ’16).  Better pass protector (left in on max pass pro, cross-block 
pick-up, Michigan State ’16, Godwin post-TD) than run blocker at this stage.  As a run blocker, he’s 
at his best on arch blocks (Iowa ’17).  He’s been an end on the punt return unit on occasion in the 
past (2014).  Also has received time as an L2 on the kickoff team.  Contributes as the designated 
catcher on the hands team when the team faces onside kicks.  

Weaknesses:  Struggled to catch the ball some in 2015. Dropped a catchable pass vs. Ohio State 
(2016, 1st QTR).  As a hand in the dirt Y-TE, he lacks a six-inch punch to engage the defender on 
man blocks (DEs get into his frame and he has to latch outside of their shoulders).  His lower body 
weight room testing results haven’t yet translated as a blocker.  He’s been destroyed at the POA too 
often by DEs and forces runs to bubble (Rutgers ’17). Everything is still top-down in this phase 
(blocking).  Timid cross-blocker (as an offset H-back or U-TE) on inside split zone run concepts.  
He will occasionally block to half a man and not face-up the defender.  Fails to create separation in 
short areas.  Wallows into some of his corner routes (7-cuts).  Gangly in some of his movements.  
Questionable balance.  Not nifty enough to make defenders miss without having to take some hard 
falls while doing so (leaping over ankle tackles, etc...).  He left the Ohio State 2016 game in the first 
quarter due to a left ankle injury (but returned to play through pain). 

Other Notes: Went to Southern Regional HS (N.J.) and was named an Under Armour All-American 
after finishing his career with over 100 receptions and 16 receiving TDs.  He also posted six INTs 
on defense and punted while in school • He was named a four-star recruit by Rivals.com  • Played 
basketball and volleyball at the prep level.  Named the 2014 East-West All-Star game slam dunk 
champion • Finished his high school career with over 1,800 points on the hardwood • 2014 (1 st, 13 
gms, Dean’s List): 11 receptions for 114 yards (10.4 YPR) • 2015 (8 sts. Academic All-Big Ten):  13 
catches for 125 yards (9.6 YPR) and one TD • 5 receptions for 88 yards vs. Indiana on 11/12/16
• 2016 (13 gms, Honorable mention All-Big Ten): 47 receptions for 668 yards (14.2 YPR) and 4 TDs
• Penn State 2016 winter testing results (http://www.gopsusports.com/blog/2016/03/nittany-li-
ons-powering-through-winter-testing.html): 36 ½” VJ, 10’10” BJ, 365-lb power clean • 2017 (13 sts, 
2nd Team All-Big Ten): 57 catches for 563 yards (9.9 YPR) and 9 TDs; One tackle • Career Stats: 129 
receptions for 1,481 yards (11.5 YPR) and 15 TDs; 2 tackles • 2018 Senior Bowl measurements: 6053 
242 10 1/8” hands, 34”arms, 82 3/8” wingspan • 2018 NFL Combine: 10 1/8” hands, 34” arms, 22 
reps-225 lbs, 4.54 40-yd, 41 ½” VJ, 10’9” BJ, 6.76 3-cone, 4.1 20-yd SS, 11.33 60-yd LS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Even though Gesicki has not been a physical player at the point 
of attack, does it really matter with tight ends like NFL free agent Ladarius Green (6’6, 238) cur-
rently contributing in the NFL? Green has been most effective as a flexed-out slot option for either 
the San Diego Chargers or Steelers.  Gesicki has been exposed to professional terminology under a 
head coach with an NFL background in James Franklin.  He’s also been used in more of a pro-style 
role than the aforementioned Green (more of a slot WR/H-back-only at Louisiana-Lafayette).   Both 
players lack instant suddenness, but Gesicki has better size and aggressiveness making contested 
grabs.  Green –a 2012 fourth-round pick- impressed scouts with 4.53 speed and surprising lower 
body explosion (10-4” BJ).  The workout numbers have not translated into sustained success as an 
in-line blocker.  Gesicki has a frame that could add weight, but –much like Green- he’ll need to work 
religiously on changing directions in short areas.  He also needs to make marked strides uncorking 
his frame in an upward manner as either a run or pass blocker.  His weight room exploits suggest he 
can translate increased oomph on the field with added repetitions.
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Eveready

Penn State’s Mike Gesicki’s athleticism and confidence has him amongst the 2018 NFL Draft’s best 
tight ends. 

“I’m the kind of guy that’s confident in my abilities whether it’s man coverage or if it’s zone, I’m 
going to find that open spot. I take a lot of pride in that,” Gesicki said at the Senior Bowl. 

The Nittany Lion standout finished his career with 129 receptions for 1,481 yards (11.5 YPR) and 15 
TDs. 

In high school, Gesicki was a multi-sport standout playing basketball and volleyball in addition to 
football.

“I run fast. I jump high. I’m strong,” said Gesicki, who measured 6’5”, 242 lbs with 10 1/8” hands, 34” 
arms and a 82 3/8” wingspan. 

Jump high might be an understatement… Gesicki was named the 2014 East-West All-Star game 
slam dunk champion. 

The tutelage the tight end received in school should serve him well at the next level.

Gesicki has been used in more of a pro-style role than say former Chargers and Steelers tight end 
Ladarius Green, whose collegiate skill-set draws comparisons. 

The NFL hopeful could stand to improve a few aspects of his game.

Gesicki has a frame that could add weight, but –much like Green- he’ll need to work religiously on 
changing directions in short areas.  He also needs to make marked strides uncorking his frame in an 
upward manner as either a run or pass blocker, according to Draftnasty’s analysis. 

No matter where he lands in the draft, Gesicki says his confidence and swagger is traveling with him.

“My entire life in terms of confidence I’ve always had it growing up, playing basketball if there was 
three seconds left, I wanted to take the last shot. Now if we’re in the red zone, it’s one on one, I want 
the ball. If it’s the last play or third down, put it up to me,” Gesicki said. “Whatever it is, it’s who I 
am. I’m a big time competitor and I’m confident in my abilities. When I get out on the field and my 
number is called. I know I’m going to deliver.”  

By: Troy Jefferson, DraftNasty staff reports
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4. Mark Andrews 6’5 256 Oklahoma
Grade: 5.959 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 92

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):   Classroom warrior. Textbook size.  10 ½-inch hands. 
Former high school WR who works defenses on quick outs, deep crossers, digs and sail routes.  
He uses stems and sticks to move defenders and has a feel for route distribution.  Tremendous RZ 
option.  Works the back of the end zone to give his QB a target while on the move (TD, Iowa State 
’16).  Solid run after the catch threat.  The team uses him on bubble screens and he can make DBs 
miss with wiggle.  In 12 PC looks (2 TEs, 2 WRs, RB), he’ll stretch defenses running a portion of 
the double post from the inside (Ace, U-off, Kansas State ’16).  He’s also been effective running the 
post-corner-post routes (a common NFL RZ route) from the down TE spot.  Uses more strength 
and subtle nature to get off of jams when flexed-out.  Influences safeties on bend-seams with sticks 
outside to cross their faces on seam passes.  Contorts his body to make diving catches (seam route, 
2nd QTR, Tulane ’17). 

Weaknesses:  He’s not quite as sudden vs. press-man coverage (Franklin, Tulane ’17) or when trying 
to work through jams in traffic.  In this same game (Tulane ’17), he drew an offensive pass interfer-
ence on a fade from the slot and then lost a fumble after the catch.  Struggled mightily vs. Kansas 
State (2017) to hang on to the ball (2 drops).  Lacks consistent energy when attempting to stalk-
block when flexed away from the LOS.  This is also evident when he has his hand in the dirt (Texas 
’17) because DEs/OLB can fight through his charge.  Does a lot of chest-to-chest blocking where his 
numbers are exposed. Rarely creates forward movement off the ball.  DEs aligned in a 6i-alignment 
will fight through his down blocks on gap-schemed runs (Ledbetter, Georgia ’18).  He suffers from 
Type 1 diabetes and has to monitor the condition during games (http://www.soonersports.com/
ViewArticle.dbml?DB_OEM_ID=31000&ATCLID=211648917).

Other Notes: Attended Desert Mountain HS (Ariz.) and was named a four-star recruit by Rivals.com 
• He caught 48 touchdown passes as a WR during his last three years at the prep level • Played in
the 2014 U.S. Army All-American game • 2015 (1 st, 2nd Team All-Big 12, Academic All-Big 12): 
19 receptions for 318 yards (16.7 YPR) and 7 TDs • 3 receptions for 94 yards and 2 TDs vs. Houston 
on 9/3/16 • 2016 (11 sts, 1st Team All-Big 12, Academic All-Big 12): 31 catches for 489 yards (15.8 
YPR) and 7 TDs • 4 catches for 104 yards and one TD vs. Texas on 10/14/17 • 2017 (14 sts, Mackey 
Award winner, 1st Team All-American): 62 catches for 958 yards (15.5 YPR) and 8 TDs  • Career 
Stats: 40 games, 26 starts, 112 catches for 1,785 yards (15.8 YPR) and 22 TDs (Long-64) • 2018 NFL 
Combine: 10 ½” hands, 32 ½” arms, 17 reps-225 lbs, 4.67 40-yd, 31” VJ, 9’5” BJ, 7.34 3-cone, 4.38 
20-yd SS, 12.39 60-yd LS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Andrews is a former high school wide receiver who plays like 
a bigger one at the collegiate level.  Much like his time during the 2014 U.S. Army All-American 
practices, he struggles the further he gets away from the ball versus athletic defensive backs.  With 
that said, he’s been a strong run after the catch threat and wins versus linebackers consistently.  
We’ve seen the occasional concentration lapse show up and his intensity as a stalk-or-in-line blocker 
is up-and-down.  We expect him to get looks late on Day 2 of the 2018 NFL Draft process if he can 
put together strong postseason workouts.  The 2017 Mackey Award winner has some similarities to 
former Baltimore Ravens second-round draft pick Maxx Williams.

5. Ian Thomas 6’3 256 Indiana 
Grade: 5.753 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 143

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):   Nimble.  Flexible.  Flexes out at the No. 2 or No. 3 slot
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positions.  Attacks the seams of the defense.  Used on wheel routes and he has the footwork to allow 
his body to die along the chalk of the sidelines (TD, Ohio State ’17).  Contains positive hand-eye 
coordination.  Squares off his out routes with solid body control.  He adjusts to off-target passes.  He 
drops his weight well to run return-pivots and to break away from safeties on dig patterns.  Contains 
enough bulk to handle DEs on the edge in pass protection (Holmes, Ohio State ’17).  

Weaknesses:  One-year wonder.  Hasn’t run a full gamut of routes within the team’s offense.  Balance 
has been an issue vs. physical coverage (TE/DB, Senior Bowl ’18 Day 2).  He will drop his front foot 
back out of his two-point stance to come off the ball.  Doesn’t get his inside foot back in the ground 
to cut-off backside gap control on run away (Senior Bowl ’18, team, Day 1).  Loses his latch on turn-
out blocks.  He will lose some passes trying to run before he’s secured the catch (Senior Bowl ’18, 
7-on-7, Day 1).  He does some double catching on routes that cross the field (Penn State ’17). Can 
he adjust to low passes when running at speed?  Battled a left ankle injury that forced him to miss a 
couple of games in 2017.

Other Notes: Attended Digital Harbor HS (Md.) and was a three-sport letterman in football, basket-
ball and track & field • Went on to play at Nassau Community College (N.Y.) and was ranked as the 
No. 2 junior college TE by ESPN • 2015 (Nassau CC, 8 gms): 23 catches for 433 yards (18.8 YPR) 
and 3 TDs • 2016 (13 gms, 1 st): 3 receptions for 28 yards • 5 receptions for 53 yards and 2 TDs vs. 
Ohio State on 8/31/17 • 5 catches for 91 yards vs. Penn State on 9/30/17 • 4 catches for 93 yards vs. 
Rutgers on 11/18/17 • 2017 (10 sts, Honorable mention All-Big Ten): 25 receptions for 376 yards 
(15 YPR) and 5 TDs • 2018 Senior Bowl measurements: 6033 256 9 5/8” hands, 33 1/8” arms, 80” 
wingspan • 2018 NFL Combine: 10” hands, 32 ½” arms, 4.74 40-yd, 36” VJ, 10’3” BJ, 7.15 3-cone, 
4.2 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Thomas has shown enough body control to develop into at 
least a No. 2 tight end initially, but he has starting potential.  Indiana’s offense primarily relied upon 
spreading out opponents so the tight end had to get involved through the passing game. In the run 
game, he needs more tenacity when finishing blocks.  He may be better in pass protection than 
creating forward movement in the running game.  He should have no problem being an effective 
in-line blocker if he earns more repetitions.  It is a bit concerning that he missed time due to injury 
in his only full season as a starter.

6. Jordan Akins 6’3 246 UCF
Grade: 5.54 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 216

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Described as a gym rat by coaches.  He’s gradually put 
on positive weight while in school.  Large catch radius.  He will sky to make a number of grabs away 
from frame (Memphis ’17, game 2; USF ’16-bullets).  Relatively evenly-distributed.  Good athlete.  
Runs well. He’s shown off speed on seams when left wide open (TD, ECU ’17) or on deep over routes 
that cross the field (Maryland ’16).   Former WR.  He was a matchup terror on corner routes early in 
career (FIU ’15).  Has returned kickoffs and even punts (FIU ’15) for the team.  Moves around with-
in their attack (U-off TE, FB, Y-TE, slot WR).  Often aligns as an offset FB to the boundary and will 
run flat routes from this spot (1-hand catch, Cincinnati ’17).  Possesses some wiggle after the catch.  
Breaks tackles.  As a Z-WR in z-in motion, he’s been used on screens to get yards after the catch 
(FIU ’15, USF ‘16).  At the start of 2016, he was doing a better job of holding POA with his hand in 
the dirt (Tulane ’16).  Much better finding targets on the move as a U-off blocker in 2017 (Cincin-
nati).  Runs his feet on stalk blocks and takes solid angles on arch blocks (AAC Championship ’17).  
Impressed with his route-running vs. LBs and Ss during the week of the 2018 Senior Bowl.

Weaknesses: Age. 25 years old.  He’s struggled with drops in school.  He had two dropped passes vs. 
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7. Durham Smythe 6’5 253 Notre Dame
Grade: 5.531 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 220

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Active, energetic route runner with the foot quickness 
to snap out of quick outs.  Projects as a more advanced receiver than his numbers suggest.  Sinks 
into his dig routes to create separation vs. man coverage (Allen, 1-on-1, Senior Bowl ’18, Day 1).  He 
is smooth dropping his hips on press-out routes as a down TE (Stanford ’17).  Contorts his frame 
across the middle of the field on seams (Miami, Fla. ’17-4th QTR).  Has been able to handle some 
tough pass protection assignments one-on-one vs. DEs.  This is evident from either an off position 
or with his hand in the dirt. He factors into their running game climbing up to and mirroring LBs 
on the second level.  When uncovered, he will surprise LBs (pancake block, 2nd QTR/7:05, Stanford 
’17).  Chatters his feet on arch blocks to seal LBs on outside runs (Jefferson, Texas ’16).  Impresses 
with his release and ability to disengage as a LT on the punt team.  He has shown strike as a tackler 
(Stanford ’17).   

Weaknesses: Just 28 career receptions.  Doesn’t have the wingspan or catch radius normally asso-
ciated with a 6-foot-5 target. He had a chance on a 50-50 ball off of a boot throwback vs. Stanford 
in 2017 (dropped TD).  LBs can affect him off the line of scrimmage in a mug alignment (Jarvis, 
7-on-7, Day 2, Senior Bowl ’18).  In pass protection, he will let his hands get outside the framework 
of OLBs rushing to his inside hip.  Can be thrown around when battling bigger DL (Ford, Texas ’16).   
Poor quick-sets have also shown up in pass protection (4th QTR, Stanford ’17).  When aligned as a 
FB to lead block on counter schemes, he doesn’t show a tremendous amount of pop at the point of 
attack.  Underwent surgeries on both his right knee and shoulder in 2015 and missed most of the 
season. 

BYU in 2014. Struggled vs. Stanford in 2015.  Despite improvements, still catches the charge as 
an in-line blocker.  Caught a lot of the charge working against the DEs vs. Michigan in 2016.  He’s 
primarily an all arms/upper body blocker vs. DEs and OLBs at the POA (ECU ’16). Fails to cut-off 
the C-gap on the backside of run away (Maryland ’16).  He was frustrated by Jabrill Peppers working 
out of his three-point stance in man-to-man and also struggled mightily vs. press coverage in this 
game. Tore the ACL, MCL and had a bone chip in his right knee (2015) and missed the majority of 
the season.  Hamstring injury prevented him from finishing the workout at the 2018 NFL Combine.

Other Notes: Attended Union Grove HS (Ga.) and accounted for 26 TDs as a junior • He was a 3rd 
round draft choice by the Texas Rangers in the 2010 MLB Draft and played three years in the minor 
leagues (.218, 24 HRs, 124 RBI, 42 SB) • 2014: 12 receptions for 135 yards (11.3 YPR); 24.2 yds/KR 
• 9 catches for 104 yards and 2 TDs vs. FIU on 9/3/15 • 2015 (3 gms): 14 receptions for 152 yards
(10.9 YPR) and 2 TDs; 24.8 yds/KR • 2 catches for 79 yards and one TD vs. Maryland on 9/17/16
• 2016 (7 sts): 23 catches for 347 yards (15.1 YPR) and 2 TDs • 4 catches for 66 yards and one TD vs.
Memphis in the 2017 AAC Championship game • 2017 (11 sts): 32 receptions for 515 yards (16.1 
YPR) and 4 TDs • 2018 Senior Bowl measurements: 6032 246 9 ¼” hands, 33 ½” arms, 80 ¼” wing-
span • Career Stats: 40 games, 79 receptions for 1,093 yards (13.8 YPR) and 8 TDs

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Akins, a former professional baseball player, took his game back 
to previous levels in 2017.  A tremendous athlete, the former professional baseball player has even 
returned kickoffs and punts for the Knights. Before getting injured in 2015 he was well on his way as 
the team’s No. 1 receiving option.  While he never fully developed in that role, he did become a com-
plementary piece the last two years.  He is capable of stretching the seams of the field, but he is be-
low average as a blocker.  This continued into the 2018 Senior Bowl practices.   He has demonstrated 
functional strength on the field at times and this translated into his postseason workouts.  Teams 
have varied views on the former Knight, but he has at least mid-round value in this year’s draft.  
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Other Notes: Attended Belton HS (Tex.) and was ranked as the 6th-best TE in the nation by 
247Sports.com • Father, Roy, played for Baylor  • 2014: One catch for 7 yards • 2015 (3 gms): 3 
receptions for 18 yards and one TD • 2016 (12 sts): 9 receptions for 112 yards (12.4 YPR) and 4 TDs; 
One tackle • 2017 (13 gms): 15 catches for 244 yards (16.3 YPR) and one TD; 3 tackles • 2018 Senior 
Bowl measurements: 6052 253 9 3/8” hands, 31 ½” arms, 78” wingspan • 2018 NFL Combine: 10 ¾” 
hands, 32 ½” arms, 18 reps-225 lbs, 4.81 40-yd, 31” VJ, 7.17 3-cone, 4.23 20-yd SS, 11.86 60-yd LS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Smythe may not be the prototype that NFL teams are looking 
for in a true flex-tight end, but he can put his hand in the dirt.  Opportunity more than anything else 
eluded him during his time with the Fighting Irish.  We feel he is more than capable of being at least 
a No. 2 tight end in your team’s 12 (2 WR, 2 TE, RB) –or -22 (2 RB, 2 TE, WR) personnel packages.  
He doesn’t have blinding speed to stretch the seams but he plays fast enough.  While a team will not 
design its run game towards his side, he is an adequate blocker capable of completing a variety of 
blocks.  We were impressed with his work on the punt team in the film viewed.  He is a Day 3 pros-
pect who may surprise when he gets into an NFL training camp.

8. Chris Herndon IV 6’4 253 Miami (Fla.)
Grade: 5.435 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 238

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):   He seemed to gain a step from 2016 to 2017. Demon-
strates little wasted motion with his front foot in a two-point stance when running bend seams.  He 
exhibits a level of calm catching the ball in traffic or crowded zones (UNC ’17).  Finds the soft spots 
in the Red Zone to give his QB a target vs. zone coverage.  When flexed as a No. 2 slot option, he is 
a factor on bubble screens and option routes.  He possesses run after the catch ability in the middle 
of the field and is strong enough to bounce off tackles.  Keeps his balance along the sidelines when 
running after the catch.  As a No 3 slot WR, he runs a number of press-out possession patterns.  He 
gets his body in-between the defender and the ball in a box-out type of manner.  As a blocker (while 
very inconsistent), he can reach the five-technique DE on outside runs. 

Weaknesses:  Sense of urgency has to pick up.  Leads with his chest and fails to bring lower body 
on kick-out blocks as a U-off TE.  When he plays in this position, he’ll often catch the charge of the 
blow from DEs/OLBs.  As a Y-tight end, he will come off the snap late and get pilfered back (Russell 
Athletic Bowl ’16).  He seems very disinterested in this phase of his game on occasion (Syracuse 
’17).  Aggressive DBs will jam him at the LOS with safety help over the top (Duke ’16).  Did not play 
in the season’s final two games due to a torn medical collateral ligament in his left knee.  Also was 
unable to participate in the 2018 Senior Bowl or 2018 NFL Combine.  

Other Notes: Attended Norcross HS (Ga.) and he was ranked as a three-star recruit by Rivals.com
• 2014 Nike Sparq testing results: 4.86 40-yd, 4.5 20-yd SS, 30” VJ, 40-foot powerball throw • 2015
(3 sts): 18 catches for 237 yards (13.2 YPR) and one TD • 4 catches for 53 yards and one TD vs. 
Virginia Tech on 10/20/16 • 2016 (12 sts): 28 catches for 334 yards (11.9 YPR) and 2 TDs • 10 catch-
es for 96 yards and one TD vs. Syracuse on 10/21/17 • 2017 (11 sts, 2nd Team All-ACC): 40 catches 
for 477 yards (11.9 YPR) and 4 TDs • 2018 Senior Bowl: 9 3/8” hands, 32 1/8” arms, 79” wingspan
• 2018 NFL Combine: 9 ¾” hands, 32 ¾” arms, 21 reps-225 lbs

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Herndon is sort of a poor man’s David Njoku-type (Cleveland 
Browns) in that he’s a smooth flex option with good run after the catch ability.  He’s a former X-wide 
receiver at the high school level who has always been comfortable running routes.  The ‘Canes fre-
quently featured him as a No. 2 or No. 3 slot receiver.  He has the ability to track the ball in crowded 
zones or when tightly covered in man-to-man. His ability to separate in short areas is average and 
his play speed varies from down-to-down.  Overall, he presents limited thump to create forward 
movement as an in-line blocker and often seems disinterested in this phase of his game. If he can
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9. Tyler Conklin 6’3 254 Central Michigan
Grade: 5.23 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 291

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):   Former college hoops player with body control.  Moves 
around within their attack.  Makes some very difficult catches in the Red Zone (see Ohio ’17). 
Frequently used as a flexed-out No. 1 WR, H-back, Z-WR, in-line TE or U-off TE. They use him to 
run out routes as a No.3 slot WR.  From the U-off TE spot in wing TE sets.  He’ll run wheel routes 
and display positive hand-eye coordination along the sidelines (Miami, OH. ’16).  Positive run after 
the catch threat.  They also use him on a number of shallow crossers and routes that cross the field.  
Sinks his hips well when running dig routes.  Has a little give-and-go head-and-shoulder shake to 
elude catch-man coverage.  Tracks the ball with imminent contact on the way.  He does a good job 
of turning away from the inside-out defender to run after the catch.  Displayed a decent feel for 
running bootleg concepts during 2018 Senior Bowl practices.  Nine career tackles.  

Weaknesses:  Frames as opposed to showing the ‘pop’ off the ball as a down tight end.  Doesn’t cut-
off the backside OLB in his inside gap control with enough resistance on run away (Senior Bowl ’18, 
Day 1, team).  From the U-off outside Z-WR in bunch formations, he’ll overrun 2nd level blocks.  
When flexed-out as a No. 1 displaced X-WR, he doesn’t threaten the CB with his stride off the ball 
(PBU, 1st QTR, Virginia ’16). Will he make the contested grabs consistently away from his body 
with contact on the way (Blanding-PBU, Virginia ’16; Miami, Ohio ’16)?  Did not consistently sepa-
rate from safeties during 2018 Senior Bowl one-on-one coverage (Henderson, Day 2; White, Day 2; 
Allen, Day 3). Gets a little too choppy getting in-and-out of some of his breaks. Does not stand out 
in terms of his pass pro up to this point.  Injured the fifth metatarsal bone in his left foot in training 
camp and subsequently missed the first five games of the year.

Other Notes: Attended L’Anse Creuse North HS (Mich.) and played football and basketball while 
there • Went on to play basketball at Northwood University and averaged 1.9 PPG, 2.6 RPG and 1.4 
APG  • 2015 (CMU): 6 catches for 95 yards; 5 tackles • 2016 (11 sts, ): 42 receptions for 560 yards 
(13.3 YPR) and 6 TDs; Two tackles • 7 receptions for 98 yards in the 2017 Famous Idaho Potato 
Bowl  • 2017 (5 sts, 3rd Team All-MAC): 35 receptions for 504 yards (14.4 YPR) and 5 TDs; Two 
tackles • 2018 Senior Bowl: 6027 252 9 ¾” hands, 33 ¼” arms, 77 ¾” wingspan • 2018 NFL Com-
bine: 9 ¾” hands, 33 ¼” arms, 18 reps-225 lbs, 4.8 40-yd, 38” VJ, 10’0 BJ, 7.13 3-cone, 4.23 20-yd SS, 
11.43 60-yd LS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Conklin is quietly beginning to etch his name in the minds of 
scouts.  Most were wondering what type of impact he would have for the Chippewas in 2017 upon 
returning from a serious foot injury he suffered in fall camp.  Not only did the former college hoops 
player average 63 yards per game in his eight 2017 appearances, he also became a big factor in the 
opposing team’s territory.  Despite legitimate explosion numbers, he doesn’t uncork as well as in-line 
blocker as one might expect at 254 pounds.  This is most likely his biggest knock.   There have been 
some issues separating from athletic safeties on occasion as well.  Conklin does provide outstand-
ing body control in the Red Zone.  He’s a flex-type player with H-Back possibilities in the mold of 
former Rutgers tight end Tyler Kroft.

improve as an off the ball blocker and backside second tight end, then there are possibilities at the 
next level.  His knee injury could affect his draft stock.  
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10. Damon Gibson 6’4 249 Minnesota State-Moorhead
Grade: 5.213 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 295

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):   Played WR and has even punted for the team.  Runs 
well.  Long arms extend his catch radius on the perimeter (Sioux Falls ’16).  Uses a strong rip-thru 
move to get clearance vs. bum-and-run coverage.  Adjusts to back-shoulder throws. Strong periph-
eral vision.  Able to make a move after catching off-target passes (East-West Shrine ’18, Day 1). He 
will slide instinctively to create a new pocket for his QB after running the route (East-West Shrine 
’18, 7-on-7, Day 2).  Pumps his arms on his straight-stems off the ball in a three-point stance and 
squares off out routes pretty cleanly.  Demonstrated an ability to create a thump on cross-blocks as 
an offset U-Off or FB during East-West Shrine practices.

Weaknesses:  At WR, he can be cut-off on outside releases running fade routes (Sioux Falls ’16). 
He is going to have to work on generating forward movement with his hat-and-hand placement as 
opposed to raring back to connect (Thomas, East-West Shrine ’18, team, Day 1).  He was Thrown 
around a little during the first day of East-West Shrine practices vs. stout DEs.  Missed three games 
due to injury in the 2017 season.

Other Notes: Attended Clinton-Graceville-Beardsley HS (Minn.) and starred as a QB • Also played 
basketball and baseball at the prep level • 2014: 10 catches for 93 yards; One punt blocked; 5 tackles
• 2015 (NSIC Academic All-Team): 37 receptions for 821 yards (22.6 YPR) and 6 TDs • 2016 (AFCA 
2nd Team All-American): 90 catches for 1,459 yards (17.2 YPR) and 17 TDs; 3 tackles
• 2017: 54 catches for 649 yards and 3 TDs; 3 tackles • 2018 East-West Shrine measurements: 9 ¾” 
hands, 33 ¼” arms, 79 1/8” wingspan • 2018 North Dakota State Pro Day: 18 reps-225 lbs, 4.6 40-yd, 
37 ½” VJ

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Since Gibson will be a flex tight end option in the NFL, it was 
important to watch how he handled in-line assignments during 2018 East-West Shrine practices.  
He still has a long ways to go in terms of being capable of completing these tasks and probably is 
best suited for a Seth DeValve-like (Cleveland Browns) entry into the NFL.  

11. Dalton Schultz 6’5 244 Stanford
Grade: 5.206 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 296

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):   Athletic bloodlines.  He has adequate get-off out of 
his three-point stance. Factors in on TE-throwback passes going underneath coverage (TD, Notre 
Dame ’17).  The team will use him on bootlegs from the U-Off position to the flats.  They flex him 
at the No. 2 slot WR position on third downs.  Runs all of the routes that a flex TE needs to run to 
win in short areas (return-pivots, jerk, options). Contains a patient feel for running these patterns. 
He has pretty good speed on straight-stems on seam passes.  Competes favorably vs. Sam LBs on 
down blocks.  He is a satisfactory position blocker. Wins to a spot with quickness on turn-out blocks 
(Notre Dame ’17).  He plays on the KOR unit in the back half as a fullback.

Weaknesses:  Does not have ideal length for an in-line tight end.  Strength is a concern. Loses his 
latch late in downs when sustaining blocks.  He can be thrown around as a run blocker with his 
hand in the dirt (Henderson, SDSU ’17).  Will he make the contested catch?  During his career he 
never became a legitimate option on third downs.  Injured his ankle in the fourth quarter of the 
Washington game in 2017.  Zero career tackles.  
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12. Troy Fumagalli 6’5 247 Wisconsin
Grade: 5.1 (5th Round)

Big Board Rank: 337

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):   Athletic bloodlines. Former walk-on with the right 
ingredients. Tough.  Played with a broken nose vs. Iowa in 2017.  Lines up as a down TE, offset FB, 
U-off TE and flex No. 2 receiver.  He’s a smooth strider who is efficient getting to open areas.  The 
team uses him on boot throwbacks off of play action and also on normal bootlegs (Utah State ’17).  
From the U-off TE spot, he’ll run option routes to get inside of LBs on third downs.  Caught a whop-
ping 22 passes on third downs in 2016.  Makes a number of tough catches in tight coverage.  Frames 
the safety in man coverage by blocking him out from the ball (3rd and 5, Michigan ’17).  Creates a 
net for his QB in these situations (3rd and 5, 3rd QTR, Maryland ’17).  Ball skills are constantly on 
display week-to-week with difficult body control snares (one-hand grab, Western Michigan ’17-Cot-
ton Bowl).  As a blocker, he’s much better as the lead element on kick-out blocks when they run 
power schemes.  Above average on down blocks when they run to his side.  Latches after taking solid 
angles on arch blocks (Michigan ’17).  Displays excellent speed as a lead blocker on WR screens 
(Purdue ’16).  Gets a hat-on-hat on cross blocks to kick out the edge element.

Weaknesses:  Battled an ankle injury that cost him two games in 2015.  Did not play vs. Northwest-
ern in 2017 due to a lower left leg injury.  He lost an index finger as an infant and plays with just 
nine fingers.  Slowed down the second half of his senior season.  He blocks a little bit narrow for 
even a position blocker.   Concentration lapses show up on occasion (false start, No. 3 slot, 3rd QTR, 
Michigan ’17).  As a lead blocker, he’s been dropped in the hole (Penn State ’16).  He will whiff on 
the second level locating LBs.  Not necessarily nifty on a down-to-down basis.  He can be frustrated 
by LBs in a Mug position (Bentley, Senior Bowl ’18, Day 1). Doesn’t get consistent separation from 
LBs who play physical (Newby raked it out of his hands, 1st QTR, Nebraska ’16).  Struggled to sepa-
rate from LBs and safeties during 2018 Senior Bowl practices. 

Other Notes:  Attended Waubonsie Valley HS (Ill.) and was named a three-star recruit by Rivals.com.  
He also played baseball at the prep level  • Father, Doug, played football at Holy Cross, his brother, 
Drew, played baseball at Dayton and another brother, Ross, played football at Dayton
• 2014 (2 sts): 14 catches for 187 yards (13.4 YPR); 3 tackles • 6 catches for 60 yards and one TD vs.
Nebraska on 10/10/15 • 2015 (4 sts, Honorable mention All-Big Ten): 28 receptions for 313 yards

Other Notes:  Attended Bingham HS (Utah) and was named a four-star recruit by Rivals.com • He 
was named the best tight end in the nation by Scout.com • Also played basketball at the prep level
• Brother, Brad, played at Southern Virginia  • 2015 (Honorable mention Academic All-Pac-12): 10
catches for 121 yards (12.1 YPR) and one TD; 13 yds/KR • 2016 (Honorable mention All-Pac-12): 
23 receptions for 222 yards (9.7 YPR) and one TD • 2017 (1st Team All-Pac-12): 22 receptions for 
212 yards (9.6 YPR) and 3 TDs • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 ¼” hands, 31 ¾” arms, 15 reps-225 lbs, 4.75 
40-yd, 32” VJ, 10’0 BJ, 7.0 3-cone, 4.4 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  It probably isn’t that much of a surprise that Schultz didn’t post 
huge numbers in Stanford’s offense because they were a run-based team.  What is a bit disconcerting 
is that he wasn’t the top big play threat at tight end.  That distinction would go to sophomore stand-
out Kaden Smith.  Schultz looks the part when he is working off of the slot down the seams but he 
has rarely been a featured performer catching the ball.  The operative thinking is that he can fulfill 
the role of a No. 2 or No. 3 tight end/H-back.   Why wasn’t he more of a factor on third downs?  He 
posted just two receptions on third downs as a senior and 11 in his career.  The former four-star 
recruit is certainly nimble and athletic enough to become a viable cover guy on special teams.  If so, 
he will have to do more than perform on the kickoff return unit.  He never recorded a tackle during 
his time in school.  He has Day 3 value in the 2018 NFL Draft.
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13. Andrew Vollert 6’5 1/2 239 Weber State
Grade: 5.06 (5th Round)

Big Board Rank: 351

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):   Team captain. The team uses him to flex as a slot WR, 
down Y-TE spot and X-WR. Used on the corner route portion of star routes.  Runs quick outs as an 
X-WR and can make the first tackler miss (Idaho State ’17).   He comes to balance to climb, chatter 
and mirror vs. LBs on the second level as a blocker.  Displays very good build-up speed to challenge 
the seams of defenses.  Aligns at the No. 3 slot position in 3x1 shotgun formations and will win ver-
tically down the field.  Contains the hand-eye coordination to snag one-hand passes while running 
full speed down the field (Western Illinois, FCS Playoffs ’17).  Tracks the ball over his left shoulder 
on downfield patterns.  He has been a leaper on Hail Marys and also shown up on reverse passes.

Weaknesses:  Very light and angular in build. Does not have the length to work as an in-line tight 
end. He can be knocked around coming off the line of scrimmage when getting out of his three-
point stance (2nd QTR/4:13, Idaho State ’17).  Looks like a big outside WR.  Offers absolutely 
little-to-nothing at the point of attack vs. DE/OLB with his hand in the dirt (East-West Shrine ’18, 
Day 2, 9-on-7).  This extended itself in goal line situations with his hand in the ground (Idaho State 
’17, 2nd QTR).  

Other Notes: Attended St. Ignatius College Prep HS (Calif.)  • Former college basketball and football 
player at San Jose State • 2014 (San Jose State): 22 receptions for 335 yards and 2 TDs • Went on 
to play at San Francisco CC in 2015: 23 catches for 231 yards and 3 TDs • 2016 (AP 3rd Team 
All-American): 62 catches for 840 yards (13.5 YPR) and 7 TDs; One interception • 2017 (AP 2nd 
Team All-American): 61 catches for 773 yards (12.7 YPR) and 5 TDs; Threw two TD passes • Career 
Stats: 123 catches for 1,613 yards (13.1 YPR) and 12 TDs • 2018 East West Shrine measurements: 
9” hands, 31” arms, 74 ½-inch wingspan • 2018 East West Shrine in-game report: Can he make the 
contested man-to-man grabs (3rd down, 2nd QTR)? • 2018 Weber State Pro Day: 4.57 40-yd, 32 ½” 
VJ, 4.09 20-yd SS, 6.76 3-cone

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Vollert is similar to former Tampa Bay Buccaneers and Wash-
ington Redskins tight end Todd Yoder.  Like Yoder, he was used more like a wide receiver coming 
out of college and he will need to develop as an in-line blocker.  The difference is that he is may be 
as tall as Yoder, but could arguably play much smaller.  Vollert’s lack of length ranks as a major con-
cern.  The former college basketball player most likely will be a flex tight end or H-back.  Will he be 
able to avoid bodies in traffic?  He was knocked around too much in the film viewed.  He impresses

(11.2 YPR) and one TD • 7 receptions for 100 yards vs. LSU on 9/3/16 • 6 receptions for 83 yards 
and one TD vs. Western Michigan in the 2017 Cotton Bowl  • 2016 (14 sts, 2nd Team All-Big Ten): 
47 receptions for 580 yards (12.3 YPR) and 2 TDs • 2017 (12 sts, Mackey Award Finalist, Big Ten TE 
of the Year, AP 2nd Team All-American): 48 receptions for 547 yards (11.9 YPR ) and 4 TDs; One 
tackle • Career: 52 games, 32 starts, 135 receptions for 1,627 yards and 7 TDs • 2018 Senior Bowl 
measurements: 6047 247 9 5/8” hand (left), 32 ¼” arms, 75 3/8” wingspan • Graduated with a degree 
in finance, investment and banking • 2018 NFL Combine: 10 ¼ hands, 34 1/8” arms, 14 reps-225 lbs

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Teams looking for tight ends who can truly stretch the field may 
not be in the services for Fumagalli.  This is by no means a slight on his play.  He is not an in-line 
dominator, yet an effective blocker from a number of spots.  Weighing in at nearly 250 pounds, the 
2017 Big Ten Tight End of the Year combines savvy with enough short-area quickness.   He uses his 
frame as his best friend.  Despite having just nine fingers, he demonstrates sure hands and is one the 
2018 draft class’ best when it comes to making contested catches.  The real question surrounding 
his ability to maintain a second tight end spot is whether or not he has enough juice to contribute 
beyond a fullback position on your kickoff return unit.  If not, he’ll need to earn a starting role.
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with his foot speed and hand-eye coordination. 

14. Jordan Thomas 6’4 265 Mississippi State
Grade: 5.04 (5th Round)

Big Board Rank: 356

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):   He’s been used in a slot WR role despite weighing near-
ly 270 pounds.  11-inch hands. Can make catches away from his frame and extend the field for the 
QB in the Red Zone (USC ’16; Texas A&M ’17-TD).  Runs well.  The team has used him as a U-off 
TE in divide motion (away from the down tight end) to run flat routes.  He’s run satisfactory curl 
patterns as a No. 1 WR outside the numbers (TaxSlayer Bowl ’17).   Can pluck the ball coming back 
downhill and display some RAC ability. He does show an ability to create a bit of an upward nudge 
as a blocker from a two-point in bunch formations (BYU ’17).  From this type of spot, he can time 
crack blocks (East-West Shrine ’18, Day 2, team).  With his hand in the dirt (2018 East-West Shrine, 
9-on-7, Day 2) he would create upward movement even though he raised his frame right after doing 
so.  On Day 1 (East-West Shrine, 9-on-7), he took good angles to cut-off DEs on inside zones.  In 
one-on-one pass rush drills, he also ran guys up the field with foot quickness and size (despite poor 
pass set-Day 2, Scales).

Weaknesses:  Needs to monitor his weight.  He’s been up around the 280-lb mark.  As a blocker off 
the ball (U-TE) in wing sets, he’ll dip his head-gear and whiff going forward to engage at the OLB 
(BYU ’17, 1st QTR/6:49).  This theme continued in pass protection drills during the 2018 East-West 
Shrine practices (Rolland-Jones, 1/1, Day 2).  At the same position, he’ll overrun his landmarks try-
ing to hook the linebacker on outside runs (powers).  He tends to waist-bend and hunch over when 
trying to widen DEs on arch blocks.  Buckled on occasion by intensity players during 9-on-7 drills 
during the 2018 East-West Shrine practices (Lawler, Day 1).  Displays minimal effort in chase mode 
going after DBs who’ve intercepted passes (BYU ’17, 2nd QTR/11:37).

Other Notes:  Went to Sumrall HS (Miss.) in Sumrall, Mississippi • He was Scout.com’s No.1 recruit 
as a tight end coming out of East Central Community College (Miss.)  • While at East Central CC, 
he also saw time at offensive tackle and defensive end.  Played basketball for the school • 2016 (12 
gms): 9 receptions for 48 yards (5.3 YPR) and one TD • 4 catches for 65 yards vs. Ole Miss  • 2017 
(13 gms, 5 sts): 22 receptions for 263 yards (12 YPR) and 3 TDs (Long-29) • 2018 East-West Shrine 
measurements: 6051 269 11” hands, 34 5/8” arms, 82 ½” wingspan • 2018 NFL Combine: 11” hands, 
34 1/8” arms, 16 reps-225 lbs, 4.74 40-yd, 27” VJ, 9’3” BJ, 7.5 3-cone, 4.75 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Some scouts feel that Thomas has the look of an NFL offensive 
tackle with his hand size, wingspan and potential to put on weight.  We don’t envision it as a possi-
bility.  The last SEC tight end to have extended NFL success was former Arkansas Razorback Jason 
Peters (Philadelphia Eagles).  Thomas is continuing to audition at receiver.  His work as a blocker 
left a lot to be desired in the film viewed, but he did appear more enthused during 2018 East-West 
Shrine practices.  Additionally, Thomas displayed adequate ability to displace and even won some of 
his one-on-one matchups versus cornerbacks as a wide receiver.  This continued a theme from late 
in the year.  Overall, we feel he will test well and has a legitimate chance of hearing his name called 
on Day 3 of the 2018 NFL Draft.  He’s sort of a Boo Williams (New Orleans Saints, 2001-05) type of 
prospect entering the league.

15. Ryan Izzo 6’5 256 FSU
Grade: 4.955 (5th Round)

Big Board Rank: 383

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):   As a U-off blocker at TE, he is used to hook the edge or
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cross block on zone run schemes.  The team will flex him on occasion.  He will not quit working 
once he gets his hands inside the numbers of edge LBs (pancake, 4th QTR, UNC ’16).  Exhibits 
some nasty as a blocker finishing through the whistle (head butt, Southern Miss ’17).  His chips 
(blocks on the DE to help OT) on his way out into routes has left DEs reeling (pancake, Wilkins, 
Clemson ’16).  He is patient when setting up his blocks before releasing on TE throwbacks.   Settles 
his feet to time his arch blocks and runs his feet completing the block (Moore, 2nd H, Southern 
Miss ’17).  He will get his head turned around quickly after finding the soft spot in zone coverage.  In 
the passing game, he’s been used on bootlegs, out routes, or flat routes off the play action pass.  Soft 
hands.  Drew a pass interference on an out-and-up route in the 2016 Orange Bowl.  Ran a couple of 
solid routes on third down vs. Alabama in 2017.  Serves as the left wing on the field goal unit and 
the right wing on the kickoff return unit.

Weaknesses:  Shorter, leverage-based nickel backs and safeties junction him at the line of scrimmage 
in press-man (Douglas, Independence Bowl ’17).  On some of his scoring plays that have been called 
back (over route, UNC ’16), he’s shown average finishing speed.  Deliberate getting in-and-out of 
routes.  His sink at the top of cuts is average.  Initiates some of his second-level blocks with his 
hands and elbows outside of the frame.  This is evident when trying to gain leverage versus defensive 
ends.  One career tackle.

Other Notes: Attended Pope John XXIII HS (N.J.) and was ranked as the 9th-best TE in the nation 
by 247Sports.com • He was also named an All-West Jersey 2nd Team selection in basketball
• 2014: One reception • 2015 (11 sts): 14 catches for 210 yards (15 YPR) and 2 TDs • 2016: 19 re-
ceptions for 227 yards (11.9 YPR) and one TD • 6 catches for 59 yards vs. Southern Miss in the 2017 
Independence Bowl • 2017: 20 receptions for 317 yards (16.1 YPR) and 3 TDs • 2018 NFL Combine: 
9 ¼” hands, 31 3/8” arms, 18 reps-225 lbs, 4.94 40-yd, 33” VJ, 9’2” BJ, 7.15 3-cone, 4.43 20-yd SS, 
12.15 3-cone

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Teams looking for the seam-stretching, dynamic middle of the 
field playmaker may not be in the services for Izzo.   With that said, a very good argument can be 
made that he ranks as a Rhett Ellison-type (Vikings, Giants) entering the league.  Like Ellison, Izzo 
may not be explosive in initial movement but he is a good athlete who’s smooth in most everything 
he does on the field.  The two players are also similar in that they can handle some fullback, H-back, 
and tight end assignments.  Izzo is a potential  ‘glue’ player who could make an NFL team due to 
his size, ‘nasty’ on-field demeanor, soft hands and reliability.  His lack of length (31 3/8-inch arms) 
ranks as a concern if asked to sustain blocks versus defensive ends.  Even though Izzo had just one 
career tackle, he did show up on both the field goal and kickoff return units in the film viewed.

16. Deon Yelder 6’2 5/8 256 Western Kentucky
Grade: 4.86 (5th Round)

Big Board Rank: 415

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):   Capable flex-option. Plays with his hand in the dirt 
quite a bit as well.  Used as a Wildcat FB in inverted bone formations (TD, FAU ’17). They move 
him to shift from one side to the other and re-set his alignments. Possesses good speed coming off 
the ball as the No. 3 slot WR on skinny posts.  They also flex him at the No. 2 slot to run seam posts. 
Won up the seams in Senior Bowl ’18 practices one-on-one on these seam patterns.  Made a tight 
window catch for a TD in the game (Senior Bowl).  When they get into trips bunch formations, he’ll 
run the corner routes.  Keeps working for his QB down the field on scramble drills (TD-FAU ’17; 
TD-Cure Bowl ’17).  Does a decent job of framing the DE on down blocks to influence his momen-
tum down inside (FAU ’17).  Natural sinking into digs (steps into them) and can catch them on the 
wrong shoulder.    Steps in-and-out of his breaks on corner routes. He will make contested catches in 
the Red Area.  Plays the RW on the KOR unit and does a fine job of setting up double teams. Also
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has been seen as the PP (personal protector) on the punt team.  Blocked a kick in 2016.

Weaknesses:  One-year wonder. He gets caught leaning over his frame to block on the second-level 
(Louisiana Tech ’17).  Not the thumper you would expect him to be as a 256-pound tight end. Even 
when he has the block measured up, his sustain is questionable.  Hits with the top of his pads with 
a narrow base for the most part (inconsistent in this regard).  Mistimes stalk blocks on the edge. 
Demonstrates an inability to scoop block the head-up 6-technique DE on inside zones (allowed 
tackle, Cure Bowl ’17).  Fails to consistently break down on option routes.  There are questions as 
to his ability to separate in short areas.  Has some stiffness having to stop and re-direct back to balls 
thrown behind him. One career tackle.  

Other Notes: Attended Southern HS (Ky.) and was a standout on the basketball team  • 2016: One 
tackle • 6 catches for 73 yards vs. Marshall on 11/11/17 • 5 catches for 112 yards and 2 TDs in the 
2017 Cure Bowl • 2017 (Honorable mention All-C-USA): 52 catches for 688 yards (13.2 YPR) and 7 
TDs; Two carries for 15 yards (7.5 YPC) and one TD • 2018 NFLPA Collegiate Bowl measurements: 
6025 256 9 ½” hands, 32 ¾” arms, 78 ¼” wingspan

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Yelder’s story is strange.  The former walk-on had to sit behind 
several productive tight ends to wait for an opportunity in 2017.  After catching 52 passes for nearly 
700 yards, he earned invitations to both the 2018 NFLPA Collegiate Bowl and became a late-add to 
the 2018 Reese’s Senior Bowl roster.   He’s not necessarily a quick-twitched tight end but he does run 
satisfactory routes and can build to speed working the seams of the field.  He works for his quarter-
back, moves around within their schemes and makes tightly contested Red Zone grabs.  We expect 
him to get attention on Day 3 of the draft process as a developmental tight end if he tests well for 
scouts.

17. David Wells 6’5 244 San Diego State
Grade: 4.687 (6th Round)

Big Board Rank: 459

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):   Used as a down Y-TE, move U-off TE and flexed No. 2 
slot.  He’s often been in Yo-Yo motion and he’ll release after the play action fake up the seams (TD, 
Colorado State ’16).  He has shown body control contorting his frame to make back shoulder exten-
sion grabs  along the sidelines (Northern Illinois ’17).  Exhibits a nice get-off out of his three-point 
stance. He has the ability to reach back behind himself to make grabs on seam routes (Northern 
Illinois ’17).  Beat a linebacker from the U-off position for a TD vs. Air Force in 2017.  Caught the 
game-winning touchdown vs. Stanford in 2017 (bootleg).  Works to cut-off the backside and uses 
butt blocks  to scoop DEs on run away.  As a U-off move tight end, he sinks his weight to hook DEs 
on outside toss sweeps (Bowser, Houston ’16).  Sustains his blocks on the edge for stretch runs to his 
side with a ‘natty’ approach.  

Weaknesses:  DEs dislodge from him when he begins to lean to sustain blocks (Corcoran, Northern 
Illinois ’17).  Blocks from the top-down and loses his latch trying to hook defenders on outside runs. 
Lethargic as a route runner on occasion. Doesn’t elude traffic with fluidity when running shallow 
crossers.  Missed the 2017 season opener while rehabilitating from foot surgery (Jones fracture).  

Other Notes: Attended Clovis North HS (Calif.) and was named a three-star recruit by Rivals.com 
• 2015 (5 gms, All-Academic MWC): 4 catches for 22 yards (5.5 YPR)  • 2016 (13 gms, 2nd Team 
All-MWC): 25 catches for 294 yards (11.8 YPR) and 4 TDs; One tackle • 2017 (7 gms): 9 catches for 
133 yards (14.8 YPR) and 2 TDs; One tackle • Career Stats: 38 catches for 449 yards (11.8 YPR) and 
6 TDs • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 5/8” hands, 32 ¼” arms, 20 reps-225 lbs, 4.75 40-yd, 33” VJ, 9’8” BJ, 
7.5 3-cone, 4.59 20-yd SS, 12.41 60-yd LS  
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 Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Even though Wells caught just 38 passes in his career, it was not 
due to an inability to run and get up the seams.  He was just used more in a blocking role as a senior 
in some the team’s two tight end sets.  Fellow tight end Kawale Herring actually got some of his 2016 
touches.  Wells ranks as one of the few tight ends who have blocked in an NFL system under former 
NFL coach and current San Diego State offensive coordinator Jeff Horton.

18. Will Dissly 6’3 257 Washington
Grade: 4.683 (6th Round)

Big Board Rank: 460

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):   Former DL who’s made a successful transition to TE.  
Excellent size.  Frequently seen on the move as a U-off TE within their attack.  Also is a flex-TE, No. 
2 slot and LT on unbalanced sets. Plays FB in some of their near sets. Frequently used in pass protec-
tion.  He can capture and sit on slot blitzers off the edge on arch-type blocks (Haley, Penn State ’17).  
As a down TE, he chatters his feet to connect vs. weak-side LBs on outside runs. Reaches outside 
linebackers on stretch concepts going to his left and runs his feet after doing so (Fresno State ’17).  
When in the dot position in bunch formations, his patience allows him to wall DBs on outside runs.  
Demonstrates the ability to track the football down the field (Fiesta Bowl ’17).  Able to work the 
bend-in seam from a two-point flexed alignment and will catch away from his frame (Montana ’17).  

Weaknesses:  One year of production at the TE spot. Needs more reps. His aggressiveness at the 
second level allows LBs to shed him in the second phase of blocks. Loses backside cut-off blocks 
vs. OLBs with tenacity because he’ll get caught leaning out of his three-point stance (Okeke, Fresno 
State ’17).  Hasn’t run a number of routes in the route tree and still is gaining a feel in this regard.  
Not always in the game on obvious passing downs.

Other Notes: Attended Bozeman HS (Mont.) and was named the Gatorade Player of the Year after 
posting 9.5 QB sacks and 11 TD receptions (55 receptions, 917 yards) • Finished second in the state 
track meet in 2013 in the discus and fourth in the shot put • 2014: 2 tackles • 2015 (One start): 8 
tackles, QB sack, 3 TFLs, FF • 2016: 4 receptions for 47 yards and one TD; 2 tackles • 5 receptions 
for 79 yards and 2 TDs vs. Montana on 9/9/17 • 2017 (11 sts, Academic All-Pac-12): 21 receptions 
for 289 yards (13.8 YPR) and 2 TDs • 2018 NFLPA Collegiate Bowl measurements:  6034 256 9 1/2” 
hands, 33 3/8” arms, 79” wingspan• 2018 NFLPA Collegiate Bowl in-game report:  Made a nice 
hands catch working across the field on a drag route in the 2nd QTR.  Then made another solid 
snatch along the sidelines in the fourth quarter and kept his feet in-bounds. On the next play, he was
absolutely pilfered into the backfield on backside cut-off and gave up TFL to Franklin.

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Dissly still needs work on some of his angles as a blocker, but he 
can produce plenty of pizzazz with his natural strength.  There is an element of refinement needed 
as a route runner, but he does show good on-field speed.  He impressed working the sidelines during 
the 2018 NFLPA Collegiate Bowl.  With added repetitions, Dissly has a chance to develop into at 
least a second tight end.  He has Day 3 value in the 2018 NFL Draft.

19. Marcus Baugh 6’4 247 Ohio State
Grade: 4.677 (6th Round)

Big Board Rank: 461

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):   Flexes out and moves around within their attack.  
FromU-off TE, he runs quick outs to the flats.  Made a nice adjustment on poorly thrown seam 
route vs. Army in 2017.  He’ll catch high passes over the MOF extending with his ribs exposed (In-
diana ’17). Made an acrobatic grab vs. Wisconsin in 2016.  Impresses with his urgency from a
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two-point stance in stack looks (when flexed-out) and displayed acceleration to beat Peppers out of 
his break (dig route, 3rd and goal, Michigan ’16, 4th QTR/0:16).  Exhibited a feel for the soft spot 
on switch route vs. three-deep zone and bounced off of four tacklers to score (Penn State ’16).  Sits 
down over the ball and shows the QB his numbers in empty gun spread looks (Penn State ’16).  As a 
blocker, he’s at his best just catching and framing vs. Sam LBs or DEs.

Weaknesses:  Head will lean over his waist as a run blocker. Inconsistent and timid in pass protection 
(relies on length to be effective in these moments).  He was a bit long and drawn-out in some of his 
blitz pick-up vs. Indiana in 2016.  More effective as a flex or arch blocker than when in-line.  When 
leading back on counter runs, he chops too dramatically in the hole and will dip his head instead of 
his knees to connect vs. first color.  Turns sideways as a lead blocker too often (Michigan State ’16). 
Just gets in the way too many times on backside cut-off vs. Sam LBs. Concentration lapses show 
up.  Begins to get lethargic as a route runner on sit-downs over the middle of the field  (Army ’17).  
Leaves some passes on the field (Drop led to INT, Michigan State ’16).  Also had a concentration 
lapse vs. Northwestern in 2016 (dropped pass in the flats).  Injured his leg in the fourth quarter of 
the Penn State contest in 2016 and left the game.  Prior to that, he posted a false start penalty in the 
fourth quarter (Penn State ’16).  One career tackle.

Other Notes: Attended John W. North HS (Ohio) and was named a four-star recruit by Rivals.com
• 2014: One TD reception • 2015: Two receptions for 32 yards • 2016 (Honorable mention All-Big 
Ten, coaches): 24 receptions for 269 yards (11.2 YPR) and 2 TDs • 2017 (Honorable mention All-Big 
Ten, coaches): 28 catches for 206 yards (10.3 YPR) and 5 TDs • Career stats: 52 games, 29 starts, 55 
receptions for 607 yards (11 YPR) and 8 TDs • Graduated with a degree in criminology • 2018 NFL 
Combine: 9 1/2” hands, 33” arms, 4.87 40-yd, 33” VJ, 9’9” BJ, 7.28 3-cone, 4.51 20-yd SS, 12.06 60-
yd LS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Baugh proved capable of flexing out or playing with his hand 
in the dirt during achool.  He demonstrated urgency working out of his two-point stance and a 
short-area burst to get out of breaks to win in the intermediate areas.  Concentration lapses showed 
up on occasion in the film viewed.  There is an element of body control working over the middle of 
the field but he has not been a tight end that will stretch the seams of the field.  He has Day 3 value 
in the 2018 NFL Draft. 

20. Garrett Dickerson 6’3 248 Northwestern
Grade: 4.67 (6th Round)

Big Board Rank: 463

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):   The team’s move guy.  They motion him to finish 
cross-blocks or lead blocks and he’ll stay energized in this role.  Finds the most dangerous on power 
schemes as a run blocker and is fluid doing so (Pittsburgh ’16).  Reaches OLBs on outside runs with 
solid footwork (New Era Pinstripe ’16).  Out of his attached two-point stance, he allows the run 
blitzer to come to him and keeps a square base to wash them down (Minnesota ’16).  As a down TE, 
he runs shallow crossers and snags the ball naturally away from his frame.  He’s made some tough 
catches in traffic on crossing routes (4th and 1, Ohio State ’16).  As a No. 2 slot, he runs fluid quick 
outs.  Will catch the ball over the wrong shoulder on corner routes (adjustment catch, Red Zone, 
TD-Ohio State ‘16). 

Weaknesses:  Only two career tackles. He’s incapable of really challenging CB/N/S on a consistent ba-
sis vs. man coverage.  Struggled to get away from Minnesota’s Antoine Winfield, Jr. vs. Minnesota in 
2016 (offensive P.I., 4th QTR).  Short-strider who relies on changes in his straight-stem to get room.

Other Notes: Attended Bergen Catholic HS (N.J.) and was ranked as a four-star recruit by Rivals.com
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21. Chris Warren III 6’2 247 Texas
Grade: 4.657 (6th Round)

Big Board Rank: 468

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):   NFL bloodlines.  Has lined up at RB and played some 
H-back in 2017.  Possesses enough power running in-between the tackles (Martini, Notre Dame 
’16).  He’s been a factor on swing passes out of the backfield (4th & 3, TCU ’17).  On wheel routes 
out of the backfield, he has proven capable of out-pacing curl-flat coverage (TCU ’17).

Weaknesses:  Durability concerns.  Missed most of 2016 due to a season-ending knee injury.  Battled 
a hamstring injury in the spring of 2017. Suffered a concussion in fall camp of 2017 and was forced 
to miss some time.  Will double-catch even when left wide open (TCU ’17).  One career tackle.

Other Notes: Attended Rockwall HS (Tex.) and was named a U.S Army All-American after rushing 
for over 2,300 yards and 34 TDs as a senior • Father, Chris Warren, was a three-time Pro Bowler 
for the Seattle Seahawks and ran for over  • 25 carries for 276 yards and 4 TDs vs. Texas Tech on 
11/26/15 • 2015 (2 sts): 71 carries for 470 yards (6.6 YPC) and 4 TDs; 5 catches for 13 yards • 18 
carries for 119 yards and 2 TDs vs. California on 9/17/16 • 10 rushes for 106 yards vs. Oklahoma 
State on 10/1/16 • 2016: 62 carries fror 366 yards (5.9 YPC) and 3 TDs • 16 carries for 166 yards and 
2 TDs vs. San Jose State on 9/9/17 • 4 catches for 55 yards vs. Oklahoma on 10/14/17 • 2017 (5 sts): 
71 rushes for 314 yards (4.4 YPC) and 6 TDs; 18 receptions for 229 yards (12.8 YPR) and 2 TDs
• 2018 NFL Combine: 10” hands, 32” arms, 25 reps-225 lbs, 4.69 40-yd, 33” VJ, 10’1” BJ, 6.98
3-cone, 4.18 20-yd SS, 12.03 60-yd LS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Warren III was just beginning to hit his stride in 2016 before 
succumbing to a season-ending knee injury.  The former four-star recruit never reached his vast 
potential but he could be a nice change-of-pace back as a 250-pounder with quickness and enough 
burst.  One positive is that he’s shown enough pass-catching prowess to get looks as an H-back for 
some NFL teams.  This inevitably could increase his draft value because of his backup running back 
capability.  Much like his father, he’s a long-strider who gobbles up yardage with an effortless gait.

• He also played basketball at the prep level • 2014: 4 catches for 44 yards  • 2015 (9 gms): 12 catches
for 124 yards (10.3 YPR) • 2016 (12 gms, Honorable mention All-Big Ten): 34 receptions for 318 
yards (9.4 YPR) and 5 TDs • 2017 Music City Bowl in-game report (De’Angelo Bryant, DraftNasty): 
“Dickerson caught my eye with his combination of speed and size. His position on the team is re-
ferred to as the Superback, a hybrid running back, fullback, tight end position. On a few occasions, 
he won on vertical routes versus linebackers and forced safeties, Mike Edwards & Darius West, to 
push to their maximum speed to avoid getting beaten. Though he has caught over 30 passes this sea-
son, there were a few times I questioned his hand-eye coordination.” • 2017 (13 gms): 37 receptions 
for 401 yards (10.8 YPR) and 4 TDs • 2018 NU Pro Day:  6024 244 21 reps-225 lbs, 4.74 40-yd, 30” 
VJ, 9’10” BJ, 4.33 20-yd SS, 7.19 3-cone

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Dickerson’s versatility caught Silver Bluff High School (S.C.) 
head coach De’Angelo Bryant’s eye when he saw him in person last December (2017 Music City 
Bowl).   The views on him, however, have been up-and-down amongst NFL scouts.  

22. Blake Mack 6’2 229 Arkansas State
Grade: 4.54 (6th Round)

Big Board Rank: 499

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):   Excels in the classroom.  Played WR, FB, H-back and 
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TE in school.  Long arms.  Sufficient wingspan.  When working at the No. 3 slot position, he runs 
the possession routes.  He will sink suddenly at the top of his routes.  As the slot No. 2 WR, he shows 
a feel for climbing over the top of LBs and in front of safeties on seam passes.  Snatches the ball and 
gets vertical after the catch (SMU ’17). From the Y-TE position, he will make the climb the ladder 
grabs vs. CBs (TD-SMU ’17).  Uses simple nod and stick moves to get safeties off-balance (Lagu-
da, East-West Shrine ’18, Day 3).  During East-West Shrine practices, he did a good job of tying 
up smaller DEs as a U-off TE or fullback.  In pass protection, he slid back to stay square vs. inside 
movement (East-West Shrine ’18, vs. Jacobs, Day 2).

Weaknesses:  Where will he play? WR-like lower half.  Demonstrates minimal tenacity cross-block-
ing from the FB spot on split-zone run schemes (SMU ’17). Base begins to slide when challenged 
down the middle of his frame.  When working with his hand in the dirt as a Y-TE, he will lose his 
balance (SMU ’17).  LBs in a Mug position can alter his release and cause him to waste movement. 
One career tackle.

Other Notes: Attended Lonoke HS (Ark.) and caught 55 passes for over 800 yards with 6 TDs as a 
senior • He was named a three-star recruit by 247Sports.com • Also played basketball and partici-
pated in track & field at the prep level • 2014 (12 gms, Athletic Director’s Honor Roll): 8 catches for 
155 yards (19.3 YPR) and one TD • 2015 (Athletic Director’s Honor Roll, Sun Belt Academic Honor 
Roll): 7 catches for 86 yards (12.3 YPR) • 2016 (2nd Team All-Sun Belt): 34 receptions for 652 yards 
(19.2 YPR) and 3 TDs • 5 receptions for 50 yards and one TD vs. Nebraska on 9/2/17 • 5 catches for 
102 yards and one TD vs. SMU on 9/23/17 • 2017 (1st Team All-Sun Belt): 48 catches for 618 yards 
(12.9 YPR) and 7 TDs • 2018 East-West Shrine measurements: 6015 229 9 ¾” hands, 33 3/8” arms, 
79 7/8” wingspan

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Mack is probably going to be an H-back projection in the mold 
of a poor man’s Gerald Everett (Los Angeles Rams) in this year’s draft.  While he lacks Everett’s 
tenacity as a blocker coming out of school, he carries many of the same pass-catching attributes.  
The biggest difference?  It is probably just the size/speed/weight ratio of the two players.  The All-
Sun Belt tight end can begin to gain traction if he can produce impressive postseason workouts for 
scouts.

23. Donnie Ernsberger 6’3 241 Western Michigan
Grade: 4.536 (6th Round)

Big Board Rank: 500

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):   He’s a weapon as a blocking TE.  Plays H-Back, U-off 
TE, TE and FB.  Feisty.  Plays with maximum intensity.  He stays under control when making the 
one-on-one blocks vs. DEs in PP (Smoot, Illinois ’16).  Effective search blocker as a U-Off TE.  They 
will use him in motion to execute insert blocks (USC ’17). Produces some “snap” on cross-blocks 
as a U-TE or FB (Gustin, USC ’17; Cooper, Michigan State ‘17).  Off of the split zone action, they 
use him on bootlegs.  Works his hand placement if latched on an opponent (opened up long TD 
for Bellamy, Buffalo ’17). From this same position (U-off TE), he has a shoulder-width base when 
working against 6i-DEs (works his hands).  In space, he will go to the ground to cut moving targets 
on toss sweeps. He’s an aware player when running to the football (recovered four of the team’s first 
seven fumbles in 2016).  As a FB on the KOR, he lays people out as a blocker (Kent State ’16).  He’s 
been a factor on TE throwbacks in the Red Zone.  Has come through as a receiver in some key situ-
ations (OT-Buffalo ’17).  The team will use him vertically up the seams off of the lead isolation play 
fake.  Can extend away from his frame to pluck the ball.  Plays the FB on the KOR team and is the 
personal protector on the punt team.  

Weaknesses:  Suspended/ejected for unsportsmanlike penalty the week before Akron ’16.  Contains
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below average length.  Sustain is an issue.  Gets throws around late in downs (Illinois ’16).  Even 
though he’ll connect with vengeance on cross-blocks, his leverage points are inconsistent cutting off 
the backside DE or OLB.  Slides off some blocks (Buffalo ’17).  Narrow in his three-point stance.  He 
uses more arms than “lead” as direct blocker on Isolation BOB (RB-on-LB) blocks as a FB. 

Other Notes: Attended Lakeview HS (Mich.) and was a starting RB/LB.  Had 19 TFLs and rushed for 
11 TDs • 2014 (12 gms): One tackle • 2015 (started every game): 2 receptions for 22 yards; One tack-
le • 2016 (3rd Team All-MAC): 9 catches for 112 yards (12.4 YPR) and one TD • 2017 (2nd Team 
All-MAC): 34 receptions for 394 yards (11.6 YPR) and 4 TDs • 2018 NFL Collegiate Bowl measure-
ments: 6025 241 9 7/8” hands, 31 ½” arms, 76 1/8” wingspan • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 ¾” hands, 31 
5/8” arms, 15 reps-225 lbs, 4.78 40-yd, 31” VJ, 9’6” BJ, 7.09 3-cone, 4.34 20-yd SS 

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):Ernsberger is an intense fullback/H-back who implodes once 
he has connected on blocks.  The only thing that significantly hurts his draft value is a potential 
inability to flex-out as a slot option.  The main reason he is listed as an H-back is due to the different 
types of blocks he can make down-to-down.  He is an effective arch blocker, cross-blocker to cut-off 
on split zones (or in pass protection) and adequate in-line blocker. On top of that, the All-MAC 
tight end has contributed on the kickoff return and punt units. In a class full of receiving threats, 
Ernsberger provides adequate pass catching ability but definite upside as a blocker. 

24. Ethan Wolf 6’6 248 Tennessee
Grade: 4.481 (6th Round)

Big Board Rank: 517

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):   Versatile flex option.  Aligns in the slot at the No. 2 and 
No. 3 positions.  Also aligns with his hand in the dirt. He works for his QB to get open (Music City 
Bowl ’16).  Can out-pace LBs up the seams of the defense and extend away from his body to corral 
passes (Davis, Florida ’16).  Can make excellent adjustment catches over the shoulder in the Red 
Area (TD catch, 4th QTR, Vanderbilt ’17).  Displays at least competent speed running sail routes 
and will look up defenders to block in space.  Competed favorably as a blocker during 2018 East-
West Shrine practices. Also looked smooth running corner routes out of his three-point stance as a 
down tight end (East-West Shrine ’18, Day 3, team). 

Weaknesses:  Fails to cut-off/latch consistently on backside run blocking assignments (Cox, Florida 
’16; Cothran, East-West Shrine ’18, Day 1).   He will avoid contact trying to hook the 6i-DE on out-
side runs (East-West Shrine ’18, Day 1, team).  When asked to block in space on screens, he fails to 
settle and break down to block moving targets (Nebraska ’16).  He does not always bring his hands 
as a blocker on backside blocking assignments in the run game. Left some passes on the ground 
vs. Florida in 2016.  One of the passes was versus a blitz where he was the hot receiver.   False steps 
show up off the ball in a two-point stance. Does not always make the extension high grabs away 
from his frame (Music City Bowl ’16).  He can be altered vs. bump-and-run when flexed-out as a 
slot option or from an in-line position (Pugh, East-West Shrine ’18, Day 1). One career tackle. 

Other Notes: Attended Minster HS (Ohio) and was ranked as a three-star prospect by Rivals.com
• 2014 (11 sts): 23 catches for 212 yards (9.2 YPR) • 2015 (12 sts): 23 receptions for 301 yards (13.1 
YPR) and 2 TDs • 2016 (12 sts): 21 catches for 239 yards (11.4 YPR) and 2 TDs • 2017 (12 sts): 24 
receptions for 246 yards (10.3 YPR) and 3 TDs • 2018 East-West Shrine measurements: 6056 248 8 
½” hands, 32 3/8” arms, 78 3/8” wingspan

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Despite small hands, Wolf displays relatively positive hand-eye 
coordination.  He is not a sudden player.  While he will work as a blocker, he can be buckled far too 
frequently with his hand in the dirt versus players with power.   He projects as a backside tight end
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away from the front side direction of run schemes.  There are some options for him as an H-back/
flex option but he may not be capable of winning in short areas.  A satisfactory adjustment receiver 
on passes that are off-target, he does not consistently make catches through contact.  He has late Day 
3 value but he may have to make a team as an undrafted free agent.  Will he contribute on the special 
teams cover units (one career tackle)?

25. Ryan Yurachek 6’1 240 Marshall
Grade: 4.218 (6th Round)

Big Board Rank: 561

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):   Excellent red zone threat.  He will work for his QB in 
scramble situations and make eye-opening hands catches near the back of the end zone and side-
lines (FAU ’17-2nd TD).  Hands snatcher.  Moves around at H-Back, FB, slot No. 2 WR and plays 
the down Y-tight end spot.  As a No. 3 WR in trips formations, he scoops up low balls off the turf 
(NC State ’17).   In 2016, they would line him up at No. 3 slot to run seams on 3rd and Long.  He’s 
much better as an arch-blocker than on in-line blocking assignments.  Chatters to get into position 
on backside turn-out blocks.  Serves as the personal protector on the punt team.  

Weaknesses:  Measured in almost two inches shorter than the school’s listed height (6-foot-3). Lacks 
pop as a lead blocker.  On his turn-out blocks, he’ll begin to grab once out of position (Akron ’16).  
He can be jammed off course as a slot receiver.  Dropped a TD vs. FIU in 2017 on a seam route as 
the No. 3 WR.  Fails to consistently play fast and allows balls to surprise him on occasion drifting 
into his out cuts (drop, rain, FAU ’17).  The question of speed comes up for him when it comes to his 
special teams cover skills.  He had just one career tackle.  Can he run down on your punt and kickoff 
units with any productivity? He was the starting personal protector but didn’t have any tackles in 
2017.

Other Notes: Hails from Myrtle Beach, South Carolina • 2014: 17 receptions for 149 yards (8.8 YPR) 
and 2 TDs • Caught a touchdown in five straight games to end the year  • 5 catches for 56 yards and 
one TD in the 2015 St. Petersburg Bowl • 2015: 44 catches for 417 yards (9.5 YPR) and 9 TDs; One 
rush for 27 yards • 2016: 28 catches for 298 yards (10.7 YPR) and 5 TDs • 7 receptions for 56 yards 
and 3 TDs vs. Southern Miss on 11/25/17 • 2017: 54 catches for 490 yards (9.1 YPR) and 10 TDs
• Career Stats: 143 catches for 1,354 yards (9.5 YPR) and 26 TDs; 3 rushes for 40 yards

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Yurachek is a savvy route runner with excellent hand-eye coor-
dination.  He is yet another prospect in this year’s class who operates more like a slot/fullback option 
than true hand in the dirt tight end.  He impresses with his football intelligence to find the soft spots 
in zone coverage.  There are questions surrounding his size, ability to separate in short areas and 
strength at the point of attack. Most teams are projecting him to the fullback spot and it seems like a 
plausible fit.

26. DeAndre Goolsby 6’4 241 Florida
Grade: 4.188 (7th Round)

Big Board Rank: 568

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):   Big mitts (10 1/4” hands). Satisfactory length. Makes 
some nice adjustment catches on motion from U-off TE to flat routes (Texas A&M ’17).  Feisty run-
ner after the catch. Displays some RAC-skill on arrow routes.  In 2016, he made a number of plays 
after the catch on third downs. He’s made some nice grabs along the sidelines (Alabama ’16). Pos-
sesses a feel for running wheel routes (TD, 1st half late, SEC Championship ’16).  Reaches his spots 
on corner routes in the Red Area (TD, Tennessee ’16).  As a U-off TE, he creates a body-on-body  
posture by hooking OLBs with hands and then running feet (allows Perine to get outside, TD, Texas
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27. Ryan Smith 6’4 257 Miami (OH.)
Grade: 4.185 (7th Round)

Big Board Rank: 569

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):   He’s like having an extra tight end on the field on the 
backside of run away.  Frames and shadows DEs on the edge.  Slides his feet in pass pro very well.  
Runs good enough at nearly 260 pounds.  They use him on press-outs (quick game out patterns) on 
third downs.  Tremendous red zone option (14 career RZ TDs).  In this area of the field (Red Zone), 
they will use him on boot throwbacks.  Displays effective run after the catch skills on shallow cross-
ing routes.  Quick arm-overs to get room and soft hands to pluck the ball.  He uses his girth to throw 
off jam attempts by safeties to get room (Bryant, Mississippi State ’16).  From the down tight end 
(Y-TE), he can work the seams of the field on three-vertical concepts.  He skies the ladder in some of 
their four-vertical concepts (CMU ’16).  He will stick his outs in the Red Area and then drag safeties 
with him into the end zone (Central Michigan ’16). 

Weaknesses:  Drifts a little at the top of his routes. This happens most often if he finds a soft spot and 
it won’t be as effective vs. NFL-level competiton. Not a nifty run after the catch artist. He can get tied 
up a bit in a two-point stance trying to get away from LBs.  Does not burst in-and-out of square-in-
or-dig patterns.  

Other Notes: Attended Fenwick HS (Ill.) and had 50 receptions and 11 TDs as a senior • Also let-
tered in rugby as a senior • 2014 (5 sts): 5 catches for 88 yards • 2015 (5 sts): 21 catches for 251 yards 
(11.9 YPR) and 5 TDs • 2016 (13 sts): 31 receptions for 356 yards (11.5 YPR) and 5 TDs • 2017 (9 
sts): 35 receptions for 454 yards and 4 TDs • Career Stats: 92 receptions for 1,149 yards and 14 TDs

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  If an NFL team is looking for the attractive smooth run after 
the catch flex No. 2 tight ends that are becoming commonplace in the league, then Smith is not your 
guy.  It doesn’t mean that he hasn’t flexed-out and made plays up the seams of the field.  He has done

A&M ’17).  Finished a key block on the perimeter vs. Texas A&M’s Watts in the fourth quarter (Tex-
as A&M ’17). Lines up crack blocks with poise (Tennessee ’16).

Weaknesses: Drops were an issue in 2016 (SEC Championship).  Allows some balls to get into his 
chest vs. tight man coverage (Tennessee ’16, 2-minute, 1st Half). Also had a drop in the 1st half 
of the 2018 NFLPA Collegiate Bowl.   Hips are behind himself when blocking (only creates arm 
extension with hand in the dirt).  Did a poor job vs. Iowa in PP vs. edge rushers on occasion (beaten 
blocking over his hips when left one-on-one out of a three-point stance).  In this game (Iowa 
’17-Outback Bowl), he also allowed a QB sack and had a miscommunication on another blitz pick-
up later in the game.  Struggles to cut off the 6i-DE on the backside of run away.  Left the Missouri 
game with a hand injury in 2016.  He was injured for much of 2017 due to a lower body issue.  

Other Notes: Attended Derby HS (Kansas) and helped lead them to a state championship in 2013
• 2014: Played in 7 games • 2015 (6 sts): 17 receptions for 277 yards (18.3 YPR) and one TD
• Had 8 receptions vs. Vanderbilt in 2016 • 2016 (10 sts): 38 receptions for 342 yards (9.2 YPR) and 
3 TDs • 2017 (2 sts): 13 receptions for 105 yards (8.1 YPR) and TD  • 2018 NFLPA Collegiate Bowl 
measurements: 6043 241 10 ¼” hands, 32 7/8” arms, 78 ½” wingspan • 2018 NFLPA Collegiate 
Bowl in-game report: After dropping a pass in the first half, he came back to make a nice catch on a 
corner route in the 2nd half.  

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Some of Goolsby’s problems with drops extended into the 2018 
NFLPA Collegiate Bowl.  He was not a big part of Florida’s offense in 2017 and much of that had 
to do with injury issues.  In 2016, he demonstrated an ability to run after the catch.  This is a player 
whose future resides around the right team fit.  He has a chance to get into an NFL training camp.
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Rank Player School Grade Round ‘Nasty’ Take: 
589 Pharoah McKever 

Other Notes: 2017 (FIU, 
Honorable mention All-C-
USA): 27 catches for 301 
yards (11.1 YPR) and 3 
TDs; 2 tackles

FIU 4.15 7th Round Strengths: Above average athlete.  He’s played 
both DE and TE while in school.  Good on-field 
speed dating back to his time at NC State on 
offense or defense.  Long strider.  Posted two 
80-yard TDs (REC, INT) in his career.  Soft 
hands.  He’s a factor on bootlegs to the field 
(Marshall ’17).

623 Garrett Hudson 

Other Notes: Father, Kevin, 
played football and basket-
ball at Ohio Northern  • 
Former walk-on at North 
Carolina (Academic All-
ACC) • 2016: 31 receptions 
for 519 yards and 5 TDs

Richmond 4.033 7th Round Strengths: Lines up at the FB spot, the down TE 
position, and flex No. 2 or No. 3 slot. Effective 
on four-vertical seam concepts because he is a 
hands catcher. Will break tackles on slant-flat 
combos near the GL (Towson’16-TD, 2-minute).  
Use him as a flex No. 3 to run quick slants. 
Covers 6 yards on his first four strides (Stony 
Brook ’16). 

Weaknesses:  Struggles vs. jams. Limited hip 
flexibility and instant explosion coming out of 
his stance as a No. 1 WR in trips formations.  
Dropped a sideline pass after running a decent 
square out (ground caused the drop).  Also 
dropped a crossing route vs. Towson in 2016.

676 Jake Roh 

2017: 39 receptions for 410 
yards (10.5 YPR) and 9 
TDs; 7 carries for 28 yards 
and 2 TDs

Career: 117 receptions for 
1,288 yards (11 YPR) and 
12 TDs

Boise State 3.692 7th Round Strengths: Excels in the classroom.  On third 
downs, he has a feel for working through traffic 
on shallow crossing patterns. Natural hands 
catcher. Used on cross-boots to get the ball to 
him in the flats. At the U-off TE (Red Zone), 
they employ him on shovel passes.  

Weaknesses:  Inconsistent blocker.  Consistently 
overruns his landmarks as a blocker on the 
move (Wyoming ’17).  Posted a holding call on 
the goal line vs. Air Force in 2016 (3rd QTR). 
Durability concerns.

706 Austin Roberts 

Other Notes: Dad, Alfredo, 
played in the NFL and is 
now an assistant coach.  
Cousin, Chris Conley, plays 
for the Kansas City Chiefs • 
He once ran a personal-best 
10.75 100-meters at the 
IHSAA Boys Sectional on  
5/25/14

UCLA 3.435 Free Agent Strengths:  NFL bloodlines. Former WR.  Still 
used like one from time-to-time.  From a U-off 
position, he looks fluid running corner routes 
off the play action. He can track the ball over his 
right shoulder with fluidity.

Weaknesses:  Very erect as an in-line blocker.  
Gives ground and fails to fight pressure with any 
resistance (Memphis ’17). 

716 Melvin Vaughn 

Other Notes: 2017 (8 gms): 
33 receptions for 354 yards 
(10.7 YPR) and 4 TDs; One 
tackle • He did not receive a 
Division I scholarship offer 
coming out of high school

Old Dominion 2.79 Free Agent Vaughn is a former wide receiver that has 
morphed into a fullback/H-back type of player.  
He’s thick in the upper body.  On the field, he 
displays a feel for the seam off the play action 
fakes as a U-off tight end.  They use him to 
cross-block the weak side defensive end on their 
inside split zones.  He contains tenacity as a 
runner (4th QTR/3:00, Popeyes Bahamas Bowl 
2016). The former Monarch will stiff-arm, spin 
and generally fight to keep his balance through 
contact.  His size is the big question mark. Even 
on the play referenced earlier, he was injured 
and forced to leave the game.  Vaughn missed 
the first four games of his senior year due to 
arthroscopic knee surgery.  Durability has been 
an issue in his career.

that and been quite the option in the scoring zones of the field.  He uses his body to big-boy defen-
sive backs and linebackers with position-type catches.  He can extend from his frame and adjust to 
throws on his wrong shoulder.  He has soft hands and plucks the ball.  He may not test well and –if 
not- carries little chance of getting drafted.  However, his upside as an in-line blocker and potential 
red zone option keeps him in the 2018 NFL Draft class’ conversation at the tight end spot. 

BEST of the REST
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2. D.J. Moore 6’0 210 Maryland 
Grade: 6.323 (2nd Round)

Big Board Rank: 38

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  35 career starts. Size.  Fluidity.  Lower body strength.  
Times his leaps in the Red Area. Strong grippers. Positional flexibility.  Frequently seen at the X-WR 
spot for the Terrapins, but has also played in the slot.  As a No. 3 slot option, he’s an effective option 

1. Courtland Sutton 6’3 218 SMU
Grade: 6.391 (2nd Round)

    Big Board Rank: 28

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Two-sport athlete who’s also seen time on the SMU 
basketball squad.  Body control.  Awareness along the sidelines (Cover 2 adjustment, Memphis ’16).  
Covers six yards in his first four steps off the LOS (if uncovered).  Steps on the toes of safeties and 
crosses their face off one-step on inside routes (two-deep, post-corner-post TD, USF ’16).  He sends 
messages to CBs as a stalk blocker (pancake, Lanier, Memphis ’16).  He works his steps well effi-
ciently vs. press-man coverage.  Flashes a sufficient stutter-and-go double move vs. corners (Temple 
’16-TD, called back; Navy ‘17).  Feels defenders around him (peripherally) and sets up his moves as 
he’s hauling in the catch.  Underrated quickness.  Fights for yardage like a bigger TE after the catch 
(Memphis ’16; Houston ‘17).  The team will sneak him into a No. 3 slot position to run deep-over 
(Dover) concepts.  Finishes the adjustment catches vs. double teams.  Runs a number of seven-cuts 
(corner) from the X-WR spot.  He dunked on Houston’s Howard Wilson for one RZ-TD and also 
a toe-tap grab over the top of him for another score (2016).  Can reach behind himself to catch the 
back of the ball (one-hand grab, Tulane ’17).  Contorts his body along the sidelines to work through 
DBs (Tulane ’17). 

Weaknesses:  Begins to get a little choppy on some of his dig routes. Concentration lapses.  He will 
try to run with the ball before he looks it all the way in to his frame (USF ’16-curl; hitch, Temple ’16; 
deep square-in, Memphis ‘16).  The drops continued into 2017 (Houston ’17, 4th down-dig route). 
There have been times when he’s lost his balance on the field (Tulane ’16).  Average intensity shows 
up as a crack blocker vs. safeties when he takes poor angles.  Offensive pass interference penalties 
showed up in 2017.  Many came when he was in perfect position to catch the ball (TCU ’17, Hous-
ton ’17). Season-ending injury in 2014 caused him to use a medical redshirt. 

Other Notes: Attended Brenham HS (Tex.) and was named a three-star recruit by Rivals.com after 
starring as a TE/S • He also averaged 15.2 PPG, 10.2 RPG, 2.5 SPG, and 2.2 BPG as a senior at the 
prep level • 8 catches for 165 yards and 2 TDs vs. Tulsa on 10/31/15 • 2015 (USA Today All-Fresh-
man Team): 49 receptions for 862 yards (17.6 YPR) and 9 TDs • Played for the SMU basketball team 
in 2015-16  • 12 catches for 166 yards and 2 TDs vs. ECU on 11/12/16 • 13 catches for 252 yards and 
2 TDs vs. USF on 11/19/16 • 2016 (1st Team All-AAC): 76 catches for 1,246 yards (16.4 YPR) and 
10 TDs • 2017 (1st Team All-AAC): 68 catches for 1,085 yards (16 YPR) and 12 TDs • 2018 NFL 
Combine: 9 ¾” hands, 32 3/8” arms, 18 reps-225 lbs, 4.54 40-yd, 35 ½” VJ, 10’4” BJ, 6.57 3-cone, 
4.11 20-yd SS, 11.06 60-yd LS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Sutton’s growth goes beyond than the numbers.  While he’s not 
really a sudden player when it comes to his first few steps, there is an element of body control in his 
movements that belies his age.  Finding the right mix of patience and intensity getting into his inten-
tions will be key in his development.  Another area of improvement revolves around the concentra-
tion lapses that seem to show up once a game.  For a player capable of extending to make any type of 
catch, it’s conceivable that he takes the routine catches for granted.  His high-end potential, however, 
is limitless.  He is a bigger version of current Pittsburgh Steelers wide receiver JuJu Smith-Schuster.
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3. Anthony Miller 5’11 201 Memphis
Grade: 6.285 (2nd Round)

Big Board Rank: 43

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Former walk-on who plays at one speed.  Tough player. 
Moves around in their attack as a Z-WR, X-WR and slot WR.  High-points the football and tracks 
it downfield over either shoulder (Tulsa ’16, UCF ’17).  Leaves CBs in his wake on double move 
concepts outside the numbers (AAC championship ’17).  He will win on key late downs and also 
out-compete CBs in the RZ (Hughes-AAC Champ ’17-RD).  Runs a number of skinny posts off the 
zone read action as a Z-WR.  Sinks into the chair to cross the faces of CBs on inside-breaking routes. 
Uses stiff-arms to create room after the catch.  Tremendous balance.  Shifty runner.  Adjusts to balls

route runner (UCF ’17).  Drags defenders when the team employs him on rocket screens. Frequent-
ly breaks tackles after the catch.   Used on shallow crossers and stiff-arms defenders to get yards 
after breaks tackles after the catch.  He can contort his body to reach back for passes behind him 
on post-corner-post routes (Quick Lane Bowl ’16 vs. Johnson).  Runs the reverse-pivot comebacks 
on the perimeter and sells it by driving off the ball with force (UCF ’16).  He’s a patient, deft double 
move route-runner.  Sells the first portion of the double move before re-accelerating (stutter-and-go, 
FIU ’16-TD).   Runs the ball with conviction as an offset RB following the pulling OG, lead TE and 
lead offset FB out of shotgun (4th QTR, Boston College ’16).   He is capable of reaching the corner 
on outside runs (at the RB spot).  Has returned punts and kickoffs while in school.  Demonstrates 
potential as a PR attacking the ball coming forward. 

Weaknesses:  He’ll have to monitor not getting too big (muscular) on an already filled-out frame.  
Wasted arm motion shows up on some his pivot-comebacks or curls.  Could stand to get more 
knee bend in his stance.  His front leg tends to go back a quarter-step just to push off. Can be a bit 
mechanical breaking to the pylon on post-corners.  He’s struggled to create room against bigger 
CBs (RZ PBU-Shaquill Griffin, UCF ’16).   Takes some downs off when he doesn’t think the ball is 
coming his way. Allowed a ball to go off his frame that resulted in an interception return for a touch-
down vs. UCF in 2017 (Mike Hughes). 

Other Notes: Attended Imhotep Charter HS (Pa.) and earned Class 3A All-State honors after catch-
ing 16 TDs on just 35 receptions • He was named the best WR in the state of Pennsylvania by Scout.
com • 3 catches for 64 yards and one TD vs. Ohio State on 10/10/15 • 2015 (10 sts): 25 catches for 
357 yards (14.3 YPR) and 3 TDs; One carry for 9 yards; 2 tackles • 6 catches for 124 yards and one 
TD vs. Nebraska on 11/19/16 • 2016 (13 sts): 41 receptions for 637 yards (15.5 YPR) and 6 TDs; 11 
rushes for 55 yards; One completion for 21 yards; 22.3 yds/KR; Led Big Ten with average of 15.3 
yards per play • 7 catches for 133 yards and one TD vs. Texas on 9/2/17 • 12 receptions for 210 
yards and 2 TDs vs. Northwestern on 10/14/17 • 8 catches for 100 yards vs. Penn State on 11/25/17 
• 2017 (12 sts, 1st Team All-Big Ten, Big Ten Receiver of the Year): 80 catches for 1,033 yards (12.9
YPR) and 8 TDs; 5 carries for 61 yards and one TD; Completed two passes for 15 yards; 10.2 yds/
PR • 2018 NFL Combine: 9” hands, 31 5/8” arms, 15 reps-225 lbs, 4.42 40-yd, 39 ½” VJ, 11’0 BJ, 6.95 
3-cone, 4.07 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Moore became the Big Ten’s Receiver of the Year in 2017 despite 
having to play with four different starting quarterbacks.  This speaks to his level of talent.  Most 
receivers have to win a certain type of way.  Those winning traits include but are not limited to: 
route-running, run after the catch skill, contested catches or size. Moore combines all four of these- 
in one facet or another.  As he moves forward, it’s going to be imperative that he develops even more 
of a feel creating room versus the bigger cornerbacks he’ll see (if aligned outside).  If he can handle 
the mental tasks of the slot position, it could be a spot he flourishes in early on because of his physi-
cality.  He is built in the mold of current NFL free agent Jeremy Maclin (Eagles, Chiefs, Ravens).  
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4. Trequan Smith 6’2 202 UCF
Grade: 6.279 (2nd Round)

Big Board Rank: 44

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):Productive three-year starter.  Excels in the classroom.  
Durable.  Physical.  Long.  33 ½-inch arms.  Plays even bigger than size.  Body control.  Can hang in 
the air along the sidelines and get both feet down (Maryland ’16). Deceptive. Moves defenders with 
simple sticks and stems to gain separation.  Patient WR who sinks his hips extremely well at the top 
of intermediate routes (digs, comebacks, curls).  Smart.  Recognizes corner cats (CB blitzes) and 
gives his QBs an immediate target (TD, SC State ’16).  Wins down the seams of the defense vs. man 
coverage (Peach Bowl ’17).  Mismatch vs. safeties on jump balls (AAC Championship ’17-TD).  Had 
an efficient 2018 Senior Bowl week and it carried over to the game.  Dominated vs. USF’s Deat-
rick Nichols in 2016.  Physical blocker.  Made statements to CBs down the field on breakout runs 
(knockdown vs. Jeremy Clark on Killins-TD, Michigan ’16; ECU ’16-pancake block).  Wins with 
swim and arm-over releases to get away from defenses on post routes (double post TD, Cincinnati 
’17).  Won a speed release vs. bump coverage in the 2018 Senior Bowl (Joseph-Dubuque).  Exposes 
safeties on slug-goes (slant and go) or nine routes when aligned in the No. 2 slot position (41-yd TD, 

placed on the wrong shoulder.  He’s made a number of acrobatic jaw-dropping hand-eye coordi-
nation one-hand types of grabs (one-hand catch off his helmet, got two feet down, USF ’16). As an 
X-WR, he has taken the top off of press coverage (Cincinnati ’16-Stephens).  Used on a number 
of hitches and comebacks outside the numbers. Rolls the 7-cuts (corner) off of one step. Plays on 
special teams.  Plays the R1 on the KO team, returns kickoff and punts. 

Weaknesses: He will unnecessarily try to one-hand perfectly placed footballs vs. man coverage (Tem-
ple ’16).  He hasn’t always won the physical red zone battles vs. tight bump-and-run (Nichols, 4th 
Down, game on line, 4th QTR, USF ’16).  Uneven ball skills show up from time-to-time (Tulsa ’16).  
He’s not always made the extension grabs when having to leave his feet (dropped TD-USF ’16). Hops 
into some of his curl routes while flailing his arms.   False steps occasionally show up coming off the 
ball.  Did not play in 2014 due to injury.  Missed the Houston game in 2015 due to injury.  

Other Notes: Went to Christian Brothers HS (Tenn.) and caught 14 TDs at the prep level • As a track 
& field athlete, he participated in the long jump, triple jump, 300-meter hurdles and did not lose a 
race in the 110-meter hurdles in 2013 • Division II Class AA state runner-up in the long jump (22-
11.75) and he won the state championship in the 110-meter hurdles (14.44) • 5 catches for 156 yards 
and one TD vs. Cincinnati on 9/24/15 • 2015 (4 sts): 47 receptions for 694 yards (14.8 YPR) and 5 
TDs;  9 carries for 54 yards (6 YPC) and 2 TDs; 26.2 yds/KR on four returns • 12 receptions for 250 
yards and 2 TDs vs. Tulsa on 10/29/16 • 15 catches for 169 yards and 2 TDs vs. Houston on 11/25/16
• 2016 (12 gms, 1st Team All-AAC): 84 catches for 1,283 yards (15.3 YPR) and 11 TDs • 9 catches 
for 185 yards and 2 TDs vs. UCLA on 9/16/17 • 14 catches for 195 yards and 3 TDs vs. UCF in the 
2017 AAC Championship game • 2017 (1st Team All-AAC, 2nd Team All-American): 96 catches for 
1,462 yards (15.2 YPR) and 18 TDs; 10 carries for 25 yards; Completed 1-of-3 passes for 35 yards; 
Two tackles

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): When it comes to desire, there aren’t any blemishes on the 
resume’ for Miller.  He plays just as hard on the kickoff team as he does every single repetition as an 
outside receiver.  Equally capable of playing inside or outside, he may project better as an NFL slot 
receiver because of his blocking tenacity and run after the catch skill.  False steps and wasted body 
movement give defensive backs the occasional indicators when working outside the numbers.  He’s 
also left some catchable passes on the ground at inopportune times.  The former high school hur-
dler/long jumper could become a steal for the right NFL team as a complementary receiving threat.  
His special teams contributions certainly help his cause.  
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5. Calvin Ridley 6’1 189 Alabama
Grade: 6.24 (2nd Round)

Big Board Rank: 47

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Aligns both outside and in the slot (No. 2, Arkansas 
’16).  Silky-smooth WR.  Fluid.  Body control.  Can run the full gamut of the route tree (slants, digs, 
quick outs, posts, digs).  Excellent feet.   Picks his knees up as a runner to gobble up strides.  Can 
make safeties breaking from inside-out miss on quick route concepts (Adams, LSU ’16).  Demon-
strates patience setting up his slant-and-go maneuvers because he sells the first portion of the route 
by cutting hard off his outside leg. Did a solid job of stalk-blocking in the 2017 national title game 
(Tankersley, Clemson).  Threatens CB with the pitter-pat of feet to get them on their heels. He can 
win off the line of scrimmage if CBs decide to quick-jam him (UGA ’18, 2nd QTR /13:06, 3rd and 
6, ball underthrown fade stop).  Uses outside stems to set up his in-breaking routes (posts-CSU 
‘17, digs) and will track the ball down the field (FSU ’17).  Works for his QB in scramble situations 
(Georgia ’18-TD, national title game). 

Weaknesses:  Concentration lapses have shown up in critical moments.  Dropped a pass along the 

Cincinnati ’17; AAC Championship ‘17).  Wins through physical contact near the sidelines to con-
tinue working on the move (Maryland ’16-TD).  Smooth runner after the catch on comebacks TD, 
Stanford ’16). 

Weaknesses: Struggled to get off of bump coverage vs. Michigan’s CBs in 2016. Widens himself too 
dramatically on some of his outside releases vs. press coverage (Senior Bowl practices ’18).  Needs 
to speed up the process getting into and out of routes.  Drifts at times when settling into the holes 
of Cover 2 defenses (ECU ’16).  Concentration lapses will show up in terms of penalties (false start, 
ECU ’17) or during routes (fell down, 1st play, Tulsa ’16).  Drops have shown up either down the 
field (ECU ’16, Memphis ’17-AAC champ-fade; Senior Bowl ’18, WR-DB) or on simple hitches 
(ECU ’16). 

Other Notes: Attended Village Academy HS (Fla.) and was named a three-star recruit by Rivals.com 
after starring as a WR/DB • Also averaged 15 PPG and 14 RPG in basketball as a junior.  Addition-
ally, he participated as a 200-meter and 400-meter participant in track & field • 2014: Academic 
All-AAC • 2015 (AAC Offensive Rookie of the Year): 52 catches for 724 yards (13.9 YPR) and 4 TDs; 
3 tackles • 13 receptions for 137 yards vs. Houston on 10/29/16 • 7 catches for 183 yards and 2 TDs 
vs. USF on 11/26/16 • 2016 (13 sts): 57 receptions for 853 yards (15 YPR) and 5 TDs; One tackle
• 6 catches for 161 yards and 2 TDs vs. Memphis in the 2017 AAC Championship game • 2017 
(13 sts, 1st Team All-AAC, Academic All-AAC): 59 receptions for 1,171 yards (19.9 YPR) and 13 
TDs; Two tackles • Career Stats: 37 games, 163 receptions for 2,659 yards (16.3 YPR) and 22 TDs; 5 
carries for 23 yards (4.6 YPC) and one TD; 6 tackles • 2018 Senior Bowl measurements: 6015 202 9” 
hands, 34 ½” arms, 79 5/8” wingspan • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 ½” hands, 33 3/8” arms, 12 reps-225 
lbs, 4.49 40-yd, 37 ½” VJ, 10’10” BJ, 4.5 20-yd SS, 6.97 3-cone, 11.88 60-yd LS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Smith has been a standout since he arrived on campus.  It’s 
no surprise that he averaged over 16 yards per catch in school.  He was a mismatch both inside as 
a No.2 slot and outside No.1 wide receiver while in school.  His range includes arms (34 ½-inch-
es) that are reminiscent of vines.  It almost seems as if he’s a 6-foot-4 receiver as opposed to one 
standing 6-foot-2.   His ability to drop his hips at the top of his breaks gains separation and his body 
control allows him to let his feet die along the sidelines.  The former Knight graduated from school 
in three and a half years and enjoyed significant  academic success in the classroom.  He doesn’t play 
quite as fast as his timed speed but he is an effective leaper.  These traits don’t speak to his savvy, 
physicality, range and body control.  
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6. James Washington 5’11 213 Oklahoma State
Grade: 6.225 (2nd Round)

Big Board Rank: 48

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Solid frame.  Wide shoulders.  Thick calves. Sudden 
enough. Covers 6 ½ yards on his first four steps off the LOS.  He’s a two-stepper who covers 4 ½-to-
5-yards every two strides when he’s opened up his stride. He works for the QB on broken plays (FSU 
’15). Makes some acrobatic one-handed adjustments down the field (Washington 2014 TicketCity 
Bowl), adjusting to tips (Baylor, Reid, TD) or over his shoulder vs. off-man coverage (Thomas, Okla-
homa ’16). The team has used him on double reverses from the X-WR spot.  Competitive speed.  
Able to find another gear to separate from DBs either with the ball in the air or as a runner. Uses 
subtle arm-overs when he’s even with CBs to stretch away in the 20-to-30-yard areas on nine routes 
(TCU ’15).  Got the best of Oklahoma’s Zack Sanchez in 2015.  Body control is evident along the 
sidelines versus two-deep coverage in the hole (two feet down, Iowa State ’17).  Gets his head around 
quickly on out-breaking patterns (quicker than rest of body).  He’s capable of making the physical 
catch through contact (Awuzie, Colorado ’16).  Uses his upper body strength to run through DBs 
on quick slants vs. press coverage (Senior Bowl practices, Day 2-3).  Draws pass interference calls 
crossing the faces of DBs (Texas ’17).  Strong. Competitive yet unrefined as a stalk blocker.  

Weaknesses: Stiff coming off the LOS.  Average flexibility.  Not a natural plucker.  Dropped a skinny 
post vs. Oklahoma in 2016 (rain).  Leaves catchable passes on the ground (Alamo Bowl ’16, poten

sidelines in the national title game in 2017 (Clemson) and then dropped another one in the second 
quarter.  Average strength.  If he can’t establish a clean release, the game gets too big for him outside 
the numbers.  Sometimes he spends so much time setting up off the LOS will delay timing down the 
field.  Wastes motion with dramatic influence steps and doesn’t get to the spot on fade routes (Colo-
rado State ’17).  Did not win on the 50/50 opportunities in 2017.  UGA’s DeAndre Baker prevented 
him from winning in a couple of one-on-one situations (2018).  Struggled to separate from USC’s 
Adoree Jackson in 2016.  

Other Notes: Attended Monarch HS (Fla.) and he was ranked as the No. 1 WR in the nation by Ri-
vals.com and 247Sports.com • Played in just three games as a senior at the prep level (18 receptions, 
420 yards, 4 TDs) • 2014 Nike The Opening results: 6’0 169 4.54 40-yd, 4.15 20-yd SS, 32-Power 
Throw, 32” VJ, 92.7 overall score • 8 receptions for 102 yards vs. Florida in the 2015 SEC Cham-
pionship game • 6 catches for 138 yards and 2 TDs vs. Michigan State in the 2015 Cotton Bowl • 
2015 (11 sts, AP 2nd Team All-Sec, Freshman All-SEC, Freshman All-American): 89 receptions for 
1,045 yards (11.7 YPR) and 7 TDs • 9 receptions for 129 yards and one TD vs. Western Kentucky on 
9/10/16 • 11 catches for 174 yards and 2 TDs vs. Kentucky on 10/1/16 • 2016 (15 sts, 2nd Team All-
SEC): 72 catches for 769 yards (10.7 YPR) and 7 TDs; 5 carries for 21 yards and one TD • 5 catches 
for 171 yards vs. Mississippi State on 11/11/17 • 2017 (1st Team All-SEC): 63 catches for 967 yards 
(15.3 YPR) and 5 TDs (Long-78); 2 rushes for 17 yards • Career Stats: 224 catches for 2,781 yards 
(12.4 YPR) and 19 TDs (Long-81) • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 1/8” hands, 31 5/8” arms, 15 reps-225 lbs, 
4.43 40-yd, 31” VJ, 9’2” BJ, 6.88 3-cone, 4.41 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Ridley may be best suited to play a Z-wide receiver spot in the 
NFL.  Alabama offensive coordinator Brian Daboll used him much more in that role as a junior (z-
in motion, No. 3 slot-bubbles, yo-yo motion). He can win with fluidity dropping his weight getting 
in-and-out of cuts and projects more as a route runner than ‘take the top off ’ threat at the next level.  
Too often as his career went on, he failed to separate from physical play.  Wasted motion (see 2018 
National Championship game) getting into his routes played a role in him not being able to reach 
some catchable downfield passes. Sleek and slender, the former Crimson Tide star ran in the mid-
4.4s to justify his early-round projections.  He has the look of a Nelson Agholor-type (Philadelphia 
Eagles) in that he may end up working from the slot at the professional level.  
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7. DaeSean Hamilton 6’1 202 Penn State
Grade: 6.1 (2nd Round)

Big Board Rank: 63

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Has excelled in the classroom.  Durable.  Four-year 
starter.  He’s gained positive weight while in school. Possesses above average quickness. Changes 
the angles of defenders with plant steps due to ankle flexion.  Allows his body to die in the air when 
contorting or twisting to make difficult grabs (Jamerson, Wisconsin ’16-Big Ten Champ).  Runs 
a number of possession routes out of stack looks or when aligned in the slot.  From the No. 2 slot 
WR, he runs the drive-under concepts and return-pivot concepts.  He’s also been a factor on fades 
from this position (Michigan ’17) or double-move post-corner-post routes (Rutgers ’17). Exhibits 
patience running option routes.  Flips his headgear quickly to locate the ball out of the QB’s hand. 

tial TD; comeback pattern).  Doesn’t always make the low-ball adjustments (Ole Miss ’16-Sugar 
Bowl, drop). There are some school yard-type slant-and-go routes faking blocks to get open on deep 
routes.  Straight-linish nature doesn’t always win on intermediate patterns because he just runs to 
his spots (dig, Darby, FSU ’15).  Erect nature shows itself on curl patterns or coming off the LOS.  
He’s mechanical with his arms on his comeback patterns (wasted motion). He will leave his feet 
behind his hips when rolling speed outs (Oklahoma ’16).  He can be jammed on his speed release 
and affect the team’s spacing on the field.  Was not the team’s primary target on third downs in 2017 
(7 receptions).  Holding calls will surface attempting to sustain blocks (Oklahoma ’17) and nearly 
had another on a WR screen vs. Iowa State (4th QTR). Hands get wide and outside the numbers.  
Miscommunication has shown up with his QB on patterns (4th QTR, Iowa State-runs stop route, 
QB throws fade). 

Other Notes: Attended Stamford HS (Tex.) and finished his senior year with 24 receiving TDs and 7 
INTs • He was named a District MVP in basketball and earned All-Region honors in tennis
• Ran a 10.81 100-meters, 21.68 200-meters and posted a 46’ 6.5 in the triple jump at the UIL Class 
1A State Championships on 5/10/14 • 4 receptions for 114 yards and one TD vs. Baylor on 11/22/14
• 2014: 28 receptions for 456 yards (16.3 YPR) and 6 TDs • 4 catches for 200 yards and 2 TDs vs. 
Texas Tech on 10/31/15 • 5 catches for 184 yards and 3 TDs vs. TCU on 11/7/15 • 7 catches for 169 
yards and one TD vs. Oklahoma on 11/28/15 • 2015 (2nd Team All-Big 12): 53 catches for 1,087 
yards (20.5 YPR) and 10 TDs; 19.7 yds/KR • 8 catches for 296 yards and 2 TDs vs. Pitt on 9/17/16
• 9 catches for 171 yards and one TD vs. Colorado in the 2016 Alamo Bowl • 2016 (1st Team All-Big 
12): 71 receptions for 1,380 yards (19.4 YPR) and 10 TDs; 4 carries for 28 yards; One tackle, ½ TFL
• 6 catches for 235 yards and one TD vs. Baylor on 10/14/17 • 2017 (1st Team All-Big 12, Biletnikoff 
Award Winner, 1st Team All-American): 74 catches for 1,549 yards (20.9 YPR) and 13 TDs • 2018 
Senior Bowl measurements: 5107 210 9 5/8” hands, 33 7/8” arms • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 ¾” hands, 
32 3/8” arms, 14 reps-225 lbs, 4.54 40-yd, 34 ½” VJ, 10’0 BJ, 7.11 3-cone, 4.32 3-cone, 11.56 60-yd LS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Washington possesses above average arm length for a starting 
NFL offensive tackle.  This negates average height.  Much like he did during the 2018 Senior Bowl 
practices, the former Cowboy will win some Red Zone battles.  He’ll need to clean up some wasted 
motion (upper and lower body) to become a bona fide starting NFL-level receiver outside the num-
bers.  The details of rolling his hips, not giving away arm indicators and looking the ball in to his 
frame are all at the top of the list.  Creating more of a forward lean off the line of scrimmage could 
possibly create an even bigger illusion for the defensive back because his stride is capable of climbing 
a cornerback.  Washington’s strength, however, is NFL-ready and that could aid him when dealing 
with smaller NFL defenders.  Despite average short-area on-field quickness, don’t be surprised to 
see an NFL team move him into the slot to create mismatches on corner routes, shallow crossers or 
in-breaking patterns.  These routes would take advantage of his running back-like frame and erase 
some of his limitations outside the numbers.  He has second-round value in this year’s draft. 
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8. DJ Chark 6’3 199 LSU
Grade: 6.072 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 70

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Team captain.  Acrobatic high flyer. He’s capable of 
finding another gear when the ball is in the air (off his right hand, Auburn ’16).  Ran away from 
North in the 2018 Senior Bowl down the field on a couple of deep throws after beating press cov-
erage. He’s always been a jack of all trades for the team.  They use him on gadgets like reverses, fly 
sweeps, screens, etc… (under each of the last two staffs).  They brought him in motion on a reverse 
vs. Auburn (2016) and he displays his stride length.  He can roll speed cuts with fairly fluid hips.  
Can push and widen with his stem to cross the face of DBs on double posts out of bunch formations 
(Texas A&M ’17).  Will show the ability to set up some of his dig patterns.  Pesky blocker.  Holds 

Makes adjustments to out-breaking seven routes (corner, 1-hand grab, Pitt ‘17) and on downfield 
passes thrown to his wrong shoulder (Ohio State ’16). Goes across the middle of the field with 
courage to make extension grabs away from his body. Showcases some run after the catch skills with 
an element of shiftiness.  Possesses good peripheral feel for where defenders are at around him.  He’s 
made timely onside kick recoveries on the hands team (Temple ’16). Stood out during one-on-one 
drills in both the 2018 East-West Shrine and 2018 Senior Bowl practices. 

Weaknesses: Not a blazer.  When he has been aligned outside vs. NFL-caliber CBs, he hasn’t always 
separated on double moves (cut-off on sluggo vs. Waynes, Michigan State ’14).  He’s also struggled 
to sell the first portion of his routes vs. elite-level slot defenders (Lewis, Michigan ’16, 1st QTR) 
because he’ll raise his frame into the second portion of the move.  Concentration lapses show up in 
spots (dropped potential GW-TD pass, Pittsburgh ’16; dropped out, Michigan State ’16, dropped 
pass, East-West Shrine ’18).   Missed the 2013 campaign due to a wrist injury he suffered in high 
school.

Other Notes: Attended Mountain View HS (Va.) and was named a three-star recruit by Rivals.com
• Also played basketball at the prep level • Father, Johnie, is a member of the United States Marine 
Corps • 11 receptions for 165 yards vs. UCF on 8/30/14 • 14 catches for 126 yards vs. Ohio State on 
10/25/14 • 2014 (Honorable mention All-Big Ten, coaches): 82 catches (led Big Ten) for 899 yards 
(11 YPR) and 2 TDs • 5 catches for 71 yards and one TD vs. Georgia in the 2016 TaxSlayer Bowl
• 2015 (Academic All-Big Ten): 45 receptions for 580 yards (12.9 YPR) and 6 TDs • 8 receptions for 
118 yards in the 2016 Big Ten Championship game • 2016 (Academic All-Big Ten): 34 catches for 
506 yards (14.9 YPR) and TD • 2016 Penn State Winter Testing: 325 lb-BP, 465 lb-squat and 315-lb 
power clean • 2017 (2nd Team All-Big Ten, Academic All-Big Ten): 53 receptions for 857 yards (16.2 
YPR) and 9 TDs • Penn State’s all-time leading receiver: 214 receptions for 2,342 yards (13.3 YPR) 
and 18 TDs; 3 tackles • 2018 Senior Bowl measurements: 6006 202 9 ¼” hands, 32 5/8” arms, 76 ¼” 
wingspan • Graduated with a degree in advertising and public relations and earned a second degree 
in telecommunications (December 2017) • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 3/8” hands, 31” arms, 34 ½” VJ, 
9’10” BJ, 6.84 3-cone, 4.15 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Hamilton ranks as a Michael Crabtree-type (Oakland Raiders) 
receiver.  He may not be be able to threaten defenders outside the numbers perhaps as much as even 
Crabtree, but he projects as a Z-WR in motion or slot No. 2/No. 3 option.  Additionally, we feel he 
can be an outside receiver in the Red Zone, if needed.  Offensive coordinators will feel that they can 
scheme DaeSean open in a number of ways. If done properly, he could flourish in that role.  He’s a 
competitive blocker, but it’s an area he could improve when it comes to sustain.  Penn State’s all-time 
leading receiver has more than enough size to develop into a secondary role at the next level.   His 
foot speed will determine whether he can contribute repetitions in some sort of special teams role.  
Up until this point, he has not been used in any sort of return role.
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9. Cedrick Wilson 6’2 197 Boise State
Grade: 6.05 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 78

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  NFL bloodlines.  Understands how to run routes.  
Quite often wins on stutter-and-go patterns.  Sneaks into the No. 2 slot to run quick outs and rolls 
the cut fluently to get his head around for the ball.  Opens up his stride on skinny posts. Uses subtle 
head-and-shoulder bobs to the outside hip of DBs to win on inside releases.  Once he’s gotten the 
DB to open their hips, he can speed cut and square back his frame on a 90-degree plane without 
rounding the route (vs. Yiadom, team, Day 2, Senior Bowl ’18).  His body control allows him to snag 
errant passes (speed out behind him, Washington State ’17).  Nearly made a twisting one-hand grab 
vs. BYU in 2016 near the sidelines.  Subtle cuts make defenders miss on WR screens (BYU ’16).  He 
took a one-step slant and broke multiple tackles to get into the end zone (2nd OT, Washington State 
’17).  Runs through the ball on routes that cross the field and doesn’t lose speed after the catch (Dig, 
TD, Air Force ’16; shallow crosser TD, Oregon ‘17). Used on z-in motion shallow crossers on third 
downs.  The team has lined him at the Y-tight end spot to run seam routes (body control TD grab, 
BYU ’16).  Climbs DBs in the 30-to-40-yard zones down the field when tracking the ball (Air Force 
’17; Las Vegas Bowl ’17).  Wins the hand fights down the field. Consistent passing threat on trick 

some of his stalk-blocks with the necessary urgency (Webster, Ole Miss ’17).  They bring him in mo-
tion as a Z-WR and he will aggressively attack safeties on crack blocks (Texas A&M ’17).  From this 
same z-in motion, he made an incredible over the shoulder grab through pass interference (Texas 
A&M ’17).  As a punt returner, he has the speed to reach the wall and out-paces coverage units.

Weaknesses: As a No. 2 slot WR, he stands up on his 7-cuts (corner routes). Does some body-catch-
ing and double-catching of the ball (3rd and 3, Texas A&M ’17).  In this game (Texas A&M ’17), he 
was injured after dropping a slant in-between the CB and S in the Red Zone.  On the outside lanes, 
he really doesn’t drive back downhill on comebacks. He’s put the ball on the ground vs. physical 
contact (fumble lost, Ole Miss ’16-reverse).  His decisions in the return game (punt) have been ques-
tionable at times (BYU ’17).  Muffed a punt vs. Texas A&M in 2017.  Muffed two punts vs. Notre 
Dame in the 2017 Citrus Bowl (rainy day).  One career tackle.

Other Notes: Attended Alexandria HS (La.) and was ranked as a four-star recruit by ESPN • 2015: 
2 rushes for 86 yards and one TD (Long-79) • 2016 (6 sts): 26 catches for 466 yards (17.9 YPR) and 
3 TDs; 12 carries for 122 yards (10.2 YPR) and 2 TDs • 2017 (9 sts, 2nd Team All-SEC): 40 catches 
for 874 yards (21.9 YPR) and 3 TDs; 12 carries for 63 yards (5.3 YPR) and one TD; 10.6 yds/PR and 
2 TDs • 2018 Senior Bowl measurements: 6025 196 9 ¼” hands, 33” arms, 79” wingspan • 5 catches 
for 160 yards and one TD in the 2018 Senior Bowl (Co-MVP honors) • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 ¼” 
hands, 32 3/8” arms, 16 reps-225 lbs, 4.34 40-yd, 40” VJ, 10’9” BJ

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Chark became one of the stars of the 2018 postseason with a sol-
id Senior Bowl performance.  He backed that up with solid testing results at the 2018 NFL Combine.  
He will need to become more of a technician to develop into the next LSU standout wide receiver 
at the next level.  He tends to stand up too dramatically when he’s about to make a cut.  This gives 
defensive backs indicators on his intentions and it slows him down when finishing pass patterns.  
These things haven’t been as much of a factor in school because he was used on an intermittent basis 
running intermediate routes.  He double-catches a number of passes and his ball skills are average at 
this stage (as a receiver or in the return game).  The positives are based on his ability to win quickly 
versus press coverage if he can establish a release.  He can stretch the defense vertically and open up 
underneath routes for teammates.  In addition, he does track the ball well down the field.  He could 
be a potential target for teams in the first two rounds looking for someone to stretch the field (Caro-
lina Panthers, Washington Redskins, New York Jets). 
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10. Equanimeous St. Brown 6’5 214 Notre Dame
Grade: 6.048 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 80

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Big receiver.  Range has shown up when trying to 
get his feet down off full extension attempts near the sidelines (sail route, Stanford ’17, one-hand 
attempt nearly got his feet down).  Capable of making the twisting adjustment grabs on back-shoul-
der fades and lets his body die around the chalk (TD, Texas ’16).  Very good play speed.  Light on his 
feet.  He can take simple shallow crossing routes and find another gear to break down the angles of 
defenders (TD, Stanford ’17).   Breaks tackles going across the middle of the field with upper body 
strength (Syracuse ’16).  They moved him in motion at times to run vertical concepts and get him 
off of double teams.  Tough enough to go in-between the hash marks to make plays (dig-Texas ’16; 
slant-Miami, Fla. ’17).  Can catch through contact.  Even when he sees imminent hits on the way, he 
doesn’t lose concentration on the ball (2nd TD, Texas ’16).  Settles into the hole between the safety 
and corner to give his QB a target vs. two-deep zones (fades, sevens).  Works for his QB on the 
move.  He’s been a factor on the punt return unit blocking kicks.  

Weaknesses: Weaknesses:  A bit exaggerated and tall when cutting into inside slants and digs.  Chop-
py raising his frame into his out routes from the No. 2 slot position.  This has extended into some of 
his Mike isolation routes (vs. LBs) in the Red Zone (Texas ’16) when working as a No. 2 slot.  

plays.  He will attempt to block back vs. LBs.  He is a valuable member of the hands team (onside
kick recovery, Las Vegas Bowl ’17). As a punt returner, he finds the wall after making the first tackler 
miss (UNLV ’16).  Returns kickoffs coming downhill with aggressiveness. 

Weaknesses: Fumbled a punt vs. UNLV in 2016.  He hasn’t always finished the catch through contact 
(BYU ’16).  There has been miscommunication with his QB in the Red Zone (Wyoming ’17).  De-
fensive backs can crowd and smother him on the perimeter (Oregon ’17).  He hasn’t always gotten 
away from physical press coverage in goal line situations (BYU ’17).  Even after winning down the 
field on fly routes, he will leave some catchable balls on the ground (Senior Bowl ’18, Day 1, vs. Phil-
lips, WR/DB).  He can be measured going into crack safeties (Las Vegas Bowl ’17).  

Other Notes: Former high school QB at White Station HS (Tenn.) and was named a Class 6A All-
State selection • Father, Cedrick, Sr., was a standout receiver in the NFL for the Pittsburgh Steelers 
and San Francisco 49ersafter playing collegiately at Tennessee • 2014 (Coffeyville Community Col-
lege-Kansas): 629 yards receiving and 10 TDs • 2015 (Coffeyville CC, NJCAA All-American):  66 re-
ceptions for 1,045 yards and 17 TDs • 4 catches for 193 yards and one TD vs. Air Force on 11/25/16
• 2016 (Honorable mention All-MWC, Academic All-MWC): 56 catches for 1,129 yards (20.2 YPR) 
and 11 TDs; 13.2 yds/PR; 21.3 yds/KR • 13 receptions for 209 yards and one TD vs. Virginia on 
9/22/17 • 2017 Las Vegas Bowl Offensive MVP: 10 catches for 221 yards (22.1 YPR) and one TD; 
Completed 2-of-2 passes for 84 yards and one TD • 2017 (1st Team All-MWC): 85 receptions for 
1,511 yards (18.2 YPR) and 7 TDs; Completed 2-of-3 passes for 46 yards; 25.8 yds/KR
• 2018 NFL Combine: 9 ¾” hands, 31 ½” arms, 9 reps-225 lbs, 4.55 40-yd, 37” VJ, 10’1” BJ, 6.89 
3-cone, 4.23 20-yd SS, 11.48 60-yd LS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Wilson is a poised wide receiver with few weaknesses.  We feel 
he has all of the ability to develop into a poised No. 2 receiver at the next level.  Teams with a feel for 
his route-running capability may very well decide to use his savvy to align in the slot on occasion.  
As an outside receiver he can be crowded on occasion, but he proved during 2018 Senior Bowl 
practices that he could separate efficiently when on the perimeter.  His combination of body control, 
hand-eye coordination and overall football intelligence are reminiscent of former USC receiver 
Robert Woods when he came out of school in 2011.  
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11. Allen Lazard 6’5 227 Iowa State
Grade: 5.787 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 130

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Athletic bloodlines. OLB size at the WR spot.  Easy 
strider.  Limited false steps off the ball.  Lowers his pads to get yardage after the catch.  Fights 
through pass interference contact to still make extension grabs (TD-TCU ’15).  Strong grippers. 
Frequently seen extending from his frame to catch jump balls.  He will tip balls to himself with 
one hand and get both feet down (TD, Oklahoma State ’17, got both feet down).   They sneak 
him into the No. 2 slot to run quick outs or seam passes (reaches behind himself to make sliding 
grab, Memphis ’17).  Sits down and presents a target for his QB in scramble situations (Oklahoma 
State ’15-TD).  At his best on his inside releases vs. either man or two-deep zone.  Catches the ball 
through contact in the MOF (middle of field).  His drop-step (with inside foot) speed release gets 
him leverage on DBs on the 20-to-30-yard fades (Oklahoma ’15).  Won on a number of these re-
leases during 2018 Senior Bowl practices.   Tracks the ball over his right or left shoulder.  Sits down 
over the ball and reaches back to catch passes behind him (SJSU ’16).  He’s tough to bring down at 
over 220 pounds.  Doesn’t waste time getting north-south as a punt returner. He’ll big-boy CBs who 
attempt to get up on him as a blocker (knockdown, Liberty Bowl ’17, 1st QTR/10:10). 

Weaknesses: Energy wanes.  Lacks suddenness in his game.  Average long gear.  Doesn’t present 
burst after the catch on WR screens. Labors on occasion to push CBs off the ball.  Leaves some 
catchable passes on the field (Liberty Bowl ’17, hitch). He will leave some 50/50 balls on the ground 
through contact (Oklahoma State ’17, but drew the holding call).  Struggled to get away from SJSU’s 
Andre Chachere in 2016 down the field .  Missed the Baylor game in 2015 due to a rotator cuff 
injury (http://www.desmoinesregister.com/story/sports/college/iowa-state/2015/10/27/iowa-state-
allen-lazard-cyclones-texas-longhorns-football/74711484/).  Suffered a hairline fracture in his right 
hand during the spring of 2016 after hitting a wall following a bobbled pass.

Raises and hops into some of his inside releases vs. rolled-up Cover 2 CBs.  He can be very delib-
erate on return-pivots in third down situations (3rd and 4, 2nd QTR/6:21,Stanford ’17).  Why not 
dive for early post route against Miami (Fla.) on scoring opportunity in end zone?  He has left some 
passes on the field across the middle of the field (Texas ’16). Has made some questionable attempts 
at shorter passes on option routes (Miami, Fla. ’17-led to INT).  Not consistent when it comes to 
dropping his hips to get in-and-out of intermediate patterns.  How strong is he?  Exhibits inconsis-
tent effort as a stalk blocker.  Suffered a season-ending shoulder injury in 2015.  

Other Notes: Attended Servite HS (Calif.) and was ranked as a four-star recruit by Rivals.com • 
Father, John, was a two-time Mr. Universe • 2015: One reception • 5 receptions for 75 yards and 2 
TDs vs. Texas on 9/4/16 • 4 catches for 182 yards and 2 TDs vs. Syracuse on 10/1/16 • 2016 (12 sts, 
ND Offensive Player of the Year): 58 catches for 961 yards (16.6 YPR) and 9 TDs • 5 catches for 111 
yards and one TD vs. Stanford on 11/25/17 • 2017: 33 catches for 515 yards (15.6 YPR) and 4 TDs
• Career Stats: 92 catches for 1,484 yards (16.1 YPR) and 13 TDs • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 ¾” hands, 
33” arms, 20 reps-225 lbs, 4.48 40-yd  • 2018 Notre Dame Pro Day: 34 ½” VJ

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): St. Brown has a running style (in his routes) that is very similar 
to Dallas Cowboys wide receiver Terrance Williams. The difference is that he is taller and more 
natural catching the ball away from his body.  While his strength is not a huge question mark, he 
does stand up on his releases off the line of scrimmage.  This is evident versus off-man, press-man 
or rolled-up coverage.  He plays with much more fluidity than is normally seen from a 6-foot-5, 
215-pound receiver.  He possesses very good body control and above average quickness.  St. Brown 
has high upside for a team in search of a No. 2 wide receiver.  He carries value on Day 2 of the 2018 
NFL Draft. 
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12. Byron Pringle 6’1 201 Kansas State
Grade: 5.78 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 134

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Overcame a life of struggles and managed to get his 
criminology degree while in school.  Tough.  Strong.  Used both outside and in the slot.  Covers 6 
yards on his first four steps. Uses his arms to create extension from press coverage and ultimately 
wins the hand fighting battles at the LOS (2018 Senior Bowl practices).  Does a good job of stacking 
CBs on go routes down the field.  Sinks his hips to run speed outs. Shifty and gets to top speed after 
the catch quickly.  Very jittery.  Above average balance.  Steps into his cuts on post routes to change 
his stem suddenly vs. off-man CBs (Oklahoma ’16).  Runs through the catch on quick slants and will 
outrun the angles of defenders (Orr, TCU ’16-TD).  Comes back to the football after getting a yard 
or two from the DB.  Tracks the football down the field.  Will snatch the ball away from his body in 
3rd down situations (3rd and 10, TCU ’16).  Averaged 21 yards per receptions on 3rd down in 2016 
and 24 yards on 3rd downs in 2017.  Frequently seen breaking tackles around the ankles and thighs.  
He is an adept KOR who attacks the integrity of coverage units by running downhill with a RB’s 
mentality.

Weaknesses: Age. He’ll be 25 years old in November 2018.  Off the field concerns (http://www.
kansascity.com/sports/college/big-12/kansas-state/article72855017.html).  Did not play as a junior 
in high school.  On the field, he has not always been able to make the back-shoulder adjustments 
consistently (TCU ’16).  Contested grabs have been an issue (Oklahoma ’16, Senior Bowl ’18-slant, 
Day 2).  As a sophomore, he created varying degrees of separation on possession routes vs. tight-
man coverage. If the DB takes away his first move, he has problems disengaging vs. press-man.  He’ll 
have to watch extending his off-hand down the field to create room on vertical concepts. Has a bit of 
a hitch in his giddy-up when he gets 40-to-60-yards downfield (Oklahoma State ’17).  

Other Notes: Attended Urbandale HS (Iowa) and was named the 47th-best prospect in the nation by 
Rivals.com • Finished his high school career with 34 receiving TDs and 14 INTs • He once returned 
three INTs for TDs in one quarter at the prep level to set a national record • Father, Kevin, played 
football at Iowa State in the early 1990s and his brother, Anthony, plays for the Cyclones • 8 catches 
for 88 yards and one TD vs. Texas on 10/18/14 • 2014 (11 sts, Honorable mention All-Big 12 Fresh-
man team): 45 receptions for 593 yards (13.2 YPR) and 3 TDs; 2 tackles • 5 receptions for 147 yards 
and one TD vs. TCU on 10/17/15 • 8 catches for 101 yards vs. Oklahoma on 11/7/15 • 2015 (11 sts, 
Honorable mention All-Big 12, coaches): 56 catches for 808 yards (14.4 YPR) and 6 TDs; 19.5 yds/
PR; One tackle • 2016: 69 receptions for 1,018 yards (14.8 YPR) and 7 TDs; One tackle • 6 receptions 
for 106 yards vs. TCU on 10/28/17 • 10 catches for 142 yards and one TD vs. Memphis in the 2017 
AutoZone Liberty Bowl • 2017 (1st Team All-Big 12): 71 catches for 941 yards (13.3 YPR) and 10 
TDs; 2 tackles • 2018 Senior Bowl measurements: 6042 227 9 7/8” hands, 32 ½” arms, 79” wingspan
• 2018 NFL Combine: 9 ¾” hands, 32 ¼” arms, 17 reps-225 lbs, 4.55 40-yd, 38” VJ, 10’2” BJ

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Lazard is an interesting test case because he could get looks 
from NFL teams as an H-back.  Now it wouldn’t be advantageous to use him there unless he can 
handle the fullback assignments.  This is a question mark.  He is a good blocker outside the numbers 
when energized.  For him to match his level of collegiate success as a wide receiver, he will have to 
grow significantly as a route-runner versus off-man coverage.  There have been instances where his 
body language off the ball has given good cornerbacks keys on shorter routes (see Chachere, near 
Pick-6, San Jose State ’16).  While his short-area quickness leaves doubt, there is little when it comes 
to his ability to make the contested catch.  His style is very similar to current Arizona Cardinals tight 
end/H-back Ricky Seals-Jones.  If he adds another 10-to-15 pounds, he may have to make a similar 
position switch.  
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13. Michael Gallup 6’1 205 Colorado State
Grade: 5.78 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 145

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Strong.  When motivated, he can frustrate defensive 
backs as a stalk blocker.  He is a smooth strider coming off the ball.  He can really accelerate to step 
into his speed outs off of one step.  Works the sidelines with toe-tap grabs (Oregon State ’17). Makes 
hands grabs behind his frame in the middle of the field on in-breaking routes.  Runs through the 
catch and gets vertical after the catch (San Diego State ’16).  As a No. 2 slot on corner routes, he will 
stem to the inside on corner routes and still break off the inside foot (SDSU ’16).  Displayed a feel for 
running the post-corner-post routes during 2018 Senior Bowl practices.  Off of stack looks, he goes 
across the middle of the field on quick glance routes off of the play action (Colorado ’17).  Breaks 
tackles on hitch routes.  Stiff-arms get him room after the catch.  Turns his head with body control 
on quick slants as an X-WR.   Wins hand-fights in the Red Zone and will make the tough catches 
through contact.  In this area of the field (Red Zone), he will run nod-posts (Mike LB isolation) to 
get room (Idaho ’16).  

Weaknesses: Concentration lapses showed up in the film viewed (Idaho ’16).  Struggled with the 
icy surface running speed outs in the 2016 Idaho Potato Bowl.  He’ll jam himself using his drop-
step outside release vs. press-man when facing longer CBs (Oliver, Colorado ’17; Yiadom, Senior 
Bowl ’18, Day 2, team).  He was stuck at the top of his comebacks coming back down the stem vs. 
Colorado’s Isaiah Oliver in 2017.  It resulted in an Oliver pass break-up in the second quarter of the 
game.  While he did establish some positive releases vs. Oliver, he was largely held in check (in their 
matchup).  Played in just four games at Butler in 2015 due to an ankle injury.

Other Notes: Attended Monroe HS (Ga.) and was a four-sport letterman in football, baseball, basket-
ball and track & field • Went on to attend Butler CC (Kan) and posted 11 TD receptions in 2014
• Finished his junior year with five straight 100-yard games • 13 receptions for 213 yards and one 

Other Notes: Attended Robinson HS (Fla.) and was a two-way standout on offense and defense.  Also 
returned punts (2 TDs) and kickoffs (2 TDs) at the prep level as a senior • Ran in the 22.3-range in 
the 200-meter dash as a prep level sprinter on the track team • Has a son, Bryson • Initially signed 
with Youngstown State but an off the field incident prevented him from enrolling in school • Went 
on to attend Butler CC and played one season (28 catches, 9 TDs; 44.3 yds/KR) • 6 catches for 
126 yards and one TD vs. TCU on 12/3/16 • 2016 (1st Team All-Big 12 as KOR): 39 receptions for 
631 yards and 4 TDs; 7.8 yds/PR; 28.7 yds/KR and one TD • 4 catches for 166 yards and 3 TDs vs. 
Oklahoma State on 11/18/17; Also had 3 KRs for 114 yards and one TD in this game • 2017 (11 sts, 
Honorable mention All-Big 12): 30 catches for 724 yards (24.1 YPR) and 6 TDs; 26.1 yds/KR and 
one TD • 2018 Senior Bowl measurements: 6010 201 9 1/8” hands, 31 5/8” arms, 77 1/8” wingspan 
• 2018 NFL Combine: 9 ¼” hands, 32” arms, 15 reps-225 lbs, 4.46 40-yd, 33 ½” VJ, 10’0 BJ, 6.87 
3-cone, 4.4 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Despite getting a second chance from Kansas State head coach 
Bill Snyder, Pringle may not clear every NFL team’s board in terms of his checkered past.  With that 
said, he’s been as dependable as any wide receiver/kick return specialist in the Big 12 the last two 
seasons.  On top of that, he secured a degree in a difficult subject (criminology) and became the first 
member of his family to graduate from college.  It shows how much he has matured.  During 2018 
Senior Bowl practices, he showed an ability to win in short areas versus tight man coverage.  He 
made several contested catches and avoided many of the drops that we’ve seen in varying degrees 
on film.  It wouldn’t be a shock to see him used as a bigger slot receiver at the next level due to his 
quickness.  He’s also strong enough to secure a role as a return specialist.  These attributes make him 
a viable comparison to former USC wide receiver Marqise Lee entering the league. 
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14. Richie James 5’10 183 MTSU
Grade: 5.71 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 157

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Team captain.  He’s lined up at the outside WR, slot WR 
and even offset RB.  Ran for over 200 yards and 3 TDs vs. FAU in 2016.  Sudden.  Plays fast. Quick, 
yet smooth.  Tough.  He will crack-back to find work when the running back has the ball (Missouri 
’16).  Not shy about delivering crack blocks on LBs as well. Elusive.  Rarely will the one-on-one 
tackler get him on the ground. Outstanding peripheral vision to feel tacklers and set-up his escape 
acts.  Steps into his out routes to set up his wheel concepts (out-and-ups).  Goes across the middle of 
the field to snag passes on seam routes from the No. 2 slot position (Hawaii ’16).  Sets up his stems 
with subtle shoulder movement to the outside shoulder of DBs.  Finishes with the ball in his hands.  
Displayed good hands at the 2018 NFL Combine.  

Weaknesses: Smallish receiver who carries durability concerns.  High ankle sprain caused him to 
miss three games in 2017 and then he broke his collarbone and missed the remainder of the year.  
Does too much shaking at times off the LOS vs. press coverage and throws off the timing of the 
route.  Walked-out LBs can get him off the spot with jams.  Primarily a left-hand dominant runner 
who doesn’t switch it to his outside arm when running to the right sidelines.  He’s left some catch-
able passes on the ground on balls that get up on him quickly out of the break (Missouri ’16).  Put 
the ball on the ground vs. Vanderbilt in 2017 on a screen.  Never distinguished himself as a premier 
return threat in school.  

Other Notes:  Attended Riverview HS (Fla.) and was named a three-star recruit after starring as a QB 
• Also competed in the 400-meters and jumps in track & field • 8 receptions for 126 yards and 2 TDs 
in the 2015 Bahamas Bowl • 10 receptions for 95 yards vs. Alabama in 2015 • 2015 (12 sts, FWAA 
Freshman All-American, 1st Team All-C-USA): 108 receptions for 1,346 yards (12.5 YPR) and 8 
TDs; 12 rushes for 146 yards (12.2 YPC) and one TD • 16 receptions for 223 yards and 2 TDs vs. 
Western Kentucky on 10/15/16 • 5 catches for 129 yards and one TD vs. Missouri on 10/22/16 • 8 
catches for 162 yards and one TD vs. Hawaii in the 2016 Hawaii Bowl • 2016 (1st Team All-C-USA): 
105 receptions for 1,625 yards (15.5 YPR) and 12 TDs; 38 carries for 339 yards (8.9 YPR) and 4 TDs; 
7.5 yds/PR • 10 receptions for 112 yards and one TD vs. Vanderbilt on 9/2/17 • 2017: 31 receptions 
for 290 yards (9.4 YPR) and 3 TDs; 10 carries for 57 yards (5.7 YPC); 5.3 yds/PR • 2018 NFL Com-
bine: 9 ¼” hands, 31 ¼” arms, 6 reps-225 lbs, 4.48 40-yd, 35 ½” VJ, 10’2” BJ, 4.16 20-yd SS, 11.44 
60-yd LS

TD vs. Air Force on 11/12/16 • 6 receptions for 108 yards and 3 TDs vs. Idaho in the 2016 Famous 
Idaho Potato Bowl • 2016 (11 sts, 1st Team All-MWC): 76 catches for 1,272 yards (16.7 YPR) and 14 
TDs • 5 catches for 81 yards vs. Alabama on 9/16/17 • 13 receptions for 263 yards and 3 TDs vs. Ne-
vada on 10/14/17 • 2017 (1st Team All-MWC, Biletnikoff Award finalist, 1st Team All-American): 
100 receptions for 1,413 yards (14.1 YPR) and 7 TDs; 2 tackles • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 ¼” hands, 31 
½” arms, 10 reps-225 lbs, 4.51 40-yd, 36” VJ, 10’2” BJ, 6.95 3-cone, 4.37 20-yd SS, 11.84 60-yd LS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  The fact that Gallup has so much body control when running 
possession routes adds to his value in the 2018 NFL Draft.  Not only can you potentially line him 
inside because of his physicality, he also presents issues as a run after the catch threat in the quick 
passing game.  There are occasional hiccups coming back downhill when snapping into curl-or-stop 
patterns.  These patterns force him to sink his hips and distribute his weight evenly to come back 
down the stem.  He excels on skinny posts, speed outs, quick slants and even some versions of the 
deep square-in pattern.  NFL teams with a strong feel for his route command will get the most value 
out of the 6-foot-1, 198-pound Gallup.  He has potential as a No. 3 receiver in the mold of NFL wide 
receiver Ryan Grant (Indianapolis Colts). 
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15. J’Mon Moore 6’3 207 Missouri
Grade: 5.705 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 160

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Long. Has nearly an 80-inch wingspan (79 ½”).  Can 
snatch the ball outside of his frame.  Covers nearly 6 ½ yards in his first four steps off the ball (if 
uncovered).  He’s an excellent run after the catch threat.  Spins to the near sideline to get away from 
tacklers (4th down, King, USC ’16). Ran away from Georgia on a quick slant for a long TD in 2016.  
Crosses the face of CBs on inside routes (Post route, Georgia ’16; skinny post, TD-Idaho ‘17).  Runs 
a number of stop routes outside the numbers. Gets his head around quickly getting out of the break 
and can adjust to low-ball grabs (Texas Bowl ’17).  Uses his big frame to go up in traffic across the 
middle of the field (Texas Bowl ’17) and then he’ll break multiple tackles after the catch.  Does not 
flinch when catching the hole throws in-between the cornerback and safety vs. two-deep coverage 
(TD, Kentucky ’17).  When engaged, he can be a frustrating stalk blocker to get away from for CBs 
(Johnson’s long run, Arkansas ’16, 1st QTR).  Uses his inside arm to separate down the field on nine 
routes (fly patterns).  Displayed major awareness to pick up a ball on Witter’s TD (he dropped ball 
before crossing the goal line) vs. Arkansas in 2016. Impressed during one-on-one drills at the 2018 
Senior Bowl (particularly in the Red Zone).  

Weaknesses: Goes through funks that carry on games (Weeks 5-8, 2016).  Was not a big factor on 
third downs as a senior (5 receptions).  Numerous concentration lapses define his game.  Dropped 
multiple passes in 2016.  Had a false start in the third quarter of the 2017 Texas Bowl. He also 
dropped a slant and screen pass in the third quarter (Texas Bowl ’17).  Posted a substitution infrac-
tion vs. Arkansas in 2017 and dropped three passes during the game.  Later, in the fourth quarter 
of the Arkansas game, a holding call negated a touchdown run (2017).   Dropped a touchdown in 
the second quarter of the Idaho game in 2017.  Due to long striding nature, he has to really work to 
stop his charge and break down.  Against fluid corners, he doesn’t always achieve separation on deep 
stops (King, USC ’16, 4th and 6). Fails to consistently sell his stutter-and-go patterns.  Will swing the 
ball loosely while trying to get yards after the catch and forsake ball security (fumble lost, Idaho ’17).  
Shoulder surgery late in 2013 ended his freshman campaign. 

Other Notes:  Attended Elkins HS (Tex.) and participated in football and track & field • Ranked 
as the 73rd-best recruit in the 2013 Rivals.com class • 2014: Two receptions for 33 yards • 2015: 
29 catches for 350 yards (12.1 YPR) and 3 TDs • 8 catches for 196 yards and 2 TDs vs. Georgia on 
9/17/16 • Finished the 2016 season with three straight 100-yard receiving games • 2016: 62 catches 
for 1,012 yards (16.3 YPR) and 8 TDs; 2 tackles • 2017: 65 catches for 1,082 yards (16.7 YPR) and 10 
TDs • Career Stats: 158 receptions for 2,477 yards (15.7 YPR) and 21 TDs • 2018 Senior Bowl mea-
surements: 6025 209 9 ¼” hands, 33 ¼” arms, 79 ½” wingspan • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 3/8” hands, 
33” arms, 21 reps-225 lbs, 4.6 40-yd, 38” VJ, 10’0 BJ, 6.56 3-cone, 4.04 20-yd SS, 11.18 60-yd LS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Moore can give you the spectacular body-twisting back-shoul-
der grab (see-Arkansas ’17, 4th QTR/8:17) and the mystifying drop (double post, 2nd QTR/0:23, 
Arkansas ‘17) all in the same game.  This theme remained consistent during the 2018 Senior Bowl 

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  The big question concerning James –besides the injury history- 
is whether he will cleanly get off of press coverage.  He’s going to strictly be a slot receiving option 
and his suddenness can be altered versus physical play.  We expect him to get looks on Day 3 of the 
draft process because he’s fearless, competitive and has at least competent ball skills.  When healthy, 
he did a good job of playing big in the team’s games against Power 5 opponents.  How he will fare 
making the contested catches is the biggest concern for him entering the league as a 180-pounder.  
His decision to come out early for the draft may have been sparked by further potential injury risks. 
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practices.  The positives include an ability to run after the catch that is perhaps unmatched in this 
year’s draft.  He turns into an angry player with the ball in his hands. One thing to consider when 
you look at the inordinate amount of drops that he had over the last two years.  He arguably played 
with a quarterback that may have the strongest arm in all of college football.  Some of the late-vision 
passes he had to corral were NFL-like in terms of velocity.   While he may not run in the 4.4-range, a 
viable argument can be made that he is a Donte’ Moncrief-clone (Indianapolis Colts).

16. Antonio Callaway 5’10 5/8 200 Florida 
Grade: 5.7 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 163

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Tremendous athlete.  Known for his work ethic around 
the program.  Deft hand-eye coordination. Loose-hipped. Plays fast.  Contains instant get-off (no 
false steps) on fly routes.  Wins in the move area (12-16 yards) vs. CBs who play off of him (Martin, 
Tennessee ’16).  Pushes the accelerator button.  Used on WR-fly sweeps and screens to get the ball 
in his hands.  Elusive playmaker.  As a No. 2 WR, he’ll shift gears in tight quarters when running 
drive routes.  Does not have to slow down to catch passes on the move. He often aligned at the No. 
3 WR slot position to run quick outs (UGA ’16).  Also seen as the outside portion of bunch sets to 
run the dover (deep over) portion of double posts (Michigan ’16) or transcontinental routes.  He’s 
also been able to expose CBs outside off the LOS on post routes off of these same concepts (beats 
Baity, Kentucky ’16-TD).    He’s quick to drop-step on outside releases.  Exposes DBs on the move 
on return-pivots because he sinks his hips extremely well to create room (Stribling, Citrus Bowl ’16).  
Catches KORs coming forward to put more pressure on the kickoff coverage unit.  Flashes balance 
as a punt returner stepping in-and-out of ankle tackles (spins, jukes, jerks).  Capable of game-chang-
ing returns when he attacks up the gut of defenses on middle returns (SEC Championship ’15).  

Weaknesses:  Off the field issues have clouded his stay in school (http://www.wruf.com/head-
lines/2017/12/10/antonio-callaway-signs-agent-will-enter-2018-nfl-draft/).  Did not play for the 
team in 2017.  Became ordinary over the last three-quarters of his sophomore season.  Has a prob-
lem adjusting to the low balls over the middle of the field. He’s made some questionable decisions 
as a punt returner in terms of where to field punts (inside -5-yard line, muffed punt, lost fumble, 
Tennessee ’16).  He came back in the same game (Tennessee ’16) and fielded a punt at the minus-
one-yard line (4th QTR/13:21).  Nearly fumbled on a fly sweep vs. Iowa in the 2017 Outback Bowl.  

Other Notes: Attended Booker T. Washington HS (Fla.) and helped lead the team to a state champi-
onship as a senior  • 5 catches for 112 yards and one TD vs. Tennessee on 9/26/15 • 2015 (Sporting 
News Freshman All-American): 35 receptions for 678 yards (19.4 YPR) and 4 TDs; 15.6 yds/PR and 
2 TDs; 26.3 yds/KR (3 returns); 3 carries for 19 yards; One TD pass • 5 catches for 129 yards and one 
TD vs. Kentucky on 9/10/16 • 4 receptions for 134 yards vs. Tennessee on 9/24/16 • 2016 (11 sts): 54 
receptions for 721 yards (13.3 YPR) and 3 TDs; 8.4 yds/PR; 32.3 yds/KR (3 returns) and one TD; 32 
yards rushing (6.3 YPC) and one TD; One tackle • Career Stats: 89 receptions for 1,399 yards (15.7 
YPR) and 7 TDs; 29.3 yds/KR and one TD (six returns); 12.1 yds/PR and 2 TDs; One TD passing 
and one TD rushing • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 ½” hands, 31 ½” arms, 4.41 40-yd, 34” VJ, 10’1” BJ 

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Callaway’s approximate value entering the 2018 NFL Draft is 
uneven.  He’s probably not going to test quite as explosively as his on-field play suggests and he 
didn’t play in 2017.  A deft route runner with loads of potential in that regard, it still would not 
surprise to see him enjoy a steady rise up draft boards.  Why?  His body control and field speed leave 
little to be desired.  Antonio is a player who moved around within the team’s attack and often found 
a gear tracking the ball or as a return specialist.  Will NFL teams feel they can trust him?  That ques-
tion could knock him down two-to-three rounds.  He’s a talent built in the mold of Tyler Lockett 
(Seattle Seahawks).  
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17. Keke Coutee 5’10 181 Texas Tech
Grade: 5.697 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 164

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Confident player.  Believes in his recipe.  Moved from 
an H-role to a Y-role (No. 2 slot or No. 3 slot) in 2017.  As a Z-WR (outside), he’s used in speed 
motion.  They’ll move him into the backfield to run stretch plays.  Passionate runner after the catch.  
The team employs him on a number of screens from the No. 2 or No. 3 slot position. Patience is 
at its best on option routes. Breaks down the angles of tacklers with sudden cuts in-and-out of 
traffic.  Displays a finishing gear in the open field. Has performed well in big games.  Demonstrates 
major deep ball tracking speed (Houston ’17).  Adjusts to the 50-50 balls on occasion and adjusts to 
footballs over his right shoulder.  Continues to move for open lanes for his QB once he’s scrambled.  
Influences DBs as a No. 2 slot WR with stems to cross the face on quick posts (Baylor ’16).  He’s been 
able to crease defenses on middle KORs.  

Weaknesses: Small WR who has rarely played on the outside.  He’s dropped some low ball digs 
(Houston ’17) or some quick outs that get up on him quickly (Baylor ’16).  Struggled with the physi-
cal play of  USF’s Ronnie Hoggins in the 2017 Birmingham Bowl.  Does too much shaking vs. press-
man coverage.  Can be bumped off his spots trying to elude walked-out LBs.  Loses energy at the 
top of routes and doesn’t come back down the stem. Slows down and idles his stride to body catch 
digs across the MOF. Can he adjust to footballs thrown away from his body.  Limited catch radius.   
Inconsistent stalk blocker.  Bothered by a groin injury early in 2017.  Left the Oklahoma State game 
due to a leg injury.  One career tackle.  

Other Notes:  Attended Lufkin HS (Tex.) and was named a four-star prospect by Scout.com • 2015 (2 
sts): 11 receptions for 105 yards (9.6 YPR) • 10 receptions for 172 yards and one TD vs. Oklahoma 
on 10/22/16 • 8 catches for 221 yards and 2 TDs vs. Baylor on 11/25/16 • 2016 (2 sts): 55 catches 
for 890 yards (16.2 YPR) and 7 TDs • 12 receptions for 186 yards and one TD vs. Arizona State on 
9/16/17 • 11 catches for 187 yards vs. USF in the 2017 Birmingham Bowl • 2017 (1st Team All-Big 
12): 93 catches for 1,429 yards (15.4 YPR) and 10 TDs; 31.5 yds/KR and one TD • Career Stats: 135 
catches for 2,021 yards (15 PR) and 16 TDs • 2018 NFL Combine: 8 3/8” hands, 29 7/8” arms, 14 
reps-225 lbs, 4.43 40-yd, 34 ½” VJ, 6.93 3-cone, 4.15 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Coutee is very dangerous as a slot wide receiver if given room 
to operate.  The more defensive backs crowd him, the less effective he becomes at the top of his pat-
terns.  NFL defensive backs will challenge his strength and force him to become more decisive at the 
top of pass patterns.  He drifts and doesn’t have the same amount of energy in these instances.  There 
have been some Texas Tech slot receivers that have gone on to have success in the NFL (Wes Welker, 
Danny Amendola, Jakeem Grant).  Coutee is a lot more similar from a polish perspective to Grant, 
although he may not be quite as explosive.  He certainly hasn’t proven to be the returner Grant was 
coming out of school.  We think he has Day 3 value as a receiver but his lack of size may limit his 
future kick return potential.  

18. Steve Ishmael 6’2 212 Syracuse
Grade: 5.68 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 165

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  NFL bloodlines.  Described by his former staff as a 
‘tireless worker.’  He aligns both outside and inside at the No. 2 slot.  As a No. 2 slot, he will run 

 Callaway could prove to be a steal in this year’s draft as a slot wide receiver and return specialist.
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option and drive routes.  Defeats cover safeties as a slot WR by making twisting adjustments in 
the RZ (Johnson, Boston College ’16).  In 2015 or 2017, he played more outside.  He’s a player who 
understands how to use his body to nudge DBs in contested catch situations (McFadden, FSU ’17). 
Comes back to the ball on comeback patterns outside the numbers (UConn ’16). Gained weight ear-
ly in his career and held it. Has gradually improved making the contested catch over his career.  Will 
block on the perimeter and finish through the down (USF ’15).  Averaged 15.8 yards per reception 
(4 TDs) on third downs in his career.  On some of his out-and-up routes that are covered, he will 
make body-arching twisting grabs (Boston College ’16).  Can go up to make the contested catch on 
a consistent basis.  

Weaknesses: Can be jammed and tied-up on the perimeter.  Does a little too much shaking vs. 
rolled-up Cover 2 cornerbacks (USF ’15).  He’s left some TD opportunities on the ground (LSU ’15). 
He will dive a step too soon as opposed to running through the catch on well-thrown fade patterns 
(UConn ’16).  His timing can be off when working against smaller CBs on jump balls (Minter, 
MTSU ’17).   What kind of true speed does he have?  He’s been run down on some long receptions 
(crack-and-go, CMU ’15-wide open).  Even when he’s sold his double moves, DBs are able to run 
with him (Boston College ’16).  Average run after the catch threat. In this game (BC ’16), he allowed 
a fade from the No. 2 slot to go off of his hands.  Tore his meniscus (knee) as a freshman.  One 
career tackle. 

Other Notes: Attended North Miami Beach HS (Fla.) and was named a Miami All-Dade County 
selection • Brother, Kemal, played at UCF and is a safety for the Atlanta Falcons • 3 catches for 93 
yards and 2 TDs vs. FSU on 10/11/14 • 2014 (5 sts): 27 receptions for 415 yards (15.3 YPR) and 3 
TDs • 7 catches for 114 yards and one TD vs. Pitt on 10/24/15 • 2015 (12 sts): 39 receptions for 570 
yards (14.6 YPR) and 7 TDs • 6 catches for 81 yards vs. Virginia Tech on 10/15/16 • 2016 (9 sts): 
48 receptions for 559 yards (11.7 YPR) and one TD • Five straight 100-yard games to begin senior 
campaign • 11 catches for 123 yards and one TD vs. LSU on 9/23/17 • 14 catches for 145 yards and 
one TD vs. Wake Forest on 11/11/17 • 2017 (2nd Team Walter Camp All-American): 105 receptions 
for 1,347 yards (12.8 YPR) and 7 TDs

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Many may feel that the reason for Ishmael’s success was the 
scheme used by head coach Dino Babers.  Even before Babers arrived at Syracuse the Orange’s 
second all-time leading receiver had shown flashes of long-term success (see FSU ’14).  While he’s 
not shifty after the catch, he has shown an ability to break tackles.  He will use stiff-arms to create 
separation from the tackler.  His downfield speed and overall flexibility rank as two huge question 
marks. For a player who was the nation’s second-leading receiver in 2017, it was a surprise that he 
didn’t receive an invite to a postseason all-star game.  

19. Daurice Fountain 6’2 210 Northern Iowa 
Grade: 5.655 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 168

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Strong hands. 34 ½-inch arms.  Covers about six yards 
off the ball in his first four steps off the ball.  Possesses some suddenness on his inside speed releases 
vs. press coverage.  He can stop with fire outside the numbers on comebacks.  This aids him when 
adjusting to back-shoulder fades.  Quick-twitched.  Although a bigger receiver, he can sink well 
enough to give teams reps inside on routes like pivot-returns, shallow crossers and drive routes.   
Takes good angles to go inside to crack safeties on outside runs.  Possesses enough of a gear to find 
the edge on wall returns.  

Weaknesses: Contains an element of stiffness to his game.  Plays a bit heavy-footed in his game.  
Doesn’t carry his pads well. Will probably run better in T-shirts and shorts.  Wasted motion will
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20. Simmie Cobbs 6’3 220 Indiana 
Grade: 5.649 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 170

Strengths:  Very good size.  Adequate quickness. Strong if not necessarily elusive after the catch.  
Consistent third down presence.  He does a fine job of working back to the ball on reverse-pivot 
comebacks (stick routes).  Can be slippery after the catch (3rd QTR/13:42, Maryland ’15).  Presents 
a significant red zone threat on back-shoulder fades (TD vs. Watson, Wake Forest ’15) or 50-50 balls 
(TD vs. Ward, Ohio State ’17).  Makes twisting adjustment grabs on the wrong shoulder (1-hand 
grab, Ohio State ’17) or on go routes through contact.  Works the sidelines with spatial awareness. 
Gauges the CB’s technique and plants hard off his outside foot to speed release inside on digs and 
skinny posts.  His inside speed release techniques are often accompanied with an outside arm-over.  
Demonstrates positive late-vision ball skills (one-hand grab, skinny post vs. Likely, Maryland ’15).  
Feistiness as a blocker is evident (sustain is only “OK”).  

Weaknesses:  Possession receiver.  He’s a right-hand dominant runner even when cutting back to his 
left.  Takes him awhile to get to his spots vs. tight coverage. Drifts on some of his hitch routes and 
brings the corner closer to the ball.  Can be cut-off and squeezed to the sidelines when working to 
the left of the formation.  Bucket steps to push off with his outside foot vs. bump-and-run on outside 
releases.  He will leave some passes on the ground (drop, New Era Pinstripe ’15; two drops-RZ, 
Ohio State ’17).  Missed the 2016 season after breaking his ankle (required surgery) vs. Ball State.  
Had an off the field incident prior to his senior campaign (https://www.indystar.com/story/news/
crime/2017/07/16/iu-football-wr-simmie-cobbs-arrested-hamilton-county/482933001/).  

Other Notes:  Attended Oak Park and Forest HS (Ill.) and was named an All-State selection as a 
senior • Also played basketball at the prep level • 2014 (2 sts): 7 catches for 114 yards • 9 catches 

surface on double-move concepts.  Shoulder pads tend to move a lot in his straight-stems off the 
ball. He has a brief re-set of his feet to re-align his frame when going inside even if uncovered.  Still 
getting a feel for running around the cone to come back downhill on comebacks. 

Other Notes: Attended James Madison Memorial HS (Wisc.) and was a 1st Team All-State selection 
as a senior • The state record holder in the 110-meter hurdles (14.04) and also jumped a person-
al-best 23’5” in the long jump.  Fountain also posted a personal-best time of 38.25 seconds in the 
300-meter hurdles • 2014: 10 catches for 117 yards and one TD • 2015 (13 sts):  41 receptions for 604 
yards and 5 TDs • 2016 (11 sts): 31 receptions for 399 yards (12.9 YPR) and 5 TDs • 10 catches for 
139 yards and 2 TDs vs. Monmouth on 11/25/17 • 2017: 66 catches for 943 yards and 12 TDs
• Career Stats: 150 receptions for 2,077 yards (13.8 YPR) and 23 TDs • 2018 East-West Shrine 
measurements: 9 ½” hands, 34 ½” arms, 79” wingspan • 2018 East-West Shrine Game MVP (3 
catches for 61 yards): Won on an inside slant vs. Linden Stephens and demonstrated effective speed 
breaking across the field after doing so.  Run after the catch skills were on display as he played faster 
than everyone on game day, as he had during the week.  Did register one drop on a catchable pass in 
the middle of the field.  

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Despite carrying some lower body stiffness, Fountain does play 
fast and is capable of adjusting to footballs on his wrong shoulder due to satisfactory hand-eye coor-
dination.  The occasional drops will come into play due to concentration and focus lapses.  For him 
to have success as an intermediate route runner in the NFL, he will have to focus on eliminating the 
wasted upper body movement in his straight-stems.  He plays a bit heavy-footed as a route runner. 
Up to this point, it hasn’t been much of a problem but he will struggle to get away from NFL corner-
backs who play off of him with added focus in this regard.  We are impressed with his run after the 
catch skill and feel he’s physical enough to be a gunner on a team’s punt unit.  He has the look of a 
Sammy Watkins-type (LA Rams-free agent) for the next level.  
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21-t. Deon Cain 6’2 202 Clemson
Grade: 5.624 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 179

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Has put on positive weight during school.  Very good 
speed.  He’s been a terror on third downs throughout his career.  Wins on both his inside and out-
side releases vs. bump-and-run coverage.  He’s proven capable of getting his hands underneath the 
ball on low throws (Alabama ’17).  Attacks the ball on 50/50 throws to snatch due to excellent wing-
span.  Good RAC receiver on tunnel or WR screens.  Can makes cuts in the open field off one step 
without losing speed. Peripheral feel for where defenders are at after the catch and sets up his moves. 
Displays a second-level gear on nine (fly) routes vs. CBs on the perimeter (White, FSU ’16, Kent 
State ‘17).  He’s a physical stalk blocker when engaged (Virginia Tech ’16).  Re-accelerates during the 
middle of seven-cuts.  Works the back end lines of the end zone with toe-taps while adjusting to the 
ball (Syracuse ’16).  Has the body control to adjust to passes outside the numbers on sticks routes.  
Former high school QB who has been used on double passes. 

Weaknesses: Inconsistent.  Concentration lapses show up.  Suspended for the Oklahoma game in 
2015 (Orange Bowl) due to a team violation (https://www.si.com/college-football/2015/12/29/
clemson-tigers-suspensions-deon-cain-orange-bowl-oklahoma) and didn’t play in the 2016 National 
Championship game.  He was held out of 2016 spring practices as a result.  Corners  junction him 
at the LOS because he exposes his chest getting off the line.  Exhibits some stiffness rolling speed 
cuts. He wants to use a hesitation release at times to gauge the CB’s technique and gets beaten to the 
spot of the throw (INT-Alexander, Louisville ’16). Tends to monitor his pace on hi-lo corner routes 
vs. Cover 2 defenses as an X-WR; throwing off timing with his QB (incompletion, Wake Forest ’16).  
Does not always make physical catches through contact (Drop, Wake Forest ’16-slant route).  He will 
look to run before securing the catch (drop, 2018 Sugar Bowl).  Lacks intensity as a stalk blocker for 
sixty minutes. 

Other Notes:  Attended Tampa Bay Tech HS (Fla.) and was named a USA Today 2nd Team 
All-American • He was ranked as the 6th-best player in the state of Florida by Rivals.com after 
accounting for 1,892 rushing yards and 24 total TDs as a QB (19 RUSH, 5 PASS) • 5 receptions for 
96 yards and one TD vs. South Carolina on 11/28/15 • 2015 (13 gms, 1 st): 34 catches for 582 yards 
(17.1 YPR) and 5 TDs • 5 receptions for 125 yards and 2 TDs vs. Syracuse on 11/5/16 • 5 catches for 
94 yards in the 2017 National Championship game against Alabama • 2016: 38 catches for 724 yards 
(19 YPR) and 9 TDs • 2017 (3rd Team All-ACC): 58 receptions for 734 yards (12.7 YPR) and 6 TDs
• Career: 42 games, 130 receptions for 2,030 yards (15.6 YPR) and 20 TDs • 2018 NFL Combine:

for 192 yards vs. Maryland on 11/21/15 • 2015 (Honorable mention All-Big Ten): 60 receptions for 
1,035 yards (17.2 YPR) and 4 TDs • 2016: Medical redshirt  • 11 receptions for 149 yards and one 
TD vs. Ohio State on 8/31/17 • 10 receptions for 138 yards and 2 TDs vs. Maryland on 10/28/17
• 2017 (12 sts, 1st Team All-Big Ten, coaches, Indiana Offensive Player of the Year): 72 receptions for
841 yards (11.7 YPR) and 8 TDs • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 ¼” hands, 32” arms, 11 reps-225 lbs, 4.64 
40-yd, 30” VJ, 9’5” BJ, 6.7 3-cone, 4.32 20-yd SS, 11.2 60-yd LS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  While Cobbs, Jr. bounced back effectively from a lost 2016 cam-
paign (knee), he didn’t quite exhibit the same burst as he had back in 2015 (17.2 YPR).  As he exhib-
ited versus Ohio State’s cornerbacks in Week 1, his mid-air adjustments are difficult to handle in the 
Red Area.  There will be questions from NFL scouts as to whether or not he can truly separate down 
the field.  Cobbs also slowed down considerably after the Ohio State game.   He’s a little rehearsed 
sinking into out-breaking concepts and fails to consistently create room on his outside releases.  
Look for him to get looks in the mid-rounds if he can put together a solid postseason body of work.  
He’s a more polished version of former Michigan wide receiver Devin Funchess (Carolina Panthers). 
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21-t. Keith Kirkwood 6’2 1/2 218 Temple
Grade: 5.624 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 180

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Good size. Body control. Long strider. Contorts his 
body along the sidelines to make acrobatic grabs.  He’s made a number of high-point TD grabs in 
school (Houston ’14).  Hands catcher on Indy drive concepts as a No. 1 WR (FIU ’17).  He’s played 
WR/DB/LB all intermittently during games (FIU ’17-Gaspirilla Bowl).  Uses a nice roll move to 
work over OTs off the edge (QB hit, Tulsa ’17).  Works for his QB on the move.  Clutch player who 
the team has looked for in late games with raw athleticism (GW-TD reception, UCF ’16-went up 
over 14) Clarke on TD).  He’s won on hitch-and-go patterns outside the numbers (hands catch, USF 
’16).  Drives off the ball on post routes with no false steps when going deep (draws P.I., Cincinnati 
’16).  He’s shown a feel for running sit-downs over the ball for the QB in the MOF out of bunch 
formations.  Also has been used out of these formations (bunch) on spacing patterns to find holes 
in zone coverage.  Displays RAC-skill (Memphis ’16).  In 12 PC (2 WR, 2 TE), he would run the 
dover-post and he had the ball skills to grab passes behind him (Memphis ’16).  Attacks 7-cuts after 
rolling speed cuts and turning his hips (SMU ’16).  Rushes on the PR unit.  

Weaknesses:  He is average after the catch when it comes to elusiveness.  He takes him three-to-four 
steps to restart his engine on double move concepts (USF ’16). Fails to flips his hips back on post-
corner-out routes (rounds the cut). Ball security has been questionable at times (stripped, fumble 
lost, Cincinnati ’16).  Still needs more reps as a WR.  Moving around has hidden being able to have 
to get off of press coverage.  Suffered an injury in 2015 that sidelined him for the remainder of the 
year.  

Other Notes:  Attended Neptune HS (NJ) and played just one year of football (33 receptions, 7 TDs)
• Averaged 17 PPG and 15 RPG for the Neptune basketball team and had several Division I basket-
ball offers • Originally attended Hawaii • 2013 (Hawaii, 8 gms): 12 receptions for 250 yards (20.9 
YPR) and 4 TDs • 2014 (8 gms, Temple): 4 receptions for 69 yards and one TD • 2016: 42 receptions 
for 648 yards (15.4 YPR) and 4 TDs • 2017: 45 catches for 671 yards (14.9 YPR) and 7 TDs; 2 tackles, 
PBU • 2018 NFLPA Collegiate Bowl measurements: 6024 218 9 1/8” hands, 33 ½” arms, 81 3/8” 
wingspan • 2018 NFLPA Collegiate Bowl In-game report:  Won on an inside release as a gunner in 
the third quarter (4:11) to make a tackle.  • 2018 Temple Pro Day: 4.45 40-yd, 35” VJ, 10’5” BJ, 4.43 
20-yd SS, 6.94 3-cone

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Kirkwood left Hawaii and slowly grew into a consistent contrib-
utor for the Owls.  He is not an instant after the catch threat.  He is still getting a feel for establishing 
his vertical stems as a route runner.  His catch radius goes beyond a vertical leap because he has the 
wingspan of an offensive lineman.  This is a player who could be getting early-round discussion if he 
had not played in a run-oriented scheme during school.  He took advantage of his opportunities in a 
crowded wide receiver room.  There is a good chance that Kirkwood will become a better pro than

8 ¾” hands, 33” arms, 11 reps-225 lbs, 4.43 40-yd, 33 ½” VJ, 9’7” BJ, 6.71 3-cone, 4.37 20-yd SS, 
11.78 60-yd LS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  The story of Cain can’t be told without figuring in the 2015 
suspension.  There have been numerous concentration lapses throughout his career.  His inconsis-
tency in school was reminiscent of former Clemson standout Martavis Bryant (Pittsburgh Steelers), 
however he does not contain Bryant’s combination of size and speed entering the league.  There’s 
no doubt that Cain would be a welcome addition to speed-needy teams like the New York Jets or 
Carolina Panthers.  If he catches the ball well during postseason workouts, Cain could hear his name 
called late on Day 2 of the 2018 NFL Draft process. 
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23. Dylan Cantrell 6’3 226 Texas Tech
Grade: 5.615 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 185

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Excels in the classroom.  Plays the X-WR position for 
the team and generally drew tough opposition in school.  Mammoth size for the X-WR spot.  Uses 
his frame to body smaller CBs on quick slants in shorter down and distances (3rd and 3-6).  He 
caught five TD passes on third downs the last two years and was a consistent option on that down 
(30 receptions).  He’s unique in his ability to run through catches on fades as he’s running without 
having to slow down (TD, Baylor ’16).  Adjusts to throws in the Red Zone with a sense of calm and 
patience that is not coachable (TD, USF ’17).  Uses his hands to nudge and create separation on 
back-shoulder fades (RZ, Baylor ’16). He actually wants the receiver to jam him because he works 
through contact effectively to snag passes.  He breaks tackles after the catch on check downs/screens 
and gets big yardage after the catch (Houston ’17).  When he wants to (see Weaknesses), he can 
control cornerbacks on the edge as a stalk blocker (USF ’17).  Plays the RT on the punt return unit 
and holds up the tackle well trying to release into coverage.  Six career tackles. Posted a 6.56 time in 
the 3-cone drill at the 2018 NFL Combine.

Weaknesses: Despite size and strength, he’s exhibited an uneven effort blocking on occasion (Hous-
ton ’17).  He leans over his waist and doesn’t bend his knees consistently as a blocker.  Stands up 
when rolling any type of speed cuts (Birmingham Bowl ’17).  He will experience the occasional 
concentration lapse trying to run before he catches the ball (drop, Baylor ’16).  Idles himself down 
too dramatically when running curl patterns and gives away his body disposition on these patterns. 
Does a little too much shaking and is indecisive setting up his in-breaking patterns at the top of his 
cuts.   CBs take away his outside releases on nine (fly) patterns due to his tendency to shake at the 
line of scrimmage vs. press-man.  Average foot speed.  Aggravated a back injury and was forced to 
redshirt in 2015.

Other Notes:  Attended Whitehouse HS (Tex.) and played with current Kansas City Chiefs and 
former Texas Tech Red Raiders QB Patrick Mahomes • He was ranked as a four-star prospect after 
catching passes for over 1,400 yards and 15 TDs during his senior year • 2013: 9 catches for 70 yards 
and one TD; 5 tackles • 2014 (1st Team Academic All-Big 12): 20 receptions for 312 yards (15.6 
YPR) and 2 TDs; One tackle • 9 receptions for 111 yards and 2 TDs vs. Baylor on 11/25/16
• 2016 (10 sts, 1st Team Academic All-Big 12): 57 catches for 669 yards (11.7 YPR) and 8 TDs • 8
receptions for 160 yards and 2 TDs vs. Arizona State on 9/16/17 • 2017 (13 sts): 71 receptions for 
816 yards (11.5 YPR) and 7 TDs • Career Stats: 158 catches for 1,873 yards and 18 TDs • 2018 NFL 
Combine: 9 ¼” hands, 31 3/8” arms, 18 reps-225 lbs, 4.59 40-yd, 6.56 3-cone, 4.03 20-yd SS, 10.85 
60-yd LS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  It really wouldn’t be out of the question for some teams to view 
Cantrell as a potential flex option or inside big slot receiver (H-back).  The Red Raiders did move 
him as a Z-wide receiver on occasion for quick passes.  The YouTube slam-dunking exhibitionist 
didn’t exhibit extreme quickness working against outside cornerbacks on film, but he would hold 
an inherent athletic advantage versus safeties and linebackers.  He put on an athletic display at the 
2018 NFL Combine when it came to the testing portion of the workout.  Some -but not all of the 
numbers- translate to the film.  How much weight will he deem too much weight after the 2015 
back injury?  When watching him play, his size does create hidden yardage after the catch.  Cantrell 
recorded five tackles as a freshman.  He could become a valuable center or guard on an NFL team’s 
kickoff return unit, guard/wing on the punt team and potential hold-up tackle on punt return.  He 
has solid Day 3 value in this year’s draft.

collegian.  His game translates well to the NFL. 
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25. Marcel Ateman 6’4 1/2 216 Oklahoma State
Grade: 5.545 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 213

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):   Strengths:  Has gotten better every year in school.  Av-
eraged 20 yards per reception on third downs in 2017 (4 TDs).  Size.  Subtle arm-bars get him a step 
on the DB. Build-speed runner who changes gears in his routes to get a step on vertical passes.  

24. Jaleel Scott 6’5 218 New Mexico State
Grade: 5.56 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 208

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Big receiver.  Evenly-distributed.  Lean.  Long back.  81 
½-inch wingspan.  Tough.  Played through an ankle injury in the 2017 Arizona Bowl and caught the 
game-winning TD pass (contorted body to get one foot down).  Plays the X-WR spot for the Aggies 
but they will also align him at the No. 2 slot position on occasion to run corner routes (TD, 3rd and 
6, RZ, New Mexico ’17).  Demonstrated a feel for running the post-corner-post during 2018 Senior 
Bowl practices (Team, Day 1).  Big target over the middle on quick slants and digs routes (4th and 
5, Utah State ’17, bodies the CB). Runs the deep reverse-pivot comeback to the single WR on 3rd 
downs. On third downs in 2017, he caught 25 passes (17 1st downs, 5 TDs). He’s shown RAC-ability 
and strength (Senior Bowl game ’18).  During the week he displayed an ability to work his feet along 
the sidelines with body control.  He’s been able to adjust to low passes and will scoop them off the 
turf when running corner routes (South Alabama ’17).  In this game, he made an adjustment catch 
along the sidelines. Made a baseball mitt one-hand TD reception vs. Arizona State in 2017.  

Weaknesses: He will shake on air vs. bump-and-run even when the CB is not trying to junction him 
(PBU, Davis, Utah State ’17).  It’s a journey to drop down because he rarely has any body posture 
coming off the ball.  DBs can pin him to the sidelines on fade patterns (4th and 4, 3rd QTR, Arizona 
State ’17).   He was jammed to the ground vs. New Mexico in 2017 (rolled-up Cover 2). Drops have 
been a problem in the games viewed. Many of the drops have been on routes that cross the field 
(dig, 4th QTR, South Alabama ’17).  In this game (South Alabama ’17), he had an illegal block in 
the back and then yet another drop on an illegal touching foul in the first quarter. He left a pass on 
the ground in the 2018 Senior Bowl (game-slant) and also had far too many drops during the week.  
Needs to do a better of latching as a stalk blocker (New Mexico ’17).  Lost a fumble vs. Idaho in 2017 
after catching a crossing route.  Dealt with a hip pointer midway through his senior year.

Other Notes:  Hails from Rock Hill, SC • 2015 (Ellsworth CC): 45 receptions for 668 yards and 9 TDs
• 4 catches for 73 yards and one TD on 11/19/16 • 2016: 23 catches for 283 yards (12.3 YPR) and 5
TDs • 8 catches for 149 yards and 2 TDs vs. Arizona State on 8/31/17 • 9 receptions for 174 yards 
and one TD vs. Arkansas on 9/30/17 • 2017 (1st Team All-SBC): 76 receptions for 1,079 yards (14.2 
YPR) and 9 TDs • 2018 Senior Bowl measurements: 6047 216 9 6/8” hands, 34” arms, 81 ½” wing-
span • 2018 NFL Combine: 10” hands, 33 ½” arms, 16 reps-225 lbs, 4.56 40-yd, 34 ½” VJ, 10’4” BJ, 
7.2 3-cone, 4.4 20-yd SS, 12.07 60-yd LS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  NFL teams will want to see how well Scott catches the ball at the 
combine in early March.  For a player who has made so many spectacular grabs over the course of a 
two-year period, his drops can be perplexing.  We feel he has enough skills to move inside to the slot 
but his true value will come in the Red Zone.  The former Ellsworth Community College standout 
works the sidelines very well with body control and catch radius.  He will never be a smooth route 
runner but he can  stand to get lower in his stems on intermediate routes.  A legitimate argument 
can be made that his game is similar to former Rutgers WR Brandon Coleman (New Orleans 
Saints).
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26. Davon Grayson 6’1 199 ECU
Grade: 5.54 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 215

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):   As an X-WR, he runs the skinny post on the backside 
of trips and does not show any wasted steps off the LOS (Virginia Tech ’15). Hands snatcher.  Com-
petitive blocker.  He will crack back on safeties in the open field (USF ’15-pancake block).  Shows up 
in the big games.  Stood out vs. Florida and Virginia Tech as a junior with body adjustment recep-
tions.  Will settle down nicely coming back downhill to ball on curls (3rd and 10, UCF ’15).  Nifty 
after the catch.  The team has used him on a number of bubble screens and fly sweeps in school.  He 
is passionate spinning in-and-out of contact.  Breaks down DBs in cross-field pursuit.  He’s been able 

Wingspan dwarfs smaller CBs in the Red Area (Went up over two defenders Cover 2 and dunked, 
30-yd TD, 4th QTR, Iowa State ’17).  Works for his QB to find room and then let his body die when 
extending for the ball on the back end line (full extension TD, Iowa State ’17). Also extends over 
bigger CBs adjusting to back-shoulder throws (Thomas, Oklahoma ’17).  He stood out on Day 3 of 
2018 Senior Bowl practices in this area of the field.  Allows his body to die along the sidelines to get 
his feet down (Texas ’15).  Can make jaw-dropping grabs working these areas of the field (sidelines, 
Texas ’17-one-hand tightrope act). Adjusts to underthrown passes because he locates them early 
in the down and comes back to the ball.  Strong hands.  Snatches the ball away from his frame on 
inside routes. Impresses with stalk-blocking efforts on the outside (Iowa State ’17).  

Weaknesses: Can he consistently win on his own?  Winning on possession routes is an issue due to 
a lack of suddenness. Not an instant reactor vs. press coverage.  Stands up and will expose his chest 
with hop-and-skip releases because he wants to gauge the CB’s technique.  The hand play can be 
both a positive and negative for him vs. tight man coverage (Offensive P.I., Baylor ’15-Reid).  False 
steps show up (lined up to his left) when going on inside stems for corner routes.  He’s put the ball 
on the ground in the middle of the field when running after the catch (4th QTR/4:09, Iowa State 
’17).  Left some catchable passes on the ground vs. tight-man coverage during 2018 Senior Bowl 
practices (Day 3).  Suffered a broken bone in his foot prior to the 2016 campaign and was forced to 
miss the year.  

Other Notes:  Attended Wylie East HS (Tex.) and caught 84 passes for 27 TDs as a senior • He was 
named a four-star recruit by Rivals.com • Named an all-district player in basketball at the prep level
• Father, Ronald, played basketball at Western Illinois • 2013: 22 receptions for 276 yards (12.5 YPR)
• 6 catches for 130 yards vs. Texas Tech in 2014 • 2014: 20 catches for 268 yards (13.4 YPR) • 5 catch-
es for 70 yards vs. Ole Miss in the 2016 Sugar Bowl • 2015: 45 catches for 766 yards (17 YPR) and 5 
TDs • Seven 100-yard receiving games in 2017 • 2017 (2nd Team All-Big 12, 2nd Team Academic 
All-Big 12): 59 catches for 1,156 yards (19.6 YPR) and 8 TDs • 2018 Senior Bowl measurements: 
6042 216 9” hands, 33 5/8” arms, 78 ¼” wingspan • 2018 NFL Combine: 9” hands, 32 7/8” arms, 13 
reps-225 lbs, 4.62 40-yd, 34” VJ, 10’1” BJ, 7.07 3-cone, 4.25 20-yd SS, 11.94 60-yd LS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Ateman has always used adequate play speed and positive body 
control to make plays in his career.  Although he’s not sudden, he can climb a defender’s cushion 
enough to get his body in-between the defender and the ball.  This was on display throughout his 
final campaign.  His foot injury in 2016 is a concern for a player who will be asked to run hundreds 
of more routes per year than he did at the collegiate level.  This becomes even more apparent when 
he attempts to win on speed releases versus press coverage.  If it’s not in the Red Zone, he can be 
smothered in these instances.  Teams looking for a Kelvin Benjamin-type receiver will move him up 
on their boards. He’s not a fit for teams that value run after the catch separators on the perimeter.  
Additionally, there are questions on if or where he will contribute on special teams. We think he has 
Day 3 value in this year’s draft.  
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27. Garrett Johnson 5’11 175 Kentucky
Grade: 5.523 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 221

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Described as the team’s most “well-conditioned” re-
ceiver by coaches.  The team’s move guy on third downs.  Frequently seen in the No. 2 slot position. 
Smooth strider.  Chances his stem in the mid-portion of his go routes to get separation (go route, 
No. 2 slot, TD-Louisville ’16).  Sets up his inside routes by using shoulder fakes to the outside shoul-
ders of DBs to cross the face (Vanderbilt ’16).  Runs some post route combinations with the No. 3 
WR when aligned inside.  Used on a number of sail (corners or outs) from the No. 2 slot position as 
well.  Finds the soft spots of the defense.  He’s used in motion to run fake fly sweeps.  He’s a big fac-
tor for the team in the 3rd down and 3-6 (yard) distances working out of stacked looks.  Exhibits the 
quickness and savvy to operate on option routes if given room.  As a No. 3 WR on bubble screens, 
Southern Miss couldn’t tackle him in 2016.  He is a very good run after the catch WR. Can make 
defenders miss on one-step screens.  Can make the last line of defense safety miss in the open field 

to break down LBs (Morrison, Fla ’15) in the open field on quick dart slants.  He also was able to get 
behind Florida’s defense for a score on a nine route.  Makes the acrobatic one-hand catches in the 
red zone through contact (TD-Cincinnati ’15).  Contorts his body in mid-air to adjust 
to back-shoulder fades (BYU ’17).  In this same game, adjusted to another deep ball over his wrong 
shoulder like a centerfielder.  Can work the sidelines in this area of the field by allowing his body to 
die near the chalk (JMU ’17; UConn ’17).  Tracks the ball after running double slant-and-go patterns 
(UConn ’17).   He’s also been a right tackle on the punt return unit.  

Weaknesses: Inconsistency.  Durability concerns.  Suffered a season-ending left knee injury in 2013.  
Lower back injury caused him to miss the 2016 season.  Susceptible to jams and can be smothered 
vs. bigger CBs (Facyson, Virginia Tech ’17). Some poor personal fouls have come blocking below 
the waist (West Virginia ’17).   Attempts to run before securing the catch when coming back down 
the stem (drop, Cincinnati ’15). Had a simple drop on a speed out vs. James Madison in 2017.  Late 
vision drops occur on balls that have been thrown before he gets out of the route (dig-drop, Tulane 
’17).  When his confidence gets a little too high, he’ll get schoolyard with routes vs. press-man (BYU 
’17).  

Other Notes:  Attended Kings Fork HS (Va.) and was as a DB/WR for the school • High-jumped 6’3 
and long-jumped 21-4 • Scored 3 TDs on just four receptions vs. Old Dominion in the team’s 2013 
season-opener • 2014: 25 catches for 257 yards (10.2 YPR) • 4 catches for 56 yards and one TD vs. 
Florida on 9/12/15 • 4 catches for 99 yards vs. UCF on 11/19/15 • 2015: 33 catches for 448 yards 
(13.6 YPR) and 3 TDs • 11 catches for 223 yards and 3 TDs vs. UConn on 9/24/17 • 10 receptions 
for 164 yards vs. BYU on 10/21/17 • 2017 (Honorable mention All-AAC): 59 catches for 886 yards 
(15 YPR) and 6 TDs • 2018 NFLPA Collegiate Bowl measurements: 6005 186 8 ½” hands, 31” arms, 
74 ½” wingspan • Earned his degree in sport studies and is working on a second degree in family 
and community services • Career Stats: 42 games, 135 catches for 1,767 yards (13.1 YPR) and 13 
TDs • 2018 NFL Combine: 9” hands, 31 3/8” arms, 19 reps-225 lbs, 4.51 40-yd, 34 ½” VJ, 10’4” BJ

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Grayson’s injury history ranks as a concern, but he was one of 
the hardest workers on ECU’s football team.  Right when he was about to take off for the Pirates in 
2016, he was sidelined with a back injury.  His ability to work the sidelines is tremendous.  Despite 
the back injury, he projects with above average lower body strength.  There is an element of upside 
present as a route runner but he will need to eliminate the unnecessary wasted motion when releas-
ing off the line of scrimmage.  A legitimate NFL comparison would be current Dallas Cowboys wide 
receiver Allen Hurns.
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28. Javon Wims 6’4 215 Georgia, Belhaven
Grade: 5.519 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 223

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):   Former hoops player with major body control.  Av-
eraged 18.3 yards per catch on third downs in 2017.   He can be tough to handle in the Red Area.  
Used on the outside lanes to run double posts in this area of the field (Red Area).  Quick for a taller 
player. Transitions well to open his stride if given room to navigate a plan.  Allows his body to die 
around the chalk on the backlines or sidelines of the field.  He does a fine job of rolling into speed 
cuts if he’s able to build to speed.  Excels at the high-point and makes a number of acrobatic grabs 
with wingspan and length.  Positive late reaction ball skills (Davis, Auburn ’17, Game 1).  Strong 
hands. Can catch through contact and makes a number of contested catches. Uses size and wingspan 
to make tough back-shoulder grabs vs. tight man coverage (Averett, Alabama ’18).  

Weaknesses: He stands up a bit coming off the LOS when working against off-man or press-man 
coverage.  Can be altered and re-routed significantly vs. longer press-man corners (Davis shoves him 
out of bounds, 2nd QTR/1:50, Auburn ’17, Game 1).  Fails to cover significant mileage as a route 
runner because his stride can look a bit restrained on occasion.  Seems as if he’s counting his steps 
and will raise his shoulders on square-ins (Auburn ’17, 1st game). Not always decisive coming back 
down the stem to the ball.  It takes him awhile to build to top speed after the catch.  

Other Notes:  Attended Ed White HS (Fla.) and played football/basketball • Led the county in RPG, 
BPG and APG as a senior on the hardwood • Signed to play at Belhaven University and appeared in 
six games in 2014: 7 receptions for 55 yards • Went on to attend Hinds CC (Miss.) and was ranked 
as a four-star prospect by Rivals.com after catching 47 passes for 779 yards and 9 TDs in 2015
• 2016 (3 sts): 16 catches for 192 yards (12 YPR) and one TD • 3 catches for 81 yards and one TD vs. 
Appalachian State  • 5 catches for 95 yards vs. Missouri on 10/14/17 • 6 catches for 73 yards and one 
TD in the 2018 CFP National Semifinal Game • 2017 (14 sts): 45 receptions for 720 yards (16 YPR) 
and 7 TDs; One tackle • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 ¼” hands, 31 ½” arms, 4.53 40-yd, 33 ½” VJ, 9’5” BJ, 
7.0 3-cone

on deep over routes from the No. 3 slot (64-yd TD, Missouri ’17). 

Weaknesses: Rarely seen on the outside. When facing press coverage, he can be widened when 
attempting to avoid jams.  Doesn’t always settle his feet on possession throws over the middle (sit 
down, Southern Miss ’17).  Disappeared down the stretch of his senior year.  Contains limited range 
(catch radius) as a WR (drop, Louisville ’16, 1st QTR).  Returned just one kick during his time in 
school.  Left the Mississippi State game in 2015 due to a shoulder injury.  

Other Notes:  Attended West Orange HS (Fla.) and finished with 24 TDs as a senior • 2014: 22 recep-
tions for 271 yards (12.3 YPR) and 2 TDs; Completed one pass; One KR; One tackle • 9 catches for 
160 yards vs. Auburn on 10/15/15 • 2015: 46 catches for 694 yards (15.1 YPR) and 2 TDs • 5 catches 
for 164 yards and 2 TDs vs. Louisville on 11/26/16  • 2016: 39 catches for 585 yards (15 YPR) and 
5 TDs • 2017: 48 receptions for 539 yards (11.2 YPR) and 2 TDs • Career Stats: 50 games, 35 starts, 
155 receptions for 2,089 yards, 11 TDs • Graduated with a degree in Communications (December 
2017) • 2018 Kentucky Pro Day: 12 reps-225 lbs, 4.50 40-yd, 40 ½” VJ, 9’10” BJ, 4.16 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Johnson projects as a slot receiver on Sundays with excel-
lent run after the catch potential.  He is an adept route-runner with good burst in-and-out of his 
short-to-intermediate routes.  On top of that, he can get on top of defensive backs off the line of 
scrimmage quickly if he is not obstructed early in the down.  He could be a sleeper in this year’s 
draft class but the fact that he doesn’t return kicks hurts his cause.  
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29. Ka’Raun White 6’1 204 West Virginia 
Grade: 5.505 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 226

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):   NFL bloodlines. Strong.  24 bench press reps at 225 lbs.  
Runs well.  As an X-WR, he will step into his dig routes with a compact stride off the ball. Exhib-
its enough quickness to win inside quickly with his inside release (4th and 2, Virginia Tech ’17).  
Contains spatial awareness near the sidelines and backlines of the field (ECU ’17).  When the team 
uses stack looks, he can attack the inside safety in quarters coverage with stride length.  Makes some 
diving athletic body control grabs. He can win at the high point on one-on-one jump balls down the 
field.  Team frequently uses him on post routes in the Red Area.  Snags the ball away from his frame. 

Weaknesses: Late bloomer.  His route tree variation is not extensive. He doesn’t always give his QB 
enough room on post-corner routes from the X-WR position because he’ll flatten his stem to come 
out of the pattern (INC, Utah ’17).  Dropped passes have led to big plays for opponents (Texas ’17).  
Leaves some passes on the turf due to concentration lapses (Virginia Tech ’17).  Some of his drops 
have come through contact (shallow crosser, ECU ’17).  Fails to consistently play at the same pace 
for an entire game (PBU, 4th QTR, Virginia Tech ’17 vs. Alexander).  Broke a bone in his right leg 
and missed the last few games of 2016.  He missed most of his senior year in high school due to a 
lower back injury. Two career tackles.   

Other Notes:  Attended Emmaus HS (Pa.) and was a safety before suffering the season-ending injury
• Brother, Kevin, was a first-round draft choice by the Chicago Bears after playing at West Virginia 
and his other brother, Kyzir, is a safety for West Virginia and 2018 NFL Draft prospect • Went on at-
tend Lackawanna College and earned All-NEC honors as a wideout in 2014: 42 catches for 522 yards 
(12.4 YPR) and 3 TDs • 4 receptions for 116 yards in the 2016 Cactus Bowl • 2015 (2 sts): 15 catches 
for 275 yards (18.3 YPR) • 6 catches for 82 yards and one TD vs. Texas on 11/12/16 • 2016: 48 recep-
tions for 583 yards (12.2 YPR) and 5 TDs; One tackle  • 6 catches for 138 yards and one TD vs. TCU 
on 10/7/17 • 8 catches for 168 yards and 2 TDs vs. Kansas State on 11/11/17 • 2017: 61 receptions for 
1,004 yards (16.5 YPR) and 12 TDs • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 5/8” hands, 32 ¼” arms, 24 reps-225 lbs, 
4.52 40-yd, 33 ½” VJ, 9’10” BJ, 7.16 3-cone, 4.57 20-yd SS, 11.73 60-yd LS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  White is a late bloomer who didn’t really hit his full stride until 
he got an opportunity at Lackawanna College.  Even during his breakout season at West Virginia 
(in 2017), he was more of the third receiving option behind Gary Jennings, Jr. and David Sills IV.  
With all of that said, he was the receiver who showed the most burst and explosiveness.  He wasn’t as 
dependable as either Jennings or Sills IV because of the various concentration lapses that showed up 
in the film viewed.  He put together a solid route-running session during the 2018 NFL Combine. 
We think he has the tools to win as he gains more variation and savvy.  He has yet to develop into a 
viable special teams performer.  With his strength, size and foot speed, the former high school safety 
could develop into a viable cover guy at the next level.

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  The story for Wyms all comes down to how comfortable teams 
are with just one year of high-level production.  Time and time again he came through in the Red 
Zone for the Bulldogs in 2017.  Versus upper-tier competition, he had his moments displaying late 
reaction ball skills.  He has enough quickness to move defenders at the line of scrimmage but longer 
defensive backs take advantage of his indecisiveness.  The 6-foot-4, 215-pound wide receiver makes 
a number of combat catches.  If he can improve his route running, then there is upside for him as a 
potential rotational target early in his career.  If so, he will have to establish himself as a legitimate 
cover guy on special teams.
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30. Trey Quinn 6’0 202 SMU
Grade: 5.5 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 227

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):   Positive size and measurements. Former high school 
track star with above average long speed if he can build to it (Tulane ’17).  Frequently controls the 
slot positions for the Mustangs.  He’s the team’s move guy with z-in and z-out motion, much like he 
was during his freshman year at LSU.  They’ve even aligned him in an offset RB spot to run trail-
seams (SMU ’17). Uses his helmet to move defenders on his straight-stem.  Excels running post-cor-
ner-post routes from the No. 2 slot position and will beat double teams (UConn ’17-2 TDs, Tulane 
’17-TD).  As an outside WR (LSU), he would attack the CB’s blind spots and then drop his weight 
on comebacks (Tabor, Florida ’14).  This showed up on occasion at SMU on post-corners from the 
outside Z-WR position (Tulane ’17).  Satisfactory hand-eye coordination.  Snatches the ball.  He will 
go low to scoop errant passes off the turf (Florida ’14). Displays little regard for his body attacking 
the middle of the field (one-hand grab (left) on dig route, Houston ’17).  Exhibits body control along 
the sidelines when running double moves (TCU ’17).  The team often put him at the No. 2 weak 
position in empty to work pivot-returns, quick outs, shallow crossers, digs and post-corners.  Works 
the seams of the field.  Deft option route runner (3rd and 3-6).  He’s even been used on double pass-
es (TCU ’17).  He’s come through for the team in clutch situations with miraculous efforts (4th and 
4, 4th QTR, Cincinnati ’17).   

Weaknesses: One-year wonder.  Got buried on the depth chart at LSU behind ordinary receivers.  
Why did he leave?  Average run after the catch threat with limited wiggle.  Will leave passes on the 
turf.  Dropped a shallow crossing route vs. Florida in 2014 with no one around.  He also had a drop 
vs. UConn in 2017.  Does not run through the ball on quick drives or slant routes.  He was not 
featured much outside at either LSU or SMU despite having adequate size and speed.  May project 
as a slot-only prospect.  While at LSU, he would struggle vs. physical play near the LOS (Florida 
’14).  CBs can still frustrate him when split outside in press coverage (Lewis, Tulane ’17).  Will drift 
up the field at times on some of his speed cuts on out-breaking routes.  Will fall away from punts on 
occasion when attempting to judge the flight of the ball (Houston ’17).  

Other Notes:  Attended Barbe HS (La.) and became the national all-time leader in receiving yards 
(6,566).  Set a Louisiana state record for receptions (357) • Was named a USA Today 1st Team 
All-American • Two-time Class 5A state finalist in the 100-meters (10.93) • Threw a no-hitter in the 
opening round of the 2008 Little League World Series • 2014 (7 sts, LSU): 17 catches for 193 yards 
(11.3 YPR); One tackle • 2015 (2 sts. LSU): 5 receptions for 83 yards  • 17 receptions for 156 yards 
and one TD vs. Houston on 10/7/17 • 17 catches for 186 yards vs. Cincinnati on 10/21/17 • 2017 
(13 sts, 1st Team All-AAC): 114 catches for 1,236 yards (10.8 YPR) and 13 TDs; 1-of-2 passes for 34 
yards and one INT; Two tackles • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 ¼” hands, 32” arms, 17 reps-225 lbs, 4.55 
40-yd, 33 ½” VJ, 9’8” BJ, 6.91 3-cone, 4.19 20-yd SS, 11.4 60-yd LS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Current Arkansas offensive coordinator and former SMU OC 
Joe Craddock clearly had a plan for Quinn in 2017.  Perhaps he watched his LSU film.  While there, 
Quinn ran a number of possession routes off of stack looks or in motion.  Many of them were on 
third downs as a freshman.  The decision to leave LSU is still an unknown, but he took full advan-
tage of playing in SMU’s creative scheme this past year.  He’s strong, quick and tough.  Additionally, 
he has positive hand-eye coordination.  To become a solid slot option in the NFL, he has to create 
more of an illusion for the defensive back.  Despite good timed speed, he sometimes looks as if he’s 
playing at one clip on Saturdays.  While he stems well to move defensive backs off their marks, he is 
not as decisive the more physical man coverage enters the equation. The former Mustang brings Day 
3 value to the 2018 NFL Draft.
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31. Braxton Berrios 5’9 184 Miami (Fla.)
Grade: 5.483 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 230

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):   Team captain.  Classroom warrior.  Plays with loads of 
energy. Very good athleticism. Compact strider with efficient feet.  Possesses a good drop-step speed 
release on outside releases.  He will toe-tap along the sidelines on out routes (Appalachian State 
’16). As the slot WR, he can really sell double moves (TD, Virginia Tech ’16).  He does an excellent 
job of working over slot defenders in the Red Area (FSU ’17).  Adjusts to back-shoulder fades from 
the No. 2 slot position, but will also give hesitation before accelerating to a spot.  Exposes safeties 
one-on-one in the slot on simple stutter-and-go maneuvers (TD, West Virginia ’16).  He is adept at 
using head-and-shoulder fakes on option routes. As a punt returner, he does a fine job of checking 
the coverage and then re-locating the ball if it forces him to retreat.  He sticks his right foot in the 
ground to gain the wall on left returns.  Accelerates to top speed in a hurry attacking punts coming 
forward.  Took advantage of long punts in the 2018 Senior Bowl and had a very good day attack in 
the punt units without wasting time.  Also contributes on the kickoff team. 11 career tackles.  

Weaknesses: Lack of size causes him to stick to some blocks in kickoff coverage (MT, Virginia ’16).  
He will take some risks as a punt returner.  Can be a bit right-hand dominant as a returner even 
when running to his left (West Virginia ’16).  There are times in coverage when working outside that 
he’s been swallowed up just due to his lack of size (Duke ’16; Yiadom, Senior Bowl ’18, Day 1).  He 
gets a little choppy on some of his out routes and doesn’t snap out of the break.  Fails to make all of 
the contested catches through contact when having to extend away from his body (two drops, Senior 
Bowl ’18, 7-on-7, Day 1). Never contributed significantly as a kickoff returner in school.  Played his 
entire senior year of high school on a torn right ACL (knee) and didn’t realize it was torn until he ar-
rived on campus.  Pulled his hamstring early in 2014 and was limited as a result.  Tore his left MCL 
in 2015 and missed three games.  Hurt his chest during the lifting portion of the 2018 NFL Combine 
and was unable to complete the remainder of the workout.  

Other Notes:  Attended Leesville Road HS (N.C.) and was ranked as a four-star recruit by ESPN.com
• He was the 289th-ranked player nationally in the ESPN300 • 2013 Nike Opening testing results: 
4.52 40-yard dash, 40” VJ, 3.81 20-yd SS, 38-foot powerball throw • 2014 (4 sts): 21 receptions for 
232 yards (11.1 YPR) and 3 TDs; 5 yds/PR (four returns); 4 tackles • 2015: 12 catches for 86 yards 
(7.2 YPR); 4 rushes for 72 yards (18 YPC); 4.2 yds/PR; 6 tackles • 2016 (3 sts): 12 receptions for 178 
yards (14.8 YPR) and 2 TDs; 11.3 yds/PR and one TD • 8 catches for 90 yards and 2 TDs vs. FSU on 
10/7/17 • 2017 (13 sts, CoSIDA Academic All-American, Jim Tatum Award, 3rd Team All-ACC): 55 
catches for 679 yards (12.4 YPR) and 9 TDs; 15.9 yds/PR (13 returns); One completion for 17 yards; 
One tackle • Career Stats: 100 receptions for 1,175 yards (11.8 YPR) and 14 TDs; 4 carries for 72 
yards; 10.4 yds/PR and one TD; 11 tackles • 2018 Senior Bowl measurements: 5085 177 9 ¼ hands, 
28 1/8” arms, 68” wingspan • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 ¼” hands, 28” arms, 11 reps-225 lbs

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Berrios’ passion and play speed stand out on Saturday after-
noons.  His toughness is immeasurable considering he played an entire year of high school on a torn 
ACL.  Despite not having surgery until he arrived at Miami, Fla., he still managed to earn four starts 
as a true freshman.  He is very comfortable tracking the ball as a punt returner.  While he can be a 
little bit right-hand dominant as a runner, he gets to most of his spots on the field.  The big key for a 
slot wide receiver is the ability to change speeds while using hesitation.  Berrios does it as well as any 
slot receiver in this year’s draft and he also has enough speed to accelerate into the second portion of 
the route to separate from defensive backs.  He may not win outside down the field, but he can win 
inside (No. 2 slot) on wheel routes, corner routes and seams.  His catch radius is below average and 
he will occasionally leave passes on the turf.  With that said, he won on a number of back-shoulder 
fades from the slot as a senior.  He has mid-round value in the 2018 NFL Draft.
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33. Ray-Ray McCloud 5’9 1/2 190 Clemson
Grade: 5.402 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 249

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):   Stronger than he appears at first glance.  He even 
played DB during a game vs. NC State in 2017 and came through for the team.  Positive hand-eye 
coordination.  Snatches the ball.  Impressed catching the ball during the 2018 NFL Combine.  They 
put him at the No. 3 slot position to run bubble screens.  He’s also used as a Z-WR on fake fly 
sweeps.  Gets north-south after the catch. Able to win at the line of scrimmage vs. press coverage by 
ripping underneath off-hand jams.  As an outside Z-WR, he’ll give the skip-step outside release to

32. Auden Tate 6’5 228 FSU
Grade: 5.433 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 239

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Caught four TDs in the fourth quarter in 2017.  Tre-
mendous on-field leaper.  Draws contact in the Red Zone (4th QTR, UNC ’16-P.I.).  Able to work 
CBs with quickness off the line of scrimmage vs. press-man.  Wins on a number of slant routes. He’s 
made tremendous body control adjustments down the field on deep balls vs. tight coverage (hung 
in the air to make catch vs. Carter, Clemson ’16).  High-points the ball on post routes vs. upper-ti-
er DBs (Fitzpatrick, Alabama ’17).  He does not show his hands until late for the CB, because he 
can snatch passes so easily away from his frame (TD in end zone, Armstrong, Southern Miss ’17).   
Possesses a feel for running the post-corner-post route.  In these instances, he widens the corner to 
create room in-between him and safety (Independence Bowl ’17).  

Weaknesses: He has to push off to create room too often.  Struggles to get open consistently on the 
perimeter when running longer comeback patterns (Armstrong, Southern Miss ’17).  Does not push 
the accelerator when breaking to the post.  Leaves the CB too much wiggle room determining his 
intentions.  Fails to sell the first move on his stutter-and-go patterns.  Durability question marks.  
He battled shoulder and ankle ailments during his junior year.  Slowed down dramatically until the 
team’s bowl game vs. Southern Miss.  Toe injury caused him problems for much of 2015. Missed two 
practices in the spring of 2016 due to a groin injury. He battled injuries for the majority of his senior 
year in high school.  Zero career tackles. 

Other Notes:  Attended Wharton HS (Fla.) and was ranked as a four-star recruit by Rivals.com • He 
also earned All-County mention in basketball • 6 receptions for 101 yards and 2 TDs vs. Boston 
College on 11/11/16 • 2016: 25 receptions for 409 yards (16.4 YPR) and 6 TDs • 9 catches for 138 
yards and one TD vs. NC State on 9/23/17 • 5 receptions for 84 yards and 3 TDs (bowl record) vs. 
Southern Miss in the 2017 Independence Bowl • 2017: 40 catches for 548 yards (13.7 YPR) and 10 
TDs • 2018 NFL Combine:  9 3/8” hands, 33 ¾” arms, 4.68 40-yd, 31” VJ, 9’4” BJ

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Tate resembles a power forward on the field capable of box-
ing-out defenders consistently to make difficult grabs.  We didn’t expect to be that impressed with 
his work as a route-runner. It shouldn’t be a complete deterrent at 228 pounds.  The problem?  There 
simply aren’t a wide variety of 230-pound receivers currently running around in the NFL today.  His 
body control looks more like a player in the 210-pound range as opposed to 228 pounds.  The litany 
of injury ailments may have caused a precipitous decline in production the last half of the year.  In 
the 2017 Independence Bowl, Tate showed everything he can bring to an NFL team.  Despite spotty 
production, he led the ACC in touchdown receptions as a junior.  The big question mark lies in his 
ability to contribute on special teams as a fourth or fifth receiver.  
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34. Jester Weah 6’2 211 Pittsburgh
Grade: 5.377 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 255

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):   Athletic bloodlines.  Rangy WR.  Good size. He shows 
up for the team in key moments (4th QTR, Marshall ’17). Works as a stalk-blocker when blocking 
vs. CBs.  Runs well.  Uses a swat down maneuver vs. press-man to win on quick fades.  He has the 
quickness to win on inside releases vs. CBs who attempt to use catch techniques (4th QTR, slant 
TD, Virginia Tech ’16).  Finds another gear to re-accelerate on stutter-and-go patterns (sells the first 
portion of the move by dipping his inside shoulder well).  The hesitation he gives on nine (fly) routes 
has also allowed him to run by CBs in the move area (TD, Hartage, New Era Pinstripe Bowl ’16).  
He’s shown an ability to toe-tap along the sidelines. At the Z-WR spot, the team would use him on 
cross-boots in the flats; where he will demonstrate strength after the catch (Penn State ’17).  Tracks 
the ball over his left shoulder through physical coverage down the field on go routes. 

to cross CBs back inside on quick slants (3rd and 6, 2nd QTR, Kent State ’17). They use him on 
fly sweeps from the No. 2 slot.  He has enough field speed to challenge outside the numbers (P.I., 
Facyson, Virginia Tech ’16).   As an outside WR, he’s shown the skill to influence the CB on double 
moves.  Tracks the football down the field over his right or left shoulder.  Returns punts in a down-
hill manner and can make defenders miss while going north-south.  RB-like strength in the lower 
body.  Carries his pads on the field and plays faster than he times in T-shirts and shorts (TD, Troy 
’16).  

Weaknesses: Slowed down the second half of 2016.  Concentration lapses show up. Has had prob-
lems with the attention to details.  Dropped a potential punt return TD at the one-yard line prior 
to scoring vs. Troy in 2016.  Does some double-catching when he tries to run before he’s caught the 
ball.  Inconsistent with his route depth on occasion.  When aligned as a Z-WR to run the sit-down 
portion of star routes, he just runs to the spot and gives the CB an alley to go over the top of him 
(PBU, Kent State ’17).  As a punt returner, he will lose some punts trying to gauge the cover guy’s 
proximity (muffed punt, fumble lost, Wake Forest ’16).  He was limited in practice during the sum-
mer of 2017 due to a hand injury.  Missed three games in 2015 due to a knee sprain.  

Other Notes:  Attended Sickles HS (Fla.) and he was ranked as the 2nd-best WR in the nation by 
Rivals.com • Rushed for over 5,700 yards and 58 TDs at the prep level • 2015: 29 receptions for 251 
yards (8.7 YPR) and one TD; 7 rushes for 48 yards (6.9 YPC); 31.9 yds/KR • 7 catches for 86 yards 
vs. Troy on 9/10/16 • 8 catches for 101 yards vs. Georgia Tech on 9/22/16 • 2016: 49 receptions for 
472 yards (9.6 YPR) and 2 TDs; 5 rushes for 28 yards (5.6 YPC); 8.4 yds/PR • 6 receptions for 100 
yards vs. Miami, Fla. on 12/2/17 • 2017 (Honorable mention All-ACC, specialist): 49 catches for 503 
yards (10.3 YPR) and one TD; 6 rushes for 30 yards; 12.1 yds/PR and one TD; 3 tackles  • 2018 NFL 
Combine: 9 ¼” hands, 30 ¼” arms, 13 reps-225 lbs, 4.53 40-yd, 34 ½” VJ, 9’5” BJ

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  McCloud may have to move inside full-time to the slot position 
and it won’t be a problem with his level of physicality after the catch.  He even saw time at defensive 
back during 2017.   The bottom line is that while his numbers may not suggest it, he was one of the 
more instinctive punt returners in the ACC over the last two years.  He attacks middle returns with 
an unmeasured confidence that often allows him to even corral balls off the bounce.  Every since his 
days as a standout running back at the prep level in Florida, he’s shown an instinctive nature with 
the ball in his hands.  He is very comfortable catching the ball away from his frame.  The All-ACC 
punter will have to clean up his route running, stay durable and improve the attention to detail. NFL 
teams like the New England Patriots, New York Jets and Miami Dolphins may look long and hard at 
his services on Day 3 of the 2018 NFL Draft. 
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35. Jordan Lasley 6’1 203 UCLA
Grade: 5.37 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 259

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):   Smart.  Frequently seen as single X-wide receiver.  He’ll 
recognize the corner cat blitz and sit down to give his QB the blitz control target.  Used frequently 
on stop patterns and outs as an outside receiver near the sidelines.  Flashes the ability to roll speed 
outs with excellent hip flexibility.  He will run through the catch on deep square-ins and out-pace 
the angles of the secondary (Utah ’16).  Exhibited a long gear on a screen vs. Kansas State in the 
2017 Cactus Bowl.  As a No. 2 slot, he’s used on drive routes to cross the face of LBs/safeties in 
zone coverage.  He also has been used as the weak No. 2 slot element when the team goes to empty 
shotgun spread formations (BYU ’16). The team will use him on deep square-in concepts from the 
No. 1 wide receiver spot.  Long arms allow him to make athletic adjustments on back-shoulder fade 
patterns (TD, Memphis ’17).  Even when safeties are on the way with imminent contact, he’ll stop 
and pluck the ball away from his frame along the sidelines (Cal ’16). He will go in to crack safeties as 
a blocker (Colorado ’17).  

Weaknesses: Concentration lapses.  Missed communication with his QB resulted in a late game

Weaknesses: Still raw.  Drifts at the top of his hitch routes.  He’ll expose his chest to avoid defenders 
who use catch techniques to jam him at the five-yard mark (Campbell, Penn State ’17).  Failed to 
separate from Virginia Tech’s CBs in 2016.  Raises his shoulders to defeat long CBs and can be sty-
mied (Hartage, New Era Pinstripe Bowl ’16).  Stiffness in the lower body.  Spreads his arms and has 
issues coming back downhill on return-pivots.  When working the perimeter on outs or comebacks, 
he has a delay dropping his shoulders and weight to come back downhill (PBU, East-West Shrine 
’18, Day 2).  Fails to consistently make the catch through contact outside the numbers (Campbell, 
PBU, Penn State ’17) or when having to cross the field (dig, East-West Shrine ’18, Day 2).  He is late 
to react to quick-jam attempts because he doesn’t recognize the CB’s technique.  Unnecessary head 
bobs show up when he accelerates into his post or dig (square-in) patterns.

Other Notes:  Attended Madison Memorial HS (Wis.) and was ranked as the No. 2 WR in the state 
by Rivals.com • He also won a state championship in basketball (12 PPG, 6 RPG) and also won 
outdoor titles in the 100-meters (10.70) and 200-meters (21.73).  In addition, he won an indoor 
55-meter state title (6.39) • Uncle, George, was a FIFA World Player of the Year and became the 
president of Liberia in 2017 • 7 catches for 176 yards and one TD vs. Marshall on 10/1/16 • 2016 (7 
sts): 36 catches for 870 yards (24.2 YPR) and 10 TDs; One tackle • 5 catches for 137 yards and one 
TD vs. Rice on 9/30/17 • 2017 (11 sts): 41 receptions for 698 yards (17 YPR) and 4 TDs; One tackle
• 2018 East-West Shrine measurements: 6022 213 8 ¾” hands, 33 ¼” arms, 77” wingspan • 2018
NFL Combine: 9 5/8” hands, 31 1/8” arms, 15 reps-225 lbs, 4.43 40-yd, 38” VJ, 10’9” BJ, 7.24 3-cone, 
4.41 20-yd SS, 11.88 60-yd LS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Weah’s numbers went down in 2017 but he may have improved 
as a player.  He got better rolling speed cuts and was able to contribute as more than just a receiver 
on fly routes and down the field posts.  He still needs work on losing some of the unnecessary body 
language with his shoulders and head at the top of cuts.  His hip stiffness is evident when trying to 
transition on the outside lanes versus physical coverage.  At times, he still looks like a state cham-
pion track sprinter learning the receiver spot.  The positives include an ability to make contested 
catches at the high point and the muscle memory of having making acrobatic plays down the field.  
We think he could end up being a better pro than collegian if he can work out some of the wasted 
movement in his game.   
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BEST of the REST
Rank Player School Grade Round ‘Nasty’ Take: 
261 Kalib Woods

Career Stats: 135 catches for 
2,106 yards (15.6 YPR) and 
10 TDs • 2018 NFLPA Col-
legiate Bowl measurements: 
6023 188 9” hands, 32 3/4” 
arms, 79 1/4” wingspan
• 2018 NFLPA Collegiate 
Bowl In-game report:  Kept 
working vs. stacked double 
team on the perimeter 
as a gunner and got in 
on tackle in the 3rd QTR 
(4:04).  Caught a comeback 
outside the numbers from 
Woodside for dying ball.  • 
2018 FAU Pro Day: 9 1/8” 
hands, 33 ¼” arms, 80 3/8” 
wingspan, 4.55 40-yd, 31” 
VJ, 10’0 BJ, 4.4 20-yd SS, 
7.19 3-cone

FAU 5.361 4th Round Strengths: Four-year contributor.  Long, silky-
smooth receiver.  Plays a little stronger than his 
size would suggest.

Weaknesses:  Off the field concerns. Suspended 
for the first six games of the 2017 season due to 
an incident that occurred in early June (http://
www.sun-sentinel.com/sports/fau-owls/fl-sp-
fau-owls-news-mon-20170904-story.html).   

Summary:  His former offensive coordinator 
Brian Wright said way back in 2014, “He has 
the ability to be a great player.”  That statement 
may very well have been true but much to 
Woods’ own doing the statement never 
truly came to fruition.  Where he goes is not as 
important as to what role he could play for the 
team.  We think he’s capable of contributing on 
special teams because he showed some upside 
in coverage during the 2017 NFLPA Collegiate 
Bowl.  However, there are issues about his foot 
speed.  Will he run in the 4.6-range?  Woods has 
some similarities to former Louisiana Tech wide 
receiver Quinton Patton (49ers, Jets).

interception vs. Memphis in 2017.  Will fight the ball on simple one-step “now” passes or quick 
slants (two drops-4th QTR, Colorado ’17).  Dropped a dig vs. Memphis across the middle of the 
field (3rd QTR, 3rd down & 13, 2017).  Dropped a key third down vs. Cal in 2016 (2nd QTR).  Un-
even play strength.  He’s been knocked to the ground by walked-out LBs aligned over him in the slot 
(Avery, 1st QTR, Memphis ’17).  He will shorten his stride counting his steps on shorter patterns.  
Engulfed by tight physical coverage in press-man.  Struggled early vs. the physical presence of 
Colorado CB Isaiah Oliver.  He does a little too much hopping to get off of the line of scrimmage vs. 
bump coverage.  This has cost the team in goal line situations (Cal ’16). Accountability.  Missed the 
first week of his career on campus for an undisclosed violation of team rules.  The suspensions creat-
ed a trend that culminated in a three-game suspension as a junior (http://www.latimes.com/sports/
ucla/la-sp-ucla-jj-lasley-20171115-story.html).  Posted an unsportsmanlike penalty vs. Kansas State 
in the 2017 Cactus Bowl. 

Other Notes:  Attended Serra HS (Calif.) and was named a three-star recruit by Rivals.com • He 
caught 14 touchdown passes as a senior at the prep level • 2015: 3 receptions for 17 yards • 2016 (4 
sts): 41 receptions for 620 yards (15.1 YPR) and 5 TDs • 10 catches for 204 yards and 3 TDs vs. USC 
on 11/18/17 • 12 catches for 227 yards and one TD vs. Cal on 11/24/17 • 2017 (9 sts, Honorable 
mention All-Pac-12): 69 catches for 1,264 yards (18.3 YPR) and 9 TDs • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 5/8” 
hands, 32 ¾” arms, 8 reps-225 lbs, 4.5 40-yd, 34 ½” VJ, 4.19 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Lasley played more of a secondary role until late in his senior 
year and started just 12 games in his career.  Why?  A list of reasons that begin and end with ac-
countability.  It was not a surprise that he came out early for the draft.  He concluded an impressive 
junior campaign with an 8-catch, 128-yard performance against Kansas State in the 2017 Cactus 
Bowl.  When you begin to connect the suspensions with the concentration lapses (dropped passes) 
you get the full picture of Lasley.  Will NFL teams feel like they can trust his work ethic?  For a 
player with his obvious level of talent, it will come to becoming a professional to survive in the NFL 
environment.  
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Rank Player School Grade Round ‘Nasty’ Take: 
281 Marques Valdez-Scantling

Other Notes: 2017: 53 
catches for 879 yards 
(16.6 YPR) and 6 TDs; 5 
carries for 108 yards (13.5 
YPC) and one TD  • 2018 
NFLPA Collegiate Bowl 
measurements: 6036 204 9 
¼” hands, 32 ¼” arms, 79 
¼” wingspan • 2018 NFL 
Combine: 10” hands, 32 ¼” 
arms, 15 reps-225 lbs, 4.37 
40-yd, 30 ½” VJ, 10’4” BJ

USF 5.29 4th Round Strengths:  Tall, rangy and fast.  Strong hands. 
Has won some Red Zone matchups at the high-
point vs. good corners (TD, Lewis, Tulane ’17). 

Weaknesses:  Lacks the necessary patience as a 
route runner.  Counts  his steps on intermediate 
patterns (Northern Illinois ’16-dig, 3rd and 11). 

Summary: Valdez-Scantling hasn’t developed 
into a stout third down receiving threat because 
there is work to be done on the finer points of 
the position.  At this stage of his development, 
he is somewhat of a one-trick pony.  That trick 
includes sub 4.4-speed and an ability to track 
the ball down the field.  The former NC State 
receiver has a chance if he can get into a camp 
because he has adequate body control.

310 Jeff Badet 

Other Notes:  2016 (Ken-
tucky): 31 receptions for 
670 yards (21.6 YPR) and 4 
TDs; 22.9 yds/KR; 2 tackles
• 2017 (Oklahoma): 26 
receptions for 400 yards 
(15.4 YPR) and 3 TDs • 
2018 East-West Shrine 
measurements: 5111 183 8 
½” hands, 31 ¼” arms, 72 
5/8” wingspan • 2018 Okla-
homa Pro Day: 4.27 40-yd, 
39 ½” VJ, 10’11” BJ

Oklahoma, 
Kentucky

5.168 5th Round Strengths:  4.27 speed.  If he gets on top of CBs, 
he’s tough to keep up with on go routes. Accel-
erates after the catch with a third gear. Capable 
of exploding on WR-rocket screens with a long 
gear (Southern Miss ’16-72-yd TD).  He will go 
in to crack safeties (Southern Miss ’16).

Weaknesses: Transferred to another school and 
was beaten out for a starting job by a freshman 
WR.  Smallish WR.  Limited play strength.  
Susceptible to jams off the line of scrimmage. 

313 Chris Lacy 

Other Notes: 2016 (1st 
Team Academic All-Big 
12, Vernon Grant Award 
for Leadership, Spirit and 
Enthusiasm): 31 receptions 
for 489 yards and 3 TDs • 
His major is industrial en-
gineering and management
• 2018 NFL Combine: 9 
¾” hands, 31 ¾” arms, 11 
reps-225 lbs, 4.51 40-yd, 33 
½” VJ, 10’0 BJ

Oklahoma State 5.16 5th Round Strengths: Professional approach.  Described 
as “committed and self-disciplined” from 
professors (http://newsok.com/article/5525639). 
Excels in the classroom.  Passionate blocker.  
Makes a number of key space blocks in the 
team’s receiver screen game.  Additionally, he 
delivers messages when crack-blocking vs. safe-
ties or on crack-back blocks down the field. 

Weaknesses: For a player who gets limited 
touches, he’s had ball security issues.  Lost a 
fumble near the GL vs. Texas in 2017 when he 
dove for the pylon.  Can he hang onto the 
ball through contact (drop, Cotton-Moya, 
Iowa State ’17)? 

319 Justin Watson 

2018 East-West Shrine 
measurements: 6023 215 
9 ¼” hands, 33 ½” arms, 
78 3/8” wingspan • Career 
Stats: 286 catches for 3,777 
yards and 33 TDs; 1st 
all-time in the Ivy League 
in 100-yard games, No. 2 in 
receiving yards and No. 3 in 
receiving TDs 

Penn 5.139 5th Round Strengths: 33 ½-inch arms.  Capable of extend-
ing to make diving grabs once he gets a step on 
the opponent (Senior Bowl ’18, WR/DB, Day 1). 
Moves around in their attack.  Used as a runner 
from the RB spot or on fly sweeps. They use him 
in z-in motion for fake fly sweeps.  He aligns at 
the No. 2 slot WR.  Lines up on the outside.  He 
also lines up in the backfield in some of their 
Wildcat packages as an offset RB in shotgun.

Weaknesses: Will play at one gear and doesn’t 
accelerate out of his breaks to separate on the 
outside lanes.  This has occurred when trying 
to stem opponents (Senior Bowl ’18, Day 2, 
7-on-7).

332 Cam Phillips 

Other Notes:  2017 (12 sts, 
1st Team All-ACC): 71 
catches for 964 yards (13.6 
YPR) and 7 TDs • Career 
Stats: 52 games, 44 starts, 
236 catches (all-time leader 
in Virginia Tech history) 
for 3,027 yards (12.8 YPR) 
and 17 TDs; 37 carries for 
239 yards (6.5 YPC); 

Virginia Tech 5.111 5th Round Summary: Phillips probably projects inside for 
the next level due to his toughness, physicality 
and ability to win in short-areas.  The longer the 
route develops down the field, the less likely he 
is to threaten the cornerback’s initial technique.  
He uses body language at the top of his routes, 
but sometimes it illuminates an element of 
wasted motion.  He may not be as smooth as 
former Virginia Tech wide receiver and Miami 
Dolphins 2017 seventh-round pick, Isaiah Ford.  
With that said, he offers more special teams 
upside and slot potential.  Like Ford, speed is his 
biggest drawback.  
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Rank Player School Grade Round ‘Nasty’ Take: 
336 Deontay Burnett

Other Notes: 13 receptions 
for 164 yards and 3 TDs vs. 
USC in the 2017 Rose Bowl  
• 8 receptions for 123 yards 
and 2 TDs vs. Texas on 
9/16/17 • 12 catches for 139 
yards vs. Ohio State in the 
2017 Cotton Bowl • 2017: 
86 catches for 1,114 yards 
(13 YPR) and 9 TDs

USC 5.1 5th Round Summary: Burnett has largely been overlooked 
for much of his career.  This dates back to 
his days at Serra High School in Gardena, 
California.   USC got him as the rare Blueshirt 
recruit, meaning he was not recruited and 
would be put on scholarship the next year.  The 
upside is that he has made positive gains on the 
field since his arrival.  Deontay became one of 
the Pac-12’s most dependable receivers in 2017.  
His body frame and size skew towards that of a 
Dede Westbrook-type (Jaguars), but he’s not as 
fast or dynamic.   The fact that Westbrook works 
outside the numbers, in the slot and returns 
punts adds to his NFL value.  If Burnett can’t 
contribute in the latter, will he be able to handle 
the physical rigors of slot duty at the next level?  
He really hasn’t shown much as an outside 
receiver in school.  It’s a question he’ll have to 
answer over the next few months leading up 
to the draft.  

341 Corey Wilis 

Career Stats: 161 catches 
for 2,394 yards (14.9 YPR) 
and 23 TDs • 2018 CMU 
Pro Day: 4.5 40-yd, 33” VJ, 
10’3” BJ, 6.85 3-cone, 4.13 
20-yd SS

Central 
Michigan

5.09 5th Round Summary:  Most people remember Willis for 
his remarkable last-minute touchdown on 
a Hail Mary lateral to upset the Oklahoma 
State Cowboys in 2016.  When you glean that 
moment with the rest of his career you’ll find 
a player with a level of upside.  A deft route 
runner versus off-man or zone coverage, he 
often works over cornerbacks with his balance 
and footwork.  He doesn’t necessarily threaten 
with his stride length but he does come back 
down the stem effortlessly to snatch the ball.  
Willis also sinks his hips around the cone on 
intermediate comebacks or square-in patterns.  
While his durability, strength and size remain 
question marks, he gets high marks for intensity, 
quickness and football intelligence.  Can he 
contribute on special teams? It will determine 
whether or not he makes an NFL roster.  

345 Jake Weineke 

Career Stats: 53 games, 
288 catches for 5,157 yards 
(17.9 YPR) and 59 TDs 
• 2018 East-West Shrine 
measurements: 6041 218 9 
¼” hands, 33 1/8” arms, 78 
1/8” wingspan

South Dakota 
State

5.088 5th Round Summary:  Weineke’s ability to control his body 
in the air is perhaps his best attribute.  When 
matched against quicker cover guys who lack 
size (see TCU ’16), he has the ability to win with 
stiff-arms and size outside the numbers.  The 
problem is that cornerbacks can sit on his in-
tentions and beat him to the spot on a variety of 
intermediate routes.  It takes him awhile to build 
to top speed.  There is a level of competency 
defeating press-man in the Red Zone, but he is 
not going to be a big factor initially in-between 
the twenties.  His footwork is solid and he can 
make the contested catch.  He will have to make 
his living winning in tightly covered areas.

346 Thomas Owens 

Career Stats: 40 games, 157 
receptions for 2,177 yards 
(13.9 YPR) and 21 TDs; 
One TD pass; 11.4 yds/PR

FIU 5.082 5th Round Strengths: Body control.  He finds a way to win 
on jump balls through positioning and upper 
body strength (Tulane ’17-Nickerson; Mint-
er-MTSU ’17). The team moves him both inside 
and outside in their schemes. 

Weaknesses: Displays limited energy setting up 
post-corners as an X-WR.  Questionable long 
gear on nine routes.  Sinking at the top of his 
routes has been an issue dating back to 2014.

347 Brandon Powell 

Career Stats: 49 games, 131 
receptions (11th-most in 
school history) for 1,330 
yards and 9 TDs • 2018 
NFLPA Collegiate Bowl mea-
surements: 8 3/4” hands, 28 
7/8” arms, 71” wingspan

Florida 5.081 5th Round Strengths: Team’s best third down option.  Has 
played RB/WR. Strong RAC threat on rocket 
screens from the No. 2 slot position (Texas 
A&M ’17).  Extremely shifty.  

Weaknesses:  While quick and shifty, he hasn’t 
demonstrated elite finishing speed as a punt 
returner.  Fails to consistently trust the design 
of the return.

DraftNasty
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350 Korey Robertson

Other Notes: 8 catches for 
122 yards vs. Tennessee on 
11/4/17 • 2017 (1st Team 
All-C-USA): 76 receptions 
fro 1,106 yards (14.6 YPR) 
and 12 TDs • 2018 NFL 
Combine: 9 1/8” hands, 32 
7/8” arms, 13 reps-225 lbs., 
4.56 40-yd, 34” VJ, 10’3” BJ

Southern Miss 5.07 5th Round Strengths: Strong in the lower body.  No false 
steps off the line of scrimmage in his two-point 
stance.  Flips his hips quickly on speed digs and 
runs into the cut.  Shined vs. good competition 
in 2017.

Weaknesses:  He will widen himself and form 
the angle for the DB to play through his hands 
(McFadden, 3rd down, FSU ’17).   Dropped a 
fade for a potential touchdown vs. Louisiana 
Tech in 2016.  Dropped a wide-open slant in 
this game as well (La. Tech ’16).  Let an out 
pattern go through his hands in the 2016 New 
Orleans Bowl.

354 Jaelon Acklin

Other Notes: Attended 
Liberty HS (Mo.) and was 
a three-sport letterman 
in football, basketball and 
track & field • Scored over 
1,000 points as an All-State 
basketball player • Father, 
Darin, played football at 
Carthage, and an uncle 
played at Missouri • 2017 
(1st Team All-MVFC, AP 
2nd Team All-American): 
84 catches for 1,369 yards 
and 10 TDs; 21 carries for 
255 yards and 2 TDs

Western Illinois 5.042 5th Round Summary: A big reason why Acklin has not 
been on anyone’s radar in the postseason is that 
he didn’t pop up until 2017.  Prior to his senior 
campaign, the former Liberty High School 
product had just 21 receptions. He is smooth, a 
long strider and generally demonstrates patience 
to set up defensive backs.  There will be a need 
to speed up the process versus NFL-level per-
sonnel.  In addition, what type of special teams 
producer can he become at the next level?  These 
questions may prevent the FCS All-American 
from hearing his name called in the 2018 NFL 
Draft, but he should at the least secure a spot in 
an NFL training camp.  

360 Brandon Shed 

Career Stats: 42 games, 
168 catches for 2,954 yards 
(17.6 YPR) and 32 TDs; 2 
tackles • 2018  NFLPA Colle-
giate Bowl measurements: 9 
1/8” hands, 33 1/2” arms 77 
3/4” wingspan 

Hobart 5.036 5th Round Strengths:  Long arms.  Locates the ball well on 
downfield throws. Shows sudden leaping ability 
to high point the football. Hands catcher.  Shows 
a satisfactory gear after the catch.

Weaknesses: Needs to work on accelerating off 
of pick/rub routes to create separation. At times, 
he will over-stride or hop into shorter routes 
and lose footing. Gets too choppy when coming 
out of breaks on comebacks. 

369 Adonis Jennings

Other Notes: 2017: 42 
receptions for 742 yards 
(17.7 YPR) and 7 TDs; 2 re-
ceptions for 22 yards; 20.5 
yds/KR (two returns); One 
tackle • 2018 NFLPA Colle-
giate Bowl measurements: 
6023 196 9 1/8” hands, 32” 
arms, 77 1/8” wingspan

Temple, 
Pittsburgh

5.01 5th Round Strengths: Physical. Strong. Has displayed burst 
on one-step screens (UCF ’16-4th QTR).  He is 
a build-speed strider who has developed into 
a deft double-move route runner (Memphis ’16). 

Weaknesses: Beaten to the spot on interception 
vs. SMU in 2016.  Lacks an instant explosiveness 
coming off the line to threaten CBs who play 
off of him (much better getting on top vs. 
press-man).

391 Steven Dunbar

Career Stats: 51 games, 
39 starts, 180 catches for 
2,430 yards (13.5 YPR) and 
11 TDS • 2018 East-West 
Shrine measurements: 6012 
210 9 3/8” hands, 33” arms, 
76 ¾” wingspan 

Houston 4.94 5th Round Strengths: Long.  33-inch arms.  Ended his 
career on a high note.  Quick feet.  Satisfactory 
double-move route runner (stutter-and-go, UCF 
’16).  Tracks the ball over his shoulder (TD, 
Navy ’16, 1st QTR).

Weaknesses: Inefficient vs. press-man (2016).  
Doesn’t threaten the CB’s cushion initially.  Has 
to build to top speed and covers about 5 ½ yards 
in his first four steps off the line if uncovered.

393 John Diarse 

Other Notes: Attended 
Neville HS (La.) and ac-
counted for 39 touchdowns 
(18 PASS, 21 RUSH) as a 
senior quarterback• 2017: 
35 receptions for 575 yards 
(16.4 YPR) and 3 TDs

TCU, LSU 4.94 5th Round Strengths: Uses size to frustrate on occasion 
as a stalk-blocker on the perimeter (Arkansas 
’17). Plucks the ball with hand strength.  Strong 
crossing the face of CBs to snag hot passes on 
drive routes in the Red Zone (Parrish, Georgia 
’16). 

Weaknesses:  Concentration lapses.  Dropped a 
comeback vs. Oklahoma in the second quarter 
(2017).  Floats on simple stop patterns in the slot 
(drop, Kansas State ’16).

Wide Receivers 
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405 Damion Ratley 

Other Notes: 5 receptions 
for 111 yards and one TD 
vs. Ole Miss on 11/18/17
• 2017: 30 catches for 694 
yards (23.1 YPR) and 6 
TDs; Three tackles • 2018 
Texas A&M Pro Day: 4.45 
40-yd, 38” VJ, 10’4” BJ, 6.94 
3-cone

Texas A&M 4.896 5th Round Strengths:  Shifty after the catch.  Catch radius.  
Committed stalk-blocker on the perimeter. 

Weaknesses:  Versus press coverage, his feet will 
stay in the ground on his head-and-shoulder 
fakes.  Drops have been an issue since his time 
on campus.  

Summary:  Despite an inordinate amount of 
concentration drops in school, Ratley developed 
into perhaps the team’s best big play option.  He  
has an outside shot of hearing his name called in 
the 2018 NFL Draft on Day 3 of the process.  

414 Saeed Blacknall 

Career Stats: 50 receptions 
for 979 yards (19.6 YPR) 
and 7 TDs • 2018 PSU Pro 
Day: 6020 208 24 reps-225 
lbs, 4.37 40-yd, 32 ½” VJ,

10’7” BJ, 4.19 20-yd SS 
6.77 3-cone

Penn State 4.86 5th Round Strengths:  Averaged 31 yards per catch in 2015. 
His body serves as a shield between him and 
the CB. Uses  his stride length to run away from 
DBs in the open field (Big Ten Championship 
’16).  Contributed on the punt team as a senior 
(see Pittsburgh ’17). 

Weaknesses: Only comes back to the ball “OK” 
at this stage.  Still trying to find a balance of how 
to set a defender up on shorter-to-intermediate 
pass patterns.

429 Austin Proehl  

Other Notes: Father, Ricky, 
played 17 years in the NFL 
and was an assistant coach 
for the Carolina Panthers 
2018 NFLPA Collegiate 
Bowl measurements: 8 7/8” 
hands, 29” arms, 69 7/8” 
wingspan • Career Stats: 91 
catches, 1,265 yards (13.9 
YPR) and 5 TDs

North Carolina 4.802 5th Round Strengths: NFL bloodlines.  Competitive, feisty 
player.  Team’s best route runner.  Plays fast. 
Rolls speed-digs off one step.  Dips his shoulders 
to make the one-step cuts.  Fluid. Creates 
room off of his steps to win on Bang 8s and 
verticals outside the numbers.  He’s made some 
key 4th QTR grabs in tight games (4th Down, 
Pittsburgh ’16).

Weaknesses: He posted an unsportsmanlike 
conduct foul (Louisville ’17) one week after 
getting into a fight vs. California in 2017. Failed 
to separate on a key 3rd down vs. NC State in 
2017 (resulted in tip-INT).  There have been 
some issues getting off of press coverage.

436 Darren Andrews 

Other Notes: Ran a 10.54 
100-meters in track & 
field at Bishop Amat HS 
(Calif.) • 10 receptions for 
195 yards and one TD vs. 
Memphis on 9/16/17 • 2017 
(9 gms): 60 receptions for 
773 yards (12.9 YPR) and 
10 TDs

UCLA 4.772 5th Round Summary:  Andrews’ late November ACL injury 
probably means he won’t be ready for the start 
of an NFL training camp.  NFL teams will not 
have any workout numbers for the slot receiver.  
On the field, he was beginning to find a niche 
for finding room on bend-in seams and even 
post routes from the slot.  He averaged one 
touchdown per game as a senior.

439 Bryce Bobo 

Career Stats: 150 catches for 
1,638 yards and 10 TDs
• 2018 East-West Shrine 
measurements: 6016 201 10 
1/8” hands, 33” arms, 77” 
wingspan

Colorado 4.76 5th Round Strengths: Excellent size.  33 ½-inch arms. 
Tough. Even tried his hand on defense for a cou-
ple of days in fall camp of 2016.  Strong hands.  

Weaknesses: It takes him awhile to threaten 
the cornerback. Moves his arms at the line of 
scrimmage but his feet stay in the same spot 
when trying to establish outside releases vs. 
press-man.

450 Trent 
Sherfield  

Career Stats: 27 starts, 136 
catches for 1,869 yards 
(13.7 YPR) and 9 TDs • 
2018 Vanderbilt Pro Day: 19 
reps-225 lbs, 4.45 40-yd, 32 
½” VJ, 10’5” BJ, 4.2 20-yd 
SS, 6.9 3-cone

Vanderbilt 4.708 5th Round Strengths: Team co-captain.  Quick-footed.  Has 
made some deft-defying low balance acts to 
keep his body off the ground and sneak into the 
EZ (TD, Tennessee ’17).  Drags his feet along the 
sidelines to get his feet in-bounds.  

Weaknesses: Doesn’t create panic for the DB.  
Stands up off the LOS vs. longer CBs.  Doesn’t 
roll speed outs vs. off-man coverage.

DraftNasty
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456 Jonah Trinnamann 

Other Notes: Four-star 
recruit coming out of Snow 
College and ranked as the 
No.5 WR in the nation 
(33.9 yds/KR; 17.1 YPR and 
8 TDs) • 2017: 24 receptions 
for 305 yards (12.7 YPR)  • 
2018 BYU Pro Day: 4.30 
40-yd, 40 ½” VJ, 12’0 BJ

BYU 4.691 6th Round Strengths: Has some twitch vs. press coverage. 
Uses a hop-skip move to establish inside speed 
releases. Ran away from Toledo in 2016 on a 
75-yard TD reception.

Weaknesses: Lack of production in school.  
Instead of pushing off with his upfield foot, he 
drags it before taking off out of his two-point 
stance (ECU ’17). This negates his 4.30 speed. 

486 Darren Carrington II 

Career Stats: 182 catches 
for 2,899 yards (15.9 YPR) 
and 21 TDs • 2018 NFL 
Combine: 10 1/8” hands, 32 
¾” arms, 36” VJ, 10’0 BJ

Utah 4.592 6th Round Strengths: NFL bloodlines. Has stood out in big 
games.  Finds the football in the air and tracks it 
like a centerfielder.

Weaknesses: Off the field concerns. Does he have 
enough savvy to defeat NFL corners without 
more of a feel for running routes? 

497 Damari Scott 

Other Notes: 2017: 57 catch-
es for 566 yards (9.3 YPR) 
and one TD; 14 carries for 
93 yards (6.6 YPC); 23.6 
yds/KR • 2018 NFLPA Col-
legiate Bowl measurements: 
9” hands, 31 ¾” arms, 78 
¼” wingspan

Fresno State 4.55 6th Round Strengths:  He’s nearly knocked safeties out of 
games on crack blocks (Ole Miss ’15).  As an R2 
on the kickoff team in 2015, he ran down with 
ferocity and is capable of exploding on contact 
(FF, Utah ’15).  

Weaknesses: Ball security has been an issue on 
occasion as a returner because he will allow 
the ball to extend from his frame when making 
cuts (two fumblesone fumble lost, Utah ’15).  
Declared academically ineligible for the 2016 
season.   

504 Armanti Foreman 

Other Notes: 2016 (10 sts): 
34 receptions for 420 yards 
(12.3 YPR) and 3 TDs; 8.6 
yds/PR; 18.3 yds/KR

Texas 4.522 6th Round Strengths: Strong. He can win with a strong in-
side arm-over move when running quick slants.

Weaknesses: Lost playing time to younger play-
ers as a senior.  He’s been inconsistent tracking 
the ball down the field (dropped go route, 
Kansas State ’16). 

522 Russell Gage 

Other Notes: 2017: 21 re-
ceptions for 285 yards (13.6 
YPR) and 3 TDs; 28 rushes 
for 232 yards (8.3 YPC) 
and one TD; 11 tackles • 
2018 NFLPA Collegiate Bowl 
measurements: 6000 182 
9” hands, 31” arms, 76 ¼” 
wingspan

LSU 4.43 6th Round Summary: Gage is building off a solid Pro Day 
and above average NFLPA Collegiate Bowl 
week.  However, the reason he gets a sixth-
round grade all comes down to his potential 
as a gunner (punt team) and kickoff cover guy.  
The 19 tackles he had in school included 11 just 
as a senior.  Offensively, he has demonstrated 
patience running bend corner routes and he can 
track the ball at least satisfactorily.  If he is going 
to make an impact as a slot receiver, he will need 
to do a better job of establishing clean releases 
versus physical coverage.

535 Sergio Bailey 

Career Stats: 114 receptions 
for 1,746 yards (15.3 YPR) 
and 16 TDs • 2018 EMU Pro 
Day: 15 reps-225 lbs, 4.57 
40-yd, 35” VJ, 10’3” BJ, 4.27 
20-yd SS, 7.27 3-cone

Eastern 
Michigan 

4.37 6th Round Strengths: Climbs the ladder on 50-50 balls. 
Exhibits body control and balance contorting 
his frame in the Red Zone.  Allows his body to 
die along the chalk (Army ’17).   

Weaknesses: Stands up-and-down at the top of 
post-corner-out routes.  Tends to often be cov-
ered tightly by CBs on the perimeter and rarely 
creates significant room for himself initially.

542 Devin Gray  

Other Notes: Former JC 
transfer and three-star 
recruit from Sierra College: 
61 catches (16.7 YPR) 
and 11 TDs • 2016 (UC 
Newcomer of the Year): 58 
receptions for 860 yards 
(14.8 YPR) and 5 TDs

Cincinnati 4.34 6th Round Strengths: Pushes CBs off the ball on deep 
comebacks with no false steps.  Has been a 
factor on third downs.  

Weaknesses: Weight is a concern.  May not be in 
the 190-pound range. Jams affect him when he’s 
not sure of the CB’s technique initially.
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551 Ervin Phillips 

Career Stats: 43 games, 
223 receptions (Syracuse 
record) for 2,069 yards 
(9.3 YPR) and 15 TDs; 
103 carries for 522 yards 
and 5 TDs

Syracuse 4.282 6th Round Strengths: Former H-back/RB.   Caught 47 
passes and 6 TDs on third downs the last two 
seasons.

Weaknesses: Uses too much body language at 
times trying to get over the top of LBs in the 
hook-curl coverage.  Missed three games in 
2015 due to a lower leg injury.  Had an injury 
during the spring of 2017.  Injured his foot 
during 2017 fall camp. 

554 Donald Gray 

Career Stats: 34 games, 21 
starts, 86 receptions for 
1,309 yards (15.2 YPR) and 
10 TDs; Five TDs of 49 
yards or more

Mississippi State 4.26 6th Round Strengths: Team captain.  Strong.  RB-like build.  
Muscular. Displays the ability to make grabs vs. 
tight-man coverage (Georgia ’17). Has played 
well against good competition in school.

Weaknesses:  Stands up into his curl routes. 
Gets stuck coming back downhill on comeback 
patterns.  You can disrupt his release at the LOS 
(BYU ’17).

556 Tavares Martin 

Other Notes: 10 catches for 
194 yards and 3 TDs vs. 
Oregon State on 9/16/17
• 2017 (11 sts): 70 recep-
tions for 831 yards (11.9 
YPR) and 9 TDs

Washington State 4.252 6th Round Strengths: Runs through the catch on deep 
square-in patterns (Oregon State ’17). Adjusts to 
back-shoulder passes in the Red Zone.

Weaknesses: Slender build.  Lacks elite play 
strength. Dismissed from the program in 2017.

580 Matt VandeBurg 

Other Notes: 2015 
(Academic All-Big Ten): 
65 catches for 703 yards 
(10.8 YPR) and 4 TDs; 
One tackle

Iowa 4.161 7th Round Strengths:  Plays fast.  Changes his speeds well. 
Digs into his patterns with force.  He projects as 
an NFL slot WR. 4.03 20-yd SS (Iowa Pro Day).

Weaknesses: Tight press coverage on the flanks 
has frustrated him.  Missed eight games in 2016 
due to a broken left foot. After re-injuring the 
foot, he missed the 2017 spring practices. 

615 Taj Williams

Other Notes: 2016: 39 
receptions for 702 (18 YPR) 
and 5 TDs • Named the 
Offensive MVP of the Trop-
ical Bowl in January 2018

TCU 4.07 7th Round Strengths: Decent length.  Long speed.  He can 
be efficient on post routes.  Smooth runner after 
the catch. Comes back to ball on quick slants 
(TD vs. off-man, Baylor ’16).

Weaknesses: Two receptions for 33 yards in 
2017.  Bunch production in 2016. 

621 Shay Fields 

Career Stats: 190 catches for 
2,552 yards and 21 TDs
• 2018 Colorado Pro Day: 8 
7/8” hands, 73” wingspan, 
13 reps-225 lbs, 35 ½” VJ, 
10’3” BJ, 4.43 40-yd, 4.14 
20-yd SS, 6.97 3-cone

Colorado 4.048 7th Round Strengths: Presses CBs who play off of him with 
a straight-stem stride that builds distance in the 
10-to-15-yard zone.   

Weaknesses: Bunch production.  Did not stand 
out against the more aggressive secondary play 
from upper-tier teams.  

626 Ricky Jeune 

Career Stats: 74 receptions 
for 1,492 yards (20.2 YPR) 
and 11 TDs

Georgia Tech 4.03 7th Round Strengths: He will win on comeback patterns 
outside the numbers (Westry, Kentucky 
’16).  He will frustrate CBs on occasion when 
stalk-blocking.  

Weaknesses: Stands up to release and doesn’t 
threaten the DB when coming off the ball.  He 
will drift on some of his routes

630 Allenzae Staggers 

Other Notes: 2016: 62 
receptions for 1,157 yards 
(18.7 YPR) and 7 TDs; 3 
rushes for 39 yards (13 
YPC); Completed one pass 
for 47 yards; 9.8 yds/PR 
and one TD

Southern Miss 4.02 7th Round Strengths: From the No. 3 in trips bunch, he’ll 
adjust to the ball on seams.  Wins with hesita-
tion in his routes.  

Weaknesses: Thinly-built.  Will he be able to 
handle the grind of working inside at the next 
level?

DraftNasty
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633 Phil Mayhue 

Other Notes: 2016: 39 
receptions for 629 yards 
(16.1 YPR) and 4 TDs
• 2017: 35 catches for 521 
yards (14.9 YPR) and 3 
TDs; Two tackles

Memphis 3.987 7th Round Strengths: He’s made some “wow” back-shoulder 
grabs vs. tight coverage through contact (Nich-
ols, USF ’16; Tulsa ’16).  Works the sidelines 
with a feel for spatial awareness (Cincinnati ’16). 

Weaknesses:  Leaves his chest open for BBs from 
CBs jamming him in bump-and-run. 

636 Micah Holder

Career Stats: 99 catches 
for 1,675 yards (16.9 YPR) 
and 13 TDs; 4 carries for 
38 yards

San Diego State 3.95 7th Round Strengths: He did a fine job of winning in 
man-to-man vs. Stanford’s corners in 2017.   His 
drop-step square-stance speed release will get on 
top of the CB off the ball (Wilson, Houston ’16).

Weaknesses: He can be smothered on the 
outside vs. bigger corners (Smalls, Northern 
Illinois ’17).

642 Robert Foster

Other Notes:  • 2017: 14 
catches for 174 yards (12.4 
YPR) and one TD • 2018 
NFL Combine: 9 ¼” hands, 
32 1/8” arms, 4.41 40-yd, 
31” VJ, 9’8” BJ, 6.9 3-cone, 
4.2 20-yd SS, 11.9 60-yd LS

Alabama 3.915 7th Round Strengths:  Fast. Athletic.  He has run after the 
catch-skill on WR screens. He will go into the 
briar patch to catch quick slants (3rd QTR, 
UGA ’18). 

Weaknesses: Suffered a season-ending right 
shoulder injury in 2015. Has shown minimal 
effort on crack-block attempts (Georgia ‘18,. 
Colorado State ‘17-1st QTR).

678 Steven Mitchell

Other Notes:  2017: 41 re-
ceptions for 644 yards (15.7 
YPR) and 4 TDs • 2018 NFL 
Combine: 9 3/8” hands, 30 
3/8” arms, 13 reps-225 lbs, 
4.56 40-yd, 10’1” BJ, 6.75 
3-cone

USC 3.68 7th Round Strengths: Has enough suddenness to force DB’s 
technique (Fitzpatrick falls to ground in slot, 
Alabama ’16).  Finds the soft spot in the zones 
and will show enough COD to make the first 
tackler miss.

Weaknesses: Tore ligaments in his right knee 
during the summer of 2013.  Sprained his ankle 
in 2015 and missed two games. Missed the 2016 
campaign due to a knee injury.

679 Matt Fleming 

Other Notes:  He was a 
national runner in the 
NCAA DIII Outdoor 
Championships in the long 
jump and was a NCAA DII 
Champion in the 4X100 
meter relay

Benedictine 3.67 7th Round Strengths: Long stride threatens defenders who 
play off of him.  Adjusts to low passes near the 
ground by scooping them off the turf (Olivet ’17).

Weaknesses: Still raw.  Was never the team’s 
leading receiver. Below average size. No urgency 
stepping into his inside routes off outside foot.

680 Christian Blake 

Other Notes:  12 catches for 
153 yards and 2 TDs vs. San 
Diego State on 9/30/17
• NIU Pro Day:  4.5 40-yd, 
34 ½” VJ, 10’6” BJ, 6.83 
3-cone

Northern Illinois 3.67 7th Round Strengths: Comes back down the stem to the 
ball.  Exhibits an ability to let his body die on 
quick outs.  Displays a feel for running stutter-
and-go patterns (Eastern Illinois ’17, San Diego 
State ’17).

Weaknesses: 9 reps at 225 lbs. Lacks play 
strength. 

He stands an outside chance of getting into an 
NFL training camp but he has a skill-set that fits 
the CFL style of game. 

707 Malik Turner

Other Notes: 2016 (11 sts, 
Honorable mention All-Big 
Ten, Academic All-Big 
Ten): 48 catches for 712 
yards (14.8 YPR) and 6 
TDs; One tackle

Illinois 3.435 Free Agent Long and athletic. 32 1/8” arms. Good strength. 

Had a concussion in 2016 and missed one game.  
Fractured left foot forced him to miss two games 
in 2017 and he didn’t participate in the 2018 
Illinois Pro Day.
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1. Billy Price 6’4 305 Ohio State
Grade: 6.323 (2nd Round)

Big Board Rank: 37

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Durable. Started 41 straight games at OG before moving 
to the center position in 2017.  55 career starts.  Excels in the classroom. Two-time team captain. 
Possesses strength in the lower body.  Squats over 700 pounds.  Strong enough to handle power 
when DL attack him down the middle of his frame.  He will sit on DL in goal line/short-yardage 
situations (Green III, TD-Indiana ’16).  Exhibits patience on trap blocks vs. the weak side DE on 
QB-traps in the team’s empty gun spread formations.  As a RG, he did a good job of moving bodies 
and creating movement on double teams with his center (Penn State ’16).  At the OC position, his 
quick-set technique is efficient in pass protection.  He slides his feet and locks out his arms with a 
shoulder-width base underneath him (Army ’17).  Even as a guard, he had quick snap reactions. 
Finds his target, connects and wheels his feet away from the play side design of runs.  As a pulling 
guard, he can find color on the move as a puller.  This extends to his work as a center when pulling 
to his left (Indiana ’17, 3rd QTR).  In pass protection, his elbows are cocked-in on his short-sets.  
Slides his feet to mirror in PP.  

Weaknesses:  His helmet will get pointed downward a little too far when passing off stunts.  He hasn’t 
always reacted well to line games in pass protection.  Loses his balance at times in trash (knocked 
down, Indiana ’17).  Often forced to re-anchor against bull rushers and will grab when doing so 
(Penn State ’16).  Failed to cut-off at times vs. Indiana in 2016 (Hoff, 1st QTR).  When shotgun 
snaps have been off the mark as an offensive center, they’ve been slightly high and to his right (Army 
’17).   Snaps can also be a bit low when having to pull to his left (Indiana ’17).  He also had a snap 
that nearly hit the ground in this game (Indiana ’17).  Suffered a partially torn pectoral muscle 
during the 2018 NFL Combine and may not be ready for an NFL training camp.

Other Notes: Attended Fitch HS (Ohio) and was a four-star prospect  • Also threw the shot put and 
discus at the prep level • 2014 (14 sts, 2nd team Freshman All-American, Academic All-Big Ten): 
Started three games at RG and 12 games at LG • 2015 (14 sts, 3rd Team All-Big Ten): Started the 
entire season at the LG spot • 2016 (13 sts, AFCA 1st Team All-American, 1st Team All-Big Ten): 
Started the entire year at the guard spot • 2017 (14 sts, Rimington Trophy Award winner, Big Ten OL 
of the Year, Unanimous All-American): Started the entire season at center • Graduated with a degree 
in business administration • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 ¾” hands, 32” arms, BP-torn pectoral

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): All signs point to Price being ready for the start of an NFL train-
ing camp after he partially tore his pectoral muscle during the NFL Combine.  Durability was his 
friend during school prior to the injury.  On the field, he uses his feet to wheel himself into position 
as a guard.  He was also strong enough to handle when bigger defenders went down the middle of 
his frame, but he was often forced to re-anchor in these instances.  An efficient pulling option at 
guard, Price brings enough mobility to the table for either the center or guard position.  His snaps 
at center could be slightly off to his right when off the mark.  If healthy, Price is a Year 1 starter in 
the mold of Kansas City Chiefs starter Mitch Morse.

2. James Daniels 6’4 295 Iowa
Grade: 6.299 (2nd Round)

Big Board Rank: 41

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Communicates well.  Gives confidence to his teammates 
by calling out the opponent’s fronts.  He will stand up and be seen counting the numbers in the 
defensive front before getting into his stance (1st QTR, Miami, Ohio ’16).  Looks the part.  Helps his 
OGs if uncovered.  Plus snap-and-step quickness. Exhibits lateral mobility going to his left. He is
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capable of reaching a three-technique DT on outside runs (North Texas ’17).  Versus even fronts, he 
fires off the ball after the snap to get up to LBs if uncovered (pancake block, 1st play, Miami, Ohio 
’16).  Exhibits the range to snap-and-pull to get up to the third level on toss sweeps.  He keeps his 
hands up while sliding-and-shuffling.  Recognizes and reacts to inside T-T line games and makes 
easy adjustments on the move.  Stays square when picking up the stunt and will shift his weight after 
doing so (pancake block, North Texas ’17). 

Weaknesses:  The leverage game can affect him.  He tends to play tall completing some of his blocks. 
Runs his feet when drive blocking with a narrow base. He will get a little bit lackadaisical settling at 
the second level and coasts on occasion (North Texas ’17, 1st drive).  Hands have a tendency to get 
outside the body frame of the defender when latching.  Slides off of angle blocks with a man over his 
head going to his right.  He will lean over his waist trying to hook the zero-technique on inside split 
zones and begin to grab once out of position (holding call, North Texas ’17, 2nd QTR).  Missed two 
games in 2016 due to a knee injury.  Missed the 2017 season opener due to lower back issues.  

Other Notes: Attended Harding HS (Ohio) and was named an Honorable mention All-State selec-
tion as a senior • Participated in track & field as a discus and shot put thrower • Brother, LeShun, 
played RB for the Hawkeyes • 2015: Started one game  • 2016 (11 sts, 3rd Team All-Big Ten): Started 
the entire season at the center spot • 2017 (12 sts, Academic All-Big Ten, Honorable mention All-Big 
Ten): Played the entire year at center again • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 ½” hands, 34” arms, 21 reps-225 
lbs, 30 ½” VJ, 9’0 BJ, 7.29 3-cone, 4.4 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): In viewing Daniels on film, it is relatively easy to see why he 
adds value at the center position.  He is mobile and has positive foot speed.  The academic standout 
understands his assignments and generally can make the tough blocks most centers simply can’t 
reach.  It is not unusual to see him reaching the three-technique defensive tackle on outside runs.  
He gets into trouble with his pad level and hand placement.  While it hasn’t been a huge issue at the 
collegiate level, he will have to win with better positioning to avoid holding calls versus squatty inte-
rior defensive linemen in the NFL.  He looks and plays like a tackle playing an interior line 
position.  He actually has enough length to get looks outside despite standing just 6-foot-4.  Daniels 
has value at any offensive line spot but he is still a work in progress from a leverage standpoint.  

3. Mason Cole 6’4 303 Michigan
Grade: 6.053 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 74

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Has started at center and LT in school.  Natural knee 
bender.  At OC, he’s comfortable in pass pro vs. movement from zero-technique NGs.  Settles well 
into his chair.  Adequate lateral agility.  Uses butt-blocks (at OC) to gain play side leverage with a 
man over his head (zero-technique) on outside runs. He can get in front of DBs on designed RB/
TE screens (Penn State ’16).  Extends a team’s offense at the center spot, because he pulls efficiently 
on fold/trap schemes to get outside.   Passes off T/T line games with awareness (at OC).  Slid his feet 
inside pretty calmly when FSU’s Nnadi attacked an edge on him (Orange Bowl ’16).  Reacts favor-
ably to hesitation moves by OLBs (Dooley, 3rd and 6, Wisconsin ’17).  Releases and can hit moving 
targets in space on outside runs as a LT (Citrus Bowl ’15, Wisconsin ’17).

Weaknesses:  Still developing a feel for his snap-and-punch as an offensive center.  This allows DL 
with power and leverage to get underneath his frame (1st play of game, Pittman, UCF ’16; Shep-
herd, Senior Bowl ’18, team, Day 1).  Plays a little tall and can be snatched-and-pulled when aligned 
inside.  Fails to create a significant amount of forward movement as a run blocker.  More of a stale-
mate blocker.  As a LT, he loses some hand fights late in the down on the edge vs. four-technique or 
five-technique DEs (Sheehy, Wisconsin ’17).
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DN: You’ve been playing a lot of left 
tackle this year (2017) and you’ve 
moved around a little bit all over the 
place while in school.  How has it been 
getting back to that natural position 
(center during 2018 Senior Bowl) or a 
position that at least you’ve had some 
reps at before?
Cole: Yeah.  It felt good.  Obviously, 
at the next level I’ll play wherever I’m 
needed.  But it felt good to be back at 
center.  Something new again, but not 
really.  It just felt good.

DN: In terms of some of your team-
mates that last year that went through 
the experience.  You had so many of 
them that actually played down here.  
How many of those guys have you 
talked to about some of the things that 
they had gone through in the pre-draft 
process?
Cole: Yeah, almost all of them.  Just 
trying to gather as much intel as possi-

ble about this whole process.  And they’ve all been helpful.  It’s been really good for me to reach out to them and 
them be really helpful for me. 

DN: What was one game you’d want an NFL scout to take a look at in your career? 
Cole: I think any of the games against Ohio State.   They’ve had a great defensive line the whole four years I’ve 
been there.  Florida State had a great D-line when we played them last year (2016 Orange Bowl).  And Florida 
both years. Anytime you go against a good defense you’d like to have a scout watch that and see what you do 
against higher-level talent.

DN: What would you say is your biggest strength and maybe the one thing you want to work on too? 
Cole: Strengths.  Just being versatile.  Like I said, I think I can play wherever the team needs me on the line.  My 
weakness.  Probably just need to get stronger overall. 

DN:  Thanks a lot for your time.
Cole: Thank you.  

---DraftNasty Staff Reports, 2018 Senior Bowl practices, Day 3

Other Notes: Attended East Lake HS (Fla.) and was selected to play in the 2014 U.S. Army All-Amer-
ican Bowl • 2014 (FWAA Freshman All-American): Made 12 starts at LT and was the first true 
freshman to start on the OL in its history • 2015 (13 sts): Started the entire year at LT • 2016 (13 
sts, 2nd Team All-Big Ten): Moved to center for the first time in his career • 2017 (13 sts, 2nd Team 
All-Big Ten): Started the entire season at the LT spot • 2018 Senior Bowl measurements: 6042 302 
9 7/8” hands, 32 ¼” arms, 79 3/8” wingspan • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 5/8” hands, 32 1/8” arms, 23 
reps-225 lbs, 5.23 40-yd, 23 ½” VJ, 8’8” BJ, 7.77 3-cone, 4.78 20-yd SS • Michigan Pro Day: 27 ½” VJ, 
4.85 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Cole became the first true freshman to start on the offensive line 
in Michigan history and has proven to be one of the most durable players in this year’s draft.  The 
All-Big Ten center is more of a positional blocker than snow plower.  His patience gives him room 
for error when he is uncovered climbing to the second level.  Aside from starting at the left tackle 
spot as a senior, he has also had other dominant performances at the position (Citrus Bowl ’17).  
Like former Ohio State center Pat Elflein (Vikings), he has starting potential in Year 1 because of his 
savvy, quickness and competitiveness.  The fact that he can backup multiple positions increases his 
overall value.

‘Stone Cole’

Q&A with 52 Mason Cole 
OL-Michigan
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4. Scott Quessenberry 6’4 310 UCLA
Grade: 5.869 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 110

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): NFL bloodlines.  He’s made starts at RG, LG and OC.   
Started 44 games in school.  Excels in the classroom.  Smart.  On third downs, he communicates 
with his OL on potential overload blitz concepts (Memphis ’17). Shifts his head with urgency if 
uncovered. Thick lower frame.  He will create a jolt when trapping the three-technique DT on gap-
schemed runs. Projects with some snap in the hips.  Runs his feet on angle blocks vs. the zero-tech-
nique NG.  Capable of reaching an outside two-technique DT or three-technique DT on outside 
zones (Washington State ’16; Colorado ‘17).  If uncovered, he takes good intersect angles to cut LBs 
on run away.  Quick hands after the snap.  Even after being stalemated after the snap, he stays in 
front long enough to thwart him off in pass pro.  For the most part, he can anticipate twists and line 
games after the snap.  

Weaknesses:  Questionable anchor vs. the bull rush (Stanford ’16, Senior Bowl ’18 practices).   Loses 
his initial latch too often.  There has been confusion at times with his RG on T-T stunts (3rd Down, 
QB sack allowed, 3rd QTR, Stanford ’16).  High shotgun snaps have shown up on occasion (4th 
QTR, BYU ’16).  Will dip his head in short-yardage and can be slipped after the snap.  His step after 
the snap can be stalemated vs. zero-technique NGs.  Why?  His feet don’t accompany his hands on 
his first step after the snap (Phillips, Stanford ’16).  The zero-technique NG wins a lot of the hand 
fights. Thicker, brawny DTs challenge his leverage when lined up over his head (knocked to ground, 
Mo’Unga, BYU ’16).  Left the Washington State game in 2016 due to injury (did return).  Durability 
question marks.  He had surgery on each shoulder in 2015 and was forced to medical redshirt.

Other Notes: Attended La Costa Canyon HS (Calif.) and was named a three-star recruit by Rivals.
com • Played in the 2013 Under Armour All-American Game • Also participated in baseball and 
track & field at the prep level • Brother, David, played at San Jose State and was drafted by the Hous-
ton Texans in the 2013 NFL Draft • 2013: Made six starts at LG • 2014 (13 sts, Honorable mention 
All-Pac-12): Started 12 games at LG and one game at OC • 2015: Named to the Athletic Director’s 
Academic Honor Roll • 2016 (12 sts, 1st Team All-Pac-12): Started the entire year at center • 2017 
(13 sts, Honorable mention All-Pac-12): Started the entire year at center • 2018 Senior Bowl mea-
surements: 6036 314 9 5/8” hands, 32 ¾” arms, 77” wingspan • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 ¾” hands, 31 
¾” arms, 25 reps-225 lbs, 5.09 40-yd, 33 ½” VJ, 9’3” BJ, 7.5 3-cone, 4.69 20-yd SS 

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): The question for Quessenberry mostly revolves around tech-
nique at the center spot.  His steps don’t always accompany his hands and it leaves him too often in 
a position to have to re-anchor or re-contort his frame versus power players in a head-up position. 
The positive is that this improved to a degree in 2017 and left him less prone to losing the initial 
latch. Athletically, he can get to most of his assignments.  He has the physical make-up of a left 
guard minus the necessary width.  At that spot, it would be a challenge for him to handle some of 
the longer three-techniques he could face in pass protection.  We feel he has starting potential as a 
player in the mold of Houston Texans center Nick Martin.  

5. Frank Ragnow 6’5 307 Arkansas
Grade: 5.812 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 121

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Smart. Excels in the classroom.  Team captain.  Con-
tains positive size for an offensive center. He wins in the second phase of his blocks after engaging 
the DL.  Keeps his head on a swivel in pass protection.  Recognizes late add-on blitzes and finishes 
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tough blocks in these situations.  He looks to find color on TE screens (Alabama ’16; Missouri ’16).  
Frames LBs at the second level under control.  Pancaked Jared Davis on the first play of the Florida 
game in 2016.  Fairly mobile. He frames to hit the first color when pulling on power concepts (Mis-
souri ’16).  When he can locate puller, he looks the part on screens in space (TE-screen, matched 
first color, Auburn ’16).  He also took a positive angles space on a screen vs. TCU in 2017.  On the 
next play, he pancaked the uncovered LB (TCU ’17).  

Weaknesses:  With a man over his head, he fails to show the consistent snap-and-step (Alabama 
’16).  He’s more of a receiver of the charge.  On some of the team’s trap schemes (Missouri ’16-
TD), he will get caught in the wash and fail to exhibit significant power. Tends to lead with upper 
chest as opposed to lower body when finding first color as a puller.  Can get a bit lackadaisical 
trying to reach block DTs late in games (Henderson, Texas A&M ’16-4th QTR).  He’s inconsistent 
finding color on the move.  When LBs blitz (to his left), they can get him to turn his hips after the 
snap (allowed QB hit, 3rd QTR/13:36, Alabama ’16).  Has been inconsistent getting out of his 
stance to release on screens (1st QTR, Missouri ’16). He will overrun and whiff on second level 
blocks vs. athletic, shifty LBs (Davis, Auburn ’16).  

Other Notes: Attended Chanhassen HS (Minn.) and was ranked as a four-star recruit by Scout.com
• 2014 (Freshman All-SEC, Academic All-SEC): Played in nine games • 2015 (13 sts): Made all of
his starts at the RG spot • 2016 (13 sts): Started 12 games at center and one game at RG • 2017 (7 
sts): Started six games at OC and one game at RG • He’s been a volunteer in the Northwest Arkan-
sas community • Maintained a 3.31 GPA in Recreation and Sport Management • 2018 Senior Bowl 
measurements: 6047 307 9 1/8” hands (LT), 33 ¼” arms, 79 ½” wingspan • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 
3/8” hands, 33 1/8” arms, 26 reps-225 lbs • 2018 Arkansas Pro Day: 27 reps-225 lbs, 4.98 40-yd, 33 
½” VJ, 9’7” BJ

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Ragnow wins with savvy, angles and overall footwork.  He’s not 
a very powerful offensive center despite having at least adequate size.  Leverage has been an issue for 
him for much of his career.  His recognition and ability to frame defensive linemen rank as calling 
cards for the former Razorback.  While fairly mobile, he doesn’t always snap from the lower half 
versus first color and he’s been inconsistent getting out of his stance to release on screens (improved 
in 2017).  Once he builds to speed, there is an element of control and patience hitting moving targets 
in space.  He has starting potential in the NFL at the center position but his height could be an issue 
establishing leverage vs. leverage-based players.

6. Brad Lundblade 6’3 294 Oklahoma State
Grade: 5.65 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 169

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Athletic bloodlines. Classroom warrior. Former walk-on 
who developed into a 38-game starter in school.  Smart.  Uses lots of hand signals to fellow offensive 
linemen indicating number counts and identifying defensive personnel. Works to help fellow OL if 
uncovered.   He’s capable of setting a wall and cutting off the front side vs. the zero-technique NG 
(Hill, long run, Oklahoma ’16).  Contains enough power in the upper body.  Can shotgun snap and 
strike with a six-inch punch as he gets into a lateral kick-slide (Fatukasi, East-West Shrine practices, 
Day 3, 1-on-1).  Effective quick-setting (PP) as a RG during 2018 East-West Shrine practices (Team 
period, Day 2; 1-on-1s, Day 3).  Wins with positive hand placement inside the numbers if he can 
locate his hat-and-hand location. Will throw DL late in the down (Texas ’16) on inside runs.  Can 
cut-off bigger zero-technique NGs (Tupou, Colorado ’16) on two-back stretch zones. When he 
reaches the second level vs. LBs, he turns his body to create a wall when he’s uncovered (East-West 
Shrine, half-line drill, Day 1).  RG during 2018 East-West Shrine practices (1-on-1, Day 3).
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Weaknesses:  Occasionally plays small inside.  Snap-and-step quickness can be spotty.  Tends to 
raise upward coming off the ball and can be jacked backwards as a run blocker. He’s been thrown 
off easily on some of his man blocks (Davis, Kansas ’16).  Quicker DTs will jolt him off the snap 
(Senat, East-West Shrine ’18).  Needs to be careful shuffling to set a wall so quickly because he’ll lose 
balance when crossing over.  Missed two games in 2017 (Baylor, Texas) due to a foot sprain.  When 
his shotgun snaps are off, they are low and to his left.  

Other Notes: Attended Liberty Christian HS (Tex.) and won two state championships in the shot put 
and three state championships in the discus  • Father, Kirk, played basketball at SMU • 2014: Started 
one game  • 2015 (CoSIDA All-Academic District 1st Team, Academic All-Big 12): Started 13 games 
at center  • 2016 (CoSIDA 1st Team Academic All-American, 1st Team Academic All-Big 12):  Start-
ed all 13 games at center • 2017 (1st Team All-Big 12, CoSIDA 1st Team Academic All-American): 
Started 12 games for the Cowboys • 2018 East-West Shrine measurements: 6025 294 9” hands, 33 
1/8” arms, 78” wingspan • 2018 Oklahoma State Pro Day: 24 reps-225 lbs, 28” VJ, 7’11” BJ

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Lundblade’s footwork and hand placement are both above 
average.  He occasionally gets into trouble when he doesn’t stay square and loses his power element.  
There is no doubt that his quickness translates but there is a slight strength deficiency that is evident.  
We think he’d fit well in zone schemes that concentrate on winning to a spot.  He has backup poten-
tial at three different positions (OC, LG and RG) and starting potential at center.

7. Austin Golson 6’4 1/2 307 Auburn
Grade: 5.25 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 287

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Versatile.  He’s played all over the OL.  As a senior, start-
ed at OC, LG, RT and LT.  He was even seen at RG (Missouri ’17) in some of their unbalanced sets. 
Moved from LT to center in 2016 due to injury.  Played both RT and LT vs. LSU in 2016.  Looked 
most comfortable in pass protection as a LG during 2018 East-West Shrine practices. Did a good 
job of re-anchoring after getting tested in those practices (Shrine) at C or LG.  He’s proven capable 
of handling a man over his head (Mississippi State ’16).  The team pulls him some at the center spot.  
As an OT, he wants to catch DEs while going lateral in his kick-slide and uses his weight to shift his 
momentum on them.  Handles interior T-T line games with patience.

Weaknesses:  Average snap-and-step quickness.  As an OC, he overruns some trap blocks vs. the 
three-technique on run away (Sugar Bowl ’17).  James (Mississippi State ’16) peeled him back after 
shotgun snaps.  As an OT, he’s been beaten over the top creating a short corner (allowed QB sack, 
Key, LSU ’16; Street, East-West Shrine Day 1, 1/1).  Took a lot of BBs in the chest from him during 
the game and created a short corner getting immediately parallel to the sidelines (3rd QTR, allowed 
QB sack, FF).  At OT or OC, he generally becomes a catcher of the charge and loses ground. Fails to 
reach the three-technique DT to cut-off the backside gap control on angle blocks as a RT (Missouri 
’17).  Provided limited resistance vs. DEs attacking his inside hip during 2018 East-West Shrine 
practices.

Other Notes: Attended Prattville HS (Ala.) and was named a U.S. Army All-American  • Originally 
attended Ole Miss before transferring to Auburn • 2013 (Ole Miss): Made the SEC All-Academic 
Honor Roll • 2014: He was an academic standout who made the SEC Academic Honor Roll • 2015 
(SEC Academic Honor Roll): Started the entire year at center • 2016 (13 sts): Started four games at 
left tackle and nine games at center  • 2017 (14 sts): Earned four starts at center, one start at LG, two 
starts at RT, and seven starts at LT • 2018 East-West Shrine measurements: 6044 307 9 ½” hands, 32 
5/8” arms, 80” wingspan• Auburn Pro Day: 27 reps-225 lbs, 5.20 40-yd, 28 ½” VJ, 9’0 BJ, 4.65 20-yd 
SS, 7.71 3-cone
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Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Golson will immediately increase the depth of a team’s offensive 
line.  After all, he started at four of the Tigers five offensive line spots as a senior.  The one thing he 
wants to do in pass protection (going back to 2016) is run the defender up the field with wall tech-
niques.  It works for him as a left guard but creates a short corner as a left tackle.  At the center spot, 
he moves well enough to increase a team’s flexibility when it comes to pulling from that position.   
His snap-and-step quickness leaves a lot to be desired.  Overall, it’s his versatility that very well could 
make him a Day 3 draft pick.  

8. Coleman Shelton 6’3 292 Washington
Grade: 5.16 (5th Round)

Big Board Rank: 316

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Versatile.  He’s started at RT, RG, LG, LT and OC.   Han-
dles late twists in turn protection and walls DL up the field (Fiesta Bowl ’17).  He’s a capable pulling 
option from the center position (Stanford ’17).  Hits moving targets in space (Fiesta Bowl ’17). 
Heavy-handed in pass pro and will finish once latched.  Guides DL up the field as a wall-and-guider 
(Nichols, East-West Shrine ’18, Day 1).  Satisfactory getting up to LBs if uncovered on designed 
draws.  He shows some “nasty” to finish LBs on the second level (Foster, Alabama ’16; pancake on 
Cabinda, Penn State ‘17).  The same “nasty” has shown up fighting through illegal hands to face 
(Harrison Phillips) and then he corkscrewed him into the ground (Stanford ’17).  Displays solid 
timing on combo-rubs.  Gets low after the snap to drive block vs. the one-technique when going to 
his left (ASU ’16). He possesses enough quickness to frustrate/corral DTs/NGs on gap-schemed runs 
(Cothran, Penn State ’17; East-West Shrine ’18, Day 2, 9-on-7).  When receiving reps at OT during 
the postseason, he was not out of place.  At OT, he shuffles to slide-and-mirror (East-West Shrine 
’18, Day 2).

Weaknesses:  He does a lot of crossing/turning over to stay in front in pass pro (Washington, Cal 
’16).  Grabs when finishing combo scoop blocks on run away (Penn State ’17).  Limited fire in his 
punch.  Lacks legitimate power in the lower half. DL can force him to get back on his heels early 
in the down if left one-on-one in turn protection  (Frazier, QB sack allowed, Alabama ’16; Looney, 
East-West Shrine ’18, Day 3). He’s been posted back by DL (QB sack allowed, ASU ’16).  Fails to 
create movement vs. squatty, powerful NGs (Ford, East-West Shrine ’18, Day 2, team).  Struggled vs. 
speed when working at tackle during 2018 East-West Shrine practices (Frazier, one-on-one, Day 2).  

Other Notes: Attended Loyola HS (Calif.) and played OL/DL for the school • He was ranked as the 
nation’s 19th-ranked center by Rivals.com • 2014 (7 sts): Started seven games at RT • 2015 (13 sts, 
UW’s Lineman of the Year): Started nine games at RG, two games at LG and two games at LT • 2016 
(2nd Team All-Pac-12, Honorable mention Academic All-Pac-12): 14 starts at the center position
• 2017 (1st Team All-Pac-12, Honorable mention Academic All-Pac-12): Started 13 games at the
center spot • 2018 East-West Shrine measurements: 6031 300 8 3/8” hands,  31 7/8” arms, 76” wing-
span • 2018 NFL Combine: 8 ½” hands, 31 ½” arms, 5.24 40-yd, 26 ½” VJ, 9’2” BJ, 7.62 3-cone, 4.59 
20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):Shelton has the necessary athleticism to diversify a team’s offense 
in the run game (pulling option) but his NFL projections really come down to his power.  Too often 
in the film viewed, he had issues when nose guards (zero-techniques in a head-up position) or 
defensive tackles got into his upper frame.  His positional versatility certainly helps his cause, but 
realistically he only provides backup potential at any of the three interior line positions.  From a size 
perspective, he compares favorably to former Ohio State center Corey Linsley (Green Bay Packers).  
Like Linsley, Shelton has to improve in pass protection.  The difference between the two players?  
The Packers starting center has more upper body strength than the former Husky.
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9. Will Clapp 6’4 1/2 311 LSU
Grade: 5.135 (5th Round)

Big Board Rank: 321

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Athletic bloodlines.  36 career starts. Has started at LG, 
RG and OC for the Tigers.  It’s obvious that he grades well and finishes most of his assignments. 
Plays under control as a position blocker.  As a center, he was responsible for extensive verbiage with 
his fellow OL.  Executes with some wrestling maneuvers to toss inside DL and sits on them after do-
ing so.  He’s capable of latching and running his feet on the second level.  Direct angles as a pulling 
guard (LG).  He can settle his feet enough to force moving DBs to give ground in space (Matthews, 
Auburn ’16).  Finds the first color on the edge on two-back tosses (as a LG in 2016).  At the center 
spot, he’s efficient after snapping the ball on fold schemes with his LG.  

Weaknesses:  Footing is an issue.  DL force him to slide and he has to regain his balance quite a bit 
during the down.  He’s been knocked flat on his posterior pulling to lead up in the hole (Texas A&M 
’17).  He’s been pilfered back on occasion when pulling around on power concepts as an OC.  DTs 
can swim/discard him on trap/seal blocks (Ole Miss ’17).  After sustaining early in the down vs. Ole 
Miss (2017), he was thrown around some late in the down.  Missed the Southern Miss game in 2016 
due to injury.  He tore his labrum and had surgery in January of 2017.  He missed most of the 2017 
spring practices as a result. 

Other Notes: Attended Brother Martin HS (La.) and was named a four-star prospect by Rivals.com
• Father, Tommy, played DT for the Tigers in the late 80s and his brother, Matt, walked-on at LSU
• 2015 (12 sts, Freshman All-American):  Started 11 games at RG and one game at LG • 2016 (11 
sts, SEC Academic Honor Roll, 1st Team All-SEC, coaches): Finished the year with 58 knockdown 
blocks  • 2017 (13 sts, 1st Team All-SEC): Started the entire year at the center spot • 2018 NFL 
Combine: 9 5/8” hands, 31 ¼” arms, 25 reps-225 lbs, 5.39 40-yd, 29” VJ, 8’1” BJ, 8.04 3-cone, 4.92 
20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Clapp played under control in the games viewed on film.  He 
grades well for coaches because he finishes most of his assignments.  He’s a position blocker who 
executes with wrestling maneuvers and will sit on defensive linemen when he shifts his weight.  
We were also impressed with his ability to complete fold blocks after the snap.  The downside is 
that defensive linemen force his feet to slide and he has to re-anchor far too often.  He struggles to 
sustain early in downs and can be thrown around. Strength is an issue.  His shoulder issues will be of 
interest to NFL teams.

10. Jashon Robertson 6’3 292 Tennessee
Grade: 5.13 (5th Round)

Big Board Rank: 324

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): 45 career starts. Generally regarded as the team’s most 
talented OL.  Has demonstrated his athleticism on sideline tackles after interceptions (tackle, 
Georgia ’17, 1st QTR). He’s started at OC, RG and LG.  Quickness. He’s capable of turning squatty 
DL away from the play side design of runs (Brantley, Florida ’16).  Comes off the ball low to make 
contact on the second level.  At the center spot, he’s at least adequate getting out to pull and connect 
in space vs. moving targets (TD run, 4th QTR, Georgia Tech ’17).   Makes blocks on the edge when 
pulling in confined areas as a left guard on QB-counters.  Keeps a shoulder-width base in pass pro 
vs. the zero-technique NG.  Beats NTs to the spot in pass protection with quick six-inch punch 
(Atkins, Georgia ’17).  As a LG, he slides-and-shuffles with a wide base.

Weaknesses: Durability concerns.  Did not play vs. Alabama in 2015 due to an ankle injury. Missed 
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2016 spring practices due to injury.  He was injured early vs. Florida in 2016 (1st QTR/11:51).  Did 
not play vs. UMass and Vanderbilt in 2017.  Fails to sustain blocks on the second level and block-
ers shed him too easily (Georgia Tech ’17).  He had a poor snap vs. Georgia in 2017 that led to a 
turnover while trying to indicate an oncoming blitz.  In this same game, he was collapsed by Atkins 
(NG) when trying to sustain a double team scoop block on an inside zone in the first quarter.  Core 
strength is a question mark.  

Other Notes: Attended Montgomery Bell Academy (Tenn.) and was ranked as a three-star prospect 
by Rivals.com • He posted 74 tackles, 4 QB sacks, 14 TFLs, 5 PBUs as a senior • 2014 (Freshman All-
SEC):  Started 13 games at the RG spot after moving over from the DL • 2015 (10 sts): Started at the 
LG spot  • 2016 (12 sts): Started 12 games at the left guard spot • 2017 (10 sts): Started at both center 
(six starts) and left guard (four starts) • 2018 UT Pro Day: 24 reps-225 lbs, 5.20 40-yd, 34” VJ, 9’6” 
BJ, 4.7 20-yd SS, 7.87 3-cone

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Durability is a big question mark for Robertson after it looked 
like he was well on his way to a standout career for the Vols.  Aside from the slight injury history, he 
has also had an issue sustaining blocks from time-to-time.  He hasn’t gotten a lot of repetitions at 
center, but some errant snaps showed up versus athletic defensive fronts.  He can win to a spot with 
quickness and exhibits satisfactory feet in pass protection.  At his size, the best NFL transition for 
Robertson would be the center position.

11. Tejan Koroma 6’0 290 BYU
Grade: 4.98 (5th Round)

Big Board Rank: 379

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Strong. Did 32 reps at 225 lbs on BYU’s Pro Day.  
Efficient slip/combo blocker inside.  Passes off line games with efficiency.  Quickness is his game.  
Wins with his first step after the snap.  If left uncovered, he will quickly latch LBs on the second level 
(ECU ’17, pancakes LB).  Keeps head on a swivel if uncovered and will clean up defenders around 
the action (Wyoming ’16-Poinsettia Bowl).  Awareness is always on high alert (fumble recovery, 
ECU ’17).  Above average as a one-on-one pass protector.  Gets up to and cuts LBs on the 2nd level 
impressively.  He is patient coming to balance to size up moving targets in the open field (Mississip-
pi State ’17).  In this game, he competed well with Mississippi State DL Jeffrey Simmons (used hump 
blocks to move him).  Also did a fine job of reaching the NG or zero-technique DT and he threw 
people around in this game. If DL try to attack him down the middle of his frame, he can win the 
wrestling match (pancake vs. Price, ECU ’17). 

Weaknesses:  Is he really 6-foot tall?  Size will be his biggest deterrent. Slides off of some blocks 
attempting to sustain. He has a tendency to initiate hat-and-hand contact with his arms outside the 
framework of the DT (Poinsettia Bowl ’16).  With a man over his head, some low snaps have shown 
up on occasion (Mississippi State ’17).  Does some diving as a cut blocker too far away from oppo-
nents in the open field (Cincinnati ’16). Grabs on some of his blocks vs. LBs (Poinsettia Bowl ’16). 
He can be a bit late to initiate his punch after the snap in pass pro (Wyoming ’16). He has not always 
gotten to the two-technique DT on reach blocks (Tu’ikolovatu, Utah ’15).

Other Notes: Attended Allen HS (Tex.) and was named a three-star recruit by ESPN • Also threw the 
shot put on the track & field squad • 2014 (13 sts): Started the entire year at the center spot • 2015 
(12 sts): Phil Steele All-Independent selection • 2016 (13 sts): Was a starter at the center spot 
• 2017: Started all 13 games at center for third time in his career • 2018 BYU Pro Day: 32 reps-225
lbs, 5.2 40-yd, 30 ½” VJ, 9’6” BJ
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Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): It is easy to nitpick Koroma’s game, but there are not a lot of 
glaring weaknesses aside from a major size deficiency.  There are some instances where he falls off 
of some blocks, but he has more than enough natural power to win his share of wrestling matches.  
He will need some help versus the 330-pound zero-technique behemoths, but he will able to handle 
quicker defensive tackles.  His range is adequate and he should be able to overcome some of his size 
limitations.  A center-only prospect, Koroma will have to win a starting job to stick on a roster if he 
gets into an NFL training camp. 

12. Brian Allen 6’1 300 Michigan State
Grade: 4.95 (5th Round)

Big Board Rank: 387

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): NFL bloodlines. Experienced 38-game starter in school.  
Team captain.  Has made starts at OC (17), LG (16) and RG (5) during school.  Solid footwork.  
Balanced, choppy steps aid him when climbing if he’s left uncovered (BYU ’16).  He will sit on LBs 
who attempt to shoot his gap control (Ohio State ’16-McMillan).   In pass protection, he sinks his 
low back and works the heels of his cleats when fighting pressure.  He is capable of sliding back to 
cut-off inside access vs. one-technique DTs who attempt to cross his face (Street, East-West Shrine 
’18, OL/DL, Day 2). 

Weaknesses:  Size is more of an issue at OG than OC.  May be a center-only prospect.  When playing 
LG (Penn State ’16), he fails to consistently stay frontal vs. DL spiking from the four-or-five-tech-
nique into his gap control (inside hip).  Fails to keep his feet in trash on occasion.  High snaps have 
shown up vs. three-man fronts (BYU ’16).  As an OC, he doesn’t always strike LBs when coming off 
his combo-rubs (East-West Shrine practices ’18, half-line drill, Day 1).  Snap-and-step punch can be 
late and he’s often forced to re-anchor early in the down vs. power. 

Other Notes: Attended Hinsdale HS (Ind.) and was selected for the U.S. Army All-American Bowl
• He was ranked as the nation’s 2nd-best center by 247Sports.com • Won a Class 3A state wrestling
championship in 2013 and was also won the state title in the shot put  • Older brother, Jack, was 
an All-American at Michigan State and plays for the New Orleans Saints and his younger brother, 
Matt, plays for Michigan State • 2014 (12 gms): Appeared at guard and center • 2015 (12 sts, 2nd 
Team All-Big Ten): Started 10 games at LG and two games at OC • 2016 (12 sts, 2nd Team All-Big 
Ten):  Started at LG, RG and OC • 2017 (13 sts, 2nd Team All-Big Ten): Started the entire season at 
the center spot • 2018 East-West Shrine measurements: 6011 300 8 ¾” hands, 31 5/8” arms, 76 ¼ 
wingspan • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 ¼” hands, 32 3/8” arms, 27 reps-225 lbs, 5.34 40-yd, 26 ½” VJ, 
8’3” BJ, 7.81 3-cone, 4.71 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Much like his older brother (Jack), Allen is a battler whose game 
centers around his wrestling background.  He’ll engulf defensive linemen without even having to 
knock their hands down like his older brother used to do in school.  The younger Allen may not be 
as advanced in terms of his pass protection skills (Jack played some LT in school), but he is certainly 
just as versatile.  Allen is most likely a center-only prospect and he will have to speed up his power 
step after the snap of the ball.  He is too often forced to re-anchor in the second phase of the down.

13. Evan Brown 6’2 307 SMU
Grade: 4.862 (5th Round)

Big Board Rank: 413

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Effective in pass pro.  Can pass off twists and stunts. He’s 
gotten an equal amount of time at the RG spot and at center.  In 2015, he started at the right guard 
spot.  Possesses adequate timing on his combo-rub blocks when asked to climb up to LBs.  Executes
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trap blocks with efficiency vs. interior DL.  Frustrated UConn’s Foley Fatukasi early in their 2017 
matchup. Capable of re-corraling his frame after absorbing the initial contact to move strong DL 
(Oliver, Houston ’17). Stays centered on the opposition as a run blocker. He will turn the opposition 
as a position blocker by wheeling his feet (Wilson, Tulane ’17).  Can connect in confined areas as a 
puller. 

Weaknesses:  Questionable size for a guard, but at least satisfactory for the center position.  As a 
pass protector, he can be exposed by swim moves when he over-sets (Temple ’16-QB sack allowed).  
Begins to stand up too tall when sliding in his pass pro, USF ’16).  Mechanical at times looking for 
color in the open field as a pulling option.  After Fatukasi got upset, he ran through Brown on the 
next play (UConn ’17).  

Other Notes: Attended Carroll HS (Tex.) and was named a three-star recruit by 247sports.com
• He posted 91 pancake blocks as a senior at the prep level • 2014 (10 sts): Started 8 games at RG and 
two games at center • 2015 (12 sts): Started the entire year at RG • 2016: Started the entire year at 
OC • 2017 (12 sts): Made 13 starts at the center position • 2018 SMU Pro Day: 36 reps-225 lbs, 4.97 
40-yd, 36” VJ, 9’5” BJ, 4.52 20-yd SS, 8.06 3-cone

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Brown posted outstanding numbers on his Pro Day and is a 
competitive player on game day.  There are questions about his ability to handle bigger defensive 
tackles and he may very well be a player who is at his best on the move.  We were impressed with 
how he competed against the better competition on his schedule in 2017 (Ed Oliver, Foley Fatuka-
si).  He wasn’t dominant in either matchup but rather competitive and capable in some one-on-one 
moments.  The fact that he is a four-year starter adds to his value, but could be limitations if asked to 
shift to a guard spot full-time.  

14. Bradley Bozeman 6’5 317 Alabama 
Grade: 4.61 (6th Round)

Big Board Rank: 482

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Team captain.  Started 32 games in his career.  Plays OC 
and OG.  Above average size.  Low back strength stands out as a blocker. Good communicator lining 
up fellow teammates.  As a run blocker, he works to lockout his arms to create extension while run-
ning his feet.  If he gets his hands inside the numbers, he will keep working his position through the 
down (pancake, Colorado State ’17). Can get up to the second level and runs his feet once connected 
vs. LBs (USC ’16, pancake block).  Plays low and centers up his targets vs. the one-technique on 
inside zones (Senior Bowl ’18, Day 2, 9-on-7).  Uses his frame to sit on DL when completing double 
teams. Takes solid angles to block the three-technique on designed QB draws.  Settles his feet to get 
into position on QB-zone reads (UGA’18-national title game).  In pass protection, he frames the 
one-technique up the field to create a wall for his QB.

Weaknesses:  Foot speed. Explosiveness.  Does not look natural on the move as a puller.  He’s not 
a drive blocker. Head will get over his toes when DL attack an edge on him.  This will also occur 
vs. LBs with shiftiness at the second level (Smith, USC ’16; Leonard, 9-on-7, Senior Bowl ’18, Day 
2).  After initially walling DL in PP, he’ll get thrown late in the down (Senior Bowl Day 3, DL/OL).  
Struggled to move USC’s Stevie Tu’ikolovatu on man blocks in 2016.  Suffered a knee injury as a 
senior at the prep level.  

Other Notes: Attended Handley HS (Ala.) and was ranked as one of the Top 15 players in the state of 
Alabama by Rivals.com • 2014: Started two games • 2015: Saw action in all 15 games as a reserve
• 2016 (15 sts): Played the entire year at the OC spot • 2017 (15 sts, 2nd Team All-American, 2nd 
Team All-SEC, coaches):  Posted 19 knockdown blocks according to the coaches • 2018 Senior Bowl
measurements: 6045 317 9 7/8” hands (left), 32” arms, 76 ¼” wingspan 
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15. Alex Officer 6’2 331 Pittsburgh
Grade: 4.52 (6th Round)

Big Board Rank: 505

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Four-year starter.  Finished his career with 46 consec-
utive starts.  Durable.  Mammoth thickly-built interior OL.  Spent 2016 as a starter at the OC spot, 
but has also made 25 starts at OG.  He’s played both RG and LG during games (Penn State ’17).  
Creates the initial push.  Gets his frame turned to open up A-gap on inside run and is able to clear-
out NTs as an offensive center (Penn State ’16).  At least satisfactory on the second level wheeling 
his frame to the play side design of runs (Penn State ’16).  Keeps tight courses pulling after the 
snap down the LOS.  Uses his frame to engulf on inside reach blocks to build wall when going left.  
Awareness shows up when engaged (FR-Virginia Tech ’16).  

Weaknesses: Elongated puncher.  Not particularly nifty getting up to the second level if uncovered 
(UNC ’16). Plays a little straight-legged at times vs. inside movement and line games. Hasn’t always 
finished angle and backside cut-off blocks on the backside (Windsor, Penn State ’17).  Does he have 
the range to kick-out backside DEs on play action passes (QB sack allowed, Miller, Penn State ’17)?  
In this game (Penn State ’17), he posted a false start as a RG on a play that he was required to pull 
on.  Didn’t react favorably to an inside stunt by Odenigo in the fourth quarter of the Northwestern 
contest in 2017 (resulted in RZ-INT). Fails to bring the back-half of his upper body and does some 
reaching as a run blocker.  

Other Notes: Attended Eastridge HS (N.Y.) and starred as a two-way lineman (OL/DL) • He was 
ranked as the No. 6 player in the state of New York by Rivals.com • 2014: Started 10 games at OC
• 2015: Started 13 games at RG • 2016: Made 13 starts at OC • 2017: Started all 12 games at the LG 
spot • Career: Played in 51 games and had 48 starts • 2018 NFLPA Collegiate Bowl measurements: 
6025 353 10 ½” hands, 33 7/8” arms, 80 ¾” wingspan

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Officer finished his career with nearly 50 starts and was a por-
trait of durability.  if there is a major weakness, he hasn’t always finished angle blocks with consis-
tency.  One of the reasons he adds value is that he has lined up at all three interior line positions in a 
pro-style offense.  He has been asked to climb off of combination blocks to second level linebackers, 
pull down the line of scrimmage to kick-out edge defenders and also reach block.  There is a level of 
lateral agility missing that could limit his projections for zone-based teams.  However, he has played 
in a scheme that featured many of the same run game principles seen in the NFL.  The weight is a 
concern.  He lost 21 pounds between the NFLPA Collegiate Bowl and 2018 Pitt Pro Day.

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Bozeman is a player who uses his size to his advantage as a 
player.  He’s not a tremendous drive blocker, but rather a position blocker.  The All-SEC center 
wants to wall opponents up the field in pass protection and turn their shoulders to open up inside 
running lanes.  Powerful, squattier nose guards can control him with leverage and he’ll lose some of 
these stalemate battles.  He has average snap-and-step quickness.  For him to become a NFL-caliber 
starter, he’ll have to become better working against shiftier linebackers on the second level.  Will his 
foot speed allow him to get out in space to extend your offense’s scheme?  We feel Bozeman has Day 
3 value as a potential backup at any of three interior line spots.

16. Cory Helms 6’4 309 South Carolina
Grade: 4.448 (6th Round)

Big Board Rank: 520

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Team leader.  Has been a four-year starter at two differ-
ent programs.  Has made starts at both center and guard.  Creates upward movement off the snap. 
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As an OC, his snap-and-step quickness is satisfactory to guide bigger DTs. He exhibits a nice quick- 
set vs. the one-technique NG (at center, vs. Thomas, East-West Shrine ’18, Day 2, OL/DL).  Displays 
effective mobility as a pulling option.  He will capture the first color and hook them on gap-schemed 
runs from the LG spot (Street, East-West Shrine ’18, Day 2, team).  Good feet to slide and recover vs. 
counter moves by DL.  

Weaknesses:  Can be a late puncher and begin to tackle DL when they swim him quickly in the 
down.  Base gets a little too wide in his pass pro.  Went through a high ankle sprain and missed three 
games in 2017.  Does not always sustain blocks after he’s created the initial surge (ECU ’16). On 
occasion, he displays limited power attempting to finish reach blocks (run over by McGill, ECU ’16;) 
or scoop blocks on run away (Senat, East-West Shrine ’18, team, Day 1).   Tends to overrun some 
landmarks as a puller when surprised suddenly by the first color he’s blocking.  Struggled with size 
and power during 2018 East-West Shrine practices. Recently had surgery to correct a lower extremi-
ty injury and was unable to workout for NFL scouts. 

Other Notes: Attended Milton HS (Ga.) and was ranked as the 9th-best center nationally by Rivals.
com • 2013 (11 sts, Freshman All-American-Wake Forest): Started every game but gave up starting 
assignment to senior on Senior Day vs. Duke • 2014 (12 sts, Wake Forest): Started seven games at 
LG and started five games at OC • 2016 (13 sts, SEC Academic Honor Roll): Started the opener at 
OC and then the next 12 games at RG • 2017 (10 sts, SEC Academic Honor Roll): Earned all of his 
starts at the RG spot • 2018 East-West Shrine measurements: 6035 309 10 ¼”hands, 32 ½” arms, 76” 
wingspan 

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):   Helms is a smart player capable of playing either offensive 
guard spot, but in a perfect scenario the center position is his best spot.  He has enough snap-and-
step quickness to catch defensive linemen right after the snap in his pass pro.  He’s not a road-grader 
as a run blocker, but rather a position blocker who needs to work angles.  There is an element of 
power missing in his game but he could find a home in a zone-blocking scheme.

17. Patrick Morris 6’2 295 TCU
Grade: 4.27 (6th Round)

Big Board Rank: 553

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Weight room warrior.  Bench presses 500 lbs.  Excels 
in the classroom.  He’s started at both LG and OC.  The initial “pop” is in place with a man over his 
head (Arkansas ’17).  Even when he’s engaged first by the DL, he sits down in the chair.  He lifts up 
immediately after shotgun snaps to set-up (even before the rest of his OL).  Works the inside shoul-
ders of zero-technique NGs to turn them to a side.

Weaknesses: Suffered an injury vs. Oklahoma State and missed six games in 2017.  He had a snap 
dribble off his left leg vs. Arkansas in 2017 that resulted in a fumble lost in the Red Zone.  Struggled 
to beat Arkansas’ Bishon Johnson to the spot in 2017.  Can be exposed vs. longer DTs.  

Other Notes: Attended Guyer HS and was ranked as the No.2 center in the country by Scout.com
• Also played one year of tennis at the prep level • 2013: Started at LG vs. SMU • 2015 (1st Team 
Academic All-Big 12): Saw action in four games • 2016 (1st Team Academic All-Big 12): Started 9 
games at LG and two games at OC • 2017: Started six games at the center spot • Squats 720 lbs. and 
power cleans 450 lbs. • Carried a 3.58 GPA and was a two-time Academic All-Big 12 selection

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Morris put together another impressive performance on his Pro 
Day that will get scouts even more interested in the Academic All-Big 12 performer.  With a man 
over his head, he can create an initial push.  He has above average snap-and-step quickness in these 
situations and will beat his fellow offensive linemen into his set-up position.  The fact that he was 
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unable to put together a complete season as a senior ranks as a concern. 

BEST of the REST
Rank Player School Grade Round ‘Nasty’ Take: 
566 Brandon Ray 6’1 300 (E)

Other Notes: 2016  (14 sts): 
Made every start for the 
third consecutive year at 
L• 2017  (1st Team All-C-
USA): Started 13 games for 
the Hilltoppers at LG
• Career stats: Started 54 
games to set a new Western 
Kentucky record. 

Western 
Kentucky

4.19 7th Round Strengths:  Durable.  Started 54 consecutive 
games at OG  in school.  Carries some ‘nasty’ 
in his game.  When he is centered with his base 
as a pass blocker, he’ll turn into a run block by 
running his feet once latches (Cheridor, Georgia 
State ’17, 3rd & 12, 3rd QTR). 

Weaknesses:  Is he really 6-foot-1?  Does not 
consistently make the moving target space 
blocks and that could become a limitation in 
his ability to project to center (Louisiana Tech 
’16-C-USA Championship).  

Summary: We feel Ray will make a solid 
transition to the center spot in the NFL if he can 
handle snapping the ball.  It was actually quite 
a surprise that he didn’t see any repetitions at 
the spot during school.  He fires off the snap 
with a low center of gravity and creates forward 
movement in the running game.  His biggest 
weakness is in pass protection. 

567 Antonyo Woods 6’1 1/2 300

Other Notes: Attended 
Seminole Ridge HS (Fla.) 
and was No. 10 in the state 
in weightlifting 

FAU 4.19 7th Round Strengths:  He has had starts at RT, LT, RG and 
OC.   Played some FB vs. Alabama in 2014.  He’s 
shown that he can snap and finish fold blocks 
after doing so.  Physical.  Strong.

Weaknesses: Some high shotgun snaps have 
shown up early in games and continued 
throughout (North Texas ’17, Game 1).

Summary: His tenacity ranks as a positive but 
his hand placement is a major negative.

583 Jake Bennett 6’2 295

Other Notes: 2015 (13 sts): 
Made 11 starts at OC and 
2 starts at LG • 2017 (13 
sts, 1st Team All-MWC): 
Started the entire season at 
the center spot

Colorado State 4.16 7th Round Strengths: Experienced 42-game starter in 
school. Has started at both OC and LG.  
Communicates with his OL when DL shift 
their stances prior to the snap. “Nasty” blocker.  
Feisty. 

Weaknesses: Small hands (8”).  Struggles to 
handle leverage players who can get under his 
pads (Hall, East-West Shrine ’18, 9-on-7, Day 1).   
Overextends vs. quick zero-technique DTs.

Summary: Coaches around the conference had 
to hate playing against Bennett.  He was efficient 
getting to his spots, communicated effectively 
and generally finished through the down. At 
295 pounds, he will lose leverage battles on 
occasion and sometimes it is due to a tendency 
to over-extend in the down.

614 Evan Plagg 6’3 292 (E)

Other Notes: Attended 
Guthrie HS (Okla.) and 
was named an Honorable 
mention All-State selection 
as a senior • Also played 
basketball and baseball at 
the prep level

Tulsa 4.07 7th Round Strengths: Former walk-on who Earned a schol-
arship while on campus.  He is efficient shuffling 
at the LT spot.  Never really gets out of phase 
getting to his spots on the field.  When pulling 
as a LT, he finds color on the edge quickly. 

Weaknesses: Lack of mass and weight are big 
concerns. Overruns some second-level blocks 
vs. LBs coming off of chips or double team 
climbs. Missed one game vs. Cincinnati in 
2016.  Missed three games in 2017 due to an 
undisclosed injury.

Summary: Collegiate LT who has enough 
mobility to get into an NFL training camp.  He 
is a practice squad candidate due to strength 
concerns.
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Rank Player School Grade Round ‘Nasty’ Take: 
616 Gabriel Kuhn 6’3 295 

Other Notes: 2016 (13 sts): 
Played RG (11 sts), LT (1 
start), RT (1 start) and 
participated in 92-percent 
of the snaps. • 2017 (13 sts): 
Played the entire year at the 
center spot • 2018 NFLPA 
Collegiate Bowl measure-
ments: 6035 295 9 1/8” 
hands, 31 6/8” arms, 77 
¾” wingspan  • Graduated 
with a degree in journalism 
in May 2017 and is working 
on his second bachelor’s de-
gree in communications

Memphis 4.07 7th Round Strengths:  Four-year starter.  Played OC for 
the Tigers as a freshman (2014); and often kept 
his punch active and worked the numbers.  
After staying at the position as a sophomore, 
he moved to RG in 2016.  Also saw time at LT 
and RT.  Uses a solid skip-pull technique as an 
OG.  Effective as a puller on one-back powers 
(SMU ’16). Has more lift-and-rise as a PP than 
run blocker. 

Weaknesses:  He will begin to grab if he’s a step 
behind on reach blocks (holding call, Tulsa ’16).  
He’s a chest-to-chest foot runner as a run block-
er with little of his power coming through the 
hips. Can be two-gapped and posted by stronger 
interior DTs (Copeland, Cincinnati ’16).

2018 NFLPA Collegiate Bowl in-game report: 
Fine job of rooting out 97 Herron on an early 
run that cut back off of his near hip.  Winning as 
a positional blocker.  

624 Erick Wren 6’2 301

Other Notes: Attended 
Dr. John D. Horn HS 
(Tex.) and then went on 
to Arizona Western CC • 
2017 (1st Team All-Big 12): 
Started all 14 games at the 
center spot • Graduated 
with a degree in cultural 
and family studies

Oklahoma 4.03 7th Round Strengths:  He’s strong enough to sustain blocks 
even after he’s taken false steps (West Virginia 
’16).  He has enough quickness to trap the 
four-or-five-technique DE on power schemes 
(Tulane ’17).

Weaknesses: Some high shotgun snaps have 
appeared slightly to his right (West Virginia ’16).  
He also had a high snap in the second quarter of 
the Tulane contest in 2017.  Reaches at the point 
of attack when DL slant to the inside of him (QB 
sack allowed, Tulane ’17). 

646 Austin Schlottmann 6’5 301 

Other Notes: Attended 
Brenham HS (Tex.) and 
was named a three-star 
prospect by Scout.com • 
2016 (11 sts, 2nd Team All-
Big 12): Started the entire 
season at center

TCU 3.87 7th Round Strengths: Has played at both guard spots and 
the center position. Did not give up a sack in 
2016 (800 snaps).   Once the DL gains an edge, 
he’ll guide them up the field. Excellent feet can 
show up handling inside line spikes (4th &1, 
TD, 4th QTR/4:29, Texas ’17). 

Weaknesses: Feet will leave the ground on his 
trap blocks after snapping (SMU ’17).  Had three 
holding calls vs. Iowa State in 2017.  Posted 
an illegal hands to the face (Arkansas ’17, 2nd 
QTR) because he got off-balance.  

649 Austin Kuhnert 6’4 308

Other Notes: • 2017 (AFCA 
1st Team All-American, 1st 
Team All-MVFC): Started 
14 games at RG • 2018 
East-West Shrine measure-
ments: 8 5/8” hands, 31 ¼” 
arms, 78 1/8” wingspan

North Dakota 
State

3.86 7th Round Summary: Aside from some slight durability 
concerns, Kuhnert has also been a bit of an 
elbow blocker on occasion.  He will have to 
fight the tendency to over-set in pass protection, 
because it leaves him susceptible to counters.  
The versatility he has shown could be negated by 
a lack of width, but he is a player with adequate 
on-field quickness.  We were impressed with his 
skill at completing combination blocks with his 
guards in the film viewed.  He has a very good 
chance of getting into an NFL training camp 
and is a practice squad candidate.

653 Jacob Ohnesorge 6’2 291 

Other Notes: 2014 (Honor-
able mention All-MVFC): 
Started 14 games for the 
Jackrabbits • 2015 (2nd 
Team All-MVFC): 12 starts
• 2016 (1st Team All-
MVFC): Started 13 games 
• 2017 (1st Team All-
MVFC): Started 14 games 
for the team • 2018 East-
West Shrine measurements: 
6020 291 9 ¼” hands, 31 
3/8” arms, 76” wingspan

South Dakota 
State

3.84 7th Round Strengths:  Three-time team captain.  Finishes 
through the whistle. He will snap-and-pull on 
some of their inside powers.  In these instances, 
he can settle on occasion to get into position 
(pancake, Western Illinois ’17).  Frames the 
zero-or-one-technique DT on cross-boot action.

Weaknesses: Rarely achieves extension as a 
blocker.  Everything is close to the numbers. 
Can be reactive to pressure vs. squatty interior 
NGs (Hall, East-West Shrine ’18, team, Day 
2).  Timing is off on some of his combo-rub 
blocks. DL get into his frame and control the 
action when two-gapping. When trying to reach 
defenders on outside runs, DL long-arm him 
and go over the top to make plays (TFL allowed, 
Villanova ’16).
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Rank Player School Grade Round ‘Nasty’ Take: 
683 Eric Gallo 6’2 295 (E)

Other Notes: Attended 
Council Rock South HS 
(Pa.) and was named a 
Class 4A All-State selection 
• He was ranked as the 
8th-best center in the 
country by 247Sports.com  
• 2015 (13 sts): Played the 
entire year at the OC spot 
• 2016: Made 12 starts at 
the center position • 2017 
(13 sts, Honorable mention 
All-ACC)

Virginia Tech 3.638 7th Round Strengths:  38-game starter in school.  Looks to 
cut on screen passes out in the flats (ECU ’16).  
When releasing on screens, he can get in the 
way long enough to open up TDs (3rd QTR, 
West Virginia ’17, corner blitzing on the play).  
Adjusts well on the move to hit moving targets 
in space (ECU ’17).

Weaknesses:  Center-only prospect.  Feet will 
come off the ground when trying to reach the 
2i-DT (ECU ’17).  Posts some low snaps with 
bigger personnel aligned directly over his head 
(Jarrett, Pitt ’16). 

Summary:  Gallo’ possesses decent quickness 
and technique.  His upper body strength needs 
to improve to handle the bigger bodies the NFL 
has to offer.  He has value after the draft and 
may have shown enough to get into a training 
camp.

694 Cameron Dillard 6’4 308 (E)

Other Notes: Attended 
Plymouth Canton HS 
(Mich.) and was named 
to the Detroit Free Press 
All-State Dream Team • 
Already married to his wife, 
Riley, and they adopted a 
child, Emmitt • 2015: Made 
11 starts at the center spot
• Graduated from Florida 
before enrolling at UNC
• 2017: Started 11 games for 
the Tar Heels 

North Carolina,
Florida 

3.537 7th Round Strengths:  Smart.  Set the protections for 
Florida playing in Doug Nussmeier’s pro-style 
schemes.  Sinks low enough to guide the 
zero-technique NG on inside zones.  Takes 
over combo-rub blocks by his OG and works 
to scoop the DT. Executes trap blocks on inside 
runs (NC State ’17). 

Weaknesses: He has missed action in each of 
his three years as a starter.  Injured his knee 
during his last year at Florida (2016) and missed 
the team’s last four games.  Sprained his ankle 
against Louisville in September 2017 and missed 
the Old Dominion game.

695 Alan Knott 6’4 290

Other Notes:  2015 (USC’s 
Most Improved Player): 
Started nine games  • 2016 
(12 sts): Played the entire 
year at the center spot
• 2017 (13 sts): Earned the 
team’s Tenacity Award on 
offense • Graduated with a 
degree in Criminal Justice 
in December 2017

South Carolina 3.536 7th Round Strengths: Six-time game captain in 2017.  
Locks-out and finishes in pass pro if he can 
latch. Once he reaches the second level vs. LBs, 
he does a fine job of mirroring them (ECU ’16).  
Gets to many of his trap blocks on gap-schemed 
runs with suddenness.  Surprises DL with 
leverage as an OC in goal-line/short-yardage 
(TD, 4th QTR, Georgia ’16).

Weaknesses: His helmet tends to venture 
downward at times as a blocker.  He can be 
beaten with swim moves as a result in his pass 
pro (ECU ’16). Posted a holding call on the first 
drive of the Georgia game in 2016.  He can be 
late to react on line games and twists.  

Summary: Despite positive traits, his size and 
continued medical history will factor against 
him in the draft.  His communication helped 
hold down the South Carolina offensive line af-
ter injuries beset the unit in 2017.   In addition, 
his positive postseason workouts may land him 
a shot in an NFL training camp.

711 Austin Davis 

Other Notes:  Attended 
Mansfield HS (Tex.)
and was ranked as the 
nation’s 14th-best center by 
247Sports.com • 2016 (Ac-
ademic All-ACC): Started 
12 games at the OC spot
• 2017 (Academic All-
ACC): Started 13 games 
at OC • Graduated with a 
degree in political science 
and is currently pursuing 
a master’s degree in liberal 
studies

Duke 3.13 Free Agent Strengths: Experienced.  Started the last 25 
games of his career.  Team captain. Engages 
and works to pin his inside shoulder on the 
one-technique after the snap.  Has some ‘nasty’ 
at the point of attack just finishing blocks.  
Cleans up opponents around piles (Miami, 
Fla ’16). 

Weaknesses: Allows his feet to spread too wide 
picking up the twister on T-E stunts.  He gets 
thrown around trying to trap players with 
length (snatch-and-pull maneuvers).  When his 
head ventures forward, DL exposed him with 
swim moves in one-on-one pass pro situations 
(QB sack allowed, Norton, Miami, Fla. ’16). 
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1. Isaiah Wynn 6’2 1/2 308 Georgia
Grade: 6.545 (1st Round)

Big Board Rank: 6

Strengths:  Has excelled in the classroom.  Smooth OL. Versatile. Has made starts at TE, LG and LT 
in school.  As an OG or OT, he’s capable of re-directing to inside movement if he’s over-set slightly 
to the outside shoulder the pass rusher.   He’s athletic climbing to and reaching the second level 
LB (Vanderbilt ’16, Senior Bowl ’18 vs. Leonard, 9-on-7, Day 2). This has shown up at the LG spot 
when pulling to connect as well.  At the LG spot (South Carolina ’16), he showed feistiness and often 
turned his body to the play side design of runs to shield the DL on double teams. Frequently turns 
his frame to hook the 2i-DT on one-back gap-schemed runs with leverage.  Drops his inside hip 
downward to wall defenders up the field in pass protection.  At the LT spot, he doesn’t panic vs. line 
games and twists (Alabama ’18-national title game).  In this game, he showed an element of “nasty” 
by picking up Alabama’s Fitzpatrick off the edge (on blitz) and driving him into the ground (3rd 
QTR/6:21, pancake block, National Title ’18).  Slides his feet very well.  Closes the door vs. inside 
spin or roll moves by DEs.  Excelled during the week of 2018 Senior Bowl practices. 

Weaknesses:  Average size for any of the five offensive line spots. Occasionally doesn’t create a surge 
when pulling to connect vs. first color in confined areas (stalemated, Vanderbilt ’16).  He’ll have to 
monitor the over-setting at the inside guard position in some of his quick-sets in pass protection.  
Occasionally drops his head-gear on combo-rub blocks with the OC vs. LBs (Senior Bowl ’18, team 
period, Day 1). Missed the Louisiana-Lafayette game in 2016 due to an MCL injury he suffered vs. 
Auburn.  Suffered a torn labrum vs. Kentucky in late November, played through the injury at the 
2018 Senior Bowl and had surgery to correct the issue.  He did not take part in drills at the 2018 
NFL Combine. 

Other Notes: Attended Lakewood HS (Fla.) and was widely regarded as a four-star prospect by all of 
the major recruiting services • Selected as a U.S. Army All-American  • 2014 (11 gms): Made one 
start at tight end  • 2015 (13 sts): Started eight games at left guard and five games at left tackle • 2016 
(12 sts): Started the entire year at the LG position and was awarded the Harriet Reppard Evans Foot-
ball Scholarship Endowment • 2017 (15 sts, 1st Team All-SEC, AP 2nd Team All-American): Made 
15 starts at the LT spot for the Bulldogs • 2018 Senior Bowl measurements: 6024 308 8 ½” hands, 33 
1/8” arms, 79 1/8” wingspan • 2018 NFL Combine: 8 ½” hands, 33 3/8” arms

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Ideally, a player with the foot quickness and movement skills of 
Wynn is preferably a left tackle.  At his size, however, that could be a tall order against some of the 
longer pass rush threats the NFL has to offer.   With that said, we feel he can offer emergency protec-
tion at either line spot and is a Day 1 starter at any of three interior offensive line positions.  A viable 
NFL comparison for the former tight end would be former Florida State offensive lineman Rodney 
Hudson (Chiefs, Raiders).

Q&A with Georgia OL Isaiah Wynn:
“I Got the Keys”

DN: First off, I just want to ask you about the experience at tackle during school.  Down here this 
week (2018 Senior Bowl), where do you plan on playing?
Wynn: I’ll be at guard.  

DN: In terms of the transition, you’ve played some there (LG) as well in school.  Do you feel like it 
will be something you’ll adjust to this week pretty quickly?
Wynn: Yeah, definitely.  

DraftNasty
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2. Quenton Nelson 6’5 325 Notre Dame
Grade: 6.53 (1st Round)

Big Board Rank: 7

Strengths:  Team captain.  Posted 36 career starts.  High football IQ.   Football character.  He can be 
seen with maximum effort running after defenders on interception returns (tackle, NC State ’16).  
He’s been responsible for tapping the center to alert him to when to snap the ball.  He has tremen-
dous upper body strength. Possesses lift-and-rise to root out the one-technique NG or 2i-DT to cre-
ate holes for the QB or RB.  Solid angle blocker.  If he gets his hands on DL and runs his feet, he will 
pile drive them into the dirt (McIntosh, Miami, Fla. ’17). Feet never stop moving.  He can build to 
speed when releasing on screens.  He’s a “natty” blocker getting up to LBs on the 2nd level.  Engulfs 
defenders at the POA (point of attack) and sits on people.  Contains a definitive 45-degree angle as a 
run blocker.  He shuffles-and-slides with a shoulder-width base as a pass protector. Sits in the chair 
after passing off line games (Texas ’16).  Delivers the man to his OT before engaging the second man 
back through to his gap control.  Reacts positively to late add-on blitz threats and can recover once 
hips are opened (Hall, Texas ’16; Stanford ’17).  

Weaknesses:  Balance can be threatened vs. leverage DL.  Has not always handled power on E-T 
stunts (Chubb, NC State ’16).  When straight-legged in his play, he can be pushed backwards vs. 
twists/movement (late twist-knocked on posterior, McIntosh, Miami, Fla. ’17).  He will get caught 
being too aggressive as a run blocker and leans over the waist to make contact (ends up on face, 
allowed TFL, Boyett, Texas ’16).  Doesn’t always look smooth pulling in confined areas (Stanford ’17, 
2nd QTR).  Fails to consistently keep his feet in trash.  Sometimes lumbers to get to his spots on the 

DN: Has there been any talk with NFL 
scouts about potentially moving to the 
center position?
Wynn: Yes sir.

DN: Who are some of the guys that have 
come before you at Georgia that you’ve kind 
of learned from a little bit?
Wynn:  The guys who I kind of learned from 
I would definitely say would be guys like Da-
vid Andrews (Patriots).  Some of the older 
guys like Jonas Jennings, Fernando Velasco 
(Titans, Steelers, Panthers) and Cordy Glenn 
(Bills).   Just those types of guys.  Being able 
to see them and see film on them.  Being 
to see those guys around the locker room 
and the O-line room. It also motivates me.  
It’s been great and I’m looking forward to 
showcasing my ability this week.  

DN: Do you anticipate in terms of your pass-
sets (this week), doing a lot of quick-setting 

because you’re moving back inside to guard or will you be giving yourself a little bit more room to work?
Wynn: I can’t give you the keys to the cheat sheet my man (laughs)….

DN: I like that (laughs)….
Wynn: You’ll see though (laughs)….I got you.

DN: Well man, I just want to wish you the best of luck.
Wynn: Appreciate it.  

-Corey Chavous, DraftNasty staff reports
2018 Senior Bowl practices, Day 1

Wynn made starts at tight end, left guard and left 
tackle during his time in Athens.  

Offensive Guards
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3. Will Hernandez 6’2 3/8 327 UTEP
Grade: 6.454 (2nd Round)

Big Board Rank: 21

Strengths:  Experienced. Started 49 games in school.  Durable. Nasty.  He’s a grown man who creates 
forward movement on man blocks.  Pulls on the team’s power runs and gets a hat-on-hat.  When 
pulling around on QB-lead zone reads, he re-accelerates on contact vs. LBs on the second level 
(pancake block, Louisiana Tech ’16). On two-back power, he finds the first color (New Mexico State 
’17).  Showcases an above average skip-pull technique on counters and tosses back to the weak side 
of their formations.  Does a good job of passing off OL and then picking up late add-on blitz threats 
(UTSA ’17).  Passes off and delivers T-E line games during the course of games.  In pass protection, 
he slides-and-shuffles with efficiency and sits in the chair.  Once he gets his hands inside the num-
bers he looks to push back and fight pressure.  Throws around quicker DL with roughhouse tactics 
once latched (Holmes, Senior Bowl ’18, team, Day 1).  If he gets the DL caught in the blender, he will 
run them sideways until they leave the screen (Hill, Senior Bowl ’18, Day 2, team).  

Weaknesses: He’ll have to monitor his weight because he plays a little bit top heavy.   This is particu-
larly true in pass pro, where he just reaches to connect instead of striking with a quick jolt.   Spin or 
roll moves occasionally get him off-balance (falls down, Over-sets to the outside shoulder and will 
arm bar the DL once he crosses his face (Jones, Senior Bowl ’18, OL/DL, Day 2).  He will lose his 
feet in trash when drive blocking.  He can be inconsistent keeping his feet as a puller.  Gets over-ag-
gressive on double teams and runs by the contact point leaning over his waist (UTSA ’17, 1st QTR, 
zero-technique split the double).  As a pass protector, he will get wide with his hands in some of his 
wrestling matches.   When he does, his helmet will point downward and DTs clear him over the top 
(Shepherd, Senior Bowl ’18, OL/DL, Day 1).  

Other Notes: Attended Chaparral HS (Nev.) and played DL/OL on the football team • Also partic-
ipated on the wrestling and track & field squads • 2014 (All-C-USA Freshman Team): Started 13 
games • 2015 (3rd Team All-C-USA): Started 12 games • 2016 (1st Team All-C-USA, AP 2nd Team 
All-American): Started 12 games  • 2017 (1st Team All-C-USA, AP 2nd Team All-American): Start-
ed 12 games • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 7/8” hands, 32” arms, 37 reps-225 lbs, 5.15 40-yd, 24” VJ, 8’8” 

field.  Often has to win in the second phase of the down.  Missed two games in 2015 due to an 
ankle injury.  

Other Notes: Attended Red Bank Catholic HS (N.J.) and posted 42 tackles with 7 QB sacks as a 
junior • As a senior, he had 61 tackles and 3 QB sacks as a senior at the prep level • 2015 (11 sts):  
Blocked for an offense that finished in the Top 30 overall • 2016 (12 sts, AP 2nd Team All-Ameri-
can, Notre Dame’s OL of the Year): Started the entire season at LG • 2017 (Walter Camp 1st Team 
All-American, Outland Trophy finalist, Notre Dame Monogram Club MVP): Started 13 games at 
the LG spot • Career Stats: 37 games, 36 starts, over 2,400 snaps, 2 allowed QB sacks • 2018 NFL 
Combine: 10 3/8” hands, 33 3/4” arms, 35 reps-225 lbs, 26 1/2” VJ, 8’9” BJ, 7.65 3-cone,  4.62 20-
yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Nelson played like a veteran upon entering the Fighting Irish 
starting lineup in 2015.  His aggressive play and football intelligence shined when engaging, pass-
ing-off, and climbing to the next level on power runs. His “nasty” demeanor can be summed up 
as a true mauler in the run game. His best asset as a pass protector comes from pure strength. He 
slides efficiently to mirror defensive linemen. Though there are times when his opponents are better 
athletically and gain leverage off the snap, he is able to make up for it due to natural upper-body 
strength. The biggest adjustment he made during his career was dropping from the 346-pound range 
to around the 330-pound mark as a junior.

DraftNasty
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4. Austin Corbett 6’4 310 Nevada
Grade: 6.289 (2nd Round)

Big Board Rank: 42

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):   Team captain.  Played a number of spots (LT, RT) for 
the Wolf Pack but lined up at LT as a senior.  In pass protection, he’s a 45-degree lateral kick-slider. 
He can be sudden initiating his punch and will roll his hips to pile drive DEs into the dirt (knock-
down, 3rd QTR/11:33, Hawaii ’17).  Uses a nice hump move to puncture DEs on outside runs to his 
side (Boise State ’17, 1st QTR).  Once he’s connected as a run blocker, he finishes through the echo 
of the whistle.  Cleans up around piles or if uncovered to chip OL (knockdown, Boise State ’17).   
Creates an upward motion as a run blocker (even out of a two-point stance).  Shuffles his feet to get 
in position on arch blocks vs. LBs.  Makes solid hat-and-hand placement when hooking three-tech-
nique DTs on power or outside run schemes (runs his feet after doing so, Hawaii ’17).  This extends 
(hat-and-hand placement) to his reach blocks as a run blocker.  Concentrates on getting his hands 
inside the numbers in pass protection.   At the offensive center spot, he works quickly to create 
a lockout after the shotgun snap.  He did a fine job of thrusting upward on double teams vs. the 
one-technique DT (after the snap) during 2018 Senior Bowl practices (team, Day 1 vs. Lacouture).  
He’s shown up at the RG on the punt team (Nevada ’17).  

Weaknesses:  Carries his hands low as he is kicking and can be reactive to speed-to-power bull 
rushes.  He over-sets to the outside hip of DEs.  Can be beaten to his inside hip with looping arm-
overs or swim moves (Koloamatangi, Hawaii ’17).  His helmet will trend downward as he runs 
his feet sustaining blocks.  He allowed his helmet to get into some of his short-sets at OC and was 
beaten over the top (Hand, Senior Bowl ’18, OL/DL, Day 2). As an OT, his hands get outside the 
frame and it causes him to turn early in the down when short-setting vs. the five-technique.  Bends 
at the waist to connect vs. hesitation maneuvers.  This (hands outside frame) also causes him to get 
slipped when reach-blocking vs. longer DEs (aligned at RT vs. Davenport, Senior Bowl ’18, team; 
at RT vs. Haynes, Senior Bowl ’18, team Day 1).  He gave up a quarterback sack in the 2018 Senior 
Bowl (game) because his feet stopped after initial contact.  Missed one game in 2014 due to an ankle 
injury.  

Other Notes: Attended Reed HS (Nev.) and was a first-team All-State selection in 2012 • He was an 
All-State selection in the shot put and had a personal-best throw of 54’10.25 at the NIAA Northern 
Division I Championship on  • Brother, Garrett, played football at San Diego State • Married former 
Nevada volleyball player, Madison Morrell, in 2017 • 2014 (12 sts): Started the entire year at LT
• 2015 (13 sts): Honorable mention All-MWC• 2016 (11 sts, 2nd Team All-MWC): Started the entire
year at the RT spot • 2017: Earned 1st Team All-MWC honors • 2018 Senior Bowl measurements: 
6041 310 10 5/8” hands, 33 3/8” arms, 78 ½” wingspan • 2018 NFL Combine: 10 ½” hands, 33 1/8” 
arms, 19 reps-225 lbs, 5.15 40-yd, 28” VJ, 8’10” BJ, 7.87 3-cone, 4.5 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Corbett’s natural lower body explosiveness seems like the per-
fect fit at either the center or guard spot.  Some NFL teams may give him an opportunity to succeed

BJ, 7.59 3-cone, 4.7 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Hernandez has shown everything you need to see from a 
guard throughout his career.  He continued his upward trek during the postseason.  He is a good 
enough athlete in the run or pass game that he will overcome many of his deficiencies.  There have 
been instances where you see him play a bit top heavy either as a puller or in pass protection.  The 
All-American guard improved dramatically with his footwork and hand placement in pass protec-
tion as a senior. He is the rare finisher with a nasty approach that points to him starting early in his 
NFL career.
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5. Braden Smith 6’6 315 Auburn
Grade: 5.97 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 90

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Experienced.  Classroom warrior.  Four-year contribu-
tor.  Durable.  41 straight starts to end his career.  Team captain.  Strong.  Bench-presses nearly 500 
lbs.  Runs in the 4.9-range.  He switches back-and-forth between RG and RT during some games 
(SEC Championship ’17).  Moves to TE in some of their unbalanced (right) Wildcat sets and creates 
forward movement vs. DEs (Frazier, Missouri ’17).  As a RG, he slides-and-mirrors with a shoul-
der-width base if not threatened initially (Missouri ’17).  Recognizes and reacts to late blitzers after 
he’s taken care of his assignment in turn protection (UGA ’18-Game 2).  Used quite a bit during his 
career to pull on the team’s offset power game (going right-to-left). He’s efficient climbing and run-
ning his feet on the second level (Mississippi State ’16).   Made a number of athletic space blocks in 
the open field vs. Georgia Southern in 2017.  Runs his feet on down blocks as a RT (SEC Champion-
ship ’17).  As a RG, he won’t stop if he gains leverage on the 2i-DT or three-technique DT (pancake 
on DBL, Clemson ’17-Wilkins).  Wins the wrestling leverage matches.  

Weaknesses:  Carries his hands low in PP.  Will waist-bend some in pass protection if the three-tech-
nique DT can gain a shoulder on him quickly in the down (QB sack allowed, Wilkins, Clemson ’17).  
Can be a little bit elongated on his step-back, crossover to pull going to his left (Sugar Bowl ’17, Mis-
souri ’17).  In these instances (as a puller), his shoulders are too far over his toes and his vision can 
be affected when trying to locate second color.  Fails to consistently stay centered as a blocker and 
slides off some blocks in a downward manner.  Latch-and-sustain is probably his biggest weakness 
at this point as a run blocker.  Two-technique DTs work him on his side of the LOS and disengage 
(Alabama ’17).  

 Other Notes: Attended Olathe South HS (Kan.) and was a two-way starter at OL/DL as a senior
• Ranked as the nation’s No. 1 OG by Scout.com and was a 2013 USA Today 1st Team All-American
• Smith won the state championship in shot put and discus while at the prep level (Named Male 
Track Athlete of the Year) • Father, David, played football and ran track & field at Kansas and sister, 
Megan, is a thrower on the TCU track & field squad • 2014 (13 gms, All-SEC Freshman Team SEC 
1st Year Academic Honor Roll): Started in the Outback Bowl • 2015 (13 sts, SEC Academic Honor 
Roll): Started at RG and RT • 2016 (SEC Academic Honor Roll, 2nd Team All-SEC, coaches): Start-
ed 13 games at RG • 2017 (SEC’s Jacobs Blocking Trophy Award winner, SEC Academic Honor Roll, 
AP 1st Team All-American):  Started 14 games at the RG spot • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 3/8” hands, 
32 ¼” arms, 35 reps-225 lbs, 5.22 40-yd, 33 ½” VJ, 9’5” BJ, 4.77 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Smith is mobile enough but his technique as a puller leaves a lot 
to be desired.  It’s not that he is incapable of hitting targets on the move.  His body posture, however, 
makes it difficult to locate color if it isn’t defined in a confined area.  We’ve seen him look the part 
as a right tackle and actually feel as if that would be a better fit for him in the NFL.  We’ve seen him 
show comfort passing off line games inside and he’s also been able to slide-and-mirror with effec-
tiveness.  His work as a tight end in unbalanced formations normally came to the offense’s right.  He 
operated well firing out of his three-point stance to create forward movement in this spot.  We think 
he’d be a natural fit there as opposed to right guard because of the fact that his sustain is up-and-

or fail at the right tackle position before moving inside.  Either way, the All-Mountain West confer-
ence tackle can provide at least a backup presence at all five offensive line positions.  He is an aggres-
sive blocker who will have to monitor his hat-and-hand placement to avoid getting slipped early in 
downs.  Nevertheless, we feel he can be a Year 1 starter at either the center or the left guard spot.  He 
has at least Day 2 value in the 2018 NFL Draft.
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7. Rod Taylor 6’3 320 Ole Miss
Grade: 5.867 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 111

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  He has started at RG, RT and LT.  As a LT, he keeps his

6. Colby Gossett 6’5 311 Appalachian State
Grade: 5.89 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 105

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Durable.  Started 46 straight games to end his career.  
Versatile performer.  He’s made starts at RG (37), RT (8) and OC (1).  Played both OG spots during 
the week of the 2018 Senior Bowl.  On turn protection, he gets a punch to help his OC before work-
ing to assist the OT (slip blocks).  Keeps his hands up and engulfs the charge of DTs bull-rushing 
him.  He gets his hat to the correct side of DL on reach blocks.  Relatively nimble when asked to pull 
to his left and find color on the edge.   Takes good angles to the second level on inside zones that 
ask him to find LBs and he’ll turn his frame to the play side design of runs once there (Miami, Fla. 
’16; Senior Bowl ’18 practices, 9-on-7, Day 1 vs. Kiser).  He did a good job during Senior Bowl week 
of cutting off three-and-four-technique DL on angle blocks (zone runs).  Once he’s involved in a 
stalemate, he can lockout his arms and turns defenders with wheel techniques.  

Weaknesses: His hands/elbows get out of phase when reaching a man a gap over to his right.  Tends 
to want to guide inside pass rushers up the field and doesn’t always stay frontal.  When initiating 
hat/hand contact, it comes from a top-down posture, negates his size and forces him to arm block. 
This got him into trouble some during 2018 Senior Bowl practices (9-on-7, Day 1 vs. Davenport). 
He will overrun backside scoop blocks on run away when having to get to LBs (Raycom Media 
Camelia ’16).  Had one lower body injury that forced him to miss a start back in 2014.   

Other Notes:  Attended North Forsyth HS (Ga.) and played OT/DE for the team • He was named a 
two-star prospect by Rivals.com • 2014 (8 sts): Started the last seven games of the year at RG and 
posted 25 knockdowns • 2015 (13 sts): Produced 72 knockdowns on the year and led the team with 
744 snaps • 2016 (13 sts, 1st Team All-SBC): Led the team in snaps, made starts at three different 
positions (RG, RT, OC) and posted 50 knockdowns • 2017 (13 sts, 1st Team All-SBC): Finished the 
year with 76 knockdown blocks • 2018 Senior Bowl measurements: 6046 304 10” hands, 33 ¼” arms, 
80 ¼” wingspan • 2018 NFL Combine: 11”  hands, 34” arms, 32 reps-225 lbs, 5.2 40-yd, 25” VJ, 8’7” 
BJ, 7.6 3-cone, 4.83 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Gossett’s trajectory is on an upward trek.  The 46-game starter 
brings positional flexibility to the table and built on a solid career during 2018 Senior Bowl prac-
tices.  His footwork is above average. The All-Sun Belt selection will occasionally lose the physical 
matchups versus squatty interior defenders, but even in some of those instances he can create a 
stalemate.  For him to become a quality NFL starter, the upward lift (which can be seen on occasion) 
has to improve as a run blocker.  We think he’s more than satisfactory with his hand placement and 
base in pass protection.  He’s a lighter, more athletic version of Carolina Panthers free agent guard 
Andrew Norwell.

down in the film viewed.  A likely NFL Combine testing phenomenon, it will be important for teams 
to balance their expectations in Year 1.  He has starter’s potential but it may take a year to determine 
his best position moving forward.
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8. Cole Madison 6’5 308 Washington State
Grade: 5.792 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 127

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Athletic bloodlines. Former TE.  Started primarily at 
RT for the Cougars.Durable. Good feet.  The team used a backpedal-type technique and he used his 
quickness to stay in front of DEs (Ekpe, Minnesota ’16).  He danced with three-technique DTs to 
slide-and-mirror (Jones, OL/DL, Senior Bowl ’18, Day 1) when he aligned at OG in the 2018 Senior 
Bowl.  He’s able to get into position for the most part down-to-down.  He sat in the chair and got 
his hands on UCLA’s Takkarist McKinley on a couple of isolation third downs in 2016.  He looked 
solid vs. USC early in the 2017 contest with his balance.  Works when his QB on the move and will 
make blocks to secure the edge (Holiday Bowl ’16).  He can re-anchor after getting bull rushed by 
three-technique DTs because he sinks the back of his cleats into the dirt. Exhibits good technique to 
shoot his inside arm when fanning to turn-out the backside three-technique DT on run away (Lew-
is, Senior Bowl ’18, team, Day 2).  As he initiates contact to turn-out defenders, he chatters to wheel 
his frame away from the play side design of the run.  

Weaknesses:  He can be posted backwards with speed-to-power rushes when he exposes his num-

hands up as he’s settling into the chair.  When he connects inside the numbers of the OL’s chest, he 
can control the action.  If he connects early in the down, he’ll sink his hips and shift his weight on 
opponents (Allen, pancake, 3rd QTR, Alabama ’16).  Heavy, active hands.  He is much better react-
ing to inside movement on the right side as opposed to the left side (Key, LSU ’17).  When aligned 
as a right tackle, he will frame the DE to latch-and-sustain.  Makes it tough for DEs to get away from 
him on turn-out or fan blocks.  Fires off the ball (at RT) and takes good intersect angles to surprise 
LBs on the second level (White, LSU ’17).  Uses a step-back crossover pull technique from the right 
tackle spot to find color in confined areas (LSU ’17).  The team frequently asks him to block down 
on its counters coming back to his side and he can suffocate the 4i-DE or three-technique DT.

Weaknesses:  Loses his latch late in downs.  When playing left tackle, DEs get him to turn his hips 
parallel to the sidelines early in the down because he fails to reach depth vertically on his kick-slide.  
He has some stiffness opening to his spots and fails to close off the bottom of the pocket vs. inside 
movement (QB hit allowed, holding call vs. Williams, Alabama ’16).    His helmet will get into some 
of his pass sets and this allows DEs to slip him over the top (Key, LSU ’17).  Average balance. Fails 
to consistently sink his hips when climbing to meet LBs on the second level and will lose the block 
after solid initial contact.  

Other Notes: Attended Callaway HS (Miss.) and was selected as an Under Armour All-American 
• He was ranked as the No. 1 offensive guard in the country by 247Sports.com • Also participated on
the basketball and track & field teams in college • 2014: Two starts at RG • 2015: Two starts at RG
• 2016 (9 sts): Started seven games at LT • 2017 (12 sts): Started the entire season at RT • 2018 NFL
Combine: 9 ¾” hands, 34 ¼” arms, 5.24 40-yd, 30 ½” VJ, 8’3” BJ

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  As an offensive tackle, Taylor has fine timing when it comes to 
working out of his two-point stance.  He is quick, times snap counts and generally gets into his lat-
eral kick-slide early in the down.  There are problems when he has to react back to inside movement 
because he opens his hips quickly versus the first threat of speed.  He is very adept at getting to his 
spots on the second level versus linebackers.  In these situations his sustain is hit-or-miss despite 
making solid contact.  You can see the natural jolt he is capable of enacting but the latch is incon-
sistent.  His characteristics point towards the guard spot, but he has some similarities to former Ole 
Miss offensive lineman Chris Spencer (Seahawks, Bears).
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9. Aaron Evans 6’4 310 UCF
Grade: 5.72 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 151

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Three-year, 37-game starter at the LT spot.  Tough.  
Played through injury the last two seasons. He is a former high school DL who enjoys the contact 
element of the game. Improved dramatically from 2015 to 2017.  Took gradual steps each year.  
Exhibits quickness on combo-rub blocks. Finishes on the second level to help spring big runs (ECU 
’16).  Shuffles his feet to hook DEs (SC State ’16) or uses guide steps at 45-degree angles to turn 
them out (USF ’16).  Possesses enough lateral foot quickness to execute reach blocks on outside 
zones (Maryland ’16; pancake, Cincinnati ‘17).  When on the edge, he can settle vs. moving targets 
in the open field (Tulane ’16). Possesses some snap as a run blocker in an upward manner when 
pulling to find color in confined areas (QB-counter, AAC Championship ’17).  Efficient when asked 
to complete fold blocks on QB draws. As a pass protector, he’s comfortable passing off E/T stunts 
and line games.  He can slide-and-mirror vs. athletic pass rushers (Aniebonam, Maryland ’16).  Did 
a much better job of locking-out on his punch in 2017 (Cincinnati).  Began to create more depth on 
his 45-degree lateral kick-slides and was able to form more of an arch for the defensive end to clear 
week-to-week (Memphis, AAC Champ ’17).

bers.  This has occurred off the edge (Hollins, UCLA ’16) or when aligned inside (Lewis, Senior 
Bowl ’18, Day 2, OL/DL; Jones, Senior Bowl ’18, Day 2, OL/DL).  Multiple looks off the edge have 
confused him at times (QB sack allowed, Holiday Bowl ’16).  At the guard position during Senior 
Bowl practices, he allowed his base to get a little too wide when sitting down in the chair.  His hands 
gets outside the frame and leave his chest open for exposure. Shuffles his heels together and narrows 
his base as a pass blocker (False start, UCLA ’16, 1st QTR/2:38).  He will do some crossing over to 
reach speed when DBs rush off the edge (Arizona State ’16). As a right guard, he can be snatched 
and pulled even after winning on initial contact off the ball (Shepherd, Senior Bowl ’18, OL/DL 
run drills, Day 2).  Despite some lower body explosion, he is more of a top-down blocker to create 
movement. Still needs work dropping his weight to meet color as a puller in confined areas (Senior 
Bowl ’18, team, Day 2). 

Other Notes: Attended Kennedy HS (Wash.) and caught 15 passes for 237 yards with 2 QB sacks as a 
junior at the prep level • Named a 2nd Team All-Conference selection in basketball as a sophomore.  
He lettered all four years in basketball • He was named the 9th-best prospect in the West by Scout.
com • Father, Mark, played basketball at Central Washington • 2014: Started eight games at the 
RT spot • 2015 (Honorable mention All-Pac-12): Made 13 starts at the RT spot • 2016 (Honorable 
mention All-Pac-12): Started 13 games at RT • 2017 (13 sts, 2nd Team All-Pac-12):  • 2018 Senior 
Bowl measurements: 6050 307 10 3/8” hands, 33 ¾” arms, 77 3/8” wingspan • 2018 NFL Combine: 
10 3/8” hands, 32 ¼” arms, 26 reps-225 lbs, 5.33 40-yd, 28 ½” VJ, 8’1” BJ, 7.86 3-cone, 4.88 20-yd SS
• Earned a social science degree in 2017

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Madison has been one of the most consistent players for the 
Cougars offensive line during the course of his career.  He has very good feet and has benefitted 
from playing in a pass-first offense.  While he does have the ability to re-anchor effectively, he does 
have issues with speed-to-power in pass protection.  It is evident that he will need more work as 
a run blocker.  The tools are in place but he doesn’t generate the necessary torque in an upward man-
ner.  We think he’d fit best in a zone-based system that asks him to win to the spot.  If so, we expect 
him to develop into an early starter at a guard position in the NFL.  Some teams may still view him 
as a right tackle.  He started the second-most games in Washington State history and they all came 
at that position.     
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10. Jamil Demby 6’4 322 Maine
Grade: 5.66 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 166

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Team captain. Classroom standout. Solid frame. Thick 
in upper body.  Sits on people when down blocking in the run game. Quick-footed to slide back to 
inside movement.  Uses a 45-degree lateral kick-slide and forces DEs to go over the top (Okoronk-
wo, Senior Bowl, Day 2).  If he establishes lockout with his punch, he can flatten pass rushers.  Also 
exhibits an ability to get to LBs on these 2nd level when uncovered.  Gets on an inside shoulder and 
wheels his feet on turn-out blocks. Pulls on toss sweeps to kick-out space defenders.  He’s released 
on screens and been able to hit moving targets in space as well.  Competed well in one-on-one pass 
rush drills during the week of the 2018 Senior Bowl practices. 

Weaknesses: A little bit top-heavy in some of his movements. Needs to watch bending at the waist 
once he connects with his punch.  Slow to engage with his punch in pass protection because he 
carries his hands low by his waist.  He’s often forced to turn his hips too quickly as a LT in pass 
protection.  Susceptible to inside roll moves.  He will overrun some of his blocks in space vs. moving 
targets (Senior Bowl Day 2 practices, team).  Although he’s gotten up to and hit second-level targets, 
he’s inconsistent in this phase (William & Mary ’17). Can he reach/angle block on play action pass 
away? On backside cut-offs, he can’t always get his hat across the bow vs. the three-technique DT.   
His hands hang low in PP.  He’ll lose DEs over the top in his quick-sets (PP).  

Other Notes: Attended Vineland HS (NJ) and was named an All-South Jersey selection • 2014 (CAA 
All-Academic): Made 10 starts at LT  • 2015 (All-CAA Academic Team): Made 10 starts at LT
• 2016 (3rd Team All-CAA): 10 starts at LT • 2017 (1st Team All-CAA): Stats FCS 2nd Team

Weaknesses:  Tightness in the lower half.  He will occasionally get lackadaisical with his  lateral kick-
slide and open up immediately to speed right off the snap.  Inside access is granted in some of these 
instances (allowed QB hurry, Pratt, ECU ’16).He has posted some holding calls when out of position 
(UConn’ 15).  Mistakes come in bunches. Posted two false starts vs. SC State in 2016.  Posted false 
starts vs. Temple (2016) ECU (2016) and Cincinnati (2017) in the film viewed.  On the next play 
after the false start vs. Temple (2016) he allowed a QB sack (Deloatch).  Over-set to speed earlier in 
career (Stanford ’15).  Hands will hang low in his kick-slide (Michigan ’16).  This causes him to be 
thrown off-balance with hand usage and turned sideways (allowed QB sack, Williams, Tulane ’16; 
QB sack allowed, USF ‘16).  Durability concerns.  Forced to have surgery on two herniated discs in 
his back. Missed the team’s final two games and was unable to participate during 2018 East-West 
Shrine practices. 

Other Notes: Attended Armwood HS (Fla.) and starred as an OL/DL while in school • Posted 80 
tackles and 12 QB sacks as a junior at the prep level • Averaged 12 PPG and 5 RPG for the basket-
ball team as a junior • 2014 (12 gms, One start): Earned Academic All-AAC honors • 2015 (12 sts): 
Started the entire season at the LT position • 2016 (12 sts, Academic All-AAC): Played the LT spot
• 2017 (12 sts, 1st Team All-AAC): Started 12 games at the LT spot • 2018 East-West Shrine mea-
surements: 6043 310 9 ½” hands, 33” arms, 79” wingspan

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Evans has improved his quickness and suddenness over the 
course of his career.  We were impressed by the increased snap he displayed as a run blocker over 
the course of his career.  Equally adept as a pass blocker, he will sometimes get lackadaisical with 
the depth in his lateral kick-slide and open up a little too quickly to speed.  This has caused him to 
grab or fail to cut off the bottom of the pocket versus inside movement.  Nevertheless, we feel he’s a 
player who is continuing to improve.  Some teams may prefer him as a left guard, where he would 
be a good pulling option and above average pass protector.  His back concerns will be thoroughly 
evaluated by NFL teams. 
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11. Maea Teuhema 6’4 315 SE Louisiana, LSU
Grade: 5.57 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 201 

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Versatile.  Started at three different positions for LSU 
(RT, RG, LG).  Started at the LT position for SE Louisiana in 2017.  Established himself as a starter 
within a week after arriving at SE Louisiana and was forced to learn a new playbook. Effortless 
getting up second-level LBs on occasion as a RT (Auburn ’16).  Active hands. Finisher.  Much more 
efficient as a RG than RT, where he can win the elevator battles (pancake, Jacksonville State ’16, 2nd 
QTR/14:38). He plays with lots of energy.  Shifts his weight on DL and will sit on defenders. Moves 
his feet going laterally to his right well.  Technique-conscious at the RT tackle spot.  He will hinge-
step to turn-out on the backside of short yardage. Takes solid 45-degree angles to get up to LBs on 
outside tosses away from him (Ole Miss ’16-Gates).  He can execute fold blocks with his TEs on 
tosses to his side and then kick-out the OLB with fluidity.

Weaknesses: Accountability.  He was suspended indefinitely at LSU due to academic issues. Leaves 
the inside door open when sliding to kick because he doesn’t play from the inside-out in his pass 
pro.  He will stop his feet at tackle and can be beaten with hesitation moves over the top.  As a RT, he 
just opens up his hips parallel to the sidelines on play action pass and DEs can beat him over the top 
(QB  sack allowed, FF, Ole Miss ’16).  Fails to cut-off on the backside and doesn’t always finish scoop 
blocks. He’ll get lost as a tackle vs. delayed line games. As a puller in confined areas, he’ll overrun the 
block point and lose his balance (Jacksonville State ’16).   

Other Notes:  Attended Keller HS (Tex.) and was ranked as the nation’s 29th-best recruit by Rivals.
com • Played in the 2015 Under Armour All-American game • Brother, Sione, also played with him 
at LSU before they played together for a season at SE Louisiana  • 2015 (LSU, Freshman All-Amer-
ican): Started 11 games at left guard • 2016 (10 sts, LSU): Earned 8 starts at RT, one start at RG and 
made one start at LG • 2017 (SE Louisiana, 1st Team All-Southland): Played in 11 games for the 
Lions

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Teuhema –a former four-star recruit- will be asked to pay more 
attention to the details at the next level.  There are instances where he takes perfect angles up to 
the second level, scoops on the backside of run away or even hinges to turn-out backside defensive 
ends as a right tackle.  He’s extremely versatile and could give offensive line coaches at the next level 
comfort if he’s the seventh offensive lineman on game day.  However, he has been suspended for 
academics and his chalkboard sessions with teams prior to the draft may determine his final value.

All-American • 2018 NFLPA Collegiate Bowl, in-game report: Beaten around edge with double 
chop-down maneuver by 97 Ogundeko in 2nd QTR (Framed him “OK” to wall him up field).  Im-
pressing more as the game went on with his foot quickness getting to the spot vs. DEs. • 2018 Senior 
Bowl measurements: 6045 323 10” hands, 34” arms, 79 5/8” wingspan • 2018 NFL Combine: 17 
reps-225 lbs, 5.58 40-yd, 23 ½” VJ, 8’2” BJ, 4.95 20-yd SS, 7.86 3-cone

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Demby’s technique in pass pro centers around creating an arch 
in the pocket for his quarterbacks.  This is an effective technique because he has quick feet and slides 
them well at 45-degree angles. The former Black Bear reacts back to inside movement by getting his 
inside post leg back in the dirt. Additionally, he’s relatively thick in the lower body and can handle 
power if in position.  This extends to his skill as a run blocker.  As a left tackle, his hips and body 
gets parallel too often and this has caused problems versus spin moves.  We feel he would possibly 
gain more comfort as a right tackle due to his run blocking potential.  Monitoring his aggressive 
mindset will be of utmost importance for an NFL offensive line coach but this is a player with start-
ing potential at any one of three spots (LT, RT or LG) early in his career. 
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13. Wyatt Teller 6’4 1/2 314 Virginia Tech
Grade: 5.442 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 236

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Former DE who developed into a 43-game starter at OG 
in school.  Good athlete.  Contains broad shoulders and an evenly-distributed build.  Exhibits above 
average on-field foot speed.  Can recover once out of position.  Passes off T-E stunts and line games.  
Looks to chip and help fellow OL if he has no work.  Uses a stiff lower back to receive the charge of 
the defender, re-corral his momentum and then run his feet (Pittsburgh ’16).  Showcases good trap 
leverage vs. bigger interior lineman (Jarrett, Pitt ’16).  Takes good intersect blocking angles to reach 
second-level LBs if uncovered (Deluca, Senior Bowl ’18, team, Day 2).   He began to execute angle 
blocks late in the week of 2018 Senior Bowl practices (OL/DL drill, Nichols, Day 3).  Locates color as 
a puller in confined areas (Senior Bowl ’18, team, Day 1).  When releasing on screens, he’s shown the 
ability to finish vs. LBs in space (knockdown, West Virginia ’17).  

12. Taylor Hearn 6’4 330 Clemson
Grade: 5.467 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 232

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Team captain.  Adequate size for an OT or OG.  He’s 
been a starter at LG but also seen time at LT (2015).  Well-conditioned. He’s been able to set the 
edge pulling out of his stance on designed rollout passes.   As a run blocker, he’s a position-and-wall 
blocker who creates a stalemate at the point of attack.  Wins to the inside shoulder of three-tech-
nique DTs and runs his feet to turn them out (inside zones).  He takes positive angles on these 
schemes (zone) and often is faster off the snap than fellow OL. Demonstrates a bit of pop on the 
second level on combo-rubs.  Wants to engage quickly in pass pro as a left guard and uses his length 
to widen DTs.  

Weaknesses: Gained 11 pounds between the Senior Bowl and NFL Combine. Base will widen on 
his quick-sets in pass pro.  DL can win with snatch-and-pulls to affect his balance when he’s late 
with his hands (Hand, 1-on-1, Day 2, Senior Bowl ’18). Fails to consistently complete reach block 
assignments vs. the 2i-DT (2016 ACC Championship; Brown, Senior Bowl Day 2-RZ).  Does not 
consistently latch on the second level even after establishing initial contact (leans over his waist to 
connect).  This (head-leaning) also occurs when defenders go to swim moves or quick arm-overs.  
Inconsistent locating color in confined areas as a puller (knocks off his own man, Wake Forest ’16).  

Other Notes:  Attended Williston-Elko HS (S.C.) and played on both sides of the line for the team.  
He also served as the team’s kicker • Hit six home runs on the baseball team and won seven games 
as a pitcher • 2015 (14 gms):  Played some at LT and participated in nearly 200 snaps (180) • 2016 
(15 sts): Finished with over 1,000 snaps on the season • 2017 (14 sts): Played 777 snaps • 2018 Senior 
Bowl measurements: 6045 319 8 ¼ hands, 33 3/8” arms, 76 3/8” wingspan • 2018 NFL Combine: 8 
¾” hands, 32 ½” arms, 18 reps-225 lbs, 5.45 40-yd, 24” VJ, 8’0 BJ, 7.84 3-cone, 4.8 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Hearn is a well-conditioned offensive lineman with positive 
size.  He takes above average angles on zone blocking schemes as a run blocker.  In pass protection, 
he will allow his base to get outside shoulders.  In these instances, he’s been susceptible to snatch-
and-pull maneuvers.  One thing that is noticeable about the former Tiger is his snap count reactions.  
You’ll often see him beat defenders to the spot in either phase of his game (run/pass).  His problems 
occur when he doesn’t win quickly in the down.  Due to his tackle experience, it wouldn’t be a 
stretch to see him become a sixth or seventh offensive lineman in the NFL.
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14. Skyler Phillips 6’3 318 Idaho State
Grade: 5.401 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 250

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  He has started at RG, RT and LT for the Bengals. Thick 
player with wide traps and shoulders.  Heavy on contact and can knock people around in an elevator 
battle (Utah State ’17).  Looks up DBs when releasing and looks to send “nasty” messages (knocks 
two people down on one play, Nevada ’17). Wins his share of wrestling matches. Has a decent feel 
for timing on combo-rubs to get up to the second level.  Wheels his frame after the initial contact 
to turn the three-technique DT (Senior Bowl ’18, Day 1, .9-on-7).  Gets low in short-yardage and 
goal line situations.  He’s very efficient on second-level climbs on runs to his side.  He gets a good 
chip on the 2i-DT and then spreads his feet vs. LBs upon arrival.  He’s pretty fluid with his skip-pull 
technique to get around the edge (but does overrun landmarks).  Foot speed is impressive to get out 
in front on the team’s power run plays (Nevada ’17).  If uncovered, he knocks people around when 
helping his fellow line mates. 

Weaknesses: In pass protection, he allows his inside post leg to get off the ground when trying to 
wall DL up the field and will cross over his feet.  Does not always react well to inside movement. Av-
erage balance. Loses his feet in trash. Tends to over-set on his short-set techniques and can be beat-
en over the top with slip or swim moves quickly in the down (Brown, Senior Bowl ’18, Day 2, RZ).   
He is also susceptible to roll moves from three-technique DTs (QB sack allowed, 4th QTR, Nevada 
’17).  He hangs on the first portion of his block too long when having to react to late twisting LBs 
(Utah State ’17, allowed QB hit).  As a run blocker, he loses some battles by allowing his elbows to 
get outside of his frame. He is not a consistent latch-and-sustain even after creating a jolt (Utah State 
’17).  Tends to get a little too thick on some of his combo-rub blocks before getting up to the second

Weaknesses: DTs disengage from him late in the down (Jarrett, 4th QTR, Pitt ’16; Turner, ECU ’17; 
Jones, Senior Bowl ’18, Day 2).  Tends to get on his toes when driving his feet if he loses initially off 
the snap (Bailey, ECU ’17).  His base will narrow in pass pro once the contact has been established 
with the DL (Miami, Fla. ’16).  Punches over the top of himself while spreading his feet.  This has 
left him susceptible to inside counters. His helmet has a tendency to lean when initiating contact vs. 
the first color in confined areas.  His helmet will also dip in his pass pro the longer he has to sustain 
(Lewis, OL/DL, Day 2). His location on cut blocks has resulted in penalties (Illegal block below 
waist, RZ, Miami, Fla. ’16).  He also drew a holding call in this game (Miami, Fla. ’16).  Posted two 
false starts vs. West Virginia in 2017 (the second was on the GL).  Deals with a difficult medical 
condition that he’s had to balance while in school (http://www.roanoke.com/hokies/former-tech-
lineman-teller-talks-about-struggles-with-adhd/article_9d2fd0f6-b345-59de-9756-bd9055d47bf6.
html_).

Other Notes:  Attended Liberty HS (Va.) and was ranked as the 8th-best prospect in the state by 
Rivals.com • Earned a U.S. Army All-American invitation after posting 120 tackles, 11 QB sacks and 
4 FFs as a senior  • 2014: Made six starts at the guard position • 2015 (13 gms): 12 starts at left guard
• 2016 (12 sts): Earned honorable mention All-ACC honors • 2017 (13 sts, 1st Team All-ACC):
Started the entire season at the LG spot • 2018 Senior Bowl measurements: 6044 311 10 1/8” hands, 
33 7/8” arms, 81 ½” wingspan • 2018 NFL Combine: 10 ¼” hands, 34” arms, 30 reps-225 lbs, 5.24 
40-yd, 29” VJ, 9’6” BJ, 7.45 3-cone, 4.84 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Teller has all of the physical tools to be a starting guard in the 
NFL, but as of now there’s an element of body control missing in his game.  Too often, you see him 
get his body turned when trying to stay centered on the opponent.  This shows up in either the 
run or pass game.  Quite capable of releasing to get out in space, his aggressiveness will leave him 
unbalanced in some of these instances as well.  His ability to overcome his medical disorder may be 
his biggest obstacle in achieving long-term NFL success. 
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15. Salesi Uhatafe  6’5 310 Utah 
Grade: 5.344 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 268

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): NFL bloodlines.  Durable.  38-game starter in school.  
Versatile.  Has lined up at LG, RG and RT.  Played some RT in the 2017 Heart of Dallas Bowl.  Mam-
moth.  Heavy-handed.  Moves bodies in the run game.  Knocks people around with quick flipper 
techniques. He will sit on DL with his size and mass (Ford, 1-on-1, East-West Shrine ’18, Day 1).  
His pass pro technique is to knock down the arms of the DL and then lean his frame on them.  At 
the RT spot, he guides the 4i-DE around the edge with a guide technique.  This extends to his work 
pulling in confined areas to hit the first color on the edge (UCLA ’16; Tonkery, sits on him, Heart 
of Dallas Bowl ’17).  In the past, he’s exhibited a solid skip-pull technique from the RG spot to lead 
for his RB (Fresno State ’15). If he establishes his latch inside the numbers, he has the lower body 
strength to create forward movement in the running game. Connects with two-hand quick sets to 
control the action in his pass pro.  He will come off combo-rubs to get up to second-level LBs and 
run his feet once latched. 

Weaknesses:  DL gain the edge on him early in the down.  As a RT, he will keep his hands up but 
cross his feet and get parallel to the sidelines.  On his attempts to push the leverage of the DT’s arms 
down, he fails to keep his feet centered in the dirt (East-West Shrine ’18, Day 3, one-on-one).  His 
base will begin to slide and he will lose his balance vs. late twists (UCLA ’16).  When he has to kick 
out to block the end man on the line of scrimmage on play action pass, he can’t always reach the des-
tination (QB sack allowed, UCLA ’16).  In the team’s turn protection (LG), he will fail to recognize 
the late blitz threat (QB sack allowed, Heart of Dallas Bowl ’17).  At times, he’s late to get off on the 
ball and DL will get underneath his pad level; negating his size.  This has caused him to get thrown 
late in downs (Looney, team, East-West Shrine ’18, Day 2).  As a run blocker on man blocks, he 
tends to block behind himself (lower body trailing his upper body) and unsynchronized.  This has 
caused inconsistent sustain as a RG (Arizona ’16).  Posted a holding call in this game (Arizona ’16) 
due to poor hand placement. 

level. In these instances, he fails to reach the WLB on run away.  Inconsistent on reach blocks to his 
left (Nevada ’17, 1st QTR).   He suffered a season-ending concussion vs. Sacramento State in 2016 
and missed the remainder of the season. 

Other Notes:  Attended Churchhill HS (Ore.) and was named the Camp MVP for Offensive Linemen 
at the 2012 Nike NFTC Camp • After his Nike Sparq score registered amongst the best in the nation, 
he was invited to the The Opening at Nike  • After committing to Oregon State, they rescinded the 
offer and he had to hurry up and find an alternative.  Idaho State came calling and he signed with 
them • 2013: Started the season at RG and moved to tackle during the year • 2014: Made 10 starts 
• 2015: Started nine games • 2016 (4 sts): He earned a medical redshirt after missing most of the 
season • 2017 (1st Team All-Big Sky, STATS 1st Team All-American, AP 3rd Team All-American): 
Played the RG spot for the Bengals • 2018 Senior Bowl measurements: 6024 314 9 5/8” hands, 32 
5/8” arms, 78” wingspan • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 ½” hands, 33” arms, 5.1 40-yd, 29” VJ, 8’8” BJ, 7.95 
3-cone, 4.69 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Phillips is a rough-edged offensive lineman with a good on-field 
play demeanor and a craving for contact.  If the game could be played in an elevator, he would not 
let the opponent leave until they have reached the top floor.  There were some technical deficiencies 
in his short-set that allow pass rushers to get over top of him quickly in the down.  He is also average 
reacting to twists and line games in the film viewed.  For him to become an NFL starter, he will have 
to sustain blocks and create more extension on his pass sets.  We think a viable NFL comparison 
would be Green Bay Packers offensive guard Lane Taylor. 
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16. Matthew Gono 6’4 319 Wesley
Grade: 5.26 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 284

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):50-game starter in school. Built well. Evenly-propor-
tioned.  Operated in school out of a left-handed three-point stance and two-point stance at the LT 
spot. Plays hard. Finishes blocks.  Athletic.  Former soccer player with good feet. Exhibits excel-
lent quickness out of his three-point stance to execute down blocks.  Efficient when they use fold 
blocking schemes.  Works to eliminate defenders by running his feet once latched.  Adept pulling 
from the left tackle spot to find color in confined areas or moving targets. Expands his base while 
shuffling to mirror second-level targets.  Uses a fine step-back, crossover to pull technique after he 
gets out of his stance. 

Weaknesses: It took him until his final year to become a true dominating presence down-to-down.  
Hands will get outside the frame when blocking. Occasionally leads with his chest and elbows as a 
run blocker as opposed to establishing contact with his hat-and-hands in a simultaneous manner. 
Head and waist begin to lean once he’s latched on occasion. He exposes his chest when he’s about to 
make contact in a confined areas vs. first color.  Lacks significant pop at the point of attack. 

Other Notes:  Attended Cinnaminson HS (N.J) and hails from Liberia, West Africa • His parents de-
cided to leave the country when he was four years old to escape civil war • Father, Jeremy, returned 
to Liberia in 2017 to run for a congressional seat • 2014: Started 14 games for the team • 2015: 1st 
Team All-NJAC • 2016 (1st Team All-NJAC): Started 12 games at OT • 2017 (D3football.com 3rd 
Team All-American, AFCA Coaches 1st Team All-American): Started 12 games at left tackle
• 2018 NFLPA Collegiate Bowl measurements: 6040 319 9 6/8” hands, 34 3/8” arms 82 1/2” wing-
span • 2018 NFLPA Collegiate Bowl ’18 in-game report:  Excelled at the LG spot.  Really doing a fine 
job of rubbing up to LBs off of the double teams in the third quarter. Timing his chip off of the 
double on the NG.  He’s spreading his base when run blocking. Communicating with his RT in the 
pre-snap.  As a LT, used somewhat of a flapping motion in his kick and it shortened the corner. Had 
some issues with DEs getting over the top of him at times in the 2018 NFLPA Collegiate Bowl ’18.  

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): It was important for Gono to prove that he could handle the 
step up in competition during the 2018 NFLPA Collegiate Bowl (game) and he performed admi-
rably.  He’s agile and long enough to man the tackle spot, but he gives zone-blocking teams options 
at the left guard position as well.  His mobility can open up a team that wants to use occasional 
gap-schemed run plays to take advantage of his ability to get out in space to connect versus moving 
targets.  There is an element of power missing as a run blocker for Gono.  He will have to work on 
blocking in more of an upward manner as opposed to leading with his chest.  If not, he’ll struggle to 
deal with the resistance of NFL-level defensive tackles or ends.  

Other Notes: Attended Trinity HS (Tex.) and was an All-League player as a senior • Cousin, Jon 
Halapio, plays for the New York Giants • 2014 (5 sts, Academic All-Pac-12): Started 5 games at RG 
• 2015 (7 sts): All of his starts came at RG • 2016: Made 13 starts at the RG spot • 2017 (13 sts, 2nd 
Team All-Pac-12):  Started the entire season at the LG spot • 2018 NFL Combine: 10 ¼” hands, 33” 
arms, 5.4 40-yd, 28” VJ, 9’1” BJ, 7.7 3-cone, 4.9 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Uhatafe brings a full meal to game day and can generally be a 
people mover in the running game.  He’s not as efficient in his pass pro and much of that has to do 
with over-aggression.  The big tendency (even when he has established solid hand placement) is to 
lean over his toes to sustain blocks.  For him to have a chance as a starting NFL guard, he will need 
to play with better balance and knee bend.  Teams in search of guards for power running systems 
will be in the market for his services.  
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18. Dejon Allen 6’2 293 Hawaii
Grade: 5.165 (5th Round)

Big Board Rank: 311

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): 49-game starter in school.  He has started at LG, RG and 
LT.  Contains the necessary “nasty” when it comes to finishing blocks.  Competes through the down 
(Looney, Day 1, team, East-West Shrine ’18).  Chips to help fellow OL if uncovered without work.  
Out of his three-point stance at RG, he has a positive get-off as a run blocker.  As a LG, he has good 
timing on combo-rubs up to the second level.  Wins his share of wrestling matches vs. longer DT-
types (Nichols, East-West Shrine ‘18, team, Day 1). The team frequently runs the ball to his side in 

17. Sean Welsh 6’3 306 Iowa 
Grade: 5.239 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 289

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):Team captain.  Has started at RT, LG and RG.  Beats 
DTs to the spot.  Drops his low back in his pass pro to anchor (Lancaster, Northwestern ’17; Senior 
Bowl ’18, team, Day 2).  Competes vs. squatty DL through the whistle (Senior Bowl ’18, Day 1, 
one-on-one vs. Shepherd).  His lateral kick-slide gets to the outside shoulder of the 2-technique DT 
and gives his OC time to reach the block (Florida ’17-Outback Bowl).  Takes the correct steps to 
hook 2i-DTs on toss sweeps (Miami, Ohio ’16).  Finishes reach blocks (at RG) vs. an outside shade 
two-technique or three-technique DT on outside runs.  Runs his feet as a right tackle even when he 
doesn’t get his hat on the outside shoulder of the OLB/DE (North Texas ’17).  

Weaknesses: Injured vs. North Dakota State in 2016.  Only “OK” finding color on combo-rub blocks 
which ask him to get to the second level.  Does not always look comfortable releasing to hit moving 
targets on screens (Miami, Ohio ’16).  Arms tend to extend but he doesn’t punch in his pass pro.  He 
will extend over his toes vs. inside counters (Nichols, Senior Bowl ’18, OL/DL, Day 3).  Gets into 
trouble picking a side early in his pass pro.  Struggles to anchor vs. bullish interior DL. At the right 
tackle spot, he hasn’t always been able to make the scoop blocks on zone action away from him 
(North Texas ‘17).  He can be a little late to recognize late loopers on blitz schemes when working 
outside (North Texas ’17). Posted a holding call vs. Minnesota in 2017.

Other Notes:  Attended Springboro HS (Ohio) and was named a 2nd Team All-State selection • 2014 
(9 sts, Freshman All-Big Ten): Started nine games at LG and two games at RG • 2015 (14 sts, Hon-
orable mention All-Big Ten): Started 12 games at LG and two games at RT • 2016 (12 sts, Academic 
All-Big Ten, 3rd Team All-Big Ten, coaches): Made 11 starts at RG and one start at the LG spot
• 2017 (2nd Team All-Big Ten, coaches): Started at RG and RT • 2018 Senior Bowl measurements: 
6023 296 10 ¼” hands, 32 1/8” arms, 76 ½” wingspan • 2018 NFL Combine: 10 ¼” hands, 32” arms, 
20 reps-225 lbs, 5.43 40-yd, 8’7” BJ, 7.9 3-cone, 4.81 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Welsh’s experience at multiple line spots helps his overall value.  
He keeps his feet hot to deal with counters if he can establish his punch early in the down when 
pass protecting.  The experience at tackle has helped him when completing reach or scoop blocks in 
Iowa’s zone blocking schemes.  He has enough foot quickness to handle assignments going sideways 
as a run blocker.  There are questions as to whether he will create true movement on man blocks 
(run blocking).  Can he truly sit down versus power in pass protection?  His experience, football 
intelligence and foot quickness give him a chance as a backup early in his career.  

 We think he actually has starting potential and could backup at a couple of spots as a developmental 
prospect in Year 1.  He has at least Day 3 value in the 2018 NFL Draft.
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19. Jordan Rose 6’6 326 Idaho
Grade: 5.09 (5th Round)

Big Board Rank: 343

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Four-year starter.  Added weight while in school.  The 
team goes strong and weak so he has played both tackle spots but starts at the strong tackle spot.  
Contains some “nasty”. Finishes through the echo of the whistle (drove Missouri player into ground 
to get personal foul, 2017).  Produces satisfactory “pop” at the LOS.  Works his down blocks and 
then gets up to the second level with urgency (Colorado State ’16).  Moves people in the run game 
to turn-out defenders.  He can frame/wall defenders on run action to his side.  Works his feet to 
the play side design of runs to make a shield for his runners. Consistently works his heavy hands 
through the numbers of DL.  In pass protection, he creates a jolt.  The team pulls him on tosses 
(crack) and he can get into position to at least make contact vs. moving targets.

Weaknesses:  Arms and hands get all over the place going to kick-out in his pass pro (turns his frame 
sideways).  Pushes the envelope (personal foul, Colorado State ’16; personal foul, Missouri ‘17).  Al-
though capable of hitting moving targets (see above), he is inconsistent settling to get into position.  
His right shoulder leans down when having to kick-slide at an angle to speed (South Alabama ’16).  
Waist-bends on occasion.  When he leans to kick-out DEs, he is susceptible to inside movement. He 
will get caught up in trash pulling in confined areas (Missouri ’17). Missed most of the 2014 season 
due to injury.  Also missed a game in 2016 due to injury.  Did not play in three games in 2017

their running game. He exhibits very good mobility climbing to the second level to connect vs. OGs 
when releasing on WR screens (Cal ’16; UCLA ’17).  He has good feet to slide-and-mirror LBs rush-
ing off the edge.  Long-arms DEs/OLBs as he’s settling into his chair.  Re-anchors when challenged 
down the middle of his frame.  Will fake set and then cut DEs in the three-step passing game. 

Weaknesses: He is undersized for a guard or tackle prospect.  Can he play the center position? Fails 
to unlock his punch early in the down.  This causes him to catch the charge of two-hand posts.   He’s 
been overpowered off the edge trying to hold his ground (Hawaii Bowl ’16).  This continued when 
working at the LG position during 2018 East-West Shrine practices (Hall, OL/DL, Day 3).  Loses his 
power element when going to long-arm with one hand to jab the OL. When run blocking, he will 
begin to lose his latch and then grabs to maintain position as he runs his feet (UCLA ’17).  These 
type of grabbing/hugging techniques have resulted in holding calls (Wilson, Cal ’16).  

Other Notes: Attended Dominguez HS (Calif.) and was a standout at OG/DT • He was ranked as the 
36th-best OG in the nation by Rivals.com • Also lettered in baseball, basketball and track & field 
• 2014 (11 sts): Started the entire year at the RG spot • 2015 (13 sts, Honorable mention All-MWC): 
Started 12 games at RG and one game at LG • 2016 (14 sts, 2nd Team All-MWC): Moved to the left 
tackle spot • 2017 (Offensive Team MVP, 1st Team All-MWC): Started for the second consecutive 
year at the LT spot  • 2018 East-West Shrine measurements: 9 ½” hands, 33 7/8” arms, 80 ¾” wing-
span • 2018 Hawaii Pro Day: 29 reps-225 lbs, 30 ½” VJ, 7.5 3-cone

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Allen competed favorably at the left tackle spot because he is a 
finisher with decent feet and overall movement skills.  He may be at his best climbing to the second 
level or searching for moving targets after releasing on screens.  The NFL will likely move him back 
to the guard spot and it will enhance his value.  The All-Mountain West performer has a decent 
get-off as a run blocker and he will win his share of wrestling matches inside or outside.  There has 
been some unnecessary grabbing once out of position due to his aggressive nature.  For an offensive 
guard, he will have above average length.  Bringing both hands as a pass or run blocker will help him 
avoid the concentration lapses.  Due to a relative lack of weight, some NFL teams may view him as a 
center prospect. 
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20. Darius James 6’4 327 Auburn
Grade: 5.055 (5th Round)

Big Board Rank: 352

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Started at the LT position as a junior for the Tigers. 
Plays both the RG and RT positions intermittently during games (SEC Championship ’17).  Will use 
his girth to pile-drive DEs early in games (Mississippi St ’16-knockdown).  Possesses “pop” in the 
upper body with shoulders.  Did 30 reps at 225 lbs. on his Pro Day. Sinks fairly well to handle roll 
moves from DEs.  Slides his feet laterally to widen DEs (Clemson ’17).  Competed well vs. Clemson 
in pass protection in 2017.  Handles turn protection assignments well as a RG (UGA ’18-Game 2).  
Capable of rolling hips vs. LBs on the second level after finishing combo blocks.  

Weaknesses: Needs to keep weight under control.  Questionable balance.  Does not come to balance 
well to hit moving targets in space when releasing on screens (Clemson ’17).  Plays top-heavy. Leans 
over his toes to turn-out DEs at the tackle spot.  Can be threatened to his inside shoulder on quick 
spikes or hard inside movement (Clemson ’17).  Fails to move his feet quickly in his slide-and-
mirror.  Just opens his hips parallel to the sidelines and crosses his feet to reach speed off the snap.  
Durability concerns.  Injured his knee in 2014 and missed the remainder of the season.  Carted off 
the field vs. Mercer due to a neck spasm and missed two games in 2017.  Battled various foot injuries 
at the prep level and played in just two games as a senior.  

Other Notes: Went to Harker Heights HS (Tex.) and played five positions at the prep level
• 2013 Under Armour All-American • Played basketball and participated in track & field at the prep 
level • Originally attended Texas before transferring to Auburn • 2014 (2 sts, Texas): He started two 
games at the RT spot • 2016 (13 gms, 8 sts): Played the entire year at LT • 2017 (12 sts): Started the 
entire year at the RT spot

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): James started most of his career at the tackle spot for the Tigers, 
but he would shift intermittently to the guard spot during the games viewed (see SEC Championship 
’17).  There are durability concerns that date back to the high school level and that could prevent 
him from getting drafted this spring.  Despite the Tigers trouble protecting the passer against Clem-
son early in the season, he did compete favorably in the contest.  If he can learn to play with a more 
centered nature, his ability to run block could shine at an interior line position.  The fact that he can 
potentially serve as a sixth or seventh offensive lineman helps his overall draft value, but he could 
have to earn a spot as an undrafted free agent. 

reasons unknown.  

Other Notes: Attended Freeman HS (Wash.) and played OL/DL for the Class A state champions  • 
2014 (All-SBC Newcomer Team): Missed time but played  • 2015 (12 sts):  Made all of his starts at 
the strong tackle spot • 2016 (Honorable mention All-SBC): Started 12 games at the strong tackle 
spot once again • 2017: Started nine games for the Vandals • 2018 Idaho Pro Day: 22 reps-225 lbs, 
5.44 40-yd, 29” VJ, 8’6” BJ, 4.77 20-yd SS, 7.78 3-cone

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Rose is a nasty offensive lineman with the right play demeanor 
and aggressiveness as a run blocker.  He may lack the quickness to remain at guard but he should be 
able to transition to the right guard spot in the right scheme.  Although he will push the envelope 
with his aggressiveness, he possesses enough pop to move defenders on man blocks.  His chief con-
cerns stem from the waist-bending in pass protection and the inability to settle into position.  There 
was some stiffness present in his game but it was not dramatic.  Rose likely will have an opportunity 
to get into an NFL  training camp.  
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Rank Player School Grade Round ‘Nasty’ Take: 
355 Connor Hilland 6’4 296

Other Notes: 2017 (1st Team 
All-CAA): Made 11 starts 
• 2018 East-West Shrine 
measurements: 9 ¼” hands, 
32” arms, 78 ½” wingspan 
• 2018 William & Mary Pro 
Day: 27 reps-225 lbs, 5.13 
40-yd, 27” VJ, 9’1” BJ, 4.61 
20-yd SS, 7.52 3-cone

William & Mary 5.041 5th Round Summary: Hilland’s injury history is a bit 
concerning but he’s a good athlete who is able to 
absorb contact and move his feet after doing so.  
At just 296 pounds, he tends to catch the charge 
of squatty interior defensive linemen.  He may 
have enough foot quickness to succeed in a zone 
blocking scheme but he didn’t fare well on his 
angle blocks in the postseason.  The first-team 
All-CAA offensive lineman and 39-game starter 
has the tools to at least contend for a backup job 
because he is tough, strong and quick.

371 Tony Adams 6’1 1/2 314

Other Notes: Dad, Carl, 
was a wrestler at Iowa State 
and serves as the wrestling 
coach at Boston University
• 2014 (9 sts, Academic All-
ACC): Started nine games 
at RG after playing OC in 
spring drills • 2015 (13 sts): 
Made all of his starts at 
the right guard spot • 2016 
(2nd Team All-ACC): Start-
ed 13 games at the RG spot 
and did not allow a sack
• 2017 (12 sts, 2nd Team 
All-ACC): Made 12 starts 
at the RG position • 2018 
East-West Shrine measure-
ments: 9 3/8” hands, 33 3/8 
“arms, 79 3/8” wingspan

NC State 5.008 5th Round Strengths: Strong, squatty build.  Heavy-handed 
puncher.  Dependable.  Stays centered when 
dealing with twists and line games (ECU ’16). 
Uses a skip-pull technique on QB-counters and 
has been effective connecting in confined areas.  
Creates some push running his feet on down 
blocks. He runs his feet to move interior line 
defenders (Bee, Marshall ’17).

Weaknesses:   Even though he’s disciplined with 
hand placement (2017), bigger DTs can still post 
him backwards even when he’s sitting in the 
chair (Fatukasi, 1-on-1, East-West Shrine ’18, 
Day 1).  Over-sets to the outside shoulder and 
doesn’t consistently shut off the bottom of the 
pocket with his inside post leg.  Had problems 
with false starts in the 2018 East-West Shrine 
practices (Team, Day 1; Team Day 2).

Summary: Some NFL teams may give Adams 
looks at the center position if he can prove capa-
ble of handling the mental rigors of the position.  
The second-team All-ACC selection has gotten 
repetitions at the spot during practices while 
in school. 

375 Matthew Pryor 6’6 343

Other Notes: 2015 (5 sts): 
Started at the right guard 
and right tackle spots • 
2016 (13 sts): Played the 
RG spot • 2017 (2nd Team 
All-Big 12): Started all 14 
games at RT and RG • 2018 
NFLPA Collegiate Bowl 
measurements: 6063 343 11 
1/2” hands, 35 5/8” arms, 
86 1/2” wingspan

TCU 5.0 5th Round Strengths: 11 ½-inch hands.  36-inch arms. Has 
started at RG and RT.  Finishes angle blocks 
on zone schemes.  Shifts his weight to engulf 
DL.  Moves bodies on down blocks near the 
GL (TD-Arkansas ’17). If he beats the DL to a 
shoulder, he drives them out of their gap control 
and turns them.  Satisfactory timing combo 
blocks (SMU ’17).  Statement finisher (Stanford 
’17, Alamo Bowl, 3rd QTR/5:51, TD).

Weaknesses:   Can be beaten badly in PP (pass 
pro) when he’s late to engage and close off the 
inside door for access (Thompson, UGA-Liberty 
Bowl ’16).  Called for a personal foul vs. Kansas 
in 2016. He had an illegal block vs. Texas Tech 
in 2017. Posted a false start vs. West Virginia 
in 2017.  

428 Beau Nunn 6’3 1/2 299

Other Notes: 2017 (13 sts, 
1st Team All-Sun Belt): 
Posted 75 knockdowns 
on the season • 2018 
NFLPA Collegiate Bowl 
measurements: 6034 299 
8 1/2” hands, 32 7/8” 
arms, 78” wingspan • 2018 
Appalachian State Pro Day: 
28 reps-225 lbs, 5.01 40-yd, 
31” VJ, 8’11” BJ, 4.95 20-yd 
SS, 8.06 3-cone

Appalachian 
State

4.803 5th Round Strengths: 41-game starter in school.  He’s 
played both OG, RT and LT (fall camp of 
2016). As a RT, he uses a wide stance as a lateral 
kick-slider.  When you watch him play, there are 
a lot of knockdowns that show up (Louisiana 
Lafayette ’16).

Weaknesses:   Elbows start in with his punch but 
they begin to slide outside of the shoulders the 
longer the block progresses.  His outside foot 
(as an OT) begins to step forward slightly, so 
it naturally creates a short corner; forcing him 
to hook the inside shoulder of DE (Stepnec, 
Toledo ’16).

Summary: Nunn’s hands stay high and ready 
to punch.  He has shown definitive versatility 
to provide options at a number of line spots.  
The lower body explosion he displayed on his 
Pro Day translates to the film when shifting 
his weight on opponents.  The biggest hurdles 
in him getting drafted revolve around the leg 
injuries he suffered while in school.
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Rank Player School Grade Round ‘Nasty’ Take: 
433 Justin Evans 6’5 313

Other Notes: Attended 
Wilson HS (S.C.) and 
hails from Florence, S.C. 
• 2016: Earned 3rd Team 
All-MEAC honors • 2017: 
3rd Team All-MEAC • 2018 
NFLPA Collegiate Bowl 
measurements: 10 7/8” 
hands, 34” arms, 82 ½” 
wingspan • 2018 SC State 
Pro Day: 27 reps-225 lbs, 
5.31 40-yd, 28” VJ, 8’10” BJ

SC State 4.781 5th Round Strengths:  Well-built. Evenly distributed.  Huge 
hands (11”) and long arms (34”).  He’s played 
both OG and OT. Plays both sides of the OL 
depending on the formation.   Length and size 
forces defenders to run the curve when playing 
OT.  As a LG, he’s shown enough mobility to get 
up to and cut MLBs (UAPB ’15).  Despite using 
a parallel lateral kick-slide, he gets to most of his 
spots.  Displayed some “nasty” with punch and 
finish vs. 18) Griffin once he initially punched 
him (UCF ’16). 

Weaknesses: Over-sets in his pass pro.  Will 
run-and-chase vs. the speed rush and neglects 
protecting the inside gap.  Should have been able 
to turn-out Clarke and couldn’t on an outside 
run (UCF ’16).  Misses some of his cut blocks in 
the three-step passing game (UNC-Central ’17). 

452 Viane Talamaivao 6’2 300 

Other Notes: Attended 
Centennial HS (Calif.) and 
was named a 2013 Prep Star 
All-American • 2014 (13 
gms, Honorable mention 
All-Pac-12): Started 11 
games at RG and earned 
some Freshman All-Ameri-
can honors • 2015 (13 gms): 
Started eight games at RG 
• 2016 (13 sts): Started the 
entire year at the RG spot • 
2017 (5 sts): All of his starts 
came at the RG position

USC 4.704 5th Round Summary: Talamaivao’s experience paid 
dividends in the Trojans run game the last three 
seasons.  The right guard plays with solid knee 
bend, gets low to wheel defenders and keeps 
his feet moving on down blocks.  He possesses 
some “pop” at the point of attack.  We liked the 
fact that he keeps his elbows tight to his frame in 
pass protection.  There are some slight questions 
regarding his ability to lockout because he wants 
to attach his helmet on some of his blocks.  
Additionally, he’s lost some quicker interior line-
men to his inside hip to affect the bottom of the 
pocket. He has enough thickness but he may not 
have enough positional versatility to warrant a 
sixth or seventh offensive line spot.  Regardless, 
he will be tough to keep off of a team because 
of his run blocking ability and overall positive 
play disposition. 

467 Tyler Lancaster 6’3 1/2 313

Other Notes: 2017 (13 gms): 
40 tackles, 2 QB sacks, 
9 TFLs, PBU • 2018 NU 
Pro Day: 36 reps-225 lbs, 
4.98 40-yd, 27” VJ, 9’5” 
BJ, 7.46 3-cone • 2017 
Music City Bowl in-game 
report (De’Angelo Bryant, 
DraftNasty): “Subbed a lot 
due to the personnel sets 
from Kentucky. Played 
predominately on potential 
run plays. Strength to move 
the center backwards is 
evident, but he struggles 
to maintain low pad level 
throughout his penetration. 
As a pass rusher, he did 
show an athletic spin move 
to complement his bull 
rush.”

Northwestern 4.66 6th Round Strengths:  Capable of performing a 740-lb dead 
lift.  Worked out at OG during Northwestern’s 
Pro Day.  Played well vs. Ohio State in 2016.  

Weaknesses: Loses his feet in trash because he 
fails to use his hands inside.  Allows OGs to 
latch a shoulder and negates his weight room 
strength.  

Summary:  Lancaster went back to his high 
school days as an offensive lineman during 
Northwestern’s Pro Day and may have increased 
his draft stock as a result.  Imagine someone 
with his size, strength and foot speed creating 
forward movement in the run game.  He has 
shown the ability to move the center backwards 
at the line of scrimmage, but he does not main-
tain pad level throughout the down.  His lack 
of elite pass rush counters makes it a question 
mark if he could handle movement on the other 
side of the ball.  Either way, he can be a camp 
invite and perhaps practice squad candidate for 
an NFL team.

526 Jacob Alsadek 6’6 319

Other Notes: 2016 (10 sts): 
Played RG for the third 
consecutive year • 2017 (13 
sts, Honorable mention All-
Pac-12):  Part of an OL that 
allowed the fewest sacks 
in the Pac-12 • 2018 East-
West Shrine measurements: 
9 ¾” hands, 34 ¼” arms, 81 
5/8” wingspan

Arizona 4.411 6th Round Strengths:  Team captain.  46 career starts.  Put 
on 20 positive pounds during the spring of 
2016.  If he gets his hump blocks initiated, he 
can move interior bodies with his mass and size 
(BYU ’16; Nichols, East-West Shrine ’18, Day 2, 
9-on-7, knockdown block). Takes over combo 
blocks to open up lanes for his QB (Dawkins 
TD-Utah ’16).

Weaknesses: When he bends his knees on the 
second level, he is reactive to the initial contact 
at times.  Tends to stand up and fails to bend 
his knees in pass pro.  Rarely sets his line in the 
sand.  Crosses over and begins to grab when DL 
have gained an edge on him early in the down 
(Nichols, DL/OL, East-West Shrine ’18, Day 2).
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555 Aaron Stinnie 

Other Notes: 2014 (DL): 
12 tackles, 1.5 QB sacks, 
1.5 TFLs •2015: Started 12 
games on the OL • 2016 
(15 sts, 1st Team All-CAA): 
Started the year at LT • 
2017 (15 sts, 1st Team 
All-CAA, AP 1st Team 
All-American): Started the 
entire year at the LT spot
• 2018 JMU Day: 21 reps-
225 lbs, 5.23 40-yd, 27” VJ, 
8’6” BJ, 4.65 20-yd SS, 7.63 
3-cone

James Madison 4.258 6th Round Strengths:  Team captain.  Versatile.  Has played 
DL and OL for the team.  Circles his feet without 
getting too elongated when turning-out exterior 
DEs (ECU ’17).  Flips his hips in sort of a hump 
block technique when executing fan blocks.  
Weaknesses: Uneven hand placement.  His 
hands and elbows get outside of his frame vs. 
wiggle (ECU ’17).  He just pushes off with inside 
hip to open his hips in pass pro and shortens 
the corner for DEs (Menard, QB sack, North 
Dakota State ’16).

Summary: Stinnie’s defensive background shows 
up when watching him complete his hump 
blocks to fan out defenders.  His aggression gets 
him into trouble on occasion charging the de-
fensive end without using the proper footwork.   
Some teams may envision him as an offensive 
guard with his aggressive approach.  

572 Brendan Mahon 6’4 318 (E)

Other Notes: 2014 (12 sts): 
Started nine games at LG
• 2015 (11 sts): Started four 
games at LG and seven 
games at RT • 2016 (9 sts):  
Started at both LT and RT 
during the year • 2017 (12 
sts):  Played the RG posi-
tion for much of the year

Penn State 4.18 7th Round Strengths: Versatile.  He’s started at LG, RG, RT 
and LT.  Attacks with his short-set (Pittsburgh 
’16) as an offensive tackle. 

Weaknesses: As a LT (Michigan ’16), he opened 
the game with quick-set vs. Wormley and was 
snatched (reached over toes).  At RG, he will 
catch the charge in the briar patch vs. leverage 
DTs (Hurst, Michigan ’17-GL).  Slides off of 
some down blocks when teams run inside 
powers (Rutgers ’17, allowed TFL).  

579 Kyle Bosch 6’4 306

Other Notes: 2016 (1st 
Team All-Big 12): Played 
over 1,000 snaps on an 
offensive line which gave 
up the fewest sacks in the 
Big 12 • 2017: Started the 
first game at RG, the next 
four games at LG, the next 
game at RG, the next game 
at LG and the final four 
games he played in at RG 
• 2018 East-West Shrine 
measurements: 6042 306 8 
½” hands, 31 ½” arms, 76” 
wingspan

West Virginia, 
Michigan

4.165 7th Round Strengths:  Made starts at both RG and LG as 
a senior in 2017. Passes off line games with 
awareness.  He can capture to hook on the edge 
sinking his hips with body control as a puller 
(Virginia Tech ’17).  He executes his cut blocks 
vs. slanting DEs in the three-step passing game 
(Thomas, Miami, Fla. ’16).  

Weaknesses: He has been beaten on angle/cut-off 
blocking attempt vs. quicker interior DL (Taylor, 
Oklahoma State ’16; Walker, Virginia Tech ‘17).  
He then grabbed Taylor’s facemask (Oklahoma 
State ’16) trying to sustain a block.

Summary: Bosch is an intense competitor who 
has solid football intelligence and experience at 
both guard spots.  There have been some techni-
cal issues in pass pro that rank as a concern, due 
to average length and body positioning.  As a 
run blocker, he can create a jolt on occasion but 
there have been leverage issues when attempting 
to reach or cut-off opponents.  He will have to 
win with guile and savvy to succeed at the next 
level. Some NFL teams may give him a look at 
the center spot.

587 Tyrone Crowder 

Other Notes: Attended 
Richmond Senior HS 
(N.C.) after originally 
playing at Greer HS (S.C.) 
• Ranked as the 5th-best 
guard in the nation by 
ESPN.com • 2015 (12 
sts, 3rd Team All-ACC): 
Earned 12 starts • 2016 (15 
sts, 1st Team All-ACC):  
Started the entire season at 
the right guard spot • 2017 
(AP 3rd Team All-Amer-
ican):  Started 13 games  • 
Graduated with a degree in 
sociology

Clemson 4.153 7th Round Strengths:  Team captain. Thick lower frame.   
Heavy at the point of attack.  He can finish com-
bo-rubs vs. an outside-shaded two-technique 
DT and give his OT time to get there before 
climbing to LBs (Watson-GL-TD, Wake Forest 
’16). Weaknesses:  When he attempts to get low, 
he’ll lean over his frame and get thrown (Kent 
State ’17). Sustain is an issue. 

Summary: Crowder is a shorter right guard 
prospect who can move bodies in the run game.  
He’s capable of digging his heels in the dirt when 
driving his feet as a run blocker, but is a bit 
heavy-legged when dealing with quick change 
of direction movement in pass protection.  For 
him to stick at the next level, he will need to 
give himself more room to operate in pass 
protection.  Too often he loses because he’s not 
as active moving his feet in pass protection.  
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593 Sam Jones 6’5 297 (E)

Other Notes: 2015 (3 
sts): Made two starts at 
LT and one start at RT • 
2016: Made seven starts 
before getting injured • 
2017 (13 sts):  Named the 
team’s Randall McDaniel 
Outstanding OL 

Arizona State 4.14 7th Round Strengths:  Team captain.  He’s started at RT, LT 
and LG.  Active hands in his pass pro.  Slides his 
feet.  Competes through the down.  Pulls on the 
team’s Wildcat runs to lead RBs.  Satisfactory 
range and tenacity.

Weaknesses:  Suffered a season-ending injury 
in 2016 after starting the first seven games. Feet 
often get caught up in trash as a puller.  Doesn’t 
stay frontal as a pass blocker.  Oversets and does 
not close off the bottom of the pocket vs. inside 
counters.

595 Cody O’Connell  6’9 352

Other Notes: Attended 
Wenatchee HS (Wash.) and 
was ranked as a three-star 
recruit • 2015: Appeared in 
13 games • 2016 (Outland 
Trophy finalist, 1st Team 
All-American,12 sts): Start-
ed the entire year at LG • 
2017 (13 sts, Walter Camp 
All-American): Started the 
entire season at LG

Washington State 4.137 7th Round Strengths:  On straight-ahead man blocks, he 
demonstrates adequate get-off using his bucket 
step.  Effective when uncovered getting up to 
and walling LBs.  Competed favorably in the 
elevator with UCLA’s Eddie Vanderdoes in 2016.  
He does a fine job of helping his OTs to chip 
block if he has no work (East-West Shrine ’18, 
team, Day 2). Competed favorably on occasion 
vs. USC’s Rasheem Green in 2017. 

Summary:  For him, it is all going to come 
down to finding a balance between bending 
and hunching over to make contact.  O’Connell 
needs to measure his intersect angles when 
getting up to the second level to prevent over-
running blocks. He struggles to sustain because 
of the entry-level on his blocks.  Watching film 
on a guard like former Philadelphia Eagle Todd 
Herremans would be ideal, but he lacks his level 
of foot speed and quickness.

607 Jordan Budwig 6’4 311 (E)

Other Notes: Attended 
the University School 
(Fla.) and was ranked as a 
three-time Miami Herald 
All-County performer • 
Led his baseball in on-base 
percentage as a senior in 
high school and batted 
over .300 •2017 (2nd Team 
All-C-USA): Started all 13 
games at the LG spot

FIU 4.11 7th Round
Strengths:  Starter since his freshman year.  
Plays big boy ball. Capable of winning on down 
blocks.  Seeks to destroy once latched.  Good 
footwork despite some stifffness. 
Weaknesses: Guard-only prospect.  Durability 
concerns.  Went over 1,000 games without play-
ing a down in school.  Injured his right shoulder 
(torn labrum) vs. North Texas in 2014.  Tore 
the shoulder again when he attempted to come 
back.   Missed the 2015 and 2016 seasons due to 
shoulder surgery.

617 Brandon Hodges 6’4 297

Other Notes:  He was 
ranked as the No. 5 OT in 
the junior college ranks by 
Scout.com after finishing 
his two-year stay at East 
Mississippi CC • 2016 
(9 sts, Texas): Played at 
the OG position • 2017: 
Enrolled at Pittsburgh as 
a graduate transfer and 
earned three starts at RG in 
eight games 

Pittsburgh, Texas 4.06 7th Round Strengths: 83” wingspan. 10 1/8” hands. Relies 
on these attributes to quick-set opponents in 
pass pro.  Position versatility (played RG & RT 
in 2017). Pulls and connects well on power-G 
concepts. 
Weaknesses: Lacks experience. Made nine career 
starts at two different schools.  Does not keep 
active feet on his charge pass sets.

2018 NFLPA Collegiate Bowl, in-game report: 
Beaten inside by 93 Guerad on a QB sack after 
he got too elongated with punch and had his 
hands swiped by inside.  It takes him a little too 
long to re-map his courses when he’s trying to 
hit moving targets when releasing in space.

631 Trey Rutherford 6’4 310

Other Notes: Attended 
Villanova College (Canada) 
before arriving at the Kent 
School (Conn.) • He was 
ranked as the top lineman 
in Canada by CanadaFoot-
ballChat.com • Threw the 
shot put, discus and javelin 
as a prepster

UConn 4.014 7th Round Strengths: Versatile.  He’s lined up at both OG 
and OT.  Aligned at both guard spots in school.  
In 2015, he would even line up at FB on occa-
sion.  Improved his technique as a senior when 
pulling as a LG.  Can look the part if he surpris-
es LBs on the second level due to his quickness 
and foot speed (Bennett, Syracuse ’16).

Weaknesses: Struggled with penalties and con-
centration lapses as an OG vs. USF in 2016.  Has 
blown some turn protection assignments that 
have led to QB sacks as a LG (Syracuse ’16, USF 
’16).  Exposes his chest and can be posted back 
into the QB (QB sack allowed, SMU ’17).
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647 Trevor Darling

Other Notes: Attended 
Miami Central HS (Fla.) 
and was ranked as a four-
star prospect by Rivals.com 
Played in the 2014 Under 
Armour All-American 
Game • 2014: Started five 
games at RT, including the 
2014 Independence Bowl
• 2015 (13 sts): Started 
the entire year at LT after 
shifting from RT • 2017 
(13 sts): Started the entire 
year at LG

Miami (Fla.) 3.87 7th Round

Summary: What’s perplexing about Darling is 
that he can bend lower in his three-point stance 
better than any of the rest of his offensive line 
mates.  So what happens next?  Immediately after 
the snap he raises to a straight-legged posture 
when either run or pass blocking.  He actually 
has some natural pop but plays so tall that he 
rarely creates forward movement.  Foot speed is 
an issue for the former four-star recruit and it 
may prevent him from getting through an NFL 
training camp.

658 Justin Lea 6’3 285 

Other Notes: 2017 (1st 
Team All-OVC, 1st Team 
All-American) • 2018 
NFLPA Collegiate Bowl 
measurements: 9 1/8” 
hands, 31” arms, 75 ½” 
wingspan • 2018 NFLPA 
Collegiate Bowl in-game 
report: Capable of sitting 
down but begins to grab as 
the DT attacks his inside 
shoulder.  

Jacksonville State 3.796 7th Round Strengths:  Athletic bloodlines. Classroom 
warrior.  Durable. Started 51 consecutive games 
in his career.  Excels with angles as a blocker.  At 
the LT spot, he gets his hat positioned inside the 
numbers of DEs and wheels his frame to turn 
them out (Davis, UTC ’15).

Weaknesses: Lacks the necessary length to play 
on the edge and it is questionable for the inside 
OG spot.  He does not latch-and-sustain when 
DEs cross his face (Reynolds, Chattanooga ’17).  
Questionable upper body strength.

662 Ben Huss 6’1 306

Other Notes: 2016 (11 sts, 
1st Team All-NEC): Part of 
an offense that was 21st in 
the FCS in total offense
• 2017 (AP FCS 2nd Team 
All-American): Started 11 
games at the RG spot
• 2018 NFLPA Collegiate 
Bowl in-game report: Drew 
a holding call near the end 
of the third quarter after a 
spin move by 90 Tiller.

Duquesne 3.775 7th Round

Strengths: Durable. Mauler. Built more for center 
position. He’s lined up for over the team as both 
an OC and OG.  Four-year starter. Climbs and 
connects on the second level when uncovered. 

Weaknesses: 75-inch wingspan.  Balance is a 
concern vs. the bull rush. Has trouble setting and 
digging feet to draw a retrieve line. Missed one 
game in 2015 due to an injury.

674 Keyan Norman 6’3 305 (E)

Other Notes: Former pitcher 
at Lone Peak HS (Utah), 
where he was an all-state 
selection in both football 
and baseball • Named the 
2010 Class 5A Pitcher 
of the Year • Played OL 
at Southern Utah before 
transferring to BYU

BYU 3.71 7th Round Strengths: Athletic genes. Contains sufficient 
low back strength. Executes scoop blocks on the 
backside of run away. Gains an edge with “pop” 
on man blocks in the run game.  

Weaknesses: Penalties have shown up in bunches 
during games (false start, holding call: Boise State 
’16).  Also posted a holding call while trying to 
complete a combination block with his OC in the 
2016 Poinsettia Bowl.  Posted a couple of false 
starts vs. West Virginia in 2016.  He had issues 
with power vs. Mississippi State in 2017. 

675 Kyle Meadows 6’5 300 (E)

Other Notes: 2017 (13 sts): 
Earned seven starts at LT, 
six starts at RT • Graduated 
with a degree in psychology
• 2018 Kentucky Pro Day: 
28” VJ, 8’5” BJ, 5.33 40-yd

Kentucky 3.702 7th Round Strengths:  Durable.  Slides back nicely to the in-
side initially in his pass sets. Versatile.  He started 
the Southern Miss game at LT and then moved 
right tackle when the OC was injured.  

2017 Music City Bowl in-game report (De’Angelo 
Bryant, DraftNasty): Veteran savvy. Understands 
the DL stunts, slant and twist games. Slow 
movement off the snap. Appears he doesn’t trust 
his feet; which puts him in bad position versus 
the rush. Uses little technique when releasing 
inside to get to the second level. Struggles to sit 
his hips down and it causes him to absorb contact 
too often. 
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1. Connor Williams 6’5 296 Texas
Grade: 6.65 (1st Round)

Big Board Rank: 3

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Classroom warrior.  “Nasty.”  Strong. 550-lb dead lift.  
420-lb bench press.  Finisher.  Sends messages on the field  and throws people around on the edge 
(Baylor ’16; West Virginia ‘17).  Natural knee bender.  Slides and shuffles patiently.  Plays with 
balance.  Solid technician. Athletic.  He’s shown the ability to make open field tackles vs. fast DBs on 
turnovers (tackle, Crawford, Notre Dame ’16). Able to get out in space to hit moving targets on trick 
plays (West Virginia ’17).   Delivers the DE to his OG and slides back fluently on T-E line games.  
He’s strong enough to stymie and create lockout quickly in his short-sets.   Handles the early charge 
of OLBs/DEs (Armstrong, Kansas ’16).  Takes the correct hinge steps to widen the course for DEs/
OLBs on run action or on play action pass.  Consistently seeks to get his hands inside the numbers 
of OL. Sits back on his heels once he’s latched in pass protection.  Out of his two-point stance, he 
works to shuffle his feet and circle DEs up the field on inside zone concepts or trap play action pass.  
Sits down, lifts upward and drives his feet vs. the 4i-DE to create movement on down blocks (inside 
counter schemes).  Shifts his weight on LBs on the second level (pancake block, Foreman, TD, 
Baylor ’16).  

Weaknesses:  When he carries his hands low (more in 2016), it has left him susceptible to snatch-
and-pull maneuvers (Kansas ’16).  Steps forward with his outside foot to gain depth and it shortens 
the corner for pass rushers (West Virginia ’17, 1st play of 2nd QTR).  Cut block techniques are in-
consistent and lack location.  His pads aren’t always evenly centered (Baylor ’16) as a pass protector 
or run blocker. Over-aggressiveness gets him into trouble grabbing when trying to bulldog oppo-
nents (Baylor ’16).  He posted back-to-back holding penalties vs. Maryland in 2017 (down 44-34, 
4th QTR) to negate first downs.  His outside foot will get off the ground when running his feet as a 
run blocker (vs. Trumbetti, Notre Dame ’16).  Missed the UTEP game in 2016 due to a head injury.  
Suffered MCL and PCL strains in 2017 and also tore the meniscus in his left knee.  Missed seven 
games as a result.  He decided not to play in the 2017 Texas Bowl to prepare for the NFL Draft. 

Other Notes: Attended Coppell HS (Tex.) and was named a 2nd Team Class 6A All-State selection as 
a senior • Brother, Dalton was a QB at Stephen F. Austin and Akron • 2015 (12 sts, Academic All-Big 
12, Honorable mention All-Big 12, Freshman All-American): Started the entire season at left tackle
• 2016 (11 sts, 1st Team All-American): Played the entire year at LT and was a Big 12 Commission-
er’s Honor Roll selection • 2017 (2nd Team Academic All-Big 12): Started five games at LT for the 
Longhorns • 2018 NFL Combine: 10 ½” hands, 33” arms, 26 reps-225 lbs, 5.05 40-yd, 34” VJ, 9’4” 
BJ, 7.83 3-Cone, 4.63 20-yd SS • Maintained a 3.67 GPA in Texas’ McCombs School of Business

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): DraftNasty’s first opportunity to see him play live came versus 
Notre Dame in 2016.  Despite only adequate length for a tackle prospect, he contains advanced foot-
work and balance.  He is strong enough to handle bull rushers.  Williams still needs to develop more 
of a vertical kick-slide to avoid being out-paced by some of the quicker defensive ends in the NFL.  
In addition, he’ll have to become more centered as a pass blocker to avoid creating a short corner.  
His run blocking ability makes him a projection as a right tackle but some teams may view him as a 
left guard.  Despite an uneven senior year that raised slight durability concerns, he remains the best 
offensive lineman in this year’s draft.  The Academic All-Big 12 selection has first-round value.  

2. Mike McGlinchey 6’8 311 Notre Dame
Grade: 6.63 (1st Round)

Big Board Rank: 4

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Two-time team captain.  Has started at both tackle
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3. Tyrell Crosby 6’5 309 Oregon
Grade: 6.501 (1st Round)

Big Board Rank: 14

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Athletic lower frame.  He’s started at both RT and LT 
during his career.  Held down the LT position as a senior and showed marked improvement.  He’s 
a heavy-handed six-inch puncher with 11-inch hands.  Nasty.  He contains finishes characteristics. 
Throws DEs around through the whistle (Frazier, Boise State ’17).  He wants to long-arm DEs 
quickly in the down (without a punch) and guide them through the down. His change-up is to

spots. Excellent technician. Plays through the down.  Flexible.  Even on his allowed QB sack vs. 
Stanford in 2017, he executed a full split.  Exhibits patience and runs his feet on the backside of run 
away.  Stays low and balanced getting out of his three-point stance to short-set.  For a taller player, 
he gets low and will deliver initial force (Stanford ’17). Forces DEs to run the arch.  This low posture 
extends to him creating movement on down blocks as a run blocker (Nelson, Texas ’16, sits on him).   
He is capable of handling DBs rushing off the edge as a RT (Mills, LSU ’14).  Out of his two-point 
stance, he’s quick to engage the defender (despite slight row) as he retreats into his vertical kick-
slide.  Mobile.  Will release on screens and make some highlight film-type blocks 30-to-40 yards 
downfield (3rd QTR/1:48, Miami, Fla. ’17, knockdown). Very efficient finishing reach blocks as a RT 
(Music City Bowl ’14).  He chatters to get under control to meet LBs on the second level (especially 
if uncovered).  He has shown up on the FG unit and FG block team. 

Weaknesses: With tall nature, will the chest exposure leave him vulnerable to posts in the NFL?   His 
pad level begins to rise if he has to get a gap over on zone runs and he’ll lose position (reach block, 
1st QTR, Stanford ’17).  Can he really create movement with his hand in the dirt as a run blocker? 
Feet will get narrow on double teams (even with help from OG) and he will lose his balance.  Bends 
over vs. spiking OLBs and whiffs on occasion (Jefferson, TFL, Texas ’16).  Base will slide vs. speed-
to-power rushes (allowed QB sack, Tyler, Stanford ’17).  Uses an arm-bar to corral DEs who get 
on his edge quickly in the down (Omenihu, Texas ’16).  Occasionally, he will run block on his toes 
with a narrow base.  False start vs. NC State in 2016 (2nd QTR/9:34).  Got lazy with his pass sets (no 
depth) in the fourth quarter of the Miami, Fla. contest in 2017 (QB sack allowed, FF, FR vs. late add-
on twist from inside-out).  

Other Notes: Attended William Penn Charter HS (Pa.) and played TE/OT at the prep level • Also 
played basketball in high school • Cousin, Matt Ryan, is an NFL MVP quarterback for the Atlanta 
Falcons • 2014: Started one game at RT vs. LSU in the Music City Bowl; Blocked a FG vs. North-
western • 2015: Started 13 games at the RT position • 2016 (AP 2nd Team All-American): Made 12 
starts at LT • 2017 (Walter Camp 1st Team All-American): Started the entire year at the LT position
• 2018 NFL Combine: 10” hands, 34” arms, 24 reps-225 lbs, 28 ½” VJ, 8’9” BJ • 2018 Notre Dame
Pro Day: 6076 311 9 6/8” hands, 34 1/8” arms, 82” wingspan • Graduated with a degree in film, 
television and theatre in May 2017

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): McGlinchey’s repetitions over a three-to-four-year period 
demonstrate balance and flexibility.  Despite being a taller tackle, he is capable of bending to get in 
position and this even showed up when re-anchoring versus opponents.  At the NFL level, he will 
have to concentrate on protecting his chest with more consistency simply due to his height.  This 
has been the case with many of the taller edge protectors that have come into the NFL in recent 
years (Eric Fisher, Luke Joeckel, etc..).  His game ventures more towards that of former Michigan 
State offensive lineman Jack Conklin.  He may not be quite as athletic as Conklin but he has similar 
flexibility.  Conklin can often frustrate opponents with his footwork on the right side.  Despite car-
rying his hands low, he forces defensive ends to run the arch.  It wouldn’t be out of the question to 
see McGlinchey become a starter on the right side of an offensive line as a rookie, but he has enough 
quickness to man a left tackle spot. 
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4. Joseph Noteboom 6’5 309 TCU
Grade: 6.11 (2nd Round)

Big Board Rank: 62

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):   Excels in the classroom.  Durable.  Finished his career 
with 40 straight starts at two positions (RT, LT). Hard worker. Added 35 pounds in the spring of 
2014.  Then added another 10 pounds in spring of 2016. Well-balanced despite the added weight.   
Prefers to use a 45-degree lateral kick-slide at either tackle spot but can vertical set. Strong enough

attack the inside shoulder of DEs and then ride it (will do this with one-hand or two).  As a RT, he’s 
and then ride it (will do this with one-hand or two).  As a RT, he’s at his best setting up quickly with 
a lateral kick-slide in his short-set to guide DEs over the top.  This extends to the LT spot, where he 
uses a similar lateral kick-slide.  Slides-and-shuffles efficiently.  Feet stay hot and he keeps his hands 
up throughout the down.  Frequently deposited pass rushers during 2018 Senior Bowl practices.  
Places his hands inside the numbers of DEs attempting to hold edge force. Drops his low back at a 
bent angle to turn-out DEs/OLBs in the run game.  His heavy nature will spring runners on down 
blocks (1st QTR, Stanford ’17).  Effective on combo-rub blocks to get up to LBs. Uses an efficient 
step-back, skip technique to pull to the outside and kick-out edge defenders.  He will release on 
screens, come to balance and show the flexibility to bend and deposit DBs in space (knockdown, Las 
Vegas Bowl ’17).  He also executes on fold blocks, where he can become the lead element for the RB.  
Competed well vs. Ohio State’s Joey Bosa in the 2015 national title game. 

Weaknesses: Urgency needs to improve down-to-down.  He will begin to bend at the waist when 
sliding to cut-off spiking DL (allows Miles to hit QB after the throw, Las Vegas Bowl ’17).  Fails to 
get his head across the bow vs. LBs blitzing in his gap control on angle blocks.  On his lateral kick-
slide, he will punch late and allow DEs to get underneath his hands (Senior Bowl ’18, Okoronkwo, 
team, Day 2).  Carries some lower body stiffness reacting back to inside movement.   Leans over his 
waist to make contact on run away vs. DEs aligned in a 6i-DE spot (Oregon State ’14).  When the 
team runs outside zones, DEs can stack-and-shed him too easily. Creates inconsistent bite as a run 
blocker. Begins to stand up in man-to-man blocks with DEs over the top of him.  Fails to sink low 
enough in the chair when getting challenged down the middle of his frame (Grimble, Oregon State 
’14).  Some of his work can be up-and-down in a straight-legged manner.  Just “OK” climbing to 
the second-level to connect vs. LBs.  Missed most of the 2016 season due to a foot injury.  Left the 
Stanford game in 2017 with a concussion.  

Other Notes: Attended Green Valley HS (Nev.) and earned nevadapreps.com 1st Team All-State hon-
ors as a senior • He also played defense as a senior at the prep level and posted 7 QB sacks in 2013 • 
Averaged 16.2 RPG as a basketball player at the prep level • 2014 (9 sts): Started seven games at RT 
and two games at left tackle as a true freshman • 2015: Started 12 games at RT • 2016 (2 sts): Missed 
most of the year but appeared in three games • 2017 (13 sts, 1st Team All-Pac-12, Morris Trophy 
Award winner): Started the entire year at LT • 2018 Senior Bowl measurements: 6047 319 11” hands, 
34 3/8” arms, 82 ¼” wingspan • 2018 NFL Combine: 6050 319 11” hands, 35 ¼” arms, 17 reps-225 
lbs, 5.23 40-yd, 30” VJ, 8’9” BJ, 7.89 3-cone, 4.77 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): The improvement for Crosby over a two-year period laid 
credence to his 2015 National Title game performance versus Ohio State’s Joey Bosa (Los Angeles 
Chargers).  In that game, he displayed all of the necessary toughness and “nasty” to excel as a right 
tackle in the NFL.  His footwork has made the most dramatic leap over the course of his career.  The 
former high school basketball standout generally displays good feet but his urgency will leave him 
on a couple of occasions per game.  This dates back to his freshman season.  An above average run 
blocker, Crosby is a natural fit at the right tackle position and potentially a rookie starting tackle.  He 
is a better prospect than former Oregon tackle Jake Fisher (Cincinnati Bengals).  

DraftNasty
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5. Kolton Miller 6’9 309 UCLA
Grade: 6.095 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 65

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): He’s started at RT and LT for the Bruins.  Contains the 
movement skills of an NBA power forward.  Excellent foot speed.  Light on his feet.  Bends well.  
Jumps out of his stance to reach outside shaded five-technique DEs.  Steps up two steps to hit the 
inside shoulder of DEs before turning his frame. Moves his feet well to kick-out the DE or OLB. 
Uses butt blocks to scoop five-technique DEs on run away.   When playing LT, he slides to create a 
wall and keeps shuffling his feet while doing so (Colorado ’17).  At the RT spot, he also exhibited a 
smooth lateral kick-slide.  He can recover once the DE has beaten him to his spots in pass protec-
tion.  Closes off the bottom of the pocket re-directing to inside movement.  He’s very smooth and ef-
fortless getting up to the second level to initiate contact vs. LBs (Colorado ’17).  Often seen blocking 
LBs 20-to-30 yards downfield (Akins, Memphis ’17, 1st QTR/14:17).  He snaps out of his stance to 
hook the two-technique DT on outside runs to his side.  Runs his feet when  drive blocking to create 
forward movement in the run game.  

to handle when players attempt to go down the middle of his frame.  He’ll sink his hips, low back 
and dig his cleats in the dirt (Davenport, 1-on-1, Senior Bowl ’18, at RT-Day 3).  The team pulls 
him on inside powers to kick-out the backside DE.  He’s shown decent open field speed to get out 
in space on gap-schemed runs that ask to pull and lead for his RB (makes pancake block 40 yards 
downfield, Iowa State ’16, 1st QTR, TD). Slides-and-shuffles well.  Fluid flipping his hips to maintain 
his slide-shuffle.  He can fire into his kick-slide with depth and length while absorbing contact.  
Demonstrates decent low back strength vs. two-hand posts (SMU ’17).  

Weaknesses: There are times when he’s still backing up even after he’s placed his hands inside the 
numbers of the DE (walked back for QB sack, 3rd QTR, Oklahoma ’17).  His elbows are outside of 
his frame when he begins his punch.  Takes too many bullets to his chest and numbers (Haynes, 
Senior Bowl ’18, one-on-one, Day 2). Posted a false start vs. Iowa State in 2017.  Had three holding 
penalties vs. Kansas in 2016 due to poor hand placement. Was unable to create lockout vs. Georgia’s 
Lorenzo Carter early in the 2016 Liberty Bowl.  He was thrown around too easily by Davin Bellamy 
in the 2016 Liberty Bowl.  When hitting first color as a pulling OT, he makes contact but doesn’t sus-
tain blocks. Despite maintaining his slide-shuffle, he gives DEs an edge to turn the corner (allowed 
QB sack, Walker, Kansas State ’16; at RT vs. Davenport, Senior Bowl ’18, team, Day 3).  

Other Notes: Attended Plano HS (Tex.) and was an honorable mention Class 5A All-State selection
• 2014 (13 gms): Academic All-Big 12 • 2015 (13 sts, Academic All-Big 12):  Started 10 games at RT 
and two games at LT • 2016 (13 sts, 2nd Team Academic All-Big 12): Started the entire year at the 
LT spot • 2017 (14 sts, Honorable mention All-Big 12): Started all season at the LT spot • 2018 Se-
nior Bowl measurements: 6051 306 9 ½” hands, 35 ½” arms, 83 ¼” wingspan • 2018 NFL Combine: 
9 5/8” hands, 34 3/8” arms, 27 reps-225 lbs, 4.96 40-yd, 24” VJ, 8’6” BJ, 7.65 3-cone, 4.44 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Noteboom has all of the physical tools to be a starting tackle in 
the NFL.  In fact, he was able to come right in and contribute as a freshman at a relatively high level 
long before becoming a 40-game starter.  He’s durable, strong and plays with good balance.  The is-
sue with him comes down to punch location.  Too many times he is forced to re-anchor because his 
hands do not consistently protect his chest.  A solid run blocker, the former Horned Frog has gotten 
into problems when sustaining blocks.  He could very well be a candidate for penalties at the next 
level if he doesn’t clean up the technical flaws.  His ability to pull ranks as a plus and some teams 
may feel a better transition for him could be inside at guard.  We envision him being able to handle 
an outside spot in the mold of Washington Redskins offensive tackle Morgan Moses.
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6. Brian O’Neill 6’6 298 Pittsburgh
Grade: 6.092 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 66

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Athletic bloodlines.  Carries broad shoulders and a 
long back.  Former TE who’s made starts at both tackle spots.  Exhibits comfort quick-setting as a 
RT.  Fluid working out of his three-point stance (RT) on his charge sets and turn-out blocks to fan 
DEs.  Contains the requisite athleticism and foot speed.  He’s swift in reverse creating room from the 
DE.  Slides back fluently.  Pulls effortlessly to get out in space from the RT spot and can hit moving 
targets in space (Senior Bowl ’18, Day 2, team).  Used in a tight end role to be a receiver along the 
goal line.   Scored on a left fly sweep (reverse) vs. Virginia Tech in 2016. They’ve given him the ball 
from the U-off TE position to even throw passes on fly sweeps (2016 New Era Pinstripe Bowl). He’s 
shown the ability to get out in space and hit moving targets effortlessly (2018 Senior Bowl, Day 2 
practices).  Attempts to settle his feet on the 2nd level.  

Weaknesses:  Unrefined technician.  Wasted movement (in the upper body) shows up in his pass 
sets.  As a RT (2015-16), he would tend to get overextended in his PP and this was also present at the 
LT spot (Virginia Tech ’17).  Tends to hunch down to connect and leaves the inside door open for 
access.  Slip moves force him to bend at the waist and recover in a sloppy manner (Gross-Metos,

Weaknesses:  Has started just 23 games in school.  He can be a tick late out of his stance off the ball 
working out of a three-point stance.  Steps forward with his outside foot out of his two-point stance. 
This forces him to hunch over at times and lose speed rushers over the top. Hand placement is 
erratic.  Slides off of some blocks while driving his legs.   Arms will flail back and can be beaten to 
his inside hip (RT-BYU ’16; at LT- falls down, Memphis ’17).  Leverage-based pass rushers can get 
underneath his punch to challenge his anchor (Avery, Memphis ’17).  He did some waist-bending at 
the RT spot.  Allowed a number of QB hits crossing his feet vs. speed against BYU in 2016 (at the RT 
spot).  His lack of a sturdy base has caused him to be driven into his QB’s lap (Langi runs him into 
Rosen’s right knee, BYU ’16). Dips his head at the point of attack and four-technique DEs slip him 
over the top (allowed FF, Fumble lost, Memphis ’17).  This also occurs getting up to the second-level 
(hunching down to hit his targets). Concentration lapses show up on the backside of run away when 
cutting-off DEs in the C-gap (Colorado ’17).  Missed the final seven games of the 2016 season due to 
a foot injury.

Other Notes: Attended Roseville HS (Calif.) and he was named a four-star recruit by Rivals.com
• 2015 (5 sts): Made four starts at RT and one start at LT • 2016 (5 sts): Started at the RT spot
• 2017 (13 sts, 2nd Team All-Pac-12): Started the entire year at LG • 2018 NFL Combine: 10 ¾”
hands, 34” arms, 24 reps-225 lbs, 4.95 40-yd, 31 ½” VJ, 10’1” BJ (NFL Combine record for OL), 7.34 
3-cone, 4.49 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  It’s rare to see an offensive tackle not even gain a step in his 
lateral or vertical kick-slide, yet still mirror the pass rusher.  This is what you’ll see from Miller as a 
left tackle from time-to-time.  Some of this could simply be the transition from the footwork of the 
right tackle spot (2014-16) to the left tackle position (2017).  The second-team All-Pac-12 selection 
improved his strength and handled pressure more effectively as a junior.  His athleticism overcame 
many technical errors at the collegiate level.  There are still too many instances when he is forced to 
hunch over as a pass blocker.  This extends to the second level blocking linebackers.  He slides off of 
some blocks and loses defenders over the top.  It will be a challenge for him to win in this manner 
but it has been done in the NFL.  One player that comes to mind is Arizona Cardinals veteran of-
fensive tackle Jared Veldheer.  Veldheer carried nearly an identical athletic profile (5.0 40-yard dash, 
33-inch vertical jump, 4.51 20-yard short shuttle) at 6-foot-8 and over 300 pounds.  He has since 
gone on to start 101 games at the professional level.   
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7. Geron Christian 6’5 298 Louisville 
Grade: 6.048 (3rd Round)

    Big Board Rank: 79

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Athletic bloodlines.  Classroom warrior. Durable.  39 
career starts. 10 ¾-inch hands.  Good movement skills.  He can flip his hips and use his length to 
run DEs/OLBs by the pocket.  Has been a starter since his true freshman season. Switches from 
strong to weak (plays both tackle spots) during games.  Seems most comfortable working at the left 
tackle spot when it comes to his footwork.  Much better engaging the DE off of the play action pass 
game with quick-sets; where he will charge DEs and lockout his arms to create extension. Picks up 
blitzes off of the slot with patience. Displays some ‘nasty’ in his play at times to finish through the 
echo of the whistle.  Can get up to and finish on the second level vs. LBs.   

Weaknesses:  At the RT spot, he just picks up his outside foot and sits it right back in the ground; 
forcing him to cross his feet to reach speed (Wake Forest ’17).  At this spot (RT), he is suspect to bull 
rushes and spin moves back to his inside hip. Winds up his arms to initiate contact as a run blocker 
out of his two-point stance.  Does some grabbing and will pull down pass rushers outside.  Can be 
beaten quickly with outside slap-and-swipe moves (Chubb, allowed QB sack, NC State ’17).  Strug-
gled vs. the pressure concepts of N.C. State in 2017 (penalties were an issue).  

Other Notes: Attended Trinity Catholic HS (Fla.) and was ranked as a three-star prospect after earn-
ing Class 3A All-State honors • Former All-County high school basketball player after moving on to 
play at Westport HS.  He averaged 14 PPG and 13 RPG 

Penn State ’17).  Uses an outside-in window wash technique (elbows get wide) and connects outside 
the framework of the DE’s numbers.  Susceptible to one-or-two-hand posts.  Still needs to get stron-
ger. Rarely sets a line in the sand. Can be driven back due to a limited anchor (Buchholz, Penn State 
’17-3rd QTR).  Base tends to narrow when securing his inside gap control on angle blocks as a run 
blocker.

Other Notes: Attended the Salesianum School (Del.) and was a three-star recruit as a tight end (33 
receptions, 614 yards (18.6 YPR) and 8 TDs as a senior).  Also posted 45 tackles, 5 QB sacks, 13 
TFLs, 3 FFs, 2 FRs on defense • Also excelled as a basketball player for the team’s DIAA champion-
ship squad (13 PPG and 8.5 RPG) • Father, Brendan, played RB at Dartmouth, his mother, Eliza-
beth, swam at Northeastern and his brother, Eamon, played soccer at Northwestern • Aside from 
Pitt, he was a three-star recruit with offers from schools like Coastal Carolina, Colgate and Tulane.  
• 2015 (12 sts): 11 starts at RT and one start at LT • 2016 (13 sts, 2nd Team All-ACC, coaches): Made 
13 starts at RT; 2 rushes for 29 yards and 2 TDs; 0-of-2 passing • 2017 (12 sts, 1st Team All-ACC): 
Started 12 games at LT; One rush for 10 yards • Career Stats: 3 rushes for 39 yards (13 YPC) and 2 
TDs • 2018 Senior Bowl measurements: 6064 298 9 3/8” hands, 34 1/8” arms, 80 3/8” wingspan
• 2018 NFL Combine: 9 3/8” hands, 34” arms, 22 reps-225 lbs, 4.82 40-yd, 29 ½” VJ, 8’11” BJ, 7.14 
3-cone, 4.5 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  O’Neill was a lightly recruited tight end coming out of the 
Salesianum School in Wilmington, Delaware.  Although he wasn’t a high-riser on the hardwood at 
the prep level, his footwork around the basket mirrors what’s currently being seen on the gridiron.  
As a tight end, right tackle or left tackle at Pitt, his foot speed and quickness has shined.  He is still 
growing into his frame and he loses far too many leverage battles.  This extended to his work during 
the week of the 2018 Senior Bowl practices, where he was more comfortable working at the right 
tackle spot.  He’ll need to sit down in the chair with more urgency and work on his punch location.  
He’s very similar to former Indiana Hoosier and current Green Bay Packers OL Jason Spriggs (2nd 
round, 48th overall, 2016 NFL Draft).
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8. Martinas Rankin 6’4 308 Mississippi State
Grade: 6.004 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 86

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Team captain.  Professional.  Maintained a 3.3 GPA in 
school and was a member of the Dean’s List.  Positive size.  10-inch hands. 34-inch arms. Versatile.  
Spent the spring of 2017 at the center spot but primarily played LT in school. Mobile.  Uses butt 
blocks to cut off the backside four-or-five-technique DE. He takes the correct angles to accomplish 
these tasks.  Times angle blocks. He’s capable of completing these assignments out of a two-point 
stance (on run away).  Contains decent snap to engage and turn-out defenders in the run game 
(Auburn ’16).  Latches the inside shoulder of slanting DEs and creates lateral movement.  Shifts his 
weight on opponents as a run blocker.  Once he latches under the DE’s numbers, there is an element 
of lift-and-rise.  His preferred pass set is the short-set.  Wants to attack the DE quickly off the snap 
and then shuffle to mirror their charge.  Improved dramatically with his vertical set in 2017, keeping 
his hands up and gaining a half-yard on his first kick-step (Georgia ’17). 

Weaknesses:  Struggles to reach speed with his lateral kick-slide as a LT (Williams, Alabama ’16, QB 
sack allowed).  Fails to consistently exhibit the correct posture in his pass pro. He will occasionally 
play straight up-and-down and not sit in the chair (although capable of doing so). While he starts 
off admirably with his kick-slide (laterally or vertically), he will over-extend late in downs and lose 
DEs (Ole Miss ’16).  Allows his weight to get over his toes and loses his footing on occasion (on the 
ground two times, BYU ’16).  Missed three games in 2017 due to an ankle injury he suffered around 
the midseason mark.  He did not participate in the 2018 Senior Bowl.  

Other Notes: Attended Mendenhall HS (Miss.) before going on to play at Mississippi Gulf Coast CC
• Earned a four-star ranking by 247Sports.com and was the 9th-best JUCO player by Scout.com
• 2015: SEC Academic Honor Roll • 2016 (10 sts, SEC Academic Honor Roll): Played the LT spot 
for the Bulldogs • 2017 (9 sts, 1st Team All-SEC, Kent Hull Award Winner): Led an offensive line 
that allowed 13 sacks (fewest in the nation) • 2018 NFL Combine: 10 1/8” hands, 33 ¾” arms, 24 
reps-225 lbs.

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Since Rankin’s arrival on campus, he’s been receiving buzz 
throughout the scouting circles.  There are several positives working in his favor.  The Bulldogs team 
captain manned the left tackle spot for two years, but he even got experience at the center position 
last spring.  He can backup any of the five line positions. With his element of lift-and-rise, some 
teams may view him as a center at the next level.  While he may not have as high of a ceiling outside 
at tackle, we think he can develop if he cleans up his posture and depth to defend speed.  He bends 
relatively well but needs to find a balance between charging defenders and sitting down with a base.  
He should begin to get looks on Day 2 of the 2018 NFL Draft.  

Committed to playing at Miami (Fla.) before switching over to Louisville • Brother, Gerald Chris-
tian, played football for Louisville in 2013-14 • 2015 (All-ACC Academic, Honorable mention 
All-ACC): Started 13 games as a true freshman • 2016 (13 sts): Earned honorable mention All-ACC 
honors • 2017 (13 sts): Earned honorable mention All-ACC • 2018 NFL Combine: 11” hands, 35” 
arms, 19 reps-225 lbs, 5.33 40-yd

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Christian gives NFL teams options because he’s played both 
tackle spots intermittently during games.  We felt he was a tad more comfortable at the left tackle 
spot and that should only enhance his value.  He tends to wind up slightly as a run blocker and his 
footwork on the right side gets him into trouble.  The former Cardinal standout is at his best using 
his foot quickness and speed to run guys by the pocket.  He’s yet to show comfort getting back to his 
spot and sitting in the chair.  He’s a prospect who could climb with strong pre-draft workouts. 
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10. Will Richardson 6’6 306 NC State
Grade: 5.785 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 131

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Strong.  Flashes ‘pop’ as a run blocker hooking the 4i-
DE on outside runs. Displays some quickness getting up to the next level of the defense if uncov-
ered. Keeps his hands at least waist-high and ready to punch.  Sinks his feet back in the dirt once 
engaged with the DE.  Did not allow a lot of pressure on the QB in the film viewed. Mobility.  At the 
RT spot, he’s been used to pull on QB-counters and he can find color on the move (Independence 
Bowl ’16).  Possesses a decent vertical kick-slide at this position (RT).  Has operated out of both a 
three-point and two-point stance.  Drives his feet through the down on angle blocks vs. the 6i-DE 
and has flashed an element of ‘nasty’ when doing so (pancake, Odeyingbo, Vanderbilt ’16).  Down  

9. Brandon Parker 6’7 305 North Carolina A&T
Grade: 5.795 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 126

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Contains finishing instincts as a player. Light on his 
feet.  Slides-and-mirrors effectively. Surprises Rush OLBs with a quick-set that creates a jolt (knocks 
Nwosu to ground, team, Senior Bowl ’18, Day 1; Nwosu, Senior Bowl ’18, team, RZ, Day 2).  Disci-
plined with his hand placement.  Uses his length and wingspan to widen DEs over the top Keeps his 
hands up to protect his numbers and connects Never allowed a sack in four years as a starter.  Excels 
on down blocks and can move a pile at the FCS level (Celebration Bowl ’18).  Enough foot speed and 
range.  Fires out of his stance as a puller.  He can reach block vs. DEs aligned to his outside shoulder. 

Weaknesses:  Needs to improve core strength.  He can get knocked off his spots pulling in confined 
areas and lose his balance.  Uneven upper body strength.  Top-down run blocker who doesn’t initi-
ate contact in an upward manner on man blocks (Richmond ’16).  DEs will throw him around sus-
taining blocks on the backside (Richmond, FCS Playoffs ’16; Celebration Bowl ’17).  Base narrows 
as a run blocker and this forces him to lose his power element. Tends to raise his shoulders when 
kicking into his vertical pass sets. Struggled over-setting to the outside shoulder of DEs in the 2018 
Senior Bowl (game) and allowed Oklahoma’s Okoronkwo to beat him inside for a sack.  Vulnerable 
to roll moves from quicker OLBs/DEs (Griffin, Senior Bowl ’18, DL/OL, Day 1).  Overruns some of 
his landmarks in space.  False starts have shown up when trying to get a jump on down blocks (false 
start, Grambling State ’17).  

Other Notes: Attended A.L. Brown HS (N.C.) and started for two years at the prep level • Sister, 
Jasmine, played basketball for North Carolina A&T • 2014 (12 sts): Earned 3rd Team All-MEAC 
honors • 2015 (12 sts, MEAC OL of the Year): Earned 1st Team All-MEAC honors and led the team 
in knockdown blocks • 2016 (12 sts): Earned All-MEAC Offensive Lineman of the Year honors for 
the second consecutive year • 2017 (13 sts, 1st Team FCS All-American):  Named the MEAC OL 
of the Year for the third time • 2018 Senior Bowl measurements: 6072 303 9 5/8” hands, 35 3/8” 
arms, 85 ¼” wingspan • 2018 NFL Combine: 10” hands, 35” arms, 5.4 40-yd, 28 ½” VJ, 9’5” BJ, 7.82 
3-cone, 4.68 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): For Parker to reach his immense potential, he is going to have 
to slide back better to protect the inside of the pocket once he has established hand placement.  At 
this point, he begins to overextend in either the run or pass game once he’s initially established hand 
placement.  Some of this can be attributed to his naturally high-cut frame. For a player with as much 
foot quickness as he possesses, he does struggle to meet targets without dramatically adjusting his 
entry points.   The four-time All-MEAC performer carries starting traits.  His biggest task is learning 
how to sit down before he establishes his punch.  
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11. Chukwuma Okorafor 6’6 320 Western Michigan
Grade: 5.77 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 138

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Versatile.  He’s started at the RT and LT spots.  Excellent 
size.  Thick lower frame.  Possesses significant wingspan and length.  In pass pro, he keeps his hands 
up after he punches to create separation. Can look sudden at times kicking to depth.  When doing so 
(kicking to depth), he’s been solid vs. good pass rushers (3rd and 7, USC ’17, Gustin). On occasion, 
he’s also shown the ability to close the inside door (inconsistent in this regard, see weaknesses) vs. 
ROLBs/DEs attacking his inside hip (Ohio ’16).  Some of these  have been vs.predictable roll moves 
by NFL-caliber DEs (Basham, Ohio ’16).  On run action away, he will cut the 4i-DE or 5-technique 
DE.  Spreads his base and drives his legs on down blocks to move bodies in the run game.  Frames 
his body to hook 4i-DEs on outside runs (Buffalo ’17).  

Weaknesses:  Balance.  On the ground too much (Michigan State ’17).  He gets a bit tall in his verti-
cal kick (Ohio ’16).  His hands hang down by his sides too often. Plays a bit antsy.  Reaches over his 
toes to connect and creates a short corner. His feet settle and DEs swim him to his inside hip.  On 
his hinge steps on the backside of play action pass, he’ll leave the gate open vs. pass rushers with 
quickness (QB sack allowed, Phillips, Illinois ’16).  He also allowed a QB sack to Phillips (Illinois 
’16) because he attacked him too quickly and shortened the edge. Overruns some of his second-level 
blocks. Misses some cut-off and angle blocks.  Posted too many penalties and concentration lapses

blocks have moved DL and opened up run lanes for RBs (TD-Hines, 3rd QTR, Louisville ’17).  Once 
he locks out his arms and establishes extension on outside zone run concepts, he’s tough to disen-
gage from (3rd QTR-TD, Hines, UNC ’17).  

Weaknesses:  Accountability.  After being suspended for 2017 spring drills, he was suspended for 
the first two games of the year.  Also missed part of the 2015 spring drills due to an injury.  Off the 
field issues have clouded his career (http://www.newsobserver.com/sports/college/acc/nc-state/state-
now/article172011172.html).  Concentration lapses.  Had three penalties vs. UNC in 2017.  Over-
runs some blocks on the second level vs. LBs.  His frame begins to turn sideways when attempting to 
complete reach blocks going to his right.  DEs throw him late in the down. As he shuffles back into 
lateral or vertical kick-slide, his left shoulder hangs at an angle.  This makes him susceptible to inside 
movement. Once you threaten him to the inside, he overcompensates and becomes vulnerable to 
swim (holding call, UNC ’17) or roll moves (Ejiofor, Wake Forest ’17, allowed QB sack).   Later in 
the North Carolina game (2017), he tackled the DE (3rd QTR/4:47, holding call) trying to turn the 
defender.  Late to adjust to line games and stunts. 

Other Notes: Attended Cummings HS (N.C.) and he was ranked in the ESPN300 as a four-star 
recruit • Originally committed to Virginia before arriving at NC State • Also played basketball at the 
prep level • 2015: Made nine starts at the RT spot but did not start the last three games of the year • 
2016 (10 sts):  Did not start vs. Louisville, Syracuse or UNC • 2017 (11 sts):  Started the remainder of 
the season after missing the season’s first two contests • 2018 NFL Combine: 10” hands, 35 ¼” arms, 
5.26 40-yd, 31 ½” VJ, 9’0 BJ, 7.8 3-cone, 4.83 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Richardson has the suddenness necessary to remain on the out-
side if he can cut down on the concentration lapses.  If fully engaged, he’s a player capable of ruining 
the day for an opponent.  We’d like to see him square his frame better on outside runs but he runs 
his feet once latched as a run blocker.  Even though inside movement threatens him in pass protec-
tion, he slides back to protect the bottom of the pocket fairly well.  If he doesn’t work out at tackle 
he could easily project as a starting NFL offensive guard (preferably on the left side) because of his 
ability to pull and create forward movement.  NFL teams will investigate his off the field incidents 
and it could very well determine his final draft grade.
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12. Orlando Brown 6’8 345 Oklahoma
Grade: 5.707 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 158

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): NFL bloodlines.  Experienced 40-game starter. Pos-
sesses the necessary “nasty” as a football player.  Plays with a defensive mentality.   Intense brawl-
er!   Plays a four-quarter game.  Really locks out arms on the backside to mirror pass rushers. He’s 
very tough to disengage from once latched.   He had little issue with Tulane’s Ade Aruna in 2017.  
Comes off the ball low and drives defenders into the ground (pancake, Aruna, 1st QTR, Tulane ’17).  
Heavy-handed puncher.  Will just knock LBs around on the second level.  Gets a hat-on-hat when 
pulling on the team’s one-back power schemes, packs a punch and brings his full body when hitting 
first color (West Virginia ’16).  On one of RB Joe Mixon’s screens in the 2017 Sugar Bowl, he took an 
excellent angle for a knockdown block.  Frames and hooks the five-technique DE when they run gap 
schemes to his side of the LOS (West Virginia ’16).  Has displayed positive knee bend as a RG on the 
team’s field goal unit (Auburn ’17-Sugar Bowl).   

Weaknesses:   He can get too aggressive on some of his blocks and tackle needlessly (holding, 1st 
QTR, Kansas State ’16).  Does some window-washing with his elbows (from the outside-in) to 
connect on his punch.  Balance has been an issue.  Penalties have shown up and he will toe the lines 
with his aggressiveness (Penalty, KD block, Auburn ’17, Sugar Bowl; illegal chop block, Auburn ’17, 
Sugar Bowl).  Posted a questionable leg-whipping call vs. West Virginia in 2016.  Notched a personal 
foul vs. Oklahoma State in the fourth quarter of their 2016 contest.  

Other Notes:  His late father, Orlando “Zeus” Brown, played for the Cleveland Browns and Baltimore 
Ravens in the NFL • Attended Peachtree Ridge HS (Ga.) and was named a three-star recruit by 
Rivals.com • 2015 (13 sts, Honorable mention All-Big 12): Started the season opener vs. Akron as a 
redshirt freshman • 2016 (13 sts, Big 12 OL of the Year): Played nearly 700 snaps on the season
• 2017 (14 sts, Big 12 OL of the Year, Unanimous All-American): Played the entire year at the LT
spot  • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 ¾” hands, 35” arms, 14 reps-225 lbs, 5.85 40-yd, 19 ½” VJ, 6’10” BJ, 
7.87 3-cone, 5.38 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Brown has the aggressiveness of a right guard, defensive tackle 
or nose guard in his “nasty” approach.  There aren’t many bar room brawls that he’ll turn down.  He’s 
come from an NFL background and understands angles on the field.  His foot quickness was slightly 

in the games viewed.  He had a holding call in the Ohio game vs. a hard inside spike by Terrell 
Basham.  Posted an illegal chop block penalty in the first half of the Akron game in 2016 (and was 
injured on the play).  Had a false start vs. USC in 2017. 

Other Notes:  Attended Southfield HS (Mich.) and was ranked as a three-star recruit by Rivals.com
• 2015: Made 12 starts at right tackle • 2016 (1st Team All-MAC): Started 14 games at the LT spot
• 2017 (1st Team All-MAC, Walter Camp 2nd Team All-American): Made 12 starts at the LT spot
• 2018 NFL Combine: 10 ¼” hands, 34 ½” arms, 19 reps-225 lbs, 5.31 40-yd, 23 ½” VJ, 8’6” BJ, 7.87
3-cone, 4.8 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): At this time last year, there were many scouts ranking Okorafor 
as a better prospect than Carolina Panthers 2017 second-round draft pick Taylor Moton.  At this 
point in his development, however, it remains a big question mark due to technical deficiencies. 
Okorafor has some tools to work with but he probably ranks as a better right tackle prospect.  He is 
a fine run blocker capable of moving bodies due to his mass.  The Walter Camp All-American tackle 
is not a consistent sit in the chair-type.  A strong offensive line coach will work on his depth, balance 
and core strength. The fact that he has experience in a gap-schemed running attack may ease a 
possible inside transition to guard. 
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14. Brett Toth 6’6 306 Army
Grade: 5.594 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 195

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Extremely mobile as a pulling option.  Once he con-

13. Timon Parris Stony Brook
Grade: 5.63(4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 176

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): He has started at both RT and LT, but primarily at the 
LT spot. 41-game starter in school.  Communicates with fellow OL in the pre-snap.  Strong build.  
Exhibits adequate range. Operates primarily out of a two-point stance, but will get into a four-point 
stance in short yardage. When they go quick tempo, he has gotten into a three-point stance and 
displayed power on down blocks (KD vs. Senat, USF ’17, 1st QTR).  Lateral kick-slider but is capable 
of a vertical set on occasion.  When he reaches his spot on the grass, he will slide back to inside 
movement.  Runs DEs up the field on his fan blocks (blocking the man with inside arm outward).  
Did a good job of shuffling and latching the inside shoulder of Temple’s Haason Reddick in 2016.  
Did a better job of protecting his numbers in 2017.  Bends his knees on his lateral kick-slide and 
stays balanced.  When he does settle his feet, he will connect with patience on his intersect angles to 
cut-off LBs on the second level.  Moves bodies on down blocks.  Turns his feet to hook and wall the 
three-technique or 4i-DE on outside runs (TD, USF ’17, 4th QTR).   

Weaknesses:   He had a false start early in the first quarter of the Temple game in 2016 trying to 
anticipate the count on a third down. Begins to stand up on his cut-off blocks and will get beaten 
across his face (TFL allowed, Temple ’16, 2nd QTR).  In these instances, he is long to unwind his 
frame and allows his base to slide (TFL allowed vs. Sanchez, USF ’17).  As the games continue, his 
hands get lower in his kick slide.  He will bend his waist vs. hesitation.  LBs can elude him on the 
second level due to his high disposition. He can be a tick late to unlock his punch as either a run or 
pass blocker. Suffered a fractured fibula vs. Richmond and was lost for the remainder of the season. 

Other Notes:  Attended Floral Park HS (N.Y.) and starred as a two-way OL/DL • He was an all-con-
ference selection in the shot put and discus in track & field • 2014 (11 sts): Started two games at RT 
and nine games at LT • 2015 (10 sts, 2nd Team All-CAA): Made all of his starts at the LT position
• 2016 (1st Team All-CAA, 2nd Team STATS All-American): Started 11 games at LT • 2017 (AFCA 
1st Team All-American, 1st Team All-CAA): Started eight games at LT
• 2018 NFL Combine: 9 3/8” hands, 33 7/8” arms, 27 reps-225 lbs.

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Parris’ pad level begins to get higher as games get deeper into 
the action.  It is something that he will have to monitor at the next level.  He is not always efficient 
on angle blocks.  On the plus side, he has quick feet and makes it tough for defensive ends to get 
around his lateral kick-slide.  He prefers to latch the inside shoulder and create a cup for the quarter-
back in the pocket.  When run action is away from him, he fans out backside personnel efficiently.  
His late season fibula injury prevented him from working out for NFL teams and it could affect his 
overall value.  The All-CAA offensive tackle may have to slide over to the right tackle spot.

an issue when facing elite speed but his on-field quickness is adequate.  We expect him to contend 
for right tackle duties at the next level because he’s a player who can collapse the side of the offensive 
line where most of your runs go in the NFL.  Much like his father- Orlando, Sr. (119-game starter in 
the NFL)- expect the younger Brown to have a long professional career.  
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15. Desmond Harrison 6’6 292 West Georgia
Grade: 5.561 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 204

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):Positive lateral slide-shuffler.  Excellent flexibility.  He 
can reach block vs. OLBs on outside zones.  Slides down with an effective base when DEs slant 
inside on designed zone blitzes and runs his feet once latched.  Once he latches, he keeps his feet 
driving (Delta State ’17).  He’s a natural lateral kick-slider who screw-drives DEs who attempt to

nects in the open field, he runs his feet through the contact (Senior Bowl ’18, Day 2, pancake; Tulane 
’17-pancake).  Despite limited experience pass-setting, he flashed a competent kick-slide to get DEs 
over the top in the postseason.  Exhibits the “nasty” finishing characteristics.  He will slide to mirror 
out of his pass pro and if he catches you in his kick-slide, he will run the DE into the ground (Fra-
zier, East-West Shrine ’18, Day 1; Turay, Senior Bowl ’18, OL/DL, Day 2).  He’s mobile climbing to 
the second level and will run his feet on arrival (Fordham ’15).  Impresses in space getting up to the 
third level of defenses.  Times his combo blocks.  Easily capable of reaching the LDE as a tight end 
in their unbalanced sets on speed option left (Jackson, Tulane ’17).  He can also reach DEs as a right 
tackle on the team’s lead options (Adeyemi, UConn ’15).  After he hooks the DE, he wheels his lower 
half to frame them from the action. Creates a thump out of his three-point stance on down blocks. 

Weaknesses:  Arms get a little bit wide in his pass-sets and it forces him to receive bullets to the chest 
plates (pass pro).  His arms getting wide also force him to crossover to reach speed off the edge.  
Chop-down moves turn the corner against him as a RT (Turay, Senior Bowl ’18, team, Day 2).  Still 
learning how to time his quick-sets without reaching over his toes too dramatically (shortens the 
corner, Lawler, Day 3, East-West Shrine ’18).  His helmet will venture downward on some of his man 
blocks in he run game.  Sometimes fails to take the extra step when cut blocking on the second level.  
Overruns some of his blocks at the RT venturing up to the second level when he doesn’t settle his 
feet (speed option right, Tulane ’17).  Did not workout at the 2018 NFL Combine due to a medical 
exam revealing a foot injury.

Other Notes: Attended West Ashley HS (S.C.) and was named an All-State selection • Participated 
in football, basketball and track & field at the prep level • 2015 (2 sts): Played in four games  • 2016 
(9 sts): Started at the RT position  • 2017: Started 13 games at the RT position for the Knights • 2018 
East-West Shrine measurements: 6053 304 10” hands, 33 5/8” arms, 81” wingspan • 2018 East-West 
Shrine in-game report: Handled 99 Thomas in his Pass sets early in the game • Played in the 2018 
Senior Bowl and became the first Army participent in the history of the event • 2018 NFL Combine: 
6053 291 10 ¼” hands, 33 3/8” arms • 2018 Army Pro Day: 16 reps-225 lbs, 5.09 40-yd, 25” VJ, 8’7” 
BJ, 4.75 20-yd SS, 7.40 3-cone

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):Toth has a chance to be the first Army player selected since 
the 2008 NFL Draft (Caleb Campbell, 7th Round, Detroit Lions).  If not for a potential two-year 
commitment, he would likely go in the draft’s first two days. His potential ranges from that of a right 
tackle initially to perhaps playing the left tackle spot once he returns from his commitment.  His 
leverage for a 6-foot-6 tackle is noteworthy.  He can explode off the ball in a low posture and keep 
his pads anchored while driving his feet.  His most impressive blocks often come when reaching 
defenders on the edge. So many of the team’s speed and lead options require him to complete 
difficult tasks.  Toth is also efficient as a puller on the move. The team runs a number of unbalanced 
formations that ask him to serve as the tight end to overload one side of the defense.  During the 
2018 postseason, he turned in impressive performances competing in pass protection.  He rarely had 
to execute going backwards in any of the plays Army ran in school.  The fact that he competed admi-
rably during the postseason is a testament to his movement and athleticism.  Some team will take a 
flyer on him in this year’s draft and may get very good returns on their investment down the road.
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16. Alex Cappa 6’6 305 Humboldt State
Grade: 5.516 (4th Round)

    Big Board Rank: 224 

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Nasty.  He is comfortable in his lateral kick-slide at 
the LT position.  Quick-footed.  Handles head-and-shoulder upper body shake to stay square.  He 
wheels DEs/OLBs over the top of the pocket (Chadron State ’17).  As a RT during 2018 Senior Bowl 
practices, he would laterally slide-and-shuffle to a spot to form a cup for the QB (Day 1, team).  He 
can get up to the second level vs. LBs and mirror them effectively.  Does a fine job of working his 
inside arm to fan out DEs (seven-technique) on run away.  Wins a number of hand fights on the 
backside of run plays. Finished deuce (double team blocks) on the three-technique DT when they 
run inside zones. 

Weaknesses: When late to initiate his punch, DEs will post-and-lean on him off the edge.  This 
extends to the backside of run away when hinge-blocking to turn the defender up the field. He will 
over-set to the outside shoulder of DEs and fall victim to roll moves (Fitts, Senior Bowl ’18, 1-on-1, 
Day 2).   Opened his hips to the inside shoulder of DEs in school and it caused him to get parallel to 
the sidelines (Chadron State ’17, 1st QTR).  Fails to sit down in the chair consistently and he needs 
to develop more core strength.  Stands up out of his three-point stance when taking intersect angles

inside on designed zone blitzes and runs his feet once latched.  Once he latches, he keeps his feet 
driving (Delta State ’17).  He’s a natural lateral kick-slider who screw-drives DEs who attempt to 
attack his top-shoulder.  Seems to be much better with his hand placement vs. inside movement.  
When pulling, he can locate and connect around the ankles and thighs vs. first color (OLBs) as a 
cut-blocker.   

Weaknesses:   Gained nearly 13 pounds between the Senior Bowl and 2018 NFL Combine.  Will 
he maintain the weight? Carries his hands extremely low and will be a candidate to get bull rushed 
at the next level.  Head will begin to lean and he’ll overrun his targets when down blocking DE/
DT (4i or 3-technique) to his inside hip (Valdosta State ’17) on designed powers to his side. He got 
into some bad habits playing high on his toes when sustaining blocks in pass protection vs. inferior 
competition. Did not play vs. Mississippi College, Shorter and Florida Tech in 2017.  Missed one 
game in 2013 while at Texas due to an ankle injury. Suspended twice at Texas.   He missed the BYU 
contest in 2014 due to a violation of team rules.  He became ill and was unable to compete at the 
2018 Senior Bowl. 

Other Notes: Attended Oak Ridge HS (Tex.) after previously going to Fort Bend Marshall HS (Tex.) 
as a freshman and then Page HS (N.C.) in his sophomore and junior years • While at Oak Ridge 
Military Academy, he played basketball • Went on to play at Contra Costa CC (Calif.) and was 
ranked as the No. 4 OL in the nation by Rivals.com and the No. 1 JUCO OT by 247sports.com
• Originally signed with Texas  • 2017 (9 sts, D2 All-American):  Earned 1st Team All-GSC honors
• 2018 Senior Bowl measurements: 6060 279 10 ½” hands, 34 ½” arms, 80 3/8” wingspan • 2018 
NFL Combine: 10 3/8” hands, 34” arms, 4.9 40-yd

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Harrison’s biggest question mark entering this year’s draft will 
come down to weight, injury history and accountability.  The Senior Bowl was supposed to the stage 
where he was going to answer some of the questions but an illness forced him to drop out of the pro-
ceedings.   In the film viewed, he displayed the necessary flexibility to reach block in the run game.  
His lateral flexibility is above average.  In addition, he has been able to locate and hit moving targets 
in space.  There are major concerns about his ability to sustain blocks and anchor versus power.  
Nevertheless, there will be teams willing to work with a player with his level of foot speed and knee 
bend.  He has early-round talent but NFL teams still have a lot of questions left to answer.  
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17. Zachary Golditch 6’5 298 Colorado State
Grade: 5.43 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 242

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Good size. 10 1/2” hands.  Posted a 32 ½” VJ and 9’6” 
BJ on Colorado State’s Pro Day. He’s aligned at both tackle spots and left guard.  He has played 
both LT and RT during the same game (Oregon State ’17).  Gets his feet into position to hook the 
stand-up OLB on two-back search runs to his outside.  At the RT spot vs. Idaho in 2016, he was 
patient on backside of run away to cut-off defenders with feet.  Possesses some upward movement 
as a run blocker (even out of his two-point stance).  Flashes good quickness going left when having 
to scoop the 4i-DL on run away (Oregon State ’17).   Gets up to the second-level off of his combo 
blocks to open up holes.  Possesses a little bit of “nasty” vs. defenders who attempt to jump to defend 
the three-step passing game (deposits defender into the ground, Idaho ’16).  Effective if uncovered 
getting up to LBs/Ss (Makes contact, San Diego State ’16).  In short yardage/GL, he’d move to the LT 
or TE spot in unbalanced formations (2016).  Gets pretty low and balanced in these moments.  

Weaknesses: Overruns some of his entry points on down blocks and will whiff at the point of attack.   
Tends to stand up when drive-blocking on man blocks and loses his latch late in the down.  Fails to 
move the head-up four-technique DE on angle blocks.  On some of his down blocks, he leads with 
his elbows and doesn’t bring his lower body.  He has been thrown around by stronger DL (pushed 
to ground, Savea, Oregon State ’17).  He was injured late in the UTSA contest in 2015. Hand injury 
during the 2018 NFLPA Collegiate Bowl caused him to miss the lifting portion on his school’s Pro 
Day.  

Other Notes: Attended Gateway HS (Colo.) and was named a 1st Team All-Colorado selection on 
both sides of the ball (11 sacks, 20 TFLs as a DT) • He was one of the survivors of the July 2012 the-
ater shooting in Aurora, Colorado after being wounded during the attack  • He’s been a valued vol-
unteer at the Children’s Hospital in Denver, Colorado • Also visits kids at Respite Care and worked 
with people at the Burn Unit at UC Health in Aurora, Colorado • 2014: Appeared in four games
• 2015: Earned two starts at LT and then made 10 starts at LG • 2016 (13 sts): Made 10 starts at RT 

to scoop LBs on the backside.  Mistimes some of his combo-rubs on their zone blocking schemes 
(TFL allowed, Chadron State ’17).  The 4i-DE will get off of his blocks when man blocking because 
he stands up on his toes (Chadron State ’17). 

Other Notes: Attended Dublin HS (Calif.) and was named an All-Diablo Foothill Athletic League 
as a DL in 2011 • 2014 (10 sts, 1st Team All-GNAC, GNAC OL of the Year): Started the entire year 
at LT • 2015 (Don Hansen Honorable mention All-American, 1st Team All-GNAC, GNAC OL of 
the Year): Started 12 games • 2016 (1st Team All-GNAC, GNAC OL of the Year, AP Little Team 2nd 
Team All-American): Played in 11 games • 2017 (GNAC OL of the Year, AP 1st Team Division II 
All-American): Gene Upshaw Award finalist • 2018 Senior Bowl measurements: 6055 299 9 1/8” 
hands, 33 1/8” arms, 77 ¾” wingspan • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 ¼” hands, 33” arms, 24 reps-225 lbs, 
5.39 40-yd, 26 ½” VJ, 8’1” BJ, 8.04 3-cone, 4.84 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  The four-time GNAC Offensive Lineman of the Year has the 
necessary mentality to play at the next level.  In watching him play, there is a level of pad level that 
still needs to improve, but he can bend effectively.  He just tends to over-set in pass protection 
because he prefers to wall defensive ends up the field with a wall technique.  He has good feet and 
generally finishes through the whistle.  The left side of an offensive line will not be a fit but he could 
conceivably survive at the right tackle position.  Some teams may look at him at the guard spot, but 
he lacks people-moving skills on man blocks.  He has the look of former USC offensive tackle Chad 
Wheeler (New York Giants). 
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18. Nick Gates 6’5 295 Nebraska 
Grade: 5.425 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 244

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Three-year starter.  Did well in the classroom. Athletic 
build.  Contains some “nasty” in his game.  Has started at both RT (10 starts) and LT (25 starts).  
Has operated from both a two-point and three-point stance. Light on his feet. Gains about ½-yard 
on his vertical kick-slide.  Shuffles and slides effectively.  Sits in the chair.  Capable of beating the 
Wide 7-technique DE to the spot on his charge sets and will run them around the corner.  Presents 
his numbers and guides DEs on runs his way.  As a run blocker, he sinks low enough to connect and 
cut-off 3—technique DTs on angle blocks.  Runs his feet once latched (pancake, Northern Illinois 
’17).  Turns his feet and body to set a wall after he’s beaten the defender to the spot.  

Weaknesses: Tall in disposition. He’s been susceptible to inside movement.  Hasn’t always been able 
to react back to inside movement vs. quicker OLBs (allowed QB hit. INT-TD, Northern Illinois 
’17).  Elongated punch gets him into trouble at times.  Carries his hands low and can be bulled back 
by two-hand posts vs. leverage DL.  Squatty DEs dip their shoulders into him, get under his punch, 
and then force him to cross his feet by pressing him with up-and-under rip moves (Music City Bowl 
’16-Barnett).  Thrown around by OL late in downs (James, Wisconsin ’16).  Had some slight durabil-
ity hiccups.  Sidelined for three games in 2015 by a high ankle sprain.  

Other Notes: Attended Bishop Gorman HS (Nev.) and won three straight titles as an OT/DL (13 
tackles, TFL, FR, 3 PBUs) • Also played baseball for Bishop Gorman’s state championship team and 
in 71 games batted .385, 13 doubles, triple, 9 HR, 51 RBIs and scored 55 runs • 2015 (10 sts, Big Ten 
All-Freshman Team): Played the RT spot for the team • 2016 (13 sts, Honorable mention All-Big 
Ten): Played the entire year at LT • 2017 (12 sts, Honorable mention All-Big Ten): Started the entire 
year at LT • Criminology major who twice was a Nebraska Scholar-Athlete Honor roll selection
• 2018 NFL Combine: 10 ¼” hands, 32” arms, 20 reps-225 lbs, 5.46 40-yd, 24” VJ, 7’10” BJ, 7.61 
3-cone, 4.68 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):There are a lot of positives and negatives to decipher for the 
former Nevada state champion.  A testament to his natural athleticism is the fact that he once batted 
over .400 for Bishop Gorman High School’s (Nev.) state championship baseball team in 2014.   On 
the field at Nebraska, his punch was a bit elongated as a left tackle.  This allowed defensive ends to 
get underneath him even when he established satisfactory position.  Although susceptible to inside 
movement, Gates’ quick feet run defenders up the field and by the pocket.  His work as a run blocker 
was surprisingly done with better leverage at times.  Don’t be surprised if he becomes a satisfactory 
backup as a left guard or right tackle. 

and three starts at LT • 2017 (1st Team All-MWC, coaches): Offense ranked 1st in the Mountain 
West Conference • 2018 NFLPA Collegiate Bowl measurements: 10 ½” hands, 33 3/8” arms, 79 ½” 
wingspan

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  The fact that Golditch is even working out for teams in an 
attempt to make an NFL roster is a revelation considering his past.  He was one of the survivors in 
the horrific July 2012 theater shooting in Aurora, Colorado.  His work in the community has been 
almost as impressive as how he’s developed on the field.  A versatile performer, we’ve seen him 
switch back-and-forth between both tackle spots during games.  He has also aligned at the left guard 
spot during school.  While he will stand up on occasion, some of the workout numbers translate to 
the field.  He gets into position and displays a bit of “nasty” when finishing opponents.  He has even 
been deployed as a tight end in unbalanced formations.  Golditch’s positional versatility could hear 
him get his name called on Day 3 of the 2018 NFL Draft process.  
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20-t. Jamarco Jones 6’4 299 Ohio State
Grade: 5.124 (5th Round)

Big Board Rank: 326

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Positive length.  He can sit down in the chair.  Bends his
knees well.  When he gets distance on his vertical set in PP (pass pro), it gives him room to react to 
late rushers looping around.  Physical hands to punch and lock-out if he latches early in the down.  
Can throw DEs around when balanced and square to the opposition.  Possesses outstanding feet to 
set-up his arch blocks (when hooking LBs/DEs) on outside runs to his side (Michigan ’16-OT).  He 
executes arch blocks off of combo-rubs (TD, Dobbins, Army ’17).  Sends messages with chip blocks 
to help OGs if uncovered (Army ’17).  His work on the second level against Army’s LBs in 2017 
could give NFL teams ideas that he can be a starting guard right away.  

Offensive Tackles

19. Bentley Spain 6’5 300 (E) North Carolina
Grade: 5.176 (5th Round)

Big Board Rank: 306 

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Team leader.  Pulls his younger teammates along to 
help explain the techniques they are trying to use week-to-week. The team moved him to the guard 
position in the spring of 2016 for a trial run.  At his best hinge-blocking on the backside, creating a 
wall and forcing DEs to go over the top of him.  Concentrates on getting his hands inside the num-
bers of DEs and guides them in his lateral kick-slide (Chubb, got under his pads, 4th QTR, 3rd and 
6, NC State ’17). Smooth.  Frames the opposition on down blocks in their one-back shotgun power 
run schemes.  He can create movement on these types of blocks (TD-Logan, RZ-FSU ’16).  Achieves 
some depth with his vertical kick-slide and frustrates DE/OLB with hand placement as he’s kicking 
(Georgia ’16). 

Weaknesses: He does not explode with ‘pop’ when run-blocking but more less guides the defender 
(see above).  His true power is questionable.  Tends to give ground as he’s already gotten control of 
the DE.  Fails to stay in front of head-up DEs on some of the team’s longer pass drops (3rd and long).  
DEs can just get over the top of him when he doesn’t stay square (FSU ’16).  Has a tendency in the 
middle of his kick-slide and can be beaten with simple hesitation arm-over or swim moves.  He can 
be late to unwind his punch and length can get him to trouble (Game, Georgia Tech ’16).  Overruns 
his targets on the second level and fails to break down to mirror LBs (NC State ’17).  Missed four 
games in 2015 due to injury.  Injured his rib vs. Duke in 2016. Broke his hand prior to the 2017 
season and missed the first two games.  

Other Notes: Attended Providence HS (N.C.) and was selected to play in the 2013 U.S. Army 
All-American game.  The four-star recruit also played in the North Carolina/South Carolina Shrine 
Bowl • Also threw the shot put and discus (conference champion) on the track & field team at Provi-
dence • 2013:  Played in 13 games as a reserve for the Tar Heels • 2015 (10 sts): Started the first two 
games at the LT and the final eight games at the same spot • 2016 (13 sts): Started all 13 games at the 
LT spot • 2017 (11 sts): Started the entire year at the LT position

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):We were most impressed with Spain’s technique and it is no 
surprise that he was a four-star recruit coming out of high school.  The problem is that he has had 
slight durability issues and does not possess the foot speed to man the left side.  His story may end 
up being similar to former North Carolina offensive tackle James Hurst (Baltimore Ravens). Like 
Hurst, a move to the right tackle spot may be in order for him to make it.  The problem?  He has 
never played on the right side.
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20-t. KC McDermott 6’6 311 Miami (Fla.)
Grade: 5.124 (5th Round)

Big Board Rank: 325

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): 34-game starter in school.  He has started at LG, RT and 
LT in school.  Contains adequate range when releasing on screens. He sets a wall at OT with a fairly 
quick-footed nature.  He is very capable of making solid blocks to open up big runs on the second 
level vs. athletic LBs (Bennett, Syracuse ’17).  If uncovered as an OG, he will help his OTs when he 
has no threat.  If he settles his feet, he can at least get in front of LBs on the second-level (East-West 
Shrine ’18, Day 1).  Looked comfortable quick-setting with positive hand placement as a LG during 
East-West Shrine practices.  Once he moved to LT in 2016 (Virginia), he demonstrated an active 
shuffle.  In this game (UVA), he slid low to guide DE Andrew Brown over the top of the pocket.  He 
will react favorably back to elongated inside counters if he shuffles too dramatically to the outside 
hip of the OTs (Shuler, West Virginia ’16).  He works to keep his hands up and wants to guide the 
defender up the rails as a lateral kick-slider.  

Weaknesses:  Does not create pop or forward surge on his down blocks.  At the LG spot in 2016, he 
was susceptible to outside club moves in his pass pro because he leaned (head over toes) to punch 
(Virginia Tech ’16).   He was thrown around vs. Notre Dame’s Jarron Jones at times in 2016.  He has 
questionable overall balance when sustaining blocks.  Fails to consistently reach DEs with his feet 
when reach-blocking on outside zones.  Mistimes some of his cut blocks on run away.  Misses his 
landmarks lunging on the backside of turn-out blocks and allows the DE to squeeze down the LOS 

Weaknesses:  Susceptible to under rip moves.  Overruns some of his entry points to kick-out the 
DE.  Allows DEs to knock his arms down once latched (allowed QB sack, Sickels, Penn State ’16).  
Balance can be an issue on man blocks (thrown down, Indiana ’17, 3rd QTR). He had issues when 
Northwestern DE Ifeadi Odenigbo went down the middle of him and knocked his arms down 
(2016).  Loses his bearings sticking to the first part of delayed E-T stunts (line games) too long.  
When he gets lackadaisical with his vertical kick, it only covers about a ½-yard and allows DEs to 
gain his top shoulder by the fourth step.  While he can be patient allowing the pass rusher to come 
to him, he gets turned pretty early in the down (pass protection).  Even when he doesn’t, DEs can get 
underneath his frame when he initiates contact from the top-down (Indiana ’17).  Missed part of his 
senior year in high school due to a shoulder injury.  

Other Notes: Attended DeLa Salle HS (Ill.) and was ranked as a four-star prospect by Scout.com
• 2014: Made appearances in 10 games • 2015: He appeared as a backup for the team • 2016 (2nd 
Team All-Big Ten): Made 13 starts at LT • 2017 (1st Team All-Big Ten): Started 14 games at LT
• Graduated with a degree in December 2017 • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 ½” hands, 35 1/8” arms, 5.5 
40-yd, 24” VJ, 8’6” BJ, 8.32 3-cone, 4.99 20-yd SS • Graduated with a degree in resource manage-
ment

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Jones didn’t quite meet expectations in 2017.  As a junior, he 
looked like a possible early-round pick because he played with the requisite venom.  In the 2017 film 
viewed, the same amount of resistance was up-and-down.  Even in the first game of his senior year 
(Indiana), there was a slight difference in his anchor.  He does not consistently achieve the extension 
one would expect from a tackle with his level of wingspan.  There is still an element of aggression 
to help fellow offensive linemen if uncovered.  He has continued to compete arch blocks in the run 
game.  In fact, it may be conceivable that some teams now view him as an offensive guard.  Does he 
have the foot speed to remain on the perimeter?  Either way, he has at least Day 3 value in he 2018 
NFL Draft.  

DraftNasty
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22. Korey Cunningham 6’5 311 Cincinnati 
Grade: 5.1 (5th Round)

Big Board Rank: 335

Strengths:  Work ethic.  Gained over 90 positive pounds in school. Has played both tackle spots 
in school.  Made 24 straight starts to end his career.  Long enough.  82-inch wingspan.  Possesses 
enough range to get out in space to hit moving targets (screen, pancaked DB, SMU ’17).  Widens 
defenders with his punch and arm length. Displays urgent hands when sliding laterally.  Once he 
creates his arch on 45-degree kick-slide, he latches DEs to widen them.  Sudden kicking vs. speed 
in 2017 and will slide back to handle it with a heavy punch (UCF ’17-Griffin, pancake).  Completes 
double team blocks as a run blocker.  Can connect with thump to create forward movement.  Held 
his own vs. Temple’s Haason Reddick in 2016.  

Weaknesses:  Technique.  Strength question marks.  His steps can be off vs. DEs and he’ll get buckled 
back into the backfield on outside runs.  Carries his hands low on his 45-degree lateral kick-slide.  
Punch location is inconsistent and needs to speed up significantly.  He’s been beaten with slip moves 
for QB sacks (QB sack allowed, FF, UCF ’16).  DEs with leverage go underneath his punch to push 
the pocket.  Grabs vs. inside movement.  Overruns his landmarks as a puller and at the POA (Lawl-
er, SMU ’17).  Had a concentration lapse in this game as well (false start).  LDE’s rip with their inside 
shoulder (rt-handed stance) from the LDE spot  (allowed QB sack, FF, Carrezola, UConn ’16).  As a 
run blocker, his hands will end up on the backs of defenders when angle-blocking.  

Other Notes: Attended Montevallo HS (Ala.) and was ranked as a two-star recruit by Rivals.com as a 
tight end • He was coached by former Alabama Crimson Tide starting quarterback Andrew Zow 
• Also played basketball and baseball at the prep level • 2015: Appeared in nine games • 2016: 
Started 12 games at the LT spot • Graduated with a degree in Health Education (December 2017) • 
2017 (2nd Team All-AAC): Started all 12 games at the LT spot and led a unit that allowed just 17 QB 
sacks • 2018 NFLPA Collegiate Bowl measurements: 6051 311 9” hands, 34” arms, 82” wingspan
• 2018 NFLPA Collegiate Bowl in-game report:  He has allowed his hands to get a little wide on 

(Russell Athletic Bowl ’16).  As a LT, he will open up vs. squatty pass rushers and crossover early in 
the down (Martin, East-West Shrine ’18, team, Day 3).  His feet tend to get close together when slid-
ing as a left tackle.  Overruns some of his second-level climbs because he fails to bend his knees at 
the second level to adjust to quick movement (Bennett, East-West Shrine ’18, team, Day 2; Worley, 
East-West Shrine ’18, team, Day 3). 

Other Notes: Attended Palm Beach Central HS (Fla.) and was named a 2013 2nd Team All-USA To-
day pick.  He also was named a 2014 Under Armour All-American • 2015 (8 sts): Started six games 
at LG and two games at RT • 2016 (13 sts): Started nine games at LG and the final four games at LT
• 2017 (13 sts, 3rd Team All-ACC): Started the final season at the LT spot • 2018 East-West Shrine 
measurements: 6056 316 9 ¾ hands, 33 3/8” arms, 78 1/8” wingspan • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 ¾” 
hands, 32 ½” arms, 26 reps-225 lbs, 5.35 40-yd, 23 ½” VJ, 8’1” BJ, 7.72 3-cone, 4.82 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Once McDermott made the full-time switch to left tackle, it 
seemed like he found his home.  There were issues getting low enough versus leverage-based players 
as a left guard.  At the tackle spot, he uses his foot quickness to set a wall and forces defenders to run 
the hump.  The issues at that spot revolve around crossing over when defenders beat him to the spot 
initially.  For him, it all comes down to anticipating the snap count.  He rarely gets into a vertical set 
because he’s constantly trying to create a one-way street for the end.  On the flip side, he has actually 
shown an ability to close the inside door once defenders attack his inside post leg. NFL teams will 
wonder whether he can play the right tackle spot to alleviate some of his leverage issues as a guard.  
He has some similarities to former Ohio State offensive lineman Jack Mewhort (Colts), but he does 
not create as much movement in the run game. 
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23. Jake Campos Iowa State
Grade: 4.952 (5th Round)

Big Board Rank: 384

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Takes the classroom seriously.  Smart.  He has started 
at LT and RT for the Cyclones.  Four-year starter (36 starts).  Does a fine job of moving his feet 
vs. speed guys off the edge (Bundage, Oklahoma State ’17).  Exhibits a satisfactory vertical kick in 
his pass set.  Capable of sitting in the chair with efficiency.  Once he latches, he’ll run his feet and 
keep competing through the down (Oklahoma State ’17).  He has some finish that’s commendable 
through the echo of the whistle (1st QTR, Memphis ’17).  Keeps his hands out in front and looks 
to knock down the hands of the DE as he’s kicking in his lateral kick-slide.  Can hook the OLB by 
allowing the spiker to block himself; where he will use his body to shield them from the ball.  

Weaknesses:  Wasted movement in his pass pro.  Can be bulled going down the middle of his frame 
because his hands lay down by his sides as he kicks into his set (QB sack allowed, Tapper, Oklahoma 
’15; Avery, Memphis, 1st QTR, AutoZone Liberty Bowl ‘17).  Up-and-under rip moves have given 
him problems late in games. False starts have shown up anticipating snap counts (Oklahoma State 
’17).  Is not comfortable hitting targets in confined areas as a pulling guard (leans over toes, losing 
balance-Memphis ’17). Missed the 2016 campaign due to a broken leg. 

Other Notes: Attended Valley HS (Iowa) and was named a four-star recruit by Rivals.com • Played in 
the Under Armour All-American game • Also lettered in basketball, baseball and track & field at the 
prep level  • 2014 (11 sts, Academic All-Big 12): Started three games at RT and eight games at LT
• 2015 (Academic All-Big 12): Started all 12 games at the LT spot • 2016: DNP due to injury • 2017 
(2nd Team All-Big 12, coaches, CoSIDA Academic All-District, 1st Team Academic All-big 12): 
Started 13 games at the LT spot

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): The expectations for Campos were on pause after he suffered a 
broken leg in 2016.  He covered with the same “nasty” approach as had been seen before the injury.   
He’s not necessarily a great bender, but he has a good feel for anticipating the defender’s move and 
positioning his body to help him win the battle.  A big cause for concern is that he is not as comfort-
able in a three-point stance.  This is alleviated to a degree because he has shown he can pull back to 
the weak side in the run game and connect (see Memphis ’17).  When he gets latched, he can finish 
opponents.  There are questions concerning his ability to scoop and reach block because his pad 
level is so high.  He’ll likely get into an NFL training camp and could impress if he can play with 
more strength and balance.

occasion in this game and it’s given him problems working against Tulane’s Ade Aruna (No. 91).   
Displayed increased suddenness getting into his kick in the fourth quarter of the game handling the 
speed rush of Darius Jackson.  

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Cunningham has continued to improve throughout his stay 
in school.  He led a unit that gave up just 17 sacks in 2017.  During the course of his career, he 
gained nearly 100 pounds while maintaining a competent level of movement and agility.  There are 
questions if he is maxed-out from a weight perspective. Technique and true power are legitimate 
concerns.  Either way, he has an outside shot of hearing his named called in this year’s draft.  So how 
did the former tight end turn into a draftable prospect?  He put it best when describing the process 
in late November 2017:

“I would have protein shakes and chipotle three times a day,” the second-team All-AAC tackle ex-
plained during a pregame meeting with CBS in late November 2017. “Then I would do extra workouts 
at night.”
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BEST of the REST
Rank Player School Grade Round ‘Nasty’ Take: 
405 Elijah Nnaksah 6’5 300

Other Notes: Attended 
William Mason HS (Ohio) 
and played in the Ohio 
North-South All-Star game 
• Mother, Amy Mason, 
played college volleyball
2015 (12 sts):  Played the 
entire year at the RT posi-
tion • 2016 (8 sts):  Made 
all of his starts at the RT 
spot • 2017 (1st Team All-
MAC):  Started the entire 
season at the LT spot

Toledo 4.9 5th Round Summary: Nkansah is a three-year starter who 
seemed marginally comfortable at the left tackle 
spot in 2017.   He will likely get looks as a right 
tackle if he can string together some positive 
workouts this spring.  He’s a developmental 
prospect who enjoys the brawling aspect of the 
game on the perimeter.  A lateral kick-slider 
with a wide frame, he’ll need to quicken up his 
pace to remain outside.  Many NFL teams will 
likely view him as an inside guard candidate.  
Questions remain concerning his true explosion 
and lateral quickness. He has a chance to get 
into an NFL training camp.  

24. Jaryd Jones-Smith 6’6 321 Pittsburgh
Grade: 4.924 (5th Round)

Big Board Rank: 396

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):Has started at both LT and RT in school.  Rare wingspan 
(87 3/8”).  Satisfactory slide-and-shuffle to mirror on the edge. He will impress with his left-handed 
stabs to jab DEs as he settles back and allows himself to get room (Thomas, East-West Shrine ’18, 
team, Day 1). If he locks out his arms and turns his hips, he can fan out DEs effortlessly (Street, Day 
1, DL/OL drills).  Looked more comfortable at the LT spot than at RT during 2018 East-West Shrine 
practices.  Even when he crosses over his feet, he has enough width to run DEs by the pocket up the 
field.  Mobile enough to get out in space when releasing (inconsistent hitting moving targets).  

Weaknesses:  Hasn’t really gotten a lot of repetitions in school.  Started just 13 games.  Inconsistent 
energy in his pass-sets.  Questionable core strength.  When locking out on turn-out blocks, he 
allows his left leg to get off the ground.  Forgets about his length and rarely seeks to punch with con-
sistency.  Tends to push downward with his hands to lateral kick-slide and this allows DEs to turn 
the corner on him early in the down (Toney, Penn State ’17).  He was buckled in the first quarter 
of this game (Penn State) in 2017 trying to hold his ground.  Creates a short corner.   Knee bend is 
up-and-down over the course of a game.  Pre-snap movement causes him to flinch (false start, Penn 
State ’17; false start, team, East West Shrine ’18, Day 2).  Struggled mightily with the speed of Sha-
reef Miller in this game.  Crosses over too dramatically when attempting to latch the inside shoulder 
of smaller DEs.  Missed the entire 2015 season after suffering a severe right knee injury in offseason 
conditioning.  

Other Notes: Attended West Catholic HS (Pa.) and hails from Camden, New Jersey • Also played 
basketball and track & field at the prep level  • 2014 (3 sts): Started at the left tackle spot and played 
in 13 games • 2016: Started one game and made appearances in eight games • 2017 (9 sts): Started at 
the right tackle spot • 2018 East-West Shrine measurements: 6062 321 10 3/8” hands, 37” arms, 87 
3/8” wingspan • 2018 East-West Shrine in-game report: Late to unlock his punch early in the game 
vs. 57 Alec James • 2018 NFL Combine: 10” hands, 36 ¼” arms, 16 reps-225 lbs, 5.32 40-yd, 27” VJ, 
9’1” BJ, 8.1 3-cone, 4.94 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Jones-Smith has loads of potential if he can unlock himself 
quicker in the down.  Can he unwind his 87-inch wingspan?  He’s a thicker version of former Kansas 
State offensive lineman Cornelius Lucas but may be even more slow-twitched.  Lucas started seven 
games for the Lions over a two-year period (2015-16) and his biggest weakness coming out of school 
was an inability to stay square versus opponents.  Jones-Smith contains the exact same weakness.  
He’s a developmental prospect who simply needs more repetitions.  
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Rank Player School Grade Round ‘Nasty’ Take: 
431 K.J. Malone 

Other Notes: Father, Karl 
Malone, played for the 
Utah Jazz and Los Angeles 
Lakers and is an NBA Hall 
of Famer • 2015: Saw action 
in 12 games as a backup
• 2016 (12 sts): Played the 
entire season at the LT spot
• 2017 (6 sts): Played the 
entire year at the LT spot
• 2018 NFL Combine: 9 ¼” 
hands, 33 ½” arms, 15 reps-
225 lbs, 5.34 40-yd, 29 ½” 
VJ, 8’7” BJ • Graduated in 
May 2017 with a degree in 
interdisciplinary studies

LSU 4.784 5th Round Summary: Malone has decent feet and proved 
that he can project to a number of line spots 
with his technique. He wants to envelop edge 
pass rushers with his frame as opposed to 
punching to create separation.  The former four-
star recruit can react to inside movement and 
close off the bottom of the pocket on occasion.  
He has enough strength and mass in the lower 
half to create movement on down blocks.  At 
the same time, however, he doesn’t snap with a 
level of suddenness as a run blocker.  His wasted 
upper body motion has to speed up if he is go-
ing to stand a chance at sliding over to the right 
tackle spot.  He will cross his feet to reach speed. 
In addition, he has been inconsistent reaching 
his landmarks on angle blocks.  A move to an 
inside guard position is a real possibility. If so, 
he will need to play with more of a sense of 
urgency down-to-down.

434 Greg Senat 6’6 302  

Other Notes: Played basket-
ball at Wagner College and 
was a power forward for 
the team for a three-year 
period • Was a two-sport 
athlete in football and 
basketball in 2016 • 2018 
East-West Shrine measure-
ments: 9 ½” hands, 35 5/8” 
arms, 84” wingspan • 2018 
East-West Shrine in-game 
report: Continuing to get 
outside and look athletic 
as a puller on toss sweeps.  
Planted on his rear-end by 
96 Street in the 2nd QTR. 
• 2018 NFL Combine: 10” 
hands, 35” arms, 19 reps-
225 lbs, 5.38 40-yd, 26” VJ, 
8’10” BJ, 7.41 3-cone, 4.71 
20-yd SS

Wagner College 4.781 5th Round Strengths: 84-inch wingspan.  Gained over 40 
pounds over the last two seasons. Good feet. 
Even when he doesn’t sit in the chair (in pass 
pro), his hands and feet are quick enough to 
frustrate DEs.  

Weaknesses: Strength is a concern. Plays a 
finesse game.  As he kicks to slide with hot feet, 
he rarely sits down in the chair (RMU ’17).  
Hands get outside the frame on his quick-sets 
and savvy DEs pull him forward to turn the 
corner (Lawler, East-West Shrine ’18, Day 2).  

Summary:  It would not surprise if Senat -a 
former college basketball power forward- devel-
ops into an eventual starting left tackle.  In a lot 
of ways, he’s a slightly taller version of former 
Boise State offensive tackle Charles Leno when 
he came out of school.  The fact that he can pull 
will excite coaches who want to expand the 
running game but in order for that to become 
a part of his portfolio, he has to sit down better.  
The former basketball player is still learning 
how to play the leverage game.

441 Zach Crabtree 6’6 318

Other Notes: Attended 
Mansfield HS (Tex.) and 
was named a three-star 
recruit by Rivals.com • 
Also played basketball at 
the prep level • 2015: Made 
13 starts at RT • 2016 (2nd 
Team All-Big 12): Started 
13 games at RT • 2017 (1st 
Team All-Big 12): Started 
12 games at RT • 2018 East-
West Shrine measurements: 
6062 318 8 ¾” hands, 34 ½” 
arms, 80 1/8” wingspan

Oklahoma State 4.741 5th Round Strengths: 46-game starter.  His steps are coordi-
nated as a run blocker (particularly on turn-out 
blocks).  Contains an efficient 45-degree lateral 
kick-slide to stay in front of and guide DEs.

Weaknesses: Punch (top-down) location is un-
even (extends outside the frame).  Loses balance 
the longer the down progresses (allowed QB 
sack, Iowa State ’17; knocked on back vs. Fra-
zier’s hump move, East-West Shrine ’18-Day 1). 

Summary: Crabtree is a prospect who will need 
some work on his hand placement before he’s 
ready for starting duty.  He’s not as heavy as the 
player he’s most similar to at this point of his 
development (Rob Havenstein-LA Rams). 

487 Rick Leonard  6’7 305 

Other Notes: Attended 
Middletown HS (Md.) and 
starred as a DE/TE  • 2015: 
5 tackles, 2.5 TFLs • 2016 (6 
sts): Started the team’s first 
three games and the last 
three games • 2017 (13 sts): 
Started the entire season at 
the RT spot

Florida State 4.585 6th Round Summary: Leonard –a former defensive 
lineman- really hasn’t been playing the offensive 
tackle position for that long.  In fact, he only 
started playing football as a junior at the prep 
level.  After initially struggling in 2016, he came 
back in the lineup near the end of that year.  He 
began to gain more comfort as the repetitions 
increased in 2017.  He has a tendency to lean 
over his frame once he’s connected the inside 
shoulder of up the field rushers.  There is also a 
slight downward lean occasionally in his vertical 
kick-slide.  He can reach block defenders on 
the edge and he also impressed as a puller on 
occasion.  He may get looks from some NFL 
teams as a left or right guard.   
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Rank Player School Grade Round ‘Nasty’ Take: 
512 Jack English 6’5 300 (E)

Other Notes:  Attended St. 
Christopher’s School HS 
(Va.) and was ranked as a 
three-star prospect by Ri-
vals.com • Also played bas-
ketball and baseball in high 
school.  He earnedAll-State 
honors as a pitcher and 
outfielder • 2016 (11 sts): 
Started the entire season at 
the left tackle spot • 2017 
(11 sts): Started at the left 
tackle spot

Virginia 4.49 6th Round Strengths:  He’s patient allowing DEs to come 
to his him in his pass pro.  Completes some 
second-level blocks (UConn ’16).  Decent feet. 
As a LT, he creates a cup and will use the hump 
action to knock DEs off-balance (Hearns, Louis-
ville ’16). The team uses him to pull back to the 
weak side of the formation on inside runs (Boise 
State ’17).  He can locate color in confined areas. 

Weaknesses:  Straight-legged for long stretches. 
He wants to use his helmet to complete his pass 
pro assignments.  Suspended for the season 
opener against William & Mary in 2017.  In-
jured his kneecap and missed the Georgia Tech 
contest in 2017.  

513 Jamar McGloster 6’6 316

Other Notes: Attended Saint 
Anthony HS (N.J.) and was 
a two-sport athlete in foot-
ball and basketball • Played 
for legendary basketball 
coach Bobby Hurley, Sr. • 
2016 (12 sts): Started every 
game at RT • 2017 (12 sts): 
Started the entire year at 
RT • 2018 East-West Shrine 
measurements: 9 ¾” hands, 
34 7/8” wingspan, 82 1/8” 
wingspan

Syracuse 4.483 6th Round Strengths:  His arm length just keeps pass 
rushers at bay (Boston College ’16).  Turns 
his hips to widen out DEs when fan blocking.  
He creates lockout with his punch when he 
maintains a 45-degree flat back angle.  Even 
though he carries his hands low, he’s capable of 
sliding-and-shuffling to mirror the DEhnique 
DE on power schemes (Tulane ’17).

Weaknesses: Lacks urgency in his pass-sets.  
Beaten off the snap a lot during 2018 East-West 
Shrine practices.  He’s been late off the snap 
and allowed QB pressures (QB hit allowed, 
UConn ’16).  False starts have shown up in 
bunches (3 false starts vs. Boston College ’16-1st 
QTR/13:03; 3rd QTR/0:42; 4th QTR).

529 Toby Weathersby  6’4 317 

Other Notes: Attended 
Westfield HS (Tex.) and 
was a four-star prospect 
by Rivals.com • 2015 (12 
gms, SEC Academic Honor 
Roll): One start • 2016: 
Started three games at RT 
• 2017: Started 11 games at 
RT • 2018 NFL Combine: 
10 ¼” hands, 33 ¼” arms, 
28 reps-225 lbs, 5.34 40-yd, 
24 ½” VJ, 8’10” BJ, 8.55 
3-cone, 5.38 20-yd SS

LSU 4.399 6th Round Summary: It was somewhat of a surprise that 
Weathersby declared for the 2018 NFL Draft 
after starting just 15 games in college.  The 
former four-star prospect enjoys getting into 
brawls with defensive linemen.  When he 
connects at an angle, he will run his feet.  There 
is positive timing on his combination blocks.  
On the downside, he’s raw and often blocks on 
his toes.  He fails to protect his numbers and his 
hands hang low in his kick-slide.   There is a lot 
of crossing over to reach speed on the edge.  We 
feel his best projection will be at the right guard 
spot.  He has Day 3 value in the 2018 NFL Draft.

533 David Bright 6’5 299 

Other Notes: 2017 (2nd 
Team All-Pac-12): Started 
most of the team’s contests 
at a variety of positions • 
2018 NFLPA Collegiate 
Bowl measurements: 6052 
314 10” hands, 33” arms, 
81” wingspan • 2018 NFL 
Combine: 10 ¼” hands, 33 
¼” arms

Stanford 4.383 6th Round Summary: Bright has played up-and-down the 
Stanford offensive front (four positions).  It 
is questionable if he will be able to stay at the 
tackle spot due to inconsistent vision.  As an 
offensive guard, he does a fine job of circling 
his feet and generally exhibits solid footwork to 
step-back and crossover when pulling.  At the 
same time, he has to hunch his frame to make 
blocks on the second level or versus moving 
targets.  Blessed with an 81-inch wingspan, the 
versatile lineman will get an opportunity in the 
NFL as a backup.  

610 Leon Johnson 6’5 320 (E)

Other Notes:  Attended 
Bound Brook HS (N.J.) and 
was a DL for the football 
team • Also played center 
on the team’s basketball 
squad • 2014:  Started 
six games at RT and one 
game at LT • 2015: Started 
7 games (6 sts at RT, 1 st 
at LT) • 2016: Started 14 
games at RT • 2017: Started 
the team’s first seven games 
at LT 

Temple 4.1 7th Round Strengths:  He’s started at both OT spots. Quick 
to latch and turn-out defenders.  He’s made 
some nice blocks on screens (Tulane’ 15-TD).  
Hands stay up and ready to punch in PP. Used to 
pull on toss sweeps (USF ’16).  

Weaknesses: Rotated a lot in-and-out of the 
lineup during career (even in 2017).  Gets too 
high on his down blocks.  Beaten on first play of 
the game (Rochell, Notre Dame ’15).  Over-sets 
to the outside shoulder of DEs.  Susceptible to 
DEs who outside swipe to run his shoulders 
(Silva, FIU ’17). Still needs to speed up his feet 
on reach blocks.
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Rank Player School Grade Round ‘Nasty’ Take: 
632 Gerhard de Beer 6’6 319 

Other Notes: Former rugby 
player in South Africa
• Spent three years on the 
Arizona track & field team 
and competed in the discus 
throw • 2016 (8 sts): Made 
all of his starts at the RT 
spot • 2017 (12 gms): Made 
9 starts at the RT position
• 2018 NFLPA Collegiate 
Bowl measurements: 6062 
319 10 1/8” hands, 33 
½” arms, 81” wingspan • 
2018 Arizona Pro Day: 35 
reps-225 lbs, 5.21 40-yd, 30 
½” VJ, 9’0 BJ, 4.7 20-yd SS, 
7.5 3-cone

Arizona 4.013 7th Round Strengths:  Versatile.  After beginning at TE, he’s 
started games at LG, RG and RT.  Size is a plus.  
Buys his RG enough time to take over the block 
of the 4i-DE before dropping him to climb to 
the next level.  

Weaknesses: Still learning how to pass set 
(2016).  Mechanical in some of his movements. 
Head gear will get over waist trying to establish 
hat-and-hand contact.  Susceptible to inside 
moment (spins, spikes-BYU ’16).   Naturally 
catches the charge of DEs when coming out of 
his three-point stance (Utah ’16).  Missed the 
final three games of the 2016 campaign due 
to injury.
2018 NFLPA Collegiate Bowl, in-game report: 
Beaten over the top and forced to cross his feet 
vs. the get-off of Thigpen forcing his QB to flush 
up and into a QB sack. 

640 David Steinmetz 6’7 1/2 322

Other Notes:  2014 (Rhode 
Island): Made nine starts
• 2015 (Rhode Island): 
Started 11 games at RT
• 2016 (Rhode Island): 
Started nine games at RT 
and two games at LT
• Earned a bachelor’s 
degree in criminal justice 
from Rhode Island • 2018 
Purdue Pro Day: 26 reps-
225 lbs, 5.38 40-yd, 33” VJ, 
9’7” BJ, 4.75 20-yd SS, 8.13 
3-cone

Purdue 3.93 7th Round Strengths:  Has started at RT and LT (two 
different schools). Executes fold blocks up to the 
second level LBs.  He is effective framing DEs 
in his pass pro.  Wants to wall them (DE) up the 
field.  Once he’s locked-out with his arms, he can 
slide in his pass pro.  He will adjust to inside roll 
moves from DEs (Turay, Rutgers ’17).  

Weaknesses: Hands hang low in his pass sets.  
Tends to over-set versus speed rushes. He has 
lost energy in games (potential game-tying 
drive, Rutgers ’17).  His timing is inconsistent 
when trying to cut blocks.  Latch-and-sustain 
needs more work. Fails to sustain on front side 
runs when matched against five-technique DEs.  

657 Grant Horst 6’5 302 (E)

Other Notes: Attended 
Council Rock South HS 
(Pa.) and was named a 
Class 4A All-State selection 
• He was ranked as the 
8th-best center in the 
country by 247Sports.com  
• 2015 (13 sts): Played the 
entire year at the OC spot 
• 2016: Made 12 starts at 
the center position • 2017 
(13 sts, Honorable mention 
All-ACC)

Louisiana-
Lafayette

3.81 7th Round Strengths:  Versatile.  Smart.  Started at LT, LG, 
OC and RG in 2015.  Has made starts at every 
position on the offensive line in school.  Tough 
as hell.  Played through numerous injuries 
during his time in school.  Nimble enough to 
get up to and connect on second level defenders.  
Did an admirable job when matched up with 
Southern Miss DE-OLB Xavier Thigpen in the 
2016 New Orleans Bowl. 

Weaknesses:  Has dealt with three torn labrums 
in both shoulders. He wore a shoulder brace 
to keep them intact. Fails to consistently sit 
back in the chair and plays a bit hunched over.  
Susceptible to swims and arm-overs.

663 Mo Porter 6’5 310 (E)

Other Notes: Attended 
Navarro College before 
arriving at Baylor and was 
ranked as one of the top 
JC recruits in the country• 
2018 Baylor Pro Day: 10 
3/8” hands, 35 5/8” arms, 
83 ½” wingspan, 17 reps-
225 lbs, 5.27 40-yd, 27” VJ, 
8’8” BJ, 4.72 20-yd SS, 7.77 
3-cone

Baylor 3.764 7th Round Strengths:  Big OL with upside. 35 5/8” arms.  
Can bend lower than the rest of the OL when 
aligned in his pre-snap stance. He keeps his 
hands up in pass pro.  Runs his feet while sliding 
to mirror (Boise State ’16, Cactus Bowl).

Weaknesses: One-year starter.  Raw and still 
growing into the position. Ankle injuries 
stymied him throughout his final and only year 
as a full-time starter. Does not consistently look 
or project with suddenness as a run blocker.  
Questionable anchor (Davenport, UTSA ’17).  

672 Aaron Cochran  6’8 350 (E)

Other Notes: Played at Cal 
before transferring to Okla-
homa State as a graduate 
transfer • Made 16 starts at 
Cal (2015-16) • 2017 (OSU 
Newcomer of the Year): 
Started all 13 games

Oklahoma State, 
Cal

3.71 7th Round Strengths: 29-game starter at two different 
schools.  Powerful hands and punch to create 
knockback.  Ties up DEs on the edge on turn-
out blocks.

Weaknesses: Needs to monitor his weight.  
Finish is questionable.  His feet tend to die the 
longer he blocks the opponent (Hawaii ’16).  
Becomes elongated re-directing to sudden 
movement (Washington ’16). Leans over to 
punch/connect (even as a down blocker on 
running plays, Iowa State ’17). 

DraftNasty
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Rank Player School Grade Round ‘Nasty’ Take: 
681 Na’Ty Rodgers 6’5 292 

Other Notes: Under 
Armour All-American at 
McDonough HS (Md.) 
2016 (8 gms): Started seven 
games at the RT position • 
2017 (12 sts): Started at RT 
• 2018 Houston Pro Day: 
6050 305 10 3/8” hands, 34 
½” arms, 82 ½” wingspan, 
20 reps-225 lbs, 29 ½” VJ, 
8’9” BJ, 5.33 40-yd, 7.9 
3-cone, 4.78 20-yd SS

Houston 3.64 7th Round Strengths:  Nimble-footed.  Exhibits the text-
book vertical kick-side to get to his spots. Kicks 
deep to set up his cut blocks vs. the three-step 
passing game.

Weaknesses:  Too often uses arm-bars to 
constrict the rusher (holding call, around the 
neck, Temple ’17).  As a run blocker, he won’t 
move his feet at all on outside runs and is forced 
to tackle stronger DEs (holding call, then tackle 
Williams, SMU ’17).  Posted a false start vs. 
Navy in 2016.  Missed two games in 2016 due to 
an ankle injury. 

685 Cole Mosier 6’5 335 (E)

Other Notes: Graduated 
in December 2017 with a 
degree in political science
• 2018 Kentucky Pro Day: 
28 reps-225 lbs Medical 
update: Mosier rehabilitated 
a knee injury he had during 
fall camp and was unable 
to participate during the 
2017 season.  He worked 
his way back for Kentucky’s 
Pro Day in 2018 and that 
says something about his 
work ethic.  

Kentucky 3.629 7th Round Strengths:  Mammoth.  Leans on people with 
frame.  He has “enough” fire on his down 
blocks.  Uses his size to latch the inside shoulder 
of DEs to run them up the field and by the 
pocket.  Runs his feet on the second level vs. LBs 
(Georgia Tech ’16).  

Weaknesses:  Tore his right ACL in an August 
2017 scrimmage and missed his senior year.  
How is the conditioning?  Left the Vanderbilt 
game in 2016 for a series and then returned 
to the game. Shortens the corner with limited 
depth on his lateral kick-slides (holding, Louis-
ville ’16).  Struggles vs. speed (fell down, South-
ern Miss ’16).  Also posted a holding call on an 
arch block in this game (Southern Miss ’16).  

691 Jeromy Irwin 6’4 306

Other Notes: 2016 (12 sts, 
2nd Team All-Pac-12): 
Started all year at the LT 
spot • 2017 (Honorable 
mention All-Pac-12): 
Started 10 games for the 
Buffaloes • Graduated with 
dual degrees in Communi-
cation and History • 2018 
CU Pro Day: 9 7/8” hands, 
81 ½” wingspan, 28 reps-
225 lbs, 5.34 40-yd, 25 ½” 
VJ, 9’0 BJ, 8.03 3-cone, 4.94 
20-yd SS

Colorado 3.55 7th Round Strengths:  Team captain.  Athletic bloodlines.  
Three-year starter.  Patient short-setter in 
pass pro.  Seeks to place his hands inside the 
numbers of pass rushers (Arizona State ’16). 
He can produce a natural 45-degree lean as a 
run blocker.  

Weaknesses: Off the field and durability con-
cerns. Broke his foot (fifth metatarsal bone) in 
the summer of 2013 (OFY). Missed a game in 
2014 due to an ankle sprain.  Underwent surgery 
for a torn ACL in the second game of the 2015 
season and was lost for the year.  Missed a game 
vs. Arizona in 2016 due to an illness.

Summary: Overall, there’s been a natural regres-
sion in Irwin’s game over the last four years.  It 
looked as if he would be an All-American early 
in his career, but injuries (off the field) question 
marks all wore down the two-time team captain.  

701 Brett Kendrick 6’6 305

Other Notes: 2014 (SEC 
Academic Honor Roll): 
Made two starts at LT • 
2015: Made five starts at 
the RT spot • 2016 (13 
sts, SEC Academic Honor 
Roll): Started seven games 
at LT and six starts at RT 
• Graduated with a degree 
in sport management • 
2017 (9 sts): Started at both 
tackle spots

Tennessee 3.47 Free Agent Strengths: Smart.  Positional versatility.  Started 
the first two weeks of the 2016 season at RT and 
then moved to left tackle for weeks 3 and 4.  He’s 
comfortable settling to get his hands inside the 
numbers vs. slap-and-swim moves.  Works to 
keep his hands inside the numbers to sustain 
(Moore, South Carolina ’17).

Weaknesses: Shuffles in a straight up-and-down 
manner in pass protection.  This has allowed 
DEs to drive him into the dirt on speed-to-pow-
er rushes (Dzuris, Nebraska ’16).  Allows edge 
defenders to discard him too easily when trying 
to hook the edge (Florida ’17).  

708 Marcell Lazard 6’5 310 (E)

Other Notes: Attended 
Bloomfield HS (N.J.) and 
was named a 2012 New 
Jersey 2nd team All-State 
selection • 2016 (6 sts): 
Started at both tackle spots 
• 2017: 2 starts at RT

Boston College, 
West Virginia 

3.41 Free Agent
Strengths: Played both tackle positions for West 
Virginia.  He takes solid 45-degree angles to 
cut-off the backside 4i-DE vs. three-man fronts 
(Oklahoma ’16).  Uses butt blocks to frustrate 
the 4i-DE on inside zones. 

Weaknesses: Only 14 career starts.  He tends 
to get very lethargic in pass pro the longer the 
down progresses.  Tenacity is a question mark. 

Offensive Tackles
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1. Christian Kirk 5’11 200 Texas A&M
Grade: 6.39 (2nd Round)

Big Board Rank: 29

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Team captain. Strong.  Durable.  39 straight games with 
a catch. RB-like build.  Shifty and strong to make tacklers miss. Stiff-arms show up along the side-
lines or in the slot on return-pivot patterns (Florida ’17, No. 3 slot). Exhibits short and long burst.   
Makes some tough physical catches (4th QTR, Mississippi State ’17).  Works a lot as the No. 2 slot 
WR on third downs.  From this same spot (No. 2 slot), he’s run away from coverage on spin-post 
combinations (post route TD-Mississippi State ’16).  He will use slight bend with his frame outside 
to move safeties off the spot (1st play of game, overthrown pass, Mississippi State ’17).  The team 
also puts him in the backfield to run trail routes from the offset RB spot in the Red Zone (Wake 
Forest ’17-TD).  He motions to run option routes at the No. 3 slot (LSU ’17).  From this spot (No. 
3 slot), he accelerates into his corner routes at the top of his breaks (TD, LSU ’17).  Uses fluid stick 
moves to get off of press coverage in the slot (Florida ’17).  Accelerates off of his drop-step speed 
release and can track the football.  Projects with the correct pace/patience on stutter-and-go patterns 
and will catch the ball with contact on the way (LSU ’17, 2nd QTR/0:29).  Consistently makes the 
first man miss as a punt returner. Finds the wall on punt returns and flashes an adequate gear (Mis-
sissippi State ’16; Florida ’17-couldn’t make last man miss). 

Weaknesses:   Concentration lapses show up consistently.  Left a wheel route on the ground vs. 
Arkansas in 2016.  Also fumbled on his first punt return in this game (Arkansas ’17).  Some of his 
lapses have come at inopportune times (4th QTR-Florida ’17-drop after getting open on a fade from 
the No. 2 slot).  In the same game, he dropped a critical wide open dig across the middle of the field 
(4th QTR, Florida ’17).  Drops have come either through contact (Kelsey, Louisville ’15) or simply 
in the MOF (3rd and 3, UF ’17, 3rd QTR-after winning on slant).  Turns his hands the wrong way to 
snag some balls. Questionable catch radius.  High screen passes get outside of his frame. There are 
times when he looks a bit stiff in the upper body  (catch on wheel route out of backfield, LSU ’17; 
INT-Jackson, LSU ’17).  Did not exhibit enough patience to separate from Duke Dawson on a cou-
ple of third downs vs. Florida in 2017. He has inconsistent intensity as a blocker (Florida ’17).  He 
has made questionable fielding decisions inside the minus 10-yard line vs. good punter (Townsend, 
Florida ’17). 

Other Notes:  Attended Saguaro HS (Ariz.) and was named an Under Armour All-American after 
accounting for over 3,000 all-purpose yards, 25 rushing TD, 17 receiving TDs, 2 INT-TDs as a 
senior • 7 receptions for 90 yards vs. Alabama on 10/17/15 • 10 receptions for 84 yards vs. Louisville 
in the 2015 Music City Bowl • 2015 (SEC Freshman of the Year, 1st Team All-SEC All-Purpose, : 80 
catches for 1,009 yards (12.6 YPR) and 7 TDs; 11 rushes for 54 yards (4.9 YPC); 19.2 yds/KR; 24.4 
yds/PR and 2 TDs; 3 tackles • 7 receptions for 144 yards and one TD vs. Mississippi State on 
• 2016 (AP 3rd Team All-American, 1st Team All-SEC): 83 receptions for 928 yards (11.2 YPR) and 
9 TDs; 8 carries for 35 yards; 21.7 yds/PR and 3 TDs; 28.8 yds/KR (six returns) • 13 catches for 189 
yards and one TD vs. Wake Forest in the 2017 Belk Bowl • 2017 (12 sts, 1st Team All-SEC All-Pur-
pose, 2nd Team All-SEC-WR): 71 receptions and 919 yards and 10 TDs; 4 carries for 31 yards; 22.3 
yds/KR and one TD; 19.1 yds/PR and one TD

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): The bottom line is that you’ll have to live with some big mistakes 
if you pick Kirk, but he could be worth the investment.  He’s a finisher as a punt returner with run-
ning back-like lower body strength and enough finishing speed.  There are a number of possibilities 
as a slot No. 2 receiver.  His game is very reminiscent to former Notre Dame receiver Golden Tate 
coming out of college.  Although Tate was just a good punt/kickoff returner, he often played outside 
the numbers at Notre Dame. Kirk has yet to prove he can venture outside with any effectiveness.  
Additionally, Kirk fights the ball on occasion and his lapses have led to numerous key drops in 
games.  Kirk ranks as a boom-or-bust type of prospect.  

DraftNasty
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All-Purpose

2. M.J. Stewart 5’11 200 North Carolina 
Grade: 6.132 (2nd Round)

Big Board Rank: 57

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):Plays some nickel on first and second down but is also 
seen outside at cornerback.   Muscular.  Plays low enough.  Can control stalk-blockers.  His physi-
cality stands out on film.  Eye discipline shows up on bootlegs (4th QTR, Duke ’16).  When working 
of the slot, he will line up RBs on screen passes (TFL, Duke ’16).  He can keep his feet vs. cut blocks 
with positive balance, and then cup quick runners after they reverse field (Thomas, Georgia Tech 
’16).  He breaks down and tackles well (3rd QTR, NC State ’17).  Keeps his head-up as a tackler.  As 
an outside CB, he will use a bail-and-run, adjust his bail and then turn back into the WR vs. fades 
(PBU, Juene, Georgia Tech ’16, nice eyes).  Finds the ball on post routes downs the field (PBU, 4th 
QTR, FSU ’16).  As a nickel, he will prevent inside slant routes (PBU, 4th QTR, FSU ‘160.  He will 
sit on routes on third downs (PBU, Georgia Tech ’16).  Works around rubs routes to avoid getting 
picked in goal line situations (tackle, NC State ’17).  Undercuts routes along the GL by playing 
angles (vs. Chark, Senior Bowl ’18, Day 3).  Competed well both inside and outside the numbers 
when used in man coverage during 2018 Senior Bowl week.  He’s a gunner on the punt unit for the 
Tar Heels and has competed on special teams well during his time in school.  Does a fine job of 
adjusting to punts which drop down quickly (Senior Bowl ’18, Scott, Day 1).  He gets north-south as 
a return option.

Weaknesses: Despite the eye discipline in the Duke game (2016), he missed the tackle and allowed 
a big run after catch.  Occasionally gets out-flanked as a curl-flat defender off run action play fakes 
away (Louisville ’17, working inside at nickel).  He was also pinned inside in the fourth quarter 
of the FSU game in 2016 (Rudolph). As an outside corner, he’ll use a window-wash technique 
(outside-in) to jam wide receivers and it gets him into recovery mode.  He was slipped outside the 
numbers on a big throw up the sidelines vs. Georgia Tech in 2016 (83-yd TD allowed vs. Lynch, 
missed tackle).  He hasn’t always dislodged from stalk-blockers on the edge (Juene, Georgia Tech 
’16).  Posted a late hit personal foul in the fourth quarter of the Florida State game in 2016.  Has 
had some off the field issues that teams will address (http://www.espn.com/college-football/story/_/
id/13898026/north-carolina-tar-heels-suspend-mj-stewart-mike-hughes-violation-team-rules).

Other Notes: Attended Yorktown HS (Va.) and played RB/WR/S/CB • He ran for over 1,400 yards 
and scored 24 TDs as a senior  • Rivals.com ranked him as the nation’s 28th-best CB prospect
• 2014 (12 gms): 26 tackles, ½ TFL, 2 INTs and 4 PBUs • 2015 (12 gms): 62 tackles, QB sack, 2.5 
TFLs, FF,  4 INTs and 14 PBUs • 2016 (13 gms): 66 tackles, 3.5 TFLs, 2 FFs, 3 FRs, 11 PBUs • 2017 
(12 gms): 45 tackles, 2 QB sacks, 5 TFls, 11.3 yds/PR; 18 yds/KR • Career Stats: 49 games, 199 
tackles, 3 QB sacks, 11.5 TFLs, 3 FFs, 3 FRs, 6 INTs, 41 PBUs; 11.3 yds/PR • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 
¼” hands, 31 ¼” arms, 18 reps-225 lbs, 4.54 40-yd, 35” VJ, 9’10” BJ, 6.9 3-cone, 4.28 20-yd SS, 11.19 
60-yd LS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Stewart’s skill-set could benefit teams looking for players who 
can cover multiple positions.  Despite being 200 pounds, he contains enough quickness to handle 
some of the league’s shiftier slot receivers.  He can employ as a team’s H-linebacker to cover an 
effective running back in nickel/dime situations.  A solid tackler, he’s even gotten enough repetitions 
inside to perhaps play a safety role and match-up with bigger tight ends in sub-packages.  Ideally, 
the big question comes down to whether he has shown enough to play outside on first and second 
down.  We think his route anticipation and ability to play in a variety of zone schemes makes him a 
fit there too in the right scheme.  He ranks as one of the more versatile defensive back options in this 
draft. Stewart is a constant ‘natty’ presence and four-down threat on special teams with upside as a 
punt returner.
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3. Jaylen Samuels 5’11 1/2 225 NC State
Grade: 5.936 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 95

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Nicknamed the “amoeba” for the variety of roles he 
plays in the team’s offense.  Seen out wide, No. 2 slot or No. 3 slot in empty gun formations.  Out of 
the team’s wing (or inverted bone formations), he’ll take fly sweeps and challenge the edge speed 
of defenses. He does have the ability to run outside zone stretch. He’s displayed some jump-cutting 
ability to run in-between the tackles.  Runs some split-zones and presses inside to bounce runs 
(finishes along the sideline, Marshall ’17).  From the X-or-Z-WR (crack split), he runs a number of 
shallow crossers (Marshall ’17).  They motion him into the backfield from out wide and reverse-piv-
ot him for triple-option plays.  Makes high-point competitive on-ball catches vs. DBs (UCF, St. 
Petersburg Bowl ’14).  The team uses him on bend-in seams vs. split-safety coverage (catch through 
contact, ECU ’16).  Employed on wheel routes from a Y-off position to create mismatches vs. LBs.   
He can make twisting body adjustment grabs on the edge off the wheel route action (tips ball to 
himself, Marshall ’17).  As a No. 3 slot WR, he’ll run return-pivots.  He’s strong enough to run 
through tackles on the second and third levels of the defense (Vanderbilt ’16, Independence Bowl).  
He has displayed underrated speed and creativity after the catch (79-yard catch-and-run, Louisville 
’17).  Patient setting up his cut blocks in the open field.  He’s shown effort running down players 
after turnovers, (FF, FR, Georgia Tech ’14).  Contributes on the punt team.  Eight career tackles.  

Weaknesses: Sort of a ‘tweener prospect as a tight end/RB/H-back.  Lacks elite creativity as a dot 
running back.  Struggles to stick his foot in the ground to get back north-south once he’s going 
laterally.  He’s made some questionable decisions in coverage on the punt team (kick-catch interfer-
ence, muffed punt, Mississippi State ’15).  Hasn’t always finished catches through contact (improved 
in 2017).  Dropped passes have shown up on wheel routes off the Yo-Yo motion (drop TD, ECU ’16) 
or on out routes from the No. 3 slot position (4th QTR, ECU ’16).  Does not always adjust fluently to 
passes thrown to his wrong shoulder when crossing the field (Marshall ’17).

Other Notes: Attended Mallard Creek HS (N.C.) and helped lead the team to a state title as a senior
• He was ranked as the No. 2 FB in North Carolina by Rivals.com • 2014: 15 carries for 143 yards 
(9.5 YPC) and one TD; 6 catches for 96 yards (16 YPR) and one TD; 4 tackles • 5 catches for 84 
yards and 2 TDs vs. South Alabama on 9/26/15 • 6 carries for 65 yards, TD and had 8 catches for 74 
yards and one TD vs. Clemson on 10/31/15 • 3 rushes for 53 yards and 2 TDs vs. Mississippi State in 
the 2015 Belk Bowl • 2015 (Torry Holt Offensive MVP, 1st Team All-ACC): 56 carries for 368 yards 
(6.6 YPC) and 9 TDs; 65 catches for 597 yards (9.2 YPR) and 7 TDs; One tackle • 2016: 55 catches 
for 565 yards (10.3 YPR) and 7 TDs; 33 rushes for 189 yards (5.7 YPC) and 6 TDs; Completed one 
pass for a 59-yard TD; 3 tackles • 2017: 77 carries for 403 yards (5.2 YPC) and 12 TDs; 76 catches 
for 597 yards (7.8 YPR) and 4 TDs; Completed 1-of-2 passes for 25 yards; 23.7 yds/KR (9 returns) 
• 2018 NFL Combine: 9 ½” hands, 31 ¼” arms, 18 reps-225 lbs, 4.54 40-yd, 34 ½” VJ, 10’1” BJ, 6.93 
3-cone, 4.28 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  It’s tough to gauge all of the ways in which Samuels can force 
teams to match his diverse array of skills.  He can block, catch, run the ball and contribute on the 
kick cover units.  Samuels offers some running potential as a dot back coming out of school but es-
sentially played the part of an collegiate big slot receiver.  Preferably, his build suggests that he would 
play the role of a Keith Byars-type (Philadelphia Eagles-1990s).  If he can block effectively in pass 
protection, then he could find a home as a third down back on Sundays.  
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4. Dante Pettis 6’0 1/2 186 Washington 
Grade: 5.86 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 113

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):Athletic bloodlines.  Versatile.  Smooth.  Long strider.  
He can run away from defenses by sinking into post routes with changes of speed at the break point 
(Fresno State ’17).  They will align him in the backfield and motion him to the No. 1 WR to create 
mismatches (stutter-and-go, TD vs. Humphrey, Alabama ’16).  Motion him to the No. 2 Z-WR to 
the in the slot to the Z-WR to run rocket screens (Penn State ’17) and he shows decent speed in the 
open field.  Sells the first portion of the double moves.  Versus press, he gives the head-and-shoulder 
and then sticks off his inside foot to get room on fades (Fresno State ’17). Covers nearly six yards on 
his first four steps off the ball.  Pushes off the ball, stems and breaks down on curl routes.  Adjusts 
to balls smoothly when they are thrown behind him with body control (out route, Arizona State 
’16-1st QTR).  Comes back to the ball on stop routes (Stanford ’17; Rutgers ’17-off the z-in motion) 
and sinks his hips well.  He will leave CBs at the LOS on fade routes at the LOS with the shake-
and-bake of a slot WR (TD, Fresno St ’17).   Versatile passing option on trick plays (TD pass, Cal 
’16, ).  Instinctive punt returner.  Even on muffed punts (see below), he’ll make plays.  He’s efficient 
reaching the edge on wall returns (Boise State ’15, Cal ’16, Utah ’16).  Has been nearly automatic 
making the first tackler miss and this allows him to crease defenses on middle returns on line drive 
punts (Oregon State ’15).  

Weaknesses:  Lots of bunch production in 2017.  Uses a pitter-pat to set up outside releases that can 
be predictable. Gives away arm indicators on intermediate routes.  He chops into some of his speed-
cuts.  Fails to show significant burst on shallow crossing routes.  Lets some balls beat him up and 
bounce off his hands (drop leads to INT, Arizona State ’16).  Uneven hand-eye coordination.  When 
he faces physical coverage, he’s left some catchable third down opportunities on the field (drop, 3rd 
& 2, Stanford ’17).  He will muff some punts (Stanford ’16).  Injured his left leg vs. Washington State 
in 2017 and left the game.

Other Notes: Attended Serra HS (Calif.) and played WR/CB while at the school • Long jumped at the 
prep level in track & field and posted a personal-best jump of 24-7 • Also played basketball at Serra 
• Son of former MLB player and five-time Gold Glove winner Gary Pettis • Cousin, Austin, was a 
draft pick by the St. Louis Rams after playing at Boise State • 2014 (5 sts): 17 catches for 259 yards 
(15.2 YPR) and one TD; 10.3 yds/PR and one TD • 2015 (8 sts, 2nd Team Academic All-Pac-12): 
30 receptions for 480 yards (13.8 YPR) and one TD; 16.9 yds/PR and 2 TDs; 2 tackles • 2016 (2nd 
Team All-Pac-12): 53 receptions for 822 yards (15.5 YPR) and 15 TDs; Completed 2-of-4 passes for 
89 yards and one TD; 11.5 yds/PR and 2 TDs • 5 receptions for 92 yards and 3 TDs vs. Fresno State 
on 9/16/17 • 12 catches for 105 yards and 3 TDs vs. Oregon State on 9/30/17 • 2017 (12 sts, 1st Team 
All-American, 1st Team All-Pac-12): 63 catches for 761 yards and 7 TDs; 20.4 yds/PR and 4 TDs; 3 
rushes for 50 yards; One tackle • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 ½” hands, 32 3/8” arms

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):   Pettis is a smooth overall athlete who is very underrated as a 
route runner.  He sinks well enough at the top of cuts to create separation on either short or deeper 
routes.  One of his best attributes is his ability to sell the first fake on his double moves.  He’s not 
a player who consistently plucks the ball.  As a returner, he’s one of the best in this year’s draft at 
getting to and setting up wall returns.  While tough enough to attack punt return units up the 
middle, his long gait allows him to build to top speed when turning the curve as a returner.  Once 
it (his gait) does, he’s shown a knack for finishing returns.  His return style is very similar to Travis 
Benjamin (Chargers), but his body type is much more similar to current Green Bay Packers punt 
returner Trevor Davis.  
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5. Darius Phillips 5’10 193 Western Michigan
Grade: 5.6 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 190

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):He has made starts at both WR and CB. Ball magnet.  
Quick-footed backpedal.  He will strip at footballs as a tackler (FF, Parker, Bahamas Bowl ’15).  
Offensive instincts to read formations in the pre-snap. Reacts to tips and overthrows (INT-Akron 
’16 off the hands of Natson; USC ’17-INT off tip).  Has used stick jams with inside hand but will run 
out of it as he’s opening hips. Plants quickly vs. the three-step passing game, breaks down and wraps 
up.  Hand-eye coordination shows up beyond the return game (onside kick recovery, Middle Ten-
nessee  State ’15).  Closes with a recovery gear from the inside-out on routes that break towards the 
sidelines (INT-Ohio State ’15). It has also shown up when he’s been offset in the backfield on swing 
screens.  The team would line him as a No. 3 WR in trips formations to run dig routes (2015). On 
KORs (bounce left returns), he uses a right-handed stiff-arm (Middle Tennessee ’15-Bahamas Bowl) 
and finishes on these types of returns (Michigan State ’15).  He’s shown finishing speed on sideline 
returns (Eastern Michigan ’14).  Skates as a kickoff returner downhill on their double team schemes.  
He has enough field speed to go away from the design of the return.   Ran in the 4.4s during Western 
Michigan’s Pro Day.  

Weaknesses:  Puts the ball on the ground too much as a returner.  Fumbled five times in 2016 and 
eight times in his career.  Dropped an interception vs. Buffalo in 2017 that left them in the game (1st 
OT period).  Relatively light in build.  Lines up late on occasion.  He’ll just turn-and-run while giv-
ing the WR free access on speed releases (allowed TD, 2nd OT, Buffalo ’17).  He then posted a pass 
interference in the sixth overtime period on another fade (Buffalo ’17). Needs to be careful cocking 
his hips halfway open to the sidelines because it leaves him on the back shoulder of WRs grabbing 
vs. inside releases.  Gets into a bad habit of taking a 45-degree step to open and jam with inside foot 
as a left cornerback. Loses WRs in his blind spot bailing down the field.  Lost aggression getting off 
blocks in 2017.  Catches some punts going backwards as opposed to going forward. Takes chances 
returning punts. Missed one game (Virginia Tech) in 2014 due to a violation of team rules.  Did not 
participate in most of the week of 2018 Senior Bowl practices due to an ankle injury.

Other Notes: Attended Robichaud HS (Mich.) and was ranked as a two-star recruit by Rivals.com
• Also played basketball at the prep level • 10 catches for 121 yards and one TD vs. Toledo on 
10/4/14 • 2014 (MAC Freshman of the Year): 32 catches for 479 yards (15 YPR) and 2 TDs; 26.4 
yds/KR and one TD • 4 KRs for 185 yards and one TD vs. Michigan State on 9/4/15 • 3 tackles and 
2 INTs vs. Ohio State on 9/26/15 • 2015: 48 tackles, ½ QB sack, 4.5 TFLs, FR, 2 FFs, 5 INTs (50 yds, 
TD) and 16 PBUs; 23.3 yds/KR and one TD • 2016: 40 tackles, QB sack, 4 TFLs, FR, 4 INTs (263 yds, 
3 TDs), 9 PBUs; 11.7 yds/PR and one TD; 22.5 yds/KR and one TD • Returned kickoffs for touch-
downs vs. USC and Michigan State in 2017 • 2017: 40 tackles, QB sack, 5 TFLs, 2 FFs, 67-yd FR-TD, 
3 INTs (63 yds, TD) and 10 PBUs; 2 receptions for 16 yards and one TD; 26.3 yds/KR and 2 TDs; 8 
yds/PR • Career Stats: 34 receptions for 495 yards (14.6 YPR) and 3 TDs; 127 tackles, 2 QB sacks, 13 
TFLs, 4 FF, 3 FR, 12 INTs (376 yds, 5 TDs), 35 PBUs; 24.6 yds/KR and 5 TDs; 10.2 yds/PR and one 
TD • 2018 Senior Bowl measurements: 5096 188 9 3/8” hands, 31 ½” arms, 73 ¼” wingspan • 2018 
NFL Combine: 9 1/8” hands, 31 ½” arms, 4.54 40-yd

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):   Phillips didn’t blaze in Indianapolis in terms of the 40-yard 
dash.  On top of that, he was forced to go home early from the 2018 Senior Bowl due to an ankle 
injury.  Regardless, he has still put the ball in the end zone 14 times in a four-year period in a myriad 
of ways (REC, PR, KR, FR and INT).  Phillips has a knack for returns that is perhaps unmatched in 
this year’s draft class.  He plays a lot faster on the field and carries his pads well.  NFL defensive back 
coaches will have a tough time finding the true measure of what he’s comfortable at as a cornerback 
because he’s not quite sure at this point.  As a zone defender, he’s an adept playmaker capable of 
transitioning to close and finish on the ball.  He’s not as refined as a man-to-man cover guy.  Phillips 
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has a chance to earn a spot as a backup due to his return potential, but he’ll have to show more out-
side at cornerback to stick on a roster.  

6. Quadree Henderson 5’8 192 Pittsburgh
Grade: 5.359 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 264

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Gadget player.  Frequently used in their attack as a 
Z-WR (move guy) in motion on speed sweeps and fly motion. Off of that same motion, the team 
would fake the ball to him and throw wheel routes to him (Northwestern ’16). Off the short divide 
motion, he will run the return-pivot route.  Plays faster than he times in T-shirts and shorts.  Gets 
to his 100 miles per hour in a blink of an eye.  Competitive with the ball in his hands.  As a kickoff 
returner, he’s able to find the creases to cut back in the open field and will make cuts at full speed.  
Did a fine job of setting up their bounce left returns after they flashed the double early in kickoff re-
turns this past season (Rice ’17).  Shows patience to influence the kickoff cover unit. He can snap his 
head and lower body around quickly on corner routes (Penn State ’17).  At his best on punt returns 
catching the ball coming forward to reach the wall of the return (Duke ’16).  His decision-making 
improved in 2017 returning punts.  He was often seen alerting his blockers when to get away from 
the ball (Peter calls).  Attacks middle returns with little wasted motion and attacks the seams of the 
punt cover units. 

Weaknesses:  Where will he play on offense?  Caught just 17 passes in 2017 and had just 45 recep-
tions in his career.  Longer nickel back and safeties junction him to slow his release off the ball when 
aligned as a slot WR.  Ball security was a major issue in 2016 (six fumbles-lost four).  Put the ball on 
the ground vs. Northwestern in the 2016 New Era Pinstripe Bowl (cold temperatures).  Takes some 
risks as a returner fielding the ball.   Fair catches a number of his punts falling backwards (Rice ’17).  
Slowed down as a kickoff returner in 2017.  One career tackle.
Other Notes:  Attended Alexis I. du Pont HS (Del.) and was named the top player in the state by 
Rivals.com.  He played multiple positions at the prep level (WR/DB/RET) • Ran a 10.8 100-meters 
in track & field and also played on the baseball team • Had a 100-yard KOR-TD vs. Navy in the 2015 
Military Bowl • 2015: Two receptions; 28 yds/KR and one TD • 2016 (1st Team All-ACC, specialist, 
AP 2nd Team All-American): 2,083 all-purpose yards: 60 rushes for 631 yards and 4 TDs; 26 catches 
for 286 yards (11 YPR) and one TD; 15.8 yds/PR and one TD; 30.5 yds/KR and 3 TDs; One tackle 
• 2017 (6 sts, 2nd Team All-ACC, specialist): 36 carries for 251 yards (7 YPC); 17 catches for 186 
yards (10.9 YPR); 11.6 yds/PR and 2 TDs; 21 yds/KR • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 7/8” hands, 29 ½” 
arms, 12 reps-225 lbs, 4.5 40-yd, 32 ½” VJ, 10’0 BJ, 6.89 3-cone, 4.28 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):   The big question with a gadget player like Henderson comes 
down to the route-running and ability to win in physical contested matchups.  This becomes pro-
nounced when evaluating Henderson because he was not always secure with his ball-handling.  On 
top of that, he’s unproven as a slot receiver and never caught more than 26 passes in a season.  At 
this point, he may have to assume the role of a player like New Orleans Saints returner Tommy Lee 
Lewis.  This means that he is the team’s dual kickoff and punt returner.  Every once in a while, he 
can provide a change of pace on offense.  If he can fulfill dual roles, then Henderson should get an 
opportunity to stick at the next level. 

7. Nyheim Hines 5’8 198 NC State
Grade: 5.303 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 276

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Experienced starter at both RB and WR.  Move him 
around in their attack.  Even in 2016, they would align him at the offset back and they’d run swing
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passes to him (Independence Bowl ’16).  As the No. 2 slot WR, he is tough enough to cross the face 
of the underneath slot defender on quick slants (Vanderbilt ’16).  Solid contact balance. He contains 
the quick stop-and-start in the hole with wiggle (Marshall ’17).  In space, he will use the spin moves 
to make multiple tacklers miss on simple screens.  Effective on inside zones.  Makes defenses pay 
when their gap fits aren’t correct on outside zones when running to the right side of the OL.  Uses 
stiff-arms to get clearance in the open field (3rd QTR, UNC ’17).  Breaks down the angles of DBs 
in the open field and will cut across the grain effortlessly.  As a kickoff returner, he hesitates to set 
up right returns with good patience (100-yard KOR-TD, Vanderbilt ’16).   He hits middle kickoff 
returns downhill at full speed and runs through ankle tackles once he’s reached full speed (Marshall 
’17).

Weaknesses:  Has only been a full-time RB for one year and was more of a dual RB-WR in pri-
or years.  Runs with a bit of a narrow base.  Feet will stop and he can be cupped in the backfield. 
Can be late to identify the eighth man in the box and takes some flush shots as a runner (White, 
Independence Bowl ’16).  His vision is a little bit underwhelming in scan protection (3rd and 6, 1st 
QTR/2:10, Marshall ’17).  Ball security. Muffed a punt vs. Louisville in 2017 that nearly become a 
turnover.  Fumbled three times in 2016 (losing two) and four times in 2017.  

Other Notes: Attended Garner HS (N.C.) and scored 126 touchdowns at the prep level • Twin sister, 
Nyah, runs track at NC State and Hines also runs track for the Wolfpack • He’s run as fast as 6.71 
seconds in the 60-meter dash at the 2017 ACC Indoor Track & Field Championships.  He also post-
ed a 10.34 time in the 100-meters at the 2017 ACC Outdoor Track & Field Championships
• 2015 (Honorable mention All-ACC, specialist): 48 rushes for 243 yards (5.1 YPC) and one TD; 20 
rushes for 256 yards (12.8 YPR) and one TD; 26.3 yds/KR and one TD; One tackle • 11 receptions 
for 124 yards vs. FSU on 11/5/16 • 2016: 43 catches for 525 yards (12.2 YPR); 24.4 yds/KR and one 
TD • 22 carries for 196 yards and 2 TDs vs. UNC on 11/25/17 • 2017: 197 carries for 1,112 yards (5.6 
YPC) and 12 TDs; 26 catches for 152 yards (5.8 YPR); 12.3 yds/PR and one TD; 22.3 yds/PR; One 
tackle • 2018 NFL Combine: 9” hands, 30 ¾” arms, 4.38 40-yd, 35 ½” VJ, 9’11” BJ, 7.18 3-cone, 4.35 
20-yd SS 

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):   Hines’ foot speed allows him to be one of the more decisive 
downhill kickoff returners available in the 2018 NFL Draft.  While he’s a bit of a straight-line target 
at times as a runner, there have been games (see UNC ’17) where he’s shown a feel on outside zones.  
He’s strong in the upper body and carries above average contact balance.  While he’s sturdy and built 
low to the ground, he doesn’t always find holes instinctively and can run with a bit of a narrow base 
at times.  He could very well become a solid third down option out of the backfield if he can prove 
capable of handling some pass protection responsibilities.  He’s looked uneven in that regard on 
occasion.  Hines has Day 3 value in the 2018 NFL Draft.

8. Quinton Flowers 5’10 210 USF
Grade: 5.3 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 279

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Team captain.  Durable.  Started 39 straight games 
to end career.  Won 30 games in school.  Versatile.  Winner. RB candidate for the NFL.  Tough.  
Has even been seen making blocks 20-to-40 yards downfield for RBs (Syracuse ’15; Tulane ’17, fly 
sweep-Valdez-Scantling).  The team used him on a lot of Empty shotgun spread running concepts 
(2016) and he essentially becomes a Single Wing QB.  Excels on QB-draws (SMU ’15). In 2016, USF 
spread the defense in Quads spread looks to create space for him on the draws (3rd and 2, Cincin-
nati ’16-3rd QTR).  RB-like lateral cutting ability in tight quarters (TD-Tulane ’17). Creates magic in 
an elevator and gets off on the top floor (UConn ’16-TD, made 7 players miss).  Freezes defenders in 
space.  Challenged the angles of FSU’s defense in 2015-16.  They use him on ride zone-read that
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essentially turns into QB-power, faked the zone read and run the QB-counters (exhibits patience 
waiting on blocks to develop, Memphis ’16). He has made teams pay vs. the all-out blitz with his feet 
and COD as a runner.  Strong in the lower body.  Has not put the ball on the ground an inordinate 
amount for the number of times he’s handled it (8 career fumbles).  Throws a very catchable deep 
ball (if in the same area code).   Leads WRs to a spot on vertical concepts..  Has shown a feel for 
pumping weak and then attacking the seams of the defense with his TEs or slot WRs (Northern 
Illinois ’16; UCF ’16).  Four career tackles. 

Weaknesses:  Footwork is still a work in progress (post-corner, Cincinnati ’16-missed a number of 
big shots).  Somewhat of a long delivery gives DBs a chance to jump his intentions in the middle of 
the field.  Misses a number of easy throws (screens, dart, angles) either high or low.  Drops his eye 
level too soon vs. pressure. Eyes take CBs to the ball when they ‘clue’ his intentions (INT-Towson 
’16).   Struggled as a passer during 2018 East-West Shrine practices.  Also had major problems tak-
ing snaps from under center during the week (East-West Shrine ’18).  

Other Notes: Attended Miami Jackson HS (Fla.) and was named a four-star recruit by Scout.com
• He had offers from Miami (Fla.), Nebraska, Alabama and Texas among others to play defensive 
back • Father, Nathaniel, was killed in a drive-by shooting and his mother, Nancy, passed away 
during his junior year of high school.  His brother, Bradley Holt, was killed in a drive-by shooting 
days before his first career start vs. SMU in 2014 • His daughter, Amayah, was born in September 
2016 • 2014 (One start): 111 yards passing, 2 INTs; 73 yards rushing (5.6 YPC) • 2015 (13 sts, USF 
Team MVP): 2,290 yards passing (58.9%), 22 TDs and 8 INTs; 191 carries for 991 yards (5.2 YPC) 
and 12 TDs • 2016 (AAC Offensive Player of the Year, USF Team MVP):  Connected on 207-of-331 
passes (62.5%) for 2,812 yards, 24 TDs and 7 INTs; 198 carries for 1,530 yards (7.7 YPC) and 18 
TDs; One reception • 2017 (2nd Team All-AAC): 2,911 yards passing (53.1%), 25 TDs and 6 INTs; 
196 carries for 1,078 yards (5.5 YPC) and 11 TDs • Career Stats: 11,802 yards of total offense (AAC 
record)- Fourth player in FBS history to post 8,000 yards passing (8,130) and 3,500 yards rushing 
and sixth player in FBS history to have 70-plus passing TDs (71) and 40-plus rushing TDs (41)
• 2018 East-West Shrine measurements: 5102 210 9 3/8” hands, 31 1/8” arms, 73” wingspan • 2018 
NFL Combine: 9 ¾” hands, 31” arms, 4.63 40-yd, 9’4” BJ, 4.57 20-yd SS, 6.81 3-cone

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  A few college quarterbacks who’ve made NFL transitions to 
other positions include Michael Robinson (Seahawks, 49ers), Denard Robinson (Jaguars) or Joshua 
Cribbs (Browns).  All three enjoyed different levels of success as running backs or return specialist 
at the pro level.  It’s important to remember that Flowers was recruited by several Power 5 programs 
to play a different position (DB or WR) and opted for South Florida for the chance to play quarter-
back.  Flowers’ body frame and style point more toward former Washington Redskins three-time 
All-Pro Brian Mitchell.  Mitchell ranks second all-time in the NFL in all-purpose yardage.  We were 
impressed by the skill Flowers displayed during 2018 East-West Shrine practices fielding punts.  
His ability to make defenders miss in tight quarters could open up a spot at this level.  We have few 
doubts that his toughness will translate (see blocking-Strengths) and he could develop into a slash-
type at the next level. 

9. Charles Nelson 5’8 170 (E) Oregon
Grade: 5.121 (5th Round)

Big Board Rank: 328

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Four-year contributor.  Jack of all trades.  Has played 
DB, CB, WR, PR and KR in school.  Tough.  Plays hard. Goes down to send messages vs. LBs on 
crack blocks (pancake, Doctor, Oregon State ’14).  As a safety, he will fire off the hash to contact 
WRs over the middle in two-deep zone (USC ’15).  Displayed an ability to get out of the post to cov-
er from hash-to-hash as a deep middle one-third safety. He will demonstrate an ability to change his 
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speed on switch/fade concepts.  Tracks the ball over his shoulder at full speed (TD, Nebraska ’17).  
At the No. 2 slot, he will reach back to catch balls slightly behind him on corner routes (Oregon 
State ’14, TD).  In 2014, they would also use him as an offset RB to run wheel routes in conjunction 
with their post concepts.  Used in the screen game out of wide bunch formations. Shifts his gears 
with the ball in his hands.  The team will bring him in speed motion for fly sweeps.  Plays the gunner 
on the punt team and strives to get down with vigor in coverage.  Wins with his speed release vs. 
single-press (at gunner), will miss the tackle initially and then chase it down in pursuit (tackle, Las 
Vegas Bowl ’17).  In this same game (final game), he nearly recovered a muffed punt after defeating 
single-press.  He has gotten off the ground to get up and make tackles (Oregon State ’14).  Catches 
kickoffs coming forward to get an extra step on the kickoff cover unit.  

Weaknesses: Quicker than fast.  Never developed into a game-changing receiver in school.  Size is 
a bit of a concern on the kickoff coverage unit (knocked to ground, Oregon State ’14).  In this same 
game (Oregon State ’14), he muffed a punt that was end-over-end with a 4.63 hang time. 

Other Notes: Attended Seabreeze HS (Fla.) and was a standout in track & field • Ran a personal-best 
10.58 100-meters at the Deltona Quad Meet in 2012 • 2014 (2nd Team All-Pac-12): 23 receptions 
for 327 yards (14.2 YPR) and 5 TDs; 11 carries for 101 yards (9.2 YPC); 19 yds/KR; 15.5 yds/PR and 
2 TDs; 17 tackles • Participated on Oregon’s track & field team and long jumped a personal-best 
24’0.75 at the 2014 West Regional • 2015 (1st Team All-Pac-12): 17 receptions for 270 yards (15.9 
YPR) and 3 TDs; 6 carries for 115 yards (19.2 YPR) and one TD; 25.8 yds/KR and one TD; 46 tack-
les, TFL, 2 INTs and 4 PBUs • 288 all-purpose yards vs. UC Davis in 2016 • 2016: 52 receptions for 
554 yards (10.7 YPR) and 5 TDs; 4 carries for 37 yards (9.3 YPC) and one TD; 25.9 yds/KR and one 
TD; 17.8 yds/PR (6 returns); One tackle • 2017(10 sts, Honorable mention All-Pac-12): 32 catches 
for 404 yards (12.6 YPR) and one TD; 11 carries for 25 yards (2.3 YPC) and one TD; 25.1 yds/KR; 
4.3 yds/PR (6 returns); 2 tackles • Career Stats: 124 receptions for 1,555 yards (12.5 YPR) and 14 
TDs; 32 carries for 278 yards (8.7 YPC) and 3 TDs; 24.2 yds/KR and 2 TDs; 13.2 yds/PR and 2 TDs; 
66 tackles, TFL, 2 INTs and 4 PBUs • 2018 Oregon Pro Day: 16 reps-225 lbs, 4.52 40-yd, 31 ½” VJ, 
9’6” BJ, 4.19 20-yd SS, 7.09 3-cone  

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):Nelson may have had some of his best success as a receiver when 
working with former Oregon quarterback Marcus Mariota in 2014.  He was an effective option on 
corner routes and in the quick passing game.  Over the course of his career, he’s been one of the Pac-
12’s best return threats. On top of that, he’s played cornerback, nickel and even been an effective cov-
er guy on special teams.  The fact that he is a jack of all trades increases his value even if he doesn’t 
get drafted.  Perhaps he will develop into a nickel.  As a returner, he has some similarities to former 
Missouri kickoff returner Marcus Murphy.  He has better game day speed and quickness than he has 
in T-shirts and shorts.  Nelson may be tough to get rid of if he goes to the right situation.

10. D’Ernest Johnson 5’10 204 USF
Grade: 5.09 (5th Round)

Big Board Rank: 340

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Jack of all trades.  Played RB, PR, KR and covered kicks 
for the Bulls.  Outstanding hand-eye coordination.  He tracks the ball on wheel concepts (Tulsa ‘14).  
Excelled on trail concepts (follow routes) from an offset position early in his career (Houston ’14, 
FSU ’15-3rd downs).   Runs the H-angle route well from an offset position (East-West Shrine ’18).  
Highlight-film catches are on his resume’ in the RZ (SMU ’15).  As a runner, he’ll hit the edge and 
lower pads on opponents.  Contains balance along the sidelines (Tulane ’17).  Low center of gravity.  
He bounces off tacklers with leg drive (Cincinnati ’16-TD).  Effective on draws.  Uses a jerky dead 
leg with hip jerks to elude tacklers. Impressed running outside zones during 2018 East-West Shrine 
practices.  Asked to capture the edge on dash passes in pass protection.  Uses cut blocks to get 
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Weaknesses: Lacks blinding speed.  Will he reach the corner vs. NFL-level pursuit (Jones IV, North-
ern Illinois ’16)?  His size is somewhat of a detriment.  Runs with a bit of a narrow base. Can he 
take the pounding of an every-down back?  Did not stand out running in-between the tackles as a 
senior.  He’s lost fumbles on simple contact in the hole (ECU ’15, fumble lost).  Has not always been 
effective as a short-yardage runner (4th and 2-Tulsa ’14) or on potential GL scoring opportunities 
(slung by Guerad give yards backwards, UCF ’16).  Catches a bit in his pass pro (but guides well) 
and this could be an issue vs. bigger LBs (Cabinda, East-West Shrine ’18, Day 2; knocked to ground 
by Palmore, 1-on-1, LB vs RB, Day 2). Had an MCL injury in 2015.  Muffed punts have shown up on 
occasion (Syracuse ’16).  

Other Notes: Attended Immokalee HS (Fla.) and was ranked as a four-star recruit by Rivals.com
• Cousin, Edgerrin James, was an All-Pro running back for the Indianapolis Colts and Arizona
Cardinals • 2014 (12 gms): 46 rushes for 150 yards (3.3 YPC); 8 catches for 107 yards (13.4 YPR) 
and one TD; 19.6 yds/KR; One tackle • 2015 (USF co-offensive MVP, One start): 71 rushes for 307 
yards (4.3 YPC) and one TD; 25 catches for 346 yards (13.8 YPR) and 4 TDs; 26.8 yds/KR; 4 tackles 
• 2016 (2nd Team All-AAC return specialist): 1,280 all-purpose yards and 14 TDs-111 carries for
543 yards (4.9 YPC) and 8 TDs; 28 catches for 293 yards (10.5 YPR) and 5 TDs; 11.8 yds/PR and one 
TD; 28.9 yds/KR; 7 tackles • 2017: 193 carries for 796 yards (4.1 YPC) and 7 TDs; 11 receptions for 
153 yards (13.9 YPR) and 2 TDs; 5.7 yd/PR; 20.1 yds/KR • Career Stats: 50 games, 4,186 all-purpose 
yards (USF record)-421 carries for 1,796 yards (4.3 YPC) and 16 TDs; 73 receptions for 909 yards 
(12.5 YPR) and 12 TDs; 2 TD passes; 24.3 yds/KR; 10.3 yds/PR and one TD; 12 tackles  • 2018 East-
West Shrine measurements: 5104 204 9” hands, 31 ¼” arms, 72” wingspan • 2018 East-West Shrine 
in-game report: Exhibiting good burst in-between the holes and delivering at the end of his runs. 

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  All you have to know about Johnson’s unselfishness is that he 
was voted the team’s offensive MVP in 2015 despite starting just one game.  He’s a textbook receiver 
out of the backfield who understands how to set up and get free from linebackers.  More than ade-
quate as a blocker, there are questions about his ability to stand in versus the bigger linebackers he’ll 
see on Sundays.  As a return specialist, he took a step back in 2017.  However, he catches and tracks 
punts coming forward and attacks the defense’s cover units with a downhill approach.  We think 
he’ll be an excellent cover guy on the kickoff and punt units because he excelled in those roles as well 
during school.  His nickname in college was the “Junkyard Dog”. This is an animal with a “nasty” 
and combative demeanor.  It fits Johnson’s playing style and overall disposition. 

381 Greg Stroman 5’11 174

Other Notes: 2015 (6 sts): 
24 tackles, ½ TFL, 2 INTs 
and 5 PBUs; 7.8 yds/PR and 
one TD • 2016 (9 sts, 2nd 
Team All-ACC): 13 tackles, 
3 INTs, 10 PBUs and one 
blocked kick; 8.8 yds/PR 
and one TD; 20.9 yds/KR
• 2017 (1st Team All-ACC 
at CB, Honorable mention 
All-ACC at PR): 20 tackles, 
4 INTs, 11 PBUs; 11.3 yds/
PR and 2 TDs • Career 
Stats: 50 games, 29 starts, 
60 tackles, ½ TFLs, 9 INTs 
27 PBUs and one blocked 
kick

Virginia Tech 4.96 5th Round Summary: Simply put, Stroman is one of the 
better punt returners available in the 2018 
NFL Draft.  It is important to put into context 
that the former wide receiver returned four 
touchdowns on punt returns that differed in 
style.  While efficient on wall returns, he’s also 
instinctive to slash punt cover units on middle 
returns after making the first tackler miss.  He 
gets vertical as a returner and flashes the ability 
to make the one-step cuts without losing speed.  
As a cornerback, he is still a work in progress.  
His lack of size hurts him as a tackler and also 
in physical matchups on the perimeter.  The 
positives include an aggressiveness attacking the 
ball at the high point and above average transi-
tion when turning to run out of his backpedal.  
He has a chance to earn a starting job as a punt 
returner while also contributing as a fourth or 
fifth cornerback.  The former Hokie has Day 3 
value in the 2018 NFL Draft. 

BEST of the REST
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Rank Player School Grade Round ‘Nasty’ Take: 
417 Evan Berry 

Other Notes: Attended 
Creekside HS (Ga.) and 
was a two-way star as a DB/
QB • 2013 Georgia Class 
5A100-meter state champi-
on and ran a personal-best 
10.57 time at the GHSA 
State Championships on 
5/10/14 • Brother, Elliott, 
plays for Tennessee, and 
his older brother, Eric, is 
an NFL All-Pro safety for 
the Kansas City Chiefs.  
Father, James, played RB for 
Tennessee in the late 1970s 
and early 1980s

Tennessee 4.841 5th Round Strengths: Catches kickoffs coming forward and 
translates some speed-to-contact as a runner.  
Carries his pads well. Demonstrates excellent 
acceleration and vision on middle KORs (Florida 
’16). Weaknesses:  Has offered little support as 
a back-half defender.  Is he worth taking up a 
roster spot if he’s only a special teams performer?

Summary:  Berry is making the move to the 
full-time receiver or running back position in an 
attempt to touch the ball more. Clearly he was 
most comfortable as a returner in school.  In 
that aspect alone, he could be in consideration 
for teams late in the draft.  It doesn’t mean 
that he will find a position early on, but he can 
eventually be a full-time kickoff returner and 
kickoff/punt cover man while he irons out the 
wrinkles. The All-SEC returner has Day 3 value 
in the 2018 NFL Draft due to his vision, contact 
balance and finishing speed. 

480 Jamal Morrow 

Other Notes:  Two 10-catch 
games as a senior • 2017 
(Honorable mention All-
Pac-12): 98 rushes for 522 
yards (6.1 YPC) and 4 TDs; 
60 catches for 506 yards 
(8.4 YPR) and 5 TDs; 3.6 
yds/PR; One tackle • Career 
Stats: 316 carries for 1,795 
yards (5.7 YPC) and 9 TDs; 
198 receptions for 1,721 
yards (8.7 YPR) and 14 
TDs; 19.8 yds/KR; 9.1 yds/
PR; 3 tackles

Washington State 4.617 6th Round Summary:  Morrow ranks as a poor man’s 
Chris Thompson-type (Washington Redskins). 
Thompson also went through major injury 
issues and that prevented him from getting looks 
following a solid career at Florida State.  We are 
not sure that he runs with the same pad level 
or explosiveness that Thompson displayed in 
school.  What he has shown is an ability to make 
defenders miss in space and outstanding hand-
eye coordination.  He has been an average threat 
as a return option and that may be his ticket if he 
can get into an NFL training camp.  One possible 
option is a move to the slot receiver position.  
Morrow may be the rare college running back 
capable of making the move successfully at the 
next level because he has already had to deal 
with the physical contact that comes with the 
position in the NFL.  

514 Reggie Bonnafon 

Other Notes: 2014: Com-
pleted 61-of-120 passes 
(51%) for 864 yards, 5 TDs 
and 4 INTs; 72 carries for 
164 yards and 5 TDs; One 
tackle  • 2016: 13 catches 
for 159 yards (12.2 YPR) 
and 5 TDs; 5 carries for 7 
yards • 2017: 93 carries for 
459 yards (4.9 YPC) and 
7 TDs; 21 catches for 182 
yards (8.7 YPR) and one 
TD; 6.7 yds/PR

Louisville 4.482 6th Round Summary:  Bonnafon has been a quarter-
back, wide receiver and running back for the 
Cardinals.  He is explosive in the lower body 
and improved running in-between the tackles 
despite a lot of surface area to hit on his 6-foot-
3-inch frame.   While he is a solid receiver, 
he hasn’t proven to be a game-changer in that 
regard.  We feel he will impress enough in 
postseason workouts to earn a camp invite.  He 
could surprise as an all-purpose prospect if he 
can earn repetitions on the kickoff and kickoff 
return units in an NFL training camp.

518 Sherman Badie

Other Notes: 2014: 121 car-
ries for 688 yards (5.7 YPC) 
and 3 TDs; 24 catches for 
108 yards and one TD; Two 
tackles • 2015 (12 gms):  72 
carries for 310 yards (4.3 
YPC) and 3 TDs; 27 catches 
for 284 yards (10.5 YPR); 
20.7 yds/KR • 2017: 60 
rushes for 350 yards (5.8 
YPC) and 3 TDs; Three 
receptions; 21.6 yds/KR

Tulane 4.45 6th Round Strengths: Top-end speed.  Can hit the edge and 
outrun the angles of defenses (Tulsa ’14, Army 
’17).  Keeps balance on inside dives.  Displayed 
body control on a TD run vs. Houston in 2017.  
Gets skinny through holes. He’s been effective 
on speed options (TD-SMU ’16).  Good hands 
out of the backfield on swing passes.  Bounces 
instinctively on Middle KORs (either by design 
or on his own).  Finds his creases.  Picks his feet 
up in trash as a returner.  

Weaknesses: Never duplicated his early-career 
success.  Gradually lost playing time each sea-
son.  Will throw half a shoulder as a lead blocker 
(Oklahoma ’17).  Did not excel in the KOR game 
as a senior. Two career tackles.  
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523 Trenton Cannon

Other Notes: 2017 (Don 
Hansen Super Region 2 
Offensive Player of the Year, 
CIAA Offensive Player of 
the Year): 212 carries for 
1,638 yards (7.7 YPC) and 
17 TDs; 21 catches for 225 
yards (10.7 YPR) and 3 
TDs; 32.8 yds/KR and 2 
TDs • 2018 NFLPA Colle-
giate Bowl measurements: 
5101 182 8 5/8” hands, 
30 3/4” arms, 72 3/4” 
wingspan

Virginia State 4.42 6th Round Strengths: Shows the speed to hit the home run 
(Fayetteville State ’17). Tight ball security in 
traffic. Dangerous on the perimeter. Allows his 
momentum to carry him through contact. Once 
he finds a seam in the defense on zone read con-
cepts, he can split the crease and reach the back 
end of the defense rapidly. Runs with ferocious 
attitude for a back of his size.

Weaknesses:  182-pound mark will prevent him 
from being an every down back in the NFL. 
Will lose footing at times when cutting. There 
are times where his aggressiveness running ball 
causes a concern of body control. Can he hold 
up in pass protection? Can try to make too 
much happen if bottled up instead of driving for 
the tough yards.   

544 Larry Rose III 

Other Notes:  2015: 240 
carries for 1,651 yards (6.9 
YPC) and 14 TDs; 30 catch-
es for 283 yards (9.4 YPR) 
and 2 TDs; Two tackles • 
16 carries for 132 yards and 
the GW-TD in the 2017 
Arizona Bowl • 2017 (2nd 
Team All-SBC): 187 carries 
for 939 yards (5 YPC) and 
10 TDs; 55 receptions for 
522 yards (9.5 YPR) and 2 
TDs; 7.1 yds/PR

New Mexico 
State

4.32 6th Round Strengths:  Stronger than you’d think at first 
glance.  Aligns at the No.2 weak slot WR spot 
in Empty Gun Spread formations (where he 
will run corner routes vs. LBs and Ss).  He uses 
stems to move safeties off their spots.  They’ve 
also used him on swing routes to the strong side 
of their formations.  Shifty runner in traffic.  
Will cut in pass pro vs. blitz threats.  

Weaknesses:  WR-like build.  Wiry, lean frame 
for a RB.  When bouncing runs to his left, he’s 
right-hand dominant (Arizona State ’17).  Slips 
when making some of his cuts.  He’s had some 
concentration lapses (drop on flare, South 
Alabama ’17).  

600 Shaun Wilson

Other Notes: 12 carries for 
245 yards and 3 TDs vs. 
Kansas on 9/13/14 • 2014: 
78 carries for 598 yards (7.7 
YPC) and 5 TDs; 18 catches 
for 179 yards (9.9 YPR) and 
one TD • 2017: 162 carries 
for 818 yards (5.1 YPR) and 
6 TDs; 36 catches for 263 
yards (7.3 YPR) and 4 TDs; 
23.4 yds/KR

Duke 4.126 7th Round Summary:  Stops-and-starts with relative ease as 
a runner.  Can make multiple tacklers miss on 
simple check downs and has enough speed to 
reach the corner (FSU ’17, 4th QTR).  Ran with 
energy and passion vs. FSU in 2017.  Bounces 
quickly to reach the edge.  Underrated contact 
balance in the hole.  Has made excellent cut 
blocks vs. LBs when his QB scrambles (4th 
QTR, UNC ’16).  Comfortable catching swings 
on the perimeter.  

Weaknesses:  Lack of size limits his projections.  
He will not be a factor picking up blitzes on 
third downs.  

613 John Franklin III

Other Notes: Member of the 
famed Netflix series “Last 
Chance U” as part of the 
East Mississippi CC team 
that won the MACJC North 
title.  He earned JUCO 
All-American honors
• After leaving there, he 
signed with Auburn to play 
quarterback • 2016 (Au-
burn): Completed 14-of-26 
passes (54%) for 204 yards, 
TD; 46 rushes for 430 yards 
(9.3 YPR) and 2 TDs 

FAU, Auburn 4.09 7th Round Summary: There really isn’t much to discuss 
regarding Franklin III’s receiving skills because 
he was rarely used as the team’s fourth or fifth 
option.  In reality, he’s known more for his 
performance on the Netflix series “Last Chance 
U” more than anything else.  He has reportedly 
been timing in the 4.22 40-yard dash range in 
his preparation for the National Scouting Com-
bine- which could be true.  He was clocked in 
the sub-4.3s while at Auburn.  Now, can an NFL 
team find a way to use his talents?  We think his 
best shot at making it will be as an All-Purpose 
specialist and potential kick return threat.  

2018 FAU Pro Day: 6004 184 8 ½” hands, 31 ½” 
arms, 75” wingspan, 4.4 40-yd, 32” VJ, 10’8” BJ, 
4.55 20-yd SS, 7.28 3-cone

660 Janarion Grant 

Other Notes:  115 KR for 
2,857 yards (24.8 yds/
KR) and 5 TDs; 52 PR 
for 588 yards (11.3 yds/
PR) and 3 TDs  • Tied for 
first in FBS history with 
eight career special teams 
TDs and finished third in 
Rutgers history with 4,851 
all-purpose yards

Rutgers 3.79 7th Round Summary: Durability is the big knock on Grant.  
He didn’t seem healthy as a senior and his 
frustration showed in the final game that we saw 
him in against Purdue.  There have not been 
a number of sophisticated route concepts that 
he’s been involved in other than screens, drives, 
slants and occasional corner routes.  We’re not 
sure that he can contribute in any way as a 
receiver.   For him to prove to NFL scouts that 
he can indeed be worth a roster spot, he’ll have 
to impress dramatically in quickness and change 
of direction drills.  

All-Purpose
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1. Vita Vea 6’4 347 Washington
Grade: 6.48 (2nd Round)

Big Board Rank: 17

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Rare athlete at 350 pounds.  Has lined up at the 
zero-technique, two-technique, three-technique and four-technique DL spots in the film viewed. 
Serves as the team’s personal protector on the punt team.  In this spot (PP), he’s shown good speed 
in pursuit and made open field one-on-one tackles (Fiesta Bowl ’17).  Plays with good energy.  
Tough to move at the POA.  Digs his cleats into the dirt versus double teams.  Pummels OG/OC by 
stacking, locating and throwing them (TFL, Cal ’16).  Uses a snatch-and-pull maneuver to get rid of 
guards or tackles.   Runs over stronger OTs by bench-pressing them and then winning back to the 
inside (QB sack vs. Rose, Idaho ’16).  Even when playing tall, he’s strong enough to play on the other 
side of the LOS when he keeps his head up and centered in a north-south manner.  Wins on line 
stunts by charging a shoulder from the 2-technique spot and circling the corner with contain (QB 
sack, UCLA ’17).   He gets his hands up vs. three-step drop. Posted six pass break-ups in his career.

Weaknesses:   Not a consistent extension player to create separation.  As a zero-technique NG, he 
can be late to engage the center with his hands and will expose his chest.  This allows the OG to take 
over the block after the center rubs up to his LBs (double team, McGovern/Mahon, Fiesta Bowl 
’17).   Will he disengage consistently vs. NFL-level strength once tied up?  Loses his bearings getting 
involved in one-on-one street fights and loses the location of the action.  As a pass rusher, he strug-
gles to string moves together and is an average bender once up the field.  Cannot sink instantly to 
get athletic QBs on the ground (Penn State ’17). He has a tendency to play up-and-down (straight-
legged) when reading the action as a 4i-DE or outside shade two-technique in three-man fronts.   
How much weight is too much weight?  Had a hamstring injury running the 40-yard dash at the 
2018 NFL Combine that forced him to miss the remainder of the workout session.

Other Notes:  Attended Milpitas HS (Calif.) and totaled 19 QB sacks in his career.  Rushed for 578 
yards and 11 TDs as a senior • Also played basketball at the prep level • 2015 (13 gms): 17 tackles, 
QB sack, 3 TFLs, FF • 2016 (5 sts, 2nd Team All-Pac-12): 39 tackles, 5 QB sacks, 6.5 TFLs, FF, 2 
PBUs • 2 tackles, QB sack, TFL, 2 PBUs vs. UCLA on 10/28/17 • 2017 (Pac-12 Defensive Player of 
the Year, Morris Trophy Award winner, Honorable mention Academic All-Pac-12): 44 tackles, 3.5 
QB sacks, 5.5 TFLs, 4 PBUs and one blocked kick • 2018 NFL Combine: 10” hands, 32 5/8” arms, 41 
reps-225 lbs, 5.1 40-yd

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Vea’s potential NFL value stems from where he will line up.  It 
doesn’t necessarily have to be primarily as a zero-technique (three-man front) or shaded-one tech-
nique (four-man front).  He has been seen up-and-down the Washington defensive front.  His value 
stems from his ability to hold double teams and he seemed content in that role when needed during 
school.  At the same time, he has demonstrated enough up the field capability to occasionally crease 
the action with quickness off the snap.  The Pac-12 Defensive Player of the Year is a block destructor 
with average bend to finish once he’s gained clearance from offensive linemen.  Standing 6-foot-
4 and weighing in the 350-pound range, Vea has a chance to have a Damon Harrison-type (Jets, 
Giants) impact in the NFL. 

3-4 DE/DT

2. B.J. Hill 6’3 311 NC State
Grade: 6.44 (2nd Round)

Big Board Rank: 22

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): : Plays with a satisfactory wide base.  He’s strong enough 
to handle double teams.  Makes plays laterally in the run game when he stays square.  Disengages 
effectively to make tackles.  When aligned in a head-up zero-technique NG, he can throw centers 
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with his shoulders and keep his balance.  At this position, he uses an up-and-under rip move when 
the team aligns in bear fronts (3rd down & 10, 3rd Down, Louisville ’17).  He gains the edge of 
the center by playing to half a man and then rips upward to get vertical (Marshall ’17).  Off of this 
move, he has a roll move to counter the OG or OC (Demby, Senior Bowl ’18, OL/DL, Day 2).  At the 
three-technique DT, he also uses roll moves to slip OGs (QBH, ECU ’16).  As a two-technique DT, 
he maintains his contact balance through double team chips from the OT.  Can split double teams as 
a 2i-DT by getting skinny (Vanderbilt ’16).  At this spot (two-technique), he’ll drop on zone blitzes, 
settle his feet and then close from the inside-out as a middle-hook dropper (3rd & 7, 3rd QTR/1:55, 
UNC ’17).  Re-tracks his steps and runs to the football (FF, ECU ’16).  Lines up as the personal pro-
tector on the punt team.  Plays the one-technique DT in their overload FG block looks and seeks to 
lift-and-rise between the guards and short snappers (Marshall ’17).  Blocked two kicks in school.

Weaknesses:  On occasion, he will get on his toes defending the run.  Struggles to keep his pads 
down for sixty minutes.  Gets caught up in the numbers with hand play from interior OL when 
using inside club-and-swim moves (ECU ’16).  His arm-overs can be elongated if he misses with 
his outside club technique (Welsh, Senior Bowl ’18, Day 2).  Pre-determines some of his pass rush 
moves in the pre-snap and can look rehearsed formulated his counters.  

Other Notes:  Attended West Stanly HS (N.C.) and rushed for over 800 yards with 5 TDs as a senior 
running back/linebacker • He was ranked as the 35th-best player in North Carolina by Rivals.com
• Also played basketball at the prep level • 2014 (5 sts): 39 tackles, 1.5 QB sacks, 6.5 TFls, PBU • 
2015 (13 sts): 51 tackles, 3.5 QB sacks, 11 TFLs, 3 PBUs and one blocked kick • 2016 (13 sts): 39 
tackles, QB sack, 2 TFLs, FF, FR, 3 PBUs • 2017 (13 sts): 57 tackles, 3 QB sacks, 5.5 TFLs, FF, 3 PBUs 
and one blocked kick • 2018 Senior Bowl measurements: 6033 321 10 3/8” hands, 32 ¼” arms, 77 
3/8” wingspan • 2018 NFL Combine: 10 5/8” hands, 33” arms, 35 reps-225 lbs, 4.99 40-yd, 26 ½” VJ, 
8’5” BJ, 7.28 3-cone, 4.53 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Despite just adequate length, Hill plays a bit longer when it 
comes to winning hand fights because of his velocity off the snap.  Fairly often he wins to the spot he 
desires and puts the offensive lineman at an inherent disadvantage. He does not exhibit an extreme 
amount of upper body flexibility but he does possess very good lateral quickness.  His vision allows 
him to gain an edge quickly in the down and find the ball as an active run defender.  He has such a 
tendency to find the ball that he occasionally plays on his toes and he’ll have to sink better to fight 
pressure in the NFL.  A 44-game starter in school, he’s built in the mold of former UCLA defensive 
tackle Kenny Clark (Green Bay Packers).  Hill provides options as a 30-front defensive end or even 
front defensive tackle.  

3. PJ Hall 6’0 1/2 308 Sam Houston State
Grade: 6.431 (2nd Round)

Big Board Rank: 23

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Dominant at the FCS level of play.  Even after adding 
weight, he maintained his explosion.  Stands up as a 2-point Rush OLB, put his hand in the dirt 
4-or-5-technique DE or Wide 7-technique DE for the team.  Aligned inside at DT in 2017.  They 
even align him in an overhang OLB to drop into the short middle-hook LB spot on zone blitzes 
(Southern Utah ’15).  Times his leaps off the edge from the OLB spot (Jacksonville State ’14).  As a 
RDE, he will fake the one-hand outside post vs. OTs, and then post-and-snatch with his inside hand 
to get over the top.  At the LDE spot, he will dip under the punch of OTs with his body barely off the 
ground (QB sack, NDSU ’14; QB sack, FF, SE La. ‘14).  From this same position, he will post OTs 
into the ground with a vicious one-hand stab (QB sack, HBU ’15).  Outstanding range.  He’s run 
down RBs in pursuit 60 yards down the field (Jacksonville State ’15). When aligned in a 2i-DT spot, 
he can read out of the action to chase plays in pursuit with vigor (4th and 5, Kennesaw State ’17, FCS
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Quarterfinals). Dominates TEs in a 6i-DE alignment (McNeese State ’15). Brings a load with squat-
ty, powerful base.  Exhibits good snap count reactions.  At the one-technique or 2i-DT, he will get 
low and defeat angle blocks in a north-south manner (East-West Shrine ’18, QB hurry, team, Day 1). 
Creates knock-back vs. OCs in a zero-technique position.  Translates speed-to-power when rushing 
from the three-technique spot vs. OGs (Allen, East-West Shrine ’18, Day 3, OL/DL).  He’s shown 
hand-eye coordination reacting to tips and overthrows (INT-Northwestern State ’14). Blocked 14 
kicks in his career on special teams. 

Weaknesses:  It takes him a little while to circle his paths to change directions vs. misdirection (but 
“OK”).  He will play on his toes as a 2i-DT and initiate hat-and-hand contact with his elbows, thus 
allowing OGs to shift their weight on him (Allen, East-West Shrine ’18, Day 2, 9-on-7, knocked to 
ground).  From the RDE position, he will lose his balance vs. chip blocks from RBs (McNeese State 
’15).  When working as either a DE or DT he can be framed from the action early in the down if he 
picks a side too soon (Stinnie, James Madison ’16, FCS Quarterfinal).  Served a two-game suspen-
sion to start the 2017 campaign due to an academic issue (http://houstonianonline.com/2017/09/07/
dreadlocks-deadlocked-sideline-pj-hall-serving-two-game-suspension/). 

Other Notes: • Attended Seguin HS (Tex.) and played DE/RB for the school • 2014 (1st Team 
All-Southland, 3rd Team All-American): 93 tackles, 12 QB sacks, 24 TFLs, 4 FFs, INT and five 
blocked kicks • 2015 (1st Team All-Southland): 75 tackles, 11 QB sacks, 19 TFLs, FF, 2 INTs, 8 PBUs 
and five blocked kicks • 9 tackles, 4.5 TFLs, 2 PBUs vs. Lamar on 9/17/16 • 2016 (Southland Defen-
sive Player of the Year, Buck Buchanan Award finalist): 56 tackles, 13 QB sacks, 24.5 TFLs, 8 PBUs, 
3 FFs, 7 PBUs • 14 tackles, 2 QB sacks, 3 TFLs vs. Stephen F. Austin on 10/7/17 • 2017 (1st Team 
All-Southland): 82 tackles, 6 QB sacks, 19 TFLs, 6 PBUs, INT, 6 PBUs and four blocked kicks
• Career Stats: 284 tackles, 42 QB sacks, 86.5 TFLs, 9 FFs, FR, 4 INTs, 29 PBUs, and 14 blocked kicks
(2nd all-time in FCS history) • 2018 East-West Shrine measurements: 6000 308 9 5/8” hands, 32 
1/8” arms, 76 ¾” wingspan • 2018 East-West Shrine in-game report: Got up the field and won by 
gaining a shoulder vs. Kuhnert; causing a sack for Ostman. • 2018 SHSU Pro Day: 6004 308 36 reps-
225 lbs, 4.75 40-yd, 38” VJ, 9’8” BJ

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  It doesn’t take long to see why Hall dominated at the FCS level 
of play.  He lined up at a number of spots and was effective at each position.  He put on nearly 30 
pounds without losing his top-level burst and speed. His leverage, foot speed and overall quickness 
made him a terror when he played defensive end.  Despite below average wingspan and length, we 
think he can play any spot on the line because of how fast he wins to a spot.  Sure, he will lose his 
share of leverage matchups but his film exhibited a player who often made the offensive line reactive 
to his force.  This is a player who has a chance to make an impact in the NFL regardless of where he 
is drafted.  He is a Geno Atkins-type player (Cincinnati Bengals). There have been some account-
ability concerns that NFL teams will address.  

4. Da’Ron Payne 6’2 1/2 311 Alabama
Grade: 6.382 (2nd Round)

Big Board Rank: 30

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Strong.  Bench-presses 545 lbs. He’s a plugger with 
quickness.  Range.  Has run a 4.93 40-yd dash. Lines up at FB on occasion.  Caught a TD pass in the 
2018 Sugar Bowl vs. Clemson.  Also intercepted a pass in this game.  Chased down the TE to the 
sidelines vs. LSU in 2016.  Produced consistent pressure vs. FSU in 2017.  He’ll jump over OGs with 
swim moves to crease the backfield (UGA ’18).  As a tilted one-technique NG, he’s thrown centers 
around. From this position (tilted one-technique DT), he split double teams consistently in the 2018 
National Title game. As a 3-technique, he’ll use head-and-shoulder fakes to set-up his inside club
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(QB hit, CSU ’17).  Active hands pilfer OGs off-balance once on an edge to push the pocket (Wash-
ington ’16).  Pops back OCs with his punch if aligned as a head-up zero-technique NG (Pocic, LSU 
’16).  Completes snatch-and-pull maneuvers to throw OGs and will close quickly (Brown, USC ’16).  
Holds his line in the sand as a three-technique playing two gaps.  Nearly blocked a punt in the 2018 
National Title game.  

Weaknesses:  Average size.  Tends to let his frame get too tall on interior line games.  Gets himself 
into trouble playing too high as a pass rusher (Talamaivao, USC ’16).  Feet are not aligned on a 
consistent path to the QB (upward in nature) and he’ll lose vision on the QB.  He was in-and-out of 
games on third downs in 2016.   Will lose energy the more he gets chipped in games when working 
against centers (UGA ’18).  Posted an unsportsmanlike conduct foul on the LSU sidelines in 2016 
after running down the TE.  He’s left some QB sacks on the field (USC ’16).  

Other Notes: Attended Shades Valley HS (Ala.) and was raked as a five-star prospect by Rivals.com
• 2014 Nike The Opening results: 6’2 348 5.29 40-yd, 5.09 20-yd SS, 39 Power throw, 27” VJ • Played
in the 2015 U.S. Army All-American Game • 2015 (Freshman All-American): 13 tackles, ½ QB sack, 
½ TFL, FF, PBU • 5 tackles, ½ QB sack, ½ TFL vs. Clemson in the 2017 National Title Game
• 2016: 36 tackles, 1.5 QB sacks, 3.5 TFLs, FR, PBU • Defensive MVP, 2018 CFP National Semifinal
vs. Clemson: 2 tackles, 21-yd INT return and one-yard receiving TD • Defensive MVP, 2018 Nation-
al Title Game vs. Georgia: 6 tackles vs. Georgia in the 2018 National Title game • 2017 (2nd Team 
All-SEC, coaches): 53 tackles, QB sack, TFL, INT, 3 PBUs; One receiving TD • 2018 NFL Combine: 
9 3/8” hands, 33” arms, 27 reps-225 lbs, 4.95 40-yd, 28 ½” VJ, 8’11” BJ, 7.58 3-cone, 4.71 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):   Payne controls the action as a fire-plugging two-gap specialist 
or an occasional one-gap penetrator. He contains the necessary quickness but is not a finisher as a 
pass rusher.   His pad level is up-and-down on a consistent basis.  Where you will get your money’s 
worth from Payne is as a consistent run defender who you have to block with two men in the middle 
of the defense.  His pure upper body strength throws offensive linemen around and he can split 
double teams as a tilted one-technique nose guard.  Some 30-front teams may like his versatility as 
a zero-technique.  The fact that he’s content with taking up blockers to keep his linebackers free is a 
fact that won’t go unnoticed by NFL defensive line coaches.  Payne has early-round value.  

5. Nathan Shepherd 6’4 315 Fort Hays State
Grade: 6.34 (2nd Round)

Big Board Rank: 35

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Versatile.  Plays the zero-technique NG, one-technique 
DT, 2i-DT, Thick lower half.  Bubble calves.  Well-proportioned.  Maintains the double team to 
allow his LBs to flow to the ball in three-man fronts.  He rips with violence to shed centers quickly 
in a one-technique DT or zero-technique NG spot.  He seeks destruction when using his push-pull 
techniques even after absorbing the initial blow (throws Madison, OL/DL run drills, Senior Bowl 
’18, Day 2).  Uses a push-pull and swipe move with his inside arm to win vs. centers  (Northeastern 
State ’16).  In this same game, he turned his frame to get skinny vs. the OC and then beat the double 
team block of the OG by turning his hips (QB sack, Northeastern State ’16).  When playing the out-
side-shade two-technique in even fronts, he is a block destroyer who punctures man blocks with his 
six-inch punch (Central Missouri ’17).  At the three-technique, he absorbs initial contact off the ball 
by the OG and can win with his hands while going laterally in gap control.  If he can gain an edge, 
he will turn his hips to play to half a man on occasion.  Re-tracks his steps to run to the football 
once he’s identified screens. Aligns in-between the short snapper and RG on the FG block team and 
punches the guard with force in an upward manner (Northeastern State ’16).  He has shown an ab-
solute to seek-and-destroy as a personal protector on the punt team (knockdown block, Northwest 
Missouri State ’17).  
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Weaknesses:  His pad level gradually rises during the game.  Takes a lot of bullets to the chest as a 
pass rusher.  Gets very centered on defeating the block and fails to find the ball.  Tends to get tied up 
in street fights and it negates his vision (3rd Down, Lindenwood ’15).  Some of his spin moves keep 
him in the same spot in the sand (Central Missouri ’17).  Pass rushes on his toes and is susceptible 
to chips from uncovered OL.  Loses feet in trash on occasion or even when running line games loop-
ing to the outside (Central Missouri ’17, 4th QTR).   He does not always sit down in his seat when 
taking on double teams at the zero-technique NG spot. He naturally widens himself when trying to 
gain an edge as a three-technique DT (Hernandez, Senior Bowl ’18, team, Day 1).  Needs to improve 
his timing getting his hands up after his pass rush has been stopped.  Suffered a hand injury during 
the 2018 Senior Bowl and was forced to leave during the week. 

Other Notes:  Hails from Ajax, Ontario (Canada) and attended Simon Fraser College  • 2012 (Simon 
Fraser College): 20 tackles, 2.5 QB sacks, 7 TFLs • 2015 (12 sts, 3rd Team All-MIAA): 69 tackles, 3 
QB sacks, 5 TFLs and two blocked kicks • 2016 (2nd Team All-MIAA): 61 tackles, 3 QB sacks, 9.5 
TFLs • 5 tackles, 3 TFLs vs. Northwest Missouri State on 11/4/17 • 2017 (MIAA Defensive Player of 
the Year, 2017 Cliff Harris Award finalist, AFCA Division II All-American): 38 tackles, 4 QB sacks, 
12.5 TFLs • Career Stats: 36 games, 168 tackles, 10 QB sacks, 27 TFLs, 2 FFs, 2 blocked kicks • 2018 
Senior Bowl measurements: 6037 310 10” hands, 33” arms, 80 5/8” wingspan • 2018 NFL Combine: 
10 1/8” hands, 32 3/8” hands, 5.09 40-yd, 31” VJ, 9’4” BJ, 7.5 3-cone, 4.53 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Shepherd’s big-boy approach is aided by underrated lateral 
quickness and positional flexibility.  While quite capable of gaining a shoulder on an offensive 
lineman (particularly going to his right), he’s equally capable of throwing them with snatch-and-pull 
maneuvers.  This is evident in either the run or pass game.  In a number of ways, he’s very similar to 
New Orleans Saints defensive lineman David Onyemata when he came out of Manitoba (Canada) 
back in 2016.  They have similar length (33-inch arms), weight (Onyemata-304, Shepherd-310) 
and height (Onyemata-6’3, Shepherd-6’4).  Like Onyemata, Shepherd spent a large majority of his 
time in school inside but can provide end possibilities in a three-man front as a four-technique.  We 
think –like the aforementioned former Nigerian (33rd overall on DraftNasty’s 2016 Big Board) - the 
former Tiger has second-round value in this year’s draft. 

6. Taven Bryan 6’5 291 Florida
Grade: 6.16 (2nd Round)

Big Board Rank: 51

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Strong as an Ox.  Bench-presses 500 lbs.  Squats over 
800 lbs.  Plays in an upward manner with a slanting back. Engine is constantly running.  Displays 
foot speed in pursuit.  He’s played both DE and DT in school. Frequently aligns at the 2-technique 
and 3-technique DL spots.  Controls OGs down the middle and drives his feet.  Jumps off the 
ball because he has excellent snap count reactions.  His one-hand (right-handed) post move as a 
three-technique DT complement his rip moves. Circles tightly to get over the top of OL when the 
QB steps up.  Uses rip moves when running T-T stunts to circle and run the loop (FSU ’17).  Splits 
double teams (QB sack, 3rd QTR, Texas A&M ’17).  His bench press techniques vs. OL set up his 
snatch-and-pull maneuvers.  Engages OG (at the 2-technique or 3-technique) and doesn’t allow him 
to climb up to block his LBs.   Takes up two interior linemen when running T-E line games. 

Weaknesses: One year of production.  Loses on the second phase of blocks after winning initially 
(Minshew, FSU ’17).  He was on the ground too much vs. FSU (2017).  Can be cut (around on the 
ankles and thighs) on the backside of run away.  OL shift their weight on him   Still garnering a feel 
for the game.  He’s so intent on winning his one-on-one matchups, he doesn’t always display an abil-
ity to make adjustments on the move.  .  Little recognition on screen passes.  As a 4i-DE, he’ll bubble 
back the OT and RBs will get the ball and go right by him (Georgia ’15).  Frequently goes down the 
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middle of OL as a pass rusher.  Lacks a feel for when the gaps change because he just gets too far up 
the field.  While this is effective vs. the run, it simply trades one-for-one too often as a pass rusher.  
When spiking into inside line gaps, he takes himself sideways as opposed to getting vertical.  Does 
not stop his charge vs. the three-step passing game to get his hands up.  One career PBU.  

Other Notes: Hails from Casper, Wyoming and attended Natrona County HS • Won back-to-back 
state championships at the prep level as an OL/DL • 2015 (12 gms, 1 st): 10 tackles, ½ QB sack, 1.5 
TFLs, 48-yd FR • 2016 (13 gms, 2 sts): 17 tackles, QB sack, 3 TFLs, 2 FFs, PBU • 7 tackles, 1.5 QB 
sacks, 1.5 TFLs vs. Texas A&M on 10/14/17 • 2017 (11 sts, AP 2nd Team All-SEC): 40 tackles, 4 QB 
sacks, 6 TFLs • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 ¾” hands, 32 ¾” arms, 30 reps-225 lbs, 4.98 40-yd, 35” VJ, 
9’11” BJ, 7.12 3-cone, 4.48 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Due to an inconsistency when it comes to play recognition, 
there may be a slight transitional period for the former Gator.   Bryan can be a legitimate starter 
from Day 1 in a three-man front.  We expect him to put on quite a show during individual workouts 
when it comes to strength and speed.  Quite capable of translating speed-to-power. As a bull rusher, 
the former Gator still needs to develop more pass rush variety.  Additionally, he’ll need to protect his 
lower half better as a run defender.  Look for him to hear his name called on Day 2 of the 2018 NFL 
Draft as a 30-front DE. 

7-t. Maurice Hurst 6’1 291 Michigan
Grade: 6.05 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 76

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): NFL bloodlines.  Excels in the classroom.  Aligns at 
the zero-technique, 4i-technique, three-technique and even front DT spots for the team.  When 
aligned in a zero-technique NG spot, he uses his natural leverage to pilfer centers backwards into the 
backfield. Fights through bigger personnel as a 2i-DT (Benzschwal, Wisconsin ’17); particularly vs. 
down blocks. Frustrates centers with his snap-count reactions (Thurman, Florida ’16).  He’ll beat the 
trap block by the OC and his quickness makes it tough for OL to recover (TFL, FSU ’16).  Wins with 
quick swim moves, arm-overs and then turns his shoulders to a side to slip OL.  Dips his shoulders 
to half/man as a pass rusher (QB sack 3rd QTR, Wisconsin ’17).  Takes tight constricted angles on 
T-E line games when wrapping around to the outside (QB hit, Barrett-Ohio State ’16).  Plus range 
going laterally.  Exhibits closing speed circling his paths if he gets too far up the field.  His inside-out 
burst to close impresses when chasing the QB (Holman, UCF ’16-chases him out of bounds).  He 
will win slanting across the face of OGs (Citrus Bowl ’16).  Blocked two kicks in his career.  

Weaknesses: Plays short-armed at times.  Uses his chest/numbers when creating a surge and cuts 
himself off by playing too thick on a man.  As a zero-technique, he can be sat on when teams use 
gap-schemed concepts (pancaked by Mahon, Penn State ’17).  Too easily stymied by OGs when go-
ing down the middle of them.  Helmet will point downward in a 2i-DT spot and he’ll block himself 
vs. fold-blocking schemes. This (head gear) will also point downward on T-E stunts (loses vision, 
Wisconsin ’16).  Once he’s found clearance, he’s left some QB sacks on the field (3rd QTR, Wiscon-
sin ’17).  Sidelined from working out at the 2018 NFL Combine due to a medical condition.  

Other Notes:  Attended Xavierian Brothers HS (Mass.) and he was named an All-State selection two 
different times • Father, Maurice, was a former NFL defensive back for the New England Patriots
• 2014 (Academic All-Big Ten): 3 tackles, TFL and one blocked kick • 4 tackles, QB sack, 2 TFLs vs.
Maryland on 10/3/15 • 3 tackles and QB sack vs. Minnesota on 10/31/15 • 2015 (4 sts, Academic 
All-Big Ten): 35 tackles, 3 QB sacks, 6.5 TFLs • 6 tackles, QB sack, 3 TFLs vs. Penn State on 9/24/16
• 3 tackles, QB sack, 2 TFLs vs. FSU in the 2016 Orange Bowl • 2016 (12 gms): 33 tackles, 4.5 QB
sacks, 11.5 TFLs, FF, PBU • 10 tackles, 3.5 TFLs vs. Michigan State on 10/7/17 • 2017 (13 gms): 
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tackles, 5 QB sacks, 14.5 TFLs, FF, 2 PBUs and one blocked kick • 2018 NFL Combine: 6012 292 9 
½” hands, 32” arms • 2018 Michigan Pro Day: 6010 291 9 ¾” hands, 77” wingspan, 29 reps-225 lbs, 
4.91 40-yd, 31” VJ, 8’9” BJ, 7.71 3-cone, 4.62 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Hurst has some of the best juice off the snap you’ll see from a 
Big Ten interior defensive lineman.  He’s not that much different than former Wolverines defensive 
lineman Willie Henry (2016 NFL Draft, 4th Round, 132nd overall, Baltimore Ravens), but he lacks 
the twenty additional pounds Henry carried on his frame.  Is he as long? Maurice may not be as big, 
but he plays with similar leverage and can jump into the chest plates of interior offensive line-
men.  He has good snap count recognition.  Overall, he’ll need to continue to add positive weight 
and work on keeping his eyes centered after engaging linemen to aid him in finding the ball more 
frequently.  There were not a lot of pass rush post moves or counters seen in the film viewed.  Those 
will need to be developed if he is going to take the next step as a player.

7-t. Breeland Speaks 6’3 287 Ole Miss
 Grade: 6.05 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 77

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): He has started at DT and DE. The team also stood 
him on occasion in school as an OLB in a two-point stance. Can and has played up-and-down a 
defensive front.  Heavy-handed to hold the edge and can two-gap from the four-technique.  After 
holding the edge, he folds back inside to make plays.  Presents good effort running to the ball and 
re-tracing his steps (Ole Miss ’16).  As a 4i-DE (3-man front), he’ll rip through OTs with his outside 
arm to penetrate in short yardage (3rd QTR/12:18, 3rd and 2, LSU ’17).  Effective arm-over will 
leave OTs grasping for air as an end.  Won a lot vs. LSU (2017) with this move and flattened down 
the line of scrimmage after doing so.  In this game, he was still running 20 yards downfield to make 
tackles down 37-16 in the fourth quarter (5:46).  Closes if given clean air to finish sack opportunities 
(Arkansas ’16).

Weaknesses: One year of high-level production.  In a 4i-DE or three-technique DT position, he can 
be late to diagnose the pictures. Inconsistent feel for draws and runs himself out of the action. He 
plays behind some blocks vs. misdirection schemes, but he will show range in pursuit.  His arm-
over gets into occasional trouble vs. OGs because it tends to bubble his courses.  NFL defensive line 
coaches will have to teach him to get more vertical vs. pulling OGs as opposed to just fitting his gap 
control.   Pad level will get high and OGs will shift their weight on him (Arkansas ’16). Struggled 
vs. the length of Arkansas’ guards in this game (2016).  Committed a personal in third quarter after 
finally getting access with a blow to the QB’s helmet.  

Other Notes:  Attended Callaway HS (Miss.) and was ranked as a four-star recruit by Rivals.com
• Brother, Marcellus, played at Jackson State • 2015 (2 sts): 32 tackles, QB sack, 5.5 TFLs, FR and 2
PBUs • 2016 (12 gms): 28 tackles, QB sack, 1.5 TFLs, PBU • 13 tackles, 2 QB sacks, TFL vs. LSU on 
10/21/17 • 5 tackles, 2 QB sacks, 2 TFLs vs. Arkansas on 10/28/17 • 2017 (12 gms, 10 sts, AP 2nd 
Team All-SEC): 67 tackles, 7 QB sacks, 8 TFLs, FF, FR, PBU • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 7/8” hands, 33 
¾” arms, 4.87 40-yd, 32 ½” VJ, 9’2” BJ, 7.63 40-yd, 4.65 20-yd SS  

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Speaks actually has a lot of similarities to former Tennessee 
defensive end Malik Jackson (Broncos, Jaguars) when he came out of school in 2012.  Like Jackson, 
he actually toiled up-and-down the Rebels defensive front but is likely a matchup player on third 
downs.  He can be a base left defensive end in a four-man front, but he has shown enough of an 
ability to stack offensive linemen that some NFL defensive coordinators will view him as a possible 
four-technique (three-man fronts).  Either way, he is a player whose overall heavy-handed, physical 
approach complements a slithery nature.  He brings more value to teams in 3-4 defenses but he can
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be a fit for teams that want him to set the edge in the run game on the left side.  He has Day 2 value 
in the 2018 NFL Draft.

9. Folorunso Fatukasi 6’4 318 UConn
 Grade: 5.97 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 91

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Excellent size. Heavy-handed two-gap presence.  Plays 
on the other side of the line of scrimmage.  Has seen time at the one-technique DT, three-technique 
DT, five-technique DE and zero-technique NG positions in school.  Tough to move on man blocks.  
Thrusted through SMU’s Evan Brown as a zero-technique NG in 2017.  Throws OL attempting to 
trap block him (Temple ’14) or when matched up on centers (Tulsa ’17).  Creates a natural lean (us-
ing his mass) when posting OGs as a pass rusher (QB sack, Temple ’17) or run defender (East-West 
Shrine ’18, Day 2).  Fights laterally to keep working vs. outside runs. Decent range.   He’s made some 
key plays late in games rushing the passer (QB sack, 4th QTR, Virginia ’16). Re-tracks his steps with 
recognition vs. screens (Cincinnati ’16). Plays the inside DT on the FG block team and works to split 
gaps while lifting-and-rising.  Blocked a FG vs. Navy in 2016. 

Weaknesses: He’s left a number of QB sacks on the field (ECU ’14).  Allows mobile OCs to guide him 
too much after the snap. Missed tackles will show up in bunches (MT, TD run, Scott-ECU ’17; MT-
TD-run, Howe, ECU ’17).  Late snap-count reactor.  As a 4i-DE, he can be reached by OGs on out-
side runs (Dungey TD, Syracuse ’16).  Occasionally plays to half a man vs. down blocks.  Wide with 
his club-and-swim moves.  Exposes his chest a little too quickly coming off the ball as a pass rusher. 
Was suspended for a half of a game in 2015 for throwing a punch.  Ejected from the team’s season 
opener vs. Holy Cross for a targeting foul.  Missed time as a junior in high school due to injury. 

Other Notes:  Attended Beach Channel HS (N.Y.) and had 78 tackles with 10 QB sacks as a senior
• 2014 (3 sts) 31 tackles, 3 TFLs • 2015 (11 sts, Honorable mention All-AAC): 51 tackles, 7.5 QB
sacks, 8.5 TFLs, 4 FFs • 10 tackles and QB sack vs. ECU on 10/29/16 • 2016 (12 sts): 43 tackles, 2.5 
QB sacks, 2.5 TFLs, one blocked kick • 10 tackles and QB sack vs. ECU in 2017 • 2017: 45 tackles, 4 
QB sacks, 7.5 TFLs • 2018 East-West Shrine measurements: 6036 318 10 ¼” hands, 34 5/8” arms, 82 
1/8” wingspan • 2018 NFL Combine: 10 ¼” hands, 34 1/8” arms, 33 reps-225 lbs, 5.29 40-yd, 30” VJ, 
9’4” BJ, 7.44 3-cone, 4.53 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Fatukasi began his career looking as if he’d one day become a 
30-front four-technique defensive end (he’s played there quite a bit) at the next level.  However, that 
was about 20 pounds back and he now is much more comfortable working as a zero-technique or 
shaded one-technique nose tackle.  For him to become an NFL-level starter, he’ll need to be more 
consistent stacking offensive linemen early in downs.  He has a heavy-handed six-inch punch but 
too often attempts to play to half a man as a pass rusher. For a 318-pounder, his movement skills are 
more than satisfactory.  His game is reminiscent to former UConn Huskie Shamar Stephen (Minne-
sota Vikings) in that he’ll begin as a rotational player, but could develop into a future starter.  

10. Bilal Nichols 6’4 306 Delaware
Grade: 5.93 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 97

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Team captain.  Keeps working to pressure the QB and 
plays through the whistle (James Madison ’17).  He’s long enough to fight pressure vs. gap-schemed 
runs and fights back across the face of OGs (East-West Shrine ’18, Day 2, 9-on-7). When he plays 
square versus man blocks, he disengages with efficiency.  Two-gaps with effectiveness at the zero-
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technique NG spot.  Pushes the pocket with two-hand posts.  Possesses enough lower body strength. 
Once he gains the edge of an offensive lineman as a three-technique, he wheels his outside arm to 
run the loop (Virginia Tech ’17).  Sinks his weight and turns his hips.  This has also shown up when 
working as a zero-technique vs. the offensive center (Richmond ’17).  As the three-technique DT, 
he will use an outside club and rip move to attack to half a man (Allen, East-West Shrine ’18, Day 
1).  Once his pass rush is stopped, he does a fine job of getting his hands up to defend the three-step 
passing game.  

Weaknesses: Pad level can be an issue.  He has to be careful playing on his toes as a three-technique 
DT.  Gets into wrestling matches vs. man blocks and loses his vision (Allen, East-West Shrine ’18, 
team, Day 1).  Thicker OGs can stick to him and shift their weight on angle blocks after he’s initially 
established leverage (Alsadek, East-West Shrine ’18, Day 2).  Tends to lead with his shoulders and 
gets pushed by the pocket as a pass rusher.  Does not break down fluently to get the QB on the 
ground if he has to break down suddenly (James Madison ’17).  This has also occurred when trying 
to push vertically as a 2i-DT and he will get hooked as a result. 

Other Notes:  Attended Hodgson Vo-Tech HS (Delaware) and was an all-state TE/DE • Caught 13 
passes for 326 yards and 7 TDs as a senior at the prep level, while also posting 11 QB sacks and 26 
TFLs • 2014 (12 gms, CAA All-Academic Team): 19 tackles, 2 TFLs • 2015 (11 gms, 1 st, 3rd Team 
All-CAA): 29 tackles, 2 QB sacks, 3.5 TFLs, 2 FFs, INT, PBU • 2016 (9 sts, 2nd Team All-CAA): 25 
tackles, 2 QB sacks, 7.5 TFls, FF, 5 PBUs • 2017: 56 tackles, 5.5 QB sacks, 6.5 TFLs, FR, INT, 4 PBUs 
and one blocked kick • 2018 East-West Shrine measurements: 6033 301 10” hands, 34 3/8” arms, 
80 ½” wingspan • 2018 East-West Shrine in-game report: Caused a lateral and fumble penetrating 
up the field to cause a fumble return touchdown in the first quarter.   • 2018 NFL Combine: 10 ¼” 
hands, 33 3/8” arms, 29 reps-225 lbs, 4.95 40-yd • 2018 Delaware Pro Day: 30 ½” VJ, 9’4” BJ, 7.45 
3-cone, 4.49 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): The only big question regarding Nichols comes down to pad 
level.  He is generally efficient at gaining an edge with his level of quickness.  Leverage becomes the 
problem as the down progresses.  Will he be able to survive vs. double teams if aligned in an over 
or under front as a one-or-three-technique defensive tackle?  Perhaps a team’s plan would be to 
use him as an under three-technique to rush the passer.  His best NFL position would likely be the 
four-technique in a three-man front.  From this spot, he can two-gap, run line games and control 
the action versus offensive tackles.  On third downs, he is a zero-technique possibility in three-man 
multiple looks.  We think he is strong enough to project as a starter in Year 1 if aligned in this spot.
ll, he’s an athletic player with plenty of untapped potential because of his overall skill-set.  He has the 
look of former Iowa defensive lineman Carl Davis (Ravens) when he came out of school.  

11. Trenton Thompson 6’2 5/8 288 Georgia
Grade: 5.92 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 99

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Quick-twitched.  Gets the OG’s hands off of him with 
low posture and can disrupt the pocket (TCU ’16). He has enough range to finish plays if unblocked 
(QB sack, Liberty Bowl ’16).  He’s stout enough to work across the face of OTs in a 4i-DE. With 
square pads, he also plays zone reads disciplined if isolated (4th QTR, Alabama ’18).  Exhibits range 
running to the ball to get in on tackles.   Exhibits positive reactions as a 2i-DT absorbing the chip of 
the offensive center when they slide fronts. He’s a good snap-count reactor. Quick, active mitts. Can 
play on the other side of the team’s LOS (line of scrimmage).  Occasionally is seen at the zero-tech-
nique NG, where he can throw off centers and filter back inside to make plays (Bozeman, Alabama 
’18). As a 4i-DE, he can get skinny to crease line gaps (3rd and 3, Alabama ’18, National Title game).  
Forced an intentional grounding vs. TCU QB Kenny Hill getting vertical up the field (Liberty Bowl 
’16).  Then he recorded a QB sack looping around on a stunt (TCU ’16). 
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Weaknesses:  Started just three games in 2017.  Despite positive traits and “OK” production, he never 
really met the expectations of his recruiting status.  Does not always exhibit an instant close if given 
clean air.  Hand placement can be erratic as a tackler (TCU ’16).  He’ll expose his numbers dramat-
ically during the course of downs (Auburn ’17).  Suffered a right knee injury MCL vs. Tennessee in 
2017 that forced him to leave the game.  He missed the next two games vs. Vanderbilt and Missouri.  
Two career pass break-ups.  

Other Notes:  Attended Westover HS (Ga.) and was ranked as a five-star recruit  • Thompson was the 
nation’s No. 1 ranked player by 247sports.com and the 7th-best player by Rivals.com after posting 
36 tackles for loss as a senior • 2014 USA Today All-USA Defensive Player of the Year • 2015: 25 
tackles, ½ QB sack, 2.5 TFLs • 2016 Liberty Bowl MVP: 8 tackles, 3 QB sacks, 3.5 TFLs, 
• 2016 (7 sts): 56 tackles, 5 QB sacks, 9.5 TFLs, PBU • 2017 (13 gms, 3 sts): 38 tackles, 3.5 TFLs, PBU
• 2018 NFL Combine: 10 5/8” hands, 34” arms, 5.06 40-yd, 32 ½” VJ, 9’3” BJ, 7.68 3-cone, 4.56 20-
yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  If NFL teams were to just encapsulate Thompson’s last two 
games in each of the last two seasons, he looks like a sure-fire early round pick.  The former 2014 
USA Today All-USA Defensive Player of the Year displayed all of his physical tools in those two 
matchups (TCU ’16, Alabama ’18).   2017 didn’t start out all that bad.  However, he missed two 
games due to the MCL knee issue and he never really bounced back until the bowl season.  Perhaps 
the injury scare made the junior-entry weigh the option of returning to school in 2018.  With that 
said, he’s a versatile defender who will give teams options moving up-and-down a defensive front.  
We think his best fit is the four-technique in three-man fronts and the three-technique in four-
man fronts.  He will need a strong defensive line coach to work with him on hand placement and 
pad level for four quarters.  He has starting quality traits in his six-inch punch, play strength and 
reactionary skills.  

12. Deadrin Senat 6’0 314 USF
Grade: 5.912 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 100

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Bench-presses 500 lbs.  Thick in the lower frame.  Elite 
two-gapper.  Bubble calves and thick thighs.  Excels at either the zero-technique NG, 2i-DT or 
one-technique DT.  Play strength translates to the field.  He’s quick enough to gain an edge on solid 
centers (Bond, Cincinnati ’14).  Forced holding call by FSU’s center in 2015.  Can wrap around 
on T-T line games with enough fluidity (QB hit caused INT, Maryland ’15).  Slices gaps vs. reach 
blocks.  His deft snatch-and-pull move follows his two-hand post (6-inch punch).  He will keep 
coming as a pass rusher to push the pocket (QB sack, Temple ’16).  As a three-technique DT, his 
left-handed post collapses OGs from the outside-in. Could not be blocked in his final career game.  
Threw off OGs/OCs with regularity and finished once up the field (Texas Tech ’17).  He increases 
his swim move proficiency with a slight lateral kick-step to accompany it.  The ground is hot for him 
(gets up after being cut and makes the tackle-Syracuse ’16).  Consistently defeated double teams 
during 2018 East-West Shrine practices and showed improved pass-rushing skill.  

Weaknesses: Once he gets up the field, he rounds his angles to tackle too dramatically.  Average 
bend.  Leaves QB sack opportunities on the field (FSU ’16).  He also missed a tackle in this game 
that resulted in a TD (Cook TD-runs through him, FSU ’16).  On-field decision making can be a bit 
reckless at times (facemask penalty, Towson ’16-negating an excellent reaction by him).  Just  ripped 
the helmet off of Memphis Doroland Dorceus in 2016 (4th QTR/1:10).  One career PBU.   

Other Notes:  Attended Immokalee HS (Fla.) and starred as an OL/DL • 2014 (12 gms, 2 sts): 18 
tackles, ½ TFL • 2015 (10 sts): 46 tackles, 5.5 TFLs, FF • 2016 (2nd Team All-AAC): 49 tackles, QB
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sack, 7 TFLs, FF, PBU • 12 tackles, 2.5 QB sacks, 4 TFLs vs. Houston on 10/28/17 • 5 tackles, 3 QB 
sacks, 3 TFLs vs. Texas Tech in the 2017 Birmingham Bowl • 2017 (1st Team All-AAC): 66 tackles, 
6 QB sacks, 10.5 TFLs • Career Stats: 179 tackles, 7 QB sacks, 23.5 TFLs, 2 FF, FR, PBU • Played his 
final season in school as a college graduate • 2018 East-West Shrine measurements: 6011 322 9 ½” 
hands, 32 3/8” arms, 77” wingspan • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 ¾” hands, 31 5/8” arms, 35 reps-225 lbs, 
5.16 40-yd, 26” VJ, 8’4” BJ, 7.77 3-cone, 4.79 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Senat will never be a great pass rusher, but that won’t be what 
any NFL team is seeking from him anyway.  Most 30-front teams are more than likely going to be 
focused on his ability to control an offensive center and command the double teams.  There is also 
a role for him as a slanted one-technique defensive tackle in four-man fronts.  The former Bull con-
tains significant power in both the upper and lower body.  While we noted that he’ll never be a great 
pass rusher (or third down contributor), he did show enough lateral quickness during 2018 East-
West Shrine practices to continue to grow in that phase of the game.  He should be able to provide 
a bit of a change-up versus offensive guards as a three-technique on occasion.  He’s a bit limited to a 
couple of positions along a defensive front, but we think the improvement in his overall condition-
ing will be a significant factor in becoming part of a rotation in Year 1.  He has starting potential 
along a defensive front. 

3-4 DE/DT

13. Derrick Nnadi 6’1 317 FSU
Grade: 5.87 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 109

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Tough.  Four-year contributor.  Team leader.  Aligns at 
the zero-technique NG, one-technique DT and three-technique DT spots.  Strong.  Bench-presses 
525 pounds.  Squats well over 700 pounds.  Long enough to work his lockout vs. OGs and OCs.  
Disengages violently from OGs to make tackles (Duke ’17).  Once he gets a feel for the OG’s tech-
nique, he will post them back into the laps of QBs (½ QB sack, UNC ’16, 4th QTR).  Squatty frame 
belies his lateral quickness going left when aligned in a one-technique NG spot (TFL, Independence 
Bowl ’17).  Attempts to stay vertical on T-T line games by creating extension after the loop.  Takes 
tight angles when working with his DE on these types of line games (QB hit, Michigan ’16).  He will 
angle his frame upward to create a split vs. double teams.  Exhibits a jerky arm-over after squaring 
up the OG and then defeating the OC (Duke ’17, 4th QTR).  He uses snatch-and-pull maneuvers 
but will keep pass rush lane after doing so (QB sack, Clemson ’16).  Works to get his hands up vs. 
the three-step passing game and also on the FG block team.  

Weaknesses: Loses some double team battles peeking a tick too early in the down.  He’ll get on his 
toes and open up run lanes on delayed draw concepts in these instances.  He exposes his chest as a 
pass rusher after his outside slap move to get vertical.  Wallows at times in pursuit and will overrun 
tackles re-tracing his steps (MT-Smith, Independence Bowl ’17).  Has shown limited range when his 
conditioning fades during a game (4th QTR, Michigan ’16).   An early season ankle injury slowed 
him down in 2016.   Did not play in the 2018 Senior Bowl due to an unspecified injury.  

Other Notes:  Attended Ocean Lakes HS (Va.) and was ranked as a four-star prospect • He earned 1st 
Team All-Tidewater honors and participated in the U.S. Army All-American Bowl • 2014 (9 gms): 
18 tackles, 1.5 TFLs, PBU • 2015 (13 sts): 45 tackles, 2 QB sacks, 2 TFLs • 5 tackles, ½ QB sack, TFL 
vs. Michigan in the 2016 Orange Bowl • 2016 (11 sts, 1st Team All-ACC): 49 tackles, 6 QB sacks, 
10.5 TFLs, FF, PBU • 6 tackles, 2.5 TFLs, vs. NC State on 9/23/17 • 2017 (13 sts, 3rd Team All-ACC): 
53 tackles, 3.5 QB sacks, 10 TFLs, FF, PBU • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 7/8” hands, 33 ½” arms, 25 reps-
225 lbs, 5.38 40-yd, 27” VJ, 8’0 BJ, 8.15 3-cone, 5.02 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): When several Florida State Seminoles bypassed the opportunity 
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to play in the 2017 Walk-On’s Independence Bowl, it was Nnadi still performing like the leader 
he’s been over a two-to-three-year period.  He doesn’t always exhibit the range you’d like to see in 
a nose guard and his testing numbers won’t excite the masses.  On the field, however, he plays with 
good leverage, fights double teams well and exhibits adequate lateral quickness.  Despite standing 
just 6-foot-1, he’s a player who understands the value of locking out his arms to create an ability to 
two-gap at the nose guard position.  Nnadi has a chance to become a starting nose guard in the NFL 
within a two-year period and he will be a valuable part of an NFL defensive line rotation as a rookie.

14. Andrew Brown 6’3 294 Virginia
Grade: 5.795 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 125

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): He’s aligned as a 4i-DE, Rush OLB, five-technique DE 
and three-technique DT.  As a 4i-technique, he challenges OGs when slanting and will push the 
pocket from the inside-out (QB sack, CMU ’16).  Looks fairly athletic rushing off the edge in a two-
point stance.  Wins on spikes to the inside hip of OTs.  Shifts his weight with speed-to-power on E-T 
stunts.  Spongy enough to stick his foot in the ground to stop and make the looping course around 
blockers (Louisville ’17).  He doesn’t stop on these types of line games and can play low to the 
ground (1st half, Miami, Fla. ’16, two-minute).  When matched up vs. TEs in pass protection, he can 
bully them around (QB sack, Miami, Fla. ’16).  He’s capable of slipping trap blocks early in downs 
due to his first-step quickness (UConn ’16, TFL).  From his four-point stance in a Wide 9 alignment 
at RDE, he will slip over-sets.  Keeps his legs moving (splits double teams) vs. outside stretch runs 
(Miami, Fla. ’16).  He ran right by Miami (Fla.) OG Danny Isidora for a tackle for loss in 2016.  As a 
three-technique DT, he uses a quick arm-over/slip move to defeat over-sets from OGs (TFL, UConn 
’16; Senior Bowl ’18 practices).  

Weaknesses: Tight hips.  Not a consistent bender when aligned on the edge.  He has an average rip 
move working out of a two-point OLB stance.  Demonstrates solid posts to push the tackle, but his 
hand placement is erratic.  Gets too high and widens himself when rushing as an end (right or left) 
in a wide seven-or-nine-technique DE alignment.  As a DT, his cleats slide in the dirt vs. double 
teams (Senior Bowl ’18, Day 1).  Fails to consistently protect his legs as a DE (cut, Louisville ’16).  
When working inside, he can be tied up vs. bulkier OGs because his swim moves are high and pre-
dictable.  Exposes a lot of surface area when trying to split gaps as a defensive tackle.  Gets guided by 
the pocket working vertically up the field.  His feet don’t get aligned on a path towards the QB as a 
pass rusher (Miami, Fla. ’16).  Lost his cool vs. Virginia Tech in 2017, threw a punch and was ejected 
from the game.  One career forced fumble.  

Other Notes:  Attended Oscar Smith HS (Va.) and was named the 2013 Gatorade National Player of 
the Year • He was named a Parade 1st Team All-American and Under Armour 1st Team All-Ameri-
can • 2014 (6 gms): 4 tackles, ½ TFL • 2015 (10 gms): 6 tackles, QB sack, 2.5 TFLs, 2 PBUs
• 6 tackles, QB sack, 3.5 TFLs, PBU vs. UConn on 9/17/16 • 2016 (10 sts): 38 tackles, 6 QB sacks,
13 TFLs, 2 PBUs • 5 tackles, QB sack, 3 TFLs vs. Pittsburgh on 10/28/17 • 8 tackles, ½ QB sack, 1.5 
TFLs vs. Georgia Tech on 11/4/17 • 2017 (13 sts): 46 tackles, 3.5 QB sacks, 10.5 TFLs, FF • Career 
Stats: 41 games, 94 tackles, 10.5 QB sacks, 26.5 TFLs, FF, FR, 4 PBUs • 2018 Senior Bowl measure-
ments: 6034 294 9 1/8” hands, 35 1/8” arms, 82 3/8” wingspan • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 3/8” hands, 
34 ½” arms, 31 reps-225 lbs, 5.03 40-yd, 28” VJ, 8’5” VJ, 7.51 3-cone, 4.48 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Brown performed well during 2018 Senior Bowl practices to 
send his arrow back upward after two solid years of production.  There were probably more ‘dirty’ 
plays than flash plays over the course of his collegiate career.  He was asked to play more inside in 
2017 and it may have helped him in the long-term.   An ordinary player when working outside, 
Brown is more difficult to handle as a three-technique defensive tackle.  Additionally, he provides 
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options for teams who view him as a four-or-five-technique defensive end spot in a 3-4 scheme.  It 
is questionable if he will ever be a great pass rusher, but he does have the potential to be an up the 
field one-gap penetrator.  He’ll have to balance his tendency of playing to half a man and concentrate 
more on defeating a full man to become a capable two-gap defender.  The former five-star recruit 
has at least Day 3 value in the 2018 NFL Draft. 

3-4 DE/DT

15. Poona Ford 5’11 309 Texas
Grade: 5.783 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 132

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Aligns at the zero-technique, three-technique,four-tech-
nique and one-technique spots.  Plays hard. Will re-track his steps in pursuit to get into the action 
(Notre Dame ’16). Makes plays on critical down and distances  due to pure effort (4th and 2,  TCU 
’17, 1st QTR/12:05).  Despite size, he’s long enough (33 ½-inch arms) to post OGs back into the 
lap of the QB (Allen East-West Shrine ’18, OL/DL, Day 2).  His posts knocks OG’s off-balance and 
sideways (Wilson, holding call, Baylor ’16).  Tough to move at the point of attack.  Dominates man 
blocks in short yardage (Baylor ’16; 3rd and 1-TCU ’17, 4th QTR/4:35, TFL).  He can stack, shed 
and filter laterally to make plays vs. inside slant or zone schemes (San Jose State ’17, dipped under 
blocks by OGs).   Attacks the other side of the line of scrimmage and disengages violently to make 
tackles (Baylor ’16).  Creates push by getting underneath taller OTs on T-E line games that ask 
him to loop to the outside (McGlinchey, Notre Dame ’16).  If he gets off the snap, he’ll defeat the 
backside OG on scoop blocks vs. run away.  Angles his frame in a plane to get thick on the OC and 
eliminate the double team from the OG.  Even when playing on his toes, he’s able to hold his point 
vs. smaller OCs to get off and make plays (East-West Shrine ’18, team, Day 2).  When spiking over 
a gap he’s quick enough to get bigger OGs to turn their hips early in the down and wins the leverage 
battle (McGovern, Notre Dame ’16).  Dominated the Notre Dame OGs in the 2016 contest.  

Weaknesses: Range- while commendable- is average overall.  OL can get him to lose balance going 
sideways on zone blocking schemes (Missouri, Texas Bowl ’17).  Leans over his toes at times when 
shooting gaps.  As a pass rusher, his feet will get parallel to the sidelines and it allows OC’s to steer 
him up the field with wall techniques (East-West Shrine ’18, team, Day 2).  OL with quick feet will 
beat him to his outside shoulder when going right on reach blocks (OL/DL drills, Senior Bowl ’18, 
Day 1 vs. Golson).

Other Notes:  Attended Hilton Head HS (S.C.) and was ranked as the 11th-best player in the state 
by Rivals.com • He posted 135 tackles, 7 QB sacks, 28 TFLs, 2 FFs and had 155 yards rushing with 7 
TDs as a senior at the prep level  • 2014 (9 gms, Big 12 Commissioner’s Honor Roll):  9 tackles, TFL
• 2015 (5 sts): 39 tackles, 2.5 QB sacks, 6 TFLs, FF, FR PBU • 2016 (12 sts, Honorable mention All-
Big 12): 54 tackles, 5.5 TFLs, FF, FR and two blocked kicks • 8 tackles, ½ QB sack, 2.5 TFLs vs. TCU 
on 11/4/17 • 2017 (13 sts, Big 12 DL of the Year, Big 12 Commissioner’s Honor Roll): 34 tackles, 1.5 
QB sacks, 8.5 TFLs, FF, PBU and one blocked FG • Career Stats: 46 games, 136 tackles, 4 QB sacks, 
20.5 TFLs, 3 FFs, 2 FRs, 2 PBUs and 3 blocked kicks • 2018 East-West Shrine measurements: 5110 
309 8 ½” hands, 33 ½” arms, 79 3/8” wingspan

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Defensive line coaches may not want to take a chance on the 
5-foot-11 Ford, but NFL offensive line coaches will not want to face him.  Sure, there will be times 
when bigger offensive linemen sit on him and he’ll lose size matchups.  Nevertheless, his motor, 
leverage and natural power stand out on film.  We are not sure that he’ll be a testing warrior but his 
combustive playing style could fit well in a defensive line rotation.  Despite a lack of height, his near 
80-inch wingspan and respectable arm length allow him to win his fair share of lockout matchups 
versus interior offensive lineman.  He understands how to play to a full man.  This alters the angles 
of double teams.  We think he’d fit well in a four-man scheme as a one-technique and it won’t be an 
issue if he’s matched up on a guard with change of strength motion if you have to slide your defen
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sive front.  We feel Ford has Day 2 value in the 2018 NFL Draft.  

16. Da’Shawn Hand 6’3 5/8 297 Alabama
Grade: 5.77 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 137

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Can slide up-and-down a defensive front.  His best is a 
four-technique DE in three-man fronts. Sets his feet in the sand as a run defender and can handle 
the chip blocks from OGs. Heavy-handed.  Can throw around OGs with ease when aligned as a 2i-
DT (Crowder, Clemson ’17).  His push from the inside-out as a 4i-DE is tough to handle (QB sack, 
FF, Arkansas ’16).  As a LDE, he doesn’t mind engaging the OT and he’ll condense over the top with 
two-hand posts.   Demonstrates quickness stunting inside on designed line spikes.  Posted a couple 
of hits on the QB vs. FSU in 2017. Shuffles with discipline vs. zone read schemes. Tough to move 
during 2018 Senior Bowl practices.  Played heavy and was generally disruptive.  

Weaknesses: Doesn’t always protect his legs on run away (Colorado State ’17). He never developed 
a secondary pass rush move in school.  Lethargic at times on his delayed T-E line games (Colorado 
State ’17).  Loses his balance on counter moves.  As a DE, he doesn’t exhibit the necessary snap-
count reactions. Rarely gets the OT off his spot and can be quick-set early in downs (Hyatt, Clemson 
’17). Not spongy.  Doesn’t bend the corner or run the loop as an edge rusher.  Fails to consistently 
affect the three-step passing game.  One career PBU (final career game).  Off the field incident in 
July 2017 (https://247sports.com/college/alabama/Bolt/Report-DaShawn-Hand-sleeping-not-driv-
ing-during-DUI-arrest-105658325).  

Other Notes:  Attended Woodbridge HS (Va.) and was a USA Today All-American in back-to-back 
years (2012-13) • He was ranked as the nation’s No. 1 overall recruit by Rivals.com in the 2014 re-
cruiting class (56 career QB sacks) • State champion heavyweight wrestler in the state of Virginia
• 2014: 7 tackles, 2 QB sacks, 2 TFLs • 3 tackles, 1.5 QB sacks, 1.5 TFLs vs. Mississippi State on
11/14/15 • 4 tackles, 2 TFLs in the 2016 National Title game vs. Clemson • 2015: 16 tackles, 3 QB 
sacks, 6.5 TFLs • 2016: 21 tackles, 2 QB sacks, 3.5 TFLs, FF • 5 tackles, QB sack, TFL vs. Clemson in 
the 2018 CFP National Semifinal • 2017: 27 tackles, 3 QB sacks, 3.5 TFLs, PBU • 2018 Senior Bowl 
measurements: 6036 282 10” hands, 34 ¼” arms, 81” wingspan • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 ¾” hands, 
34 3/8” arms, 28 reps-225 lbs, 4.83 40-yd, 31 ½” VJ, 9’3” BJ, 7.98 3-cone, 4.62 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Hand built on a solid senior campaign with an above average 
showing as a run defender during 2018 Senior Bowl practices.  His best pass rush moves still in-
volved engaging the offensive lineman.  He’ll have to primarily align as either a left defensive end in 
four-man fronts or as a four-technique in three-man fronts.  He’s probably a little stuck in-between 
positions at his current height and weight.  NFL teams will have to come up with a plan for him on 
third downs because he won’t be a threat off the edge.  We think he has Day 2-to-early Day 3 value.

17. Justin Jones 6’2 1/2 309 NC State
Grade: 5.744 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 144

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Strong.  He keeps a shoulder-width base as a run 
defender vs. inside zone schemes to cause runs to cut back.  Fights pressure vs. down blocks on 
counters and misdirection runs.  As a two-technique DT, he plays thick to a full man to avoid get-
ting chipped on double teams.  Holds his line in the sand vs. double teams.  Positive range overall.  
Possesses adequate lateral quickness going to his right.  He shoots gaps with an element of timing off 
the snap when engaged.  If OGs hang their hands low, he can slip them with quick arm-overs
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working to half a man (Pfeifer, Independence Bowl ’16).  Out of his four-point stance as a 
three-technique, he can post OGs back into the lap of the QB with two-hand posts (Welsh, one-on-
one, Day 2, Senior Bowl ’18; Madison, OL/DL, Day 2-3, Senior Bowl ‘18).  Once he gains an edge vs. 
the OC in turn protection, he’ll use a chop-and-rip move to get his feet pointed to the launch point 
of the QB.  Turns his hips to get vertical and closes in five-yard jaunts (QB hit causes INT-Vanderbilt 
’16).    

Weaknesses: He tends to expose his chest re-establishing contain as an end in three-man fronts. 
This tendency (exposing numbers) will extend to his work as a DT working vs. OGs (Marshall 
’17; Hernandez, Senior Bowl ’18, team, Day 1).  When slanting or spiking on zone blitzes, he also 
gives the center surface area to hit (Gouger, Vanderbilt ’16). Balance can be an issue on T-T stunts 
even when making plays (QB sack, Independence Bowl ’16). Rarely attempts to move the OG with 
head-and-shoulders in his pass rush maneuvers.  When he has gone to head-and-shoulder jerk, 
OGs can dance with him (Madison, Senior Bowl ’18, OL/DL, Day 1). As a two-technique DT, he 
has a tendency to get into his hand play (chop-downs) before initiating contact with the OL and he 
widens his pass rush courses laterally as a result.  Concentration lapses have shown up trying to time 
the count (offsides, Vanderbilt ’16).  One career pass break-up.    

Other Notes: Attended South Cobb HS (Ga.) and played in the Offense-Defense Senior Bowl
• He was ranked as the 20th-best player in the state of Georgia by Rivals.com • 2014: 9 tackles
• 2015 (3 sts): 30 tackles, 2 QB sacks, 6.5 TFLs, FF • 2016 (13 sts, Honorable mention All-ACC): 43 
tackles, 3 QB sacks, 6.5 TFLs, PBU and one blocked kick • 2017 (13 sts): 33 tackles, 2.5 QB sacks, 8.5 
TFLs • 2018 Senior Bowl measurements: 6023 311 10” hands, 33 5/8” arms, 80 ½” wingspan • 2018 
NFL Combine: 10” hands, 33 ½” arms, 24 reps-225 lbs, 5.09 40-yd, 29” VJ, 8’8” BJ, 7.82 3-cone, 4.74 
20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Jones didn’t necessarily dominate while as a member of the 
Wolfpack defense but he certainly displayed plenty of upside.  He has enough strength to hold the 
point of attack but has yet to demonstrate a feel for rushing the passer as a three-technique defensive 
tackle.  He projects as a two-down defender who is more than capable of giving teams with three-
man fronts repetitions as a four-technique (inside shade defensive end over the tackle).  In four-man 
fronts, he will work effectively in either an inside shaded two-technique defensive tackle spot or 
one-technique nose guard position.  Jones has value entering the league as a Matt Ioannidis-type 
(Washington Redskins) of prospect.

18. R.J. McIntosh 6’4 1/2 286 Miami (Fla.) 
Grade: 5.703 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 161

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Active three-technique DT who also aligns over the OT 
as a DE in three-man fronts (nickel/dime).  83-inch wingspan.  Light on his feet.  Athletic scoop on 
fumble recovery vs. Virginia Tech (2017) demonstrated flexibility.   Wins by getting skinny in-be-
tween line gaps (TFL, Russell Athletic ’16).  He will knock down powerful guards running T-T 
stunts inside (Nelson, Notre Dame ’17, 1st QTR).  He fought well in this game (Notre Dame ’17) in 
short-yardage vs. double teams (stayed low-4th and 1, 2nd QTR) as a two-technique DT.  Can defeat 
scoop blocks on the backside of run away as a three-technique DT (TFL, Notre Dame ’17).  Unique 
feel for timing vs. the three-step passing game or screens (batted ball caused INT, Syracuse ’17).  
Creates havoc with his lift-and-rise when working in the A-gap in-between the short snapper and 
LG on the FG block team.  He’s shown maximum effort on breakout runs and gets off the ground 
like it’s hot (UNC ’17, 1st QTR/12:04).  

Weaknesses: Can be late to anticipate snap counts. Rarely plays heavy or square in the briar patch. 
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He was corkscrewed late in the Notre Dame game (2017) when working as a three-technique DT 
(Nelson).  Too easily moved sideways on down blocks because his base narrows far too early in 
the down.  He’ll get a little bit tall trying to execute his arm-over as a pass rusher (West Virginia 
’16).  Gives up on his pass rush too soon and forsakes leverage (exposes chest, numbers with swim 
moves).  Loses his footing at times wrapping around for contain on T-T line games.  Fails to con-
sistently protect his legs on the backside of run away (UNC ’17) or when running T-E line games 
(Russell Athletic ’16).  

Other Notes: Attended Cardinal Gibbons HS (Fla.) and was named a three-star recruit by Rivals.
com • Also played QB for the team on certain snaps • He also played basketball for the team
• 2015: 4 tackles, ½ QB sack, TFL • 6 tackles, 1.5 TFLs, blocked kick vs. UNC on 10/15/16 • 2016: 
47 tackles, 2.5 QB sacks, 9.5 TFLs, 2 PBUs and 2 blocked kicks • 5 tackles, 5 PBUs vs. Syracuse on 
10/21/17 • 11 tackles, TFL vs. North Carolina on 10/28/17 • 2017 (13 sts, 2nd Team All-ACC): 52 
tackles, 2.5 QB sacks, 12.5 TFLs, FF, 35-yd FR, 7 PBUs • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 3/8” hands, 33 7/8” 
arms

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): McIntosh would seem perfect for 30-front teams interested 
in an active, athletic on the move defensive lineman.  The movement skills are in place for the 
286-pound former Hurricane.  In 2017, he began to display more of a feel for timing his steps versus 
the three-step passing game.  He’s been a factor on the field goal block team and will win with tim-
ing in this phase of his game as well.  At this point, he just doesn’t play with enough sand to hold his 
ground.  Can he play with his hands to hold the point of attack?  Too often, you’ll see him attempt 
to swim or slip lineman when getting up the field.  It’s resulted in a hit-or-miss approach that won’t 
endear him to NFL defensive line coaches looking for linemen capable of two-gapping in three-man 
fronts.  He most likely projects as a get up the field three-technique at this stage of development. 

19. Bruce Hector 6’2 299 USF
Grade: 5.617 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 183

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Team’s three-technique DT but he’s also been an end 
and zero-technique in 30-front schemes (2015).  He’s played well vs. good competition.  Plays heavy.  
Active on line games and T-T stunts (Cincinnati ’14).  Creates push with his lower half as a pass 
rusher or run defender. Keeps his pass rush lanes (PBU, UConn ’16).  As a 2-technique DT, he’ll 
take his shoulders away from OGs who attempt to quick-set him (Trudo, Syracuse ’15). Gets his 
hands up when wrapping around for contain on zone blitz packages (PBU, UCF ’16). Wins to a spot. 
Strong vs. double teams. Abuses reach blocks (TFL, Towson ’16). Able to shock interior OL with his 
hands and then he’ll use snatch-and-pulls to get clearance (FSU ’16). Used a number of swims and 
counters to affect FSU’s OL in 2016.  Pilfers back OGs to two-gap (Memphis ’16) and will use inside 
post to run over OGs (QB sack vs Leahy, Cincinnati ’15).  Also has a swipe move that leaves OGs 
reaching (ECU ’15).  Beat the angle block of Rutherford early in the 2018 NFLPA Collegiate Bowl 
for a tackle for loss.

Weaknesses: Too tall as a pass rusher at times. Base begins to narrow when holding line in the sand 
vs. bigger OGs.  Plays on his toes vs. double teams.  Overruns some sack opportunities (ECU ’15).  
When trying to win to the shoulder of OGs, he’ll allow his pad level to rise and catch the charge.  
This happens too often vs. inside run schemes (UCF ’16).  Head gear is not always up when getting 
up the field and he’ll trap himself. He wasn’t on the field a lot vs. Syracuse in 2016.  Injured his left 
ankle vs. Cincinnati in 2016.  

Other Notes: Attended Robinson HS (Fla.) and was a two-time All-State selection • Also played bas-
ketball at the prep level • 2015 (12 gms): 19 tackles, 5 QB sacks, 7 TFLs • 5 tackles, QB sack, 2 TFLs
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• 5 tackles, 2 QB sacks, 3 TFLs vs. South Carolina in the 2016 Birmingham Bowl  • 2016 (13 sts): 
33 tackles, 6 QB sacks, 8 TFLs • 6 tackles, 1.5 QB sacks, 1.5 TFLs vs. Tulsa on 11/16/17 • 2017 (2nd 
Team All-AAC): 38 tackles, 7 QB sacks, 13 TFLs, FF, PBU and one blocked kick • 2018 NFLPA 
Collegiate Bowl measurements:  6022 299 10 1/4” hands, 33” arms, 80 1/8” wingspan • Career: 43 
games, 24 starts, 90 tackles, 18 QB sacks, 28 TFLs, 3 PBUs, 2 FFs and a blocked kick • 2018 USF Pro 
Day: 26 reps-225 lbs, 4.94 40-yd, 33 ½” VJ, 9’0 BJ

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Hector has a chance to get into a camp and become part of a 
defensive line rotation.  There is an ability to win to a shoulder but he doesn’t consistently play heavy 
and that could eventually hurt his NFL draft stock.  Despite the sack production, he may not be 
able to win from the three-technique spot consistently because he catches the charge from offensive 
linemen.  Why?  His pad level varies during the course of a game.  He has enough explosiveness to 
warrant attention on Day 3 of the 2018 NFL Draft process.
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20. Jamiyus Pittman 6’1 301 UCF
Grade: 5.61 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 186

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Smart.  Excels in the classroom.  Athletic DL.  34 ½-inch 
arms.  Possesses lateral quickness.  He’s an excellent snap-count reactor.  Recognizes and reacts to 
screens (ECU ’16).  Runs to the football (ran down Thomas on screen 40 yards downfield, Temple 
’15).  Slips blocks by OGs or centers as a one-technique DT (Friend, QB hurry, Temple ’15).  Has 
even been seen as a FB in short-yardage situations (full-flow play action around the GL, ECU ’17-
TD)  Has enough power to hold the double team if he’s on time off the snap (BYU ’14).  Can cause 
an upward surge (Temple ’15).  Wraps around tightly on T-T line games (QB sack, UConn ’15).  
He’ll keep contain and then some hip thrust at the point of attack (Memphis ’17-Game 1).  Wins vs. 
OTs as an end with arm-overs to crease them back inside (Cincinnati ’17).  Dominated Michigan’s 
Mason Cole on the first play of the Michigan game in 2016.  He fights with tenacity vs. power as a 
four-or-five-technique DE (Cincinnati ’17).  Maintains his explosiveness while moving laterally.    

Weaknesses: Size is a concern for an NFL three-technique DT.  When aligned as a zero-technique 
NG, he has to charge with his shoulders to gain leverage and will lose vision (USF ’16).  Quicker 
centers can reach him at this spot (zero-technique) and shield him (Kyser, AAC Championship 
’17).  Can be knocked around spiking inside as a head-up four-technique DE.  Fails to threaten OTs 
as a five-technique DE.  Suffered a broken fibula in September 2013 during a high school game and 
missed most of the year.  Injured his ankle vs. Maryland in 2016.  Did not play vs. Houston in 2016 
due to an ankle injury.  Unable to participate in 2018 East-West Shrine practices because he was 
sick.  

Other Notes:  Attended Colquitt Country HS (Ga.) and was named a three-star recruit by Rivals.com
• Played PF on the team’s basketball team • Originally committed to Ole Miss as a grayshirt recruit 
before flipping to a full scholarship offer from UCF • 2014 (13 gms): 18 tackles, 2 QB sacks, 4.5 
TFLs, FF, PBU • 2015 (11 sts): 45 tackles, 4 QB sacks, 7.5 TFLs, 2 PBUs and one blocked kick
• 8 tackles, QB sack, 2.5 TFL vs. Temple on 10/15/16 • 2016 (2nd Team All-AAC, Academic All-
AAC): 28 tackles, 2 QB sacks, 4.5 TFLs, PBU • 2017 (13 sts, 1st Team All-AAC): 47 tackles, 4.5 QB 
sacks, 7.5 TFLs; One receiving TD • Career Stats: 49 games, 134 tackles, 11.5 QB sacks, 22 TFLs, FF, 
2 FR, 4 PBUs and one blocked kick • 2018 East-West Shrine measurements: 6012 284 9 5/8” hands, 
34 ½” arms, 79” wingspan

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Former UCF DC Erik Chinander often referred to Pittman as 
being the, “bounciest of his defensive linemen.”  This becomes most evident when he’s been asked to 
reach the contain element of T-E stunts when cupping the pocket.  He’s been tough enough to 
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handle double teams and he may actually be long enough to handle some four-technique duty as an 
undersized end in three-man fronts.  We envision him as a rotational player capable of winning at 
the three-technique defensive tackle position in sub-packages.  

21. Tim Settle 6’3 329 Virginia Tech
Grade: 5.57 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 200

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Athletic.  He blocked kicks in each of his two years as a 
starter.  He will get skinny and turn his hips to slither between the short snapper and RG on over-
load FG block concepts from their left (blocked FG, ECU ’17).  Turns his hips as the 2i-DT to pen-
etrate line gaps.  Exhibits a 10-yard burst to close on the QB as a result (QB hit, ECU ’17). Possesses 
good on-field range.  The team even stands him on occasion in some of their defensive schemes.  
The team will run line games with him quite a bit. On T-E line games, he will lead with his shoulder 
to push the pocket.  Challenges OGs on the other side of the line of scrimmage.  As a zero-technique 
NG in three-man fronts, he has shown two-gap potential when working one-on-one with centers.  
When he plays to a full man he can control and shock offensive linemen with his six-inch punch.  
Nimble enough to defeat cut blocks and still get in on plays as a 4i-DE (ECU ’17).  

Weaknesses: Even after holding his line in the sand, his feet will settle and OL will sit on him (West 
Virginia ’17).   He is on the ground too much for a player of his size. Occasionally leans over his toes 
to split the gap and gets sat on by the OG on play action run-pass options (ECU ’17).  He tends to 
pick a side early in the down, plays to half a man and gets rooted out of the action. Did not bench 
press at the 2018 NFL Combine or on Virginia Tech’s Pro Day.  

Other Notes:  Attended Stonewall Jackson HS (Va.) and was ranked as the 10th-best prospect in 
Virginia by Rivals.com • Played in the 2014 Under Armour All-American Game • 2016: 17 tackles, 7 
TFLs and one blocked kick • 5 tackles, 2 TFLs vs. Boston College on 10/7/17 • 5 tackles, QB sack, 3.5 
TFLs vs. North Carolina on 10/21/17 • 2017 (13 sts, 2nd Team All-ACC): 36 tackles, 4.5 QB sacks, 
12.5 TFLs, PBU and one blocked kick • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 1/8” hands, 33” arms, 5.37 40-yd, 23 
½” VJ, 8’0 BJ, 7.95 3-cone, 4.83 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Some teams may like the fact that Settle is a young player and 
that they can mold him.  He will need a strong defensive line room with a tough coach to pull the 
same thing that Virginia Tech defensive coordinator Bud Foster did during his breakout year in 
2017.  When watching Settle perform it becomes obvious that he often wants to play a little man’s 
game as opposed to playing to his 330-pound frame.  There is an element of indecisiveness if he 
doesn’t make a decision early in the down.  This is why he will lose some battles after he’s won ini-
tially off the snap.  He didn’t play as heavy as teammate and 2019 NFL Draft prospect Ricky Walker, 
despite out-weighing him by nearly 30 pounds.  A disappointing NFL Combine performance will 
hurt him slightly in the minds of scouts, but he has starting potential as a Danny Shelton-type 
(Cleveland Browns, New England Patriots).

22. Harrison Phillips 6’3 297 Stanford
Grade: 5.54 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 217

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Has excelled in the classroom.  Broad shoulders. Play-
sinside at DT, zero-technique NG and the one-technique NT.  Runs to the ball.  Active player who 
is always around the ball.  Led the team with 102 tackles in 2017. His get-off (one-gap up the field) 
forces zone runs to bubble back (Notre Dame ’17).   Used an impressive roll move to record a QBH 
in the 2018 Senior Bowl.  Holds his line in the sand “OK.” Plays square to take up two blockers and
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keeps his LBs free to roam.  Uses helmet/shoulder thud vs. OC’s in a zero-technique to two-gap.  He 
will fight through wham blocking schemes vs. lead isolations (SDSU ’17).  At this same position 
(0-technique), he recover to defeat reach blocks by centers.  Slithers through traffic to make stops 
(GL, Washington ’17).  Fights trap blocks on gap-schemed runs.  Even after he’s stymied initially, 
he recovers his bearings to fight to the ball (QB sack, SDSU ’17).  Turns his shoulders to get skinny 
through line gaps.  

Weaknesses: Not a legitimate pass rusher.  He has trouble re-establishing a second move once 
engaged.  Hand location to post OL can be erratic (Washington ’17).  While he fights pressure, his 
hand usage is up-and-down.  Struggled to gain an edge vs. interior OL in one-on-one pass rush 
drills during 2018 Senior Bowl practices (particularly from the three-technique DT).  Takes shots to 
the chest with his slip moves and swims.  Takes some backside risks playing over the top of OL vs. 
run away.  Can be lethargic on line games when wrapping around. Ejected for targeting vs. Utah in 
2017.  Tore his left ACL in the season opener vs. Northwestern in 2015.  Injured his right knee in the 
second half of the 2016 season opener vs. Kansas State and missed the next game vs. USC.  

Other Notes:  Attended Millard West HS (Neb.) and posted a 96-11 record as a state championship 
Heavyweight wrestler • He was a four-time letter winner in track & field  • Ranked as the 2nd-best 
recruit in the state of Nebraska by Rivals.com • 2014: 9 tackles, 2 QB sacks, 2 TFLs • 2015: PBU • 5 
tackles, QB sack, 1.5 TFLs vs. UCLA on 9/24/16 • 9 tackles, 2.5 TFLs vs. UNC on 12/30/16
• 2016 (1st Team All-Academic Pac-12, Honorable mention All-Big 12): 46 tackles, 6.5 QB sacks, 9.5 
TFLs, PBU • 8 tackles, QB sack, 2.5 TFLs vs. Washington State on 11/4/17 • 7 tackles, 2 QB sacks, 
3 TFLs vs. Notre Dame on 11/25/17 • 2017 (1st Team All-Pac-12, AP 3rd Team All-American, 1st 
Team Academic All-Pac-12): 102 tackles, 7 QB sacks, 16.5 TFLs, 2 FFs and one blocked kick
• 2018 Senior Bowl measurements: 6033 303 10 ½” hands, 33 6/8” arms, 82” wingspan • 2018 NFL 
Combine: 10 3/8” hands, 33 7/8” arms, 42 reps-225 lbs, 5.21 40-yd, 32” VJ, 8’7” BJ, 7.28 3-cone,  
4.5 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Phillips is one of the smartest, most active defenders in this 
year’s draft.  He has a feel for when teams are going to change the gaps along the offensive line and 
often fights trap blocks with effectiveness.  He won’t be a consistent force holding his line in the 
sand versus double teams but he will be able to do it on occasion.  His skill-set actually skews more 
towards that of a typical four-or-five-technique in three-man fronts.  There are some legitimate 
comparisons to former Stanford defensive lineman Henry Anderson, albeit a more instinctive, less 
athletic version.  

23. James Looney 6’3 287 California
Grade: 5.428 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 243

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): NFL bloodlines. Contains an element of suddenness in 
his play. LB-like movement skills. Displays above average speed in pursuit.  Re-tracks his steps in 
pursuit (Texas ’16).  His quick hands will jolt back OCs when he’s aligned in a head-up zero-tech-
nique NG spot.  After the jolt, he will disengage to make plays (Hawaii ’16).  He’s quick and spongy 
enough to squeeze around the set of the OC in a head-up zero-technique as well (FF, Foreman, Tex-
as ’16).  Displays a short-area close to finish on the QB (sack, Oregon ’16).   Exhibits a roll move as 
a counter to quick-sets (QB sack, 4th QTR, UCLA ’16).  As a two-technique DT, he can split double 
teams and get up the field. His activity as a three-technique DT will frustrate OGs and keep them 
from setting their line in the sand (East-West Shrine ’18, OL/DL, Day 2). 

Weaknesses: Size is a deterrent to become a full-time starter.  Inconsistent pass rusher.  Quick-sets 
from longer OGs stymie him early in the down. Did not impress other than holding gap control vs. 
UCLA’s Scott Quessenberry in 2016.  Feet are not always coordinated with his swim moves and he 
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and he gets widened initially with the OL’s punch.   He will pick a side early in the down and get 
locked-out on as a pass rusher (Alsadek, East-West Shrine ’18, OL/DL, Day 3).  If he gets latched 
early, he will stand up on his toes and fail to fight pressure (Allen, Day 1, East-West Shrine ’18, 
team).  One career pass break-up.  Hamstring injury prevented him from playing in the spring of 
2017. Missed three games as a senior in high school due to injury.

Other Notes: Attended Lake Worth HS (Fla.) and was named a three-star recruit by Rivals.com • 
Brother, Joe, played at Wake Forest and was a fourth-round draft choice by the San Francisco 49ers 
in the 2012 NFL Draft • 2013 (6 gms, Wake Forest): 3 tackles, ½ QB sack, ½ TFL • 2015: 36 tackles, 
QB sack, 3 TFLs, PBU • 6 tackles, QB sack, 2 TFLs vs. Oregon on 10/21/16 • 2016 (Honorable men-
tion All-Pac-12): 54 tackles, 3.5 QB sacks, 8 TFLs, FF, FR • 2017 (Honorable mention All-Pac-12): 
41 tackles, 3.5 QB sacks, 9.5 TFLs, FF • Graduated with a degree in American Studies in December 
2015 • 2018 NFL Combine: 10 ½” hands, 32” arms, 28 reps-225 lbs, 4.89 40-yd, 35 ½” VJ, 9’5” BJ, 
7.32 3-cone, 4.37 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): In a lot of ways, Looney is Cal’s most recent version of former 
defensive end Tyson Alualu.  It is import to remember that Alualu was nearly identical in size and 
weight (6’3, 295) and length (33” arms) when he came out of school.  Looney is probably more of a 
poor man’s version of the aforementioned Pittsburgh Steelers defensive lineman as a pass rusher.  He 
may hear his name called a little bit earlier than most expect on draft day because he can play the 
inside shade four-technique in three-man fronts, the three-technique defensive tackle spot in four-
man fronts and even the occasional zero-technique in sub-packages.  This type of versatility could 
endear him to NFL defensive line coaches in search of multi-dimensional rotational pieces.  He has 
Day 3 value in the 2018 NFL Draft.

24. Lowell Lotulelei 6’2 315 Utah
Grade: 5.376 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 256

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): NFL bloodlines.  Has some upper body power on a 
squatty frame.  Thick tree trunk calves. As a zero-technique, he’ll jab right with a kick-slide to gain 
the opposite edge of the OC.  Sticks his cleats in the dirt. Holds double teams with a base.  Once he 
gains a shoulder he’ll use pull-through maneuvers to get back north-south (Colorado State ’14-Las 
Vegas Bowl, QBH; West Virginia ’17-Heart of Dallas Bowl).  He uses his quick feet to two-gap and 
then flow laterally down the LOS vs. outside zones (Fresno State ’15). Plays to a full man to take 
away the double team angle of the OG as an outside shade two-technique DT (BYU’16).  Snaps his 
hands with a six-inch thrust through the waist to jolt back the headgear of OGs as a two-technique 
(2i-DT-BYU ‘16). Anticipates snap counts.  Uses an up-and-under rip move to clear OCs (Heart of 
Dallas Bowl ’17). Has enough range to go over the top on cut-off blocks and still get to the ball on 
run away.  Shows awareness when unblocked for designed screens. 

Weaknesses: Production waned in 2017. He hasn’t always shown a feel for protecting his legs vs. the 
quick passing game (Fresno State ’15).  He will stand up trying to find the ball and lose his natural 
leverage capability.    When not on time, he will play behind the blocking scheme on run away.  
Below average pass rusher.  His width is a concern.  When two-gapping, his hands venture to the 
outside pads of OGs (on direct man-to-man blocks).  Pancaked to the ground vs. Southern Utah 
when one-on-one with the OC (1st QTR, 2016).  

Other Notes: Attended Bingham HS (Utah) and was named the No. 2 prospect in the state by Scout.
com • He finished his senior year with 61 tackles, 3 QB sacks, 2 INTs and one FF at the prep level • 
Older brother, Star, was a 1st round pick of the Carolina Panthers in the 2013 NFL Draft • 6 tackles, 
2 QB sacks, 2 TFLs vs. Oregon on 11/8/14 • 2014 (USA Today 1st Team Freshman All-American, 
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Honorable mention All-Pac-12): 33 tackles, 4 QB sacks, 4.5 TFLs, FF • 2015 (9 sts, 1st Team All-
Pac-12): 26 tackles, QB sack, 5 TFLs, FF, PBU • 5 tackles, QB sack, 2 TFLs vs. Oregon on 11/19/16 
• 2016 (12 gms, Honorable mention All-Pac-12): 28 tackles, 3.5 QB sacks, 8.5 TFLs • 2017 Heart of 
Dallas Bowl: 4 tackles, 1.5 QB sacks, 2.5 TFLs vs. West Virginia • 2017 (13 sts, Honorable men-
tion All-Pac-12): 16 tackles, 1.5 QB sacks, 3.5 TFLs, PBU and one blocked kick • Career Stats: 103 
tackles, 10 QB sacks, 21.5 TFLs, 2 FFs, 2 PBUs and one blocked kick • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 5/8” 
hands, 33” arms, 28 reps-225 lbs • 2018 Utah Pro Day: 5.41 40-yd, 23 ½” VJ, 7’5” BJ, 4.9 20-yd SS, 
7.98 3-cone

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Perhaps the following statement by Carolina Panthers defensive 
tackle Star Lotulelei best sums up his younger brother’s upside as a potential pro:  

“Lowell’s always been a better football player than I have, ever since he started playing the game when 
he was a little kid. It all comes natural to him.”
(-http://www.sltrib.com/blogs/2342236-155/utah-football-notes-star-lotulelei-says).

This statement may end up becoming true, as the younger brother projects to a shaded one-tech-
nique or zero-technique position in the pros.  Lowell did show some pass rushing skill as a fresh-
man, but he’s probably more of a two-gapping nose guard in the mold of his big brother.  We would 
like to see him play a bit longer and finish more of his tackles once up the field.  Up until the 2017 
Heart of Dallas Bowl, he was hit-or-miss in this regard.  With that said, the Utes lacked a consistent 
edge pass rush presence and many teams were able to load down the middle of their protection 
schemes.  If you draft Lotulelei, you are basically getting a carbon copy of the earlier version (Star), 
albeit less gas in the engine.  

25. Zaycoven Henderson 6’1 298 Texas A&M
Grade: 5.261(4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 283

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Plays with enough leverage to fight down blocks and 
works back to his gap control (LSU ’17). Contains some lower body “pop”.  He’s able to re-surge his 
leg drive after his initial punch as a three-technique DT.  Defeats reach or cut-off blocks to flatten 
down the LOS (line of scrimmage) on run away (4th QTR, Arkansas ’16).  As a zero-technique NG 
or one-technique DT, he’s quick enough to slip gaps and make tackles up the field.  At this same 
position (0-tech) he uses a decent shoulder-shimmy and outside slap move to get up the field (QBH, 
Florida ’17). Uses a two-hand post and then up-and-under rip move to beat OGs as a pass rusher.  
Although inconsistent, he is capable of leading to get extension with arms to fight laterally down the 
LOS (2nd QTR, LSU ’17). Runs well when he’s gotten up the field.  Swim moves as a zero-technique 
NG get over the top of centers (TFL, Florida ’17, 3rd QTR).  As a 2i-DT, he can defeat trap blocks 
on G-schemed runs.  Turns his shoulders, gets skinny and can make plays vs. split-zone blocking 
schemes (Florida ’17).  

Weaknesses: He charges OL with his shoulders at times and this makes it tough for him to disengage. 
Takes some chances playing behind the ball on run away to get in on tackles.  Traps himself by flying 
up the field.  He can be susceptible to wham blocks (blind blocks from FBs/H-backs when he’s left 
free-LSU ‘17). Although he uses a nice jab step, he can get too wild with his arm-overs moving a 
gap over (LSU ’17). Fails to consistently bring a power step vs. zone blocking or G-schemed (guards 
pulling) runs.  Zero career pass break-ups.  Recent off the field issues could be of interest to NFL 
teams at the combine in March (https://www.mysanantonio.com/sports/college_sports/aggies/arti-
cle/Texas-A-M-sending-4-players-to-NFL-Combine-12556205.php).  

Other Notes: Attended Longview HS (Tex.) and was ranked as a four-star prospect coming out of 
high school • 2014 (One start): 13 tackles • 2015: 28 tackles, 3 QB sacks, 6.5 TFLs • 2016: 40 tackles
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3 QB sacks, 10 TFLs, FF • 2017: 35 tackles, 2.5 QB sacks, 5 TFLs • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 ¾” hands, 
32 ¾” arms, 20 reps-225 lbs, 5.16 40-yd, 29 ½” VJ, 8’9” BJ, 7.33 3-cone, 4.58 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Henderson was recently excused from the Texas A&M Pro 
Day due to his off the field incident in early December.  He did not play in the team’s bowl game.  It 
clouds his status for the draft and could preclude him from getting drafted this spring.  He had a 
positive NFL Combine performance and could likely be a player capable of contributing in multiple 
fronts due to his quickness and squatty nature. If he can get cleared in his off the field incident in the 
next month, he is a legitimate Day 3 prospect.  

26. Kendrick Norton 6’3 314 Miami (Fla.) 
Grade: 5.253 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 285

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Experienced.  Three-year contributor for the ‘Canes.  
Mans the shaded-one NT spot in the team’s four-man fronts. Decent five-yard burst out of his four-
point stance.  Enough mobility at 310-plus pounds.  Hands and width to handle OGs as a one-or-
two technique DT.  He can walk guards and centers back when moving over a gap on line games 
(Syracuse ’17).  He’s put the OC in the QB’s lap when slanting over one gap and caused INTs (UNC 
’17, 3rd QTR/0:58).  Capable of winning as a pass rusher if isolated vs. center with quick swim 
moves (QB sack, Duke ’16).  

Weaknesses: Questionable core strength.  Gets a little too much on his toes as a 2i-DT and receives 
the brunt of down blocks.  Average lateral contact balance. Too easily washed down vs. double 
teams. Can be cut-off and not fight across the face of trap blocks on gap-schemed runs (UNC ’17).  
Will float in pursuit. Not a consistent presence on third downs. 

Other Notes: Attended Trinity Christian HS (Fla.) and was ranked as a three-star prospect by Rivals.
com • Played on both sides of the ball at the prep level • 2015 (12 gms): 19 tackles, QB sack, 1.5 
TFLs • 6 tackles, QB sack, 2 TFLs vs. Virginia Tech on 10/20/16 • 5 tackles, TFL, FF vs. Pitt on 
11/5/16 • 2016 (13 sts): 39 tackles, 2 QB sacks, 10 TFLs, FF • 2017 (12 sts, Honorable mention All-
ACC): 26 tackles, 2 QB sacks, 6.5 TFLs, PBU • 2018 NFL Combine: 10 ¾” hands, 33 ¾” arms, 30 
reps-225 lbs, 5.25 40-yd 

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Norton made the decision to leave early for the 2018 NFL Draft 
and it really didn’t come as that much of a shock.  He’s an athletic one-technique defensive tackle 
who will get looks from 30-front teams as a defensive end.  It will be imperative for him to play more 
consistently with his hands.  An experienced defensive line coach and the right environment are 
necessary for him to get the most out of his heavy-handed skill-set.  He’ll never be a legitimate pass 
rush presence, but he could develop into a viable rotational player in Year 1 or Year 2.  He has mid-
round value. 

27. John Atkins 6’3 321 Georgia
Grade: 5.161 (5th Round)

Big Board Rank: 312

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Good size.  Positive length and width.  When he plays 
square, he can discard angle blocks to make plays (Mississippi State ’17).  Plays with enough leverage 
as a zero-technique NG to get underneath the double team and collapse them (takes up two block-
ers, Tennessee ’17, 1st QTR/1:37).  Controlled USC OC Knott in 2016.  As a zero-technique, he digs 
his heels in the dirt.  He can lock-out, two-gap and shed to make plays vs. OGs (TCU ’16-Liberty 
Bowl).  Shows enough quickness to execute T-T line games inside (Auburn ’17, game 1).  
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Weaknesses:   As a one-technique NG, he doesn’t always fight pressure with his hands when the gaps 
change (Mississippi State ’17).  Does some peeking too quickly when two-gapping.  Quicker OCs 
can beat him to the spot with their punch in pass protection (Robertson, Tennessee ’17).  Attempts 
snatch-and-pull maneuvers outside the frame of the OL (shoulders instead of inside the numbers).  
Leaves some TFL opportunities in the backfield (MT, Auburn ’17).  Hyperextended his left knee in 
the fall camp of 2016.  Dealt with a leg injury in 2016 and missed three games.  Dealt with a turf toe 
injury in 2017.  

Other Notes: Attended Thomson HS (Ga.) and was named a three-star recruit by Rivals.com • Played 
in the 2012 Under Armour All-American Game • Went on to Hargrave Military Academy and fin-
ished the year with 5 TFLs • 2013 (Athletic Director’s Honor Roll) • 2014 (10 gms): 9 tackles, PBU
• 2015 (3 sts): 12 tackles, TFL, PBU • 2016 (9 sts): 22 tackles, 1.5 TFLs, 2 PBUs • 2017 (14 sts): 38 
tackles, TFL, PBU • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 ¼” hands, 34” arms, 5.38 40-yd, 24” VJ, 7’5” BJ, 7.95 
3-cone, 4.75 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):   Atkins has positive size for the one-technique or zero-tech-
nique nose guard spots.  He hasn’t always fought pressure effectively when the gaps have changed 
and does some peeking while engaged.  Quicker offensive linemen beat him to the spot on occasion 
and he has left some tackles on the field.  Nevertheless, he can play square to double teams and 
discard blockers.  Atkins’ ability to sink the back of his ankles into the dirt aids him when taking on 
double teams.  He projects as a zero-technique nose guard in three-man fronts.  

28. Kahlil McKenzie 6’4 314 Tennessee
Grade: 5.094 (5th Round)

Big Board Rank: 338

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): NFL bloodlines.  Powerful man.  Looks the part.  
Heavy-handed. Plays with leverage when working out of his four-point stance.  In a 2i-DT align-
ment, he can work the offensive center’s angle block laterally down the LOS while keeping his pads 
square (UMass ’17, 3rd QTR).  When slanting, he presses his frame against the body of OGs or 
OCs.  This is evident when he is aligned as a one-technique DT. Fights reach blocks with a level of 
awareness (Texas A&M ’17).  At the one-technique spot, he has a quick kick-slide step going to his 
right on zone blitzes to cross the face of the center (QB sack, UMass ’17, 2nd QTR).  Capable of 
bench-pressing the OG off of him as the inside shade two-technique DL.  He has positive two-gap 
potential.  Good movement skills. Wraps around on some of their twists with effectiveness.  Has an 
inside club which knocks OGs off-balance. 

Weaknesses: Can be a step late off the ball as a three-technique and receive the charge on zone block-
ing schemes.  This has resulted in him getting cut at times on run away.  He has average contact 
balance vs. down blocks.  Gets so involved with his engagement that he will fail to disengage after 
he’s buckled the OG.  Does not consistently create a lockout and allows the OG to shift his weight on 
him (UMass ’17).  Not a consistent third down presence and may only rank as a two-down contribu-
tor.  Once up the field, can he contort his body to get QBs on the ground after penetration? Tore his 
pectoral muscle vs. Alabama in 2016 and missed the rest of the year.   Missed the Vanderbilt game in 
2017 due to a lower body injury.  

Other Notes: Former five-star recruit from Walnut Creek, California • He played at three different 
high schools (Southwest HS-Wisconsin, De La Salle HS (Calif)-12 QB sacks as a junior, Clayton 
Valley Charter HS) • Played in the 2015 U.S. Army All-American game • Father, Reggie, played LB 
at Tennessee and also played for four teams in the NFL.  He currently is the general manager of the 
Oakland Raiders • 2014 Nike The Opening numbers: 6035 341 5.27 40-yd, 4.75 20-yd SS, 42.5 foot 
Power Throw, 27” VJ • 2015: 24 tackles, QB sack, TFL, FF, PBU • 5 tackles vs. Texas A&M in 2016
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362 Curtis Cothran 

Other Notes: 2017 (13 sts, 
Honorable mention All-Big 
Ten): 16 tackles, 3.5 QB 
sacks, 4 TFLs • Career 
Stats: 38 games, 54 tackles, 
6.5 QB sacks, 13.5 TFLs • 
Graduated with a degree in 
criminology • 2018 East-
West Shrine measurements: 
6046 291 9 3/8” hands, 33 
1/8” arms, 79” wingspan

Penn State 5.03 5th Round Summary:  If Cothran played with his pants on 
fire every week like he did in the 2016 Big Ten 
Championship game, then his story may be a 
little bit different.  While he was a consistent 
contributor in the team’s deep defensive line 
rotation, rarely does he impose his natural talent 
as he did in that game (Big Ten Championship 
’16).  Suspensions, small injury issues and an 
overall lack of consistency have all played a role.  
We feel he has strong possibilities for teams 
as a potential starting 30-front four-technique 
defensive end.  He’s not refined or heavy enough 
in the lower half to realistically survive inside as 
a three-technique defensive tackle.  

• 8 tackles vs. Georgia Tech on 9/4/17 • 2017: 35 tackles, 2 QB sacks, 3.5 TFLs, PBU • 2018 NFL 
Combine: 10 1/8” hands, 31 ½” arms, 26 reps-225 lbs, 5.15 40-yd, 29 ½” arms, 8’9” BJ, 7.94 3-cone, 
4.68 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  McKenzie has the capability to line up as a zero-technique nose 
guard in a three-man front or a one-technique defensive tackle in a four-man front.  He is a capable 
two-gap plugger with requisite athletic traits to become a starter at this position.  The former five-
star recruit will occasionally get too centered on the street fight, but even in those instances he is 
capable of creating movement on the other side of the line of scrimmage. Durability question marks 
are a bit of an issue.  He could be in line for a better professional career than he had as a collegian.

BEST of the REST

29. Mychealon Thomas 6’1 5/8 319 Texas Tech
Grade: 5.04 (5th Round)

Big Board Rank: 359

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Seen frequently at the zero-technique NG spot for 
the Red Raiders.  Thickly built with bubble calves. Fairly nimble at his weight.  Nearly finished an 
interception opportunity in the fourth quarter of the Houston game off of a tipped pass.  He has a 
pretty good feel for recognizing screens (USF ’17).  Dominated Houston’s double team attempts in 
2017.  He often can get his body turned at an angle to split doubles when working laterally.  Fights 
and overpowers trap block attempts on power schemes to make plays. Slides behind the puller to fit 
where needed. He will walk the OC back into the QB’s lap with his bull rush (Houston ’17, USF ’17).  

Weaknesses: One-year wonder.  Not a consistent third down contributor.  Posted just eight tackles in 
2016.  He gets reached by the OC or OG when aligned as a zero-technique NG.  Cannot bend natu-
rally to tackle when looping around on stunts (missed QB sack, Houston ’17; missed TFL opportu-
nity, USF ’17, 2nd QTR).  As a two-gapper, he doesn’t always define it clearly enough for his LB and 
will stick to blocks too long (Birmingham Bowl ’17).  One career PBU.

Other Notes: Attended Skyline HS (Tex.) and earned All-District honors  • Ranked as a three-star 
recruit coming out of high school • Went on to attend Butler CC (Kan.) and was named an All-KJC-
CC 2nd Team selection after posting 39 tackles, 4 QB sacks, 8.5 TFLs • 2016 (10 gms): 8 tackles, 2 
TFLs, PBU • 2017: 41 tackles QB sack, 3 TFLs, INT 

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Thomas’ size and ability to hold the point are both impressive 
but we thought he got reached too much in the film viewed.  His true instincts are to get up the field 
and you saw that more in the Houston and Arizona State games. For him to become an effective 
zero-technique nose guard, he has to anticipate the runner like a linebacker and disengage in a more 
timely manner.  It would also clear up the action for his linebackers.  He has enough power and 
quickness to get looks on Day 3 of the draft process.

DraftNasty
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363 Greg Gilmore 

Other Notes:  2016 (12 sts): 
34 tackles, QB sack, TFL, 
PBU • 2017 (13 sts): 53 
tackles, 7.5 QB sacks, 10 
TFLs PBU • Career Stats: 
26 starts, 104 tackles, 10 QB 
sacks, 13 TFLs, 2 PBUs
• 2018 Senior Bowl mea-
surements: 6037 318 9 3/8” 
hands, 34” arms, 79 1/8” 
wingspan

LSU 5.026 5th Round Strengths: As a zero-technique, he can fight 
through double teams to split blockers (Texas 
A&M ’17).  Weaknesses:  Questionable core 
strength and balance.  Too easily knocked 
around vs. double teams for a player who weighs 
in the 320-lb. range.  Summary:  Gilmore is a 
Day 3 prospect with upside as a Tyler Davi-
son-type (New Orleans Saints), if he can hunker 
down and play with more sand versus double 
teams.  One-dimensional as a pass rusher, he 
will have to change his mindset (holding the 
point as opposed to rushing the passer) as he 
enters the league.  He has starting potential and 
at the least can be a rotational piece on first and 
second down. 

366 Christian LaCouture 

Other Notes:   12 tackles, 2 
QB sacks, 2.5 TFLs, PBU vs. 
Troy on 9/30/17 • 2017 (13 
sts): 66 tackles, 6 QB sacks, 
8.5 TFLs, 5 PBUs • 2018 
Senior Bowl measurements: 
6043 290 10” hands, 30 ¼” 
arms, 75 1/8” wingspan
• LSU Pro Day: 41 reps-225 
lbs, 5.15 40-yd, 29 ½” VJ

LSU 5.021 5th Round Strengths:  Improved in 2015 with his six-inch 
punch to get underneath OCs (snap back hel-
met, Kaster, Texas Tech ’15). Will also drop his 
inside shoulder to create push as a three-tech-
nique DT (Senior Bowl Day 2, team).  He’s a 
push-pull type of DT at the POA. He will win 
late on twists (QB sack, Alabama ’15-3rd QTR).  
Weaknesses:  Average short-area quickness. Not 
at all a legitimate pass rush threat. Short arms.  
Stands straight up and is still developing pass 
rush counters.  Tied up when slanting due to his 
hand placement (they get outside the shoulders 
and he exposes his numbers).  Summary: La-
couture rebounded with an outstanding senior 
campaign after missing all of 2016 due to an 
ACL injury.  He is not a legitimate reach a shoul-
der-type as a pass rusher, but he can two-gap as 
a four-technique versus offensive tackle

388 Filipo Mokofisi 

Other Notes: Father, 
Filipo, Sr., was an All-WAC 
linebacker at Utah and an 
eighth-round draft pick by 
the New Orleans Saints in 
1986 • 2017 (13 sts, Honor-
able mention All-Pac-12):  
27 tackles, 3.5 TFLs, INT 
and 2 PBUs • Career Stats: 
110 tackles, 10 QB sacks, 18 
TFLs, FF, 2 FRs, INT and 
5 PBUs

Utah 4.949 5th Round Strengths: NFL bloodlines.  Excels in the 
classroom. 35-game starter at DT and DE while 
in school.  Strong hands.  He can pilfer back 
OGs with a six-inch punch (1st QTR, Jones, 
West Virginia ’17).  Plays light on his feet.  Has 
lined up at DT and DE (three-man fronts).  
He can lift-and-rise as a four-technique DE 
to collapse the OT’s frame. Weaknesses: As a 
zero-technique NG, he allows his hands to get 
wide when two-gapping (Fresno State ’15).   As 
a wide five-technique DE he has shown minimal 
upper body wiggle or lower body strength to 
convert speed-to-power vs. OTs (Wickline, West 
Virginia ’17).  

390 Jo Jo Wicker

Other Notes: 2015 (10 sts, 
Freshman All-American): 
21 tackles, 4 QB sacks, 
7.5 TFLs, 2 FFs 2016 (2nd 
Team All-Pac-12): 39 
tackles, 2.5 QB sacks, 11 
TFLs, FF, 3 PBUs • 2017: 
42 tackles, 6 QB sacks, 13 
TFLs, FF, PBU and one 
blocked kick • 2018 NFL 
Combine: 9 1/8” hands, 31 
¾” arms, 25 reps-225 lbs, 
5.16 40-yd, 30” VJ, 8’9” BJ

Arizona State 4.947 5th Round Summary:  It ranked as a mild surprise that 
Wicker showed up to the 2018 NFL Combine 
at 296 pounds.  What didn’t surprise was that 
he still showed adequate movement skills.  In 
most of the film viewed, he has proven capable 
of re-adjusting his angles to filter back to the 
ball with vision.  Wicker is a slippery player who 
aligned quite a bit up-and-down their defensive 
front.   One thing that helps his cause is the 
explosiveness in the lower body.  With that said, 
he has struggled to get away from brawnier 
offensive guards when aligned inside because 
he fails to establish extension.  He could be a 
fit for teams who value one-gap up the field 
penetration. 

421 Bishon Jackson

Other Notes: 2017 (12 sts): 
22 tackles, QB sack, 2 TFLs, 
• Career Stats: 47 tackles, 
3.5 QB sacks, 9 TFLs, PBU
• Graduated with a degree 
in recreation and sport 
management

Arkansas 4.827 5th Round Summary:  Jackson is a big powerful man who 
routinely can cause backfield disruption on 
Saturday afternoons.  He wasn’t asked to play 
that role for the team but rather hold up against 
two blockers. When he plays square, there is an 
element of power that is tough to ignore.  He fits 
best as a zero-technique nose guard but some 
4-3 teams may envision him with enough quick-
ness to be a shaded one-technique defensive 
tackle.  Even though he’ll slide back a little after 
he gains initial control, his base is satisfactory to 
hold the double team.  
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435 Conor Sheehy 

Other Notes: Attended 
Marquette HS (Wisc.) and 
was a 2nd place finisher as 
a national powerlifter • 
Father, Tim, played baseball 
at Wisconsin • 2017(14 
sts, 2nd Team All-Big Ten, 
coaches): 35 tackles, 1.5 
QB sacks, 5.5 TFLs, PBU 
• Career Stats: 54 games, 
33 starts, 95 tackles, 6 QB 
sacks, 13.5 TFLs

Wisconsin 4.78 5th Round Strengths:  He has started at NG and DE.  They 
align him as the zero-technique in three-man 
fronts. Plays the four-technique position for the 
Badgers. Wins hand fights on the perimeter.   
He’ll beat scoop blocks over the top to make 
plays laterally (Michigan ’16).

Weaknesses: Trades punches with OGs in the 
elevator because he never threatens them on an 
edge.  High pass rush disposition.  Occasionally 
loses his feet in trash once he’s gained clearance 
vs. OGs. Doesn’t exhibit the leverage to play 
inside on short-yardage situations (Nebraska 
’16).   Gets latched on a shoulder and fails to 
consistently disengage.  Broke his arm and 
missed the 2016 Big Ten Championship game.

440 Matt Dickerson

Other Notes: Attended 
Serra HS (Calif.) and was 
named a four-star recruit 
by Rivals.com • Also played 
basketball at the prep level 
• Father, Clarence, played 
football at Henderson State
• 2016 (8 sts, 2nd Team 
Academic All-Pac-12): 35 
tackles, 1.5 TFLs • 2017 (7 
sts): 21 tackles, TFL • 2018 
NFL Combine:  6’4 ½ 292 
10” hands, 33 ¼” arms, 26 
reps-225 lbs, 5.06 40-yd, 
31” VJ

UCLA 4.758 5th Round Strengths: Aligns at the three-technique DT, 
four-technique DE and two-technique DT spots.  
The team has used him at the zero-technique on 
third downs on occasion (Cal ’16).  Possesses 
satisfactory lateral quickness. Weaknesses:  As a 
pass rusher, he hasn’t always protected his legs 
when facing RBs on third downs.  At the DE 
spot, he exposes his chest and plays short-armed 
on the edge (Utah ’16). Injured his collarbone 
vs. Oregon in 2017 and had season-ending 
surgery.  Summary:  Dickerson offers some 
sub-package capability on third downs and is 
generally a player who could hold-up at the 
defensive end spot versus tight ends.  Ideally, 
NFL teams will enlist his services as a four-or-
five-technique defensive end in a three-man 
front.  We didn’t see a large variety of pass rush 
capability in the film viewed when he worked at 
the three-technique defensive tackle position.  
Additionally, he is much better on the edge, 
holding his gap control as opposed to inside.  
He could get drafted on Day 3 after a solid NFL 
combine performance.  

442 Will Geary   

Other Notes: Attended 
Topeka HS (Kan.) and was 
named a Class 6A Kansas 
All-First Team selection by 
the Topeka Capital-Journal
• Back-to-back high school 
state wrestling champion at 
285 pounds • 2013 National 
High School Coaches Asso-
ciation National Champion 
wrestler • 2016 (13 sts, 1st 
Team All-Big 12): 45 tack-
les, QB sack, 7 TFLs, PBU 
• 2017 (13 sts, 1st Team All-
Big 12): 44 tackles, 4.5 QB 
sacks, 9 TFLs, FF, PBU

Kansas State 4.74 5th Round Strengths:   Former walk-on with good work 
ethic.  Strong.  Squats 640 pounds. 392-lb power 
clean.  Plays the one-technique, two-technique 
and three-technique DL positions for the team.   
He plays low enough.  As a zero-technique NG, 
he can punch-and-pull effectively vs. bigger 
personnel. When he’s aligned as a 2i-DT, he’ll 
play to half a man to crease turn protection 
between the OC and OG.   Weaknesses: Below 
average size.  Average pass rusher.  Tepid in 
some of his movements and doesn’t cut it loose 
on every play (preferring to hold gap control).  
He doesn’t possess a lot of wiggle in his upper 
body and his head-and-shoulder fakes get him 
stymied early in the down.  He can be framed 
and hidden from the action; often forcing him 
to spin when locating the ball (Oklahoma ’16, 
Charlotte ‘17).  

446 Tony Guerad 

Other Notes: 4 tackles, 2 QB 
sacks, 3 TFLs vs. Maryland 
on 9/17/16 • 5 tackles, 
1/2 QB sack, 1.5 TFLs vs. 
Auburn in the 2018 Chick-
fil-a Peach Bowl • 2017 (12 
sts): 52 tackles, 2 QB sacks, 
9 TFLs, PBU • 2018 NFLPA 
Collegiate Bowl, in-game 
report: Did a fine job of 
beating the OG with inside 
club to post QB sack in the 
2nd QTR.  Continuing to 
make presence felt in the 
4th QTR making a stop 
(big hit) on QB after the 
ball bounced off of him.  

UCF 4.721 5th Round Strengths: Two-gaps as a RDE (four-or-five-
technique) with vision. Quick, heavy hands 
snatch-and-pull OGs/OTs while he reads the ac-
tion.  He possesses enough upper body strength 
to pilfer OTs in a head-up four-technique DE.  
Keeps his shoulders square at the two-technique 
DT, three-technique DT and four-technique DT 
intermittently during games (ECU ’17).  

Weaknesses: Accountability has been uneven 
for some of his stay in school.  Left the team in 
2015 for unknown reasons following the late 
season departure of former HC George O’Leary.  
He’s an average pass rush threat despite being 
effective with his hands. Some of his swim 
moves seem rehearsed and he can be exposed in 
the numbers (chipped to the ground, SC State 
’16; Tulsa ‘16). 
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453 Lyndon Johnson  

Other Notes: 7 tackles, TFL 
vs. UConn on 11/25/17 
• 2017: 19 tackles, 2 QB 
sacks, 3 TFLs, FF  • Career 
Stats: 26 games, 31 tackles, 
3 QB sacks, 4 TFLs, FF • 
2018 Cincinnati Pro Day: 
5.03 40-yd, 36” VJ, 9’7” BJ

Cincinnati 4.7 5th Round Summary:  Johnson-who contains an 86-inch 
wingspan at 287 pounds-  has all of the tools to 
perhaps man a 30-front defensive end position 
in the NFL.  Aside from natural power, he can 
win with his hands and is capable of being a 
force as a zero-technique on occasion despite 
his height.  A legitimate argument can be made 
that the raw prospect has some similarities to 
former Virginia defensive lineman Brent Urban 
(Baltimore Ravens).  

458 Nifae Lealao, 
Jr.   

Other Notes: 2016 (11 sts, 
SEC Academic Honor 
Roll):  22 tackles, 2.5 QB 
sacks, 4 TFLs, 3 PBUs • 
2017 (11 sts): 23 tackles, 
4 TFLs, FR, 3 PBUs and 
one blocked kick • 2018 
NFLPA Collegiate Bowl 
measurements: 6041 312 10 
1/4” hands, 33 1/2” arms, 
81” wingspan

Vanderbilt 4.689 6th Round Strengths:  Excels in the classroom. Excellent 
size. 10 1/4” hands. Combative hand fighter. 
Shocks OGs and OCs with his punch (Middle 
Tennessee ’17).  Frequently seen in the 0-tech-
nique position for the ‘Dores. Weaknesses: Can 
be cut-off on combo blocks when working in the 
2i-DT spot (Independence Bowl ’16-Scelfo, NC 
State).  He hasn’t always held his line in the sand 
vs. double teams (Kentucky ’16). He’s sometimes 
a full half second late to gauge the snap, playing 
on his side of the LOS as a pass rusher.  
2018 NFLPA Collegiate Bowl in-game report:  
Won up the field vs. a  gap scheme to get record 
TFL. Then he had another batted ball in the 
fourth quarter of the two-hand variety.  Can he 
contort his frame once up the field?

474 Frank Herron 

Career Stats: 67 tackles, 2 
QB sacks, 3 FF, FR • 2018 
NFLPA Collegiate Bowl 
measurements: 9 3/8” 
hands, 33 1/8” arms, 80 ½” 
wingspan
 

LSU 4.643 6th Round Strengths: Started off as a DE before sliding to 
DT. Possesses suddenness with his punch and 
he’ll transfer speed-to-power effectively (runs 
over LG, Texas A&M ’17, 3rd QTR/7:43).
Weaknesses: Plays a bit straight up-and-down at 
times (narrow base). He was injured in the 2nd 
QTR of the Auburn contest in 2016 getting his 
leg caught up in trash.  
2018 NFLPA Collegiate Bowl, in-game report: 
He’s been very active in this game getting his 
hands up. Working off of blocks to stop runs 
going laterally.  A little bit duck-footed in 
pursuit but made a nice inside-out tackle on 
screen in the fourth quarter.  Will stand and 
watch the action as a pass rusher just hugging 
the OG but keeps vision on the QB and posted 
a scoop-and-score FR-TD that displayed sur-
prising athleticism.  Scooped the fumble like a 
basketball player.  

494 Joshua Frazier 

Other Notes: 2016 (14 gms): 
8 tackles, QB sack, TFL • 
2017 (15 gms): 15 tackles, 
2.5 TFLs, FF, 3 PBUs • 2018 
NFL Combine: 10” hands, 
34 ¼” arms, 21 reps-225 lbs

Alabama 4.552 6th Round Strengths: Looks the part. Powerful. Will long-
arm and post OGs/OCs back into the lap of the 
QB as a zero-technique NG (QB sack, Chick-
fil-a ’16, Washington).  Capable of withstanding 
the pressure of double team and will get hands 
up while being doubled (PBU, FSU ’17).  
Weaknesses: Lacks consistent down-to-down 
energy.  Slow to recognize the action when 
engaged.  OCs beat him to the spot on inside 
zones and he gets tied up (Bennett, CSU ’17).  
Two-down defender.  Brings little to the table as 
a pass rusher. 

503 Henry Mondeaux 

Other Notes:  2017: 45 
tackles, 5 QB sacks, 6 TFLs, 
PBU • Career Stats: 111 
tackles, 10 QB sacks, 17 
TFLs, 2 FR, 4 PBUs • 2018 
Oregon Pro Day: 25 reps-
225 lbs, 4.98 40-yd, 32” VJ, 
9’2” BJ, 4.45 20-yd SS, 7.73 
3-cone

Oregon 4.529 6th Round Summary: Mondeaux is not a fast-twitched 
athlete but he compensates with lower body 
foot quickness.  He constantly works his hands 
even when playing on his toes to fight pressure 
from either guards or tackles.  He would seem 
best suited to play the four-technique as he did 
in school (three-man fronts) but would likely 
get overmatched versus size in the NFL at that 
position.  The former Duck ranks as a ‘tweener 
heading on to the next level, so putting on 
10-to-20 pounds to play the end in a three-man 
front may be his best option.   He contains some 
third down three-technique possibilities at the 
next level. 
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511 Kingsley Opara  

Other Notes:  2016 (9 sts): 
41 tackles, 3 QB sacks, 11.5 
TFLs, FF • 2017 (11 sts): 26 
tackles, QB sack, 2 TFLs
• 2018 Maryland Pro Day: 
31 reps-225 lbs, 36” VJ, 
9’7” BJ

Maryland 4.5 6th Round Summary: A viable NFL comparison for Opara 
would be former Maryland defensive tackle 
Darius Kilgo.  Kilgo has since bounced around 
with two teams in the NFL (Broncos, Texans).  
There are slight possibilities for Opara as a full-
time zero-technique nose guard because he isn’t 
a refined pass rusher.  Much like Kilgo, he is at 
his best slanting gaps and holding double teams.  
He gets into trouble playing on his toes and he 
doesn’t consistently sink his ankles into the dirt.  
Nevertheless, he is strong enough in the upper 
body to get looks from NFL teams on Day 3 of 
the 2018 NFL Draft.  His injury history will be a 
factor in his final evaluation.

524 Taylor Stallworth 

Other Notes:  2016 (13 sts): 
41 tackles, QB sack, 3 TFLs, 
3 PBUs • 8 tackles, TFL vs. 
N.C. State in 2017 • 2017 
(13 sts): 30 tackles, 2.5 
TFLs, 2 PBUs • 2018 NFL 
Combine: 10 ¼” hands, 
32 ½” arms, 18 reps-225 
lbs, 5.28 40-yd, 23 ½” VJ, 
8’5” BJ, 7.95 3-cone, 4.75 
20-yd SS

South Carolina 4.418 6th Round Summary:  Stallworth does play straight-legged 
at times and will get too wide running line 
games.  He has shown the ability to defeat blocks 
with quickness during games.  The former 
Murphy High School product has satisfactory 
size for a one-technique position in four-man 
fronts.  Conceivably, there is also the possibility 
of him lining up as zero-technique in a 30-front 
scheme.  Is he strong enough to play either 
of those positions and consistently hold the 
double team?

525 Nick Thurman 

Other Notes:  2016 (6 sts): 
26 tackles, 2 QB sacks, 5.5 
TFLs, 2 PBUs • 2017 (12 
sts): 32 tackles, 2 QB sacks, 
4.5 TFLs, PBU • Career 
Stats: 44 games, 92 tackles, 
4.5 QB sacks, 15 TFls, 2 FR, 
4 PBUs • 2018 Houston Pro 
Day: 9 ¼” hands, 33 7/8” 
arms, 81 7/8” wingspan, 22 
reps-225 lbs, 5.17 40-yd, 
33” VJ, 9’8” BJ, 4.76 20-yd 
SS, 7.51 3-cone 

Houston 4.415 6th Round Strengths:  Veteran four-technique DE who 
appeared in 44 games in his career.  Also aligns 
at the zero-technique NG.  Above average range 
in pursuit and will unload upon arrival after 
re-mapping courses (big hit, SDSU ’16).  Physi-
cal enough to two-gap vs. outside zones/stretch 
runs.  As a 4i-DE, he slips gaps to get up the 
field penetration (forcing runs to bubble-Tulane 
’16).   Weaknesses: Doesn’t offer refined skills 
rushing the passer.  Creates too much surface 
area for OL to latch. Although he can hold 
double teams, he gives a lot of ground doing so 
(Tulane ’16).  Leaves some tackles on the field.  
Can be cut-off on run away as a 6i-DE vs. TEs 
(Las Vegas Bowl ’16).

530 Du'Vonta Lampkin 

Other Notes:   2016 (5 gms): 
5 tackles, 2 TFLs • 4 tackles, 
QB sack, 1.5 TFLs vs. TCU 
on 11/11/17 • 2017 (2 sts): 
23 tackles, QB sack, 5 TFLs
• 2018 OU Pro Day: 31 
reps-225 lbs, 5.08 40-yd, 28 
½” VJ, 8’4” BJ, 7.96 3-cone

Oklahoma 4.39 6th Round Served a six-game suspension to begin the 
2016 campaign due to a violation that occurred 
during their 2016 Sugar Bowl-run.  Suspended 
for the team’s opener in 2017 due to an academ-
ic suspension.  Summary: Lampkin has the look 
of a rotational zero-technique in a three-man 
front.  He actually displays decent quickness and 
movement for a 335-pounder.  We’re not sure 
why he chooses a side on occasion as opposed 
to imposing more frontal pressure in his gap 
control.  There is a lack of consistency and 
dependability missing up to this point. He has 
some upside if he can into a defensive line room 
filled with veterans and a demanding coach. 

540 Sebastian Joseph 

Other Notes:   2016 (11 sts, 
Academic All-Big Ten): 
30 tackles, QB sack, 3.5 
TFLs, FF, PBU and one 
blocked kick • 2017 (12 sts, 
Honorable mention All-Big 
Ten, Academic All-Big 
Ten, Rutgers Team MVP): 
41 tackles, 1.5 QB sacks, 
4.5 TFLs, FF, PBU and one 
blocked kick • Career Stats: 
93 tackles, 3.5 QB sacks, 
14.5 TFLs, 2 FFs, 2 PBUs 
and two blocked kicks • 
Received his journalism 
degree and is enrolled in 
the school’s labor studies 
graduate program

Rutgers 4.35 6th Round Strengths:  Excels in the classroom. Has gained 
positive weight in school.  Made starts at both 
the three-technique DT and nose guard spots.  
Tough.  Will play through injury.  Wore a club 
on his right hand in the film viewed vs. Purdue.  
He will beat centers one-on-one to crease the 
pocket (QB hit causes INT, Minnesota ’16).  
Reads out on screens by feeling his way through 
the down (Purdue ’17).  Weaknesses:  Awareness 
can be up-and-down (Purdue ’17, 1st play).  He 
gets turned sideways vs. double teams because 
he doesn’t play heavy enough on the OC as the 
zero-technique NG (Penn State ’17).  Plays to 
half a man on the center and allows the guard to 
ride his back once he turns his hips.  

NOTE: Earned MVP honors at the 2018 College 
Gridiron Showcase at the conclusion of his 
senior year.

DraftNasty
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Rank Player School Grade Round ‘Nasty’ Take: 
576 Jon Cunningham

Other Notes: Attended 
Bedford HS (Ohio) and was 
a freestyle/Greco Roman 
state champion wrestler 
while there • Dad, Johna-
than, played football at 
Toledo.  5 tackles, TFL vs. 
Penn State on 9/3/16 • 2016 
(8 sts, 3rd team All-MAC): 
34 tackles, QB sack, 4.5 
TFLs, FF • 2017 (2nd Team 
All-MAC): 51 tackles, 1.5 
QB sacks, 10 TFLs, FF

Kent State 4.17 7th Round Summary: Don’t expect Morgan-Cunningham 
to run a fast 40-yard dash or even impress 
significant in change of direction drills.  If he 
does impress NFL scouts in those facets of 
workouts, it could add to expected impressive 
lower body explosion testing results.  The reason 
we mention the change of directions drills is 
because they will determine if he can open eyes 
to get a shot in an NFL training camp.  He’s one 
of the more leverage-based defensive tackles in 
the MAC.  However, with that said, he still loses 
his share of size battles and it will be a question 
mark if he can be develop into the squatty, inte-
rior defensive tackles that are occasionally seen 
on Sundays roaming the NFL (example-Jurell 
Casey, Tennessee Titans). Like Casey, Cunning-
ham has even dabbled at defensive end.  Despite 
his near 80-inch wingspan, don’t expect to see 
him on the edge in the NFL (even in a three-
man front).  This is a player to keep an eye on if 
he can sneak into an NFL training camp.  

594 Nate Hoff 

Other Notes: Attended Na-
val Academy Prep School 
(R.I.) after graduating 
from Solon HS (Ohio) 
Former prep wrestler in 
the state of Ohio and also 
participated in track & field 
• Bench-presses 500 lbs., 
hang cleans 395 lbs., squats 
700-lbs. and ran a 5.07 in 
the spring

Indiana 4.14 7th Round
Strengths:  33-game starter in school.  Heavy 
enough to throw a shoulder as a one-technique 
DT vs. OCs.  He spins back vs. pressure once 
he’s secured his gap control.  Beats cut-off blocks 
on occasion (Price, Ohio State ’16). 

Weaknesses: Size is a question mark.  Gets lost 
a lot vs. double teams. Can be hooked/sealed 
as a 2i-DT on outside runs and fails to dislodge 
(Michigan State ’17).   Lacks the ability to 
consistently threaten the OL if his first move is 
taken away.  

606 Dalton Keene  

Other Notes: 2017 (11 gms): 
45 tackles, 8 QB sacks, 13 
TFLs, FF, 2 FRs, 6 PBUs, 
• Career Stats: 198 tackles, 
17.5 QB sacks, 33 TFLs, 
13 PBUs, 2 FFs, 4 FRs, 3 
blocked kicks • 2018 East-
West Shrine measurements: 
8 ¾” hands, 32” arms, 76” 
wingspan

Illinois State 4.111 7th Round Strengths:  As a zero-technique, he gains upfield 
penetration as he goes left. Once he’s made the 
contact, he rips through to gain an edge on 
the OG (QB sack, South Dakota ’17, 1st QTR).  
Runs to the football with intent.  Weaknesses: He 
can get corkscrewed inside trying to play with 
his shoulders in street fight battles (pancaked 
by Bosch, East-West Shrine ’18, Day 1). As a 
three-technique DT, he gets into the arm-over 
or swim move before he’s gotten the OG to 
open his hips.  Leaves some sack opportunities 
on the field (South Dakota State ’17, 3rd QTR).  
2018 East-West Shrine in-game report: He was 
disruptive in this game.  Won on an inside move 
for a QB sack and also was consistently up the 
field on game day.

611 Steven Richardson 

Other Notes: 2017 (12 sts, 
Academic All-Big Ten, 
Honorable mention All-Big 
Ten): 23 tackles, 3.5 TFLs, 
FF • Career Stats: 43 games, 
103 tackles, 12.5 QB sacks, 
29 TFLs, 5 FFs, 4 FR, 3 
PBUs

Minnesota 4.094 7th Round Strengths:  Wins on slants and spikes (Citrus 
Bowl ’15).  Capable of defeating OCs quickly 
as a zero-technique.  Forces interior OL to 
over-commit with his jab step and then uses 
an outside club to clear.   Weaknesses: When he 
leads with his shoulders, he struggles vs. combo 
blocks (Washington State ’16).  He has also been 
susceptible to chips from uncovered linemen 
in these instances (leading with shoulders).  
Missed three games in 2015 due to a calf injury.  
Summary: Richardson has enough bulk, 
strength and quickness to make a mark as a ro-
tational defensive tackle if he gets into the right 
system.  He probably won’t get drafted due to 
his size limitations, but he has an above average 
chance of sneaking into an NFL training camp. 

622 Eddy Wilson 

Other Notes: 2016 (8 sts): 
36 tackles, 2.5 QB sacks, 
6 TFLs• 2017: 27 tackles, 
QB sack, 2.5 TFLs,, 2 PBU 
• 2018 NFL Combine: 9 
3/8” hands, 33 7/8” arms, 
26 reps-225 lbs, 5.37 40-yd, 
8’0 BJ

Purdue 4.04 7th Round Summary: Wilson was an enigma in some of 
the film viewed.  For instance, on one snap he 
would re-trace his steps and track down the 
ballcarrier.  The next repetition would exhibit 
wasted motion in his movements.  He has some 
quickness and the team even stood him up on 
third downs.  He constantly had to be accounted 
for due to his strength and above average quick-
ness.  A strong defensive line room would be the 
recipe for pulling out some of his talent.  

3-4 DE/DT
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648 Jacob Tuioti-Mariner  

Other Notes: 10 tackles, 2 
QB sacks vs. Arizona State 
on 11/11/17 • 2017: 52 
tackles, 7.5 QB sacks, 9.5 
TFLs, PBU • Career Stats: 
133 tackles, 12.5 QB sacks, 
18 TFLs, 4 FR, 3 PBUs

UCLA 3.865 7th Round Strengths:  He has satisfactory range.  Combat-
ive hand battler.  Creates a push off the edge 
with two-hand posts to bull offensive tackles 
(Memphis ’17, Tate).  Weaknesses: Fails to play 
heavy setting the edge vs. turn-out blocks and 
creates bigger holes at times.  Off the edge, he’s 
slow-twitched to get into his outside club ma-
neuvers (Hawaii ’17). Turned his pads sideways 
as a two-technique and did not use his hands in 
the first quarter (NFLPA Collegiate Bowl ’18). 

651 Michael Hill 

Other Notes: 2016 (Honor-
able mention All-Big Ten): 
21 tackles, 3 TFLs • 2017 (7 
gms): One tackle, QB sack, 
TFL • 2018 NFLPA Colle-
giate Bowl measurements: 
8 7/8” hands, 33” arms, 78 
1/4” wingspan

Ohio State 3.844 7th Round Strengths:  Played a lot in the shaded one-tech-
nique DT and two-technique DT spots.  Beats 
reach blocks with swim moves and arm-overs. 
Strong enough to two-gap when engaged in 
the action.
Weaknesses: He will go off on his own and not 
run the spike on designed blitzes/line games 
(big run allowed in his gap, Penn State ’16, Bark-
ley).  Suspended for the first six games of the 
2017 season for undisclosed reasons. 

686 Parker Cothren

Other Notes:  2017 (13 
sts, Honorable mention 
All-Big Ten): 27 tackles, 1.5 
QB sacks, 2.5 TFLs, PBU 
• 2018 East-West Shrine 
measurements: 6033 297 
9” hands, 32 ½” arms, 78” 
wingspan • Graduated 
with a degree in recreation, 
parks and tourism and is 
working on a second degree 
in criminology • 2018 Penn 
State Pro Day: 17 reps-225 
lbs, 5.0 40-yd, 28 ½” VJ, 
9’2” BJ, 4.72 20-yd SS, 7.9 
3-cone

Penn State 3.6 7th Round Strengths:  Capable of splitting line gaps to get 
up the field (Ohio State ’16).  Uses one-hand 
posts to push the pocket as a pass rusher (Fiesta 
Bowl ’17).  When he’s at the 2i-DT spot, he runs 
his feet to get the OC to give ground (Shelton, 
Washington ’17).   

Weaknesses: He will play behind the ball and get 
reached on outside runs.  Very rarely gets his 
hands inside the numbers of the OL to lockout.  
Double teams move him a little too easily as an 
interior line defender (Ohio State ’16).  He tends 
to play on his toes and gets turned laterally 
when trying to fit his gaps vs. zone-blocking 
schemes.  Struggled to get his hand placement 
established during one-on-one pass rush drills 
in 2018 East-West Shrine practices. 

705 Matthew Romar 

Other Notes:  2015: 23 tack-
les, QB sack, 1.5 TFL
• 2016: 17 tackles, 2.5 QB 
sacks, 5.5 TFLs

Oklahoma 3.44 Free Agent Strengths: Thick bubble and lower body.  Uses 
his thick lower frame and bubble to clog up and 
cut-off the front side A-gap as a zero-technique 
NG vs. inside zone run schemes.  Uses leg drive 
to push the pocket (QB sack, Kansas State ’16). 

Weaknesses: Missed time during the fall camp 
in 2016 due to a serious concussion that landed 
him in the hospital.  He then missed several 
games due to the concussion later in the 2016 
campaign.  He was injured early vs. Tulane in 
2017 and left the game.  It resulted that he had 
fractured his back and he missed the remainder 
of his senior year.  

714 Travonte Valentine

Other Notes: Attended 
Champagnat HS (Fla.) and 
helped lead the team to a 
Class 2A state title game 
appearance • Career Stats: 
10 career tackles, ½ TFL

LSU 2.904 Free Agent Summary:  Valentine plays on his toes and this 
was evident going back to his days as a high 
schooler at Champagnat (Fla.).  It is obvious that 
he has upper body strength.  At this point, NFL 
teams don’t even know where he’s been working 
out at the last year and a half.  We weren’t all 
that impressed with his work versus double 
teams but he does control offensive centers 
one-on-one in a slanted defensive tackle or 
zero-technique nose guard.  

715 DeQuinton Osborne 

Other Notes: 2016: 12 
tackles, 3.5 QB sacks, 5.5 
TFLs, INT (27 yds) • 6 
tackles, QB sack, 3 TFLs vs. 
Kansas on 11/25/17 • 2017 
(1st team All-Big 12, OSU 
MVP): 44 tackles, 6 QB 
sacks, 11.5 TFLs

Oklahoma State 2.89 Free Agent Strengths: Keeps working after losing initially 
at the point of attack.  Works to get skinny and 
turn his shoulders on T-T stunts.  He’s a one-gap 
penetrator who is always seeking to play to half 
a man up the field.

Weaknesses: Mistimes some snap counts trying 
to get a jump (offside, Iowa State ’17). Widened 
by OL even when trying to slip gaps due to a 
lack of size.  Questionable contact balance.

DraftNasty
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1. Bradley Chubb 6’4 269 NC State
Grade: 6.815 (1st Round)

Big Board Rank: 1

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): NFL bloodlines. Two-time team captain.  Well-con-
ditioned. Gives maximum effort for four quarters.  Plays with his hand in the dirt from both end 
spots and also stands up on occasion.  Aligns over the OG in the B-gap on third downs to confuse 
blocking schemes.  He drops into the short middle-hook zones on some of the team’s zone blitzes.  
Understands leverage as a football player.  Wins with the quick outside club-and-swipe move and 
makes the 90-degree turn (QB hit, Vanderbilt ’16; QB sack, Louisville ’17).  He has the range to run 
down fast QBs (1st QTR/3:31, Jackson, Louisville ’17).  Disciplined vs. zone reads.  Looks the part 
flattening and reacting to inside runs.  Exhibits suddenness spiking off of his third step into inside 
line gaps.  Shocks OTs with quick spikes to the inside shoulder (McGlinchey, Notre Dame ’16-17).  
He closes with short-area burst and rolls through the hips on contact (QB hit, ECU ’16).  As a pass 
rusher, he uses a strong left-hand post from the RDE spot to establish room from the OT.  He’s a 
fluid looper when traveling back inside on line games (Marshall ’17).  Closes with speed to flatten 
on run away with LB-type instincts if left unblocked (3rd down, 3rd QTR/0:58, UNC ’17).  The team 
aligns him over the A-gap to rush on occasion.  Has been effective on line spikes in to the teeth of 
the OL finding the ball.  Re-directs as a contain defender on the edge.  Displays effort on the FG 
block team getting his hands up (blocked extra point, 4th QTR/4:10, Louisville ’17).  

Weaknesses:   While he’s improved pass rush variety, spent much of his career going down the mid-
dle of opponents (Holden, Independence Bowl ’16).  Fails to consistently protect his legs vs. cross-
blocks (play action pass, ECU ’16).  As a Wide five-technique pass rusher, he will get too wide and 
open up cutback lanes for runners.  He was seen sitting down in the fourth quarter of the Louisville 
game in 2017 (4th QTR/12:39) but got up and ran off the field.  He will lose contain in chase mode 
on occasion (Jackson, Louisville ’17).  Posted a questionable taunting foul vs. Notre Dame in 2016.  
Did not play in the 2017 Sun Bowl to prepare for the 2018 NFL Draft. 

Other Notes:  Attended Hillgrove HS (Ga.) and played DE at the school  • Brother, Brandon, played 
at Wake Forest and in the NFL.  His father, Aaron, played at Georgia before getting drafted in the 
NFL • Cousin, Nick, plays RB for Georgia and is a 2018 NFL Draft prospect • 2014: 4 tackles
• 9 tackles, 2 QB sacks, 5 TFLs, FF vs. Boston College on 11/7/15 • 2015 (13 sts): 69 tackles, 5.5 QB 
sacks, 12 TFLs, 3 FFs, INT, PBU and one blocked kick • 8 tackles, 2 QB sacks, 4.5 TFLs, FF vs. Syra-
cuse on 11/12/16 • 2016 (13 sts, 3rd Team All-ACC): 57 tackles, 10 QB sacks, 21.5 TFLs, 3 FFs, PBU
• 8 tackles, QB sack, 3 TFLs vs. Notre Dame on 10/28/17 • 2017 (12 sts, ACC Defensive Player of the 
Year, Bronko Nagurski Trophy Award winner, 1st Team All-American): 73 tackles, 10 QB sacks, 25 
TFLs, 3 FFs, 2 PBUs and one blocked kick • Career Stats: 198 tackles, 25 QB sacks, 54.5 TFLs, 6 FFs, 
FR, INT and 4 PBUs • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 7/8” hands, 34” arms, 24 reps-225 lbs, 4.65 40-yd, 36” 
VJ, 10’1” BJ, 7.37 3-cone, 4.41 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  When we viewed Chubb in person during the last contest of his 
junior year (2016 Independence Bowl), he was still using a large variety of two-hand post moves to 
bull rush the quarterback.  He has always been a stout defender in the run game capable of throwing 
around blockers on the edge.  In 2017, he added a wider array of swipe moves, one-hand posts and 
outside clubs to his arsenal.  He puts the viewer in the mindset of former Georgia Bulldogs defensive 
end and current Kansas City Chiefs outside linebacker, Justin Houston.  When Houston came out 
for the draft in 2010, he was physically dominant but faced questions regarding his down-to-down 
motor.  This ranks as the biggest difference for the ever-evolving Chubb.  While he’s also capable of 
playing as either a defensive end or rush outside linebacker, he has a motor that never stops.  There’s 
a big reason why we noted the Louisville game (2017) in the weaknesses section because his tank 
emptied for a moment.  Some lucky NFL team will empty the tank for the 2017 Bronco Nagurski 
Award winner.  He has Top 5 value in the 2018 NFL Draft.

3-4 OLB/DE
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2. Harold Landry 6’2 252 Boston College
Grade: 6.509 (1st Round)

Big Board Rank: 11

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Moves around in their attack.  Plays both DE spots.  Oc-
casionally lines up over the center in the A-gap.  When there (at LB), he will dip his right shoulder to 
rush the passer effectively.  They even use him to walk-out over No. 2 slot WRs in some of their zone 
coverages.  Stands up as a ROLB on third downs and will drop into the short hole as an underneath 
zone element on zone blitzes (CMU ’17).  As the LDE, he jumps into his dip to circle the edge vs. 
RTs.  He will use an up-and-under rip move from his three-point stance at LDE (no false steps) to 
beat the OT.  At the RDE spot, he dips and sticks his foot in the dirt (when looping on line games) 
on T-E stunts.   If given clean air, he’ll close distances (QB sack, Syracuse ’16).  Demonstrates a burst 
off the edge, even with contain responsibilities (QB sack, 4th QTR, Quick Lane Bowl ’16).  He is able 
to bend underneath the punch of OTs by dipping his right or left shoulder.  Chases plays down from 
the backside on run away.  He will play off of the blocks by FBs with edge force to stop runs (CMU 
’17).  Did a better job of stacking-and-shedding vs. OTs on the edge in 2017.  At the RDE spot, he 
has a low 45-degree stance coming off the ball.  He’s athletic enough to defeat cut blocks and make 
on-ball adjustments when defending screen passes (INT, Maryland ’16).  The occasionally use him 
as a ‘mirror’ technique vs. QBs.  Gets his hands up to affect the three-step passing game (back-to-
back PBUs, 4th QTR, Quick Lane Bowl ’17).

Weaknesses:   Average size.  He suffered an ankle injury in mid-October 2017 and missed the last 
four games of the season.  Plays small at times. Still working to develop a true speed-to-power bull 
rush off the edge.  Gets knocked around by bigger OTs on some of his dip moves from the LDE 
spot (got too low to the ground, CMU ’17).  He’s not always forceful with hands establishing his 
two-hand posts. Balance can be issue trying to turn the corner vs. bigger OTs (Syracuse ’16).  He’s 
also lost his footing spiking inside due to simple shocks from the OT.  Floats in pursuit on occasion.  
Misjudges some snap counts (offsides, Syracuse ’16).  In 2016, he rotated some during games. As a 
RDE, he relies on his speed rush too often.  

Other Notes:  Attended Pine Forest HS (N.C.) and was named an AP All-State selection as a senior 
(96 tackles, 17 QB sacks) • 2014 (13 gms): 10 tackles, 1.5 TFLs • 11 tackles, 1.5 QB sacks, 4.5 TFLs 
vs. FSU on 9/18/15 • 2015 (11 sts, Honorable mention All-ACC): 60 tackles, 4.5 QB sacks, 15.5 
TFLs, 3 FF, FR • 2016 (AP 2nd Team All-American, Walter Camp 2nd Team All-American): 51 
tackles, 16.5 QB sacks, 22 TFLs, 7 FFs and 4 PBUs • 7 tackles, 3 QB sacks, 3 TFLs vs. Virginia Tech 
on 10/7/17 • 2017 (3rd Team All-ACC): 38 tackles, 5 QB sacks, 8 TFLs, 2 PBUs • Career Stats: 47 
games, 160 tackles, 26 QB sacks, 47.5 TFLs, 10 FFs, FR, INT and 7 PBUs • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 
3/8” hands, 32 7/8” arms, 24 reps-225 lbs, 4.64 40-yd, 36” VJ, 9’11” BJ, 6.88 3-cone, 4.19 20-yd SS, 
11.35 60-yd LS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  NFL teams who like Landry will project him as a Yannick 
Ngakoue-type (Jacksonville Jaguars) because they are nearly identical in length, height and weight.  
We didn’t feel Ngakoue was a stout run defender coming out of school and neither is Landry. Both 
players are athletic, slithery pass rushers with the ability to dip-and-in out of moves coming off the 
edge with speed.  Ngakoue’s knack for forcing fumbles (10 in two NFL seasons) is a trait that Landry 
has exhibited at the collegiate level.  Despite not causing a fumble this past season, the 2016 sec-
ond-team All-American forced 10 fumbles over a two-year period (2015-16).  There are possibilities 
for him in an active 40-front scheme, but he’s shown enough positional flexibility to get looks from 
teams like the Los Angeles Rams (multiple) this spring.
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3. Marcus Davenport 6’6 264 UTSA
Grade: 6.405 (2nd Round)

Big Board Rank: 25

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Fast.  Sudden.  Wheels his outside arm from the LOLB 
spot to turn the corner (Senior Bowl ’18 vs. Noteboom, team, Day 3, FF).  Closes down the line 
of scrimmage quickly if unblocked.  Capable of re-establishing his gap control vs. reach blocks 
on stretch run concepts (Senior Bowl ’18, Day 1 vs. Corbett). Demonstrates outstanding effort in 
pursuit (FF, New Mexico ’16, vs. Jordan).  Uses overhand swipes to strip balls from behind when in 
pursuit. Has enough “pop” with his hands to cause jolt/separation at the point of attack.  Aligns in 
a two-point overhang position for the team.  From the right side (ROLB), he will just run over RBs 
when aligned one-on-one.  Once engaged with the OT, he is constantly working his hands to create 
space (folds back inside for QB sack, Senior Bowl ’18).  His swooping swim move will leave OL 
gasping for air when he’s in a wide slanted stance as an OLB (UTEP ’17). Long enough to affect the 
QB’s throw when peeling with RBs out of the backfield. 

Weaknesses:   Thin lower body. Gives ground on the edge.  He projects with average lean out of his 
two-point stance and takes bullets to the chest as a result.  Limited speed-to-power pass rusher.  
Does not maintain a significant base as a run defender (thrown to ground by Cappa, OL/DL, Day 
1, Senior Bowl ’18).  He has little “pop” taking on cross-blocks (Guthrie, New Mexico ’16).  Exposes 
his chest and gets tied up vs. inferior talent (thrown down, UTEP ’17, 1st QTR/3:00).  Even for a 
taller player, he plays too upright.  Loses his feet in trash as a result.  Was on the ground at least four 
times vs. UTEP in 2017.  Fails to protect his bottom half when spiking down inside on line games 
(UTEP ’17).  After getting cut on the TD run (when running line game), he was not seen for the rest 
of the half (UTEP ’17).  Gets hooked and thrown around on the edge (New Mexico ’16).  From the 
LOLB spot (2-point stance), he has a slight false step when his outside foot (right leg) is his front 
foot.  With his right foot up, he doesn’t always get his feet pointed in the direction of the QB when 
slanting inside vs. OGs.  Ejected for a targeting penalty vs. North Texas in 2016.  

Other Notes:  Attended Stevens HS (Tex.) and was a three-sport athlete in football, track & field and 
basketball • 2014 (8 gms): 14 tackles, 2.5 QB sacks, 2.5 TFLs • 2015 (11 gms): 49 tackles, 4 QB sacks, 
7.5 TFLs, 2 FFs and 3 PBUs • 2016 (12 sts, 2nd Team All-C-USA): 67 tackles, 6.5 QB sacks, 10 TFLs, 
FF, FR and one PBU • 2017 (C-USA Defensive Player of the Year): 55 tackles, 8.5 QB sacks, 17.5 
TFLs, 3 FFs, 34-yd FR-TD, 4 PBUs • Career Stats: 185 tackles, 21.5 QB sacks, 37.5 TFLs, 6 FFs, 2 FRs 
and 8 PBUs • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 1/8” hands, 33 5/8” arms, 22 reps-225 lbs, 4.58 40-yd, 33 ½” VJ, 
10’4” BJ, 7.2 3-cone, 4.41 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  When Minnesota Vikings DE Danielle Hunter came out of 
school, he was a bit of an unrefined pass rusher.  He has since developed into one of the NFC’s best 
rush threats.  He was better defending the run than Davenport is at this same stage, but he wasn’t 
quite as heavy.  Even when the 2017 C-USA Defensive Player of the Year plays tall, he’s still strong 
enough to hold his gap control.  Too often, however, he gets thrown around late in downs and will 
lose his feet in trash.  An NFL team that drafts Davenport will bank on him improving his pad level 
and developing a better array of pass rush moves.  He has legitimate talent but could get over-draft-
ed.  It would be advantageous for him to go to a team with an established pass rusher already in 
stow.

4. Dorance Armstrong 6’3 5/8 257 Kansas
Grade: 6.215 (2nd Round)

Big Board Rank: 49

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Has worked hard since coming on campus.  Gained 40 
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pounds in three years. 84-inch wingspan. Versatile player. Stand-up OLB, hand in the dirt DE, 
and exchange LB.  They stand him up in the B-gap or C-gap to disguise what they’re doing with 
him (Ohio ’16).  He’s even been seen walking out over the slot No. 2 WR in some of their defens-
es (2016). Re-maps his courses and runs to the ball.  Positive inside-out range to the sidelines. 
Competes on the edge vs. TEs/OTs and will slip them inside by dipping his shoulder from the 
right side of the LOS (2 QB sacks vs. O. Brown, Oklahoma ’15).  Makes a number of plays standing 
up, shooting A-or-B-gaps (TFL, Texas ’16).  Wins on T-E stunts and beats OTs to the spot early in 
downs.  Turns and takes his shoulders away when running the loop. Uses a smooth swat down with 
his inside arm to set up his roll moves (QB sack, Oklahoma State ’16).  Constricts his charge rushing 
off the edge (Texas Tech ’16).  Quick hands.  Six-inch punch.  From the LDE spot (3-man fronts), 
he long-arms to create separation, keeps his vision in contain and then folds back inside when the 
QB steps up in the pocket (QB sack, FF, Texas ’16, 2nd QTR).  If he stands up the RB with help from 
a teammate, he’ll look to rip-and-strip the ball (FF, Texas Tech ’17).  Demonstrated effortless bend 
in this game scooping up a fumble (Texas ’16).  Gets his hands up to defend the three-step passing 
game (8 career PBUs) and does so with quick lift off the ground.  Stood out in footwork drills during 
the 2018 NFL Combine. 

Weaknesses: Plays small at times. Left three QB sacks on the field vs. West Virginia in 2017.  Once 
engaged, he sometimes has a tough time dislodging from OTs (McKivitz, West Virginia ’17).  McK-
ivitz and WVU OGs -when twisting inside- pushed him around.  Pushed around late in the fourth 
quarter of the Texas Tech game by backup OT Jajuan Dulaney and Terence Steele.  Looks a bit 
uncomfortable working as an exchange LB.  Not always stout holding the C-gap control because he 
turns sideways (not always frontal).  Lines up late on occasion.  Gets lost and engulfed spiking inside 
vs. OTs.  Left the Texas Tech contest early in 2016 due to injury.  

Other Notes: Attended North Shore HS (Tex.) and was named a three-star recruit by Rivals.com
• 6 tackles, 2 QB sacks, 2 TFLs vs. Oklahoma on 10/31/15 • 2015 (5 sts): 23 tackles, 3.5 QB sacks, 
5 TFLs, 4 PBUs • He had two or more tackles for loss in seven games (2016) • 6 tackles, QB sack, 2 
TFLs vs. Oklahoma on 10/29/16 • 11 tackles, 2 QB sacks, 3 TFLs, FF vs. Texas on 11/19/16
• 2016 (12 sts, 1st Team All-Big 12): 56 tackles, 10 QB sacks, 20 TFLs, 3 FFs, FR • 6 tackles, ½ QB 
sack, TFL vs. Oklahoma on 11/18/17 • 2017 (12 sts, 2nd Team All-Big 12): 63 tackles, 1.5 QB sacks, 
9 TFLs, 3 FFs, FR, 4 PBUs • Career Stats: 29 starts, 142 tackles, 15 QB sacks, 34 TFLs, 6 FFs, 2 FRs, 
8 PBUs • 2018 NFL Combine: 10” hands, 34 ¾” arms, 20 reps-225 lbs, 4.87 40-yd, 30” VJ, 9’10” BJ, 
7.12 3-cone, 4.23 20-yd SS, 11.82 60-yd LS • Kansas Pro Day: 33” VJ

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Armstrong’s sack production decreased markedly as a junior, 
but not necessarily his activity.  In fact, he posted seven more tackles in 2017 than he had as a 
sophomore.   He’s been marginally effective in a Wide 9 (DE alignment) or even seven-technique 
(from the OLB) spot.  From these spots, he’s more of a threat versus offensive tackles when on the 
move.  He is going to have to improve his decision-making once his initial plan fails as a pass rusher.  
Too often, he’ll get stuck in the middle of his secondary counter without a backup plan.  His hand 
usage and array of moves are below average at this point.  Additionally, more resistance is needed 
once he loses initial control of the blocker (in either the run or pass game).  Strength is a question 
mark entering the final stage of the pre-draft process.  The former Jayhawk will get high marks in 
athleticism, quickness and agility.

5. Sam Hubbard 6’5 270 Ohio State
Grade: 6.212 (2nd Round)

Big Board Rank: 50

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Excelled in the classroom while in school.  Athletic 
player who played DB at the prep level.  Jumps over cut blocks on three-step drops to affect the QB’s 
release (QB hit, Lagow, Indiana ’17). He works to re-map his courses vs. outside runs. Uses simple
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swipe moves to get the OT’s hands off of him.  He’ll fake the post from a 2-pt LOLB alignment and 
then go his up-and-under rip to clear the OT.  Snatch-and-pull maneuvers win vs. OGs on turn 
protection (Nelson, Notre Dame ’16, QB sack).  Creates extension on the edge to get room as a pass 
rusher.  From his four-point stance at LDE, he uses two-hand posts on his speed-to-power bull rush-
es.  From the RDE spot (rt-handed stance), he loops tightly on line games to constrict lanes for the 
QB once he’s stepped up in the pocket (QB sack, Indiana ’17).  Strong enough to throw OT’s around 
when responsible for force in a five-technique.  Abuses TEs if left one-on-one with them (arm-over 
QB sack vs. Price, Michigan State ’16).  Fought reach blocks well vs. toss sweeps on outside runs vs. 
Army in 2017.   Used to drop into curl-flat zones and will look up WRs while reading the eyes of the 
QB (2015).  Plays the personal protector on the punt team.  

Weaknesses:  Questionable foot speed trying to re-establish contain vs. designed bootlegs (Indi-
ana ’17).  Takes him three-to-four steps to re-start his car’s accelerator when having to re-direct 
his courses.  He will get too far up the field reacting to runs (Penn State ’16).  Has been hooked by 
pulling OGs on outside runs.   OL can beat him to the spot in these instances (OT, Michigan ’16).  
Needs to get lower in his stance when lining up from a two-point stance to avoid false steps (up field 
foot) on his get-off.  Gets very high (exposing numbers) trying to cross the OT’s face/inside hip on 
arm-overs off of his second step up the field.  Average speed-to-power rushes often get him stopped 
at the front door.  Posted just 2 career PBUs.

Other Notes: Attended Archbishop Moeller HS (Ohio) and was an AP 1st Team AP All-State selec-
tion • He was ranked as the No. 1 player in the state of Ohio and a five-star recruit by Scout.com
• Also played lacrosse at the prep level  • 4 tackles, QB sack, 1.5 TFLs vs. Virginia Tech on 9/7/15
• 2015 (Academic All-Big Ten, USA Today Freshman All-American): 28 tackles, 6.5 QB sacks, 8 
TFLs, FF, INT • 2016 (1st Team Academic All-American, Honorable mention All-Big Ten): 46 tack-
les, 3.5 QB sacks, 8 TFLs, 2 PBUs • 6 tackles, QB sack, 2 TFLs vs. Oklahoma on 9/9/17 • 4 tackles, 
2.5 QB sacks, 3.5 TFLs vs. USC in the 2017 Cotton Bowl • 2017 (2nd Team All-Big Ten, coaches): 42 
tackles, 7 QB sacks, 13.5 TFLs, 2 FFs • Graduated from Ohio State in 2017 with a degree in finance
• Career Stats: 40 games, 22 starts, 116 tackles, 17 QB sacks, 29.5 TFLs, 3 FFs, 2 FRs, INT, 3 PBUs
• 2018 NFL Combine: 10” hands, 33 1/8” arms, 35” VJ, 9’8” BJ, 6.84 3-cone, 4.32 20-yd SS, 11.61 
60-yd LS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Hubbard’s slippery nature makes him a legitimate candidate to 
make an impact at the next level as a sub-package contributor in Year 1.  He uses a variety of moves 
to get clearance from tackles but rarely is he capable of just beating them with pure speed.  He can 
win with hand usage but he may actually be better on the move running line games.  The All-Big 
Ten selection is big enough to handle the run game versus tight ends.  There are legitimate questions 
as to if he has already reached his ceiling coming out of school.

6. Josh Sweat 6’5 251 Florida State
Grade: 6.13 (2nd Round)

Big Board Rank: 58

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): He plays both DE spots for the ‘Noles.  He’s capable 
and heavy enough to stack-and-shed on the edge (forced the OT back five yards, TFL, Duke ’17).  
Possesses enough power to take on the puller, spill the ball and then wrap around to make stops. As 
a pass rusher, his chop-down maneuver with his inside arm helps him turn the corner.  Played with 
consistent energy vs. Clemson in 2016.  Exhibited some jerk (upper body) in this game (Clemson 
’16).  Out of his four-point stance as a LDE, his right-handed posts push the pocket.  From this same 
position (LDE), he will use the right-hand post to set up his outside club to turn the corner while 
wheeling his arm (QB sack, 4th QTR, Duke ’17).  He will re-map his course after defeating double 
teams to get after the QB (Speight, Michigan ’16-Orange Bowl).  He’s been seen on the punt return 
unit holding up the guards.  
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Weaknesses: Durability concerns.  Tore his left ACL and dislocated his left kneecap as a senior in 
high school.  He had surgery on the same knee to repair a torn meniscus in September 2016.  Tore 
ligaments in his finger as a freshman and it affected his pass rush.   Lower body extremity injuries 
have continued to be an issue (knee, ankle-2016).   Did not look 100-percent vs. Louisville in 2016.  
Failed to fight pressure at times vs. former Michigan TE Jake Butt in the 2016 Orange Bowl.  Lacks 
fast-twitch in the upper body.  Stops his pass rush on his own at times.  There is wasted motion in 
many of his movements. Fails to break down one-on-one in space (TD, Boston College ’17).  Does 
not exhibit consistent awareness vs. crack blocks (knocked to ground, Duke ’17, 4th QTR).   He will 
jump snap counts (offsides, Duke ’17).  His conditioning seemed to be an issue vs. the pace of UNC’s 
offense in 2016 (he had a hitch in his giddy-up in this game).  He gets tied up in street fights and has 
his will challenged in GL situations (pancaked to ground, 2nd QTR, Wake Forest ’17).  Did not play 
in the 2017 Independence Bowl to prepare for the 2018 NFL Draft. 

Other Notes: Attended Oscar Smith HS (Va.) and was ranked as the No. 1 DE in the nation by 
247Sports.com • As a junior at the prep level, he posted 22 QB sacks and 31 TFLs • 2015 (9 sts): 41 
tackles, 2 QB sacks, 5 TFLs, FR, INT and 2 PBUs • Posted 4.5 QB sacks and 7 TFLs in the last three 
games of the 2016 season • 7 tackles, 1.5 QB sacks, 2.5 TFLs, FF vs. Florida on 11/26/16 • 2016 
(10 sts): 41 tackles, 7 QB sacks, 11.5 TFLs, FF, PBU • 9 tackles, QB sack, 2 TFLs vs. Louisville on 
10/21/17 • 2017 (12 sts): 56 tackles, 5.5 QB sacks, 12.5 TFLs, 3 PBUs; 2 carries for 13 yards
• 2018 NFL Combine: 10 ¼” hands, 34 5/8” arms, 4.53 40-yd, 39 ½” VJ, 10’4” BJ, 4.28 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Sweat was noted for his athletic prowess in the 2013 national 
recruiting class.  On the field, he’s been a bit of a mixed bag depending on the game or quarter of 
action.  He looked like a first-round pick in the middle of his junior year, but flamed out over the 
next few contests.  All of this made it a bit confounding that he decided not to play in the 2017 
Independence Bowl.  This leads back to his injury history. Will his left knee knock him off some 
NFL boards?  He seemed to answer some of those questions with an explosive NFL combine 
performance.  In itself, the workout will send teams scurrying back to the film room.  His pass rush 
repertoire is reminiscent of Jadeveon Clowney’s (Houston Texans) when he came out of South Caro-
lina.  In order for Sweat to reach his vast potential, he will have to invest in taking care of his body as 
a professional.  He’s coming along as a pass rusher, but too many of his counters seem rehearsed. In 
addition, there have been too many occasions where the opposition has tested his will at the point of 
attack.  He has Day 2 value in the 2018 NFL Draft.

7. Rasheem Green 6’4 273 USC
Grade: 6.09 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 67

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Can align up-and-down a defensive front (DE, 
three-technique DT, four-technique DE).  As a two-or-three-technique DT, he will push back OGs 
with pure upper body strength.   Turns his frame to get skinny in-between line gaps when stunting 
or spiking.  He creates extension (as a two-or-three-technique DT) vs. OL and then scrapes laterally 
down the line of scrimmage. Excellent on-field vision allows him to make a number of plays.  Many 
of his sacks come once he’s gotten up the field and then folds back inside after holding contain (FF, 
Rose Bowl ’17).  Defeats reach blocks with his quickness off the snap to get in on tackles (Pier-
schbacher, Alabama ’16).  As a LDE, he overpowers TEs with his brute strength to push the pocket.  
This extends to his work in the run game (Schulz, Pac-12 Championship ’17).  Contains speed-to-
power capability as a LDE.  He reacts back to outside zones when slanting inside and then re-maps 
his courses to fall back in the opposite direction (Western Michigan ’17).  Gets his hands up to affect 
the three-step passing game and many of his pass deflections have come when rushing inside at DT.     

Weaknesses:  At times, he will just place his hands as opposed to creating knock-back for the TE or 
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Out of a right-handed stance as a LDE, he can be pushed sideways on occasion and fail to hold 
his line in the sand.  This extends to his work as a two-technique DL vs. squatty OCs (Kenroy, 
Western Michigan ’17).  Stands straight up-and-down when rushing from the RDE position.  As a 
three-technique DT, big bodies move him (Cotton, Alabama ’16).  He leaves QB sacks on the field 
because he doesn’t break down at the tackle point (Colorado ’16).  Injured in the fourth quarter of 
the Washington State game in 2017 and had to leave the field.  Suffered a torn meniscus as a senior 
in high school and missed the remainder of his final campaign.   

Other Notes: Attended Serra HS (Gardena, Calif.) and was ranked as the 3rd-best DL in the country 
by 247Sports.com • Coached by former Minnesota Vikings first-round draft choice and USC 
All-American DE Kelechi Udeze while at USC • 2015 (14 gms): 19 tackles, ½ QB sack, TFL, 31-yd 
FR-TD • 2016 (Honorable mention All-Pac-12): 55 tackles, 6 QB sacks, 6.5 TFLs, 2 FFs, 4 PBUs and 
two blocked kicks • 2017 (1st Team All-Pac-12): 43 tackles, 10 QB sacks, 12.5 TFls, FF, 4 PBUs
• 2018 NFL Combine: 9 7/8” hands, 33 ¾” arms, 4.73 40-yd, 32 ½” VJ, 9’10” BJ, 7.24 3-cone, 4.39 
20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Green could possibly garner interest as a defensive end in the 
mold of former Arkansas Razorback Deatrich Wise, Jr. (4th Round, New England Patriots).  Wise 
made his mark at Arkansas –much like Green did at USC- moving up-and-down the defensive 
line.  It is a big reason why he got on the radar of the Patriots during the 2017 pre-draft process.  
Wise came through with a very positive rookie campaign for the Patriots.  Green has the ability to 
do much the same but he will need to become more violent with his hands.  It will be his make-or-
break characteristic because he has enough lower body strength, length and vision to do everything 
a team would want in a base defensive end and sub-package defensive tackle.  He has Day 2 value in 
the 2018 NFL Draft.

8. Lorenzo Carter 6’5 250 Georgia 
Grade: 6.089 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 68

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Despite angular frame, he can play lower than one 
would imagine.  Bends well.  He runs to the ball and finishes plays with strips from behind (FF, Hill, 
TCU ’16).  Then later in the same game (TCU ’16), he caused a second fumble in pursuit (Hicks, FF, 
Liberty Bowl ’16).  As a LDE, he sticks his outside foot in the dirt once up the field to counter back 
to the inside hip of OTs (QB sack, 4th QTR, South Carolina ’16).  From this same position (LDE), 
he uses a right-hand post to lean at an angle to condense his paths to the OT.  Long enough to set 
the edge (in the run game), keep contain and disengage to make plays (1st play, Liberty Bowl ’16).  
He can walk-out over the No. 2 WR/TE and match pivot-returns or shorter concepts as a curl-flat 
defender (Mississippi State ’17).  He works to capture contain when the QB rolls out (forces Hurts to 
throw it away, Alabama ’18, national title game). 

Weaknesses:  Still hasn’t developed a true speed-to-power rush from the Rush OLB position (out of 
two-point stance).  Just places his hands at times on the OT’s pads. Exhibits lots of wasted move-
ment as a pass rusher.  Late snap-count reactions are sometimes a full yard behind the rest of his DL 
(1st QTR/1:20, 3rd and 3, Mississippi State ’17).  Leaves QB sacks on the field (missed sack, Kelly, 
Ole Miss ’16-TD pass).  This is also the case when it comes to tackle opportunities.  He posted a 
personal foul with a late hit out of bounds in the 2016 Liberty Bowl.  One career pass break-up.  

Other Notes: Attended Norcross HS (Ga.) and was named a USA Today All-USA 1st Team selection
• Selected for the Under Armour All-American Game after posting 40 TFLs as a senior at the prep 
level • 2014 (5 sts, UGA Newcomer of the Year): 41 tackles, 4.5 QB sacks, 7 TFLs, FR • 2015 (2 sts): 
19 tackles, FF, PBU • 7 tackles, QB sack, TFL, 2 FFs vs. TCU in the 2016 Liberty Bowl •2016 (9 sts): 
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44 tackles, 5 QB sacks, 6 TFLs, 2 FFs, 2 FRs (TD) • 9 tackles, QB sack, TFL vs. Florida on 10/28/17
• 2017 (10 sts, 2nd Team All-SEC): 61 tackles, 4.5 QB sacks, 7.5 TFLs, 3 FFs, 3 FRs and one blocked
kick • 2018 NFL Combine: 10 3/8 hands, 34” arms, 4.5 40-yd, 10’10” BJ

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Carter never completely reached his immense potential in 
school, but he was still a standout on the ‘Dawgs defense.  He made a number of “dirty” plays in 
school that aren’t accounted for on a week-to-week basis.  Those types of plays include just running 
to the ball to make plays (forced fumbles in pursuit, scooping up fumbles, blocked kicks, etc.).  
He has enough athleticism to serve as a “spy” against athletic quarterbacks and he could play a 
hybrid-type role with his satisfactory ability to drop into coverage as a rush outside linebacker.  It 
is surprising that with his level of length, he recorded just one career pass break-up.  The former 
five-star prospect carries a similar profile to former NC State defensive end/outside linebacker Willie 
Young (Lions, Bears) when he came out of school.  

9. Arden Key 6’5 238 LSU
Grade: 6.01 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 84

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Alignments vary.  Plays DE (hand in dirt), OLB (right 
or left), exchange LB and walks-out over the No. 2 slot WR.  He contains rubber band-type bend 
and flexibility.  He’s long and tough to latch.  Slippery. Started off his sophomore year on fire.  He’s 
come through in some critical late game moments to finish off teams (GW-QB sack, FF, Mississippi 
State ’16). Dips from the right side with his left shoulder and then outside arm will swoop over top 
to knock balls loose (QB sack, FF, FR, Auburn ’16, 4th QTR).  Wins when matched up with RBs 
(1/1) because he’s tough to latch (Radcliff, Louisville ’16).  At OLB (2-point), he will beat the FB/RB 
double teams.  He has excellent get-off out of his four-point stance. He will use a slap-and-rip with 
inside shoulder to create a lean vs. the OT and force their base to widen (Little, Ole Miss ’17, 2nd 
QTR/0:37, 2-min).  

Weaknesses:  Lower body strength.  Thin in the upper body.  Misses some tackles vs. running backs 
when unblocked (3rd QTR/10:43, Wilkins, Ole Miss ’17).  He is an avoid player by instinct, even 
vs. running backs.  Didn’t play vs. Texas A&M in 2016.  Did not participate in 2017 spring prac-
tices. Left the team for a stretch prior to the 2017 campaign. Underwent shoulder surgery prior to 
rejoining the team. Had finger surgery on his right pinky finger in late November.  Played in just 
eight games as a junior.  Stands up on both sides at OLB (2-point) and will take some bullets to the 
chest.  He projects with inconsistent speed-to-power capability (4ht QTR, Auburn ’16).  Can be han-
dled by quicker OTs with little problem when he goes down the middle (Little, Ole Miss ’17).   Too 
high, no hands on delayed T-E stunt vs. Little (locked on him man-to-man, washed him down, 2nd 
QTR/0:29). He really doesn’t change directions well enough to consistently be used in a curl-flat role 
(2nd QTR/0:11, Ole Miss ’17).  

Other Notes:  Attended Hapeville Charter Academy HS (Ga.) and was ranked as a four-star prospect 
by Rivals.com • Invited to play in the 2015 Under Armour All-American Game • 2015 (Consensus 
Freshman All-American, All-SEC Freshman): 41 tackles, 5 QB sacks, 6 TFLs • Posted two or more 
tackles for losses four times in 2016 • 6 tackles, 2 QB sacks, 2 TFLs vs. Wisconsin on 9/3/16 • 6 tack-
les, 2 QB sacks, 2.5 TFLs vs. Louisville in the 2016 Citrus Bowl
• 2016 (2nd Team All-SEC): 56 tackles, 12 QB sacks, 14.5 TFLs, 3 FFs, 3 PBUs • 2017: 33 tackles, 4
QB sacks, 5.5 TFLs, FF • Career Stats: 31 games, 28 starts, 130 tackles, 21 QB sacks, 26 TFLs, 4 FFs, 2 
FR, 3 PBUs • 2018 NFL Combine: 10” hands, 33 ½” arms, 31” VJ, 9’9” BJ, 7.16 3-cone, 4.25 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Key is one of the more flexible, rubbery edge rushers in the 2018 
NFL Draft.  There is a legitimate argument that can be made that he ranks as a poor man’s Simeon
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-type (Arizona Cardinals, Tampa Bay Buccaneers) defensive end coming out of school.  Rice was a 
basketball player on grass that used his agility to defeat tackles on a consistent basis.  He made it a 
point to change-up his techniques, but was long enough to use speed-to-power to long-arm oppo-
nents.  This is a change-up that Key will have to learn to employ to fully maximize his gifts. Another 
difference? Rice ran in the 4.55-range.  Key is more of a 4.75-type. 

10. Tyquan Lewis 6’3 265 Ohio State
Grade: 5.88 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 108

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Team captain.  Broad-shouldered bully on the field.  
Brings power as a LDE.  Leans on opponents as a pass rusher.  He turns his shoulders to play to 
half a man once he gets up the field from this position (LDE).  Runs over OTs by sinking his inside 
shoulder with power (Kieler, QB sack, 4th QTR, Michigan State ’16).  This extends to his work as a 
DE in a 6i-alignment vs. TEs (bubbles the run, Senior Bowl’18, Day 1).  Also used his inside shoul-
der to squeeze over the top of him for another QB sack (QB sack, FF, Michigan State ’16).  While 
inconsistent with his 90-degree turns (see Weaknesses), he has done so on occasion when using 
up-and-under rip moves (QB sack, Northwestern ’16).  He plays off of blocks with his hands to 
make plays when runs bounce to his side (4th QTR, Penn State ’16; Indiana ‘17).  He will turn it on 
with clean air (QB sack, FF, Indiana ’16).  Possesses a solid short-area close to finish.   Seeks to get 
his outside foot planted once up the field to fold back inside to press the pocket (Penn State ’16).  He 
displayed some quickness working the OC’s shoulder during 2018 Senior Bowl practices (OL/DL, 
Day 2, vs. Quessenberry).  

Weaknesses:  :  Lost 11 pounds between the 2018 Senior Bowl and 2018 NFL Combine.  Which 
weight will he choose? Doesn’t exude an explosive get-off on the snap.  Rarely gains enough ground 
to force the OT’s shoulders parallel to the sidelines.  Fails to consistently attack the inside shoulder 
of tackles as a pass rusher.  He gets stuck on some of his counter moves as a three-technique and gets 
rooted up the field (Teller, Senior Bowl ’18, OL/DL, Day 1).  Average bend.  Rarely makes the 90-de-
gree turns off the edge.  Carries some stiffness.  Tackling angles are off-and-on (horse collar tackle, 
Penn State ’16).  Uncharacteristically loses some leverage battles and will play smaller than his size 
when doing so (pancaked by Michigan’s TE, OT period, 2016).

Other Notes: Attended Tarboro HS (N.C.) and was ranked as a four-star prospect by Rivals.com
• 2014: 9 tackles, ½ QB sack, 2.5 TFLs,  • 7 tackles, QB sack, 3.5 TFLs vs. Indiana on 10/3/15
• 2015 (Honorable mention All-Big Ten): 54 tackles, 8 QB sacks, 14 TFLs, FF • 2016 (Big Ten
Defensive Lineman of the Year): 29 tackles, 8 QB sacks, 10.5 TFLs, 3 FFs, 2 PBUs • 5 tackles, QB 
sack, 2 TFLs, FF vs. USC in the 2017 Cotton Bowl • 2017 (10 sts, 1st Team All-Big Ten): 20 tackles, 
7 QB sacks, 9.5 TFLs, 2 FFs, 2 PBUs • Career: 112 tackles, 23.5 QB sacks, 37 TFLs, 5 FF, 5 PBUs • 
2018 Senior Bowl measurements: 6026 276 10 3/8” hands, 33 5/8” arms, 80” wingspan • 2018 NFL 
Combine: 10 3/8” hands, 33” arms, 35 ½” VJ, 10’2” BJ • Graduated in December 2016 with a degree 
in sociology

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): It ranked as a minor surprise that Lewis lost the weight from 
the 2018 Senior Bowl and 2018 NFL Combine.  Why?  His best NFL fit is as a left defensive end in 
four-man fronts and occasional three-technique on third downs.  Staying at around the 280-pound 
mark increases his value for teams that run multiple fronts.  His stiffness is evident but he can be 
explosive in straight lines.  Quite capable of creating speed-to-power from any position; he lacks the 
necessary bend to consistently affect nimble tackles.  He has been more than satisfactory holding the 
edge when dialed in the action.  Lewis has Day 2 value in the 2018 NFL Draft.
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11. Duke Ejiofor 6’4 264 Wake Forest
Grade: 5.85 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 116

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Lines up outside and inside for the Demon Deacons.  
Strong.  Contains natural power in his hands.  Can control the edge vs. TEs when engaged in 
the action. He has vines for arms. Very good lateral quickness. He uses kick-slide steps from the 
five-technique DE position to turn his hips and avoid the punch of OTs.  Makes the 90-degree turns.  
Slippery when matched up with guards inside (QB sack, Louisville ’17). As a DT, he posts OGs back 
in the backfield with two-hand posts. From the RDE spot in a four-point stance, he will attack the 
inside hip of the OT with a lateral slide step to crease the bottom of the pocket.  Has a powerful rip 
move to defeat RBs one-on-one (Tulane ’16).  He also uses an under rip-thru move at the DE spot.  
Out of his four-point stance at RDE, he will slip OTs with inside lateral quickness.  Works his head-
and-shoulder fakes to get OTs back on their toes and will go a roll move once they’ve committed 
(Richardson, NC State ’17).  Closes back instantly after squeezing to the near hip of the OT. 
 
Weaknesses:  Demonstrates wasted movement in some of his upper body movements affect his 
ability to disengage as a run defender.   Takes some downs off trying to decipher the action.  Raises 
up immediately when working from the RDE spot and can be handled effortlessly by longer OTs 
(Christian, Louisville ’17).  Gets too erect twisting from the outside-in on E-T line games.  He can be 
a bit elongated trying to establish his swim moves to the inside OT’s shoulder (Hyatt, Clemson ’16).  
Chop-down maneuvers are a bit elongated when trying to climb the OT’s top shoulder.  Durability 
concerns. Missed the first five games of the 2015 due to a concussion he suffered in training camp. 
Missed a game in 2017 due to a leg injury.  Tore the labrum in his right shoulder and had surgery to 
correct the issue in February 2018. 

Other Notes: Attended Alief Taylor HS (Tex.) and starred as a football/track & field athlete • He was 
a high jumper in track & field • 2014: 12 tackles, 2 QB sacks, 2 TFLs, PBU • 2015 (7 gms): 29 tackles, 
4.5 QB sacks, 7.5 TFLs • 2016 (13 sts, 3rd Team All-ACC): 50 tackles, 10.5 QB sacks, 17 TFLs, 2 FFs, 
INT and 4 PBUs • 2017 (11 gms): 43 tackles, 6.5 QB sacks, 16.5 TFLs, 2 FFs, PBU • Career Stats: 128 
tackles, 23.5 QB sacks, 43.5 TFLs,4 FFs, 2 FR, INT and 6 PBUs • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 ¾” hands, 34 
7/8” arms

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Ejiofor has the requisite width, quickness and natural flexibil-
ity to become a solid pass rusher at the next level.  His style is a bit unorthodox in how he sets up 
defenders but he is very capable of turning his hips to decrease the surface area for offensive tackles.  
When engaged, he can be a solid run defender.  You will see him flash to flatten down the line of 
scrimmage on run away.  In order for him to become an NFL starter, he will need to develop more 
of an angle coming off the ball. At this point, he will get very erect (either inside or outside) when 
trying to set up his rush or when running line games.  A bit of a concern is that some of his pass 
rush production came from an interior tackle position on third downs.  He ranks as a slightly longer 
version of current New England Patriots defensive end Trey Flowers. The shoulder concerns could 
cloud his draft status, although he should be ready by an NFL training camp. 

12. Ogbonnia Okoronkwo 6’1 5/8 253 Oklahoma 
Grade: 5.82 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 118

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Versatile. He stands up, puts his hand in the dirt and the 
team drops him into curl-flat zones.  He was frequently seen walking out vs. West Virginia’s spread 
attack in 2016.  Exhibits patience flattening vs. zone read concepts in force.  Re-maps his courses in 
pursuit.  If given air, he closes quickly if looping from the outside-in on line games (QB sack, FF, 
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, 3rd QTR, Tulane ’17).  Settles to break down (one-on-one) on occasion (see below) to tackle vs. 
QBs (Kansas State ’16, 3rd QTR, Senior Bowl ’18, team, Day 1).  His head-and-shoulder fakes create 
a two-way go vs. OTs. Pierces inside to threaten OTs late in the down (forces holding call, 4th QTR, 
Oklahoma State ’16; QB sack, Senior Bowl ‘18).  His swipe moves to turn the corner as a ROLB (2-pt 
stance) are refined and allow him to make the 90-degree turns. Keeps working to get second-effort 
QB sacks (Kansas State ’16).  From a four-point stance as a RDE, he goes to an outside club to turn 
the corner (Senior Bowl ’18, 1-on-1, Day 2).  From this same position, his long arms allow him to 
create speed-to-power with right-handed one-arm post moves.  As a ROLB in a two-point stance, he 
slips through gaps to force runs to bubble.  Dips his inside shoulder to squeeze the edge around the 
corner as a pass rusher. Gives the OT a hip and counters off his outside plant leg.  He’s demonstrated 
long speed to run down RBs on breakouts (Crawford, West Virginia ’16).  When he has gotten his 
hands up to affect the three-step passing game, he wins decisively to cause big plays (tip causes INT-
TD, Tulane ’17).

Weaknesses:  Lacks ideal bulk.  Gained 15 pounds from the Senior Bowl to the NFL Combine.  What 
will he weigh?  Missed one game in 2016 (Kansas) due to an undisclosed injury and also missed 
time in each of the previous two years (2014-15).  Can be leggy and just average breaking down 
around blocks and will overrun some tackle attempts (Sugar Bowl 17, Auburn).  He will get a little 
angular defending the zone read concepts (TD-Brantley, Tulane ’17).  Carries a false step with his 
left foot up (2-pt stance) as a ROLB and allows the OT to envelop him in the run game (Crosby, Se-
nior Bowl ’18, team, Day 2).  Concentration lapses show up off the snap (Auburn ’17, offsides).  He’s 
been exposed in coverage when asked to peel on RBs out of the backfield (vs. Hicks, TCU ’17; vs. 
Ballage, Senior Bowl ’18, 1-on-1, Day 2). Will float in pursuit.  Sack production faded dramatically 
over the second half of his senior year. 

Other Notes:  Attended Alief Taylor HS (Tex.) and was ranked as a three-star recruit by Rivals.com
• 2014 (11 gms): 8 tackles, 2 QB sacks, 3 TFLs • 2015 (9 gms): 8 tackles, QB sack, TFL • 2016 (2nd
Team All-Big 12, coaches): 71 tackles, 9 QB sacks, 12 TFLs, 2 FFs, 3 PBUs • 6 tackles, 1.5 QB sacks, 
2.5 TFLs vs. Ohio State on 9/9/17 • 2017 (14 sts, Walter Camp 1st Team All-American, AP 2nd 
Team All-American, Co-Big 12 Defensive POY): 76 tackles, 8 QB sacks, 17.5 TFLs, 3 FFs, 2 PBUs
• Career Stats: 46 games, 26 starts, 164 tackles, 21 QB sacks, 34.5 TFLs, 5 FFs, 2 FRs, 5 PBUs • 2018
Senior Bowl measurements: 6013 243 9 ¼” hands, 34 ½” arms, 79 ¼” wingspan • Graduated with 
a degree in African and African-American studies • 2018 NFL Combine: 9” hands, 33 ¾” arms, 27 
reps-225 lbs, 4.77 40-yd 

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): There are a number of possibilities as a thirty-front outside 
linebacker but he has not shown enough coverage ability up to this point to project as a true Sam 
linebacker who can cover tight ends.  We think he fits best as a nickel pass rush specialist.  So how 
can he do it at just 243 pounds?  Well, it’s important to remember that he has the length (34 ½-inch 
arms) to create separation from tackles and “enough” bend to run the loop.  The issue for him is that 
he gets engulfed far too often to be an every-down defender.  A plausible NFL comparison could be 
Denver Broncos rush outside linebacker Shane Ray (albeit perhaps a poor man’s version).  Ray is not 
an incredibly explosive athlete, but he contains good technique as a pass rusher.  Like Ray, Okoronk-
wo’s biggest challenge will be staying available.  Ray has started just 13 games in three seasons for the 
Broncos and his ability to defend the run is still a question mark. 

13. Kemoko Turay 6’4 252 Rutgers
Grade: 5.81 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 122

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): He’s gained nearly 45 pounds since arriving on campus.  
Long back.  Barrel-chested, heavy-handed Rush OLB.  Throws OTs with snatch-and-pull maneuvers 
(1st play, Purdue ’17). Spongy.  Keeps his balance with the bend of a slalom skier on his courses to
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the QB.   Runs the loop with ease.  From the LOLB spot, he uses a stick-club and up-and-under rip 
(to turn the corner). As a ROLB, he’ll go to a roll move to achieve access to the inside hip of OTs 
who over-set in their pass-sets. Competed well as a three-technique DT vs. OGs during 2017 Senior 
Bowl practices.  Showcases nice feet on delayed T-E stunts (3rd downs) and step-through to get 
north-south.  Wraps tightly around from the outside-in to inside line gaps on twisting line games.  
Aligns over the OC and will drop as a short middle-hook “spy” to sky the ladder (PBU, 3rd QTR, 
3rd down, Purdue ’17).  He runs to the football with good speed.  His leaping ability has resulted in 
unreal athletic blocked field goals. This includes one that sealed a game against Michigan in 2014 
until the NCAA changed the rule about a running start.  

Weaknesses:  Average setting the edge as a run defender.  Still a bit raw with technique as a pass 
rusher (but improving).   Roll moves from LOLB spot look rehearsed and are predictable in nature 
(Purdue ’17).  He was just a spot player up until his senior year and in-and-out of the Penn State 
game (2017) early in the action.  Leaves some sack opportunities on the field in key third down sit-
uations  (Purdue ’17, 4th QTR, 3rd and 9).  He may be better with his left foot as his upfield foot as 
opposed to his right foot being up, when in a two-point stance as a Rush OLB (changed to left foot 
up from left side during 2018 Senior Bowl practices).  Even then, he’ll bucket step with the foot (left) 
in some of his get-offs.  Loses his speed-to-power element reaching over his waist to post OTs (Toth 
knocks him down, 1/1, Day 2 2018 Senior Bowl).  Takes some bullets to the chest rushing too tall 
out of his 2-point stance (inside right foot up) as a LOLB (2nd QTR/1:59, Penn State ’17).  Gets too 
high with his swim moves and is widened by the QB (Teller, Senior Bowl ’18, Day 2, Team).  Did not 
necessarily look comfortable covering RBs one-on-one in the Senior Bowl. Shoulder problems have 
defined his career.  Went through two shoulder surgeries while in school.  

Other Notes:  Born in the West Africa country of Guinea and came to the United States after his 
parents immigrated while he was an infant • Attended Barringer HS (N.J.) and was named an All-
State selection after leading the state in QB sacks • He won the state title in the long and triple jump 
and also played basketball at the prep level • 2014 (Honorable mention All-Big Ten, All-Big Ten 
Freshman): 26 tackles, 7.5 QB sacks, 8.5 TFLs, PBU and three blocked kicks (led nation) • 2015 (11 
gms, One st): 9 tackles, 2 QB sacks, 3 TFLs, 26-yd FR-TD and 2 PBUs • 2016 (8 gms): 3 tackles, 2 
QB sacks, 2 TFLs • 7 tackles, QB sack, 2 TFLs vs. Ohio State on 9/30/17 • 7 tackles, QB sack, TFL, 
FF vs. Michigan on 10/28/17 • 2017 (9 sts, Academic All-Big Ten): 65 tackles, 4 QB sacks, 7 TFLs, 2 
FRs, PBU • Career Stats: 96 tackles, 14.5 QB sacks, 19 TFLs, INT • 2018 Senior Bowl measurements: 
6043 252 9 3/8” hands, 33 5/8” arms, 79 6/8” wingspan

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Turay played just one year of high school football and it shows 
at times. The former triple jumper is beginning to exhibit a feel for using left or right one-handed 
posts to create extension from offensive tackles.  These should set up his up-and-under club-and-rip 
pass rush moves.  It could be a deadly combination with his natural sink to run the loop, however, 
he lacks the complete toolset when it comes to rushing the passer.  One thing that hasn’t been men-
tioned is that he is just average holding the point of attack.  This may limit him to a continued third-
down role on Sundays.  He will blow up the NFL Combine and workout circuit.  Even when teams 
go back to the video, they’ll be searching for a little bit more.  He may go higher than his production 
warrants but he his potential on special teams could buy him time to develop his overall game.

14. Chad Thomas 6’5 281 Miami (Fla.)
Grade: 5.754 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 142

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Team captain.  Can align up-and-down a defensive 
front.  Plays the five-technique DE, six-technique, four-technique and three-technique DTs.  From 
his four-point stance as a 6i-DE, he will beat offensive lineman with snap-count reaction (splits dou-
ble team, TFL, Russell Athletic Bowl ’16). When running line games, he gets his hands up to bat
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down balls.  Does a fine job of re-tracking his steps (FF, West Virginia ’16, 1st QTR).  He will flash a 
major 15-yard burst closing on the QB (Kizer, Notre Dame ’16).  Disciplined in contain when run-
ners decide to cut back against the grain (Mizzell, Virginia ’16).  He consistently tries to re-establish 
contain with hustle.  Gets over the top of the OT and squeezes down the line of scrimmage to make 
plays vs. the run (Virginia ’16, 4th QTR).  Uses a strong rip-thru move with his inside arm on E-T 
stunts to crease OL.  He did a fine job of holding the edge in the run game during 2018 East-West 
Shrine practices.  He was smooth and powerful changing directions in DL and LB drills during the 
2018 NFL Combine.  

Weaknesses: From the LDE spot (in a five-technique), his chop-down moves are a bit rehearsed and 
get him ridden by the pocket (East-West Shrine ’18, Day 1).  He ties himself up on his bull rush 
techniques as a pass rusher. When spiking to the inside hip of OL, he doesn’t always protect his 
knees and thighs vs. cut blocks (Russell Athletic Bowl ’16). Takes him a while to make a decision as 
an edge rusher.  Gives up a lot of chest exposure to longer OTs determining his plan of action (post-
ed easily, East-West Shrine ’18, team, Day 1 vs. Jones-Smith).  Mistimes snap counts trying to antici-
pate the ball (offsides, Virginia ’16).   Missed the 2016 Virginia Tech due to an upper body injury.  

Other Notes:  Attended Booker T. Washington HS (Fla.) and was named a 1st Team All-Dade Coun-
ty selection  • He played in the 2014 Under Armour All-American Game • 2014: 7 tackles, TFL
• 2015 (8 sts): 18 tackles, QB sack, 1.5 TFLs, 4 PBUs • 2016 (12 sts): 37 tackles, 4.5 QB sacks, 11 
TFLs, FF, FR, 3 PBUs • 2017 (13 sts): 41 tackles, 5.5 QB sacks, 12.5 TFLs, PBU • Career Stats: 49 
games, 103 tackles, 11 QB sacks, 26 TFLs, 2 FF, 2 FR, 8 PBUs • 2018 East-West Shrine measure-
ments: 6051 275 10 3/8” hands, 34 1/8” arms, 80” wingspan • 2018 East-West Shrine in-game report:  
Did not threaten OTs with a second move and this was the case for much of the week. • 2018 NFL 
Combine: 10 ¼” hands, 33 ½” arms, 4.92 40-yd, 29” VJ, 9’8” BJ

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Thomas won a lot of NFL executives and scouts over on 
the postseason circuit because he looks the part and can win with power.  There is an element of 
strength present setting the edge versus tight ends and he has experience playing all over Miami’s 
defensive fronts.  We think he’s best suited as a power-rushing left defensive end.  His game closely 
resembles that of Za’Darius Smith when he came out of Kentucky back in 2015.  It wouldn’t be a 
surprise to see Thomas get looks from bigger 3-4 teams as a bigger outside linebacker.  

15. Jalyn Holmes 6’5 283 Ohio State
Grade: 5.71 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 156

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Excellent size.  Active hands.  When holding the edge, 
he can establish extension and then snatch OL to get room.  He will use a two-hand post, then an 
inside right arm as a three-technique DT to set up his counter moves.  At the three-technique DT, he 
uses the arm-over to set up his roll move (Senior Bowl ’18, gets Hernandez to fall down, team, Day 
2).  Bends and leans his shoulders when slanting inside line gaps (Indiana ’16).  As a LDE, he uses 
an outside club with an inside arm-over to make the 90-degree turn.  Possesses a 15-yard closing 
burst.  Runs to the ball (FR, Indiana ’16).  As a DE, he’s capable of setting the edge in the run game.  
Becomes a heavy tackler once he re-traces and runs to the ball (FF, Redding, Indiana ’16).  He will 
stay at home in contain and then fold back inside make plays on reverses/misdirection (Michigan 
State ’16).  

Weaknesses:  Struggled to hold his ground as a three-technique DT during 2018 Senior Bowl prac-
tices (run out of the screen, Hernandez).  Tendency to get into his pass rush counters too late in the 
down and his feet don’t always point toward a path at the QB.  OL get him going too vertical once he 
takes a side (either inside or outside).  His chop down maneuvers come before he’s reached the
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hands of the OG and allows them to engulf him. 

Other Notes: Attended Lake Taylor HS (Va.) and was ranked as a four-star prospect by Rivals.com
• 2015: 11 tackles, QB sack, 1.5 TFLs, FF • 2016 (Honorable mention All-Big Ten): 33 tackles, 2 QB
sacks, 8.5 TFLs, FF, 2 FRs, PBU • 2017 (9 sts, Honorable mention All-Big Ten): 29 tackles, 2 QB 
sacks, 3 TFLs, FF, 3 PBUs • Career Stats: 84 tackles, 5 QB sacks, 14 TFLs, 3 FFs, FR, 4 PBUs • 2018 
NFL Combine: 10” hands, 34” arms, 25 reps-225 lbs, 4.82 40-yd, 32” VJ

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Holmes will get a lot of interest in this year’s draft due to his po-
sitional versatility.  In a number of ways, he’s an unmolded piece of clay that plenty of NFL defensive 
line coaches want in their room.  He can play the four-technique defensive end in 30-front schemes, 
the three-technique defensive tackle position on third downs and even the left defensive end spot in 
four-man fronts.  The former Buckeye has also stood up to rush from a two-point stance.  This type 
of versatility will help Holmes scurry up draft boards.  He has Day 2 value in the 2018 NFL Draft, 
but he carries a buyer-beware label due to substandard production in school.  

16. Marcel Frazier 6’4 261 Missouri
Grade: 5.63 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 173

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Tough. Played through a torn quadriceps muscle and 
shoulder injury his senior year. Aligns as a DE, Rush OLB and three-technique DT (third downs).  
Runs to the football for the most part. At the three-technique spot, he exhibits legit head-and-
shoulder fakes to set up his swim moves (vs. Helms, 3rd QTR, South Carolina ’16).  Wins a lot of 
matchups as the three-technique simply beating the pass-offs between OL (QB sack, Arkansas ’17).  
Even when pad level is high (exposing chest), he’s been strong enough to fight OGs when aligned 
inside (TFL, UConn ’17). Reads out of the action vs. down blocks on tosses his way (Texas Bowl 
’17).  This has also shown up vs. misdirection fly sweeps (reaction TFL, Arkansas ’17).  Re-maps his 
courses on the edge to get to the ball (Kentucky ’17).  Does an excellent job of timing his leaps to 
affect the three-step passing game (UConn ’17; Arkansas ’17).  He has a significant feel for timing in 
this aspect of his game.  

Weaknesses: Average length.  As a LOLB (two-point stance), his  front foot retracts back slightly on 
his take-off.  Pad level can get too high on line games.  This has caused him to leave QB sacks on the 
ground when looping inside on stunts (South Carolina ’16).  Will overrun lay-up sack opportuni-
ties not bending quickly enough to get QBs on ground (UConn ’17).  Discipline can be challenged 
on zone reads or bootleg concepts (Kentucky ’17, 4th QTR; UConn ’17; East-West Shrine ’18, 
team, Day 2).  Allows himself to get hooked on the edge (Idaho ’17) when his eyes aren’t right as 
a run defender.  Bigger OTs (Wallace, Arkansas ’17) can widen him too dramatically on turn-out 
blocks when he has edge force.  Out of his four-point stance at LDE, he gives too much head-and-
shoulder fakes when spiking.  Struggled to define a counter-move as a pass rusher vs. Army’s Brett 
Toth during 2018 East-West Shrine practices. His aggressiveness can get him into trouble at times 
(personal foul, drives QB into ground, UConn ’17).  Broke his arm in the spring of 2017.  Dealt with 
quadriceps and shoulder injuries during his senior campaign.  

Other Notes: Attended Douglas HS (Ore.) and played both DE and WR for the team • Went on to 
attend the College of the Siskiyous and tallied 11 QB sacks and 16 TFLs • He made the ESPN Top 
50 junior college list and was ranked as a four-star recruit • 2015 (3 sts): 18 tackles, 2 QB sacks, 6 
TFLs, FF • 4 tackles, 3 QB sacks, 4 TFLs vs. Arkansas on 11/25/16 • 2016 (12 gms, 5 sts): 33 tackles, 
7.5 QB sacks, 8.5 TFLs, FF, 2 PBUs • 2017 (2nd Team All-SEC, coaches): 40 tackles, 7 QB sacks, 15.5 
TFLs, FF, 5 PBUs • 2018 East-West Shrine measurements: 6042 261 9 3/8” hands, 32” arms, 76 ½” 
wingspan • 2018 Mizzou Pro Day: 25 reps-225 lbs, 4.65 40-yd, 33 1/2” VJ, 4.47 20-yd SS, 7.14 3-cone
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Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Frazier will probably grow on NFL teams the more they digest 
his film.  There is a bit of a concern as to whether he has the length to man a defensive end spot.  He 
has not proven to be a good enough pass rusher to threaten offensive tackles with his hand in the 
dirt. A lot of the sack production we found came when he aligned inside in the team’s sub-packag-
es.  If he’s fluid enough –and that is a question mark- a more plausible NFL position would be the 
30-front outside linebacker spot.  As a rush outside linebacker, his size could be an advantage when 
matched against running backs and tight ends.  The former Tiger has mid-round value in the 2018 
NFL Draft.

17. Trevon Young 6’4 258 Louisville
Grade: 5.595 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 194

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Anticipates snap counts. Good feet.  Bends well.  He can 
create room for himself as a pass rusher when locking out his arms.  Above average range (Taxslay-
er Bowl ’17).  He is comfortable working out of a two-point stance as either a rush ROLB or rush 
LOLB.  When reading through zone reads, he’s very quick to sink once the mesh point has been 
declared (tackle, Music City Bowl ’15).  Even without creating a lockout, he’ll get his hands inside 
the numbers to bubble back the OT vs. outside runs (Wake Forest ’17).  He’s also seen in the 6i-DE 
spot in their four-man fronts.  Stands up and moves around in-and-out of the A-and-B-gaps of the 
team’s defenses as an exchange rusher on third downs (Music City Bowl ’15).  From the RDE spot, 
he presses his inside shoulder into the LT to turn the corner (QB sack, Purdue ’17).  This extends to 
the RDE spot, and he folds back inside once the QB steps in the pocket.  From the LOLB spot, he 
presses the OT up the field before attempting to use his roll move on his third or fourth step.  He 
also goes to this from the LDE spot out of his right-handed stance.   

Weaknesses: Floats and will watch the action in pursuit (Taxslayer Bowl ’17). He will get pushed too 
far up the field on some of his outside rushes.  Out of his four-point stance as a RDE, he establishes 
the one-hand post but begins to narrow his stance trying to create a push (Wake Forest ’17).  Catch-
es the action at times when trying to hold edge force.  Fails to establish extension holding inside gap 
control inside of the TE.  Durability question marks.  He had surgery to repair a bulging disk in his 
back following the 2014 season.  Fractured and dislocated his left hip in the 2015 Music City Bowl 
and had two surgeries to correct the issue.  He sat out the 2016 season.  

Other Notes: Attended Lincoln HS (Iowa) and earned 2nd Team All-American honors after starring 
as a LB/TE • Also played basketball at the prep level • Before arriving at Louisville, Young earned 
four-star status from Scout.com after tallying 44 tackles, 13.5 QB sacks and 22 TFLs at Iowa Western 
CC in 2013 • 2014: 7 tackles, QB sack, 2 TFLs • 2015 (8 sts, Honorable mention All-ACC): 32 
tackles, 8.5 QB sacks, 10 TFLs, 2 FFs, INT and 2 PBUs • 10 tackles, QB sack, 3 TFLs vs. Mississippi 
State in the 2017 Taxslayer Bowl • 2017 (ACC Brian Piccolo Award winner, Honorable mention 
All-ACC): 62 tackles, 4.5 QB sacks, 12 TFLs 5 PBUs and one blocked kick • 2018 NFL Combine: 10” 
hands, 33 ¾” arms, 25 reps-225 lbs, 4.78 40-yd, 33” VJ, 9’6” BJ, 6.99 3-cone, 4.4 20-yd SS, 11.6 60-yd 
LS  

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): It was of interest to compare Young before his 2015 injury 
up until his last game.  As a staff, we were able to see him in person once before the injury (2015 
Music City Bowl) and once after the injury (Wake Forest  ’17).   The 2017 ACC Brian Piccolo Award 
winner actually didn’t lose any athleticism.  He’s still a long player who occasionally plays a bit 
smaller than he should and his anchor is a concern versus bigger offensive tackles. He is a slippery 
athlete with enough bend and length to frustrate tackles when working either out of a two-point or 
three-point stance.  So how will NFL teams view him?  If they’re comfortable with his health (there 
has been more than one surgery), then he will garner comparisons to Oakland Raiders 2016 third-
round pick Shilique Calhoun.  Young has similar traits and movement skills.  
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18. Kentavius Street 6’2 280 NC State
Grade: 5.568 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 202

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): He’s started at DT and DE for the Wolfpack.  39 starts in 
his career. Strong.  Bench-presses 475 pounds.  Power cleans over 400 pounds. They align him at DE, 
three-technique DT and he’ll even drop into coverage on occasion (Marshall ’17). Speed-to-power 
bull rusher off the edge with closing burst.  He can get underneath OTs and throw them around if he 
builds to speed (Skule, Vanderbilt ’16).  His change-up off his speed to power is a roll move. When 
he uses it, he has a six-inch punch when stemming over the OG in some of their bear looks (Louis-
ville ’17).  Active re-establishing his contain element on line games.  He can close with vengeance on 
T-T stunts when wrapping around (QB hit, UNC ’17).  Out of his four-point stance as a RDE, he’s 
comfortable going to a chop-down maneuver to squeeze over the top of OTs.  He contains a decent 
lean out of his three-point stance as a RDE. He’s most comfortable engaging the OL and then trying 
to win late inside with arm-overs (Marshall ’17).  Uses a snatch-and-pull move to get clearance 
once connected inside the frame of the OT.  Stood out during 2018 East-West Shrine practices with 
his play speed.  At the three-technique spot, he turned his hips well to avoid getting ridden by the 
pocket in one-on-one periods (East-West Shrine ’18, Day 3).  Just ran over OT Greg Senat on game 
day rushing off the edge (East-West Shrine ’18). 

Weaknesses:  He’s not a bender.  Fails to break down to tackle in space vs. RBs (MT, Davis, Marshall 
’17).  Contains limited shiver in the shoulders/upper body.  Holds few counter moves to threaten the 
OT and quick-sets stymie him early in the down.  Lacks variety and can be rehearsed when coming 
up with a second plan of action.  Fails to disengage consistently from blockers (Marshall ’17).  TEs 
have frustrated him working on the edge (UNC ’17, 4th QTR). Will he just go down the middle 
of OTs (ECU ’16)?  Allows his helmet to get into his pass rush moves vs. longer OTs (ECU ’16).  
Struggled at times to get away during 2018 East-West Shrine practices when dealing with bigger 
OTs (Jones-Smith).   Goes to swim moves on air before he’s reached the frame of the tackle.  Tore his 
ACL during a pre-draft workout prior to the 2018 NFL Draft. 

Other Notes:  Attended Rose HS (N.C.) as a senior after originally prepping at Coffee County HS 
(Ga.) earlier in high school • Participated in the 2014 U.S. Army All-American game  • Rivals.com 
ranked him as a four-star recruit and the second-best prospect in the state of North Carolina • 2014 
(5 sts): 22 tackles, TFL, PBU • 2015 (9 sts): 31 tackles, ½ QB sack, 3 TFLs, FF, 2 PBUs • 2016 (12 
sts): 30 tackles, 5.5 QB sacks, 9.5 TFLs, PBU • 2017 (13 sts): 38 tackles, 3.5 QB sacks, 6.5 TFLs, FF, 3 
PBUs • 2018 East-West Shrine measurements: 6022 285 10 ¼” hands, 33 ½” arms, 79 5/8” wingspan
• 2018 East-West Shrine in-game report: Just absolutely demolished 72 Senat in the 2nd QTR on a
two-hand post.  Active in this game but still no secondary pass rush. • 2018 NFL Combine: 10 ¼” 
hands, 32 7/8” arms, 28 reps-225 lbs, 4.87 40-yd  

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Street benefitted from playing with a number of talented pass 
rushers and occasionally took advantage of his one-on-one opportunities.  In most of the film 
viewed, however, it simply takes him a little longer to process a legitimate counter if his first move 
has been taken away.  His instincts reacting to a variety of pass sets will need to improve if he’s going 
to become an effective edge rusher.  What you do see from him is an ability to control the offensive 
lineman as a hand fighter and above average snap count recognition.  His upper body strength is 
synchronized with legitimate lower body strength.  Street’s best projection in a four-man scheme 
will be at the left defensive end spot.  He has some similarities to Dallas Cowboys 2016 fourth-round 
pick Charles Tapper. It is now uncertain if Street’s knee injury prior to the 2018 NFL Draft negatively 
impacts his final draft status.
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19. James Hearns 6’2 1/2 239 Louisville
Grade: 5.559 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 209

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Moves around within the team’s attack.  He has been 
seen affecting the A-and-B-gaps of the OL moving in-and-out from the exchange LB spot.  Also 
aligns at DE and Rush OLB from both sides of the LOS.  Closes well off the edge if given clean air.  
He stands up and will rush off the slot.  Contains ‘snap’ as a tackler flattening down the LOS.  He has 
lift-and-rise as a tackler (nine forced fumbles in school).  Flashes a six-inch punch with his hands 
vs. TEs (Charlotte ’16).  Athletic enough to defeat cut blocks on screen passes (FSU ’16) or will jump 
over them while rushing the QB (QB sack, Charlotte ’16).  Stands up to occupy OGs on third downs 
to open up his accompanying LB rushing (Fields-QB hit, FSU ’16).  Re-adjusts his angles to chase 
down RBs on outside runs (Cook, FSU ’16).  From the LDE spot, he creates a 45-degree plane with 
his right-handed posts (Charlotte ’16). Uses head-and-shoulder fakes to get on top of the OT to dip 
the corner (QB hit, Kentucky ’16).  He can big-boy RBs trying to pick him up in pass protection 
(Virginia ’16).  Fights back across crack blocks.  He’s shown excellent effort late in games (FSU ’17).  
He’s also shown positive effort running WRs in the open field (North Carolina ’17).  Nine career 
forced fumbles.  

Weaknesses:  When dropping on zone blitzes, he’s left interception opportunities on the ground (3rd 
QTR, FSU ’16).  He’s exhibited some poor efforts covering the curl-flat zones as a dropper (Kentucky 
’16).  Hand placement can be erratic establishing his punch vs. OL (illegal hands to the face, Virginia 
’16). Gets into some of his roll moves too quickly and can be stymied early in the down (Herron, 
Wake Forest ’17).  He has lost his footing and been pancaked by determined TEs (Izzo, FSU ’17).  
Poor personal fouls have shown up to set up scoring opportunities for opponents (NC State ’17-set 
up a first and goal).  He was taken out of the game after the foul.  He also posted a personal foul 
against FSU in 2017 driving the QB into the ground.  Did not play in the 2016 Citrus Bowl after an 
off the field incident (https://www.courier journal.com/story/sports/college/louisville/2018/03/03/
james-hearns-nfl-combine-louisville/392186002/).  Did not play in the 2017 Taxslayer Bowl to pre-
pare for the 2018 NFL Draft.  Injured in 2013 and was given a redshirt.  

Other Notes: Attended Lincoln HS (Fla.) and was ranked as a four-star prospect by several recruiting 
services • 2014: 4 tackles • 2015 (12 gms): 12 tackles, 2.5 QB sacks, 3.5 TFLs • 2016: 42 tackles, 8 QB 
sacks, 10 TFLs, 5 FFs, 2 PBUs • 4 tackles, 3 QB sacks, 3 TFLs, 3 FFs vs. Virginia on 11/11/17
• 2017: 42 tackles, 7 QB sacks, 13.5 TFLs, 4 FFs, 3 PBUs • Career Stats: 35 games, 97 tackles, 17.5 QB 
sacks, 28 TFLs, 9 FFs, 2 FRs, 5 PBUs • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 3/8” hands, 32 ½” arms, 22 reps-225 
lbs 

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Hearns looked like the next elite pass rusher for the Cardi-
nals after a breakout 2016 campaign but he took a step back in 2017.  He’s adept at forcing fumbles 
once he’s finished on the quarterback but too much of his production came in bunches.  There are 
concerns if he’ll be able to stand up as a rush outside linebacker in 30-front schemes due to his size 
limitations.  We were concerned about some of his work establishing a run base versus tight ends.  
As a senior, there were some costly concentration lapses that hurt his team in key moments.  It was 
actually a bit of a surprise that he decided not to play in the team’s bowl game after an uneven final 
campaign.  On the plus side, he has shown enough flexibility within the team’s multiple defensive 
schemes to give NFL defensive coordinators a possible belief that he can man a 30-front inside 
linebacker position or even 40-front under Sam linebacker spot.  He has Day 3 value in the 2018 
NFL Draft.  
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20. Adetarami Aruna 6’5 262 Tulane
Grade: 5.533 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 219

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Very good athlete. Served as the team’s kickoff specialist 
for one game (Tulsa ’14).  Uses his 11-inch hands to stack vs. FBs (McCloskey, Houston ’16, TFL) 
or TEs (SMU ’17, forcing holding call by Epps).   When working as a head-up four-technique DE 
vs. OTs, he goes to an outside club-and-rip move to clear them (Sandifer, ECU ’17).  Uses a one-
hand post and swim move vs. SMU in 2016 (QB sack). Thin ankles allow him to change directions 
adequately.  Folds back inside to tackle from his two-point ROLB stance. As a RDE in a left-handed 
stance, his steps are coordinated to step-through on his third step with an outside arm-over to win 
inside (ECU ’17).  Leans his left inside shoulder to condense the pocket from the outside-in and will 
run his feet after doing so (QB sack, Memphis ’16). After not playing with his hands for a better po-
sition of the year (2017), he turned it on vs. Cincinnati and USF when stacking-and-shedding.  Did 
a better job of getting his hands up in passing lanes as a senior (PBU-4th down, ECU ’17; PBU-SMU 
’17).

Weaknesses:  Can be late to time his get-off on the ball. Step late to decipher the action. Will lose 
contain on T-E stunts. Had two offsides penalties in one drive vs. SUY in 2017 (One on 4th down). 
Relatively high off the snap. Receives too much of the charge when working as a 4i-DE in three-man 
fronts.  This has caught him off the snap and driven him five-to-seven yards down the field (ECU 
’17).  Watches the action on occasion (Houston ’16).  Hasn’t always protected his legs vs. RBs out of 
his four-point stance as a RDE (Grambling St ’17, SMU ’17).  He’s been pancaked (too tall) taking 
on the puller (Navy ’17).  Didn’t play every snap vs. Navy ’17.  Runs around some blocks. Struggled 
at the point of attack vs. Oklahoma’s Orlando Brown in 2017. Has some stiffness in the upper body.  
Plays a little bit too narrow as a five-technique.

Other Notes: Hails from Azure, Nigeria • Attended La Lumerie HS and was a two-star recruit 
according to Rivals.com • 2014 (8 gms): 7 tackles, QB sack, TFL, FF; 4 KOs, TB • 2015 (11 sts): 32 
tackles, 3 QB sacks, 5 TFLs, FF, 2 PBUs • 2016 (12 sts): 43 tackles, 5 QB sacks, 10 TFLs, FF • 2017 
(11 sts): 25 tackles, 3 QB sacks, 3 TFLs, 2 PBUs • 2018 NFLPA Collegiate Bowl measurements: 6045 
262 10 7/8” hands, 33 3/8” arms, 80 1/2” wingspan • 2018 NFLPA Collegiate Bowl in-game report:  
Active early in this game closing down the LOS and getting over the top of OTs (Gono, 1st QTR). 
Continuing to get up the field and be disruptive (TFL, 2nd QTR).   • Career Stats: 44 games, 34 
starts, 12 QB sacks, 19 TFLs, 3 FFs, 3 FRs, 4 PBUs • Earned a bachelor’s degree in Homeland Securi-
ty Studies and is now seeking a second degree in Public Health • 2018 NFL Combine: 10 5/8” hands, 
34” arms, 18 reps-225 lbs, 4.6 40-yd, 38 ½” VJ, 10’8” BJ

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Late in the year, Aruna began to return to his 2016-form.  He 
worked quite a bit at the four-or-five technique spots in DC Jack Curtis’ multiple defensive schemes 
this past season.  However, his 2016 film shows a much more refined player at a 30-front rush 
outside linebacker spot.  His concentration lapses are still a bit of a concern and he’s a bit slow to 
connect the dots.  His 2018 NFLPA Collegiate Bowl performance really typifies what he’s capable of 
at the next level.  Playing with better pad level, using his hands more consistently and finishing sack 
opportunities will all be a focus moving forward.  He compares favorably to former Mississippi State 
DE Preston Smith (Washington Redskins) but he lacks his feel for the game.  Some NFL teams could 
peg him for the outside linebacker position in 3-4 defenses if they go back to the film vaults.   
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Rank Player School Grade Round ‘Nasty’ Take: 
247 Olasunkannmi Adeniyi 

Other Notes: 2016: 49 tack-
les, 4 QB sacks, 8 TFLs
• 2017 (14 gms): 66 tackles, 
8.5 QB sacks, 20 TFLs, 
3 FFs, FR, PBU • Career 
Stats: 34 games, 118 tackles, 
12.5 QB sacks, 28 TFLs, 3 
FFs, FR, PBU

Toledo 5.41 4th Round Summary: Adeniyi is a power rusher with upside 
as a 30-ftont outside linebacker in the mold 
of a James Harrison-type (Steelers, Patriots).  
He’s strong, squatty in nature and possesses 
heavy hands.  There are times when he will get 
too thick versus blockers attempting to hold 
his ground, and in these instances he can be 
ridden outside in either the run or pass game.  
His length and change of direction will be of 
particular interest to scouts trying to gauge his 
positional flexibility.  Will he simply only be a fit 
for 30-front teams or can he be a right defensive 
end in 4-man fronts on third down?

253 Sharif Finch  

Other Notes:  2015 (13 
gms): 13 tackles, QB sack, 
3 TFLs, INT-TD and 3 
blocked kicks (2nd in 
nation) • 2017 (2nd Team 
All-AAC): 55 tackles, 8.5 
QB sacks, 15.5 TFLs, FF, 
PBU • 2018 Temple Pro 
Day: 23 reps-225 lbs, 4.65 
40-yd, 31” VJ, 9’9” BJ, 4.45 
20-yd SS, 7.0 3-cone

Temple 5.39 4th Round Summary: Former Temple DC Phil Snow let 
the cat out of the bag in 2014 when he stated 
that, “We’re going to move him around a bit 
more.”  The statement perfectly describes what 
Finch will bring to the table on defense and 
special teams.  Temple was among the leaders 
in blocked kicks for the better portion of Finch’s 
stay in school and he was often the centerpiece.  
Defensively, he’s still a work in progress as the 
notes above indicate.  He’ll probably be best 
suited for an outside linebacker spot but there 
are concerns about his physicality at the point 
of attack.  He could very well be a medical reject 
for some NFL teams.

260 Hercules Mata'afa 

Other Notes:  2017 (Con-
sensus 1st Team All-Amer-
ican, 1st Team All-Pac-12, 
AP Pac-12 Defensive Player 
of the Year): 45 tackles, 10.5 
QB sacks, 22.5 TFLs, 2 FFs, 
• Career Stats: 39 games, 25 
starts, 123 tackles, 22.5 QB 
sacks, 47 TFLs, 3 FFs, 2 FR

Washington State 5.363 4th Round Summary: Mata’afa wins with up the field 
penetration and lateral quickness on a consistent 
basis.  Washington State DC Alex Grinch did a 
masterful job of stemming his stunts late in the 
snap count.  This often caused offensive linemen 
little time to react to his first-step reactionary 
skills.  The All-Pac-12 defensive lineman’s get-off 
is his best weapon.  Quite comfortable working 
in congested areas, he works arm-overs and 
swims while turning his hips to get vertical on 
twists and stunts.  At what position will NFL 
teams view him as an NFL prospect?  He could 
conceivably be a three-technique in nickel pack-
ages or perhaps even a Rush outside linebacker.  
If so, he’ll have to learn to play with better 
hand usage when disengaging from opponents.  
Mata’afa’s size and measurements will likely be 
a determining factor in his final draft value.  
Teams will likely take him through a number of 
linebacker drills if he does not weigh in at more 
than 255 pounds.    

294 Jeff Holland 

Other Notes: 5 tackles, 
QB sack, TFL vs. Georgia 
on 11/11/17 • 2017 (1st 
Team All-SEC, coaches): 
45 tackles, 10 QB sacks, 13 
TFLs, 4 FFs, PBU • Career 
Stats: 40 games, 71 tackles, 
13 QB sacks, 18.5 TFLs, 4 
FFs, 2 FR, PBU

Auburn 5.217 4th Round Summary:  Holland is trying to follow in the 
footsteps of former Auburn pass rush specialists 
Dee Ford and Carl Lawson.  After backing up 
Lawson as a sophomore, the All-SEC went to 
the laboratory and worked with a martial arts 
trainer to improve his hand usage. It has come 
along to the point that he’ll get looks from teams 
in search of an energetic outside linebacker.  The 
real test for Holland will come down to height/
weight/speed measurements.  There is a level of 
explosion on contact and that’s why there were 
so many forced fumbles.  On the flip side, the 
element of flexibility is missing and the get-off 
is just “OK”.  This is a player whose stock could 
rise if he proves capable of providing some 
positional flexibility. 

3-4 OLB/DE
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Rank Player School Grade Round ‘Nasty’ Take: 
318 Justin Lawler 

Other Notes: 2017 (1st 
Team All-AAC): 74 tackles, 
9.5 QB sacks, 15.5 TFLs, 
2 FFs, 2 PBUs, 3 blocked 
kicks • Career Stats: 49 
games, 226 tackles, 20.5 QB 
sacks, 39.5 TFLs, 3 FFs, FR, 
6 blocked kicks• 2018 East-
West Shrine measurements: 
6037 264 9 3/8” hands, 32” 
arms, 78” wingspan

SMU 5.14 5th Round Summary: Games such as the Houston game in 
2016 demonstrate how far Lawler has continued 
to develop since his insertion into the SMU 
lineup full-time in 2015.  He’s not at all a finished 
product when it comes to putting together 
moves off the corner, but he’s been asked to 
play in a number of positions up-and-down 
SMU’s front-seven.  Not only has he stood up as 
an overhang linebacker on third downs, there 
are many more examples of him playing as an 
inside-shaded defensive end in multiple fronts.  
He’s a feisty run defender who still needs to get 
stronger in the upper and lower body over the 
next year and a half. 

348 Mackendy Cheridor 

Other Notes: 2 tackles, 
2 QB sacks, FF, PBU vs. 
Western Kentucky in the 
2017 AutoNation Cure 
Bowl • 2017: 12 tackles, 3 
QB sacks, 4 TFLs, 2 FFs, 2 
PBUs and one blocked kick 
• Career Stats: 125 tackles, 
10.5 QB sacks, 25 TFLs, 6 
FFs, 8 PBUs

Georgia State 5.08 5th Round Strengths: Tough.  Played with a cast on his hand 
in the last four games on third downs in 2017.  
Even with it on, he demonstrated legitimate 
speed-to-power capability from the RDE spot 
out of his four-point stance (knocks LT Sims to 
ground, QB sack, Western Kentucky ’17).
Weaknesses: Suffered a broken forearm vs. 
Charlotte and missed five games in 2017. Also 
missed four games in 2016 due to injury. Suffered 
a season-ending knee injury vs. Washington and 
earned a medical redshirt. On the field, he’ll take 
the charge and get bubbled too often. 

378 Kylie Fitts 

Other Notes: 2015 (11 sts): 
41 tackles, 7 QB sacks, 
8 TFLs, 4 FFs (9th in 
country), 10 PBUs (4th in 
Pac-12) and one blocked 
kick • Career Stats: 68 
tackles, 11.5 QB sacks, 14 
TFLs, 5 FFs, 11 PBUs and 
one blocked kick 2018 NFL 
Combine: 9 ½” hands, 33” 
arms, 31 reps-225 lbs, 4.69 
40-yd, 32 ½” VJ, 9’9” BJ, 
6.88 3-cone, 4.19 20-yd SS, 
11.82 60-yd LS

Utah 4.985 5th Round Summary: Fitts has a rare feel for affecting the 
three-step passing game.  He’s also been a player 
who generates some contact explosiveness as 
a tackler.  A true playmaker, he still needs to 
exhibit more pass rush counters because most of 
his production comes in an up the field manner.  
There hasn’t been a wide variety of posts, clubs or 
swim moves seen on the video thus far.  On top 
of that, his durability has been a question mark 
since his high school days.  An above average 
postseason may send NFL evaluators scurrying 
back to his 2015 game film, when he was domi-
nant in stretches.  He has a chance to make it is as 
a 30-front outside linebacker.  

389 Ebenezer Ogundeko 

Other Notes:  2016 (8 gms): 
48 tackles, 5.5 QB sacks, 
11 TFLs, 2 FRs • 2017 (9 
gms, 1st Team All-OVC): 
43 tackles, 4 QB sacks, 7.5 
TFLs, FR and 3 PBUs 

TSU, Clemson 4.948 5th Round Strengths: Plays multiple techniques off the edge. 
Aligns at both Rush OLB spots and both DE 
spots. He’ll be two steps off the ball before the 
rest of the DL.  Circles the edge and wins with a 
chop-down (inside arm). Weaknesses:  Durability 
concerns. A left elbow injury required Tommy 
John surgery in 2016 and he still wears a brace 
on the elbow (2017).  A lower left leg injury crept 
up in September 2017.  2018 NFLPA Collegiate 
Bowl, in-game report: Used a double chop-down 
maneuver to bat down the hands of 65 Demby 
to nearly get in on sack (2nd QTR/7:08).  Was 
impactful the entire game winning on the second 
phase of his pass rush maneuvers.  

394 Bunmi Rotimi 

Other Notes: 2017 (9 gms, 
Honorable mention All-C-
USA): 28 tackles, 5.5 QB 
sacks, 6.5 TFLs • Career 
Stats: 46 games, 139 tackles, 
19 QB sacks, 26.5 TFLs, 
2 FFs, FR and 2 PBUs • 
Graduated with his second 
degree in business analytics 
in December 2017 after 
having already earned his 
degree in marketing • 2018 
NFL Combine: 9 ¾” hands, 
34 7/8” arms, 21 reps-225 
lbs, 32” VJ, 9’5” BJ, 7.46 
3-cone, 4.7 20-yd SS

Old Dominion 4.93 5th Round Strengths:  35-inch arms.  Agile. He’ll sidestep cut 
blocks with foot movement and close from the 
backside (Eastern Michigan ’16).  Out of his four-
point stance as a RDE, he’s quick going laterally 
to his left (spiking, stunts, etc..).  Weaknesses: 
Tore his MCL (knee) in the second half of the 
September contest against North Carolina and 
missed two games.  Recorded just two career pass 
break-ups and none the last two years.
Summary: Rotimi has the look of a left defensive 
end in nature because he’s thick overall and has 
the length to handle the run responsibilities.  He 
does present a level of quickness laterally to pene-
trate inside line gaps on defensive line stunts.  We 
don’t think he’s yet refined as a pass rusher but he 
has enough strength and burst to create havoc.  
We have not seen a wide variety of post moves to 
accentuate his length advantage up to this point 
in his development.  

DraftNasty
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Rank Player School Grade Round ‘Nasty’ Take: 
410 John Franklin-Myers 

Other Notes: 2016 (11 gms, 
9 sts, 1st Team All-South-
land): 32 tackles, 8 QB 
sacks, 14.5 TFLs, 4 FFs and 
2 FRs  • 9 tackles, QB sack, 
3.5 TFLs vs. Northwestern 
State on 11/18/17 • 2017 
(11 gms):  55 tackles, 3.5 
QB sacks, 13.5 TFLs, FF 
•2018 NFL Combine: 6’4 
283 10” hands, 33” arms 26 
reps-225 lbs, 4.75 40-yd, 
33” VJ, 9’5” BJ, 7.36 3-cone, 
4.48 20-yd SS

Stephen F. Austin 4.88 5th Round Strengths:  Power in the upper body.  
Heavy-handed.  Uses his shoulders to plug 
pulling OGs and plays off of them vs. the run. 
Pushes the LOS with inside shoulder to achieve 
penetration while maintaining his C-gap 
control. Strong enough to push the TE back 
into the runner (low man wins). Weaknesses: 
Not an instant drop his weight tackler once he’s 
gotten clearance up the field. As a 6i-DE, he can 
late with his hands. Tied up easily on his bull 
rush maneuvers. He has a false step with his left 
foot in a two-point stance. Posted two penalties 
vs. UCA in 2015 (offsides, two-point ROLB; 
roughing the passing call). 
2018 NFLPA Collegiate Bowl in-game report (5 
tackles, PBU):  He was active early getting his 
hands up and making plays flattening down 
the LOS.  Just ran right through Dissly in the 
fourth quarter (6i-DE) to make a TFL on run 
away from him.

416 Alec James

Other Notes: 2017 (14 sts, 
2nd Team All-Big Ten, 
Academic All-Big Ten):  
52 tackles, 6.5 QB sacks, 8 
TFLs, 2 PBUs • 2018 East-
West Shrine measurements: 
6030 270 9 ½” hands, 32 
5/8” arms, 78” wingspan
• Graduated with a degree 
in personal finance 

Wisconsin 4.85 5th Round Strengths: NFL bloodlines.  Once he gains the 
edge of a shoulder, he’ll squeeze over the top to 
press the pocket (QB hit, Michigan ’17).  When 
working inside at DT (3rd down, 2-minute), his 
play strength causes OC’s to grab (holding call, 
Nebraska ’16) and he can beat OGs with swim 
moves vs. down blocks (Ohio State ’16). 

Weaknesses:  He will play some basketball on 
grass versus ordinary pass protectors instead of 
pressing the action.  Fails to create natural push 
one-on-one vs. size (Michigan ’17).

423 Davin Bellamy 

Other Notes:  3 tackles, 1.5 
QB sacks, 1.5 TFLs vs. Ala-
bama in the 2018 National 
Title game  • 2017 (14 sts): 
34 tackles, 5 QB sacks, 7.5 
TFLs, 2 FFs, 3 PBUs
• Career Stats: 135 tackles, 
13 QB sacks, 24 TFLs, 4 
FFs, 2 FR, 5 PBUs • 2018 
NFL Combine: 9 ½” hands, 
33 ¼” arms, 15 reps-225 lbs

Georgia 4.823 5th Round Summary: The biggest characteristic that stands 
out about Bellamy is the toughness.  He can 
play through pain and do so effectively.  The fact 
that he played some at the four-technique spot 
in their three-man fronts lays legitimacy to his 
ability to compete in the run game.  With that 
said, he can be overmatched versus bigger of-
fensive tackles setting the edge.  He has enough 
length to occasionally post tackles to create 
a push, but needs to improve his snap count 
reactions.  His durability ranks as the biggest 
question mark for a player with the  ‘tweener 
label.  If forced to move to an outside linebacker 
spot for a 30-front team, does he have enough 
flexibility to handle coverage?  Bellamy carries 
Day 3 value in the 2018 NFL Draft. 

444 Andrew Ankrah  

Other Notes:  2017 (15 
sts, AFCA FCS 1st Team 
All-American): 59 tackles, 
8.5 QB sacks, 15.5 TFLs, 2 
FFs, 2 FRs, PBU • Career 
Stats: 177 tackles, 26 QB 
sacks, 36 TFLs, 8 FFs, 3 
FRs, 4 PBUs • 2018 JMU 
Pro Day: 20 reps-225 lbs, 
4.81 40-yd, 33” VJ, 9’10” BJ, 
4.46 20-yd SS, 6.96 3-cone

James Madison 4.722 5th Round Summary: Ankrah has moved around at a 
number of spots and projects as a 3-4 outside 
linebacker at the next level.  He possesses 
enough bend and can press the action versus of-
fensive tackles when he uses right-handed posts.  
His best pass rush move is a snatch-and-pull 
maneuver to gain clearance.  There are times 
when his speed-to-power can look average and 
(even after getting free) he has left some sacks 
on the field.  The FCS first-team All-American 
will at the least get into an NFL training camp 
and carries Day 3 value in the 2018 NFL Draft.   

466 Antonius ‘Tee’ Sims 

Other Notes:  2016 (6 sts): 
33 tackles, 7 QB sacks, 12 
TFLs, 2 PBUs • 2017 (10 
gms, 7 sts, 1st Team All-
SBC): 41 tackles, 9.5 QB 
sacks, 13.5 TFLs, FF, 2 FRs

Appalachian 
State

4.66 6th Round Summary: It’s eye-opening that even though 
Sims missed the last three games of the year he 
still was a first-team All-Sun Belt choice.  Since 
transferring from Georgia Military College 
–where he even started at running back- he’s 
been a consistent force for the Mountaineers.  
The problem?  Injuries have kept him from truly 
reaching the potential that he seems to have as 
a rush outside linebacker.  For a player who has 
not been on the defensive side of the ball for 
very long, every repetition is imperative.  It may 
be why NFL scouts were working him out at his 
old junior college position (fullback) during the 
postseason. 

3-4 OLB/DE
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476 Trent Harris  

Other Notes: 3 tackles, 2 
QB sacks, 2 TFLs vs. Notre 
Dame on 11/11/17 • 2017 
(13 gms, 3rd Team All-
ACC): 37 tackles, 8.5 QB 
sacks, 10.5 TFLs • Career 
stats: 126 tackles, 15 QB 
sacks, 26 TFLs, FF, 3 FRs 
and 3 PBUs

Miami (Fla.) 4.632 6th Round Strengths:  Rangy enough to disrupt in long 
jaunts.  He covers ground even when his steps 
are off.  Turns the corner vs. OTs with poor 
technique to close off the edge (QB sack, Notre 
Dame ’17).  Very good snap count reactor. 
Weaknesses:  Off-and-on starter.  Started just 
one game in 2017.  More of a third-down nickel 
pass rusher.  Lacks starter size for the NFL. 
Summary: The litany of production from Harris 
is pretty amazing, considering he started just 
one game in 2017.  For him to get legitimate 
looks from NFL teams this spring, he’ll have to 
prove that he is strong enough to give more than 
just an occasional flash off the edge.  

498 Anthony Winbush  

Other Notes: 2016: 24 
tackles, 8.5 QB sacks, 10.5 
TFLs, 2 FFs, PBU • 7 tack-
les, 3 QB sacks, 4 TFLs vs. 
Illinois on 9/2/17 • 2017: 51 
tackles, 11.5 QB sacks, 16.5 
TFLs, 5 FFs • 2018 NFL 
Combine: 9 ¼” hands, 32 
1/8” arms, 25 reps-225 lbs

Ball State 4.545 6th Round Strengths:  Works to find spaces when slanting 
or running line games.  Plays with good balance 
and knee bend.  Will set OTs up the field and 
come underneath on his third step.  Heavy on 
contact and dislodges a number of balls on 
contact.  9 career forced fumbles. 
Weaknesses:A little bit top-heavy.  Only average 
in pursuit.  Average bender.  He gets ridden 
up the field and by the pocket when rushing 
from the right side. Fails to consistently react 
smoothly vs. misdirection schemes when he has 
contain (Toledo ’17).

506 Demone Harris 

 Other Notes:  Attended 
Bishop Timon-St. Jude 
HS (N.Y.) before deciding 
to walk-on at Buffalo • 
2017 (12 sts, 2nd Team 
All-MAC): 55 tackles, 5 QB 
sacks, 9.5 TFLs, 2 FFs and 
PBU • Career Stats: 107 
tackles, 9.5 QB sacks, 18 
TFLs, 5 FFs, FR, INT and 
3 PBUs • 2018 Buffalo Pro 
Day: 4.77 40-yd, 32 ½” VJ, 
10’1” BJ, 4.4 20-yd SS

Buffalo 4.52 6th Round Summary: Harris has a lot of things going for 
him as he projects to the next level.  Although 
there is some rigidness present, he is long 
and lean off the edge.  He dips his outside 
shoulder when running line games and creates 
an element of speed-to-power when doing so.  
Perhaps more notable is the fact that he can play 
with his hands when defending the run.  We 
were surprised that he didn’t create more of a 
disruption versus the three-step passing game.  
For him to become an effective part of an NFL 
rotation, he will have to lower his pad level and 
prove capable of handling back-half kickoff 
return blocking duties.  In addition, there are 
question marks as to how he will fare in an NFL 
training camp covering kicks.  He could sneak 
into the late portion of Day 3 in the draft, but 
he is most likely a priority free agent candidate 
after the draft’s conclusion.  

508 Aaron Tiller 

Other Notes: 2015 (2nd 
Team All-SWAC): 31 
tackles, 7 QB sacks, 8 TFLs, 
2 FFs, FR • 2016 (1st Team 
All-SWAC): 60 tackles, 9 
QB sacks, 17.5 TFLs, 4 FFs
• 2017 (1st Team All-
SWAC): • 50 tackles, 9.5 
QB sacks, 17.5 TFLs, 2 FFs, 
2 FRs (19-yd TD), 2 PBUs 
2018 NFLPA Collegiate 
Bowl measurements: 9 3/8” 
hands, 31 1/2” arms, 76” 
wingspan

Southern 4.51 6th Round Strengths: Effort player.  Non-stop motor.  Uses 
an under rip move, but wheels outside arm to 
run the loop (QB hit, Grambling State ’16).  
Weaknesses: Size and width (5’11 257)  are both 
questionable to remain as a DE (probably only 
projects as an OLB). Doesn’t consistently use 
his hands. He will get stuck at the top of his pass 
rush on occasion.  2018 NFLPA Collegiate Bowl 
in-game report: Won off the edge early vs. the of-
fensive guard to cause an interception.  Winning 
on his spikes in this game and getting his hands 
up for batted balls.  His penetration basically 
ended the two-minute drive near the end of the 
half (blazed through the quick-set of UConn’s 
Trey Rutherford).  Used a slip move near the 
end of the 3rd QTR to cause a holding call.  

565 Cole Ormsby 

Other Notes: 2016 (12 sts): 
26 tackles, 4 QB sacks, 
8.5 TFLs • 2017 (12 sts): 
22 tackles, 7 QB sacks, 7 
TFLs, 2 FF • Career Stats: 
78 tackles, 16 QB sacks, 23 
TFLs, 2 FF, FR

UConn 4.19 7th Round Strengths:  Wins on spikes and brings a full 
meal when slanting inside line gaps.  Can be 
a force once he’s gotten head of steam on E-T 
stunts. Even aligned as zero-technique NG vs. 
ECU in 2017.  Weaknesses: He’s just an “OK”  
knee-bender.  Stiff re-directing his movement.  
Inconsistent secondary pass rush moves.  Begins 
to get too high as games wear on when rushing 
off the edge.  Zero career PBUs.  Missed the last 
five games of the 2015 season due to a lower 
leg injury.

DraftNasty
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Rank Player School Grade Round ‘Nasty’ Take: 
581 Luke Carrezola  

Other Notes:  2015 (12 sts): 
47 tackles, 6 QB sacks, 10.5 
TFLs, 2 FF, PBU and one 
blocked kick;  One catch  
• 2016: 43 tackles, 3 QB 
sacks, 11 TFLs (led team), 
2 PBUs • 2017: 22 tackles, 
2 QB sacks, 6 TFLs, 2 PBUs 
one blocked kick

UConn 4.16 7th Round Strengths:  Dominant vs. USF in 2016. Ran 
through SMU’s offensive tackle with an upfield 
rip for a QB sack in 2017.  Likes to rip with his 
inside shoulder (rt-handed stance) from the 
LDE spot; where he wheels his outside arm to 
turn the corner (QB sack, FF, Cunningham, 
Cincinnati ’16). Fundamentally sound.  Uses 
pull-through maneuvers to get over the top of 
OTs (QB sack, FF, FR-Cincinnati ’15). Weakness-
es: Lacks short-area burst. Rarely uses posts to 
create extension vs. OTs.  He stands straight 
up off the ball too much out or his left-handed 
stance (RDE) and can be deposited early in 
downs (knocked down-Stout, Cincinnati ’15). 

582 Jesse Brubaker

Other Notes:  Cousin, J.T. 
Brubaker, is a pitcher in 
the Pittsburgh Pirates 
organization •	 2016: 57 
tackles, 5.5 QB sacks, 13.5 
TFLs, FF, 2 INTs (90 yds, 2 
TDs) and one PBU; Caught 
one pass • 2017: 56 tackles, 
QB sack, 6.5 TFLs, FR 

Tulsa 4.16 7th Round Strengths: He will move up-and-down the team’s 
fronts (DE, DT).  Played more like a Sam LB in 
2017. Slippery.  Rangy.  He’s even been seen jam-
ming TEs (Montiel, Memphis ’16) and then run-
ning with them up the seams.  Mobility shows 
up on T-T line games when he’s aligned at the 
three-technique on passing downs. Weaknesses: 
Durability concerns.  Did not play in the 2013 
season finale due to injury.  Missed two games 
early in the 2014 campaign due to a preseason 
concussion.  Then he missed the remainder of 
the year after fracturing an orbital bone in his 
left eye during practice.
Summary: Brubaker is working out as a long 
snapper this postseason in hopes of getting a 
shot in an NFL training camp.  The move may 
prove to be a smart one.  He lacks the pass rush 
acumen to threaten off the edge and much of his 
production came when aligned inside during 
school.  

659 Meffy Kolomatangi 

Other Notes: 2016 (9 sts, 
Honorable mention All-
MWC, Defensive Team 
MVP): 38 tackles, 3 QB 
sacks, 5 TFLs • 2017 (11 
sts, Honorable mention All-
MWC): 31 tackles, 4 QB 
sacks, 6 TFLs, FR, PBU, two 
blocked kicks 

Hawaii 3.792 7th Round Summary: Koloamatangi is an interesting 
developmental candidate because he’s long and 
has shown flashes of winning with a slippery 
nature.   He can threaten the offensive tackle up 
the field and get inside with quick feet.  There 
is very little power in his game and his overall 
play strength ranks as a major concern.  An 
ideal situation for him would be to get on an 
NFL practice squad and work to gain 20-to-30 
pounds over the next few years.  If so, he has an 
outside chance of developing into a Rush OLB 
in 30-front schemes but he may never be able to 
put on the necessary weight to hold edge force.  
He is a candidate to get picked up after the draft. 

670 Jalen Wilkerson 

Other Notes:  Attended 
Coffee HS (Ga.) and was 
ranked as the 12th-best TE 
in the nation by Rivals.com 
3 tackles, 1.5 TFLs vs. 
Southern Miss in the 2017 
Walk-On’s Independence 
Bowl  • 2017 (13 gms, 1 st): 
19 tackles, ½ QB sack, 6 
TFLs, FR

Florida State 3.726 7th Round Strengths: Able to sink down vs. pressure.  
Re-tracks his steps to get into pursuit once he 
recognizes screens (Southern Miss ’17).  Capable 
of playing heavy vs. OGs when slanting down 
inside from the five-technique DE spot.  

Weaknesses: He can get turned too easily work-
ing in a 2i-DT alignment (Duke ’17).  Struggles 
to create room for himself when aligned inside 
of the OT.  Slow to engage the OL.  Slow deci-
sion-maker. Rarely puts pressure on the OT as 
a RDE.  When he works off the edge, he can be 
contained because OTs beat him to the spot and 
he stops his pass rush.  

698 DJ Ward

Other Notes: 2016: 28 
tackles, QB sack, TFL
• 2017: 36 tackles, 4.5 QB 
sacks, 7.5 TFLs, PBU

Oklahoma 3.49 Free Agent Strengths: Prefers to long-arm OTs to read 
the action.  Effort in pursuit has stood out 
on occasion (Franklin III, Auburn ’17-Sugar 
Bowl).  Plays bigger than you’d anticipate at 6’2 
on the edge.  

Weaknesses: He struggles to hold his line in 
the sand vs. down blocks.  Fails to stay square 
when spiking (doesn’t get back square) and 
gets washed.  No fire with his six-inch punch to 
hold his gap control as a 4i-DE.  He just places 
his hands.  

3-4 OLB/DE
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Linebackers

1. Tremaine Edmunds 6’4 1/2 253 Virginia Tech
Grade: 6.521 (1st Round)

Big Board Rank: 8

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Good size.  Versatile.  Aligns at the exchange LB or OLB 
with equal effectiveness.  Adept at disguising and reaching his landmarks from a number of spots 
on his zone drops.  Long enough to stack-and-shed vs. OGs and OCs.  Shuffles with his knees bent 
to avoid OL climbing.  Can bend to tackle.  Falls back in the box to make tackles because he shuffles 
with his pads square (ECU ’17).  Adjusts his frame quickly to movement for a taller LB.  Dips well 
to get QBs on the ground (QB sack, 3rd Down, Delaware ’17).  Produces “wow” closing speed at 
250 pounds chasing down plays (safety, ECU ’16).  Closes from the inside-out in pursuit.  Re-di-
rects suddenly vs. reverses/broken plays (Pittsburgh ’16) after initially being out of phase.  Exhibits 
impressive curl-flat drops gain depth and cover ground (FF, ECU ’17). 

Weaknesses:   Fails to always keep his head on a swivel vs. blockers attacking him from the out-
side-in.  Smaller slot WRs have frustrated him as a blocker when he’s been aligned in an overhang 
position (Johnson, ECU ’17). Does not always stand out when facing FBs in lead isolation (Weis-
man, West Virginia ’17).  Gets a little bit leggy facing quick change of direction (MT, Watson, ACC 
Championship ’16).  Missed a portion of his senior year in high school due to injury.

Other Notes:  Attended Dan River HS (Va.) and he was ranked as the 16th-best player in the state of 
Virginia by The Roanoke Times • Older brother, Terrell, plays for Virginia Tech and father, Terrell, 
was a two-time Pro Bowler in the NFL • 2015 (2 sts): 11 tackles, 2.5 TFLs • 16 tackles, 1.5 TFLs vs. 
Syracuse on 10/15/16 • 10 tackles, 2 TFLs vs. Miami (Fla.) on 10/20/16 • 2016 (2nd Team All-ACC): 
106 tackles, 4.5 QB sacks, 18.5 TFLs, FF, INT and 3 PBUs • 9 tackles, 2 QB sacks, 3 TFLs vs. Virginia 
on 11/24/17 • 2017 (1st Team All-ACC): 109 tackles, 5.5 QB sacks, 14 TFLs, 3 FFs, 2 PBUs • Career 
Stats: 40 games, 29 starts, 226 tackles, 10 QB sacks, 35 TFLs, 4 FFs, FR, INT and 6 PBUs • 2018 NFL 
Combine: 9 3/8” hands, 34 ½” arms, 19 reps-225 lbs, 4.54 40-yd, 9’9” BJ

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Edmunds’ size, speed and weight distribution put one in the 
mind frame of former Cincinnati Bengals first-round pick Brian Simmons (1998 NFL Draft, 1st 
Round, 17th overall: 24 QB sacks, 11 INTs, 2 TDs).  Like Simmons, the former Virginia Tech Hokie 
can blitz, cover and play in-or-out of the box. While he’s probably an inch and a half taller than 
the 6-foot-3 Simmons, he distributes his weight nearly as well at this same stage.  For him to reach 
his vast potential, he’s going to have to produce better bend at the point of attack in lead isolation 
situations and get off blocks with more vigor.  A diverse NFL defensive coordinator will work to get 
him matched on running backs as a blitz threat on third downs and quite possibly match him on 
tight ends as a Sam linebacker on first and second downs.  He provides plenty of coverage options 
but also can play the exchange position as an inside linebacker in an uncovered position.  Edmunds 
has first-round value in this year’s draft.  

2. Roquan Smith 6’1 236 Georgia 
Grade: 6.502 (1st Round)

Big Board Rank: 15

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Film room junkie.  Can make the calls for the defensive 
front and secondary. Fast reactor.  Circles his paths to increase his tackling radius.  Allows the run-
ner to declare and then goes to meet the action instinctively (FF, South Carolina ’16). Closes with 
fury on delayed blitz concepts and strikes (QB hit, Mississippi State ’17).  He’s satisfactory against 
misdirection or bootleg concepts.  Makes a number of clean-up tackles for the defense.  Demon-
strates a 10-yard burst on bubble screens with B-line closes to the ball (FR, USC ’16).  Nearly took 
out TCU’s Kevonte Turpin with a “wow” running down a reverse (Liberty Bowl ’16).  Later in the
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game, he ran him down on a fly sweep. Flashes above average lateral speed on outside runs (Okla-
homa ’18, national semifinal, Alabama ’18).  Wins when matched up with RBs as a blitz threat (QB 
sack, 3rd QTR, Alabama ’18).  Matches the No. 3 slot WRs in coverage.  Works over the top of 
potential pick/rubs in coverage (3rd and 2, Alabama ’18).  Made two tackles on the kickoff team vs. 
TCU in the 2016 Liberty Bowl.   Plays the LT on the punt team and demonstrates outstanding effort 
in cross field pursuit angles (Alabama ’18, national title game).  

Weaknesses:  Size could be a deterrent.  Injured during the 2017 spring and was unable to prac-
tice.  Can be knocked around vs. OL shooting gaps. He’s lost vision on the action when taking on 
OL (TCU ’16). When he plays heavy vs. the pulling OG, he’ll get stuck on blocks (driven 10-yards 
downfield, 1st QTR/11:05, Williams, Mississippi State ’17).  Affected by the pace of Oklahoma’s 
offense in the first half of the 2018 National Semifinal game.  Quicker receivers have occasionally 
broken down his inside-out pursuit angles (Samuel, 4th QTR, South Carolina ’16).  He has shown 
stiffness reacting to H-angles by offset backs (only “OK”).  

Other Notes: Attended Macon County HS (Ga.) and was ranked as the 29th-best player in the 2015 
ESPN300 • Played in the 2015 Under Armour All-American Game • 2015 (12 gms): 20 tackles, 1.5 
TFLs • 6 tackles, 2 TFLs vs. UNC on 9/3/16 • 13 tackles vs. TCU in the 2016 Liberty Bowl • 2016 (10 
sts): 95 tackles, 5 TFLs, 2 FFs, FR, PBU • 11 tackles, TFL vs. Oklahoma in the 2018 CFP National 
Semifinal Game • 13 tackles, QB sack, 2.5 TFLs vs. Alabama in the 2018 National Title Game
• 2017 (15 sts, Consensus All-American, SEC Defensive Player of the Year, Butkus Award Winner): 
137 tackles, 6.5 QB sacks, 14 TFLs, FF, 2 FRs, 2 PBUs • Named to the J. Reid Parker Director of 
Athletics Honor Roll for the 2017 fall semester • Career Stats: 237 tackles, 6.5 QB sacks, 20.5 TFLs, 3 
FFs, 3 FR, 3 PBUs • 2018 NFL Combine: 10” hands, 32” arms, 4.51 40-yd 

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): :  One of the first things that stood out in the study of Smith was 
the work on special teams.  In several of the games viewed, he proved that he was absolutely capable 
of being a four-down player.  Many of the weaknesses previously noted came from his sophomore 
campaign, but he veered on an upward trek as a 2017 All-American.  The biggest question he’ll have 
to answer in the postseason comes down to changing directions, flipping his hips and breaking at 
various angles.   Just how much flexibility will the 2017 Butkus Award Winner provide for an NFL 
team?

3. Darius Leonard 6’2 234 SC State
Grade: 6.381 (2nd Round)

Big Board Rank: 31

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Well-conditioned.  Exhibits the field speed of a safety.  
He’s a solid communicator in the pre-snap (hand signals, etc.).  Understands formations and 
diagnoses plays efficiently. Lean LB with wide shoulders.  Fast. Rangy.  Covers ground on the field.  
Chases plays down laterally.  Operates effectively when walked-out over No. 2 slot receivers.  Creates 
good depth in his underneath zone pass drops.  He can cover RBs or TEs out of the backfield.  Uses 
his wingspan and arm length to keep blockers at bay (UCF ’16).  When aligned off the edge in a 
two-point stance, he flattens down the LOS (UNC-Central ’17).  Above average blitz threat out of his 
two-point stance. Keeps his shoulders square to establish the force and will fall back to tackle.  Folds 
back to tackle (outside-in) and rips-and-rakes at the ball (FF, UCF ’16).  Times his leaps when blitz-
ing off the edge or inside to bat down passes.  Stood out closing distances in pass coverage during 
the 2018 Senior Bowl (RB/LB one-on-one drills).  He used his length to throw RBs during pass rush 
drills.  Did an outstanding job of releasing in punt cover drills during 2018 Senior Bowl practices 
(RG, Day 2).  He has shown up as a LT for South Carolina State on the punt team and as a leaper on 
the team’s FG block unit. 
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Weaknesses: Does not always attack gap control as an exchange LB with full fervor (prefers to chatter 
before going all-out).  This extends to plugging the gaps vs. pulling guards on occasion (Southern 
’17).  Crosses over with his initial steps and will play behind the action too dramatically (Southern 
’17). He is an inconsistent sinker when tackling in short yardage or goal line situations.  He will get 
tied up when blockers lack his shoulders as he gains his fit on the second level (more due to bulk).  
Blockers with shift their weight on him once latched. Usage of his hands to protect his thighs and 
ankles vs. cut blocks is uneven (cut on Holman’s TD, UCF ’16). Feet will settle trying to diagnose 
the pictures vs. play action pass). Did not play with consistent fervor vs. Southern in 2017.   Injured  
in the fourth quarter of this game (Southern ’17).  Quad strain prevented him from finishing the 
workout at the 2017 NFL Combine. 

Other Notes: Attended Lake View HS (S.C.) before arriving at South Carolina State • 2014 (MEAC 
Rookie of the Year, 2nd Team All-MEAC): 87 tackles, 5 QB sacks, 13.5 TFLs, 2 FFs, 2 FRs, PBU
• 2015 (1st Team All-MEAC): 70 tackles, 5 QB sacks, 13.5 TFLs, FF, FR, 2 INTs (68 yds), 2 PBUs
• 2016 (1st Team All-MEAC, MEAC Defensive Player of the Year): 124 tackles, 3.5 QB sacks, 14.5 
TFLs, 4 FFs, 2 INTs (64 yds), 3 PBUs and two blocked kicks • 18 tackles, TFLs, 2 INTs and one PBU 
vs. Morgan State on 10/6/17 • 8 tackles, 2 QB sacks, 2 TFLs vs. Hampton on 11/11/17
• 2017 (1st Team All-MEAC, MEAC Defensive Player of the Year): 114 tackles, 8.5 QB sacks, 12 
TFLs, FF, 2 INTs  (51 yds) and PBU • 2018 Senior Bowl measurements: 6020 229 10 3/8” hands, 34 
1/8” arms, 82” wingspan • 14 tackles in the 2018 Senior Bowl • 2018 NFL Combine: 10 ¼” hands, 
34 3/8” arms, 17 reps-225 lbs., 4.7 (quadriceps injury) • 2018 South Carolina Pro Day: 6020 226 20 
reps-225 lbs, 4.7 40-yd, 38” VJ, 10’8” BJ

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):   Leonard will increase any team’s versatility because he has the 
potential to develop into a three-down linebacker.  Even if he doesn’t start in Year 1, he’ll be a nickel/
dime/core special teams contributor.  Despite the necessary length, he will occasionally get tied up 
with blockers in the briar patch.  He reacts positively when the gaps change up front to correct his 
fits.  When kept clean by defensive linemen, he will get to a number of plays with his instincts and 
eye control.  At the next level, there is going to have to be added emphasis on playing at a lower 
pad level.  He is not a low tackler and this could lead to misses in the NFL.  Overall, his speed and 
flexibility rank as his highest marks.  He has value as a Tahir Whitehead-type (Lions, Raiders) in the 
2018 NFL Draft.

4. Leighton Vander Esch 6’4 256 Boise State
Grade: 6.339 (2nd Round)

Big Board Rank: 36

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Former walk-on who turned into a classroom war-
rior.  Makes effort plays late in games (missed QB sack and then gets up to run down Allen, 4th 
QTR/8;26, Wyoming ’17).  Re-tracks his steps in pursuit vs. screens (Oregon ’17).  Rarely crosses 
over his feet to key-and-diagnose.  Slides to mirror ball carriers with an instinctive feel. Works 
through contact on the second level and stays square to the action.  Filters downhill to take his gap 
control.  Frequently seen dipping underneath OL when shooting inside line gaps (TFL, Oregon 
’17). He can play behind the pulling guard to make plays on outside runs due to his tackling radius 
(Nevada ’17).  Chases down outside runs with long looping strides and closes air vs. routes in the 
flats (FF, Las Vegas Bowl ’17).  If he’s used as a “spy” on the QB, he exhibits a 10-yard burst to close 
(BYU ’17).  When covering the B-gap in Bear looks (short-yardage), he will slide to mirror the OG 
and then fill where needed. Takes very efficient curl-hook drops and gets into the passing lane of 
QBs to make athletic grabs (INT-BYU ’17).  On this play, he looked up the route combination before 
turning back for the ball.  As an underneath middle-hook dropper (three-deep zone), he gets depth 
to match deep over routes from the No. 3 slot (Nevada ’17).  Matches shallow crossers as an under-
neath zone defender (PBU, Nevada ’17).
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Weaknesses: One-year wonder.  Average play strength.  Leaves some plays on the field (missed QB 
sack, Allen, Wyoming ’17, 3rd and 10, 4th QTR/8:26). Gets too high when wrapping into inside line 
gaps as a pass rusher.  He will turn sideways to take gap control when going downhill and this opens 
up cutback lanes.  He is inconsistent when it comes to getting his head across the bow of the runner 
and gives up hidden yardage as a result.  Fails to keep his head on a swivel when tracking outside 
runs if walked-out from the box (knocked to ground on crack block, Nevada ’17; trips over a body, 
Wyoming ’17, 3rd QTR).   Does not always protect his legs in space (cut to ground, Las Vegas Bowl 
’17). He will stick to blocks on the second level and not use his length to stack-and-shed (TD, Neva-
da ’17).  Sticks to OL who have climbed up to him on the second level (Boise State ’17, 4th QTR).

Other Notes: Attended Salmon River HS (Idaho) and was a two-sport standout (basketball, football)
• Averaged 29.4 PPG and 11.1 RPG on the basketball team • As a QB/LB, he competed 61% of his 
passes for 2,155 yards and 28 TDs with one interception.  Also ran for 1,565 yards and 34 TDs.  Had 
131 tackles, 5 INTs, 5 FRs and 4 defensive TDs • 2015 (12 gms): 20 tackles, TFL, PBU; One rush for 
10 yards • 2016 (6 gms): 27 tackles, QB sack, 3.5 TFLs, INT • 16 tackles, 2 QB sacks, 2 TFLs, FF vs. 
Washington State on 9/9/17 • 2017 Las Vegas Bowl Defensive MVP: 12 tackles, QB sack, 3 TFLs, FF 
vs. Oregon • 2017 (14 sts, MWC Defensive Player of the Year): 141 tackles, 4 QB sacks, 8.5 TFLs, 4 
FFs, 3 INTs and 3 PBUs • Career Stats: 176 tackles, 4 QB sacks, 10 TFLs, 3 FFs, FR, 4 INTs (47 yds) 
and 5 PBUs • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 ¾” hands, 33 7/8” arms, 20 reps-225 lbs, 4.65 40-yd, 39 ½” VJ, 
10’4” BJ, 6.88 3-cone, 4.15 20-yd SS, 11.57 60-yd LS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  When Vander Esch is kept clean from blockers, his immense 
tackling radius and range both come into focus.  We were a bit surprised that he was not a bit more 
forceful as a 256-pound linebacker.  He is going to have to stack-and-shed with more ferocity at 
the next level.  The former high school basketball star actually plays more of a smaller linebacker’s 
game.  He can come under control to balance his taller frame when sliding in the box.  In space, he 
will re-adjust his angles on the move even after rounding some of his downhill breaks.  He is also 
efficient at carrying routes through zone or man coverage.  Shiftier offensive personnel may give 
him some issues in the NFL.  One thing became abundantly clear when studying the athletic middle 
linebacker.  Despite limited experience, he excelled in his understanding of the Broncos defense. 
The team asked him to handle a plethora of assignments week-to-week.  It was a fact not lost on the 
junior linebacker following his 2017 Las Vegas Bowl Defensive MVP performance.

“You guys are special,” Vander Esch told his teammates after the game. “There’s a reason we play so 
good together.  We communicate, we’re disciplined and we’re all on the same page on the snap of the 
ball.” 

5. Rashaan Evans 6’3 232 Alabama
Grade: 6.26 (2nd Round)

Big Board Rank: 45

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Versatile.  Has played ILB and OLB while in school.  
Walks out over the No. 2 slot WR.   He’s patient in his reads and faster in reactions.  Attacks down-
hill in gap control when having to deal with open formations (UGA ’18).  He was active getting off 
of blocks vs. Clemson in the 2017 National Title game.  He’s capable of popping back TEs at the 
point of attack (Leggett, Clemson ’17).  Can stack-and-shed vs. OCs when he times blitzes (Ragnow, 
Arkansas ’16, 3rd QTR).  Aside from the timing, he can bend with agility to get athletic QBs on the 
ground (QB sack, Clemson ’17-Watson).  Accelerates into the hole in short yardage (4th Down, 
GL-National Title Game ’17).  Aligns at the LDE spot in a four-point stance; where he displays good 
timing of the snap count.  Stands up over the OG and he’ll drop out to short-holes on zone blitzes.  
In these same instances, he’ll protect his legs and get his hands up to defend the three-step game 
(PBU, USC ’16; PBU-plus timing, Clemson ’17).  Closes distances from the inside-out in pursuit (fly
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sweep, SEC Championship ’16).  Displayed agility. As an L4 position on the KO team, he adjusts his 
angles on the move to get speedy KOR threats on the ground (tackle inside 20-yd L, Jackson-USC 
’16).  Plays the RT position on the punt team.  

Weaknesses:  He’s been cut by RBs as a blitz threat (Washington ’16, 2nd QTR/8:13).  Overruns some 
of his inside-out angles (Darnold, USC ’16; National Title ’18-coverage error).  Bigger OTs can run 
him by the pocket.  Had trouble threatening Isaiah Wynn off the edge early (UGA ’18).   His eye 
control has gotten him into trouble vs. wheel routes (allowed TD, Goolsby, Florida ’16).  Doesn’t 
cleanly work around traffic cleanly against designed rub routes (USC ’16). Missed two games in 
2017 due to a groin injury.  Suffered a stringer vs. Tennessee (2017) and returned to the game.  

Other Notes: Attended Auburn HS (Ala.) and was ranked as a five-star prospect by Rivals.com
• Played in the Alabama-Mississippi All-Star Game after his senior campaign (43 tackles, 17.5 QB 
sacks, 5 PBUs, 3 FFs) • 2014: 14 tackles, QB sack, 2 TFLs • 2015: 10 tackles, 4 QB sacks, 4 TFLs
• 11 tackles, ½ QB sack, ½ TFL, PBU vs. Clemson in the 2017 National Championship Game
• 2016: 53 tackles, 4 QB sacks, 4.5 TFLs, FF, 2 PBUs • 6 tackles, 2 QB sacks, 3.5 TFLs , FF vs. Arkan-
sas on 10/14/17 • 2017 (2nd Team All-SEC, coaches): 74 tackles, 6 QB sacks, 13 TFLs, FF, 3 PBUs
• Career Stats: 53 games, 151 tackles, 15 QB sacks, 23.5 TFLs, 2 FF, 2 FR, 5 PBUs • 2018 NFL Com-
bine: 10” hands, 32 ¼” arms, 30” VJ, 9’8” BJ, 6.95 3-cone, 4.36 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): There’s a lot to like about Evans’ game but the real key in post-
season workouts for him will come down to how he fares changing directions.  Alabama used him 
quite a bit in a pass-rushing role and his eyes occasionally get him into trouble in man coverage.  His 
ability to close distances shows up either defensively or when running down in kick coverage.  As 
he transitions most likely to an inside linebacker spot, this will accelerate his development.  We feel 
30-front teams may like his potential as an inside linebacker because he has shown a feel for rushing 
from an exchange spot.  We think he’s long enough to stack-and-shed versus offensive linemen in an 
uncovered position.   Evans has second-round value in the 2018 NFL Draft.  

6. Fred Warner 6’3 3/8 236
Grade: 6.155 (2nd Round)

Big Board Rank: 52

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Used off the edge, in the box as the team’s field LB.  He 
frequently is walked-out over slot WRs to match either downfield or in underneath coverage. Solid 
wrap tackler.  Natural bender. Flattens with ease of the edge (TFL, Arizona ’16).  Breaks on the ball 
like a SS in space (PBU, bullets concept, Cincinnati 16). Covers ground on his outside-in breaks vs. 
the quick passing game. He’s tough to latch on arch blocks by OL and TEs. Filters in from an over-
hang position.  Uses his feet and hands to defeat blockers. Slips RBs one-on-one in blitz pick-up off 
the edge (Hill, Wyoming ’16) or when rushing in the A-to-B-gaps (Williams, Utah ’16, QB hurry). 
Times his blitzes off the edge (Boise State ’17). Very good balance.  Patient stringing out plays when 
he has force responsibilities.  Sticks his foot in the dirt to produce his curl-flat breaks or when look-
ing up bootlegs (hands INT-Boise State ’16-TD). Plays the RT on the punt team (Boise State ’17). 
Impressed with his key-and-diagnose during 2018 Senior Bowl practices. 

Weaknesses:  Somewhat of an angular build.  When spiking inside from the OLB spot he plays with a 
narrow disposition.  Gets banged around in these instances. Tackles high.  He will turn his shoulders 
when tackling in the box and not face-up the ball carrier.  Hits behind himself (hips are behind his 
upper body) when tackling runners. He’s been run over by RBs in the flats (Boise State ’16).  Even 
when he’s gotten the initial leverage on RBs as a blitzer, they can shift their weight against him 
(Shumpert, Mississippi State ’16-pancaked late in down).  There have been some instances where 
he’s been out-matched running up the rails of the defense (Boise State ’16-TD).
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Other Notes: Attended Mission Hills HS (Calif.) and was named a four-star prospect by Rivals.com
• Named an All-California 1st Team selection by USA Today • Younger brother, Troy, is a starting 
CB on the defensive unit • 2014 (10 gms): 24 tackles, TFL, INT (TD) and one PBU • 7 tackles, 2 
QB sacks, 2 TFLs and FR vs. San Jose State on 11/6/15 • 2015 (13 gms): 67 tackles, 4 QB sacks, 11.5 
TFLs, 2 INTs, 4 FRs and one PBU • 7 tackles, 59-yd INT-TD, FF vs. Boise State on 10/20/16
• 2016: 86 tackles, 1.5 QB sacks, 10.5 TFLs, 2 FF, 3 INTs (TD), 6 PBUs • 2017: 87 tackles, QB sack, 9 
TFLs, FF, INT and 5 PBUs • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 ¾” hands, 32” arms, 21 reps-225 lbs, 4.64 40-yd, 
38 ½” VJ, 9’11” BJ, 6.9 3-cone, 4.28 20-yd SS, 11.77 60-yd LS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):When talking with Warner, he makes it clear who envisions 
himself in the mold of as a football player.  As he put it, “Anthony Barr (Minnesota Vikings) is a guy 
I look up to a little bit.”  It serves as an interesting comparison.  BYU uses the ultra-athletic Warner 
in much the same fashion as the Bruins used Barr, but maybe even more similar to how the Vikings 
employ his services.  The biggest differences at this point revolve around weight, size and pass-rush 
skill.  The aforementioned Cougar may have better cover skills at this same stage. 

7. Genard Avery 6’0 1/2 248 Memphis
Grade: 6.128 (2nd Round)

Big Board Rank: 59

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Tough. Strong. Heavy at the point of attack.  Plays both 
the OLB and exchange positions.  From a stand-up two-point OLB spot, he’ll wrap into the A-gap 
and explode through (QB sack, Middle Tennessee ’14).  Dips-and-leans off the edge. Generates a 
burst from the backside when coming off the edge as a blitzer. He’s capable of reacting to tips and 
overthrows (INT-TD, Temple ’16).  Can come under control to tackle from the inside-out in pursuit.  
Executed a number of A-gap blitzes in 2016.  Never stops coming once he gets a bead on the QB 
(SMU ’16-Sack, FF vs. OT).  Plugs the pullers with strength as an outside linebacker (SMU ’16).  
Contains a base. Athletic to avoid blockers around his ankles. 

Weaknesses: Takes some chances and will run through the backdoor in an exchange position. At this 
position (exchange), false steps are present.  He’s average breaking down to tackle in one-on-one 
situations.  Concentration lapses occur in short-yardage situations (offsides, 3rd and 1, 2nd QTR, 
Temple ’16). Also left a potential Pick-6 opportunity on the ground in this game off of a tipped pass. 
Missed the final two games of the 2015 campaign due to injury.

Other Notes: Attended Grenada HS (Miss.) and played in the Mississippi/Alabama All-Star Game 
• He was a Class 6A champion powerlifter and also participated in track & field • 2014: 19 tackles, 5 
QB sacks, 6 TFLs • 2015 (11 gms, 7 sts, Dean’s List):53 tackles, 3 QB sacks, 6.5 TFLs • 2016 (13 sts): 
81 tackles, 5 QB sacks, 11 TFLs, 2 FFs, 2 INTs (51 yds, 2 TDs), 2 PBUs • 8 tackles, 3.5 QB sacks, 5.5 
TFLs vs. Tulane on 10/27/17 • 5 tackles, 2 QB sacks, 2.5 TFLs vs. Iowa State in the 2017 Indepen-
dence Bowl • 2017 (13 gms): 80 tackles, 8.5 QB sacks, 22 TFLs, 2 FFs, 2 PBUs • Career Stats: 242 
tackles, 21.5 QB sacks, 45.5 TFLs, 4 FFs, FR, 2 INTs, 5 PBUs • 2018 NFLPA Collegiate Bowl mea-
surements: 6001 247 1000 3068 7448 • 2018 NFLPA Collegiate Bowl in-game report: Outstanding 
effort (ball skills) to grab INT off the hit/tip by 53 LB Shockley. Decent inside-out break and tackle 
later in the quarter.  • 2018 NFL Combine: 10 1/8” hands, 31” arms, 26 reps-225 lbs, 4.59 40-yd, 36” 
VJ, 10’4” BJ, 6.9 3-cone, 4.36 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Avery is one of the meanest, strongest linebackers in the 2018 
NFL Draft.  He may actually be able to play some rush outside linebacker in the minds of some 
teams.  Why?  He plays with very good leverage and has tremendous upper body strength.  As he 
proved in the 2018 NFLPA Collegiate Bowl, he is capable of playing off of the ball as well.  You will 
rarely find a game where his speed and physicality are not on display.  He could be one of the true 
keepers in this linebacker class if he can fit into the right system.  We think he can operate as a 
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30-front inside linebacker or 4-3 under Sam linebacker.

8. Uchenna Nwosu 6’3 251 USC
Grade: 6.118 (2nd Round)

Big Board Rank: 61

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Veteran LB with experience.  He’s a player with good 
movement skills.  He’s used as an exchange LB to rush on third downs, contacts the center and then 
wraps around late on line twists.  Jumps over cut blocks (backside) to track down plays on run away 
(Cal ’16).  Runs down fast RBs from the inside-out (Barkley, 4th QTR/2:16, Rose Bowl ’17).  Closes 
and adjusts his paths quickly as a curl-flat dropper.  He has a nice burst to close in five-yard jaunts 
(QB hit, Utah State ’16).  He’s long enough to chatter his feet and get his hands up vs. the three-step 
passing game (PBU, Utah State ’16).  Contains good awareness. Slows up his pass rush vs. the three-
step passing game.  He has even batted the ball up in the air to himself to finish hand-eye coordina-
tion grabs (INT-Washington State ’17).  From the LOLB spot (two-point stance), he turns the corner 
quickly vs. OTs to make the 90-degree turns (Arizona State ’17).  Uses a swipe and lean to dip when 
turning the corner (QB sack, Pac-12 Championship ’17). Demonstrated a left-handed post-and-
lean with his hand in the dirt during 2018 Senior Bowl practices (Cappa, team, Day 2).  Continues 
to work his leg drive even when getting blocked (Dillard, Washington State ’17-QB sack).  Smooth 
enough to break down to tackle one-on-one in the open field.  Displayed aptitude covering TEs 
during 2018 Senior Bowl practices. He has contributed on special teams in the past.  

Weaknesses: Questionable speed-to-power rush capability.  Carries a false step with his front foot 
from the LOLB spot in a two-point stance.  His front foot also will slide back as a ROLB (two-point).  
From the LOLB position (two-point stance), he receives some bullets on short sets when going to 
his shoulder-wiggle off the snap (Parker, Day 2, Senior Bowl ’18, team RZ period).  Despite being 
satisfactory holding the edge, his relative lack of size allows bigger OTs to frame him from the action 
(Robinson, Alabama ’16; Parker, Senior Bowl ’18, Day 2).  He gets washed down too dramatically on 
the edge spiking inside and opens up cutback lanes.  He doesn’t really move the OT with his head-
and-shoulder fakes as an ROLB (Okorafor, Western Michigan ’17).  

Other Notes: Attended Narbonne HS (Calif.) and was named a 2013 Prep Star All-West selection
• He also played basketball at the prep level • 10 tackles, QB sack, TFL, 2 PBU vs. Colorado on 
10/8/16 • 5 tackles, ½ QB sack, 2.5 TFLs, 2 FFs vs. Oregon on 11/5/16 • 2016 (13 sts): 53 tackles, 
3 QB sacks, 7.5 TFLs, 5 PBUs • 2017 (14 gms, 1st Team All-Pac-12): 75 tackles, 9.5 QB sacks, 11.5 
TFLs, FR, INT and 13 PBUs • Career Stats: 53 games, 168 tackles, 9.5 QB sacks, 20.5 TFLs, FF, FR, 
INT and 20 PBUs • 2018 Senior Bowl measurements: 6020 245 9 ¼” hands, 33 ½” arms, 79” wing-
span • 2018 NFL Combine: 9” hands, 33 5/8” arms, 20 reps-225 lbs, 4.65 40-yd, 32” VJ  • 2018 USC 
Pro Day: 4.25 20-yd SS, 7.16 3-cone, 9’10” BJ, 11.9 60-yd LS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): It is pretty fascinating to observe the awareness and timing 
of Nwosu when it comes to batting down passes.  To put it into perspective, he got his hands on 
20 passes the last three years alone.  NFL teams probably have to account for the number of third 
down stops he had and add them to his quarterback sack totals.   He brings promise as a versatile 
linebacker who can drop into coverage and possibly rush from multiple spots.  Some 30-front teams 
may look at him as an inside linebacker and potential amoeba piece for third downs.  In this way, 
you could alleviate some of his unfavorable matchups versus offensive tackles and create one-on-one 
matchups versus running backs or tight ends.  
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10. Oren Burks 6’3 233 Vanderbilt 
Grade: 6.07 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 71

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Classroom warrior.  Has made starts at LB and safety 
for the team.  As a safety, he mirrored routes off the hash smoothly when in two-deep coverage.  He 
also did a fine job of reacting to tips and overthrows (INT, Kentucky ’15-RZ).  In this same game, he 
baited the QB with his disguise as a short-hole robber to pick off a dig and take it to the house (INT-
TD, Kentucky ’15).  They often used him as a Rush OLB on passing downs in 2016. Long enough to 
overhang on TEs and jam them off the LOS.  As a LOLB (2-point stance) in three-man fronts, he re-
acts and closes to outside run schemes by keeping his outside arm free (MTSU ’17).  Bends quickly 
for a 6-foot-3 LB and mirrors the action laterally.  In the exchange LB spot, he works through trash 
athletically in lateral pursuit (Independence Bowl ’16).  He will translate speed-to-power on contact 
filling as the unblocked defender (Kemp, Kentucky ’15).  When he sees the block stay in, he’ll close 
in B-line 10-yard jaunts to chase QBs down (2nd QTR, WKU ’17, QB sack).  Mirrors the action 
and gets over the top of lead blockers to make plays laterally (NC State ’16). Takes good angles vs. 
outside runs from the exchange LB spot (Senior Bowl ’18).

Weaknesses: At the safety spot, he missed some dive tackling attempts (Kemp, Kentucky ’15).  He’s

9. Jerome Baker 6’1 229 Ohio State
Grade: 6.081 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 69

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  He’s worked hard to add positive weight.  Arrived on 
campus 200 pounds and has put it on the necessary weight.  Instinctive.  Feels where to fit in his 
gap control.  Has met RBs in the hole one-on-one as a face-up tackler. Frequently seen in coverage 
away over the slot.  Matches RBs out of the backfield quickly. Runs in the 4.4-to-4.5-range.  Can 
handle displaced personnel on vertical routes.  Turns to get his eyes back on the ball in man-to-
man coverage. Believes his keys and will take them vs. outside runs when walked-out over the slot 
WR (Michigan ’16, 2nd OT).  Works back outside to establish force by walking back the slot WR. 
Re-maps his courses to tackle once he’s gotten up the field.  He can elude RBs one-on-one as a B-gap 
blitzer and keeps his legs once clipped at the ankles.  

Weaknesses: Strength is a question mark. Leaves some tackles on the field (3 missed tackles, Army 
’17).  May have to be covered up to be effective at the next level.  He’s left some interception oppor-
tunities on the ground (Indiana ’17).  Also allowed a TD catch in this game despite good coverage 
(Thomas, Indiana ’17).   Did not play vs. Michigan State in 2017 after being in concussion protocol 
during the week after the Iowa contest.

Other Notes: Attended Benedictine HS (Ohio) and was a four-star prospect by Rivals.com • 15 
tackles, QB sack, TFL vs. Michigan on 11/26/16 • 2016 (13 gms, Honorable mention All-Big Ten): 
83 tackles, 3.5 QB sacks, 9.5 TFLs, FR, 2 INTs (90 yds, TD) • 16 tackles, QB sack, 2 TFLs, vs. Wis-
consin in the 2017 Big Ten Championship game • 2017 (13 gms, Honorable mention All-Big Ten): 
72 tackles, 3.5 QB sacks, 8 TFLs, FF, 2 FRs, 3 PBUs • Career Stats: 33 games, 25 starts, 158 tackles, 7 
QB sacks, 17.5 TFLs, 3 FRs, 2 INTs and 2 FRs • 2018 NFL Combine: 10 3/8” hands, 31 ½” arms, 22 
reps-225 lbs, 4.53 40-yd, 36 ½” VJ, 10’6” BJ

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  In a league starved for coverage linebackers, Baker fits the bill.  
He’s actually a bit more heavy at the point of attack than former Ohio State first-round draft pick 
Darron Lee (New York Jets).  That, however, lies the real issue for projecting him in this year’s draft.  
Lee’s impact has been minimal thus far in the league.  NFL teams will have to decide if his best work 
is in-or-out of the box.  
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left some tackles on the field (Kentucky ’16).  Eyes tend to venture in man-to-man coverage.  This 
has extended to some of his underneath zone matches as well (eyes get in backfield vs. pivot/whip, 
WKU ’17).  Allows his base to get wide vs. option routes by RBs (Penny, Day 3, RB/LB, Senior Bowl 
’18).  Fails to consistently time his blitz opportunities from an exchange LB spot and it takes him too 
long to get going. 

Other Notes: Attended South County HS (Ga.) and was named a 1st Team All-State selection as a se-
nior • President of the Student-Athlete Advisory Committee at Vanderbilt and co-founded a campus 
organization named REVAMP  • Finalist for the Wooden Citizenship Cup Award • 2014 (7 sts, SEC 
Academic Honor Roll): 37 tackles, 7 PBUs • 3 tackles, 2 INTs (TD) vs. Kentucky on 11/14/15
• 2015 (12 sts, SEC Academic Honor Roll): 59 tackles, 2 TFLs, FF, 3 INTs (31 yds, TD) and 6 PBUs
• 2016 (10 sts): 59 tackles, 3.5 QB sacks, 6.5 TFLs, FF, 59-yd INT return, 6 PBUs • 15 tackles, 1.5 
TFLs vs. Florida on 9/30/17 • 2017 (11 sts): 82 tackles, QB sack, 7.5 TFLs, INT and 3 PBUs
• 2018 NFL Combine: 9 1/8” hands, 33 3/8” arms, 18 reps-225 lbs, 4.59 40-yd, 39 ½” VJ, 10’11” BJ, 
6.82 3-cone, 4.15 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): It’s easy to forget that Burks was a starting free safety for 
Vanderbilt and a productive player at the position.  For three consecutive seasons, he has translat-
ed seamlessly to new positions.  As an inside linebacker in 2017, he still moved around within the 
Commodores defensive schemes.  He has some upside down the road as a 30-front inside linebacker 
but his best position initially could be a 4-3 weakside linebacker.  He does provide some blitz capa-
bility from either spot but he also could be a chess piece on third downs with his level of flexibility 
and field speed.   While he is similar to former Vanderbilt linebacker Zach Cunningham (Texans), 
Burks doesn’t have the same level of instincts at this stage of his development.  He may be better 
in space. Look for him to begin to garner interest late on Day 2 or early on Day 3 of the 2018 NFL 
Draft. 

11. Malik Jefferson 6’2 236 Texas
Grade: 5.98 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 88

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  He’s an outside LB who’s played in an overhang posi-
tion, over the TE and in an exchange linebacker spot.  Also has seen time at the Rover spot. As an 
overhang defender, he can bend to get in position to make one-on-one tackles vs. zone reads.  Wide 
tackling radius.  Strikes in an upward manner. Slides to make tackles in the box.  Even when he takes 
the backdoor vs. zone run away, he closes space in a hurry (Notre Dame ’16). Mirrors the RB from 
C-gap-to-C-gap with relative ease when covered up. He does a good job of wrapping around tightly 
on line stunts with his DEs.  Times his pass rushes moving around within their scheme. Wraps with 
tenacity as a green dog delayed blitz threat to get thicker QBs on the ground (Notre Dame ’16-Kiz-
er).  Sudden nature on the edge will leave OTs leaning (McGlinchey, Notre Dame ’16-TFL).  Gets 
his hands up as a blitzer (PBU, Baylor ’16). Sticks his foot in the ground to flip his hips at 45-degree 
angles when in coverage.  Plays the RG on the punt team.

Weaknesses: Benched vs. Baylor in 2016 due to poor play.  Fails to react suddenly when reading 
the triangle.  He’s a step late to read the guard pulling on gap-schemed runs.  He gets to the spots 
instantly, but can be leggy vs. COD backs (Linwood, Baylor ’16).  Plays light at times.  He’s inconsis-
tent hammering/spilling the ball to teammates when taking on blockers. Will run around some lead 
blockers (Baylor ’16).  Struggles mightily to get-off when OL get up to him on the 2nd level (Brown, 
Oklahoma ’17).  Over-runs some tackling angles when he gets locked in on where he thinks the 
play is going (TCU ’17, 1st QTR). Failed to get clean releases at the RG spot in punt coverage (TCU 
’17). Did not play vs. Baylor in 2015 due to an ankle injury.  Did not play vs. Kansas in 2016 due to a 
concussion.  Missed the 2017 Texas Bowl due to a turf toe injury that had bothered him for the last
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half of the year.  Missed two games as high school senior due to injury.

Other Notes: Attended Mesquite Poteet HS (Tex.) and was selected to play in the 2014 Under Ar-
mour All-American Game • Tallied 27 QB sacks, 58 TFLs, 10 FFs, 8 blocked kicks during his career 
at the prep level • He also participated in baseball and track & field • 6 tackles, 2 QB sack, 2 TFLs 
vs. Oklahoma on 10/10/15 • 2015 (9 sts, USA Today Freshman All-American, Big 12 Defensive 
fFreshman of the Year): 61 tackles, 2.5 QB sacks, 7 TFLs, FF, 26-yd FR-TD, 3 PBUs • 8 tackles, QB 
sack, TFL vs. Notre Dame on 9/4/16 • 2016 (9 sts, Big 12 Commissioner’s Honor Roll): 62 tackles, 
5.5 QB sacks, 8.5 TFLs, FF, 3 PBUs • 11 tackles, QB sack, TFL vs. Oklahoma on 10/14/17 • 2017 (Big 
12 Co-Defensive Player of the Year, AP 2nd Team All-American): 110 tackles, 4 QB sacks, 10 TFLs
• Career Stats: 33 games, 29 starts, 233 tackles, 12 QB sacks, 25.5 TFLs, 2 FF, FR, 6 PBUs • 2018 NFL 
Combine: 9 5/8” hands, 32” arms, 27 reps-225 lbs, 4.52 40-yd, 36” VJ, 10’5” BJ

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Jefferson began to put it all together for the Longhorns as a se-
nior. His improved play was a big reason the team’s defense finished second in the Big 12 under new 
defensive coordinator Todd Orlando.  The former five-star recruit will likely test well for NFL scouts 
and present somewhat of a conundrum. Is he the player that flashed as a freshman and junior or the 
one who was benched in 2016 for inconsistent play?  Overall, he’s got good instincts and patience 
mirroring the ball.  An adept blitz threat, he could give 30-front teams options lining him up versus 
running backs on third downs.   A big concern is how he doesn’t always connect the dots when 
deciphering the action.  If it’s clearly defined, he will fire with conviction.  When it’s not, there are 
instances where he gets captured by climbing offensive linemen with relative ease.  Expect Jefferson 
to contend for late Day 2 consideration after strong postseason workouts add to a resume’ filled with 
as much flash as substance.  

12. Micah Kiser 6’2 238 Virginia 
Grade: 5.933 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 96

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  True leader.  Directs and passes off crossers as a mid-
dle-hook dropper.  Looks them up (shallow crossers) and will react off the play action to find the 
over route vs. boot principles (INT-Miami, Fla. ’16).  He has balance along the sidelines after the 
catch.  Contains contact balance in traffic.  He has enough juice to go under blockers and still reach 
average speed players.  He will make some solid inside-out angle tackles matching RBs (Walton, 
Miami, Fla. ’16).  If he sees it, he shows B-line range.  He has good feet sliding to fill gaps.  Corrects 
some of his crossover steps by re-squaring his frame to mirror the new gap control after the gaps 
change. Face-up tackler in the hole.  Tackles with conviction.  Attacks force vs. tosses. Times his 
cross-dog blitzes with his fellow LBs with intensity.  Passionate blitz threat.  Finishes on arrival and 
times delayed blitzes (Boise State ’17, QB hit).  Nine special teams tackles in 2014. 

Weaknesses: Average inside-out range.  Fails to protect his thighs as a blitz threat.  He stacks too 
much with his shoulders as opposed to his hat-and-hands.  On occasion, he will crossover vs. 
the OG’s pull.  Didn’t seem to turn it loose once he determined the read vs. Navy in 2017 (1st 
QTR/4:22).  Too often he played a step behind the action and was captured vs. the team’s outside 
runs.  He’s left some interceptions on the field when he’s reading through the eyes of the QB on 
bootlegs. Not as consistently explosive as you’d like taking on lead isolations in the hole (CMU ’16; 
Williams, Miami, Fla. ‘16). 

Other Notes: Attended the Gilman School (Md.) and played LB/TE  • Named the Baltimore Sun’s 
Defensive Co-Player of the Year and was ranked as a three-star recruit by Rivals.com • He also 
played lacrosse at the prep level • 2014 (12 gms, ACC Academic Honor Roll): 15 tackles • 2015 (12 
sts, 1st Team All-ACC): 117 tackles, 7.5 QB sacks, 13 TFLs, 3 FFs, 2 FRs, 2 PBUs • 18 tackles, QB 
sack, 2 TFL and 3 PBUs vs. Duke on 10/1/16 • 2016 (12 sts, FWAA 2nd Team All-American, 
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1st Team All-ACC): 134 tackles, 6.5 QB sacks, 10 TFLs, 5 FFs, 2 FR, INT and 7 PBUs • 2017 (13 
sts, Campbell Trophy Winner, Walter Camp 2nd Team All-American): 145 tackles, 5 QB sacks, 9.5 
TFLs, 2 FRs, 4 PBUs • Career Stats: 49 games, 411 tackles, 19 QB sacks, 32.5 TFLs, 8 FFs, 6 FRs, 
INT and 13 PBUs • 2018 Senior Bowl measurements: 6003 236 9 ¼” hand (left), 31 7/8” arms, 77” 
wingspan • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 3/8” hands, 32” arms, 4.66 40-yd, 35 ½” VJ, 10’1” BJ, 7.05 3-cone, 
4.24 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): The image of Kiser getting on to his teammate Andrew Brown 
after he threw a punch versus Virginia Tech is what NFL teams look for in a true Mike linebacker.  
The former Cavalier’s leadership and activity rarely leave anything to be desired on the field. While 
he does contain rigidness, he displays the skill to play B-gap-to-B-gap with an instinctive feel for the 
game.  He has been more than satisfactory picking up route combinations in zone coverage.  A de-
termined pass rusher, he attacks with venom in this phase of his game.  Games like the Navy contest 
will leave NFL evaluators questioning his true athleticism.  He began to answer some of those with 
encouraging results in the postseason.  He has value for teams in search of a 40-front Mike lineback-
er or 30-front inside linebacker.

13. Josey Jewell 6’1 234 Iowa
Grade: 5.9 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 104

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Brings an attitude to every practice.  On game day, he 
will not stop running to football after re-tracking his steps (Wyoming ’17, 3rd and 10, 2nd QTR, QB 
sack vs. Allen).  High football intelligence. Lines up his big men up front to correct their alignments. 
Excellent key-and-diagnose.   If the guard pulls, he’ll immediately take the backdoor and he’ll chase 
plays down.  Sinks his hips to power clean as a tackler.  He runs at a controlled clip to measure his 
angles vs. outside runs. Brings a full meal on sideline tackles (Stick, NDSU ’16).  In pass coverage, 
he matches option routes by WRs/RBs in zone coverage.  After taking his read-step to key run, he’ll 
immediately match the final number count in his progression as an underneath hook-curl defender 
vs. full-flow play action pass (PBU, Nebraska ’17).  Recovers when fooled by play action pass (PBU, 
North Dakota State ’16).   Times his leaps when rushing inside line gaps to cloud passing lanes. 

Weaknesses: Peripheral vision of blockers is uneven.  When uncovered, he can get lost in traffic 
(Florida ’17-Outback Bowl).  Struggles to disengage when LBs frame him on the second level (Gates, 
Nebraska ’17; Mahon, Penn State ’17; North Texas ‘17).  Will take the brunt of blows on occasion vs. 
insert blocks by H-back/TE/FBs.  He has, at best, adequate chase speed.  He’s a bit segmented in his 
movements when breaking down to tackle. Can be broken down in the hole one-on-one vs. runners 
with jump-cutting ability (Barkley, Penn State ’17).  Does not exhibit a lot of wiggle as a blitz threat 
when matched one-on-one vs. RBs.  Injured a hand in 2014 and did not play in the team’s first two 
contests.  Suffered a right shoulder injury vs. Illinois in 2017 that forced him to miss the Northwest-
ern game.  Ejected from the Miami (OH) game in 2016 for a targeting call while trying to peel back 
to crack block a player on an interception return.  Has left some interception opportunities on the 
field (drop INT, Wyoming ’17, 4th QTR).

Other Notes: Attended Decorah HS (Iowa) and was a standout RB/LB • He rushed for over 1,300 
yards and 21 TDs as a senior.  Won a state title in his final year at the prep level • Was also a par-
ticipant in baseball, basketball and track & field • 2015 (14 sts, 2nd Team All-Big Ten): 126 tackles, 
2.5 QB sacks, 7.5 TFLs, FF, 4 INTs (63 yds, TD) and 6 PBUs • 2016 (13 sts, Academic All-Big Ten, 
2nd Team All-Big Ten): 124 tackles, 1.5 QB sacks, 6 TFLs, FF, 9 PBUs and one blocked kick • 16 
tackles, 3 TFLs, 3 PBUs vs. Penn State on 9/23/17 • 8 tackles, TFL, INT and 3 PBUs vs. Nebraska on 
11/24/17 • 2017: 136 tackles, 4.5 QB sacks, 13.5 TFLs, FF, 2 INTs and 11 PBUs • Career Stats: 433 
tackles, 10 QB sacks, 28 TFLs, 3 FFs, 2 FRs, 6 INTs (100 yds, TD) and 26 PBUs • 2018 NFL 
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Combine: 10” hands, 32” arms, 18 reps-225 lbs, 4.82 40-yd, 33” VJ, 9’9” BJ, 6.8 3-cone, 4.27 20-yd 
SS, 11.52 60-yd LS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): This is a player with sufficient eye speed, foot quickness and 
adequate field speed.  He won’t win every footrace, but he has enough range to get to most spots.   
Jewell absorbs the contact too often against blockers and does not discard them with consistency.   
Perhaps the biggest weakness in his game is an inability to avoid blockers peripherally when running 
to the ball.  He is a strong wrap tackler who will make the necessary adjustments as games go on 
(see Penn State ’17-option route).  Jewell has value on Day 2 of the 2018 NFL Draft. 

14. Shaquem Griffin 6’0 227 UCF 
Grade: 5.884 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 106

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  NFL bloodlines.  Violent player.  Enjoys the contact 
portion of the game.  Lines up at the OLB spot for the Knights. Roll through the hips tackler. Will 
post TEs three-to-five yards back in the backfield and get-off to make plays (Hayward, Maryland 
’16).  This also shows up when he’s working over bigger TEs who are flexed-out.   Excellent short-ar-
ea and long burst.  Consistently runs down QBs from the backside (QB sack, FF, Nelson, ECU ’16).  
Had an eye-opening performance as a “spy” on Houston’s Greg Ward, Jr. in 2016.  He was able to 
settle, mirror and beat him to the spot in space (as a tackler).  Capable of completing a one-arm 
power clean with a device he wears on his hand.  He’s been a tough match-up for RBs one-on-one 
off the edge due to his tenacity and field speed. His bend and dip off the edge forces taller OTs to 
adjust their punch (Leamon, S.C. State ’16).  Showcases an impressive roll move to beat OTs inside 
(Houston ’16, QB sack).  Executes twists/line games to get penetration.  Wraps with both arms on 
QB sacks to finish (Temple ’16).  Can walk-out over the slot No. 2 WR.   Gets to his destinations in 
coverage on his curl-flat drops and is a force tackling off the slot (Cincinnati ’17).  Finished an inter-
ception off of a tip vs. Houston in 2016.  Has finished some “wow” hits on the kickoff team (UConn 
’15).  Generally played at the R4 position (kickoff) in 2015.

Weaknesses: Because of his physical condition (plays with one hand…see Other Notes), he may be 
maxed-out from a weight perspective.  Works to wrap-tackle, but runners do work through some 
of his ankle tackle attempts.  Some missed tackles have shown up at times overrunning plays from 
the inside-out (Tulsa ’16, USF ’16-Valdes-Scantling).  When he’s aligned at the LOLB spot, he can be 
hooked easily and is forced to work his shoulders back north-south vs. outside runs when spiking 
(USF ’16).  Was engulfed on occasion by Cincinnati’s Korey Cunningham in 2017.  Has struggled 
to match seam routes vs. bigger TEs on occasion in 2017 (TD allowed, Wilcox, 2nd QTR/2:21-USF 
’17).  

Other Notes: Griffin was born with amniotic band syndrome.  The condition caused him to get his 
left hand removed at the age of four year old • His identical twin, Shaquill, played cornerback for the 
Knights and currently starts at cornerback for the  Seattle Seahawks • Attended Lakewood HS (Fla.) 
and was named a three-star recruit by Rivals.com  • Named the Tampa Bay Times Track & Field 
Athlete of the Year after winning the 2012 state title in the triple jump • 2015 (12 gms): 9 tackles, 
PBU • 5 tackles, QB sack, 3 TFLs, PBU vs. FIU on 9/24/16 • 14 tackles, 2.5 QB sacks, 3 TFLs vs. 
Houston on 10/29/16 • 2016 (AAC Defensive Player of the Year): 92 tackles, 11.5 QB sacks, 20 TFLs, 
2 FFs, INT and 7 PBUs • 2017 (1st Team All-AAC): 74 tackles, 7 QB sacks, 13.5 TFLs, 2 FFs, INT, 
20-yd FR, 3 PBUs • 2018 Senior Bowl measurements: 6002 223 9” hands, 31 5/8” right arm, Left arm 
deformation-66”wingspan • 2018 NFL Combine: 20 reps-225 lbs, 4.38 40-yd, 9’9” BJ

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Aside from former New Orleans Saints placekicker Tom 
Dempsey (who held the record for longest field goal in NFL history -63 yards- for nearly three de-
cades), it’s tough to find an NFL player sustained long-term success with any type of physical
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deformity.  (Dempsey – a former All-Pro- was born without toes on his right foot and no fingers on 
his right hand.) In addition, former California Angels first-round pick LHP Jim Abbott was a first-
round pick (8th overall) in the 1988 MLB Draft after being born without a right hand.  Abbott also 
played quarterback at Flint Central High School before going on to play baseball at Michigan.  Grif-
fin’s deformity has not deterred him much rushing off the edge.  The 2016 AAC Defensive Player of 
the Year was an absolute phenom on special teams before settling into a starring role as a Rush OLB 
in DC Erik Chinander’s diverse schemes in 2016-17.  We feel like the part of his game that projects 
most likely to the NFL revolves around his special teams work.  He’s been one of the more impres-
sive kickoff cover guys we’ve scouted over the last three seasons.  If he can continue to improve as 
a wrap tackler, some NFL teams may give him looks as an NFL strong safety or Will linebacker.  At 
this point, it’s no reason to doubt his potential in some regard at the next level. 

15. Joel Iyiegbuniwe 6’1 229 Western Kentucky 
Grade: 5.86 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 112

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Smart.  Instinctive.  Lines up at the exchange ILB 
and OLB in 30-front looks (2-pt stance).  When aligned at Rush OLB, he will use snatch-and-pull 
maneuvers to throw OTs.  As a run defender, he sets the edge to hammer the ball back inside to 
teammates.  Strikes with violence from the outside-in and is an excellent ‘roll the hip’ tackling tech-
nician.  Very good wrap tackler.  He will meet RBs in goal-line situations (stopped Singletary from 
TD, FAU ’17).  Contains a feel for falling back to tackle when aligned in the box.  When aligned 
as a LB in an exchange position, he plays from the top-down with speed vs. shallow-cross digs or 
hi-lo combinations.  Mirrors the ball with intuitive nature.  Times his blitzes in the A-gap by hiding 
behind the first LB on cross-dog concepts.  Once he gets free, he will sink to the get the QB on the 
ground (QB sack, Cure Bowl ’17).  Outstanding foot speed chasing plays laterally.  Has stood out 
on special teams during his career.  Made the first tackle of the 2017 Cure Bowl as an L3 on the KO 
team (Georgia State ’17).  Has a butt-and-press technique that buckles blockers on KOR.  He also 
plays the RG on the punt team.  Looked solid changing directions during 2018 NFL Combine drills.  

Weaknesses: Small LB who will need to be covered up.  Play speed and conditioning change inter-
mittently on occasion. Even when he reads misdirection, he’s not a player who will stack-and-shed 
instantly vs. OL (Cure Bowl ’17).  He’s late to snap the pictures with OL climbing up to him when 
uncovered.  Durability question marks.  Granted a medical hardship waiver after a torn patella ten-
don in his right knee curtailed his freshman season in 2013.   Diagnosed with a condition (rhabdo-
myolysis) that prematurely ended his high school career.   Ejected from the 2016 Boca Raton Bowl 
due to a questionable targeting call.  Four pass break-ups in his career.  Can look a bit mechanical on 
occasion when breaking on out routes as an underneath zone defender (Eastern Kentucky ’17).  

Other Notes: Attended South Warren HS (Ky.) and was ranked as the 12th-best prospect in the state 
of Kentucky despite not playing most of his senior year • 2014: One tackle • 2015: 19 tackles, QB 
sack, TFL • 10 tackles, QB sack, TFL vs. Alabama in 2016 • 8 tackles, QB sack, 3 TFLs vs. Vanderbilt 
on 9/24/16 • 2016 (14 sts, Honorable mention All-C-USA): 64 tackles, 3.5 QB sacks, 10 TFLs, FF, 
3 PBUs • 2017 (1st Team All-C-USA): 117 tackles, 2 QB sacks, 11.5 TFLs, 3 FFs, PBU • 2018 NFL 
Combine: 10 ¼” hands, 32 5/8” arms, 19 reps-225 lbs, 4.6 40-yd, 35” VJ, 9’9” BJ, 7.06 3-cone, 4.28 
20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Iyiegbuniwe ranks as one of the more explosive players we saw 
on video the last two years.  He’s a disciplined hard-working player but we did see a player whose 
play speed varied from snap-to-snap during the course of the action.  This brings up an issue of con-
necting the dots on the field and brings to question how fast he will adjust to the action at the NFL 
level.  But what it may bring to question was the fact that he played multiple special teams units
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while playing defense for the Hilltoppers.  It very well could explain the play speed variance. We are 
not at all concerned about his ability to play special teams.  Iyiegbuniwe has value in the mid-rounds 
of the 2018 NFL Draft.

16. Quentin Poling 6’0 235 Ohio 
Grade: 5.852 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 114

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Team captain.  Played in 46 career games.  Tough.  
Plays through injuries. Possesses excellent closing burst. Short-area closes are direct and exhibit 
little wasted motion (Kansas ’16).  Times his blitzes from depth and a lot of it has to do with the 
recognition of the formation (sprint-out, QB sack, Buffalo ’16). Also has shown an ability to blitz off 
the edge. Flat-out beats OGs to the spot with his first step.  Outstanding instincts as a run defender.  
Can key-and-diagnose efficiently.  Even when steps are off in coverage (see below), he can adjust and 
match crossing routes because he plays fast.  Runs the rail in Tampa 2 (two-deep) coverage and lets 
the QB’s indicators take him to the ball (Troy ’16).   Produces direct angles breaking vs. the three-
step passing game.  Former high school DB who finishes interception opportunities and turns into a 
runner after the catch.  

Weaknesses: Range can look questionable at times in KO coverage (Buffalo ’16).  Steps are occasion-
ally off when breaking on the QB’s indicators in zone coverage.  Bubbles some of his angles tracking 
the ball.  Pad level can get him into trouble as a blitzer depute good timing (Dollar General Bowl 
’16).  Does too much shoulder-charging taking on OL and fails to stack-and-shed with consistency 
despite having the length to do so.  Missed three games in 2015 due to a left knee injury.  

Other Notes: Attended Elida HS (Ohio) and finished his career with over 500 tackles and 20 QB 
sacks • Also competed in track & field and wrestled at the prep level • 10 tackles, 2 QB sacks, 2.5 
TFLs and PBU vs. Kentucky on 9/6/14 • 2014 (12 sts): 89 tackles, 5 QB sacks, 7 TFLs, 3 INTs (77 
yds) and 3 PBUs • 11 tackles, 2 TFLs, INT-TD in the 2015 Raycom Media Camelia Bowl • 2015 (11 
sts): 69 tackles, 4 QB sacks, 10 TFLs, 2 FFs, 4 INTs (86 yds, 2 TDs), 2 PBUs • 2016 (1st Team All-
MAC): 109 tackles, 4 QB sacks, 13.5 TFLs, 2 FFs, 5 PBUs • 19 tackles, ½ TFL vs. UMass on 9/30/17
• 2017 (1st Team All-MAC): 107 tackles, 5.5 QB sacks, 12.5 TFLs, 3 FFs, 4 PBUs • 2018 NFLPA 
Collegiate Bowl measurements:  6001 239 10” hands, 32” arms, 79” wingspan • 2018 Ohio Pro Day: 
24 reps-225 lbs, 4.58 40-yd, 38” VJ, 10’7” BJ, 4.22 20-yd SS, 6.88 3-cone

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Poling is absolutely a player no NFL team should bet against 
making it on Sundays.  There are few linebackers with his natural timing and feel for how to rush in-
side one gaps.  Pad level has been an issue on occasion and he can be lethargic on some of his angles 
in coverage or pursuit.  The Bobcats team captain always seemed to lift his teammates spirits with 
emotional big plays at the right times.  For him to be more than a serviceable special teams player at 
the next level, he’ll need to stack-and-shed virus offensive linemen with much more of a feel.  He’s 
been used so much as an inside blitz threat that he feels as if he can use the same approach to taking 
on offensive linemen.  He may not test as well as former Ohio linebacker Blair Brown (Jacksonville 
Jaguars), he does have similar instincts and size.

17. Zaire Franklin 6’0 239 Syracuse
Grade: 5.72 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 153

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Three-time team captain. Lines up the defense in the 
pre-snap.  Reads the triangle well in an exchange position.  Can drop OTs with simple shoulder-thud 
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(CMU ’15).  Gets off of blocks to make tackles vs. inside zone reads (Flowers, USF ‘15).  He can flip 
his angles reading the eyes of QB to take direct lines in his middle-hook drops. Looks up and makes 
key matches when he recognizes the backfield set on potential designed rollout passes (PBU leads 
to INT-TD, UConn ’16).  Tracks down outside runs on toss sweeps (Boston College ’16).  He can 
make open field space tackles vs. shifty runners (Flowers, USF ’16).  Hammers the pulling OG back 
to his help when defending these types of run schemes. Gets over the top of intersect angles by OCs 
releasing to climb up to him.  When blitzing on cross-dog concepts, he has a feel for timing to get 
his hands up (PBU, UConn ’16).  Adjusts his angles on blitzes to get runners on the ground. 

Weaknesses: Coverage is biggest issue at this point. Late to break on the QB as a middle-hook drop-
per.  He’s a little bit tight overall and turns his hips too quickly in coverage.  Has some issues seeing 
the action if uncovered or close to the LOS (needs room).  Even when he reads the action, he’ll 
overrun tackles at the POA (UConn’16).  Not a true stack-and-shed type of linebacker.  He will do 
some jumping unnecessarily when blitzing free off the edge (Towles, Boston College ’16).  Too easily 
picked up by smaller backs on cross-dog blitz schemes (Newsome, UConn ’16).  

Other Notes: Attended La Salle College HS (Pa.) and was selected to play in the 2014 Big 33 Football 
Classic • 2014 (3 sts): 44 tackles, 2 QB sacks, 5 TFLs, FF, 2 PBUs • 2015 (12 sts): 81 tackles, 3 QB 
sacks, 11 TFLs, 2 FFs, INT and PBU • 14 tackles, 1.5 TFLs vs. Clemson on 11/5/16 • 2016 (12 sts, 
Honorable mention All-ACC):  101 tackles, 2 QB sacks, 10 TFLs, FF, INT and 3 PBUs • 2017 (Hon-
orable mention All-ACC): 85 tackles, 1.5 QB sacks, 5.5 TFLs, FF, 2 PBUs • 2018 Syracuse Pro Day: 
30 reps-225 lbs, 4.62 40-yds, 38” VJ, 10’2” BJ, 4.22 20-yd SS, 6.97 3-cone

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): The biggest key for any inside Mike linebacker is reading the 
keys and connecting the dots.  The Orangeman’s three-time team captain is effective when he does 
it well.  NFL scouts have not been sure that he’s capable of competing in man coverage, but he has 
been more than satisfactory reading through route combinations in zone coverage.  He may not 
test as well as many of the linebackers in the 2018 NFL Draft.  Nevertheless, he is one of the more 
instinctive ‘backers when it comes to his key-and-diagnose in the briar patch.  Franklin has the 
ability to one day become a linebacker in the mold of former Dallas Cowboys linebacker Anthony 
Kitchens.

“I love running full speed into another person.” 
-Syracuse LB Zaire Franklin prior to the UConn contest in 2016.  

18. Dorian O’Daniel 6’0 5/8 223 Clemson
Grade: 5.7 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 162

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Veteran.  Team captain.  Four-year contributor.  Com-
municates on the field.  Versatile.  Runs with slot WRs one-on-one in some of their man coverage 
principles (Wake Forest ’16).  Makes up ground when routes break away from him (Akins, Senior 
Bowl ’18, Day 2-team).  Takes good angles in cross-field pursuit (4th QTR, vs. Cook, FSU ’16).   He’s 
tough to latch for search blockers (Bawden, Senior Bowl ’18, team, Day 2).  Produces NFL-like SS 
breaks as a curl-flat dropper (Virginia Tech ’16, Louisville ‘17).  Flashes quickly when aligned in 
the box (Kent State ’17).  He’s proven to be disciplined in contain vs. athletic signal-callers (Hurts, 
Alabama ’17, national title). Contains blitz potential rushing off the edge.  Has stood out in kickoff 
coverage and also on the punt team.  He’s been a LT on the punt unit and does a good job of estab-
lishing contain (Russell Athletic Bowl ’14).  

Weaknesses:   He may be stuck in-between the safety spot and LB position.  Still needs repetitions. 
Took him awhile to learn the LB position in school.  He does not always get his head across the bow 
as a tackler in the hole (Senior Bowl ’18, 9-on-7, Day 2).  Key-and-diagnose can be a step late vs. in-
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side zones and offensive linemen get up to him.  OL can get him going laterally once they’ve latched 
him on second-level climbs (Phillips, Senior Bowl ’18, Day 2).  Occasionally will float instead of 
attacking vs. outside runs and will cut-off teammates in pursuit (Stephenson, FSU ’16).   From the 
exchange spot, he’s not always worked through search blocks with a level of anticipation.  Ejected 
from the 2016 Virginia Tech game due to a targeting call (ACC Championship).  

Other Notes:  Attended Our Lady of Good Counsel HS (Md.) and was ranked as the 40th-best player 
in the nation by Rivals.com • Rushed for over 1,300 yards and 18 TDs during his senior year of high 
school • Played in the 2013 U.S. Army All-American Game • 2014 (One start): 28 tackles, QB sack, 
TFL, FF • 2015 (15 gms): 36 tackles, 5.5 TFLs, PBU • 9 tackles, QB sack, 2 TFLs vs. Georgia Tech 
on 9/22/16 • 2016 (12 sts): 60 tackles, 2.5 QB sacks, 10 TFLs, INT and one PBU • 14 tackles, 1.5 QB 
sacks, 2 TFLs vs. Auburn on 9/9/17 • 2017 (14 sts, AP 2nd Team All-American): 88 tackles, 5 QB 
sacks, 11.5 TFLs, 2 INTs (66 yds, 2 TDs) and 5 PBUs • 47 career special teams tackles (1st in Clem-
son history) • Graduated with a degree in parks, recreation and tourism management • 2018 Senior 
Bowl measurements: 6004 215 9 3/8” hands, 31 1/8” arms, 76 ¼” wingspan • 2018 NFL Combine: 
6005 223 9” hands, 31 3/8” arms, 21 reps-225 lbs, 4.61 40-yd, 32” VJ, 9’11” BJ, 6.64 3-cone, 4.07 20-
yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  If O’Daniel is auditioning for a Will linebacker/rover-type 
position at the next level, then he should receive high marks.  He more than likely generally plays 
around the 215-pound mark, but he carried 223 pounds well at the 2018 NFL Combine.  The NFL 
is beginning to find a home for players like O’Daniel, who can blitz, cover kicks and contribute on 
third downs. In addition, he seems to be garnering a better feel for playing the exchange linebacker 
position.  Keep in mind, he has spent time covering slot wide receivers in school and has shown 
the ability to finish on the football in coverage.  He was arguably the best special teams player in 
Clemson history over the course of his career.  The AP second-team All-American should at the 
least become a valuable four-team contributor (special teams), but he has starting potential as a 
weak-side linebacker.

19. Marquis Haynes 6’2 1/2 233 Ole Miss
Grade: 5.62 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 181

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  The team asked him to align in a three-technique in 
short yardage on occasion (2017) and he competed. Out of his four-point stance at RDE, he gains 
yardage up the field but keeps vision on the ball and will also re-track his steps when the QB steps 
up (QB sack, Mississippi State ’16; Arkansas ‘16).  He will push-post and make the 90-degree turn 
vs. OTs from the right side (QB sack, Arkansas ’16).  Exhibits a different gear when closing on QBs 
as opposed to when he’s just running in pursuit (QB sack, LSU ’17, 1st QTR/11:47). He also folds 
back in to tackle vs. the run game this from his two-point stance as an OLB.  Exposed FSU’s Rod 
Johnson out of his stance with his first step.  Competes well through double teams on the edge (QB 
hit, LSU ’17, 2nd QTR./3:08). He will read out on screens and run to the football on screens to the 
boundary.  Breaks down to tackle. Demonstrates pretty good hands to jam TEs when they’re flexed 
slightly from the ball.  

Weaknesses: Can he play the exchange LB spot full-time?  Below average size for a Rush OLB and he 
will not be able to play DE.  Out of his four-point stance as a LDE (no false steps), he has an efficient 
get-off but it may not be enough to threaten NFL OTs at his size.  Fails to show significant lead hold-
ing the edge vs. reach blocks (Fournette’s long TD scamper, LSU ’16).  Displays limited awareness vs. 
crack blocks (LSU ’17).  In 2017, he didn’t exhibit the same full-time motor in pursuit as was seen 
previously. 

Other Notes: Attended the University Christian School (Fla.) and originally committed to North
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Carolina • After forcing nine fumbles at Fork Union Military Academy, he was ranked as the 6th-
best prep school prospect in the country by 247Sports.com • 2014 (4 sts): 31 tackles, 7.5 QB sacks, 9 
TFLs, 3 FFs, FR, 2 PBUs • 2015: 43 tackles, 10 QB sacks, 16.5 TFLs, 2 PBUs • 2016 (12 sts): 53 tackles 
7 QB sacks, 11 TFLs, 3 FFs, FR, INT and 3 PBUs • 2017 (12 gms): 45 tackles, 7.5 QB sacks, 11 TFLs 3 
FFs and one safety • Career: 172 tackles, 32 QB sacks, 47.5 TFLs, 12 FFs, 3 FRs, INT and 7 PBUs
• 2018 Senior Bowl measurements: 9 7/8” hands, 33” arms, 77 5/8” wingspan • 2018 NFL Combine: 
6023 235 10” hands, 33 ¼” arms, 23 reps-225 lbs, 4.67 40-yd, 32” VJ, 10’3” BJ, 7.14 3-cone, 4.45 20-
yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Haynes will have to find a home at the Sam linebacker position 
most likely in the NFL.  We also feel he has some possibilities as a 30-front inside linebacker.  If 
so, then he can be somewhat of a chess piece on third downs.  We think he has enough length to 
challenge tackles on an occasional basis.  The problem is that a lot of his production has come with 
his hand in the dirt (defensive end) and that doesn’t seem to be a fit full-time as a projection.  Some-
what of a ‘tweener, he has exhibited decent hand placement to jam tight ends.  He may not be a fit 
for everyone, but there is a place for him in the right system (Seattle Seahawks).

20. Kenny Young 6’1 236 UCLA
Grade: 5.608 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 187

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Classroom warrior.  At his best going sideways when 
scraping.  In his final career game, he saved a TD scraping on the goal line (Melton, Cactus Bowl 
’17).  In this game (Cactus Bowl ’17), he did a better job of hammering the ball to his help and still 
got off to make stops.  He contains a 15-yard burst if given air.  Reads out vs. screens.  Wraps around 
quickly on delayed blitzes (if his back blocks and declares himself).  He will punch and dislodge vs. 
OGs and then rally to outside tosses (Runs down McCaffrey, Stanford ’16; East-West Shrine ’18, Day 
2-team).  Breaks forward to plant vs. check down patterns as the middle-hook dropper (Washington 
State ’16).  DB-like transition going inside-out to chase screens when walked-out over the No. 3 slot 
(bubble screen, Cal ’16). Finds the angles as a short-hole robber in man-to-man coverage.  Under-
stands his final match in the number count as a curl-hook dropper.  Displays ball skill reading the 
eyes of the QB (INT-Stanford ’16).  His pass drops often take away touch passes over the middle of 
the field (Kansas State ’17).  

Weaknesses:   Plays small at times.   Struggled to get off of blocks and was off in some of his reads 
during 2018 East-West Shrine all-star practices.  Late to react and will get caught off-guard vs. 
certain run schemes.  Doesn’t play a consistent fast game.  Although he’ll shoot his hands vs. OGs 
climbing, he won’t disengage consistently (Caspers, Stanford ’16).  He will false key on occasion 
when reading the triangle (OL, RB, QB).  Took a serious hit vs. Hawaii that caused a head injury.  He 
was not seen vs. Memphis in the film viewed. 

Other Notes: Attended John Curtis HS (La.) and was ranked as a four-star recruit by Rivals.com • 
Named a 2nd Team All-USA Today selection and played in the 2014 U.S. Army All-America Bowl 
• 2014 (6 sts): 35 tackles • 2015 (12 sts): 69 tackles, ½ QB sack, 5 TFls, 2 FFs, 23-yd INT • 2016 (12 
sts, 2nd Team All-Pac-12, Athletic Director’s Honor Roll): 90 tackles, 5 QB sacks, 8.5 TFLs, INT and 
2 PBUs  • Posted four consecutive double-digit tackle games  • 2017 (1st Team All-Pac-12, Athletic 
Director’s Honor Roll): 110 tackles, QB sack, 8.5 TFLs, 3 PBUs • 2018 NFL Combine:  9 ½” hands, 
32 3/8” arms, 23 reps-225 lbs, 4.6 40-yd, 36” VJ, 9’9” BJ, 7.38 3-cone, 4.48 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Young is a carbon copy of former UCLA linebacker Jayon 
Brown.  He can cover ground with an instinctive nature that can extend a team’s defense in nickel 
situations.  Much like Brown did in his rookie year with the Tennessee Titans (52 tackles, 1.5 QB 
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sacks, 4 PBUs), Young could find a role as a nickel linebacker.  Nickel linebackers have to play the 
majority of the snaps in today’s NFL and this is what adds to Young’s overall value.  The All-Pac-12 
linebacker who may end up outplaying his original draft position this fall.

21. Tegray Scales 6’0 227 Indiana
Grade: 5.585 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 196

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Team captain.  Communicates with back-half personnel 
in the pre-snap portion of the game. Aligns in the exchange LB spot and also off the edge in a two-
point stance as a Rush OLB.  As a rush OLB, he flashes decent ability to bend the corner. This bend 
extends to dipping underneath second level blockers to make tackles.  Flattens well off the edge.  
Slides well to mirror ball carriers (Ohio State ’16).  Reads the triangle vs. gap-schemed runs, get low 
and times his entry points to tackle (Ohio State ’17, 3rd QTR).  Closes on the ball with disciplined 
eyes.  Produces direct downhill breaks vs. shallow crossing routes (East-West Shrine ’18, 7-on-7, 
Day 1).  Keeps his head on a swivel to avoid crack blockers.  Able to get off of WRs stalk-blocking 
him when walked-out over the slot (Ohio State ’17).  Plays the RG on the punt team and factors in 
coverage with maximum effort (Ohio State ’16; Ohio State ‘17).  

Weaknesses:   Lacks of size hurts him when trying to shed OL on the second level (Senat, East-
West Shrine ’18, Day 2, 9-on-7).  Exhibits slightly above average inside-out range.  He fails to 
consistently shed on the second level because he takes far too much of the charge of OL when 
stacking-and-shedding. Crosses over too much and flows like a strong safety.  Doesn’t always close 
air quickly in the open field and can be broken down vs. shifty backs in space (Jackson, East-West 
Shrine ’18, Day 2).  

Other Notes: Attended Colerain HS (Ohio) and was named a USA Today All-Ohio selection
• Lettered four times in wrestling at the prep level • 2014 (Indiana Defensive Newcomer of the Year): 
46 tackles, 2 QB sacks, 4.5 TFLs, 3 INTs and PBU • 2015 (One start): 64 tackles, 3 QB sacks, 5.5 
TFLs, 2 INTs (37 yds) and 4 PBUs • 10 tackles, QB sack, 4 TFLs vs. Purdue on 11/26/16
• 2016 (SI.com 2nd Team All-American): 125 tackles, 7 QB sacks, 23.5 TFLs, FF, INT-TD and 2 
PBUs • 11 tackles, 3 QB sacks, 3 TFLs vs. Penn State on 9/30/17 • 2017 (1st Team All-Big Ten): 89 
tackles, 6 QB sacks, 12.5 TFLs, 2 FR, 2 INTs and one PBU • Career Stats: 324 tackles, 17 QB sacks, 
46 TFLs, 2 FR, FF, 8 INTs (TD) and 6 PBUs • 2018 East-West Shrine measurements: 6003 228 8 ½” 
hands, 30 5/8” arms, 75” wingspan,  • 2018 NFL Combine: 8 5/8” hands, 30 ¾” arms, 27 reps-225 
lbs, 4.77 40-yd

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Scales doesn’t pop off the charts with the eye test but he plays 
an active game on Saturday afternoons.  Aside from being an apt communicator with teammates, he 
can key-and-diagnose with optimum efficiency.  This helps him avoid some of the tough matchups 
against offensive linemen at his size.  He probably plays faster than he times in T-shirts and shorts, 
but he has not proven to be a player that will get outmatched in terms of speed.  He displayed 
positive effort on the punt team and offers special teams upside.  The 2016 All-American is probably 
a backup-type initially, but he has starting potential as a weakside linebacker if he can get a handle 
on the coverage aspect of the game.linebacker may end up outplaying his original draft position this 
fall.

22-t. Darius Jackson 6’2 233 Jacksonville State
Grade: 5.56 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 205

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Has played both DE and OLB for the Gamecocks. Field 
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speed.  Able to get up the field, stop his charge and then re-direct his courses in pursuit.  Shifts his 
weight on to his front leg from the LOLB (2-pt) stance to turn the corner.  Chases plays down from 
the backside.   Explosive striker through the hips as a tackler (Tennessee State ’15, QB sack).  When 
working as a ROLB from a two-point stance, he bends extremely well to sink and tackle when 
defending zone reads (Houseman, UTC ’15, 1st Round FCS playoffs). At the LOLB spot, he runs the 
loop pretty well after taking the initial punch from the OT (Weatherby, LSU ’16, QB sack, FF).  He 
can also maneuver his way in a low position when spiking inside gaps. When walked-out over the 
slot, he’s produced solid 90-degree angles to get breaks as as curl-flat defender (INT-TD, Eastern 
Illinois ’14).  He’s also shown late vision ball skills when running E-T line stunts from the ROLB 
spot (INT-UT-Martin ’16).  

Weaknesses: Lack of size will be a major deterrent if he were to play Rush OLB at the next level.  
Can be stymied on his speed-to-power bull rushes from the LOLB spot and has to often win on the 
second phase after initiating solid hat-and-hand contact.   He’s a little too angular to hold the edge 
vs. NFL-level OTs at his size.  Some of his tackling angles can be a bit high and he’ll slightly overrun 
them at the point of attack.  

Other Notes: Attended McAdory HS (Ala.) and was named an All-State selection as a senior
• 2014: 24 tackles, 3.5 QB sacks, 5.5 TFLs, FR, INT  • 2015 (11 sts, 2nd Team All-OVC): 56 tackles, 
7 QB sacks, 19 TFLs, FF • 2016 (11 sts, OVC Defensive Player of the Year): 48 tackles, 10 QB sacks, 
15.5 TFLs, FF, 2 FRs, INT and PBU • 5 tackles, QB sack, 4 TFLs vs. Tennessee Tech on 9/30/17
• 2017 (OVC Defensive Player of the Year): 55 tackles, 7 QB sacks, 20.5 TFLs, 3 FF, 2 FR, PBU
• Career Stats: 183 tackles, 28 QB sacks, 60.5 TFLs, 5 FF, 5 FRs, 2 INTs, 2 PBUs • 2018 NFLPA 
Collegiate Bowl measurements: 9” hands, 32” arms, 77” wingspan • 2018 NFLPA Collegiate Bowl 
in-game report: Comfortable extending inside arm to set up outside wheel of arm when trying to 
squeeze the OT’s top shoulder but just gets pushed by the pocket.  

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  There wasn’t really much more Jackson -the 2018 Buck Bu-
chanan Award winner-could have accomplished at Jacksonville State.  The reigning OVC Defensive 
Player of the Year brings an element of quickness and speed from a Wide outside linebacker align-
ment in the team’s 3-4 defenses.  He’s not probably as spongy as some NFL teams would prefer for 
an outside ‘backer in the 235-pound range, but he makes up for it with play speed. The real question 
remains whether or not the former high school safety can play the exchange position in 4-3 defenses 
or even the Sam linebacker spot in 40-fronts. We feel he’ll be able to handle either task and eventual-
ly contribute as a nickel rusher on third downs.  

22-t. Matthew Adams 6’1 229 Houston
Grade: 5.56 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 207

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Team captain.  Explosive.  Power cleans 375 lbs. Un-
corks as a tackler.  Fills gaps downhill.  Moves around in their schemes.  Times pressure concepts. 
Will face-up and roll through the hips on contact (Mayfield, Oklahoma ’16).  Works to look up 
bootlegs and will find the route over his head.  Closes when he sees routes in front of him at direct 
angles.  Gets on a B-line on inside-out pursuit when looking up one-step screens.  Can buckle OGs 
pulling on power schemes (SMU ’17).  Mirrors RBs when sliding (if covered up) in short yardage 
situations (4th and 1 stop, Cincinnati ’16).  Capable of scooping fumble returns off the turf (SMU 
’16).  
Weaknesses: Straight linish.  Stiffness in coverage is apparent.  False steps show up in his play (Navy 
’16). In this game (Navy ’16), he struggled vs. cut blocks.  Drops his head in the hole.  Overruns 
some of his inside-out angles (Navy ’16-2 MTs).  There was a questionable potential coverage bust in 
this game that resulted in a TD (3rd QTR).  Had a shoulder injury in 2016 and did not play vs. UCF.  
High ankle sprain sidelined him for significant time in 2017.  He was suspended for the UConn 
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game in 2016 for a fight (http://www.espn.com/college-football/story/_/id/17674710/houston-cou-
gars-missing-matthew-adams-tyus-bowser-scuffle-team-event).  

Other Notes: Attended Hightower HS (Tex.) and was named a three-star recruit by Scout.com
• Also played basketball at the prep level • Bench-presses over 400 lbs, squats over 600 lbs and has 
a 36” VJ • 2014 (3 sts): 40 tackles, 2 QB sacks, 4.5 TFLs, 2 FFs, PBU • 2015 (3 sts): 49 tackles, 2 QB 
sacks, 2.5 TFLs • 9 tackles, ½ TFL, FF vs. Oklahoma on 9/3/16 • 2016 (11 sts): 82 tackles, 2 QB 
sacks, 7.5 TFLs, 2 FFs, FR • 2017 (9 sts): 88 tackles, 1.5 QB sacks, 6.5 TFLs, FF, 2 PBUs • Career Stats: 
48 tames, 26 starts, 259 tackles, 7 QB sacks, 21 TFLs, 5 FFs, 2 FRs, 3 PBUs • 2018 Houston Pro Day: 
9 5/8” hands, 31 ¼” arms, 75” wingspan, 30 reps-225 lbs, 4.63 40-yd, 33 ½” VJ, 10’2” BJ, 4.46 20-yd 
SS, 7.05 3-cone, 11.54 60-yd LS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Adams may not always get high marks going backwards, but he 
certainly brings the load coming forward.  This ability to get going in a vertical manner hides some 
of his rigidness in the lower body.  Even if he is not a standout on third downs, he can become an 
immediate special teams contributor on the all-important special teams units.  We envision him 
earning jobs on the kickoff, punt and punt return units.  His mentality gives him an opportunity.  

24. Jason Cabinda 6’1 243 Penn State
Grade: 5.551 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 211

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Thickly-built LB.  Has played both the Will and Mike 
LB spots.  High football IQ.  Runs the defense.  Lines people up.  Understands his role and relishes 
his responsibilities. Thumper.  Feet are always hot as he’s reading the action.  Good awareness in 
punt return safe (stops fake punt, 3rd QTR, Rutgers 17).  Meets FBs downhill in short yardage/
GL lead isolation instances.  Solid  stack-and-shed LB vs. climbing OL (Kieler, Michigan State ’16).  
He is efficient going forward in 5-to-10-yard jaunts.  Times his run blitzes with intent (TFL, Ohio 
State ’16; QB hit, Michigan ‘17).  Can avoid blockers and trash when matched up vs. RBs trying to 
cut him around the ankles (4th and 5, 4th QTR/1:26, Army ’15).  Does a good job of reading the 
triangle as the OG pulls.  He’ll stick his foot in the ground and react to run first before getting into 
his hook-curl drops.  Although he’s a bit elongated on some of his breaks (see Weaknesses), he will 
get his hands on a number of balls as an underneath zone defender (Rutgers ’17, PBU).  Had a pass 
break-up in four straight games as a sophomore.  

Weaknesses:   Segmented in his movements.  Stiffness shows up when opening his hips. It takes him 
a step or two to get going sideways.  Wasted motion shows up in inside-out pursuit or when coming 
off the edge as a pass rusher.  Straight-linish. Can he adjust his angles to dip quickly once he’s up the 
field (Michigan State ’16)? Shoulders will get parallel to the action when scraping vs. outside runs.  
He’s late to break off the QB’s indicators as a hook-curl defender.   Circles his courses in his first few 
steps breaking on shallow crossers (MT, Ohio State ’16). Couldn’t make the inside-out tackle (man-
to-man coverage) vs. the RB in the flats (3rd Down, Wisconsin ’16).  Sudden jerks in the hole cause 
him to get off-balance (MT, Edwards, Rutgers ’17).  Missed significant time in 2016 due to a broken 
left hand. Also missed four games at the prep level as a senior due to appendicitis.  

Other Notes: Attended Hunterdon Central HS (N.J.) and was a dual RB/LB standout • Produced 
50 rushing TDs in high school • Three-year letterman in basketball at the prep level (All-County 
selection) • 2014 (Honorable mention Big Ten All-Freshman Team): 17 tackles, ½ TFL • 8 tackles, 
1.5 TFLs vs. Georgia in the 2016 TaxSlayer Bowl • 13 tackles vs. Michigan State on 11/28/15
• 2015 (13 sts, Honorable mention All-Big Ten, coaches): 100 tackles, 2.5 QB sacks, 5.5 TFLs, FF 
and 5 PBUs • 13 tackles, QB sack, 2 TFLs vs. Ohio State on 10/22/16 • 2016 (3rd Team All-Big Ten, 
coaches): 70 tackles, QB sack, 4 TFLs, 3 PBUs • 2016 Penn State Winter Testing:  6004 237 4.19 (20-
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yd SS), 4.7 (40-yd), 10’3” BJ, 35”VJ, 355-lb power clean, 520-lb squat, 225 lbs-20 reps • 2017 (2nd 
Team All-Big Ten, coaches): 90 tackles, 3.5 QB sacks, 7.5 TFLs, 2 FF, FR, 3 PBUs • Career Stats: 285 
tackles, 7 QB sacks, 17.5 TFLs, 2 FF, FR, INT and 11 PBUs • 2018 East-West Shrine measurements: 
6005 243 9 5/8” hands, 32 ¼” arms, 78 ½” wingspan • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 5/8” hands, 32” arms, 
19 reps-225 lbs 

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Cabinda’s intensity rarely wanes and he plays with the optimal 
attitude required of a Mike linebacker.  He’s stout, physical and able to be a factor plugging from 
C-gap-to-C-gap.  His range is satisfactory, but his overall agility is something that has to improve.  
Flexibility in the hip adductors and abductors could allow for him to make huge leaps in the next 
year or two.  At this stage, it is questionable if he’ll be able to match running backs on third downs.  
Despite solid third down pass rush potential, he hasn’t shown enough to rank as more than a 
potential two-down linebacker.  It wouldn’t be out of the question to see 30-front teams give him 
significant looks because he doesn’t have to be covered up to be effective working against guards or 
centers.  His communicative ability ranks as a plus and this will grade as a plus for NFL teams.  We 
think he has upside as an inside 4 or 5 on the kickoff team, tackle on punt return and guard on a 
team’s punt unit. 

BEST of the REST
Rank Player School Grade Round ‘Nasty’ Take: 
214 Peter Kalambayi

Other Notes:  Attended 
Butler HS (N.C.) and was 
named a four-star recruit 
by Scout.com •  Career 
Stats: 18.5 QB sacks, 28 
TFLs, 6 PBUs • 2018 NFL 
Combine: 9” hands, 33 
½” arms, 19 reps-225 lbs, 
10’1” BJ, 7.13 3-cone, 4.36 
20-yd SS

Stanford 5.54 4th Round Summary:  Kalambayi is a two-time captain and 
the distinction only partly defines his leadership.  
There is consistent energy and intensity for sixty 
minutes.  The Rush outside linebacker looks as 
if he may be able to handle the outdated Sam 
linebacker spot in under fronts for 40-front 
teams.  He’s probably not thick enough to man 
a full-time position as a 30-front outside line-
backer despite being relatively intent on creating 
room with arm extension.  Peter has enough 
width (80-inch wingspan), but he does tend 
to widen a little too much when facing Y-tight 
ends. If he were to put on 10-to-15 pounds to 
become a full-time rush outside linebacker, he 
would have to clean up the false steps off the 
ball.  Solid postseason workouts could land the 
former Cardinal star in the mid-rounds of the 
2018 NFL Draft.  

229 Andrew Motuapuaka

Other Notes: Attended 
Salem HS (Va.) and was 
ranked as the 13th-best 
prospect in the state of 
Virginia by Rivals.com• 
2016: 114 tackles, 2 QB 
sacks, 5.5 TFLs, FF, 2 FRs 
(79 yds, TD), 3 INTs and 
4 PBUs • 2017: 92 tackles, 
3.5 QB sacks, 11.5 TFLs, FF, 
INT and 7 PBUs • Career 
Stats: 333 tackles, 11.5 QB 
sacks, 32.5 TFLs, 5 FF, 6 
FRs (124 yds, 3 TDs), 5 
INTs (TD) and 14 PBUs
 

Virginia Tech 5.487 4th Round Summary:  Motuapuaka will play in the NFL but 
he’s not really garnered much attention. There 
are no distinguishing physical characteristics 
that flash for NFL evaluators.  In terms of 
football instincts (eye speed), he’s first-rate.  Not 
only does he read-and-react with an element of 
anticipation, he also can close quickly when he 
believes his eyes.  Much like former San Diego 
State linebacker Calvin Munson (New York 
Giants-8 starts as a rookie), he could surprise 
and earn a backup role in Year 1.  Motuapuaka 
has better on-field burst than the former Aztec 
but does not stack-and-shed as well at this point 
of his development.  Some teams are projecting 
him as a fullback.
2018 NFLPA Collegiate Bowl in-game report:  He 
was extremely active trusting his instincts in 
the first quarter (Posted a tipped ball shooting 
the gap vs. the five-step drop).  Read through 
a screen and also batted a pass on a five-step 
drop by Luis Perez.  Late in the quarter, he 
recovered a fumble.  Made another nice fill to 
beat 72 Gano in space to make play vs. screen 
in 4th QTR.  
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Rank Player School Grade Round ‘Nasty’ Take: 
231 Shaun Dion Hamilton

Other Notes: Attended 
Carver HS (Ala.) and 
was ranked as a four-star 
prospect  • 2016 (12 sts): 
64 tackles, 2 QB sacks, 9 
TFLs, FF, 2 INTs (40 yds) 
and PBU • 2017 (9 sts): 
40 tackles, 2.5 QB sacks, 
5.5 TFLs, FF and 2 PBUs • 
Career Stats: 134 tackles, 
4.5 QB sacks, 16 TFLs, 2 
FFs, 2 INTs and 4 PBUs 
• 2018 NFL Combine: 10 
¼” hands, 31” arms, 20 
reps-225 lbs

Alabama 5.475 4th Round Strengths:  Team captain.  Communicates with 
teammates in the pre-snap (hand signals, etc..).  
Striker with range.  Flashes foot speed chasing 
TEs on simple flats or flare routes.  If he sees 
an opening, he will beat fold zone blocking 
schemes to backdoor and force runs to cutback 
(USC ’16).  He’s shown an ability to stack-and-
shed bigger than his size would indicate when 
healthy (Arkansas ’16; Ole Miss ‘17). Weak-
nesses: Size and durability concerns.  Tore his 
right ACL in the 2016 SEC Championship game 
trying to make a tackle vs. Florida TE DeAndre 
Goolsby in pursuit.  Did not participate in 2017 
spring practices.  Fractured his right kneecap vs. 
LSU in 2017 and was lost for the rest of the sea-
son. Summary: Dion Hamilton locates, identifies 
and closes in a hurry once he’s made his reads. 
When kept clean from blockers, he scrapes with 
a running back’s feel for finding holes.  He is 
not a big stack-and-shed linebacker but he plays 
with enough knee bend to discard blockers who 
get up to him on occasion.  Additionally, he 
communicates with teammates in the pre-snap.  
There are not a wide number of on-ball plays, 
but he has proven capable of identifying his final 
match as an underneath zone defender.  The 
most important part of Dion Hamilton’s pre-
draft process comes down to medicals.  Will he 
be a player you can project to stay healthy with 
more games and increased special teams duty?

234 Leon Jacobs

Other Notes: Attended 
Golden Valley HS (Calif.) 
and  was a three-time 
All-League selection in 
basketball at the prep level 
• 2017: 60 tackles, 3.5 QB 
sacks, 9.5 TFLs, FF, 21-yd 
FR-TD, 2 INTs, 3 PBUs
• Graduated with a degree 
in finance • 2018 NFL 
Combine: 9 5/8” hands 33 
½” arms, 26 reps-225 lbs, 
4.48 40-yd, 34 ½” VJ, 10’2” 
BJ, 7.14 3-cone, 4.44 20-yd 
SS, 12.15 60-yd LS

Wisconsin 5.46 4th Round Strengths: He’s seen time at FB, ILB and OLB.  
Strong and powerful.  Six-inch punch creates 
knock back vs. TEs and he dislodges with force.  
Possesses enough length to get-off of blocks and 
make plays in GL/SY situations (FF, Michigan 
’17). Weaknesses: Fails to protect his legs consis-
tently when blitzing off the edge (cut by Newby, 
Nebraska ’16).  Pad level tends to get a bit high 
when he’s facing TEs with his C-gap control 
(Utah State ’17).  Summary: Jacobs is an inter-
esting case study because he’s strong, powerful 
and fast.  He’s a player on Wisconsin’s defense 
that flashes with his sheer natural aggression.  
His hand play is impressive when setting the 
edge and there are possibilities for him as a Sam 
linebacker in a 4-3 under front.  He may be 
able to run with some tight ends.  This becomes 
evident when he closes to break on footballs in 
zone coverage.  Some 30-front teams will likely 
peg him on their boards as the prototype for an 
inside linebacker prospect.  

235 Matthew Thomas 

Other Notes: Attended 
Booker T. Washington HS 
(Fla.) and ranked as a 5-star 
recruit  • Named the No. 2 
OLB in the nation by Scout.
com and Rivals.com • 2017 
(12 sts): 85 tackles (led 
team), 2 QB sacks, 10 TFLs, 
34-yd FR-TD, INT, 2 PBUs 
and one blocked kick
• 2018 East-West Shrine 
measurements: 6026 217 9 
1/8” hands, 33 ½” arms, 79 
½” wingspan • 2018 NFL 
Combine: 8 7/8” hands, 33” 
arms, 4.58 40-yd, 41 ½” VJ, 
10’11” BJ, 6.85 3-cone, 4.28 
20-yd SS

Florida State 5.39 4th Round Summary: The last two appearances from 
Thomas displayed all of the various tools 
that made him a five-star recruit coming out 
of Booker T. Washington High School.  He 
can rush the quarterback, close distances in 
coverage, play inside or outside of the box and 
cover on special teams.  On film, he occasionally 
has some mental lapses and many of those come 
in the form of spotty pursuit.  His frame and 
playing style mirror former Arizona Cardinals 
linebacker Raynoch Thompson when he came 
out of Tennessee.  When focused, Thomas will 
show up all over the field in a number of ways 
as a tall, rangy linebacker.  The bottom line for 
NFL teams, however, will likely come down to 
the various suspensions and durability scrapes 
that ultimately defined his career.  Will you get 
the Thomas of the last two seasons or the earlier 
version that was often unavailable?  Perhaps his 
decision to skip the team’s 2017 Independence 
Bowl was simply a precautionary one due to 
his injury history.  However, he did participate 
during the week of 2018 East-West Shrine 
practices and gained nearly 15 pounds when he 
showed up to the 2018 NFL Combine.  Thomas 
had mid-round value in this year’s draft.
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Rank Player School Grade Round ‘Nasty’ Take: 
237 Andre Smith

Other Notes:  2016 (12 sts, 
Honorable mention All-
ACC): 113 tackles, QB sack, 
6 TFLs, FF and 3 PBUs
• 2017 (2 sts): 21 tackles, ½ 
TFL, 73-yd INT, PBU
• 2018 NFL Combine: 10” 
hands, 33 1/8” arms, 19 
reps-225 lbs, 4.63 40-yd

North Carolina 5.436 4th Round Summary:  The decision for Smith to come out 
early ranked as somewhat of a surprise consid-
ering he played in just two games as a junior.  
While he did post double-digit tackle games in 
both contests, there are still question marks as to 
how he will adjust to the NFL environment.  The 
former highly-touted recruit can close distances 
from the inside-out and lays the lumber once he 
lines up opponents.  He can bring fire as a tack-
ler.  The issue comes down to coverage flexibility 
and balance.  Smith does not always come to 
balance naturally and, on occasion, struggles to 
stay on his feet.  In addition, as a squatty interior 
defender, will he be a liability on third downs in 
pass coverage? 

241 Anthony Wint 

Other Notes: Attended 
Homestead HS (Fla.) and 
was a 2nd Team All-Dade 
County Class 6A selection 
in 2013 • 1st Team All-
Dade County as a wrestler 
(113-25 record in career) 
2016 (12 sts, 2nd Team All-
C-USA): 108 tackles, ½ QB 
sack, 6.5 TFLs, 2 FFs, FR 
and one PBU • 2017 (2nd 
Team All-C-USA): 92 tack-
les, ½ QB sack, 8 TFLs, 3 
FRs, 2 PBUs • Career Stats: 
45 games, 336 tackles, 1.5 
QB sacks, 20.5 TFLs, 3 FFs, 
7 FRs, INT and 5 PBUs

FIU 5.431 4th Round Strengths:  Squats over 600 lbs. Attacks FBs and 
hammers the ball back to teammates.  Downhill 
player.  Fills his gap control with little hesitation 
if covered up by a three-technique DT.  Strong 
wrap tackler.  He flows over the top to replace 
LBs who’ve abandoned gap control.  Weaknesses: 
Took some poor angles sliding vs. outside runs 
(MT, Marshall ’17-TD).  He can occasionally 
look stiff flipping his hips as a curl-hook defend-
er. Missed three games in 2014 due to a left knee 
injury. Summary:  Wint may lack for what you’re 
asking for in man coverage but it is an area he 
can improve upon in the next couple of years.  
His explosion, instincts and play speed are all 
top-notch.  We feel this is a player who will help 
immediately on any special teams unit as a core 
player.  His size is a weakness, but his football 
intelligence has gotten better over time.

245 Mike McCray 

Other Notes: 9 tackles and 4 
TFLs in the 2017 Outback 
Bowl • 2017 (Honorable 
mention All-Big Ten): 
83 tackles, 5 QB sacks, 
17 TFLs, FF, PBU• 2018 
Senior Bowl measurements: 
6011 241 9 1/8” hands, 33 
arms, 78 ½” wingspan • 
2018 NFL Combine: 9 1/8” 
hands, 32 5/8” arms, 16 
reps-225 lbs, 4.76 40-yd, 
31 ½” VJ, 9’11” BJ, 7.09 
3-cone, 4.25 20-yd SS

Michigan 5.425 4th Round Summary: McCray brings a measure of eye 
speed to the table that is necessary for 30-front 
inside linebackers.  He’s not going to be a player 
who tests through the roof, but he gets to most 
of his spots on the field, takes good angles and 
wrap-tackles with intent.  Aside from getting to 
the spot as a blitz option, he’s also efficient read-
ing the eyes of the quarterback as an underneath 
zone defender.  There are going to be issues if 
he’s matched up on running backs and he may 
be a two-down linebacker.  The big question is 
whether or not he’s fast enough to keep up on a 
team’s special teams unit if he’s a backup in Year 
1.  He was just average in kickoff and kickoff 
return drills during 2018 Senior Bowl practices.  

252 Jovan Rolland-Jones 

Other Notes: 2015 (1st 
Team All-SBC): 37 tackles, 
8.5 QB sacks, 12.5 TFLs, 4 
FFs, INT and PBU • 2016 
(Sun Belt Defensive Player 
of the Year): 56 tackles, 13 
QB sacks, 19.5 TFLs, FF, FR 
• 2017 (Sun Belt Defensive 
Player of the Year): 56 tack-
les, 13 QB sacks, 19 TFLs, 
3 FFs, PBU • Career Stats: 
179 tackles, 42 QB sacks, 63 
TFLs, 10 FFs, 2 FRs, INT 
and 3 PBUs

Arkansas State 5.39 4th Round Summary: Rolland-Jones has continued to 
gain weight over the last two years and it is 
encouraging he has gotten up to the 250-pound 
mark.   Why?  He dealt with injury issues early 
in his career. This gives him an opportunity to 
show his wares as a rush outside linebacker.  He 
just passes the threshold for the position when 
it comes to length.  It is also encouraging that he 
played downhill with conviction as an exchange 
linebacker during 2018 East-West Shrine 
practice 9-on-7 periods.  This will only help him 
in the eyes of scouts.  There will be prospects 
with better testing results, but not many players 
can match the production of Rolland-Jones at 
the collegiate level.  

266 Christian Sam 
Other Notes:  2016: One 
tackle and used a medical 
redshirt • Nine double-digit 
tackle games in 2017
• 15 tackles, 2 QB sacks, 
2 TFLs, FF vs. USC on 
10/28/17 • 2017: 127 tackles 
(led Pac-12), 3 QB sacks, 
9.5 TFLs, FF, INT and PBU

Arizona State 5.349 4th Round Strengths: Makes plays in space.  He’ll beat mul-
tiple blockers (three) to make open field tackles 
vs. screens (4th QTR, SDSU ’17). Falls back on 
power schemes to crack runners.  Satisfactory 
range on lateral swings (New Mexico State ’17). 
Weaknesses: Foot injury sidelined him for the 
2016 season after just one game. Sometimes 
has a tough time reacting to sudden gear shifts 
by elite RBs (missed tackle, Penny, SDSU ’17).  
Susceptible to stiff-arms. 
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275 Nick Deluca

Other Notes: 2017 (1st 
Team All-MFVC, AP 1st 
Team All-American): 74 
tackles, 6.5 QB sacks, 10.5 
TFLs, 3 FFs, INT, 2 PBUs
• Career Stats: 59 games, 
329 tackles, 9.5 QB sacks, 
26 TFLs, 5 FFs, , 7 INTs (93 
yds, TD), 10 PBUs• 2018 
Senior Bowl measurements: 
6027 243 10 1/8” hands, 33 
½” arms, 79 ¼” wingspan

North Dakota 
State

5.308 4th Round Strengths: Positive instincts.  Reads the triangle.  
He sees the OG pull and gets going versus out-
side runs. Contains solid eyes and can recover 
vs. TEs up the seam (1st play of the game, Iowa 
’16).  Inconsistent when it comes to getting his 
head across the bow as a tackler.  Summary: It 
was interesting to see if Deluca would return to 
his 2015-form after missing most of the 2016 
campaign due to injury.  He didn’t get off to a 
resounding start in the team’s 2017 opener and it 
took him awhile to return to form.   Aside from 
being a bit leggy in pass coverage, he doesn’t al-
ways break down to tackle in an instant nature.  
He will probably best fit as an inside linebacker 
in a 30-front defense.  

277 Tre' Williams 

Other Notes: 2017 (8 sts): 
50 tackles, 2.5 QB sacks, 2.5 
TFLs, PBU • Career Stats: 
188 tackles, 3.5 QB sacks, 
10 TFLs, FF, 2 FR, 2 PBUs
• 2018 Senior Bowl mea-
surements: 6016 238 9 ¼” 
hands, 32 ½” arms, 74 6/8” 
wingspan

Auburn 5.3 4th Round Summary:  Williams is your prototype 30-front 
inside linebacker or 4-3 Mike linebacker.  He’s 
an explosive thumper who relishes contact.  His 
durability concerns are legitimate and he played 
much of his senior year with a right shoulder in-
jury.  We don’t think he’s at his best in space and 
man coverage is not his forte’.  NFL teams will 
have to look at him as a two-down linebacker 
with major special teams upside on the kickoff 
and punt cover units.  He has Day 3 value in this 
year’s draft as a Vontaze Burfict-type (Cincinnati 
Bengals) of linebacker.

288 Ja'Whaun Bentley 

Other Notes: 2017: 97 
tackles, QB sack, 11.5 TFLs, 
2 FFs, 76-yd INT-TD and 
3 PBUs • 2018 Purdue Pro 
Day: 6015 246 31 reps-225 
lbs, 4.75 40-yd, 29 ½” VJ, 
9’3” BJ, 4.4 20-yd SS, 7.12 
3-cone)

Purdue 5.24 4th Round Tore the ACL in his left knee as a sophomore 
(2015) and missed most of the season.  He also 
tore the same knee as a sophomore in high 
school.  Suffered a left ankle injury in 2016 and 
missed some time. Summary: Bentley projects as 
a Sam linebacker in a 4-3 under front but it is a 
position that has largely become underappreci-
ated with the evolution of today’s offenses.  He is 
not a T-shirts and shorts testing athlete, but he 
does play with enough field speed.  During 2018 
Senior Bowl practices, he did not embarrass 
himself in coverage versus running backs or 
tight ends. His ability to stack-and-shed and 
play downhill makes him a solid projection 
as a 30-front inside linebacker in today’s NFL.  
Durability concerns could affect his draft stock.

302 Joe Ostman

Other Notes: Career Stats: 
220 tackles, 26 QB sacks, 
45.5 TFLs, 8 FFs, 4 FRs, 
3 PBUs • 2018 East-West 
Shrine measurements: 
6020 248 10 1/8” hands, 
31” arms, 75” wingspan 
• 2018 East-West Shrine 
in-game report: Recorded a 
sack getting over the top of 
the OT and finishing after 
QB was flushed to him.  • 
2018 CMU Pro Day: 6022 
253 4.78 40-yd, 36 ½” VJ, 
10’2” BJ, 7.02 3-cone, 4.34 
20-yd SS,

Central 
Michigan

5.19 5th Round
Summary: Ostman may draw Frank Zombo 
comparisons (Green Bay Packers, Kansas City 
Chiefs) entering the league. In fact, the first-
team All-MAC performer is just six pounds 
lighter with comparable height.  He may not 
have Zombo’s length coming out of school.  On 
the flip side, the former state champion high 
school wrestler plays with better leverage off the 
snap.  Like Zombo, he’ll have to make a living 
initially as a special teams performer and then 
work to grow into another type of role.  It will 
be important for Ostman to perform well in 
linebacker drills to get a shot at being drafted 
this spring.  

304 Auggie Sanchez

Other Notes: 2017 (1st Team 
All-AAC): 84 tackles, 2 QB 
sacks, 10 TFLs, 2 INTs (108 
yds, 2 TDs) and 2 PBUs • 
Career Stats: 50 starts (USF 
career record), 388 tackles 
(1st in USF history), 8.5 QB 
sacks, 29 TFLs, FF, 3 FRs 
(TD), 4 INTs (127 yds, 2 
TDs), 8 PBUs

USF 5.18 5th Round Summary: Sanchez has put himself in a position 
to be drafted with guile and toughness.  The 50-
game starter made more game-changing plays 
as a senior but it has been his consistency that 
stands out.  He will have to answer questions 
surrounding his speed and change of direction 
in the 2018 postseason.  When his reads have 
been cloudy, he’s been inadequate in his angles 
of pursuit. If he performs adequately, then 
there’s a chance he will hear his name called on 
Day 3 of the 2018 NFL Draft. 
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322 Chaquan Burkett

Other Notes: 2017 (13 gms, 
2nd Team All-AAC): 82 
tackles, 1.5 QB sacks, 4.5 
TFLs, FF, 45-yd INT-TD, 
3 PBUs• Career: 52 games, 
215 tackles, 6 QB sacks, 
18.5 TFLs, 3 FFs, INT and 
10 PBUs

UCF 5.13 5th Round Summary: The former three-star recruit is a 
mature, well-conditioned player with some in-
triguing intangibles.  While not known as a true 
coverage linebacker, he has displayed enough 
flexibility to handle some tough coverage as-
signments on occasion (see Stanford ’15).  Some 
teams will have questions on a durability history 
that remains a question mark heading into the 
2018 NFL Draft.  

327 Jermaine Carter

Other Notes: 2016 
(Honorable mention 
All-Big Ten): 106 tackles, 
6 QB sacks, 9 TFLs, 2 FF, 
FR, INT and 4 PBUs • 7 
tackles, 2 QB sacks, 2 TFLs, 
PBU vs. Texas on 9/2/17 • 
2017 (Honorable mention 
All-Big Ten): 90 tackles, 3.5 
QB sacks, 6 TFLs, 4 FFs, 3 
PBUs • Career Stats: 320 
tackles, 9.5 QB sacks, 29.5 
TFLs, 8 FFs, FR, INT, 10 
PBUs • 2018 Maryland Pro 
Day: 4.69 40-yd, 34 ½” VJ, 
7.1 3-cone, 4.2 20-yd SS
• Graduated from 
Maryland with a degree in 
criminal justice

Maryland 5.124 5th Round Strengths:  Team leader. Captain.  Instinctive. 
Effort plays consistently show up in pursuit 
(took ball away from Goodwin downfield in 
coverage-FF, FR, Rutgers ’16).  Weaknesses: 
Struggles the more the game gets away from the 
line of scrimmage.  Contains questionable long 
speed in pursuit (Willis, Boston College ’16). 

Summary:  Even on the effort play that we 
alluded to in Carter’s strengths (Rutgers ’16-FF, 
FR), he was a step behind.  This is the glaring 
weakness that shows up for him the further the 
game gets away from the line of scrimmage.  
Nevertheless, these forced fumbles (eight) have 
shown up consistently and his blitz potential is 
noteworthy.  The forced fumbles are something 
that date all the way back to his high school 
days (six forced fumbles as a senior).  He has 
some similarities to some of the other Maryland 
linebackers who entered the league in the early 
2000s (E.J. Henderson, Erin Henderson).  

332 Chris Worley 

Other Notes: 2016: 69 tack-
les, 4.5 TFLs, FF, INT and 
4 PBUs • 2017 (Honorable 
mention All-Big Ten): 56 
tackles, QB sack, 5 TFLs, 
FF, 2 PBUs • Graduated 
with a degree in Communi-
cations in December 2017

Ohio State 5.115 5th Round
Summary: Worley may not be a striker but he 
gets to most of his necessary spots on the field.  
He has very good instincts when aligned with 
the action.  There are questions about his ability 
to play man coverage.  He is at least adequate 
in zone coverage.  Perhaps more importantly, 
will he be able to consistently handle offensive 
lineman on the second level?  His instincts will 
get him looks on Day 3 of the 2018 NFL Draft.

342 Keishawn Bierria 

Other Notes: 2016 (14 sts, 
2nd Team All-Pac-12): 70 
tackles, 2 QB sacks, 5 TFLs, 
2 FFs, 2 PBUs • 2017 (13 
sts, 2nd Team All-Pac-12): 
60 tackles, QB sack, 4 
TFLs, 2 FFs, FR, 2 PBUs • 
2018 NFL Combine: 9 3/8” 
hands, 31 3/8” arms, 21 
reps-225 lbs, 4.79 40-yd, 30 
½” VJ, 9’9” BJ, 7.26 3-cone 
• Career Stats: 240 tackles, 
7.5 QB sacks, 19.5 TFLs, 4 
FFs, 7 FRs, 4 PBUs

Washington 5.09 5th Round Strengths: Works to get around potential picks 
in man-to-man coverage.  Adept at timing 
blitzes and getting skinny to crease line gaps.  
Avoids trash around his ankles when RBs go to 
the ground to cut him.  Rakes-and-rips at the 
ball to finish sack opportunities (Utah ’16-FF).  
Factors in on kickoff coverage (4th QTR, tackle, 
Stanford ’17).  His intensity has resulted in 
fumble recoveries while on the kickoff team 
(Idaho ’16).   

Weaknesses: Struggles to disengage from block-
ers once latched (Utah ’16).  He will chatter his 
feet and not take the extra step after he’s believed 
his gap fit (MT, Muhammad, Cal ’16; dives for 
ankles, Barkley, Penn State ‘17).  

361 Chris Covington

Other Notes: • Attended Al 
Raby HS (Ill.) and account-
ed for 39 TDs as a freshman 
(26 PASS, 13 RUSH) • 
2014 (5 gms at QB): 25%, 2 
INTs; 17 carries for 91 yards 
(5.4 YPC) 2016 (13 gms): 
29 tackles, 2 QB sacks, 3 
TFLs, FF • 2017 (Indiana 
Defensive Player of the 
Year, Honorable mention 
All-Big Ten): 85 tackles, 3 
QB sacks, 12 TFLs, 5 PBUs

Indiana 5.022 5th Round Summary: It’s not going to matter how much 
Covington impresses during the postseason be-
cause he’s proven that he’s a fine football player.  
The former collegiate quarterback developed 
into a solid defender reading the quarterback’s 
indicators in just two seasons.  On top of that, 
he can provide enough tackling radius to 
contribute as a spy versus athletic quarterbacks. 
His play speed is top-notch and we think he’ll 
be a fine four-team contributor on special 
teams.  Additionally, he could provide an option 
in sub-packages for creative defenses like the 
Baltimore Ravens employ week-to-week. Expect 
Covington’s name to be called on Day 3 of the 
2018 NFL Draft process.  
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365 Azeem Victor 

Other Notes: 2015 (11 
sts, Honorable mention 
All-Pac-12): 95 tackles, 1.5 
QB sacks, 9 TFLs, 2 FFs, 
FR, INT-TD and 7 PBUs 
• 2016 (10 sts, 1st Team All-
Pac-12): 67 tackles, 3 TFLs, 
FF, FR, PBU • 2017 (5 sts): 
30 tackles, 2 QB sacks, 2 
TFLs, 3 PBUs • 2018 NFL 
Combine: 9 3/8” hands, 33” 
arms, 19 reps-225 lbs, 32 
½” VJ, 9’7” BJ, 4.72 40-yd, 
7.2 3-cone, 4.4 20-yd SS

Washington 5.022 5th Round Strengths: Tackling radius. Strong enough to 
withstand the chips/sticks of OGs as an inside 
blitz threat. He stacks-and-sheds with enough 
force to get off of climbers while keeping his 
shoulders square to the action.  

Weaknesses: Broken tibia sidelined him for the 
final month of the 2016 season.  Suspended for 
the team’s opener in 2017 due to a violation 
of team rules.  Eventually lost his starting job 
and slid to a backup role.  Off the field issues 
continued to transpire during the season and 
he eventually had another suspension (https://
www.seattletimes.com/sports/uw-husky-foot-
ball/chris-petersens-suspension-of-azeem-vic-
tor-a-cautionary-tale-for-huskies-players/).

382 Jacob Martin

Other Notes: 2017 (2nd 
Team All-AAC, AAC Ath-
letic Director’s Honor Roll): 
44 tackles, 8 QB sacks, 11 
TFLs, 2 FFs, 2 FRs (44-yd 
FR-TD) • 2018 Temple Pro 
Day: 23 reps-225 lbs, 4.59 
40-yd, 34 ½” VJ, 10’1” BJ, 
4.44 20-yd SS, 6.90 3-cone

Temple 4.96 5th Round NOTE:   Has played both RDE and LDE for 
the Owls.  
Summary:  Martin demonstrates very good play 
speed and reactionary time off the snap count.  
He has been a factor on special teams rushing 
punts.  He runs well enough and despite just 
one year of high-level production, the All-AAC 
defensive end was a contributor during school.  
Injuries have been somewhat of an issue and 
there are questions about his ability to hold up 
at the point of attack at just 235 pounds.  Can 
he play the exchange linebacker or even an 
outside linebacker position?  He has exhibited 
linebacker traits bending his knees despite his 
high-cut frame.

385 Skai Moore 

Other Notes: 2015 (2nd 
Team All-SEC): 111 tackles, 
2 QB sacks, 6.5 TFLs, 3 
FFs, FR, 4 INTs (25 yds) 
and 4 PBUs • 2017 (1st 
Team All-SEC): 93 tackles, 
2 QB sacks, 8 TFLs, 3 INTs 
(52 yds, TD) and 2 PBUs 
• Career Stats: 351 tackles, 
5 QB sacks, 20 TFLs, 14 
INTs (174 yds, TD), 3 FFs, 
3 FRs, 6 PBUs • 2018 NFL 
Combine: 9 3/8” hands, 
32” arms, 4.73 40-yd, 36” 
VJ, 9’9” BJ

South Carolina 4.95 5th Round Strengths: Shifts his gears on the way to the ball 
with quick jab steps to avoid traffic. Excellent 
ball skills.  Reads route combinations.  Gets 
jumps on the football in the red area off the QB’s 
indicators (INT-RZ, UNC ’15). Weaknesses:   
Energy is up-and-down as an edge rusher.  He 
can be run off the screen by RBs in blitz pick-up 
(Hurd, Tennessee ’15-4th QTR).  Misjudges 
some of his downhill angles.  Plays a sideways 
game. Summary:  Moore’s bulging disc prevent-
ed him from playing in 2016, but he remains a 
viable 2018 NFL Draft prospect.  All of the skills 
he displayed prior to the herniated disk were on 
display in 2017.  The All-SEC linebacker’s ability 
to steal pass routes has been evident throughout 
his career.  His biggest areas of improvement 
has always center around knee bend and pad 
level.  Skai has a tendency to play a little bit tall 
in the box.  

395 Frank Ginda 

Other Notes: 2016 (10 sts, 
Academic All-MWC): 
99 tackles, 6.5 QB sacks, 
11.5 TFLs, INT • 2017 (1st 
Team All-MWC, Academic 
All-District 8): 173 tackles 
(led nation), 2 QB sacks, 
13 TFLs, 3 FFs, 3 PBUs 
• Carried a 3.43 GPA in 
communication studies

San Jose State 4.928 5th Round Summary:  Ginda has somewhat of a poor man’s 
Manti Te’o-look (New Orleans Saints) entering 
the NFL.  He’s thick enough to very possibly be 
a 30-front inside linebacker but he could be a 
Mike linebacker for some 4-3 schemes.  There 
will be issues in man coverage and quicker, 
shiftier backs could present issues.  Will he be 
able to play in a team’s nickel or dime packages?  
The academic standout’s most pertinent task in 
postseason workouts is to show NFL teams that 
he can change directions.  Teams will love the 
instincts of the nation’s leading tackler. 

398 Travis "TJ" McCollum 

Other Notes: 2015 (14 sts, 
Western Kentucky): 106 
tackles, 3 QB sacks, 11.5 
TFLs, FF, INT and 3 PBUs
• 2016 (11 sts, WKU): 85 
tackles, 4 TFLs, FF, 3 PBUs
•2017 (Purdue): 69 tackles, 
3 QB sacks, 6 TFLs, 2 PBUs

Purdue, WKU, 
UAB

4.92 5th Round Summary: The litany of compliments that you 
hear about McCollum mostly revolve around 
his leadership and intensity on the football field.  
Purdue’s defense clearly took a step back when 
he was sidelined for four games in 2017 due to a 
high ankle sprain.  We are impressed that he was 
able to be productive at two more schools after 
UAB’s program folded after the 2015 campaign.  
We don’t know that he’ll be a true Will lineback-
er in a 40-front defense, but we do think he can 
man a 30-front inside linebacker spot at the next 
level.  He has late-round value.
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408 Chad Whitener 

Other Notes: 2016 (1st 
Team Academic All-Big 12, 
Leslie O’Neal Outstanding 
Player Award, 2nd Team 
All-Big 12): 71 tackles, QB 
sack, 7.5 TFLs, 4 PBUs
•2017 (1st Team Academic 
All-Big 12): 76 tackles, 6.5 
TFLs, 2 INTs (41 yds), PBU

Oklahoma State 4.89 5th Round Strengths: Plugs the pulling OL on gap-schemed 
runs (Iowa State ’17). Mirrors pulling OGs. 
Slides well from C-gap-to-C-gap.   Gives a full 
meal going downhill.  Weaknesses: Average 
range.  Stiff flipping his hips.  He’s not very 
smooth on his zone pass drops.  Gives up a lot 
of chest as a B-gap blitz threat.  Shoulders don’t 
stay square when working laterally (Oklahoma 
’16).  Shifty space tackles are hit-and-miss (MT, 
Sims, Kansas ’16).  NOTE: Did not workout on 
Oklahoma State’s 2018 NFL Pro Day.  

412 Parris Bennett 

Other Notes: 17 tackles vs. 
Notre Dame on 10/1/16
• 16 tackles, ½ TFL vs. 
Clemson on 11/5/16
• 2016 (Honorable mention 
All-ACC): 110 tackles, 6.5 
TFLs, 3 FFs, INT and 3 
PBUs • 14 tackles, QB sack, 
TFL vs. Boston College on 
11/25/17 • 2017 (2nd Team 
All-ACC): 115 tackles, 
2 QB sacks, 11 TFLs, FF, 
2 PBUs

Syracuse 4.878 5th Round Summary:  Bennett’s activity has been hard to 
ignore for Orange fans.  He’s been one of the 
school’s most active linebackers since the days of 
former NFL first-round draft pick Keith Bulluck 
(Titans).  His ease of movement is perhaps his 
best attribute.   If he can prove that his change 
of direction matches what’s been seen on the 
field, then he stands an outside chance of getting 
drafted.  It will be just as important for him to 
show NFL scouts a measure of strength that is 
sometimes missing in his play.  He has shown 
competency in kick coverage and that may 
be the key for him to compete for a backup 
linebacker’s job at the next level. 

419 Nyles Morgan  

Other Notes: 2016 (12 sts): 
94 tackles, 4 QB sacks, 6 
TFLs, FR, 3 PBUs • 2017 
(13 sts): 92 tackles, 1.5 
QB sacks, 7 TFLs, FF, 
PBU • 2018 Notre Dame 
Pro Day: 9 ¼” hands, 33” 
arms, 81 ¼” wingspan, 4.78 
40-yd, 32” VJ, 9’6” BJ, 4.4 
20-yd SS, 7.19 3-cone, 11.7 
60-yd LS

Notre Dame 4.84 5th Round Summary: Morgan was deemed to be the 
next Fighting Irish linebacker primed for the 
NFL early in his career.   Early on, he showed 
first-round capability but he hasn’t gone on an 
upward trek over the course of the last three 
seasons.  Some of the same weaknesses that were 
apparent in 2014 continued into his senior cam-
paign.  There are questions about his ability to 
match up with running backs and wide receivers 
in coverage.  While has the instincts to play in 
the NFL, the former four-star recruit will need 
to develop more down-to-down consistency.  

420 Eric Boggs 

Other Notes: 2017 (13 sts, 
1st Team All-SBC): 102 
tackles, 4.5 QB sacks, 9 
TFLs, FF, 2 FR, 2 INTs (57 
yds), 6 PBUs,  • Career 
Stats: 51 games, 45 starts, 
347 tackles, 12.5 QB 
sacks, 23.5 TFLs, 8 INTs 
(126 yds), 14 PBUs • 2018 
Appalachian State Pro Day: 
22 reps-225 lbs, 4.81 40-yd, 
30 ½” VJ, 9’2” BJ, 4.26 
20-yd SS, 7.08 3-cone, 11.51 
60-yd LS

Appalachian 
State

4.83 5th Round Summary:  Boggs is a durable, dependable player 
who plays with energy and intensity on Saturday 
afternoons.  A good communicator, he reacts 
well in pursuit and stays square when taking 
on offensive linemen.  He fits the ball correctly 
for the most part, but there are some concerns 
with connecting the pictures on times.  He’s 
not a consistent mirror player versus running 
backs from gap-to-gap inside the tackle box.  
While we don’t project him as a player capable 
of covering running backs man-to-man, he got 
his hands on a number of passes (22) in school. 
He’s an energetic blitz threat who projects as a 
4-3  linebacker because he’s not stout enough to 
succeed if uncovered.  

443 Junior Joseph 

Other Notes: 2015 (13 sts, 
Honorable mention All-
AAC): 93 tackles, 3.5 TFLs, 
INT • 2016 (12 sts): 81 
tackles, 1.5 TFLs, 2 PBUs
•2017 (Honorable mention 
All-AAC): 91 tackles, 4 QB 
sacks, 6.5 TFLs, FF, 3 PBUs 
Summary:  “I’m not a real 
vocal guy.  I prefer to lead 
by example.”
-Joseph prior to the 
Missouri game in 2017

UConn 4.725 5th Round Strengths:  Mature.  Works at his game. Has put 
on positive weight in school.  Prototype 30-front 
ILB.  Built like a rock.  Strong in the upper body.  
Runs to the ball with his pants on fire.  Uses his 
hand signals and drops the hammer in confined 
areas or when in pursuit.  He will play “angry” 
and “nasty” on the field (QB hit, personal foul, 
Ward, Houston ’16). Weaknesses:  It becomes 
tough for him to match routes in space due to 
rigid nature (SMU ’17).  Mismatched in Cover 2 
up the middle of the field (ECU ’17, 3rd and 11). 
Hesitant in man coverage vs. RBs.  Struggles at 
times to fall back on runs once he’s gotten going 
in one direction.
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451 Xavier 

Thigpen  

Other Notes:  2016: 33 
tackles, 5 QB sacks, 12.5 
TFLs, 2 FFs, 2 PBUs, FR 
and one blocked kick  • 
2017:  44 tackles, 5 QB 
sacks, 11 TFLs, 2 FFs, 2 
PBUs and one blocked kick 
• 2018 NFLPA Collegiate 
Bowl measurements: 10 
5/8” hands, 34 1/2” arms, 
85” wingspan

Southern Miss 4.705 5th Round Strengths: 85-inch wingspan. Excellent stride 
length.  Runs well in pursuit. Flattens on run 
away.  He had a key FR vs. Kentucky in 2016 
as they were driving for score up 35-24 (nice 
scoop-and-score). Positive hand-eye coordina-
tion.  Caught a TD in 2015. Has blocked 2 kicks 
in his career. 
Weaknesses:  Limited base. Thinly-built.  Can he 
still put on 10-to-15 pounds or is he maxed-out 
in terms of weight? He can be cut due to high 
nature and leggy disposition. Loses his feet 
in trash on occasion.  Overruns some sack 
opportunities.  
2018 NFLPA Collegiate Bowl in-game report:  
Won out of a right-handed stance in the first 
quarter and forced QB to step up and into QB 
sack.  

469 Courtney Love 

Other Notes: 2016 (SEC 
Community Service Team): 
76 tackles, QB sack, TFL, 
FF, PBU • 10 tackles, ½ TFL 
vs. Louisville on 11/25/17
• 2017 (13 sts): 92 tackles, 
QB sack, 3.5 TFLs, 3 PBUs
2018 Kentucky Pro Day: 
24 reps-225 lbs, 35” VJ, 
9’4” BJ, 4.77 40-yd, 4.30 
20-yd SS

Kentucky, 
Nebraska

4.657 6th Round Strengths: Team captain.  Communicates to 
teammates to line them up accordingly.  Slides-
and-shuffles extremely well.  Mirrors RBs in the 
tackle box and filters under blockers.
Weaknesses:  Key-and-diagnose is inconsistent.  
Fails to read the triangle at times and will be 
caught a step late to OG’s pulling. 
Summary: Love, a Nebraska transfer, will likely 
get into an NFL training camp after a solid Pro 
Day.  Over the course of two years in the SEC, 
he was durable, smart and generally tough from 
tackle-to-tackle mirroring runs.  There are ques-
tions regarding his ability to change directions 
in space.  Can he cover NFL-personnel out of 
the backfield or in the middle of the field?  

470 Jaylyin Minor

Other Notes: Former rodeo 
star who was a calf roper 
and steer wrestler 16 tack-
les, TFL, PBU vs. Temple 
on 11/10/17 • 2017: 125 
tackles, QB sack, 4.5 TFLs, 
2 PBUs • 2018 Cincinnati 
Pro Day: 21 reps-225 lbs, 
4.87 40-yd, 35” VJ, 9’4” BJ, 
4.58 20-yd SS, 7.39 3-cone

Cincinnati 4.65 6th Round
Summary: Minor’s biggest challenge in the NFL 
will be to prevent himself from becoming a two-
down projection.  After a sub-par showing on 
his Pro Day, the former Bearcat has to hope NFL 
teams divulge added resources on his positive 
film.  He struggles to match routes in space, but 
plays much faster than he times in T-shirts and 
shorts.  If he can sneak into an NFL camp, he 
could surprise on special teams.  

481 DJ Palmore 

Other Notes: Attended 
Christian Brothers HS 
(Tenn.) and won the 2014 
Division 2 State Heavy-
weight wrestling title and 
also the state runner-up in 
the shot put •2016 (12 sts): 
98 tackles, 2 TFLs, 2 PBUs • 
2017 (2nd Team All-AAC, 
coaches): 75 tackles, 2.5 QB 
sacks, 12.5 TFLs, FF, 41-yd 
FR, 2 PBUs

Navy 4.612 6th Round
Strengths:  Capable of winning when matched 
up vs. RBs off the edge as a pass rusher (knocks 
Johnson on posterior, RB vs. LB, Day 2, 2018 
East West Shrine ’18).  Times up late add-on 
blitzes and can explode on contact (nearly 
causes fumble, QB sack, FAU ’17).   Weaknesses: 
Tendency to get narrow causes him to get 
stymied at the point of attack vs. bigger OL.  
Fails to consistently get his pads down taking on 
the puller vs. power schemes.  Average ability to 
bend and break down in space. 

484 DJ Calhoun 

Other Notes: 2016: 77 tack-
les, 4.5 QB sacks, 11 TFLs, 
FF, PBU; 42-yd KOR-TD
• 2017: 99 tackles, 5.5 QB 
sacks, 12 TFLs, 3 PBUs
• 2018 NFLPA Collegiate 
Bowl measurements: 10” 
hands, 30” arms, 71 5/8” 
wingspan • 2018 NFLPA 
Collegiate Bowl in-game 
report: Good recognition of 
the shovel pass and worked 
off of a block to make key 
stop vs. Richard.  

Arizona State 4.6 6th Round Strengths: Moves around.  Used in an overhang 
position as LB.  Produces positive transition 
forward in zone coverage. Matched a shallow 
crosser in the MOF on a tough matchup (New 
Mexico State ’17).  Above average angle vs. 
Browning’s 3-step slant to the No. 2 receiver 
(Washington ’16).  

Weaknesses: Will float in pursuit (Green break-
out, Arizona ’16).  Fails to take the extra step 
sliding laterally (New Mexico State ’17).  Was 
late to key-and-diagnose (NFLPA Collegiate 
Bowl ’18).  Missed tackles showed up vs. San 
Diego State in 2017. 
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485 Treyvon Williams 

Other Notes: 13 tackles, 2 
QB sacks, 4 TFLs vs. UTSA 
on 11/4/17 • 2017 (13 
gms, Honorable mention 
All-C-USA): 92 tackles, 3 
QB sacks, 9 TFLs, FF, PBU 
• Career Stats: 52 games, 
299 tackles, 7 QB sacks, 22 
TFLs, 2 FFs and 3 PBUs

FIU 4.592 6th Round Strengths: Plays low and balanced. Shoots his 
hips as a tackler.  Flashes an occasional stack-
and-shed ability vs. OGs if he beats them to 
the spot.  Times his blitzes with a fiery nature 
(Temple ’17-Gasparilla Bowl).

Weaknesses:  There have been games when 
he’s been engulfed by OL simply due to size 
(Marshall ’17).  Questionable balance has shown 
up shooting interior line gaps.  Can be stymied 
by climbing OGs.

491 Garret Dooley

Other Notes:  2016 (14 
gms, 2 sts): 40 tackles, 
3.5 QB sacks, 6.5 TFLs • 
2017 (14 gms, 2nd Team 
All-Big Ten): 39 tackles, 
6 QB sacks, 10.5 TFLs, 
PBU • 2018 Senior Bowl 
measurements: 6017 248 
10 3/8” hand (left), 32 5/8” 
arms, 76 ½” wingspan
• 2018 NFL Combine: 10 
¼” hands, 32 ½” arms, 21 
reps-225 lbs, 10’1” BJ, 4.28 
20-yd SS

Wisconsin 4.56 6th Round
Summary: At first glance, it’s obvious that 
Dooley has even more to give as a rush outside 
linebacker.  His technique is commendable and 
he’s an effort rusher.  However, at this stage, he’s 
not yet on par with some of his counterparts 
rushing the passer.  There is an element of tenac-
ity in his post moves to set up snatch-and-pull 
maneuvers, but even those get him widened too 
far up the field.  Within Wisconsin’s defense, 
he displayed some linebacker attributes.  It’s 
questionable if he’ll be able keep up with tight 
ends and running backs in man-to-man, but we 
think he’s athletic enough to handle some zone 
responsibilities. 

493 Myles Pierce  

Other Notes: • Father, 
Michael, played at Tulane, 
and his brother, Michael, 
Jr., plays for the Baltimore 
Ravens as a DT 2016 (12 
sts, CoSIDA Academic 
All-District): 78 tackles, 
QB sack, 11 TFLs, FF  • 
2017 (11 sts, 2nd Team 
All-SoCon): 91 tackles, 3 
QB sacks, 13 TFLs, FF, FR, 
4 PBUs • Career Stats: 40 
games, 180 tackles, 4 QB 
sacks, 25.5 TFLs, 2 FFs, FR, 
4 PBUs • 2018 Senior Bowl 
measurements: 5112 227 8 
¾” hands, 29 ½” arms, 73 
5/8” wingspan • Scheduled 
to graduate in May 2018 
with a 3.9 GPA and a 
degree in accounting

The Citadel 4.555 6th Round Strengths: Believes his eyes.  Reads the triangle 
effectively as a run stopper.  Falls back vs. mis-
direction schemes. He will scrape and show lift-
and-rise vs. RBs in the hole (Newsome, Western 
Carolina ’17).  Weaknesses:  Size is a big question 
mark.  Lacks length and width.  Struggles to 
disengage from bigger OL when they get up to 
the second level to latch him (Demby, Senior 
Bowl ’18, Day 1, team period).
Summary: Pierce’s downhill mentality is 
noteworthy.  Additionally, he is an academic 
standout with NFL bloodlines and the profes-
sional attitude needed to earn an NFL roster 
spot.  Although he plays bigger than his size, his 
length becomes a negative when dealing with 
bigger NFL-caliber offensive guards.  We think 
his special teams potential includes possible core 
duty.  The All-SoCon conference linebacker has 
to prove that his aggressiveness as a tackler can 
factor in on the punt and kickoff cover units at 
just 227 pounds.  If so, then he has an outside 
shot of either transitioning as a backup or 
practice squad candidate.  

501 Cayson Collins

Other Notes:  12 tackles, 
QB sack, TFL vs. Georgia 
Tech on 9/30/17 • 2017: 
83 tackles, 2 QB sacks, 4.5 
TFLs, 2 FFs, 2 FRs (79 yds) 
and PBU • Career: 217 
tackles, 2 QB sacks, 11.5 
TFLs, 7 FFs, 5 FRs

North Carolina 4.534 6th Round Summary: Collins has an opportunity to at least 
get into an NFL training camp because he’s 
straight-line fast and can tackle with some fer-
vor.  His limitations in terms of flexibility could 
prevent him from being a viable option on third 
downs despite his propensity for success as a 
blitzing option.  We think he could help a team’s 
kickoff, kickoff return and punt cover units at 
the next level as he transitions to linebacker.  

510 Manase Hungalu 

Other Notes:  2016 (10 sts): 
83 tackles, 3 TFLs, 2 FRs 
(71 yds, TD), INT and 4 
PBUs • Posted 20 tackles 
vs. Cal  to earn Pac-12 
Defensive Player of the 
Week honors • 2017: 97 
tackles, 2.5 QB sacks, 6 
TFLs, 2 INTs (28 yds, TD) 
and 4 PBUs

Oregon State 4.501 6th Round Strengths: He can sink low to tackle in the hole 
(Freeman, Oregon ’16).  Bends to scoop-and-
score on fumble returns (UCLA ’16).  He does a 
good job of getting breaks off the QB’s indicators 
in zone coverage.  Covers ground with his eyes 
more than his foot speed.  Takes away play ac-
tion passes in the red area by reacting well off of 
the fake (Colorado State ’17). Weaknesses: Ques-
tionable long speed.  Still needs to get stronger.  
He will catch on some of his tackles in the hole 
(Cal ’17).  Does not impress blitzing from an 
exchange LB position (Colorado State ’17).  Can 
be stymied hammering the action back to his 
inside-out defenders vs. lead blockers.
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515 Devante Downs 

Other Notes:  2017 (7 
sts, Honorable mention 
All-Pac-12): 65 tackles, 3 
QB sacks, 5.5 TFLs, 2 FFs, 
FR, 2 INTs • Career Stats: 
20 starts, 211 tackles, 8 QB 
sacks, 14.5 TFLs, 3 FFs, 3 
FRs, 5 INTs (59 yds, TD) 
and 2 PBUs • Earned a 
bachelor’s degree in legal 
studies

California 4.482 6th Round Summary: Downs was on his way to perhaps his 
best year statistically in school before succumb-
ing to a knee injury.  He has the ability to blitz, 
read the quarterback in underneath zones and 
he finishes on the ball.  The honorable mention 
All-Pac-12 linebacker was never incredibly 
explosive but his eye speed stole a couple of 
steps for him in all of his on-field movements.  If 
he can get healthy by the summer, he may have 
an outside shot of getting into an NFL training 
camp.  During Cal’s Pro Day, he showed ade-
quate upper body strength and was beginning to 
move around some in drills.  

516 Frankie Luvu 

Other Notes: Attended Ta-
funa HS (America Somoa) 
and starred on defense, 
special teams • Midfielder 
for America Somoa U-17 
soccer team  • 2017 (13 
gms, Honorable mention 
All-Pac-12): 48 tackles, 6.5 
QB sacks, 12 TFLs, 2 INTs, 
2 FR, and one PBU • 2018 
NFLPA Collegiate Bowl 
measurements: 6020 245 
9 ½” hands, 32 ¾” arms, 
77 1/4” wingspan • 2018 
Washington State Pro Day: 
21 reps-225 lbs, 4.84 40-yd, 
29 ½” VJ, 6.97 3-cone, 4.26 
20-yd SS, 7.03 3-cone

Washington State 4.481 6th Round
Strengths:  Has played both inside and Rush out-
side LB for the Cougars  He seemed to add more 
quickness and explosion as a senior (runs over 
Jones in blitz pick-up, USC ’17, 1st QTR).  From 
the LOLB spot, he wins as a pass rusher beating 
OTs to the spot (QB sack, Boise State ’17).

Weaknesses:  A little bit leggy going forward 
on his initial read steps.  False steps show up.  
Just “OK” range.  Loses his contain too often 
when runners bounce (Minnesota ’16-Holiday 
Bowl).  range.  Loses his contain too often when 
runners bounce (Minnesota ’16-Holiday Bowl). 
.  Not a striker.  He will catch at the POA in the 
hole.  Gets collapsed by TEs near the GL when 
slanting (Boise State ’17). 

521 Sione Teuhema 

Other Notes: 9 tackles, 2 QB 
sacks, 5 TFLs vs. Houston 
Baptist in 2017 • 2017 (1st 
Team All-SLC): 80 tackles, 
9 QB sacks, 18.5 TFLs, 2 FF, 
FR, INT and PBU • 2018 
NFLPA Collegiate Bowl 
In-game report:  Nearly 
picked off a slant in the 4th 
QTR playing an overhang 
OLB position and clouding 
the throwing lane.  Athletic 
Tip.  

SE Louisiana, 
LSU

4.441 6th Round Strengths:  Adequate foot speed. Can close from 
the backside on run away and make plays flat-
tening down the LOS (TFL, McNeese State ’17).   
Aligned primarily in an overhang position for 
the Lions.  Seen in an exchange LB spot as well 
for the team.  Explodes through ball carriers 
on contact.  He’s made plays dropping into the 
short-hole robber spot when reading the eyes of 
the QB in some of their 5-man pressure schemes 
(INT, Nicholls State ’17).Weaknesses: Stiff and 
plays with little bend. He’s been flattened vs. 
lead blockers when he doesn’t his pads down 
(Abilene Christian ’17). Very few pass rush 
counters if his first move is stymied.  Ordinary 
hand usage.

528 Ben Niemann 

Other Notes: 2016 (13 sts, 
Academic All-Big Ten): 
69 tackles, 3 TFLs, INT 
and 4 PBUs • 2017 (13 sts, 
Academic All-Big Ten, 
Honorable mention All-Big 
Ten): 79 tackles, QB sack, 
6 TFLs, 2 FFs, INT and 
5 PBUs

Iowa 4.407 6th Round Summary: Despite not having immense change 
of direction skills, Niemann generally gets to his 
spots as a curl-flat player when aligned over the 
slot.  He has not fared as well when it comes to 
breaking down versus elusive players in space.  
He competes when lined up over tight ends but 
still needs work as an exchange linebacker with 
his footwork.  Some NFL teams have suggested 
a move to a 30-front inside linebacker spot.  He 
has a strong chance to get into an NFL training 
camp.

531 Rae Juan Marbley 

Other Notes: Attended 
Destrehan HS (La.) and 
was named a three-star 
recruit by Rivals.com • He 
finished third in the state in 
wrestling and also finished 
fifth in the state in the shot 
put (track & field) • 2017 
(2nd Team All-AAC): 96 
tackles, 2 QB sacks, 9.5 
TFLs, PBU

Tulane 4.39 6th Round Strengths: Plays the MLB for the Green Wave.  
Frequently seen covering up OGs within their 
three-man fronts. Power cleans over 400 lbs. 
Made the motion adjustments for the team 
(2016).  Positive reactions show up vs. screens.  
Contains excellent contact balance on LB cross-
dogs.  Some crazy closes have shown up when 
blitzing (QB sack, 3rd down, Navy ’17; QB hit, 
Flowers, USF ’17).  Shows up at the L5 on the 
kickoff unit (2016). In 2017, he ran down at the 
L4 position.   Weaknesses: He’s on the ground 
a bit too much. Lost feet in trash too much vs. 
Navy in 2017.   Banged around by the LG on 
Navy’s 1st TD run (2017).  Lost contain on a 
couple of occasions vs. USF’s Quenton Flowers 
in 2017.  
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532 Jacob Pugh 

Other Notes: 2017 (7 sts): 
21 tackles, TFL, 16-yd FR, 
2 PBUs • 2018 East-West 
Shrine measurements: 
6030 235 10 ¼” hands, 34 
½” arms, 82 ¼” wingspan 
• 2018 NFL Combine: 10 
1/8” hands, 34 3/8” arms, 
4.65 40-yd, 38 ½” VJ, 
10’2” BJ

Florida State 4.387 6th Round Summary:  If Pugh can maintain his current 
weight, he could get looks from some NFL 
teams as a nickel pass rusher.  He will have to 
pick up his intensity to thrive in that role.  Ide-
ally, his skill-set skews more towards that of an 
on the ball Sam linebacker in a 4-3 under front.  
From that spot, he should be able to cover some 
tight ends but would likely be a liability in that 
role.  His productivity has been consistent year-
to-year but he never had a breakout season.  We 
think he has Day 3 value but ranks as a fringe 
prospect (because he really is somewhat of a 
‘tweener stuck between a couple of positions).   

536 Joel Lanning 

Other Notes: 2016: Com-
pleted 107-of-193 passes 
(55.6%) for 1,247 yards, 10 
TDs and 4 INTs; 330 yards 
rushing (3.5 YPC) and 4 
TDs • 2017 (2nd Team All-
Big 12): 114 tackles, 6 QB 
sacks, 11 TFLs, INT and 2 
PBUs; Completed 3-of-4 
passes for 47 yards and 
one TD; 40 carries for 135 
yards (3.4 YPR) and 2 TDs 
• 2018 East-West Shrine 
measurements: 6013 232 
9” hands, 32” arms, 76 ¾” 
wingspan

Iowa State 4.367 6th Round
Strengths: Lanning –a former starting quarter-
back for the Cyclones- has plenty of potential 
as a linebacker but he may have to make his 
mark initially at the personal protector on punt 
team, kickoff team as a 4 or 5 and then hold-up 
guy on punt return.  The second-team All-Big 
12 selection has positive instincts, but there is 
still a learning curve for him at the linebacker 
position.  Even when he diagnoses correctly,  
Lanning hasn’t been consistent using his hands 
to stack-and-shed.  This will have to improve 
to succeed as a 40-front Will linebacker.  It is 
questionable if he has the movement skills to 
survive on third downs covering running backs 
and tight ends.  He has late-round value.

547 Edward Shockley 

Other Notes: 2016 (3rd 
Team All-CAA): 86 tackles, 
4.5 QB sacks, 11 TFLs, FR
• 2017 (1st Team All-CAA): 
101 tackles, QB sack, 7 
TFLs, FF, 4 PBUs 2018 
NFLPA Collegiate Bowl 
measurements: 9 ¼” 
hands, 31 7/8” arms, 74 ¾” 
wingspan 

Villanova 4.318 6th Round Strengths: Team captain.  Shoots gaps to get 
underneath the leverage of blockers. Picks his 
way through traffic on backside pursuit.  Plays 
with knee bend and can shoot past the pulling 
OG to make plays (South Dakota State ’16).
Weaknesses: Needs to be more consistent 
shedding blocks.  Stance will get a little narrow 
at times when sliding to mirror the action.

2018 NFLPA Collegiate Bowl in-game report: 
Got his hands up to tip a pass on 3-step drop vs. 
QB early in the game (NFLPA ’18).  Had a nice 
fill in the third quarter of the NFLPA near the 
two-minute mark.  Quick to key-and-diagnose 
late in the game near the GL shooting gaps.  

557 Mat Boesen  

Other Notes: Posted 5.5 QB 
sacks vs. Baylor in 2017
• 2017 (14 gms): 64 tackles, 
11.5 QB sacks, 15 TFLs, 
3 FFs • Career Stats: 31 
games, 105 tackles, 19.5 
QB sacks, 26 TFLs, 5 FFs, 
2 PBUs

TCU, Boise State 4.24 6th Round Strengths:  Plays with lots of energy.  Works to 
establish lockout with arms.  Sudden in nature.  
Above-average field speed.  Closes from the 
backside (GL, Arkansas ’17).  He uses the chop 
down up the field maneuver to set up his roll 
moves back to the QB (Baylor ’17). 
Weaknesses: Limited speed-to-power rush capa-
bility.  His base narrows vs. down blocks when 
spiking down inside (gets washed).  Dismissed 
from the team while at Boise State.  On the field 
discipline has been an issue (ejected, 2nd QTR, 
Oklahoma ’17).

562 Jerod Fernandez

Other Notes: 2016 (13 gms): 
88 tackles, 5 TFls, INT 
and 3 PBUs • 14 tackles vs. 
Syracuse on 9/30/17
• 13 tackles, 1.5 TFLs vs. 
Notre Dame on 10/28/17
• 2017 (13 sts): 98 tackles, 
1.5 QB sacks, 8 TFLs, 
FF, PBU

NC State 4.218 6th Round Strengths: Plays the MLB spot for the Wolfpack.  
He will plug the fold blocker (Old Dominion 
’13).  Rangy.  Stacks his gaps well and wraps to 
tackle (Independence Bowl ’16).  He can break 
down to tackle in space (ECU ’16). 
Weaknesses: Not necessarily a thumper.  He will 
miss the occasional layup on blitz opportunities 
off the edge due to a bit of stiffness (missed QB 
sack, Georgia Southern ‘14). Overruns some 
tackles going sideways (North Carolina ’17). 
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571 Al-Rasheed Benton 

Other Notes: 2016 (13 
sts): 80 tackles, TFL, INT 
• 2017: 110 tackles, 3 QB 
sacks, 13.5 TFLs, FF, 2 INTs 
and 4 PBUs

West Virginia 4.181 7th Round Summary:  Benton’s football intelligence 
benefited him as a senior but there’s still work 
to be done.  Despite playing a step faster and 
proving quite capable of closing distances as a 
blitzer, the former New Jersey All-State selection 
didn’t always produce the best inside-out angles 
to tackle.  Never was this more evident than in 
his last game (2017 Heart of Dallas Bowl).  This 
game was in much contrast to the above average 
performance that led to the breakout senior 
campaign (Miami, Fla.-2016 Russell Athletic 
Bowl).  In this game (Miami, Fla.), he exhibited 
all of the read-and-react skills and “pop” on 
contact that made him an underrated four-star 
recruit.  Can the Mountaineers’ team captain 
handle shiftier personnel in space?

575 Micah Thomas

Other Notes:  2016 (2nd 
Team All-AAC, coaches): 
98 tackles, 2 TFLs, 2 PBUs 
• 2017 (Honorable mention 
All-AAC): 81 tackles, ½ QB 
sack, 4 TFLs, FF, 3 INTs (55 
yds) and 2 PBUs

Navy 4.17 7th Round Strengths: Positive size. Exhibits knee bend in 
his pre-snap alignments.  Plays low enough.  
Comes under control to get QBs on the ground 
on inside blitzes (QB sack, Higgins, La. Tech 
’16).  Possesses a feel for when runs are about 
to cut back because he mirrors the RB’s path 
in-between the C-gaps. Weaknesses: Average 
sideline-to-sideline tracking speed.  Rarely in 
man-to-man coverage.  Does not always keep 
head on swivel vs. crack blocks. Overruns some 
open field and inside-out tackle attempts (New-
some, UConn ’15).  He will catch at the POA on 
tackle in the hole.  His first step going laterally 
turns into a bucket step and causes his shoulders 
to turn slightly vs. outside zone run concepts.  

586 Ro'derrick Hoskins 

Other Notes:  Attended 
Evans HS (Fla.) and was 
ranked as the nation’s 
168th-best player in the 
ESPN300 • He played WR/
LB at the prep level • 2016 
(13 sts): 53 tackles, 2.5 QB 
sacks, 5.5 TFLs, 2 PBUs • 
9 tackles vs. Alabama on 
9/2/17

Florida State 4.154 7th Round Strengths:  Capable of matching shallow 
crossers vs. quick WRs (Louisville ’16, 1st half).  
When aligned as a Mike LB, he can read the 
triangle and then sink to tackle when working 
underneath the OG pulling around (tackle, 
Independence Bowl ’17). 
Weaknesses:  Is he able to adjust his courses and 
not bubble his angles of pursuit vs. misdirection 
(UNC ’16)?  Struggles to break down and bend 
if he’s left one-on-one in a force overhang 
position (MT, Southern Miss ’17).  Fails to wrap 
tackle with consistent intensity.  

588 Jack Cichy

Other Notes:• Father, 
Steve, played at Notre-
Dame, and his mother, 
Lisa, played basketball at 
Marquette • 15 tackles, 
QB sack, 3.5 TFLs, FF vs. 
Ohio State on 10/15/16 • 
2016 (7 sts): 60 tackles, 1.5 
QB sacks, 7 TFLs, 2 FFs, 2 
PBUs

Wisconsin 4.152 7th Round
Strengths: Attacks his gap control with a level of 
confidence, awareness and recognition (Michi-
gan ’16-two-back schemes).  Measures his steps 
(doesn’t crossover) when mirroring the ball vs. 
outside runs and sets up his angles on sideline 
tackles.  Weaknesses: Durability question marks. 
Tore his pectoral muscle in 2016 and it required 
surgery.  Then tore the right ACL (knee) in fall 
camp and was lost for the entire 2017 campaign. 

591 Dalton Herrington 

Other Notes: 2016 (9 sts): 
113 tackles, 5.5 TFLs, FF, 
INT and 3 PBUs • 2017 (1st 
Team All-Sun Belt): 133 
tackles, 6.5 QB sacks, 16 
TFLs, INT and 6 PBUs

New Mexico 
State

4.15 7th Round Strengths: Plays the L5 on the kickoff team and 
will sometimes serve as a safety in that role 
(New Mexico ’17).  Made a tackle on the kickoff 
team vs. Arizona State in 2017.  Weaknesses:  
Strength question marks.  Falls off some tackles. 
Comes up to take on RBs in the hole and takes 
the brunt of the blow (Ballage, Arizona State 
’17).  

612 Ty Schwab  

Other Notes: 12 tackles, 2.5 
TFLs vs. FSU on 10/27/17
• 2017 (13 sts, 3rd Team 
All-ACC, William J. Flynn 
Team MVP): 107 tackles, 
4 QB sacks, 8.5 TFLs, FF, 
2 INTs

Boston College 4.09 7th Round Strengths: Intense player.  Heavy hitter. He will 
just run through crack-block attempts (Syracuse 
’16).   Presents ‘pop’ from the inside-out as a  
tackler (Quick Lane Bowl ’16). Creates a thud 
as a tackler in confined areas (FSU ’17).  He will 
‘walk the dog’ to break on check downs (PBU, 
Clemson ’16). Weaknesses: Aggressiveness will 
get over the top on occasion (personal foul, 
vs. Dungey, Syracuse ’16).  Overruns some 
inside-out tackling angles.  Does not stand out 
changing directions in coverage.
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641 James Crawford  

Other Notes: 2017 (9 sts, 
Honorable mention All-Big 
Ten): 26 tackles, 4 QB sacks, 
5.5 TFLs, 3 FFs, 2 FRs, 4 
PBUs  • 2018 NFLPA Colle-
giate Bowl measurements: 
9 ¼” hands, 32 ¼” arms, 77 
¼”’ wingspan 

Illinois 3.923 7th Round Strengths: Team captain.  Has played in a 
number of spots.  Lined up at the Star position 
in 2015. Started at the DE spot in 2017. 
Weaknesses: Begins to look unorthodox working 
vs. climbing OGs as an inside LB.  Plays too 
light at the POA.  Takes the charge of lead FBs 
in the hole (Western Michigan ’16). 2018 NFLPA 
Collegiate Bowl: Active in this game as a rusher 
off the edge on either side.  Although he overran 
some tackles, he was consistently getting up the 
field timing snap counts.  Made an outstanding 
play in punt coverage late in the fourth quarter.  

644 Grant Ross  

Other Notes: 14 tackles, 2.5 
TFLs, 2 FFs vs. Wyoming 
on 11/11/17 • 9 tackles, QB 
sack, 2.5 TFLs, FF vs. Utah 
State on 11/25/17 • 2017: 
97 tackles, QB sack, 9.5 
TFLs, FF

Air Force 3.89 7th Round Strengths: Rangy. Executes LB X-stunts with ILB 
Jack Flor.  Executes trail blitzes with a sense of 
timing (QB sack, FF, Utah State ’17). He has had 
some very good fills vs. stocky RBs (McNichols, 
3rd and 1, Boise State ’16).  Weaknesses: Lack 
of size.  Will he have to serve two-year com-
mitment?  He really doesn’t exude a lot of hip 
explosion as a point of attack tackler.  

654 Stacy Thomas

Other Notes: 2016: 85 
tackles, QB sack, 7.5 TFls, 2 
FR , INT and 3 PBUs • 2017: 
69 tackles, 3 QB sacks, 7.5 
TFLs, 61-yd INT-TD, 3 PBUs

Louisville 3.834 7th Round Strengths:  Demonstrates some contact balance 
after getting chipped by OL and will get his 
hands up to affect passes (3rd QTR, FSU ’16).  
He’s a hard-charger shooting into inside line 
gaps.  Bullies lead blockers who don’t lower their 
pads (Serigne, Wake Forest ’17).  
Weaknesses:  Did he add weight prior to 2017?  
Tight.  Average flexibility in the upper body.  
Exhibits limited range chasing outside runs 
(Kentucky ’17, Wake Forest ‘17).  

655 Dez Harris 

Other Notes:  Attended 
McAdory HS (Ala.), where 
he played QB  • He was 
ranked as a three-star pros-
pect by 247Sports.com
2017 (10 gms): 56 tackles, 2 
QB sacks, 3 TFLs, FF

Mississippi State 3.827 7th Round Strengths: Long. 33 ¼-inch arms.  Runs to the 
ball and is energetic in lateral pursuit.  Capable 
of stacking to shed pullers when he keeps his 
pads square.  Weaknesses:  Suffered a thigh 
bruise and missed the 2017 Egg Bowl vs. Ole 
Miss.  This is an issue because he’s already 
suffered three ACL tears (including one in high 
school).  

Summary:  Harris needs a strong postseason and 
may not clear some teams’ boards due to medi-
cal concerns.  He has good size, enough fluidity 
and positive range.  Leadership and work ethic 
rank as pluses in his favor. 

656 Vontae Diggs 

Other Notes: Attended 
Downers Grove North HS 
(Ill.) and played DE/LB/QB
• He also played basketball 
and participated in track & 
field as a high jumper • He 
was homeless at one point 
and lived in a car (http://
www.courant.com/sports/
uconn-football/hc-uconn-
football-vontae-diggs-
0531-20160530-story.html)

UConn 3.815 7th Round Strengths:  Positive bender.  Flattens with force 
off the edge (2016).  Takes decent curl-hook 
drops.  In 2014, he saw time in dime packages 
on third downs.  Factor for several years on 
the KO team (ECU ’14). Made the hit of the 
year (2016) when he ran down as a LT on the 
punt team vs. Houston (exploded on contact 
viciously).
Weaknesses: As the team’s center on KOR 
(2014), he’s been over-aggressive on middle 
returns.  Posted a personal foul on a late hit vs. 
Houston in 2016 (3rd and 1).  He’s left some 
interception opportunities on the ground (Vir-
ginia ’16).  Angles can be off on curl-flat drops 
because his eyes stay on the QB. 

661 Jonathan Peterson 

Other Notes:  2017 (1st Team 
AP FCS All-American, 2017 
PFL Defensive Player of the 
Year): 51 tackles, 18 QB 
sacks, 25.5 TFLs, 7 FFs, 2 
FRs • 2018 NFLPA Colle-
giate Bowl in-game report: 
Showed a lot of burst on 
QB sack in the first half.  

San Diego 3.778 7th Round Strengths: Outstanding get-off from the RDE 
spot in a left-handed stance.  Forces OTs to open 
their hips and uses a fluent inside slip move to 
fold back inside once up the field (QB sack, But-
ler ’17).  Shocks tackles with two-hand posts to 
play on their side of the LOS (Northern Arizona 
’17).  Understands how to crease line gaps by 
getting skinny.  Will dip under the punch of TEs 
when slanting and then get up the field vertically 
(TFL, FCS playoffs ’17, Round 1).  
Weaknesses: Quicker than fast.  Size is a major 
concern. OTs just widen him over the top of the 
pocket due to below average length.  

Linebackers
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Rank Player School Grade Round ‘Nasty’ Take: 
666 Richard 'Dewey' Jarvis 

Career Stats: 170 tackles, 
17.5 QB sacks, 39 TFLs, 9 
FFs, 2 FR, INT and 6 PBUs
Majoring in Biology and 
hopes to become a physi-
cian when he’s done playing 
football

Brown 3.76 7th Round Summary: It is obvious that Jarvis won’t play the 
defensive end position in the NFL, but he can 
give a team an occasional mix-up with his pass 
rush capability. During the 2018 Senior Bowl, it 
was imperative that he could show an ability to 
play over a tight end from an overhang or two-
point alignment.  He struggled but that doesn’t 
mean he doesn’t have a chance to develop in due 
time.  Jarvis may attempt to get on a team’s prac-
tice squad and gain 10-to-15 pounds to have a 
shot as a stand-up Rush outside linebacker.  

689 Bobby Jones IV  

Other Notes: Father, Robert, 
played football at Miami 
(Fla.) • 2016: 59 tackles, 
QB sack, 4.5 TFLs • 2017 
(2nd Team All-MAC): 107 
tackles, 5 QB sacks, 12.5 
TFLs, INT

Northern Illinois 3.582 7th Round Strengths:  Team captain.  He’s started at RT, LT 
and LG.  Active hands in his pass pro.  Slides his 
feet.  Competes through the down.  Pulls on the 
team’s Wildcat runs to lead RBs.  Satisfactory 
range and tenacity.

Summary: Jones will compete for a special teams 
job at the next level but is more than likely a 
practice squad candidate if he can impress in an 
NFL training camp.

696 Ju'Wuan Woodley 

Other Notes: 2015 (7 sts): 
50 tackles, 2 QB sacks, 6.5 
TFLs, 2 FFs, one blocked 
kick 2016 (3rd Team 
All-MAC): 79 tackles, 3.5 
QB sacks, 13 TFLs, 2 FFs, 
2 PBUs 2017 (13 sts): 66 
tackles, 2 QB sacks, 4.5 
TFLs, INT and 3 PBUs

Toledo 3.502 7th Round Strengths:  At his best shooting gaps.  Shifty LB 
who will stick-and-move to avoid uncovered 
OGs and OCs who climb to him (Temple ’15).  
Dips his shoulders with his knees bent to get un-
derneath OGs climbing.   He will protect his legs 
vs. cut blocks by OGs (BYU ’16). He’s shown 
satisfactory patience handling H-angle routes 
out of the backfield by RBs (Cox, Appalachian 
State ’16).  Brings explosion on contact.  Four 
career forced fumbles. Weaknesses:  Does some 
drag-and-wrap tackling.  He’s real nifty breaking 
down to tackle vs. inside-out angles. Overruns 
some tackles in the box when sliding C-gap-to-
C-gap. His pass coverage is a work in progress 
and this will limit him at the next level. 

697 Airius Moore 

Other Notes: 2016 Indepen-
dence Bowl MVP: 9 tackles, 
2 QB sacks, 2 TFLs, 2 PBUs 
vs. Vanderbilt  • 2016 (13 
sts): 86 tackles, 2.5 QB 
sacks, 13 TFLs, FF, 5 PBUs
• 2017 (13 sts): 67 tackles, 
TFL, 3 INTs and 4 PBUs

NC State 3.493 Free Agent Summary: The thing that impresses the most 
when watching Moore play is the contact 
balance.  He is often able to keep his pads square 
while dipping under the pad level of blockers 
climbing up to the second level.  His tackle 
numbers were down some in 2017.  Moore still 
needs work on his key-and-diagnose, because it 
can be a step late on occasion.  His poor post-
season workouts hurt his cause to get drafted. 

702 Taylor Young

Other Notes:  2015 Cotton 
Bowl MVP: 15 tackles, INT 
and PBU • 2015: 80 tackles, 
3 QB sacks, 13.5 TFLs, FR, 
PBU • 17 tackles vs. Iowa 
State on 10/1/16 • 2016: 
93 tackles, 4.5 QB sacks, 9 
TFLs, PBU

Baylor 3.463 Free Agent Strengths: Experienced four-year contributor.  
Slips second-level blockers with lateral agility 
in the B-gap-to-B-gap Adjusts his angles to 
squeeze off the edge (UNC ’15).  This type of 
squeeze off the edge has allowed him to get 
low and underneath blockers (TFL, Texas ’16).  
Lines up his DL with communicative skills.  
Outstanding blitz threat.  Weaknesses:  Size.  
74-inch wingspan.  Will he be able to make the 
transition to the NFL? 

704 William Ossai 

Other Notes:  2017 (12 
gms): 82 tackles, 2 QB 
sacks, 11 TFLs, FF, FR and 
4 PBUs • Career Stats: 164 
tackles, 2 QB sacks, 16 
TFLs, 2 FF, FR, 7 PBUs

San Jose State 3.442 Free Agent When blitzing off the edge, he can stop-and-dip 
to react to cut blocks and will tackle.  Plays the 
RG on the punt team and made a touch-
down-saving tackle versus Wyoming in 2017.  
Weaknesses: One year of upper level production.  
He had just nine starts heading into his senior 
year and needs more repetitions.  

Summary: Ossai caught our eye with his work 
on the punt cover unit versus Wyoming in 2017.  
He is a very athletic linebacker with enough 
flexibility and foot speed to get looks as a back-
up and special teams performer at the next level.  

DraftNasty
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1. Denzel Ward 5’11 183 Ohio State
Grade: 6.511 (1st Round)

Big Board Rank: 9

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Cat-quick.  Transitions easily out of his zone turns 
to close downhill fluently. Tough.  Tackles well.  Sends messages to WRs as a rolled-up CB due to 
lower body snap on contact.  Can dance with most WRs in his motor-press technique. Squeezes 
to the near hip of WRs from the inside-out on fade routes from the slot. Body control.  Can drop 
his weight effortlessly to defend fade stops on the perimeter.  Contains a unique feel of how to play 
through the hands of the WR without turning his head back to the ball.  Has a feel for when to come 
off of his receiver in zone coverage when playing hi-lo concepts (Oklahoma ’16, PBU).  Times his 
leaps in zone coverage when using his bail technique down the field.  Plays on the PR unit as a hold-
up guy.  

Weaknesses:  Size.  Tends to extend his hands a lot down the field (even when in prime position) and 
doesn’t look back for the ball.  Although he plays through the hands with an element of timing, he 
sometimes gets too grabby in this phase (Indiana ’17, UNLV ’17-P.I. vs. Devonte Boyd).   Could be 
a candidate for a number of penalties vs. big WRs on the next level.  Hasn’t always won through the 
hands of bigger WRs (Williams, Clemson ’16).  Has lost some physical battles for footballs down 
the field failing to high-point the ball (allowed TD, Penn State ’17).  Widens on his bail technique 
in zone coverage.  He’s also been seen leaving the field after big contact on tackles.  Needed to wrap 
tackle with more conviction vs. Army in 2017.  Ejected for a targeting foul vs. Maryland in 2017.  
Decided not to play in the 2017 Cotton Bowl to prepare for the 2018 NFL Draft. 

Other Notes: Attended Nordonia HS (Ohio) and accounted for 20 TDs, 9 INTs and 18 PBUs as a 
senior • Participated on the team’s track and field squad as a long jumper • Was Ohio State’s fastest 
player in the 40-yd dash (4.23) and posted a 3.88 20-yd SS, 6.75 3-cone, 39 ½” VJ, 10’11” BJ and 
10.86 60-yd LS • 2015: 7 tackles • 3 tackles and 3 PBUs vs. Nebraska on 11/5/16 • 2016 (Honorable 
mention All-Big Ten): 23 tackles and 9 PBUs • 4 tackles, INT and 5 PBUs vs. Indiana on 8/31/17
• 8 tackles, 2 PBUs vs. Michigan on 11/25/17 • Broke up at least two passes in five games (2017)
• 2017 (1st Team All-American, 1st Team All-Big Ten): 37 tackles, 2 TFL, 2 INTs, 15 PBUs and 2
blocked kicks • Career Stats: 38 games, 57 tackles, 2 INTs and 24 PBUs, blocked kick • 2018 NFL 
Combine: 8 ¾” hands, 31 ¾” arms, 16 reps-225 lbs, 4.32 40-yd, 39” VJ, 10’6” BJ

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Ward is ready to handle nickel duty right now in the NFL.  This 
is what makes him so valuable entering the 2018 NFL Draft.  He’s exclusively played on the outside 
and should still handle that role adequately. His lack of size could become a deterrent when it comes 
to hand fights down the field versus the DeAndre Hopkins-types (Houston Texans) of the world.   In 
today’s NFL, he would be able to eliminate your best slot receiver and force teams to throw outside 
the numbers.   He’s a very good tackler with positive football toughness, which is all the more reason 
why the nickel position would fit his skill-set so well.  A viable NFL comparison for Ward would 
be former New York Jets first-round pick and three-time All-Pro cornerback Aaron Glenn (New 
Orleans Saints secondary coach).  

DraftNasty

2. Mike Hughes 5’10 183 UCF
Grade: 6.48 (2nd Round)

Big Board Rank: 16

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Excellent athleticism.  Outstanding on-field finishing 
speed. Excels with the ball in his hands.  Played both ways at Garden City CC and often lined up 
in the slot to catch bubble screens.  He’s able to open-and-burst with relative ease in zone coverage.  
Fast eyes. Sticks his foot in the ground out of his zone turns (or in off-man) while reading curl-flat
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he runs to the ball in pursuit.  Squeezes in-breaking routes from the outside-in (PBU, Memphis ’17, 
Game 1, Miller-RZ).  Runs around the cone when reading the eyes of the QB and beats WRs to the 
spot (PBU vs. curl, Memphis ’17, Game 1).  Fast-twitched in press-man.  He will look-and-lean vs. 
wide receivers on fade routes and then beat them to the spot on go routes.   Finishes through the 
catch to rake balls loose (PBU, Cincinnati ’17).  Good hand-eye coordination to track the ball down 
the field.  Triggers in run support consistently and will dive to strike around the ankles and thighs 
of runners to get them on the ground.  Dips his body below pulling OGs (when he has force) to cup 
the ball (TKL vs. screen Memphis ’17, Game 2).  As a returner, he consistently breaks down the first 
tackler with square-stance cuts.  Keeps his shoulders square when making moves going vertically 
(USF ’17).  He possesses excellent contact balance for a smaller player. 

Weaknesses:  Size will be a big question mark.  It becomes more of a concern because he opens the 
gate in press-man (Cincinnati ’17).  Allows his base to get wider than his shoulders in some of his 
bump-and-run techniques vs. quicker WRs.  Does quite a bit of shoulder-block tackling to the nub 
side of the defense.  He’s missed tackles not wrapping his arms (Memphis ’17-Henderson, AAC 
Champ).  His lack of size has shown up in the RZ even vs. smaller receivers (TD allowed, Miller, 
AAC Championship ’17).  Off the field issues at UNC eventually caused him to leave the school after 
his freshman year (https://www.thescore.com/news/860387).  

Other Notes: Attended New Bern HS (N.C.) and led the team to two state titles as a QB • 2015 (11 
gms): 11 tackles, 3 PBUs; 35.3 yds/KR • 2016 (Garden CC, NJCAA All-American): 47 tackles, 2 
INTs, 6 PBUs; 900 all-purpose yards and 7 TDs; 18.3 yds/PR and 3 TDs • 8 tackles, INT and 2 PBUs  
vs. Memphis on 9/30/17 • 2 tackles, INT and 2 PBUs vs. USF on 11/24/17; 2 PRs for 28 yards (14 
yds/PR); 2 KRs for 125 yards and one TD vs. USF on 11/24/17 • 2017 (1st Team All-ACC at CB, 2nd 
Team All-AAC-KR): 49 tackles, ½ TFL, FF, 4 INTs (92 yds, TD), 11 PBUs and one blocked kick; 16.6 
yds/PR and one TD; 31.8 yds/KR and 2 TDs • 2018 NFL Combine: 8 ¾” hands, 31” arms, 20 reps-
225 lbs, 4.53 40-yd, 35 ½” VJ, 10’7” BJ, 6.7 3-cone, 4.13 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): The major flaw in Hughes’ game is one that he cannot correct: 
a lack of size.  This becomes even more paramount if a team decides to use his services (which are 
indeed special) in the return game.  At this point, he projects better in a punt return role.  Addition-
ally, we think the minor technique flaws will continue to alleviate themselves through repetitions.  
He was coached in school by former NFL defensive back and nine-year veteran Travis Fisher.  The 
All-AAC selection did an excellent job of reading route combinations when playing zone coverage.  
If he tests as well as expected, expect Hughes to hear his name called in the first round of April’s 
2018 NFL Draft as a Casey Hayward-type corner (San Diego Chargers) and Tyler Lockett-type 
returner (Seattle Seahawks).  

3. Isaiah Oliver 
Grade: 6.465 (2nd Round)

Big Board Rank: 20

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  NFL bloodlines. 33-inch arms.  10-inch hands.  
Defends back-shoulder fade patterns well.  Long-arms WRs in the run or pass game. Runs well.  
Smooth backpedal, open and turn to-run technique. Eyes don’t peek back to the QB when breaking 
on the man. Disengages from stalk blocks to defend the screen game. Closes to make physical stops 
vs. the quick passing game.  Rakes through the WR to pierce balls loose (PBU, USC ’17).  Satisfacto-
ry in crack-and-replace run support.  

Weaknesses:  The WR’s inside speed release can get on top of him quickly when he motors outside in 
press-man.  Gets elongated trying to break down in space vs. shiftier personnel.  This has also shown 
up when having to stop suddenly vs. quick stop routes on the outside (Gallup, Colorado State ‘17). 
Lost his balance down the field on a fade route that drew a questionable offensive P.I. (vs. Gallup,
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beaten off LOS-Colorado St ’17).  Can get sloppy with his technique playing off-man.  He’s lost some 
RZ battles playing his catch technique around the GL.  Missed two games in 2017 due to a right leg 
injury he suffered vs. Washington State (allowed TD).  

Other Notes:  Father, Muhammad, played CB at Oregon and was selected in the 9th round of the 
1992 NFL Draft by the Denver Broncos.  Muhammad was a world-class decathlete and NCAA track 
All-American at Oregon • Attended Brophy College Prep HS (Ariz.) and was named to the All-Ari-
zona Super 25 team after posting 12 TD receptions, 7 INTs and five blocked kicks as a senior
• Participated as a decathlete at the prep level • Ran a 10.7 100-meters at the Fr. Olivier Friendship
Invitational.  He also ran a personal-best 22.0 in the 200-meters and personal-best 47.13 in the 
400-meters.  Ran a personal-record 36.53 time in the 300-meter hurdles • 2015 (3 sts): 22 tackles, 
6 PBUs • Two-time All-Pac-12 performer in track & field (decathlon) • 2016 (13 gms, 2 sts): 440 
snaps, 34 tackles, FF, INT and 7 PBUs; 10.5 yds/PR and one TD • 3 tackles, 4 PBUs vs. Colorado 
State on 9/1/17 • 2017: 26 tackles, 2 INTs and 13 PBUs; 3.2 yds/PR • Career Stats: 82 tackles, FF, 3 
INTs, 29 PBUs

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Every time the Buffaloes film came on in 2016, we were left to 
wonder why Arkello Witherspoon was part of a constant rotation.  Meet Isaiah Oliver.  Oliver was 
simply too good to keep on the bench. His development allowed then-DC Jim Leavitt to run a pleth-
ora of man coverage schemes with three cornerbacks on the field.  Oliver began the year with a solid 
showing in a primetime matchup versus Colorado State wide receiver Michael Gallup.  As a junior, 
the All-Pac-12 decathlete demonstrated improved footwork, speed and size that made it tough for 
receivers to get around. When you watch Oliver play, he brings a style similar to former Oakland 
Raiders cornerback Nnamdi Asomugha in his prime.  

4. Carlton Davis 6'1 206 Auburn
Grade: 6.372 (2nd Round)

Big Board Rank: 32

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Excellent size.  Textbook length/wingspan.   Junc-
tions WRs at the LOS (even when locking his hips with wrong-arm jams).  Exhibits a smooth bail 
technique and dances with quicker WRs in his motor technique (Oklahoma ’17).  Bends his knees 
in his bump-and-run stance. Engulfs smaller WRs on inside releases squeezing from the outside-in 
(PBU causes INT in RZ, Birmingham Bowl ’15).  Widens his base and makes it tough for WRs to 
get around his frame in rolled-up Cover 2. Finishes the rush when blitzing on CB-cats (runs over 
Mixon, Sugar Bowl ’17-QBH).  Becomes a factor in crack-and-replace when having to tackle (Geor-
gia ’17).  Finishes contact around the GL.  Uses a hop-back technique and will find the ball looking 
back through the inside shoulder of the WR on fades.  Threw Georgia’s WRs around in their first 
matchup in 2017. Reacts to tips and overthrows. Did a good job when matched up against top WRs 
in 2017.  
Weaknesses:  Feet have sat in the sand on occasion when attempting to two-hand jam.  Misses some 
jams vs. inside releases by WRs when in bump coverage. Lines up late at times when playing off-
man.  He has to be careful about hopping to take away a side in press because it opens the outside 
lanes for WRs to get a step on him (Cain, Clemson ’17, P.I.-allowed catch).  He’s lost his balance at 
times when having deep zone responsibility (falls down, Georgia ’17-2nd QTR/11:52).  Has given up 
force position on the outside when cupping the ball.  Puts some poor missed tackles on film from 
the nub side of the formation (Fournette, LSU ’16).  Missed the Alabama A&M game in 2016 due to 
an injury.  Decided not to play in the 2017 Chick-fil-a Peach Bowl to prepare for NFL Draft.   

Other Notes:  Attended Miami Norland HS (Fla.) and posted 6 INTs as a senior • Earned 1st Team 
All-Dade County and 1st Team Class 6A All-State honors as a senior • Ran a 22.38 200-meters at the 
FHSAA Class 3A District meet on 4/14/15 • 8 tackles, 3 PBUs vs. Arkansas on 10/24/15 • 11 tackles, 
TFL vs. Memphis in the 2015 Birmingham Bowl • 2015 (Freshman All-SEC): 56 tackles, ½ QB sack, 
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5. Jaire Alexander 5’10 3/8 196 Louisville
Grade: 6.316 (2nd Round)

Big Board Rank: 40

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Fluid cornerback with ease of movement.  Plays both 
outside and in the nickel.   Little wasted motion transitioning forward out of his pedal.  Breaks with 
intent vs. the three-step passing game. Finishes downs. Jumped a sticks route early vs. Kentucky in 
2017.  Reads the QB’s eyes out of his bail techniques (INT-RZ, Virginia ’16) and has often beaten 
speed receivers to the spot opening on time (INT-Cain, Clemson ’16).  Uses a slight motor tech-
nique and will cut-off the outside release by taking off to the up-field shoulder.   Bends well to tackle 
in the open field (Texas A&M ’15).  Replaces when his safety is cracked and will demonstrate tenac-
ity doing so (knocks OL flat on his back, Charlotte ’16).  As a nickel, he wrap-tackles with aggres-
siveness. Understands how to get his frame in-between the WR and QB when the team runs 2-man 
principles.  Effective punt returner.  On longer punts that force him to retreat, he gets his body back 
square to field them.  Peripheral vision shows up vs. the first unblocked tackler when running wall 
returns to his left.  Makes the first tackler miss.  

Weaknesses:  Durability concerns. Injuries bothered him for much of the year in 2017 (missed seven 
games). Sprained a knee vs. Purdue (2017) and missed the next four games.  He then re-aggravated 
the injury leading up to the FSU game and did not play.  Broke a bone in his hand prior to the Wake 
Forest game.  Decided not to play in the 2017 Taxslayer Bowl to prepare for the NFL Draft.  As a 
tackler, he’s had problems (due to size) vs. aggressive runners (key MT, Guice-TD run, LSU ’16).  He 
has not always found the ball on go routes when covering quicker receivers in the slot (TD allowed, 
Duke-Charlotte ’16).  In this same game (Charlotte ’16), he also had a holding call.   Loses some 
physical battles in the RZ not locating the ball (Dowling, allowed TD, Virginia ’16).  Also loses some 
jump ball fade opportunities vs. bigger WRs (Harmon, NC State ’17).  Fails to always switch the ball 
to his outside hand when returning punts to his left.  

Other Notes: Attended Rocky River HS (N.C.) and was named a three-star prospect by Rivals.com
• He posted 4 INTs and caught 18 TD passes as a senior WR/DB • 2015 (1 start): 19 tackles, INT and
2 PBUs; 9.7 yds/PR • 6 tackles, 2 INTs, PBU vs. Virginia on 10/29/16 • 2016 (13 sts, 2nd Team All-
ACC): 39 tackles, TFL, FF, 5 INTs, 9 PBUs; 10.3 yds/PR and one TD (Long-69) • 2017 (6 gms): 19 
tackles, TFL, INT and 4 PBUs • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 ½” hands, 31 1/8” arms, 14 reps-225 lbs, 4.38 
40-yd, 35” VJ, 10’7” BJ, 6.71 3-cone, 3.98 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): The litany of players Alexander has competed favorably against 
provides NFL scouts an excess of information.  His savvy on the field stands out, as does his fluidity 
and ability to change directions. There could be concerns for teams projecting him to an outside

Cornerbacks

1.5 TFLs, FF, 3 INTs, 8 PBUs • 6 tackles, PBU vs. Clemson in 2016 • 2016: 46 tackles, 2 TFLs, FF, 10 
PBUs • 11 tackles, 2 PBUs vs. Clemson on 9/9/17 • 4 PBUs vs. Mississippi State on 9/30/17 • 2017 
(1st Team All-SEC, Walter Camp 2nd Team All-American): 36 tackles, ½ TFL, FR, FF, INT and 11 
PBUs• Career Stats: 38 games, 32 starts, 138 tackles, 4 TFLs, 3 FFs, 4 INTs, 29 PBUs • 2018 NFL 
Combine: 8 7/8” hands, 32 ¾” arms, 16 reps-225 lbs, 4.53 40-yd, 34” VJ, 10’4” BJ

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Davis possesses the footwork and confidence to actually jam 
wide receivers when he’s in a press alignment.  He’ll mix up his techniques.  The former All-Dade 
County star is long enough to junction receivers with off-hand jams. He is also capable of riding the 
outside shoulder of wide receivers versus inside releases.  The first-team All-American needs more 
conviction dislodging from stalk blocks.  His play strength is just slightly above average.  While he 
may not be a true ballhawk, he contends the reception point on a consistent basis.  Expect Davis to 
hear his name called on Day 2 of the 2018 NFL Draft.
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6. Josh Jackson 6’0 3/8 196 Iowa
Grade: 6.15 (2nd Round)

Big Board Rank: 55

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Fluidity. Size. Ball skills. Capable of making the body 
control WR-like adjustments (Wyoming ‘17). He strives to gain distance on his press-bail techniques 
in zone coverage.  In his skate-bail technique (from 5 yards), he baits QBs into taking deep shots and 
plays the ball at the high-point (Nebraska ’17).  Discards stalk-blockers on the edge to factor in run 
support. He will fake jam with his outside hand but unlock his hips quickly to flip back on top of the 
WR (bump-and-run).  Plays fade routes from the inside-out vs. bigger WRs in the Red Zone (PBU, 
Johnson, Penn State ’17).  Snaps out of his zone turns to break downhill at 45-degree angles vs. outs/
comebacks.  Squeezes from the outside-in to rake/rip vs. in-breaking routes by WRs.  Baits QBs into 
mistakes even when playing from a top-down posture in man-to-man (INT-Wyoming ’17). When 
covering the slot, he uses a transfer technique to undercut out-breaking route concepts (3rd and 13, 
1st QTR, Wisconsin ’17, INT-TD).    

Weaknesses:  One-year wonder. Doesn’t always adjust his angles to flatten vs. the run when blitzing 
off the corner (Nebraska ’17).  Will hug the low portion of hi-lo patterns in Cover 2 (two-deep zone) 
and fail to get enough depth (Wyoming ’17).  In bump-and-run coverage, WRs climb him with 
inside speed releases. Opens up the gate on the outside in press-man and fails to junction the WR.  
Did not show a definitive closing gear when bailing vs. North Texas WR Jalen Guyton (post route). 
Dive tackling attempts show up on the perimeter (MT, Penn State ’17; North Texas ‘17).  Sticks to 
stalk-blocks on the perimeter and WRs have blocked him through the whistle (North Texas ’17, 1st 
QTR).  

Other Notes: Attended Lake Corinth HS (Tex.) and was a two-way player as a WR/DB • Played bas-
ketball and ran track & field (triple jump) at the prep level  • 2015 (14 gms): 8 tackles, 2 PBUs
• 2016 (12 gms, 1 st): 10 tackles, TFL, 4 PBUs • 2017 (13 sts, Unanimous 1st Team All-American, Big 
Ten Tatum-Woodson Defensive Back of the Year): 48 tackles, ½ TFL, FF, 8 INTs (168 yds, 2 TDs), 18 
PBUs and one blocked kick; 7.2 yds/PR • Career Stats: 66 tackles, 4.5 TFLs, 8 INTs (168 yds, 2 TDs), 
24 PBUs and one blocked kick • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 3/8” hands 31 3/8” arms, 18 reps-225 lbs, 
4.56 40-yd, 38” VJ, 10’3” BJ, 6.86 3-cone, 4.03 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):Jackson burst onto the scene as an All-American in 2017, but 
he was a part of Iowa’s nickel packages prior to his third year on campus.  It still comes as a surprise 
that he wasn’t a starter until this past season.  His physicality was a bit up-and-down in the film 
viewed.  Will he transition to the NFL quickly?  Keep in mind the team moved him to wide receiver 
before he flipped back to defense in 2015.  He plays the position like a wide receiver reading the in-
tentions of the quarterback in zone coverage.  While at least efficient in press-man or zone coverage, 
Jackson does end up in low shoulder positions too often in bump-and-run (on the outside).  The 
Big Ten Defensive Back of the Year impresses with his transfer techniques (covering the slot) at the 
nickel back position. Overall, he is one of the trending longer cornerbacks getting looks from NFL 
teams in recent years.  

position because he has had issues versus bigger receivers.  It wouldn’t at all be a surprise to see 
him make his way back into the nickel position (where he’s seen time at Louisville) full-time in the 
NFL.  A viable NFL comparison could be former UTC cornerback Buster Skrine (Browns, Jets).  The 
fact that he’s a punt return projection and not a kickoff returner (as Skrine was) could increase his 
value.  While Skrine was just as fast coming out of school, Alexander is looser-hipped and contains 
superior ball skills.  If the 2016 All-ACC performer can pass inspection on a spotty medical history, 
he could go early on Day 2 of the 2018 NFL Draft.   
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8. Christian Campbell 6’1 192 Penn State
Grade: 6.03 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 82

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Lean, angular frame.  Long arms.  Frustrates bigger 
WRs at the line of scrimmage.  Establishes his off-hand jams with good location inside the numbers. 
He’s fairly loose flipping his hips in his zone or man-turns.  Closes on crossing routes that break 
away from him.  Displays adequate recovery speed on fade patterns (PBU, 1/1, Day 1, Senior Bowl 
’18).  Finishes vs. out routes in zone coverage with physical contact (PBU vs. Weah, Pittsburgh ’17).  
Rakes and rips through the ball to poke balls loose.   Frequently rakes. Plays the sticks in third down 
zone blitz situations.  As a cornerback blitzer, his get-off from the nub side on CB blitzes is impres-
sive as he attacks the leverage of RBs (QB sack, FF, Michigan ’17).  Former high school safety who 

7. Nick Nelson 5’10 5/8 200 Wisconsin
Grade: 6.125 (2nd Round)

Big Board Rank: 60

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): When playing off-man, he can snap out of his pedal vs. 
in-breaking quick posts/slants (Wisconsin ’15).  Weaves to stay square in his pedal and he can plant-
and-drive back downhill.  He’s satisfactory in run support when asked to crack-and-replace.  As a 
rolled-up corner, he attacks the action and throws his body into the briar patch. Tracks balls over his 
head after initially misjudging them as a PR (Nevada ’15).  Easily handles flexed-out TEs in man-to-
man and will take away the outside release in man-to-man (Michigan ’17).  Displayed bravery and 
sense of timing to pick up a rolling ball vs. Michigan in 2017 when returning it for a punt return 
touchdown.  

Weaknesses:  Quicker than fast.  Leaves a number of interception opportunities on the ground 
(Michigan ’17).  He gets himself into some poor positions sitting on routes and is forced to recover 
dramatically (Thomas, Ohio State ’15).  This also occurred at Wisconsin in 2017 when he would lose 
the WR at the LOS and end up in a trail position.  Feet settle in his man-to-man technique around 
the GL (and he’ll lose the WR for a moment).  Steps forward to push off his outside foot in bump 
coverage.  Although he’s ready to support, fails to consistently bring his arms to wrap tackle.  He’s 
primarily a left-hand dominant runner going to either side of the field.  Injured his knee (meniscus) 
during a pre-draft workout and may not be ready for an NFL training camp.  

Other Notes: Attended Suitland HS (Md.) and was ranked as a three-star recruit by ESPN • 2014 (8 
sts, Hawaii): 36 tackles, TFL, FF, 6 PBUs • 9 tackles and one PBU vs. Wisconsin on 9/26/15
• 2015 (13 sts, Hawaii): 53 tackles, QB sack, 1.5 TFLs, FF, 15 PBUs; 7.4 yds/PR • Posted four pass 
break-ups in back-to-back weeks vs. Indiana and Illinois • 2017: 35 tackles, TFL, 21 PBUs and one 
blocked kick; 8.6 yd/PR and one TD • Career Stats: 122 tackles, QB sack, 3.5 TFLs, 2 FFs, 41 PBUs; 
8.1 yds/PR and one TD • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 ¼” hands, 30 ¾” arms, 17 reps-225 lbs, 4.52 40-yd, 
10’3” BJ • Wisconsin Pro Day: 4.0 20-yd SS, 6.8 3-cone, 36 ½” VJ

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): It’s not a surprise that Wisconsin knew all about the former 
Warrior.  While at Hawaii in 2015, he put up an impressive nine-tackle, one-half tackle for loss 
road performance against the Badgers that included a pass break-up.  Nelson’s body control and 
technique receive high marks.  He seems thick and quick enough to manhandle some of the smaller 
wide receivers he’ll play with an imposing presence.  We were impressed with his skill to beat receiv-
ers to the reception point at either stop in his journey (Hawaii or Wisconsin).  He’s also proven ca-
pable of handling bigger tight ends and wide receivers.  He does not consistently finish interception 
opportunities.  We do think he’ll need to do a better job of bringing his arms to tackle.  As a return 
specialist, he’ll have to monitor keeping the ball in his outside arm when attacking the near sidelines.  
A recent meniscus injury (knee) during a pre-draft workout could cause a big draft day slide. 

Cornerbacks
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9. Donte Jackson 5’10 178 LSU
Grade: 5.958 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 93

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Smooth.  Fast.  Gains distance on his plant-and-drives 
coming forward (Kirk, Texas A&M ’17) and can deliver bean shots upon arrival (zone hit, Brown, 
Ole Miss ’17).  Frequently seen at the nickel position for the Tigers the last two years.  Handles the 
majority of his assignments in off-man.  He squeezes curl routes from the outside-in (PBU, Auburn 
’16).  It looks as if he’s the extra safety to open games but he’s playing the nickel.  Passes off patterns 
in zone coverage.  Takes direct angles on out routes (PBU, Ole Miss ’17).  He’s capable to flip his hips 
quickly to open them and undercut routes in the slot (INT vs. Kirk, Texas A&M ’17).  Works around 
stalk blocks consistently with change of direction to make tackles in the slot.  

Weaknesses:  Size is a big question mark.  He was injured and left the field in the third quarter 
of the Ole Miss game (3rd and 5, 3rd QTR/11:47).  He then missed a tackle upon his return (4th 
QTR/2:39).   Eyes will go back to the QB on double moves and he’ll lose the man (Kirk, Texas A&M 
’17).  When covering the slot (1/1), his feet are patient but he’ll extend his off arm to junction the

likes to mix it up in run support and is a solid wrap tackler.  He’s fairly loose when transitioning in
his zone turns.  Displays adequate recovery speed on fade patterns (PBU, 1/1, Day 1, Senior Bowl 
’18). Former high school safety who has been a big factor on special teams in career.  Plays the hold-
up guy on the punt return unit and has served on the kick cover units.  Totaled seven special teams 
tackles in 2015.

Weaknesses:  One-year starter.   WRs with shake/wiggle can force him to settle his feet in his 
motor-press technique and force him to recover.  Spreads his feet at the LOS when aggressively jam-
ming in press-man.  Can be a bit leggy sinking his hips vs. intermediate routes.  Not as comfortable 
in off-man coverage and tends to extends his arms when WRs try to cross his face (spreads his feet 
to break).  When opening out of zone turns at 45-degree angles, his eyes don’t go back towards the 
receiver on his break (Washington ’17).  This can get him into trouble when the QB scrambles and 
he needs to plaster the wideout.  Carted off the field with a lower right leg injury vs. Minnesota and 
did not play the following week vs. Maryland.  Did not play in the 2018 Reese’s Senior Bowl game 
after a back injury bothered him during the week of practice.

Other Notes: Attended Central HS (Ala.) and was ranked as a three-star prospect by Rivals.com
• Played in the Alabama-Mississippi All-Star game following his senior year • 2014 (10 gms, 1 st): 10 
tackles, TFL, INT and 2 PBUs • 2015 (6 gms):  16 tackles, TFL and 2 PBUs • 2016 (12 gms, 2 sts): 31 
tackles, TFL, FR,  INT and 6 PBUs • 2017 (13 sts, Honorable mention All-Big Ten): 45 tackles, QB 
sack, 2 TFLs, FF, INT and 9 PBUs • Career Stats: 102 tackles, QB sack, 5 TFLs, FF, FR, 3 INTs and 19 
PBUs • 2018 Senior Bowl measurements: 6005 192 8 5/8” hands, 32 ½” arms, 80” wingspan
• 2018 NFL Combine: 8 ¾” hands, 33 ½” arms, 14 reps-225 lbs • Penn State Pro Day: 4.55 40-yd, 41 
½” VJ, 11’3” BJ, 4.18 20-yd SS, 6.7 3-cone

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Campbell was a legitimate contributor in nickel packages and 
on special teams prior to 2017.  This season he took his game to the next level.  His experience 
within the system shined in his understanding of the team’s multi-faceted system.  He’s a player who 
can blitz, jam wide receivers as a rolled-up Cover 2 cornerback and play off-zone coverage with 
effectiveness.  He’s been solid creating jams with either hand as a press corner and often wins at the 
reception points.  He’s not as refined when it comes to reading the receiver’s intentions as an off-
man corner, often resulting in him spreading his feet when wide receivers cross his face.   Campbell 
also does not consistently find the ball with his back turned to the quarterback.  Teams who prefer 
longer, press/bail cornerbacks will be in line for his services.  He could be a popular choice for the 
Rams, Seahawks, Chiefs or Atlanta Falcons.  
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10. Davontae Harris 5’11 205 Illinois State
Grade: 5.925 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 98

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Fast-twitched.  Quick-footed piano steps in his mo-
tor-press techniques.  Uses quick-jam techniques to change up the tempo for WRs.  Flips to open 
with a sense of purpose. Drives back downhill on stop routes.  This is particularly the case when he 
gets a feel for the WR’s speed (Weineke, PBU, 3rd QTR, South Dakota State ’17).  He has a good feel 
for coming off of routes to play two receivers in three-deep zone.  Carries his WR until the ball is 
thrown and adjusts his angles to tackle (South Dakota ’17).  Strong tackler if he gets a clean break on 
the ball (South Dakota State ’17). 

Weaknesses:  Inconsistent ball skills.  He doesn’t always react quickly to tips and overthrows 
(dropped INT, East-West Shrine ’18, 7-on-7, Day 2).   When playing off-man coverage, he will lose 
his balance vs. simple stick moves (falls down, East-West Shrine ’18, Day 1 vs. Weineke, team).  Set-
tles his feet in his three-deep bail technique vs. quick slants from the  WR (1st QTR, South Dakota 
’17).  When working out of his bail, it takes him a couple of clicks to break down vs. stop routes 
(South Dakota State ’17).  Had a small intestine injury in high school that prevented him from play-
ing most of his final year.

Other Notes: Attended Wichita South HS (Kan.) and had 20 passes defensed as a junior • Finished 
third in the state in the 100-meter dash as a member of the track & field squad  • 2015 (13 sts): 78 
tackles, 10 PBUs • 2016 (1st Team All-MVC, 11 sts): 55 tackles, QB sack, 5.5 TFLs, FF, INT and 12 
PBUs • 4 tackles and 4 PBUs vs. South Dakota State on 11/11/17  • 2017 (1st Team All-OVC): 57 
tackles, 2 QB sacks, 4.5 TFLs, 2 INTs and 12 PBUs • Career Stats: 208 tackles, 3 QB sacks, 10 TFLs, 
4 INTs and 34 PBUs • 2018 East-West Shrine measurements: 5112 203 8 ½” hands, 32” arms, 75 ¼” 
wingspan • 2018 NFL Combine: 8 ¾” hands, 31 1/8” arms, 22 reps-225 lbs, 4.43 40-yd, 32 ½” VJ, 
10’3” BJ, 6.96 3-cone, 4.4 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Harris may not be fit every team’s profile, but he’s going to play 
for somebody. Even when he’s slightly out of position (in press-man, zone or off-man coverage), he’s

WR as he’s turning to open-and-run.  Initially takes away the outside in press-man (forced to speed 
turn ) and will undercut passes with uneven angles.  Grabs WRs around the waist to pull himself 
around their frame in these instances.  

Other Notes: Attended Riverdale HS (La.) and was ranked as a five-star prospect by 247Sports.com
• Won the Class 4A state title in the 100-meter with a 10.3 time and then the 200-meter title with a 
time of 21.26 second • Also ran track at LSU and ran a personal-best 10.22 100-meters during the 
spring of 2017.  Has a personal-best time of 6.63 seconds in the 60-meter dash  • 2016 (11 sts): 39 
tackles, 2 INTs and 8 PBUs; 23.4 yds/KR • 2017 (11 sts): 49 tackles, QB sack, 3.5 TFLs, INT and 10 
PBUs • 2018 NFL Combine: 8 ¾” hands, 29 ½” arms, 7 reps-225 lbs, 4.32 40-yd, 10’4” BJ

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Jackson morphed into the team’s nickel back in 2017 and much 
of it had to with a willingness to mix it up on the gridiron as a physical presence.  While slight of 
build, he doesn’t have a problem throwing his hat around as a tackler.  He will need to monitor his 
eyes at the nickel back position because he sits on a number of routes clueing the quarterback while 
playing through the wide receiver.  NFL teams will key on this tendency without extra attention.  He 
has enough change of direction to actually play without any knee bend and that could be represen-
tative of the confidence he has in his speed.  His ability to flip his hips gives him an opportunity to 
play zone on the outside if a team so chooses when they draft him.  His lack of strength and size 
could affect his draft day slot.

Cornerbacks
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11. Holton Hill 6’1 5/8 196 Texas
Grade: 5.9 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 103

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Athletic bloodlines. Excellent size.  Competes.  When 
matched vs. size in the Red Zone, he fights to rip balls loose (PBU, Ateman, Oklahoma State ’17).  
Possesses speed in chase mode (Notre Dame ’16).   He will chase down players to save potential TD 
opportunities (Stricklin, Baylor ’16).  His intensity shows up to stop players from getting key first 
downs (3rd and 12, Hill, TCU ’17).   Fits the prototype for the CB position of today.  Aggressive 
tackler.  Tenacity in run support extends to inside run lanes even when replacing off the crack block 
by the WR on his safeties (Notre Dame ’16).  While he’ll get a little too close at times, he challenges 
routes with a decent pedal in off-man (TCU ’17).  Drives vs. the three-step game with confidence 
(SJSU ’17, PBU).   Stood out in the Maryland game in 2017 with instincts and athleticism.  He will 
sink back in zone coverage as a rolled-up underneath corner to make plays and has shown excellent 
run after the catch ability on interception returns (INT-TD, SJSU ’17).  

Weaknesses:  Was suspended for the team’s final four games of 2017 due to a violation of team 
rules (https://www.hookem.com/2017/11/08/cb-holton-hill-suspended-for-violating-team-rules-
qb-commit-says-texas-perfect-fit/).  Gets a little too fast at times retreating into his backpedal on 
third downs.  Steps forward with his inside foot when playing off-man (allowing WRs to close the 
cushion quicker).  His feet tend to settle and he’ll lose in transition when opening to run out of his 
backpedal (Baylor ’16, allowed TD, Cannon).  In this game (Baylor ’16), he fell down and lost his 
balance (vs. Zamora, his feet settled, crossed over on plant-and-drive).  His body control is average 
at best.  Rounds some of his downhill breaks (MT, SJSU ’17).  Although committed in run support, 
he fails to keep his head up consistently as a tackler.  Over-aggression has led to late hits near the 
sidelines (personal foul, TCU ’17).  On the excellent run down effort vs. Baylor in 2016, what was 
the coverage bust?

Other Notes: Attended Lamar HS (Tex.) and was named 1st Team All-American by MaxPreps
• He was named a four-star recruit and was ranked 152nd in the ESPN300 Class of 2015 • Led the
state with 11 INTs and scored 4 TDs on offense.   • Father, Holton, played LB at UTEP • 2015 (8 
sts, Honorable mention All-Big-12): 49 tackles, TFL, 41-yd INT-TD and 4 PBUs • 2016 (3 sts): 23 
tackles, FF and PBU • 2017 (9 sts): 51 tackles, FF, 2 INTs (76 yds, 2 TDs), 6 PBUs and a blocked FG 
RET-TD • Career Stats: 20 starts, 121 tackles, TFL, FF, FR, 3 INTs (117 yds, 3 TDs) and 11 PBUs
• 2018 NFL Combine: 9 5/8” hands, 32” arms, 14 reps-225 lbs, 4.49 40-yd, 31” VJ, 10’0 BJ, 6.83
3-cone, 4.15 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  One thing that was noticeable in comparing Hill’s 2016 film to 
his 2017 film was that he improved his timing to open-and-run (see TCU ’17).  It is still, however, 
a work in progress as was noted earlier in our weaknesses.  We think he would fit best in a system 
that allows its corners to play some bump-and-run, off coverage while reading the quarterback and 
support off the read of the end man on the  line of scrimmage.  He’s a fit for many of the systems 
currently being seen in the NFL today. Teams will want to know a lot more about the off the field 
issues and suspension that led to his dismissal from the Texas program late in his junior campaign.   
In a lot of ways, he compares to a poor man’s Dre Kirkpatrick (Cincinnati Bengals) when he came 
out of Alabama.  

shown a definitive recovery gear to close gaps.  He is not a strong candidate on off-man coverage 
schemes, however, he has shown quick feet in his backpedal.  We think his NFL future veers towards 
that of former Ohio cornerback Travis Carrie (Raiders, Browns).  Like Carrie, he has the ability to 
tackle and will make up for some of his deficiencies with pure play speed. 
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13. DJ Reed 5’9 188 Kansas State
Grade: 5.804 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 123

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Team captain.  Competitive.  Passionate.  Confident.   
Aggressive.   Plays bigger than size.  Fights through the hands of the WRs to rip-and-rake at the ball

12. Deatrick Nichols 5’9 186 USF
Grade: 5.82 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 117

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  As a freshman, he played nickel for the team. Physical 
football player.  High football intelligence.  Anticipates route combinations. Active. Cracks-and-re-
places off the block on his safeties (SMU ’15,).  Brings it on corner-cat blitzes (2nd play, Towson ’16).  
Wrap-tackles (inconsistent-see Weaknesses). If he sees it, he’ll break vs. the quick game (PBU, hitch-
FSU ’15).  Uses disguise to bait QBs into mistakes when he knows he has protection over the top 
(INT-TD, Cincinnati ’15).  At his best reading the eyes of the QB to close on the ball out of  a zone 
turn (near INT, Syracuse ’16; then 4th QTR-INT, Syracuse ‘16).  Competitive streak is on display in 
clutch situations (posted three consecutive PBUs to end the Memphis game in 2016, 4th QTR/0:49).  
In this game, his last PBU was vs. Memphis’ Anthony Miller in the Red Zone on a tough assignment.  
Forces WRs to work through his body in Cover 2 (forced INT-Jones, ECU ’16, 4th QTR).  Has made 
some excellent incredible interceptions vs. double-move concepts (Sutton, SMU ’16).  Has been a 
contributor on the kick coverage units in school.

Weaknesses:  Will get a little too high with tackle location on occasion (facemask, Maryland ’15). 
Lost vs. stalk block against FSU in 2015 that resulted in big run (Cook-TD, FSU ’15).  Struggled vs. 
UCF’s Tre’Quan Smith in 2016.  Missed a tackle vs. Towson in 2016 and then dropped an INT after 
baiting the QB in Cover 2.  Doesn’t always believe it and will dive to make tackles (MT, Etta-Tawo, 
Syracuse ’16).  There’s an extra click once he reads through the three-step drop of the QB to open 
and then there’s some junk breaking back downhill (Syracuse ’16; East-West Shrine practices ’18).  
Beaten on a double-move for a touchdown vs. FSU in 2016.  Missed most of his senior year in high 
school due to injury. 

Other Notes: Attended Miami Central HS (Fla.) and was named a three-star recruit by Rivals.com
• Ran a 10.63 100-meters and 22.07 200-meters in track & field • 2014 (12 gms, one start): 8 tackles
• 8 tackles, 2 INTs, PBU vs. Cincinnati on 11/20/15• 2015 (13 sts, 1st Team All-AAC): 62 tackles,
QB sack, 8 TFLs, 2 FFs, 4 INTs (71 yds, TD), 5 PBUs • 2016 (13 sts, 2nd Team All-AAC): 49 tackles, 
2 TFLs, 4 INTs and 7 PBUs • 2017 (13 sts, 1st Team All-AAC): 56 tackles, 4 TFLs, FF, 3 INTs and 
12 PBUs • Career Stats: 50 games, 175 tackles, QB sack, 14.5 TFLs, 3 FFs, FR, 11 INTs (109 yds, 
TD) and 32 PBUs • 2018 East-West Shrine measurements: 5087 186 8 ¾” hands, 29 ¼” arms, 70 ¼” 
wingspan • 2018 USF Pro Day: 15 reps-225 lbs, 4.36 40-yd, 10’7” BJ

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Nichols’ former DC Chuck Bresnahan stated that, “he has 
a chip on his shoulder.”  It certainly looked that way during his career.  During 2018 East-West 
Shrine practices, most of his weaknesses were on display.  The extra clicks out of his breaks, average 
recovery speed and a lack of elite size playing on the perimeter.  However, at the same time, many of 
his strengths shined as well.  He can play low, disrupt routes, read the quarterback’s indicators and 
tackle in run support.  It all points to a positive vibe entering the draft. The three-time All-AAC per-
former has some of the best eye speed in this year’s draft class.  How well he performs in quickness 
drills will determine whether he can man a nickel role in the NFL (which we think he will).  Keep in 
mind, the 186-pound Nichols was durable in school and posted 14 and a half tackles for losses in his 
career. 

Cornerbacks
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14. Tarvarus McFadden 6’2 1/2 204 Florida State
Grade: 5.8 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 124

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): At his best shutting down back-shoulder fades because 
he looks back for the ball through the WR’s inside shoulder instead of turning his back to the QB 
(3rd down, Robertson, Southern Miss ’17).  Slides his feet well laterally vs. outside releases to engulf 
the WR with his size. He has used this slide-step technique to break up passes with long arms to 
nearly record picks (Michigan ’16).  Despite timed speed, he can close on routes that break away

(West Virginia ’17-FF, FR vs. Sills).  Reacts well to tips and overthrows.  Aggressive making open 
field tackles.  Sticks his foot in the ground to attack stalk blockers in the screen game (TCU ’16).  
Drives on the man and will tackle aggressively through the catch.  Believes his eyes on 90-degree 
breaks and will jump quick-out routes (Texas Tech ’16).  Fluid opening his hips out of his backpedal 
to turn-and-run vs. nine (fly) routes (TCU ’16-Williams).  Closes on post routes that break away 
from him down the field (PBU, FAU ’16; VU ’17-PBU, INT-Texas ‘17).  He’s shown an ability to 
recover after he’s jumped the first portion of the slug-go even with safety help (PBU, Charlotte ’17).  
Unorthodox KOR style jumps on kickoff cover units because he will delay and then hit it downhill 
by stepping on the gas quickly (right returns).  He’s shown up at the left gunner position on the punt 
team and made plays down the field (TCU ’16).

Weaknesses:  Bigger WRs can engulf him when engaged as blockers. Doesn’t always trust his back-
pedal.  Wants to open on his second step into the man and this forces him to do a lot of spinning 
when playing off-man.  Opens up the gate in press-man and gets into footraces.  Two-hand jams in 
bump-and-run leave him on the low shoulder (Charlotte ’17).   Lost contain vs. Oklahoma on a run 
when in perfect position (TD, Mayfield, OU ’17).  Missed a clear vision tackle vs. Oklahoma’s Sam-
aje in 2016 (Cover 2).  Will lose the deep portion of the hi-lo combination in his bail technique at 
corner in quarters coverage (FAU ’16).  Sometimes uses a tempered style returning kicks.  Fumbled 
twice vs. Baylor in 2017 (PR, KR).   Lost his location on the field on the PR (Baylor) and caught it in-
side the -5-yard line.  His legs have gotten heavy near the end of long returns (Central Arkansas ’16).   
Speed begins to die around the 50-yard mark.  Missed two games in 2017 for an undisclosed injury.

Other Notes: Attended Independence HS (Calif.) and accounted for over 1,150 yards, 13 TDs, 6 
INTs, and 5 FFs as a senior • Originally signed to play at Fresno State, where he redshirted in 2014
• 2015 (Cerritos College): 42 tackles, 2 INTs (TD) and 3 PBUs • 7 tackles, 35-yd INT-TD, PBU vs.
Texas Tech on 10/8/16 • 7 tackles, ½ TFL, 4 PBUs vs. Baylor on 11/19/16 • 2016 (Kansas State, 12 
sts, 1st Team All-Big 12): 75 tackles, ½ TFL, 2 FFs, 3 INTs (35 yds, TD), 16 PBUs; 28.3 yds/KR • Two 
or more pass break-ups in three games  • 2017 (11 sts, 1st Team All-Big 12, 2nd Team Walter Camp 
All-American): 47 tackles, 4.5 TFLs, 4 INTs and 9 PBUs; 14.9 yds/PR (2nd nationally) and one TD; 
34.2 yds/KR (2nd nationally) and one TD • 2018 NFL Combine: 10” hands, 31 5/8” arms, 11 reps-
225 lbs, 4.51 40-yd, 36 ½” VJ

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  The Wildcats finished the year ranked 129th nationally in pass 
defense (309 yards per game).  Reed, however, was not the main culprit.  The two-time All-Big 12 
cornerback’s attitude can be summed up in one play versus Charlotte in 2017.  He came from across 
the field on a play that went about 110 yards (runner changed course), ran by his teammates and 
smacked the runner out of bounds.  It defines what he represented for the team.  An apt returner 
who played the game with an element of passion.  His size is questionable and some teams may 
not find him to be fit on the outside.  Regardless, he’ll tackle, cover and return kicks.  It’s a unique 
combination and one that could land him at a nickel spot in the NFL.  Expect him to hear his name 
called early on Day 3 of this year’s draft.   A junior-entry, he could prove to be a steal for some lucky 
NFL squad. 
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15-t. Quenton Meeks 6’1 209 Stanford
Grade: 5.79 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 128

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Athletic bloodlines. High football IQ.  Excellent size. 
Recognizes potential pick situations and puts his alignment in a position where he won’t get rubbed 
off vs. shallow crossers.  Passes off patterns in zone coverage.  Even when beaten, he’ll recover 
because he takes good angles (USC ’17).  Plays the sticks and will break according to the down-and-
distance (PBU, 3rd and 16, Notre Dame ’17).  Demonstrates patience in off-man allowing routes 
to come to him. Uses his help well from off-man (or zone).  Fluid on his wheel-turns. Aggressive 
wraptackler. Fits on the GL as a force player (Washington ’17).  He has some safety-like ability to 
avoid blockers on the edge. 

from him on occasion (crosser, Darboh, Michigan ’16).  He will fool QBs into believing he is blitzing 
and will come off in coverage to pick off passes (Clemson ’16, 3rd QTR, Watson).  Outstanding 
hand-eye coordination even he’s behind a step or two (Louisville ’16-INT).  Flashes good timing on 
corner-cat blitzes from the boundary side of the field.  He will fold in from the nub side (away from 
the slot and to the TE) to tackle.  Gets off of blockers in man-to-man coverage to tackle.  He will 
spill the action vs. FBs/TEs by filling aggressively (Hill, Orange Bowl ’16).  

Weaknesses:  Does not always re-route the outside WR in rolled-up Cover 2 packages.  Hung out his 
safety vs. Duke in the fourth quarter not re-routing in man-under two-deep coverage (2017).  Opens 
up the gate too often on the outside lanes in press coverage.  Lost more at the catch point in 2017 
(GW-TD allowed, Miami, Fla. ’17).  Spreads his feet with his hands down by his sides and has lost 
vs. quick slants (Robertson, Southern Miss ’17, 1st QTR/4:40).  His technique to defend back-shoul-
der fades has caused him to get beaten over the top when he looks back inside (TD allowed, Rob-
ertson, Independence Bowl ’17).  Will miss tackles breaking down vs. the three-step passing game 
(Duke ’17).  Took a poor angle blitzing off the TE side vs. Michigan in the 2016 Orange Bowl.  Was 
he tired on the missed tackle vs. UNC’s Thomas Jackson in 2016 (4th QTR/2:31)?  In some of his 
man-to-man coverage, he’ll backpedal in motor-press and allow WRs to climb him on post routes 
(P.I., Hollins, 4th QTR/0:04, UNC ‘16).  

Other Notes: Attended American Heritage HS (Fla.) and was ranked as the 3rd-best DB in the nation 
by Rivals.com • He had an 87-yard KOR-TD and interception in the 2015 U.S. Army All-American 
game • 2015 (7 gms): 4 tackles; One kickoff return • Posted eight interceptions in eight different 
games in 2016 • 2016 (Walter Camp 2nd Team All-American, 1st Team All-ACC): 20 tackles, 3 
TFLs, 8 INTs and 6 PBUs • Two pass break-ups in four different contests in 2017 • 2017 (13 sts, 2nd 
Team All-ACC): 30 tackles, 10 PBUs • 2018 NFL Combine: 10 3/8” hands, 32 ½” arms, 13 reps-225 
lbs, 4.67 40-yd, 38 ½” VJ, 10’1” BJ

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  McFadden’s story is similar to former Florida State cornerback 
P.J. Williams in that he delivered explosive testing results at the NFL Combine.  Like Williams (4.57 
40-yd, 41-inch vertical jump, 11’0 BJ), McFadden displayed lower body explosiveness (38 ½-inch 
vertical jump, 10’1” broad jump) and below average recovery speed.  The differences?  McFadden is 
not as sound with his technique in bump-and-run but finds the ball much better than Williams did 
coming out of school.  Despite the testing numbers, McFadden does not bring nearly the explosive-
ness that Williams did as a tackler.  Some of his missed tackles in the film viewed could have been 
related to conditioning issues in the fourth quarters of games.  To maximize his potential upside in a 
zone scheme, he will have to learn to play with more down-to-down consistency in bump-and-run.  
He could get downgraded by some teams but remains a viable outside cornerback prospect due to 
his length and ball skills.   

Cornerbacks
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15-t. Chandon Sullivan 5’11 194 Georgia State 
Grade: 5.79 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 129

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Plays a lot faster than he times in T-shirts and shorts. 
Solid feet. He’ll use them in his motor-press technique. He can step with his inside foot to quick 
jam while opening his hips to run. He’s an active off-hand jammer in press coverage. Sudden bail 
techniques show up (Arkansas State ‘16). He’s been clutch late in games (4th QTR-INT, Wisconsin 
‘16). Exhibits satisfactory recovery speed on routes that break away from him (post route, Cure Bowl 
’17). Brings at least a decent presence on corner cat blitzes.  He will tackle and wrap up with force vs. 
the run game.  Reads formation tendencies and will jump screens off of splits and alignments (WKU 
’17).  Stood out on Day 3 of 2018 Senior Bowl practices getting his hands on the ball.  

Weaknesses:  Occasionally goes to a side to tackle in the hole when on the nub side of the formation 
(no face-up). Does a lot of opening into inside speed releases. Opens the gate in bump-and-run 
coverage and turns back to the inside with his hips.  In some of his zone turns in quarters coverage 
or zone, he’s far too tentative breaking out of his turns to tackle (Western Kentucky ’17).  When he 
does pull the trigger, he will leave his feet a step soon and allow the tackle to get away from him.  
While he had a good Day 3 during Senior Bowl practices, he was up-and-down for most of the week 
in one-on-one coverage.  

Other Notes: Attended Winder-Barrow HS (Ga.) and was a two-way player as a DB/RB • 2014 (True 
Freshman): 43 tackles, 1/2 TFL, INT and one PBU • 2015 (Honorable mention All-Sun Belt, Capital 
One All-Academic Team): 50 tackles, 2 QB sacks, 4.5 TFLs, 2 INTs and 8 PBUs • 2016 (Honorable-
mention All-Sun Belt): 43 tackles, TFL, FF, 3 INTs, 4 PBUs and one blocked kick • 2017 (3rd Team 
All-SBC): 46 tackles, TFL, 28-yd FR-TD, INT and 5 PBUs • 2018 Senior Bowl measurements: 8” 

Weaknesses:  Questionable recovery speed.  Fails to junction WRs with quick jittery movement be-
cause he’ll get back on his heels. Opens the gate too quickly in these instances.  Even when he’s been 
aligned in the slot vs. No. 3 slot WRs, he’s had a tendency to sit on routes (UCLA ’16).  This extends 
to the outside, where he’ll reach-and-grab in the move area for CBs (12-to-16 yards).  Eyes get a little 
too nosy in man coverage (corner route, Holder, SDSU ’17).  

Other Notes: Attended Del Norte HS (Calif.) and was named a four-star recruit by Rivals.com • 
Three-sport athlete who lettered in football, baseball and track & field • Father, Ron Meeks, played 
at Arkansas State and has been a longtime NFL defensive coordinator and defensive backs coach 
• 6 tackles and 2 INTs vs. Washington State on 10/31/15 • 2015 (14 gms, Honorable mention
All-Pac-12): 35 tackles, 1.5 TFLs, 3 INTs (89 yds, TD) and 4 PBUs • 2016 (Honorable mention 
All-Pac-12): 22 tackles, 2 INTs (50 yds, TD) and 6 PBUs • 2017 (2nd Team All-Pac-12, Honorable 
mention All-Pac-12): 65 tackles, 2 INTs and 8 PBUs • Career Stats: 121 tackles, 1.5 TFLs, 7 INTs 
(144 yds, 2 TDs) and 18 PBUs • 2018 NFL Combine: 10 ¼” hands, 31 ¾” arms, 11 reps-225 lbs, 39” 
VJ, 10’8” BJ, 6.72 3-cone, 4.23 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Meeks has confidence in his skill-set and perhaps even plays 
with a little too much of it at times sitting on route concepts.  He’s not a blazer, but he plays fast 
enough.  Too often, speed is the No. 1 concern for a cornerback as opposed to eye speed. Quenton 
sees things before they happen because he wins in the pre-snap.  He’ll have to slide his feet better 
in press coverage and speed up his backpedal once he reads through the quarterback’s three-step 
drop.  This will prevent him from falling a step behind in the move area for defensive backs (12-to-
16 yards).  Some NFL teams may view Meeks as a safety but we feel he has a look similar to former 
nickel and current NFL safety Glover Quin.
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17. Parry Nickerson 5’10 3/8 182 Tulane
Grade: 5.725 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 150

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Tough.  Can get low to tackle opponents around the 
ankles and thighs (SMU ’17, Navy ’17).  Outstanding instincts. Even when in man coverage, he’ll 
come off of his man to sink back and make plays vs. teammates’ coverage to make plays (INT, 
smash-7 concept, Navy ’17).   Effective at the nickel spot.  Gets his hands on WRs to disrupt the slot 
(Cincinnati ’17).  Fluid in transition.  Textbook ball skills.  Capable of high-pointing INT opportu-
nities down the field leaping over WRs (INT vs. post, Grayson, ECU ’17).  Plays the R1 on the KO 
team and make a tackle inside the 20-yard line vs. Houston in 2017.  He’s shown up in cross field 
pursuit to run down RBs in the open field (Adams, Oklahoma ’17).  Can recover late in the down 
when beaten initially.  He’ll look and lean when defending fades down the field (PBU, USF ’17). Has 
shown up in clutch situations to close out opponents (GW-INT, Army ’17).  

Weaknesses:  Smallish.  Limited length.  Durability question marks.  Missed 12 games in 2013 due 
to a debilitating knee injury that required surgery and nearly ended his career. Knee injury in fall 
camp of 2016 caused him to miss some time.   Arm injury caused him to miss the Temple game in 
2016.  Susceptible on double moves concepts due to aggressiveness (Houston ’17).  Eyes stay in the 
backfield a little too long in man-to-man coverage. Sloppy technique shows up down the field (1st 
QTR, Oklahoma ’17).   

Other Notes: Attended West Jefferson HS (La.) and was a two-star recruit • 2013: 7 tackles, FF vs. 
Jackson State  • 2014 (11 sts, 1st Team Freshman All-American): 51 tackles, 2.5 TFLs, FR, 5 INTs 
and 6 PBUs • 2015 (12 sts): 46 tackles, 3.5 TFLs, FF, INT (48-yd TD), 8 PBUs and one blocked kick
• 2016 (2nd Team All-AAC): 29 tackles, FF, 4 INTs (171 yds, TD) and 9 PBUs • 2017 (SI 2nd Team
All-American, 1st Team All-AAC, coaches): 55 tackles, 2 TFLs, 6 INTs and 8 PBUs • 2018 NFLPA 
Collegiate Bowl measurements:  5101 176 8 1/8” hands, 29 1/2” arms, 72 1/2” wingspan • Career 
Stats: 48 gamers, 46 starts, 188 tackles, 8 TFLs, 3 FFs, 4 FRs, 16 INTs, 31 PBUs, one blocked kick
• 2018 NFL Combine: 8 ¼” hands, 30 ¼” arms, 4.32 40-yd (hamstring)

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  There could be a multitude of reasons that Nickerson gets 
overlooked in this year’s draft.  He’s not very big and his injury history is a bit spotty.  The for-
mer two-star recruit still throws his body around and makes solid tackles in run support.  Under 
defensive coordinator Jack Curtis, the Green Wave consistently challenged their corners to hold-up 
in man coverage.  When you combine that with his nickel experience, elite ball skills and ease of 
movement, it becomes evident NFL teams could envision him developing into a serviceable extra 
defensive back.  The problem is that could be tough for him at his size (176 lbs) to handle the rigors 
of the nickel or dime position.  Due to his elite football intelligence, Nickerson could surprise much 
like former nickel backs/corners Bobby McCain (Dolphins), Bryce Callahan (Bears) and Nickell 
Robey-Coleman (Rams).  

hands, 32 ½” arms, 76” wingspan • 2018 NFL Combine: 9” hands, 32 3/8” arms, 15 reps-225 lbs., 4.6 
40-yd, 40 ½” VJ, 11’2” BJ, 4.36 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Sullivan presents a physical presence at the LOS, making it 
difficult for receivers to get an easy release out into their routes. While he will not over-excite in 
the interception stat column, his run support ability will be something NFL teams take note of in 
the upcoming draft. Aside from his on-the-field attributes, Sullivan performs extremely well in the 
classroom. He currently carries a 3.84 GPA and recently became the first ever Georgia State football 
player to be recognized as a National Scholar-Athlete by the National Football Foundation.

Cornerbacks
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19. Issac Yiadom 6’1 190 Boston College
Grade: 5.658 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 166

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Long, lean CB.  Possesses good foot speed (ran down 
Goins, Maryland ‘16, 4th & 1).  He does a fine job of playing through the No. 2 slot WR on the 
team’s two-to-one reads with his safeties (CMU ’17).  Uses an efficient shuffle, bail-and-run tech-
nique in zone coverage when reading the eyes of the QB.  He will disrupt longer WRs off the ball 
with his arm length (Senior Bowl ’18, Lazard, team, Day 2).  Uses his feet to stop quickly vs. WRs 
on the perimeter and will engulf them at the catch point (PBU, Quick Lane Bowl ’16).  Switches his 
jam hand quickly while he’s opening his hips.  Cuts off the inside release by WRs with his kick-slide 
techniques.  Possesses an instinctive nature to turn and find the ball on nine (go, fly) routes down 
the field if he’s riding the WR’s inside shoulder (Senior Bowl ’18, Day 2).  Even when he ends up on 
the low shoulder vs. WRs, he gets his head turned around to play the ball.  Plays on several special 
teams units for the Eagles.  Does a solid job of filling where needed as a safety on the KO team as 
an L1 safety (tackle, CMU ’17).  Also serves as a hold-up guy on the PR unit.  Seen as an outside 
gunner on the punt team.  

18. Darious Williams 5’10 184 UAB
Grade: 5.706 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 159

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Excellent feet.  Mirrors the route from off-man, a shuf-
fle-bail or man-to-man coverage.  Uses a look-and-lean technique down the field to slow down WRs 
(Ohio ’17, White).  He works around potential rubs/picks in man-to-man coverage.  Closes dis-
tances from the inside-out (with inside leverage) on corner routes that break away from him (PBU, 
Florida ’17).  Rakes through the hands of the WR to finish plays.  Patient re-routing WRs at the line 
of scrimmage and sinks his weight to drop down to bat balls on stop routes (PBU, Florida ’17).  Does 
a fine job of closing distances on shallow crossers that break away from him in coverage (Ohio ’17).  
Exhibits positive reactions in crack-and-replace (run support when WRs crack block his safety).  

Weaknesses: Hot-and-cold in run support. He does not always wrap with ferocity around the ankles 
and thighs of thicker runners (Perine, Florida ’17, 1st QTR).  Shoulder-block tackler.  Drops his 
helmet to tackle in one-on-one situations.  His eyes will wander on occasion in man-to-man.  Fails 
to play to his timed speed on routes that break away from him (post TD, White, Bahamas Bowl ’17).  
Challenged by the speed of Florida’s Tyrie Cleveland in 2017.  Why did he just bat down an intercep-
tion opportunity on a post route against Florida in 2017?

Other Notes:  Attended Creekside HS (Fla.) and was a three-sport letterman in football, basketball 
and track & field • 2014 (5 sts): 23 tackles, ½ TFL, INT (TD) and 6 PBUs • 2017 (13 sts, 1st Team 
All-C-USA): 50 tackles, 4 TFLs, 5 INTs (80 yds, TD) and 15 PBUs • 2018 UAB Pro Day: 13 reps-225 
lbs, 4.44 40-yd, 39” VJ, 10’2” BJ, 4.34 20-yd SS, 6.85 3-cone

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Williams has somewhat of a Jonathan Jones-look (Patriots) 
to him in size and build.  Despite several offers to go to other schools, we were impressed that 
he decided to stick around for all four years (after the program folded initially in 2014). It says 
something about his character and resolve.  On the field, he is a very tough corner to get away from.  
His footwork is clean playing either off-man or press-man coverage.  There is some shoulder-block 
tackling in his play, but he will come up to support the run.  He has nickel instincts and the ability 
to cover the slot if needed.  His long speed is not quite as impressive on the field versus blazers, but 
he possesses adequate recovery speed.  Williams has Day 3 value in the 2018 NFL Draft and could 
prove to be one of the steals of this year’s draft class.
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20. Danny Johnson 5’9 181 Southern
Grade: 5.625 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 177

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Muscular build.  Excellent zone instincts.  Efficient bail 
technique.  Positive motor-press technique to stay square vs. WRs.  Jams to ride the inside release 
and squeezes well to the near hip.  Sudden with off-hand jam in bump-and-run.  Reads through 
the second man in zones while staying on top of the No. 1 WR.  Plays the ball well down the field.  
Jumps routes in either two-deep or three-deep zone coverage.  Fluid backpedal.  Can dance with 
first movement when opening to turn-and-run.  Direct breaks vs. quick slants.  Closes on routes 
that break away from him and demonstrates run skill after making the catch (INT-TD, UTSA ’17).  
He’s also shown an ability to close on post routes without a safety in the MOF (Grambling State ’17).  
Showed a good recovery vs. the sluggo (slant-and-go) of Williams (GSU ’16).  When he gets the ball 
in his hands, his punt return shiftiness shows up when reaching the near sidelines.  Nearly ran down 
Martez Carter on a breakout run (went for strip, Grambling State ’16).   Works to hold contain for 
inside-out pursuit when taking on stalk blocks.  Has been very effective as a punt returner.  When he 
gets the ball in his hands, his punt return shiftiness shows up when reaching the near sidelines.  

Weaknesses:  His lack of size shows up when having to defend some fade routes outside the numbers 
(won’t locate the ball with his back turned to QB).  There have been times in his pedal, turn-and-
runs that he’s settled in the move area; forcing him to use his hands to junction WRs as he turns to 
run.  His helmet will get into the backfield on return-pivot routes (Senior Bowl ’18, 7-on-7, Day 2).  
Double-clicks vs. quick stop routes that break down on him in press-man (MT, Pringle, Senior Bowl 
’18, DB/WR, Day 2; Ateman, Senior Bowl ’18, team, Day 1).  Dips his head at the point of attack as a 
tackler.  Can be somewhat of a drag-and-wrap tackler in crack-and-replace.  

Other Notes: Attended East Feliciana HS (La.) before arriving at Southern • 2014 (2nd Team All-
SWAC): 40 tackles, TFL, 3 INTs (75 yards), 11 PBUs;,  34 yds/KR and one TD; 15 yds/PR • 2015 (10

Weaknesses: Leaves some interception opportunities on the ground (drop INT, CMU ’17).  WRs 
break away from him on inside cuts and he doesn’t close distances instantly.  Locks his hips jam-
ming with his outside arm in bump-and-run (Quick Lane Bowl ’16-GL).  When playing off-man 
coverage, he opens his hips to the sidelines early in the down.   WRs can cross his face on his slant 
routes (Senior Bowl ’18, Wilson, one-on-one, Day 3).  Eyes venture into the backfield on some of his 
breaks from off-man (Etta-Tawo, stutter-and-go, Syracuse ’16).  Hasn’t always worked around picks 
effectively when teams put him in motion (CMU ’17, MT). Can be a bit leggy changing directions.  
Balance can be an issue facing WRs who work their stems.  Misses some tackles on the outside lanes 
vs. WRs on 10-to-12-yard stop patterns (Etta-Tawo, Syracuse ’16).  

Other Notes:  Attended Doherty Memorial HS (Mass.) and was ranked as the 3rd-best player in Mas-
sachusetts by ESPN • 2014 (13 gms): 13 tackles, PBU • 2015 (7 sts): 18 tackles, INT and 4 PBUs
• 2016 (8 sts): 26 tackles, 2 TFLs, FF and 10 PBUs • 2017 (13 sts): 53 tackles, TFL, 2 INTs and 7 PBUs
• 2018 Senior Bowl measurements: 6007 187 8 7/8” hands, 32 ¼” arms, 75 ¼” wingspan • 2018 NFL
Combine: 8 7/8” hands, 32 ¼” arms, 8 reps-225 lbs, 4.52 40-yd, 10’0 BJ, 4.18 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Yiadom was a valuable cog in the nation’s 18th-ranked pass 
defense in 2017.  He has a feel for playing either zone or man coverage.  His ball skills are unique in 
that he can turn his head in man coverage with his back turned to the quarterback, but he doesn’t 
always finish interception opportunities.  He impressed during 2018 Senior Bowl practices finding 
the ball.  While physical enough, his average transition causes the occasional issue tackling on the 
perimeter.  Yiadom’s work on special teams was consistent in both effort and productivity.  He can 
contribute as a hold-up guy on punt return, gunner on the punt team and at least a safety on the 
kickoff unit.  The former Eagle has mid-round value as a developmental corner.

Cornerbacks
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21. Dee Delaney 5’11 1/2 200 Miami (Fla.), The Citadel
Grade: 5.616 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 184

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Team captain in his first year on Miami, Fla. cam-
pus.  Good size.  Long enough.  Length aids him in either Cover 2 or press-man.  Versus Western 
Carolina in 2016, he often delivered a punch to put himself in a positive leverage position.  While 
everything may be a bit high, he really works to disrupt routes on a consistent basis.  Excellent at 
playing the football down the field.  WR-like ball skills. Does a fine job of twisting along the side-
lines to corral passes. Contains spatial awareness keeping his feet in-bounds near the sidelines.  Set 
the edge against South Carolina in 2015 versus stretch or toss sweep concepts.  As the game began to 
tighten late in the fourth quarter, he threw his body around in run support.  Went up to high-point 
an ill-advised pass from Florida State cornerback James Blackman (2017) to receive the turnover 
chain for the first and only time this season.  Showed up big in the fourth quarter of the Duke con-
test (2017).

Weaknesses: Sticks to stalk blocks on the perimeter (UTC ’16).  He has high shoulders in his mo-
tor-press techniques. While he dances at the LOS, he doesn’t always stay on top of WRs with long 
gear (Cooper, USC ’15; Board, UTC ’16).  Gets stuck transitioning to open-and-run.  Fails to break 
down fluently in the intermediate route zones.  Tends to raise his hips as receivers break down his 
cushion and he is forced to panic in these instances when playing off-man coverage.  His activity 
versus Tennessee-Chattanooga in 2016 was hit-or-miss.  Aside from being average in crack-and-re-
place, Delaney stuck to stalk blocks too long on the perimeter.

Other Notes:  Attended Whale Branch Early College HS • Hails from Beaufort, SC and originally 
attended The Citadel before arriving at Miami, Fla. • 2015 (13 sts, Walter Camp FCS All-American): 
46 tackles, TFL, 2 FF, FR, 5 INTs and 8 PBUs • 2016 (Citadel): 35 tackles, FR, 6 INTs and 8 PBUs
• 2017 (9 gms, Miami, Fla.): 39 tackles, 1.5 TFLs, INT and one PBU • 2018 East-West Shrine mea-
surements: 5115 196 9 ¾ hands, 31 3/8” arms, 74” wingspan • 2018 NFL Combine:  9 ¾ hands, 30 ½ 
arms, 13 reps-225 lbs, 4.46 40-yd, 32 ½” VJ, 10’0 BJ, 6.95 3-cone, 4.25 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Delaney’s transition to the FBS level in 2017 yielded mixed re-
sults.  Despite having already proven capable of playing versus SEC-level competition prior to arriv-
ing at Miami (Fla.), a right lower leg injury forced him to miss four games as a senior.   A legitimate 
postseason All-Star candidate, The two-time FCS All-American put together a solid postseason to 
stay on the radar for NFL scouts.

 gms, 1st Team All-SWAC): 37 tackles, TFL, 3 INTs and  5 PBUs; 21.9 yds/KR; 6 yds/PR • 2016 (1st 
Team All-SWAC): 57 tackles, TFL, FF, 7 INTs (99 yds, TD) and 9 PBUs; 13.7 yds/KR  • 2017 (1st 
Team All-SWAC): 55 tackles, 3 INTs (118 yds, 2 TDs) and 12 PBUs; 21.7 yds/KR; 17.1 yds/PR and 
one TD • Maintained a 4.0 GPA in Criminal Justice while in school and has a son, Aiden Matthews 
• 2018 Senior Bowl measurements: 8 5/8” hands, 31 3/8” arms, 75 5/8” wingspan • 2018 NFL Com-
bine: 9 ¼” hands, 31 3/8” arms, 15 reps-225 lbs, 4.44 40-yd, 35” VJ, 10’3” BJ

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Johnson can mirror wide receivers in press coverage while 
flipping his hips with off-hand jams.  He also does a fine job of using his backpedal to stay in-phase 
with receivers in off-man coverage.  We’ve seen some missed tackles when he dips his head as a tack-
ler.  The four-time All-SWAC cornerback will do some drag-and-wrap tackling.  This is a concern 
because he only weighs in the 180-pound range.  He combats this in zone or off-man by mirroring 
routes with his feet and breaking to the near hip of the receiver.  The fact that he can add value as 
a return specialist only helps his overall value.  Teams with a need for a slot cornerback on third 
downs and potential punt returner will rank him higher than others.  He has mid-round value in the 
2018 NFL Draft as a Nickell Robey-Coleman (Los Angeles Rams) type of prospect.  
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Rank Player School Grade Round ‘Nasty’ Take: 
193 Tre Herndon

Other Notes: 2016 (13 sts): 
41 tackles, ½ TFL, 27-yd 
FR, 2 INTs and 8 PBUs • 
Broke up at least one pass 
in nine of his 11 appear-
ances in 2017 • 2017 (11 
sts): 29 tackles, QB sack, 
TFL, FF, 11 PBUs • 2018 
Vanderbilt Pro Day: 12 
reps-225 lbs, 4.51 40-yd, 34 
½” VJ, 10’6” BJ, 4.2 20-yd 
SS, 6.75 3-cone

Vanderbilt 5.596 4th Round Summary:  Herndon brings a taller cornerback’s 
frame to the table, but actually displayed the 
footwork of a smaller player handling nickel 
assignments for the ‘Dores in 2017.  He is an ad-
equate tackler but he does need to get stronger 
for the NFL-grind.  At this stage of his devel-
opment, he may actually be better in off-man 
coverage than press-man.  He will need to find a 
balance between establishing off-hand and two-
hand jams in bump-and-run.  In his backpedal, 
he distributes his frame with good pace and 
drive on the three-step passing game.  He largely 
went under the radar in the SEC but he did start 
nearly 40 games in school.  After a solid Pro Day 
in front of scouts, Herndon has a chance to hear 
his name called in the 2018 NFL Draft. 

206 Anthony Averett 

Other Notes: Attended 
Woodbury HS (N.J.) and 
was ranked as the 5th-best 
player in the state of New 
Jersey by 247Sports.com
• Accounted for 29 TDs 
as a QB during his senior 
campaign (15 RUSH, 14 
PASS) while also posting 
5 INTs on defense • Uncle, 
Bryant McKinnie, was a 
first-round draft pick by 
the Minnesota Vikings and 
played 12 years in the NFL 
as an offensive tackle

Alabama 5.56 4th Round Strengths: Competitive press corner in Cover 
1 and Cover 2 (rolled-up with safety over top).  
Frustrates WRs with his feet and hips.
Weaknesses:  Gave up a number of jump balls in 
2016.  Struggles with his hand placement down 
the field (P.I., Gallup, Colorado State ’17). 
Summary:  Averett doesn’t always get his head 
turned around down the field despite consistent-
ly being in good position.  His best attributes 
largely revolve around his feet, speed and hip 
flexibility.  We feel he’s going to have evaluators 
scrambling back to study his tape with more 
intent after he impresses on the workout portion 
of the draft process.  A solid tackler, his fall back 
plan could be as a third or fourth cornerback 
with high special teams upside as a gunner and 
kickoff cover guy.   

212 Linden Stephens 

Other Notes:  Career Stats: 
50 games, 140 tackles, 1.5 
TFLs, FF, 6 INTs (68 yds), 
20 PBUs • 2018 East-West 
Shrine measurements: 5113 
190 8 ½” hands, 31 1/8” 
arms, 72 ½” wingspan
• 2018 Cincinnati Pro Day: 
20 reps-225 lbs, 4.44 40-yd, 
34” VJ, 9’10”BJ, 4.34 20-yd 
SS, 7.20 3-cone

Cincinnati 5.55 4th Round Summary: Stephens had a solid week of work 
during the 2018 East-West Shrine practices 
and it was a carryover from his career.  We 
were most impressed with his ability to work 
from an off-man or zone alignment during 
school.  His inconsistency stemmed from too 
much hand usage down the field.  It could be 
related to a lack of confidence with his back 
turned to the quarterback.  This is why we feel 
he could work best in a scheme which features 
zone-based principles and off-man coverage.  
Stephens could have issues if asked to play a 
large majority of bump-and-run style coverage 
early on in the NFL.  

222 JC Jackson 5’10 201 

Other Notes: 2016 (11 sts): 
40 tackles, TFL, INT, 6 
PBUs and one blocked kick
• 2017 (12 sts): 40 tackles, 
½ TFL, 3 INTs and 7 PBUs
• 2018 NFL Combine: 8 
1/8” hands, 31 ½” arms, 14 
reps-225 lbs, 4.46 40-yd, 35 
½” VJ, 10’0 BJ

Maryland, 
Florida

5.52 4th Round Summary: Jackson plays a bigger man’s game 
than his size would suggest.  He can tackle, get 
off of stalk blocks and close on routes that break 
away from him in man coverage. The former 
Under Armour All-American possesses the 
necessary skills to man a starting position in the 
NFL on the perimeter.  Teams will want to know 
more about his history and whether having to 
go the junior college route gave him a new per-
spective.  It certainly seemed like he displayed 
the necessary discipline and concentration while 
at Maryland to continue an upward trek.  He is 
a player who might go under-drafted but could 
very well outplay his original draft position.  

248 Tremon Smith 5’11 186

Other Notes: 2017 (1st 
Team All-Southland): 41 
tackles, 2.5 TFLs, 5 INTs 
(102 yds, TD) and 11 PBUs; 
5.1 yds/PR • Career Stats: 
48 games, 25 starts, 146 
tackles, QB sack, 9 TFLs, 2 
FFs, FR, 15 INTs (177 yds, 
TD) and 38 PBUs • Pro Day 
numbers: 5113 186 4.41 
40-yd, 37” VJ

Central Arkansas 5.41 4th Round Strengths: Even in man coverage, he can keep 
vision on the QB to come off and make plays 
on high-low concepts (INT-TD, Sam Houston 
State ’17).  Drops his weight to stop-and-start on 
the perimeter vs. double moves.  Plays through 
the hands of bigger WRs turning back through 
the WR’s inside shoulder in the Red Zone.
Weaknesses: Even in man coverage, he can keep 
vision on the QB to come off and make plays on 
high-low concepts (INT-TD, Sam Houston State 
’17).  Drops his weight to stop-and-start on the 
perimeter vs. double moves.  Plays through the 
hands of bigger WRs turning back through the 
WR’s inside shoulder in the Red Zone.

Cornerbacks
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251 Chris Jones 6’0 199

Other Notes: Career Stats: 
76 tackles, 2 QB sacks, 
5 TFLs, FR, 5 INTs (60 
yds, TD), 15 PBUs • 2018 
NFLPA Collegiate Bowl 
measurements: 5116 199 
9 ¾” hands, 32 ½” arms, 
78 ½” wingspan • 2018 
NFLPA Collegiate Bowl in-
game report: Posted a hold-
ing call in the first quarter.  
Then he was unable to find 
the ball down the field on 
a fade route to Jennings. • 
2018 NFL Combine:  9 ¾” 
hands, 32 ¾” arms, 14 reps-
225 lbs, 4.57 40-yd

Nebraska 5.399 4th Round Weaknesses: Misses some one-on-one tackles 
due to shoulder-block tackling technique (Music 
City Bowl ’16). Poor crack-and-replace angles 
have shown up (breakout run, Wisconsin ’16).  
Injured his left meniscus (knee) and had surgery 
to repair it in July 2017.   Appeared in just seven 
games as a senior.  Summary:  It would have 
been interesting to see the trajectory of Jones 
had he played significant minutes as a senior.  
One of the big things holding down his stock 
was the injury-plagued year.  When he has been 
on the field, he has been a confident cornerback 
capable of disrupting longer wide receivers 
on the perimeter.  He has also been at least a 
quality contributor on the team’s special teams 
units.  Finding the ball down the field in man 
coverage is a priority as he continues to develop.  
His tendency to lunge could make him subject 
to penalties in the NFL.  A solid tackler, he has 
value in the mid-rounds and should be available 
on Day 3 of the draft process.  

254 Brandon Facyson 
Other Notes: Career Stats: 
55 games, 47 starts, 131 
tackles 9 TFLs, 3 FFs, FR, 5 
INTs, 39 PBUs • 2018 NFL 
Combine: 9 ¾” hands, 32 
5/8” arms, 16 reps-225 lbs, 
4.53 40-yd • Graduated 
with a degree in biology 
(3.8 GPA) and is pursuing a 
master’s degree in sociology 
• He has hopes of becoming 
a cardiologist and was a 
three-time Academic All-
ACC selection

Virginia Tech 5.386 4th Round Summary:  Although Facyson did not record 
another interception since his breakout fresh-
man campaign; he gets his hands on a number 
of passes.  Why didn’t he get more interceptions?  
He’s late to trust his coverage when turning 
around to find the ball.  It is not for a lack of 
fluidity turning his hips.  He is physical enough, 
but has had some slight durability issues during 
school.  He can succeed in a Seattle Seahawks 
or Jacksonville Jaguars type of system as a long 
corner.  Some NFL teams will not mind the 
penalties because he will tackle and disrupt wide 
receivers at the line of scrimmage.  He has mid-
round value in the 2018 NFL Draft.  

257 Michael Joseph 

Other Notes: 2016 (10 gms): 
68 tackles, QB sack, 4 TFls, 
4 INTs (86 yds), 8 PBUs 
and one blocked kick • 
2017 (1st Team All-Amer-
ican, Cliff Harris Award 
Winner): 56 tackles, TFL, 8 
INTs (56 yds), 8 PBUs
• 2018 Senior Bowl 
measurements: 6005 186 8 
7/8” hands 31 1/8” arms, 73 
1/8” wingspan • 2018 NFL 
Combine: 8 5/8” hands, 30 
¼” arms, 17 reps-225 lbs, 
34” VJ, 6.89 3-cone, 4.2 20-
yd SS, 11.98 60-yd LS

Dubuque 5.375 4th Round Summary: The fact that the former 145-pound 
high school athlete walked on in college and 
basically had to live in the weight room to get on 
the field speaks volumes.  Prior to that, he never 
even started a game in high school.  Joseph 
struggled early on during 2018 Senior Bowl 
practices locating the ball.  Much of it had to do 
with losing hand fights down the field.  There 
is an element of panic in press coverage with 
his back turned to the quarterback that is not 
on display when watching him read the quar-
terback’s indicators.  As the Senior Bowl week 
progressed, many of his skills began to shine.  
He is clean on his plant-and-drives, flips his 
hips well and generally squeezes routes from the 
outside-in.  After not running at the 2018 NFL 
Combine, NFL scouts will have to rely on many 
of his fast times when they went to go see him 
during the spring of 2017.  He has Day 3 value 
in the 2018 NFL Draft as a Ross Cockrell-type 
corner prospect (Pittsburgh Steelers).  

268 Andre Chachere 

Other Notes: Career Stats: 
49 games, 32 starts, 122 
tackles, QB sack, 4.5 TFLs, 
3 FFs, 7 INTs (169 yards) 
and 27 PBUs• 2018 NFL 
Combine: 5116 197 9 7/8” 
hands, 31 3/8” arms, 13 
reps-225 lbs, 4.49 40-yd, 
38” VJ, 10’3” BJ, 6.78 
3-cone, 4.07 20-yd SS, 11.43 
60-yd LS

San Jose State 5.341 4th Round Summary:  Chachere was not even the team’s 
top cornerback as a senior.  That distinction 
would go to Dakari Monroe (junior CB), who 
also served as the team’s nickel back.  It could be 
argued that he wasn’t as good as fellow senior 
cornerback Jermaine Kelly.  Kelly plays with 
more intensity than Chachere.  However, with 
that said, the former Spartan is still very good at 
understanding route distribution and can bait 
quarterbacks into mistakes with a unique feel 
for how to break on pattern combinations.  He’s 
a shoulder-block tackler who doesn’t always 
connect the dots in press-man coverage.  We 
feel he could be a late-round steal if he proves 
to scouts that he can run in the 4.5-range and 
change directions with at least part of the feel he 
displayed in 2015.  His work on special teams is 
spotty and could eventually cost him a chance at 
a backup roster spot.  
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272 Kamrin Moore 

Other Notes: Attended 
Bishop Denis J. O’Connell 
HS (Va.) and was named 
a 2nd Team All-WCAC 
selection in 2013 • 2016 (13 
sts): 43 tackles, 1.5 TFLs, 
2 INTs and 5 PBUs • 2017 
(10 sts): 50 tackles, 2 TFLs, 
FR, 9 PBUs

Boston College 5.324 4th Round Summary: Moore displayed the necessary tenac-
ity to get in the wide receiver’s face and disrupt 
patterns while in school.  He had an occasional 
tendency to lose at the reception point, but he 
does defend back-shoulder fade patterns well.  
When playing zone or off-man coverage, he has 
sat at times in his backpedal in the move areas 
on the field.  His aggressiveness and quickness 
may get him looks at a nickel position.  Moore’s 
versatility allowed the Eagles to finish in the Top 
35 in each of the last two years in pass defense.  
We feel he could surprise in that role (nickel 
because he’s covered the slot well), but his injury 
history may leave doubts for some teams.

274 Heath Harding 

Other Notes: 2016 (13 sts, 
1st Team All-MAC): 67 
tackles, 6.5 TFLs, FR, 4 
INTs and 11 PBUs • 2017 
(11 sts, 3rd Team All-
MAC): 62 tackles, 2.5 TFLs, 
FF, FR, INT and 8 PBUs • 
Career Stats: 284 tackles, 15 
TFLs, 3 FFs, 3 FRs, 10 INTs 
and 27 PBUs

Miami (OH) 5.32 4th Round Strengths:  Stays low and balanced in press-man; 
allowing him to sink his hips quickly on stop 
routes.  Possesses a smooth backpedal that 
covers satisfactory length.  Plants decisively on 
the quick game when covering slot WRs.  Drives 
out of his zone turns to break on the ball (CMU 
’16).  He rakes and rips through the ball to get it 
out of the hands of quicker WRs (PBU vs. Wil-
lis, CMU ’16).  Weaknesses:  Rounds some of his 
breaks off the hash breaking on corner routes 
as a safety.  He sometimes will arrive a little too 
early when tracking the ball (PI, CMU ’14).  
Missed most of the 2015 campaign due to a 
lower back injury (http://www.miamiredhawks.
com/sports/m-footbl/spec-rel/081716aaa.html). 

280 Kevin Toliver II 

Other Notes:  Attended 
Trinity Christian HS (Fla.) 
and was ranked as the 
nation’s No. 1 cornerback 
by Scout.com • 2017: 28 
tackles, QB sack, 2 TFLs, 2 
FFs, INT and 10 PBUs
• 2018 NFL Combine: 9 
3/8” hands, 30 1/8” arms, 
10 reps-225 lbs, 33” VJ, 
10’0 BJ

LSU 5.293 4th Round Summary: Toliver II has plenty of tangibles for 
the longer cornerbacks so often seen in the NFL 
today. He has the look of Carolina Panthers cor-
nerback James Bradberry but he is not nearly as 
long.  With his tendency to grab, there could be 
penalties on the way.  One thing that showed up 
a lot on film was jamming the back of the wide 
receiver’s shoulder as he released off the line of 
scrimmage.  This often got him into footraces 
and brings up questions about his recovery 
speed.  There were a number of penalties that 
could have been called that weren’t in the film 
viewed.   He does show up in corner support.  
The former four-star recruit never quite lived up 
to the billing in school and that leaves questions 
about whether he will do so in the NFL.  

305 Ranthony Texada 

Other Notes: Attended Cen-
tennial HS (Tex.) and ran 
a 10.54 100-meter in track 
and field in high school 
2017 (1st Team All-Big 12, 
coaches): 33 tackles, 2 QB 
sacks, 2 TFLs, FF, INT and 
14 PBUs • Career Stats: 43 
games, 117 tackles, 5 QB 
sacks, 10 TFLs, FF, 3 INTs 
and 30 PBUs

TCU 5.18 5th Round Summary:  There were a myriad of penalties 
that showed up in the film on Texada but an 
equal number of plays with quality coverage.  
His footwork is as good as you’ll find, but his 
timing can be a bit of an issue when matched 
versus bigger receivers.  His confidence seems 
to vacillate in a hot-and-cold manner and that 
only adds to his size limitations.  Even when 
he recovers adequately (see Arkansas ’17), he 
doesn’t present the calm needed of a starting 
outside corner.  However, his footwork and 
speed are very similar to current Los Angeles 
Chargers cornerback Trevor Williams when he 
came out of Penn State.  Don’t be surprised if 
Texada gets into an NFL camp and surprises 
due to his toughness and ability to play quality 
off-man coverage.  

334 Levi Wallace 

Other Notes: 2017 (AP 2nd 
Team All-SEC): 48 tackles, 
2 QB sacks, 4.5 TFLs, 3 
INTs (66 yds, TD) and 15 
PBUs • 2018 Senior Bowl 
measurements: 6003 176 
9” hands, 33 3/8” arms, 77 
¼” wingspan • 2018 NFL 
Combine: 9 3/8” hands, 32 
¾” arms, 4.63 40-yd, 33” VJ

Alabama 5.11 5th Round Summary:  Wallace’s emergence was vital in the 
Crimson Tide’s 2017 national championship.  
He battled his way from being a walk-on to 
eventual starter for the team.   It was impressive 
that he played like a veteran upon his full-time 
insertion into the lineup.  He uses his impressive 
length to contend balls from over the top.  It 
will be essential for him to continue to play a 
finesse style at the line of scrimmage.  He is not 
necessarily comfortable as of yet playing off 
of receivers.  The former Tuscon High School 
standout has enough patience to develop into a 
contributor, but his strength is a question mark. 

Cornerbacks
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334 Juante Baldwin 5’10 1/2 192

Other Notes: Ran for the 
Pitt State track & field team 
and ran a 6.65 time in the 
60-meter dash at the Crim-
son & Gold Invitational 
on 12/9/17 • Ran a  6.71 
time in the 60-meter dash 
(2nd) at the Pittsburg State 
Inviational on 1/27/18
• 2017: 30 tackles, 2 TFLs, 
FF, 3 INTs, 9 PBUs and two 
blocked kicks; Returned 
one blocked kick for a TD

Pittsburg State 5.109 5th Round Strengths: Runs extremely well.  Takes good an-
gles in cross-field pursuit.  Flashes on the punt 
return unit rushing off the edge as a LE  and 
closes in a hurry if unblocked (blocked punt, 
NSU ’17).   Weaknesses: Needs more reps. He 
can look unorthodox trying to re-establish force 
position when tackling runners that bounce 
to him.  Ankle tackler who will overrun some 
targets.  Summary: NFL defensive back coaches 
will like the fact that they have a piece of 
unmolded clay in Baldwin.  He’s still unrefined 
in terms of technique, but he has a solid feel for 
hi-lo concepts and reacts to what he’s seeing on 
the field.  He hasn’t gotten to the point where he 
will overanalyze the action.  The former Gorilla 
is raw but he’s shown enough on film to get mul-
tiple looks on Day 3 of the 2018 NFL Draft.  

339 Jamarcus King 6’0 182

Other Notes:  Before 
arriving at South Carolina, 
he played at Coffeyville CC 
(Kan.) and was ranked as 
the nation’s No. 1 junior 
college cornerback by 
247sports.com 2016 (11 
sts): 56 tackles, 3 TFLs, 
FF, 3 INTs and 9 PBUs  • 
2017 (13 sts): 41 tackles, 
QB sack, TFL, 2 INTs and 
12 PBUs 

South Carolina 5.094 5th Round Summary: King had a satisfactory two-year 
run at South Carolina after entering the school 
as the nation’s top-ranked junior college 
cornerback.  His feel for the game is astute.  
The former Gamecock plays with vision and 
flips his hips well despite being pigeon-toed.  
Although he’s a solid tackler, his frame is a bit of 
a concern as he heads to the next level.  At just 
185 pounds, he tends to do some shoulder-block 
tackling to get bigger bodies on the ground.  
King possesses timing, confidence and a feel for 
reading through the eyes of quarterbacks.   He is 
a poor man’s version of former Coastal Carolina 
cornerback Josh Norman (Redskins).

344 Malik Reaves 5’11 201 

Other Notes:  2016 (12 
gms): 51 tackles, 2.5 TFLs, 
FF, INT • 2017: 58 tackles, 2 
TFLs, FF, 2 INTs, 2 PBUs
• Career Stats: 45 games, 
187 tackles, 6 TFLs, 2 FF, 
FR, 4 INTs and 9 PBUs

Villanova 5.09 5th Round Summary: Reaves is the prototype Cover Two 
cornerback with good feet, solid instincts and 
toughness. He is competitive getting his hands 
on receivers to re-route them and frequently 
can play through two players in his zone.  The 
biggest weakness is an inability to recover down 
the field consistently.  He ran in the 4.6-range 
during pre-draft workouts and that mirrors 
what is seen on the field.  He can be a fit in the 
right system. He may have the quickness and 
aptitude to overcome many of the foot speed 
question marks. Why?  He carries high upside as 
a potential inside nickel defender.

353 Arrion Springs 5’11 205 

Other Notes:  2017 (12 
sts, Honorable mention 
All-Pac-12): 42 tackles, QB 
sack, 4 TFLs, INT and 18 
PBUs • 2018 Oregon Pro 
Day: 18 reps-225 lbs, 4.47 
40-yd, 32” VJ, 9’10” BJ, 4.44 
20-yd SS, 7.02 3-cone

Oregon 5.055 5th Round Strengths:  Competitive.  Gets his hands on a 
number of balls.  Squeezes to the upfield hip 
of WRs on fade routes (PBU, Boise State ’17).  
Plays low enough with his base in press-man to 
stop-and-start vs. stutter moves while staying 
in-phase with the WR (PBU, Morgan, Nebraska 
’17).  Weaknesses: He hasn’t always disengaged 
from blocks with vigor (Cal ’16).  Feet will get 
crossed up when trying to jam WRs on the 
perimeter because he’ll jam with his inside arm 
(Wilson, Boise State ’17). Opens the gate on the 
outside and struggles to recover once beaten off 
the line (Arcega-Whiteside, Stanford ’17). 

358 Jordan Thomas 6’0 187

Other Notes:  Career Stats: 
50 games, 37 starts, 154 
tackles, 4 TFLs, 8 INTs (246 
yds) and 28 PBUs • 2018 
NFL Combine: 9 ½” hands, 
32” arms, 4 reps-225 lbs, 
4.64 40-yd, 38” VJ, 10’4” BJ, 
6.28 3-cone (NFL Combine 
record), 3.94 20-yd SS, 
10.85 60-yd LS

Oklahoma 5.04 5th Round Summary: In 2016, Thomas began to play a step 
slow and was beaten down the field on far too 
many occasions on simple fly patterns.  It brings 
up questions about his speed that were never 
evident during his 2015 breakout campaign.  
He’s had some shining moments against NFL 
first-round picks (see Mike Williams, Clemson 
’14) but far too many lapses against sub-par 
competition.  Missed tackles and inconsistent 
timing have often been a component of poor eye 
discipline.  Regardless, he’s going to catch the 
attention of NFL defensive backs coaches be-
cause he’s been in a lot of one-on-one situations 
in school.  He has natural instincts and a flair for 
the dramatic when his confidence is on-point.  
We expect him to receive attention on Day 3 of 
the 2018 NFL Draft process.  
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372 Amari Coleman 5’10 184

Other Notes: 2016 (12 sts, 
1st Team All-MAC): 48 
tackles, 2 TFLs, 4 INTs (91 
yds, 2 TDs), 15 PBUs • 2017 
(13 sts, 1st Team All-MAC): 
44 tackles, 4 TFLs, 3 INTs 
(33 yds, TD) and 8 PBUs
• 2018 CMU Pro Day: 4.59 
40-yd, 39” VJ, 10’5” BJ, 4.18 
20-yd SS, 6.9 3-cone

Central 
Michigan

5 5th Round Strengths: 38-game starter.  Breaks on the ball 
and jumps routes outside the numbers.  Has 
a feel for how to anticipate angles vs. crossing 
routes that break away from him (TD-INT, East-
ern Michigan ’17).  Replaces once the WR has 
cracked his safety in run support.  Weaknesses: 
Size. Tends to motor-press in bump-and-run 
to the outside and gives up inside access to 
WRs. When he does so, he’ll grab to stop their 
momentum.  Gave up a TD reception vs. Miami, 
Ohio in 2016 playing through the inside shoul-
der of the WR.  Gets bumped off a lot of routes.

392 Henre' Toliver 

Other Notes: 2017: 43 
tackles, TFL, 18-yd FR-TD, 
3 INTs (66 yds), 8 PBUs 
• 2018 NFLPA Collegiate 
Bowl measurements: 6001 
184 9” hands, 30 1/2” arms, 
75” wingspan • Career 
Stats: 36 starts, 161 tackles, 
QB sack, 7 TFLs, FR, 8 
INTs (194 yds), 23 PBUs

Arkansas 4.94 5th Round Strengths:  Closes well from the outside-in on 
routes that break away from him.  He’s shown 
excellent run after the catch ability on INTs (3rd 
QTR/10:20, 35-yd INT-return, Mizzou ’17).  
Returns punts.  Nearly took a punt back for TD 
in his final collegiate game.  
Weaknesses:  When asked to cover the slot, he’ll 
get too close (5 yds) and can be beaten quickly 
when turning to run (TD allowed, Missouri ’16).  
Has left some INT opportunities on the ground 
(TCU ’17).  Although capable, he doesn’t jam 
much in his play.

397 Cornell Armstrong

Other Notes: 2016 (13 sts): 
47 tackles, TFL, INT and 8 
PBUs • 2017: 22 tackles, 4.5 
TFLs, 2 INTs (46 yds, TD) 
and 7 PBUs  • 2018 USM 
Pro Day: 5111 193 4.44 
40-yd, 4.26 20-yd SS, 10’5” 
BJ, 38 1/2” VJ, 7.0 3-cone, 
18 reps-225 lbs

Southern Miss 4.923 5th Round Strengths:  Fights to get off of stalk blocks on 
the edge (FSU ’17).  He can react quickly to 
get runners on the ground as a tackler (New 
Orleans Bowl ’16). Displays good speed to stop 
potential touchdowns when in pursuit on the 
KO team (Kentucky ’17). Weaknesses: He can 
be widened by ordinary double moves on post 
routes (Tate, FSU ’17). This has also occurred in 
three-deep zone trying to break back downhill 
vs. curl patterns (Kentucky ’17).  

399 Jaylen Dunlap

Other Notes: 2016: 63 tack-
les, 4.5 TFLs, FR, 11 PBUs
• 2017 (9 sts, Honorable 
mention All-Big Ten, 
coaches): 29 tackles, TFL, 
FF, INT and 5 PBUs

Illinois 4.92 5th Round Strengths:  Reads through the three-step game 
and will come downhill to jar balls loose (Michi-
gan State ’16). Attempts to junction the WRs at 
the LOS.  Looks to disrupt the rhythm of WRs 
in Cover 2 rolled-up coverage.  Mixes up his 
press techniques.  Runs to the ball. Weaknesses:  
Does some squatting in the move areas (zone or 
off-man coverage).  Missed the first four games 
of the 2014 campaign due to an ankle injury.  
Suffered a concussion vs. Nebraska (2014) that 
sidelined him for the remainder of the year.  In-
jured in 2017 and was forced to missed the first 
two games of the year.  One career INT. 

409 Charvaius Ward 

Other Notes:  2017 (8 sts): 
48 tackles, QB sack, 3 TFLs, 
14 PBUs • 2018 NFLPA 
Collegiate Bowl measure-
ments: 9 7/8” hands, 32” 
arms, 77” wingspan • 2018 
Pro Day: 4.49 40-yd, 11’0 
BJ, 37” VJ, 4.41 20-yd SS,

Middle 
Tennessee

4.89 5th Round Strengths: Long arms.  Textbook size.  Has the 
length to defend vs. bigger receivers. 
Note: uses a shuffle or bail technique.  Shows 
good awareness of when to expand his Cover 
Two zones when defending the high/low route. 
Will play leverage games pre-snap with the QB 
and WR when disguising pre-snap
Weaknesses:  Struggles at the start of games 
and has to get better as the game goes on.  Will 
attempt to undercut the bubble screen at times 
and get pinned inside. Can be hesitant at times 
driving on shorter routes. Doesn’t always play 
with confidence when identifying the play. Will 
get on his heels and plays with a tall back out of 
his stance in press-man.

418 Curtis Mikell

Other Notes: 2016 (4 sts): 
36 tackles, 2 QB sacks, 3.5 
TFLs, FF, 2 INTs (100 yds, 
TD), 4 PBUs; 16.6 yds/KR
• 12 tackles, 2.5 TFLs, PBU 
vs. North Texas on 9/30/17
• 2017: 49 tackles, 4 TFLs, 
INT (61 yds) and 14 PBUs 

Southern Miss 4.84 5th Round Summary: Mikell is one of the more competitive 
defensive backs we’ve seen over the last two 
seasons.  It is actually kind of shocking with his 
level of aggressiveness that he parlayed at wide 
receiver initially on campus.  The former prep 
baseball standout plays much bigger than his 
size but he will still leave some tackles on the 
field.  For him to get looks as a nickel back, he 
will need to impress scouts with his strength 
numbers prior to the draft.  He is a player who 
faces an uphill battle to get into an NFL training 
camp without eye-popping postseason numbers. 

Cornerbacks
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422 D'Montre 

Wade 

Career Stats: 176 tackles, 
½ QB sack, 4.5 TFLs, 10 
INTs, 35 PBUs and one 
blocked kick;  • 2018 Senior 
Bowl measurements: 5112 
201 9 5/8” hands, 32 5/8” 
arms, 78 1/8” wingspan• 
2018 NFL Combine: 9 7/8” 
hands, 32 3/8” arms, 15 
reps-225 lbs, 4.57 40-yd, 35 
½” VJ, 10’0 BJ, 4.4 20-yd SS

Murray State 4.824 5th Round Summary: Wade showed very good feet and ball 
skills over the course of the last two seasons.  
His recovery speed was a bit hit-or-miss in the 
film viewed and he would panic when receivers 
got a step on him.  During his time at Murray 
State, he was most comfortable with his bail-
and-run technique.  An adequate tackler, the 
second-team All-American keeps his pace under 
control while maintaining a weave backpedal.  
The major concern is that he will settle his feet 
in off-man and lose wide receivers who cross 
his frame.  His body positioning is adequate 
but there is still work to be done in refining his 
game.  We think he could transition quickly into 
a zone-based scheme.  He has value on Day 3 of 
the 2018 NFL Draft.  

425 Mike Minter

Other Notes: Attended Mc-
Nair HS (Ga.) and earned 
some All-State mention 
after catching 5 TD passes 
and notching 7 INTs as a 
senior • Father, Mike, was 
an All-Pro safety for the 
Carolina Panthers 2016: 
49 tackles, 2 INTs and 10 
PBUs • 2017: 47 tackles, 4 
TFLs, INT and 10 PBUs

Middle 
Tennessee

4.82 5th Round Strengths: NFL bloodlines. Started 36 games in 
school. Tough.  Runs to the ball. Active in run 
support  (Hawaii ’16).  Sticks his foot in the 
ground and will drive on three-step passes to 
unload.  Sudden in his opens to run.  Smooth 
bail technique.  Doesn’t panic when the ball in 
the air vs. bigger WRs (Ishmael, Syracuse ’17 
PBU at full speed).  
Weaknesses: May need to still make positive 
weight gains.  Opens the gate in bump-and-run.  
Allows himself to get into some unnecessary 
footraces.  Struggled mightily vs. the strength 
and pace of FIU’s Thomas Owens in 2017.

449 Rico Gafford  5’9 175

Other Notes: Won both the 
100-meter and 200-meter 
titles at the prep level for 
Des Moines East HS  • 
His 10.61 100-meter time 
stands as the fastest in the 
history of the Iowa Class 
4A state track meet • 2017: 
43 tackles, TFL, FF, 4 INTs 
(45 yds, TD) and 6 PBUs
• 2018 NFLPA Collegiate 
Bowl measurements: 8 3/8” 
hands, 29 ¾” arms, 71 ¾” 
wingspan

Wyoming 4.71 5th Round Summary:  When someone runs in the 4.2-range 
on their Pro Day, people begin to take a second 
look.  For Gafford, speed has never been the 
issue.  He needs to keep his head up consistently 
as a tackler.  Dating back to his days at Iowa 
Western Community College, he has returned 
kicks.  He did not, however, stand out in this 
role at the FBS level.  He excites because he is 
patient with his outside-in jams.  Equally adept 
in zone coverage, he can read the quarterback’s 
eyes in his bail techniques and drive through the 
receiver’s near hip to contest passes.  For a player 
who can get to top speed in an instant, he drops 
his weight to defend comebacks or stop routes 
on the perimeter.  We’ve seen some grabbing 
at the break points versus size and this will be 
something to monitor moving forward.

455 Trumaine Washington 

Other Notes: 2017: 43 
tackles, QB sack, TFLs, FF, 
FR, 4 INTs (81 yds, TD) 
and 10 PBUs • Career Stats: 
3 QB sacks, 10 INTs (169 
yds, 2 TDs)

Louisville 4.696 6th Round Strengths: Highly competitive player.  Always 
ripping to rake the ball loose.  Produces 
solid breaks vs. the three-step passing game 
(Kentucky ’16).  Possesses hands to finish the 
play.  He will bait QBs into believing they have 
a hitch open and jump the route (INT-TD, 
Syracuse ’15).
Weaknesses: Overruns the WR adjusting back to 
underthrown balls (Reynolds, Texas A&M ’15).  
Fails to consistently press the blocker on the 
edge to define it for his safety coming downhill 
(Wake Forest ’17).  Missed time in 2014 due to 
injury. Did not play in the 2017 Citrus Bowl due 
to a knee injury.

457 Mike Stevens 5’10 170

Other Notes:  2016: 32 
tackles, QB sack, TFLs, 
INT-TD and 4 PBUs • 
2017: 23 tackles, TFL, INT 
and 7 PBUs

NC State 4.69 6th Round Strengths:  Sinks with a feel on outside releases 
vs. WRs (ECU ’16).  Attempts to engulf the 
WR’s release with his feet.  Finds the ball 
through the hands of WRs on his look-and-lean 
technique(4th QTR-UNC ’17).  Opens his hips 
quickly vs. speed releases.
Weaknesses: Overruns some tackle attempts on 
the perimeter and is just average in run support 
(4th QTR, UNC ’17).   Size and durability 
are question marks.  Did not play in the 2016 In-
dependence Bowl due to an injury.  Missed the 
first four games of 2017 (knee injury).  
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471 Demetrius Monday

Other Notes:  2017 (10 gms, 
3rd Team All-MAC): 22 
tackles, 5 INTs and 4 PBUs
• Finished his career with 
12 career interceptions 

Kent State 4.649 6th Round Summary: The Clemson game in 2017 proved 
one thing.  Monday has a short memory and can 
forget his mistakes.  After getting beaten early in 
the game, he responded with two pass break-ups 
and nearly had another interception on a fly 
route later in the contest.  He is an average tack-
ler but possesses unique ball skills.  He does not 
project with an instant nature transitioning once 
his body has been opened up out of his bail or 
backpedal.  Monday does squeeze routes from 
the outside and makes a number of plays when 
he has vision on the quarterback.  A zone-based 
coverage scheme would best utilize his type of 
skill-set but his man-to-man cover skills could 
prevent him from getting drafted.  

488 Jermaine Kelly 

Other Notes:  Attended 
Salesian HS (Calif.) and 
played WR/CB/KR
• He was a four-star recruit 
according to Rivals.com
2017 (11 gms): 43 tackles, 
TFL, FR, INT (68-yd TD), 
11 PBUs

San Jose State, 
Washington

4.584 6th Round Kelly –a former Washington Husky- has shown 
an ability to play at a high level on special teams 
and this could be his saving grace in an NFL 
training camp.  The technique is still a work in 
progress.  His biggest hindrance breaking on 
the ball is a tendency (despite good breaks) to 
look in the backfield on his plant-and-drives.  It 
wouldn’t at all be a surprise to see the former 
four-star recruit become a better pro than 
collegian.  If so, he will have to earn his keep as 
a gunner on the punt team, hold-up guy on punt 
return and cover man on the kickoff unit.  

492 Byron Fields

Other Notes: 2016 
(Academic All-ACC): 30 
tackles, ½ TFLs, 2 FFs, 2 
INTs (TD) and 6 PBUs • 
2017 (Academic All-ACC): 
39 tackles, TFLs, 3 INTs (81 
yds, 2 TDs) and 7 PBUs

Duke 4.558 6th Round Strengths:  Good ball skills.  Reacts well to tips 
and overthrows (Northwestern ’16).  Baits QBs 
into mistakes as a curl-flat player when aligned 
inside.  Has aligned inside and outside for the 
Blue Devils.   Plus instincts.  Weaknesses:  Ques-
tionable recovery speed.  Gets into a number of 
recovery situations in the move areas turning a 
step late when playing off-man.  Loses WRs to 
his inside hip after he initially establishes jams.

519 Chris Lammons 

Other Notes: Career Stats: 
42 games, 177 tackles, 
QB sack, 9 TFLs, 4 FFs, 2 
FRs, 4 INTs and 17 PBUs • 
Graduated with a degree in 
sociology • 2018 USC Pro 
Day: 11 reps-225 lbs, 4.47 
40-yd, 35” VJ, 9’8” BJ, 4.09 
20-yd SS, 6.94  3-cone

South Carolina 4.449 6th Round Strengths: Has started at CB, nickel and safety 
for the Gamecocks.  Good flexibility.  He’s able 
to flip underneath himself (in man-to-man).  
Brings the heat (tackler) as a rolled-up Cover 2 
cornerback. Weaknesses: He can be a step late 
to sink underneath the deeper portion of hi-lo 
concepts in two-deep coverage.  Ejected for 
throwing punches vs. Tennessee in 2016 because 
the WR (Jennings) frustrated him as a blocker.  
Missed three games in 2015 due to rib and knee 
injuries. 
Summary:  “I’d have to say Lammons…from 
South Carolina.”
--Missouri wide receiver J’Mon Moore on the 
best defensive back he faced in school

538 Rashard Fant  

Other Notes: 2015 (12 sts): 
52 tackles, 1.5 TFLs, FR, 
INT and 22 PBUs (2nd 
nationally) • 2016 (13 sts): 
33 tackles, TFL, 3 INTs (68 
yds, TD) and 17 PBUs; 10.3 
yd/PR (four returns) • 2017 
(Academic All-Big Ten): 24 
tackles, 2.5 TFLs, FR, INT 
and 9 PBUs • Career Stats: 
36 starts, 132 tackles, ½ QB 
sack, 5.5 TFLs, 3 FR, 5 INTs 
(TD) and 53 PBUs

Indiana 4.36 6th Round Strengths: Textbook instincts.  Believes his eyes.  
Excellent awareness in zone coverage.  Sinks 
to drop his hips vs. pivot-return or possession 
routes. Weaknesses:  Below average size. Left 
both Ohio State games the last two years with 
injuries (did return in both).  Missed some 
time in 2017 due to injury and has been seen 
leaving the field after contact (Michigan State 
‘17).Summary:  Fant has a lot of similarities to 
former Indiana cornerback Tim Bennett.  Like 
Bennett, he got his hands on a lot of balls but 
rarely finished on the ball despite beating wide 
receivers to the spot.  Can he play nickel?  This 
is a question mark because of the various friend-
ly-fire contact that has him occasionally leaving 
the field.  Will he be able to make it through 
the NFL-grind with his frame?  These questions 
make him a longshot to get drafted, but he does 
have a solid chance to get into a camp.  

Cornerbacks
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539 Johnathan Alston

Other Notes: 2014: 21 catch-
es for 224 yards (10.7 YPR) 
and 2 TDs; One tackle • 
2015: 18 receptions for 167 
yards (9.3 YPR) and one 
TD; 4 carries for 68 yards
• 2017 (13 sts): 54 tackles, 
QB sack, 5 TFLs, 2 INTs 
and 8 PBUs

NC State 4.35 6th Round Summary: Alston used his redshirt year in 2016 
to become the Wolfpack’s Scout Team Player of 
the Year and the results were positive in 2017.  
Ultimately, some of his fluidity as a receiver will 
pique the interest of NFL scouts.  He moved 
around to a number of spots as a wide receiver, 
albeit in a limited No. 3 or No. 4 type of role.  
As a cornerback, he brings the linebacker 
physicality from the high school level but is 
still learning to iron out new techniques.  An 
NFL defensive backs coach will appreciate that 
they can mold the player from the ground up as 
opposed to having to break poor habits.  Alston 
could surprise as a late-round possibility, but 
he should get into an NFL camp if he can post 
strong pre-draft workouts.  

550 Jamoral 
Graham  

Other Notes: 2016 (13 
gms, Mississippi State): 28 
tackles, ½ TFL, 3 INTs (105 
yds, TD), 5 PBUs • 2017 
(12 sts, 1st Team All-GSC, 
Delta State): 47 tackles, 4.5 
TFLs, 3 INTs an 12 PBUs; 
12.6 yds/PR

Delta St., Miss. 
State

4.296 6th Round
Summary: The Statesman got a talented player in 
the former wideout.  There are still questions as 
to why he left Mississippi State following a solid 
junior campaign. We like his ability to use his 
quickness when defending in either man or zone 
coverage.  It is highly unlikely that Graham will 
get drafted unless he has an eye-popping Pro 
Day workout.  The former four-star recruit does 
have potential as a nickel back and potential 
punt return specialist.  

563 Malkom Parrish 

Other Notes: Attended 
Brooks County HS (Ga.) 
and Rivals.com ranked him 
as a four-star prospect after 
accounting for 42 TDs as 
a senior QB  Career Stats: 
135 tackles, 2 QB sacks, 9.5 
TFLs, 2 FF, FR, 5 INTs, 13 
PBUs, and one blocked kick

Georgia 4.215 6th Round
Summary:  Parrish has an outside shot of getting 
into an NFL training camp after a successful 
career at Georgia.  While he does present a port-
folio without a defining physical characteristic, 
he has shown a competitive streak in man-to-
man coverage.  The problem is that he loses his 
share of physical one-on-one matchups on the 
perimeter.  He has value after the draft, but his 
size is a question mark. 

564 Derrick Tindal 

Other Notes: 2016 (14 sts, 
Honorable mention All-Big 
Ten): 34 tackles, ½ TFL, 
FF, 3 INTs (89 yds) and 
11 PBUs • 2017 (14 sts, 
3rd Team All-Big Ten): 28 
tackles, TFL, 2 FF, 2 INTs 
and 10 PBUs • Career Stats: 
52 games, 34 starts, 104 
tackles, QB sack, 3 TFLs, 3 
FFs, 6 INTs and 26 PBUs

Wisconsin 4.21 6th Round Strengths: Experienced four-year performer.  
When patient, he can get his hands on WRs 
at the LOS with off-hand jams (Westerkamp, 
Nebraska ’16).  Even when beaten, he’ll continue 
to fight through the down (Pulled ball out 
of Dupre’s hand, INT-LSU ’16). Plays the 
right gunner position and has been active in 
this role during games (TKL, Michigan ’17).  
Weaknesses: Size is an issue. Has missed some 
tackles with poor angles vs. Z-WRs on H-angle 
routes (Georgia State ’16).  Missed a tackle vs. 
Michigan on the first play of the game.  Floats in 
pursuit.   Questionable recovery speed.  

596 Justin Martin 

Other Notes: 2017: 37 
tackles, 1/2 TFL, FF, INT 
and PBU • 2018 NFLPA 
Collegiate Bowl measure-
ments: 6011 184 9 1/8” 
hands, 32 1/4” arms, 79 
3/8” wingspan
• Career Stats: 79 tackles, 
1/2 TFL, FF, INT and 9 
PBUs

Tennessee 4.136 7th Round Strengths: Has shown recovery speed. Closes as 
a blitzer (NE Oklahoma A&M). He’s made some 
solid one-on-one tackles on the edge (2nd QTR, 
Florida ’16).  Can plant-and-drive with his hips 
opened to the sidelines out of his zone turns.

Weaknesses: Begins to get too slow in his off-
man pedal and will bit on the first move (long 
completion allowed, Calloway, Florida ’16).  
Give up a little too much room on the perimeter 
vs. Georgia Tech early in 2017 (taken in-and-out 
of the game). 

625 Simeon Thomas 

Other Notes: Cousin, 
Kermit Whitfield, played 
football at FSU and another 
cousin, Marvin Bracy, was a 
two-time All-USA selection 
in track & field. 2016 (7 
sts): 40 tackles, FF, 2 INTs 
and 5 PBUs • 2017 (9 sts): 
42 tackles, 3 TFLs, 12 PBUs

Louisiana-
Lafayette

4.03 7th Round Strengths:  His size allows him to recover and 
break up long passes down the field (tip led 
to INT, Appalachian State ’16).  In three-deep 
zones, he’ll keep vision on the picture and deliv-
er shots to crossers.  Transitions naturally out of 
his zone turns. Throws his body around.  
Weaknesses:  Off-and-on starter.  Accountability.  
Missed all of the 2015 campaign due to academ-
ic issues. He had another academic issue in 2014 
and was also suspended for a violation of team 
rules. Did not play in the first two games of 2017 
due to academic issues.  
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628 Ryan Carter 

Other Notes: 2016 (13 sts): 
29 tackles, QB sack, 5.5 
TFLs, INT and 7 PBUs • 
2017 (14 sts, Honorable 
mention All-ACC): 31 
tackles, 2 TFLs, FF, 3 INTs 
(TD) and 10 PBUs

Clemson 4.022 7th Round Summary: Carter may be one of the shorter cor-
ners in the 2018 NFL draft class, but for Clem-
son he’s the big man on the back end of one of 
the nation’s best defenses. The feisty cornerback 
will come up to throw his body around in the 
run game. His pick-six versus South Carolina 
this season was an example of his football IQ.  
The Georgia native has really good feet, which 
is why you can find him lining up or stemming 
over the slot receiver in DC Brent Venables’ 
sub-packages. Carter will look to keep the Tigers 
defensive back draft tradition alive in 2018.

634 Marcellus Pippins

Other Notes: 2015 (10 sts): 
43 tackles, TFL, 3 INTs (77 
yds) and 6 PBUs • 2016 
(12 sts): 27 tackles, TFL, 
2 INTs and 5 PBUs • 2018 
WSU Pro Day: 12 reps-225 
lbs, 4.64 40-yd, 39 ½” VJ, 
10’8” BJ, 4.27 20-yd SS, 6.92 
3-cone

Washington State 3.985 7th Round Summary: Size is Pippins’ biggest question mark.  
He really hasn’t proven that he’s physical enough 
to move to an inside nickel position.  For him 
to remain outside, he will have to continue to 
be a high-riser outside the numbers.  We have 
seen him climb the ladder to finish on the ball.  
The problem is that he loses wide receivers in 
transition and his lack of bulk will hinder him 
in position battles on the perimeter.  He has an 
uphill battle to get into an NFL training camp, 
but after an impressive Pro Day performance he 
could find himself a suitor. 

635 Brad Muhammad

Other Notes: Earned Class 
2A All-State honors at 
St. Petersburg Admiral 
Farragut Academy HS 
(Fla.): 45 receptions for 904 
yards and 11 TDs • Was not 
ranked at all coming out of 
high school

FIU 3.95 7th Round Summary: Muhammad’s story is unique.  He’s 
the first male in his family to go to college.  After 
essentially squandering the opportunity he had 
gotten at FIU (after being lightly recruited) due 
to oversleeping, he begged his way back on the 
football team.  New FIU head coach Butch Davis 
awarded him with a scholarship this spring after 
Muhammad just wouldn’t quit attending prac-
tices. He responded with four intercptions and a 
bevy of big plays.  Speed is a question mark. 

652 Rodney Allen

Other Notes: Attended 
Lincoln HS (Fla.) and was 
a three-sport athlete in 
football, basketball and 
track & field • 2016 (11 sts): 
76 tackles, TFL, 4 FFs, 2 
INTs and 12 PBUs • 2017: 
50 tackles, 7 PBUs

Marshall 3.84 7th Round Strengths: Converted WR who’s played both CB 
and S in school.  He will come up to deliver on 
sideline tackles (Samuels, NC State ’17).  Flips 
hips out of his zone turns to close and will ‘sting’ 
WRs.  Weaknesses: He begins to tug 30-to-40 
yards downfield (Akron ’16).  Lack of discipline 
also showed up in this game (Akron ’16-P.I., 
throwing person down).  Grabs at the break 
points when WRs stop at the end of routes (P.I., 
NC State ’17).  

Cornerbacks
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Safeties/Nickel Backs

1. Minkah Fitzpatrick 6’0 204 Alabama
Grade: 6.576 (1st Round)

Big Board Rank: 5

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Moves around all over the defense.  Has played CB, 
nickel and safety. As a CB, he’ll challenge WRs at the LOS if a safety is over the top.  Short memo-
ry.  Forgets his mistakes and keeps competing. Very good in inside-out pursuit. Makes outstanding 
reactions reacting to overthrows in zone (turns into RB after the catch-INT-TD, SEC Championship 
’16).  Consistently reacts to tips and overthrows. In his backpedal, he can flip open at 70-degree 
angles to beat WRs to the spot (Arkansas ’16-INT).  Sinks his hips with shoulder parallel to the 
sidelines and will speed-turn tightly to recover vs. deep outs.  Plays to his help when he’s doubling 
the No. 2 or No. 3 slot WR with his safety.  Handles difficult RZ matchups as a nickel when having to 
defend bend-in/seam post routes with no safety help (Western Kentucky ’16).  Late vision ball skills 
in this area of the field (Red Zone) show up when defending these types of seam concepts (100-yd 
INT-TD, Arkansas ’16).  Handles the final No. 3 out of bunch formations due to understanding of 
route concepts (PBU vs. trail follow concept, USC ’16).  Understands how to defend stack forma-
tions from off-man.  Settles his feet to tackle in the curl-flat vs. swings/flares.  Makes space tackles 
with regularity (Clemson ’18, Sugar Bowl).  Times his blitzes “OK” off the slot.  Has played the right 
gunner on the punt team.  

Weaknesses:  Will lose isolation one-on-one matchups vs. elite quickness outside at CB (allowed 
TD-slant, Callaway, Florida ’16).  Quick, sharp moves have also caused him to lose his balance when 
covering the slot WR (falls down vs. Mitchell, 3rd Down, USC ’16).   Loses some physical matchups 
in the slot and will panic down the field (P.I., Smith-Schuster, USC ’16).  Has given up some jump-
ball TDs despite having good coverage (allowed TD, Tate, FSU ’17). Gets stuck in his turn-to-run at 
times in the slot.  Average strength.  Key missed tackles have shown up vs. shifty slot WRs (Renfro, 
National Title ’17).  Average blitzer off the edge (pancaked by Wynn, National title ’18).  Has stuck 
to blocks too long (Williams’ 31-yd run, Texas A&M ’17). 

Other Notes: Attended St. Peter’s Prep HS (N.J.) and was selected to play in the 2015 Under Armour 
All-American Game  • Ranked as a five-star prospect by Rivals.com • 2 tackles, 2 INT-TDs vs. Texas 
A&M on 10/17/15 • 2015 (Sporting News Freshman All-American, Freshman All-SEC): 45 tackles, 
2 QB sacks, 3 TFLs, 2 INTs (88 yds, 2 TDs), 11 PBUs and one blocked kick • 5 tackles, 3 INTs (114 
yds, TD), 2 PBUs vs. Arkansas on 10/8/16 • 2016 (AP 1st Team All-American): 66 tackles, QB sack, 
5 TFLs, FF, 6 INTs (186 yds, 2 TDs), 7 PBUs • 8 tackles, QB sack, 2 TFLs vs. Ole Miss on 9/30/17
• 2017 (Unanimous All-American, Jim Thorpe Award Winner, Bednarik Award Winner): 60 tackles,
1.5 QB sacks, 8 TFLs, FF, INT, 8 PBUs • Career Stats: 171 tackles, 4.5 QB sacks, 16 TFLs, 2 FFs, 9 
INTs (274 yds, 4 TDs), 27 PBUs and two blocked kicks • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 3/8” hands, 31 1/8” 
arms, 14 reps-225 lbs, 4.46 40-yd, 33” VJ, 10’1” BJ

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Fitzpatrick should probably at least start out at cornerback to 
be given a chance to fail before an inside move is considered.  However, his true value may come as 
a chess piece in the form of Buffalo Bills safety Micah Hyde.  Hyde was a productive cornerback at 
Iowa before becoming a solid nickel defender in Green Bay first and then Pro Bowl safety for the 
Bills.  We think he’s savvy enough to man a nickel spot from Day 1, but there have been some occa-
sional quickness issues that could come into play versus smaller, shiftier-types.  The former Crimson 
Tide star’s special teams capability only enhances his overall value.  NFL scouts will want to see how 
well he can turn-and-run during the pre-draft process.  If he can impress in postseason workouts, he 
could see his value skyrocket up draft boards as a cornerback prospect for the next level.
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2. Jessie Bates III 6’1 200 Wake Forest
Grade: 6.475 (2nd Round)

Big Board Rank: 18

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Instinctive.  Contains a sixth-sense on the field. Very 
good feet. Field speed.  Rangy.  Natural bender.  Times hits around the thighs and ankles of runners.  
Adjusts his courses vs. quick, shifty ball carriers and will deliver on contact upon arrival (FF, Jack-
son, Louisville ’16).  Presents little wasted motion on 45-degree top-down angles to fill the alleys of 
the defense. Produces 90-degree breaks on out-breaking concepts.  If he gets a bead on the QB in 
quarters, he’s going to break before the QB releases the ball (PBU vs. Watson, slant, Clemson ’16).  
Closes distances. As a deep middle safety, he’s disciplined reacting to the backfield action.  Covers 
ground breaking downhill on routes that cross the field (Clemson ’16, Louisville ‘17).  Allows routes 
to come to him from depth in quarters coverage.  Reacts well to tips and overthrows.  Turns into 
a runner after getting the interception (Indiana ’16); showing off his deft return skills. As a punt 
returner, he attacks the integrity of punt coverage units on middle returns.

Weaknesses:  Still needs to get stronger.  Not a consistent striker even when timing his run entries.  
False steps show up (stepping forward) when aligned from depth over the No. 2 or No. 3 slot receiv-
er (costing him a step or two in transition).  He’s overrun some tackling angles when one-on-one vs. 
shifty players (MT, GL-TD,Watson, Clemson ’16).  Some of his angles into the box as an eighth man 
can be spotty.  Loses ground opening to turn-and-run when covering the slot. 

Other Notes: Attended Snider HS (Ind.) and was named a three-star prospect by 247Sports.com
• He was a two-time 1st Team All-State selection and his 9 interceptions tied the state mark once 
held by NFL Hall of Famer Rod Woodson • Also played basketball at the prep level • 2016 (Consen-
sus Freshman All-American, : 100 tackles, 3.5 TFLs, FF, 5 INTs (158 yds, 2 TDs), 4 PBUs; 4 yds/PR
• 2017: 79 tackles, 6 TFLs, FF, INT and 5 PBUs; 20.1 yds/PR and one TD • Career Stats: 23 games, 
179 tackles, 9 TFLs, 2 FF, 6 INTs (195 yds, 2 TDs) and 9 PBUs • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 ¾” hands, 31 
5/8” arms, 4.5 40-yd, 35 ½” VJ, 9’9” BJ, 6.78 3-cone, 4.26 20-yd SS, 11.34 60-yd LS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Bates III probably had the fastest eyes of any safety in the ACC 
the last two seasons.  With so many quality defensive backs, that is saying something.  We think his 
ability to see things before they happen is a rare quality that can be coached up but never created as 
a whole.  Although other prospects in this class may produce better testing workout numbers, it will 
be hard to find a safety switch as quickly from the quarterback’s indicators to his match in coverage.  
He’s a fluid safety with enough foot quickness and agility to match some slot receivers and most tight 
ends.   His tackling for the most part while solid, can stand to improve. We expect him to contend 
for first-or-second-round status as teams search for NFL-ready starters at the safety spot.  

3. Derwin James 6’2 215 Florida State
Grade: 6.245 (2nd Round)

Big Board Rank: 46

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Good athlete.  Strong.  Power cleans 360 pounds.  
Bench-presses 450 pounds.  He’s an adequate blitz threat off the edge.  Played multiple positions vs. 
Alabama in 2017 (covered the slot, tackled one-on-one vs. Hurts, finished QB sack).  He will high-
point end zone throws to knock them down in late-game situations (last play, Wake Forest ’17).  He 
will look back through the RB’s inside shoulder to find the ball when covering wheel routes out of 
the backfield (INT-Syracuse ’17).  Covers TEs out of the backfield with decent outside-in technique. 
He will pass off switch routes and close from the inside-out (Ole Miss ’16).  As the team’s short-hole 
robber in man-to-man coverage, he cuts the crossing routes with vengeance (Duke ’17).  Explodes 
upward as a tackler.  Wraps with authority.  Produces solid curl-flat inside-out breaks when walked-
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out over the slot (tackle, 1st QTR, Duke ’17).  In this same game, he covered major ground to cor-
rect his angle on the move vs. a flea-flicker as a post safety (Duke ’17).  

Weaknesses:  Tore the lateral meniscus in his left knee early in the 2016 season and did not play the 
rest of the year.  Carries stiffness in the lower half. He has to gather himself to get in position to 
tackle. Balance is a bit of an issue. He has been broken down viciously in the open field as the last 
line of defense on breakout runs (Meyers, TD, NC State ’17).  Misses tackles in cross field pursuit 
not wrapping up (MT, 2nd QTR, Duke ’17).  Settles his feet as a deep middle one-third post safety.  
As an underneath hook-curl defender, he’ll bite the cheese on high-low concepts (3rd and 8, Boston 
College ’17, 1st QTR).  In press-man, his eyes wander and inside releases have left him stuck at the 
line of scrimmage (vs. Rahming in the slot, Duke ’17).  Did not play in the 2017 Independence Bowl 
to prepare for the 2018 NFL Draft. 

Other Notes: Attended Haines City HS (Fla.) and was ranked as the nation’s No. 1 safety according to 
Rivals.com, Scout.com and 247Sports.com • Played in the 2015 Under Armour All-American Game
• 14 tackles, QB sack, 2 TFLs, PBU vs. Houston in the 2015 Chick-fil-a Peach Bowl
• 2015 (USA Today Freshman All-American): 91 tackles, 4.5 QB sacks, 9.5 TFLs, 2 FFs, FR, 4 PBUs
• 2016 (2 sts): 11 tackles and one INT • 2017 (12 sts, FWAA 1st Team All-American, 1st Team All-
ACC, AP 2nd Team All-American): 84 tackles, QB sacks, 5.5 TFLs, 2 INTs (41 yards, TD) and 11 
PBUs; 28.3 yds/KR • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 ½” hands, 33” arms, 21 reps-225 lbs, 4.47 40-yd, 40” VJ, 
11’0 BJ

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  James’ potential has been documented since his high school 
days and he lived up to the billing when available at Florida State.  His durability and flexibility, 
however, are both concerns. An optimum role to maximize his multi-dimensional skill-set could be 
similar to how the Los Angeles Rams use linebacker Mark Barron.   In this way, you can hide some 
of the breakout one-on-one situations where the former Seminole has been exposed at on occasion 
(see NC State ’17).  NFL teams will maximize his value by blitzing him, playing him as an eighth 
man in the box or using him in coverage versus tight ends and running backs.  His balance is a bit 
underwhelming on the field.  He did look polished and smooth moving around during 2018 NFL 
Combine drills.  James can become a star in the NFL, but it will have to be in the right situation.

4. Avonte Maddox 5’9 184 Pittsburgh
Grade: 6.153 (2nd Round)

Big Board Rank: 53

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Tough.  He will play through injury.  Versatile. He’s 
played WR, PR, KR, CB and nickel back for the Panthers. They’ve even used him on reverses as a 
wing on the KOR unit.  In these instances, he displays extreme wiggle with the ball in his hands 
(Marshall ’16).  Aggressive player.  Loves to tackle and mix it up.  Wrap tackles with ferocity.  His 
knack for timing blitzes off the edge surprises QBs with his speed-to-power on contact (QB sack, FF, 
Duke ’17). Gets so low to the ground in his motor-press technique that it is tough to dislodge from 
him (PBU, Duke ’17).  Bails low to the ground and balanced.  Baits QBs in quarters coverage and 
will sink to high-point the football on high-low concepts (INT-New Era Pinstripe ’16).  He plays 
lays like a big corner coming up to hit players in the flats when rolled-up.  Can cover slot receivers 
with a skate-shuffle technique because he changes directions so fluently and can feel routes.  On the 
perimeter, he will jump patterns on third downs by playing the down-and-distance.  Engulfed Penn 
State’s Chris Godwin in press-man at times with his feet at the LOS.  His feet stay underneath him in 
all of his on-field movements. Aside from being an effective KOR, he has run down at the R2 on the 
kickoff team (Marshall ’16) and served as a hold-up guy on punt returns (Rice ’17).  
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Weaknesses:  Questionable size.  Strength is a question mark. Gets into trouble dive-tackling (MT, 
Hamilton, Penn State ’16; Miami, Fla. ‘16).  He gets into trouble when he opens the gate on the 
outside (does this like he’s playing inside at nickel).  His lack of size has hurt him in matchups vs. 
TEs away from the two wide receiver slot side of the formations (P.I., Gesicki, Penn State ’16).  Loses 
his share of jump balls down the field.  He makes some questionable decisions as a punt returner 
(muffed one punt and then made a poor decision on another vs. Penn State ’16-4th QTR).  In 2016, 
he injured his left arm and had to play the rest of the year with a brace on his arm.  Missed two 
games in 2017 due to a right arm injury.  

Other Notes: Attended Martin Luther King HS (Mich.) and starred as a slot WR, RB and DB
• Caught 35 passes for 956 yards (27.3 YPR) and 14 TDs as a senior.  Also rushed for over 700 yards
(11 YPC) with 4 TDs • He was ranked as the 6th-best prospect in the state of Michigan by Scout.
com • Participated in both baseball and basketball at the prep level • 2014 (All-ACC Academic 
Team): 32 tackles, 3 PBUs; 19.9 yds/KR • 2015 (All-ACC Academic Team): 75 tackles, 3 INTs (30 
yds, TD) and 12 PBUs and one blocked kick; 30.3 yds/KR and one TD; 6 yds/PR • 2016: 49 tackles, 
2.5 QB sacks, 8.5 TFLs, 3 INTs (33 yds, TD) and 12 PBUs; and One kick return • 10 tackles, QB 
sacks, TFLs, FF, 2 PBUs vs. Duke on 10/21/17 • 2017 (10 sts, 3rd Team All-ACC): 27 tackles, 4 QB 
sacks, 4 TFLs, 3 FFs, FR, 2 INTs and 8 PBUs; Two carries for 8 yards • Career Stats: 183 tackles, 7 
QB sacks, 13.5 TFLs, 3 FFs, FR, 8 INTs (2 TDs) and 34 PBUs; 23 yds/KR and one TD; 5.4 yds/PR • 
2018 East-West Shrine in-game report: Tackling well early.  Also beat WR to ball on 9-route that was 
overthrown.  Demonstrated COD throughout the game. • 2018 NFL Combine: 8 ¾” hands, 29 ½” 
arms, 13 reps-225 lbs, 4.39 40-yd, 37” VJ, 10’5” BJ, 6.51 3-cone, 4.0 20-yd SS, 10.72 60-yd LS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Maddox could be a valuable asset for any NFL team.  Not only 
is he more than satisfactory on the perimeter, he’s a four-down player who can return kicks, cover 
the slot and also blitz with a ferocity that belies his size.  His toughness as a tackler is more than 
noteworthy, because he will deliver shots to unsuspecting receivers, quarterbacks and running 
backs.  His game mirrors his defensive backs coach during his time at Pitt (former NFL defensive 
back and current Miami Dolphins secondary coach Renaldo Hill).  Like Hill –albeit at a smaller 
size- Maddox’s football intelligence and ease of movement allow him to challenge a variance of route 
concepts.   What about the durability scrapes?  At just 183 pounds, he’s had injuries to both arms the 
last two seasons and they’ve caused him to miss time.  With his physical style, will he be able to hold 
up at the next level?

5. Armani Watts 5’10 1/2 202 Texas A&M
Grade: 6.096 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 64

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Team captain.  He’s well-built with RB-like shoulders.  
Makes a number of dirty plays week-to-week.  Closes quickly in pursuit.  Effective as the 8th man in 
the box.  Instinctive.  Reads formation tendencies in the pre-snap and reacts to designed plays (WR 
screens, quick three-step passes).  Cleans up teammates’ mistakes with vigor running to the ball.  He 
had a fumble recovery on first play of the LSU game in 2017 just running to the ball.  Ripped the ball 
out of Raleigh Williams’ hand vs. Arkansas in 2016 on a breakout run to save TD (FF, FR).  He con-
sistently looks to rip-and-strip when entering the action (FF, 4th QTR, LSU ’17).  Can bend to tackle 
on runs that go laterally.  Gets off of stalk blocks with intensity (Florida ’17).   Solid cover guy who 
frequently aligns over the slot No. 2 in man-to-man.  He can flip underneath his frame (opens hips 
without speed turn) to make plays vs. out routes (PBU, LSU ’17).  He’s comfortable breaking on the 
quick passing game (PBU vs. slant, LSU ’17).  When aligned over the slot No. 3, he breaks downhill 
with vengeance from depth (Mississippi State ’17).  Capable of making body control interceptions 
finding the ball down the field (Florida ’17-RZ, INT).  He’s been a major factor on the kick coverage 
and field goal block units.  As an end on the punt return unit, he times his jumps off the ball and can 
affect punters (partially blocked punt, Mississippi State ’17).  Two blocked kicks in 2017.  
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Weaknesses:  Size is a question mark.  He gained 11 pounds from the Senior Bowl to the 2018 NFL 
Combine. In two of the games viewed (Florida ’17-friendly fire hit; LSU ’17-wrap tackle, 4th QTR), 
he was forced to leave the game due to injuries.  Late to line up on occasion.  Misses some tackles 
because he’ll overrun some of his inside-out angles (MT-screen, Morgan, Arkansas ’16).  Does not 
always break down to tackle in the alleys of the field (MT, Franks, Florida ’17).  Had a key missed 
tackle vs. Derrius Guice in the flats (LSU ’17).  He also had a poor run entry vs. Guice in this game 
(2017) and was forced to trip him because he dropped his head to tackle. Loses his wrap after forc-
ing the action (MT, Powell, Florida ’17). Has not consistently shown the long chase gear on breakout 
runs (Harris TD, Alabama ’17).  Eyes will get in the backfield in some of his man coverage responsi-
bilities (banana route, Chark, LSU ’17).  Tore his hamstring vs. Ole Miss in 2016 and missed the last 
four games of the year.  

Other Notes: Attended Forney HS (Tex.) and was named a 1st Team Class 4A All-State selection after 
posting 64 tackles and 9 INTs as a senior.  Also accounted for over 2,000 yards as a QB during his ju-
nior campaign • 2014 (7 sts): 59 tackles, 2 TFLs, 3 INTs, 7 PBUs • 20 tackles, 2 TFLs, FF, PBU vs. Ole 
Miss on 10/24/15 • 2015: 126 tackles, 6 TFLs, 2 FFs, FR, INT and 2 PBUs • 9 tackles, FF, INT and 
PBU vs. Tennessee on 10/8/16 • 2016 (9 sts): 56 tackles, QB sack, 6 TFLs, 2 FFs, 2 FR, 2 INTs and 3 
PBUs • 13 tackles, TFL, FF, FR, 2 PBUs vs. UCLA on 9/3/17 • 10 tackles, 1.5 TFLs, and one blocked 
kick vs. Auburn on 11/4/17 • 11 tackles, ½ TFL, FF, PBU vs. LSU on 11/25/17 • 2017 (12 sts, Aggies 
Defensive MVP, AP 3rd Team All-American, 1st Team All-SEC): 87 tackles, ½ QB sack, 10 TFLs, 3 
FFs, 2 FRs, 4 INTs and 5 PBUs • Career Stats: 324 tackles, 1.5 QB sacks, 24 TFLs, 7 FFs, 10 INTs, 17 
PBUs • 2018 Senior Bowl measurements: 5014 191 8 7/8” hands, 31 5/8” arms, 72” wingspan • 2018 
NFL Combine: 5104 202 8 ¾” hands, 31” arms, 13 reps-225 lbs, 35” VJ, 10’0 BJ, 7.25 3-cone, 4.37 
20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):   It is rare that you find a defensive back with 24 career tackles 
for loss and seven forced fumbles, but that’s the case for the ultra-aggressive Watts.  Despite several 
unnerving missed tackles in the film viewed, his instincts and play speed are top-notch.  In 2015, he 
ranked first in the SEC in solo tackles and much of that is due to his ability to wrap tackle with force. 
Standing just a shade over 5-foot-10 and weighing in the 190-pound range, his durability ranks as a 
question mark with his playing style.  Was it encouraging or discouraging that he showed up at the 
NFL Combine 11 pounds heavier (202) than his Senior Bowl weight (191)?  He was routinely a more 
aggressive safety than counterpart Justin Evans (2nd Round, 50th overall, Tampa Bay Buccaneers, 
2017 NFL Draft).  He lacks Evans’ height and workout numbers, but he’s a better safety prospect.   

6. Duke Dawson 5’10 197 Florida
Grade: 6.053 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 73

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Has started at safety, nickel and CB for the team.  When 
he plays outside press, he can still be sticky vs. quick slants.  Possesses solid recovery speed if beaten. 
Competitive in press-man and is fairly physical overall.  Gets off of blocks and strings out plays 
laterally (Texas A&M ’17).  After getting off of blocks, he can react instantly to tackle.  He’ll get jams 
on WRs even if they’ve been brought in motion off the ball (Arkansas ’16). Tough to get away from 
him in tight quarters.  Frustrated LSU’s Malachi Dupree in 2016.  He’s patient waiting to establish 
his off-hand jam in press coverage and times his opens to run.  Handles crossing routes.  Can cover 
TEs with a feel (Sprinkle, INT-TD, Arkansas ’16).  Looks to rip-and-rake at the ball in man coverage 
(PBU, Tennessee ’16).  Demonstrates significant run after the catch ability on interceptions cutting 
back across the field (INT-TD, Michigan ’17).  Did a fine job of battling Texas A&M’s Christian Kirk 
in the slot in 2017 (outside-in motor press techniques).  Re-routes the No. 2 receivers (as a nickel) in 
zone and still matches flat routes.  Can go underneath the WR to undercut slant passes (PBU, Kirk, 
Texas A&M ’17). 
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Weaknesses:  Eyes will get into the backfield in man coverage (Scott, Senior Bowl ’18, team Day 2).  
He will raise his shoulders out of breaks vs. the three-step game as an outside corner.  Hesitation 
movement in the slot (as nickel) will force him to step into the bucket (turn body inside).  Missed 
assignments have resulted in touchdowns (Hurd, Tennessee ’16).  He also allowed a TD on a follow 
concept and back-shoulder fade (Malone) in the fourth quarter of this game.  WRs who release to 
the inside can cross his face back outside on out routes.  He can be susceptible to stiff-arms when 
coming up to tackle on the edge (Tennessee ’17).  He was injured in the third quarter of the Tennes-
see contest in 2016.  Fought through an ankle injury in 2016.  

Other Notes: Attended Dixie County HS (Fla.) and collected seven interceptions at the prep level
• 2014: 14 tackles, TFL, 36-yd INT-TD, PBU • 2015: 10 tackles, TFL • 3 tackles, TFL, 37-yd INT-TD, 
PBU  vs. Arkansas on 11/5/16 • 2016: 24 tackles, 3.5 TFLs, FF, 37-yd INT-TD, 7 PBUs • 3 tackles, 
48-yd INT-TD vs. Michigan on 9/2/17 • 4 tackles, TFL, 2 PBUs vs. Texas A&M on 10/14/17 • 2017 
(11 sts, 1st Team All-SEC, coaches): 34 tackles, 2 TFLs, 4 INTs (54 yds, TD) and 9 PBUs • Career: 82 
tackles, 7.5 TFLs, FF, 6 INTs (123 yds, 3 TDs) and 17 PBUs • 2018 Senior Bowl measurements: 8 ½” 
hands, 31” arms, 75” wingspan • 2018 NFL Combine: 9” hands, 31 ½” arms, 15 reps-225 lbs, 4.46 
40-yd

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Dawson proved capable of handling the tough nickel duty while 
cornerbacks Jalen Tabor (2017 NFL Draft, 2nd Round, Detroit Lions) and Quincy Wilson (2017 
NFL Draft, 2nd Round, Indianapolis Colts) handled the outside lanes.  He is clearly most comfort-
able working inside and had an inspiring performance versus Texas A&M’s Christian Kirk in 2017.  
There have been some allowed touchdowns on his resume’, but he contains a short memory.  We 
like his size to play inside and willingness to tackle.  In a league starved for nickel personnel, the 
All-SEC cornerback has solid value on Day 2 of the 2018 NFL Draft process.  He should, however, 
be available early on Day 3.

7. Godwin Igwebuike 5’11 3/8 213 Northwestern
Grade: 6.051 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 75

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Solid tackler for the most part. Anticipates the play and 
runs things down sideways (Pittsburgh ’16, 4th QTR).  Flashes with solid inside-out closes to smack 
runners in the alley (Samuel, Ohio State ’16; Minnesota ‘16). Had two touchdown-saving tackles 
in this game (Ohio State ’16).   He also had a touchdown-saving tackle vs. Minnesota in 2016.  Ran 
down Pitt’s Quadre Henderson on a flea-flicker in the New Era Pinstripe Bowl (2016).  Matches 
routes from the inside-out in goal line situations.   Did a fine job of closing on routes that broke 
away from him in man coverage during 2018 East-West Shrine practices (Day 1).  Flips his hips 
when opened parallel to the sidelines at solid 90-degree angles (PBU, covering slot, East-West Shrine 
’18, Day 2).  Creates nice laps over the top of nine (fly) routes outside the numbers as a deep post 
safety.  Fools QBs as a middle of the field defender and will rob them after the play action fake (INT-
New Era Pinstripe Bowl ’16, Red Zone).  

Weaknesses: He’s a little bit thick-legged transitioning from pass-to-run.  His feet tend to die too far 
from his targets (Minnesota ’16).  Will not always wrap despite some solid fits (Barrett, Ohio State 
’16).  He also dove and missed a tackle in this game that led to a TD (Ohio State ’16).  Poor angles 
have shown up vs. fly sweeps (Pittsburgh ’16, Henderson).  Can be tied up on occasion vs. stalk-
blocks.  Head will venture back to the QB and affect his breaks in man-to-man coverage (East-West 
Shrine ’18, Day 2).  Head is not always on a swivel vs. crack blocks (East-West Shrine ’18, Day 3). 

Other Notes: Attended Pickerton North HS (Ohio) and was ranked as a four-star recruit by Scout.
com • 2014 (5 sts): 51 tackles, TFL, 3 INTs, 3 PBUs • 2015: 87 tackles, 4.5 TFLs, FF, 5 PBUs • 2016 
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(2nd Team All-Big Ten): 108 tackles, 6 TFLs, FF, FR, 2 INTs, 7 PBUs • 2017 Music City Bowl in-
game report (De’Angelo Bryant, DraftNasty): “Aggressive safety when entering the box and can fill 
alleys with aggression. Interchangeable safety in 3-deep zone coverage concepts (can play both SS 
& FS). Can roll to the middle or roll to hold the No. 2 receiver’s vertical route. Versus trips forma-
tions, he was effective holding the No. 3 receiver’s vertical route and buzzing to cover the flats. Good 
wrap tackler and will look for an opportunity to go for the strip. When playing the backside safety, 
he identifies the crosser and looks to rob the route. His lower body stiffness was exploited when 
attempting to recover on routes after getting his eyes caught in the backfield on flash fakes from 
Kentucky’s QBs. Grabs in coverage and was called for a pass interference on Kentucky’s last drive. 
Doesn’t really have a defined technique, but maximizes his effort on every play.”
• 2017: 78 tackles, TFL, FR, 2 INTs and 8 PBUs • Career Stats: 324 tackles, 12.5 TFLs, 2 FF, 2 FR, 7
INTs and 23 PBUs • 2018 East-West Shrine measurements: 5110 213 10” hands, 32 1/8” arms, 75 ½” 
wingspan • 2018 East-West Shrine in-game report: Excellent coverage on 25 Watson to thwart a 3rd 
down in 2nd QTR (outside-in and made play on the ball).   • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 ¾” hands, 31 ¼” 
arms, 19 reps-225 lbs, 4.44 40-yd, 35 ½” VJ, 10’8” BJ, 6.56 3-cone, 4.12 20-yd SS, 10.81 60-yd LS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Igwebuike plays low to the ground and can tackle with lever-
age.  There has been some grabbing in coverage and his eyes don’t always stay centered on his man.  
During 2018 East-West Shrine practices, he impressed scouts with his ability to cover the slot No. 
2 wide receiver.  Igwebuike has sufficient range off the hash but there is wasted motion planting to 
drive forward on occasion. The former four-star recruit still ranks as a Day 3 prospect in the 2018 
NFL Draft, but his overall value will outweigh his original draft slot. 

8. Tarvarius Moore 6’1 199 Southern Miss
Grade: 6.037 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 81

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Makes adjustments to displaced personnel.  He can 
make nice low body contortion tackles in one-on-one situations (New Orleans Bowl ’16).  When 
he lines up the runner, he will display speed-to-power on contact (Kentucky ’17, hit on sidelines; 
Independence Bowl ‘17).  Effective in sky (safety) support off the edge. Covers ground off the 
crack-and-replace of his nickel when aligned off the hash (Kentucky ’17).  In quarters coverage, he 
can maintain his coverage and then peel off to help his CB on routes designed to clear him out of 
the action (big hit, avoids targeting, Tate, Independence Bowl ’17; then PBU later flipping hips in 
MOF, same double post concept).   Cleans up a lot of missed tackles by teammates.  Sticks his foot 
in the ground to wrap up quick slot WRs one-on-one (Johnson, Kentucky ’17).  Above average ball 
skills.  He had a ‘wow’ interception when covering the WR after the corner blitzed in the 2016 New 
Orleans Bowl.  Gobbles up grass when breaking from the inside-out on corner routes from the slot 
(Independence Bowl ’17). Stands out as a kickoff cover guy on special teams.  Also plays on the punt 
team as a tackle. 

Weaknesses: One-year starter. Miscommunication with his CBs has shown up as to who is in 
coverage.  He tends to get a little bit too high in his backpedal gaining depth in the middle of the 
field.  This shortens his pedal length.  Feet will settle too soon downfield to turn-and-run.  Does 
not believe his eyes quickly enough when breaking off the QB’s indicators (shoulders, feet, arm 
position).  Tackles are also a bit high on occasion and lack the necessary thump (Patrick, FSU ’17). 
Once latched, he doesn’t disengage with the necessary vs. TEs (Izzo, FSU ’17).  Overruns some of his 
inside-out sideline tackles because he dips his head. When he doesn’t, he will not get his head across 
the bow of the runner.  

Other Notes: Attended Quitman HS (Miss.) and was named a 2nd Team Class 3A All-State selection
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• Went on to play at Pearl River Community College • 2014 (Pearl River CC): 11 tackles, INT • 2015
(Pearl River CC) • 2016: 17 tackles, 2 INT and 2 PBUs • 14 tackles, TFL, PBU vs. FSU in the 2017 
Independence Bowl • 2017: 87 tackles (led team), 3 TFLs, FF, 3 INTs, 10 PBUs • 2018 Southern Miss 
Pro Day: 7 reps-225 lbs, 4.32 40-yd, 38 1/2” VJ, 11’1” BJ, 4.2 20-yd SS, 6.95 3-cone

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  It was surprising that Moore didn’t play a bigger role for South-
ern Miss in 2016, but the Eagles scheme is based on a number of moving parts.  It wasn’t until he 
got a feel for the disguise aspect, that his talent began to shine in 2017.  The former junior college 
standout is a true playmaker on special teams running down on kickoffs or punts.  As a safety, he 
demonstrates range, cover skills and above average tackling skill.  His play strength is just average 
and he will catch to tackle versus bigger runners.  Some NFL teams may even want to look at him as 
a big corner.  He has some similarities to former Kansas City Chiefs safety Jerome Woods when he 
came out of Memphis.

9. Taron Johnson 5’11 192 Weber State
Grade: 6.01 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 85

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Three-year starter.  Team captain.  Possesses plus body 
control and instincts.  As a rolled-up Cover Two CB, he will come up to time hits around the ankles 
and thighs of pass catchers in the flats (South Dakota ’16).  Reacts positively in crack-and-replace 
situations.  Transitions well when in off-man coverage.  Quick eye speed to defend WR screens. 
He’s able to flip underneath himself without having to wheel turn to stay in-phase with the WR.  
Closes on shallow crossers with direct angles when covering the slot (2018 Senior Bowl).   Even 
after over-committing to a side in bump-and-run, he will recover by transferring to the inside hip of 
the receiver (Senior Bowl ’18, one-on-one, Wilson, Day 2).  Can play from an inside technique and 
break on out routes with a square pedal (PBU, Gallup, Senior Bowl ’18, Day 3, WR/DB). Contains 
late reaction ball skills.  Cuts off the WR with off-hand jams and has shown the ability to stack 
him after doing so (high-point INT, Idaho State ’17).  He will find the ball in three-deep zone after 
coming off his man and can handle multiple receivers when his eyes are on the QB (INT, Idaho State 
’17).  Doesn’t take his eyes back to the QB and stays on the WR’s inside hip on his plant-and-drives. 

Weaknesses: Dropped a potential game-winning interception vs. James Madison in the 2017 FCS 
playoffs.  Also recorded a penalty late in the game.  Flagged for some penalties in school.  Struggles 
when routes break away from him. Rounds some of his angles vs. quick pivot patterns because his 
eyes get in the backfield (MT, South Dakota ’16).  Drops his head as a tackler on occasion and takes 
the brunt of the blow.  He has a tendency (when working outside) to jump to the outside shoulder of 
WRs to get a jam (Hamilton, Senior Bowl ’18, one-on-one, Day 1).  Settles his feet and loses wide-
outs in the move area down the field (Acklin, Western Illinois ’17).   

Other Notes: Attended Sheldon HS (Calif.) and finished 13th in the state in receiving as a senior
• 2014 (5 sts): 31 tackles, FF, INT and 9 PBUs • 2015 (11 sts, Honorable mention All-Big Sky): 44
tackles, 2 INTs and 12 PBUs • 2016 (12 sts, 2nd Team All-Big Sky): 48 tackles, 5 TFLs, FR, 12 PBUs
• 2017 (12 sts, Big Sky Defensive MVP, 1st Team All-American): 49 tackles, 2 QB scks, 3 TFls, FF, 3
INTs and 9 PBUs • Career Stats: 172 tackles, 2 QB sacks, 8 TFLs, FR, 2 FFs, 6 INTs, 42 PBUs
• 2018 Senior Bowl measurements: 5110 189 9 ¼” hands, 31” arms, 74” wingspan • 2018 NFL Com-
bine: 9 1/8” hands, 30 7/8” arms, 17 reps-225 lbs, 4.5 40-yd, 33” VJ, 9’10” BJ, 7.03 3-cone, 4.28 20-yd 
SS• 2018 Weber State Pro Day: 4.2 20-yd SS, 6.8 3-cone, 11.5 60-yd LS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  There are a number of interesting characteristics for Johnson 
but his competitiveness stands out at the top of the list.  He can cover the slot, play outside and pos-
sesses decent size.  The FCS first-team All-American contains all of the tools to transition nicely into
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the NFL.  He will have to watch hopping in man coverage (bump-and-run) because he puts himself 
at a disadvantage versus routes that break away from him.  Finding the balance between using off-
man and press-man will be key in his next level development.  We think he has a style of play very 
similar to former Shippensburg cornerback Brent Grimes (Falcons, Dolphins, Buccaneers). 

10. Dane Cruikshank 6’1 209 Arizona
Grade: 5.991 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 87

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Team captain.  Versatile.  Has lined up at CB, nickel and 
safety for the Wildcats.  Played the team’s spur position (which is a cross between nickel and safety).  
Communicates with defensive personnel in the pre-snap.  Excellent size.  Looks through the TE’s in-
side shoulder to find back for the ball near the RZ (Purdue ’17).  Attacks stalk blockers when aligned 
over the slot.  When aligned as a nickel, he bends off the corner to tackle. Triggers vs. the one-step 
passing game to close and shoot his frame (at either safety or CB-Utah ’16).  He is a chess piece who 
is big enough to cover bigger TEs when they displace (Thomas, East-West Shrine practices, Day 3).  
As a CB, he slides his feet to take away the inside release with his lateral kick-slide.  He can bend to 
tackle at the point of attack to rake balls loose (FF, Houston ’17, GL).  Does a good job of sitting on 
TEs and then trusting his break on the ball (Purdue ’17).  

Weaknesses:  Floats in pursuit at times watching the action (Houston ’17).  He will leave tackles 
on the field as a CB when using his bail technique (Singleton, Utah ’16).  From this same tech-
nique (bail), he will get sloppy in his bail-and-run (three-deep zone) and draw unnecessary pass 
interference penalties turning back into the WR (Utah ’16).  Extends his outside arm to guide him 
when dropping his weight vs. intermediate routes. Did some unnecessary grabbing when in perfect 
position during East-West Shrine practices (Day 3, WR/DB vs. Thomas).  Initial quickness will force 
him to wrong-arm jam as a CB (East-West Shrine practices ’18).  When he does, he’ll flip to squeeze 
correctly but then grab and wrap with outside arm (P.I., White, Arizona State ’16).  Shoulder-block 
tackling attempts show up when it is time to finish.  When aligned outside, he will lose his edge 
force (TD-Ballage, ASU ’16). He takes some unnecessary risks with poor technique in bump-and-
run that leave him chasing the WR due to eye discipline (East-West Shrine ’18, Day 1).  Does not 
drop his hips quickly enough on out-breaking concepts.

Other Notes: Attended Ayala HS (Calif.) before going on to play at Citrus College • Before arriving 
at Arizona, he was ranked as one of the nation’s Top 100 junior college prospects • 2016 (12 sts): 60 
tackles, 1.5 TFLs, 2 INTs and 7 PBUs • 10 tackles, INT vs. USC on 11/4/17 • 8 tackles, QB sack and 
3 PBUs vs. Purdue in the 2017 Foster Farms Bowl • 2017 (13 sts): 75 tackles, 1.5 QB sacks, 5.5 TFLs, 
FF, 3 INTs (65 yds) and 5 PBUs • 2018 NFL Combine: 8 ¾” hands, 31” arms, 25 reps-225 lbs., 4.41 
40-yd, 38 ½” VJ, 10’1” BJ, 6.89 3-cone, 4.24 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): While some teams may look at Cruikshank as a cornerback, 
he’ll likely find his most comfort at safety. He’s a confident press cornerback but technique errors foil 
him at inopportune times.  As a safety or nickel, he is comfortable setting the edges of the defense.  
The former Citrus College Owl made a seamless transition to the Division I ranks as a 25-game 
starter in the Pac-12.   For a player in the 210-pound range, he transitions fluently when bailing or 
flipping his hips.  He will have to monitor reaching with his hands at the break points versus wide 
receivers.  Cruikshank has shown an ability to tackle, blitz and cover from the nickel spot.  He could 
possibly be the “wild card” player to match athletic displacement tight ends in the mold of Travis 
Kelce (Chiefs) or Zach Ertz (Eagles).  This type of positional versatility makes him a candidate to 
hear his name called on Day 2 of the 2018 NFL Draft.  
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11. Quin Blanding 6’2 207 Virginia
Grade: 5.943 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 94

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Athletic bloodlines.  Above average size for the free 
safety spot.  High football IQ.  Team captain.  Leader.  Fills where needed with instincts and effort in 
cross-field pursuit.  Saves some TDs vs. screens (Miami, Fla. ’16) or on reverses (Wilson, Boise State 
’17).   He is smooth opening from the hash to the middle of the field and then coming to balance to 
tackle vs. breakout runners.   He is solid as the eighth man in the box (Miami, Fla. ’16).  He demon-
strates NFL-like closes and angles covering wheel routes out of the backfield (UConn ’16-brings 
it).   Solid wrap tackler.    Disciplined eyes vs. bootlegs from the top-down and can unload along the 
sidelines with perfect form tackles. Efficient in man-to-man vs. TEs.  Takes solid angles matching 
corner routes from the inside-out and rakes to rip the ball away (Conklin, CMU ’16, PBU). Reacts to 
tips and overthrows with a WR-like feel. Times his blitzes from depth and can manage his angles of 
entry to adjust versus runs while on the move. 

Weaknesses:  Fails to consistently protect his knees and thighs vs. cut blockers (2nd QTR/5:58, Navy 
’17). He didn’t always fall back to tackle with conviction in this contest (2017 Military Bowl).  Didn’t 
show a long gear chasing WR Ahmmon Richards on a long TD vs. Miami, Fla. in 2016.  He’s gotten 
a little too high when breaking down vs. wiggle (facemask, Newsome, UConn ’16).  Misplayed a 
deep ball down the field vs. Louisville in 2016 (left his feet and allowed TD).  

Other Notes: Attended Bayside HS (Va.) and starred as a wide receiver and safety • Father, Kevin, 
played at Glenville State • Blanding played four different positions in high school (QB, RB, TE and 
WR) and was ranked as a five-star recruit by Rivals.com  • 2014 (12 sts, FWAA Freshman All-Amer-
ican, ACC Defensive Rookie of the Year, 2nd Team All-ACC): 123 tackles, QB sack, 2.5 TFLs, 3 INTs 
and 6 PBUs • 2015 (12 sts, 2nd Team USA Today All-American, 1st Team All-ACC): 115 tackles, 
TFL, FF, FR, INT and 3 PBUs • 2016 (12 sts, 1st Team All-ACC): 120 tackles, 2 TFLs, FR, 2 INTs 
(30 yds) and 6 PBUs • 2017 (13 sts, Walter Camp 2nd Team All-American): 137 tackles, 3.5 TFLs, 4 
INTs (72 yds) and 2 PBUs • Career: 49 starts, 495 tackles, QB sack, 9 TFLs, FF, 2 FR, 10 INTs and 17 
PBUs • 2018 Senior Bowl measurements: 6020 209 8 1/8” hands, 31 ¾” arms, 75 ¼” wingspan
• 2018 NFL Combine: 8 3/8” hands, 31 ¾” arms, 4.63 40-yd, 31 ½” VJ, 10’2” BJ

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): It says something about Blanding’s durability, consisten-
cy and flexibility that he made 49 starts and ended up as Virginia’s all-time leading tackler. The 
second-team Walter Camp All-American is going to be where he’s supposed to be on the field.  
Over the course of his career, he’s consistently found a way to be around the ball through pre-snap 
recognition and angles.  He did a very good job as a senior of creating a jump off of the quarterback’s 
eye-level when he freed up within their defense.  He has some physical similarities to New York Gi-
ants safety Darian Thompson.  Thompson is the better on-ball defender while Blanding is the better 
tackler.  Both players win in the respective facets of their games with guile and savvy as opposed to 
pure on-field explosiveness.    

12. DeShon Elliott 6’1 210 Texas
Grade: 5.85 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 115

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Has an element of explosion in his game.  Will strike 
through the hips. Competent eighth man in the box.  Frequently blitzed off the edge in 2017.  Tack-
led well in 2017.  Breaks down and tackles with a shoulder-width base. Finishes through the play at 
or near the GL (FF, Oklahoma State ’17).  Shows some toughness in SY taking on blocks.  Smooth 
backpedal when working to split the difference of the field in two-deep alignments.  Gains two-to-
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13. Marcus Allen 6’2 215 Penn State
Grade: 5.819 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 119

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Experienced four-year starter. The game is important 
to him.  Possesses all of the physical tools.  Ease of movement is evident in his play.  He can open 
to the deep middle one-third and flip well enough off the QB’s shoulders to line up his angles vs. 
quick posts (Michigan State ’16).  Adjusts his angles as deep patrol safety to deliver and dislodge 
balls (PBU, Pittsburgh ’17).  Flexible.   He takes solid angles to work around potential picks/rubs in 
man-to-man coverage (3rd and 6, Rutgers ’17). Did a fine job covering TEs during one-on-one drills 
during 2018 Senior Bowl practices.  As the QB rolls either right or left, he increases his range on the 
field by rolling with him.  Can come to balance well to tackle in the open field (Barrett, Ohio State 
’14).  Breaks with intent from depth to clean up ball carriers around piles.  Fills cutback lanes. Takes 
solid downhill angles vs. quick-hitting routes (Rutgers ’17, 2nd QTR/0:31).  Sizes up runners on his 
inside-out sideline tackles (Ohio State ’16; Senior Bowl practices ‘18).  He will finish off tackles with 
an element of tenacity late in downs (Clement, Wisconsin ’16; safety vs. screen, Pitt ‘17).  Throws his 
hat around on the GL.  Ran down as an R5 on the kickoff team in 2014.

three steps reading the QB’s indicators as the deep middle post safety.  Reacts to tips and overthrows 
when breaking from the top-down (INT-TD, USC ’17).  Turns into a legitimate runner after the in-
terception.  Understands and executes DC Todd Orlando’s disguise elements on third downs (TCU 
’17-lines up over slot and retreats to deep middle post safety).  Times his blitzes from depth.  He will 
send messages in the MOF to WRs timing hits. Tackled with force vs. Oklahoma in 2017.  Takes 
direct curl-flat angles dropping down over the slot.  Uses a good catch technique vs. TEs in man cov-
erage. Plays the RT on the punt team.  He’s also been a contributor on the kickoff coverage unit.

Weaknesses: Only 13 career starts.  Pursuit angles over the course of games are up-and-down.  In 
2016, he’d sit far too low in the MOF (Baylor ’16-seam). He gets a little too thick on lead blockers 
and trades one-for-one (TCU ’17).  Eyes aren’t always disciplined in short-yardage (GL, Oklahoma 
State ’17).  Loses balance trying to flip his hips in the open field.  Can be straight-linish and leave 
his feet a step too soon as a tackler.  Entry angles are high blitzing off the slot vs. RBs (Notre Dame 
’16).  Ejected from the Notre Dame game in 2016 on a targeting call.  Missed assignment as a RT 
on the punt unit nearly resulted in blocked punt vs. TCU (3rd QTR, 2017).  Exhibited questionable 
awareness blitzing off the edge vs. San Jose State in 2017.  Stiffness showed up on a couple of plays.  
Rounded break out of the MOF and also recorded a P.I. (SJSU ’17-also failed to run with wheel route 
on coverage bust).  Did not play in the 2017 Texas Bowl.  Missed two games as a senior at the prep 
level. 

Other Notes:  Attended Rockwall-Heath HS (Tex.) and was selected to play in the 2015 Under Ar-
mour All-American Game  • 2015: 13 tackles, FF, 2 INTs • 2016 (1 st): 30 tackles, QB sack, 3 TFLs, 
FR, INT and 4 PBUs • 7 tackles, TFL, 2 INTs (62 yds, TD), 2 PBUs vs. USC on 9/16/17
• 8 tackles, ½ TFL, 43-yd INT-TD vs. Baylor on 10/28/17 • 6 tackles, 4 PBUs vs. Texas Tech on
11/24/17 • 2017 (Jim Thorpe Award finalist, 1st Team All-Big 12, 1st Team All-American): 63 tack-
les, 1.5 QB sacks, 8.5 TFLs, 3 FFs, 6 INTs (127 yds, 2 TDs) and 9 PBUs • Career Stats: 105 tackles, 2.5 
QB sacks, 11.5 TFLs, 3 FFs, 3 FRs, 9 INTs (156 yds, 2 TDs), 13 PBUs • 2018 NFL Combine: 10 ½” 
hands, 32 ¼” arms, 15 reps-225 lbs, 4.58 40-yd, 36” VJ, 10’1” BJ

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):The scheme change under DC Todd Orlando brought out the 
best in Elliott.  He became one of the more confident, aware safeties in the nation.  Much of it had 
to do with Orlando keeping him involved in the action.  The former four-star high school recruit 
improved in communication, versatility and route recognition.  Perhaps more importantly, he was 
able to display above average ball skills because he improved his depth as a deep half or deep middle 
defender (improved from 2016).  There are some slight questions about his man coverage ability 
versus a slot receiver but he’s more than competent versus tight ends.  
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Weaknesses:  Poor eye discipline has shown up in the Red Zone (allowed TD, Orndoff, Pittsburgh 
’16; bootleg, Wisconsin ’16) reading too much on the play action fake.  He is inconsistent stealing 
second base off the QB’s indicators as a half-field safety (Cover 2, RZ, Wisconsin ’16).  Hugs too 
tight to the shorter route as a curl-flat defender (Baugh, TD, Ohio State ’16-switch combination).  
Dropped a couple of would-be interceptions vs. Ohio State in 2014.  Left an interception on the 
ground vs. Northwestern in 2015.  Has been seen leaving the field after some high-impact collisions 
(Buffalo ’15, SDSU ‘15).  He did not play the next week (right arm, Army ’15).  Missed significant 
time as a senior in high school due to an ankle injury.  Shoulder-block tackling has shown up on 
occasion (Pittsburgh ’16, Michigan ’16, sideline tackle).  Uneven backpedal stride length.  WRs have 
climbed him off the hash as a Deep ½ safety and rounded angles show up (Ohio State ’14; Pittsburgh 
‘17).  He takes a little while to re-trace his steps and can be leggy transitioning in man-to-man 
coverage.  

Other Notes: Attended Dr. Henry Wise, Jr. HS (Md.) and was ranked as a three-star prospect by 
Rivals.com • Godfather, Curtis Martin, is an NFL Hall of Fame running back • 2014 (7 sts, Big Ten 
All-Freshman Team): 58 tackles, QB sack, 2 TFLs, 3 PBUs • 12 tackles and PBU vs. Michigan on 
11/21/15 • 2015 (Honorable mention All-Big Ten): 81 tackles, QB sack, 5 TFLs, 2 FFs, FR, 2 PBUs
• 22 tackles, TFL vs. Minnesota on 10/1/16 • 11 tackles vs. Wisconsin in the 2016 Big Ten Champi-
onship game • 2016 (3rd Team All-Big Ten, coaches): 101 tackles, 6 TFLs, FF, FR, 3 PBUs and one 
blocked kick • 2017 (1st Team All-Big Ten, coaches): 71 tackles, QB sack, 4 TFLs, 2 FFs, INT and 3 
PBUs • Career Stats: 320 tackles, 3 QB sacks, 17 TFLs, 5 FFs, 2 FR, INT and 10 PBUs • 2018 Senior 
Bowl measurements: 6021 215 9 3/8” hands, 30 ½” arms, 74” wingspan • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 1/8” 
hands, 30 5/8” arms, 15 reps-225 lbs, 37” VJ, 10’7” BJ, 4.32 20-yd SS • Penn State Pro Day: 4.6 40-yd, 
7.1 3-cone

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Allen’s willingness in the contact element of the game is com-
mendable.  He’s been average breaking off the indicators of the quarterback (shoulders, head-gear, 
eyes) and it has not been due to a lack of opportunity.  In the team’s defense, you’ll see him roll to 
the deep post safety, align in the box, cover down over the slot in zones and even play off the hash 
as a half-field safety.  His occasional shoulder-block entries have to be noted due to his brief injury 
history in 2015.  He improved covering tight ends this past season, but there are questions as to 
whether he can match the Travis Kelce or Delanie Walker-types in the NFL.  Overall, his playing 
style is very similar to former Utah State safety and current Los Angeles Rams starter Maurice Alex-
ander.  Although Alexander –a 2014 fourth-round pick for the Rams- posted just one interception 
in school, he earned a reputation as an intense hybrid-type OLB/safety prospect.  In three seasons 
for the Rams, he’s started 19 games (13 of them in 2016).  At this same stage of his development, 
Allen (albeit perhaps due to lack of repetitions) is not the same type of special teams prospect as 
Alexander was coming out of school.

14. Terrell Edmunds 6’2 220 Virginia Tech
Grade: 5.78 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 133

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): NFL bloodlines. 31-game starter. Tough.  Fought 
through painful shoulder injury much of his junior campaign.  Very good length and size.  Played 
cornerback during his redshirt year.  Started at the Rover position during his freshman season.  
Frequently seen one-on-one vs. slot WRs.  Breaks down to tackle in space.  Handles motion in man-
to-man coverage (PBU, Jennings, West Virginia ’17, 3rd Down).  Jumps routes from the top-down in 
quarters coverage (PBU, ECU ’17).  Reacts to tips and overthrows effectively (INT, Miami, Fla. ’16).  
Displays good laps out of the deep middle one-third to break outside the numbers (West Virginia 
’17). Plays the RE position on the punt team. 
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Weaknesses:  Rarely is in a true backpedal (in half-field or quarters coverage) because he uses a 
shuffle technique with his frame cocked sideways. Has left some interception opportunities on the 
ground (Pitt ’16, 2 dropped INTs-West Virginia ‘17).  Gave up two TD catches in the West Virginia 
game.  One of the TDs occurred vs. a rub route (Sills, TD, WVU ’17).   Settles his feet vs. double 
move concepts down the field from the No. 1 WR (White, West Virginia ’17).  Average flipping his 
hips to open back to the MOF in split-safety concepts.  Takes an extra step to break at 45-degree 
angles going to his right (ECU ’17 vs. Williams in the slot).  Late to flip his hips in press-man.  Loses 
his bearings and begins to grab down the field (P.I., Pitt ’16).  Also grabbed the arms of the TE on a 
third down pass interference in the 2016 ACC Championship game (Leggett).  Missed the last three 
games of the 2017 season due to shoulder surgery (left shoulder).  

Other Notes: Attended Dan River HS (Va.) and was a 2nd Team All-State selection as a RB during 
his senior year (1,753 yards rushing, 29 total TDs) • Father, Ferrell, was an NFL Pro Bowl TE for the 
Miami Dolphins and his older brother, Trey, plays for the New Orleans Saints
• Ran a personal-best 22.25 200-meters and 49.05 in the 400-meters at the VHSL Class 2A Outdoor
Championships • 2015 (8 sts): 34 tackles, 1.5 TFLs, FR, 7 PBUs and one blocked kick • 7 tackles, 
INT vs. Miami (Fla.) on 10/20/16 • 5 tackles and an interception in the 2016 Belk Bowl • 2016 (13 
sts, Honorable mention All-ACC): 89 tackles, 2.5 TFLs, 4 INTs, 3 PBUs • 10 tackles vs. Clemson 
on 9/30/17 • 2017 (10 sts): 59 tackles, 1.5 QB sacks, 2.5 TFLs, 2 INTs (70 yds), 4 PBUs • Career: 37 
games, 31 starts, 182 tackles, 1.5 QB sacks, 6.5 TFLs, 2 FR, 6 INTs (98 yards), 14 PBUs 

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Even though we mentioned that Edmunds did some grab-
bing versus tight ends, it’s important to remember that the team also used him to cover slot wide 
receivers.  His coaches often pointed to his mental toughness in battling through a tough shoulder 
injury for much of his junior year.  Edmunds takes calculated gambles breaking from the top-down 
in quarters coverage.  He’ll have to work on staying more square in his backpedal to succeed on Sun-
days.  His ball skills are adequate but he left too many interceptions on the ground in school.  The 
former high school running back brings major special teams potential and nickel potential in Year 1.

15. Josh Kalu 6’0 203 Nebraska
Grade: 5.779 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 135

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Smart. Plays multiple positions.  He’s started at CB, 
nickel and S.  Runs to the ball in pursuit.  Contains positive recovery speed once beaten off the line 
of scrimmage (Weineke, PBU, East-West Shrine ’18, Day 1). Takes heady pursuit angles on break-
out runs (Wisconsin ’16).  He will get athletic RBs down one-on-one in space (Kamara, Music City 
Bowl ’16).   As a CB, he’ll challenge routes outside the numbers (Wisconsin ’16).  Exhibits a solid 
plant-and-drive from off-man out of his backpedal vs. curl routes.    He fights off stalk blocks when 
aligned outside.  Produces direct curl-flat angles to break on the ball from the inside-out.  As a CB, 
he is capable of contorting his body to find the ball with his back turned to the QB (tipped INT to 
himself, East-West Shrine ’18, Day 2).  Gets extension with his jams and can come underneath him-
self vs. slant routes (INT, East-West Shrine ’18, Day 2).  Led the Huskers with seven special teams 
tackles in 2014. 

Weaknesses: Missed three games in 2017 due to a hamstring injury.  It takes him awhile to break 
down vs. intermediate routes when bailing as a corner.  This is also evident when playing WRs in 
bump-and-run.  Settles his feet at the jam point and allows himself to get into recovery positions.  
When playing off of receivers in the slot, he hasn’t closed air when WRs break away from him on 
post routes (Malone, Tennessee ’17, TD allowed when safety jumped the underneath route).  His 
jams end up on the back of the shoulders of the WR and put him into recovery positions in bump-
and-run. 
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Other Notes: Attended Alief Taylor HS (Tex.) and was an All-Greater Houston 1st Team selection as 
a senior • 2014 (13 gms, 2 sts): 27 tackles, TFL, 2 FFs, FR, INT and 3 PBUs • 2015 (13 sts, Honorable 
mention All-Big Ten, Academic All-Big Ten): 75 tackles, QB sack, 5 TFLs, 3 INTs (41 yds, TD), 7 
PBUs and one blocked kick • 2016 (13 gms): 66 tackles, QB sack, 3 TFLs, INT, 11 PBUs and one 
blocked kick • 10 tackles and 2 PBUs vs. Wisconsin on 10/7/17 • 2017 (Academic All-Big Ten): 47 
tackles, TFL, 2 INTs and 6 PBUs • Career Stats: 215 tackles, 2 QB sacks, 3 FF, FR, 7 INTs (TD) and 
27 PBUs • 2018 East-West Shrine measurements: 6001 198 10 1/8” hands, 32 ¾” arms, 78” wingspan
• 2018 NFL Combine: 10” hands, 32 ¾” arms, 17 reps-225 lbs, 4.58 40-yd, 41 ½” VJ, 11’2” BJ

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Kalu is a smart football player who has aligned at a number of 
positions for the Cornhuskers.  He is a little bit leggy outside but compensates with decent hand 
placement and positive length for the cornerback spot.  As a safety, he understands angles as a curl-
flat defender and projects as a sound tackler.  While he does everything in a high disposition, his eye 
control is positive when breaking on routes from the inside-out.  An above average athlete, Kalu has 
early Day 3 value based on his special teams upside and positional versatility.

16. Ronnie Harrison 6’2 207 Alabama
Grade: 5.778 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 136

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Good size. On-field intimidator. Communicates well 
with his CBs and nickel backs in the pre-snap. Threw body around with force vs. FSU in 2017.  
They’ve used him as an H-LB in nickel/dime and also off the hash.  Solid eighth man in the box.   
Fills coming down in sky support (National Title ’18).   Times blitzes (4th QTR, FSU ’17) and will 
re-adjust his angle on the move. Produces sharp breaks in Cover 2 to the boundary side of the field 
on hi-lo (smash-7) route concepts (Arkansas ’16).  Plus range.  Good inside-out breaks to get over 
the top of his cornerbacks on passes outside the numbers (Clemson ’17). Reacts downhill as a run 
support safety filling the alley (Appleby, Florida ’16; Wales, Western Kentucky ’16).  Produces direct 
angles in quarters coverage vs. quick slant routes (1st QTR, Washington ’16).  Showcases eye disci-
pline vs. flea flicker concepts (Western Kentucky ’16).  Above average ball skills. He can attack the 
ball at its high-point with body control to finish (INT-WKU ’16).

Weaknesses: Stiffness is present when he has to change directions suddenly in the run or pass game.  
Rounds some of his inside-out angles and overruns his targets. Leggy nature when breaking down 
to one-on-one tackle.  He will occasionally lose balance covering TEs one-on-one.  Quicker, shiftier 
players force him to grab on quick-hitting double move concepts (Powell, Florida ’16-holding call).  
Leaves some interception opportunities on the field (SEC Championship ’16).  He will whiff on 
some inside-out tackle angles (MT, Mitchell, USC ’16).  

Other Notes: Attended FSU University School (Fla.) and he was a two-way player at the school • He 
was ranked as the 13th-best safety in the nation by Rivals.com • 2015: 17 tackles, QB sack, TFL, FF, 
2 INTs (41 yds), 6 PBUs • 2016: 85 tackles, 55-yd FR-TD, 2 INTs (64 yds, TD), 7 PBUs • 6 tackles, ½ 
QB sack, ½ TFL, INT vs. LSU on 11/4/17 • 2017: 74 tackles, 2.5 QB sacks, 4.5 TFLs, 3 INTs, 4 PBUs 
• 2018 NFL Combine: 9 ½” hands, 33 3/8” arms, 34” VJ, 10’0 BJ

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Harrison may have gotten lost in the shuffle somewhat while 
at Alabama in a secondary full of first-round draft picks, but he made his presence felt.  Often the 
team’s intimidator on the back-end, he communicated well and displayed solid eye discipline.  His 
range allows him to cover up some spotty angles from time-to-time and this will have to be an area 
of improvement as he moves forward.  How will he fare if left alone one-on-one in coverage?  As a 
blitz threat, he provides sufficient timing and adjusts relatively well on the move to sink and finish.  
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17. Siran Neal 6’1 206 Jacksonville State
Grade: 5.768 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 139

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): As an eighth man in the box, he will display LB-like pop 
at the point of attack and explode on contact with perfect form tackles (LSU ’16, 2nd QTR/2:26 vs. 
Williams).  In an OLB-type spot at the line of scrimmage, he flattens with force coming off the edge 
(Coastal Carolina ’16).  When aligned off the hash, he is a downhill striker from the top-down on 
flat routes. He’s covered the slot frequently and will blitz from this nickel alignment.  Uses his safety 
help when in press-man covering the slot (INT-SE Missouri State ’16).  Closes on routes that break 
away from him.  Demonstrates good speed in pursuit and will wrap on contact (LSU ’16).  He has 
the ability to sink his hips and break forward with an element of forward lean vs. dig routes (PBU, 
Senior Bowl ’18, WR/DB, Day 2).  Demonstrates the ability to defeat single press as a gunner on the 
punt team.

Weaknesses: He will allow his feet to get a little wide when breaking on inside routes from off-man 
coverage. Carries some lower body stiffness.  Overruns some of his tackling angles.  As a CB or nick-
el back, he does a lot of hand fighting and grabbing down the field on vertical routes in man-to-man 
(Eastern Kentucky ’16).  Uneven ball skills.  Fights the ball when in perfect position to make plays 
(dropped INT, Murray State ’16).   Panics down the field even in perfect position and will lose his 
balance. 
Other Notes: Attended Eufaula HS (Ala.) and was named a 1st Team All-State selection as a WR in 
2012 (8 TDs) • He has twin daughters, Londyn and Lauryn • 10 tackles vs. Sam Houston State in 
the 2014 NCAA playoff game • 2014: 32 tackles, 3 PBUs • 2015 (15 gms, 1 st): 40 tackles, ½ TFL, FF, 
INT and 3 PBUs • 5 tackles vs. LSU on 9/10/16 • 2016 (12 sts, 1st Team All-OVC): 80 tackles, ½ QB 
sack, 11.5 TFLs, FF, INT and 4 PBUs • Three PBUs vs. Tennessee State in 2017 • 2017 (12 gms): 39 
tackles, TFL, INT and 11 PBUs • Earned his degree in criminal justice while at JSU • 2018 Senior 
Bowl measurements: 6000 206 9 7/8” hands, 31 1/8” arms, 76” wingspan • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 
7/8” hands, 31 1/8” arms, 17 reps-225 lbs, 4.56 40-yd, 40 ½” VJ, 10’2” BJ, 7.0 3-cone, 4.28 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Neal has played as an eighth man in the box, nickel back and 
even outside corner.  This type of versatility will endear him to NFL defensive back coaches.  In 
addition, his work on special teams will only enhance his value.  There is some stiffness present and 
he struggled mightily with his hand placement at cornerback during 2018 Senior Bowl practices.  
Nevertheless, it is probably a position he would only have to play in the NFL in an emergency role.  
His best NFL spot is most likely strong safety. His ability to run through the tackle is noteworthy.  
He can be a difference-maker as an extra defensive back because he will be a core special teams play-
er.  We think he can cover tight ends and running backs on third downs. One of the hardest hitters 
in the 2018 NFL Draft class, Neal has a chance to hear his name called early on Day 3 of the process.

17. Justin Reid 6’0 1/2 207 Stanford
Grade: 5.76 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 140

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Excels in the classroom.  NFL bloodlines. Smart player. 
Asks all of the right questions according to coaches.  Knows seven different positions on the defense.  
Split time between several of them during the year.  Flips his hips in the middle of the field at 45-de-
gree angles.  Uses his size to high-point the football down the field.  Reacts to tips in the middle of 
the field.  Closes on routes that break away from him. Used to cover the slot WRs man-to-man.  He’s 
active coming from the top-down to fill alleys or fit routes in front of him.  Locates and connects as 
a tackler around the thighs/ankles of runners in the open field. Times edge blitzes on run downs.  
Finds his fits as an eighth man in the box.  
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18-t. Natrell Jamerson 5’10 200 Wisconsin
Grade: 5.74 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 146

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Former WR before moving to CB for the Badgers.  Has 
also started at nickel back for the Badgers.  Played the safety spot in 2017. Bench-presses over 400 
pounds.  Fits when needed as the eighth man in the box.  Solid wrap tackler.  Flashes some poten-
tial disguising his blitzes from depth.  Covers ground in the middle of the field.  As a short-hole 
robber in the team’s man-free defenses, he’s shown an ability to bait the QB into mistakes (INT-TD, 
Northwestern ’17).  Matches up with tight ends on routes that break away from him.  Works around 
potential rubs/picks when covering the slot.  Instinctive once he gets the ball in his hands.  Was a 
starting KOR for the team in 2015.   He can accelerate with a definitive long gear on DBL-R3 KOR  

Weaknesses:  One-year starter.  Still needs reps.   As a middle of the field defender (deep middle 
one-third), he tends to roll with the QB a step late as he flushes to one side of the field; negating his 
range.  He’ll settle his feet in his pedal when gaining depth off the hash.  Sacrifices his outside lever-
age and gets into unfavorable positions vs. TEs.  He’s not always been comfortable turning back to 
find the ball in man-to-man coverage when WRs have gained a step on him (P.I., East-West Shrine 
’18, one-on-one vs. Dunbar, Day 2). 

Other Notes:  Attended Vanguard HS (Fla.) and was named a three-star recruit after catching 119 
passes and 42 TDs in his career • 2014: 4 tackles; One KOR; One carry for 23 yards • 2015: 14 
tackles, ½ TFL; 22.4 yds/KR and one TD • 2016: 19 tackles, TFL, 4 PBUs; 21.1 yds/KR • 2017 (14 
sts, Honorable mention All-Big Ten): 51 tackles, 1.5 QB sacks, 3.5 TFls, 2 INTs (40 yds, TD) and 10 
PBUs • 2018 East-West Shrine Game measurements: 5105 200 9 ¼” hands, 32 3/8” arms, 77” 

Weaknesses:  Still needs to make positive weight gains. He’s taken some poor angles and lost his bal-
ance (fell down, Stephenson-TD, Notre Dame ’17).  Falls off some tackles coming downhill to wrap 
up ball carriers.  Forced to hog-tie physical runners (Penny, SDSU ’17) in the hole as opposed to 
meeting them square.  Loses some of the physical match-ups when he does attempt to meet runners 
(Coleman, Washington ’17).  High posture forces him to overrun some tackles (MT-Nall, Oregon 
State ’17, 2nd QTR).  He was pancaked on Gaskin’s toss TD in the first quarter of the Washington 
contest in 2017.  Misplays some footballs down the field in one-on-one moments (USC ’17).  

Other Notes: Attended Dutchtown HS (La.) and was a three-sport letterman (football, soccer and 
track & field) • Reid was ranked as a four-star recruit by 247Sports.com • Brother, Eric, was an All-
SEC safety at LSU and currently plays for the San Francisco 49ers and another brother, Eric, plays 
soccer at Coastal Carolina • 2015 (12 gms): 23 tackles, INT and PBU • 2016 (Honorable mention 
All-Pac-12,  Honorable mention Academic All-Pac-12): 57 tackles, 4 TFLs, 7 PBUs • 9 tackles, ½ 
TFL, 2 INTs and PBU vs. Arizona State on 9/30/17 • 2017 (AP 2nd Team All-American, 1st Team 
All-Pac-12): 99 tackles, QB sack, 6.5 TFLs, 5 INTs and 6 PBUs • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 ¾” hands, 31 
5/8” arms, 16 reps-225 lbs, 4.4 40-yd, 36 ½” VJ, 10’8” BJ, 6.65 3-cone, 4.15 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Reid is going to workout well during postseason testing.  It will 
be imperative for NFL teams to really dive into his film to see if the explosion in workouts translates 
to the field.  We’ve seen him overrun and fall-off some tackles.  One thing that has been evident is 
that his feet will stop on contact.  What cannot be denied is that he contains solid ball skills, high 
football intelligence and decent field speed.  We like the fact that he can line up an entire secondary.  
He’s also shown the cover skills to be able to potentially match-up with tight ends week-to-week.   
The All-American safety projects to the free safety position much like his brother (Eric-San Fran-
cisco 49ers) did coming out of LSU.  His older brother eventually morphed into linebacker duty in 
2017, but we don’t see that transition for the former Cardinal safety in the near future.  
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wingspan • 2018 East-West Shrine Game MVP: Returned a fumble 68 yards for a score • 2018 NFL 
Combine: 9 ¾” hands, 32 5/8” arms, 25 reps-225 lbs, 4.4 40-yd, 35 ½” VJ, 10’0 BJ  

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Jamerson won MVP honors in the 2018 East-West Shrine game 
and it was the culmination of a solid audition for NFL scouts.  He covered tight ends, fit in run sup-
port and showed a feel for the safety position as if he had been playing it for a four-year stretch.  We 
are not sure that there will not a bit of a learning curve adjusting to a full-time role. He has starter 
potential in the mold of Atlanta Falcons safety Ricardo Allen.  Allen was also a former collegiate 
corner at Purdue who was stronger than his frame suggested.  Once Jamerson learns to connect the 
dots playing off the hash, he could enjoy a similar rise to an NFL starting role.

18-t. Troy Apke 6’1 200 Penn State
Grade: 5.74 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 147

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Excels in the classroom.  NFL bloodlines. Smart player. 
Asks all of the right questions according to coaches.  Knows seven different positions on the defense.  
Split time between several of them during the year.  Flips his hips in the middle of the field at 45-de-
gree angles.  Uses his size to high-point the football down the field.  Reacts to tips in the middle of 
the field.  Closes on routes that break away from him. Used to cover the slot WRs man-to-man.  He’s 
active coming from the top-down to fill alleys or fit routes in front of him.  Locates and connects as 
a tackler around the thighs/ankles of runners in the open field. Times edge blitzes on run downs.  
Finds his fits as an eighth man in the box. 

Weaknesses: Limited starting experience.  He’s taken some poor inside-out angles on sideline tackles 
(MT, Ahmed, Washington ’17; MT, Edwards, Rutgers ’17).  Misses some direct tackles when left 
one-on-one with thicker RBs because he dips his head at the point of attack (MT, Ellison, Pitt ’17).  
Fails to consistently attack crack blockers with a level of intimidation (Fiesta Bowl ’17).  Does not 
have an extensive amount of coverage experience vs. tight ends. 

Other Notes: Attended Mount Lebanon HS (Pa.) and caught 40 passes for 728 yards and 7 TDs as 
a senior (1st Team Class 4A all-state selection) • Also played basketball and ran track & field at the 
prep level • Ran a 10.81 in the 100-meters to win the WPIAL 100-meter title  • Father, Stephen, 
played football at Pitt and his mother, Susan, ran track & field at Pitt.  Older sisters, Chelsea and 
Tess, played basketball at Washington & Jefferson and softball for Robert Morris, respectively
• 2014: 2 tackles • 2015: 26 tackles, FF, PBU • 2016: 28 tackles, INT • 2017: 55 tackles, 3 TFLs, INT, 5
PBUs and one kick blocked • 2018 NFLPA Collegiate Bowl measurements: 6011 195 838 3148 7548
• 2018 NFLPA Collegiate Bowl in-game report: Excellent inside-out fit and tackle vs. Luper on
reverse early in the game.  Had a hand in the forced fumble working as a PP (making hit vs. Mitchell 
as he bobbled it) in the 2nd QTR.  He made a twisting middle of the field interception in the fourth 
quarter on an under throw (HIGH-POINTED) and then had an outstanding return to nearly house 
it after getting up off the ground.  • 2018 NFL Combine:  8 3/8” hands, 32 3/8” arms, 16 reps-225 lbs, 
4.34 40-yd, 41” VJ, 10’11” BJ, 6.56 3-cone, 4.03 20-yd SS  

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Apke’s range and speed are noteworthy. It’s no surprise con-
sidering his athletic bloodlines.   Apke has displayed the feel for connecting the dots when reading 
the eyes of the quarterback.  He can steal second base off the quarterback’s indicators.  There were 
instances (Pittsburgh ’17, NFLPA ’18) that displayed his ability to get off the hash.  There is some 
room for improvement when it comes to delivering punishment (particularly vs. bigger backs).  His 
angles can be indifferent because he likes to gain steam and throw around his 195-pound frame.  We 
expect him to run in the 4.4-range. He is similar to former Rutgers safety Duron Harmon (Patriots).  
The difference is that Apke is not as big as Harmon was coming out of school.   The WPIAL former 
track star has at least Day 3 value as a free safety and he will be a solid contributor on special teams. 
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20. Jordan Whitehead 5’10 195 Pittsburgh
Grade: 5.725 (3rd Round)

Big Board Rank: 149

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Three-year starter.  Team used him on both sides of the 
ball.  Muscular. Plus field speed.  Takes good cross-field angles of pursuit and will send messages 
upon arrival (Rice ’17, Duke ‘17).  Eye speed.  Excellent quickness.  CB-like feet.   Takes direct angles 
out of the MOF (middle of field) to tackle.  Fills the alleys of the field consistently.  Chatters his feet, 
spreads to a shoulder-width base and then dips low to strike.  Closes distances on his inside-out 
breaks to the flats/sidelines.  Smooth backpedal.  Can cover ground off the hash and track the ball 
over his shoulder (Duke ’17).   Reacts back suddenly from the top-down to make tackles at or near 
the GL (Miami (Fla.) ’16).   As a slot WR, he’ll accelerate to the edge when running fly sweeps (near 
TD, Penn State ’16).  Gets to top speed in a hurry on stretch runs to the boundary from a true offset 
RB spot.  Bends to scoop-and-score (FR, Penn State ’16).  Posted the game-clinching interception 
vs. Duke in 2017. Plays the PP on the punt team and can sink low to tackle in an instant (TKL, Rice 
’17).  

Weaknesses:  Average size.  Tightly-wound. He’s lost some physical battles as a tackler (Barkley, 
Penn St ’16; Jones, Duke ’17).  Will chatter his feet too far away from the target (MT, Williams, 
Virginia Tech ’16).  Does some shoulder-block tackling where he just throws his body to get runners 
on the ground (MT, Rice ’17, 3rd QTR/14:46; MT, Duke ’17-4th QTR).  Produced just an “OK” 
angle vs. a breakout run vs. Georgia Tech in the fourth quarter of their 2016 contest.  Inconsistent 
reacting to tips and overthrows as the single-high post safety.  Will sit too low when giving help 
to the strong side of the formation (allowed TD, Duke ’17).  Did not play vs. Marshall in 2016 for 
personal reasons (http://www.post-gazette.com/sports/Pitt/2016/10/04/Pitt-Jordan-Whitehead-
expected-to-play-Saturday-vs-Georgia-Tech/stories/201610040165)  Suspended for the first three 
games of the 2017 campaign due to a violation of team rules (zhttp://www.post-gazette.com/sports/
Pitt/2017/07/28/pitt-jordan-whitehead-suspension-rori-blair-dismissal-alex-bookser-quintin-wig-
gins/stories/201707280149).  

Other Notes: Attended Central Valley HS (Pa.) and he was ranked as the 142nd-best player in the 
ESPN300 coming out of high school • Won a WPIAL championship as a two-way player  • 2015 (13 
gms, ACC Rookie of the Year): 108 tackles, ½ QB sack, 6 TFLs, FF, FR-TD, INT and 6 PBUs; 12 car-
ries for 122 yards (10.2 YPC) and 2 TDs; 2 catches for 10 yards • 2016 (2nd Team All-ACC): 65 tack-
les, 1.5 TFLs, FF, FR, INT (59-yd TD) and 2 PBUs; 9 rushes for 98 yards (10.9 YPC) • 2017 (9 gms): 
60 tackles, INT and 4 PBUs; 22 carries for 142 yards (6.5 YPC) and one TD; 2 catches for 7 yards

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Whitehead had the advantage of being coached by current Mi-
ami Dolphins secondary coach Renaldo Hill while in school.  The team rarely plays any single-high 
man-to-man, preferring to mix quarter-press coverage with the occasional zone blitz (three-deep 
zone).  He’s been a threat to score on offense or defense anytime he’s touched the ball (5 career 
TDs) despite limited on-ball production.  While we noted some missed tackles, his eye-speed and 
footwork constantly put him near the ball.  He’ll need to get more depth and play with a top-down 
approach at the next level. 

21. Jalen Davis 5’9 181 Utah State
Grade: 5.64 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 172

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Plays outside and inside for the Aggies.  Frequently seen 
at the nickel position.  Disguises the team’s coverage looks with poise.  Jumped a bullets (press-outs) 
concept vs. Idaho State in 2017 and took it to the house.  Anticipated the route in the pre-snap and
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displayed excellent anticipation.  Does a fine job of using his help in man-to-man when covering the 
slot WR.  Exhibits patience covering the slot with his feet when he has no help in coverage on all-out 
blitzes.  Flashes competitive recovery speed when closing vs. crossing patterns (Wyoming ’17).  As 
a blitz threat, he will dip his shoulder to get skinny when turning the corner (QB sack, Wyoming 
’17).  Hides underneath the up the field rusher to come underneath with timing (QB sack, USC ’16).  
Aggressive tackler who wraps with conviction (New Mexico State ’17). 

Weaknesses: Not a burner.  Ends up on the low shoulder too often when in press-man coverage.  
Does some reaching with two hands and ends up in a trail position with no help over the top.  He’s 
been worked over by savvy WRs on corner routes because he’ll peek his eyes into the backfield 
(Gallup, Colorado State ’17).  He will lose his force trying to jump over cut blocks (Arizona Bowl 
’17).  Takes some risks and will go underneath blocks when he has force.  Size is an issue.  Injured on 
helmet contact vs. UNLV in 2017.  Missed two games in 2016 due to injury.  

Other Notes: Attended Helix HS (Calif.) and accounted for 49 receptions (4 TDs), 20.5 yds/PR (4 
TDs), 37.9 yds/KR (2 TDs) • Also participated in track & field • 2014 (13 sts): 60 tackles, QB sack, 4 
TFLs, FF, 2 INTs (65 yds, TD), 7 PBUs; 22.6 yds/KR • 2015 (13 sts, Honorable mention All-MWC): 
51 tackles, QB sack, 3 TFLs, FF, 3 INTs, 8 PBUs; 17.7 yds/KR •2016: 37 tackles, 2 QB sacks, 5 TFLs, 
FF, INT and 7 PBUs • 2017 (1st Team All-MWC): 33 tackles, 4 QB sacks, 5 TFLs, FF, 5 INTs (120 
yds, 3 TDs), 15 PBUs • Career: 181 tackles, 8 QB sacks, 17 TFLs, 4 FFs, 10 INTs (242 yds, 4 TDs), 37 
PBUs • Utah State Pro Day: 5093 181 9 1/8” hands, 29 ½” arms, 70 3/8” wingspan, 11 reps-225 lbs, 
4.41 40-yd, 4.44 20-yd SS, 36” VJ, 10’0 BJ, 7.04 3-cone

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Davis came through with many timely plays throughout his 
career for the Aggies.  He was a clutch performer covering outside or in the slot.  His size is a bit 
of concern because he was forced to leave a couple of games as a senior and missed two games as a 
junior.  There are also times where he ends up on the low shoulder of out-breaking route concepts 
when covering from the inside-out in the slot.  We think he is an above average blitz threat and 
tackler.  He will get an opportunity to compete for a spot in an NFL training camp.  

22. Dallin Leavitt 5’10 203 Utah State
Grade: 5.62 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 182

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Played some at CB for BYU.   Football junkie.  High 
football IQ.  Works a defense that uses a plethora of disguise and he is one of its main orchestrators.  
Jumps routes from the top-down.  Fast eyes.  He can see it before it happens and break instinctively 
(hitch, No. 2 slot, UNLV ’17).  Very good ball skills.  Made an incredible toe-tap interception vs. Wy-
oming in 2017 on the first play of the game.  Big hitter.  He nearly took out Wyoming QB Josh Allen 
on a hellacious sideline hit.  Sends messages coming from depth with explosive blows (Arizona Bowl 
’17).  Displayed recovery speed as a deep ½ turning vs. a fly route (trips, Cover 2, Wyoming ’17).  
Creates enough depth as a deep middle one-third safety to react to tips and overthrows (INT-Arizo-
na Bowl ’17).  Contains enough range out of the MOF. Takes very good angles downhill vs. swings, 
flat routes replacing off his corners (New Mexico State ’17).  He can form tackle when he breaks 
down (one-on-one tackle, UNLV ’17). Plays the RE on the punt team.  Showed up as a gunner vs. 
Air Force in 2017.  
Weaknesses: He injured his hip in August 2013.  Missed four games in 2016 due to injury.  Even 
though he’s shown some recovery ability, he’ll have to show much better long speed than he did on 
the breakout run TD vs. UNLV in 2017. He can look a bit rigid matching routes when having to 
avoid potential rub/picks (and will knock off some of his teammates in coverage).  Bubbles some of 
his 45-degree angles to tackle (Arizona Bowl ’17, MT). Does some shoulder-block tackling in the 
middle of the field.  Has not always kept his head on a swivel vs. crack blocks (Smith-Schuster, USC 
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’16) when in pursuit.

Other Notes: Attended Central Catholic HS (Ore.) and was ranked as the state’s 5th-best player by 
Scout.com • Had a personal-best 22’2 long jump in track & field • Went on to attend BYU after 
leaving Central Catholic HS • 2013 (One start): 17 tackles • 2014 (4 sts): 43 tackles, 1.5 QB sacks, 3.5 
TFLs, 2 PBUs • Married his wife, former Utah State soccer player Josie Deere, in July 2016
• 2016 (8 sts, Academic All-MWC): 57 tackles, 2 TFLs, 3 INTs, PBU • 2017 (13 sts): 82 tackles, ½
TFL, 4 INTs (46 yds), 5 PBUs • 2018 Utah State Pro Day: 5100 203 9 ¼” hands, 29 5/8” arms, 73 3/8” 
wingspan, 18 reps-225 lbs, 4.56 40-yd, 34 ½” VJ, 10’2” BJ, 4.19 20-yd SS, 6.69 3-cone, 11.89 60-yd LS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Leavitt, a former cornerback at BYU, closes when he sees the 
ball in the air.  His instincts are top-notch and his size will not be a disadvantage if he gets an op-
portunity at the next level.  Why?  The former Aggie runs through the hit and rarely do his feet stop 
on contact.  He is a man on a mission once he recognizes what is happening in front of him.  When 
breaking off the hash, his angles can get flat and this will something for him to monitor at the next 
stop.  Aside from being one of the more instinctive safeties we’ve seen on film, he has also contribut-
ed as a gunner on the punt team.  He should get into an NFL training camp and he will be tough to 
get rid of this summer.  

23. Tracy Walker 6’1 195 Louisiana-Lafayette
Grade: 5.6 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 191

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Four-year contributor to improved every year on 
campus.  Lined up at safety most of his career, but he’s also lined up at OLB/Dime spot.  Lean player 
with good movement skills.  81 1/8-inch wingspan.  Has made plays vs. good competition (Georgia 
’16, Texas A&M ’17).  Quick eye speed.  Will come downhill to strike players with a fury.  Produces 
good downhill angles from as a deep-post safety vs. quick-hitting routes to No. 2 slot WRs (East-
West Shrine, Day 2-team).  Disguises and will venture all the way out to the No.1 WR in some of 
the their trap Cover 2 (zone blitz) principles.  In these instances, he’s asked to match the WR as the 
cornerback blitzes (Southern Miss ’16).  He closed distances well on out-breaking routes in man-
to-man coverage during East-West Shrine ’18 practices (1-on-1s, Day 1-INT; 1-on-1s, Day 3).  As a 
tackler, he will stay square to the line of scrimmage on his run entries and will keep his head-up as a 
tackler.  Settles his feet on his inside-out sideline tackles in cross-field pursuit (Tulsa ’17). He’s very 
fluid transitioning and flipping his hips out of the deep middle one-third as a safety.  Demonstrates 
positive range on the field.  Rolls when the QB rolls to increase his range in the MOF (East-West 
Shrine ’18, Day 3).  

Weaknesses: Still growing into the game.  Has been playing football for just six years.  Seemed a step 
slow in all of his movements vs. Arkansas State in 2017.  Did not do a good job of disengaging from 
stalk blockers when walked out over the No. 2 receiver. He was ejected in the 2016 New Orleans 
Bowl for a targeting foul after he registered a hit vs. a slant route.  He has broken down as a one-
on-one tackler vs. smaller, shiftier running backs (Smith, New Orleans Bowl ’16-TD; Brewer, Tulsa 
‘17).  As he jams the WR in press, he’ll immediately open his hip as opposed to staying square.  Does 
some grabbing unnecessarily when facing simple nods by TEs (Wolf, East-West Shrine ’18-1/1, Day 
2).  

Other Notes: Attended Brunswick HS (Ga.) and posted 57 tackles, 7 TFLs, 2 FF, and 5 INTs as a 
senior • He was strictly basketball player at the prep level up until his junior year of high school
• 2013: Sun Belt Conference Commissioner’s List • 2014 (SBC All-Freshman Team): 43 tackles, FF, 2
INTs and 3 PBUs • 2015: 74 tackles, 5 TFLs, FF, INT and 6 PBUs • 3 tackles, 39-yd INT vs. Georgia 
on 11/19/16 • 2016: 61 tackles, 2.5 TFLs, 3 INTs and 3 PBUs • 8 tackles, INT and 2 PBUs vs. Texas
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A&M on 9/16/17 • 14 tackles, TFL vs. Georgia Southern on 11/25/17 • 15 tackles, TFL vs. Appala-
chian State on 12/2/17 • 2017 (11 sts, 3rd Team All-SBC): 97 tackles, ½ QB sack, 3.5 TFLs, 2 INTs 
and 6 PBUs • 2018 East-West Shrine measurements: 6010 195 8 ¾” hands, 33 5/8” arms, 81 1/8” 
wingspan • 2018 East-West Shrine in-game report: Good lap over the ball nearly had an INT on fade 
to 85 Dunbar.  Then he dropped an interception in the 2nd half on a ball that caromed off of his hel-
met and was then caught by Weineke. • 2018 NFL Combine: 8 ¾” hands, 33 ½” arms, 14 reps-225 
lbs, 4.51 40-yd, 33” VJ, 9’11” BJ, 7.0 3-cone, 4.28 20-yd SS, 11.27 60-yd LS  

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): It wouldn’t be out of the realm of possibility to see Walker get 
looks at cornerback from some NFL teams.  He’s long, lean and carries positive movement skills.  
We were impressed with his work as a tackler during his stay in school.  His man coverage-skill 
could entice some teams to push up his grade, while others may deem him as a player not physical 
enough to match tight ends. 

24. Kyzir White 6’2 218
Grade: 5.581 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 197

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): NFL bloodlines.  Well-built. For a bigger safety, he can 
flip his hips to break in the curl-flat at 45-degree angles (Texas ’17).  He’s exhibited range off the hash 
(PBU, ECU ’17).  Versus wheel routes, he’ll make WR-like adjustments to make plays on the ball 
(INT-ECU ’17).  Re-maps his courses after blitzing to get into chase mode.  Solid overhang defender 
who fits where needed in sky support when walked-out in-between the OT and slot WR.  Jams the 
No. 2 slot WR when walked-out over top of him.  Does a fine job of holding and controlling stalk 
blockers to force the football back to his inside-out pursuit (Heart of Dallas Bowl ’17).  Demon-
strates a feel for timing blitzes off the slot.  After doing so, he’ll flatten vs. the run to disrupt the 
action (Russell Athletic Bowl ’16).  His late entries will confuse OGs in turn protection (Uhatafe, 
QB sack, Heart of Dallas Bowl ’17).  Comes up to fill the alley from deep off the hash and will wrap 
tackle with conviction. In man-to-man coverage vs. TEs, he displays good eye discipline and body 
position (Senior Bowl ’18 vs. bootleg, Day 2).  This eye discipline also showed up on a reverse pass 
vs. Virginia Tech in 2017.  He will mix up his techniques vs. TEs.  His catch technique forces indeci-
sion when he junctions them from a five-yard alignment. 

Weaknesses:  He’s not as forceful as you’d expect consistently when having force over the slot vs. 
stalk-blockers (doesn’t press the blocker, Texas ’17).  Carries some hip stiffness in the lower body 
and does use improper technique when covering slot WRs (Utah ’17).  As an edge rusher (2-point 
stance on the goal line), he doesn’t restrict his charge and will get wheeled up the field by TEs (Rus-
sell Athletic Bowl ’16).  Missed one game in 2016 due to injury (hand).  Left the Virginia Tech game 
in 2017.  

Other Notes: Attended Emmaus HS (Pa.) before moving on to Lackawanna College • 2014 (3rd 
Team All-NEC honors at Lackawanna): 34 tackles, 1.5 TFLs, INT and 2 PBUs • 2015 (Lackawanna, 
1st Team All-Northeast Conference, Junior College All-American):  37 tackles, 2 TFLs, 2 FRs, 3 
INTs and 4 PBUs • Brother, Kevin, was a first-round draft choice by the Chicago Bears after playing 
at West Virginia and his other brother, Kyzir, is a safety for West Virginia and 2018 NFL Draft 
prospect • 2016: 58 tackles, 3 QB sacks, 7 TFLs, 2 FFs, 5 PBUs • 5 tackles, 2 INTs and PBU vs. ECU 
on 9/9/17 • 2017 (2nd Team All-Big 12): 94 tackles, QB sack, 7.5 TFLs, 2 FFs, 3 INTs and 4 PBUs • 
2018 Senior Bowl measurements: 6021 216 9 7/8” hands, 32” arms, 76 7/8” wingspan • 2018 NFL 
Combine: 10 1/8” hands, 31 5/8” arms, 21 reps-225 lbs

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): White is a very good blitz threat with above average size and up-
per body strength.  In the film viewed, he’s been inconsistent controlling stalk blockers, but it is not
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an area of concern.  The biggest concern is that he won’t be able to consistently get off of the hash 
versus athletic wide receivers due to some lower body rigidness.  We think he’ll fit best as a chess 
piece on defense in a team’s nickel/dime as a linebacker.  In addition, we think he has the potential 
to be a core player on special teams.  If he can prove that he can cover tight ends as consistently as 
he’s shown on occasion, he could one day develop into a starting role.

25. Rashaan Gaulden 6’1 197 Tennessee
Grade: 5.578 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 199

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Smart.  Handles a number of assignments within the 
team’s scheme. His hustle and effort in pursuit has come up huge for the team (FF-strip, Georgia 
Tech ’17).  Team’s nickel back.  He’s built in a lean CB-type frame.  Fluid.  Played that position (CB) 
some vs. Georgia Tech in 2017.  Finishes through the hands of WRs in man-to-man coverage (Al-
abama ’17).  Closes to the inside shoulder of WRs vs. fades (in the slot) and will turn as he’s raking 
through the hands (PBU, Nebraska ’16).  He’s patient matching the final No. 2 when the back steps 
away in zone coverage.  Comes to balance to tackle.  Wraps efficiently.  Often used up around the 
line of scrimmage to run blitz off the edge (South Carolina ’17).  Posted 5 special teams tackles as a 
freshman.  Creates impact collisions to force the ball loose in kickoff coverage (Nebraska ’16, FF).  

Weaknesses:  Has not always impressed as a blitzer when facing RBs who are sound in blitz pick-up 
(Michel, Georgia ’17).  Mistimes some of his blitzes off the slot (offsides, Music City Bowl ’16).  Will 
get sloppy and overrun some of his inside-out tackling angles.  Struggled defending pick/rubs and 
dig patterns vs. Vanderbilt in 2017.  In this game (VU ’17), he also had problems defending quick 
slants.  Will open his hips a bit too quickly when covering the slot and stems jerk him off his spots. 
Eyes have ventured into the backfield in man coverage and he’s been exposed as a result (Carter, 
banana 7-cut, Nebraska ’16).  Suffered a season-ending foot injury and underwent surgery in August 
2015. 

Other Notes: Attended Independence HS (Tenn.) and four-star prospect in Tennessee
• 2014: 7 tackles • 6 tackles, 2 TFLs vs. Alabama on 10/15/16 • 5 tackles, FF and 2 PBUs vs. Nebraska
in the 2016 Franklin Mortgage Music City Bowl • 2016 (9 sts): 68 tackles, 6 TFLs, FF, 4 PBUs
• 2 tackles, FR and 2 PBUs vs. Alabama on 10/21/17 • 10 tackles, INT and PBU vs. Florida on
9/16/17 • 6 tackles, 2 FFs, FR vs. Kentucky on 10/28/17 • 2017: 65 tackles, 3.5 TFLs, 3 FFs, INT and 
5 PBUs • Career Stats: 140 tackles, 9.5 TFLs, 4 FFs, INT and 9 PBUs • 2018 NFL Combine: 8 reps-
225 lbs, 4.61 40-yd, 30” VJ, 9’11” BJ, 7.16 3-cone, 4.33 20-yd SS

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Gaulden will get a bit too relaxed in some of his coverage from 
time-to-time, but he’s generally an energetic player.  He has failed to finish on the ball even when 
in decent position.  The big question is where will he play?  If he’s going to remain a primary nickel, 
he’ll have to improve his technique versus the quicker, shiftier receivers the NFL has to offer.  We 
think he’s probably more of a fit as an in the box nickel/dime safety who can cover tight ends. He’s 
not as consistent or quick as former Tennessee nickel back/cornerback Justin Coleman, but there are 
some striking similarities.  

26. Trayvon Henderson 6’0 200 Hawai’i
Grade: 5.5 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 228

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Team captain.  Lean, well-built safety.  Good feet.  
Flashes a decent backpedal to gain depth when in reverse.  He’s been used to cover down over the 
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over the slot quite a bit in school.  Displayed satisfactory footwork when matched against Middle 
Tennessee’s Richie James in the slot during the 2016 Hawaii Bowl.  Used in a rock-and-roll manner 
with his fellow safety to make strength adjustments. Capable as a blitz threat. Once doing so, he 
can react to misdirection to finish through the down (PBU, Nevada ’17).  If he diagnoses the play 
in quarters, he will fill quickly off the block by the end man on the line of scrimmage (Nevada ’17).  
He can time his leaps to deflect passes (Hawaii Bowl ’16).  He can take advantage of overthrows and 
display better speed with the ball in his hands than when covering WRs (INT-TD, Hawaii Bowl 
’16).  Impressed reacting to tips and overthrows during 2018 Senior Bowl practices.  He flashed an 
ability to play in the deep middle one-third during the week and consistently stole second base off 
the QB’s indicators (INT-Allen, 7-on-7, Day 2, Senior Bowl ’18).  Displayed decent range getting 
out of the deep middle one-third to outside the numbers on game day (Senior Bowl ’18).   He was 
one of the few safeties who exhibited an ability to match TEs consistently during 2018 Senior Bowl 
practices (PBU vs. Gesicki, one-on-one, Day 1).  Used a catch technique to alter the release around 
the five-yard mark and raked through the hands of TEs to make plays (PBU, Fumagali, Senior Bowl 
’17, 7-on-7, Day 1).

Weaknesses:   Play speed varies during the course of the game.  Not always patient to allow the ac-
tion to define itself as the free hitter in the box.  Gives up hidden yardage at the point of attack.  He’s 
left some key open field tackles on the field (MT-Penny, TD allowed on screen, Senior Bowl ’18).  
Fails to exhibit a legitimate long chasing gear on breakout runs (Nevada ’17).  He will look stiff and 
a bit leggy trying to recover after getting beaten off the line in bump-and-run vs. the No. 2 slot WR 
(dropped TD, Nevada ’17). His first instinct is to grab in man coverage (MTSU ’16).  Steps forward 
with no play fake in obvious pass situations and leaves his CB out to dry as the inside element near 
the GL (TD allowed, Nevada ’17).  He also allowed a TD in this game due to poor eye discipline 
off the hash on a screen-and-go in the fourth quarter (Demps, TD allowed, Nevada ’17).  He was 
also beaten on a screen-and-go in the 2016 opener vs. Cal (TD allowed).  His eyes tend to get in the 
backfield in man coverage (MTSU ’16).  Rounds some of his breaks off the hash in two-deep zones. 
Posted two pass interference calls vs. Middle Tennessee in the 2016 Hawaii Bowl and missed a tackle 
that led to a touchdown.  Suffered a season-ending knee injury in 2015 after just two games. 

Other Notes: Attended Grant Union HS (Calif.) and had 8 TD receptions with 4 INTs as a senior
• 2013 (2 sts): 26 tackles, 2 FRs, 3 INTs and 3 PBUs • 2014 (10 sts): 63 tackles, QB sack, 3 TFLs, 2
INTs • 2015 (2 gms, one start): 3 tackles, ½ TFL • 2016 (14 sts): 90 tackles, 2 QB sacks, 10.5 TFLs, 
3 INTs (71 yds, TD), 7 PBUs and one blocked kick • 2017 (11 gms): 55 tackles, 2 QB sacks, 4 TFLs, 
FF, INT, 3 PBUs and an 89-yard blocked kick return TD • Career Stats: 237 tackles, 18 TFLs, FF, 2 
FRs, 5 QB sacks, 9 INTs (94 yds, TD) and 13 PBUs • 2018 Senior Bowl measurements: 6001 204 9” 
hand (left), 31 ¼” arms, 75 ¾” wingspan • 2018 Hawaii Pro Day 4.54 40-yd, 39 ½” VJ, 10’4” BJ, 6.88 
3-cone

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Henderson played a lot over the slot in school but was also 
seen off the hash, in the deep middle and even as an eighth man in the box.  He can be relentless for 
stretches but struggles to connect the dots on a consistent basis.  There were too many instances in 
school where his eye control varied during games.  This resulted in pass interference penalties, un-
even angles and touchdowns allowed.  During 2018 Senior Bowl practices, it seemed as if he found 
comfort covering tight ends and playing in the deep middle post.  We feel the free safety position 
could be his natural home but he looks the part of a rock-and-roll safety who can play either strong 
or free safety. He will have to clean up the missed tackles to survive because we feel he has satisfacto-
ry upside on special teams.  NFL scouts will be interested in his timed speed.  On occasion, it looked 
ordinary in school and this caused too much panic in his game.  He has Day 3 value in the 2018 NFL 
Draft.  
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27. Jeremy Reaves 5’10 5/8 204 South Alabama
Grade: 5.463 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 233

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  He’s been a significant contributor since his freshman 
year. Competitive. Plays with energy. Active tackler. Four-down player. He has started at nickel, 
CB and safety. As a CB, he’ll rake through the hands of the WR from over the top vs. inside-break-
ing routes (PBU, slant, Johnson, Troy ‘16). Believes his eyes if playing zone or off-man as a CB vs. 
the three-step passing game. Closes on passes in the flats. Even though he’ll lose some battles (see 
below), he throws his body around in the box as a safety or nickel (Senior Bowl ’18). Makes solid 
face-up one-on-one tackles (Duckworth, Idaho ‘16-very active in this game).  Covers the slot on 
third downs. Also covers the single X-WR when the team brought corner-cat blitzes in 2017 (NMSU 
’17).  Takes some excellent angles vs. crossing routes (PBU caused tipped INT, Idaho ‘16).  Finish-
es plays out to the sidelines through the whistle on nine routes outside the numbers (physical hit, 
NMSU ’17).  Jarred a ball loose on a key 4th and 4 in the New Mexico State game (2017) reading the 
eyes of the QB. Made a nice reaction interception in the 2018 Senior Bowl.  The team will bring him 
in motion to run down on punts as a Z-WR (tackle, Troy ‘16). 

Weaknesses:  Size is just average. Didn’t always match up with tight ends effectively during 2018 
Senior Bowl practices. Left the New Mexico State game in the first quarter of their 2017 contest due 
to an injury (but did return).  Sometimes will give ground on the perimeter to get into position to 
make tackles (giving up some hidden yards).  Rounds his breaks vs. the three-step passing game.  
Catches on a lot of tackles when filling as a safety (vs. Idaho in 2016) but took the correct angles. 
Misses some tackles falling off in the box because he’s probably best suited on the outside. Many 
of his missed tackles in the alley (filling at S) come from mistimed diving attempts. Takes some 
gambles breaking on the quick game and will miss tackles in this phase outside at CB. He’ll do some 
grabbing if he’s end up getting boxed-out by the WR (Thompson, holding, Troy ‘16, 4th QTR). Pro-
duces just average breaks out of the deep middle one-third reading the QB’s indicators.  

Other Notes:  Went to Pensacola Catholic HS (Fla.) and intercepted eight passes over the course of 
his final two years while there • He lettered twice in baseball at the prep level • 2014: 16 tackles, FF 
and one PBU • 2015 (12 sts, 2nd Team All-Sun Belt): 96 tackles, 8 TFLs, 3 FFs, 2 INTs, 6 PBUs and 
one blocked kick • 9 tackles and 1.5 TFLs vs. Georgia Southern on 9/10/16 • 2016 (1st Team All-Sun 
Belt): 85 tackles, 5.5 TFLs, 2 FFs, 3 INTs, 7 PBUs • Four straight double-digit tackle games in 2017 
• 12 tackles, ½ QB sack, ½ TFL, INT and PBU vs. Arkansas State on 11/11/17 • 2017 (1st Team
All-SBC, Sun Belt Defensive Player of the Year): 104 tackles, 1.5 QB sacks, 7 TFLs, 3 FFs, 92-yd FR, 
2 INTs and 8 PBUs • 2018 Senior Bowl measurements: 5105 204 7 6/8” hands, 30 3/8” arms, 71 ½” 
wingspan • Career Stats: 308 tackles, 1.5 QB sacks, 20.5 TFLs, 9 FFs, 2 FR, 8 INTs and 22 PBUs 

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):   Reaves is one of the better overall football players in this 
year’s draft.  He’s played a lot outside at cornerback and displayed quickness at that spot playing the 
three-step passing game. One thing he’ll have to monitor is how he squats at the top of routes.  This 
is evident either when playing outside or inside as a nickel.  His size to match up with displaced 
personnel is a legitimate question mark.  He’ll have to test better than expected during postseason 
workouts to justify where he should be drafted based on his film. The 2017 Sun Belt Defensive Play-
er of the Year’s physical style will translate on special teams. He could become a four-team contribu-
tor there while he adjusts to the speed of the NFL game. 
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Rank Player School Grade Round ‘Nasty’ Take: 
240 Trey Marshall 

Other Notes: 2016 (11 sts): 
58 tackles, 2 TFLs, 4 PBUs
• 2017 (7 sts): 44 tackles, 
1.5 TFLs, PBU • 2018 East-
West Shrine measurements: 
9 ½” hands, 32 1/8” arms, 
76 ¼” wingspan

Florida State 5.433 4th Round Summary: Marshall’s playing style borders 
on a reckless approach that attempts to send 
messages to opponents.  He was often in the 
center of the action when it came time to deliver 
the mail on Saturday afternoons.  While his 
teammate Derwin James gets most of the ink, 
it was Marshall who signed the checks for the 
Seminoles when wide receivers or running 
backs ventured into his zones of the field.  He 
is still garnering a feel for getting off the hash 
and his angles can be hit-or-miss on occasion.  
A good NFL comparison would be former 
South Carolina safety D.J. Swearinger (Texans, 
Cardinals, Redskins).  Despite limited on-ball 
production, don’t be surprised to see Marshall 
become a valuable special teams contributor in 
the NFL in Year 1.

246 Damon Webb 

Other Notes: 2016 (Honor-
able mention All-Big Ten): 
57 tackles, 2 TFLs, 36-yd 
INT-TD and 3 PBUs
• 2017 Cotton Bowl MVP: 5 
tackles, FR, 23-yd INT-TD
• 2017 (3rd Team All-Big 
Ten): 61 tackles, 2 TFLs, 5 
INTs (74 yds, TD), 2 FR, 
3 PBUs • Career Stats: 131 
tackles, 4 TFLs, FF, 2 FRs, 6 
INTs (110 yds, 2 TDs) and 
7 PBUs

Ohio State 5.421 4th Round
Summary: There is a bit of a cornerback’s 
mentality in Webb when he breaks on the ball.  
You don’t see any hesitation on his downhill 
breaks.  There is still some work that needs to be 
done on working in the middle of the field as a 
post safety.  He is efficient at reacting to tips and 
overthrows. His tackling is also something that 
gets a bit rounded on occasion when it comes to 
angles.  The recent weight gain between the 2018 
East-West Shrine game and NFL Combine may 
have affected his foot speed.  Webb has Day 3 
value in the 2018 NFL Draft.

262 Tre Flowers 

Other Notes: 2017 (1st 
Team All-Big 12, 2nd Team 
AFCA All-American): 79 
tackles (led team), TFL, FF, 
2 INTs and 8 PBUs • 2018 
East-West Shrine mea-
surements: 6032 193 8 1/8” 
hands, 34” arms, 80” wing-
span • 2018 NFL Combine: 
9 “ hands, 33 7/8” arms, 18 
reps-225 lbs, 4.45 40-yd, 34 
½” VJ, 10’2” BJ

Oklahoma State 5.36 4th Round Summary: Flowers has plenty of range and 
attitude on the football field.  He is a bit leggy 
even for a taller safety and this has cost him in 
coverage. His angles have been hit-or-miss when 
breaking off the hash. The All-Big 12 selection 
can produce positive angles when breaking on 
routes that go towards the sidelines.  While he 
may not play as fast as he times in T-shirts and 
shorts, Flowers does cover ground getting to 
his spots in pursuit.   This provides NFL special 
teams coordinators a vision for projecting him 
to a core role.  If so, he will have a chance of 
earning a backup spot in an NFL training camp. 

270 Steven Parker  

Other Notes: 2016 (13 sts, 
Honorable mention All-Big 
12): 63 tackles, 3 TFLs, FR, 
2 INTs and 4 PBUs • 2017 
(13 sts, 2nd Team All-Big 
12):  63 tackles, QB sack, 
2 TFLs, FF, 2 FR (TD), 
6 PBUs • Career Stats: 
53 games, 44 starts, 217 
tackles, 3.5 QB sacks, 11 
TFLs, FF, 4 FRs, 2 INTs and 
20 PBUs

Oklahoma 5.335 4th Round Summary:  We expect Parker to test well for NFL 
scouts and that is based on how he gobbles up 
grass in pursuit to eliminate hidden yardage as a 
space tackler.  There have been some occasional 
one-on-one misses that will bother teams in 
projecting him for Sundays. He’s not necessarily 
a fluid man-to-man cover guy, but we think 
he’s big enough to match some tight ends.  He’s 
ideally –and best suited- going to at least be a 
consistent contributor on special teams and that 
may be his best route to earning a job. A 44-
game starter in school, Parker’s durability ranks 
as a major plus.

273 Grant Haley  

Career Stats: 139 tackles, 2 
QB sacks, 6.5 TFLs, FF, FR, 
5 INTs (TD) and 22 PBUs, 
blocked FG return TD; 20.6 
yds/KR • 2018 East-West 
Shrine measurements: 5090 
183 8 ½” hands, 30 1/8” 
arms, 71 3/8” wingspan • 
2018 NFL Combine: 9 1/8” 
hands, 29 ¾” arms, 15 reps-
225 lbs, 4.44 40-yd, 34” VJ, 
9’11” BJ, 6.51 3-cone, 3.94 
20-yd SS

Penn State 5.321 4th Round Summary:  Haley had a knack for the timely play 
while at Penn State and much of it had to do 
with discipline, play speed, football intelligence 
and technique.  He’s not going to be a starter 
on the perimeter, but he’s already proven to 
be an able contributor on special teams and at 
the nickel spot.  We were impressed with his 
tackling and feel for timing blitzes.  Whether or 
not he can hold up versus the physical combat 
required of the nickel position at just 185-to-190 
pounds will be the biggest question mark.  He 
has the look of a Cre’von LeBlanc-type (Bears) 
nickel prospect, but he’ll need to display the 
quickness seen on film to get drafted this spring.  
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292 Tony Brown 

Other Notes: 2017 Spring 
(Alabama track & field): 
Ran a 10.12 100-meter at 
the NCAA Track & Field 
Championships • 2017: 31 
tackles, TFL, INT and 2 
PBUs • 2018 NFL Combine: 
9 ¼” hands, 31 ½” arms, 14 
reps-225 lbs, 4.35 40-yd

Alabama 5.22 4th Round Summary: Brown is a two-sport athlete who 
has played at a high level in both sports.  The 
problem?  He never really found a full-time 
role for the ‘Tide.  Nevertheless, his energy on 
special teams and overall hitting ability could 
prove to be a valuable asset for an NFL team.  If 
he commits to football full-time (and that’s a big 
question mark), he could become a starting NFL 
safety in due time.  The fact that he spent so 
much time as an All-American in track & field 
likely stunted some of his growth as a defender.  
We think his best football is ahead of him as a 
hybrid-defender and core special teams player.  
Will he leave football to pursue professional 
track & field career?  These are questions he’ll 
have to answer during the pre-draft process.

300 Cole Reyes 

Other Notes: 2015 (2nd 
Team All-Big Sky): 71 
tackles, QB sack, 7.5 TFls, 
FF, FR, INT and 3 PBUs
• 2016 (10 sts, Big Sky De-
fensive Player of the Year, 
1st Team All-American): 
70 tackles, 1.5 QB sacks, 6.5 
TFls, 3 INTs, 8 PBUs
• 2018 East-West Shrine 
measurements: 6007 216 9 
¾” hands, 30 ½” arms, 72 
2 3/8” wingspan • 2018 Pro 
Day: 4.55 40-yd, 33 ½” VJ, 
4.12 20-yd SS, 7.08 3-cone

North Dakota 5.193 5th Round Strengths:  Four-year starter.   Times his blitzes 
off the edge in either the run or pass game.  He 
can sink his hips to tackle in sky (safety) support 
(FCS 2nd Round playoffs ’16). Weaknesses: Du-
rability concerns.  Summary: Reyes overcomes 
a bit of an elongated nature at times with good 
instincts.  He is very good up around the line of 
scrimmage and shows a feel for reading route 
combinations.  During 2018 East-West Shrine 
practices, he produced good laps over the top 
of fly routes from the middle of the field.  The 
questions lie in his ability to stay healthy and 
then break down instantly versus the faster 
personnel the NFL has to offer.  He is a smooth 
athlete with limited wasted motion.  This could 
help him overcome a lack of fast-twitch fibers to 
get into instant positions.  

303 Josh Liddell 

Other Notes: 2016 (13 sts, 
SEC Academic Honor 
Roll): 62 tackles, 2 TFLs, 
FF, 2 INTs and 4 PBUs
• 2017 (12 sts, SEC 
Academic Honor Roll): 
50 tackles, FF, INT (54 
yds), PBU • Career Stats: 
177 tackles, 3.5 TFLs, 3 
FFs, 5 INTs, 9 PBUs• 2018 
Arkansas Pro Day: 14 
reps-225 lbs, 4.5 40-yd, 36” 
VJ, 10’9” BJ

Arkansas 5.183 5th Round Summary: Liddell does a fine job in getting to 
most of his spots on the field but he can be leggy 
on occasion breaking down to tackle.  He will 
need to prevent himself from settling down too 
far away from his targets in the NFL.  This also 
affects his angles in force as a run support safety.  
The positives are adequate recovery speed, good 
footwork and adequate size.  Though he’s willing 
as a tackler, he does lose some of his matchups 
versus power backs.  We think he is an inter-
changeable safety with the right intangibles to at 
the least secure a spot in an NFL training camp.  
He has Day 3 value in this year’s draft. 

309 Sean Chandler  

Other Notes: 2015: 66 
tackles, QB sack, 5.5 TFLs, 
4 INTs (63 yds, 2 TDs) and 
10 PBUs; 12.2 yds/PR
• 2017 (13 gms, Honorable 
mention All-AAC): 79 
tackles, 1.5 TFLs, 3 INTs 
(92 yds), FF, FR, 4 PBUs 
• 2018 NFL Combine: 8 ¼” 
hands, 31” arms, 16 reps-
225 lbs, 4.65 40-yd, 34 ½” 
VJ, 9’11” BJ, 4.62 20-yd SS

Temple 5.17 5th Round
Summary:  Chandler’s instincts are top-notch.  
He plays faster than he times in T-shirts and 
shorts because of his eye speed.  The fact that he 
has played cornerback, nickel and safety increas-
es his value.  The All-AAC defensive back does 
not have blazing speed and this costs him down 
the field when turning to run with wideouts.  
It is going to be important for him to time his 
intentions versus NFL-caliber personnel.  In 
addition, he will have to continue to be a solid 
special teams player.  He has not shied away 
from those roles in school.  

317 Dominick Sanders 

Other Notes: 2016 (13 sts): 
34 tackles, ½ QB sack, 1.5 
TFLs, 2 FR, 3 INTs (27 
yds), 7 PBUs • 2017 (15 
sts): 40 tackles, 3.5 TFLs, 4 
INTs (85 yds) and 5 PBUs 
• Career Stats: 156 tackles, 
2 QB sacks, 11 TFLs, 3 FRs 
(TD), 16 INTs (381 yds, 
TD) and 23 PBUs

Georgia 5.146 5th Round Summary:  NFL teams may have a tough time 
digesting some of the missed tackles and poor 
angles fitting the run.  However, he’s a natural 
ballhawk from his days as an all-purpose player 
at the high school level.  Even back then, he 
never showed an instant nature and was more 
smooth than sudden.  This is not necessarily an 
indictment, however, on his overall play.  His 
eye speed is tremendous and he often gets jumps 
on the quarterback’s indicators before they’ve 
even thrown the ball.  For him to stand a chance 
to hear his name called in April’s draft, he’ll 
need to show scouts that he has some form of 
explosiveness.  He was an average tackler at best 
during his time in school.  
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320 Kameron Kelly 

Other Notes: 2017 (1st 
Team All-MWC: 68 tackles, 
2 QB sacks, 5 TFLs, 2 FFs, 
3 INTs and 8 PBUs • Career 
Stats: 164 tackles, 2 QB 
sacks, 8 TFLs, 10 INTs, 17 
PBUs • 2018 Senior Bowl 
measurements: 6015 195 8 
¼” hands, 32 ¼” arms, 74 
¼” wingspan • 2018 NFL 
Combine: 8 7/8” hands, 31 
¾” arms, 9 reps-225 lbs, 
4.66 40-yd, 33” VJ, 10’0 BJ, 
6.94 3-cone, 4.28 20-yd SS

San Diego State 5.135 5th Round Summary: Kelly is an intriguing player in the 
2018 NFL Draft because he displays a natural 
feel for the game at either cornerback or free 
safety.  We like his ability to blitz, tackle and play 
the ball at its highest point.  He contains above 
average ball skills.  His ability to contribute on 
the kick cover units will help him in his quest 
to fight for at least a backup job initially in the 
NFL.  If he can improve transitioning in-and-
out of his backpedal, then he has a chance to 
one day vie for a starting role.  There is little 
doubt that he will trust his instincts and break 
off the quarterback’s pocket indicators.  Speed 
is the one thing holding him back from being 
a high draft pick but he could surprise much 
like former Aztec cornerback Demontae Kazee 
did as a first year contributor for the Atlanta 
Falcons in 2017.  

323 Asantay Brown 

Other Notes: 7 tackles, QB 
sack, TFL, PBU vs. USC on 
9/2/17 • 2017 (3rd Team 
All-MAC): 98 tackles, 3 QB 
sacks, 6.5 TFLs, 2 FFs, INT 
and 3 PBUs • Career Stats: 
49 games, 307 tackles, 6.5 
QB sacks, 18 TFLs, 7 FFs, 
3 FRs, 4 INTs (84 yds, TD), 
14 PBUs

Western 
Michigan

5.13 5th Round Summary: Brown was initially recruited as a 
wide receiver but made a positive switch to 
defensive back.  He subsequently made the 
move to a Rover/linebacker position with 
positive results.  The fact that he serves as the 
team’s gunner lays credence to the type of speed 
they fill he possesses within their program.  We 
were a bit concerned with some of his missed 
tackles versus Southern California in 2017, but 
many of them are a result of simply not breaking 
down.  He will need to monitor his aggression.  
Ultimately, he’s a core special teams projection 
who could contend for a backup role initially in 
the NFL at the strong safety position.  He needs 
to prove that he has adequate movement skills 
during the 2018 postseason.

329 Raven Greene 

Other Notes: 2017 (15 sts, 
STATS FCS 2nd Team 
All-American): 82 tackles, 
2.5 TFLs, FF, FR, 5 INTs 
and 7 PBUs • Career Stats: 
292 tackles, 5 TFLs, 2 FFs, 
5 FRs, 14 INTs (258 yds, 
3 TDs), 20 PBUs,  • 2018 
JMU Pro Day: 14 reps-225 
lbs, 4.51 40-yd, 34” VJ, 
9’11” BJ, 4.41 20-yd SS, 7.08 
3-cone

James Madison 5.121 5th Round Summary: Greene’s football intelligence shines 
in the team’s zone blitz package breaking 
downhill to steal passes as a curl-flat defender.  
There is a bit of a rigid nature breaking down to 
tackle in space, but he mitigates it with strong 
wrap tackling ability.  He will measure himself 
to prevent overrunning his final destinations.  
Is he big enough at just 197 pounds to match 
up with tight ends on a consistent basis?  It will 
be interesting to see if a team will try him as an 
interchangeable safety.  He has shown the ability 
to rotate at times in school.  It is a big reason the 
Dukes led all of FCS football in interceptions. 

357 Jamar Summers

Other Notes: Career Stats: 
48 games, 183 tackles, QB 
sack, 5.5 TFLs, FF, FR, 12 
INTs (TD) and 21 PBUs
• 2018 East-West Shrine 
measurements: 5110 189 
9 ¼” hands, 32” arms, 76” 
wingspan • 2018 UConn 
Pro Day: 14 reps-225 
lbs, 4.5 40-yd, 37 ½” VJ, 
10’5” BJ, 6.85 3-cone, 4.22 
20-yd SS

UConn 5.04 5th Round Summary: It was just three seasons ago that 
Summers led the nation with eight interceptions 
in a breakout campaign.  During that time, 
he shared the defensive backfield with former 
Husky and current Oakland Raiders safety Obi 
Melifonwu.  Since the stellar season, Summers’ 
confidence has veered back-and-forth at the 
cornerback spot.  Even during the 2018 East-
West Shrine practices, he lined up at the safety 
spot.  He projects most likely as a cross between 
the two positions.  Some teams may view him 
as a bigger nickel back.  His frame and build 
suggest outside cornerback.  From a confidence 
perspective, he seems most comfortable at the 
free safety spot.  

367 Devin Abraham 
Other Notes: 2017 (2nd 
Team All-AAC): 48 tackles, 
QB sack, 2 TFLs, 5 INTs 
(85 yds), FR and 2 PBUs • 
Career Stats: 37 starts, 168 
tackles, 2 QB sacks, 7 TFLs, 
FF, 2 FR, 9 INTs (189 yds), 
8 PBUs • 2018 NFLPA Col-
legiate Bowl measurements: 
5094 189 8 ¾” hands, 30 ¾” 
arms, 72 ¼” wingspan

USF 5.01 5th Round Strengths: Smart player who’s played multiple 
positions. Frequently played over the slot 
back in 2014 as a nickel back.  Flashed quickly 
vs. screens and made solid open field tackles 
(Holton, Cincinnati ’14).
Weaknesses: Missed five games in 2016 due to a 
broken thumb.  Bigger backs have challenged his 
girth along the GL (MT-Green-TD, Cincinnati 
’16).  Missed tackles show up on film (UConn 
’15-Shirreffs TD; FSU ’16-Cook, swing pass, 
alley fit).  In the FSU game (2016), he had a 
horse collar penalty.
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371 Chucky Williams 

Other Notes: 2017: 80 
tackles, TFL, 3 FFs, 3 INTs 
and 5 PBUs • 2018 East-
West Shrine measurements: 
8 3/8” hands, 32 1/8” arms, 
74 ¼” wingspan • Career 
Stats:  215 tackles, 5 TFLs, 
4 FFs, 3 FRs, 9 INTs and 
15 PBUs

Louisville 5.002 5th Round Summary: Williams is one of the better safeties 
in the 2018 NFL Draft at establishing breaks 
when working off the quarterback’s shoulders 
and eyes in the middle of the field.  However, 
his inability to consistently break down in one-
on-one tackling situations ranks as a major flaw.  
We think he can improve in this area by simply 
taking an extra step before breaking down.  He 
will have to prove he can handle the physicality 
of the NFL to earn a roster spot.  

376 Tray Matthews 

Other Notes: 2016 (SEC 
Academic Honor Roll): 76 
tackles, TFL, FF, INT and 
3 PBUs • 2017 (13 sts): 59 
tackles, QB sack, 2 TFLs, 
FR, INT and 2 PBUs
2018 Senior Bowl measure-
ments: 6003 209 8 ¼ hands, 
33 1/8” arms, 78 1/8” 
wingspan • 2018 Pro Day: 
22 reps-225 lbs, 4.56, 35 ½” 
VJ, 10’1” BJ, 4.4 20-yd SS, 
7.1 3-cone

Auburn 4.995 5th Round Summary: Matthews matured exponentially 
over the last three years at Auburn after several 
incidents while at Georgia.  It’s been a long trek 
for the former Bulldog, but he was working 
on his Master’s degree in Education as of press 
time.  He’s a fierce hitter who enjoys the contact 
portion of the game.  There have been some 
questionable missed tackles on the resume’.  
We’re more concerned about the various 
shoulder surgeries throughout his stay at the 
two schools.  He’s coming off a solid Senior 
Bowl week that displayed why he was such a 
big-time recruit coming out of high school.  
Despite some lower body stiffness, he has range 
and can fill a role for a defense as an eighth man 
in the box.  Medical checks will determine his 
final draft value.  

377 Jonathan Owens 

Other Notes: 2015 (11 gms): 
85 tackles, 1.5 QB sacks, 1.5 
TFLs, 4 INTs and 5 PBUs
• 2016: 60 tackles, 2 FFs, 
FR, 3 PBUs • 2017: 95 tack-
les, QB sack, 3 TFLs, 2 FF, 
FR 2 INTs and 7 PBUs; 11.6 
yds/PR • 2018 Missouri 
Western State Pro Day: 18 
reps-225 lbs, 4.44 40-yd, 
43” VJ, 11’0 BJ

Missouri 
Western St.

4.994 5th Round Summary: Owens has the versatility to play on at 
least three special teams units and displays ade-
quate punt return skills.  For a relatively shorter 
safety, he plays longer than he appears at first 
balance. He impresses with his ability to break 
on routes that venture away from him to the 
sidelines. He can track the ball at the high-point 
and frequently looks to rake-and-rip as a tackler.  
Although there is improvement needed when 
keeping his head-up as a tackler, he can sink low 
to tackle as an eighth man in the box.  Owens 
has Day 3 value in the 2018 NFL Draft.  

380 Secdrick Cooper   

Other Notes: 2016 (13 sts, 
Honorable mention All-C-
USA): 73 tackles, 1.5 QB 
sacks, 6.5 TFLs, FR, 5 PBUs
• 2017 (12 gms): 68 tackles, 
QB sack, 2.5 TFLs, FR, 
3 INTs and 2 PBUs • 
2018 East-West Shrine 
measurements: 6003 208 8 
5/8” hands, 32 7/8” arms, 
77 3/8” wingspan

Louisiana Tech 4.98 5th Round Summary: Cooper has displayed a measure 
of physicality as a run support safety but also 
continues to improve in coverage.  He’s adept at 
covering tight ends and began to show a better 
feel of getting off of the hash in 2017 (see South 
Alabama).  There are some questionable angles 
that he’ll have to clean up but he’s a player with 
the size to develop into a dependable backup 
option at the next level.  We expect him to 
get attention on Day 3 of the 2018 NFL Draft 
process.  He will need a strong Pro Day to create 
more of a buzz this spring.

386 Tyree Robinson 

Other Notes: 2016 (12 gms): 
53 tackles, QB sack, TFL, 
INT (84 yds) and 6 PBUs
• 2017 (12 sts): 48 tackles, 2 
TFls, 2 INTs (135 yds, TD), 
FR (30 yds) and 5 PBUs
• 2018 Oregon Pro Day: 10 
reps-225 lbs, 4.58 40-yd, 37 
½” VJ, 10’10” BJ, 4.28 20-yd 
SS, 7.1 3-cone

Oregon 4.95 5th Round Summary:  Robinson plays low enough at 
6-foot-3 but does not always contort his body 
to adjust instantly.  This often got him into 
problems playing outside at cornerback.  More 
disconcerting was the fact that there were a 
number of false steps that showed up in his play 
off the hash as a safety.  He is at least serviceable 
as an eighth man in the box but does not always 
keep his head up as a tackler.  At his size, some 
teams may feel like he can match tight ends.  
This will help his case as a safety.  We have not 
seen a feel for staying square in his pedal while 
reading the eyes of the quarterback.  There are 
few questions about him getting into an NFL 
training camp and he could hear his name called 
on Day 3 of the draft process after a solid bowl 
game and positive Oregon Pro Day.  
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400 Nick Orr  

Other Notes:  2017 (13 sts, 
1st Team All-Big 12): 66 
tackles, 3 TFLs, FR, 3 INTs 
and 5 PBUs • Career Stats: 
52 games, 205 tackles, 7 
TFLs, FF, 4 FRs, 9 INTs and 
20 PBUs

TCU 4.92 5th Round Strengths:  In third down situations, he plants 
and drives with force (PBU vs. Nauta, Liberty 
Bowl ’16). Mirrors WRs from off-man (Kansas 
State ’16). Weaknesses: Smallish for a safety 
projection.  Can he play the nickel at the next 
level?  Rounds some of his angles in the middle 
of the field.  Misses some tackles vs. NFL-level 
RBs (Sony Michel’s 33-yard TD catch-and-run 
on screen in the 2016 Liberty Bowl). 

401 Nate Andrews 

Other Notes:  Career Stats: 
189 tackles, 2 QB sacks, 4.5 
TFLs, 5 FFs, 3 FRs, 8 INTs 
(100 yards, 2 TDs) and 
13 PBUs

Florida State 4.911 5th Round Summary: Andrews’ veteran presence paid 
dividends for the Seminoles late in the year 
when several players were unavailable either due 
to injury or choice.  He never seemed to waver 
in his study habits or preparation during his 
career.  He is a player who treats the game like 
a professional. Even when he was completely 
healthy, he won more with intelligence and 
smarts than sheer explosiveness.  With that 
said, he was also a very valuable special teams 
performer during his time in school. If he can 
put together solid postseason workouts, then we 
feel the former starter will get a shot in an NFL 
training camp.

406 Kyle Quiero 

Other Notes:  2016 (10 sts, 
Academic All-Big Ten): 53 
tackles, 3.5 TFLs, 2 INTs 
and 6 PBUs • 2017 (3rd 
Team All-Big Ten): 60 tack-
les, 5.5 TFLs, FF, 5 INTs (85 
yds, TD), 9 PBUs

Northwestern 4.89 5th Round Strengths:  Gets his hands on WR crossing the 
formation (Wolitarsky, Minnesota ’16).  Broke 
on an out route in man coverage and finished off 
the New Era Pinstripe Bowl with game-winning 
interception.  Plays the RT spot on the team’s 
spread punt.  Weaknesses: .  Gets a little bit high 
on his entries into the box.  His feet will stop on 
contact as the eighth man when fitting vs. RBs. 
He can be jammed releasing on the punt team 
(New Era Pinstripe ’16).  2017 Music City Bowl 
in-game report (26-yd INT-TD): Was not im-
pressive on the opening kickoff. He was literally 
put on his backside by KR/RB Zach Johnson 
because of his high pad level on contact. Stiff-
ness was exploited on several occasions when 
attempting to make tackles in space as defenders 
danced around him. His length was his savior. 
He does a good job of communication and can 
cover ground well. Maintained good leverage in 
bracket coverage.

424 Travin Howard  

Other Notes:  Posted 
double-digit tackles six 
straight games • 2016 (13 
sts, 1st Team All-Big 12): 
130 tackles, 1.5 QB sacks, 
3 TFLs, FF, INT and 2 PBUs
2017 (12 gms, 1st Team 
All-Big 12): 108 tackles, QB 
sack, 7 TFLs, 19-yd INT-
TD, 7 PBUs • Career Stats: 
51 games, 343 tackles, 3.5 
QB sacks, 18 TFLs, 4 FFs, 2 
FR, 3 INTs and 11 PBUs

TCU 4.82 5th Round Summary:  Howard’s productivity over a two-
year period was unmatched at the linebacker 
spot.  He’s largely been overlooked in the draft 
process because he doesn’t project to an 
exchange linebacker position in the NFL.  Most 
teams will want to see him doing safety drills 
during postseason workouts.  His short-area 
burst to close is above average, but his long 
speed is a question mark.  We have seen him 
back deep on occasion as a deep-half safety 
and this bodes well.  It is a positive that he’s had 
to react to the action from a deeper position.  
In addition, he’s been walked over the slot in 
some of the team’s schemes.  For Howard to get 
drafted on Day 3 of the 2018 NFL Draft process, 
he’ll have to run well and change directions even 
better.  He could find a hybrid-role in the NFL 
because he has high special teams potential.  

427 Jonah McCutcheon 
Other Notes: 2015 (13 
sts, 1st Team All-SIAC, 
1st Team Boxtorow 
All-American): 40 tackles, 
½ QB sack, 2.5 TFLs, FF, 7 
INTs and  • 2016 (12 gms, 
1st Team All-SIAC): 28 
tackles, FF, FR, 3 INTs and 
9 PBUs • 2017 (1st Team 
All-SIAC): 38 tackles, 3 
INT and 9 PBUs • Posted 
an interception in the FCS 
National Bowl 

Tuskegee 4.82 5th Round Summary: McCutcheon impresses with his 
fluidity and ball skills.  A natural bender, he 
doesn’t fire instantly but in more of a smooth 
manner.  He will have to speed up the process to 
avoid getting overmatched at the next level.  His 
overall strength gains will need to be maximized 
over the next two years.  Overall, he is a better 
football player than his testing results indicate. 
His ball skills and innate feel for the game gives 
him a chance as a free safety in the NFL.  There 
are questions as to how effective he will be on 
special teams. He could find a place on a prac-
tice squad initially if he can get an opportunity 
in an NFL training camp.
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430 Jaden Wright 

Other Notes: 2016 (2nd 
Team All-SBC): 81 tackles, 
2.5 TFLs, 4 FFs, FR, 5 INTs 
(94 yds, TD) and 2 PBUs
•2017: 33 tackles, 1.5 TFLs, 
2 FFs, 3 INTs and PBU

New Mexico 
State

4.8 5th Round Strengths:  Possesses a smooth backpedal and 
doesn’t have a lot of wasted motion on his 
plant-and-drives.  He’s developed a knack for 
punching balls loose (four forced fumbles in 
2017).  In fact, he nearly forced a fumble on 
the team’s first allowed TD of the year (Ballage, 
Arizona State ’17).    Weaknesses: Dealt with a 
foot injury late in the 2017 campaign.  Also dealt 
with a shoulder injury in mid-October 2017. 
Missed three games during the year. 

445 Aaron Davis 

Other Notes: 2015 (9 
sts,CoSIDA Academic 
All-District): 47 tackles, 
QB sack, 3.5 TFLs, INT 
and 3 PBUs • 2016 (11 sts): 
55 tackles, 1.5 QB sacks, 4 
TFLs, 2 FF, FR, 2 INTs
• 2017 (15 sts): 43 tackles, 
1.5 QB sacks, 3 TFLs, FF, 
INT and 4 PBUs

Georgia 4.721 5th Round Strengths:  Former walk-on who developed 
into a 45-game starter in school.  Excels in the 
classroom. Moves around in their defense.
Summary: Davis has enough range to perhaps 
warrant looks from teams as a fourth safety.  
He is experienced, reliable and generally puts 
himself into the correct positions on the field.  
The concerns lie around the missed tackles and 
ball skills.  He can be elongated adjusting his 
angles on the move from time-to-time.  Davis 
has special teams experience and that could be 
his ticket to making a roster.

462 Terrell Williams  

Other Notes: 2017 (Honor-
able mention All-AAC, 12 
sts): 66 tackles, FR, 4 INTs 
(62 yds), 7 PBUs • 2018 
Houston Pro Day: 9 ¼” 
hands, 33 ½” arms, 80 ½” 
wingspan, 12 reps-225 lbs, 
4.57 40-yd, 36” VJ, 10’4” BJ, 
4.31 20-yd SS, 7.10 3-cone, 
11.98 60-yd LS

Houston 4.67 6th Round Strengths:  Flips his hips very well for a taller 
safety.  Reacts to tips and overthrows (Texas 
Tech ’17-INT).  Breaks on the football and uses 
his length to make plays in the Red Zone (SMU 
’17).  Plays the LG on the punt team. 

Weaknesses: One-year of elite production.  Does 
not always exhibit significant range in the deep-
half (Coutee, 77-yard TD REC, Texas Tech ’17).  
Misses far too many tackles in the open field 
(Arizona ’17).  Lazy reading the eyes of the QB.  
Feet will settle in Cover 2.  

464 Kamari Cotton-Moya 

Other Notes: 2016 (10 sts, 
2nd Team All-Big 12): 73 
tackles, 2 TFLs, FF, 2 INTs 
(TD), 5 PBUs • 2017 (11 
sts, 1st Team All-Big 12): 60 
tackles, 3 TFLs, 3 INTs (54 
yds, TD) and 2 PBUs

Iowa State 4.669 6th Round Strengths: Team captain.  Shows up in the alley 
to wrap tackle vs. runs that bounce. Strikes 
around the GL to fill and stop TDs (Kansas State 
’17). Weaknesses: Major durability concerns.  
Ruptured his Achilles tendon in 2013 and was 
forced to miss the year.  Hospitalized before the 
start of the 2015 season due to a serious head 
injury. Summary: Cotton-Moya is a physical 
player who has the responsibility of a daughter 
to care for and it may precipitate a further 
growth period on his trek to the NFL.  He 
doesn’t always trigger as quickly as he should 
in coverage, but he is a finisher in run support.  
He’ll have to lower his backpedal and improve 
his coverage to stick at the next level. 

466 Afolabi Laguda 

Other Notes:  2016 (Colo-
rado): 70 tackles, 2 TFLs, 
FR, INT and 3 PBUs • 10 
tackles, TFL, FF, FR vs. 
Colorado State on 9/1/17 • 
2017: 58 tackles, 6 TFLs, 2 
FFs, FR, INT and 3 PBUs

Colorado 4.661 6th Round Strengths: Beats stalk blockers to stay involved 
in the action (USC ’17).  Slow plays with his 
footwork in quarters coverage and breaks down-
hill with solid wrap tackles on balls in front of 
him.  Eight special teams tackles in 2015.   
Weaknesses: Average balance.  He will get a bit 
out of control in man coverage trying to recover 
on routes that break away from him (East-West 
Shrine ’18, Day 1, one-on-one).   Even when 
timing up some of his fits from the top-down 
(as middle of the field deep-third safety), he will 
receive the blow (Gallup, Colorado State ’17).

472 Demarquis Gates

Other Notes: Career Stats: 
282 tackles, 6 QB sacks, 
17.5 TFLs, 4 FF, FR and 9 
PBUs• 2018 NFLPA Colle-
giate Bowl in-game report: 
Filling holes with intensity 
in the third quarter of this 
game (Nice fit).  Heavier at 
the POA as a tackler than 
his size suggests.  

Ole Miss 4.647 6th Round Strengths: Moved to OLB in 2017.  Tremendous 
leader. Gets his teammates aligned correctly in 
the pre-snap with change of strength motion 
and then he’s fitting his gap control correctly 
(LSU ’17). Quick hands.  Shoots gaps to make 
plays.  He lines up his inside-out angles vs. 
reverses (Vanderbilt ’16). Weaknesses:  He’s 
been sat on vs. the size of bigger OGs at the 
second level (Fournette, TD run, LSU ’17 going 
against LSU OG Boutte). Fails to get over the 
top of OGs when he sees the OG pull (Senior, 
Mississippi State ’16). 
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473 Jarrod Franklin 

Other Notes:  2016: 78 
tackles, QB sack, 1.5 TFLs, 
FF, INT, PBU and 2 blocked 
kicks • 2017: 72 tackles, 
QB sack, 8 TFLs, INT and 
6 PBUs

Tulane 4.647 6th Round Strengths:  Began his career as a CB for the 
Green Wave. He’s now used as an extra LB (Will) 
in the box.  Can snap low to get runners on the 
ground. Jams TEs at the LOS.  Closes from the 
outside-in in man-to-man.  Weaknesses:  Tackle 
location can be a bit tall and hand placement 
varies (facemask, UCF ’16; MT, Navy’17-Abey).  

477 Jaleel Wadood  

Other Notes:  2018 NFLPA 
Collegiate Bowl: He has 
no problem coming up to 
deliver a blow when left 
one-on-one with RBs near 
the sidelines (3rd Down, 
3rd QTR/4:43). 

UCLA 4.63 6th Round Strengths:  Four-year performer.  Kid plays with 
lots of energy. Tough.  Often involved in man-
to-man coverage (Covering slot No. 2 or slot No. 
3-Washington State ’16).  Impressed with break, 
sink of hips and shoot of hips vs. Rector’s WR 
screen (textbook tackle, Stanford ’16).  
Weaknesses:  Lacks length and bulk. Sits on 
routes in man-to-man vs. tough routes that 
break away from him.  Hasn’t made a lot of plays 
on the ball.  Will he be able to handle any run 
responsibilities against the bigger backs the NFL 
has to offer?  Could get overpowered as a special 
teams defender at just 161 pounds.

496 Ramon Richards  

Other Notes: 2016 (13 gms, 
Vernon Grant Award for 
Leadership, Spirit and En-
thusiasm): 64 tackles, QB 
sack, 2.5 TFLs, 9-yd FR-TD, 
3 INTs (61 yds), 6 PBUs
•2017 (13 gms): 62 tackles, 
5 TFLs, FR, 2 INTs (24 
yds), 11 PBUs

Oklahoma State 4.55 6th Round Strengths:  Smart.  Walks out to cover the No. 
2 slot (PBU, 3rd and 2, Iowa State ’17).  Comes 
up to meet WRs breaking over the No. 2 slot 
(at safety).  Played very well vs. Texas (2017) 
chasing plays laterally.  Made the game-winning 
interception in tough man coverage assignment. 
Weaknesses: As a corner, he’s shown question-
able recovery speed if he doesn’t junction the 
WR at the LOS (Gonzalez, TD allowed, Kansas 
’16). Alignment (at CB) sometimes got him 
caught in-between off-man and press-man 
(Colorado ’16-5-yard alignments).  He’s left 
some interception opportunities on the ground 
(West Virginia ’16).  

507 Max Redfield 

Other Notes:  Mother, 
Kathy, played soccer in col-
lege and his aunt, Joy Faw-
cett, is a World Cup soccer 
champion  • 2015 (11 sts, 
Notre Dame): 64 tackles, 
QB sack, 2 TFLs, INT and 
2 PBUs • Transferred to 
Indiana (Pa.) before the 
start of the 2017 campaign• 
2017 (AFCA Honorable 
mention All-American): 78 
tackles, TFL, FF, FR, 4 INTs 
and 9 PBUs

Indiana (Pa.), 
Notre Dame

4.514 6th Round Summary: Redfield needed an eye-opening 2018 
NFL Combine performance to force NFL teams 
to focus on his positive play while at Notre 
Dame.  Although he performed admirably at 
Indiana (Pa.), the interview process is most 
important for him leading up to the draft. 
There are a number of positives in his play.  He 
is an effective knee bender, strong tackler and 
generally an adequate eighth man in the box.  
There are questions surrounding his ability to 
consistently play off the hash.  His pre-draft 
speed numbers did not alleviate those question 
marks, but he does carry his pads well on the 
field.  He has an outside chance of sneaking into 
the latter portion of the draft. 

509 Van Smith  

Other Notes:  Rushed for 
over 1,100 yards and 12 
TDs with 4 INTs for West 
Mecklenburg HS (N.C) as 
a junior •Career Stats: 190 
tackles, 8 TFLs, 2 FFs, FR, 4 
INTs (165 yds) and 3 PBUs

Clemson 4.502 6th Round Summary: Smith may not impress as a testing 
athlete in T-shirts and shorts but he does play 
with fast eyes.  He trusts his indicators once he 
sees something after the snap.  His angles have 
been uneven and there have been some size 
matchups that he’s lost on occasion when having 
to make one-on-one tackles.  As a junior-entry, 
he will have to impress in an NFL training 
camp on special teams to win a backup job.  If 
he can do that, he has enough skills to possibly 
handle some nickel or dime duties as a fifth or 
sixth safety.

541 Ezekial Turner  

Other Notes:  Attended 
Glen Burnie HS (Md.) and 
played both RB/S • Also 
played lacrosse at the prep 
level • 2017: 55 tackles, 
TFL, INT and 2 PBUs • 
2018 NFLPA Collegiate 
Bowl measurements: 6011 
210 9 1/4” hands, 32 1/4” 
arms, 79 1/4” wingspan

Washington 4.34 6th Round Strengths: Positive size. Looks the part.  Long.  
32 1/4” arms.  Has excelled on special teams 
while in school.  Plays the L3 on the team’s KO 
unit (Fiesta Bowl ’17).  Had four tackles vs. 
Washington State on the kickoff unit as a senior.
Weaknesses:  Part-time starter while in school. 
Just five career starts.  Lacks a feel for playing 
high-to-low in zone coverage and is antsy to 
jump underneath routes.  His depth at times 
(23 yards deep by design of their scheme) works 
against him in the deep post and he’s been late 
to affect deep square-ins or crossers.
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549 Ryan Williamson 

Other Notes: 2016 (12 sts): 
74 tackles, 2 TFLs, INT and 
3 PBUs • 2017 (12 sts): 76 
tackles, TFL, 3 INTs and 
4 PBUs • Career Stats: 244 
tackles, 4 TFLs, FF, 2 FR, 
6 INTs (33 yds, TD) and 
9 PBUs 

Buffalo 4.3 6th Round Strengths:  Used his hands to get off blocks to 
stop the pitch phase vs. Army in 2017. Solid eye 
discipline vs. trick plays (Western Michigan ’17).   
Has shown the ability to go up and high-point 
interception opportunities (inconsistent here, 
see below).  Reacts well to tips and overthrows.  
Weaknesses:  Looked out of place breaking off 
the hash to help out the CB in two-man (al-
lowed TD, Ohio ’16).  Double-clicks out of his 
pedal, plant-and-drives going downhill.  Needs 
to attack crack blocks with more authority 
because it doesn’t always define the action for 
the cornerback (Western Michigan ’17).  

559 Donnie Miles 

Other Notes: 22 tackles vs. 
Baylor in the 2015 Russell 
Athletic Bowl • 2015 (14 
sts): 128 tackles, 2 TFLs, 
2 PBUs 

North Carolina 4.23 6th Round Strengths:  Leaves shots on QBs in the alley 
coming downhill or when breaking on deep 
square-ins in quarters coverage (FSU ’16).  Does 
not panic in cross-field pursuit and will use the 
sidelines as help in breakout situations.  Settles 
on inside-out angles sideline tackles (Duke ’16). 
Weaknesses: How fast is he?  He exhibits limited 
closing speed vs. shallow crossers.  Has been 
exposed a little in coverage (MT, Duke ’16).  
Shows limited ability to win off the QB’s indi-
cators as a deep middle one-third post safety.  
Rarely does he steal second base to get the jump 
on the shoulders or eyes of the QB.  Suffered 
a broken forearm vs. Notre Dame in 2017 and 
missed the remainder of his final campaign. One 
career interception.

584 Anthony Sherrils 

Other Notes:  2017 (10 
gms): 64 tackles, ½ QB 
sack, 3 TFLs, FF, 2 INTs 
and PBU • Career Stats: 192 
tackles, ½ QB sack, 8 TFLs, 
2 FF, 3 FRs, 4 INTs and 
13 PBUs

Missouri 4.16 7th Round Strengths:  Above average speed in pursuit.  
Saved a touchdown vs. Arkansas in 2017 due to 
pure effort.  Can make solid one-on-one tackles 
in the flats (Purdue ’17).  Reacts quickly as an 
eighth man in the box.  He has returned kickoffs 
(2015).  Shows up on the kickoff in coverage 
(tackle, Idaho ’17). Weaknesses: Feet will die on 
contact (Hurst, South Carolina ’16).  Mistakes 
come in bunches.  In this game (USC ’16), he 
left a tackle in the flats on the field after posting 
a penalty.  Misses some tackles in the alley of 
the defense (Arkansas ’17). Summary: Sherril’s 
recovery from a severe car wreck as a freshman 
is inspiring in its own right.  After a solid Pro 
Day, he has an outside chance of getting into 
a training camp.  His work on special teams 
throughout his career may end up being his 
ticket to sticking on a roster. 

590 Jonathan Cook 

Other Notes:  2016: 88 
tackles, 5.5 TFLs, 50-yd FR, 
INT and 8 PBUs • 2 tackles, 
4 PBUs vs. Tulane on 
10/27/17 • 2017: 78 tackles, 
5 TFLs, FF, 2 INTs (32 yds, 
TD) and 13 PBUs

Memphis, 
Alabama 

4.15 7th Round Strengths: Plays in a system that features 
multiple coverage responsibilities.  Attacks the 
football downhill vs. screens.  Gets his hands on 
a number of footballs.  Possesses enough body 
control to extend and defend in the Red Zone 
(Temple ’16).  Weaknesses: He’s been freaked 
by speedy runners in the open field (MT, 
Adams-TD, USF ’16; MT, Flowers, USF ’16; MT 
as 8th man, USF ’16).  Also posted a facemask in 
this game (USF ’16).  Missed two more tackles 
vs. Tulsa in 2016 (Lucas-slot, slant; then MT in 
middle of field). 

598 Stephen Roberts 

Other Notes: 2016: 57 
tackles, 1.5 TFLs, 2 INTs, 
2 PBUs; 16.7 yds/PR (five 
returns) • 2017: 50 tackles, 
6 TFLs, FF, 7 PBUs; 6.7 yds/
PR •2018 NFL Combine: 
9 ¾” hands, 31 5/8” arms, 
4.53 40-yd, 34” VJ, 10’1” BJ

Auburn 4.132 7th Round Strengths:  Efficient coming to balance to tackle 
in the open field (Westbrook, 1st play, 2017 
Sugar Bowl).  Closes with range and takes good 
angles off the hash (Oklahoma ’16).  Weakness-
es:  Size question marks.  Receives a number of 
blows when wrapping to tackle. Dips his head 
as a tackler coming up in force. Will he play 
safety or will he move to a full-time nickel role?  
Summary:  Some of Roberts’ work as a gunner 
has been impressive.  He has above average eye 
control and triggers when he believes his key.  
The biggest question mark surrounding his 
game comes down to his ability to get bigger 
runners on the ground at the next level.  At just 
186 pounds, he projects into more of a nickel 
role at the next level. 
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Safeties/Nickel Backs

Rank Player School Grade Round ‘Nasty’ Take: 
599 Jordan Martin 

Other Notes: 2016 (13 sts): 
24 tackles, ½ TFL, 4 PBUs
• 2017: 25 tackles, FF, 3 
PBUs • 2018 East-West 
Shrine measurements: 8 ¾” 
hands, 33 ¼” arms, 79 ¼” 
wingspan

Syracuse, Toledo 4.13 7th Round Summary: Martin should impress NFL scouts 
with his movement in postseason workouts, but 
he does not have a lot of suddenness snapping 
out of his plant-and-drives in short-to-medium 
zones.  He needs an extra step or two to build to 
his top speed.  This could become an effective 
tool, if allowed to roam the middle of the field 
as a safety.  He got the opportunity to play the 
position after transferring to Syracuse, but once 
again had his season cut short due to injury.  
NFL teams will investigate his level of durability 
entering the league.  The former standout high 
school hurdler never really put it all together 
in school.  

601 Marcel Harris

Other Notes: Father, Mike, 
played for Florida in the 
late 1990s • 11 tackles, FF, 
12-yd FR-TD vs. FSU on 
11/26/16 • 2016 (8 sts): 73 
tackles (led team), QB sack, 
4 TFLs, 2 INTs PBU

Florida 4.124 7th Round Summary: For Harris, it all comes down to 
whether teams will pass him on their medical 
tests.  He’s shown enough ability to and cover 
that some teams will want him to slip through 
the cracks. The Gators safety tradition has re-
cently produced early-round draft picks Keanu 
Neal (Atlanta Falcons) and Marcus Maye (New 
York Jets).  If not for a lingering knee issue, 
Harris may have challenged either for playing 
time.  Regardless, eight career starts is not a big 
enough sample size to correctly determine if a 
player is ready to handle the rigors of full-time 
NFL-level starting duty.

603 Shawun Lurry  

Other Notes: 2015 (1st 
Team All-MAC, FWAA 1st 
Team All-American, Jim 
Thorpe Award Winner): 43 
tackles, ½ TFL, 9 INTs (273 
yards, TD) and 15 PBUs • 
Career Stats: 117 tackles, 7 
TFLs, 14 INTs (448 yds, 2 
TDs), 33 PBUs • 2018 NIU 
Pro Day: No bench press, 
4.46 40-yd, 30” VJ, 9’8” BJ, 
6.89 3-cone, 4.4 20-yd SS

Northern Illinois 4.12 7th Round Strengths: Confident.  Believes he’s the best 
player on the field.  Teammates feed off of his 
energy.  Beats WRs to the spot on curl patterns 
(CMU ’15, INT).  Threw his body around 
vs. Ohio State in 2015.  Filtered back in zone 
coverage (quarters) for an interception and 
then picked off an overthrow (Ohio State ’15).
Weaknesses: Smallish frame (5’8 160) has led to 
injury issues.  Injured his right elbow vs. USF 
in 2016.  Did not play in the 2017 season-finale 
after he injured an ankle on a last minute PBU 
vs. Eastern Michigan. Broken left wrist kept 
him out of the 2017 spring practices. Missed the 
2017 Quick Lane Bowl due to a broken wrist.

638 Alvin Howard 

Other Notes: 2018 NFLPA 
Collegiate Bowl in-game 
report: Made an excellent 
top-down break to 49 
Yelder on third down (2nd 
QTR).  Pretty good run 
entry to tackle vs. quickness 
of Dawkins (3rd QTR).   • 
2018 Appalachian State Pro 
Day: 24 reps-225 lbs, 4.5 
40-yd, 32 ½” VJ, 9’7” BJ, 
4.28 20-yd SS, 7.0 3-cone, 
11.12 60-yd LS

Appalachian 
State

3.939 7th Round Strengths:  Capable of getting jumps off the hash 
marks on the read of the QBs (INT-Georgia 
Southern ’16). Strong wrap tackler around the 
ankles and thighs of opponents (Wyoming ’15). 
Will rip the ball away from opponents breaking 
downhill with physical style (Troy ’16). He’s 
been asked to cover slot WRs man-to-man and 
does so with competitiveness.   Weaknesses: 
Lacks significant wingspan.  Short arms 
and limited catch radius to challenge bigger 
wideouts.  He’s lost some physical battles trying 
to catch-jam TEs coming off the ball (falls down 
vs. Roberts, Appalachian State ’16).

643 Shawn Boone 

Other Notes:  2016: 67 
tackles, 2 FRs (70-yd FR), 
FF, 2 PBUs • 2017 (13 sts): 
63 tackles, 3 QB sacks, 4 
TFLs, 3 INTs (47 yds, TD) 
and 5 PBUs

NC State 3.895 7th Round Weaknesses: Leaves some interceptions on 
the ground in two-deep coverage (Clemson 
’16). Heavy-legged trying to close on routes 
that break away from him in man coverage 
(Pinckney, 7-route, loses balance and falls down, 
Vanderbilt ’16; Ratliff-Williams, TD allowed 
on post route, UNC ’17).  Summary: Boone 
is a versatile performer who has had to juggle 
around a number of positions due to injury.  As 
a safety, he’s a fierce hitter who takes solid angles 
to get to his spots on the field.  He has had some 
struggles in man coverage and at his size it is 
questionable if he can cover NFL-level tight 
ends.  The speed factor may be what determines 
whether the ultra-competitive and hard-hitting 
Boone can get into an NFL training camp. 
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Rank Player School Grade Round ‘Nasty’ Take: 
645 Robert Taylor 

Other Notes:  2015 (San 
Francisco CC): Named 
a three-star prospect by 
Rivals.com after picking 
off 5 passes and averaging 
11.6 yd/PR with one TD • 
2016: 61 tackles, TFL, FR,  
2 PBUs; 21.7 yds/KR and 
one TD • 2017: 63 tackles, 
2 TFLs, FR-TD, FF, 3 INTs 
and PBU• 2018 WSU Pro 
Day: 14 reps-225 lbs, 4.51 
40-yd, 39” VJ, 10’3” BJ, 4.06 
20-yd SS, 6.93 3-cone

Washington 
State, UC-Davis

3.878 7th Round Summary: The former UC Davis product made 
a successful transition to the Pac-12.  He started 
23 games for the Cougars after taking a circu-
itous route to the school.  There was first the 
trip to San Francisco Community College after 
leaving UC Davis.  He displayed kick return 
potential at Washington State but is probably 
not a consistent option in that role at his size.  
It may behoove him to become more of a punt 
return projection to increase his overall value.  
While some missed tackles showed up on film, 
he did show a willingness to throw his body 
around.  His quickness could draw looks from 
some teams as a nickel back.  We haven’t seen 
him handle a large variety of man coverage in 
the film viewed, but his athletic qualities fit the 
profile of a nickel back.   

650 Maurice McKnight

Other Notes:  2015 (13 
sts, Honorable mention 
All-MWC): 100 tackles, ½ 
QB sack, 5 TFLs, FF, INT 
and 2 PBUs  • Career Stats: 
322 tackles, 1.5 QB sacks, 
10.5 TFLs, 5 FFs, 4 INTs, 
17 PBUs

San Jose State 3.85 7th Round Strengths:  Fluid getting to his spots.  Comes 
down to compete in short-yardage and goal line 
vs. OTs and TEs.  Plays the R2 on the kickoff 
team. 

Weaknesses:  Not as big as his listed measure-
ments.  Will overrun simple inside-out angles 
(MT, Iowa State ’16).  Rounds some of his breaks 
near the Red Zone.  Fails to steal second base 
even after pump fakes take him there.  

667 J.T. Gray

Other Notes:  2016 (13 
gms): 71 tackles, QB sacks, 
8 TFLs • 2017 (13 gms): 
65 tackles, 1.5 QB sacks, 
3 TFLs, FF, INT (58 yds), 
8 PBUs

Mississippi State 3.753 7th Round Strengths:  4.4 speed. Special teams standout. 
Played LB in 2016.  Covers the No. 2 slot and 
played safety in 2017. He can read through the 
number count as a curl-flat player (PBU, BYU 
’17).  Times his run blitz entries when walked-
out over the slot (BYU ’17; QB hit, Texas A&M 
’17 leads to INT).
Weaknesses:  He’s left some interception 
opportunities on the ground even when he’s had 
good coverage (Texas A&M ’17).  Struggles in 
transition when covering the No. 2 slot.  One 
career interception.  

671 Khalil Williams 

Other Notes: 2016: 69 
tackles, 2 QB sacks, 6.5 
TFLs, FF, 3 PBUs • 2017: 54 
tackles, 2 QB sacks, 8 TFLs, 
6 PBUs

Houston 3.714 7th Round Strengths:  Plays the nickel back or extra 
rover-type position for the Cougars. Times his 
blitzes on third down situations (QB sack, 3rd 
and 5, Texas Tech ’17). 
Weaknesses:  Pedal length is a question mark.  
Settles his feet in the middle of the field as a 
deep-post safety.  Missed too many tackles vs. 
SMU in 2016.

677 Joshua Cox  5’9 194

Other Notes: 2016 (13 sts, 
3rd Team All-MAC): 54 
tackles, 2 TFLs, 3 INTs (46 
yds, TD), 5 PBUs • 2017 (13 
sts, 2nd Team All-MAC): 
87 tackles, 2.5 TFLs, FF, 6 
INTs (118 yds) and 4 PBUs 
• Carries a 3.24 GPA in 
sociology at CMU

Central 
Michigan

3.68 7th Round Strengths: 36-game starter in school.  Excels 
in the classroom.  Plays both outside and in 
the slot as a nickel back.  Moved to safety as 
a senior. Capable of lining up teammates.  
Weaknesses: Slides off some tackles vs. bigger 
opponents (Allen, Wyoming ’17).  Struggled on 
the perimeter with the head-and-shoulders fake 
vs. Tulsa (allowed fade, Atkinson, Miami Beach 
Bowl ’16). 
2018 NFLPA Collegiate Bowl, in-game report: 
Missed an inside-out tackle in the slot, but 
forced a run to bounce to the corner in the 
third quarter.  

699 Jaylon Lofton

Other Notes:  2016: 42 
tackles, 3 TFLs, FF, FR, 3 
INTs (112 yds, TD), 8 PBUs 
• 2017: 41 tackles, 4 TFLs, 
9 PBUs

Central Arkansas 3.475 Free Agent Strengths: Versatile. Used in coverage all over 
the place for the team. Covers TEs, slot WRs 
and even RBs. Stays low in his stance and 
showcases a solid backpedal. Works to fill alleys.  
Posted a layout shot in kickoff coverage in the 
Stephen F. Austin game in 2016.

Weaknesses: Probably projects to a nickel spot, 
but that may not even be ideal at slender build. 
He has been seen grabbing at the break points 
when covering the No. 3 slot WR on third 
downs. High tackler. Collision-first mentality 
has left him vulnerable to some missed tackles. 
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Chapter 15:
PLACEKICKERS

Drew Brown Nebraska 
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1. Daniel Carlson 6’5 213 Auburn
Grade: 5.345 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 267

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Has served as the team’s placekicker and kickoff spe-
cialist. Punted in 2014.  Never missed an extra point in his career.  Tremendous leg strength.  13 
field goals of 50-plus yards in school.  Range up to around 65 yards.  Made a 57-yard FG on Day 2 of 
2018 Senior Bowl practices that would have been from around that mark.  Also made a 58-yard FG 
on Day 3 of Senior Bowl practices that would have been good from 63 yards.  Kicked Controlled the 
LSU game in 2016 (six FGs).  9-step KO specialist who has been able to generate hang times in the 
low 4-second range with distance (2nd KO, 2017 Sugar Bowl-4.16 hang, 70 yards distance).  Satisfac-
tory foot speed.  He’s factored in on fake FGs and even scored a TD vs. Arkansas State in 2016.  Has 
made some key kicks in the fourth quarter of road games to extend leads (4th QTR/8:19, 47-yd FG, 
right hash, Ole Miss ’16).

Weaknesses:  Struggled to begin his senior year.  Missed five field goals in his first five contests.  Had 
six field goals blocked in his career. The ball will come off of his foot low, even on shorter FG at-
tempts vs. middle-push (blocked FG, SEC Championship ’17).  Some of his longer FG attempts have 
been low off his foot as well (48-yd FG, 1st QTR, blocked-Texas A&M ’17).  In this same game (Tex-
as A&M ’17), he had another FG blocked but it was more of a protection issue between the tackle 
and left wing (52-yd FG blocked, 3rd QTR/2:25).  Ball came out of his foot too low on a 56-yard FG 
attempt vs. ULM in 2016 (blocked).  Has not been in a number of pressure moments in school (0 
game-winning FG attempts).  Just two tackles in career.

Other Notes:  Attended The Classical Academy HS (Colo.) and was ranked as the 4th-best kicker 
nationally by Rivals.com • 2013: SEC First Year Academic Honor Roll • Kicked 5 field goals vs. 
Alabama in 2014 • 2014 (Honorable mention All-SEC): 18-of-24 FGs (Long-51), 57-of-57 XPs, 4-of-
9 (40-49 yds); 41 punts, 42 yd/avg, 9 FC, 13 inside the 20-yd L, TB; 81 KOs, 51 TBs, 1 OOB • 2015 
(Walter Camp 2nd Team All-American, Lou Groza Award Finalist): 23-of-27 FG (Long-56), 40-of-
40 XPs, 4-of-5 (40-49 yds), 4-of-5 (50-99 yds); 69 KOs, 49 TBs, 3 OOBs • 2016 (SEC Special Teams 
Player of the Year, 2nd Team All-American, Lou Groza Award Finalist): 28-of-32 FG (Long-53), 
44-of-44 XPs, 7-of-7 (40-49 yds), 4-of-7 (50-99 yds); 72 KO, 57 TB; One rushing TD • 2017 (SEC 
Special Teams Player of the Year, Walter Camp 1st Team All-American, Lou Groza Award Final-
ist: Connected on 23-of-31 FGs (Long-54), 57-of-57 XPs, 6-of-8 (40-49 yds), 4-of-8 (50-99 yds), 
three kicks blocked; 93 KOs, 65 TB, 1 OOB; One tackle • Career Stats: 474 points, 92-of-180 FGs 
(Long-56), 13-of-21 FGs (50-99 yds), 198-of-198 XPs; 42 yard/avg on 41 punts • 2018 Senior Bowl 
measurements: 6050 214 10 1/8” hands, 31 3/8” arms, 75 3/8” wingspan

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Carlson brings rare leg strength to the table for NFL teams.  
He’ll be able to operate either outside or inside with minimal differences.  During 2018 Senior Bowl 
practices, he handled slight wind with little problem.  If there’s a knock on the 2 ½-step kicker’s 
portfolio, it has to revolve around the six blocked kicks.  Most have been late to generate lift from 
longer distances, but low trajectory off of his foot has also shown up in the 30-to-35-yard range.  The 
6-foot-5, 213-pound All-American’s size conjures up images of former Seattle Seahawks and current 
Buffalo Bills PK Stephen Hauschka.  Like Hauschka (23-of-33 on 50-plus yard FG attempts), Carl-
son has the ability to drive the ball for distances from long-range.  The biggest similarity between 
the two kickers revolves around the number of kicks that have been blocked.  In a two-year period 
(2015-16), the former Super Bowl champion had seven blocked kicks. 

DraftNasty
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Placekickers

2. Eddy Pineiro 6’0 185 Florida 
Grade: 4.803 (5th Round)

Big Board Rank: 428

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Strong kicking leg. Plays with emotion.  In practice 
sessions, his range has gone back over the 70-yard mark.  During one warm-up session in shoulder 
pads, he kicked an 81-yard field goal (on air with no OL or DL and the holder).  Up to this point, his 
range has been up to and around the 55-yard mark.  He’s a 2 ½-step kicker who rarely over-strides 
on his front foot.  Keeps his front foot planted toward the target line and rarely punches the ball 
with his toe.  Right shoulder stays over the football. Drives hips downfield in unison during contact 
portion of the kick (53-yd FG, Right hash, Missouri ’16). He can drive kickoffs in the 70-to-75-yard 
range with excellent hang time (1st KO, 4.62 hang, 75 yards distance, TB, Texas A&M ’17). 

Weaknesses:  He’s had questionable off the field decision-making (http://www.espn.com/ncf/sto-
ry?id=18073063&src=desktop&rand=ref~%7B%22ref%22%3A%22).  Struggled to convert in the 
40-to-49-yard range vs. Kentucky in 2016. Had two consecutive weeks where he missed field goals 
in the NFL extra point distance (Missouri ‘16-missed 32-yard FG; Georgia ’16-missed 33-yard FG).  
Missed a game-tying extra point in a one-point loss to LSU in October 2017.  In 2017, the Gators 
finished second-to-last in the SEC in opponent kickoff return average (26.5 yds/KR) a year after 
giving up 23.6 yds/KR.  Has had 5 KOs sail out of bounds the last two seasons.  Zero career tackles. 

Other Notes:  Attended Miami Sunset Senior HS (Fla.) and played in just seven career football games 
prior to playing soccer at ASA Community College in Miami, Florida • Was not even the main field 
goal specialist at the prep level (XP, KO) • 3-of-3 FGs and 3-of-3 XPs vs. Iowa in the 2017 Outback 
Bowl • 2016: 95 points, 21-of-25 FGs (L-54), 5-of-7 (30-39 yds), 8-of-10 (40-49 yards), 3-of-3 (50-99 
yards), 32-of-32 XPs; 66 KOs, 48 TBs, 3 OOB • Made 5 field goals vs. UAB in 2017  • 2017: 17-of-
18 FGs, 4-of-4 (30-39 yds), 4-of-5 (40-49 yds), 2-of-2 (50-99 yds), 24-of-26 XPs; 50 KOs, 39 TBs, 2 
OOB • Career Stats: 38-of-43 FGs (88.4%), 9-of-11 (30-29 yds), 9-of-11 (40-49 yds), 12-of-15 (40-49 
yds), 66-of-68 XPs; 116 KOs, 87 TBs, 5 OOB 

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): There weren’t a great deal of misses to evaluate from Pineiro’s 
tenure at Florida.  After all, he left the Gators program –which has featured Philadelphia Eagles Su-
per Bowl champion Caleb Sturgis- as the school’s most accurate kicker.  He did miss a critical extra 
point to cost the Gators in a one-point defeat versus LSU in 2017.  Aside from that, there haven’t 
been any critical makes or misses.  Therein lies the question mark for the ultra-talented Pineiro.  
What will he do if faced with those situations?  Regardless, the fourth-year junior excels at keeping 
his plant foot toward the target line and his right shoulder over the football.  There has been a slight 
right-to-left late drift when kicking from the right hash. This could be an issue on longer field goals 
with the closer hash marks of the NFL.   Quite similar to Chicago Bears placekicker Cairo Santos, 
Pineiro is a player who will contend for a starting spot in the NFL next season.  

3. Drew Brown 5’10 208 Nebraska 
Grade: 4.57 (6th Round)

Big Board Rank: 490

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Two-step placekicker who hit on nearly 80-percent of 
his field goals in school (77.6%).  Missed just four field goals in the NFL extra point range during 
school (30-39 yards).  Keeps his head and shoulders ahead of the kick.  His first step is consistent 
and accurate.  Strikes the ball with the top part of his foot.  Has kicked in environments with varying 
degrees of outside elements (wind, cold, rain, etc…).  On kicks in the 40-49-yard range, he keeps his 
body weight forward, his kicking foot parallel to his plant foot and drives his hips forward together 
(42-yd FG, left hash, 4th QTR, Iowa ’15).  When he’s made longer kicks (see career-long FG vs. 
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Miami, Fla ’15), he trailed with his right shoulder before rotating it through when square to his 
target area.  Keeps his kicking foot parallel to his plant foot (45-yd FG, 4th QTR, Music City Bowl 
’16).  Uses a middle-squib onside kick that has been tough to field for opponents to field (Purdue 
’15, 4th QTR, Nebraska recovers).   Missed just five field goals on the road during his career (one in 
the last three seasons). Kicked four field goals in a one-point win over Purdue as a senior.  Has made 
five tackles in his career.  He can make open field one-on-one tackles as a kickoff specialist (Ohio 
State ’17).  

Weaknesses:  He has pushed longer FGs wide right when he doesn’t maintain compression on his 
follow through (RT hash, 49-yd FG, wide right, Iowa ’14).  In this same game, he also had a 27-yd 
FG blocked.  Range extends to the 50-yard mark and not much further beyond.  Generally his kicks 
from beyond this distance are a lot lower coming off his foot and could present problems with 
blocks at the next level (52-yd FG, wide left and very low off the ground, East-West Shrine ’18, Day 
3).  Missed a 54-yard FG vs. Illinois in 2014.  Missed a 52-yd FG vs. Wisconsin in 2015.  Missed a 
56-yard FG vs. Illinois in 2016.  Missed a 32-yd FG vs. Maryland in 2016.  Missed two kicks in the 
NFL extra point range in 2017 (Northern Illinois ’17; Wisconsin ’17).  Opponents averaged 23.4 yds/
KR with one TD vs. the Cornhuskers in 2017.  

Other Notes: Attended Southlake Carroll HS (Tex.) and earned Class 5A All-State honors as a senior
• Brother, Kris, played at Nebraska and was an NFL All-Pro kicker for the Houston Texans in 2007
• 2014: 14-of-21 FGs (L-44), 7-of-8 (30-39 yds), 2-of-6 (40-49 yds), 59/59 XPs and one blocked; 47 
KOs, 14 TBs, OOB; One tackle • 2015 (Honorable mention All-Big Ten): 21-of-27 FGs (L-50), 2-of-
3 (30-39 yds), 12-of-14 (40-49 yds), 1-of-3 (50-99 yds), 44/46 XPs and one blocked kick; 79 KOs, 32 
TBs; One tackle • 2016 (Honorable mention All-Big Ten): 12-of-14 FGs (Long-51), 4-of-4 (30-39 
yds), 3-of-4 (40-49 yds), 1-of-2 (50-99 yds), 38/38 XPs; 63 KOs, 30 TBs • 2017 (Honorable mention 
All-Big Ten): 12-of-14 FGs (Long-44), 4-of-6 (30-39 yds), 2-of-2 (40-49 yds), 37-of-37 XPs and 
one kick blocked; 60 KO, 28 TBs, OOB, 1 Onside; 3 tackles • Career Stats: 59-of-76 FGs (Long-51), 
178-of-180 XPs • Earned his degree in supply chain management • 2018 East-West Shrine measure-
ments: 5104 204 8 ½” hands, 29 ½” arms, 68 5/8” wingspan

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):The fact that Brown’s NFL lineage includes a brother who kicked 
in professionally certainly helps his cause.  While that older brother, Kris, hit on nearly 53-percent 
of his kicks beyond 50 yards while in the NFL, he was not as effective kickoffs.  That seems to be the 
case for the younger Brown as well entering the league.  With that stated, the number of positives 
far outweigh the negatives.  Although he hasn’t had a large number of field goal attempts, the All-
Big Ten placekicker has excelled in the 40-to-49-yard range in his career (73-percent). NFL special 
teams coaches will value this proficiency when projecting his final value.  

4. Michael Badgley 5’10 183 Miami (Fla.)
Grade: 4.38 (6th Round)

Big Board Rank: 534

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Strong leg. Uses a 2 ¼-step approach.  His ¼-yard jab 
step is consistent kick-to-kick.  Kicked a 24-yard game-winning FG to beat Georgia Tech in 2017.  
He’s capable of generating kickoffs into the four-second hang time with plenty of distance (3rd KO, 
77 yards, TB, 3.91 hang, Virginia ’16).  Range up to around the 55-yard mark.  He’s been extremely 
consistently kicking in the 40-49-yard range from the collegiate left hash (1: 40-yard FG, left hash, 
down middle; 2: 44-yard FG, left hash, Virginia ’16).  Nine career tackles. 

Weaknesses: He’s had some extra points blocked (one-point loss to FSU ’16).   With the laces out 
(facing away from him), he’s missed some extra points wide left poorly (Virginia Tech ’16).  Con-
tains a slight right-to-left drift on longer field goals and will push kicks to his left (right hash, had
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distance, 50-yd FG, wide left, Virginia ’16).  Doesn’t consistently control kickoffs when kicking 
directionally (1st KO, Virginia ’16, out of bounds).  Missed a 55-yard FG in the 2018 Senior Bowl off 
the left uprights.  From the right hash, he missed a 53-yard FG wide left vs. Duke in 2017.   Missed a 
23-yard field goal wide left from the college left hash vs. NC State at the end of the first half in 2016.  
He’s failed to get some of his onside kicks to go the required distance and they’ve resulted in big 
plays for the opposition (KR-TD, Georgia Tech ’17).  Allowed a 23.3 yard kickoff return average with 
2 TDs over his last two seasons.

Other Notes: Attended Summitt Senior HS (N.J.) before kicking at Fork Union Military Academy 
• He was the No. 1 ranked kicker by 247Sports.com  • Older brother, Pete, is a lacrosse goalie at 
Providence College  • 2014: 14-of-18 FGs (Long-48), 3-of-4 (30-39 yds), 5-of-5 (40-49 yds), 34-of-38 
XPs, one kick blocked; 19 KOs, 5 TBs, 1 OOB, 1 onside; One tackle • 2015 (3rd Team All-ACC): 
25-of-30 FGs (Long-57), 4-of-6 (30-39 yds), 7-of-7 (40-49 yds), 1-of-3 (50-99 yds), 40-of-40 XPs; 8 
KOs, 3 TBs • 2016 (3rd Team All-ACC): 21-of-26 FGs (Long-51), 5-of-7 (30-39 yds), 9-of-9 (40-49 
yds), 1-of-2 (50-99 yds), 53-of-55 XPs, two kicks blocked; 88 KOs, 52 TBs, 2 OOB, onside; 3 tackles
• 2017 (1st Team All-ACC): 17-of-23 FGs, 45-of-46 XPs; 75 KOs, 32 TBs, 3 OOB, 2 onside; 5 tackles
• 2018 Senior Bowl measurements: 505 186 8 ¾” hands, 29 1/8” arms, 70” wingspan • 2018 NFL 
Combine: 8 ¾” hands, 29” arms, 4.94 40-yd, 9’3” BJ  

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Badgley has a tendency to push some field goals to his left when 
he crosses over his target line.  It is something that only shows up on occasion but he will wedge kick 
and create a slight right-to-left drift (particularly when kicking form the right hash).  He has all of 
the tools to be a solid placekicker at the next level but there are questions as to whether or not he can 
kickoff consistently.  His touchback percentages were only average and it is a big reason why he was 
forced to make eight tackles the last two seasons.  Kicking off could be his make or break equation 
in an NFL training camp. 

5. Erik Powell 6’0 189 Washington State
Grade: 4.147 (7th Round)

Big Board Rank: 592

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Athletic bloodlines.  Versatile left-footed kicker.  He’s 
been a FG, kickoff and punt specialist in school.  Power cleans over 300 lbs. 10 career tackles.  Can 
fool punt return units with 3-step rugby-style punts (while going to his left) that side-wind to the 
right (4.44 hang, 60 yards distance, Holiday Bowl ’16).  He’s gradually gotten stronger on KOs 
throughout his career. Made a 33-yd GW-FG vs. USC in 2017 and also hit a 44-yd FG from the right 
hash inside the left uprights. Has shown range up to 56 yards (53-yd FG-Oregon ’15; 56-yd FG-Ar-
izona ’17). He’s handled windy conditions favorably (wind blowing left-to-right) in tight situations 
(college left hash, 4th QTR, UCLA ’16).  From the NFL left hash, he sticks his plant leg back in the 
ground to set up a two-step approach that creates lift from distances (43-yd FG, Minnesota ’16). 

Weaknesses: Missed a GW 43-yd FG attempt vs. Stanford in 2015.  Struggled in 2016.  Did not 
connect on a FG until Week 6 of his junior campaign.  Contains a right-to-left drift on some of his 
kicks. Pushed a 41-yd FG to left from the right hash (2nd QTR/0:10, Idaho ’16).  Barely eased in 
36-yd FG (1st QTR/7:02) inside right uprights in the rain (UCLA ’16).  Even though he’s improved 
on kickoffs, he still only averages in the 60-to-65-yard range in terms of distance.  Inconsistent rug-
by-style punter (1.56, 2.75 hang, poor distance-Minnesota ’16).  Had three FGs blocked in his career.

Other Notes: Attended Seton Catholic HS (Wash.) and he was a two-year contributor as a placekick-
er and WR • Was a 1st-team All-Trico League selection in soccer for four straight years (49 goals as 
a senior) • Father, Mark, was a goalkeeper at San Francisco and his mother, Tina, played volleyball at 
the same school • 2014: Connected on 2-of-5 FGs (Long-25); 54 KOs, 8 TBs, 1 OOB; 3 tackles
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• 2015: Hit 20-of-26 FGs (Long-47); 49-of-49 XPs; 5-of-9 (40-49 yds); 76 KOs, 21 TBs; 2 tackles
• Worked with former Washington State and NFL kicker Rian Lindell in the 2016 offseason • 2016:
9-of-15 FGs, 4-of-7 (30-39 yds), 2 blocked; 87 KOs, 35 TBs; 3 tackles • 2017 (2nd Team All-Pac-12): 
22 punts, 42 yd/avg (Long-64), 1 TB, 3 FC, 5 inside 20-yd L, 7 punts of 50-plus yards; 68 KOs, 31 
TBs, 1 OOB; 20-24 FGs (Long-56), 6-of-7 (40-49 yds), 3-of-4 (50-99 yds), one FG blocked; 2 tackles
• 2018 NFLPA Collegiate Bowl in-game report:  Attempted a 52-yd FG with :02 in the 2nd QTR (it
was short and allowed Coleman to return it for possible TD).  Hit a 22-yd FG from the right hash 
in the fourth quarter to put the National squad on the board.  Then missed an extra point in the 
fourth quarter to his left from the MOF (wind blowing left-to-right). • Career: 41 games, 51-of-70 
FGs (73%), 164-of-167 XPs, 3 FGs of 50-plus yards; 29 punts 43.6 yd/avg, 11 punts of 50-plus yards • 
Earned a degree in social science

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Powell’s body of work is impressive.  His 2016 campaign was 
a bit unimpressive but he responded with an above average final campaign. The former All-league 
soccer star has to create more lift on his kicks from distance.  Another emphasis will have to be 
eliminating the left-to-right drift that shows up on some of his field goals.  This was on display in the 
2018 NFLPA Collegiate Bowl.  Much like the former NFL kicker that he’s worked with (Rian Lin-
dell) during his offseason, Powell is sort of hit-or-miss as a kickoff specialist.  This will be of utmost 
interest to NFL special teams coaches during the 2018 postseason.

6. Greg Joseph 6’1 210 (E) FAU
Grade: 4.05 (7th Round)

Big Board Rank: 620

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): He’s a two-by-three-yard kicker who aligns right outside 
of the LT.  2 ¼-step placekicker with ample leg strength.  Kicked a 54-yard FG with at least six yards 
to spare vs. Navy in 2017 (3-step).  Rarely punches at the ball.  Keeps his shoulders parallel when 
kicking the ball.  Kicked the ball well in windy conditions vs. Western Kentucky in 2017.  Hit two 
40-yard field goals from both hash marks (2nd FG-RT hash, 48-yd FG inside left uprights; 3rd FG-
left hash, 42-yd FG).  Posted a 76-percent touchback rate on KOs in 2017.  Capable of kicking balls 
in the 75-to-77-yard range with 4-second plus hang times (77 yards, 4.06, Tulsa ’15; 77 yards, 4.03, 
Tulsa ’15).  Posted five touchbacks vs. North Texas in 2017 and three in the 74-to-77-yard range.   
He’s capable of kicking directionally to his right on kickoffs.

Weaknesses: Inconsistent in 2015.  When he drags his first step (plant foot), he’ll push kicks to his 
right from the left hash (missed 40-yd FG, Tulsa ’15).  Some of his kickoffs were held up in the wind 
vs. Western Kentucky in 2017 (4th KO-directional right, 60 yards, 4.03 hang).  He also had his fifth 
kickoff get held up in the wind (vs. WKU ’17).

Other Notes: Born in Johannesburg, South Africa • Attended American Heritage-Delray HS (Fla.) 
and was a standout soccer and football star • Earned All-State honors as a senior • 2014: 14-of-20 
FGs, 34-of-35 XPs; 57 KOs, 22 TBs, 1 onside • 2015: 18-of-27 FGs; 28-of-28 XPs; 62 KOs, 33 TBs, 
OOB • 2016 (Honorable mention All-C-USA): 10-of-14 FGs, 3-of-5 (30-39 yds), 3-of-3 (40-49 yds), 
1-of-2 (50-99 yds); 39-of-39 XPs; 54 KOs, 41 TBs • 2017 (Honorable mention All-C-USA): 15-of-21 
FGs (Long-54), 3-of-4 (30-39 yds), 4-of-7 (40-49 yds), 1-of-3 (50-99 yds), 64-of-68 XPs; 101 KOs, 77 
TBs, OOB, 2 onside • Career Stats:  57-of-82 FGs (Long-54), 165-of-170 XPs

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Joseph’s ability to drive kickoffs through the end zone could 
help him vie for a roster spot on its own.  He has been better in each of the last two seasons with 
accuracy but there are a number of pressure performances missing on his resume’.  A four-year start-
er with upside, the Johannesburg native will need to monitor the location of his plant foot moving 
forward. 
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7. Matthew McCrane 5’9 1/2 166 Kansas State
Grade: 4.02 (7th Round)

Big Board Rank: 629

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Works at his game.  He reconstructed his kicking 
approach prior to the 2017 season (http://www.kstatesports.com/news/2017/11/12/football-se-
mccrane-breaks-gramaticas-all-time-fgs-record.aspx).  Throughout career, he’s excelled in the NFL 
extra point range (30-39 yards).  On these kicks, he creates lift and keeps his body weight forward 
with an erect upper body. He’s been effective on onside kick attempts.  Nailed a 54-yard FG at the 
end of Day 2 during 2018 East-West Shrine practices. Range extends to around this mark, but his 
54-yard FG vs. Texas Tech in 2017 showed range to about the 60-yard mark.  His jab step does not 
vary when setting up his two-step approach no matter the distance on kicks. 

Weaknesses: Size becomes his biggest issue due to lower body durability concerns. Injured his knee 
(MCL) vs. UTSA in 2015 while being hit on an extra point.   Then he injured his hip vs. Iowa State 
late in the 2016 campaign while being asked to kickoff. He has not been a consistent kickoff special-
ist in college and could very well cost an NFL team a roster spot.  Zero career tackles.

Other Notes: Attended Brownwood HS (Tex.) and kicked a school-record 52-yard FG • 2014 
(Freshman All-American, 2nd Team Academic All-Big 12, Honorable mention All-Big 12): 18-of-19 
FGs, 11-of-11 (30-39 yds),  2-of-2 (50-99 yards); 41-of-42 XPs • 2015 (Honorable mention All-Big 
12): 7-of-7 FGs, 15-of-15 XPs; One kickoff • 2016: 11-of-14 FGs (Long-42), 29-of-29 XPs • 2017 
(1st Team All-Big 12): 21-of-26 FGs (Long-54),  48-of-48 XPs • Finished his career as Kansas State’s 
all-time leader in  • 2018 East-West Shrine measurements: 5094 166 9” hands, 29 7/8” arms, 73” 
wingspan • 2018 East-West Shrine in-game report: Missed a 41-yd FG wide right in the first quarter 
from the MOF.  • Graduated from Kansas State with a degree in marketing (2016) and is currently 
pursuing an MBA

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  It says something that McCrane passed former Kansas State 
kicker Martin Gramatica as the school’s all-time leading kicker.  Despite Gramatica’s smaller frame 
(5’8, 170), he connected on 76-percent of his field goals in the NFL.  Most of all, the All-Big 12 kick-
er’s technique rarely changes. He gets his upper body into an erect position when driving the ball.  
Rarely do his shoulders lean over his toes when digging into the ground with his plant leg.  This 
consistency will play a big role in making an NFL team if he cannot kickoff to enhance his overall 
value.  McCrane has a chance to get into an NFL training camp.

673 Gary Wunderlich

Other Notes: 2015: 19-of-25 
FGs (Long-48), 10-12 
(30-39 yds), 3-of-5 (40-49 
yds), 63/63 XPs, one kick 
blocked;  • 2016: 22-of-23 
FGs (Long-49), 7-of-7 (30-
39 yds), 3-of-3 (40-49 yds), 
41-43 XPs; 21 punts, 43.7 
yd/avg. (Long-68), 38.3 yd/
team net, TB, 9 FC, 3 punts 
inside the 20-yd L, and 
one punt blocked • 2017: 
17-of-21 FGs (Long-49), 
7-of-8 (30-39 yds), 1-of-3 
(40-49 yds), 0-of-1 (50-99), 
34-of-36 XPs

Ole Miss 3.71 7th Round
Weaknesses:  Missed two field goals in the NFL 
extra point range (33, 38) vs. Mississippi State in 
2015.  Missed four extra point attempts the last 
two seasons.  Range extends to the 49-yard mark.  
Never kicked a FG over the 50-yard barrier in 
school.  Does not kickoff consistently.

Summary: Wunderlich’s consistency cannot 
go unnoticed.  He has punted and served as a 
placekicker for the Rebels.  The main negative 
thus far comes down to range and an inability to 
kickoff (at least up to this point).  The positives 
illuminate when one is left to consider an 
83-percent conversion rate on field goals in his 
career.  He missed just three field goals in the 
NFL extra point range (30-to-39 yards) while in 
school.  Can he make a tackle?  

BEST of the REST
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Rank Player School Grade Round ‘Nasty’ Take: 
684 Emilio Nadelman  

Other Notes: Attended 
Miami Central HS (Fla.) and 
was a three-time All-Dade 
County selection • Served 
as a punter and placekicker 
at the prep level • 2015: 15-
of-23 FGs (Long-49), 5-of-6 
(30-39 yds), 6-of-11 (40-49 
yds), 53-of-54 XPs, one kick 
blocked; 20 KOs, 5 TBs, 2 
OOB • 2016 (10 gms): 7-of-7 
FGs (Long-42), 2-of-2 (40-49 
yds), 52-of-53 XPs; 68 TBs, 
20 TBs • 2017 (1st Team All-
AAC): 21-of-25 FGs (Long-
51), 6-of-8 (30-39 yds), 
4-of-6 (40-49 yds), 52-of-56 
XPs, two kicks blocked; 86 
KOs, 36 TBs, 5 OOBs

USF 3.63 7th Round Strengths: Got better every year.  Kicked 15 
consecutive field goals over a two-year period 
and made 21 consecutive kicks in 2017.  He’s been 
relatively consistent in the NFL extra-point range 
(30-39 yds).  Most consistent from the college 
right hash mark (42-yd FG, 3rd QTR, Temple ’16).  
Range up to around the 50-yard mark. Despite 
lack of size, he’s been serviceable as a tackler in 
the open field (7 career tackles).  

Weaknesses: How will his size translate in colder 
environments?  Has not been in a number of 
inclement weather conditions.  Has struggled 
to control the ball on KOs.  Still not a consistent 
touchback threat on kickoffs and won’t project 
in this role at the next level.  Missed four extra 
points in 2017.  Did not play in the final three 
games of 2016 after suffering a leg injury vs. 
Navy in 2016. 

687 Austin MacGinnis  

Other Notes:  2016 (SEC 
Academic Honor Roll): 16-
of-19 FGs (Long-51), 8-of-9 
(30-39 yds), 4-of-5 (40-49 
yds), 44/45 XPs  • 2017 (SEC 
Academic Honor Roll): 
22-of-28 FGs (Long-53), 
36-of-36 XPs, 9-of-10 (30-39 
yds), 7-of-9 (40-49 yds), 
2-of-5 (50-99 yds), 71 KOs, 
30 TB, 1 OOB

Kentucky

“He’s made 
clutch kick 
after clutch kick,” 
Kentucky head 
coach Mark 
Stoops told the 
SEC Network on 
the school’s Pro 
Day in March. 
“We have a lot 
of confidence in 
him.”

3.598 7th Round Has served as the PK, KO specialist and punter 
for the team.  Kicked the game-winning field goal 
vs. Louisville in 2016 (4th QTR/0:18, game tied at 
38, 47-yd FG, NFL left hash, right down middle).  
Also kicked a 51-yard game-winning field goal 
vs. Mississippi State in 2016.  Range extends to 
around the 55-yard mark (Tennessee ’14). Made 
a 53-yard field goal vs. Missouri in the fourth 
quarter with the game tied at 34 (wind blowing 
right-to-left, 4th QTR/9:34, MOF, room to spare). 

Summary: MacGinnis did a fine job of placing 
kickoffs directionally while in school.  On top 
of serving as the team’s punter on occasion, he 
also had two streaks of 11 consecutive field goals 
made during school.  The school’s all-time leading 
scorer had a knack for the dramatic in late-game 
situations.  

692 Matt Anderson 

2017 (Pac-12 Scholar 
Athlete of the Year, Co-SIDA 
Academic All-District): 
Connected on 20-of-27 FGs, 
7-of-7 (30-39 yds), 7-of-12 
(40-49 yds), 1-of-2 (50-99 
yds); 35-of-36 XPs • Career 
Stats: 60-of-74 FGs and 135-
of-138 XPs; Ended his career 
as Cal’s all-time leader in 
points and field goals

California 3.55 7th Round Summary:  Anderson has shown a flair for 
efficiency in late game situations, but he has also 
had some key misses.  Timeouts from opposing 
coaches have gotten into his head prior to 
game-winning field goal attempts (Oregon 
2016).  In addition, his potential inability to 
kickoff hurts his chances of securing a roster 
spot.  Nevertheless, there have been other 
kickers who have gone on to make NFL squads 
while giving up kickoff duties.  He has a profile 
similar to former Stanford placekicker Conrad 
Ukropina.  

703 Aiden Schneider 

Other Notes: 2016: 9-of-12 
FGs (Long-47), 4-of-5 (30-39 
yds), 3-of-5 (40-49 yds), 
42-of-43 XPs • 2017 (1st 
Team All-Pac-12): 9-of-12 
FGs (Long-42), 3-of-5 (30-39 
yds), 3-of-3 (40-49 yds), 63-
of-63 XPs; 84 KOs, 42 TBs, 
one onside; 2 tackles

Oregon 3.45 Free Agent Strengths: Accurate two-step placekicker who 
keeps his shoulders back, chest forward and 
his plant foot centered on the target line.  Does 
not bend over the waist and maintains good 
compression on his most of his kicks. Exhibited 
60-yard range  on field goals at Oregon’s Pro Day 
(indoors). 

Weaknesses: He hasn’t kicked in a number of 
important moments.  Missed a 32-yard field 
goal in the fourth quarter of the UCLA game in 
2017.  Never attempted a field goal over 50 yards 
in school.  he was the team’s full-time kickoff 
specialist just one season. 

717 Aaron Medley 
Other Notes:  2015 (SEC 
Academic Honor Roll): 
21-of-31 FGs (Long-47)  
•2016: 11-of-16 FGs (Long-
46) • 2017: 6-of-8 FG 
(Long-51) 

Tennesseee 2.75 Free Agent He made a booming 49-yard FG vs. Vanderbilt 
in 2017 that would have been good from 55 
yards. Had five tackles in 2016.   

Weaknesses: He’s had some poor moments in big 
games. Missed three critical kicks vs. Alabama 
in 2015.  Missed a kick vs. Florida in 2015 that 
would have won the game. 
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1. Michael Dickson 6’2 208 Texas
Grade: 5.329 (4th Round)

Big Board Rank: 271

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Performed in the classroom during school. Two-step 
punter who also employs a three-step approach (TCU ’17, Texas Bowl ‘17).  Quick catch-and-kick 
times are present (1.18 c-n-k, Notre Dame ’16) because his first step goes forward upon receiving 
the snap.  Punts can travel 65-to-75 yards in the air and force returners to retreat when fielding the 
ball (backed up, -13-yd L, 70 yards distance, 4.75 Hang, 76-yard punt, Turpin can’t field it, TCU 
’17, downed at -10-yd L).  This showed up against Missouri as well (3rd punt-1.13, 4.72 hang, FC, 
65 yards distance, directional left).  Can kick directionally when working from a hash.  Produces 
spiraling kicks that descend rapidly on returners.  Can get balls to die inside the 5-yd L (Notre Dame 
’16-67 yards distance, ball hits at the -7-yd line and bounces twice, TB).  Placed 10 punts inside the 
20-yard line in the 2017 Texas Bowl.  Allowed a 5.2 yard average on 49 career punt returns.  He’s 
shown the ability to make nice one-on-one tackles vs. elite returners in the open field (4th QTR, 
Turpin, TCU ’17).  

Weaknesses:  Will short-leg some punts (8th punt, Texas Bowl ’17-1.09 c-n-k, 4.15 hang, 51 yards 
distance).  He has shanked some punts to his left (2nd QTR/13:30, Missouri ’17).  His block point at 
times will center on the 9-yard mark (TCU ’17, 3rd QTR/3:00) and have nearly been blocked.   Some 
of his distance punts have out-kicked cover units (4th QTR/11:46, TCU ’17-1.25, 72 yards distance, 
4.46 hang) and allowed returners to get on top of the defense (Turpin, 34-yard return).  

Other Notes: Attended Kirawee HS and hails from Sydney, Australia • He’s a former Aussie Rules 
footballer who was a defender • 2015 (Honorable Mention All-Big 12):  77 punts, 41.3 yd/avg 
(Long-63), 39.1 yd/net, 6 TB, 32 FC, 19 inside the 20-yd L, 17punts of 50-plus yards • 2016 (Big 12 
Special Teams POY): 65 punts, 47.2 yd/avg (Long-74), 42.8 yd/net, 9 TB, 20 FC, 28 punts inside 
20-yd line, 25 punts of 50-plus  yards,  • 2017 (1st Team Academic All-Big 12, Big 12 Special Teams 
POY, Consensus 1st Team All-American): 47.4 yd/avg (Long-76), 44.1 yd/net, 8 TB, 33 FC, 42 inside 
the 20-yd L, 36 punts of 50-plus yards • 2017 Big 12 Scholar Athlete of the Year and 2017 Ray Guy 
Award winner • Career Stats: 226 punts, 45.2 yd/avg (No. 1 all-time at Texas), 3 tackles • 2018 NFL 
Combine: 9 1/4” hands, 31 1/4” arms

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  The last Texas punter to go on to have success in the NFL is 
now actually the best placekicker in the NFL (Justin Tucker, Baltimore Ravens).  Tucker was a three-
tool player (PK, KO, P) while in school.  Dickson could be the next game changer to enter the league 
because his punts are already NFL-like.  His performance against Missouri was legendary because 
he completely controlled the game.  One thing that he’ll need to work on with an NFL special teams 
coach is his block point.  At this point, his operation times (catch-and-kick or cnk) have saved him 
on occasion.  

2. JK Scott 6’6 208 Alabama 
Grade: 4.88 (5th Round)

Big Board Rank: 411

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Four-year starter. Has punted and kicked off the ‘Tide.  
Made a 48-yard field goal vs. Ole Miss in 2017.  2 ½-step punter with good flexibility.  Can drive the 
ball while producing lift.  Can be dominant when kicking in domes.   Places the ball inside the 20-yd 
line.  Catch-and-kick (c-n-k) times average between 1.15-to-1.25. Averaged in the 1.12-to-1.18-
range in the 2018 national title game.  Forces punt returners to misjudge the trajectory of  punts 
because his balls drop at awkward angles on its belly (1.19 c-n-k, 5.0 hang vs. Jackson, USC ’16, FC).  
He’s capable of dropping punts into the catty-corner of the field when punting directionally to his
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left (1.22 c-n-k, 5.09 hang, 65 yards distance, OOB at the -2-yd line; 1.29 c-n-k, 5.0 hang, 58 yards 
distance, FC-USC ‘16).  Directional left-skill (from NFL left hash) during Senior Bowl practices 
forced returners to also misjudge its trajectory (Day 2, 4.94 hang, muff by 7 Chark).  Produced a 
directional left punt (pooch) inside the -5-yard line in the second quarter of the national title game 
(2nd QTR/5:14) and forced a fair catch on his sixth punt (-10-yard line, UGA ’18, FC).  On his drop 
punts, he can get the ball to die when it hits the ground (1.53 c-n-k, 4.78 hang, stopped and downed 
at the -1-yard L).  

Weaknesses:  Opponents averaged over 10.3 yards per punt return in 2015 (2 TDs) and 10.7 yds/PR 
in 2016.  Will lose some punts down the middle of the field and fail to get the ball to turnover when 
trying to kick directionally to his right (Senior Bowl Day 2: 1-3.78 hang, 2-1.34 c-n-k, 3.78 hang; 
Senior Bowl Day 1: 1.37 c-n-k, 4.06 hang, 55 yds distance).  Loses some punt of the side of his foot 
on directional kicks to his right (wind blowing left-to-right, Senior Bowl, Day 1).  Had a nine-yard 
shank in the first half of the FSU contest in 2017.   Lost two punts to his left in the 2017 national title 
game vs. Clemson (3rd QTR/8:13-3.12 hang, shank left; 4th QTR/3:35). Had three punts blocked in 
his career.  One of the blocks came on the second punt of the 2017 National Title game vs. Clemson 
(low snap, 1.43 c-n-k).  Two career tackles.  

Other Notes: Attended Mullen HS (Colo.) and was ranked as the 9th-best prospect in the state by 
Rivals.com • He was a punter, placekicker and field goal specialist at the prep level • 2014 (1st Team 
All-SEC, Freshman All-American, Ray Guy Award finalist): 55 punts, 48 yd/avg (Long-73), 44.7 yd/
net, 5 TBN, 19 FC, 31 punts inside the 20-yd L, 23 punts of 50-plus yards • 2015: 70 punts, 44.2 yd/
avg (Long-59), 37 yd/net, 9 TB, 18 FC, 25 punts inside the 20-yd L, 21 punts of 50-plus yards and 
one punt blocked; One kickoff • USC ’16, in-game report: On four punts charted: 1.23 catch-and-
kick times, 5.0 hang, 3 FC, one inside the -5-yd L • 2016 (Walter Camp 2nd Team All-American, 
1st Team All-SEC): 64 punts, 47.2 yd/avg (Long-66), 39.9 yd/net, 12 TB, 15 FC, 25 punts inside the 
20-yd L, 29 punts of 50-plus yards and one punt blocked; 9 KOs, 4 TBs • 2017 (1st Team All-SEC): 
54 punts, 43 yd/avg (Long-64), 40 yd/net, 4 TB, 27 FC, 27 punts inside the 20-yd line, 17 punts of 
50+ yards, one punt blocked, 99 KOs, 45 TBs, 2 OOB; 1-of-3 FGs, 8-of-8 XPs • 2018 Senior Bowl 
measurements: 6052 207 9 5/8” hands, 32 3/8” arms, 80 1/8” wingspan • 2018 NFL Combine:   
9 1/8” hands, 33 1/8 “ arms, 4.83 40-yd, 30 1/2” VJ, 9’6” BJ, 7.28 3-cone, 4.41 20-yd SS 

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Scott’s flexibility is the thing that impresses most as a punter.  
Perhaps just as impressive is his ability to directionally place the ball to his left.  He’s a 2 ½-step 
punter who produces good lift-and-drive on the ball.  He often forces the punt returner to retreat 
to judge the trajectory of his punts.  The former All-American can get the ball to turn over on its 
belly or drop down suddenly in a spiraling motion.  He’ll over-stride on his plant step and lose punts 
when trying to punt directionally to his right.  There have been occasions when he’s out-kicked his 
coverage units.  We think he has the physical make-up of former Clemson punter Bradley Pinion 
(San Francisco 49ers) but he’s not as thick coming out of school.  He has Day 3 value in the 2018 
NFL Draft.

3. Johnny Townsend 6’1 211 Florida
Grade: 4.771 (5th Round)

Big Board Rank: 437

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Excels in the classroom.  Serves as the team’s starting 
punter and holder. Produces excellent catch-and-kick times (0.91-to-1.13) in 2017.  He’s a capable 
directional punter with average size.  Competes in tough matchups.  He can respond after bad plays 
(SEC Championship ’16-after getting punt blocked for TD: next punt-1.12 c-n-k, directional right, 
65 yards distance, 4.97 hang, FC, 55-yard punt). Kept the ball away from Texas A&M star PR Chris-
tian Kirk on his first punt (51-yard punt, 3.84 hang, down at -33-yd L).  After forcing a fair catch on
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his second punt (1.13 c-n-k, 3.6 hang, 49 yards distance), he forced Kirk to misjudge a spiraling shot 
that traveled nearly 70 yards (1.06 c-n-k, 61 yards distance, 4.62 hang, FC, -9-yd L, Texas A&M ‘17).  
He then launched a 49-yard directional right boomer that chased Kirk inside the 10-yard line for a 
fair catch (1.06 c-n-k, 61 yards distance, 4.62 hang, FC, -9-yd L, Texas A&M ‘17).  He can make solid 
tackles after poor punts (Tennessee ’15-5th punt).  Made a one-on-one tackle vs. Iowa’s Desmond 
King on a breakout punt in the second quarter of the 2017 Outback Bowl.  Six career tackles.

Weaknesses:  He hasn’t always placed his drop punts (pooch) at or near the GL using the drop punt 
techniques (6th punt-Texas A&M ’17: +48 yd-L, 1.13 c-n-k, 4.22 hang, TB; 1st punt-Arkansas ’16: 
1.25, 3.81 hang, inside -10-yd L).  Nearly had one punt blocked in this game right after the half in 
the third quarter. On his eighth and final punt vs. Texas A&M (2017), he out-kicked his coverage to 
allow a 43-yard return by Kirk (.91 c-n-k, 3.66 hang).  He has out-kicked coverage in big games (Al-
abama ’16, SEC Championship Game, Diggs, 47-yd PR).  In this game, he also had a punt blocked 
that was returned for a TD. Loses some punts to his left when backed up in opponent’s territory 
(1.19 c-n-k, 2.75 hang, Michigan ’16; 1.07 c-n-k, 3.31 hang, 2nd punt, Tennessee ‘16).  Struggled to 
create lift on the ball when kicking directionally to his left during Day 1 of the 2018 Senior Bowl 
practices.  

Other Notes: Attended Boone HS (Fla.) and was named a U.S. Army All-American following his se-
nior campaign.  He played QB and free safety at the prep level  • He was a Florida Class 8A All-State 
punter after averaging 446 yards per punt as a senior at the prep level • Earned All-Metro honors 
at Boone HS as a baseball player • 2013 (SEC Academic Honor Roll, All-SEC Freshman): 42 yds/
punt, 8 FC, 6 inside the 20-yd L, 5 TB, 5 punts of 50-plus yards • 2014: SEC Academic Honor Roll • 
2015 (SEC Academic Honor Roll): 83 punts, 45.4 yd/avg (Long-61), 5 TB, 26 FC, 30 punts inside the 
20-yd L, 29 punts of 50-plus yards • 2016 (2nd Team All-SEC, SEC Academic Honor Roll): 64 punts, 
47.9 yd/avg (1st in nation), Long-62, 40.6 yd/net (11th in nation), 7 TB, 18 FC, 27 punts inside the 
20-yd L, 29 punts of 50-plus yards, one punt blocked; 4 tackles  • 2017 (2nd Team All-SEC, SEC 
Academic Honor Roll): 47.6 yd/avg (Long-70), 41 yd/net, 5 TB, 13 FC, 27 punts inside the 20-yd L, 
27 punts of 50-plus yards and one punt blocked; 2 tackles

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Townsend’s marquee matchup in 2017 came against the nation’s 
best punt returner in Texas A&M’s Christian Kirk.  Would he make it an exposure for his pure leg 
strength and distance capability?  Or would the Gators use Townsend to play chess and keep the ball 
away from one of college football’s all-time leading returners?  We got eight opportunities to see in a 
hard-fought 19-17 Aggies victory.  The former high school safety kept Kirk at bay until his 43-yard 
punt return set up the Aggies to take the lead in the fourth quarter.  This has sort of been the case for 
Townsend in his career.  There are always a couple of punts he would like to have back.  The Gators 
ranked 96th and 106th –respectively- in opponent punt return average over the last two seasons.  
For him to win an NFL starting punter’s job, he will have to become more efficient as a directional 
punter.  

4. Joseph Davidson 6’7 232 Bowling Green
Grade: 4.76 (5th Round)

Big Board Rank: 438

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Excels as a student and manages his time effectively as 
a double major.  Stands at about 14 ½ yards deep and is a left-footed punter (1.25 c-n-k (catch-and-
kick), He’s kicked in inclement weather conditions.  Forces muffed punts by returners early in games 
(Kent State ’16).  Improved dramatically placing the ball each year in school (1.31, 45 yds distance, 
hits at -7-yd L, downed at -1-yd L, USD ’17).  When he places pooch punts on his drop punts, he ex-
hibits control and can create hang (4.34 hang, 1st punt, pooch punt, -3-yd L, Northern Illinois ’17).  
Some of his drop punts can get into the 4.44-second hang time range (Never had a punt blocked in
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school.  Many of his drop punts turnover and come down on its head (4.32 hang, inside -10-yd L). 
Catch-and-kick times can get as low as 1.12 seconds (2nd punt-1.12 c-n-k, Middle Tennessee ’17-di-
rectional right).  On some of his running rugby-style kicks, Davidson can drive balls 60 yards to his 
left (Eastern Michigan ’17).  Serves as the holder for FGs.

Weaknesses: Lost his first punt against Michigan State to his right trying to kick in that direction 
(1.25, 50 yards distance, 4.1 hang).  This also showed up on occasion during 2018 East-West Shrine 
practices (Day 1, 1.47 c-n-k, 2.72 hang, lost it down the middle).  He also loses some punts trying to 
kick directionally to his right (1st punt: 1.35 c-n-k, 4.07 hang, 50 yards distance, FC, Northwestern 
‘17).  Distances hover at times around the 50-yard range without significant hang time (2nd punt, 50 
yards distance, 4.09 hang, FC, MTSU ’17).  Two career tackles.

Other Notes: Attended Findlay HS (Ohio) and earned All-State honors as a DB and punter • 2014 
(Academic All-MAC): 82 punts, 42.6 yd/avg (Long-78), 39.4 yd/net, 3 TB, 24 FC, 24 punts inside the 
20-yd L, 14 punts of 50-plus yards • 2015 (1st Team All-MAC, Academic All-MAC): 54 punts, 46 
yd/avg. (Long-73), 39.5 yd/net, 4 TB, 9 FC, 16 punts inside the 20-yd L, 17 punts of 50-plus yards
• 2016 (1st Team All-MAC, 1st Team Academic All-American): 61 punts, 45.8 yd/avg, 43.2 yd/
net.. 3 TB, 13 FC, 21 punts inside the 20-yd L, 19 punts of 50-plus yards • 2017 (1st Team All-MAC, 
CoSIDA 2nd Team All-Academic All-American): 60 punts, 44.3 yd/avg (Long-65). 42.3 yd/net, 2 
TB, 18 FC, 28 punts inside the 20-yd L and 10 punts of 50-plus yards • 2018 East-West Shrine in-
game report: 1) 1.44, 3.87 ball dropped early, 53 yards distance 2) 1.32, 3.56 lots of roll but not much 
distance • Carried a double major in finance and mathematics while maintaining nearly a 4.0 GPA 
(3.94)

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): We charted six random punts from a variety of Davidson’s punts 
from during the season and through the 2018 East-West Shrine game.  Some of his distances got 
into the 60-yard range but they did not create legitimate hang time consistently.  He is, however, 
capable of creating distance with hang time (2018 East-West Shrine, Day 1, 60 yards distance, 4.59 
hang).  Many of his punts in school could have been scheme-specific.  He excels on his drop punts as 
a pooch punter and he actually can create legitimate hang time when doing so.  Davidson has an op-
portunity to get into an NFL camp and compete for a job as a directional punter.  He has legitimate 
size, above average ball placement and at least satisfactory strength.  If he doesn’t make it on the 
football field, he’ll be just fine with his academic prowess.

5. Trevor Daniel 6’1 230 Tennessee
Grade: 4.63 (6th Round)

Big Board Rank: 478

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Former walk-on who developed into one of nation’s 
best. Big-time athlete.  Power cleans 300 lbs. Bench-presses 390 lbs. and squats in the 400-lb. range 
(385). First punt he had against Florida in 2016 caused a muff.  His catch-and-kick times can get as 
low as the 1.1-second time (1.06 c-n-k, 4.19 hang, inside 5-yd L, forces muff by Callaway-Florida 
’16).  Capable of producing hang time while kicking directionally (1.12 c-n-k, right hash, directional 
right, 4.78 hang, FC).  Creates a lot of lift on many of his punts (3rd punt: 1.09 c-n-k, 4.87 hang, FC, 
Florida ’16). Capable of booming punts that cover distance and force returners to retreat 10-to-20 
yards while judging trajectory (1.13 c-n-k, 75 yards distance, 4.53 hang, 70-yard punt, Georgia Tech 
‘17).  Gets a number of balls to bounce on its belly inside the 5-yard line after kicking for distance 
(2nd QTR/7:57, 1.03 c-n-k, 4.16 hang, 70 yards distance, downed inside the -5-yd line). Did a fine 
job of changing field position vs. Alabama in 2017 with his ball placement (directional right).  He 
had a number of punts in the 60-to-65-yard distance areas that maintained hang time (4.53-4.6).  
Also executed a 4th down drop punt from the +46-yard line that was downed at the –1-yd line (4.28 
hang).  
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Weaknesses: He has out-kicked coverage with limited hang time (Georgia ’17).  He also had a 19-
yard punt on his 2nd punt. Loses some punts to his left when he attempts to speed up his operation 
(Nebraska ’16).  He’s out-kicked his coverage units vs. pressure looks (Georgia ’17).  Allowed 11.3 
yards per punt return with one TD in 2015.  In 2016, he allowed 12.7 yards per punt return on 
average (one TD).  

Other Notes: Attended Dickson County HS (Tenn.) and was a four-sport athlete in football, basket-
ball soccer and baseball • 2015: 60 punts, 45.7 yd/avg.,39 yd/net, 15 FC, 25 punts inside the 20-yd 
L, one punt blocked, 22 punts of 50-plus yards • 2016: 70 punts, 44.6 yd/avg., 39.8 yd/net, 9 TB, 29 
FC, 28 punts inside the 20-yd L, 21 punts of 50-plus yards; One tackle • 2017: 70 punts, 47.5 yd/avg. 
(Long-72), 42.3 yd/net, 5 TB, 15 FC, 28 punts inside the 20-yd L, 33 punts of 50-plus yards; One 
tackle • 2018 NFL Combine: 9 3/8” hands, 31 ½” arms, 23 reps-225 lbs, 4.98 40-yd, 32 ½” VJ, 9’11” 
BJ

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Daniel finally began to balance the booming punts with place-
ment more in 2017.  The athletic Daniel can actually complete a two-handed 360-degree slam dunk 
off one bounce on the basketball court.  Not bad.  His catch-and-kick times routinely get into the 
1.1-second range, but he does have a tendency to out-kick his coverage units with booming 60-to-
70-yard bombs that don’t have the requisite lift.  This has put pressure on his units and thus resulted 
in huge returns against the Volunteers.  He may have the strongest leg in this year’s draft, but his 
punts have yielded mixed results. We have not seen a tremendous amount of directional punting to 
pin returners to the left side of the field in the film viewed.   He has the physical make-up of Balti-
more Ravens All-Pro punter Sam Koch.

6. Ryan Winslow 6’5 218 Pittsburgh
Grade: 4.276 (6th Round)

Big Board Rank: 552

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  NFL bloodlines.  Excels in the classroom.  Looks the 
part.  Stands at about 14 ½ yards and carries a block point of 10 ½-to-11 yards.  He’s a two-step 
punter with solid catch-and-kick times that can get as low as 1.13 seconds (1st punt, 1.13 c-n-k, 50 
yards distance, 4.13 hang).  He can flip the field when backed up with quick operation when under 
pressure (1.0 c-n-k, 4.62 hang time, 60-yards plus distance, 54-yard punt, 1-yd return, Penn State 
’17).  When he concentrates on his plant step, he achieves full extension and creates lift and distance 
(4th punt, 1.09 c-n-k, 4.57 hang, 63 yards distance, Rice ’17). He also serves as the team’s holder and 
does a good job of getting the laces around kick-to-kick.  Handles low and high short snaps equally 
well.  He’s been a factor on fakes as both a holder and punter.

Weaknesses: He’s out-kicked coverage with low, flat punts (59-yard return, Reid, Penn State ’16).  
Despite getting solid extension, he hasn’t always gotten the ball to carry (1st punt, 1.19 c-n-k, 4.29 
hang, 51 yards distance, Marshall ’16).  On the next punt, he posted just a 3.06 hang time (Penn 
State ’16).  Rushes the process at times and gives returners the ability to return flat line drives (1.09 
c-n-k, 3.69 hang, Rice ’17). He will short-leg some punts when facing pressure elements backed up 
(1.13 c-n-k, 3.88 hang, 47 yards distance, Rice ’17). Opponents averaged 12.6 yards per punt return 
with one TD vs. the Panthers in 2017.

Other Notes:  Attended La Salle College HS (Pa.) and was ranked as one of the country’s top punters 
by Scout.com • Started for the basketball team at La Salle • Father, George, punted at Villanova and 
went on to punt in the NFL • Mom, Teresa, played field hockey and lacrosse for Ursinus College • 
2014 (Academic All-ACC): 50 punts, 40.1 yd/avg (Long-51), 37.1 yd/net, 4 TB, 18 FC, 21 punts in-
side the 20-yd L, 3 punts of 50-plus yards; One kickoff • 2015: 63 punts, 41.1 yd/avg (Long-60), 37.5 
yd/net, 7 TB, 24 FC, 21 punts inside the 20-yd L, 10 punts of 50-plus yards
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• 2016: 56 punts, 42.6 yd/avg (Long-53), 36.2 yd/net, 6 TB, 12 FC, 12 punts inside the 20-yd L, 7 
punts of 50-plus yards • 2017 (1st Team All-ACC, Academic All-ACC): 57 punts, 44.5 yd/avg (Long-
63), 38.2 yd/net, 5 TB, 24 FC, 16 punts inside the 20-yd L, 16 punts of 50-plus yards, 2 punts blocked
• 2018 NFL Combine: 8 5/8” hands, 30 ¼” arms

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Winslow’s profile nearly matches that of former Miami (Fla.) 
punter Pat O’Donnell (Chicago Bears) when he came out of school.  He stands at about 14 ½-to-15 
yards and strives to get his kicks off in less than 1.1 seconds with his catch-and-kick times.  His op-
eration is tough to match for any punter.  The negatives this past season involved a couple of flat-line 
punts that were returnable and some of the pressure he put on his cover units.  When he gets hold of 
punts, he can drive them into the 50-to-60-yard range and average 4.5 seconds of hang time.  Much 
like the aforementioned O’Donnell, he has the body frame to handle difficult weather and he may be 
in play for teams like the Philadelphia Eagles and New York Giants.

7. Logan Cooke 6’5 228 (E) Mississippi State
Grade: 4.23 (6th Round)

Big Board Rank: 558

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  NFL bloodlines.  Excels in the classroom.  Looks the 
part.  Stands at about 14 ½ yards and carries a blStrengths:  Excellent size for the position.  Has 
punted and kicked off for the Bulldogs.  He also has attempted field goals for the team.  Also serves 
as the team’s holder on FGs.  He’s a three-step punter with very good size who stands at about 14 
yards of distance from the long snapper. There have been instances where he displays NFL-level 
operation times (1.16 catch-and-kick) and the requisite hang time (4.91) despite average distance 
(1st QTR/8:12, Auburn ’16, 53 yards distance).  Impressed with his ability to generate distance and 
hang time vs. BYU ’17 (1st punt: 1.43 c-n-k, 68 yards distance, 4.88 hang time).  He’s capable of 
kicking the ball directionally to his right (2nd punt: 1.37 c-n-k, directional right, 4.62 hang, 62 yards 
distance).  On his third punt vs. BYU he placed the ball well on a pooch punt from the 50-yard line 
(1.41 c-n-k, 5.06 hang, hit at GL and bounced back).  Had four tackles in career. 

Weaknesses:  Nearly had a punt blocked (partial) vs. Texas A&M in 2017 (his 1.22 catch-and-kick 
time saved him).  In this same game, he lost a punt to his left (2nd punt: 1.10 c-n-k, 4.12, 32-yard 
punt).  He’ll need to be careful with his block point (it got as close as 8 ½-to-9 yards vs. BYU ’17).  
Some of his catch-and-kick times don’t help that block point (1.37-1.43 on the three punts charted 
vs. BYU).  His three-step approach also got a bit long because he’ll have a slight hitch before starting 
his motion.  Allowed opponents 10 returns for a 12.5-yard average with one TD in 2015. In 2016, 
the team allowed 14.8 yards per punt return (TD).  Missed one game due to a foot injury in high 
school.  

Other Notes: Attended Columbia Academy HS (Miss.) and played three different positions (WR/
DB/P) • He was named a three-star recruit after averaging 44.2 yards per punt, catching 14 passes 
for 225 yards and 2 TDs and posting an 86.4% touchback percentage on kickoffs • 2014: 10 punts, 
41.4 yd/avg (Long-51), 6 FC, 2 punts inside 20-yd L, one punt of 50-yards or more; Two tackles
• 2015 (SEC Academic Honor Roll): 44 punts, 42.2 yd/avg (Long-65), 35.9 yd/net, 7 TB, 20 FC, 
16 inside the 20-yd L, 12 punts of 50-plus yards; 4 KOs, 2 TBs; One rush for 11 yards; One tackle 
• 2016: 44 punts, 40 yd/avg. (Long-68), 35.6 yd/net, 3 TB, 20 FC, 22 inside the 20-yd L, 9 punts of 
50-plus yards, one punt blocked; 25 KOs, 14 TB, OOB • 2017: 55 punts, 42.7 yd/avg. (Long-67), 39.2 
yd/net, 5 TB, 21 FC, 20 inside the 20-yd L, 13 punts of 50-plus yards and one punt blocked; 73 KOs, 
43 TBs, 1 OOB; One tackle

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Cooke is a three-step punter who actually grades with satisfac-
tory catch-and-kick times for a punter.  In 2017, he finally began to make it tough to return on the 
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Bulldogs, which was something that had eluded him in the past.  The team gave up just 3.3 punt 
return yards per game in 2017 after allowing 9.6 and 10.2, respectively, in a two-year period (2015-
16).  In charting five of Cooke’s seven punts in over a three-week period (BYU ’17, Texas A&M 
’17), we noticed he created significant hang times when his setup was deliberate.  If he sped it up 
(catch-and-kick), then he would lose kicks slightly to his left.  He’s capable of punting directionally 
and can place the ball.  For him to challenge for a spot in an NFL training camp, he has to work on 
his operation and clean up his block point.

8. Shane Tripucka 6’2 1/2 207 Texas A&M
Grade: 4.157 (7th Round)

Big Board Rank: 585

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Athletic bloodlines.  In the film viewed, he’s catch-and-
kick (c-n-k) times have gotten as low as 1.12 seconds.  While we saw a 2 ½-step-to-3-step style, he 
is primarily a two-step punter.  Efficient as a directional punter to his right (7th punt, 1.12 c-n-k, 
directional right, 4.72 hang, FC, Florida ’17).  He can use running rugby style 4-step kicks and still 
get off respectable catch-and-kick/hang times when backed up (4th punt, out of the end zone, direc-
tional right, 1.21 c-n-k, 4.34 hang).  Still creates distance and lift to change field position in negative 
territory (6th punt, backed up, 56-yd punt, 4.5 hang, 8-yd return, Florida ’17).  Strong leg.  Capable 
of driving the ball distances of 65-to-70 yards while maintaining hang times (4th punt, 1.22 c-n-k, 
4.69 hang, 70 yards distance, TB, LSU ’17).   Demonstrates enough touch on pooch punts to keep 
the ball in negative territory (1st punt, +48-yd L, 2-step, 1.19 c-n-k, 4.12 hang, 47 yards distance, 
FC, -13-yd L, Mississippi State ’17).  He can get the ball to spiral downward and fall on its nose to 
bounce back.  This has also made it difficult for returners in judging its trajectory (1.31 cnk, 4.53 
hang, Lindsay doesn’t field, East-West Shrine ’18, Day 3). He handles low snaps effectively on some 
of his directional right punts (1.40 cnk, 4.25 hang, East-West Shrine ’18, Day 3).

Weaknesses:  Loses some of his two-step punts (29-yd punt, 3.19 hang, LSU ’17).  Many of his punts 
that he loses are off to his right (5th punt, 1.12, 3.68 hang, 39-yd punt, Florida ’17; East-West Shrine 
‘18), but he will lose some to his left on occasion as well (2nd punt, 3.81 hang, shank left, Florida 
’17).  Shanks often occur to his right as well (1.28 c-n-k, 2.88 hang, shank right, East-West Shrine 
’18, Day 1). He will out-kick his coverage on occasion driving the ball (5th punt, LSU ’17, 4th 
QTR/6:34, 1.25 c-n-k, 69 yards distance). Zero career tackles. 

Other Notes: Attended Allen HS (Tex.) and never allowed any return yards as a starting punter
• Father, Chris played football at Boston College • Grandfather, Frank, played QB for the Denver 
Broncos and his uncle, Kelly, played for the Utah Jazz and Detroit Pistons • 2015: Two punts, 44 yd/
avg., TB, one punt inside the 20-yd L • 2016: 69 punts, 42.9 yd/avg (Long-59), 41.6 yd/net, 27 FC, 
27 punts inside the 20-yd L • 2017: 76 punts, 46.1 yd/avg (Long-64)., 43.4 yd/net, 6 TB, 33 FC, 30 
punts of 50-plus yards, 23 punts inside the 20-yd L and one punt blocked • 2018 East-West Shrine 
measurements: 6024 207 9 5/8” hands, 32” arms, 74” wingspan

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary): Tripucka impressed with sufficient operation times (catch-and-
kick) for the most part in the film viewed.  Primarily a two-step punter, he loses some punts when 
he rushes the process.  Unlike former Texas A&M and current Los Angeles Chargers punter Drew 
Kaser (who lost more punts to his left coming out of school), many of Tripucka’s shanks are off to his 
right.  On the plus side, he gets his punts to spiral downward to fall on its nos.   These have helped 
him when placing punts in the opponent’s territory.  In addition, many of his kicks make it difficult 
for returners to judge downward trajectory.  His impressive hand-eye coordination and length ex-
tend his range when fielding either low or high snaps.  He may have a challenge getting drafted, but 
he will have a chance to win a job in an NFL training camp.
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9. Michael Carrizosa 5’9 ½ 225 San Jose State
Grade: 4.111 (7th Round)

Big Board Rank: 605

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths):  Powerful leg. Can flip the field. Capable of boom-
ing punts even when the location is poor (NFLPA Collegiate Bowl ’18-70 yds distance, TB, 4.47).  
Forced a fumble on a 4.16 hang punt in the 2nd QTR (54 yds distance).  Capable of getting his drop 
punts to bounce backwards off the bounce to die inside the 5-yd L (4.65 Hang, NFLPA Collegiate 
Bowl ’18).  Serves as the team’s holder and secondary kickoff specialist.

Weaknesses: Will out-kick his coverage.  Opponents averaged 14.5 yards per punt return vs. the 
Spartans in 2017 (TD).  In 2016, they averaged 13.4 yds/PR. Gave up three punt return TDs in his 
career.  Fails to control the ball when trying to place it inside the 20-yd line when in the in-be-
tween distances for those types of punts (-45-yd L, NFLPA Collegiate Bowl ’18-1.41 catch-and-kick 
(c-n-k).  Catch-and-kick times have gotten as high as 1.37 in the film viewed.  

Other Notes: Attended Palma HS (Calif.) and lettered in both football and soccer • 2014: 43 punts, 
37.1 yd/avg, 30.7 yd/net, TB, 11 FC, 6 inside the 20-yd line, one blocked;  0-of-2 FGs; one kick 
blocked; 2 KOs • 2015 (Ray Guy Award finalist, 1st Team All-MWC, 2nd Team Walter Camp 
All-American): 48 punts, 47.5 yd/avg (long-73), 42.4 yd/net, 6 TBs, 10 FCs, 22 kicks inside the 20-yd 
line, 5 punts of 60 or more yards; 2 KOs • 2016 (Honorable mention All-MWC): 61 punts, 44.3 yd/
avg (long-64), 36.7 yd/net, 6 TBs, 17 FC, 21 inside the 20-yd line; 60 KOs, 41 TBs, 4 OOB • 2017 
(2nd Team All-MWC): 73 punts, 45.6 yd/avg (long-68), 38.7 yd/net, 5 TBs, 24 FC, 25 inside the 20-
yd line, 2 punts blocked; 32 KOs, 21 TBs, 3 OOB • Wyoming ’17, in-game report: KOs: 1) 4.00 hang, 
67 yds distance, TB 2) Sky kick left, OOB, penalty 3) Sky kick right, right hash, 3.62, nearly return 
TD, MT 4) 3.90, TB, directional right 5) 69 yards, 3.87, TB  Punts: 1) Aligned 16 yards deep (is it 
because of blocks?), block pt.-11 yds, 1.12, 2 1/2-step, 4.72 hang, 57 yards distance, FC 2) 1.21, di-
rectional right, right hash, 4.72 hang, OOB 4.65 hang, 63 yards distance 3) -49 L, pooch, 1.19, drop 
punt, lost it to his right OOB 4) 1.34 low snap, 4.00 hang, 57 yards distance, out-kicked coverage, big 
return allowed 5) 1.25 cnk, 3.94 hang, ball drifted to MOF when trying to kick directionally from 
right hash 6) Lost it right again (directional), 3.87 hang, OOB 7) 1.37 c-n-k, 4.56 hang, 67 yards 
distance, zero on return (big hit) and he got excited 8) 1.32 c-n-k, 4.53 hang, 68 yards distance,  • 
2018 NFLPA Collegiate Bowl in-game report:  Excellent tackle in this game to save a potential TD 
vs. Coleman on the return of the missed FG.  3) 1.35 (3rd QTR/4:11), 53 yds distance, 0-yd return, 
4.03 hang).  4) 4.25 hang, 57 yds distance, FC not bad at all

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):  Carrizosa is a thickly-built punter/kickoff specialist who most 
likely projects to a punter at the next level.  Even in his last career game (Wyoming), he had some 
issues controlling the ball (lost a number to his right).  When he gets hold of a punt, he can register 
hang times in the 4.5-to-4.7-hang time range.  More importantly, he carries his distances up to the 
68-yard mark on some of his directional punts (going right).  It is a distinct advantage that he can 
directional punt, but too often he loses these and gives punt returners clear paths because he’ll out-
kick his coverage units.  Block punts became an issue in 2017 and he even backed up his alignment 
to increase the block point by the end of the year. The former soccer player produced respectable net 
averages despite allowing nearly 15 yards per return as a senior.  He’ll need to find a balance between 
driving and creating lifts on his balls to compete for an NFL roster spot.  

10. Ryan Anderson 6’3 205 (E) Rutgers, Olivet College
Grade: 4.06 (7th Round)

Big Board Rank: 618

What makes this player NASTY? (Strengths): Excels in the classroom.  Former college WR at the
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Division III level with plus athleticism.  Stands out at about 14 ½-yards deep and has a 10-yard 
block point.  He can get the ball off in the 1.0-second range with his catch-and-kick times.  Even 
when his punts get up in the 1.25-second range, he produces respectable distances (1.25 c-n-k, 4.28 
hang, 59 yards distance, FC, Penn State ’17, 2nd QTR/4:40).  He’s capable of kicking the ball 65 
yards to flip the field when backed up (4th QTR, Penn State ’17-66 yards distance, 4.10 hang).  Can 
kick directionally left or right (3rd punt: 1.21 c-n-k, 4.53 hang, directional right, right hash, FC, ran 
returner OOB).  Produced three punts of at least 60 yards of distance vs. Purdue in 2017 (2nd punt: 
1.03 c-n-k, 4.53 hang, 60 yards distance, bounced at -2-yd L; 4th punt: 1.22 c-n-k, 4.38 hang, 66 
yards distance, 1-yd return; 5th punt: 1.28 c-n-k, 65 yards distance, 3.82 hang, 61-yd punt, TB). 

Weaknesses: He has out-kicked his coverage unit at times.  Opponents averaged 9.4 yd/PR and one 
TD vs. the Scarlet Knights in 2017 (12th in Big Ten).   Balls have come down in a funny manner off 
his foot when backed up (1.07 c-n-k, 4.18 hang, nearly caused muff, Penn State ’17).  Lost another 
punt in the third quarter because it went off the side of his foot (3rd QTR, 10:50, Penn State ’17-3.66 
hang).  Had three punts blocked at Olivet as a junior.  

Other Notes: Originally attended Saginaw Valley State (Michigan) before transferring to Olivet 
College  • 2015 (Olivet College, AFCA All-American): 41.8 yd/avg (Long-69), 9 FC, 3 TB,  9 inside 
the 20-yd L • Set a Division III record with a 46.2 yd/avg. in 2016 • 2016 (11 gms, Division III 
All-American): 12 receptions for 129 yards (11.7 YPR); 47 punts, 46.2 yd/avg (Long-65), 15 punts 
inside the 20-yd L, 6 FC, 9 TB, 18 punts of 50-plus yards, 3 blocked punts • 2017: 79 punts, 44.4 yd/
avg (Long-70), 38.8 yd/net, 10 TB, 14 FC, 20 kicks inside the 20-yd L, 27 punts of 50-plus yards

Time to get NASTY (Our Summary):   Anderson -a former college wide receiver- developed into per-
haps Division III’s best punter in 2016.  He quickly transitioned to the Division I level in 2017.  The 
biggest issue he occasionally faced at the Big Ten level was out-kicking his coverage units.  He seems 
to lose one punt per game.  His catch-and-kick times have gotten as low as the one-second mark and 
they generally averaged in the 1.2-second range.  His deep block point didn’t prevent him getting 
three blocked punts in 2016 at Olivet College (overall operation was part of the problem).  An above 
average athlete, we expect Anderson to get into a mini camp this spring if he can post satisfactory 
pre-draft workouts. 

Long Snappers Notes

Ike Powell 6’2 ½ 244 Auburn 10 ¼” hands, 
31 7/8” arms, 77 ¼” wingspan

Other Notes:  While he had just one career tackle, Powell’s long snap times get as low as 0.69 seconds.  
During 2018 Senior Bowl practices, his times ranged between .72-to-.75 seconds.  When he has 
longer averages, they can get up around 0.78 seconds (Senior Bowl, Day 2).  He is also an effective 
short snapper (.50 SS, Senior Bowl Day 2, FG period).  

Tanner Carew 6’1 ¼” 241 Oregon 
9 ½” hands, 31 ¾” arms, 77” wingspan 
2018 NFL Combine: 18 reps-225 lbs, 5.0 
40-yd, 30” VJ, 9’3” BJ, 7.26 3-cone, 4.28 
20-yd SS

Other Notes:  Although he had just five career tackles, Carew shined on game during the Senior Bowl 
with a couple of solo tackles and a downed punt.  His long snap times can get as low as .69 seconds.  
Averaged between .69 and .72 seconds during the eight punts charted during 2018 Senior Bowl 
practices.  Very rarely makes his punter move to fetch high or low snaps.  In pooch punts situations, 
he does a fine job of getting out in coverage after getting the ball off (3rd QTR, Las Vegas Bowl ’17, 
.69 LS, downed at -1-yd L).  Some of his punts will get low when the team uses directional running 
rugby punts to his right (Boise State ’17, 2nd QTR/12:49, .78 LS).  

Andy Reisman 6’4 252 Mount Union 
10” hands, 33” arms, 78 ¾” wingspan

2018 NFLPA Collegiate Bowl in-game report:  Long snap times: 1) .72 LS  2) .75 LS, pretty good spin, a 
little low 3) .69 LS, beginning to get into a rhythm.  Displays very limited speed in pursuit.  He won’t 
be a factor in coverage. 

Jake Wirsching  6’3 ¼” 244 Bemidji State  9 
5/8” hands, 30 1/8” arms, 73 ½” wingspan

Strengths:  He has also played some at DE.  His long snap times averaged in-between .67-.70 times.  
Weaknesses:  He retrieves quickly after snapping and doesn’t release quickly out into coverage.  2018 
NFLPA Collegiate Bowl in-game report:  His times were a lot higher than the previous games viewed.  
1st punt: .81 LS 2nd punt: .90 LS 3rd punt: .75 LS

Hunter Bradley 6’3 241 Mississippi State
17 reps-225 lbs, 29” VJ, 8’8” BJ, 4.78 40-
yd, 7.43 3-cone

Although Bradley finished his career with 4 tackles, he hasn’t posted one since 2015.  Long-snapping 
runs in his family.  His father, Mike, was a long snapper at Delta State and is currently a football 
coach.  Bradley will get into a training camp after positive postseason workouts. 

Drew Scott LS 6’1 232 Kansas State 
2018 East-West Shrine measurements: 
6012 232 9” hands, 31” arms, 74”
wingspan

Posted four tackles over the course of the last two seasons.  Effective short-snapper as well.  Big 
reason for the success of PK Matthew McCrane.  
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Chapter 17:
NFL TEAM NEEDS

FREE AGENCY RECAP

Jonathan Stewart signed a two-year deal with 
the New York Giants. 

Former Panthers OG Andrew Norwell 
signed a five-year deal with the

 Jacksonville Jaguars.

By: Troy Jefferson, DraftNasty Staff Reports

NOTE: Team needs (March 1, 2018) were written 
prior to our Free Agency updates (April 2018).  
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Denver Broncos 
 

2018 Free Agency Recap/Team Notes:  Bill Musgrave took over midseason for Mike McCoy as offensive 
coordinator and will remain the offensive coordinator in 2018. • The Broncos signed quarterback Case Keenum 
to a two-year deal on March 14. • Traded for OT Jared Veldheer (Cardinals) • Signed G Billy Turner to a one-
year deal • Signed DL Clinton McDonald to a two-year deal • Signed LB Todd Davis to a three-year deal • 
CB Tramaine Brock: One year, $4 million  • Acquired SS Su’a Cravens in a trade with the Washington Redskins
• Signed P Marquette King to a three-year deal

Quarterback:  Trevor Siemian, Paxton Lynch and Brock Osweiler all took snaps under center last season but 
none had more touchdowns than interceptions. Osweiler is an unrestricted free agent. The Broncos could look to 
free agency to solve this need as the draft hasn’t been fruitful for the organization in recent years. Washington’s 
Kirk Cousins and Cincinnati’s A.J. McCarron could be options via free agency.

Offensive line:  Tackle Donald Stephenson and guard Allen Barbe started in a combined eight games last sea-
son and both will be unrestricted free agents. The Broncos allowed the third most sacks in the league last season 
and could look to the draft to upgrade the offensive line. UCLA’s Kolton Miller could be an option in the second 
round.

Inside linebacker :  Middle linebackers Todd Davis and Corey Nelson are unrestricted free agents. Davis has 
started in 29 games over the past two seasons and if he isn’t re-signed, he will leave a hole in the middle of the 
defense alongside Brandon Marshall. Georgia’s Roquan Smith could be an intriguing choice in the first round for 
Denver. 

Kansas City Chiefs
 

2018 Free Agency Recap/Team Notes:   The Chiefs shipped Alex Smith to the Washington Redskins for a 
third-round pick and cornerback Kendall Fuller. They traded cornerback Marcus Peters and a 2018 sixth-round 
pick to the Los Angeles Rams for a 2018 fourth-round pick and a 2019 second-round pick. • Signed QB Chad 
Henne to a two-year deal and signed QB Matt McGloin to a one-year deal • RB Damien Williams: One year, $1.5 
million  • WR Sammy Watkins: Three years, $48 million  • WR De’Anthony Thomas: One year, $880,000 
• Signed DL Jarvis Jenkins, Xavier Williams, Stefan Charles • Signed LB Anthony Hitchens (Cowboys) to a 
five-year deal  and signed LB Terrance Smith  • Signed S Robert Golden and also signed P Dustin Colquitt to a 
three-year deal 

DL: Defensive linemen Bennie Logan is an unrestricted free agent. The Chiefs finished in the bottom ten in the 
NFL in rush defense and sacks.  Kansas City could benefit from adding more depth along the defensive line. 
USC’s Rasheem Green could bring some position versatility and be an impact player in the second round.   

AFC West

Defense (2017):
Points per game: 23.9 (22nd)

Total defense: 290 YPG (3rd)

Passing Defense: 200.6 YPG (4th)

Rushing Defense: 89.4 YPG (5th)

Offense (2017):
Points per game:  18.1 PPG (27th)

Total offense: 324.1 YPG (17th)

Passing offense: 208.3 YPG (20th)

Rushing offense: 115.8 YPG (12th)

Offense (2017):
Points per game:  25.9 PPG (6th)

Total offense: 375.4 YPG (5th)

Passing offense: 256.5 YPG (7th)

Rushing offense: 118.9 YPG (12th)

Defense (2017):
Points per game: 21.2 (15th)

Total defense: 365.1 YPG (28th)

Passing Defense: 247 YPG (29th)

Rushing Defense: 118.1 YPG (25th)
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Oakland Raiders

2018 Free Agency Recap/Team Notes: Oakland hired Jon Gruden as head coach on Jan. 6 to a ten-year 
contract.  Gruden previously coached for the Raiders and Buccaneers, compiling a 95-81 record and winning a 
Super Bowl with Tampa in 2002.  • The Raiders informed long time kicker and pro bowler Sebastian Janikowski 
that he wouldn’t be retained for next season. Janikowski missed all of 2017 with a back injury and is an unre-
stricted free agent.  • Oakland signed receiver Jordy Nelson to a two-year deal on March 15 and signed QBs EJ 
Manuel and Josh Johnson • Signed RB Doug Martin to a one-year deal and signed FB Keith Smith to a two-year 
deal • Signed WR-KR Dwayne Harris • Signed TE Derek Carrier and Lee Smith to three-year deals • Signed OT 
Breno Giacomini • Signed DE Tank Carradine and signed DT Justin Ellis  • Signed LB Tahir Whitehead to a 
three-year deal and signed LBs Emmanuel Lamur and Kyle Wilber: Agrees to deal
• Signed CBs Rashaan Melvin, Leon Hall and Shareece Wright • Re-signed S Reggie Nelson: One year and S 
Marcus Gilchrist • Signed LS Andrew DePaola to a four-year deal 

DraftNasty

CB:  Kendall Fuller should provide some relief for a unit that gave up the fourth-most passing yards in the NFL 
last season. However, Darrelle Revis, Phillip Gaines, Steven Terrell and Kenneth Acker are unrestricted free 
agents and Kansas City traded away Pro Bowler in Marcus Peters. Western Michigan’s Darius Phillips is a name 
to watch on Day 3. 

Los Angeles Chargers 

2018 Free Agency Recap/ Team Notes: After starting the season 0-4, the Chargers finished the season 
9-3 but missed the playoffs. • Wide receiver Keenan Allen won the 2017 NFL comeback player of the year award 
after tearing his ACL in 2016.  • The Chargers signed kicker Caleb Sturgis to a two-year deal on March 16. • QB 
Geno Smith signed a one-year deal and they signed TE Virgil Green to a three-year deal  • Signed OT Michael 
Schofield to a two-year deal and OC Mike Pouncey to a two-year deal • Signed S Adrian Phillips to a one-year 
deal and S Jaylen Watkins to a one-year deal 

OL: The starting unit for the Chargers offensive line are under contract but there are several backups who are 
unrestricted free agents. Los Angeles held up well in pass protection, allowing just 18 sacks (fewest in the NFL)
but finished in the bottom ten in rushing yards per attempt. The Chargers could use a Day 2 pick on N.C. State’s 
road grader Will Richardson. 

DL: Los Angeles finished second-to-last in run defense last season. Defensive lineman Tenny Palepoi is an 
unrestricted free agent after playing in 15 games in 2017. The Chargers could target Alabama’s run stuffer Da’Ron 
Payne with its 17th overall pick. 
 
LB: Korey Toomer is an unrestricted free agent. Toomer started in eight games and finished the season with 48 
tackles, two forced fumbles and an interception. If Los Angeles doesn’t re-sign Toomer, the Chargers will need to 
add some depth at inside linebacker. Arizona State’s Christian Sam could be intriguing in the middle rounds.

Offense (2017):
Points per game:  22.2 PPG (13th)

Total offense: 376.6 YPG (4th)

Passing offense: 276.9 YPG (1st)

Rushing offense: 99.7 YPG (24th)

Defense (2017):
Points per game: 17 (3rd)

Total defense: 328.4 YPG (15th)

Passing Defense: 197.3 YPG (3rd)

Rushing Defense: 131.1 YPG (31st)

Offense (2017):
Points per game:  18.8 PPG (23rd)

Total offense: 324.1 YPG (17th)

Passing offense: 226.9 YPG (16th)

Rushing offense: 97.1 YPG (25th)

Defense (2017):
Points per game: 23.3 (20th)

Total defense: 350.1 YPG (23rd)

Passing Defense: 241.1 YPG (26th)

Rushing Defense: 108.9 YPG (12th)
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Miami Dolphins

AFC East

OT: Donald Penn signed an extension last season but missed time in 2017 with a foot injury. Penn is 35 years 
old and the Raiders could look to the future and select an offensive tackle in the draft. Texas’ Connor Williams 
would address a need in the first round.
 
DL: Defensive linemen Justin Ellis and Denico Autry are unrestricted free agents. Ellis started 14 games at defen-
sive tackle and Autry started in three games last season. Oakland could use a pass rush boost after finishing with 
31 sacks (24th in the NFL). Virginia Tech’s Tim Settle could be an option in the second round.
 
Secondary: Safeties, Reggie Nelson and Keith McGill, and cornerbacks, David Amerson and Travis Carrie, are 
unrestricted free agents. The Raiders finished last in interceptions and 26th in pass defense. Oakland will need 
to solidify the backend of the secondary. If the Raiders decide to use their first round pick on a defensive back, 
Ohio State’s Denzel Ward could fit the bill. 

New England Patriots

2018 Free Agency Recap/Team Notes:   Former defensive coordinator Matt Patricia took the head 
coaching job in Detroit for the 2018 season. • The Patriots acquired Jason McCourty from the Browns for a sixth 
round pick. • New England signed Jeremy Hill to a one-year contract on March 18. • Signed RB Rex Burkhead 
to a three-year deal  • Acquired WR Cordarrelle Patterson from the Raiders in a trade • Signed WR Jordan 
Matthews to a one-year deal  • Re-signed WR Matthew Slater to a two-year deal • Signed TE Troy Niklas, OT 
LaAdrian Waddle, OG Matt Tobin, OG Luke Bowanko • Signed DE Adrian Clayborn to a two-year deal • Traded 
for DT Danny Shelton (Browns) and CB Jason McCourty • Re-signed LB Marquis Flowers  • Re-signed S Nate 
Ebner to a two-year deal 

RB: Rex Burkhead, Dion Lewis and Brandon Bolden are unrestricted free agents. The Patriots have been known 
to use a stable of backs instead of one featured runner. If New England decides to part with any of its free agent 
running backs, look for them to add one in the draft. The Patriots could target Auburn’s Kerryon Johnson in the 
second or third round.

OL: Despite signing Waddle, the team still needs more upgrades at the tackle spot.  Is last year’s draft pick Anto-
nio Garcia ready for an expanded role?  Losing Nate Solder in free agency was a big blow for the team. 

OLB-DE: James Harrison and Marquis Flowers are unrestricted free agents. The two combined for 5.5 sacks and 
the Patriots finished with 42 sacks total (7th-most in the league). Georgia DE-OLB Lorenzo Carter is an option 
in the middle rounds.

CB: Malcolm Butler and Johnson Bademosi are unrestricted free agents this season. The Patriots decided to not 
play Butler during the Super Bowl and could test the waters in the draft for another cornerback. Even if both are 
re-signed, New England allowed the third-most passing yards and could use an upgrade at the position. 

Offense (2017):
Points per game:  28.6 PPG (2nd)

Total offense: 394.2 YPG (1st)

Passing offense: 276.1 YPG (2nd)

Rushing offense: 118.1 YPG (10th)

Defense (2017):
Points per game: 18.5 (5th)

Total defense: 366 YPG (29th)

Passing Defense: 251.3 YPG (30th)

Rushing Defense: 114.8 YPG (20th)

Offense (2017):
Points per game:  17.6 PPG (28th)

Total offense: 307.7 YPG (25th)

Passing offense: 220.9 YPG (18th)

Rushing offense: 86.8 YPG (29th)

Defense (2017):
Points per game: 24.6 (29th)

Total defense: 335.7 YPG (16th)

Passing Defense: 225.2 YPG (16th)

Rushing Defense: 110.5 YPG (14th)
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2018 Free Agency Recap/Team Notes: The Dolphins hired Dowell Loggains as their offensive co-
ordinator on Jan. 19. Loggains worked with head coach Adam Gase in 2015 in Chicago and served 
as the Bears offensive coordinator the last two years. • Miami signed receiver Danny Amendola to 
a two-year deal on March 15.  • The Dolphins signed guard Josh Sitton to a two-year deal on March 
16. • Signed QBs Brock Osweiler and David Fales to one-year deals • Signed RB Frank Gore to a 
one-year deal • Signed WR Albert Wilson to a three-year deal • Signed OT Sam Young to a one-year 
deal and OG Josh Sitton to a two-year deal • Acquired C Daniel Kilgore from the San Francisco 
49ers • Traded for DE Robert Quinn  and signed DE William Hayes to a one-year deal • Signed CB 
Walt Aikens to a two-year deal and signed LS John Denney to a one-year deal 

QB:  Adam Gase said at a postseason press conference that Ryan Tannehill is the 2018 starting quar-
terback. However, Jay Cutler and Matt Moore are unrestricted free agents and the Dolphins could 
look to the draft for someone they could develop for the future. Louisville’s Lamar Jackson could be 
an ideal developmental quarterback in the early rounds for the Dolphins.

DL: William Hayes and Terrance Fede are unrestricted free agents. A couple of their top linemen 
including Cameron Wake and Jordan Phillips will be unrestricted free agents next season.  Miami 
could use the draft to add depth along the line. The Dolphins also finished 26th in sacks. Florida’s 
Taven Bryan is a name to watch in the second round.

Secondary:  Nate Allen, Michael Thomas and Walt Aikens are unrestricted free agents. The Dolphins 
could use another hand on the backend for a defense that finished with nine interceptions last sea-
son, fifth-worst in the NFL. Florida State’s Derwin James is a name to watch in the first round. James 
finished last season with two interceptions.

New York Jets

2018 Free Agency Recap/Team Notes: The Jets finished 5-11 for the second consecutive season. 
Head coach Todd Bowles won 10 games in his first season and has won 10 since. • Jeremy Bates was 
named offensive coordinator by the Jets on Feb. 14 after spending last season as the team’s quar-
terback coach. • New York traded the No. 6 pick, two second-rounders (in the 2018 draft )and a 
second round draft pick  (in the 2019 draft) to the Colts for the No. 3 pick. • New York signed Teddy 
Bridgewater to a one-year deal on March 17.  • Signed QB Josh McCown to a one-year deal • 
Signed RB Isaiah Crowell to a three-year deal • Signed RB Thomas Rawls to a one-year deal and 
signed WRs Terrelle Pryor and Andre Roberts • They picked up TE Clive Warford (waivers) and 
signed TE Bucky Hodges • Signed OT Ben Ijalana to a one-year deal and signed OG Spencer Long  
• Signed OCs Travis Swanson and Jonotthan Harrison  • Signed DL Xavier Cooper (one-year) and 
Mike Pennel (three-year deal) • Signed OLBs Kevin Pierre-Louis and Brandon Copeland • Also 
signed former Titans ILB Avery Williamson and agreed to terms with ILB Neville Hewitt • Signed 
CB Trumaine Johnson to a five-year deal and re-signed CB Morris Claiborne to a one-year deal • 
Signed S Terrence Brooks to a two-year deal  and signed K Cairo Santos to a one-year deal 

QB:  Josh McCown stepped up last season but is an unrestricted free agent and will be 39 years old 
by the time next season starts. The Jets main priority this season will be locating a franchise quarter-
back. If New York decides to address this need through free agency, Washington’s Kirk Cousins 

Offense (2017):
Points per game:  18.6 PPG (24th)

Total offense: 305.3 YPG (28th)

Passing offense: 198.9 YPG (24th)

Rushing offense: 106.4 YPG (19th)

Defense (2017):
Points per game: 23.9 (22nd)

Total defense: 352.3 YPG (25th)

Passing Defense: 234.3 YPG (21st)

Rushing Defense: 117.9 YPG (24th)
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Buffalo Bills

2018 Free Agency Recap/Team Notes: The Bills broke the league’s longest playoff drought (18 
seasons) by winning 9 games and making the playoffs in 2017 • On March 9, The Bills agreed to 
trade Tyrod Taylor to the Browns for a 2018 third-round draft pick. • Signed QB AJ McCarron to a 
two-year deal and signed RBs Travaris Cadet and Taiwan Jones to one-year deals • Former Panthers 
WR Kaelin Clay signed back with the team  • Signed OT Marshall Newhouse and C Russell Bodine. 
Signed DE Trent Murphy to a three-year deal and signed DL Terrence Fede (one-year), DT Star Lo-
tulelei (five years) and Kyle Williams (one-year deal).  Also signed LBs Julian Stanford and Ramon 
Humber • Signed CBs Vontae Davis and Philip Gaines (Chiefs) • Signed S Rafael Bush to a two-year 
deal 

WR:  Jordan Matthews, Brandon Tate, Deonte Thompson and Jeremy Butler are unrestricted free 
agents. The Bills acquired Kelvin Benjamin last year from the Panthers but look for them to target at 
least one more receiver. Colorado State’s Michael Gallup is a name to watch on Day 2. 

DTs:  Kyle Williams and Cedric Thornton are unrestricted free agents. Williams has been a mainstay 
on the defensive line but will be 35 years old by the start of next season. Buffalo finished 29th in rush 
defense and could look to the early rounds to find a run stuffer. Michigan’s Maurice Hurst would be 
an ideal fit in the first round.

LB: Preston Brown and Ramon Humber are unrestricted free agents. The Bills should look to 

AFC East

could be an option.

OL: Last season, the Jets allowed 47 sacks (24th most in the NFL). Centers Wesley Johnson and 
Jonotthan Harrison are unrestricted free agents. Tackle Ben Ijalana and guard Dakota Dozier are 
also unrestricted free agents. No matter who is under center, the Jets will have to look for multiple 
long-term solutions along the line. Western Michigan’s Chukwuma Okorafor would be an intriguing 
choice in the second round.

DL:   Kony Ealy, Mike Pennel and David Bass are unrestricted free agents. The Jets could also decide 
to part ways with Muhammad Wilkerson, due to his $17 million cap hit. If New York parts ways 
with the former pro bowler and don’t resign the other free agent defensive linemen, look for the Jets 
to address this need in the draft. Ole Miss’ Breeland Speaks would be an ideal Day 2 selection.

ILB:  Demario Davis and Bruce Carter are unrestricted free agents. Davis turned in his best season 
last year and hasn’t missed a game in six seasons. If the Jets re-sign Davis, they could still look to add 
another inside linebacker in the later rounds. Virginia’s Micah Kiser could be a Day 3 selection that 
makes an impact in the years to come.

CB:  Morris Claiborne is an unrestricted free agent. Claiborne started in 15 games last season and 
had an interception with eight pass deflections. The Jets were middle of the pack in pass defense and 
could stand to add another cover corner. Kansas State’s D.J. Reed is an option on Day 2 or 3 of the 
draft.  

Offense (2017):
Points per game:  18.9 PPG (22nd)

Total offense: 302.6 YPG (29th)

Passing offense: 176.6 YPG (31st)

Rushing offense: 126.1 YPG (6th)

Defense (2017):
Points per game: 22.4 (18th)

Total defense: 355.1 YPG (26th)

Passing Defense: 230.5 YPG (20th)

Rushing Defense: 124.6 YPG (29th)
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Pittsburgh Steelers 

2018 Free Agency Recap/Team Notes: Randy Fichtner will serve as the Steelers offensive coor-
dinator and quarterbacks coach after former offensive coordinator Todd Haley took the offensive 
coordinator job in Cleveland. • The Steelers agreed to a two-year deal with middle linebacker Jon 
Bostic on March 18. • Pittsburgh released veteran cornerback William Gay on March 14. • Signed 
RBs Fitzgerald Toussaint and Stevan Ridley to one-year deals • Signed WR Justin Hunter to a one-
year deal • Signed DT Dan McCullers and signed ILB Jon Bostic to a two-year deal • Agreed to 
terms with S Morgan Burnett on a three-year deal and signed S Nat Berhe

LB:  Backup linebackers Arthur Moats and Sean Spence are free agents. Ryan Shazier suffered a 
spinal contusion in December and his status for next season remains unclear. The great Pittsburgh 
defenses of the past had multiple linebackers who could cover a lot of ground and stuff the run. The 
Steelers could also be in the market for another pass rusher to replace James Harrison, who was 
let go in December. If Alabama’s Rashaan Evans is still available in the first round, he would be an 
intriguing pick for the Steelers.

Secondary: The Steelers will return their starting secondary. The unit finished in the top five in pass 
defense but Pittsburgh could still look to add some depth behind Joe Haden and Mike Mitchell 
(who will demand significant money in the coming years). If Pittsburgh looks to take the best avail-
able player in the secondary with its first round pick, Colorado’s Isaiah Oliver is an option. 

DraftNasty

improve its linebacker corps in the draft and with two first round and two second round draft picks, 
they should have ample selections to address the need. Texas Malik Jefferson is a name to watch in 
the middle rounds and South Carolina’s Skai Moore could be a late round candidate. 

CB: Shareece Wright, Leonard Johnson and E.J. Gaines are unrestricted free agents. The Bills have 
finished in the bottom half in passing yards allowed over the last two seasons and 25th in intercep-
tions. Buffalo could use one of their early round picks on a cornerback.  Iowa’s Josh Jackson could 
be an option in the first or second round. He’s a player in the mold of former McDermott draft pick 
James Bradberry (Panthers).  

Offense (2017):
Points per game:  25.4 PPG (8th)

Total offense: 377.9 YPG (3rd)

Passing offense: 273.8 YPG (3rd) 

Rushing offense: 104.2 YPG (20th) 

Defense (2017):
Points per game: 19.3 (7th) 

Total defense: 306. 9 YPG (5th)

Passing Defense: 201.1 YPG (5th)

Rushing Defense: 105.8 YPG (10th)

 Baltimore Ravens

2018 Free Agency Recap/Team Notes: This will be the last offseason for general manager Ozzie 
Newsome, who will step down after 22 years with the team at the end of the 2018 season.  • Running 

Offense (2017):
Points per game:  24.7 PPG (9th)

Total offense: 305.4 YPG (27th)

Passing offense: 189.4 YPG (29th) 

Rushing offense: 116 YPG (11th) 

Defense (2017):
Points per game: 18.9 (6th) 

Total defense: 325. 1 YPG (12th)

Passing Defense: 213.8 YPG (10th)

Rushing Defense: 111.3 YPG (15th)
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back Danny Woodhead announced his retirement on March 16. • The Ravens signed wide receiver 
Michael Crabtree to a three-year deal on March 16 and also signed WR John Brown to a one-year 
deal • Signed QB Robert Griffin III to a one-year deal • Re-signed OL James Hurst to a four-year 
deal

Receiving option:  Wide receivers Mike Wallace and Michael Campanaro and tight end Benjamin 
Watson are unrestricted free agents. Wallace led the team in receiving yards and tied with Watson 
for the team lead in receiving touchdowns. Former first round pick Breshad Perriman hasn’t yet 
shown he can carry a starting workload. Baltimore may be reluctant to draft a receiver high again 
but if they go the free agency route, Jarvis Landry is an option.

OL: Starting left guard James Hurst and center Ryan Jensen are unrestricted free agents. If they leave, 
it would create a hole in the interior of the line. Hurst also can play right tackle. Look for Baltimore 
to add another lineman for depth during the draft. Oklahoma’s Orlando Brown is an option at some 
point in the draft. 

ILB: Kamalei Correa, a former defensive end, started three games at inside linebacker alongside C.J. 
Mosley last season. Patrick Onwuasor, a converted safety, started the other 13 games at inside line-
backer. The Ravens might use a Day 2 pick on a traditional inside linebacker. South Carolina State’s 
Darius Leonard is a name to keep an eye on in the second round. 

 Cincinnati Bengals 

2018 Free Agency Recap/Team Notes: Cincinnati hired Teryl Austin as its defensive coordinator 
in January. For the last three seasons, Austin served as the Lions’ defensive coordinator. • Bill Lazor 
took over as offensive coordinator in September after Ken Zampese was fired. • The Bengals signed 
quarterback Matt Barkley to a two year deal on March 17 • Cincinnati signed linebacker Preston 
Brown to a one-year deal on March 16. • Signed QB Matt Barkley to a two-year deal and re-signed 
TE Tyler Eifert to a one-year deal • Acquired OT Cordy Glenn from the Bills (trade) and signed LB 
Preston Brown to a one-year deal • Re-signed P Kevin Huber to a three-year deal  

TE: Tyler Eifert is an unrestricted free agent this offseason after missing 2017 with back surgery for 
the second consecutive season. Tyler Kroft (his replacement) finished the season with 42 receptions 
for 404 yards and seven touchdowns. If the Bengals let Eifert leave in free agency and are looking for 
depth in Day 2, Oklahoma’s Mark Andrews is an option. 

OL: Cincinnati gave up 40 sacks-good for 13th-most in the league.  They averaged just 3.6 rushing 
yards per attempt. The Bengals seem set at the skilled positions but some competition along the 
offensive line would be a welcomed addition. Notre Dame’s Mike McGlinchey could be an option in 
the first round.

LB: Kevin Minter is an unrestricted free agent and started seven games last season.  Fellow inside 
linebacker Vontaze Burfict started in 10 games but missed three games with a concussion in 2017. 
Cincinnati could look to add some depth at the inside linebacker position in the draft. If the Bengals 
use their first round pick on a linebacker, then Georgia’s Roquan Smith could be a candidate.

Offense (2017):
Points per game:  18.1 PPG (26th)

Total offense: 280.5 YPG (32nd)

Passing offense: 195.1 YPG (27th) 

Rushing offense: 85.4 YPG (31st) 

Defense (2017):
Points per game: 21.8 (16th) 

Total defense: 339. 1 YPG (18th)

Passing Defense: 211.2 YPG (8th)

Rushing Defense: 127.9 YPG (30th)
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 Cleveland Browns

2018 Free Agency Recap/Team Notes: Became the second team in NFL history after the 2008 
Detroit Lions to go 0-16 • Todd Haley was named offensive coordinator of the Cleveland Browns on 
Jan. 22.  Haley had served as the offensive coordinator for the Steelers since 2012 • On March 9, The 
Bills agreed to trade Tyrod Taylor to the Browns for a 2018 third-round draft pick • Traded for QB 
Tyrod Taylor (Bills) and signed QB Drew Stanton to a two-year deal • Signed RB Carlos Hyde to a 
three-year deal and acquired WR Jarvis Landry from the Dolphins via trade  • Signed WR Jeff Janis 
and also signed TE Darren Fells to a three-year deal  • Signed OT Chris Hubbard to a five-year deal 
and signed OT Donald Stephenson to a one-year deal • Signed DE Chris Smith to a three-year deal 
and signed ILB Tank Carder • Signed CBs E.J. Gaines and T.J. Carrie to a four-year, $31 million deal  
• Signed CB Terrance Mitchell and acquired S Damarious Randall the Packers via trade    

QB: Three different quarterbacks took snaps under center for Cleveland. DeShone Kizer threw 11 
touchdowns and 22 interceptions in his rookie season. The Browns have two top five picks. If Cleve-
land feels they need to improve at quarterback, USC’s Sam Darnold would be ideal with the first 
pick. Darnold possesses the strong arm Todd Haley covets in his down the field passing attack. 

RB: Leading rusher Isaiah Crowell is an unrestricted free agent. Duke Johnson Jr. has proven to be a 
capable backup running back in the past. If Cleveland moves on from Crowell, they would certainly 
need some depth in the backfield. The Browns have three second-round picks, don’t be surprised if 
one is used on a running back. LSU’s Derrius Guice is a potential option. 

WR: Running back Duke Johnson Jr. led the team in both receiving yards and catches. All of the re-
ceivers had less than 400 receiving yards. Cleveland already has a young group of pass catchers. The 
Browns could look at Terrelle Pryor Jr., who is an unrestricted free agent and enjoyed his best season 
with Cleveland, two seasons ago. 

Pass rusher:  Cleveland finished 21st in sacks in 2017. The Browns used their first round pick on 
Myles Garrett last season.  He finished with a team-high seven sacks. Cleveland has youth across the 
board defensively and could use their first and second round picks on the best player available on 
defense. The Browns could target NC State’s Bradley Chubb. 

Offense (2017):
Points per game:  14.6 PPG (32nd)

Total offense: 308.9 YPG (24th)

Passing offense: 201.8 YPG (22nd) 

Rushing offense: 107.1 YPG (18th) 

Defense (2017):
Points per game: 25.6 (31st) 

Total defense: 328. 1 YPG (14th)

Passing Defense: 230.3 YPG (19th)

Rushing Defense: 97.9 YPG (7th)

 Jacksonville Jaguars

2018 Free Agency Recap/Team Notes: In his first full season as head coach, Doug Marrone led  

Offense (2017):
Points per game:  26.1 PPG (5th)

Total offense: 365.9 YPG (6th)

Passing offense: 224.6 YPG (17th) 

Rushing offense: 141.4 YPG (1st) 

Defense (2017):
Points per game: 16.8 (2nd) 

Total defense: 286. 1 YPG (2nd)

Passing Defense: 169.9 YPG (1st)

Rushing Defense: 116.3 YPG (21st)
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the Jaguars to the AFC Championship game for the first time since 1999 • The Jaguars signed tight 
end Austin Seferian Jenkins on March 15 to a two-year deal. • Traded for QB Cody Kessler (Browns) 
• Re-signed WR Marqise Lee to a four-year deal and signed WR Donte Moncrief to a one-year deal • 
Signed TE Austin Seferian-Jenkins to a two-year deal and TE Niles Paul to a two-year deal • Signed 
Panthers G Andrew Norwell to a five-year deal and signed LB Lerentee McCray to a two-year deal 
• Signed CB D.J. Hayden to a three-year deal and signed S Cody Davis to a two-year deal • Signed S 
Don Carey to a two-year deal 

WR:  Starting receivers Marqise Lee and Allen Robinson are unrestricted free agents. Robinson 
missed last season with a torn ACL and Lee finished the season with 56 receptions, 702 yards and 
three touchdowns. If the Jaguars resign both then they should be set at the receiver position. If they 
look to the draft for an additional threat, Florida State’s Auden Tate could be an intriguing red zone 
prospect in Day 3.

LB:  Inside linebacker Paul Posluszny (RETIRED) is an unrestricted free agent. Telvin Smith and 
Myles Jack have the outside linebacker positions solidified. Jacksonville could look to add a run 
stuffing middle linebacker in the draft.  Iowa’s Josey Jewell would fit the bill. 

CB: Aaron Colvin is an unrestricted free agent. Colvin played in all 16 games and started five. Jack-
sonville has two cornerstone corners already in Jalen Ramsey and A.J. Bouye. The Jaguars could add 
depth to the unit in the second round with someone like LSU’s Donte Jackson.

Tennessee Titans

2018 Free Agency Recap/Team Notes: The Titans hired Mike Vrabel as their head coach on Jan. 
20. Vrabel served as the Texans’  defensive coordinator in 2017. • The Titans signed former Patriots, 
Dion Lewis and Malcolm Butler. Butler signed a five year deal and Lewis agreed to a four year deal. 
• Signed QB Blaine Gabbert, RB Dion Lewis (four-year deal), G, Josh Kline (four-year deal), OG 
Kevin Pamphile (one-year deal) and guard Xavier Su’a-Filo • Signed DE DaQuan Jones (three-year), 
DE David King (one-year deal), ILB Will Compton and CB Malcolm Butler to a five-year deal  

Interior OL:  Guard Josh Kline and center Brian Schwenke are unrestricted free agents. The Titans 
have spent first round draft picks on tackles in the past few years. Tennessee could look to solidify 
the interior of its offensive line in 2018. If the Titans use a first round draft pick on a lineman, Geor-
gia’s Isaiah Wynn is an option. 

DE:  DaQuan Jones is an unrestricted free agent. Jones started 12 games for the Titans this past sea-
son.  If Tennessee moves on from him, there will be a hole on the defensive line. Wake Forest’s Duke 
Ejiofor would be an intriguing option on Day 2. 

LB: Avery Williamson is an unrestricted free agent. Williamson started every game the last two 
seasons and finished 2017 with 92 tackles and two forced fumbles. Even if the Titans re-sign the 25-
year old, they could look to the draft to add some depth. Alabama’s Shaun Dion Hamilton could be a 
great Day 3 pick, if he can recover from the knee injury that cut short his 2017 season.

Offense (2017):
Points per game:  20.9 PPG (19th)

Total offense: 314 YPG (23rd)

Passing offense: 199.4 YPG (23rd) 

Rushing offense: 114.6 YPG (15th) 

Defense (2017):
Points per game: 22.3 (17th) 

Total defense: 328 YPG (13th)

Passing Defense: 239.3 YPG (25th)

Rushing Defense: 88.8 YPG (4th)
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Houston Texans 

2018 Free Agency Recap/Team Notes:  Brian Gaine was named Texans general manager on Jan. 
13 after Rick Smith took a leave of absence to tend to his wife, (who has cancer). Gaine was the Bills’

Indianapolis Colts

2018 Free Agency Recap/Team Notes:  The Colts hired Frank Reich as their head coach on Feb. 
11. Reich served as the Eagles offensive coordinator last season. • New York traded the No. 6 pick, 
two second rounders  in the 2018 draft and a 2019 second-round draft pick to the Colts for the No. 
3 overall pick • Signed RB Christine Michael, WR Ryan Grant, TE Eric Ebron (two-year deal), OG 
Matt Slauson (one-year deal), re-signed OG Jack Mewhort (one-year) • Signed DL Denico Autry to 
a three-year deal, signed LB Najee Goode and CB Pierre Desir to a one -year deal

WR: Donte Moncrief and Kamar Aiken are unrestricted free agents. The Colts had the third-fewest 
passing yards in the NFL last season, some of which can be attributed to losing Andrew Luck for 
the season and some can be attributed to a lack of playmakers on the outside beyond T.Y. Hilton. 
The Colts could look to add a veteran receiver via free agency to place alongside Hilton like Jordan 
Matthews or Tyrell Williams, both of whom played for Reich in the past.

RB: Frank Gore is an unrestricted free agent and will be 35 at the start of next season. If the Colts 
let him walk in free agency, expect them to be in the market for another bruising back. San Diego 
State’s Rashaad Penny could be an option in the second round.

OL: The Colts allowed the most sacks in the NFL and finished in the bottom five in rushing yards 
per attempt a season ago. Indianapolis will look to overhaul its offensive line this offseason and 
Notre Dame’s Quenton Nelson would be a good start at guard.

Pass rusher: Indianapolis had just 25 sacks last season- the second worst in the NFL. The Colts could 
use a pass rusher considering no one on the Colts finished with more than 5.5 sacks a year ago. 
Kansas’ Dorance Armstrong Jr. would be an intriguing Day 2 pick. 

Secondary:  Cornerbacks Rashaan Melvin and Pierre Desir are both unrestricted free agents. The 
Colts pass defense was among the league’s worst in 2017. Even if they retain both players, they’ll 
need to add talent on the backend.  If the Colts choose to address one of their other needs early on 
in the draft, Wisconsin’s Nick Nelson would be a solid pick in the later rounds.

DraftNasty

Offense (2017):
Points per game:  16.4 PPG (30th)

Total offense: 284.6 YPG (31st)

Passing offense: 180.8 YPG (30th) 

Rushing offense: 103.8 YPG (22nd) 

Defense (2017):
Points per game: 25.3 (30th) 

Total defense: 367.1 YPG (30th)

Passing Defense: 246.6 YPG (28th)

Rushing Defense: 120.4 YPG (26th)

Offense (2017):
Points per game:  21.1 PPG (17th)

Total offense: 320 YPG (20th)

Passing offense: 204.9 YPG (21st) 

Rushing offense: 115.1 YPG (14th) 

Defense (2017):
Points per game: 27.3 (32nd) 

Total defense: 346.6 YPG (20th)

Passing Defense: 237.4 YPG (24th)

Rushing Defense: 109.2 YPG (13th)
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vice president of player personnel last season. • The Texans signed cornerback Tyrann Mathieu to a 
one-year deal on March 16, re-signed CB Jonathan Joseph (two years), signed CB Johnson Badem-
osi (two years) and signed NB Aaron Colvin to a four-year deal. • Signed QB Brandon Weeden 
to a one-year deal and OG Senio Kelemete (Saints) to a three-year deal • Signed OG Zack Fulton 
(Chiefs) (four years), OT Seantrel Henderson (Bills) to a one-year deal and re-signed WR Bruce El-
lington • Claimed WR Sammie Coates off waivers and snd signed ILB Josh Keyes to a one-year deal.  
Signed DE Angelo Blackson to a one-year deal.  P Shane Lechler was re-signed to a deal. 

OL:  The Texans have strong weapons at the skilled positions and a quarterback of the future in 
Deshaun Watson. Houston will now look to address its offensive line, despite not having a first or 
second round pick. Tackle Breno Giacomini and guard Xavier Su’a- Filo are unrestricted free agents. 
North Carolina A&T’s Brandon Parker could be available in the third round and would bring some 
versatility and stability to the line. 

Secondary:  Cornerbacks Jonathan Joseph and Marcus Williams and safeties Marcus Gilchrist and 
Eddie Pleasant are unrestricted free agents. The Texans ranked in the bottom ten in passing yards 
allowed and interceptions. Houston should be in the market for secondary depth. San Diego State’s 
Kameron Kelly is a ballhawk, who could help out the backend of Houston’s defense. 

Detroit Lions

2018 Free Agency Recap/Team Notes: The Lions hired former Patriots defensive coordinator, 
Matt Patricia as their head coach on Feb. 5. • Detroit signed running back LeGarrette Blount to 
a one-year contract on March 16, signed QB Matt Cassel to a one-year deal, re-signed RB Zach 
Zenner, signed TE Luke Willson to a one-year deal, signed OG Kenny Wiggins to a two-year deal, 
OC Wesley Johnson • Signed DT Sylvester Williams, LB Christian Jones (two-year deal), LB Devon 
Kennard (three-year deal), LB Jonathan Freeny, CB Nevin Lawson (two-year deal), CB DeShawn 
Shead (one-year) and S Tavon Wilson (two-year deal)  

RB: Detroit finished last in rushing yards per game and rushing yards per attempt in 2017. Ameer 
Abdullah led the team with 552 rushing yards and in his three seasons, has never surpassed 600 
rushing yards. An every down workhorse running back could take the pressure off quarterback 
Matthew Stafford and give the Lions a more balanced attack.

Interior OL:  Three offensive lineman missed time last year for Detroit. Travis Swanson is a free agent 
and T.J. Lang was in-and-out of the lineup with a foot injury. Look for the Lions to add some depth 
along the interior of its line with a Day 2 pick. 

DL:  Haloti Ngata and Ezekiel Ansah are unrestricted free agents and even if they both resign, the 
Lions could use depth along the line. Ansah and fellow defensive lineman Kerry Hyder missed time 
due to injury in 2017. Detroit finished 20th in sacks and 27th in pass defense. A few fresh faces 
along the line could improve those numbers.  Oklahoma’s Ogbonnia Okoronkwo is a name to keep 
an eye on.

Offense (2017):
Points per game:  25.6 PPG (7th)

Total offense: 337.8 YPG (13th)

Passing offense: 261.4 YPG (6th) 

Rushing offense: 76.3 YPG (32nd) 

Defense (2017):
Points per game: 23.5 (21st) 

Total defense: 355. 8 YPG (27th)

Passing Defense: 243.3 YPG (27th)

Rushing Defense: 112.5 YPG (18th)
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Chicago Bears

2018 Free Agency Recap/Team Notes: Bears hired former Chiefs offensive coordinator Matt Nagy 
as their head coach on Jan. 8.  • Chicago signed receiver Allen Robinson to a three-year contract 
on March 14. •  Signed QB Chase Daniel to a two-year deal, QB Tyler Bray to a one-year deal, RB 
Benny Cunningham to a one-year deal, WR Allen Robinson to a three-year deal, WR Taylor Gabriel 
to a four-year deal, TE Trey Burton to a four-year deal, OG Earl Watford to a one-year deal • Signed 
DE Aaron Lynch to a one-year deal, LB Sam Acho to a two-year deal, re-signed ILB John Timu, 

Green Bay Packers

2018 Free Agency Recap/Team Notes: Packers hired former head coaches, Joe Philbin and Mike 
Pettine, as offensive and defensive coordinators. Philbin served as offensive coordinator from 2007-
2011.  • Green Bay signed defensive end Muhammad Wilkerson to a one-year contract on March 15.
• The Packers signed tight end Jimmy Graham to a three-year contract on March 16. • Acquired QB 
DeShone Kizer from the Browns • Signed CB Tramon Williams to a two-year deal  

TE:  The Packers signed Martellus Bennett last season to a three-year deal but waived him in No-
vember after failing to disclose an injury. Lance Kendricks served as his primary replacement and 
finished the season with 18 receptions. Aaron Rodgers has plenty of weapons, so expect Green Bay 
to address this area in the middle rounds. Central Michigan’s Tyler Conklin is a player who could 
receive some interest from the Packers.

OLB: Clay Matthews will be an unrestricted free agent after the 2018 season. Matthews and Nick 
Perry, who missed four games with an injury, combined for 15.5 sacks in 2017. Mike Pettine is 
known for using a variety of sub-packages.  Expect Green Bay to draft another pass rusher to throw 
into the mix. Virginia Tech’s Tremaine Edwards could be an option as well as Ohio State’s Sam 
Hubbard.

Secondary: Morgan Burnett and Davon House are both unrestricted free agents. Green Bay also 
finished 23rd in pass defense. The Packers will be in the market for secondary help in the draft and 
Iowa’s Josh Jackson could be available.

DraftNasty

Safety:  Quandre Diggs moved to safety from cornerback and showed promise. Diggs is on the final 
year of his rookie contract. Expect Detroit to use a later pick on some secondary help. Wisconsin’s 
Natrell Jamerson is a player to watch in the middle rounds.  

Defense (2017):
Points per game: 23.5 (21st) 

Total defense: 355. 8 YPG (27th)

Passing Defense: 243.3 YPG (27th)

Rushing Defense: 112.5 YPG (18th)

Offense (2017):
Points per game:  20 PPG (21st)

Total offense: 305.7 YPG (26th)

Passing offense: 197.9 YPG (25th) 

Rushing offense: 107.8 YPG (17th)  

Offense (2017):
Points per game:  16.5 PPG (29th)

Total offense: 287.4 YPG (30th)

Passing offense: 175.7 YPG (32nd) 

Rushing offense: 111.8 YPG (16th) 

Defense (2017):
Points per game: 20 (9th) 

Total defense: 319. 1 YPG (10th)

Passing Defense: 211 YPG (7th)

Rushing Defense: 108.1 YPG (11th)
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Minnesota Vikings

2018 Free Agency Recap/Team Notes: The Vikings hired John DeFilippo as their offensive coordi-
nator on Feb. 9. DeFilippo served as the quarterbacks coach for the Philadelphia Eagles last season.
• The Vikings signed quarterback Kirk Cousins to a three-year deal on March 15 and acquired QB 
Trevor Siemian from the Broncos • The team signed WRs Kendall Wright and Tavarres King 
• Signed OT Tom Compton • Signed DT Sheldon Richardson to a one-year deal and signed CB 
Marcus Sherels to a one-year deal • Re-signed K Kai Forbath to a one-year deal 

Interior OL: Starting right guard Joe Berger is expected to retire during the offseason. Mike Rem-
mers played some time at both right tackle and right guard during the season. The Vikings could 
move Remmers inside or draft a guard to fill Berger’s shoes. Georgia’s Isaiah Wynn is a name to keep 
an eye on in the second round. 

DT: Tom Johnson started 15 games last season but is an unrestricted free agent. If Minnesota lets 
him leave in free agency, they could look to the free agency pool for replacements like Dontari Poe 
or Sheldon Richardson. If they go the draft route, Miami’s R.J. McIntosh is an option. 

Cornerback:  Terence Newman, Tramaine Brock and Marcus Sherels are unrestricted free agents. 
Minnesota has two solid starters in Xavier Rhodes and Trae Waynes. Minnesota could look to the 
draft for depth in the backend. Florida State’s Tarvarus McFadden is a name to watch.  He fits the 
mold of strong press corners that Mike Zimmer covets. He should be available in Day 2 of the draft.

NFC North

signed CB Kyle Fuller to a four-year deal, signed CB Prince  Amukamara to a three-year deal, CB 
Sherrick McManis to a two-year deal, CB Marcus Cooper to a one-year deal, PK Cody Parkey to a 
four-year deal, P Pat O’Donnell to a one-year deal and LS Patrick Scales to a deal 

WR:  The Bears finished last in passing yards per game last season. Former seventh overall pick, 
Kevin White was placed on injured reserve with a fractured shoulder blade. Another weapon could 
take the pressure off of Mitchell Trubisky. Another receiver could also open up more lanes for the 
solid Jordan Howard and Tarik Cohen running back duo. 

OT:  Tackles Tom Compton and Bradley Sowell are both unrestricted free agents. Chicago might 
look to address their offensive tackles depth late in the draft. Humboldt State’s Alex Cappa is athletic 
enough to play both tackle positions and could be available in the later rounds. 

CB:  Chicago has a host of cornerbacks up for free agency including Prince Amukamara, Kyle Fuller 
and Sherrick McManis. The Bears will need to add some depth either through free agency or in the 
draft. Maryland’s J.C. Jackson is a name to watch on Day 2 for the Bears. 

Offense (2017):
Points per game:  23.9 PPG (10th)

Total offense: 356.9 YPG (11th)

Passing offense: 234.6 YPG (11th) 

Rushing offense: 122.3 YPG (7th) 

Defense (2017):
Points per game: 15.8 (1st) 

Total defense: 275.9 YPG (1st)

Passing Defense: 192.4 YPG (2nd)

Rushing Defense: 83.6 YPG (2nd)
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Tampa Bay Buccaneers

2018 Free Agency Recap/Team Notes:  Tampa missed the playoffs for the 10th consecutive sea-
son- second longest behind the Cleveland Browns. • They finished the season 3-7 in games decided 
by a touchdown or less. • The Buccaneers signed veteran defensive end Vinny Curry to a three-year 
deal on March 17.  • Signed QB Ryan Fitzpatrick to a one-year deal, TE Cameron Brate to a six-year 
deal, OG Evan Smith to a two-year deal, C Ryan Jensen to a four-year deal • Traded for DE Jason 
Pierre-Paul (Giants), signed  DE Vinny Curry to a three-year deal, signed DE Will Clarke to a 
one-year deal, signed DTs Beau Allen  and Mitch Unrein to three-year deals, and signed CB Brent 
Grimes to a one-year deal • Signed S Keith Tandy to a two-year deal and K Chandler Catanzaro to a 
three-year deal

DraftNasty

New Orleans Saints

2018 Free Agency Recap/Team Notes:  Running back Alvin Kamara won Offensive Rookie of the 
Year and safety Marshon Lattimore won the Defensive Rookie of the Year. • Running backs Mark 
Ingram and Alvin Kamara each had more than 1,500 yards from scrimmage in 2017. • New Orleans 
signed veteran cornerback Patrick Robinson to a four-year deal on March 14.  • The Saints signed 
linebacker Demario Davis to a three-year deal on March 14. • Re-signed QB Drew Brees to a two-
year deal and signed QB Tom Savage to a one-year deal  • Signed FB Zach Line to a two-year deal, 
TE Ben Watson to a one-year deal, and agreed to terms with OL Jermon Bushrod • Signed DE Alex 
Okafor and LB Michael Mauti 

QB:  Longtime Saints quarterback Drew Brees will be an unrestricted free agent.  Even if he re-signs, 
it will be only for a couple of years at most. With an early to mid-round draft pick, look for the 
Saints to kick the tires on a capable backup. 

DL:  New Orleans ranked 27th in team sacks in 2017 with 30 combined take downs. Cameron 
Jordan had almost half of that total with 13. Look for the Saints to use their first round draft pick on 
help along the defensive side of the ball. An edge rusher opposite of Jordan could be a direction of 
interest for the Saints. University of Texas at San Antonio’s Marcus Davenport could fit the bill at the 
bottom of the first round. 

Secondary depth: Safeties Kenny Vacarro and Rafael Bush are both unrestricted free agents. If the 
Saints opt to let one go, it would leave a hole in terms of depth. New Orleans could solve this need in 
free agency.

Offense (2017):
Points per game:  28 PPG (4th)

Total offense: 391.2 YPG (2nd)

Passing offense: 261.8 YPG (5th) 

Rushing offense: 129.4 YPG (5th) 

Defense (2017):
Points per game: 20.4 (10th) 

Total defense: 336. 5 YPG (17th)

Passing Defense: 224.8 YPG (15th)

Rushing Defense: 111.7 YPG (16th)

Offense (2017):
Points per game:  20.9 PPG (18th)

Total offense: 363.5 YPG 9th)

Passing offense: 272.9 YPG (4th) 

Rushing offense: 90.6 YPG (27th) 

Defense (2017):
Points per game: 23.9 (22nd) 

Total defense: 378. 1 YPG (32nd)

Passing Defense: 260.6 YPG (32nd)

Rushing Defense: 117.5 YPG (23rd)
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Carolina Panthers

Atlanta Falcons

2018 Free Agency Recap/Team Notes:  Julio Jones had three receiving touchdowns in the regular 
season, his lowest total since 2013 when he played in five games. • The Falcons were the only NFC 
team from the 2016 playoffs to qualify for the 2017 playoffs.  • Atlanta signed veteran guard Brandon 
Fusco to a three-year contract on March 14.  • Signed TE Logan Paulsen (one-year), G Brandon 
Fusco (three years), DE Derrick Shelby (one year) and DB Justin Bethel

DL: Adrian Clayborn, Dontari Poe and Courtney Upshaw are unrestricted free agents and the 
Falcons could look to the draft to bring in some help in the interior and add depth at defensive end. 
Michigan’s Maurice Hurst is strong at the point of attack and has a quick burst. Hurst could give the 
Falcons some flexibility along the defensive line.

NFC South

RB: The Buccaneers failed to have a running back finish with more than 500 rushing yards. Peyton 
Barber led the team with 423 yards. Doug Martin is 29 years old and Charles Sims will also be a 
free agent this year. After a lackluster season from the running back corps, look for Tampa Bay to 
bring in some new blood. San Diego State’s Rashaad Penny has the build of an every down back and 
should be available in the middle rounds.

OL: Tampa Bay gave up 40 sacks (13th most in the NFL last season) and this isn’t factoring in the 
sacks quarterback Jameis Winston avoided. The Buccaneers could use help at the guard position to 
open up holes for a running game that left a lot to be desired. Notre Dame’s Quenton Nelson will 
receive consideration with the Buccaneers’ first round draft pick.

DE: Tampa Bay finished last in the NFL with 22 sacks. Defensive end William Gholston is more of 
a run stuffer and opposite of him Robert Ayers finished with two sacks. Tampa Bay may already 
have a pass rush artist on its roster in Noah Spence but he only played in six games last season (and 
finished with just one sack). 

CB: The Buccaneers best cover corner, Brent Grimes is an unrestricted free agent as well as corner-
back Robert McClain, (who played in 14 games last season). Tampa finished dead last in the NFL in 
passing yards allowed. Look for an overhaul in the secondary in 2018.

Offense (2017):
Points per game:  22.1 PPG (15th)

Total offense: 364.8 YPG (8th)

Passing offense: 249.4 YPG (8th) 

Rushing offense: 115.4 YPG (13th)

Defense (2017):
Points per game: 19.7 (8th) 

Total defense: 318. 4 YPG (9th)

Passing Defense: 214.3 YPG (12th)

Rushing Defense: 104.1 YPG (9th)

Offense (2017):
Points per game:  22.7 PPG (12th)

Total offense: 323.7 YPG (19th)

Passing offense: 192.3 YPG (28th) 

Rushing offense: 131.4 YPG (4th) 

Defense (2017):
Points per game: 20.4 (11th) 

Total defense: 317. 1 YPG (7th)

Passing Defense: 229.1 YPG (18th)

Rushing Defense: 88.1 YPG (3rd)
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Seattle Seahawks 

2018 Free Agency Recap/Team Notes: The Seahawks finished 9-7 and missed the playoffs for the 
second time since Pete Carroll took over as head coach in 2010.  • Philadelphia acquired defensive 
end Michael Bennett and a 2018 seventh-round pick from the Seattle Seahawks for wide receiv-
er Marcus Johnson and a fifth round pick. • The Seahawks released veteran cornerback Richard 
Sherman on March 9 and he signed with the 49ers a day later to a three year deal. • Signed RB Mike 
Davis to a one-year deal, signed WR Jaron Brown, re-signed TE Ed Dickson (three years) and signed 
OT D.J. Fluker  • Signed DE Marcus Smith (one year), DT Tom Johnson (one year), DT Shamar 
Stephen (one year), signed OLB Barkevious Mingo to a two-year deal • Signed S Bradley McDougal 
to a three-year deal, S Maurice Alexander, and S Akeem King  

WR:  Jimmy Graham and Paul Richardson are unrestricted free agents. In past seasons, the tight end 
position has been one of great importance to Russell Wilson. Graham led the team with 10 receiving 
touchdowns and if he isn’t retained, his production will have to be replaced. Richardson also hauled 
in six touchdowns. Seattle has three fifth round picks and they could use one of them on Ohio State’s 
Marcus Baugh. 

OL:  The Seahawks have three interior linemen, who are up for free agency including starting left 
guard Luke Joeckel. Seattle could look to address its offensive line with its first round pick. Iowa’s 
James Daniels is an option in the first round.

2018 Free Agency Recap/Team Notes: The Panthers hired Norv Turner, as the offensive coordi-
nator to replace Mike Shula. They also promoted defensive line coach Eric Washington to defensive 
coordinator. • Carolina had the second-oldest team in the NFL with an average age of  26.75 years 
at the beginning of last season. • The Panthers traded cornerback Daryl Worley for Eagles wide re-
ceiver Torrey Smith on March 9.• Signed CBs Ross Cockrell (two years) and LaDarius Gunter (one 
year) • S Da’Norris Searcy: Two years, $5.7 million • WR Torrey Smith: From Eagles via trade •WR 
Jarius Wright: Three years• Picked up OT Zach Banner, re-signed G Amini Silatolu and signed OG 
Jeremiah Sirles • Re-signed DE Julius Peppers and signed DT Dontari Poe to a three-year deal  

WR: After trading away, Kelvin Benjamin, the Panthers will be on the hunt for a wide receiver either 
through free agency or in the draft. Devin Funchess had the best season of his young career in 2017, 
posting 63 catches for 840 yards and eight touchdowns. No other wide receiver had more than 500 
yards. Running back Christian McCaffrey was the most consistent weapon for Cam Newton, finish-
ing the year with 80 catches.

DL: Mario Addison and Julius Peppers were productive as ever, posting a combined 22 sacks. How-
ever, both are in their 30s and Carolina might opt to bring in another pass rusher to add some depth 
along the line. The Panthers could choose to pair Luke Kuechly with another Boston College player 
in Harold Landry, who had 16.5 sacks in 2016 before dealing with an ankle injury in 2017.

DraftNasty

Offense (2017):
Points per game:  22.9 PPG (11th)

Total offense: 330.4 YPG (15th)

Passing offense: 228.6 YPG (14th) 

Rushing offense: 101.8 YPG (23rd) 

Defense (2017):
Points per game: 20.8 (13th) 

Total defense: 323. 2 YPG (11th)

Passing Defense: 209.2 YPG (6th)

Rushing Defense: 114.0 YPG (19th)
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NFC West

Arizona Cardinals 

2018 Free Agency Recap/Team Notes: The Cardinals hired Steve Wilks as their head coach on 
Jan. 22. Wilks served as defensive coordinator and assistant head coach for the Carolina Panthers 
last season.  • Former Chargers head coach and Broncos offensive coordinator Mike McCoy will 
serve as offensive coordinator. • The Cardinals signed offensive tackle Justin Pugh to a five-year deal 
on March 14. • Arizona signed quarterback Sam Bradford to a two-year deal on March 16 and also 
signed QB Mike Glennon to a two-year deal • Signed WR Brice Butler to a two-year deal and OL 
Justin Pugh to a five-year deal.  Signed OT Andre Smith to a two-year deal • Signed LB Josh Bynes 
to a three-year deal, picked up LB Jeremy Cash and signed CB Bene’ Benwikere to a one-year deal 

QB: Three different players took snaps under center for the Cardinals last season. Carson Palmer led 
the trio in passing attempts but is 38 years old. Blaine Gabbert and Drew Stanton are options but 
neither have been able to nail down starting jobs in the past. The Cardinals are two years removed 
from a NFC Championship appearance and have a veteran roster.  Arizona could look to address the 
quarterback position in free agency. Kirk Cousins and A.J. McCarron could be options.

OL: The Cardinals gave up 52 sacks (third most in the NFL) and finished third to last in rushing 
yards per game last season.  Guards Alex Boone and Earl Watford are unrestricted free agents. Ex-
pect Arizona to also take a look at the tackle position in the draft. 
 
WR: John Brown is an unrestricted free agent and Larry Fitzgerald will be 35 years old by the start 
of next season. Besides Fitzgerald, no Cardinals’ wide receiver had more than 33 receptions. Arizona 
has spent high draft picks on receivers in the past but if they want to use a Day 2 pick, Maryland’s 
D.J. Moore is a receiver with a lot of talent.

LB: Karlos Dansby had a strong season in 2017 but is an unrestricted free agent and is 36 years old. 
The Cardinals could resign Dansby and bring in a rookie to learn underneath the 14 year veteran. 
Vanderbilt’s Oren Burks is someone with the size and sideline quickness to flourish in the Cardinals 
defense under Wilks. 

Offense (2017):
Points per game:  18.4 PPG (25th)

Total offense: 314.1 YPG (22nd)

Passing offense: 227.5 YPG (15th) 

Rushing offense: 86.6 YPG (30th) 

Defense (2017):
Points per game: 22.6 (19th) 

Total defense: 310. 9 YPG (6th)

Passing Defense: 221.3 YPG (14th)

Rushing Defense: 89.6 YPG (6th)

San Francisco 49ers

2018 Free Agency Recap/Team Notes: The 49ers agreed to a five-year contract with Jimmy Garop-
polo on Feb. 8. • After starting the season 0-9, San Francisco finished the season 6-1. • The Seahawks 
released veteran cornerback Richard Sherman on March 9 and he signed with the 49ers a day later

Offense (2017):
Points per game:  20.7 PPG (20th)

Total offense: 349.3 YPG (12th)

Passing offense: 245.3 YPG (9th) 

Rushing offense: 104 YPG (21st) 

Defense (2017):
Points per game: 23.9 (25th) 

Total defense: 351. 6 YPG (24th)

Passing Defense: 235.3 YPG (22nd)

Rushing Defense: 116.3 YPG (22nd)
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on a three-year deal. • The 49ers signed running back Jerick McKinnon (Vikings) to a four-year 
deal on March 14. • Signed OG Jonathan Cooper to a one-year deal and C Weston Richburg to a 
five-year deal • Signed LB Brock Coyle (three years), LB Jeremiah Attachou (one year), LB Korey 
Toomer (one year) and P Jeff Locke 

RB: Carlos Hyde is an unrestricted free agent. Hyde led the team in rushing the past two seasons, 
combining for 1,928 yards. If San Francisco lets the 26-year old running back walk in free agency, it 
would create a hole in the roster. Auburn’s Kerryon Johnson is a versatile running back who could 
be available in the second or third round.

LB: Middle linebacker Brock Coyle is an unrestricted free agent and outside linebacker Reuben 
Foster was arrested twice in the offseason. The 49ers could look to add some depth behind Foster 
and Coyle, both of whom started in 2017. If the 49ers are targeting a linebacker in the first round, 
Virginia Tech’s Tremaine Edwards is an option.

Secondary:  Starting strong safety Eric Reid is an unrestricted free agent and the 49ers finished in 
the bottom half of the NFL in passing yards allowed. Cornerbacks Dontae Johnson and Leon Hall 
are also free agents. The 49ers could use their first round pick to upgrade the secondary as this year’s 
class is filled with potential game-changing cornerbacks. If available, Ohio State’s Denzel Ward is a 
name to keep an eye on with the ninth overall pick.

Los Angeles Rams

2018 Free Agency Recap/Team Notes: The Rams finished 11-5 in Sean McVay’s first season as 
head coach. • DT Aaron Donald won the AP NFL defensive player of the year award in 2017.
• The Chiefs traded cornerback Marcus Peters and a 2018 sixth-round pick to the Los Angeles Rams 
for a 2018 fourth-round pick and a 2019 second-round pick. • Traded for Patriots WR Brandin 
Cooks • Re-signed C John Sullivan to a two-year deal  • Signed DE Ndamukong Suh (one-year), DT 
Dominque Easley (one-year), ILB Ramik Wilson (one-year) and CB Nickell Robey-Coleman (three-
year) • Traded for Broncos CB Aqib Talib 

Outside pass rusher: Connor Barwin is a free agent. He finished the season with five sacks, the Rams 
as a whole had 48 sacks (4th highest in the NFL). The Rams are young and have talent across the 
board. Another pass rusher, in today’s pass happy NFL would only better the defensive unit. LSU’s 
Arden Key is a passing rushing specialist that would compliment Aaron Donald.

Secondary: Trumaine Johnson, Nickell Robey-Coleman and LaMarcus Joyner, (three key contribu-
tors from last year’s secondary), are free agents. If Los Angeles lets one of them test the market, they 
could be in the mix to add some depth via the draft. Louisville’s Jaire Alexander is a strong cover 
corner who in time could be a key contributor in the backend for the Rams.

Offense (2017):
Points per game:  29.9 PPG (1st)

Total offense: 361.5 YPG (10th)

Passing offense: 239.4 YPG (10th) 

Rushing offense: 122.1 YPG (8th)

Defense (2017):
Points per game: 20.6 (12th) 

Total defense: 339. 6 YPG (19th)

Passing Defense: 217.2 YPG (13th)

Rushing Defense: 122.4 YPG (28th)
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Washington Redskins

2018 Free Agency Recap/Team Notes: The Redskins agreed to acquire quarterback Alex Smith 
for a third round draft pick and Kendall Fuller on Jan. 30 • The Redskins resigned linebacker Zach 
Brown to a three-year deal on March 15. • Washington signed wide receiver Paul Richardson on 
March 15 to a five-year deal and signed WR Brian Quick to a one-year deal • Signed DT Phil Taylor, 
OLB Pernell McPhee, ILB Zach Brown (three years), CB Orlando Scandrick (two years) and K 
Dustin Hopkins (three years)

RB: Samaje Perine led the Redskins with 603 rushing yards. Chris Thompson was enjoying his best 
season before fracturing his fibula. Look for Washington to bring in a third back during the offsea-
son to complement Thompson’s speed and Perine’s power. Georgia’s Sony Michel has a good balance 
of speed and power.  His versatility could serve Washington’s needs in the middle rounds. 

WR: Terrelle Pryor and Josh Doctson were largely ineffective during their time as starting receivers 
during this past season, combining for 55 catches for 742 yards. Pryor is up for free agency, which 
will leave a need at the position for the Redskins. Indiana’s Simmie Cobbs (6’4”, 220 lbs) is an ideal 
sized receiver to replace Pryor.

MLB: Zach Brown had a strong season for the Redskins at middle linebacker but it remains to be 
seen if the Redskins will re-sign him. Mason Foster also was playing admirably before going on 
injured reserve for a torn labrum. If both return healthy, then this could be a position of strength 
instead of one of need. Until we know for sure, look for Washington to add some depth at inside 
linebacker.

CB: Bashaud Breeland and DeAngelo Hall will both be free agents. The Redskins also traded Kendall 
Fuller in the deal to acquire Alex Smith. Look for Washington to use a high draft pick on cornerback 
help. UCF’s Mike Hughes is a name to keep an eye on at cornerback in the first and second rounds.

Offense (2017):
Points per game:  21.4 PPG (16th)

Total offense: 324.9 YPG (16th)

Passing offense: 234.4 YPG (12th) 

Rushing offense: 90.5 YPG (28th) 

Defense (2017):
Points per game: 24.3 (27th) 

Total defense: 347. 9 YPG (21st)

Passing Defense: 213.8 YPG (9th)

Rushing Defense: 134.1 YPG (32nd)

Philadelphia Eagles

2018 Free Agency Recap/Team Notes: The Philadelphia Eagles secured their first Super Bowl in 
the team’s history with a 41-33 win over New England • The Eagles were tied for the NFL lead 

Offense (2017):
Points per game:  28.6 PPG (3rd)

Total offense: 365.8 YPG (7th)

Passing offense: 233.6 YPG (13th) 

Rushing offense: 132.2 YPG (3rd) 

Defense (2017):
Points per game: 18.4 (4th) 

Total defense: 306. 5 YPG (4th)

Passing Defense: 227.3 YPG (17th)

Rushing Defense: 79.2 YPG (1st)
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in point differential during the regular season with the New England Patriots, outscoring their 
opponents by 162 points. • The Eagles signed defensive tackle Haloti Ngata to a one-year deal.  • 
Philadelphia acquired defensive end Michael Bennett and a 2018 seventh-round pick from the Seat-
tle Seahawks for wide receiver Marcus Johnson and a fifth round pick. • Signed WR Mike Wallace to 
a one-year deal and TE Richard Rodgers to a one-year deal • Signed LB Nigel Bradham (five years), 
LB Corey Nelson (one year), LB Paul Worrilow (one year), and traded Torrey Smith to the Panthers 
for CB Daryl Worley 

OT: Long time Eagles left tackle, Jason Peters, tore his ACL and MCL in October and is 36 years old. 
Halapoulivaati Vaitai filled in at both tackle positions at different points in the season because Lane 
Johnson also missed time with an injury.  Expect Philadelphia to add some depth along its offensive 
line during the draft, West Georgia’s Desmond Harrison, who was dismissed from the University of 
Texas, is a name to keep your eye on.

Secondary: Slot cornerback Patrick Robinson and free safety Corey Graham are both unrestricted 
free agents. The Eagles could use a mid-round draft pick to address depth concerns in the secondary 
during the draft. Florida’s Duke Dawson projects to be a slot corner, who could provide depth for 
the Eagles (if Robinson leaves via free agency).

Dallas Cowboys

2018 Free Agency Recap/Team Notes: Defensive end DeMarcus Lawrence led the NFL with 160 
yards worth of lost yardage with his 14.5 sacks  • Dallas released veteran cornerback Orlando Scan-
drick on March 17. • Signed WR Allen Hurns (two years), WR Deonte Thompson (one year), OT 
Cameron Fleming, OG Joe Looney (two years), G Marcus Martin • Signed DE Kony Ealy (one year), 
LB Joe Thomas (two years) and LS  L.P. Ladoucuer (one year)  

TE:  Jason Witten will be 36 years old at the start of next season. He is coming off his worst season 
in terms of receiving yards since his rookie season. Witten is still a capable starting tight end but it 
might be time for Dallas to explore options in the middle rounds. Wisconsin’s Troy Fumagalli could 
be an option on Day 2 for the Cowboys.

WR: Dez Bryant hasn’t had a 1,000-yard receiving season since 2014 and also hasn’t posted dou-
ble-digit receiving touchdowns since then. Bryant could very well have more productive seasons 
ahead of him but the Cowboys might target another option just in case. Washington’s Dante Pettis is 
a name to keep an eye on in Day 2.

DL: Starting defensive linemen DeMarcus Lawrence and Stephen Paea are unrestricted free agents. 
The Cowboys could use their first round pick to solidify the line and add depth. Dallas drafted two 
Michigan Wolverines in 2017 and could draft another: Maurice Hurst. Hurst could be used in a lot 
of sub-formations for the Cowboys and cause disruption up the middle alongside his former Wol-
verine teammate, Taco Charlton. 

Offense (2017):
Points per game:  22.1 PPG (14th)

Total offense: 331.9 YPG (14th)

Passing offense: 196.3 YPG (26th) 

Rushing offense: 135.6 YPG (2nd) 

Defense (2017):
Points per game: 20.8 (13th) 

Total defense: 318. 1 YPG (8th)

Passing Defense: 214.1 YPG (11th)

Rushing Defense: 104 YPG (8th)
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New York Giants

2018 Free Agency Recap/Team Notes: Wide receiver Odell Beckham missed 12 games with a 
fractured ankle in 2017. • The Giants hired Pat Shurmur as head coach on Jan. 22. Shurmur has 
a 10-23 career record as a head coach with the Cleveland Browns and Philadelphia Eagles. • The 
Giants signed offensive tackle Nate Solder to a four-year deal on March 15. • New York acquired 
linebacker Alec Ogletree and a seventh-round draft pick from the Los Angeles Rams for a 2018 
fourth and sixth-round draft pick on March 7. • Signed RB Jonathan Stewart to a two-year deal, WR 
Cody Latimer, OG Patrick Omameh (three-year deal) • Signed DE Kerry Wynn(one year), DT Josh 
Mauro, LB Kareem Martin (three-years), LB Mark Herzlich (one year), CB B.W. Webb, CB William 
Gay, CB Teddy Williams, CB Curtis Riley (one year) and S Michael Thomas (two years)

QB:  Eli Manning is 37 years old and accounted for 23 turnovers last season between fumbles and 
interceptions. The Giants might let the two-time Super Bowl champion finish out the two years left 
of his contract, but don’t be surprised if New York targets a quarterback with their first round pick. 
PAC-12 quarterbacks Sam Darnold (USC) and Josh Rosen (UCLA) are the two top options with 
their second pick. 

RB:  The New York Giants finished in the bottom ten in rushing yards and haven’t had a 1,000-yard 
rusher since Ahmad Bradshaw in 2012. Shane Vereen and Orleans Darkwa are both unrestricted 
free agents. If the Giants opt against taking a quarterback in the first round, expect the Giants to 
target Penn State’s Saquon Barkley.

OL:  The Giants are in need of an overhaul on the offensive line. D.J. Fluker and Justin Pugh are both 
unrestricted free agents who saw plenty of playing time last season. If the Giants decide to go in a 
different direction, look for New York to address this need in free agency or high in the draft.

LB:  The Giants are in need of an outside linebacker, who can move from side-to-side and cover a 
lot of ground. New York hasn’t spent a draft pick higher than the fourth round on a linebacker since 
2009. Ohio State’s Jerome Baker could fill a need in the second or third round. 

Offense (2017):
Points per game:  15.4 PPG (31st)

Total offense: 314.3 YPG (21st)

Passing offense: 217.4 YPG (19th) 

Rushing offense: 96.8 YPG (26th) 

Defense (2017):
Points per game: 24.3 (27th) 

Total defense: 373. 2 YPG (31st)

Passing Defense: 252.4 YPG (31st)

Rushing Defense: 120.8 YPG (27th)
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Rank Player Positions School Grade Round

1 Bradley Chubb DE-OLB NC State 6.815 1st Round

2 Saquon Barkley RB-Ret Penn State 6.747 1st Round

3 Connor Williams OT-OG Texas 6.65 1st Round

4 Mike McGlinchey OT Notre Dame 6.63 1st Round

5 Minkah Fitzpatrick CB-Nickel/S Alabama 6.576 1st Round

6 Isaiah Wynn OC-OG Georgia 6.545 1st Round

7 Quenton Nelson OG Notre Dame 6.53 1st Round

8 Tremaine Edmunds LB Virginia Tech 6.521 1st Round

9 Denzel Ward CB-Nickel Ohio State 6.511 1st Round

10 Lamar Jackson QB Louisville 6.51 1st Round

11 Harold Landry DE-OLB Boston College 6.509 1st Round

12 Rashaad Penny RB-RET San Diego State 6.506 1st Round

13 Roquan Smith LB Georgia 6.502 1st Round

14 Tyrell Crosby OT Oregon 6.501 1st Round

15 Josh Rosen QB UCLA 6.5 1st Round

16 Mike Hughes CB-RET UCF 6.48 2nd Round

17 Vita Vea DT-NG Washington 6.48 2nd Round

18 Jessie Bates III S Wake Forest 6.475 2nd Round

19 Sam Darnold QB USC 6.472 2nd Round

20 Isaiah Oliver CB Colorado 6.465 2nd Round

21 Will Hernandez OG UTEP 6.454 2nd Round

22 B.J. Hill DT NC State 6.44 2nd Round

23 P.J. Hall DT-DE Sam Houston State 6.431 2nd Round

24 Derrius Guice RB LSU 6.407 2nd Round

25 Marcus Davenport DE-OLB UTSA 6.405 2nd Round

26 Nick Chubb RB Georgia 6.402 2nd Round

27 Royce Freeman RB Oregon 6.396 2nd Round

28 Courtland Sutton WR SMU 6.391 2nd Round

29 Christian Kirk All-Purpose Texas A&M 6.39 2nd Round

30 Da’Ron Payne DT-NG Alabama 6.382 2nd Round

31 Darius Leonard LB South Carolina State 6.381 2nd Round

32 Carlton Davis CB Auburn 6.372 2nd Round

33 Sony Michel RB Georgia 6.363 2nd Round

34 Josh Allen QB Wyoming 6.34 2nd Round

35 Nathan Shepherd DT-DE Fort Hays State 6.34 2nd Round

36 Leighton Vander 
Esch

LB Boise State 6.339 2nd Round

37 Billy Price OC-OG Ohio State 6.323 2nd Round

38 D.J. Moore WR-RET Maryland 6.323 2nd Round

39 Hayden Hurst TE/H-back South Carolina 6.32 2nd Round

40 Jaire Alexander CB-RET Louisville 6.316 2nd Round

41 James Daniels OC-OG Iowa 6.299 2nd Round

42 Austin Corbett OC-OG-OT Nevada 6.289 2nd Round

43 Anthony Miller WR-RET Memphis 6.285 2nd Round

44 Trequan Smith WR UCF 6.279 2nd Round

45 Rashaan Evans LB Alabama 6.26 2nd Round

DRAFTNASTY’s 2018 BIG BOARD
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46 Derwin James FS Florida State 6.245 2nd Round

47 Calvin Ridley WR Alabama 6.24 2nd Round

48 James Washington WR Oklahoma State 6.225 2nd Round

49 Dorance Armstrong, 
Jr.

DE-OLB Kansas 6.215 2nd Round

50 Sam Hubbard DE-OLB Ohio State 6.212 2nd Round

51 Taven Bryan DE-DT Florida 6.16 2nd Round

52 Fred Warner LB BYU 6.155 2nd Round

53 Avonte Maddox CB-Nickel Pittsburgh 6.153 2nd Round

54 Baker Mayfield QB Oklahoma 6.15 2nd Round

55 Josh Jackson CB-Nickel Iowa 6.15 2nd Round

56 Dallas Goedert TE South Dakota State 6.14 2nd Round

57 M.J. Stewart All-Purpose North Carolina 6.132 2nd Round

58 Josh Sweat DE Florida State 6.13 2nd Round

59 Genard Avery LB Memphis 6.128 2nd Round

60 Nick Nelson CB Wisconsin, Hawaii 6.125 2nd Round

61 Uchenna Nwosu OLB USC 6.118 2nd Round

62 Joseph Noteboom OT TCU 6.11 2nd Round

63 DaeSean Hamilton WR Penn State 6.1 2nd Round

64 Armani Watts S-Nickel Texas A&M 6.096 3rd Round

65 Kolton Miller OT UCLA 6.095 3rd Round

66 Brian O'Neill OT Pittsburgh 6.092 3rd Round

67 Rasheem Green DE-DT USC 6.09 3rd Round

68 Lorenzo Carter OLB Georgia 6.089 3rd Round

69 Jerome Baker OLB Ohio State 6.081 3rd Round

70 DJ Chark WR-RET LSU 6.072 3rd Round

71 Oren Burks LB Vanderbilt 6.07 3rd Round

72 John Kelly RB Tennessee 6.069 3rd Round

73 Duke Dawson CB-Nickel Florida 6.053 3rd Round

74 Mason Cole OC-OG Michigan 6.053 3rd Round

75 Godwin Igwebuike S-Nickel Northwestern 6.051 3rd Round

76 Maurice Hurst DT Michigan 6.05 3rd Round

77 Breeland Speaks DE-DT Ole Miss 6.05 3rd Round

78 Cedrick Wilson WR-RET Boise State 6.05 3rd Round

79 Geron Christian OT Louisville 6.048 3rd Round

80 Equanimeous St. 
Brown

WR Notre Dame 6.048 3rd Round

81 Tarvarius Moore S Southern Miss 6.037 3rd Round

82 Christian Campbell CB Penn State 6.03 3rd Round

83 Mike Gesicki TE/H-back Penn State 6.013 3rd Round

84 Arden Key DE-OLB LSU 6.01 3rd Round

85 Taron Johnson CB-Nickel Weber State 6.01 3rd Round

86 Martinas Rankin OT Mississippi State 6.004 3rd Round

87 Dane Cruikshank CB-S Arizona 5.991 3rd Round

88 Malik Jefferson LB Texas 5.98 3rd Round

89 Ronald Jones II RB USC 5.977 3rd Round

90 Braden Smith OG-OT Auburn 5.97 3rd Round
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91 Folorunso Fatukasi DT-NG UConn 5.97 3rd Round

92 Mark Andrews TE/H-back Oklahoma 5.959 3rd Round

93 Donte Jackson CB-Nickel LSU 5.958 3rd Round

94 Quin Blanding S Virginia 5.943 3rd Round

95 Jaylen Samuels All-Purpose NC State 5.936 3rd Round

96 Micah Kiser LB Virginia 5.933 3rd Round

97 Bilal Nichols DE-DT Delaware 5.93 3rd Round

98 Davontae Harris CB Illinois State 5.925 3rd Round

99 Trenton Thompson DE-DT Georgia 5.92 3rd Round

100 Deadrin Senat DT-NG USF 5.912 3rd Round

101 Kerryon Johnson RB-RET Auburn 5.91 3rd Round

102 Mason Rudolph QB Oklahoma State 5.91 3rd Round

103 Holton Hill CB Texas 5.9 3rd Round

104 Josey Jewell LB Iowa 5.9 3rd Round

105 Colby Gossett OG-OT Appalachian State 5.89 3rd Round

106 Shaquem Griffin LB-Safety UCF 5.884 3rd Round

107 Ryan Nall RB Oregon State 5.883 3rd Round

108 Tyquan Lewis DE-DT Ohio State 5.88 3rd Round

109 Derrick Nnadi DT-NG Florida State 5.87 3rd Round

110 Scott Quessenberry OC-OG UCLA 5.869 3rd Round

111 Rod Taylor OG-OT Ole Miss 5.867 3rd Round

112 Joel Iyiegbuniwe LB Western Kentucky 5.86 3rd Round

113 Dante Pettis All-Purpose Washington 5.86 3rd Round

114 Quentin Poling LB Ohio 5.852 3rd Round

115 DeShon Elliott S Texas 5.85 3rd Round

116 Duke Ejiofor DE-OLB Wake Forest 5.85 3rd Round

117 Deatrick Nichols CB-Nickel USF 5.82 3rd Round

118 Ogbonnia Okoronk-
wo

DE-OLB Oklahoma 5.82 3rd Round

119 Marcus Allen S Penn State 5.819 3rd Round

120 Chase Edmonds RB-Ret Fordham 5.814 3rd Round

121 Frank Ragnow OC-OG Arkansas 5.812 3rd Round

122 Kemoko Turay DE-OLB Rutgers 5.81 3rd Round

123 D.J. Reed CB-RET Kansas State 5.804 3rd Round

124 Tarvarus McFadden CB-S Florida State 5.8 3rd Round

125 Andrew Brown DE-DT Virginia 5.795 3rd Round

126 Brandon Parker OT North Carolina A&T 5.795 3rd Round

127 Cole Madison OT-OG Washington State 5.792 3rd Round

128 Quenton Meeks CB-Nickel Stanford 5.79 3rd Round

129 Chandon Sullivan CB-S Georgia State 5.79 3rd Round

130 Allen Lazard WR/H-back Iowa State 5.787 3rd Round

131 Will Richardson OT-OG NC State 5.785 3rd Round

132 Poona Ford DT-NG Texas 5.783 3rd Round

133 Terrell Edmunds S-LB Virginia Tech 5.78 3rd Round

134 Bryon Pringle WR-KR Kansas State 5.78 3rd Round

135 Josh Kalu FS-CB Nebraska 5.779 3rd Round
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136 Ronnie Harrison S-LB Alabama 5.778 3rd Round

137 Da'Shawn Hand DE-DT Alabama 5.77 3rd Round

138 Chukwuma Okorafor OT-OG Western Michigan 5.77 3rd Round

139 Siran Neal S-Nickel Jacksonville State 5.768 3rd Round

140 Justin Reid S Stanford 5.76 3rd Round

141 Luke Falk QB Washington State 5.76 3rd Round

142 Chad Thomas DE-DT Miami (Fla.) 5.754 3rd Round

143 Ian Thomas TE Indiana 5.753 3rd Round

144 Justin Jones DE-DT NC State 5.744 3rd Round

145 Michael Gallup WR Colorado State 5.743 3rd Round

146 Natrell Jamerson S-Nickel Wisconsin 5.74 3rd Round

147 Troy Apke FS Penn State 5.74 3rd Round

148 Mark Walton RB Miami (Fla.) 5.732 3rd Round

149 Jordan Whitehead S-Nickel Pittsburgh 5.725 3rd Round

150 Parry Nickerson CB-Nickel Tulane 5.725 3rd Round

151 Aaron Evans OT-OG UCF 5.72 3rd Round

152 Mike Boone RB-Ret Cincinnati 5.72 3rd Round

153 Zaire Franklin LB Syracuse 5.72 3rd Round

154 Kyle Lauletta QB Richmond 5.71 3rd Round

155 Mike White QB Western Kentucky 5.71 3rd Round

156 Jalyn Holmes DE-DT Ohio State 5.71 3rd Round

157 Richie James WR Middle Tennessee 5.71 3rd Round

158 Orlando Brown OT Oklahoma 5.707 3rd Round

159 Darious Williams CB-Nickel UAB 5.706 3rd Round

160 J'Mon Moore WR Missouri 5.705 3rd Round

161 R.J. McIntosh DE-DT Miami (Fla.) 5.703 3rd Round

162 Dorian O'Daniel LB-Safety Clemson 5.7 3rd Round

163 Antonio Callaway WR-RET Florida 5.7 3rd Round

164 Keke Coutee WR-RET Texas Tech 5.697 4th Round

165 Steve Ishmael WR Syracuse 5.68 4th Round

166 Jamil Demby OT-OG Maine 5.66 4th Round

167 Isaac Yiadom CB Boston College 5.658 4th Round

168 Daurice Fountain WR Northern Iowa 5.655 4th Round

169 Brad Lundblade OC Oklahoma State 5.65 4th Round

170 Simmie Cobbs, Jr. WR Indiana 5.649 4th Round

171 Brian Schor QB James Madison 5.644 4th Round

172 Jalen Davis CB-Nickel Utah State 5.64 4th Round

173 Marcel Frazier DE-OLB Missouri 5.63 4th Round

174 Dimitri Flowers FB Oklahoma 5.63 4th Round

175 Kalen Ballage RB-Ret Arizona State 5.63 4th Round

176 Timon Parris OT Stony Brook 5.63 4th Round

177 Danny Johnson CB-Ret-Nickel Southern 5.625 4th Round

178 Jordan Wilkins RB Ole Miss 5.625 4th Round

179 Deon Cain WR Clemson 5.624 4th Round

180 Keith Kirkwood WR-DB Temple, Hawaii 5.624 4th Round
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181 Marquis Haynes OLB Ole Miss 5.62 4th Round

182 Dallin Leavitt S Utah State 5.62 4th Round

183 Bruce Hector DE-DT USF 5.617 4th Round

184 Dee Delaney CB Miami (Fla.), Citadel 5.616 4th Round

185 Dylan Cantrell WR/H-back Texas Tech 5.615 4th Round

186 Jamiyus Pittman DE-DT UCF 5.61 4th Round

187 Kenny Young LB UCLA 5.608 4th Round

188 Demario Richard RB Arizona State 5.606 4th Round

189 Darrell Williams RB LSU 5.604 4th Round

190 Darius Phillips CB-RET Western Michigan 5.6 4th Round

191 Tracy Walker CB-S Louisiana-Lafayette 5.6 4th Round

192 Josh Adams RB Notre Dame 5.596 4th Round

193 Tre Herndon CB-Nickel Vanderbilt 5.596 4th Round

194 Trevon Young DE-OLB Louisville 5.595 4th Round

195 Brett Toth OT Army 5.594 4th Round

196 Tegray Scales LB Indiana 5.585 4th Round

197 Kyzir White S West Virginia 5.581 4th Round

198 Martez Carter RB-RET Grambling State 5.58 4th Round

199 Rashaan Gaulden S-Nickel Tennessee 5.578 4th Round

200 Tim Settle DT-NG Virginia Tech 5.57 4th Round

201 Maea Teuhema OG-OT SE Louisiana 5.57 4th Round

202 Kentavius Street DE NC State 5.568 4th Round

203 Nic Shimonek QB Texas Tech, Iowa 5.566 4th Round

204 Desmond Harrison OT West Georgia 5.561 4th Round

205 Darius Jackson OLB Jacksonville State 5.56 4th Round

206 Anthony Averett CB Alabama 5.56 4th Round

207 Matthew Adams LB Houston 5.56 4th Round

208 Jaleel Scott WR New Mexico State 5.56 4th Round

209 James Hearns OLB Louisville 5.559 4th Round

210 Nick Bawden FB San Diego State 5.552 4th Round

211 Jason Cabinda LB Penn State 5.551 4th Round

212 Linden Stephens CB Cincinnati 5.55 4th Round

213 Marcell Ateman WR Oklahoma State 5.545 4th Round

214 Peter Kalambayi OLB Stanford 5.54 4th Round

215 Davon Grayson WR ECU 5.54 4th Round

216 Jordan Akins TE/H-back UCF 5.54 4th Round

217 Harrison Phillips DT-NG Stanford 5.54 4th Round

218 Ito Smith RB-RET Southern Miss 5.534 4th Round

219 Adetarami Aruna DE-OLB Tulane 5.533 4th Round

220 Durham Smythe TE Notre Dame 5.531 4th Round

221 Garrett Johnson WR Kentucky 5.523 4th Round

222 JC Jackson CB-Nickel Maryland, Florida 5.52 4th Round

223 Javon Wims WR Georgia, Belhaven 5.519 4th Round

224 Alex Cappa OT-OG Humboldt State 5.516 4th Round

225 Dontrell Hilliard RB Tulane 5.51 4th Round
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226 Ka'Raun White WR West Virginia 5.505 4th Round

227 Trey Quinn WR-RET SMU 5.5 4th Round

228 Trayvon Henderson S Hawaii 5.5 4th Round

229 Andrew Motuapuaka LB Virginia Tech 5.487 4th Round

230 Braxton Berrios WR-Ret Miami (Fla.) 5.483 4th Round

231 Shaun Dion 
Hamilton

LB Alabama 5.475 4th Round

232 Taylor Hearn OG Clemson 5.467 4th Round

233 Jeremy Reaves S-Nickel South Alabama 5.463 4th Round

234 Leon Jacobs LB Wisconsin 5.46 4th Round

235 Matthew Thomas LB Florida State 5.45 4th Round

236 Wyatt Teller OG Virginia Tech 5.442 4th Round

237 Andre Smith LB North Carolina 5.436 4th Round

238 Chris Herndon IV TE/H-back Miami (Fla.) 5.435 4th Round

239 Auden Tate WR Florida State 5.433 4th Round

240 Trey Marshall FS Florida State 5.433 4th Round

241 Anthony Wint LB FIU 5.431 4th Round

242 Zachary Golditch OG-OT Colorado State 5.43 4th Round

243 James Looney DE-DT Caliifornia 5.428 4th Round

244 Nick Gates OT-OG Nebraska 5.425 4th Round

245 Mike McCray LB Michigan 5.425 4th Round

246 Damon Webb S Ohio State 5.421 4th Round

247 Olasunkannmi 
Adeniyi

DE-OLB Toledo 5.41 4th Round

248 Tremon Smith CB-Ret Central Arkansas 5.41 4th Round

249 Ray-Ray McCloud WR-Ret Clemson 5.402 4th Round

250 Skyler Phillips OG Idaho State 5.401 4th Round

251 Chris Jones CB Nebraska 5.399 4th Round

252 Jovan Rolland-Jones OLB Arkansas State 5.39 4th Round

253 Sharif Finch DE-OLB Temple 5.39 4th Round

254 Brandon Facyson CB Virginia Tech 5.386 4th Round

255 Jester Weah WR Pittsburgh 5.377 4th Round

256 Lowell Lotulelei DT-NG Utah 5.376 4th Round

257 Michael Joseph CB Dubuque 5.375 4th Round

258 Jarvion Franklin RB Western Michigan 5.37 4th Round

259 Jordan Lasley WR UCLA 5.37 4th Round

260 Hercules Mata'afa DE-OLB Washington State 5.363 4th Round

261 Kalib Woods WR FAU 5.361 4th Round

262 Tre Flowers S Oklahoma State 5.36 4th Round

263 Jordan Chunn RB-FB Troy 5.36 4th Round

264 Quadree Henderson All-Purpose Pittsburgh 5.359 4th Round

265 Justin Jackson RB Northwestern 5.357 4th Round

266 Christian Sam LB Arizona State 5.349 4th Round

267 Daniel Carlson PK Auburn 5.345 4th Round

268 Salesi Uhatafe OG Utah 5.344 4th Round

269 Andre Chachere CB San Jose State 5.341 4th Round

270 Steven Parker S Oklahoma 5.335 4th Round
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271 Michael Dickson P Texas 5.329 4th Round

272 Kamrin Moore CB Boston College 5.324 4th Round

273 Grant Haley CB-Nickel Penn State 5.321 4th Round

274 Heath Harding CB-S Miami (OH) 5.32 4th Round

275 Nick Deluca LB North Dakota State 5.308 4th Round

276 Nyheim Hines All-Purpose NC State 5.303 4th Round

277 Tre' Williams LB Auburn 5.3 4th Round

278 Riley Ferguson QB Memphis 5.3 4th Round

279 Quinton Flowers All-Purpose USF 5.3 4th Round

280 Kevin Toliver II CB LSU 5.293 4th Round

281 Marques Val-
dez-Scantling

WR USF 5.29 4th Round

282 Kurt Benkert QB Virginia, ECU 5.283 4th Round

283 Zaycoven Henderson DT-NG Texas A&M 5.261 4th Round

284 Matthew Gono OG-OT Wesley 5.26 4th Round

285 Kendrick Norton DT Miami (Fla.) 5.253 4th Round

286 Kenny Hill QB TCU, Texas A&M 5.25 4th Round

287 Austin Golson OC/OG Auburn 5.25 4th Round

288 Ja'Whaun Bentley LB Purdue 5.24 4th Round

289 Sean Welsh OG Iowa 5.239 4th Round

290 J.T. Barrett QB Ohio State 5.23 4th Round

291 Tyler Conklin TE/H-back Central Michigan 5.23 4th Round

292 Tony Brown S-Nickel Alabama 5.22 4th Round

293 Chad Kanoff QB Princeton 5.219 4th Round

294 Jeff Holland OLB Auburn 5.217 4th Round

295 Damon Gibson TE/H-back Minn State Morehead 5.213 4th Round

296 Dalton Schultz TE/H-back Stanford 5.206 4th Round

297 Akrum Wadley RB-RET Iowa 5.2 4th Round

298 Matt Linehan QB Idaho 5.2 4th Round

299 Jeffrey Wilson RB North Texas 5.198 5th Round

300 Cole Reyes S North Dakota 5.193 5th Round

301 David Williams RB Arkansas, USC 5.19 5th Round

302 Joe Ostman LB Central Michigan 5.19 5th Round

303 Josh Liddell S Arkansas 5.183 5th Round

304 Auggie Sanchez LB USF 5.18 5th Round

305 Ranthony Texada CB-Nickel TCU 5.18 5th Round

306 Bentley Spain OT North Carolina 5.176 5th Round

307 Roc Thomas RB JSU, Auburn 5.172 5th Round

308 Bo Scarbrough RB Alabama 5.17 5th Round

309 Sean Chandler S-Nickel Temple 5.17 5th Round

310 Jeff Badet WR-RET Oklahoma, Kentucky 5.168 5th Round

311 Dejon Allen OC-OG Hawaii 5.165 5th Round

312 John Atkins DT-NG Georgia 5.161 5th Round

313 Chris Lacy WR Oklahoma State 5.16 5th Round

314 Nick Sharga FB-LB Temple 5.16 5th Round

315 Gus Edwards RB Rutgers, Miami (Fla.) 5.16 5th Round
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316 Coleman Shelton OC-OG Washington 5.16 5th Round

317 Dominick Sanders S Georgia 5.146 5th Round

318 Justin Lawler DE SMU 5.14 5th Round

319 Justin Watson WR Penn 5.139 5th Round

320 Kameron Kelly S San Diego State 5.135 5th Round

321 Will Clapp OC/OG LSU 5.135 5th Round

322 Chaquan Burkett LB UCF 5.13 5th Round

323 Asantay Brown S-LB Western Michigan 5.13 5th Round

324 Jashon Robertson OC-OG Tennessee 5.13 5th Round

325 KC McDermott OT-OG Miami (Fla.) 5.124 5th Round

326 Jamarco Jones OT-OG Ohio State 5.124 5th Round

327 Jermaine Carter LB Maryland 5.124 5th Round

328 Charles Nelson All-Purpose Oregon 5.121 5th Round

329 Raven Greene S James Madison 5.121 5th Round

330 Lavon Coleman RB Washington 5.12 5th Round

331 Chris Worley LB Ohio State 5.115 5th Round

332 Cam Phillips WR Virginia Tech 5.111 5th Round

333 Levi Wallace CB Alabama 5.11 5th Round

334 Juante Baldwin CB Pittsburg State 5.109 5th Round

335 Korey Cunningham OT Cincinnati 5.1 5th Round

336 Deontay Burnett WR-RET USC 5.1 5th Round

337 Troy Fumagalli TE/H-back Wisconsin 5.1 5th Round

338 Kahlil McKenzie DT Tennessee 5.094 5th Round

339 Jamarcus King CB South Carolina 5.094 5th Round

340 D'Ernest Johnson All-Purpose USF 5.09 5th Round

341 Corey Wilis WR Central Michigan 5.09 5th Round

342 Keishawn Bierria LB Washington 5.09 5th Round

343 Jordan Rose OT-OG Idaho 5.09 5th Round

344 Malik Reaves CB-Nickel Villanova 5.09 5th Round

345 Jake Weineke WR South Dakota State 5.088 5th Round

346 Thomas Owens WR FIU 5.082 5th Round

347 Brandon Powell WR-RET Florida 5.081 5th Round

348 Mackendy Cheridor DE-OLB Georgia State 5.08 5th Round

349 Cam Serigne FB/H-Back Wake Forest 5.073 5th Round

350 Korey Robertson WR Southern Miss 5.07 5th Round

351 Andrew Vollert TE/H-back Weber State 5.06 5th Round

352 Darius James OG-OT Auburn 5.055 5th Round

353 Arrion Springs CB Oregon 5.055 5th Round

354 Jaelon Acklin WR Western Illinois 5.042 5th Round

355 Connor Hilland OG William & Mary 5.041 5th Round

356 Jordan Thomas TE/H-back Mississippi State 5.04 5th Round

357 Jamar Summers S-Nickel UConn 5.04 5th Round

358 Jordan Thomas CB Oklahoma 5.04 5th Round

359 Mychealon Thomas DT-NG Texas Tech 5.04 5th Round

360 Brandon Shed WR Hobart 5.036 5th Round
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361 Chris Covington LB Indiana 5.03 5th Round

362 Curtis Cothran DE-DT Penn State 5.03 5th Round

363 Greg Gilmore DT-NG LSU 5.026 5th Round

364 Kyle Allen QB Houston, Texas A&M 5.023 5th Round

365 Azeem Victor LB Washington 5.022 5th Round

366 Christian LaCouture DE-DT LSU 5.021 5th Round

367 Devin Abraham S-Nickel USF 5.01 5th Round

368 Kyle Hicks RB TCU 5.01 5th Round

369 Adonis Jennings WR Temple 5.01 5th Round

370 Tony Adams OC-OG NC State 5.008 5th Round

371 Chucky Williams S Louisville 5.002 5th Round

372 Amari Coleman CB-Nickel Central Michigan 5 5th Round

373 Tanner Lee QB Tulane 5 5th Round

374 Matthew Pryor OG-OT TCU 5 5th Round

375 Brandon Slivers QB Troy 5 5th Round

376 Tray Matthews S Auburn 4.995 5th Round

377 Jonathan Owens S Missouri Western St. 4.994 5th Round

378 Kylie Fitts DE-OLB Utah 4.985 5th Round

379 Tejan Koroma OC BYU 4.98 5th Round

380 Secdrick Cooper S Louisiana Tech 4.98 5th Round

381 Greg Stroman CB-Ret Virginia Tech 4.96 5th Round

382 Jacob Martin OLB Temple 4.96 5th Round

383 Ryan Izzo TE Florida State 4.955 5th Round

384 Jake Campos OT Iowa State 4.952 5th Round

385 Skai Moore LB South Carolina 4.95 5th Round

386 Tyree Robinson CB-S Oregon 4.95 5th Round

387 Brian Allen OC Michigan State 4.95 5th Round

388 Filipo Mokofisi DE-DT Utah 4.949 5th Round

389 Ebenezer Ogundeko DE-OLB TSU, Clemson 4.948 5th Round

390 JoJo Wicker DE-DT Arizona State 4.947 5th Round

391 Steven Dunbar WR Houston 4.94 5th Round

392 Henre' Toliver CB Arkansas 4.94 5th Round

393 John Diarse WR TCU, LSU 4.94 5th Round

394 Bunmi Rotimi DE Old Dominion 4.93 5th Round

395 Frank Ginda LB San Jose State 4.928 5th Round

396 Jaryd Jones-Smith OT Pittsburgh 4.924 5th Round

397 Cornell Armstrong CB Southern Miss 4.923 5th Round

398 Travis "TJ" 
McCollum

LB Purdue, WKU, UAB 4.92 5th Round

399 Jaylen Dunlap CB Illinois 4.92 5th Round

400 Nick Orr S-Nickel TCU 4.92 5th Round

401 Nate Andrews S Florida State 4.911 5th Round

402 Logan Woodside QB Toledo 4.911 5th Round

403 Ralph Webb RB Vanderbilt 4.906 5th Round

404 Elijah Nkansah OT-OG Toledo 4.9 5th Round

405 Damion Ratley WR Texas A&M 4.896 5th Round
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406 Kyle Quiero S Northwestern 4.89 5th Round

407 Chad Whitener LB Oklahoma State 4.89 5th Round

408 Justin Crawford RB West Virginia 4.89 5th Round

409 Charvaius Ward CB Middle Tennessee 4.89 5th Round

410 John Franklin-Myers DE Stephen F. Austin 4.88 5th Round

411 J.K. Scott P Alabama 4.88 5th Round

412 Parris Bennett LB Syracuse 4.878 5th Round

413 Evan Brown OC SMU 4.862 5th Round

414 Saeed Blacknall WR Penn State 4.86 5th Round

415 Deon Yelder TE Western Kentucky 4.86 5th Round

416 Alec James DE Wisconsin 4.85 5th Round

417 Evan Berry All-Purpose Tennessee 4.841 5th Round

418 Curtis Mikell CB Southern Miss 4.84 5th Round

419 Nyles Morgan LB Notre Dame 4.84 5th Round

420 Eric Boggs LB Appalachian State 4.83 5th Round

421 Bishon Jackson DT-NG Arkansas 4.827 5th Round

422 D'Montre Wade CB Murray State 4.824 5th Round

423 Davin Bellamy DE-OLB Georgia 4.823 5th Round

424 Travin Howard LB-S TCU 4.82 5th Round

425 Mike Minter CB Middle Tennessee 4.82 5th Round

426 Jonah McCutcheon S Tuskegee 4.82 5th Round

427 Beau Nunn OG Appalachian State 4.803 5th Round

428 Eddy Pineiro PK Florida 4.803 5th Round

429 Austin Proehl WR North Carolina 4.802 5th Round

430 Jaden Wright S New Mexico State 4.8 5th Round

431 Marcus Martin FB-LB Slippery Rock 4.79 5th Round

432 K.J. Malone OT-OG LSU 4.784 5th Round

433 Justin Evans OG-OT SC State 4.781 5th Round

434 Greg Senat OT Wagner 4.781 5th Round

435 Conor Sheehy DE-DT Wisconsin 4.78 5th Round

436 Darren Andrews WR UCLA 4.772 5th Round

437 Johnny Townsend P Florida 4.771 5th Round

438 Joseph Davidson P Bowling Green 4.76 5th Round

439 Bryce Bobo WR Colorado 4.76 5th Round

440 Matt Dickerson DE-DT UCLA 4.758 5th Round

441 Zach Crabtree OT Oklahoma State 4.741 5th Round

442 Will Geary DT-NG Kansas State 4.74 5th Round

443 Junior Joseph LB UConn 4.725 5th Round

444 Andrew Ankrah DE-OLB James Madison 4.722 5th Round

445 Aaron Davis S-Nickel Georgia 4.721 5th Round

446 Tony Guerad DE-DT UCF 4.721 5th Round

447 Jordan Huff RB Northern Illinois 4.712 5th Round

448 Kamryn Pettway RB-FB Auburn 4.71 5th Round

449 Rico Gafford CB-Nickel Wyoming 4.71 5th Round

450 Trent Sherfield WR Vanderbilt 4.708 5th Round
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451 Xavier Thigpen OLB Southern Miss 4.705 5th Round

452 Viane Talamaivao OG USC 4.704 5th Round

453 Lyndon Johnson DE-DT Cincinnati 4.7 5th Round

454 Daniel Marx FB Stanford 4.698 6th Round

455 Trumaine Wash-
ington

CB-Nickel Louisville 4.696 6th Round

456 Jonah Trinnamann WR-RET BYU 4.691 6th Round

457 Mike Stevens CB NC State 4.69 6th Round

458 Nifae Lealao, Jr. DE-DT Vanderbilt 4.689 6th Round

459 David Wells TE San Diego State 4.687 6th Round

460 Will Dissly TE Washington 4.683 6th Round

461 Marcus Baugh TE Ohio State 4.677 6th Round

462 Terrell Williams S Houston 4.67 6th Round

463 Garrett Dickerson H-Back Northwestern 4.67 6th Round

464 Kamari Cotton-Moya S Iowa State 4.669 6th Round

465 Afolabi Laguda S Colorado 4.661 6th Round

466 Antonius 'Tee' Sims OLB Appalachian State 4.66 5th Round

467 Tyler Lancaster DT-NG-OG Northwestern 4.66 6th Round

468 Chris Warren III TE/H-back Texas 4.657 6th Round

469 Courtney Love LB Kentucky, Nebraska 4.657 6th Round

470 Jaylyin Minor LB Cincinnati 4.65 6th Round

471 Demetrius Monday CB-Nickel Kent State 4.649 6th Round

472 Demarquis Gates LB-S Ole Miss 4.647 6th Round

473 Jarrod Franklin S Tulane 4.647 6th Round

474 Frank Herron DE-DT LSU 4.643 6th Round

475 Chase Litton QB Marshall 4.64 6th Round

476 Trent Harris DE-OLB Miami (Fla.) 4.632 6th Round

477 Jaleel Wadood S-Nickel UCLA 4.63 6th Round

478 Trevor Daniel P Tennessee 4.63 6th Round

479 Blaise Taylor CB-RET Arkansas State 4.62 6th Round

480 Jamal Morrow All-Purpose Washington State 4.617 6th Round

481 DJ Palmore OLB Navy 4.612 6th Round

482 Bradley Bozeman OC Alabama 4.61 6th Round

483 Nick Wilson RB Arizona 4.61 6th Round

484 DJ Calhoun LB Arizona State 4.6 6th Round

485 Treyvon Williams LB FIU 4.592 6th Round

486 Darren Carrington II WR Utah 4.592 6th Round

487 Rick Leonard OT-OG Florida State 4.585 6th Round

488 Jermaine Kelly CB San Jose State 4.584 6th Round

489 Phillip Lindsay RB-Ret Colorado 4.58 6th Round

490 Drew Brown PK Nebraska 4.57 6th Round

491 Garret Dooley LB Wisconsin 4.56 6th Round

492 Byron Fields CB-Nickel Duke 4.558 6th Round

493 Myles Pierce LB The Citadel 4.555 6th Round

494 Joshua Frazier DT-NG Alabama 4.552 6th Round

495 Darius Tice RB USF 4.552 6th Round
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496 Ramon Richards S-Nickel Oklahoma State 4.55 6th Round

497 Damari Scott WR-RET Fresno State 4.55 6th Round

498 Anthony Winbush LB Ball State 4.545 6th Round

499 Blake Mack TE/H-back Arkansas State 4.54 6th Round

500 Donnie Ernsberger TE/H-back Western Michigan 4.536 6th Round

501 Cayson Collins LB North Carolina 4.534 6th Round

502 Austin Allen QB Arkansas 4.53 6th Round

503 Henry Mondeaux DE-DT Oregon 4.529 6th Round

504 Armanti Foreman WR-RET Texas 4.522 6th Round

505 Alex Officer OC/OG Pittsburgh 4.52 5th Round

506 Demone Harris DE Buffalo 4.52 6th Round

507 Max Redfield S Indiana (Pa.), UND 4.514 6th Round

508 Aaron Tiller OLB Southern 4.51 6th Round

509 Van Smith S Clemson 4.502 6th Round

510 Manase Hungalu LB Oregon State 4.501 6th Round

511 Kingsley Opara DT-NG Maryland 4.5 6th Round

512 Jack English OT Virginia 4.49 6th Round

513 Jamar McGloster OT Syracuse 4.483 6th Round

514 Reggie Bonnafon All-Purpose Louisville 4.482 6th Round

515 Devante Downs LB California 4.482 6th Round

516 Frankie Luvu LB Washington State 4.481 6th Round

517 Ethan Wolf TE Tennessee 4.481 6th Round

518 Sherman Badie All-Purpose Tulane 4.45 6th Round

519 Chris Lammons CB-Nickel South Carolina 4.449 6th Round

520 Cory Helms OC-OG South Carolina 4.448 6th Round

521 Sione Teuhema OLB SE Louisiana 4.441 6th Round

522 Russell Gage WR-RET LSU 4.43 6th Round

523 Trenton Cannon All-Purpose Virginia State 4.42 6th Round

524 Taylor Stallworth DT-NG South Carolina 4.418 6th Round

525 Nick Thurman DE-DT Houston 4.415 6th Round

526 Jacob Alsadek OG Arizona 4.411 6th Round

527 Diocemy Saint-Juste RB Hawaii 4.41 6th Round

528 Ben Niemann LB Iowa 4.407 6th Round

529 Toby Weathersby OT-OG LSU 4.399 6th Round

530 Du'Vonta Lampkin DT-NG Oklahoma 4.39 6th Round

531 Rae Juan Marbley LB Tulane 4.39 6th Round

532 Jacob Pugh OLB Florida State 4.387 6th Round

533 David Bright OT-OG Stanford 4.383 6th Round

534 Michael Badgley PK Miami (Fla.) 4.38 6th Round

535 Sergio Bailey WR Eastern Michigan 4.37 6th Round

536 Joel Lanning LB Iowa State 4.367 6th Round

537 Danny Etling QB LSU 4.362 6th Round

538 Rashard Fant CB-Nickel Indiana 4.36 6th Round

539 Johnathan Alston CB NC State 4.35 6th Round

540 Sebastian Joseph DE-DT Rutgers 4.35 6th Round
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541 Ezekial Turner S Washington 4.34 6th Round

542 Devin Gray WR Cincinnati 4.34 6th Round

543 Blaise Taylor CB-Nickel Arkansas State 4.33 6th Round

544 Larry Rose III All-Purpose New Mexico State 4.32 6th Round

545 J.D. Moore FB/H-back LSU 4.32 6th Round

546 Luis Perez QB Texas A&M-Com-
merce

4.319 6th Round

547 Edward Shockley LB Villanova 4.318 6th Round

548 Austin Ramesh FB Wisconsin 4.31 6th Round

549 Ryan Williamson S Buffalo 4.3 6th Round

550 Jamoral Graham CB-Ret-N Delta St., Miss. State 4.296 6th Round

551 Ervin Phillips WR Syracuse 4.282 6th Round

552 Ryan Winslow P Pittsburgh 4.276 6th Round

553 Patrick Morris OC TCU 4.27 6th Round

554 Donald Gray WR-RET Mississippi State 4.26 6th Round

555 Aaron Stinnie OG-OT James Madison 4.258 6th Round

556 Tavares Martin WR-RET Washington State 4.252 6th Round

557 Mat Boesen OLB TCU, Boise State 4.24 6th Round

558 Logan Cooke P Mississippi State 4.23 6th Round

559 Donnie Miles S North Carolina 4.23 6th Round

560 Brogan Roback QB Eastern Michigan 4.22 6th Round

561 Ryan Yurachek TE/H-back Marshall 4.218 6th Round

562 Jerod Fernandez LB NC State 4.218 6th Round

563 Malkom Parrish CB Georgia 4.215 6th Round

564 Derrick Tindal CB Wisconsin 4.21 6th Round

565 Cole Ormsby DE-OLB UConn 4.19 7th Round

566 Brandon Ray OC-OG Western Kentucky 4.19 7th Round

567 Antonyo Woods C FAU 4.19 7th Round

568 DeAndre Goolsby TE/H-back Florida 4.188 7th Round

569 Ryan Smith TE Miami (OH) 4.185 7th Round

570 Keith Ford RB Texas A&M, Okla. 4.182 7th Round

571 Al-Rasheed Benton LB West Virginia 4.181 7th Round

572 Brendan Mahon OG Penn State 4.18 7th Round

573 Dayln Dawkins RB Colorado State 4.18 7th Round

574 Tyler Rogers QB New Mexico State 4.175 7th Round

575 Micah Thomas LB Navy 4.17 7th Round

576 Jon Cunningham DT-NG Kent State 4.17 7th Round

577 Jeremiah Briscoe QB Sam Houston State 4.17 7th Round

578 Detrez Newsome RB-Ret Western Carolina 4.17 7th Round

579 Kyle Bosch OG WVU, Michigan 4.165 7th Round

580 Matt VandeBurg WR-RET Iowa 4.161 7th Round

581 Luke Carrezola OLB UConn 4.16 7th Round

582 Jesse Brubaker DE-LS Tulsa 4.16 7th Round

583 Jake Bennett C Colorado State 4.16 7th Round

584 Anthony Sherrils S Missouri 4.16 7th Round

585 Shane Tripucka P Texas A&M 4.157 7th Round
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586 Ro'derrick Hoskins LB Florida State 4.154 7th Round

587 Tyrone Crowder OG Clemson 4.153 7th Round

588 Jack Cichy LB Wisconsin 4.152 7th Round

589 Pharoah McKever TE-DE FIU 4.15 7th Round

590 Jonathan Cook S Memphis 4.15 7th Round

591 Dalton Herrington LB New Mexico State 4.15 7th Round

592 Erik Powell PK Washington State 4.147 7th Round

593 Sam Jones OG Arizona State 4.14 7th Round

594 Nate Hoff DT-NG Indiana 4.14 7th Round

595 Cody O'Connell OG Washington State 4.137 7th Round

596 Justin Martin CB Tennessee 4.136 7th Round

597 Elijah Wellman FB West Virginia 4.132 7th Round

598 Stephen Roberts S-Nickel Auburn 4.132 7th Round

599 Jordan Martin S Syracuse, Toledo 4.13 7th Round

600 Shaun Wilson All-Purpose Duke 4.126 7th Round

601 Marcel Harris S Florida 4.124 7th Round

602 Alex McGough QB FIU 4.12 7th Round

603 Shawun Lurry CB-Nickel Northern Illinois 4.12 7th Round

604 Robert Martin RB Rutgers 4.115 7th Round

605 Michael Carrizosa P San Jose State 4.111 7th Round

606 Dalton Keene DT-DE Illinois State 4.111 7th Round

607 Jordan Budwig OG FIU 4.11 7th Round

608 Khalil Hill TE/H-back Michigan 4.11 7th Round

609 Doroland Dorceus RB Memphis 4.1 7th Round

610 Leon Johnson OT Temple 4.1 7th Round

611 Steven Richardson DT-NG Minnesota 4.094 7th Round

612 Ty Schwab LB Boston College 4.09 7th Round

613 John Franklin III All-Purpose FAU 4.09 7th Round

614 Evan Plagg OC Tulsa 4.07 7th Round

615 Taj Williams WR TCU 4.07 7th Round

616 Gabriel Kuhn OC/OG Memphis 4.07 7th Round

617 Brandon Hodges OG Pittsburgh, Texas 4.06 7th Round

618 Ryan Anderson P Rutgers, Olivet 4.06 7th Round

619 Nick Stevens QB Colorado State 4.054 7th Round

620 Greg Joseph PK FAU 4.05 7th Round

621 Shay Fields WR Colorado 4.048 7th Round

622 Eddy Wilson DT Purdue 4.04 7th Round

623 Garrett Hudson TE/H-back Richmond 4.033 7th Round

624 Erick Wren OC Oklahoma 4.03 7th Round

625 Simeon Thomas CB-S Louisiana-Lafayette 4.03 7th Round

626 Ricky Jeune WR Georgia Tech 4.03 7th Round

627 D'Angelo Brewer RB Tulsa 4.025 7th Round

628 Ryan Carter CB Clemson 4.022 7th Round

629 Matthew McCrane PK Kansas State 4.02 7th Round

630 Allenzae Staggers WR-RET Southern Miss 4.02 7th Round
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631 Trey Rutherford OG-OT UConn 4.014 7th Round

632 Gerhard de Beer OT-OG Arizona 4.013 7th Round

633 Phil Mayhue WR Memphis 3.987 7th Round

634 Marcellus Pippins CB Washington State 3.985 7th Round

635 Brad Muhammad CB FIU 3.95 7th Round

636 Micah Holder WR San Diego State 3.95 7th Round

637 Richard Lagow QB Indiana 3.94 7th Round

638 Alvin Howard S Appalachian State 3.939 7th Round

639 Gerard Wicks RB Washington State 3.931 7th Round

640 David Steinmetz OT Purdue 3.93 7th Round

641 James Crawford OLB Illinois 3.923 7th Round

642 Robert Foster WR Alabama 3.915 7th Round

643 Shawn Boone S NC State 3.895 7th Round

644 Grant Ross LB Air Force 3.89 7th Round

645 Robert Taylor S-Nickel Washington State 3.878 7th Round

646 Austin Schlottmann OC/OG TCU 3.87 7th Round

647 Trevor Darling OG-OT Miami (Fla.) 3.87 7th Round

648 Jacob Tuioti-Mariner DE-DT UCLA 3.865 7th Round

649 Austin Kuhnert OC-OG North Dakota State 3.86 7th Round

650 Maurice McKnight S San Jose State 3.85 7th Round

651 Michael Hill DT-NG Ohio State 3.844 7th Round

652 Rodney Allen CB-S Marshall 3.84 7th Round

653 Jacob Ohnesorge OC South Dakota State 3.84 7th Round

654 Stacy Thomas LB Louisville 3.834 7th Round

655 Dez Harris LB Mississippi State 3.827 7th Round

656 Vontae Diggs LB UConn 3.815 7th Round

657 Grant Horst OT-OG Louisiana-Lafayette 3.81 7th Round

658 Justin Lea OC-OG Jacksonville State 3.796 7th Round

659 Meffy Kolomatangi OLB Hawaii 3.792 7th Round

660 Janarion Grant RET Rutgers 3.79 7th Round

661 Jonathan Peterson LB San Diego 3.778 7th Round

662 Ben Huss OG Duquesne 3.775 7th Round

663 Mo Porter OT-OG Baylor 3.764 7th Round

664 Shane Wimann FB/H-back Northern Illinois 3.762 7th Round

665 Archie Lewis 
RETIRED

OT-OG Boise State 3.76 7th Round

666 Richard 'Dewey' 
Jarvis

LB Brown 3.76 7th Round

667 J.T. Gray S Mississippi State 3.753 7th Round

668 Arkeel Newsome All-Purpose Uconn 3.75 7th Round

669 Xavier Johnson All-Purpose South Alabama 3.73 7th Round

670 Jalen Wilkerson DE Florida State 3.726 7th Round

671 Khalil Williams S-Nickel Houston 3.714 7th Round

672 Aaron Cochran OT Oklahoma State, Cal 3.71 7th Round

673 Gary Wunderlich PK Ole Miss 3.71 7th Round

674 Keyan Norman OG BYU 3.71 7th Round

675 Kyle Meadows OT-OG Kentucky 3.702 7th Round
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676 Jake Roh FB/H-back Boise State 3.692 7th Round

677 Joshua Cox S-Nickel Central Michigan 3.68 7th Round

678 Steven Mitchell WR USC 3.68 7th Round

679 Matt Fleming WR Benedictine 3.67 7th Round

680 Christian Blake WR Northern Illinois 3.67 7th Round

681 Courtel Jenkins DT-NG Houston, Miami 
(Fla.)

3.654 7th Round

682 Na'Ty Rodgers OT Houston 3.64 7th Round

683 Eric Gallo OC Virginia Tech 3.638 7th Round

684 Emilio Nadelman PK USF 3.63 7th Round

685 Cole Mosier OT Kentucky 3.629 7th Round

686 Parker Cothren DL Penn State 3.6 7th Round

687 Austin MacGinnis PK Kentucky 3.598 7th Round

688 Ray Lawry RB Old Dominion 3.59 7th Round

689 Bobby Jones IV LB Northern Illinois 3.582 7th Round

690 Jarred Craft RB Louisiana Tech 3.56 7th Round

691 Jeromy Irwin OT-OG Colorado 3.55 7th Round

692 Matt Anderson PK California 3.55 7th Round

693 Alex Gardner RB FIU 3.543 7th Round

694 Cameron Dillard OC-OG North Carolina 3.537 7th Round

695 Alan Knott OC South Carolina 3.536 7th Round

696 Ju'Wuan Woodley LB Toledo 3.502 7th Round

697 Airius Moore LB NC State 3.493 Free Agent

698 DJ Ward DE Oklahoma 3.49 Free Agent

699 Devante Kincade QB-WR-Ret Grambling State 3.49 Free Agent

700 Jaylon Lofton S-Nickel Central Arkansas 3.475 Free Agent

701 Brett Kendrick OT Tennessee 3.47 Free Agent

702 Taylor Young LB Baylor 3.463 Free Agent

703 Aiden Schneider PK Oregon 3.45 Free Agent

704 William Ossai LB San Jose State 3.442 Free Agent

705 Matthew Romar DT-NG Oklahoma 3.44 Free Agent

706 Austin Roberts TE/H-back UCLA 3.435 Free Agent

707 Malik Turner WR Illinois 3.435 Free Agent

708 Marcell Lazard OT Boston College, 
WVU

3.41 Free Agent

709 Hayden Hillebrand QB Central Arkansas 3.314 Free Agent

710 Niko Gonzalez FS FIU 3.292 Free Agent

711 Austin Davis OC Duke 3.13 Free Agent

712 Ish Witter RB Missouri 3.13 Free Agent

713 J.J. Dallas CB-S ULM, Houston 3.11 Free Agent

714 Travonte Valentine DT-NG LSU 2.904 Free Agent

715 DeQuinton Osborne DT Oklahoma State 2.89 Free Agent

716 Melvin Vaughn TE/H-back Old Dominion 2.79 Free Agent

717 Aaron Medley PK Tennessee 2.75 Free Agent

718 Matt Elam DT-NG Kentucky 2.513 Free Agent

719 Dwayne 
Orso-Bacchus

OT Oklahoma 2.328 Free Agent
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DRAFTNASTY’s
GLOSSARY OF TERMS

By: Silver Bluff High School Head Football Coach De’Angelo Bryant

BLOCKING TERMS 

Running Terms

Turn Out Block
When the exterior offensive tackle or interior offensive guard is asked to wheel his opponent in 
either the opposite direction of the run or pass game. This requires each OL to execute the proper 
steps with their technique and correct hand placement.

Seal Block
When an exterior offensive lineman (OT, TE) are asked to get their frame in front the force player 
(normally a DE on the DL) to prevent him from making the runner go back inside to his defensive 
help.

Crack Block
This type of block occurs when any player, at any position, comes down to strike another player 
without them seeing the oncoming block. It can occur when a defensive end is reading the action 
and the motioning player towards the line of scrimmage (TE, WR, RB) and times the unsuspecting 
hit when the player is in pursuit of the ball.
Note: Many cornerbacks or LB’s are responsible for calling out a pre-snap alert to the defensive end 
to alert them of this possibility before the snap.

Fold Block
This occurs when an offensive linemen is lined up over a specific defensive lineman (normally an 
OG inside). At the snap of the ball, exchanges responsibilities with the offensive lineman next to 
him. This could be an OG aligned over a DT, but at the snap the OC (center) blocks the defensive 
tackle and the OG rolls behind the OC to go block another lineman or LB.

Isolation Block
Another term for one-on-one lead block through the hole. This was usually performed by the full-
back, but in today’s facets of football the near back (opposite shotgun back or h-back) are capable of 
performing this as well.

Trap Block
A blocking scheme where a defensive player is allowed through the offensive line only to be blocked 
by another player behind the line.

Hinge Block
This usual occurs when two blockers join together to protect an area of responsibility. This block 
is mostly seen on spring out protections when the back (RB, FB, H-Back) will connect with OT to 
protect from the outside in.

Body Lean
Ideal running style for a ball carrier. This describes the forward positioning of a ball carrier running 
behind their shoulder pads when creating forward momentum.

Note: Similar to a track sprinter the body should be aligned in a 45-degree angle. It is important not 
to bend at the waist because the head will be over the toes.
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Stiff Arm
This is a straight arm punch designed to keep defenders away from the ball carrier’s body. This 
should be a violent and control delivery to the chest or head area to be effective.

Juke Move
Deceptive movement by the ball carrier. This gives the defender an illusion where the ball might be 
headed, but the ball carries 2nd or 3rd move will go the opposite direction.

PASS PROTECTIONS

Slide Protection
Gap protection concept that will allow OL to move in one direction- one quick or 3-step drops 
passes. Backfield personal will usual slide opposite of the OL, joining the hinge and protecting inside 
to outside gaps of the LOS (line of scrimmage).

Max Protection
Extra security blockers that include backs and tight ends to stay in on pass protection. This protec-
tion is usually required when offenses face all out blitzes.

COVERAGES 

Man-to-man 
Each eligible receiver is covered by a DB or LB. 

Zone
Defenders are assigned to a particular area of the field in coverage. DBs and LBs are typically in-
volved in the multiple zone coverages, but DL are becoming more involved as well.

Cover 0
Strict man-to-man coverage with no help from safeties. 
Note: This is particularly called near the goal line or when the defense blitzes play more than five 
men crossing the line of scrimmage

Cover 1
Man-to-man coverage with the deep safety free to help out on deep pass routes.

Cover 2
The FS and SS playing deep in a 2 high shell. Both defenders are responsible for covering half (1/2) 
the field. The CB’s have flat responsibility, while the LBs cover the hook/curl zone.

Tampa 2
Everything is the same as Cover 2 with the exception of the MLB. The MLB’s responsibility is now to 
drop to the middle of the field as a deep defender.

Cover 2 Man
CB and LB play man coverage across the board, with safety help over the top.

Cover 3
Three high look with the CBs and a FS. Each player covers one-third of a deep zone in coverage.

Cover 4
Both the CB and Safeties drop into a four deep coverage. Each defender is responsible for one-
fourth (1/4) of the field in coverage.
Note: This is also known as quarters or quads coverage.
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Robber/Rat
A set defensive assignment that allows an appointed defender to spy on underneath routes.

Nickel Package
This is where the defense adds a 5th DB on the field and is often referred to as the nickel back. The 
nickel back can be used to blitz or cover. 
Note: Another way for the defense to get a faster or quicker defender to coverage or blitz off the 
edge.

Dime Package
Personnel where 6 DB’s are on the field at once in coverage.

Route TREE
1- Route- Hitch 2- Slant 3- Speed or Quick Out 4- Dig 5- Comeback 6- Curl 7- Post Corner 8- Post 
9- Go.

Fade Route
The receiver will try to avoid the cornerback by taking an outside release. This route is effective 
against bump-n-run. QB typically uses a touch pass to allow the receiver to adjust to the football.
Note: This can be an over the shoulder pass, jump ball, or back shoulder throw.

Shake Route
A highly effective pass route against man coverage. These are usually aggressive double or triple 
moves to sell the defender in one direction while creating separation before breaking the opposite 
direction.

Stick Route
The receiver is taught to push 2-3 yards past the first down marker. The receiver will generally break 
outward to the sideline working back downhill. This has a become a high completion first down or 
blitz beater between the QB and WR.

Whip Route
The receiver pushes to a shallow slant approximately 2 or 3 yards before pivoting on the outside foot 
straight down the line towards the sideline. 
Note: The objective is to get the defender on your back when in man coverage. In zone coverage the 
receiver has to get enough separation and find a hole to sit in to get open.

Texas Route
Typically a man beater route for the RB. The RB will sell a flat before breaking at an upfield angle 
back to the inside.

Choice Route
This gives the receiver the autonomy to change the route on the run according to the coverage he 
sees.
Note: This is a great way to test receivers’ IQ and awareness level.

Bang 8
Skinny post.

COMBINATION ROUTES

Wheel
The receiver starts out rounding out towards the sideline. Once the receiver #2 or #3 receiver reaches 
his landmark outward, he then begins to head upfield as a deep threat along the sideline. Outside or
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#1 receiver can perform a series of route to the inside such as the post, dig, or curl.
Note: The #1 and #2 receivers switched responsibilities within their routes.

Smash
The outside receiver runs a hitch and the inside receiver runs a seven route (flag).

Curl/Flat
The outside receiver runs a six route 6 (curl) and the inside receiver runs a three route (out). 

Verts
All receivers release down field on nine routes (go). 

FORMATIONS 

Ace 
Formation where there’s only one back in the backfield.

Pro
This set refers to two WR, one TE, and Two backs in the backfield.

Trips
Three receivers to one side of the formation

Bunch
Three receivers are aligned to one side similar to a trips formation, but are tighter together. This cre-
ates natural rub and pick routes for the receivers, which forces defenders to lose their man or zone 
responsibilities in coverage.
Note: The #2 receiver is always aligned on the LOS, while the #1 and 3 receivers are off the LOS
a Wide 9.

Empty
No one else is in the backfield except the QB. The offense is in a five receiver formation.

DEFENSIVE FRONTS

30 Front or 3-4
Three down defensive lineman package. In this defense the zero technique is usually referred to as 
the NG and is aligned head up or shade the OC. The two DE are aligned head up or shaded to either 
side of the OT, but are still considered 4 or 5 techniques. Typically, in this defense there are four 
linebackers

40 Front or 4-3/4-2
There are four down lineman in this alignment. In this defense there are two defensive ends (strong 
and weak side) and two interior defenders (NG/DT or DTs). Depending on the defensive ends 
alignment, they can be considered wide-9, 7, tight-7, or five. The interior players alignment maybe 
shade, 2i, or 3 techniques. This defensive may contain two or three linebackers.

DEFENSIVE LINEMAN ALIGNMENTS 

Zero “0” Technique
Aligned up head up to the OC.

Shade
Refers to the defensive lineman on one-half of the offensive lineman’s surface area. 
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Two “2” Technique
Aligned head up to the OG.

Two-I “2i” Technique
Aligned inside shade of the OT. A-Gap defender.

Three “3” Technique
Aligned outside shade of the OG.

Four “4” Technique
Aligned head up the OT.

Four-I “4i” Technique
Aligned inside shade of the OT. B-Gap penetrator.

Five “5” Technique
Aligned outside shade of the OT.

Seven “7” Technique
Typically aligned as a D-Gap player (in between the OT and TE).  If there is no TE, the defender is 
lined up a bit wider than a 5 technique. At times this is referred to as a Wide 7.

Six “6” Technique
Aligned head up to the TE

Nine “9” Technique
Similar to a 7-technique, but the defender gets his alignment off of the TE outside shoulder. Against 
some formations, (if the offense has an overhang player (h-back or unbalanced sets)), the defender 
will shade wider than his usual alignment, which is referred to as a Wide 9.  

STUNTS AND BLITZ

T/E (Tackle/End) Stunt
This stunt allows the DT to attack the C-Gap drawing the attention of OG to free up the DE looping 
to the inside.
Note: This can also work as an End/Tackle stunt where the DE will go first and the DT will loop 
around to the outside.

Corner Fire or Cat Blitz
Edge blitz by the CB.

Safety Thunder or Lightning
Thunder usually occurs from the walk-up safety and lightning will come from the safety at depth. 

Casino or Devil
All-out blitz. 

GENERAL TERMS

Gunner
Name of a special teams player that runs downfield for the tackle or to force the returner to redirect 
his course after receiving the football. 
Note: The gunner is usually aligned to the outside of the punt team and occasionally on the kickoff 
team.
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Abbreviations
ACL- Anterior Cruciate Ligament
AP- All-Purpose
BJ- Broad Jump
BOB- Back on ‘backer
BSLB- backside linebacker
ROLB/LOLB-Right outside linebacker or Left Outside Linebacker (Also used for Rush Outside 
‘Backer)
COD- change of direction
CTR- counter
DB- defensive back
DE- defensive end
DT- defensive tackle
DL- defensive lineman
E/T- end/tackle stunt
EZ- end zone
FB- fullback
GL- goal line
HS- high school
I-form- I-formation
INT- interception
PK- placekicker or kicker
KR- kick return
KR/avg.- kick return average
KOR- kickoff return
LB- linebacker
LG- left guard
LOS- line of scrimmage
LS- long shuttle/long snapper
LT- left tackle
M/M- man-to-man
MLB- middle linebacker
No. -number
OT- offensive tackle
P- Punter
PA- play action
PSLB- playside linebacker
POA- point-of-attack
PR- punt return
RAC- run after catch
RB- running back
RG- right guard
RT- right tackle
RZ- red zone
S- safety
SS- short shuttle/strong safety 
TD- touchdown
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Abraham Devin  363
Acklin Jaelon     136   
Adams Tony        176
Adams Matthew 293
Adams Josh  55
Adeniyi Ola  269
Akins Jordan  83
Alexander Jaire 313
Allen Kyle  19
Allen Marcus 347
Allen Rodney 335
Allen Josh   5
Allen Austin 22
Allen Brian  151
Allen Dejon  173
Alsadek Jacob  177
Alston Johnathan 334
Anderson Ryan 387
Anderson Matt 378
Andrews Nate 365
Andrews Darren  137
Andrews Mark  82
Ankrah Andrew 271
Apke Troy 353
Armstrong Dorance 253
Armstrong Cornell 331
Aruna Adetarami 268
Ateman Marcell  123
Atkins John 241
Averett Anthony 327
Avery Genard 280
Badet Jeff  134
Badgley Michael 374
Badie Sherman 217
Bailey Sergio  138
Baker Jerome 282
Baldwin Juante 330
Ballage Kalen  52
Barkley Saquon  40
Barrett J.T.  16
Bates Jessie 338
Baugh Marcus  93
Bawden Nick  32
Bellamy Davin 271
Benkert Kurt  14
Bennett Jake 155
Bennett Parris 301
Bentley Ja’Whaun 298
Benton Al-Rasheed 306
Berrios Braxton  129
Berry Evan 217
Bierria Keishawn 299
Blacknall Saeed  137
Blake Christian  140
Blanding Quin 346
Bobo Bryce  137
Boesen Mat 305
Boggs Eric 301
Bonnafon Reggie 217
Boone Shawn 363
Boone Mike  51
Bosch Kyle 178
Bozeman Bradley  152
Brewer D’Angelo  76
Bright David 203
Briscoe Jeremiah 27
Brown Orlando 191
Brown Asantay 324
Brown Tony 362
Brown Drew 373
Brown Andrew 231
Brown Evan  151
Brubaker Jesse 273
Bryan Taven 224
Budwig Jordan  179
Burkett Chaquan 299
Burks Oren 282
Burnett Deontay  135
Cabinda Jason 294
Cain Deon  120

Calhoun DJ 302
Callaway Antonio  116
Campbell Christian 315
Campos Jake 200
Cannon Trenton 218
Cantrell Dylan 122
Cappa Alex  194
Carlson Daniel 372
Carrezola Luke 273
Carrington Darren  138
Carrizosa Michael 387
Carter Jermaine 299
Carter Lorenzo 257
Carter Ryan 335
Carter Martez  56
Chachere Andre 328
Chandler Sean 362
Chark DJ  108
Cheridor Mackendy 270
Christian Geron  187
Chubb Bradley 251
Chubb Nick 43
Chunn Jordan 59
Cichy Jack 306
Clapp Will  149
Cobbs, Simmie  119
Cochran Aaron  204
Cole Mason 143-144
Coleman Lavon 65
Coleman Amari 331
Collins Cayson 303
Conklin Tyler  86
Cook Jonathan 368
Cooke Logan 385
Cooper Secdrick 364
Corbett Austin  162
Cothran Curtis 243
Cothren Parker 249
Cotton-Moya Kamari 364
Coutee Keke  117
Covington Chris 299
Cox Joshua 370
Crabtree Zach  202
Craft Jarred  76
Crawford James 307
Crawford Justin  67
Crosby Tyrell  183
Crowder Tyrone 178
Cruikshank Dane 345
Cunningham Korey 199
Cunningham Jon 248
Dallas J.J.
Daniel Trevor 383
Daniels James 142
Darling Trevor  180
Darnold Sam  4
Davenport Marcus 253
Davidson Joseph 382
Davis Carlton 312
Davis Austin  157
Davis Jalen 354
Davis Aaron 366
Dawkins Dayln  73
Dawson Duke 341
de Beer Gerhard 204
Delaney Dee 326
Deluca Nick 298
Demby Jamil  167
Diarse John  136
Dickerson Matt 245
Dickerson Garrett  94
Dickson Michael 380
Diggs Vontae 307
Dillard Cameron 157
Dissly Will  93
Dooley Garret 303
Dorceus Doroland 75
Downs Devante 304
Dunbar Steven  136
Dunlap Jaylen 331

Edmonds Chase 49
Edmunds Tremaine 275
Edmunds Terrell 348
Edwards Gus 65
Ejiofor Duke 260
Elam Matt
Elliott DeShon 346
English Jack  203
Ernsberger Donnie  96
Etling Danny 23
Evans Rashaan 278
Evans Justin 177
Evans Aaron 166
Facyson Brandon 328
Falk Luke  8
Fant Rashard 333
Fatukasi Folorunso 227
Ferguson Riley 13
Fernandez Jerod 305
Fields Byron 333
Fields Shay  139
Finch Sharif 269
Fitts Kylie 270
Fitzpatrick Minkah 337
Fleming Matt  140
Flowers Dimitri  31
Flowers Quinton 213
Flowers Tre  361
Ford Poona 232
Ford Keith  72
Foreman Armanti  138
Foster Robert  140
Fountain Daurice 118
Franklin Zaire 288
Franklin Jarrod 367
Franklin John 218
Franklin Jarvion  58
Franklin-Myers John 271
Frazier Marcel 264
Frazier Joshua 246
Freeman Royce  44
Fumagalli Troy  88
Gafford Rico 332
Gage Russell  138
Gallo Eric 157
Gallup Michael  113
Gardner Alex  76
Gates Demarquis 362
Gates Nick  196
Gaulden Rashaan 358
Geary Will 245
Gesicki Mike  79-81
Gibson Damon 87
Gilmore Greg 244
Ginda Frank 300
Goedert Dallas  78
Golditch Zachary  195
Golson Austin 147
Gono Matthew  172
Gonzalez Niko
Goolsby DeAndre 98
Gossett Colby 164
Graham Jamoral 334
Grant Janarion 218
Gray Devin 138
Gray J.T. 370
Gray Donald
Grayson Davon  124
Green Rasheem 256
Greene Raven 363
Griffin Shaquem 286
Guerad Tony 245
Guice Derrius 42
Haley Grant 361
Hall P.J. 221
Hamilton DaeSean 107
Hamilton Dion Shaun 296
Hand Da’Shawn 233
Harding Heath 329
Harris Dez 307

Harris Marcel 369
Harris Trent 272
Harris Demone 272
Harris Davontae 317
Harrison Desmond 193
Harrison Ronnie 350
Haynes Marquis 290
Hearn Taylor 169
Hearns James 267
Hector Bruce 235
Helms Cory  153
Henderson Trayvon 358
Henderson Quadree 212
Henderson Zaycoven 240
Hernandez Will 161
Herndon Chris  85
Herndon Tre 327
Herrington Dalton 306
Herron Frank 246
Hicks Kyle   65
Hill Khalil   37
Hill Kenny  15
Hill B.J. 220
Hill Michael 249
Hill Holton 318
Hilland Connor 176
Hillebrand Hayden
Hilliard Dontrell  58
Hines Nyheim 212
Hodges Brandon 179
Hoff Nate 248
Holder Micah  140
Holland Jeff  269
Holmes Jalyn 263
Horst Grant  204
Hoskins Ro’derrick 306
Howard Alvin 367
Howard Travin 365
Hubbard Sam 250
Hudson Garrett  100
Huff Jordan  68
Hughes Mike 310
Hungalu Manase 303
Hurst Hayden  78
Hurst Maurice 225
Huss Ben 180
Igwebuike Godwin 342
Irwin Jeromy  205
Ishmael Steve  117
Iyiegbuniwe Joel 287
Izzo Ryan  90
Jackson Donte 316
Jackson Darius 292
Jackson Justin  60
Jackson Lamar  2
Jackson Josh 314
Jackson JC 327
Jackson Bishon 244
Jacobs Leon 296
Jamerson Natrell 352
James Derwin 338
James Richie  114
James Alec 271
James Darius  175
Jarvis Dewey 308
Jefferson Malik 283
Jenkins Courtel
Jennings Adonis  136
Jeune Ricky  139
Jewell, Josey 285
Johnson Leon 203
Johnson Taron 344
Johnson Xavier
Johnson Lyndon 246
Johnson Danny 325
Johnson Kerryon  47
Johnson D’Ernest 215
Johnson Garrett  125
Jones Justin 233
Jones Bobby 308

Jones Chris 328
Jones Ronald 46
Jones Jamarco  197
Jones Sam 179
Jones-Smith Jaryd  201 
Joseph Junior 301
Joseph Michael 328
Joseph Greg 376
Joseph Sebastian 247
Kalambayi Peter 295
Kalu Josh 349
Kanoff Chad  17
Keene Dalton 248
Kelly Kameron 320
Kelly Jermaine 333
Kelly John 46
Kendrick Brett 205
Key Arden 258
Kincade Devante
King Jamarcus 330
Kirk Christian 207
Kirkwood Keith 121
Kiser Micah 284
Knott Alan  157
Kolomatangi Meffy 273
Koroma Tejan 150
Kuhn Gabriel  156
Kuhnert Austin 156
LaCouture Christian 244
Lacy Chris 134
Lagow Richard 29
Laguda Afolabi 366
Lammons Chris 333
Lampkin Du’Vonta 247
Lancaster Tyler  177
Landry Harold 252
Lanning Joel 305
Lasley Jordan 132
Lauletta Kyle  9
Lawler Justin 270
Lawry Ray  76
Lazard Allen 111
Lazard Marcell 205
Lea Justin  180
Lealao, Nifae 246
Leavitt Dallin 355
Lee Tanner 20
Leonard Rick  202
Leonard Darius 276
Lewis Archie RETIRED
Lewis Tyquan 259
Liddell Josh 362
Lindsay Phillip 70
Linehan Matt  18
Litton Chase  21
Lofton Jaylon 370
Looney James 238
Lotulelei Lowell 239
Love Courtney 469
Lundblade Brad  146
Lurry Shawun 369
Luvu Frankie 304
MacGinnis Austin 378
Mack Blake  95
Maddox Avonte 339
Madison Cole  165
Mahon Brendan 178
Malone K.J. 202
Marbley Juan Rae 304
Marshall Trey 361
Martin Justin 334
Martin Jordan 369
Martin Jacob 300
Martin Robert  74
Martin Tavares  139
Martin Marcus 34
Marx Daniel     35
Mata’afa Hercules 269
Matthews Tray 364
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Mayfield Baker  6
Mayhue Phil  140
McCloud Ray-Ray 130
McCollum TJ 300
McCrane Matthew 377
McCray Mike 297
McCutcheon Jonah 365
McDermott KC 198
McFadden Tarvarus 320
McGlinchey Mike  182
McGloster Jamar 203
McGough Alex  27
McIntosh R.J. 234
McKenzie Kahlil 242
McKever Pharoah  100
McKnight Maurice 370
Meadows Kyle  180
Medley Aaron 378
Meeks Quenton 321
Michel Sony  45
Mikell Curtis 331
Miles Donnie 368
Miller Anthony 103
Miller Kolton  185
Minor Jaylyin 302 
Minter Mike 332
Mitchell Steven  140
Mokofisi Filipo 244
Monday Demetrius 333
Mondeaux Henry 246
Moore Tarvarius 343
Moore J.D.   35
Moore J’Mon  115
Moore Skai 300
Moore Airius 308
Moore Kamrin 329
Moore D.J. 102
Morgan Nyles 301
Morris Patrick 154
Morrow Jamal 217
Mosier Cole  205
Motuapuaka Andrew 295
Muhammad Brad 335
Nadelman Emilio 378
Nall Ryan  48
Neal Siran 351
Nelson Nick 315
Nelson Quenton 160
Nelson Charles 214
Newsome Detrez 74
Newsome Arkeel
Nichols Deatrick 319
Nichols Bilal 227
Nickerson Parry 323
Niemann Ben 304
Nkansah Elijah 201
Nnadi Derrick 230
Norman Keyan 180
Norton Kendrick 241
Noteboom Joseph 184
Nunn Beau  176
Nwosu Uchenna 281
O’Connell Cody 179
O’Daniel Dorian 289
O’Neill Brian 186
Officer Alex  153
Ogundeko Ebenezer 270
Ohnesorge Jacob  156
Okorafor Chukwuma 190
Okoronkwo Ogbonnia 260
Oliver Isaiah 311
Opara Kingsley 247
Ormsby Cole 272
Orr Nick 365
Orso-Bacchus Dwayne 428
Osborne DeQuinton 249
Ossai William 308
Ostman Joe 298
Owens Jonathan 364
Owens Thomas  135

Palmore DJ 302
Parker Steven 361
Parker Brandon 189
Parris Timon 192
Parrish Malkom 334
Payne Da’Ron 222
Penny Rashaad  41
Perez Luis 24
Peterson Jonathan 307
Pettis Dante 210
Pettway Kamryn 69
Phillips Darius 211
Phillips Harrison 237
Phillips Cam 134
Phillips Ervin  139
Phillips Skyler 170
Pierce Myles 303
Pineiro Eddy 373
Pippins Marcellus 335
Pittman Jamiyus 236
Plagg Evan 155
Poling Quentin 288
Porter Mo  204
Powell Erik 375
Powell Brandon  135
Price Billy 141
Pringle Bryon  112
Proehl Austin  137
Pryor Matthew 176
Pugh Jacob 305
Quessenberry Scott  145
Quiero Kyle 365
Quinn Trey 128
Ragnow Frank  145
Ramesh Austin 36
Rankin Martinas 188
Ratley Damion  137
Ray Brandon 155
Reaves Malik 330
Reaves Jeremy 360
Redfield Max 367
Reed D.J. 319
Reid Justin 351
Reyes Cole 362
Richard Demario  54
Richards Ramon 367
Richardson Will 189
Richardson Steven 248
Ridley Calvin  105
Roback Brogan 25
Roberts Stephen 368
Roberts Austin  100
Robertson Korey  136
Robertson Jashon 149
Robinson Tyree 364
Rodgers Na’Ty  681
Rogers Tyler 26
Roh Jake  100
Rolland-Jones Jovan 297
Romar Matthew
Rose Larry 218
Rose Jordan 174
Rosen Josh 3
Ross Grant 307
Rotimi Bunmi 270
Rudolph Mason  7
Rutherford Trey  179
St Brown, Equin.  110 
Saint-Juste Diocemy  72
Sam Christian 297
Samuels Jaylen 209
Sanchez Auggie 298
Sanders Dominick 362
Scales Tegray 292
Scarbrough Bo 64
Schlottmann Austin 156
Schneider Aiden 378
Schor Brian  11
Schultz Dalton  87
Schwab Ty 306

Scott J.K. 380
Scott Jaleel  123
Scott Damari 138
Senat Deadrin 229
Senat Greg  202
Serigne Cam  33
Settle Tim 237
Sharga Nick  32
Shed Brandon 136
Sheehy Conor 245
Shelton Coleman  148
Shepherd Nathan 223
Sherfield Trent  137
Sherrils Anthony 368
Shimonek Nic  12
Shockley Edward 305
Sims Antonius 271
Slivers Brandon
Smith Ito  57
Smith Tremon 327
Smith Andre 297
Smith Ryan  99
Smith Van 367
Smith Roquan 275
Smith Trequan  104
Smith Braden 163
Smythe Durham  84
Spain Bentley 197
Speaks Breeland 226
Springs Arrion 330
Staggers Allenzae  139
Stallworth Taylor 247
Steinmetz David 204
Stephens Linden 327
Stevens Mike 332
Stevens Nick  28
Stewart M.J.  208
Stinnie Aaron  178
Street Kentavius 266
Stroman Greg 216
Sullivan Chandon 322
Summers Jamar 363
Sutton Courtland  102
Sweat Josh 255
Talamaivao Viane 177
Tate Auden  130
Taylor Blaise
Taylor Robert 370
Taylor Rod 164
Teller Wyatt  169
Teuhema Sione 304
Teuhema Maea 168
Texada Ranthony 329
Thigpen Xavier 302
Thomas Matthew 296
Thomas Stacy 307
Thomas Micah 306
Thomas Jordan 90
Thomas Roc 63
Thomas Jordan 330
Thomas Ian  82
Thomas Mychealon 243
Thomas Simeon 334
Thomas Chad 262
Thompson Trenton 228
Thurman Nick 247
Tice Darius 71
Tiller Aaron 272
Tindal Derrick 334
Toliver Henre’ 331
Toliver Kevin 329
Toth Brett 192
Townsend Johnny 381
Trinnamann Jonah  138
Tripucka Shane 386
Tuioti-Mariner Jacob 249
Turay Kemoko 261
Turner Malik  140
Turner Ezekial 367
Uhatafe Salesi 171

Valdez-Scantling Marques 134
Valentine Travonte 249
VandeBurg Matt  139
Vander Esch Leighton 277
Vaughn Melvin  100
Vea Vita 220
Victor Azeem 300
Vollert Andrew  89
Wade D’Montre 332
Wadley Akrum  61
Wadood Jaleel 367
Walker Tracy 356
Wallace Levi 329
Walton Mark  50
Ward Charvaius 331
Ward DJ 273
Ward Denzel 310
Warner Fred 279
Warren Chris  95
Washington James  106
Washington Trumaine 332
Watson Justin  134
Watts Armani 340
Weah Jester 131
Weathersby Toby  203
Webb Ralph  67
Webb Damon 361
Weineke Jake  135
Wellman Elijah 36
Wells David  92
Welsh Sean  173
White Kyzir 357
White Mike  10
White Ka’Raun  127
Whitehead Jordan 354
Whitener Chad 301
Wicker JoJo 244
Wicks Gerard 76
Willis Corey  135
Wilkerson Jalen 273
Wilkins Jordan 53
Williams Treyvon 303
Williams Connor 182
Williams David  62
Williams Taj  139
Williams Terrell 366
Williams Tre’ 298
Williams Darious 324
Williams Chucky 364
Williams Khalil 371
Williams Darrell  54
Williamson Ryan 368
Wilson Nick  70
Wilson Eddy 248
Wilson Cedrick 109
Wilson Jeffrey  62
Wilson Shaun 218
Wimann Shane 38
Wims Javon  126
Winbush Anthony 272
Winslow Ryan 384
Wint Anthony 297
Witter Ish  76
Wolf Ethan  97
Woodley Ju’Wuan 308
Woods Kalib 133
Woods Antonyo 155
Woodside Logan 20
Worley Chris 299
Wren Erick 156
Wright Jaden 366
Wunderlich Gary 377
Wynn Isaiah 159
Yelder Deon  91
Yiadom Isaac 324
Young Kenny 291
Young Trevon 265
Young Taylor 308
Yurachek Ryan  98
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http://www.navysports.com/sports/m-footbl/navy-m-footbl-body.html
http://ucfknights.com/index.aspx?path=football
http://gobearcats.com/index.aspx?path=football
http://www.uhcougars.com/sports/m-footbl/hou-m-footbl-body.html
http://tulsahurricane.com/index.aspx?path=football
http://gousfbulls.com/index.aspx?path=football
http://www.uconnhuskies.com/sports/m-footbl/conn-m-footbl-body.html
http://owlsports.com/index.aspx?path=football
http://gotigersgo.com/index.aspx?path=football
https://ecupirates.com/index.aspx?path=football
http://tulanegreenwave.com/index.aspx?path=football
https://smumustangs.com/index.aspx?path=football
http://www.clemsontigers.com/SportSelect.dbml?DB_OEM_ID=28500&SPID=103701&SPSID=657769
http://seminoles.com/sports/football/
http://gocards.com/index.aspx?path=football
http://gopack.com/index.aspx?path=football
http://www.wakeforestsports.com/sports/m-footbl/wake-m-footbl-body.html
http://www.goduke.com/SportSelect.dbml?DB_OEM_ID=4200&SPID=1843&SPSID=22672
http://hurricanesports.com/index.aspx?path=football
http://goheels.com/index.aspx?path=football 
http://pittsburghpanthers.com/index.aspx?path=football
http://www.virginiasports.com/sports/m-footbl/
http://www.hokiesports.com/football/ 
http://bceagles.com/index.aspx?path=football
http://cuse.com/index.aspx?path=football 
http://www.ramblinwreck.com/sports/m-footbl/geot-m-footbl-body.html
http://www.und.com/sports/m-footbl/nd-m-footbl-body.html
https://byucougars.com/home/football 
https://goarmywestpoint.com/roster.aspx?rp_id=8455
http://georgiadogs.com/index.aspx?path=football
http://utsports.com/index.aspx?path=football 
http://www.vucommodores.com/sports/m-footbl/vand-m-footbl-body.html
http://mutigers.com/index.aspx?path=football
http://floridagators.com/index.aspx?path=football
http://www.gamecocksonline.com/sports/m-footbl/scar-m-footbl-body.html
http://ukathletics.com/index.aspx?path=football
http://hailstate.com/index.aspx?path=football
http://www.auburntigers.com/sports/m-footbl/aub-m-footbl-body.html
https://rolltide.com/index.aspx?path=football
http://www.lsusports.net/SportSelect.dbml?DB_OEM_ID=5200&SPID=2164&SPSID=27815&KEY=
http://12thman.com/index.aspx?path=football 
http://www.olemisssports.com/sports/m-footbl/ole-m-footbl-body.html
http://www.arkansasrazorbacks.com/sport/m-footbl/ 
http://csurams.com/index.aspx?path=football
http://www.broncosports.com/sports/m-footbl/ 
http://www.utahstateaggies.com/sports/m-footbl/ust-m-footbl-body.html
http://www.goairforcefalcons.com/sports/m-footbl/afa-m-footbl-body.html
http://gowyo.com/index.aspx?path=football
http://www.gobulldogs.com/index.aspx?path=football
http://www.goaztecs.com/sports/m-footbl/sdsu-m-footbl-body.html
http://hawaiiathletics.com/index.aspx?path=football 
https://nevadawolfpack.com/index.aspx?path=football
http://www.sjsuspartans.com/sports/m-footbl/sjsu-m-footbl-body.html
http://hawkeyesports.com/index.aspx?path=football
http://www.huskers.com/SportSelect.dbml?DB_OEM_ID=100&SPID=22&SPSID=1&DB_OEM_ID=100
http://uwbadgers.com/index.aspx?path=football
http://nusports.com/index.aspx?path=football
http://www.gophersports.com/sports/m-footbl/minn-m-footbl-body.html
http://fightingillini.com/index.aspx?path=football
http://www.purduesports.com/sports/m-footbl/pur-m-footbl-body.html
http://mgoblue.com/index.aspx?path=football
http://www.ohiostatebuckeyes.com/sports/m-footbl/osu-m-footbl-body.html
http://www.msuspartans.com/sports/m-footbl/msu-m-footbl-body.html
http://www.gopsusports.com/sports/m-footbl/psu-m-footbl-body.html
http://iuhoosiers.com/index.aspx?path=football
http://www.umterps.com/SportSelect.dbml?DB_OEM_ID=29700&SPID=120713&SPSID=716325
http://scarletknights.com/index.aspx?path=football
http://www.soonersports.com/SportSelect.dbml?DB_OEM_ID=31000&SPID=127245&SPSID=750323&DB_OEM_ID=31000
http://www.gofrogs.com/sports/m-footbl/tcu-m-footbl-body.html
http://www.baylorbears.com/sports/m-footbl/bay-m-footbl-body.html 
http://texastech.com/index.aspx?path=football 
http://cyclones.com/index.aspx?path=football
http://okstate.com/index.aspx?path=football
http://texassports.com/index.aspx?path=football
http://wvusports.com/index.aspx?path=football
http://kuathletics.com/index.aspx?path=football
http://www.kstatesports.com/roster.aspx?rp_id=1381
http://thesundevils.com/index.aspx?path=football
https://www.bruinsnation.com/ucla_bruin_football
http://arizonawildcats.com/index.aspx?path=football
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http://utahutes.com/index.aspx?path=football 
http://cubuffs.com/index.aspx?path=football 
http://usctrojans.com/index.aspx?path=football
http://wsucougars.com/index.aspx?path=football
http://gostanford.com/index.aspx?path=football 
http://gohuskies.com/index.aspx?path=football
http://goducks.com/index.aspx?path=football
http://calbears.com/index.aspx?path=football
http://osubeavers.com/archives.aspx?path=football
http://bgsufalcons.com/index.aspx?path=football
http://www.ohiobobcats.com/sports/fball/index
http://www.ubbulls.com/sports/fball/index 
https://kentstatesports.com/index.aspx?path=football 
http://www.miamiredhawks.com/sports/m-footbl/mioh-m-footbl-body.html
https://www.niuhuskies.com/index.aspx?path=football 
http://www.cmuchippewas.com/sports/m-footbl/cmu-m-footbl-body.html
http://ballstatesports.com/index.aspx?path=football 
http://wmubroncos.com/index.aspx?path=football 
http://www.emueagles.com/index.aspx?tab=football&path=football 
http://gozips.com/index.aspx?path=football 
http://utrockets.com/index.aspx?path=football
http://www.usajaguars.com/index.aspx?tab=football&path=football 
https://www.ragincajuns.com/index.aspx?path=football
http://www.appstatesports.com/index.aspx?path=football 
http://www.georgiastatesports.com/SportSelect.dbml?DB_OEM_ID=12700&SPID=5671&SPSID=53624&DB_OEM_ID=12700
https://www.troytrojans.com/index.aspx?path=football 
http://www.astateredwolves.com/SportSelect.dbml?DB_OEM_ID=7200&SPID=2798&SPSID=35558&DB_OEM_ID=7200
http://govandals.com/index.aspx?path=football 
http://nmstatesports.com/index.aspx?path=football
http://www.herdzone.com/sports/m-footbl/mars-m-footbl-body.html 
http://goblueraiders.com/index.aspx?path=football
https://www.uabsports.com/index.aspx?path=football 
http://www.fausports.com/sports/m-footbl/fau-m-footbl-body.html
https://www.fiusports.com/index.aspx?path=football
http://wkusports.com/index.aspx?path=football
http://www.odusports.com/SportSelect.dbml?DB_OEM_ID=31100&SPID=127313&SPSID=750425&DB_OEM_ID=31100
http://goutsa.com/index.aspx?path=football
http://www.meangreensports.com/sports/m-footbl/ntex-m-footbl-body.html
http://www.latechsports.com/sports/m-footbl/latc-m-footbl-body.html
http://www.southernmiss.com/sports/m-footbl/
http://utepathletics.com/index.aspx?path=football
http://gogriffons.com/index.aspx?path=football&
http://goldentigersports.com/index.aspx?path=football 
http://lionathletics.com/splash.aspx?id=splash_39&path=football
http://www.gobearkats.com/ViewArticle.dbml?DB_OEM_ID=19900&ATCLID=208142270
http://gowesleyathletics.com/sports/fball/index 
https://www.hwsathletics.com/index.aspx?path=football
http://www.gostatesmen.com/index.aspx?path=football
(Indiana University) https://iupathletics.com/schedule.aspx?path=football
http://goracers.com/index.aspx?path=football 
http://www.gobearkats.com/SportSelect.dbml?DB_OEM_ID=19900&SPID=11345&KEY=
http://ucasports.com/index.aspx?path=football 
http://goleathernecks.com/index.aspx?path=football 
http://jsugamecocksports.com/index.aspx?path=football
http://www.rockathletics.com/index.aspx?path=football
http://www.hsujacks.com/index.aspx?path=football 
http://www.uwgsports.com/SportSelect.dbml?DB_OEM_ID=24310&SPID=73507&SPSID=592290
http://www.scsuathletics.com/splash.aspx?id=splash_165&path=football
https://richmondspiders.com/index.aspx?path=football 
http://stonybrookathletics.com/index.aspx?path=football 
http://www.bluehens.com/SportSelect.dbml?DB_OEM_ID=29100&SPID=110401&SPSID=670226
http://www.princetontigersfootball.com/
https://jmusports.com/schedule.aspx?path=football 
http://www.tribeathletics.com/index.aspx?path=football 
https://www.wagnerathletics.com/index.aspx?path=football 
http://www.ncataggies.com/SportSelect.dbml?DB_OEM_ID=24500&SPID=74503&SPSID=593291
https://www.isubengals.com/index.aspx?path=football 
http://goredbirds.com/index.aspx?path=football 
http://gobison.com/index.aspx?path=football 
http://gobison.com/index.aspx?path=football
http://www.msumdragons.com/?path=football 
http://www.villanova.com/sports/m-footbl/nova-m-footbl-body.html
https://gojacks.com/index.aspx?path=football
http://www.brownbears.com/sports/m-footbl/index 
http://www.undsports.com/SportSelect.dbml?DB_OEM_ID=13500&SPID=6399&SPSID=58640
https://weberstatesports.com/index.aspx?path=football
http://www.dbq.edu/Athletics/MensAthletics/Football/
http://unipanthers.com/index.aspx?path=football
http://citadelsports.com/index.aspx?path=football 
https://www.fhsuathletics.com/index.aspx?path=football 
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http://www.lionsports.net/index.aspx?path=football 
http://www.gsutigers.com/index.aspx?path=football
https://fordhamsports.com/schedule.aspx?path=football
http://www.gojagsports.com/SportSelect.dbml?&DB_OEM_ID=28100&SPID=96902&SPSID=641586
http://richmondspiders.com/index.aspx?path=football
http://www.scsuathletics.com/splash.aspx?id=splash_165&path=football
http://goblackbears.com/index.aspx?path=football
https://www.trackingfootball.com/blog/30-32-nfl-draft-1st-round-picks-multiple-sport-athletes-high-school/
https://www.nfl.com/
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Louis Rams, Atlanta Falcons, NFL Hall of Fame, CBS Sports, Nicholas Joos (Assoc. AD/Baylor), Paul Allen (K-FAN), Arizona Cardinals, St. Louis 

Rams, Minnesota Vikings, Tim Martin (Chinstrap Sports), NexStep Academy, David Plati (Assoc. AD/SID-Colorado), Brad Sutton(Assoc. AD/
Marketing-SMU), Ryan Koslen (Assoc. AD/Communications-Cincinnati), Michael Hazel (Dir. of FB Ops-Penn State), Stephanie Petulla, Ronda K. 
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